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The Use of Rodenticides, a Nagging Issue on Their
Effectiveness and Risks
1 Rodent control practices: Standard procedures, reactions to regulatory measures, and industry solutions to reduce AR usage
B. Johnston, Assured Environmental Solutions
A brief discussion of what is actually done in the pest control industry
to control rats and mice in and around structures. Which regulatory
requirements apply when controlling for rodents in different settings and
how does industry respond to new regulatory changes will be reviewed.
Private client group/end user efforts to move away from routine rodenticide use will be highlighted, and practical control options other than
rodenticides will be considered. Actual baits, bait stations and traps will
be shown and discussed as will the specifics of which active ingredients
in what formulation and delivered in what manner, as commonly used in
the field. No rodents will be harmed during the session.
2 Rodenticides in birds of prey admitted to a wildlife clinic in
Massachusetts, USA: What has changed since USEPA risk mitigation
action?
M. Murray, Tufts Cummings School of Veterinary Medicine
The USEPA’s Risk Mitigation Decision for Ten Rodenticides prohibited the sale of second-generation anticoagulant rodenticides (SGARs)
through general consumer outlets while still allowing SGAR use by
licensed pest professionals and agricultural users.Products containing
first generation anticoagulant rodenticides (FGARs) or the neurotoxin
bromethalin were to replace SGARs for general consumers by June 2011.
Most but not all manufacturers complied with new USEPA regulations.
Consequently, SGARs, FGARs, and bromethalin are all currently available on the US general consumer market. While FGARs are thought to
present less risk to wildlife than SGARs due to their lower toxicity and
shorter half-lives, recent research has shown birds of prey to be more
sensitive to FGARs than other avian species. There is little research on
the potential risk of bromethalin to birds of prey. Research on anticoagulant rodenticides in four species of birds of prey in Massachusetts prior
to June 2011 revealed that 86% of 161 birds were positive for SGAR
residues in liver tissue, with the SGAR brodifacoum the sole rodenticide
present in 99% of positive birds. Continued research has examined the
same four raptor species studied by this author prior to new USEPA regulations in order to monitor ongoing SGAR exposure and to investigate
FGAR and bromethalin exposure in free-living birds of prey admitted
to a wildlife clinic. Results of this post-June 2011 screening will be presented and comparisons to pre-June 2011 data will be made.
3 Modeling rodenticide efficacy in controlling Norway rat populations
C.B. Meyer; A.B. Francisco, ARCADIS US Inc; M. Buonanduci,
ARCADIS
One of the common rodent control methods used in residential environments is application of rodenticides. Rodenticide modes of toxicity
vary from neurotoxins to anticoagulants and have differing efficacy. We
developed population viability analysis (PVA) models to estimate the
effect of efficacy differences on commensal Norway rat (Rattus norvegicus) population reduction and rat infestation days. We evaluated two
usage scenarios: 25% brodificoum or bromethalin and 75% first-generation anticoagulants (FGARs, e.g., warfarin), and 75% brodificoum or
bromethalin and 25% FGARs. We compiled life history data, infestation
rates, and efficacy rates for various rodenticides for commensal Norway
rats from available literature for model inputs into the commercially
available RAMAS Metapop v5.0. Populations modeled were small rat
populations in single units of a multi-unit residential housing area or city
block of houses, and included dispersal between units. We structured
PVA models as birth-flow, single-sex, age-class models, and evaluated demographic stochasticity to reflect variability from the influence
of small populations. We calibrated the PVA models against available
literature, and included immigration from an outside source into the
multi-unit metapopulation to reflect literature-based recovery rates following rodenticide application. Modeling predicts that 75% FGARs use

increases rat infestation days by 98% when compared to 25% FGARs
use. Extrapolated across United States residences reporting rodent
infestations, 75% FGARs use produces 14 million more rat infestation
days. These results indicate the rodenticide purchasing choices consumers make can affect the level of rat infestations and associated health
problems across the United States.
4 Changing the face of rodenticides: Further development of anticoagulants to increase efficacy
K.E. Horak, National Wildlife Research Center; S.F. Volker, USDA APHIS
WS NWRC; C.M. Campton, USDA NRCS; T.G. Patton, USDA APHIS
WS NWRC
Although anticoagulant rodenticides have been in use for many decades,
further development of these compounds to make them more efficacious
or reduce the risk to non-target species has been minimal. The significant
burden of registering new compounds for pest control makes progress
in finding alternatives to anticoagulants also quite slow. Moreover, the
continued use of anticoagulant rodenticides in agricultural areas has led
to the development of resistance in some populations of pest species. To
address these three issues the mechanisms for the development of anticoagulant resistance were investigated; it was determined that resistant
voles (Microtus californicus) metabolize more of both chlorophacinone
and diphacinone than non-resistant animals. Based on these findings,
metabolic inhibitors were screened in vitro to determine their potential
as additives to bait formulations to increase efficacy. Bait formulations
made with the metabolic inhibitors were tested in caged live animal trials. Baits containing chlorophacinone at the LD25 were made containing
two metabolic inhibitors. These inhibitors increased the efficacy of baits
in both male and female voles. The liver residue concentrations of chlorophacinone will be presented. Field trials of the novel bait formulations
are planned for fall 2014 and will test the efficacy of bait in agricultural
settings.
5 Hepatic levels of anticoagulant rodenticides in predators from
Spain: Evidence of toxicity in field monitoring programs
R. Mateo, UCLM CSIC / Inst de Investigacion en Recursos Cinegeticos;
J. López Perea, UCLM / Inst de Investigacion en Recursos Cinegeticos /
Unidad de Ecología y Ciencia Animal; P.R. Camarero, UCLM CSIC;
L. Parpal, COFIB; E. Obon, R.A. Molina López, Centre de Fauna de
Torreferrussa
The second generation (SGARs) have been found to be accumulative in
non-target species and the consequences of this are still not well known.
The aim of this research is to study the presence and concentration of
ARs in tissues of predators potentially at risk of exposure. We analyzed
ARs in liver of 349 wild animals found dead in Catalonia and Majorca
Island (NE Spain). The species included 154 mammals and 195 birds:
including two species of hedgehogs, five species of owls and four species
of diurnal raptors. SGARs were detected in 63% of the studied animals
and 23% had >200 ng ΣSGARs/g in liver. This threshold level, potentially associated with lethal poisoning, was exceeded most frequently
in eagle owl (64%) and barn owl (34%). The SGARS identified were
brodifacoum (40%), bromadiolone (35%), difenacoum (26%), flocoumafen (9%) and difethialone (7%). In both sampling areas we found a
wide spatial distribution of positive animals, with higher density in areas
with more human population. A similar exposure to SGARs was found
in the Algerian hedgehog from Majorca (57%) than in the European
hedgehog from Catalonia (58%), which may reflect a similar intensity in
the use of rodenticides in both areas. On the contrary, a higher percentage of SGARs positives was found in the European scops owl in Majorca
(57.7%) than in Catalonia (14.3%), which may be related to the sedentary
presence of the island population compared to the African migratory
pattern of the continental one. The levels of SGARS were similarly
distributed in birds and mammals for brodifacoum and difenacoum,
but birds tend to have lower levels of bromadiolone than mammals. The
observed geometric means in birds and mammals for each SGAR was
negatively related to LD50, particularly in birds. Moreover, the combinations of two or more SGARs tended to be more frequent than expected
from the independent occurrence of each compound. These results may
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indicate that SGARs poisoning itself produces a bias for monitoring
programs based on found dead animals, because accumulated SGARs
adversely affect animal’s survival.

monitoring of relationships between user behaviours, implementation
of mitigation measures and wildlife exposure/impacts will permit the
efficacy of these strategies to be determined.

6 Risk mitigation measures for anticoagulant rodenticides : A
European perspective
P.J. Berny, VetAgro-Sup / Toxicology; A. Esther, J. Jacob, JKI; C. Prescott,
Univ of Reading
The Biocidal Products Directive (98/8 CE) has been implemented to
evaluate the safety and efficacy of products used in households and
industry and other buildings to control pests. Rodenticides were the first
products to be evaluated and active substances were reviewed, evaluated
and eventually registered. In a second step, commercial products were
evaluated individually under a mutual recognition process. Marketing
authorisations are valid for 5 years and in 2014 the first revision process
should start. In view of the various potential toxic risks associated with
anticoagulant rodenticides (non-target poisoning in domestic and wild
animals primarily), as well as evidence of resistance spreading, the EU
Commission requested an expert report on potential risk mitigation
measures that could apply to all member states and harmonize the authorization process as well as preserving safe and effective rodenticides The
Expert Report is due in September and the proposed harmonized risk
mitigation measures as well as general resistance management strategies
will be presented in this communication. A survey was also conducted
among stakeholders (PCOs’ and rodenticide manufacturing companies)
to have a more quantitative evidence of the reality of resistance and nontarget poisoning issues. Recommendations will also be presented qith
respect to monitoring tools to evaluate short term or long term efficacy
and toxicity of anticoagulant rodenticides.

8 Monitoring SGAR residues in birds of prey as a regulatory tool to
assess risk to non-targets
R.F. Shore, Centre for Ecology Hydrology NERC; P. Henrys, L. Walker,
Centre for Ecology Hydrology
In Britain, the usage of second generation anticoagulant rodenticides
(SGARs) thought most likely to cause exposure of non-target wildlife is
where compounds are used outdoors. The most acutely toxic compounds
(brodifacoum, flocoumafen, difethiolone) have therefore been restricted
to indoor use and outdoor use permitted only for bromadiolone and
difenacoum. However, recent regulatory review for these five SGARs has
concluded it is impossible to distinguish between them in terms of risks
to non target species, and so they should be treated identically. It has been
proposed that authorisations could be changed such that all five could be
used in open spaces, if accompanied by stewardship designed to enhance
best practice and reduce non-target exposure. Such changes are likely to
alter exposure and associated risk to non-targets. A key question is how
can any such changes be detected and with what degree of sensitivity? The
Predatory Bird Monitoring Scheme (PBMS) has monitored liver SGARs
in barn owls (Tyto alba) for more than 20 years. This large, unique dataset
can provide a baseline against which to assess the effects on non-target
exposure from change in authorisation and accompanying stewardship.
We examined the dataset to determine the power of monitoring to detect
changes in exposure. Specifically, we asked how many owls would need to
be analysed each year to detect 5%, 10%, 20% and 50% changes in liver
SGAR concentrations in barn owls, and how many years would it take to
detect such changes? Lack of normality in the distribution of the residue
data for individual compounds and summed SGAR meant it was necessary to split the data into two groups for each compound (< 0.1 µg/g and
> 0.1 µg/g wet wt.). These groupings had normal distributions and could
be considered “background” and “toxicologically significant” respectively.
We found that, for both data sets, we could detect changes of 10-20%
from baseline concentrations by analysing between 50 and 100 birds
each year; power was always >70%. Analysis of 100 birds/yr meant that
changes of 20% from baseline for individual compounds were detectable
within 1-4 years (95% confidence limits) and a change of 50% in summed
SGAR detectable in a year. Such changes can be used as potential target
and trigger values to determine the success or failure of stewardship and if
further changes to authorisations are needed, respectively.

7 Mitigation measures and anticoagulant rodenticides – perspectives
derived from four UK monitoring schemes
A. Buckle, C. Prescott, Univ of Reading / School of Biological Sciences
Little quantitative information is available on the efficacy of measures
to mitigate non-target impacts of the second-generation anticoagulants
(SGARS) but four UK monitoring schemes, operated over the last 30
years and each with a different objective, permit some conclusions to
be drawn. The Pesticide Usage Survey estimated quantities of anticoagulants used and showed that more than 2,000 tonnes of these baits
were applied annually. The Wildlife Incident Investigation Scheme
(www.pesticides.gov.uk) assesses acute impacts by investigation of
incidents in which non-targets are harmed by pesticides and shows that
currently-applied mitigation measures, such as covering bait points,
use of tamper-resistant bait stations and picking up and disposing of
dead target rodents, are sufficient to prevent unacceptable acute effects.
However, currently-applied measures do not prevent widespread, lowlevel contamination of wildlife. The Predatory Bird Monitoring Scheme
(www.ceh.ac.uk) assesses the levels of background, mostly non-lethal,
residues in several sentinel species, including barn owl (Tyto alba), kestrel
(Falco tinnunculus) and red kite (Milvus milvus). High proportions of
populations of these species, and others, carry SGAR residues in their
bodies. In several of these species contamination probably derives from
non-target small mammal prey, themselves accidentally exposed to
SGARs, rather than from target rodents. The status of UK bird populations is monitored, in terms of population size and breeding range, by
the Breeding Bird Survey (www.bto.org). This shows that populations
of several exposed raptors have exhibited remarkable population and
breeding range increases during a 30-year period of intensive SGAR
use. This is mostly due to conservation efforts, such as campaigns against
illegal poisoning/shooting, captive breeding and release schemes and
provision of artificial nesting sites. Fears remain however about possible
undetected sub-lethal effects. Current UK regulatory policy is considering additional mitigation measures, including restrictions on SGAR
use away from buildings and prevention of use in permanent baiting
strategies. Intensive programmes to educate users and promote use of
mitigation measures are also planned (www.thinkwildlife.com). Future
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Advances in Environmental Metabolomics
9 Effects of benzo(a)pyrene and chrysene on metabolic profiles in the
embryo of Japanese medaka (Oryzias latipes)
S. Uno, Kagoshima Univ / Faculty of Fisheries; M. Yamamoto, Kagoshima
Univ; K. Emiko, Kagoshima Univ / Education and Research Center for
Marine Resources and Environment; J. Koyama, Kagoshima Univ / Faculty
of Fisheries
The individual effects of benzo(a)pyrene and chrysene on metabolomics profiles in the embryo of Japanese medaka (Oryzias latipes) were
examined using GC/MS. Benzo(a)pyrene and chrysene are common
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) generally released by the
combustion or oil spill. Especially, benzo(a)pyrene is well known as a
carcinogenic and mutagenic compound. In previous study, these PAHs
possibly caused the growth retardation, deformities, and other effects in
fish embryos. However, the mechanisms of their effects and metabolic
disturbances resulting from their exposures are little known. In the
present study, benzo(a)pyrene of 0.1 and 1 mg/L and chrysene of 0.2 and
2 mg/L were individually exposed to medaka embryo. Embryos were
collected at 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, and 7 days. The data of non-target metabolites
collected in GC/MS measurements were screened by one-way analysis
of variance (ANOVA), and the screened data followed to be analyzed
by principal components analysis (PCA). The trajectories obtained
from principal components scores depending on the exposed period
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were drawn on two dimensional PCA score plot. The trajectories were
significantly different between control and the exposed group of benzo(a)
pyrene or chrysene. The groups exposed to benzo(a)pyrene deviated
from the trajectory of control especially from 0 to 5 days after starting of exposure, and the difference increased depending on increase
of exposed concentrations. This result suggest that benzo(a)pyrene
exposures affected to the embryo development especially in early period
of organogenesis. On the other hand, the groups exposed to chrysene
deviated from the control from 3 to 7 days, and the clear difference of
trajectory depending on the exposed concentrations was not found. But
the exposure groups of chrysene were clustered away from control group
especially at 7 days. These results suggest that chrysene affected to the
embryo development especially at later stage and the hatch. In fact, we
performed the toxicity tests before the above examinations, and found
that the mortalities tended to increase depending on increase of exposed
concentration of benzo(a)pyrene, and the hatch in chrysene exposure
delayed compared with control group. Their exposed effects to metabolites in medaka embryo could reflect the results of toxicity tests.
10 Metabolomic analysis linking dietary pesticide exposure and
potential health effects in children
C. Lu, Harvard School of Public Health / Environmental Health; E. Karoly,
L. Bell, R. Mohney, Metabolon Inc; L. Tao; J. Brain, Harvard School of
Public Health
Introduction Previous studies have demonstrated a significant reduction
of dietary pesticide exposure among children who switched their diets to
mostly organic foods. However, scientific data are not available to provide
insight into how children’s health might benefit from consuming organic
foods. Therefore, we explored the perturbation in metabolic pathways that
might be relevant to pesticide toxicities. Methods We performed global
metabolomic analysis of urine collected from children participated in a
crossover longitudinal study designed to quantify the reduction of dietary
pesticide exposure after switching those children’s conventional diets to
mostly organic foods, including fresh fruits, vegetables, and juices, for 5
consecutive days. We selected 46 first morning void urine samples from
10 of 23 children with distinct differences in urinary pesticide metabolite levels between the conventional and organic eating days. Results
After children switched their normal diets to mostly organic foods, we
found a statistically significant reduction of γ-glutamylthreonine, one
of the γ-glutamyl amino acids associated with the γ-glutamyl cycle, and
N-acetylphenylalanine and N1-methyl-2-pyridone-5-carboxamide, two
biomarkers for inflammation and oxidative stress. The overall data analysis yielded a predictive accuracy of 72% using the random forest analysis,
indicating that differences in urinary biochemical profiles between the
diet groups are distinctive. Conclusions This study demonstrated statistically significant perturbations of metabolic pathways relevant to oxidative
stress, inflammation, and the demands of xenobiotic detoxification in
children who switched their conventional diets to mostly organic foods.
The perturbation of those pathways was likely resulted from the presence
of pesticide residues in the conventional foods, or antioxidants found in
the organic produce, or both. Data from this exploratory study allowed to
extend our current understanding beyond OPs’ acute toxicity to the perturbation of metabolic pathways at exposure levels commonly experienced
in the population that may have significant implications to the occurrence
of adverse health endpoints.
11 Impacts of WWTP Effluent Exposure on the hepatic metabolome of
male and female fathead minnows in the South Platte River, Colorado
D.R. Ekman, USEPA / National Exposure Research Laboratory; J.
Beihoffer, USEPA / NEIC; T.W. Collette, Ecosystems Research Division;
M. Hughes, USEPA / NHEERL; A. Jastrow, K. Keteles, USEPA; J.M.
Lazorchak, USEPA / Office of Research and Development; A. Vajda, UC
Denver; B. Vennerr, USEPA / NEIC; D.L. Villeneuve, USEPA / Mid
Continent Ecology Division; D.L. Winkelman, Colorado State Univ /
Colorado Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research Unit
Metabolomics is rapidly becoming established as an effective tool for
studying the responses of organisms, such as fish, to various environmentally relevant stressors. While the majority of the work has been

laboratory-based, successful application of the technique in recent
years to field-based studies is expanding the utility of metabolomics to
environmental monitoring applications. For example, metabolomics was
shown useful for studying responses in caged fish to effluent exposure
from a pulp and paper mill plant in the Great Lakes. Another report
demonstrated the potential of the technique for assessing the impacts of
waste water treatment plants (WWTPs) and agricultural operations on
fish deployed in various rivers in the state of Minnesota. Recently, we
have applied metabolomics with caged fish in the South Platte River,
Colorado to further investigate previously suspected estrogenic effects
on fish near two WWTPs in a Western river site. 1H-NMR spectra collected from the livers of caged male and female fathead minnows (FHM;
Pimephales promelas) deployed at locations below and above the WWTPs
were used to determine impacts of the exposures on the FHM hepatic
metabolome. Results of these analyses revealed distinct impacts for each
WWTP studied and in a sex dependent manner. Moreover, metabolomic responses closely paralleled the results of targeted assays that were
conducted to assess the estrogenicity of the effluent (cell-based bioassays, in vivo FHM liver VTG mRNA). Comparison of fish deployed
upstream of the WWTPs (i.e., the reference site) to those deployed
immediately below revealed a much greater similarity in the male and
female metabolomes in the WWTP effluent-exposed fish, possibly
suggesting feminization of the males. As further evidence of feminization, we observed considerable similarities in metabolic responses of
field-deployed male fish with those of males exposed to a model estrogen
(EE2) in a previously conducted laboratory-based study. These results,
along with additional findings from this study, will be presented in the
context of their implications for environmental monitoring.
12 Ambient mass spectrometry: A novel metabolomics approach
for quantification of lipid profiles in zebrafish embryos exposed to
trichloroethylene (TCE)
M.S. Sepulveda, Purdue Univ / Dept of Forestry and Natural Resources;
C.R. Ferreira, A.K. Jarmusch, R.G. Cooks, Purdue Univ / Dept of
Chemistry and Center for Analytical Instrumentation Development CAID
Aston Laboratories
Trichloroethylene (TCE) is a chlorinated volatile organic compound
commonly found contaminating wells and surface waters across the U.S.
More recently, TCE has also been associated with cardiovascular defects
after embryonic exposures. However, current data and approaches are
not suited for assessing risk posed by TCE to exposed embryos. This
is because most of the in vivo mechanistic data collected thus far has
been from experiments conducted with adult animals dosed with high
concentrations of TCE (ppm) via inhalation/drinking water, when
environmental concentrations are low (ppb) and other routes of exposure (e.g. maternal transfer) are also likely. The objective of this study
was to quantify in real time changes in metabolite profiles in zebrafish
embryos exposed to TCE using ambient mass spectrometry (MS). The
main advantage of ambient MS is that lipids and other metabolites are
easily ionized and measured directly in their native state, without the
need of sample preparation or traditional lipid extraction methodologies.
We exposed zebrafish embryos (< 2 hours post fertilization) to a range
of TCE concentrations (0 – 1,000 ppb) and quantified lipid profiles after
24 and 48 h. Embryos were placed over a 1 cm L X 0.5 mm Whatman
grade 1 paper, inserted into a borosilicate glass tube with the spray tip
pulled and 10 uL of dimethylformamide/acetonitrile 1:1 (v/v) used as
the solvent and 2 Kv of voltage applied. An ion trap MS (LTQ , Thermo
Fisher Scientific) was used for the MS and MS/MS experiments. Positive
and negative mass spectra was analyzed using Metaboanalyst through
partial least square-discriminant analysis. We detected a number of
lipids, mainly phosphatidylcholines (PCs) (16:0/20:3) present at higher
concentrations in all TCE doses. The mechanism behind these changes
is currently being studied and suggests the metabolism of PCs is being
affected by TCE possibly through the production of Reactive Oxygen
Species. In conclusion, ambient MS represents a novel and powerful
approach for assessing mechanisms of toxicity and can be applied in situ
in whole organisms without the need of tissue preparation and extraction.
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13 A new paradigm for toxicity of environmental exposures: Targeted
and untargeted cross-platform correlation approach for human in vivo
toxicodynamics
D.I. Walker, Pulmonary Allergy and Critical Care Medicine; G.W. Miller,
Emory Univ / Emory Health and Exposome Research Center Dept of
Environmental Health; W. Hu, M. Gearing, A.I. Levey, Emory Univ /
Alzheimers Disease Research Center Dept of Neurology; K.D. Pennell, Tufts
Univ / Dept of Civil and Environmental Engineering; D.P. Jones, Emory
Univ / Clinical Biomarkers Laboratory Division of Pulmonary Allergy and
Critical Care Medicine
Recent improvements in high resolution mass spectrometric (HRMS)
analytical platforms and data processing algorithms have made it possible
to measure and identify upwards of 15,000 unique features in biological
matrices. Measurement of this “chemical space” within humans includes
endogenous metabolites, pharmaceuticals, commercial products, microbiome related chemicals and environmental agents. This unparalleled
capture of metabolism can provide direct evidence of altered homeostasis
due to low level chronic exposure by mapping to metabolic products
via an environment-metabolome wide association study (Env-MWAS)
analysis. To evaluate this approach, high resolution metabolic profiling
of plasma obtained from 96 healthy individuals was performed using
liquid chromatography with electrospray ionization and HRMS detection
with parallel targeted quantification of eight polychlorinated biphenyl
(PCB) congeners, DDT, DDD and DDE via gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry. Env-MWAS significant features were determined via
correlation coefficient (r ≥ |0.3|, false discovery rate corrected p-value
≤ 0.2) and consisted of chemical features directly correlating to plasma
targeted candidate levels (primary) and those associated with the primary
significant features (secondary). Following data extraction and alignment, metabolic profiling identified 17,302 unique features. Annotation
and pathway enrichment of significant chemical features using the Kyoto
Encyclopedia for Genes and Genomics (KEGG) database identified
associations with dehalogenation associated pathways (CYP450), steroid
biosynthesis and inflammatory pathways. Negative mass defect filtering
for halogenated chemicals identified a number of un-identified associated metabolites, which suggest unknown metabolic products of the
targeted species or co-exposed exogenous chemicals. To understand how
the overall metabolic network is influenced by internal perturbations, the
top 300 primary and secondary significant features were clustered based
on correlation and annotated. The resulting clusters segregated based on
metabolic pathway and origin (endogenous/exogenous). These results suggest that the Env-MWAS approach is a viable technique for elucidating
in vivo exposure toxicodynamics and the associated metabolic alterations
for environmental contaminants. This provides a critical link in understanding the long term health implications of environmental exposure.
14 An in vivo metabolomic approach for enhanced neurotoxic effects
by contaminants, with emphasis on neurotransmitter pathways
P. Leonards, VU Univ Inst for Environmental Studies / Chemistry Biology;
S. Tufi, R. van Dijk, VU Univ Inst for Environmental Studies; M. Roca,
Laboratory of Public Health of Valencia; M. Llansola, V. Felipo, Centro de
Investigación Principe Felipe
Worldwide, serious concern has arisen about the increased incidence of
learning and developmental disorders in children. From a scientific point
of view, there is no doubt that exposure to neurotoxic chemicals during
early brain development can adversely affect learning and development.
Various recent epidemiological studies have indicated that exposure to low
doses of environmental biologically active contaminants during human
development can have deleterious effects on cognitive development in
childhood. The European commission-funded project DENAMIC
“Developmental Neurotoxicity Assessment of Mixtures in Children”
investigates neurotoxic effects (e.g. learning and developmental disorders)
of low-concentration mixtures of pesticides and a number of common
environmental pollutants in children. One of the aims is to develop better
and sophisticated tools, procedures and testing methods to screen compounds for (developmental) neurotoxicity and to improve assessment of
exposures and effects (www.denamic-project.eu). As part of the project, a
new alternative assessment strategy based on a combination of in vitro and
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in vivo assays is under development in order to prioritize compounds for
further in vivo testing. To this end, hazard characterization of pesticides
and environmental pollutants on a molecular and cellular level is carried
out, with emphasis on adverse effects during neuronal development. An
important aspect is the development of biomarkers for (developmental)
neurotoxicity in animal models (rat and mice) using (epi-)genomics,
proteomics and metabolomics. In the current study, the aim was to investigate underlying molecular mechanisms (pathways) of observed effects
on behaviour and cognitive function of pesticide exposure (carbaryl,
cypermethrin, chlorpyrifos, endosulfan) in rats, and the development
of metabolomic biomarkers for (developmental) neurotoxicity in animal
models. The focus was on four major adverse outcome neurotransmitter
pathways: Dopamine, Serotonin, Gaba, and Acetylcholine. Beside this
targeted metabolomic approach untargeted cross platform metabolomic
studies were carried out using LC-HRTOF-MS, GC-HRTOF-MS, and
shotgun HRTOF-MS (lipidomics). This study will discuss the affected
pathways of the four classes of pesticide exposure (organophosphates, carbamates, pyrethroids, organochlorine). Acknowledgement - The authors
thank the European Commission for funding this project under FP7
DENAMIC (no. 282957).
15 A lipidomics approach to understand resource allocation of diet
and toxicants in Daphnia magna
N. Sengupta, Clemson Univ / Dept of Biological Sciences; W.S. Baldwin,
Clemson Univ / Biological Sciences
Daphnia is a commonly used test organism in toxicology, ecology, and
evolution. HR96 is a promiscuous endo- and xenobiotic nuclear receptor
involved in the acclimation response to toxicants and an ortholog to the
promiscuous nuclear receptors CAR and PXR expressed in vertebrates.
HR96 is also a keyregulator of Magro, Niemann Pick genes, and other
genes involved in cholesterol and triacylglycerol uptake, metabolism,
and transport. Daphnia HR96 is activated by chemicals such as atrazine,
chlorpyrifos, pyriproxyfen, estradiol, and linoleic acid (LA) (n-6 fatty
acid). Triclosan and the n-3 fatty acid, docosahexaenoic acid (DHA)
inhibit HR96. We hypothesized that Daphnia magna exposed to HR96
activators will increase their lipid resources and in turn either develop
a tolerance towards starvation or demonstrate increased reproduction
relative to untreated animals or animals exposed to HR96 inhibitors, and
this phenotype would be associated with the retention or production of
certain lipids. Exposure of late adolescent daphnids to fatty acids (DHA
and LA) reduced the starvation survival of their offspring. However,
DHA exposed juvenile daphnids typically survived following reproduction during starvation indicating greater nutrient stores and overall
health of these animals than the other treated groups. Interestingly,
the HR96 inhibitor, triclosan, significantly increased offspring survival
compared to all other groups except the untreated daphnids. Additional
experiments demonstrated that juveniles exposed directly to triclosan
also showed increased survival but did not mature and therefore never
reproduced. Lipidomic analysis comparing starved adults and neonates
showed that neonates have relatively more sphingomyelins and relatively
less phosphatidylcholine than adults. The HR96 inhibitors, DHA and
triclosan significantly increased sphingomyelins, and DHA down-regulated magro and a sphingomyelinase; two HR96-regulated genes crucial
in producing sphingosine from the sphingomyelins. It is interesting to
speculate that a drop in sphingosine, a key developmental lipid, may be
associated with greater longevity and slow/no development. In conclusion, fatty acids and toxicants can cause sublethal effects by altering the
resource allocation of lipids and in turn perturbing starvation survival,
reproduction, and juvenile development.
16 NMR-based metabolomics assessment of zebra mussels (Dreissena
polymorpha) in the Great Lakes Region
D.W. Bearden, National Inst of Standards and Technology / Chemical
Sciences Division; M. Watanabe, National Inst of Standards and Technology;
E. Johnson, NOAA/NCCOS/CCMA
Assessment of the physiological status of organisms in pollutionimpacted areas is key to understanding the impact of anthropogenic
pollutants and the effectiveness of remediation efforts. In this study,
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zebra mussels, a prolific invasive species abundant throughout the
Laurentian Great Lakes, were harvested from the Milwaukee Estuary
(Wisconsin) and subjected to nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) based
metabolomic analysis. This exploratory study was designed to help
develop field and laboratory protocols and to form the basis for future
assessments of Great Lakes Areas of Concern (AOCs) and is one of the
first freshwater mussel metabolomics studies. The field sampling protocol
examined the local variation (meters) in metabolomic profiles as well as
profiles over a significant geographic range (several kilometers). Samples
were collected at three inner harbor sites and one reference site north
of the harbor. Whole-body analysis of the mussel metabolome revealed
differences between some of the sampling stations, and the small-scale
metabolomic differences at a single station were not significantly different on a few-meter scale. This presentation will include preliminary
results and address the possibility of future application of NMR-based
metabolomics to field based impact assessments.

plastics to product emissions and to assess exposure in general. Therefore,
exposure assessments have to rely on models. Fate and transport models
for nano-, micro- and millimetre (NMM) sized particles can further
support the understanding of retention of plastics, transport to sea and
exposure to aquatic organisms. Here, we present a spatially explicit
model for NMM polymer particles implemented for a river stretch. The
model accounts for advective transport, homo- and hetero-aggregation,
sedimentation-resuspension, polymer degradation, bio fouling and
burial. The model was parameterized by use of experimental data as
well as literature data. Model behaviour was tested by varying particle
radius from 100 nm to 10 mm, for polymers of several densities and at
varying extents of bio fouling. Spatially explicit versus uniform scenarios
were compared. It appears that particle size, polymer type and biofilm
formation have dramatic effects on the fate and retention of NMM sized
polymer particles in the river catchment and on the positioning of accumulation ‘hot spots’ along the river. Additionally, the spatial detail of the
modelled system highly influenced the predictive value of the model.

Environmental Impacts of Microplastics: An Issue of
Local, Regional and Global Concern

19 Microplastics in estuarine environments: A case study of
Charleston Harbor
J.E. Weinstein, The Citadel / Dept of Biology; H. Wertz, College of
Charleston / Marine Biology; A.D. Gray, The Citadel / Biology; R.C.
Riegerix, The Citadel
Current evidence suggests that the presence of microplastic debris has
the potential to contribute to the decreased health and sustainability
of estuarine species. The overall objective of this on-going project is
to characterize the fate, transport and innate toxicity of macro-and
microplastic debris to ecologically important species of Charleston
Harbor, South Carolina. To estimate the amount and weight of macroplastic debris in the harbor, local volunteers collected plastic debris
as part of the South Carolina Sea Grant-sponsored Beach Sweep in
September 2013. At eight locations, a total of 3,646 plastic items were
collected yielding an average of 0.91 items per linear meter and an
average weight of 14.04 g per linear meter. The three most common
polymers collected were polyethylene terephthalate, polypropylene, and
polystyrene. To determine the amount of microplastic particles on the
shoreline sediments of the harbor, the intertidal and supralittoral zones
at three sites were sampled using a transect survey, followed by a density
separation technique to isolate particles. Preliminary data demonstrated
a high proportion of expanded polystyrene microparticles in the sediment. To assess the innate toxicity of microplastic particles to grass
shrimp, Palaemonetes pugio, a series of toxicity tests were conducted.
Developmental effects on larval grass shrimp were assessed using two
21-day toxicity tests with 32 µm and 150 µm polyethylene microspheres.
Median transformation times decreased in a concentration-dependent
fashion for both size classes. Mechanical effects on adult grass shrimp
were assessed using a 96-hour toxicity test. Shrimp were initially exposed
to one of five size fractions of polyethylene microspheres (35, 59, 83, 116,
165 µm) for two hours to allow for the uptake of the microspheres, then
transferred to microsphere-free water for 96 hours to monitor depuration and mortality. Shrimp survivorship was a function their ability to
depurate microspheres from their gills and gut. Mortality occurred in
a size-dependent fashion, with the 83 µm fraction having the highest
mortality (40%). Collectively, these results demonstrate that microplastic
particles are present in the shoreline sediments of Charleston Harbor and
their presence may have negative effects on grass shrimp.

17 The plastic ocean: Widespread distribution of microplastics in
coastal British Columbia
P.S. Ross, Vancouver Aquarium / Ocean Pollution Research Program; J.W.
Desforges, Univ of Victoria / Earth and Ocean Science; J. Fong, Vancouver
Aquarium; M. Galbraith, Fisheries and Oceans Canada; W. Szanizlo,
Vancouver Aquarium
Microplastics represent an emerging concern in the marine environment,
with recent findings revealing widespread occurrence throughout the
world’s oceans. However, relatively little is known about the sources of
these particles. We are carrying out research to characterize the source,
transport, fate and effects of microplastics in coastal British Columbia
(BC), consisting of studies of i) microplastics in sea water and biota in
the NE Pacific Ocean and ii) debris along the BC shoreline. We recently
observed subsurface seawater microplastics (62 µm to 5000 µm) in the
NE Pacific Ocean at concentrations reaching 9200 particles/m3. Fibres
accounted for approximately 75% of enumerated microplastic particles,
but were higher nearshore than offshore (p< 0.05). Lowest concentrations
were in offshore Pacific waters, increasing up to 27-fold in nearshore
waters adjacent to urban centers. Although this is consistent with a
dominant contribution of land-based origins for the majority of the
microplastics observed, the specific sources are unclear. Some may originate from the break down over time of larger consumer products. For
example, data from the 2013 Great Canadian Shoreline Cleanup reveal
the near-field extent of macroplastic litter along 1,250 km of coastal
BC to be 43 kg of debris per km. Top ranked items included cigarette
filters, food containers, plastic bags, container lids, glass bottles, paper
bags, cutlery, cans, building materials, straws, plastic bottles, and cigar
tips. While the impacts to ocean life from microplastics are presently
unclear, entanglement by macroplastics, including packing straps, fishing
nets, and lines, continues to represent a very serious problem for marine
mammals in BC. As many as 300 California sea lions and Steller sea
lions along southwest Vancouver Island were found to be entangled in
marine plastic debris between 2005 and 2012. The number of entangled
sea lions seems to be increasing in the region, with the most sightings
(114) observed in 2011. Collectively, these results highlight the need for
additional information on putative sources of all types and sizes of plastic
debris in the oceans, something that would facilitate mitigation of a
multifaceted and far-reaching conservation threat.
18 Modeling the fate of nanoplastic and microplastic in rivers
E. Besseling, Wageningen Univ & Research Centre / Aquatic Ecology and
Water Quality Management Group Dept of Environmental Sciences; J.
Quik, RIVM; B. Koelmans, Wageningen Univ & Research Centre
A key pathway of plastics to the marine environment is the transport
from land based sources by rivers. Present detection methods are insufficient to relate environmental concentrations of primary and secondary

20 Effects of PVC and PE exposures in the stress response of marine
mussel P. perna
L.G. Goldstein, Univ of São Paulo / Physiology; M.F. Santana, F.
Moreira, A. Turra, Inst Oceanografico Univ of São Paulo / Departamento
de Oceanografia Biológica; M.R. Custódio, Univ of São Paulo / Inst de
Biociências Departamento de Fisiologia
Among all different pollutants, plastic debris is one of the main environmental impacts caused by man, being found from beaches and
mangrove to gyres in the middle of the oceans. Macroplastics, with
size above 5mm, are the major plastic debris but microplastics, fragments under 5mm are the one that can be most harmful for filter feeding
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animals such as mussels and oysters. However, it is still debatable if its
effects are physical, due to the increase in indigestible particulate; or
chemical, due to the plastic additives such as phthalates or PCBs. To
study the impact that these components can have in these animals, the
brown mussel Perna perna (Bivalvia) was exposed, in the laboratory, to
two microplastics: white polyvinyl chloride (PVC) powder, used in the
manufacture of several products; and polyethylene (PE) microbeads,
used as abrasives in cosmetics. In one experiment the mussels were
exposed to each of the plastics in two concentrations (0.5 and 2.5g/l)
during 12, 24, 48 and 144 hours. A second set of mussels was exposed to
the same concentrations and times but the plastics were maintained for
20 days in seawater under constant agitation before the experiment, so
possible additives could be removed. After both experiments, the digestive glands of all organisms were dissected and the expression levels of
AIF, HSP70 and pp38-MAPK were assessed by ELISA. The organisms
exposed to PE showed increased levels of HSP70 and PP38 according to
the concentration and period of exposure No alterations were detected
for AIF. With PVC, only HSP70 levels were significantly increased after
the period of exposure. No differences were observed between the results
obtained with plastics directly introduced in the aquaria and those previously maintained in seawater.
21 Impacts of microplastics on the biological function of Hyallela
azteca
S. Au, S.J. Klaine, Clemson Univ / Inst of Environmental Toxicology
CUENTOX
Plastics impact almost every sector of our society. Worldwide annual
production of plastic has reached approximately 280 million tons in
2011, stimulating concerns regarding the release of plastics into the
environment. Plastics with a diameter less than 5 mm have been classified as microplastics (MPs) by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, and can originate from primary (manufactured to
be of microscopic size) or secondary (fragmented from larger plastics)
sources. MPs are in the same size fraction as most sediment particles
and microorganisms, allowing them to be easily ingested by a variety
of organisms. The consequences of MP ingestion are largely unknown.
Persistent organic pollutants also adsorb to the relatively hydrophobic
MP surfaces; the bioavailability of these adsorbed organic compounds
is also unknown. We characterized the aging of MPs in the presence of
organic carbon. This aging resulted in an increase in specific gravity and
a settling of MPs into the benthic portion of the ecosystem. Differential
microbial growth on biofilm growth on aggregates that remain at the
surface and those that are transported to benthos is observed, which may
contribute largely to the transport and fate of microplastics in aquatic
systems. The digestion and egestion of MPs with biofilm growth was
observed in the amphipod Hyalella azteca, but did not result in significant
mortality in acute exposures. Chronic biossays are underway. We also
characterized the adsorption of the PAH, fluoranthene to pristine MPs.
Adsorption followed a Langmuir isotherm suggesting that fluoranthene
formed a monolayer on the surface of the MPS. The concentration of
fluoranthene adsorbed to MPs at equilibrium far exceeds the LC50 for
fluoranthene in H. Azteca. The bioavailability of this adsorbed PAH to
H. azteca will also be characterized.
22 The role of microplastics in bioaccumulation of organic chemicals
to aquatic organisms
A.A. Koelmans, Wageningen Univ / Aquatic Ecology and Water Quality
Management Group; E. Besseling, Wageningen Univ; E. Foekema, IMARES
Pollution with plastic debris and microplastic fragments has been
recognized as a major problem in fresh and marine water systems. It is
generally assumed that microplastic may act as a vector for transport of
chemicals associated with the plastic particles, like persistent organic
pollutants (POPs) or additives, residual monomers or oligomers of the
component molecules of the plastics. Considering the complex processes
involved, modelling approaches have been proven useful for the interpretation of experimental data as well as for prognostic assessments of the
possible hazards caused by plastic ingestion. Model based scenario studies have helped to define in which cases plastic ingestion may be relevant,
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dependent on plastic type, chemical properties and species traits. Aim of
this talk is to review the existing empirical evidence for plastic-mediated
bioaccumulation, and to critically discuss the experimental and model
approaches used to quantify the effect of plastic on bioaccumulation of
POPs and additives. This includes a mathematical description of the
processes at play, a review of the model-based inferences described in the
literature, novel model simulations and an outlook to future work and
recommendations.
23 Assimilation of polybrominated diphenyl ethers from microplastics
by the marine amphipod, Allorchestes compressa
E. Chua, J. Shimeta, RMIT Univ; D. Nugegoda, RMIT Univ / School
of Applied Sciences; P. Morrison, RMIT Univ; B. Clarke, RMIT Univ /
School of Applied Sciences
Microplastic particles (MPPs; < 1 mm) are found in skin cleansing soaps
and are released into the environment via the sewage system. MPPs in the
environment can sorb persistent organic pollutants (POPs) that can potentially be assimilated by organisms mistaking MPPs for food. Amphipods
(Allorchestes compressa) exposed to MPPs isolated from a commercial
facial cleansing soap ingested ≤ 45 particles per animal and evacuated
them within 36 h. Amphipods were exposed to polybrominated diphenyl
ether (PBDEs) congeners (BDE-28, -47, -99, -100, -153, -154 and -183)
in the presence or absence of MPPs. This study has demonstrated that
PBDEs derived from MPPs can be assimilated into the tissue of a marine
amphipod. MPPs reduced PBDE uptake compared to controls, but they
caused greater proportional uptake of higher-brominated congeners such
as BDE-154 and -153 compared to BDE-28 and -47. While MPPs in
the environment may lower PBDE uptake compared to unabsorbed free
chemicals, our study has demonstrated they can transfer PBDEs into a
marine organism. Therefore, MPPs pose a risk of contaminating aquatic
food chains with the potential for increasing public exposure through
dietary sources. This study has demonstrated that MPPs can act as a vector
for the assimilation of POPs into marine organisms.
24 Relationship between persistent organic pollutant concentrations
on ingested plastic debris and tissue concentrations in Norwegian
Northern Fulmars
D. Herzke, NILU Norwegian Inst for Air Research / Environmental
Chemistry; A. Götsch, NILU Norwegian Inst for Air Research; H. Syslak,
Norwegian Univ of Life Sciences NMBU; R. Kallenborn, NMBU; M.
Langset, S. Dalsgaard, T. Anker-Nilssen, K. Fangel, NINA
Plastic has become a major part of the marine litter and may threaten
marine ecosystems seriously. It is found in all parts of the marine
environment; on shores, in the pelagic part of the sea column as well as
on bottom. Marine litter is found in unacceptable quantities along the
Norwegian coast and the coast of Svalbard, but knowledge to understand
processes and effects are lacking (KLIF report TA2753, 2011). Marine
plastic can also act as a vector for surface active hydrophobic chemicals
polluting the oceans, becoming a floating accumulation of toxins that are
within reach of marine life (Rios et al. 2010; Lindborg, 2012). In Europe,
Northern fulmars have been used for quite some time to monitor plastic
ingestion by seabirds, due to their longevity and spending almost their
whole life off shore. Few data exist for Northern fulmars from Norwegian
waters, but the load of plastic particles in fulmars beached in SW Norway
is monitored annually as a contribution to EcoQO monitoring implemented by OSPAR (e.g. van Franeker et al. 2011). In 2012, 8 fulmars and
in 2013, 76 fulmars were unintentionally caught as by-catch on longlines off the coast of Northern Norway and delivered to the Norwegian
Institute of Nature Research. Liver and muscle samples were collected
together with plastic particles found in the stomach of each individual.
Plastic particles were found in every bird collected in 2012, ranging from
1 to 27 pieces (0.002 - 0.725 g). In 2013, 72% of the collected birds contained ingested plastic. Both plastic pieces as well as threads were found
in the stomachs. Liver, muscle and plastic pieces were analysed for persistent organic pollutants in selected individuals (2012: n=8; 2013: n=30).
Birds with a high, medium and no load of ingested plastic were selected
for comparison. Beached plastic litter was investigated in a similar way,
including DART-MS-TOF experiments to identify the type of plastic.
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For the 2012 samples, liver and muscle tissue concentrations of sumPCB,
sumPesticide and sumDDT correlated well with r2 ranging between 0.48
and 0.78. Plastic concentrations of POPs correlated with the respective
muscle and liver samples too, with muscle correlating better than liver
tissue for PCBs and DDTs, reflecting long-term exposure (sumPCB in
muscle: r2 =0.4, in liver r2 = 0.25;sumDDT in muscle: r2 =0.81, in liver
r2 = 0.20). Pesticides however, showed the opposite, with sumPest in
muscle: r2 =0.19, in liver r2 = 0.31, indicating a fresh exposure.

Ecological Consequences of Exposure to
Pharmaceuticals from Wastewater Treatment and
Manufacturing Effluents: Part 1
25 Concept to practice: A hazard-based pharmaceutical prioritization
framework
C.A. LaLone, USEPA; J.P. Berninger, USEPA / Toxic Effects
Characterization Research Branch; D.L. Villeneuve, USEPA / Mid
Continent Ecology Division; G.T. Ankley, USEPA / National Health and
Environmental Effects Research Laboratory
Within the scientific community there is a general consensus that prioritization of pharmaceuticals for hazard-based ecological risk assessment
should integrate available toxicity test information with read-across
approaches that consider therapeutic molecular target/pathway conservation and pharmacokinetics. To date, these evaluations have been limited
due to the lack of standard methods, databases, and tools that would
allow for dissemination and analysis of consistent and curated data. Our
goal was to develop a pharmaceutical concern and prioritization framework that combined computational approaches, currently or soon to be
publically available, as an integrated strategy for guiding toxicity testing
and environmental monitoring. The framework assimilates information
from a curated adsorption, distribution, metabolism, and elimination database containing mammalian pharmacokinetic data used for
read-across; the AOPwiki which is a curated knowledgebase for adverse
outcome pathway descriptions, translatable from therapeutic modes of
action; the Sequence Alignment to Predict Across Species Susceptibility
tool for evaluation of conserved molecular targets and primary metabolizing enzymes; and the USEPA ECOTOX database for collection of
existing single chemical toxicity data for pharmaceuticals. Data from
these resources can be strategically combined using decision-tree logic
formats that culminate with a scoring system to rank pharmaceuticals
based on likelihood for environmental hazard as a means to prioritize
testing and monitoring. The contents of this abstract neither constitute
nor reflect official USEPA policy.
26 Evidence that a potent estrogen can cause long-term, direct and
indirect effects on an aquatic food web
K.A. Kidd, Univ of New Brunswick; M. Paterson, International Inst for
Sustainable Development; M. Rennie, International Insitute for Sustainable
Development; C. Podemski, D. Findlay, P. Blanchfield, Fisheries and
Oceans Canada; K. Liber, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Centre
It is unequivocal that estrogens and their mimics in municipal wastewaters are affecting sexual development and reproduction in fishes
worldwide and that long-term exposure can lead to population-level
effects including declines in abundance. While the direct risks of these
estrogenic chemicals at low parts per trillion concentrations to freshwater invertebrates are believed to be low, indirect effects on these taxa
through food-web mediated responses such as releases from predation
pressure have been comparatively ignored. A whole lake study at the
Experimental Lakes Area in northwestern Ontario, Canada, added the
synthetic estrogen used in the birth control pill, 17a-ethynylestradiol
(EE2), to a whole lake for three summers. Abundance and biomass data
of fishes, plankton and benthic macroinvertebrates were collected before
(baseline), during (treatment) and after (post-treatment) the EE2 additions to assess both direct and indirect effects of EE2 on the food web.
Reproduction of fathead minnow (Pimphales promelas) failed the year after
EE2 treatments began and the abundance of young-of-the-year and adult

minnow dropped by 99% post-treatment. Other small-bodied fishes, the
slimy sculpin (Cottus cognatus) and pearl dace (Margariscus margarita),
also declined by 75 and 58%, respectively, during and post treatment
but could not be linked directly to EE2 exposures. Algal, microbial,
zooplankton and benthic invertebrate communities did not decline during
EE2 amendments. However, increases in crustacean zooplankton (by
41%), rotifers (by (78%) the invertebrate predator Chaoborus (by 89%),
and emerging insects (by 70%) were found in years 2 or 3 of the experiment, suggesting indirect effects of EE2 on invertebrates mediated
through decreased predation pressure. Additionally, biomass of lake trout
(Salvelinus namaycush) declined by 25% after EE2 additions ended and
the small fishes it feeds upon became less abundant, indicative of an indirect effect of EE2 on the lake’s top predator. Overall, results show that
estrogens and their mimics have the potential to affect aquatic food webs
both directly through changes in the reproductive success of some fishes
and indirectly through changes in predation pressure and food supply.
27 Fate and distribution of pharmaceuticals and personal care products in wild fish from wastewater discharge area, Japan
R. Tanoue, Ehime Univ / Center for Marine Environmental Studies; K.
Nomiyama, Center for Marine Environmental Studies CMES Eh / Center
for Marine Environmental Studies CMES; R. Shinohara, Prefectural Univ
of Kumamoto; S. Tanabe, Ehime Univ / Center for Marine Environmental
Studies CMES
Exposures and adverse effects of pharmaceuticals and personal care
products (PPCPs) on fish are becoming a matter of serious concern. In
our previous study, a sensitive and accurate isotope dilution method was
developed for the simultaneous determination of 25 polar PPCP residues
(log Kow=1.40–5.74) in various biological matrices (e.g., liver and brain).
The present study elucidates the contamination status, distribution and
ecological risk of 25 polar PPCPs in wild cyprinoid fish from wastewater
discharge area, at Kumamoto and Matsuyama, Japan. As a result, it was
found that, analgesics and carbamazepine have relatively low transportability into tissues from plasma. On the other hand, psychotropic agents
have high transportability into tissues, especially brain, liver and kidney.
In addition, relatively high levels of antibacterial agents were found
in liver. By comparing measured fish plasma levels to available human
therapeutic plasma levels, it can be suggested that haloperidol (antipsychotic agent) and diphenhydramine (antihistamine agent) impose
relatively high risk. Two analgesics (indometacin and mefenamic acid), 2
antibacterial agents (triclosan and triclocarban), and all target psychotropic agents were found in fish brain (target organ). The brain/plasma
ratios (median) of the psychotropic agents were up to 16 (haloperidol),
indicating high transportability to fish brain, as is the case for human
beings. Concentrations of antibacterial agents showed significant positive correlations (triclosan: r=0.95, triclocarban: r=0.83) between plasma
and brain suggesting passive transport into brain. On the other hand,
no significant correlation (p>0.05) was found between the concentrations of psychotropic agents in plasma and brain. This result implies that
efflux and influx of psychotropic agents via transporters may be involved
in individual differences in the transportability of these chemicals to
the brain. Determination of fish plasma concentrations of pharmaceuticals has been proposed as a screening technique for assessment of their
impact on fish. However, little information is available in the literature for both blood and target organs of fish. The brain/plasma ratios
may provide helpful information for the ecological risk assessment of
psychotropic agents if there are large inter- or intra-species differences in
the transportability of these chemicals to the brain. Further, we discuss
inter-compound relationships found in plasma levels.
28 Anatomical, behavioral, and molecular responses of minnows
exposed to pharmaceuticals using field and laboratory approaches
H.I. Schoenfuss, St Cloud State Univ; E.T. Furlong, USGS / National Water
Quality Laboratory; D.W. Kolpin, P. Phillips, USGS; M.M. Schultz, College
of Wooster / Dept of Chemistry; D. Martinovic, Univ of Saint Thomas
Using existing data from one such an effluent, we assessed the biological effects of pharmaceuticals and their mixture. In the first experiment,
larval and mature fathead minnows were exposed to environmental
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concentrations of sleep aids, muscle relaxants, antidepressants, opioids,
opiate agonists and their complex mixture. In the second experiment, fish were exposed to effluent on site (adults) and laboratory static
renewal exposures in the laboratory using grab samples (larvae). For
adults exposed to opioids, antidepressants and sleep aids we investigated
impacts on expression of genes involved in hypothalamic-pituitarygonadal (HPG) and hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPI) axes. Larval
fish appeared unimpacted by single compound exposures but exhibited
a significant (p< 0.05 ANOVA) decline in predator avoidance performance when exposed to the mixture. This result matched observations
from one larval exposure to whole effluent. Laboratory exposure revealed
significant differences in hepatosomatic indices (HSI) for both sexes,
with a more prominent effect in females. Control females exhibited lower
HSI compared to the opiate agonist, antidepressant, muscle relaxant,
and pharmaceutical mixture, the latter having a statistically significant
increase in HSI. In contrast, in male mixture fish HSI were significantly
higher than in the control treatment. Male aggression was significantly
higher for the sleep aid and control relative to other treatments. Flow
cytometry documented statistically significant increases in T lymphocyte counts in opiate agonist and antidepressant treatments. Exposure
to opioids had stimulatory effects on HPG axis (increases in luteinizing
hormone beta and 3β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase mRNA), while the
impacts on HPI axis were less prominent. Sleep aid treatment reduced
transcription of serum and glucocorticoid-inducible kinase 1- a downstream effector of glucocorticoid signaling, indicating lower circulating
cortisol/lower responsiveness to cortisol which has been associated with
heightened aggression in fish, and could thus be a mechanism responsible for increased aggression levels in sleep-aid exposed males. Male
field exposures using on site mini-mobile units resulted in significant
declines in body condition factor, HSI, and secondary sex characteristics in mature male fathead minnows relative to a baseline control.
Vitellogenin induction was significantly higher in field-exposed male
fathead minnows.
29 Histological effects of growth stimulants on the gonads of
Oreochromis mossambicus
M. Tresise, J.H. van Vuren, I. Wagenaar, Univ of Johannesburg / Dept of
Zoology
There has been an increasing concern worldwide regarding the possible
adverse effects of pharmaceutical supplements present in our aquatic
ecosystems and their effect on the physiological functioning in humans
and wildlife. Trenbolone acetate (TBA) and zeranol (Z) for example, are
two commonly used synthetic anabolic growth promoting hormones in
cattle production. TBA is metabolized into trenbolone-β and excreted as
both trenbolone-α and -β. In liquid manure trenbolone-β has a half-life
of over 270 days and Z, 120 days. When released into the surrounding environment it could have long-term severe ecological impacts i.e.
fish reproduction and general health. Recently the research focus has
been set on the effluents arising from livestock feedlots that may contain
natural and synthetic hormones and their metabolites. The impacts
that veterinary compounds) present in feedlot effluents may have on
the environment were studied. Oreochromis mossambicus was exposed to
Trenbelone acetate (14 and 15 µg/l), methyltestosterone (7 and 7.5 µg/l),
diethylstilbestrol (0.28 and 0.29 µg/l), zeranol (2.8 and 3µg/l) and combinations of these estrogens and androgens in a flow-through exposure
system. Fish were exposed under controlled laboratory conditions for
24-hours, 4-, 15- and 30-days respectively. 8 fish were sacrificed at the
end of each of the above mentioned periods, employing standard techniques. The tissues for histopathology were weighed and then fixed either
in bouins (gonads and gills) or NBF (liver), for preservation. The histology results revealed that the gills and liver were not severely affected
by exposure to the growth promoting hormones although possible
exposure related alterations were evident. The gonads results indicated
that exposure to the growth promoting hormones severely affected the
morphology and functioning of the organs to the point where reproduction is questionable. The alterations seen in the gonads were of great
concern. Severely regressive and inflammatory alterations were observed.
These alterations indicated that the morphology and functionality of
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the gonads was modified to the point where reproduction was no longer
possible. Oogenesis had completely ceased in response to exposure to
trenbolone acetate (androgen). Spermatogenesis was severely affected by
exposure to the estrogens.
30 Altered burst swimming in Rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss)
exposed to estrogen hormones
H. Osachoff, BC Ministry of Environment / Land Remediation Section;
K.N. Osachoff, A. Wickramaratne, K. Gunawardane, Simon Fraser Univ
/ Biological Sciences Dept; F. Venturini, Federal Univ of Sao Carlos / Dept
of Genetics and Evolution; C.J. Kennedy, Simon Fraser Univ / Dept of
Biological Sciences
Although the adverse impacts of xenoestrogen exposures have been
widely documented in fish, limited knowledge exists of their effects
on swimming ability. Field-based research has implicated xenoestrogen effects on swimming performance; salmon migration is absent or
delayed in xenoestrogen-exposed fish. The present study investigated
the impact of xenoestrogens on the burst swimming ability in fish, an
organismal endpoint, which is crucial to survival and used often when
fish escape predators or move over rapids or strong currents. Juvenile
Rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) were exposed to two concentrations
of 17β-estradiol (E2; natural estrogen hormone) or 17α-ethinylestradiol
(EE2; a potent synthetic estrogen hormone), hormones that are found
in the environment downstream of wastewater treatment plants, fish
hatcheries, and agricultural operations. In each of six successive burst
swimming assays, burst swimming speed (U burst) was lower in fish
exposed for 4 d to 0.5 and 1 µg/L E2 and EE2 compared to control fish.
Several potential estrogen-mediated mechanisms for U burst reductions
were investigated, including effects on metabolic products, osmoregulation, and blood oxygen carrying capacity. Prior to burst swimming trials,
fish exposed to E2 and EE2 for 4 d had significantly reduced erythrocyte
numbers and lower plasma glucose concentrations. After six repeated
burst swimming trials, plasma glucose, lactate and creatinine concentrations were not significantly different between any treatment group,
however, plasma chloride concentrations were significantly reduced in E2
and EE2-treated fish. Thus, E2 and EE2 exposure altered oxygen carrying capacity ([erythrocytes]) and an osmoregulatory-related parameter
([chloride]), effects which may underlie the reductions seen in burst
swimming speed. These results have implications for fish fitness in the
wild and may explain impacts on the migration performance of salmonids exposed to xenoestrogens.
31 Antibiotic occurrence in urban streams alters the structure, function and resistance of bacterial communities
E.J. Rosi-Marshall, Cary Inst of Ecosystem Studies / NA; K. He, Univ of
Maryland Baltimore County; M. Rojas, Loyola Univ Chicago; L. Blaney,
Univ of Maryland Baltimore County; J.J. Kelly, Loyola Univ Chicago
Antibiotics are increasingly detected in surface waters as a result of
human use and discharge. We measured the concentrations of fluoroquinolones (FQ ), a widely used class of antibiotics, at a range of sites in
the Baltimore metropolitan area. We detected FQ in streams with septic
fields in exurban areas and in urban streams with infrastructure failures.
In addition, we detected significant variation in the abundance of antibiotic resistant bacteria at these sites, indicating that low concentrations
of FQ (in the ng/L range) may select for antibiotic resistant bacteria in
streams. Finally, we used contaminant exposure substrates to examine
the influence of the FQ ciprofloxacin on the development of stream biofilms along a range of sites that our data indicate are continually exposed
to FQ and other urban stressors. In the most urban stream, FQ-exposure
substrates supported bacterial biofilms with dramatically different
taxonomic composition but equivalent function (respiration) as compared
to control substrates. At the least urban site, FQ-exposure substrates
supported communities with less-altered taxonomic composition but
significantly decreased function compared to control substrates. We
hypothesize that past exposure to antibiotics within the urban stream
primed the bacterial communities in this habitat for rapid changes in
community composition that enabled them to maintain function when
exposed to an antibiotic stressor. Our results provide novel insights into
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the capacity of stream microbial communities to maintain function
in the face of contaminants. In addition, these data suggest that the
occurrence of antibiotics may significantly alter the structure of bacterial
communities and their sensitivity to pollution.
32 Accumulation of pharmaceuticals in stream biofilms under natural
and controlled conditions
B. Huerta Buitrago, Catalan Inst for Water Research ICRA / Dept of
Water Quality; N. Corcoll, V. Acuña, Catalan Inst for Water Research
ICRA; S. Sabater, Universitat de Girona; S. Rodriguez-Mozaz, Inst for
Water Research ICRA; D. Barcelo, IIQAB-CSIC / Dept of Environmental
Chemistry
Stream biofilm functions - photosynthesis, respiration and nutrient
uptake - are at the base of key ecological functions of fluvial ecosystems.
This includes contaminants removal, since biofilms possess the capacity to adsorb, absorb and accumulate these molecules. However, the
continuous exposure to contaminants, including pharmaceuticals, may
have adverse effects in biofilms, and later in upper trophic levels that
feed on biofilms (direct toxicity) or because of changes in the quality of
food source. In this study, the potential bioaccumulation of pharmaceuticals was determined in stream biofilms exposed to highly polluted
waters receiving WWTP effluent discharges. A total of 17 samples
from four different Iberian rivers were analyzed. Thirteen compounds
from 6 therapeutic families (antibiotics, β-blockers, psychiatric drugs,
lipid regulators, diuretics, NSAIDs) were detected in biofilm at concentration up to 200 ng g-1. Psychiatric drugs were the most frequently
detected compounds. Further, an experiment using artificial streams
was performed to assess the effects of a long-term exposure (40 days)
to a mixture of pharmaceuticals on biofilm bioaccumulation capacity under controlled conditions. Biofilm was exposed to a mixture of 9
pharmaceuticals commonly detected in polluted rivers at a final nominal
concentration of 5000 ng/L. The mixture of pharmaceuticals included:
hydrochlorothiazide, atenolol, ibuprofen, diclofenac, carbamazepine,
sulfamethoxazole, erythromycin, metropolol, and gemfibrozil. Biofilms
exposed to pharmaceuticals accumulated five of these compounds:
metoprolol, diclofenac, hydrochlorothiazide, sulfamethoxazole, and
carbamazepine. Metoprolol accumulated (100 ng g-1) at one order of
magnitude higher than hydrochlorothiazide, sulfamethoxazole and
diclofenac, and three orders of magnitude higher than carbamazepine.
Metoprolol accumulation on biofilm was sustained over time, whereas
diclofenac accumulation decreased over time, potentially accounting for
the degradation capacity of biofilms. At the end of the exposure period,
structure and metabolism of algae and bacteria were studied: algal
biomass and taxa richness decreased, and the community structure of the
bacterial community changed, as well as the rates of metabolic processes
such as primary production and community respiration. Obtained results
showed the relevance of studying bioaccumulation in stream biofilms to
get a better understanding of the fate of pharmaceuticals in rivers.

Alternatives Assessment Recent Developments in
Science, Policy and Practice
33 Current alternatives assessment practices could unintentionally
harm natural resources
K.D. Moran, TDC Environmental LLC
Current alternatives assessment (AA) methods and case studies, such
as those developed by Green Screen, Design for the Environment,
BizNGO and the Interstate Chemicals Clearinghouse, include relatively
limited consideration of the potential for a material to harm the nonhuman environment. Though each methodology is well intentioned, the
ways that typical AA methodologies address the non-human environment have potentially costly gaps. AAs often rely on only 1-3 aquatic
toxicity endpoints to represent all non-human ecosystems, and look
only to persistence and bioaccumulation as indicators of environmental
fate. Some assessors select specific species or use average values instead
of selecting data for the most sensitive species. AAs typically do not

effectively differentiate chemicals by aquatic toxicity hazards (e.g., the
same rating given to all chemicals with LC50s less than 1 mg/L). Often,
a methodology developed specifically for a chemical class or a product
category is applied to completely unrelated chemicals and products.
Sometimes AAs that include data-rich chemicals rely on predictive
methods instead of available data. Both private businesses using these
systems and government agencies responsible for the nation’s resources
could incur expensive liabilities, despite good faith efforts to make
products safer. For example, when vehicle brake pad manufacturers
reformulated their products to remove asbestos and lead, many manufacturers added copper, which was believed to be safe due to its relatively
low human toxicity. This reformulation unintentionally threatened
aquatic ecosystems and created a multi-billion dollar Clean Water Act
compliance challenge for municipalities and transportation agencies.
Brake pad manufacturers and their vehicle manufacturer customers are
currently spending millions on brake pad reformulation. Another set
of regrettable substitutions involves pesticides. The recently completed
USEPA pesticides re-registration process, which focused on human
health protection, has spawned transitions to pesticides that are causing
widespread water pollution (a topic that received very limited consideration in USEPA’s evaluations). AA methodology improvements are
currently being explored by California Department of Toxic Substances
Control and other organizations. Possible strategies include tiered and
targeted systems designed to focus efforts toward those endpoints relevant for the specific product being evaluated.
34 A literature review of alternatives assessment frameworks: methodological gaps and research needs
M. Jacobs, Univ of Massachusetts Lowell / Lowell Center for Sustainable
Production; T. Malloy, Univ of California Los Angeles / School of Law; J.
Tickner, Univ of Massachusetts Lowell / Community Health Sustainability
To inform the safer substitution of hazardous chemicals and the design
of safer products, a number of alternatives assessment frameworks have
been published. This systematic literature review identifies the breadth
of published alternatives assessment frameworks and characterizes and
compares methodological approaches for specific process components. By
process components we mean six aspects commonly included in alternatives assessments: hazards assessment, technical performance, economic
feasibility, exposure assessment, lifecycle impacts consideration, and
decision-making (i.e., how assessment endpoints are compared and
trade-offs among the alternatives resolved). Twenty publications met the
inclusion criteria after a search of literature published from 1990-2014,
(criteria: included a step-wise assessment process for comparing chemical
and non-chemical alternatives and included process components considered central to an alternatives assessment – hazard assessment, technical
performance and economic feasibility). The review found that the level of
methodological detail varied among the alternatives assessment frameworks, from little to no detail on methods, to detailed descriptions of
assessment endpoints, data sources and comparative evaluation methods.
Among those that included methodological information, there was a
lack of consistency regarding the assessment endpoints, although some
endpoints were more frequently included than others, such as carcinogenicity and reproductive toxicity in the hazard assessment component,
function and performance quality in the technical feasibility component
and operation costs in the economic feasibility component. Among those
frameworks that included exposure assessment and lifecycle assessment
components, the majority referred to established risk assessment and
lifecycle assessment methodologies, respectively. The review found that
while decision-making frameworks were embedded in the majority of
frameworks, the methods also lacked consistency. While alternatives
assessment frameworks should support adaptable methodologies given
differences in the context of the assessment (i.e., regulatory, product
research and development, general guidance), this review identifies
opportunities for harmonization and the need for methods development
for specific process components to help advance the field of alternatives
assessment.
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35 Decisions, science and values: Crafting regulatory alternatives
analysis
T.F. Malloy, UCLA / School of Law; I. Linkov, US Army Corps of
Engineers ERDC; A. Blake, Environmental and Public Health Consulting
Emerging “prevention-based” approaches to chemical regulation seek to
minimize the use of toxic chemicals by mandating or directly incentivizing the adoption of viable safer alternative chemicals or processes.
California and Maine are beginning to implement such programs,
requiring manufacturers of consumer products containing certain chemicals of concern to identify and evaluate potential safer alternatives. In
the European Union, the REACH program imposes similar obligations
on manufacturers of certain substances of very high concern. Effective
prevention-based regulation requires regulatory alternatives analysis
(RAA), a methodology for comparing and evaluating the regulated
chemical or process and its alternatives across a range of relevant criteria.
Regulatory alternatives analysis has both public and private dimensions.
To a significant degree, alternatives analysis is an aspect of product
design; that is, the process by which private industry designs the goods it
sells. Accordingly, an RAA method should reflect the attributes of wellcrafted product design tools used by businesses. But RAA adds health
and environmental objectives to the mix of concerns taken into account
by the product designer. Moreover, as part of a prevention-based regulatory regime, it implicates important public values such as legitimacy,
equity, public engagement, and accountability. Thus, an RAA should
reflect both private standards and public values, and be evaluated against
them. This paper adopts that perspective, identifying an integrated set
of twelve design principles for RAA: protectiveness, proportionality,
complexity, resource intensity, reliability, rigor, transparency, fitness
for purpose, logical grounding, empirical grounding, neutrality, and
stability. It concludes by illustrating the application of those principles in
several settings.
36 Alternatives assessment framework
A. Stone, Washington State Dept of Ecology / Hazardous Waste and Toxics
Reduction
Eight member states (California, Connecticut, Massachusetts,
Michigan, Minnesota, New York, Oregon, and Washington) of the
Interstate Chemicals Clearinghouse (IC2) released in January 2014 an
Alternatives Assessment Guide. The IC2 formed a Team comprised of
representatives from the eight participating states, technical advisors
from USEPA’s Design for the Environment Program, and an additional
technical advisor. Team members were experienced in toxicology, chemistry, human health, exposure, and environmental policy, all of which are
instrumental in formulating a comprehensive and complete AA Guide.
The AA Guide document is designed to meet the needs of a wide range
of users. As a result, the final product is complex and comprehensive.
The Guide does not provide a single, specific methodology for conducting an AA. Instead, it presents three frameworks and seven modules,
each evaluating a different aspect of potential alternatives. Each module
can be completed to a different level with higher levels requiring greater
expertise and resources, but affording the user greater confidence in
the final results. Users choose a framework, modules, and levels within
modules to create an AA appropriate to the chemical, product or process
under assessment. The Guide does provide some minimum recommendations for an alternatives assessment and a five step process for conducting
an alternatives assessment. Fundamental to the Guide document is a risk
reduction process that evaluates alternatives to toxic chemicals for both
the lowest hazard and exposure potential thereby providing the lowest
risk and highest level of protection to human health and the environment. This presentation will discuss the specific frameworks included in
the Guide, discuss components of an alternatives assessment and explain
how the Guide can be used by individual assessors to identify safer alternatives to toxic chemicals in current products or processes.
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37 Lessons learned from the BizNGO alternatives assessment case
study
C.D. Robertson, Hewlett Packard
The work performed by the Business-NGO Working Group (BizNGO)
evaluating alternatives to the flame retardant DecaBDE in electronics
will be presented. BizNGO provides a forum for business, regulatory
and NGO stakeholders to develop frameworks that bring sustainable materials to the marketplace. The DecaBDE Alternatives project
was established to create a pilot report to meet the requirements of the
State of California’s Safer Consumer Products alternatives assessment
regulation. Released by the Department of Toxic Substances Control
(DTSC) this legislation is a key component of California’s Green
Chemistry Initiative. Adverse multimedia life cycle impacts are a key
consideration of the regulation meant to prevent regrettable substitution
and burden shifting. While the BizNGO alternatives assessment report
was prepared to meet the California regulation, the lessons learned
can be applied to any alternatives assessment. Preparing the alternative
assessment for California led to changes in the alternative assessment
guidelines, frameworks and guidance documents. The BizNGO report
represents the most recent developments in alternatives assessment.
38 Searching for safe flame retardants – industry’s approach to develop
better materials
A. Beard, Clariant GmbH / BU Additives Flame Retardants; T. Reilly,
Clariant Corp / BU Additives Flame Retardants
The pressure on halogenated flame retardants has led to regulatory
restrictions of some flame retardants in Europe and elsewhere. Therefore,
alternatives have been demanded by authorities, environmental groups
and equipment manufacturers. Consequently, from 2009 to 2012, the
European Union funded collaborative research project ENFIRO (www.
enfiro.eu , EU research project FP7: 226563) carried out a comprehensive analysis of environmental and health properties as well as technical
performance and life cycle aspects of typical alternatives to the major
brominated flame retardants. A large group of the studied flame retardants were found to have a good environmental and health profile in
addition to being on a comparable technical performance level. Also in
the United States, flame retardants have been the topic of alternatives
assessments for a number of years under the Environmental Protection
Agency’s “Design for Environment” programme. The projects related
to tetrabromo bisphenol-A (TBBPA), decabromo diphenylethers and
hexabromocyclododecane (HBCD) are expected to be finalized throughout 2014. On the legislative side, substances are continuously being
added to the list of “substances of very high concern” under REACH in
Europe, and also the list of restricted substances under RoHS is being
reviewed. The producers of alternatives have formed an industry association for phosphorus, inorganic and nitrogen flame retardants (pinfa) in
order to better inform flame retardant users and the public about technical options and the properties of their products. pinfa has also run a pilot
project with GreenScreen, an assessment tool for users of chemicals to
determine the environmental and health profile of PIN flame retardants.
39 Alternatives assessments for flame retardants in polyurethane
foam, polystyrene, building materials, textiles and electronics
E.T. Lavoie, USEPA / Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics; C. BaierAnderson, K. Hart, USEPA / Design for the Environment Program; M.
Kawa, SRC, Inc.; J.L. Tunkel, SRC, Inc. / Environmental Health Analysis;
J. Rhoades, SRC, Inc.
Flame retardants are used broadly in the plastics industry to meet
flammability standards. The exposures and hazards associated with
polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs) in particular have driven a
focus on flame retardants that will require choices in policy to balance
the risk-risk trade-off between fire safety and environmental safety
that is debated by interest groups. USEPA recognized the need for
identification and assessment of alternative flame retardants as product
manufacturers moved away from PBDEs or were driven to select different fire safety approaches based on market, stakeholder and regulatory
pressures. The USEPA Design for the Environment Program undertook
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four Alternatives Assessments (AA) for flame retardants over the last
ten years assessing more than 50 flame retardants covering alternatives
for pentaBDE, decaBDE, TBBPA, and HBCD used in furniture foam,
textiles, electronics and polystyrene building insulation. The completion
of this work yields opportunity to discuss the available chemistry, associated hazards, trade-offs and exposure/life-cycle considerations associated
with the use of flame retardant additives in plastics. In each functional
use scenario: furniture foam, electronics and building insulation there
are choices for approaches based on need to address fire safety. Several
chemical features are expected to be preferable: reactive flame retardants
and large, polymeric, molecules are less likely to escape from the plastics;
some large polymers and inorganic flame retardants have low toxicity
and bioaccumulation potential. For some products, flame retardants may
not be necessary where design changes can mitigate their need but cost
and performance often drive the use of additive chemical flame retardants. The alternatives assessments give opportunity to highlight how
we define a safer flame retardant, which alternatives can be considered
safer, and the strengths of alternatives assessment approaches. Moreover,
these projects have provided experience applying AA criteria to available
data to update methodology beyond application of bright line criteria
by integrating various lines of evidence and estimation methods. These
four projects have provided a resource of information to all stakeholders,
identified trade-offs that must be considered in chemical substitution
decisions and highlight opportunities for green chemistry.
40 Using USEPA’s design for environment flame retardant alternatives for DecaBDE results for informed decision making
L.G. Heine, Clean Production Action; E. Lavoie, USEPA
Chemical Hazard Assessment is a key component of alternatives
assessment that supports product design, development and procurement of chemicals, materials and products. The USEPA Design
for Environment Program (DfE) has led a number of Alternatives
Assessment Partnerships that result in publicly available data on
chemicals over a suite of hazard attributes. DfE classified hazards using
the Design for the Environment Program Alternatives Assessment
Criteria for Hazard Evaluation for a number of flame retardants including alternatives to pentaBDE used in furniture foam, alternatives to
TBBPA used in printed circuit boards, alternatives to HBCD used in
insulation and alternatives to decaBDE used in a variety of applications. In this paper we present a case study that illustrates how the data
from the DFE Alternatives Assessment to DecaBDE are being used to
support informed decision making by flame retardant manufacturers,
the Interstate Chemicals Clearinghouse and international ecolabels for
electronic products. The hazard data were first translated into hazard
assessment reports using GreenScreen for Safer Chemicals. GreenScreen
builds on the DfE AA Criteria and then integrates consideration of
environmental transformation products and data gaps into a Benchmark
assessment. This Benchmark score along with the full hazard summary
report can then be used to support decision making at a variety of levels
and for a variety of applications. Challenges to using hazard data to
informed decision making will be discussed with a focus on evidencebased versus threshold-based criteria, assessing polymers and predicting
environmental transformation products.

Innovative Methods for the Monitoring,
Measurement or Characterization of Environmental
Samples: Part 1
41 Target and non-target analysis of drugs of abuse by high resolution
mass spectrometry
N.V. Heuett, Florida International Univ / Dept of Chemistry and
Biochemistry; C.E. Ramirez, FIU / Southeast Environmetal Research
Center; S. Batchu, FIU / Chemistry and Biochemistry; P.R. Gardinali,
Florida International Univ / Chemistry Biochemistry and SERC
Targeted wastewater analysis of drugs of abuse (DOAs) by LCMS
continues to be the method of choice for assessment of communal

consumption as well as for environmental monitoring of these emerging compounds. Thus far, target analysis of DOAs has not only ignored
the continuing emergence of designer drugs, but also the potential
presence of multiple phase I and II transformation products (TPs) that
may form before excretion and/or upon wastewater treatment. Target
analysis in combination to non-target screening could provide additional and valuable information on consumption of known DOAs,
identification of emerging designer drugs, and occurrence of TPs
which could reveal higher usage of previously under-detected DOAs.
In addition, this approach provides and insight on the diversity and
levels on these and other unregulated chemicals with unknown ecological consequences that could potentially affect the sensitive ecosystems
where they are released. A combination of HRMS with online-SPE
was used to conduct analysis of both target and non-target DOAs in a
controlled college campus setting, and a well characterized ocean outfall
along Southeast Florida. Typically, filtered wastewater samples (5mL
inj.) were automatically preconcentrated and analyzed (15min) using a
Thermo EQuan MAX online-SPE system equipped with a HyperSep
Retain PEP (20×2.1mm×12μm) SPE column and a Hypersil Gold aQ
(150×2.1mm×3μm) analytical column. A QExactive Orbitrap was used
in full scan mode (R=140,000) for quantitation of target analytes and
screening of designer drugs and unknown TPs. Identified TPs were confirmed using targeted MS2 (R=35,000). MDLs for parent DOAs range
from 0.1 to 0.8ng/L. Eighteen target DOAs and their main known
metabolites were detected in a total of 246 samples collected within
one year period, with the most frequent being THC-COOH (n=254)
and amphetamine (n=236) with maximum concentrations of 2,413 and
5,956ng/L respectively. Post-acquisition data mining and selected MS/
MS experiments provided positive identification, confirmation, and
quantitation of 56 phase I and II TPs with ≤4.2ppm mass accuracy.
Estimated mole fractions show that 9 of the 56 identified metabolites
were more abundant in wastewater than their parent DOAs and thus
should be used as main targets for routine monitoring and consumption
estimates. Initial non-target screening from a major wastewater ocean
outfall produced 6 detections of designer drugs including Methylone,
Mephedrone and JWH-073.
42 Concentration of human hormones in drinking water using a new
polymeric solid phase extraction chemistry
C. Fisher, Thermo Fisher Scientific / Ion Chromatography and Sample Prep
The presence of hormones (from both natural and artificial sources)
in drinking water is a human health concern with several being routinely monitored as part of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(USEPA) Unregulated Contaminant Monitoring Rule 3 (UCMR3).
Various forms of estrogen are prescribed as a hormonal contraceptive device, for estrogen deficiency syndromes, and to counter the
negative effects associated with the natural decline in estrogen levels,
such as accelerated bone loss, in postmenopausal women. Due to the
widespread use of hormone pharmaceuticals, these often end up in
the sewage system as a result of excretion and disposal of unwanted
quantities. Additionally, hormones from livestock waste can find its
way into drinking water sources. There is evidence that hormones may
not be effectively removed during wastewater treatment, and as a result,
significant amounts of these hormones may be present in drinking water
sources. To monitor the levels of the most common hormones, USEPA
method 539 was developed, which describes a procedure for quantifying
hormones in drinking water using solid phase extraction (SPE) followed
by liquid chromatography electrospray ionization tandem mass spectrometry (LC-ESI-MS/MS). This work describes the use of high surface
area solid phase extraction cartridges (HRPHS) to extract seven sex
hormones from drinking water using a SPE instrument. Analytical data,
including limits of detection (LOD), limits of quantification (LOQ ),
and recoveries, will be presented.
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43 Determination of trace pesticides in drinking water by LVI-GC/MS
E.A. Souza-Silva, Maxxam Analytics International Corporation / Scientific
Services; M. Cojocar, L. Khachatryan, Maxxam Analytics International
Corporation; H.L. Lord, T. Obal, Maxxam Analytics International
Corporation / Scientific Services; F. Arnau, A. Yannakis, Maxxam Analytics
International Corporation
The widespread usage of pesticides in modern society has increased
awareness towards their accumulation in the environment. Regulatory
agencies are mandated to monitor and control this accumulation,
particularly with regard to contamination of water resources. In several
jurisdictions, regulatory agencies have established quite strict legislation
around the maximum residue limit (MRL) allowed for a given pesticide
in water resources. As an example, Alberta Tier 1 has established MRLs
as low as 0.3 ng/L for deltamethrin in water. The limits often push the
boundaries of technical feasibility for laboratory analysis. To address this
challenge, we have developed a method based on large volume injection
(LVI) in combination with a GC/MS for determination of pesticides in
water. In this presentation we will describe the importance of optimizing
parameters associated with large volume injection to obtain optimal peak
shape for the late eluting compounds while simultaneously achieving
good discrimination between the early eluting volatile compounds and
the injection solvent. This allows for a maximal pre-concentration benefit
of the large volume injection. Further pre-concentration of analytes
was achieved through selecting an appropriate extraction procedure. In
addition to the advantages of the LVI system, pitfalls also exist and they
can be quite difficult to overcome or completely eliminate. For example,
siloxanes and plasticizers leaching during sample preparation and instrumental analysis can be a significant limitation to accuracy and sensitivity
for some target analytes. Solvent purity can also be an issue, which not
only significantly increases method’s cost but also hampers the detection
of trace analytes. Fortunately, the use of selective ion monitoring MS
enabled us to tailor-design our MS method to solve some of the problems
associated with solvent purity and matrix background. To summarize,
the developed method achieved outstanding limits of detection in the
order of sub part-per-trillion for all analytes, including some knowingly
troublesome ones such as chlorothalonil, and the pyrethroids.
44 Analysis and relative distribution of organophosphorous flame retardants in a wastewater treatment system; influent, effluent, and bio-solids
M.B. Woudneh, C. Hamilton, R.D. Grace, J.R. Cosgrove, AXYS Analytical
Services Ltd
In the present work, a novel method was developed for the simultaneous
analysis of 12 organophosphorous flame retardants (OPFRs) in aqueous,
solid and bio-solid matrices. Accuracy and precision of the method in
all matrices was assessed using a series of spike/recovery experiments.
Among the challenges associated with measurement of organophosphorous flame retardants was the tendency for target analytes to sorb to
glassware. For example, a mass balance experiment revealed 50-100%
of the analyte ‘V6’ (Tetrekis(2-chlorethyl)dichloroisopentyldiphosphate)
sorbed to glassware during the analytical procedure. The use of ethyl
acetate as a solvent for analyte transfer remedied this problem. Finally,
the developed method was applied to investigation of the behaviour
and mass balance of OPFRs in a typical wastewater treatment system
employing activated sludge treatment. Distribution of OPFRs dissolved
in the aqueous phase and adsorbed to the solid phase was measured and
their relative partitioning will be discussed. Ultimately these data contribute to our understanding of the fate and behaviour of OPFRs during
waste water treatment.
45 Grizzly bear hair reveals toxic exposure to mercury through salmon
consumption
M. Noel, Stantec Consulting Ltd; J. Spence, Univ of Victoria; K. Harris,
Stantec Consulting Ltd; C. Robbins, Washington State Univ; J. Fortin,
USGS Alaska Science Center; P. Ross, Vancouver Aquarium; J. Christensen,
Stantec Consulting Ltd
Mercury obtained from the diet accumulates in mammalian hair as
it grows thus preserving a record of mercury intake over the growth
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period of a given hair segment. We adapted a micro-analysis approach,
using laser ablation inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry
(LA-ICP-MS), to characterize temporal changes in mercury exposure
and uptake in wild and captive grizzly bears. LA-ICP-MS analyses were
performed on the hair of five captive grizzly bears fed known and varied
amounts of cutthroat trout for a period of 33 days. Hg patterns along
their hair revealed strong Hg signals coinciding with the timing and
amount of fish consumption. A significant correlation between Hg accumulation in hair and Hg intake in captive bears was also evident allowing
us to develop a model to predict Hg intake in wild bears (Hg accumulation in hair (µg/g/day) = 0.114 x (1 – e-0.48(Hg intake (µg/kg bear/day); r2 = 0.99;
p < 0.001). LA-ICP-MS analyses on the hair of wild British Columbia
grizzly bears revealed that Hg levels along the length of the hair of
interior grizzly bears varied little (range = 0.31 – 1.92 µg/g) over the
feeding season reflecting a consistently low (background) exposure to Hg
in individuals with a low Hg-laden diet comprised of plants, insects and
mammals. Conversely, Hg levels along the hair of coastal bears, deviated
from background levels, increasing towards the root of the hair (range =
0.72 – 11.61 µg/g), reflecting a switch to a diet of spawning salmon in the
fall. Using the model developed for captive bears, we estimated that wild
coastal grizzly bears have a daily intake of 0.04 – 1.42 mg of Hg during
the salmon spawning season. Moreover, our results suggest that 70 % of
these coastal grizzly bears had Hg levels exceeding the neurochemical
effect level proposed for polar bears. In a context where the international
community is taking global actions to reduce Hg emissions through the
‘Minamata Convention on Mercury’, our study provides valuable information for the protection of this Species of Special Concern.
46 Enzyme–based assay for toxicological evaluation of soil ecosystem
polluted with spent engine oil
O. Otitoju, Federal Univ Wukari / Dept of Biochemistry; A.C. Udebuani,
Federal Univ of Technology Owerri / Dept of Biotechnology; M.M. Ebulue,
I.N. Onwurah, Univ of Nigeria / Dept of Biochemistry
Petroleum exploration and exploitation activities by the oil industries are
the major cause of environmental degradation in the Niger Delta area of
Nigeria. The contamination of the natural environment with petroleumderived products such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) poses
an extremely serious problem. Following an impact on the natural soil
ecosystem with hydrocarbons from petroleum-derived product (such as
spent engine oil), soil microbial hydrocarbon degraders is turned out.
The induction of these microorganisms which are hydrocarbonclastics,
is primarily to degrade and metabolize the xenobiotic. These microbial
hydrocarbon degraders use these pollutants as carbon source and energy,
and thereby return the biological equilibrum to normalcy. Simultaneously,
this upsurge in microbial count is directly associated with induction of
soil enzymes and increase in their activities. However, overtime, the
counts of degrading and heterotrophic bacteria began to decline; which is
as a result of depletion of the pollutant. This automatically reflects in the
enzyme induction and activity. Against this backdrop, the impact of spent
engine oil on soil ecosystem was evaluated using two important enzymes,
catalase and dehydrogenase . Soil contaminated with spent engine oil
decreased the activity of catalase in a concentration dependent manner
while the spent engine oil enhanced the activity of dehydrogenase, also
in a concentration dependent manner. The incorporation of these two
enzymes into a diagnostic kit is reminiscent of ELISA.
47 Calibration of passive air samplers for monitoring indoor air concentrations of SVOCs in indoor air
A. Saini, Univ of Toronto / Dept of Physical and Environmental Sciences; J.
Okeme, Univ of Toronto Scarborough / Dept of Physical and Environmental
Sciences; M.L. Diamond, Univ of Toronto / Dept of Earth Sciences; M.E.
Shoeib, Environment Canada / Atmospheric Science and Technology
Directorate
Passive air samplers are widely used, particularly for estimating indoor
SVOC concentrations. Reasonable estimation of air concentrations
using passive samplers depends upon their proper calibration. We report
on calibrating polyurethane foam (PUF) passive samplers that were
deployed in fully sheltered and partially sheltered housing in an office at
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the University of Toronto for up to 50 days. Weekly air measurements
were made of gas- and particle-phase SVOCs using a low volume active
air sampler. Analytes of interest were phthalate plasticizers that have
been mainly determined via active sampling in the reported indoor studies so far. Results of the calibration experiment showed several times less
analyte mass and uptake rates for the fully sheltered PUF than for the
PUF disks in partially sheltered housing. The reason being that greater
restriction in air flow in the fully sheltered housing leads to increase in
microboundary thickness around the sampler and increases the resistance
to air-side mass transfer (k A) in comparison to partially sheltered housing (Harner et al., 2003; Hazrati & Harrad, 2007). Thus, we recommend
using a partially sheltered housing for PUF disks deployed indoors. We
also found that a single PUF disk deployed in one location is not suitable
for estimating air concentrations of compounds ranging from low to
higher molecular weight analytes because of significant differences in
uptake kinetics.
48 Characterization of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and newly
designed XAD-based passive air samplers for measuring indoor
SVOCs
J.O. Okeme, A. Saini, Univ of Toronto / Dept of Physical and Environmental
Sciences; M.L. Diamond, Univ of Toronto / Dept of Earth Sciences
Passive air sampling (PAS), for practical reasons, has gained popularity
over active air sampling for studying semivolatile organic compounds
(SVOCs), some of which are of concern because they are persistent,
bioaccumulative, and potentially toxic. This project aimed to characterize the chemical uptake by polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) – a polymer
which is hydrophobicity, and high permeability to gas-phase SVOCs
and a newly designed XAD PAS, known as XAD-Pocket. Features of
the XAD-Pocket PAS include an increased surface area to volume ratio
and a sampler housing which is less obstructive to airflow – as a result,
passive air sampling rates for target chemicals are increased. A 7-week
indoor air calibration study was conducted to determine passive sampling
rates and equilibrium times for BFRs, OPEs, phthalates, and PAHs.
In addition, a 4-week sampling campaign of 22 Toronto homes during
summer 2013 was undertaken. The preliminary results, obtained from
the GC-MS analysis of samples demonstrate the utility of PDMS and
XAD-Pocket as semi-quantitative PAS tools for the routine measurement of a range of SVOCs.

Advanced Environmental Forensics for Polycyclic
Aromatic Hydrocarbons
49 Metals and hydrocarbons in soils and sediments near a major in
situ bitumen extraction centre in Alberta
J.M. Blais, Univ of Ottawa; J. Korosi, Univ of Ottawa / Biology; E.
Skierszkian, J.M. Doyle, G. Irvine, L. Kimpe, Univ of Ottawa; P. White,
Health Canada
The Cold Lake region is a major center for Alberta’s in situ bitumen
extraction industry, accounting for nearly half of Alberta’s total bitumen
production. Concerns over contamination by metals and hydrocarbons
from in situ bitumen extraction prompted an analysis of contaminants in
the areas adjacent to drilling wells near Cold Lake Alberta. In general,
concentrations of metals and hydrocarbons analyzed in soils were higher
near the drilling wells than areas more distant, but were all below the
federal (Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment or CCME)
soil quality guidelines for residential and agricultural soils. For example,
nickel and vanadium, which are found in Cold Lake bitumen at 69 and
90 mg/g, respectively, never exceeded 12 and 25 mg/g in soils, respectively. Sediment cores from two nearby lakes were dated radiometrically
and analyzed to reveal modest surface enrichment of metals or hydrocarbons since the 1970s, when these installations began operations. An
exposure assessment to PAHs by humans based on air and soil exposure
indicated no appreciable increase in cancer risk in this region. Results
suggest that bitumen extraction alone, in the absence of nearby upgraders and refineries, does not lead to high contamination of soils and
sediments in the region.

50 Mass balance modeling of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
sources to urban sediments
K. O’Reilly, Exponent; S. Ahn, Exponent Inc
Mass balance receptor models, such as USEPA’s Chemical Mass Balance
(CMB), can be powerful tools for evaluating the potential sources of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) in sediments. They work by
finding a solution that best fits the chemical concentrations measured in
receptor (sediment) samples as a linear sum of products of source profile
abundances, and estimate source contributions. Successful application
requires knowledge of the important PAH sources and an understanding of whether they meet the model’s underlying assumptions. Three
assumptions that are difficult to meet in practice with PAHs are 1)
all important sources have been identified, 2) their source profiles are
known and stable, and 3) there are sufficient differences between sources
so that they are linearly independent of one another. Ultimately, the
value of a model’s output depends on the quality of the source inputs.
There are two common types of PAH source characterization studies
that apply receptor models. The first, used in support of remedial cost
allocation, is evaluating the contribution of an identified source, such
as a release from a waterfront facility, relative to the preexisting urban
background. The second, quantifying the contributions of regional
sources that results in urban background, has been used to promote
source control policies. A fundamental difference between the two is that
in the first representative source samples can typically be identified and
analyzed, while source selection is subject to significant uncertainty in
the second. Because mass balance models cannot confirm the appropriateness of source inputs and determine their contribution at the same
time, source profile validation is required. This presentation will discuss
multiple lines of evidence approaches for identifying and validating
source profiles used as receptor model inputs. A method based on the
iterative use of principal component analysis and CMB will be described.
51 Photooxidation of petroleum polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and
identification of its photoproducts
R. Chandrasekaran, U. Yim, Korea Inst of Ocean Science and Technology
/ Oil and POPs Research Hroup; S. Ha, Korea Inst of Ocean Science and
Technology; J. An, W. Shim, Korea Inst of Ocean Science and Technology /
Oil and POPs Research Group
Petroleum hydrocarbons are one of the major sources of pollution in
the marine environment. Petrogenic polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are high priority contaminants known to have the toxic
potentials for carcinogenicity. PAHs present in the aquatic environment
are subject to weathering processes such as evaporation, dissolution,
sedimentation, photooxidation and biodegradation. Photooxidation is
an important factor in the transformation of PAHs to their oxygenated
forms increasing their polarity. The transformation pathway and the
environmental impact of the majority of petrogenic PAH photoproducts
is still unknown. In view of this, a systematic study on the photooxidation of PAHs under simulated environmental conditions is carried
out in vitro. Studies were designed in a temperature controlled chamber fitted with a 400 W high pressure mercury lamp. Phenanthrene,
one of the major petrogenic PAHs was used as a model compound.
Photooxidation was conducted at an irradiance of 80 W.m-2 with a cutoff
at 300 nm closely approximating sunlight. Concentration of phenanthrene decreased exponentially with an increase in exposure time.
FT-IR spectroscopy and GC-MS analysis were used to investigate the
structural changes induced by photooxidation. After 24 h of photooxidation, FT-IR showed formation of characteristic bands of carboxylic acid
between 3700-2400 cm-1 and carbonyl stretching at 1721 cm-1. At 48 h,
phenanthrene was completely depleted indicated by the absence of characteristic phenanthrene peaks at 817 and 713 cm-1 with a corresponding
increase in carboxylic acid peak. At 72 h, carboxylic acids ceased to
produce showed by the decrease in 3700-2400 cm-1 stretch due to decarboxylation. Results produced from the GC-MS analyses of derivatized
samples were in agreement to that of FT-IR and showed the formation of aliphatic acids, aromatic acids such as 1,2-benzene dicarboxylic
acid, ketones and alcohols. This suggests that polar photoproducts are
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produced during PAHs photooxidation and increases their polarity,
therefore increasing its bioavailability. Other petrogenic PAHs are under
study to identify the photoproducts and their photooxidation pathway.
52 Assessment of alkane and PAH contributions to marine sediments
on the east side of Vancouver Island, British Columbia, Canada
M.B. Yunker; R.W. Macdonald, Fisheries and Oceans Canada / Inst of Ocean
Sciences; P.S. Ross, Vancouver Aquarium / Ocean Pollution Research Program;
N. Dangerfield, Fisheries and Oceans Canada / Inst of Ocean Sciences
One of the biggest challenges in PAH fate and effect studies in coastal
areas is separating anthropogenic pollution inputs from the often appreciable background of PAHs from natural petroleum and forest/grass fires.
As a case study, we quantified 30 alkanes, 104 parent and alkyl PAHs and
47 terpane, hopane and sterane biomarkers in coastal British Columbia
sediments (17 grab and 25 sections in 3 cores) on a transect from remote
SE Hecate Strait, through the Strait of Georgia to urban Vancouver
Harbour. The source assessment utilised ratios of major and less-common
parent PAH isomers (with ratio boundaries grounded in twice the
literature of our 2002 compilation), individual alkyl PAH isomers and
petroleum biomarkers, and principal components analysis (PCA). PCA
shows high proportions of alkyl naphthalenes, and to a lesser extent phenanthrene/anthracenes in samples removed from urban influences and high
proportions of parent PAHs and alkyl fluoranthene/pyrenes and benz[a]
anthracene/chrysenes in samples close to urban centres. PAH ratios
indicate that combustion products are the predominant source of four ring
and higher PAHs for all sediments, but otherwise exhibit less variability
along the north to south transect of sediment sites than might be expected
from the large changes in concentration and composition from remote
to urban-influenced areas. Petroleum biomarkers show that Alberta oil
likely makes a major contribution to the sediments, but the presence of
oleanane means that it is not the only source. Overall, however, alkyl
PAH isomers provided some of the best source indicators for the sediment
transect. Low proportions of 2,6-dimethylnaphthylene and high proportions 1,2,5-trimethylnaphthalene and a dominance of the 24/4 tetracyclic
terpane typify the Late Cretaceous Comox coal field on Vancouver Is. and
these features appear in sediments and older core sections from the N.
Strait of Georgia. Ratios of the major methylfluoranthenes to the methylpyrenes, and of several methylchrysene isomers provide good indicators of
petroleum source and maturity differences, while an unknown (early eluting) methylbenz[a]anthracene isomer (present in coal tar and correlated
with benzo[a]pyrene content) showed some of the largest composition
differences and appears to be an indicator of anthropogenic combustion inputs. The presentation will present highlights of this study with a
particular focus on the newer PAH indicators.
53 Unimetric and chemometric determination of sources of hydrocarbons from a large contaminated site
D.A. Birkholz, ALS Environmental / Research and Toxicology
Our laboratory received 19 composite samples from a large contaminated site. Two of the samples were field duplicates. The laboratory also
processed two sets of laboratory duplicates. Samples were analyzed for
a petroleum biomarkers including: alkanes, isoprenoids, sesquiterpanes,
regular steranes, diasteranes, triaromatic steranes and informative polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). Measurements for 57
petroleum biomarkers were made. In addition, eight reference crude oil
samples obtained from SINTEF Materials and Chemistry, Trondheim,
Norway, were also analyzed. Four composite site samples were identified by the client as potential source samples. Comparison of petroleum
biomarker ratios (29 ratios), following the procedure of CEN/TR
15522-2 (2012) revealed that the source samples were different. Of the
29 ratios measured, exceedences of 14% ranged from 10-17, depending
upon the unimetric comparison. These exceedences suggest a non-match.
Although most failing ratios could be explained by weathering, some
could not. These findings were not unexpected because of large concentration differences between samples, and the fact that we are dealing
with composite samples. Chemometric analysis was performed using the
57 petroleum biomarkers. All data was normalized to 17α(H),21β(H)hopane and mean centered. Principal component analysis (PCA) and
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agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC) analyses were performed.
Chemometric analysis separated the samples, including the reference
oils, into three distinct classes. One class contained the four suspected
source samples along with 8 other samples from differing sites. This finding suggested a common source. This class also contained both sets of
laboratory duplicates as well as the field duplicate samples. Another class
contained seven samples suggesting a differing source of hydrocarbons.
The final class consisted of our eight reference samples. Based upon field
duplicate, laboratory duplicate and reference oil submissions it appeared
that PCA and AHC correctly classified the samples and that two distinct sources of hydrocarbons are apparent in this large site.
54 Advanced forensic PAH isomers help benchmark USEPA’s proposed relative potency factors
S.D. Emsbo-Mattingly, NewFields Environmental / Environmental
Forensics Practice LLC
Advanced forensic testing methods demonstrate the presence of many
novel PAH isomers in gasoline, Diesel, No. 2 Fuel Oil, crude oil, coal
tar, manufactured gas plant (MGP) tar, creosote, road pavement, roofing
material, urban sediment, shampoo, skin creams, and other pharmaceutical products. These data include 20 PAHs that USEPA (2010) may
regulate as carcinogens through revised relative potency factors (RPFs)
that range from 0 (not carcinogenic) to 60 (much more carcinogenic than
BAP). Updated PAH methods that include these new PAHs help differentiate hydrocarbon products and help evaluate the possible implications
of proposed regulatory changes. This presentation demonstrates the
technical benchmarks for measuring more than 75 PAH analytes with a
suitable degree of precision, accuracy, and sensitivity for environmental
assessments in the future, if the USEPA policy is approved. It also demonstrates the technical challenges, if routine testing of the new PAHs
is required for risk assessments in the future. These data offer practical
insights for forensic investigations and risk assessments at petroleum, tar,
urban fill, storm water outfall, and pharmaceutical sites.
55 Ultra-resolution chemical fingerprinting for environmental
forensics of coal tar using comprehensive two dimensional gas
chromatography
C. Gauchotte-Lindsay, Univ of Glasgow / Infrastructure and Environment;
J. Ye, Univ of St Andrews / Computer Science
We present here a novel method for forensic evalutaion of coal tar
samples from former manufactured gas plants (MGPs): ultra-resolution
chemical fingerprinting. Coal tars are the waste products in the manufacture of gas from coal or oil. Between the 1810s and the mid 20th
century, tens of thousands of MGPs across Europe and North America
produced gas for cooking, heating and lighting. Coal tars were stored
and moved around on site before being sold as a feedstock for the chemical industry. Minor leaks and spillages occurred frequently and coal
tar contamination is an extremely common occurrence at former MGP
sites. Coal tars are thought to be composed of between 300 and 5000
inorganic and organic compounds, mainly polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs); the exact composition of a given tar being dependent on
the manufacturing conditions. The need for accurate forensic chemical
fingerprinting of coal tar contamination has grown in the past decade in
Europe as legislations based on the “polluters pay principle” have been
implemented. Ultra-resolution chemical fingerprinting consisted of a
one-step hexane extraction of the DNAPL samples using pressurised
liquid extraction and analysis by reversed-phase comprehensive twodimensional gas chromatography (GCxGC) coupled with time of flight
mass spectrometry.To further improve the uniqueness of the fingerprinting, we developed a derivatisation method for the DNAPL compounds
containing –OH functional groups. Using the logical orders of elution
in GCxGC systems, the newly eluted compounds have been identified.
There we found to be mainly tar acids including phenol, cresols and
hyroxylated PAHs while hydroxylated polycyclic aromatic heterocycles
and some carboxylic acids were also found. This method enables us to
avoid conventional time-consuming chemical fractionation of the sample
and to obtain a unique chemical fingerprint containing up to more than
a thousand resolved compounds. The chemical signature of the coal
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tar changes after it is released in the environment and the weathering
process starts. Using intelligent data mining, we identified the portion
of the signature that retained the information on the manufacturing
process and this that is specific to natural attenuation processes providing critical forensic information on both the source and the fate of the
contamination.

PAHs in Urban and Remote Landscapes: An Old
Story with New Twists
56 Detection of PAHs in commercial and wild fish oils using
fluorescence
C.S. Bentivegna, Seton Hall Univ / Dept of Biological Sciences; E.A. Pena,
Seton Hall Univ / Biological Sciences
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are components of petroleum
that have long been monitored in aquatic ecosystems in order to detect
crude oil spills, petroleum manufacturing waste and burning of fossil
fuels. PAHs are naturally fluorescent due to their molecular structure.
This has facilitated their detection using various technologies such as
scanning fluorescence spectroscopy (SFS). Sample preparation for SFS
is rapid and inexpensive allowing high throughput; however, there are
limitations including distinguishing particular types of PAHs and confounding factors such as fluorescence of vitamins and proteins. This study
compared commercial fish oils (Lovaza, Nature’s Bounty, Nature Made
etc) with fish oil collected from wild menhaden. The wild menhaden
were collected from Delaware Bay, NJ (DBNJ) and from Barataria Bay,
LA (BBLA) in 2010 and from BBLA and Vermillion Bay, LA (VBLA)
in 2011. Crude oil from the DeepWater Horizon oil spill came ashore in
Barataria Bay in 2010. The hypothesis was that fish oil would accumulate
PAHs due to its hydrophobic nature and transfer them to higher trophic
levels. Fluorescent compounds in fish oils were compared using 2D and
3D analyses. 3D analyses greatly helped to distinguish fish oil components compared to 2D analyses. Commercial fish oil primarily contained
vitamin E; however, Nature’s Bounty appeared to contain naphthenic
acid. Fish oil from BBLA and VBLA appeared to contain PAH-like
compounds. Results indicated that menhaden accumulate PAH-like
compounds in their body oils and that some of these compounds are
present in commercial fish oils.
57 Low dose embryonic exposure to complex PAH mixtures
alters later life behavior and swimming performance in Fundulus
heteroclitus
D.R. Brown, N. Jayasundara, Duke Univ / Nicholas School of the
Environment; J. Bailey, A. Oliveri, D.E. Hinton, E. Levin, Duke Univ;
R.T. Di Giulio, Duke Univ / Nicholas School of the Environment
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are important environmental
contaminants in many aquatic systems. Acute embryonic exposure to
PAHs is known to cause cardiac teratogenesis in fish, and research has
shown that early life exposure to some types of hydrocarbons causes
heart alterations and decreased swimming capacity in fish. A population of Atlantic killifish inhabits a Superfund site (Atlantic Wood
Industries, Norfolk, VA—AW) that is heavily contaminated with a
mixture of PAHs from former creosote operations. This population has
developed resistance to the acute toxicity and teratogenic effects caused
by the chemical mixture in sediment from the site. This study examined the later life behavioral and performance consequences of early
life exposure to low dose concentrations of PAH mixtures in both the
adapted and unadapted Atlantic killifish. Atlantic killifish from King’s
Creek (KC—non-polluted reference site) and the AW site were manually spawned and F1 embryos were collected and screened for normal
development at 24 hours post fertilization (hpf). Embryos from both
populations were then exposed to non- teratogenic dilutions (0.1% and
1.0%) of Elizabeth River sediment extract (ERSE), from the AW site,
for 144 hpf. Forty embryos per treatment from both fish populations that
did not display cardiac abnormalities were split into groups of 20 treated
killifish for behavioral assays and 20 treated for performance testing.

Killifish used for behavioral screens and swimming performance were
reared in flow-through systems for 3 months and 5 months respectively.
Larval killifish were evaluated for light/dark swimming activity at 4 and
8 days post hatch (ph) as well as startle habituation, and diving/exploring
behavior at 3 months ph. Larval KC killifish showed decreased swimming activity as ERSE exposure concentration increased whereas, AW
killifish showed increasing swimming activity with increasing embryonic
exposure. Juvenile KC killifish exposed to 1.0% ERSE were hyperactive
in startle response testing relative to control killifish and demonstrated
reduced exploring behavior in the dive test. KC killifish raised to 5
months ph had decreasing maximum velocity at failure and reduced
critical swimming capacity (Ucrit) following embryonic exposure to
ERSE. Conversely, AW killifish improved as embryonic ERSE exposure
increased. AW killifish consumed less oxygen at rest than KC killifish.
Supported by NIEHS Superfund Program, P42-ES10356.
58 Chemical controls on human exposures to PAHs in soil
M. Ruby, Integral Consulting Inc; Y.W. Lowney, Exponent Inc / Health
Sciences; U. Ghosh, Univ of Maryland Baltimore County / Dept of Chemical
Biochemical and Environmental Engineering; S. Roberts, Univ of Florida;
A. Bunge, Colorado School of Mines; J. Kissel, Univ of Washington
This presentation will discuss the sources of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) to urban and remote landscapes and the mechanisms by
which PAH source material and soil chemistry control human exposures
to PAHs in soil. This talk will focus on the large (4-6 ring) PAHs that
are considered to be carcinogenic to humans and will discuss the relative
importance of different exposure pathways (oral, dermal, and inhalation)
for these chemicals. The differences between PAH-bearing materials at
contaminated sites versus in remote landscapes, where the PAH forms
are limited to those from aerial transport from diffuse sources, will be
reviewed. Research has indicated that the form of PAH source material
is the dominant control on PAH bioavailability, with PAHs in black
carbon forms exhibiting the lowest bioavailability and PAHs in nonaqueous phase liquids (NAPLs) exhibiting the highest bioavailability.
This phenomenon has been known for ecological receptors, such as
earthworms, for over 10 years, but has only recently been demonstrated
for human receptors. The chemical mechanisms underlying this observation for the range of PAH source materials in the environment (e.g.,
soot, char, coal, coal tar pitch, skeet, coal tar, creosote, and NAPLs) will
be discussed. Results from a recent research program that was funded
by the Strategic Environmental Research and Development Program
(SERDP), and that evaluated the chemical controls on the oral bioavailability and dermal absorption of PAHs in soil will be summarized.
Relative oral bioavailability of benzo(a)pyrene (BaP) was observed to
be strongly dependent on PAH source material and ranged from about
10% (PAHs in black carbon matrices) to about 80% (PAHs in NAPL).
Dermal absorption of BaP was not observed to be dependent on soil
composition for the four soils tested (different PAH source materials were not tested) and was considerably lower than USEPA’s current
default value for dermal absorption of BaP. The implications of these
data for human health risk assessment will be discussed, along with their
potential impacts on soil cleanup goals.
59 A fugacity-based model to predict PAH weathering and its implications for predicting future sediment toxicity
M.J. Bock, T.R. Barber, ENVIRON International Corp; L. Brown,
ENVIRON
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are a common contaminant
in sediments and are ubiquitous in many environments. PAHs originate
from a variety of sources including urban runoff, petroleum products,
and combustion residues. The post-release weathering of PAHs is well
documented and is based largely on field observations. However, the
impact of this weathering on benthic toxicity, measured as sediment
toxic units, is largely unexplored. Observations of PAH weathering and
theoretical considerations suggest that weathering is a function of size
and structure of the individual PAHs. We implemented a fugacity base
model to predict the weathering of the 34 PAHs (parent PAHs and
their alkylated homologues) commonly used to calculate sediment toxic
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units. The model is based on the fugacity models developed by Mackay
and others at Trent University. The current model is limited to physical
weathering (dissolution and volatilization), although biological weathering could be accounted for by adding additional rate constants. The
model predicts the chemical-specific change in the mass of each PAH
due to physical weathering over time. Therefore the output of the model
can be used to predict the change in the total mass of PAHs, the relative
concentration of each component, and the change in the toxic units. The
results of the fugacity model show that PAHs can be rapidly weathered
in weeks, depending on the specific environmental conditions and the
specific PAH. The model also predicts a rapid reduction in the toxic
units. The changes in the PAH profile demonstrate that lighter PAHs
weather more rapidly than heavier PAHs, and alkylated homologues
weather more slowly than their parent PAHs. The results also show
that sediment toxicity is reduced more rapidly than mass, even though
the lighter PAHs that are weathered most rapidly have a lower specific
contribution to the toxic units. The results suggest that relating simple
predictions of the total PAH mass lost per year will underestimate the
true reduction in sediment toxicity. We compared the predictions of the
weathering model to reported changes in the PAH profile and total mass
observed during weathering in sediments to evaluate the performance of
the model and the necessity of accounting for biological degradation in
estimating the loss of mass and toxicity as a PAH deposit weathers.
60 Background sources of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)
in sediments of the Yellowstone River
M. Butcher, S. Dunn, T. Iannuzzi, J. Iannuzzi, ARCADIS
On July 2, 2011, a subsurface oil pipeline ruptured during flood conditions in the Yellowstone River at its river crossing in Laurel, Montana,
releasing an estimated 1,500 barrels of crude oil into the river. During
the post-spill assessment activities, sediment was sampled and analyzed
to evaluate potential impacts from compounds associated with the
release, including polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). As part of
this work, a study was conducted to evaluate whether geologic formations—in particular, shales—were contributing background PAHs to
the sediment of the Yellowstone River in the vicinity of Laurel, Montana
and whether this natural source of PAHs was distinguishable from
released oil or other potential sources. Samples were collected from four
media: sediment, shale, crude oil, and weathered oil. Fifty-nine surface
sediment samples (0 to 10 cm below sediment surface) and 16 shale
samples were collected along an approximately 50 mile stretch of the
river (Park City, MT downstream to Pompey’s Pillar National Historic
Landmark) from locations upstream and downstream of the pipeline
incident. Graphical and statistical analyses of the sediment chemistry
data were conducted, including a Principal Components Analysis (PCA)
of the PAH mixtures. The concentrations of PAHs varied considerably
by matrix and sample location. The results of the statistical analyses
indicate that there is a background level of PAHs in sediments of the
Yellowstone River and shale is the source. The PAH signature of the
released crude oil is distinguishable from that of the local shale units.
The crude oil has a high sulfur content, resulting in high proportions of
dibenzothiophenes and naphthobenzothiophenes. In contrast, the shale
has lower proportions of these compounds and higher proportions of
naphthalenes and C1- through C4-fluoranthenes/pyrenes.
61 From the Twin Cities to the Boundary Waters Canoe Area
Wilderness: Source apportionment of PAHs in Minnesota lake
sediments
J.L. Crane, S. Hennes, Minnesota Pollution Control Agency /
Environmental Analysis and Outcomes Division
The State of Minnesota has more than 11,000 lakes greater than 10 acres
in size, ranging from heavily used urban lakes to those in the pristine
Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness (BWCAW) in northeastern Minnesota. Besides a limited number of contaminated sites, the
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) has little information
about the statewide distribution of PAHs in natural lake sediments. A
statewide sediment study was initiated in 2007, in collaboration with the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), to gain statistically
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valid ambient sediment quality data for a number of contaminants from
54 lakes. Surficial sediment samples were collected from the main depositional area of each randomly selected lake and 4 reference lakes. The
MPCA partnered with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to analyze
samples for 44 parent and alkylated PAHs. Total PAH44 ranged from
0.065 to 13.2 mg/kg dry wt., with a mean of 1.7 mg/kg (SD = 2.3 mg/
kg). Concentrations were low for most sites, except for two urban lakes
in the Minneapolis-St. Paul (Twin Cities) metropolitan area that had
moderate levels of contamination. Spearman rank order correlations and
Pearson product moment correlations (for normally distributed data)
were conducted on PAH proportional values for 12 parent PAHs encompassing both samples and 23 different PAH source profiles. The results,
in addition to other statistical measures, were used to develop short-lists
of source profiles used in the USEPA’s Chemical Mass Balance model,
version 8.2 (CMB8.2), to determine the source apportionment of PAHs
in lake sediments. A total of 104 model runs were conducted for samples
grouped in the following major land-use categories: cultivated, developed, forested, and wetland/lake-dominated. Coal tar-based sealants
dominated the source apportionment of PAHs in the two urban lake
samples, and similar results were obtained from a previous Twin Cities
study of stormwater pond sediments. Vehicle emissions, coal combustion,
and coal tar-based sealant dust were the most prevalent sources of PAHs
in the other land use categories. Additional model runs will be conducted
based on clustering samples from principal components analysis and with
evaluating model results from a subset of remote lakes in the federallyprotected BWCAW. The anthropogenic background of different subsets
of total PAHs will be determined and revised benzo[a]pyrene equivalents
will be calculated based on updated potency equivalent factors.
62 Reduced toxicity in aquatic animals exposed to coal tar runoff
treated with soil bioretention filtration
J. McIntyre, Puyallup Research Extension Center; J. Davis, US Fish and
Wildlife Service / Division of Environmental Assessment and Restoration;
J. Incardona, NOAA Fisheries / Env Conservation Division; J.D. Stark,
Washington State Univ / Dept of Entomology; N.L. Scholz, NOAA Fisheries
/ Northwest Fisheries Science Center
Stormwater runoff contains a complex mixture of contaminants that can
affect the resiliency of aquatic ecosystems. Runoff from asphalt coated
with a coal tar sealcoat can leach very high concentrations of polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) into stormwater. Runoff containing
elevated PAHs from sealcoated surfaces can be acutely toxic to aquatic
animals. We treated existing asphalt with a coal tar based sealcoat and
captured runoff in simulated rain events following application from 1
day to 6 months. Untreated runoff caused mortality in juvenile coho
(Oncorhynchus kisutch), and mortality and sublethal toxicity to developing
fish (Danio rerio) and invertebrates (Ceriodaphnia dubia). Developing fish
were particularly sensitive to runoff from the coal tar sealcoat, resulting
in cardiotoxicity even after substantial simulated and natural rain events.
Filtration through a soil bioretention system prevented lethality in juvenile coho exposed to all runoff events. We will present the effectiveness
of bioretention for preventing lethal and sublethal toxicity for multiple
runoff events for O. kisutch, D. rerio embryos, and C. dubia.
63 PAH concentrations in lake sediment decline since 2006 ban of
coal-tar-based pavement sealants in Austin, Texas
B.J. Mahler, USGS / Water Mission Area; P.C. Van Metre, USGS
Recent studies have concluded that coal-tar-based pavement sealants
are a major source of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in urban
settings in large parts of the United States. In 2006, Austin, TX, became
the first jurisdiction in the U.S. to ban the use of coal-tar sealants. We
evaluated the effect of Austin’s ban by analyzing PAHs in sediment
cores and bottom-sediment samples collected in 2012 and 2014 from
Lady Bird Lake, the principal receiving water body for Austin urban
runoff. The sum concentration of the 16 USEPA Priority Pollutant
PAHs (ΣPAH16) in dated core intervals and surficial bottom-sediment
samples collected from sites in the lower lake near the dam declined
about 58% from 1998–2005 to 2012–2014 (means of 7,980 and 3,320 µg
kg-1, respectively). Concentrations of ΣPAH16 in bottom sediment from
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two of three mid-lake sites decreased by about 71 and 35%, from 2001 to
2014. Concentrations at a third site increased by about 14% from 2001
to 2014. The decreases since 2006 reverse a 40-year (1959–1998) upward
trend reported previously. Despite declines in PAH concentrations,
PAH profiles and source-receptor modeling results indicate that coal-tar
sealants remain the largest PAH source to the lake, implying that PAH
concentrations likely will continue to decline as stocks of previously
applied sealant gradually become depleted.

Current-Use Pesticides – Our Evolving
Understanding of Occurrence, Toxicity and
Ecological Effects: Part 1
64 Trends in crop protection
M.F. Leggett, CropLife America
The U.S. and global markets for crop protection have evolved significantly over time in response to; demographic trends, agricultural
needs, technological innovation, emerging environmental consciousness
and regulation. Effective pest control is essential for commercial crop
production on all scales and there are very few crops in the United States
that are not treated with pesticides. Global crop and non-crop markets
for agrochemicals are roughly 54 billion dollars annually. The United
States market for crop protection products is approximately 8 billion
dollars, supporting agricultural production worth over 200 billion dollars annually. As new technologies and chemical classes have emerged,
product use patterns have shifted. This paper examines trends in
product development, required testing and changes in product use with
an emphasis on how observed changes have the potential to influence
human and ecological exposure to pesticides.
65 Drivers of neonicotinoid insecticide fate and persistence in prairie
wetlands
A.R. Main, Univ of Saskatchewan / School of Environment and
Sustainability / Biology SENS; N.L. Michel, Univ of Saskatchewan /
School of Environment and Sustainability; J.V. Headley, K.M. Peru,
Environment Canada / AEPRD; A.J. Cessna, National Water Research Inst
/ Environmental Health; C.A. Morrissey, Univ of Saskatchewan / Biology
Neonicotinoids are commonly-used seed treatments on Canada’s major
prairie crops, including canola, cereals and pulses. These insecticides
are transported in surface runoff into nearby surface waters, yet their
ultimate fate in wetland ecosystems remains largely unknown. Numerous
biotic and abiotic wetland characteristics likely affect neonicotinoid concentration and persistence. In a two-year survey of wetlands in central
Saskatchewan, detection rates for all neonicotinoids combined (i.e., acetamiprid, clothianidin, imidacloprid and thiamethoxam) varied between
16% (fall 2012) and 91% (spring 2013). Neonicotinoid concentrations
varied seasonally, with means ranging between 4.0 ng/L (fall 2012) and
167 ng/L (summer 2013), and maximum concentrations as high as 3110
ng/L (summer 2012) with relatively minor differences among crop types.
Even during summer, when peak concentrations occurred, neonicotinoid
concentrations varied widely between wetlands that were similar both
ecologically (e.g., plant community composition) and physically (e.g.
depth, area) for reasons that remain unclear. To this end, we conducted
detailed surveys of 250 ponds across central Saskatchewan, documenting
over 60 wetland (e.g. plant zonation, surficial cover) and landscape (e.g.
surrounding crop, elevation) variables as part of a novel rapid wetland
assessment system. We identified the suite of wetland variables that best
predicted both probability of neonicotinoid detection and concentration
using boosted regression tree analysis. The boosted regression tree models effectively predicted 59% of the deviance (=variation) in neonicotinoid
detections, and 77.1% of the deviance in neonicotinoid concentrations.
Detection probability was best explained by three predictor variables:
dominant shallow marsh species composition (36.2%), current surrounding crop type (13.4%) and vegetation disturbance (12.9%). Four variables
best predicted neonicotinoid concentration: dominant shallow marsh
species composition (17.4%), central pond depth (12.9%), dominant

wet meadow species composition (10.7%) and wetland area (8.7%).
Understanding what factors influence neonicotinoid contamination of
surface waters provides valuable information for designing mitigation
strategies for conservation of wetland dependant organisms.
66 Fungicides: Changing use and resulting environmental occurrence
in aquatic environments across the USA
K.M. Kuivila, K.L. Smalling, M.L. Hladik, USGS
Relatively little data is available on the occurrence, fate, and effects
of fungicides in the environment, despite decades of agricultural use.
Fungicides include organic compounds that span many chemical classes
and vary in their hydrophobicity, persistence, and toxicity. Beginning a
decade ago, many new compounds were registered for use in response to
Asian soybean rust in North America. Since then, both the number of
new compounds and the amount applied to specific crops has continued
to increase. Also, there has been a change in application methods, with
increasing use of in-furrow application and seed treatments. Most fungicides are moderately hydrophobic (log Kow of 2.5-4.5), are persistent
in water and sediments, and can accumulate in aquatic organisms. To
better understand the environmental occurrence of fungicides, methods
were developed to analyze 38 fungicides in water, sediments, and tissue
by gas chromatography/mass spectrometry. In a series of studies across
the United States, surface-water samples were collected from a variety
of agricultural-use settings (corn and soybeans, leafy greens, potatoes,
rice, strawberries, and stonefruit orchards). Overall, 25 fungicides were
detected in water and sediments, with many samples containing multiple fungicides. The most frequently detected fungicides in water were
azoxystrobin and boscalid, which were detected in more than half the
samples. Although most of the concentrations were less than 0.50 µg/L,
maximum concentrations of azoxystrobin and boscalid were 128 and 36.0
µg/L, respectively. In the sediments, chlorothalonil and pyraclostrobin
were detected the most frequently, with maximum concentrations of 62.2
and 198 µg/kg, respectively. In other studies, concentrations in tissue
were measured directly as a way to characterize exposure and to serve as a
metric to link to biological endpoints. Fungicides were detected in tissue
from a variety of organisms (amphibians, bird eggs, crabs, fish, and insect
larvae) residing in substantially different habitats. Overall, 13 fungicides
were detected, with the same 4 compounds being detected the most
frequently (azoxystrobin, boscalid, chlorothalonil, and pyraclostrobin).
Future studies will add analysis of new fungicides and metabolites,
determine off-site transport of fungicides applied as seed treatments, and
collaborate with toxicologists to assess potential effects of fungicides.
67 Joint Toxicity of Headline AMP(C) and Sniper(C) Pesticide Active
Ingredients to the Amphipod Hyalella Azteca
W.H. Mimbs, J.B. Belden, Oklahoma State Univ / Dept of Zoology
Current use agro-chemicals have been found in numerous water quality studies to co-occur in surface waters embedded in, and adjacent to,
cropland. It is also known that some pesticides are applied in conjunction with one another to better control a myriad of pests. Cornfields
located in the Rainwater Basin of central Nebraska frequently receive
an aerially applied mixture of the fungicide Headline AMP© and a
bifenthrin insecticide such as Sniper©. However, neither the appropriate model for predicting mixture toxicity to nontarget aquatic organisms
for pyraclostrobin and bifenthrin nor their possibly interactive effects are
known. This study sought to determine the joint toxicity of these two
co-applied pesticide active ingredients and their potential impact to an
aquatic invertebrate (Hyalella azteca) using commonly applied conceptual
models, independent action (IA) and concentration addition (CA). The
primary study tested an equipotent mixture that was created based upon
preliminary singular pesticide exposures to H. azteca and was tested
alongside both bifenthrin and pyraclostrobin individually. A secondary
mixture study was also performed to assess the joint toxicity of an environmentally relevant mixture, where pyraclostrobin levels expected to
have limited toxicity. Despite differing modes of action, pyraclostrobin
and bifenthrin were found to exhibit concentration addition and were not
found to interact. The independent action model under-predicted toxicity, though still remained with a factor of 2 of the observed data. The lack
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of specificity of the mortality endpoint assessed in this study is thought
to account for the concentration additive effect. Current ecological risk
assessment protocols only consider mixtures toxicity for chemicals of
the same “class” (dioxins, furans, PAH’s etc.) using methods that are
essentially concentration addition. This study adds to the growing body
of literature supporting concentration addition as a conservative, general
solution to chemical mixture risk assessment.
68 Field and laboratory fomesafen dissipation in the southern Atlantic
Coastal Plain (USA)
T. Potter, USDAARS / Pesticide Laboratory; D. Bosch, T. Strckland,
USDAARS / Southeast watershed laboratory
Glyphosate resistant Palmer amaranth (Amaranthus palmeri) was discovered in central Georgia (USA) in 2006. Subsequent spread of this
highly problematic weed throughout the region prompted growers and
registrants to seek labels for herbicides that can provide cost-effective
control. To this end, the diphenyl-ether, fomesafen (5-(2-chloro-α,α,αtrifluoro-p-tolyloxy)-N-mesyl-2-nitrobenzamide) was labeled for use in
cotton production in 2009. Current estimates indicate that up to ½
of all Georgia cotton fields receive annual pre-emergence treatment
with herbicides containing this active ingredient. Risk assessments
conducted by USEPA during deliberations related to fomesafen use on
cotton identified concerns about potential for persistence in soil and
aquatic environments, negative impacts on surface and groundwater
quality through runoff and leaching, and threats to endangered species.
Simulation modeling indicated that the compound is mobile in the environment; however, there are few published studies that have evaluated
fomesafen environmental fate and transport. We examined fomesafen
runoff using rainfall simulation techniques and found that strip-tillage
and post-application irrigation incorporation of the herbicide greatly
reduced runoff potential (Potter et al., 2001). In follow-up studies fomesafen aerobic soil dissipation in soil collected from a field that received
two consecutive annual treatments was evaluated. We also collected
and analyzed deep soil cores and surface runoff and lateral subsurface
flow samples from a series of six 0.2 ha fields for three years after they
were treated with fomesafen. Our findings showed that fomesafen was
relatively persistent with soil DT50>100 days and that leaching potential
was high since the compound was detected in soil cores to a depth of 60
cm and in samples of lateral subsurface flow. However, off-site transport
via this pathway was found to be small, representing less 0.2 % of the
fomesafen applied to fields. Taken together data have indicated that
fomesafen is persistent and that substantial quantities of fomesafen may
leach under southern Atlantic Coastal Plain (USA) conditions. Findings
also suggest that the compound is retained in the surface environment
where it is degraded.
69 Co-occurrence of atrazine and sulfentrazone in an agricultural
field poses potential risk to non-target species
J.L. Thorngren, T.M. Murphy, M.J. Lydy, Southern Illinois Univ
Carbondale / Center for Fisheries Aquaculture and Aquatic Sciences
Atrazine is a herbicide commonly used on corn throughout the United
States, while sulfentrazone is a herbicide typically used on soybeans in
the mid-west. The agricultural field studied had a corn/soybean yearly
rotation with the usage of atrazine and sulfentrazone, respectively, thus
creating the potential for co-occurrence of these compounds in surrounding aquatic environments. Several mixture bioassays have used
atrazine, but there are no published studies on mixture toxicity of atrazine and sulfentrazone. The objective of the current research was to track
the herbicides in soil and water on an agricultural field, and evaluate the
environmental risk to non-target species due to exposure to atrazine and
sulfentrazone individually and in combination. Data from 2013 showed
peak atrazine concentrations in soil and water after application with an
average soil concentration of 175.8 ng/g dry weight (dw) and an average
runoff water concentration of 4719 ng/L. Sulfentrazone residues from
the 2012 application were also present, with an average soil concentration of 18.76 ng/g dw, and an average runoff water concentration of 154.3
ng/L. The half-lives (t1/2) of atrazine and sulfentrazone in the field were
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45 days and 116 days, respectively. Therefore, co-occurrence of these
compounds in the field does exist, validating the need for mixture bioassays. Atrazine and sulfentrazone were not acutely toxic individually or as
a binary mixture to Daphnia magna and the fathead minnow (Pimephales
promelas) at concentrations up to 1 mg/L. However, atrazine was shown
to affect larval fathead minnow growth with a no observed effect concentration (NOEC) of 100 µg/L and a lowest observed effect concentration
(LOEC) of 200 µg/L. Risk was quantified using a risk quotient (RQ )
method combining field concentrations and toxicity benchmarks. The
results of this analysis indicated there was little to no acute risk for both
aquatic species (RQ< 1), but there was elevated risk to fathead minnows
for sub-lethal effects (RQ>1). Literature effective concentration (EC50)
values for duckweed (Lemna sp.) and green algae (Selenastrum capricornutum) for the individual compounds fall near peak field concentrations,
implying potential risk to non-target plant species as well. Individual and
mixture bioassays are currently being conducted on both species to determine the potential risk to non-target plant species at environmentally
relevant concentrations.
70 Multi-species hazard assessment of POEA, a surfactant commonly
used in glyphosate formulations
J. Rodriguez Gil, R.S. Prosser, Univ of Guelph / School of Environmental
Sciences; K. Mahon, Ontario Ministry of Environment; D.G. Poirier,
Ontario Ministry of the Environment / Laboratory Services Branch; L.
Lissemore, Univ of Guelph / Laboratory Services Divission; M.L. Hanson,
Univ of Manitoba / Dept of Environment and Geography; K.R. Solomon,
Univ of Guelph / School of Environmental Sciences
The toxicity of the polyethoxylated alkyl amine (POEA) surfactant MON
0818 to a suite of aquatic organisms was evaluated following standard
testing protocols. Water only tests were performed with two common
algal species (Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata and Chlorella vulgaris) with 72
h exposures, a recently isolated salamander algal endosymbiont (Oophila
sp.) with 96 h exposure, four benthic invertebrates (Hyalella azteca,
Hexagenia spp, Chironomus dilutus and Lumbriculus variegatus) with 96 h
exposures, the cladoceran Daphnia magna (48 h exposure) and four fish
species (fathead minnow, rainbow trout, lake trout and arctic char) with
96 h exposures. In addition, fathead minnow and the four benthic invertebrates were exposed in the presence of a reference sediment in order to
evaluate the potential protective effect of POEA binding to sediment. In
order to evaluate the effect of water temperature on toxicity in northern
fish species, lake trout and arctic char were tested under two different
temperatures (10 and 15°C). Finally, chronic toxicity was evaluated in
a standard water-only test with Ceriodaphnia dubia (7-day exposure).
Water-only EC50 values ranged between 0.88 mg L-1 (Fathead minnow)
and >10 mg/L (Chironomus dilutus) with a median value of 2.1 mg L-1.
The presence of sediment showed a protective effect with a minimum
threefold increase in EC50 values. Most tested species displayed EC50 values above the maximum tested concentration (10 mg L-1) when tested in
the presence of sediment. Elevated temperature had an effect on toxicity
for arctic char with a 15°C EC50 value 25% less than at 10°C, but no measureable effect of temperature was observed in lake trout. No reproductive
effects were observed in the chronic Ceriodaphnia test up to the greatest
tested concentration of 1 mg L-1. A species sensitivity distribution was
created with the collected results and compared to estimated environmental concentrations for a preliminary risk assessment. These data will be
useful for characterizing risks for overwater deposition of formulations of
glyphosate that contain POEA.
71 Sensitivity of aquatic species to Cúspide 480SL tank mix formulation of glyphosate used in control of coca in Colombia
R.S. Prosser, J. Rodriguez Gil, Z. Currie, Univ of Guelph / School of
Environmental Sciences; K. Mahon, Ontario Ministry of Environment /
Aquatic Toxicology Unit; D. Poirier, Ontario Ministry of Environment /
School of Environmental Sciences; K.R. Solomon, Univ of Guelph / School of
Environmental Sciences
A number of different formulations of glyphosate have been used in
the control of coca in Colombia over the last 15 years. In 2011, the
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government of Colombia began to use a new formulation; Cúspide
480SL. Cúspide 480SL contains a class of alkyl polyglycoside surfactant, which is different from the commonly used polyethoxylated tallow
amine (POEA), found in products such as Roundup® and Vision®. The
toxicity of previously-used spray mixtures to aquatic species has been
reported in the literature but there were no data for Cúspide 480SL.
This study investigated the toxicity of a mixture of Cúspide 480SL and
the adjuvant CosmoFlux F411 (as applied in the field) to twelve aquatic
species (Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata, Lemna minor, Ceriodaphnia
dubia, Daphnia magna, Hyallela azteac, Chironomus dilutus, Hexagenia
spp., Lumbriculus variegatus, Planorbella pilsbryi, Pimephales promelas,
Oncorhynchus mykiss, and Salvelinus namycush). Organisms were exposed
to the spray mixture at concentrations ranging from 0 to 500 mg glyphosate acid equivalent (a.e.)/L for 48 or 96 h, depending on the species.
EC50 values greater than 150 mg a.e./L were observed for eight of the
twelve species, indicating that spray mixture is less toxic than the previous spray mixture to these eight species. , The spray mixture was also
found to be less toxic to C. dubia, and D. magna relative to previous mixtures. Similar toxicity was observed in P. subcapitata and L. minor relative
to formulations containing POEA. The findings of the study indicate
that, compared to formulations of glyphosate used in the control of coca
in the past, spray drift from the aerial application of the spray mix made
from Cúspide 480SL may pose less risk to aquatic ecosystems.

Deepwater Horizon/MC 252 Well Incident Update
72 Overview of NOAA Deepwater Horizon Natural Resource
Damage Assessment toxicity testing program
J.M. Morris, J. Lipton, C. Lay, M. Krasnec, H. Forth, R. Takeshita, D.
Cacela, Stratus Consulting; M. Gielazyn, R. Ricker, NOAA
In support of the Deepwater Horizon (DWH) Natural Resource
Damage Assessment, we have conducted over 300 bioassays and related
chemical characterizations to determine the toxicity of DWH oil to
native species in the Gulf of Mexico. The study matrix for this effort
included over 20 species of fish and invertebrates; life stages ranging
from gametes to adults; a suite of lethal and sublethal endpoints; four
different DWH oils and dispersant; and exposure routes, including water
accommodated fractions, surface slicks, and sediments. These studies
were conducted by over a dozen collaborating university, government,
and private laboratories. Analyses of these data are ongoing but we will
discuss effects levels for a range of species, exposure chemistry, testing
methods, and our meta-analysis of this dataset.
73 Characterization of oil water preparations of fresh and weathered
MC252 oils used in toxicology testing
K. Sandoval, Dept of Chemistry Biochemistry and SERC; P.R. Gardinali,
Florida International Univ / Chemistry Biochemistry and SERC
The most widely accepted methods for oil toxicology testing
(CROSERF) have generally dealt with exposure media preparation
consisting of water accommodated fractions (WAFs) representing the
dissolved components and chemically enhanced WAFs (CEWAFs)
representing mixtures containing entrained oil. A new protocol has
been recently reported to use a commercial blender at a speed equivalent
to 15000 RPM for a fixed time interval 0.5 minutes (HEWAF) or 2
minutes (SHEWAF). Since the physical and chemical composition of oil
water mixtures are dependent on energy, loading rate and oil-type, it is
crucial to examine them in detail with respect to both their physical and
chemical compositions. In this study, oil-water mixtures were prepared
using MC252 source oil and field-collected weathered surface slicks
(CTC and JUNIPER) under different conditions of mixing energy and
time and in the presence and absence of chemical dispersants. (WAF/
CEWAF/HEWAF/SHEWAF). All samples were assessed for the
presence of droplets, droplet size distributions and chemical composition
including saturated hydrocarbons (SHCs), polyaromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs) and total petroleum hydrocarbons by fluorescence (TPHF).
In addition, mixtures were assessed for stability over a period of up to

96 hours relevant to acute toxicity tests. The results indicate that WAF
preparations produced consistent, droplet free solutions for both source
and weathered oils with concentration ranges that represented the soluble components of the test substance used. Both CEWAF and HEWAF
preparation with MC252 source oil generated large amount of micron
size droplets and their chemical composition corresponded closely with
that of the whole oil. However, HEWAFs were highly dynamic and
unstable and unlike in the CEWAF large amounts of oil resurfaced
within few hours of the initial preparation. The viscosity and the lack of
dispersability are the limiting factor for preparation of CEWAFs with
weathered oils. HEWAFs/SHEWAFs preparations with weathered oil
did effectively introduce large amounts of oil droplets in the exposure
media. The average size of the droplets decreases with the both the
increase of the mixing time and the oil density (increasing weathering).
74 Interactions between pelagic fish embryos and dispersed oil droplets
E. Sørhus, Ø. Karlsen, T. van der Meeren, Inst of Marine Research; T.
Nordtug, SINTEF; T. Furmanek, A. Thorsen, D. Maksan, Inst of Marine
Research; M. Thorbjørnsen, Univ of Bergen; R.B. Edvardsen, Inst of Marine
Research; S. Jentoft, Univ of Oslo; S. Meier, Inst of Marine Research
During the Deepwater Horizon accident, the release of crude oil under
high energy and the intensive use of dispersant generated extensive oil-inwater dispersions with micron-sized oil droplets distributed throughout
the water column. Previous studies demonstrated that the water soluble
fraction (WSF) of crude oil is sufficient to cause the well characterized
toxicity of dispersed crude oil to developing fish embryos. However, this
work was limited to a single freshwater species, and few studies have
addressed whether physical interactions with oil microdroplets are a
relevant exposure pathway for open water marine species. Here we used
controlled delivery of mechanically dispersed oil microdroplets to expose
pelagic marine embryos and larvae. Results will be presented from three
experiments in which Atlantic haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus)
embryos and larvae were exposed at different times in development. The
embryos showed a pronounced attraction of oil microdroplets to the
chorion prior to hatch, which led to enhanced exposure. Oil microdroplets accumulated when embryos were exposed beginning either shortly
after fertilization or at ten days post fertilization. This phenomenon led to
a very high sensitivity of haddock to dispersed oil, reflected by increased
mortality, severe deformites, and elevated cyp1a expression at extremely
low oil doses (50 µg dispersed oil/L => 0.7 µg ∑PAH/ L – sum of PAHs
from both oil droplet and WSF). In an additional study we simultaneously exposed embryos of Atlantic haddock with those of another species
with pelagic eggs, Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua). However, the oil droplet
attraction phenomenon was not observed in the comparable pelagic eggs
from cod. Because both species were exposed under identical conditions,
the oil droplet attraction phenomenon likely reflects a property inherent
to the haddock chorion. This study highlights species-specific interactions
between pelagic fish embryos and dispersed oil microdroplets. Given the
very limited number of pelagic marine species tested in similar exposures,
the likelihood of other species with properties similar to haddock could
be high. This unanticipated result therefore has implications for assessing
the impacts of the Deepwater Horizon blowout on the very large number
of species that spawn in the Gulf of Mexico, as well as oil spills throughout the world’s oceans.
75 Impacts of Deepwater Horizon oil and dispersants on the metamorphosis and settlement success of Eastern oysters Crassostrea virginica
A.K. Volety, J. Vignier, Florida Gulf Coast Univ / Dept of Marine and
Ecological Sciences; K. McEachern, J. Roberts, E. Nickols, L. Haynes,
Florida Gulf Coast Univ; F. Chu, Virginia Inst of Marine Science; P.
Soudant, Univ of Brest; J. Morris, M.W. Carney, J. Lipton, D. Cacela, M.
Krasnec, C. Lay, Stratus Consulting Inc
Following the BP oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico on April 20, 2010, oil
washed ashore into coastal areas, bays and estuaries in the Northern Gulf
of Mexico and contaminated marshes and sediments. Oil can adsorb
onto algae, detritus and sediment, creating particles that can be ingested
by filter feeding organisms or slowly leach solutes into the water column
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exposing organisms inhabiting these areas. Alternatively, oil can cover
marshes, hard shell substrates that are used by oyster larvae for settlement
as spat. This study examined how exposure to chemically enhanced water
accommodated fractions (CEWAF), high energy water accommodated
fractions (HEWAF) and spiked sediment using MC252 oil during larval
stages affects oysters. Settlement success and mortality rates of larvae were
used as end points. Two week old pediveliger stage of the Eastern Oyster,
Crassostrea virginica were exposed to CEWAF, HEWAF or spiked sediment for 72 hr and their metamorphosis and settlement success on cement
board tiles or the experimental chambers assessed. The remaining larvae
that did not settle were then analyzed to determine mortality. Spat settlement was negatively affected in all three exposure scenarios. Similarly,
mortality of larvae increased with exposure to CEWAF, HEWAF or
spiked sediment. Results suggest that exposure of larvae to oil and/or
dispersants will have a negative impact on larval settlement and resulting
spat and may have implications on the population structure.
76 A window-of-exposure evaluation of Deepwater Horizon crude
oil during 96 h bioassays for early life stage mahi-mahi (Coryphaena
hippurus)
E.M. Mager, C. Bodinier, C. Pasparakis, J.D. Stieglitz, R.H. Hoenig, D.D.
Benetti, M. Grosell, Univ of Miami RSMAS / Division of Marine Biology
and Fisheries
The 2010 Deepwater Horizon (DWH) incident oiled large portions of
the Gulf of Mexico pelagic zone that overlapped temporally and spatially
with the spawning of commercially and ecologically important fish
species such as mahi-mahi (Coryphaena hippurus). Standard bioassays
are typically used to assess the effects of toxicants, including crude oil,
to early life stage (ELS) fish by examining mortality over the putatively
most sensitive initial 96 h of life. However, it is likely that some exposures
in the environment that occurred as a result of the DWH incident were
more transient in nature (e.g., 24 h or less). Moreover, such exposures may
have transpired during different periods of development that vary in sensitivity within the 96 h time frame routinely used for establishing effect
levels. Thus, to characterize the effect levels for shorter duration exposures
of mahi-mahi to DWH crude oil, a series of 96 h bioassays with varying
windows of exposure were performed in addition to a full length 96 h
exposure using high energy water accommodated fractions of DWH slick
oil. Specifically, exposures within the 96 h test period included windows
of 2 and 6 h initiated at time 0 h and windows of 24 h initiated at times
0 and 24 h. Further tests are underway to examine additional developmental windows of exposure within the 96 h time frame. Our findings
provide a more comprehensive understanding of the exposure concentrations and durations that elicit acute mortality of ELS mahi-mahi and
therefore should aid in assessing the damage imparted by the DWH spill
to ELS pelagic fish native to the Gulf of Mexico.
77 Comparable cardiotoxicity of MC252 and Alaska North Slope
crude oils in developing fish
J. Incardona, NOAA Fisheries / Env Conservation Division; R. Edmunds,
T. Linbo, K. Peck, N. Scholz, NOAA Fisheries
While geologically distinct crude oils differ broadly in their chemical
compositions, most contain polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon fractions
predominated by 2- and 3-ring compounds. The toxicity of these watersoluble components has been extensively studied for the Alaska North
Slope crude oil (ANSCO) that was released into Prince William Sound
from the 1989 Exxon Valdez spill. The effects of ANSCO on developing
fish embryos have been particularly well characterized, and the zebrafish
model has been exploited to assess both acute and long-term toxicity to
the developing heart. These dose-dependent effects can be divided into
two broad categories. Whereas relatively high exposure concentrations
produce gross malformations and larval lethality, exposures to lower
levels of oil cause subtle heart deformities and reduced physiological
capacity, as measured in older fish that are otherwise morphologically
normal after months of growth in clean water. Here we extend these
findings of delayed toxicity in zebrafish to Pacific herring and pink
salmon. We also used the zebrafish model to compare the developmental
toxicity of ANSCO to multiple samples of unweathered and weathered
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oil collected during the 2010 Deepwater Horizon spill. In the developing hearts of zebrafish embryos, the two sources of crude oil produced
similar abnormalities in cardiac function (reduced ventricular contractility) and sublethal effects on cardiac anatomy. Finally, we monitored the
expression of a suite of cardiac-specific genes to assess the relationship
between a transient cardiovascular stress during embryonic development
and lasting changes to cardiac form and function.
78 Impacts of Deepwater Horizon (DWH) oil on pelagic fish from the
Gulf of Mexico (GOM) – An overview of relevant endpoints and effects
M. Grosell, C. Pasparakis, E.M. Mager, J.D. Stieglitz, R.H. Hoenig,
C. Bodinier, Univ of Miami RSMAS / Division of Marine Biology and
Fisheries; A. Esbaugh, Univ of Texas Marine Science Inst / Dept of Marine
Science; J. Incardona, NOAA Fisheries / Env Conservation Division; N.L.
Scholz, NOAA Fisheries / Northwest Fisheries Science Center; A.P. Roberts,
Univ of North Texas; D.D. Benetti, Univ of Miami RSMAS / Division of
Marine Biology and Fisheries
Captive brood stock allowed for exposure of early life stages of mahi
(Coryphaena hippurus) and yellowfin tuna (Thunnus albacares) to water
accommodated fractions (WAFs) of oil collected from the GOM and
was achieved through development of novel procedures ensuring high
control performance. Tests, conducted indoors, revealed high sensitivity
of embryos and larvae with LC50’s as low as 5 µg/L ∑PAHs, depending on oil type and preparation. Interestingly, tests performed under
natural light conditions indicated significantly photo-enhanced toxicity.
Mortality thresholds tended to coincide with thresholds for induction of
a cardiotoxic syndrome associated with PAH exposure although a clear
causative link remains to be established. Swim performance in young
juvenile mahi, as assessed by maximum sustained swim speed (Ucrit),
was impacted by even short term (24 h) exposure to concentrations as
low as 30 µg ∑PAHs /L. 48 hours of exposure to 1.2 µg ∑PAHs /L
initiated shortly after fertilization resulted in impaired swim performance even following ~25 days of rearing in clean water. Neither basal
metabolic rate, maximum metabolic rate nor aerobic scope was found to
be impacted by exposure of embryos/larvae or young juveniles to DWH
WAFs suggesting that reduced swim efficiency may account for the
reduced swim performance.
79 Improving the Link Between Environmental Research and Spill
Response: A Review of Peer-Review Literature Post Deepwater
Horizon
A.C. Bejarano, Univ of South Carolina / Dept of Environmental Health
Sciences; A. Mearns, N. Rutherford, G. Shigenaka, C. Childs, NOAA
Emergency Response
A large body of scientific literature has been published in peer-reviewed
journals post Deepwater Horizon. Toxicity testing and related toxicological assessments are key components of many of these studies. We present
a critical evaluation of the emerging peer-reviewed ecotoxicology literature related to the Deepwater Horizon oil spill, highlight technical and
interpretive challenges represented in this research, and provide recommendations for improving the utility of research in support of response
decisions and environmental assessments. We sought, collected and
reviewed recent peer-reviewed literature. Each paper was carefully and
independently evaluated by several spill response biologists, following
review guidelines including: Do experimental designs reflect conditions in the natural environment? Are the methods relevant to research
objectives, and the materials and organisms at risk? Are conclusions
stated by the researchers supported by the results? Are extrapolations of
results supported by the current research and literature? Our analysis,
with this focus on environmental toxicology, indicates that the fate and
effects research post Deepwater Horizon varies in scope, quality and
relevance to spill response. This variability affects the relevance and
applicability of research to response decisions and broader environmental assessments. Furthermore, because the Deepwater Horizon oil spill
was a sustained national and international news story, an additional
consequence has been the rapid interpretation and dissemination of the
spectrum of research results by traditional and social media, resulting in
public and responder confusion, particularly if results provide different
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and apparently contradictory conclusions. Our recommendations to
the broader scientific community include, among others: 1) Better
acknowledgement of uncertainties in experimental designs, data gaps
and limitations; 2) Conclusions better framed by the goals and results of
each study; and, 3) Improved communication of scientific results that are
reflective of such goals. Past, ongoing and future oil spill fate and effects
research will be of great value in helping to inform environmental decisions, and can be extremely useful to the oil spill response community
and the public provided it has clarity, done with accepted methods and
performed under relevant environmental and operational contexts.

What Do We Know About the Ecological Risk of
Consumer and Personal Care Product Ingredients?
80 Effects of the anti-microbial, triclocarban, on the reproductive function and ovarian transcriptome of the fathead minnow
(Pimephales promelas)
D.L. Villeneuve, USEPA / Mid Continent Ecology Division; K.M. Jensen,
USEPA / National Health and Environmental Effects Research Laboratory;
J.E. Cavallin, USEPA; E.J. Durhan, USEPA / Mid Continent Ecology
Division; N. Vinas, Mississippi State Univ; M. Kahl, USEPA / National
Health and Environmental Effects Research Laboratory; E. Makynen,
USEPA / Mid Continent Ecology Division; E.J. Perkins, US Army
Engineer Research and Development Center / Environmental Laboratory;
L.C. Wehmas, Oregon State Univ; G.T. Ankley, USEPA / National Health
and Environmental Effects Research Laboratory
Triclocarban (TCC) is a widely used antimicrobial agent that is routinely
detected in surface waters. The present study was designed to examine
TCC’s efficacy and mode of action as a reproductive toxicant in fish.
Reproductively mature Pimephales promelas were continuously exposed to
either 1 or 5 μg TCC/L, 0.5 μg 17β-trenbolone (TRB)/L or a mixture
(MIX) of 5 μg TCC and 0.5 μg TRB/L for 22 d and a variety of reproductive and endocrine-related endpoints were examined. Cumulative
fecundity was significantly reduced in fathead minnows exposed to
TRB, MIX or 5 μg TCC/L. Exposure to 1 μg TCC/L had no effect on
reproduction. In general both TRB and MIX treatments caused similar
physiological effects, evoking significant reductions in female plasma
vitellogenin, estradiol, and testosterone, and significant increases in male
plasma estradiol. However, effects of the MIX treatment on the ovarian
transcriptome had little resemblance to those elicited by either TRB or
TCC (5 μg/L) only. Overall, TCC was reproductively toxic to fish at
concentrations at or near those that have been measured in surface water.
There was little evidence that TCC elicits reproductive toxicity through
a specific mode of endocrine or reproductive action, nor that it could
augment the androgenic effects of TRB. Nonetheless, transcriptomic
results pointed toward modulation of certain signaling pathways known
to cross-talk with steroid hormone signaling. The contents of abstract
neither constitute nor necessarily reflect USEPA policy.
81 The Chronic Effects of Hydroxypropyl-β-Cyclodextrin on the
reproduction and condition of American Flagfish (Jordanella floridae)
Over One Life Cycle
J.C. Anderson, L. Beyger, Univ of Ontario Inst of Technology / Faculty of
Science; J. Guchardi, Univ of Ontario Inst of Technology / Faculty of Science
Aquatic Toxicology; D.A. Holdway, Univ of Ontario / Inst of Technology
Identifying the environmental risks of pharmaceuticals and personal
care products (PPCPs) is a very important task in the field of aquatic
toxicology. Most PPCPs are designed to elicit a biological response in
humans, however through genetic conservation, similar effects are often
observed in non-target organisms, particularly fish. Hydroxylpropyl-βcyclodextrin (HPβCD) is an amphiphilic, toroidal shaped molecule with
the ability to form non-covalent inclusion complexes with a variety of
guest molecules and is an emerging PPCP. HPβCD can reduce volatility
as well as improve the aqueous solubility of apolar guest compounds. As
such the use of HPβCD has increased; found in many PPCPs being the
active ingredient in Febreze®, it is also extensively used as an excipient

in the pharmaceutical industry. With the potential for entering the
environment through wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) effluent,
HPβCD poses an unknown risk to non-target aquatic biota. A 145-day
chronic full life-cycle exposure using American flagfish (Jordanella floridae) was completed using flow-through concentrations of 0 – control, 5,
16, 50, 160, 500, and 1600 µg/L of HPβCD maintained via a peristaltic pump. Fecundity, growth, condition factor (K), and hepatosomatic
index (HSI) were all monitored with no significant difference between
treatments and controls (P ≤ 0.05). However, a significant increase in the
gonadosomatic index (GSI) was observed in females exposed to 5 and 50
µg/L of HPβCD when compare to the controls (P ≤ 0.10). Furthermore,
when treatments were pooled and analyzed against the controls, a
significant increase in GSI was observed (P ≤ 0.05). An acute copper
toxicity challenge assay was conducted on second generation flagfish
larvae. A significant decrease in copper tolerance was observed in larval
offspring from parents exposed to HPβCD. Future directions, including
HPβCD’s potential in a mixture setting will be discussed.
82 Musk xylene low concentrations effects on Guppy fish (Poecilia
Reticulata) reproduction and development
P. Ramirez Romero, Y.M. Plata Zepeda, G.A. Vargas Cruz, UAM
Iztapalapa / Hidrobiologia
Synthetic musks are used in many personal care products and their
presence has been detected in fresh water ecosystems at low levels.
Concentration limits have been established in some countries but not in
Mexico. The objective of the present study was to evaluate the effects of
low concentrations of musk xylene on the reproduction and development
of Guppy fish. A group of adult guppy fish were used to obtain fry fish
which were exposed for one month to musk xylene (0.05mg/l, 0.10mg/l y
0.15mg/l), and later transferred to clean water to complete their development, once they reached adulthood pregnant females were exposed to
the same concentration they were before. Days to liberate fry and their
numbers were observed as well as other physical signs of toxicity for 30
days. Females exposed to the highest concentration took the longer to
liberate their fry and the numbers were low, also a higher number of fry
died during the exposure. Fry developed under musk exposure showed
signs of metabolism alteration, their feces presented a different color and
lipid accumulations were obvious on their abdomen. In conclusion the
presence of musk xylene in aquatic environments, even at low concentrations, represents an ecological risk for fish populations.
83 Poorly soluble cosmetic compounds – Analysis and ecotoxicological
investigations of highly hydrophobic substances (Project ECOSM)
F. Stibany, RWTH Aachen / Inst for Environmental Research Biology;
K. Rettinger, IKW Industrieverband Koerperpflege; J. Steber, German
Cosmetic Toiletry Perfumery and Detergent Association; A. Coors, ECT
Oekotoxikologie GmbH; C. Schulte, Umweltbundesamt / Chemicals; H.
Hollert, A. Schaeffer, RWTH Aachen Univ / Inst for Environmental Research
Cosmetics (Personal Care Products) include a broad range of highly
hydrophobic compounds that are poorly soluble in water, i.e. far
below 1 mg/L. Due to the high cosmetics production and the typical
‘rinse off’ application, substantial amounts of these poorly soluble chemicals end up in waste-water treatment plants and may subsequently enter
aquatic systems with the effluent.Additionally the highly hydrophobic
properties of the substances result in extensive adsorption to surfaces
like test vessels and organisms. Thus, difficulties in maintaining constant
test concentrations occur in standard ecotoxicity tests and may lead to
improper environmental risk assessments. One possibility addressing this
problem is the ‘poorly solubles approach’ defining an ‘ecotoxicological
threshold concentration of no concern’ (ETNCaqua) for inert substances
with a narcotic mode of action. Substances with solubility below this
threshold concentration (1.9 µg/L) are expected to have neither acute
nor long-term adverse effects on aquatic organisms. The aim of the
project is to develop pragmatic tools to test the ETNCaqua hypothesis
in order to allow better environmental risk assessment of poorly soluble
substances. The surfactant precursor Dodecylbenzene (DDB) has been
selected as a suitable model compound reflecting substance properties
of the poorly soluble approach. DDB has a calculated log Kow of 8.65.
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Gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS) has been successfully
developed allowing the detection of concentrations below the solubility threshold. The maximum solubility in distilled water, Elendt M4
Daphnia medium, and algae medium was determined. Passive Dosing,
a promising tool which allows a controlled release of the substance from
an inert reservoir (i.e. silicone) to the test medium up to its solubility
limit, compensating losses by sorption and degradation, has been successfully adapted to DDB, resulting in sufficiently stable concentrations
near and below the ETNCaqua. It was also shown, that Passive Dosing
can be applied for liquids like DDB (previously shown mainly for solid
substances). Next steps are acute and chronic ecotoxicological tests with
organisms of different trophic levels as proposed by OECD guidelines
(algae, daphnids, and fish-eggs) to verify the ‘poorly solubles approach’
according to the ETNCaqua hypothesis.
84 Screening Level Environmental Risk Assessment (ERA) of
Cosmetic Ingredients in the USA
I.A. Davies, PCPC Personal Care Products Council / Science
The Personal Care Products Council’s (PCPC) environmental program
recently began the development of a new ERA framework for cosmetic
ingredients in North America. To begin with, over 6650 ingredients
were identified as being in use across all cosmetic formulations. These
ingredients were subsequently divided into a number of broad chemical
categories. This initial exercise allowed the PCPC to assign screening
level assessment strategies to each group of ingredients. One of these
groups, discrete organic ingredients (both neutral and charged) was
chosen to undergo a series of aquatic screening level assessments. As
this group is widely used and disposed of chiefly via a “down the drain”
exposure scenario, prioritizing discrete organic materials for aquatic
screening was justified. Within this assessment, a network of in silico
models was developed to estimate the potential removal of cosmetic
ingredients from wastewater treatment. The models used were based
the work of Salvito et al., 2002. Concurrently, acute aquatic toxicity was
conservatively predicted by ECOSAR models from within the USEPA’s
EPISuite toolbox. Overall tonnages of cosmetic usage were estimated
using a “market forensics” approach (DeLeo et al., 2011). This involved
the development of methods which could calculate cosmetic usage
from sales data. From these combined approaches, an MST (maximum
sustainable tonnage) value was derived for each cosmetic ingredient. This
represents the total concentration of an ingredient which can be present
in the environment without causing an adverse ecological effect. This
value was then compared to total usage (of an individual ingredient) so
that a risk ratio (similar to a traditional PEC: PNEC) could be calculated and assessed on an ingredient by ingredient basis. Other screening
methods are currently being developed for the initial evaluation of other
ingredient types, such as polymers. Once a screening level assessment
has been conducted (“tier I” of the framework) certain ingredients will
then enter a second tier of assessment (“tier II”). All of the methods that
have been developed will be fully described while the results of early
screening level assessments will be presented and discussed also.
85 OTNE Aquatic and Terrestrial Risk Assessments Based on U. S.
Distributions of Measured Concentrations in Effluent and Sludge
K. McDonough, The Procter & Gamble Company / Environmental
Stewardship; T.W. Federle, The Procter & Gamble Company /
Environmental Stewardship and Sustainability; K. Wehmeyer, The Procter
& Gamble Company; M. Fukayama, IFF; D.T. Salvito, Research Inst for
Fragrance Materials Inc. / Dept of Environmental Science
The fragrance ingredient OTNE [1-(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8-octahydro-2,3,8,8tetramethyl-2-naphthyl)ethan-1-one] is used widely in fine fragrances,
toiletries, soaps and detergents. A recent monitoring campaign was
conducted to sample effluent and sludge from >40 wastewater treatment
plants (WWTP) across the United States to quantify environmental
loading to aquatic and terrestrial environments at a national level. Monte
Carlo analysis was employed to combine the distribution of measured
effluent concentrations with dilution factors under low (7Q10) and mean
flow conditions to probabilistically determine exposure concentrations
in the mixing zones of well operating treatment plants across the U.S.
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National distributions for dilution factors were derived from iSTREEM
(www.istreem.org, American Cleaning Institute), which is a web-based
computer model that can predict concentrations of a chemical in the
discharge mixing zones of more than 8,000 municipal WWTPs, at the
intakes of downstream municipal drinking water treatment facilities,
and in approximately 28,000 river reaches covering over 200,000 river
miles across the coterminous United States. Predicted exposure concentrations (PECs) in receiving waters just downstream from a wastewater
treatment plant were compared to previously reported predicted no effect
concentrations (PNECs) for freshwater environments. In addition, the
distributions of measured sludge concentrations were used to estimate
concentrations in sludge amended soils at first application and after
multiple annual applications over 10 years and compared to the estimated
terrestrial PNEC. The results indicate that probabilities are very low
that OTNE levels across sites in the U.S. ever reach or exceed concentrations at which there is a potential for adverse environmental effects.
86 Evaluation of Triclosan Risk in Minnesota Lakes and Rivers
J.L. Lyndall; T.R. Barber, W.M. Mahaney, M.J. Bock, ENVIRON
International Corp; M.C. Capdevielle, Colgate-Palmolive Company /
Environmental Occupational Health Safety Dept; B. Slezak, ColgatePalmolive Company / Global Product Safety
Triclosan, an antimicrobial compound found in personal care products,
may be introduced into the aquatic environment via residual concentrations in municipal wastewater treatment effluent. A previous aquatic risk
assessment for the United States determined minimal risk of triclosan
to aquatic receptors (Lyndall et al. 2010). However, a thorough risk
assessment has not been conducted to evaluate potential ecological risk
due to aquatic exposures to triclosan in Minnesota waters. We conducted
a review of the readily available measured triclosan data from surface
water and sediments in Minnesota lakes and rivers. Triclosan was not
detected in over 75% of the 567 samples. All of the measured surface
water samples with detectable triclosan concentrations were below the
toxicity benchmarks. More than 99% of the sediment samples were confirmed non-detects for triclosan or triclosan concentrations were below
a very conservative threshold of environmental concern. The data were
evaluated using a series of environmental fate models (Bock et al. 2010;
Lyndall et al. 2010) to verify that the data were internally consistent (e.g.,
surface water and sediment in dynamic-equilibrium) and to supplement any data gaps. The probabilistic risk characterization incorporated
dermal and ingestion exposures for aquatic and sediment-dwelling
organisms and dietary exposures for aquatic-feeding wildlife. Measured
environmental data from Minnesota lakes and rivers were used to model
the predicted environmental exposures to triclosan in surface water, surface sediment, and biota tissues. Toxicity benchmarks based on fatty acid
synthesis inhibition and narcosis were determined for aquatic organisms
based on a species sensitivity distribution of chronic toxicity thresholds
from the available literature. Predicted and measured environmental
concentrations for surface water, sediment, and tissue were consistently
below the effects benchmarks, indicating that exposure to triclosan in
Minnesota lakes and rivers would not pose a risk to aquatic organisms.
87 A Framework for Evaluating Potential Effects of Trace Organics
on Aquatic Life
J.R. Wolfe, C. Turner, D. Bradley, LimnoTech; A. Burton, Univ of Michigan
/ School of Natural Resources and Environment; D.C. McAvoy, Univ of
Cincinnati / Environmental Engineering
Thousands of trace organic compounds (TOrCs) are regularly released
into the aquatic environment, and little is known of the effects of this
complex mixture, although targeted studies suggest exposures could
have important impacts on aquatic communities. Because of uncertainty
concerning potential risks, management actions might focus on the
wrong sites and/or compounds, and might not yield expected improvements. Establishing a causal linkage between wastewater treatment
plant (WWTP)-related TOrC exposures and biological impairments is
challenging due to the unsettled state of science with respect to which
TOrCs are endocrine disruptors; what fraction of the TOrCs may be
bioavailable; how TOrCs interact with other stressors; and whether the
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presence of TOrCs is a reliable indicator of aquatic life impairment. All
these confounding considerations suggest there may be very different
exposure and effects in an actual receiving waterbody than is indicated
by screening models and laboratory studies. The approach we are piloting for the Water Environment Research Foundation screens WWTP
discharges and assigns each to a risk-and action-based Tier of Concern,
based on documented impairments and site stressors, level of wastewater treatment, dilution by receiving water, and concentrations of TOrC
indicators. For lower tiers of concern, recommendations for continued
monitoring and source control efforts are provided. For higher Tiers of
Concern, caged fish studies and toxicity identification evaluations can
be triggered to explore potential links between impairments and specific
TOrCs and other stressors. The goal is to allow WWTPs to better
assess risk and potential causation and use those assessments to inform
planning of monitoring and wastewater treatment. The presentation will
report on our selection of indicator chemicals for screening; our method
of assigning sites to risk tiers based on existing data; on screening we
have conducted using data from seven sites in the US and in Canada; and
on follow-up field work that will be conducted at three of those sites in
Summer 2014.

Improving Wildlife Risk Assessment:
Characterization of Exposure–Response Relationships
88 Dietary vs Tissue-based Risk Estimation for Lead in Mammals
B.E. Sample, Ecological Risk Inc
Lead is a common environmental contaminant associated a number of
sources including legacy or ongoing mining, firing ranges, and roadside
residues from leaded gasoline. Risk evaluation and remediation of lead
contamination requires accurate evaluation of exposure and effects. Lead
Eco-SSLs for mammals fall within the range of background concentrations for North America, and therefore may be overly conservative.
Better methods for calculating exposure and effects are needed. We
used published literature to develop a model to estimate dry weight
kidney concentrations in small mammals as a function of soil concentrations. Separate models were developed for small mammals as a whole,
plus for herbivorous, omnivorous, and insectivorous small mammals.
Tissue concentrations estimated with these models may be compared to
tissue-based NOEC (10 mg/kg dw) and LOEC (14 mg/kg dw) values to
assess site-specific risk or to develop remedial goals protective of small
mammals. These models were originally developed and applied as part
of the baseline ecological risk assessment for the Coeur d’Alene basin.
Model validation has been performed using independent data from
multiple sources. In addition, comparisons between standard dietary
risk estimates and tissue-based risk estimates for sites at which both soil
and co-located tissue have also been conducted. Results of the validation
analysis and comparisons between dietary and tissue-based risk estimates
will be presented.
89 PCB Effects on Bird Reproduction: Genetics, Laboratory
Exposures, and Field Studies
P.C. Fuchsman, W. Mahaney, L. Brown, M. Ferguson, M.J. Bock, K.B.
Leigh, M.H. Henning, ENVIRON International Corporation
We present a review of PCB effects on avian reproduction, integrating
field and laboratory toxicity data. Bird species exhibit wide variation in sensitivity to PCBs, and recent genetic sequencing research on
dioxin-like compounds helps explain observed differences in sensitivity.
Farmahin et al. (2013, Tox Sci 131:139) compiled genetic sequencing
data for 86 species and grouped the species into high, moderate, and low
sensitivity categories based on specific differences in the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR) genome. Among the few identified high-sensitivity
species, PCB toxicity data are available for chickens and starlings.
The limited field data for starlings are consistent with Aroclor-specific
dose-response curves for chickens. For mid-sensitivity species, the most
extensively studied species has been the tree swallow; data from multiple
PCB-contaminated sites support a dose-response relationship indicating

much lower sensitivity than chickens. Field data for other mid-sensitivity
species have generally indicated a lack of adverse effects, although certain
laboratory studies suggest a wider range of potential effect thresholds.
For low sensitivity species, most laboratory and field studies have shown
a lack of PCB-related effects on reproduction, as predicted based on
the genetic classification scheme. All of the piscivorous bird species for
which the AhR genome has been sequenced fall in the low sensitivity
category, indicating that PCB-related risks to birds may be lower than
previously thought.
90 A bioenergetic-based model to identify and understand the potential direct and indirect effects of pesticides on ground nesting birds
C.J. Salice, Towson Univ / Biological Sciences Environmental Science; A.D.
Olson, Texas Tech Univ / Dept of Environmental Toxicology; B. Perkins,
Texas Tech Univ / Natural Resource Management; E.G. Reategui-Zirena,
Texas Tech Univ / Enviromental Toxicology
A major goal in ecotoxicology and risk assessment is to accurately predict
the magnitude and frequency of chemically-induced adverse effects in
natural wildlife populations. These predictions are especially challenging to generate because all wildlife populations are subjected to multiple,
disparate stressors and because there is significant inherent variability
in stressor intensity and response. Current approaches to assessing risk
are generally limited to considering only direct effects of toxicants and
generally lack a biologically and/or ecologically based framework for
understanding and interpreting risk. We developed a bioenergetic, individual-based model to better understand the direct and indirect effects
of pesticides on bobwhite quail inhabiting environments characterized
by high agricultural activity and by extremes in seasonal weather patterns. The model follows the fate of juvenile birds from hatching through
overwintering condition and incorporates diurnal patterns in metabolism, prey density and behavior. We simulated the effects of pesticides
used commonly in the High Plains and identified scenarios where risks
to juvenile overwintering condition and survival were greatest. Because
many pesticides used in the High Plains are not highly toxic to birds,
the majority of the effects of pesticides were attributed to indirect effects
on the food base as juvenile quail depend predominantly on invertebrate food items. Most importantly, combinations of stressors including
pesticides, drought and non-native predators cause the greatest effects on
quail and point to the difficulties in attributing observed effects on wildlife to one causative agent such as pesticides. To better understand the
contributions of different stress factors to quail we use three-dimensional
and contour figures to explore the multi-stressor risk landscape and suggest that these are useful in placing toxicant-induced risk in a broader,
more relevant context. The bioenergetic modeling framework used here
was useful in understanding why quail may be experiencing regional
declines and we suggest that similar approaches can inform ecological
risk assessment of naturally occurring wildlife populations.
91 Comparing Dose and Diet Concentration as Wildlife Exposure
Metrics – a Case Study with Lead
R.A. Hill, B. Pyper, N. Healey, G.S. Mann, Azimuth Consulting Group
Wildlife risks can be estimated by comparing site-specific exposure
estimates to literature-derived exposure-response data. Uncertainty in
the exposure-response component is a key concern for risk assessors. A
basic question is what metric should be used to characterize exposure. In
theory measures of body burden (e.g., blood) within the receptor itself
should be most easily related to effects, but it may not always be practical
to collect such data for multiple receptors, and literature data may be
limited for many contaminants. Consequently, in most cases practitioners rely on either diet concentration or estimated dose (i.e., a body
weight-normalized estimate of the intake through diet, drinking water,
incidental soil ingestion, etc.) as the metric of exposure. Diet concentration is appealing because there is relatively little measurement error,
whereas the ‘measurement error’ for dose estimates is much larger (dose
estimates depend on highly uncertain information about ingestion rates).
On the other hand, diet concentration cannot account for potentially
important inter-species differences related to body weight (e.g., food
ingestion rates). Fortunately, we can easily compare these two metrics
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because almost all relevant studies report diet concentrations, which
are then used to calculate dose. Using lead as a case study, we compare
concentration-response and dose-response data for various endpoints,
and make inferences about the advantages and disadvantages of each
approach.
92 The role of the American robin in wildlife risk assessment
N. Beyer, USGS / Patuxent Wildlife Research Center; B.E. Sample,
Ecological Risk Inc
The American robin (Turdus migratorius) is a well-known, widely-distributed species native to North and Central America. As a target species
in ecological risk assessments, the robin is sometimes the most sensitive
avian species of those considered. Robins are especially vulnerable to
some kinds of environmental contaminants because of their preference
for feeding on earthworms. Robins have also been the subject of many
field studies, enabling us to compare those empirical results to results
from modeling the exposure and toxicity of contaminants to soil-borne
contaminants. We provide guidance on selecting values of parameters
that may be used in risk assessment on robins and illustrate the outcomes
for several contaminants. We identify instances in which the results
of the modeling seem to be misleading and suggest limitations of the
model.
93 Characterizing Wildlife Exposure-Response Relationships
Using Benchmark Dose Analysis: Exploring Effect Endpoints and
Dose-Metrics
D.B. Mayfield, D.G. Skall, Gradient
Toxicity reference values (TRVs) are typically adopted in wildlife risk
assessments to characterize potential risks from exposure to environmental contaminants. Generalized TRVs, representing no or low
adverse effect levels (NOAELs/LOAELs) are often examined without
detailed quantitative analysis of the entire exposure-response continuum.
Human health risk assessors, however, routinely incorporate benchmark
dose-response analysis (which utilizes all doses within a toxicological study) to evaluate adverse health effects rather than rely upon only
one test dose (i.e., NOAELs or LOAELs). The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (USEPA) has developed technical guidance and a
software tool (i.e., benchmark dose software [BMDS]) to allow risk
assessors to characterize exposure-response relationships following a
systematic process. Benchmark dose analysis is readily applicable for use
in ecological risk assessment, although the selection of exposure data and
effects endpoints differ significantly from human health risk assessment. Nevertheless, BMDS is a tool that can be used to improve the
ecological risk assessment process by allowing for more thorough analysis
of exposure-response relationships and allow for comparisons across
multiple endpoints and species. In this study, we provide a case example
to demonstrate how BMDS can be used to enhance ecological effects
assessment. We illustrate the process (using BMDS) for developing
alternative effect endpoints (e.g., ED10 or ED20), comparing alternative
effect endpoints (e.g., growth, survival, and reproduction), and assessing
alternative dose metrics (e.g., mg/kg vs mg/kg-day). The results provide
an example of the process for incorporating benchmark dose analysis into
wildlife risk assessment.
94 Using Benchmark Dose to Model Toxicity data: Getting away from
NOAELs and LOAELs
M.S. Johnson, US Army Inst for Public Health / Toxicology Portfolio; M.J.
Quinn, US Army Inst of Public Health / Health Effects Research Program
Defining the threshold of response from toxicology data has been the
goal in improving risk predictions for human health and for describing
ecological risk. Until relatively recently, toxicity benchmarks have been
based on No Observed Adverse Effect Levels (NOAELs) for screening purposes and the Lowest Observed Effect Levels (LOAELs) for
remedial decision making. There have been many criticisms of calculating Toxicity Reference Values (TRVs) using NOAELs and LOAELs.
The criticisms range from issues associated with a lack of dose-response
considerations, underutilization of dose response information, and as
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levels derived from treatment conditions, are artifacts of study design.
Benchmark dose derivations fit a curve to the dose response data and use
more of the dose response information to calculate a 95 and 50% confidence interval around a user-defined proportion of the population that is
predicted to produce the observed effect. This allows the risk assessor to
more accurately and quantitatively determine the threshold of response
and provides the flexibility to choose a greater or lesser proportion of the
population at two levels of confidence to make screening and remedial
decisions.

Application of High-Throughput Screening and
High-Content Imaging in Environmental Toxicology
95 Exploring the Potential Utility of High-throughput Bioassays
Associated with USEPA Toxcast Program for Effects-based
Monitoring and Surveillance
A. Schroeder, USEPA / Water Resources Center; J. Berninger, USEPA /
NRC; G. Ankley, USEPA / Mid Continent Ecology Division; K. Lee,
USGS / Minnesota Water Science Center; M. Lee, USEPA / Mid Continent
Ecology Division; K. Houck, USEPA / National Center for Computational
Toxicology; K. Jensen, USEPA / Mid Continent Ecology Division; Z.
Jorgenson, US Fish and Widlife Service / Ecological Services; R. Judson,
USEPA / National Center for Computational Toxicology; D. Villeneuve,
USEPA / Mid Continent Ecology Division
Environmental monitoring and surveillance strategies are essential
for identifying potential hazards of contaminant exposure to aquatic
organisms. Chemical monitoring is effective for chemicals with well
characterized hazards and for which sensitive analytical methods are
available. Effects-based strategies provide a useful complement to
chemical monitoring. Effects-based monitoring and surveillance utilizes
various tools to identify the potential biological consequences to environmental contaminant exposures. Monitoring approaches use targeted
assays for which a hazard of concern has been identified. However, this
does not allow for identification of other targets that can be indicative
of other hazards, limiting the utility of targeted approaches for openended surveillance purposes. High-throughput assays can provide an
effective approach for screening a wider range of biological targets. To
test this concept, we employed the Attagene subset of assays utilized for
the USEPA Toxcast Program to screen selected environmental samples
for biological activity. The Attagene assays screen for chemical interactions with different transcription factors. In the Fall of 2012, composite
samples of ambient water were collected at four locations with varying
proximity to a wastewater treatment plant within the St. Louis River
Area of Concern, MN. Instrumental analyses were used to determine the
occurrence of various wastewater indicators, human pharmaceuticals and
steroid hormones in the samples and solid phase extracts, reconstituted
in DMSO, and were screened in the Attagene assays. Of the 137 analytes measured by instrumental analysis, 72 of the analytes were present
in Toxcast. At any particular location, the number of analytes detected
ranged from 13 to 44 and greater than half of the chemicals detected at
any location had response profiles in Toxcast. The number of gene targets
significantly impacted in the Attagene assays varied substantially across
locations. However, all of the gene targets identified at each location
could be explained by chemicals that have Toxcast response profiles. The
results highlight the use of high throughput assays for surveillance and
identifying gene targets that can be useful for subsequent site-specific
monitoring. The contents of this abstract neither constitute, nor necessarily reflect, official USEPA policy.
96 Quantitative High-Throughput Screening and Confirmation
Studies for Identification of Compounds that Activate the Aryl
Hydrocarbon Receptor Pathway
J.A. Franzosa, Oregon State Univ / National Center for Computational
Toxicology; K. Mansouri, USEPA / National Center for Computational
Toxicology; J.H. Hsieh, NIEHS/NIH/NTP; S.S. Ferguson, NIEHS/
NIH/NTP; X. Chang, N.C. Kleinstreuer, J. Hamm, NICEATMILS;
D.L. Villeneuve, USEPA / Mid Continent Ecology Division; R.S. Judson,
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R.S. Thomas, USEPA / National Center for Computational Toxicology; R.
Huang, M. Xia, NIH/NCATS; S.W. Kullman, North Carolina State Univ
/ Dept of Biological Sciences; M.S. Denison, Univ of California / Dept of
Environmental Toxicology; K.A. Houck, National Center for Computational
Toxicology
The aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR) is a transcription factor that
mediates adaptive responses to known environmental pollutants, such as
aromatic hydrocarbons, through regulation of Phase I and II xenobiotic
metabolizing enzymes as well as important growth and differentiation
pathways. The AhR is activated by a wide range of structurally diverse
chemicals that include naturally occurring, synthetic, and environmental
chemicals. As part of the U.S. Tox21 collaboration, an approximately
8.5K chemical library was profiled in a quantitative high-throughput
screening (qHTS) platform in a 1536-well plate format with an AhR
luciferase reporter gene assay in human HepG2 cells at 15 concentrations run in triplicate. Results from the qHTS data identified 738
compounds as potential AhR ligands; of which ~300 demonstrated
activity at less than 10 µM. Artificial neural networks were used to train
supervised and unsupervised self-organizing maps to identify structural
features associated with potency and efficacy of AhR activity. A subset
of the Tox21 library (~1800 compounds) and 24 surface water samples
collected from various locations across the U.S. were also screened
through the USEPA ToxCast Program in the Attagene Factorial assay,
which evaluates the activity of transcription factors using reporter DNA
constructs in HepG2 cells. The in vitro library data combined with in
silico (ADMET-Predictor) predictions of metabolic clearance rates and
literature, were used to guide the selection of 50 compounds with a range
of potencies, efficacies, structures and clearance rates to be tested in
orthogonal in vitro and in vivo assays. Results of DNA binding in vitro
(GRAB bioassay), and apical and transcriptional evaluations from teleost
models, were used to confirm the qHTS data. Taken together, these data
allow for increased confidence in the use of robotic qHTS data to predict
chemical hazards. In addition, many of the environmental water samples
elicited AhR activity along with various other endpoints measured.
These results demonstrate the ability to directly test relevant environmental samples with HTS assays and link potential exposures directly
to molecular initiating events, such as AhR activation, and facilitate
the assessment and characterization of chemical induced toxicity. This
abstract does not necessarily reflect USEPA policy.
97 Analysis of ToxCast results for alkylphenols demonstrate effects
from multiple modes of action and inform on their hazard assessment
K.K. Coady, J. Klapacz, D. Wilson, B. Bhhatarai, The Dow Chemical
Company / Toxicology Environmental Research and Consulting; T.G.
Osimitz, Science Strategies LLC / President; C.A. Staples, Assessment
Technologies Inc; B. Losey
ToxCast is a project of the USEPA to evaluate the biological activity of
chemicals and to assist with prioritization of future testing. Both 4-tertoctylphenol (OP) and 4-nonylphenol (branched) (NP) were evaluated
in ToxCast Phase II and in an endocrine-related subset of the ToxCast
Phase II assays. OP and NP were active in 21% and 20% of these in
vitro assays, respectively, which is a relatively active signature based on
the highest reported activity of 31% among the entire suite of chemicals
tested. The relatively high incidence of “hits” for NP and OP is due in
part to multiple in vitro assays evaluating estrogen receptor (ER) activity;
NP and OP are known to have weak estrogen activity (average 3,000 5,000-fold weaker than estradiol in ToxCast Phase II). AC50 responses
for NP and OP in ER assays were detected at concentrations ranging
from 0.2–13.6 µM. Androgen receptor (AR) binding was noted at higher
concentrations with AC50 values ranging from 7–15 µM. Additional
responses, apart from indications of endocrine activity, were noted for
both NP and OP at a similar dose range (AC50: 2.47-15 µM). Responses
within this dose range included: mitochondrial toxicity, P450 monooxygenase activity, retinoid X receptor signaling, antioxidant responses, and
induction of transcription factors related to metal homeostasis. Several
of these molecular activities are considered sentinel responses for non
organ specific activity; however, the mitochondrial toxicity from NP and
OP exposures are of particular interest for several reasons. The AC50

values for NP and OP mitochondrial toxicity occurred at a relatively
low dose range (2-3 µM), and were within an order of magnitude of the
AC50 for rotenone, a known mitochondrial toxicant. Mitochondrial
depolarization has been previously reported for NP in the literature and
is in agreement with ToxCast assay outputs; however, this mode of action
has received little attention, despite the severity of potential outcomes.
Notably, regressions comparing mitochondrial toxicity and acute aquatic
toxicity indicate a good correlation, particularly for compounds with
mitochondrial toxicity below 10 µM. The ToxCast dataset for NP and
OP indicates that multiple biological activities are operational within the
same concentration ranges, and mitochondrial toxicity may explain, and
even drive, the high acute aquatic in vivo toxicity of NP and OP.
98 In Vitro Cell-Free Neurochemical Screening Assays to Predict
Adverse Outcomes in Fish, Birds, and Mammals
N. Basu, McGill Univ / Dept of Environmental Health Sciences; J. Head,
McGill Univ / Natural Resource Sciences; K. Mittal, McGill Univ / Dept
of Natural Resource Sciences; P.W. Dornbos; A. Arini, McGill Univ / Dept
of Natural Resources Science; J. Rutkiewicz, ToxServices; B.M. Armstrong,
C.A. Murphy, Michigan State Univ / Fisheries and Wildlife
An estimated 30,000+ current commercial chemicals contain neurotoxic
properties. As current animal studies are expensive, time-consuming,
and overlook many at-risk organisms, development of a new, highthroughputscreening method is required. In vitro, cell free assays have
potential as relatively inexpensive, reliable screening mechanisms to flag
neurotoxic compounds. Thus, compounds can be prioritized according
to their toxicity for more in-depth animal dose-response studies. Given
the current lack of screening methods and a limited ability to conduct
whole-animal bioassays on at-risk organisms, development of such bioassays is essential for future ecological risk assessment. Here, we report
on results from a series of in vitro screening assays assessing neurotransmitters receptors (n=10) and enzymes (n=3) associated with essential
behavior and reproduction, including components of the glutamatergic, GABAergic, dopaminergic, serotonergic, cholinergic, and other
neurochemical pathways. Such neurochemical receptor and enzymes
were isolated from at-risk organisms (n=20) of multiple taxa, including a
fish (king mackerel, yellowfin tuna, goldfish, rainbow trout, and perch),
birds (bald eagle, Japanese quail, chicken, and zebra finch), mammals
(river otter, mink, pilot whale, common dolphin, narwhal, ringed seal,
and polar bear), and biomedical species (rat, mouse, and human). The
isolated neurochemical receptors and enzymes were dosed in vitro with
a diverse set of 100 potentially neurotoxic chemicals, such as metals,
rare-earth elements, pesticides, personal care products, flame-retardants,
water/sediment extracts, and others. This was accomplished via development of neurochemical receptor binding and enzyme activity assays in a
96-well plate format. Specifically for receptors, total uninhibited binding
of a specific radioligand was compared with radioligand binding in the
presence of 50 uM of each potential toxicant. For enzymes, total product
was compared with product formed in the presence of 50 uM of each
potential neurotoxicant. In this presentation, we will 1) elaborate on the
execution of such cell free assays and discuss ‘pros and cons’ of our current screening method, 2) explain initial results from our current assays
and discuss potential conclusions that can be drawn from such data, and
3) discuss a strategy by which large volumes of in vitro data outputs may
be modeled to predict individual-based adverse outcomes pathways.
99 Primary rainbow trout hepatocytes for high-throughput screening
of environmental contaminants
J. Nagler, T. Cavileer, Univ of Idaho; I. Schultz, Battelle Pacific Northwest
Laboratories
An increased emphasis has been placed on in vitro assays that demonstrate high throughput for the assessment of chemicals that pose an
environmental risk. However there are many considerations for what
might constitute an ideal system. For aquatic environments the rainbow
trout primary hepatocyte culture is well developed and has been used
for some time now for studying the mechanism of action of contaminants, particularly those with an estrogenic mode of action. Reports
in the literature show that it is a sensitive system with detection at low
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environmental levels (1x10-10 mol/L).The objective of this study was to
examine the utility of rainbow trout primary hepatocytes for potential
high throughput screening. The estrogenic environmental contaminant 17a-ethynyl estradiol was selected as a test chemical. Desirable
features would appear to be an appropriate number of cells in which a
response could be obtained quickly at reasonable cost. Experiments were
conducted to study the following parameters: 1) hepatocyte numbers
necessary for a significant response detection, 2) gene expression versus
protein endpoints, 3) duration of toxicant exposure, and 4) comparisons
of hepatocytes from juvenile males/females and estrogen primed males/
mid-vitellogenic females. Additional considerations of reproducibility
through the use of isogenic fish and cryopreservation were also examined. Results show that trout hepatocytes, as few as 100,000 cells, show
a significant response within 24 hours when molecular endpoints (e.g.,
Vg, ERa1) are used. Similar results are obtained using hepatocytes from
juvenile and estrogen-primed fish. It is not obvious that isogenic fish
are advantageous over outbred stocks. While cryopreservation of trout
hepatocytes is possible there is a concern with reduced cell viability following thawing. The rainbow trout primary hepatocyte culture approach
has attributes that make it a good candidate for development in a highthroughput context.
100 The pituitary gland as a target of endocrine disrupting compounds
in salmon and trout
L. Harding, Univ of Washington / Aquatic and Fishery Sciences; I. Schultz,
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory / Marine Sciences Laboratory; G.
Young, Univ of Washington / School of Aquatic and Fishery Sciences; P.
Swanson, NOAA / Northwest Fisheries Science Center
The pituitary gland is a central regulator of reproduction, producing
two gonadotropins, follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) and luteinizing hormone (LH), which regulate gonadal development, sex steroid
synthesis and gamete maturation. Despite its central role in regulating
reproduction, there are limited data on impacts of endocrine disrupting chemicals (EDCs) on the pituitary gland. Using high-throughput
sequencing and RNA-Seq we previously found that waterborne exposure
of previtellogenic coho salmon to 12 ng/L 17α-ethynylestradiol (EE2)
for 1 or 6 weeks had widespread effects on the pituitary transcriptome.
LH beta subunit (lhb) was upregulated 200- to 395-fold and was the
most significantly altered transcript. Conversely, FSH beta subunit (fshb)
was downregulated -3.5 fold at 6 weeks. Based on the strong response
of lhb and fshb to EE2, we investigated the direct effects of estradiol17b (E2) or other EDCs on gonadotropin mRNAs and secretion in
vitro using a primary pituitary cell culture with the aim of developing a
pituitary cell-based system to screen EDCs in fish. Pituitary cells from
previtellogenic rainbow trout were exposed to 0.1 to 100 ng/ml E2 for
66 hours. lhb was upregulated (8- to 20-fold) at all concentrations tested
with maximal induction at 10 ng/mL E2. This was accompanied by a
2.7- to 5-fold increase in the gonadotropin releasing hormone (GnRH)stimulated secretion of LH into the culture medium. No difference in
fshb mRNA levels was observed, but there was a small (1.3- to 1.5-fold)
but significant increase in the GnRH-stimulated secretion of FSH into
the culture medium with concentrations of 1 ng/mL E2 or higher. When
pituitary cells from previtellogenic rainbow trout were exposed to 0.03
to 320 ng/mL EE2, lhb was significantly up-regulated 3.3- to 10.95-fold
with a minimum effective concentration of 0.32 ng/mL. By contrast,
when previtellogenic rainbow trout pituitary cells were exposed to 24 to
600 ng/mL of fluoxetine, a selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI),
in the presence of 1 ng/mL E2 for 66 hours, fluoxetine decreased the
E2-induction of lhb mRNA levels. These results indicate that estrogens
and SSRIs can alter gonadotropin production in sexually immature
salmonid fish. Further, we have shown that pituitary cell culture can be
useful for screening chemicals with potential endocrine disrupting activity. Supported by USEPA-STAR grant R835167.
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101 High content screening to reveal mechanisms of silver nanowire
cytotoxicity
A. Tagmount, Univ of California Berkeley / Nutritional Sciences and
Toxicology; B. Gilbert, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory; C. Vulpe,
Univ of California Berkeley / Nutritional Sciences and Toxicology
Metal and semiconductor nanowires (NW) have a diverse range of anticipated applications in electrical devices, sensors, catalysts and composite
materials but there is very limited information on the effect of NWs on
organisms. We investigated the uptake and toxicity of silver NWs of two
lengths and two coatings in several cell models including fathead minnow cells (FHM). We characterized the physicochemical characteristics
of the nanowires in our exposures and found stable dispersion in media
lacking serum. We found using pH sensitive probes conjugated to Ag
NWs that they enter via an acidic compartment. Internalization of NWs
is blocked by inhibitors of endocytosis. We analyzed several end-points
of cytotoxicity using different cell imaging based (high content screening, HCS) and found that NWs disrupt the plasma and mitochondrial
membranes, the cytoskeleton, the function of multiple cellular organelles
including the mitochondria and the lysosome. Further, oxidative stress
and DNA damage are evident in the cells with apoptosis being triggered.
Together these studies provide insight into the import mechanism of
NWs, identified the potential toxic effects of NWs on cells, and illustrate
the utility of high content screening to identify the mechanisms of
toxicity.
102 High-Content Screening in Zebrafish Embryos Identifies
Butafenacil as a Potent Inducer of Anemia
J.K. Leet, C.D. Lindberg, L.A. Bassett, G.M. Isales, Univ of South Carolina
/ Environmental Health Sciences; K.L. Yozzo, Environmental Health
Sciences; T.D. Raftery, Univ of South Carolina / Environmental Health
Sciences; D.C. Volz, Univ of South Carolina / Dept of Environmental
Health Sciences
Targeted high-content screening (HCS) assays are needed to better
predict morphologic and functional effects of chemicals on cardiovascular development. Using transgenic zebrafish (fli1:egfp) that stably express
enhanced green fluorescent protein (eGFP) within vascular endothelial
cells, we recently developed and optimized a 384-well HCS assay that
enables us to screen and identify chemicals affecting cardiovascular
function at non-teratogenic concentrations. Within this assay, automated
image acquisition procedures and custom image analysis protocols are
used to quantify body length, heart rate, circulation, pericardial area, and
intersegmental vessel area within individual live embryos exposed from
5-72 hours post-fertilization. After ranking developmental toxicity data
generated from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (USEPA’s)
zebrafish teratogenesis assay, we screened 26 of the most acutely toxic
chemicals within USEPA’s ToxCast™ Phase-I library in concentrationresponse format (0.05-50 μM) using this HCS assay. Based on this
screen, we identified butafenacil as a potent inducer of anemia, as
exposure from 0.39 to 3.125 μM butafenacil completely abolished arterial circulation in the absence of effects on all other endpoints evaluated.
Butafenacil is an herbicide that inhibits protoporphyrinogen oxidase
(PPO) - an enzyme necessary for heme production in vertebrates. Using
o-dianisidine staining, we then revealed that severe butafenacil induced
anemia in zebrafish was due to a complete loss of hemoglobin following exposure during early development. Therefore, six additional PPO
inhibitors within the ToxCast™ Phase-I library were screened to determine whether anemia represents a common adverse outcome for these
herbicides. Embryonic exposure to only one of these PPO inhibitors flumioxazin - resulted in a similar phenotype as butafenacil, albeit not as
severe as butafenacil. Overall, this study highlights the potential utility
of this assay for (1) screening chemicals for targeted effects on cardiovascular function and (2) prioritizing chemicals for future hypothesis-driven
and mechanism-focused investigations within zebrafish and mammalian
models.
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Ecotoxicology and Ecotoxicogenomics of
Environmentally Relevant Exposures of Nano
Materials
103 Silver accumulation in aquatic organisms is affected by silver
nanoparticle transformations and exposure scenario
L.F. Baker, Baylor Univ / Dept of Environmental Sciences; B.P. Colman,
Duke Univ / Biology; M. Auffan, CEREGE; E.S. Bernhardt, Duke Univ /
Biology Dept; R.S. King, Baylor Univ / Biology Dept; C.W. Matson, Baylor
Univ / Environmental Sciences
Silver nanoparticles (NPs) are engineered for their antimicrobial and
biocidal properties yet there is still a great deal we do not understand
about the effects of these particles in complex natural environments, and
how their behavior is affected by the route the nanoparticles take into the
environment. Risk models predict that nanoparticles are likely to enter
aquatic environments through chronic inputs of wastewater effluent and
recent studies have demonstrated rapid sulfidation of silver nanoparticles during the wastewater treatment process. Using replicated outdoor
wetland mesocosms, we determined the differences in silver uptake
by aquatic organisms exposed to silver NPs through either a pulse or
chronic dosing, with pristine or artificially aged (sulfidized) silver NPs.
On day 30 of the experiment, mosquitofish (Gambusia holbrooki) showed
higher tissue concentrations of silver in the pulse NP treatment than in
the other silver NP treatments. By day 120, this trend had reversed and
the fish demonstrated higher concentrations of silver in the chronicallyexposed mesocosms than in the pulse mesocosms, despite having
received only 30% of the mass of nanoparticles as in the pulse. Uptake
into mosquitofish appears to follow the trend of aqueous silver concentrations, suggesting that uptake in these fish may be largely controlled by
aqueous exposure. Pristine NP treatments lead to a higher accumulation of silver than observed for aged nanoparticles in mosquitofish, and
male fish appear to accumulate silver at a lower rate than females in all
treatments. These results suggest that exposure scenario and particle
transformation play significant roles in the uptake of silver by aquatic
organisms in the receiving environment.
104 Biomarkers in natural populations of fish following the addition of low µg/L concentrations of nanosilver to Lake 222 at the
Experimental Lakes Area
J.D. Martin, Trent Univ; M.D. Rennie, International Inst for Sustainable
Development; C.D. Metcalfe, Trent Univ / Environmental Resource Studies
Nanomaterials are becoming increasingly popular in consumer products
due to their unique physico-chemical properties. Nanosilver is found in a
wide range of food packaging materials, textiles, electronics, household
appliances, cosmetics, and medical devices for its antibacterial properties.
As a consequence of increased use, there are concerns that nanosilver
is entering waterways from municipal sewage systems in low (µg/L)
concentrations. The risks of low concentrations of nanosilver to aquatic
ecosystems and the actual mechanisms of toxicity in fish are largely
unknown. The toxicity of nanosilver may be due to the nanoparticle
itself, the release of silver ions, or a combination of both. The goal of
this research was to determine if low µg/L concentrations of nanosilver
added to Lake 222 at the Experimental Lakes Area induced biomarker
responses in natural populations of yellow perch (Perca flavescens) and
northern pike (Esox lucius). Nanosilver was added to Lake 222 continuously from an onshore point source for 10 weeks such that by the end
of the dosing period, the nanosilver concentration in the lake was <
10 µg/L. Towards the end of the dosing regime, gill, liver, and muscle
tissue were collected from fish for measurements of biomarkers and
oxidative stress responses including glutathione, lipid peroxidation,
metallothionein, heat shock proteins, and cytochromes P450 1A1 and
3A4/5 (biochemical responses and mRNA expression). Silver accumulation was also measured in the liver, gills, gut contents, and muscle to
evaluate bioaccumulation potential. Overall, the results of this research
help elucidate the long-term effects on natural fish populations of low
concentrations of nanosilver added to an entire lake ecosystem.

105 The influence of sulfidised silver nanoparticles on soil nitrification processes and soil microbial communities
C.L. Doolette, Soil Science; M. McLaughlin, CSIRO/Univ of Adelaide;
J. Kirby, CSIRO / Advanced Materials Transformational Capability
Platform Land Water; D.G. Navarro, CSIRO / Advanced Materials
Transformational Capability Platform Land and Water; D.V. Gupta,
CSIRO / Ecosystems Sciences
Environmental concentrations of silver nanoparticles (Ag0NPs) are
predicted to increase in coming years. This increase is due to the widespread use of consumer products that contain Ag0NPs. Such products
include electronics, paints, sporting equipment and cosmetics. However,
the pathway for Ag0NPs into the environment is from the washing
and everyday use of Ag0NPs containing textiles, food storage containers and domestic appliances (e.g. washing machine). Upon entry into
wastewater streams, the majority of Ag0NPs are transformed into silver
sulfide nanoparticles (Ag2S NPs). Once sulfidised, Ag0NPs have a much
greater stability and lower solubility than Ag0NPs, and as a result will be
adsorbed to the biosolids during wastewater treatment. Following wastewater treatment, biosolids (containing sulfidised Ag0NPs) may then be
applied to soil to improve soil fertility. Ag0NPs and their transformation
products (e.g. Ag2S NPs) could affect terrestrial microbial communities
due to the broad-spectrum anti-bacterial properties of silver. However,
there is limited research on the impact of Ag0NPs on terrestrial organisms and in particular the effects on microbial communities under realistic
environmental conditions. Several studies have examined the impact of
Ag0NPs on nitrifying organisms, yet in most cases this has been done
using culture media and not soil. In this study we investigated the impact
of Ag2S NPs and Ag0NPs on nitrification processes in soil. We measured
the potential nitrification rate and total nitrate production following the
addition of Ag2S NPs and Ag0NPs to a neutral pH soil (pH = 6.6) that
had a high concentration of organic carbon (6.9%). To further investigate
the impact of Ag2S NPs on nitrifying organisms, we used next generation sequencing techniques to study the effect on ecologically relevant
microbial communities. In particular, we focused on microbial genera and
species that are known to play a key role in soil nitrification processes.
By using a range of silver concentrations, we produced dose-response
relationships between Ag2S NPs/Ag0NPs and the distribution of specific
soil microbial communities. This study will enable a more accurate risk
assessment of manufactured metal nanoparticles in terrestrial systems.
106 Impacts of differeing diamond and gold nanomaterial surface
chemistries on toxicity to Daphnia magna: Defining trends in nanomaterial toxicity
J. Bozich, Univ of Wisconsin Milwaukee / School of Freshwater Sciences; S.
Lohse, Univ of Illinois at Urbana Champaign; M. Torelli, Univ of Wisconsin
Madison; C. Murphy, Univ of Illinois at Urbana Champaign; R. Hamers,
Univ of Wisconsin Madison; R. Klaper, Univ of Wisconsin Milwaukee /
School of Freshwater Sciences
The factors that determine the interaction of manufactured nanoparticles
(NPs) with biological entities have yet to be fully defined. It will be
critical to develop an understanding of these factors to develop materials that do not cause environmental harm and therefore are sustainable.
Surface chemistry in particular may significantly influence NP toxicity
by changing NP uptake, interaction with cells and toxicity or by carrying
toxic ligands into the organism. In this study, the impacts of differentially functionalized gold and diamond NPs on mortality, reproduction,
and body size in the toxicological model species, Daphnia magna, were
compared over acute and chronic exposures. Acute assays show that
negatively charged gold and diamond NPs are orders of magnitude less
toxic than their positively charged counterparts. The results show that
certain ligands used in NP functionalization can directly contribute
to and increase toxicity of NPs. NPs may also increase the toxicity of
ligands by potentially localizing the ligand concentration and exposure.
In addition, similarly functionalized diamond and gold NPs differ in
their impact on D. magna, which appears to be associated with particle
stability. This research indicates NP toxicity is not solely due to surface
charge but also may be dependent upon other properties such as ligand
density, structure or particle aggregation. These results demonstrate that
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specific NP properties have great implications for determining NP toxicity and creating sustainable nanotechnologies may involve several aspects
of NP design.
107 The environmental implications of embracing nano-medicine as
the standard for disease treatment and prevention
A.T. Wray, S.J. Klaine, Clemson Univ / Inst of Environmental Toxicology
CUENTOX
The union of nanotechnology and modern medicine aims to solve the
glaring human and environmental health issues associated with treating illness. Traditional medicines have to be administered at high doses
due to a lack of specificity for target organs, often leading to severe side
effects. Researchers now have the ability to design nano-medicines
that avoid traditional detoxification systems and target specific tissues
and cellular organelles. This precise control over internal distribution lessens the dose requirement. Furthermore, nano-medicines are
expected to minimize the release of pharmaceuticals into wastewater,
where concentrations of traditional pharmaceuticals have raised concerns
for environmental health. Given the magnitude of pharmaceutical use
around the world, however, there is a high probability that nano-medicines will find avenues for release into aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems.
These nano-medicines are designed for human consumption and may
elicit unexpected distribution patterns and toxicity to non-target organisms. Our research addressed this possible scenario by examining uptake
and distribution of nano-pharmaceuticals in Pimephales promelas in relation to the stand alone pharmaceutical (doxorubicin) and nanoparticle.
Furthermore we investigated the impact of wastewater incubation on
uptake and distribution to approximate a more environmentally relevant
scenario. In both exposure scenarios, nanoparticles appear to have a
protective effect, limiting uptake and distribution of doxorubicin to the
intestine and gills. The distribution patterns align closely to observations
on the standalone nanoparticle suggesting that a significant percentage of doxorubicin remains attached to the nanoparticle during uptake.
Based on our preliminary observations it appears that nano-medicines
have the potential to lessen the burden of pharmaceuticals in the
aquatic environment. It is important to note, however, that conventional
wastewater treatment plants are already capable of removing a significant percentage of doxorubicin from wastewater whereas nanoparticles
are removed less effectively. Therefore the attachment of doxorubicin to
a gold nanoparticle may facilitate greater doxorubicin releases into the
aquatic environment that would otherwise be avoided.
108 Multi-walled carbon nanotubes reduce toxicity of diphenhydramine to Ceriodaphnia dubia in water and sediment exposures
M.H. Myer, Univ of Georgia / Environmental Health Sciences; M.C. Black,
Univ of Georgia / Dept of Environmental Health Science
The fate of pharmaceuticals in aquatic and marine environments tends
towards deposition in sediment and sand, increasing the potential exposures of benthic-dwelling and feeding organisms. Carbon nanotubes,
rolled sheets of graphene that exist in single- or multi-walled varieties, are an emerging contaminant that are predicted to increase rapidly
in environmental concentration as they are adopted for medical and
commercial use. Carbon nanotubes are highly sorptive to organic compounds, and may have a detoxifying ability similar to activated carbon.
Sediment-elutriate exposures were undertaken with the model freshwater crustacean Ceriodaphnia dubia to compare the toxic effects of the
antihistamine diphenhydramine (Benadryl) in the presence and absence
of sediment and nanotubes. Treatments consisted of sediment spiked
with 0.318 mg/g of acid functionalized multi-walled carbon nanotubes,
un-spiked sediment, diphenhydramine solution spiked with 0.318 mg/g
of nanotubes, and diphenhydramine solution without nanotubes as a
positive control. All treatments contained 3 mg/L diphenhydramine
dissolved in moderately hard water, with sediment elutriates prepared
in a 4:1 ratio of diphenhydramine solution to sediment. A negative
control consisted of moderately hard water. A randomized completeblock ANOVA was used to determine which treatments resulted in
a significant reduction in mortality relative to a positive control. In
both sediment and solution-only substrates, addition of 0.318 mg/g of
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functionalized multi-walled carbon nanotubes significantly decreased
overall 48-hour mortality relative to the positive control (p < 0.001),
with a 84.7% toxicity reduction in treatments with nanotube-amended
sediment and 50.4% reduction in nanotube-amended water exposures.
For comparison, un-spiked sediment showed a 70.8% toxicity reduction
relative to the positive control. Based on this research, there is a strong
indication that multi-walled carbon nanotubes in aquatic environments will contribute to sequestration of pharmaceutical contaminants
in water and sediment, and as their incidence increases they may have
a mitigating effect upon pharmaceutical toxicity in aquatic organisms.
Additionally, there may be potential for the use of carbon nanotubes in
ecological remediation and water detoxification. Future work will investigate the protective effects of nanotubes on juvenile fathead minnows
exposed to diphenhydramine in sediment exposures.
109 Nanoparticle-contaminant interactions: A case study of the
potential for single-walled carbon nanotubes to suppress xenoestrogen effects in fish
J.H. Bisesi, Univ of Florida / Environmental and Global Health; B. Castillo,
Univ of Florida / Dept of Biology; C.M. Lavelle, Physiological Sciences; L.
Ferguson, Pratt School of Engineering / Dept of Civil and Environmental
Engineering; N.D. Denslow, Univ of Florida / Physiological Sciences; T.
Sabo-Attwood, Univ of Florida / Dept of Environmental Global Health
Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) are highly sorbtive nanomaterials that may reach the environment through manufacturing point
sources and consumer product leaching. While SWCNTs have been
shown to be fairly inert in aquatic organisms, the potential for these
materials to interact with other contaminants, and influence downstream biological responses, is understudied. Ethinyl estradiol (EE2)
was selected as a model contaminant to test these interactions and as
it it found at low levels in final treated wastewater effluent and receiving waters, and its biological effects are well characterized in fish. To
assess binding between the SWCNTs and EE2 we conducting binding
isotherm experiments. For these studies, EE2 and SWCNT suspensions
were mixed together and after various time points the SWCNTs with
bound EE2 were removed by ultracentrifugation. The unbound EE2
was measured using ELISAs. The effects of EE2 binding to SWCNTs
on multiple levels of biological organization were then examined using
in vitro and in vivo approaches. For the in vitro work, estrogen receptor
binding and activation were measured for EE2 alone and in the presence of SWCNTs using a fluorescence polarization binding assay and
a luciferase transactivation reporter assay, respectively. For the in vivo
stdies, male largemouth bass were gavaged with a single dose of EE2 or
SWCNT/EE2 mixtures and mRNA expression of vitellogenin (VTG1)
was measured as indicator of xenoestrogen exposure. Results of these
studies indicated that SWCNTs have a strong binding capacity for EE2
at environmentally relevant concentrations which led to decreased binding and activation of the estrogen receptor. In fact, removal of SWCNTs
(with EE2 bound) from suspension by ultracentrifugation before use in
in vitro experiments resulted in complete repression of estrogen receptor binding and activation. Bass gavage studies are still on going but we
hypothesize that SWCNTs will decrease EE2-induced VTG1 expression which would be consistent with our in vitro results. Overall, results
from this study will help increase our understanding of how SWCNTs
will interact with the complex mixture of contaminants in aquaous environments and organisms.
110 Not all nanos are bad! A multi-omics investigation into the effects
of fully characterised cerium nanoparticles to Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii
N.S. Taylor, Wilfrid Laurier Univ / Biology; R. Merrifield, Univ of South
Carolina; T. Williams, Univ of Birmingham / School of Biosciences; J. Lead,
Univ of South Carolina; K. Chipman, M.R. Viant, Univ of Birmingham
Ceria nanoparticles (NPs) are widely used as fuel catalysts due to their
strong antioxidant properties and consequently are likely to enter the
environment. Their potential impacts on biota at environmentally
relevant concentrations, including uptake and mechanisms of toxicity,
remain to be elucidated and quantitative data on which to assess risk are
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sparse. Our aim was to achieve a definitive assessment of the molecular
and phenotypic effects of ceria NPs, using well-defined nanoparticles
and unbiased molecular analyses. We focused on the freshwater environment as an anticipated sink for NP discharges, and on dispersed NPs
as their toxicity is likely to be higher, enabling an assessment of the
maximum possible hazard. An integrated ‘omics approach incorporating transcriptomics and metabolomics was used to investigate the
potential toxicity of tightly constrained and physico-chemically characterised 4-5nm mono-dispersed ceria NPs to the unicellular green alga,
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, a sentinel freshwater species. We investigated
a wide range of exposure concentrations from predicted environmental
levels, to support hazard assessment, to supra-environmental levels to
provide insight into the molecular toxicity pathways. We report evidence
for the internalisation of ceria NPs into intracellular vesicles within C.
reinhardtii, yet no significant effect on algal growth rate at any exposure
concentration. Furthermore, molecular perturbations were only detected
at supra-environmental ceria NP-concentrations, primarily the downregulation of photosynthesis and carbon fixation with associated effects
on energy metabolism. We conclude that for acute exposures to small
mono-dispersed particles, there should be little concern regarding their
dispersal into the environment for this specific trophic level.

Ecological Consequences of Exposure to
Pharmaceuticals from Wastewater Treatment and
Manufacturing Effluents: Part 2
111 Pharmaceuticals and Environmental Regulation-Future challenges and demands
G. Maack, German Federal Environment Agency / Ecotoxicological Assessment
Pharmaceuticals are specifically designed to cause pharmacological effects
in target organisms and they might do so in non-target organisms as
well. Monitoring results show that pharmaceuticals occur globally in the
environment, some of them at ecotoxicological relevant concentrations.
Even after 10 years of environmental risk assessment (ERA) of pharmaceuticals in Europe, still a lot of active ingredients are not assessed and of
those where a full ERA exists 10 % of the active ingredients for human
pharmaceuticals displaying an environmental risk. Factors influencing
the environmental load of pharmaceuticals are e.g. the amount of OTC
products, the increase of non-hospital care, the aging of the population,
lifestyle and antibiotics in animal production. Consequently the main
aims are the reduction of entry to the environment by raising awareness
and accepting that there is a problem, which need to be solved. There is
no “one size fits it all ” strategy, but there are core measures for all players.
These players are (i) consumer (ii) doctors and health care facilities (iii)
national governments, intergovernmental & international organizations
and (iv) industry. Future challenges and demands are therefore raising
awareness among all players and different strategies for the different players. These are for consumers e.g. purchase and taking medicinal products
with awareness and reduce the prophylactic use. For governmental
organizations and industry these are among others: the assessment of all
existing pharmaceuticals, the improvement of the data quality, promotion
of sustainable production and prevention of pollution during the production process, and increase the efficiency of treatment plants with financial
participation of all players. For veterinary medicines it is inevitable to
reduce the prophylactic use of pharmaceuticals, especially antibiotics and
to promote non-chemical alternatives. Pharmaceuticals should be used for
medicinal treatment only and not for economic benefits.
112 Do advanced treatment technologies remove wastewater-borne
toxicity?
S. Giebner, M. Oetken, J. Oehlmann, M. Wagner, Johann Wolfgang Goethe
Univ Frankfurt / Aquatic Ecotoxicology
Conventional wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) are not or only
partially able to eliminate micropollutants like pesticides, pharmaceuticals and endocrine disrupting chemicals. Hence, wastewater is one
major source of micropollutants in aquatic ecosystems. One solution

to increase the removal of these substances is the installation of additional treatment steps. Advanced technologies are based on oxidative
(ozonation) or adsorptive treatment (activated charcoal). Here, we use a
combination of bioassays and chemical analysis to evaluate the capacity
of these technologies to remove water-borne toxicity. The two WWTPs
under investigation are located at the river Schussen, a tributary to Lake
Constance. The WWTP Langwiese is a large WWTP and has been
equipped with an additional full-scale activated charcoal filter following
the conventional biological treatment with activated sludge. The WWTP
Eriskirch is a medium-sized WWTP and a combination of ozonation,
sand filter and granulated activated carbon filter has been realized in a
partial flow of the conventionally treated effluent. The effectiveness of
these technologies is assessed by means of chemical analyses and by a
battery of in vitro and in vivo effect-oriented studies. Endocrine effects
present in the influents and effluents of both WWTPs are assessed by
in vitro tests which include reporter gene assays based on yeast cell lines,
but also by in vivo studies, such as the reproduction test with the mudsnail Potamopyrgus antipodarum. The results indicate that the influents
and effluents of the WWTPs induce endocrine and toxic effects in vitro
and in vivo. Estrogenic and androgenic activity was relatively high in
effluents after primary treatment step, and it was significantly lowered
after the secondary treatment. In contrast, we observed persistent antiestrogenic activity even after application of the advanced technologies.
In the reproduction test with P. antipodarum the number of embryos was
significantly decreased in most of the influents and effluents, what would
seem to be an effect of reproductive toxicants. The simultaneous evaluation of the presence of micropollutants and their real toxic and endocrine
effects in aquatic organisms resulting from the exposure to wastewater
allows to establish causal relationship between these different aspects of
concern by means of plausibility. This indicates that bioassays are needed
to assess the effectiveness of the advanced technologies.
113 Human Pharmaceutical Estrogens in the Aquatic Environment
J.P. Laurenson, R.A. Bloom, US Food and Drug Administration / Center for
Drug Evaluation and Research
Numerous studies have been published in recent years on the ecological and human risks from human pharmaceutical estrogens such as
17α-ethinyl estradiol (EE2). While many release/exposure pathways
exist, including disposal of manufacturing wastes, disposal of leftovers
into toilets, and wash-off of dermally applied drugs, most drugs are
believed to enter the environment via the human excretion → wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) → surface water pathway. Of all the
human pharmaceuticals, EE2 and other estrogens have received perhaps
the most attention due to the potential adverse endocrine disrupting
ecological effects associated with their presence at very low levels relative to other substances. Indeed, the Center for Drug Evaluation and
Research at the US Food and Drug Administration (CDER/FDA),
responding to a Citizens Petition, found that the majority of drugs with
aquatic effects below 1 μg/L had predominantly hormonal modes of
action. Regulatory action also has increased in recent years, with the
USA and other countries developing regulations that target estrogens
(and other pharmaceuticals) in the environment. More recently, CDER
has been conducting reviews and analyses of data on the long-term
ecological exposure and effects of EE2 and other estrogens, and on
the contributions of human pharmaceutical estrogens to total anthropogenic and natural estrogenicity. The results thus far indicate that
mean-flow long-term predicted environmental concentrations (PECs)
of EE2 are lower than a predicted no-effect concentration (PNEC) for
aquatic chronic toxicity of 0.1 ng/L in approximately 99% or more of
US surface water segments downstream of wastewater treatment plants.
The median mean-flow PEC in these water segments is more than two
orders of magnitude lower than the PNEC. Similar results exist for other
pharmaceutical estrogens. The contribution of EE2 more broadly to total
estrogenic load in the environment from all sources—including other
human pharmaceutical estrogens, endogenous estrogens, natural environmental estrogens, and industrial chemicals—while highly uncertain
and variable, appears to be relatively low overall. Several caveats exist,
and thus additional data and a more comprehensive approach for data
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collection and analysis for estrogenic substances in the environment,
especially in effluent-dominated water segments in sensitive environments, is needed to more fully characterize the risks. The contents of this
abstract neither constitute nor reflect official USFDA policy.
114 Are roach populations living in UK Rivers adversely affected
through exposure to environmental estrogens?
P.B. Hamilton, Univ of Exeter / Biosciences; E. Nicol, Brunel Univ / Inst for
the Environment; A. Baynes, A. Lockyer, Brunel Univ; J. Stevens, Univ of
Exeter; S. Jobling, Brunel Univ; C.R. Tyler, Biosciences College of Life and
Environmental Sciences
Many wastewater treatment work (WwTW) effluents are estrogenic
and induce a range of feminised phenotypes in wild male fish, including
the intersex condition – the presence of developing eggs in the testes of
otherwise male fish. Induction of feminised effects has been attributed to
exposure to natural and synthetic estrogens, including the contraceptive
pill pharmaceutical, ethinylestradiol (EE2). Long-term experimental
exposures of fish to water concentrations of 3-6 ng EE2 /L, or to full
strength effluent, have resulted in the absence of breeding males, and
even population collapse. However, effects of estrogenic effluents on
wild fish populations are poorly understood, where estrogen concentrations are generally lower. Applying DNA microsatellites in controlled
breeding studies in fish, we have found that the reproductive fitness of
the most feminised male roach (Rutilus rutilus) from a polluted river is
reduced by up to 76%. We have undertaken an analysis of population
genetic structure of roach using 14 DNA microsatellites from 32 river
stretches mostly in the southern United Kingdom, which include some
with a high proportion of estrogenic effluent and where movement of
the fish is restricted by weirs and locks. This analysis has identified some
populations of roach that have been largely restricted to stretches of river
with a high proportion of estrogenic effluent over several generations
with minimal immigration (ie. they appear to be self-sustaining despite
the estrogen exposure). Despite this, genetic diversity is high at all sites
and we have found no obvious evidence that effective population sizes,
which relate to the size of the breeding population, are impacted in these
populations. This raises the question of whether roach can, and have,
adapted to the harmful effects of exposure to estrogens. To investigate
this we have investigated evidence for selection in the estrogen receptor
alpha gene, a key regulator of estrogenic responses. Seven alleles were
identified in UK populations and genetic outlier analysis suggests it is
under weak selection. We have furthermore conducted a laboratorybased experimental exposure to EE2 to examine differences in their
responsiveness to between sites and examined single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in a suite of estrogen-responsive genes. These results start
to shed light on the role of adaptation in maintaining populations of wild
roach in estrogenic rivers.
115 Birth Control in the Bayou: Will the live-bearing Heterandria
formosa survive?
L.M. Jackson, Univ of Louisiana at Lafayette / Biology; P.L. Klerks, Univ
of Louisiana at Lafayette / Dept of Biology
The presence of endocrine disrupting compounds (EDCs) in the environment has gained worldwide attention because of the possibility that
EDC’s may be affecting the reproductive health of wildlife and humans.
The synthetic estrogen 17α-ethinylestradiol (EE2) is a potent endocrine
modulator and is present at biologically active concentrations in aquatic
ecosystems. To investigate impacts of EE2 in the aquatic environment,
a full life cycle in vivo study was done to examine the potential effects of
EE2 in the least killifish (Heterandria formosa) at both the individual
and population levels. We tested the effects of waterborne EE2 at an
environmentally relevant concentration. Newborn fish were exposed to
25 ng/L, 5 ng/L EE2, or a solvent control (ethanol) in a static-renewal
system with replacement every 72 hours. We quantified length, weight,
sex ratio, survival rate, and time to sexual maturity in the developing fishes. We also evaluated liver and gonadal histopathology in both
males and females. Population dynamics were examined in tanks treated
with 5ng/L EE2 or a solvent control (ethanol). In the life cycle analysis, 5 ng/L EE2 caused a significant reduction in growth of females, a
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considerable female-biased sex ratio, decreased survival, and longer times
to sexual maturity. EE2-exposed males tended to exhibit faster growth
than was the case for control males. Fish exposed to 5 ng/L EE2 also
developed neoplasms in the liver, and males developed both ovaries and
testes (ova-testes). Fish exposed to 25 ng/L EE2 developed “fatty liver”
disease and possessed only underdeveloped eggs and sperm. The size of
4-month old exposed populations was notably reduced. Control populations grew at a rate of 1.6% per month while the exposed populations
exhibited no growth at all. This ongoing study adds to the growing body
of evidence demonstrating significant risks to aquatic organisms from
exposure to environmentally-relevant concentrations of EE2.
116 Occurrence of antibiotic resistance in marine sediments and fauna
along an exposure gradient in Arctic Greenland
M.E. Granberg, Norwegian Polar Inst / Research; I. Dahllöf, Univ of
Gothenburg
The release of antibiotic/antimicrobial substances into the coastal
environment may stimulate antibiotic resistance (AR) in marine bacteria
communities. Sewage treatment is generally lacking in Greenland
and municipal wastewater is discharged directly into the ocean, likely
creating strong gradients of pharmaceuticals from sources into the
relatively pristine environment. In accordance with examples from the
food industry, we hypothesize that AR bacteria present in the gut of
marine organisms may travel from prey to predator along food chains.
Greenlandic people traditionally depend heavily on the oceans for food,
and our results may thus have implications for the risk of AR exposure
to humans. We investigated the correlation between environmental
antibiotic exposure and prevalence of AR at three different trophic levels,
sediments, blue mussels, fish, along a pollution gradient in Sisimiut,
Greenland. During two consecutive summers, sediment, blue mussels (Mytilus edulis) and Arctic sculpin (Myoxocephalus scorpioides) were
collected off the town of Sisimiut, Greenland. Bacteria were cultured
from animal gut tissues and sediment samples and tested for resistance
towards Penicillin, Ampicillin, Amoxicillin and Ciprofloxacin, ranging
from natural to semi-synthetic and synthetic antibiotics. AR bacteria
from gut tissues were identified with API tests. There was a strong
gradient of AR from point sources to more open waters for all antibiotics, but the magnitudes of resistance and the resistance fingerprints
differed among sites. There was also a parallel gradient in the controls
with respect to the number of colony forming units, indicating a lower
bacterial gut content in fish and mussels closer to sewage outlets. AR
bacteria from samples collected closer to the sewage outlet were more
often identified as human enterobacteria than AR bacteria obtained
further from the source. Results indicate the presence of natural AR in
pristine areas and a clear human imprint on bacterial AR in the marine
environment around Greenland.
117 Chronic triclosan exposure in wastewater-associated periphyton
communities: a study of mitigation, community effects, and antimicrobial susceptibility
K.E. Trowbridge, A.E. Hershey, Univ of North Carolina at Greensboro /
Dept of Biology
The described research focuses on responses of stream periphyton to
triclosan (TCS) and compares results from a wastewater (WW) -associated stream and a forested reference stream. TCS’s seeming ubiquitous
presence in the environment may be affecting ecosystem services and
antimicrobial susceptibility of bacterial populations. The overall goal
of the study is to evaluate these potential effects in periphyton and how
they are impacted by chronic, environmentally-relevant TCS exposure.
Alteration of periphyton communities due to chronic TCS exposure has
been observed and could affect ecosystem services provided by periphyton. Mitigation of TCS by periphyton is not well understood, but may be
important for protection of environmental and human health. Acquired
resistance to TCS and associated cross-resistance to various antibiotics
has been observed in clinical isolates, and this study investigates if this
also occurs in exposed periphyton bacteria. Acquired resistance to TCS
in environmental populations could pose a human health risk. The current study aimed to assess the ability of periphyton to mitigate TCS and
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to evaluate susceptibility of stream bacteria to TCS and several antibiotics. TCS levels in periphyton, sediment and water were evaluated to
assess distribution and make comparisons along downstream gradients in
a WW-associated stream and a forested stream. Periphyton communities
were hypothesized to mitigate TCS in streams, reducing concentrations
along a gradient downstream of WW effluents. Mitigation of pollutants
is an ecosystem service, but chronic exposure to TCS could be altering
communities’ ability to perform this service. TCS mitigation studies
were conducted in stream microcosms using periphyton-colonized tiles.
Susceptibilities of stream bacteria to TCS and selected antibiotics were
evaluated pre- and post- TCS exposure. WW-associated stream bacteria
were hypothesized to exhibit susceptibility to TCS to a lower degree
than reference-stream bacteria. Preliminary results of the mitigation
study suggest that periphyton do mitigate TCS. Prior exposure from
WW effluent may not impact that ability as WW-associated periphyton
took up more TCS within 20 hours than reference periphyton. Bacteria
from both streams have been isolated and some isolates appear to be
nonsusceptible to TCS at concentrations ranging from 0.01 to 1000
ppm. Additional studies are underway to further examine these results
and their implications.
118 Accumulation of pharmaceuticals and personal care products in
freshwater mussels (Lasmigona costata) in an urban river
S.R. de Solla, Environment Canada / Ecotoxicology and Wildlife Health
Division; E.A. Gilroy, Green House Science / Environment Canada;
J.S. Klinck, Environment Canada / Ecotoxicology and Wildlife Health;
S.D. Campbell, Environment Canada / Ecotoxicology and Wildlife
Health Division; R. Mcinnis, Environment Canada / Aquatic Ecosystem
Protection Research Division; P.L. Gillis, Environment Cananda / Aquatic
Contaminants Research Division
Pharmaceuticals and personal care products (PPCPs) are often found at
concentrations reaching low µg/L in waters that are receiving effluent
from municipal wastewater treatment plants (WWTP). The Grand
River watershed in southern Ontario receives inputs from 30 WWTPs.
Poor water quality in this watershed has been linked to feminization
of male fish and reduced lifespan and condition in freshwater mussels.
The objective of this study was to assess the bioaccumulation of PPCPs
in field-deployed (i.e. caged) and wild freshwater mussels (flutedshell
mussel, Lasmigona costata) upstream and downstream of a WWTP in
the Grand River. Wild mussels were collected in fall 2012 from 500700 m upstream of the WWTP outflow, and 7 km downstream (site
of first live mussels). In fall 2010, caged mussels were deployed 200 m
upstream and 500 m downstream of the WWTP discharge. One hundred and forty five PPCPs were analyzed in mussel tissues by LC-MS/
MS, using USEPA Method 1694. The most abundant PPCPs were
Dimethylxanthine, Iopamidol, Triclosan, Sertraline, and Theophylline.
The number of PPCPs detected in each mussel simultaneously ranged
from 15 to 27, with detectable concentrations per PPCP ranging from
0.06 to 803 ng/g (ww). PPCPs that were detectable in mussel tissues
included numerous pharmaceutical classes (e.g. stimulants, medical
contrasting agents, anti-inflammatory drugs, anti-bacterial compounds,
antibiotics, antidepressants, antihistamines, progestins, etc.). Although
the upstream caged mussels had higher sum PPCPs compared to the
other sites, much of those differences were due to relatively high concentrations of 1,7-Dimethylxanthine and Theophylline, of which both are
structurally similar to caffeine. When these two PPCPs were excluded,
the sum PPCPs varied among sites, and the wild downstream mussels
had the highest sum PPCPs compared to all other groups, and the caged
downstream mussels had lower sum PPCPs compared to the caged
upstream mussels. PCA analysis of PPCP accumulation patterns found
that despite the fact that the wild mussels were collected a different year
than the caged mussels, the upstream caged and wild mussels were the
most similar in terms of PPCPs profile. This study has demonstrated that
numerous PCPPs known to be associated with WWTP are bioavailable
and accumulated by chronically exposed mussels.

Assessing Chemical Hazards in the Absence of
Experimental Data
119 Computational Chemistry-based Acute Aquatic Toxicity Mode of
Action Assignment
M.G. Barron, USEPA / Gulf Ecology Division; T.M. Martin, C. Grulke,
D. Young, USEPA; C. Russom, USEPA / Mid Continent Ecology Division;
N. Wang, USEPA; C.R. Jackson, USEPA / Gulf Ecology Division
The ability to determine the mode of action (MOA) for a diverse group
of chemicals is a critical part of ecological risk assessment and chemical regulation. However, existing MOA assignment approaches in
ecotoxicology have been limited to a relatively few MOAs, have high
uncertainty, or rely on professional judgment. In this study, machine
based learning algorithms (linear discriminant analysis and random
forest) were used to develop models for assigning aquatic toxicity MOA.
These methods were selected since they have been shown to be able to
correlate diverse datasets and provide an indication of the most important descriptors. A dataset of MOA assignments for 924 chemicals
was developed using a combination of high confidence assignments,
international consensus classifications, ASTER (ASessment Tools for
the Evaluation of Risk) predictions, and weight of evidence professional
judgment based an assessment of structure and literature information.
The overall data set was randomly divided into a training set (75%) and a
validation set (25%) and then used to develop linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and random forest (RF) MOA assignment models. The LDA
and RF models had high internal concordance and specificity, and were
able to produce overall prediction accuracies ranging from 84.5-87.7%
for the validation set. These results demonstrate that computational
chemistry approaches can be used to determine the acute toxicity MOAs
across a large range of structures and mechanisms.
120 Could DEBtox Model Parameter(s) Explain the Dependence of
96-hr LC50s of Zinc on the Body Weight of Test Fish Organisms? A
First Trial
Y. Meng, Beijing Normal Univ; C. Lu, Beijing Normal Univ / Academy
of Disaster Reduction and Emergency Management; H. Zhang, Research
Center for Eco-Environmental Sciences, Chinese Academy of Sciences / State
Key Laboratory of Environmental Aquatic Chemistry
Predicting ecotoxicity for species without a test data is of importance for
the risk assessment of an aquatic ecosystem which is usually inhabited by
many species. Making use of Ecotox database, a statistically significant
dependence of the median lethal concentrations (LC50) of zinc (Zn)
on the organism size, in terms of the body weight, was observed. For
the purpose of exploring the underlying law of this size-dependence of
Zn ecotoxicity, the authors borrowed the conceptual framework of the
Dynamic Energy Budget in toxicology (DEBtox) and tried to ascribe the
size-dependence of toxicity to that of certain DEBtox parameter. As a
first trial, the simple DEBtox model with only 3 parameters of no-effect
concentration (NEC), killing rate (K+), and elimination rate (Ka) were
employed to model the Zn 96-hr LC50 of fishes obtained from Ecotox.
Presumably the NEC, K+ or Ka was each modeled to be independent of
the body size, or dependent on the body weight by a linear, exponential,
logarithmic relationship. For any of the presumed size-dependency, optimization was performed, and finally the “best” model was selected out of
the total combinations of size-dependency using the Akaike Information
Criterion (AIC). The selected “best” model indicated that the NEC
depended on body weight whereas the K+ or Ka did not. Despite of the
limitations of the data and the simplicity of the DEBtox used in this
trial, the authors considered the optimized size-dependence of the acute
ecotoxicity data across fishes has certain reliability and will be helpful for
ecotoxicity data prediction and ecological risk assessment.
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121 Utilization of data estimation via existing models, within a tiered
data quality system, for populating species sensitivity distributions
W. Lehmann, USEPA / Health and Ecological Criteria Division OST
OW; K. Gallagher, USEPA / Office of Water; T.K. Linton, Great Lakes
Environmental Center; K.K. Taulbee, Great Lakes Environmental Center;
M.A. Etterson, USEPA / ORD NHEERL Mid Continent Ecology
Division
The acquisition toxicity test data of sufficient quality from open literature
to fulfill taxonomic diversity requirements can be a limiting factor in the
creation of new 304(a) Aquatic Life Criteria. The use of existing models
(WebICE and ACE) that estimate acute and chronic effects endpoints
at the species, genera, or family level for those taxa without test data
can be used, in conjunction with empirical test data, to fill data gaps for
potential regulatory use when combined in species sensitivity distributions (SSD). These SSDs can be used in a probabilistic fashion to identify
ecosystem level protective values inclusive of inherent variability, as well
as to illustrate potential magnitude of effects to species or genera at an
intended level of protection (eg, the HC05). For some limited cases, the
paucity of biological effects data for certain taxonomic groups exposed to
a pollutant serves as the limitation to defining protective values within a
risk assessment framework. This procedure provides a method to remove
those limitations so long as there is an acceptable means to address
the uncertainty associated with a predicted effects threshold. We will
provide examples of HC05 estimates generated using estimated effects
endpoints and illustrate potential methods for evaluating the robustness
of the fitted SSD and HC05 estimates. We will also show how sensitivity
analyses can be used to understand the relative influence of the estimated
effects endpoints on the resulting HC05 estimates.
122 Comparative validation of common aquatic toxicity prediction
tools: Informing selection and development of tools for alternatives
assessment
F. Melnikov, Forestry and Environmental Studies; A. Voutchkova-Kostal,
George Washington Univ / Chemistry; J. Kosal, Sustainability AZ; J.L.
Tunkel, SRC, Inc.; J. Zimmerman, Yale Univ / Yale School of Forestry
Environmental Studies; P. Anastas, Yale Univ / Center for Green Chemistry
and Green Engineering
Alternatives toxicity assessments often necessitate the filling of experimental data gaps with predictive models. Since aquatic toxicity is a
typically a required and fundamental criterion for assessing hazard, a
number of predictive tools have been developed by regulatory agencies
(USEPA), academia, and the private sector. Most methods estimate
acute and chronic aquatic toxicity via Quantitative Structure Activity
Relationships, while a few rely on property-based design guidelines.
However, predictive ability of the available, computerized methods has
not been compared in the last decade. Authors have experience developing a range of toxicity models based on molecular fragments, modeled
electrochemical properties, nuclear magnetic resonance spectra, and electronic parameters determined from quantum mechanics calculations. The
goal of the collaborative, interdisciplinary assessment was to compare,
evaluate, and validate predictive tools and guidelines for aquatic toxicity.
We identified a data set distinct from the training sets of the freely available QSAR tools and the most recently property-based design guidelines
developed by the authors. The preliminary results are based on a dataset of
306 chemicals and aquatic toxicity measurements collected from ECHA
database. Using the data set, we evaluated the predictive power and applicability domains of the aforementioned methods. The results elucidate
best application practices in green chemistry and regulatory assessments,
and expound opportunities aquatic toxicity predictive tools development.
123 The Application of Potency Driven Profiling to Identify
Chemicals of High Concern
M.A. Bonnell, Environment Canada / Ecological Assessment Division;
O. Mekenyan, D-R. Assen Zlatarov Univ / Laboratory of Mathematical
Chemistr; J. de Knecht, OECD / Environment Health and Safety Division
The role of in silico approaches for determining the harm a chemical may
cause in the environment has elevated dramatically in recent years.
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This has principally been caused by public demand for quick action on
toxic substances, but is also driven by the demand for the avoidance of
animal testing as well as cost effective data generation to meet regulatory
requirements. Given that there are many thousands of chemicals in commerce (industrial, pesticidal, pharmaceutical, personal care, etc.) with
a wide variety of chemical functionality, there is no single in silico tool
that will be able to identify a chemical’s potential to cause adverse effects
due to the domain of applicability constraints from using a single tool
or more than one tool that does not expand chemical domain or model
specificity. This paper will therefore examine the concept of chemical
profiling using a variety of tools that examine first principle chemical reactivity, bioavailability and key substance properties as a means
for providing a greater weight of evidence for qualitatively deducing
chemical potency, especially when considering subtle levels effects (e.g.,
genotoxicity, receptor mediated interactions) not normally deduced or
experienced in short-term laboratory ecotoxicity tests. Expert systems
such as the OECD’s QSAR Application Toolbox have been developed
to provide a means to rapidly generate chemical potency information
based on profiling of chemical structure. This paper will expand on this
idea to illustrate the importance of determining if the prioritization of a
chemical inventory or the assessment of a single chemical could lead to
significant false negative or false positive conclusions (e.g., would current
PBT tools effectively identify the potency of some ionogenic compounds
such as pharmaceuticals ?). Depending on the regulatory context (e.g.,
the accepted level of uncertainty and precaution), the results of profiling
can be used to support decisions in an assessment, group chemicals, prioritize chemicals and can certainly be used to justify further laboratory
or field testing. A case study using a non-reactive hindered phenol and a
reactive solvent dye will be presented to illustrate these concepts.
124 The Case for Chemistry: Lessons Learned While Assessing Safer
Chemical Ingredients for USEPA’s Design for the Environment
(DfE) Program
C. Rudisill, SRC, Inc.; L. Morlacci, SRC, Inc.; M. Adams, C. BaierAnderson, B. Drake, USEPA / Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics
USEPA OPPT; J.L. Tunkel, SRC, Inc. / Environmental Health Analysis
The changing regulatory and market response concerning the environmental safety of existing chemicals will likely increase the use of
chemical hazard assessments. In many cases, little or no experimental
data are available to support these assessments. Yet, conducting the
necessary testing to complete the ecological and human health datasets
for all of these chemicals is not feasible for both economic and ethical
reasons. Analog- or cluster- (category) supported read across approaches,
which bases a chemical assessment upon data for structurally similar
compounds, can be useful and versatile tools for assessing data poor
chemicals. However, care must be taken to identify appropriate analogs/
cluster members, and consideration mechanisms of action needs to be
included in the evaluation of the data and when formulating conclusions. USEPA’s Design for the Environment (DfE) Program sponsors
the Safer Product Labeling Program, which in turn populates the Safer
Chemical Ingredient List (SCIL). Chemicals used in DfE -labeled
products (and on the SCIL) have been evaluated against DfE criteria
for both ecological and human health effects. DfE criteria accept data
from analog- and cluster-supported read across for assessing chemicals
with experimental data gaps. Assessing more than 1,000 chemicals has
allowed us to evaluate the strengths and limitations of this approach, and
to identify chemical considerations important to its successful implementation. Functional groups are important, but so are other structural
features defined by the chemical identity, such as branching or molecular shape. Other attributes such as physical/chemical properties and
metabolism/degradation must also be considered. This presentation will
highlight chemical aspects to be considered for the effective use of analogs and clusters for qualitative read across. Ultimately, the appropriate
use of read across often requires awareness of all these concepts simultaneously to ensure that appropriate conclusions are reached. Descriptive
examples including fragrance and surfactant chemicals will illustrate
these issues and will build the case for chemistry.
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125 Multi-scale computational models to assess exposure to and toxicity of chemicals in personal care products: A paraben case study
S.A. Csiszar, Univ of Michigan Ann Arbor / Environmental Health Sciences;
A.S. Ernstoff, Quantitative Sustainability Assessment; R.J. Richardson,
Univ of Michigan / Computational Toxicology; O. Jolliet, Univ of Michigan
/ Dept of Environmental Health Sciences School of Public Health
Regulatory agencies have identified a need to screen large lists of chemicals in consumer products for hazard prioritization. In order to conduct
chemical risk assessments and to prioritize substances, chemical exposure
and impacts need to be assessed during the entire life cycle of a product.
Additionally, information about the toxicity of these chemicals needs
to be combined with exposure to provide a more complete understanding of the health risks associated with consumer products. We present
an aggregate exposure analysis of chemicals in personal care products
(PCPs) using four commonly used parabens by the US female population as a case study. The calculated chemical exposures take into account
individual chemical intake during product use and subsequent population-level intakes resulting from product disposal. We used Monte Carlo
simulations to address uncertainty and population variability in key input
parameters. Exposure during product use was found to be the dominant
exposure pathway by several orders of magnitude. Modeled intakes were
highest for methyl paraben, followed by propyl, ethyl, and butyl paraben,
which is the same order as intakes back-calculated from urine levels
available from NHANES (National Health and Nutrition Examination
Survey, CDC). Modeled exposure percentiles were also within an
order of magnitude of these back-calculated intakes. In order to assess
chemical toxicity, we explored molecular docking as a high-throughput
computational tool to profile substances. In the case of the four parabens,
we used docking simulations to identify target proteins with which the
four parabens are likely to interact. Evaluation of our docking results was
carried out by searching for positive ligand binding results in the USEPA
ToxCast database to assess the potential value of docking simulations
as a computational component of predictive toxicology. Using this case
study of parabens in PCPs we show how exposure modeling can be
combined with molecular docking and high-throughput toxicity datasets
to assess hazards of chemicals in personal care products. These exposure
and toxicity models can form a strong basis for further applications to
other chemicals found in PCPs and to pre-screen replacement chemicals
before they are substituted into products.
126 Predicting the Partitioning of Contaminants and Munitions
Components to Soil, Organisms and Plants from Molecular Structure
D.M. Di Toro, Univ of Delaware / Civil and Environmental Engineering;
A. Miglino, Dept of Civil Environmental Engineering; T.L. TorralbaSanchez, Univ of Delaware
Predicting contaminant partitioning to environmental phases continues
to be a central problem in environmental chemistry and engineering.
Contaminant fate and effects are largely determined by the extent to
which they partition from the aqueous phase to colloidal, suspended,
sediment, and soil particles, and to receptor sites in biota. Historically
soil organic matter has been the most studied phase with a long and
distinguished history of development and application. For most of this
history, the models have been empirical correlations using aqueous, particulate and chemical parameters. More recently, other phases have been
investigated, e.g., organism lipid to predict toxicity and bioaccumulation,
and mineral fractions for sorption of more hydrophilic compounds. More
mechanistic models that explicitly consider hydrogen bonding, polarization interactions, and van der Waals interactions are now available. Most
recently quantum chemical solvation models have also been applied.
A review of the available models will be presented with an emphasis
on models that can predict these partition coefficients from using only
molecular structure. The present state of the art will be reviewed from
the point of view of applying these techniques to risk assessment.

Role of Risk Communication in Environmental
Policy and Remedial Decision-Making
127 The Evolution of Risk Communication: Monologue to Dialogue
T.S. Bingman, DuPont / Corporate Remediation
The history of chemical risk communication has evolved over the past
several decades from a “don’t ask – don’t tell” approach on the part of
industry to one of meaningfully engaging public stakeholders in a way
that promotes effective risk management. When risk communication is
viewed as merely a means to get stakeholders to behave a certain way, it
invariably fails. However, when risk communication is viewed as a means
to help people understand the facts in ways that are relevant to their own
lives, feelings, and values, so they can put the risk in perspective and
make more informed choices and decisions, its true benefits are realized.
When one views effective risk communication as a dialogue rather than
a monologue, it becomes a vehicle for information exchange that can
provide valuable input to both the risk assessment and to formulating risk
management options. This paper will explore the evolution of chemical
risk communication, and examine how effective risk communication,
that acknowledges the psychological underpinnings of risk perception,
can serve as an effective platform for information exchange.
128 Example of Effective Integration of Stakeholder Consultation
into Remediation Decision Making
B. Halbert, C. Hamer, SENES Consultants an ARCADIS company; M.
Webster, Cameco Corporation; S.L. Fernandes, SENES Consultants
It can be challenge to effectively accommodate stakeholder input into
decision making on environmental projects. Different stakeholders have
separate viewpoints and levels of technical expertise which can make
effective communication to all parties difficult. An example of how to
communicate and integrate the input of multiple stakeholders into the
decision making process will be provided. The project involved decision
making for a former uranium mine in northern Saskatchewan. Although
mining activities ceased in the early 1980s, dissolved radium-226, selenium and uranium levels remain above background. In recent years work
has been undertaken to develop a strategy which would allow for ultimate
close-out of the area. An assessment of the benefits and costs of a wide
range of remedial strategies was undertaken to determine how to best use
available resources. A cornerstone to the decision making process was
the consultation with a number of stakeholder groups during a two-day
remedial options workshop to better determine what each involved party
viewed as a sustainable use of limited local materials and taxpayer money.
Stakeholders included technical experts, regulatory agencies, local aboriginal groups and other interested parties. Supporting information provided
at the workshop included results of contaminant dispersion modeling and
evaluation of associated risks (with and without implementation of remedial activities) as well as screening level costs for each option. Effective
communication of this type of detailed information was critical. Overall
the process highlighted remedial activities which were generally felt to be
a good use of resources and identified those which stakeholders felt were
unjustified; the final remedial plan for the site is based on this feedback.
129 Risk Communication for Management of Human Exposure via
Ingestion of Produce Grown in Contaminated Soil
J. Roman, GEI Consultants Inc / Environmental
The ingestion of produce grown in contaminated site soil is a potential
exposure pathway under human health risk characterization, particularly for evaluating unrestricted residential use. However, many state
and federal agencies do not account for the ingestion of produce in the
development of residential soil screening values. In addition, site-specific
analytical data for produce tissue are often not available or impractical to
generate. Estimated produce tissue concentrations can be modeled from
site soil concentrations; however, there is typically significant uncertainty associated with modeled produce tissue concentrations. Produce
uptake of contaminants is influenced by many factors, including the plant
genotype, soil organic matter, soil pH, and the contaminant concentrations in soil. Some state and federal agencies have acknowledged the
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uncertainty associated with the quantitative evaluation of the produce
pathway, and have instead proposed a qualitative evaluation. For example,
the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (MassDEP)
requires that recommendations for gardening Best Management Practices
(BMPs) be included in contaminated site closure reports, in lieu of quantitative evaluation of the produce pathway, with the intent of encouraging
potentially affected individuals to make an informed decision on managing risk. This paper reviews the evaluation of the produce pathway by
federal and state agencies, and highlights the uncertainty associated with
quantitative evaluation versus the uncertainty associated with relying on
risk communication as the primary risk management mechanism.
130 Getting stakeholders on-board: From risk communication to joint
decision making
I. Linkov, M. Wood, C.M. Foran, US Army Engineer Research and
Development Center / Environmental Laboratory
Risk Communication has been the dominant paradigm in obtaining stakeholder approval for environmental management projects. For
example, USEPA Superfund Program regulates the interaction of project
team and stakeholder groups through a formalized risk communication
process. Even though risk communication is a necessary and important
part of environmental management, it is unidirectional and often fails
to fully consider the needs or concerns of those stakeholder groups. The
result is a lack of consensus between stakeholders and regulatory agencies, and subsequent high financial expenditures on actions that may be
less optimal from both environmental and human health perspectives.
We argue that risk communication should be embraced under comprehensive decision-analytical approaches to environmental management.
Multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) is a well-formulated approach
that has been used to facilitate effective decision making across a wide
range of application domains. Many of these MCDA exercises are staged
with the specific goal to facilitate a normatively optimal solution for
a decision problem faced by one or more stakeholder groups. A growing body of work from the Army Engineer Research and Development
Center, Risk and Decision Science (RaDS) Team has leveraged MCDA
as a tool for stakeholder engagement and development of shared problem understanding in addition to creating a tool capable of evaluating
decision alternatives. This portfolio of work suggests that a shared understanding of the problem’s structure is a necessary condition not only to
develop a decision model, but also to engage in constructive dialogue on
a problem and engage in perspective taking across stakeholder groups.
A portfolio of projects demonstrating the various stakeholder engagement benefits of the MCDA process will be presented in environmental
resource management and other areas. Key considerations and future
directions will be discussed.
131 Ecological Risk Assessment, Decision Making Processes, and
Communication for Non-Site-Specific Product Risk Evaluation
J. Mohs-Davis, 3M Company / EHS Operations Environmental Laboratory
Risk communication is widely recognized as an effective tool for risk
management. However, this management of risk typically refers to
specific sites. How is ecological risk evaluated and communicated at the
product level where the ‘site’ is unspecified, ex. for products that are sold
to customers globally? How does decision-making play into the process
for non-site-specific ecological risk evaluation? For large manufacturers,
product risk communication and the evaluation of ecological product
risk may be used in a variety of ways both internally (business units) and
externally (customers). Within manufacturing companies, ecological
product risk assessment/communication may be used by product developers to move towards more sustainable formulations. Depending on the
stage of the product life-cycle that is assessed, risk assessment can also
be used to evaluate products for regulatory compliance (ex. USEPA),
and assist with product registration, i.e. PMNs (Pre-Manufacturing
Notices). Product risk assessment can be used to satisfy requirements for
external certifications, (ex. GreenSeal), to identify product advantages to
increase marketability, to identify and address areas of concern, and as a
tool for identifying sustainability attributes that could be used to support
Environmental Marketing Claims. The chemical component hazard
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assessments that are used to evaluate the hazard aspects of the ecological
product risk assessment can be used to fulfill the requirements of Hazard
Communication, i.e. Material Safety Data Sheets and Labels. Externally,
risk communication to customers can be used to demonstrate environmental stewardship as well as regulatory compliance. It can also be used
to build customer goodwill through demonstrated transparency and as a
platform for initiating dialogue with customers regarding environmental
issues and concerns. We will provide examples of non-site-specific ecological product risk evaluation, including how hazards and exposure are
assessed, review the decision making processes that could occur as a result
of the assessment, and discuss how the results can be utilized/communicated within a manufacturing company as well as to their customers.
132 The USEPA Toxicity Forecaster Research Effort’s
Communications and Outreach Strategy
M. Linnenbrink, USEPA / ORD
USEPA’s Chemical Safety for Sustainability Research Program has
been using in vitro testing methods in an effort to accelerate the pace
of chemical evaluations and address the significant lack of health and
environmental data on the thousands of chemicals found in commonly
used products. Since 2005, USEPA’s researchers have generated hazard
data using in vitro methods for thousands chemicals, designed innovative chemical exposure prediction models, and created a repository of
thousands of high quality chemical structure data. In December 2013,
USEPA’s ToxCast research effort, released high-throughput screening
data on 1,800 chemicals. These chemicals were screened for potential
health effects in over 700 high-throughput screening assays. As part of
USEPA’s commitment to transparency, all data is accessible through the
Chemical Safety for Sustainability Dashboard (iCSS). Policy makers
and stakeholders can analyze and use this data to help inform decisions
they make about chemicals. Use of these new datasets in risk decisions
will require changing a regulatory paradigm that has been used for
decades. USEPA recognized early in the ToxCast effort that a communications and outreach strategy was needed to parallel the research and
aid with the development and use of these new data sources. The goal is
to use communications and outreach to increase awareness, interest and
usage of analyzing and using these new chemical evaluation methods.
To accomplish this, USEPA employs numerous communication and
outreach including the Communities of Practice webinars, materials
describing this research (webpages, fact sheets, videos), proactive scientific media outreach, educational events such as workshops, establishing
hundreds of research collaborations worldwide, and actively requesting
feedback from stakeholders. USEPA has implemented outreach and
engagement activities targeting stakeholder groups to request ideas
about how the data can be analyzed and used to evaluate chemicals for
potential human health risks. This presentation will provide an overview
of USEPA’s communications and outreach strategy including: communication and outreach goals; Listing of stakeholder groups and summaries
of research collaborations with outside organizations; outreach and
communication strategies implemented (workshops, webinars, websites,
data challenges, etc); discuss which strategies were the most and least
successful; and plans for future communication and outreach efforts.
133 The Role of Effective Risk Communication at a Large Scale
Vapour Intrusion Project
S. Bailey, AMEC Environment & Infrastructure
The widespread historic use of chlorinated solvents has resulted in a multitude of legacy sites where vapour intrusion at residential properties is an
issue. With traditional and non-traditional media providing members of
the public with an acute awareness of the possible risks associated with
exposure to environmental contaminants, the ability to effectively communicate with affected members of a community is critically important
to ensuring assessment and remediation activities proceed smoothly
with the aim of restoring site conditions and reducing exposure and
corresponding health risk. This paper discusses different approaches to
risk communication at a large vapour intrusion site in southern Ontario
where some 500 plus properties in a residential community were affected
by vapour intrusion originated from a large trichloroethylene (TCE)
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plume in ground water. The project involved collecting over 7000 indoor
air samples at some 650 homes and businesses; installing remedial
systems in 200 homes to reduce concentrations of TCE in indoor air to
acceptable levels; and relocating approximately 30 households owing to
particularly high levels of contamination in the air they were breathing.
Effective risk communication throughout the course of the multi-year
project was critical to its overall success. Communication efforts ranged
from one-on-one meetings with residents to open-houses and public
information sessions involving multiple regulators, the media, members
of the community and the company. Despite challenges that included
the introduction of more stringent standards as well as a class action
lawsuit, through effective communication the company was able to
maintain the trust of the community throughout the project. The paper
will discuss critical elements of the overall risk communication strategy
that was developed at the outset of the project as well as the different
communication tools that were used and their effectiveness at conveying
information, attitudes and engendering trust.
134 Risk Communication at the Local and National Levels: 1.
Lessons Learned. 2. SETAC NA’s Public Outreach
S.Z. Cohen, Environmental Turf Services Inc
Risk communication is a highly subjective activity that is conducted
within a scientific, presumably more objective, framework. What we say
to members of the public compared with what they hear can be significantly different. Over three decades of experience in local regulatory
and land use hearings, etc., interacting with planning, zoning, and
wetland commissions, the public, and news media, have led to many
lessons learned. 1. Sound bites really are important, and they can be used
as a positive or a negative tool. 2. Pseudo-scientific critiques are rarely
completely false, and the true parts of the statements tend to establish
(falsely) their credibility. 3. The risk communicator tends to have more
credibility if he/she does not appear to be a strong advocate for a client or
cause; rather, one should project advocacy for the science. 4. It helps to
address the audience as if one were a high school teacher; i.e., read their
body language and teach to it. 5. One measure of success is whether the
risk communicator appears sufficiently knowledgeable, personable, and
competent, such that he/she inspires questions. 6. The general level of
science education in the U.S. is low, with a few exceptions. 7. Emotions
often run high in public hearings. 8. Don’t look directly at the TV
camera - - people will subconsciously perceive you to be a politician.
9. Providing expert testimony in a courtroom does not prepare one for
providing expert testimony to a local commission, and vice versa. Issues
addressed include: an allegation that an increase in shark attacks was due
to the use of pesticides; pesticides in rain; endocrine disruption by herbicides used under power lines; questionable offsite migration of shotgun
pellets; etc. SETAC NA recently initiated an outreach effort to raise the
quality of the risk communication dialog on issues such as these, as well
as proposed legislation. One of the goals of this new Public Outreach
Committee is to establish a core group of SETAC members who have
had training and/or significant experience in public risk communication,
as well as the necessary scientific credentials, such that they can be used
as contacts for news media and members of legislatures. The first product
of this new initiative is the establishment of the TSCA Reform Dialog
Group, which has reached out to members of the U.S. Congress to offer
input on key science issues relevant to this work in progress.

Innovative Methods for the Monitoring,
Measurement or Characterization of Environmental
Samples: Part 2
135 Plant Leaves as Indoor Air Samplers For Volatile Organic
Compounds (VOCS)
W.J. Doucette, Utah State Univ / Utah Water Research Laboratory; T.
Wetzel, Utah Dept of Environmental Quality
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) can enter indoor environments
through internal and external sources. Indoor air concentrations of

VOCs differ greatly but are generally higher than outdoors. Plants have
been promoted as indoor air purifiers for decades but reports of their
effectiveness vary. However, while air-purifying applications may be
limited, the waxy cuticle coating on leaves may provide a simple, costeffective approach to sampling indoor air concentrations of VOCs. To
investigate the potential use of plants as indoor air VOC samplers, two
studies were performed. The first used a static headspace approach to
determine leaf-air concentration factors (LACFs) and investigate the
relationship between LACFs, leaf lipid content and octanol-air partition
coefficients (Koa) for six VOCs and four plant species. The second study
examined the relationship between leaf and air VOC concentrations
in an actual residence after the introduction of several VOC sources.
Headspace determined LACFs were linear over two orders of air concentrations and increased as the leaf lipid content and Koa value of the VOC
increased. A similar relationship between leaf and air concentrations was
observed in the residential study. The leaf concentrations paralleled the
changing air concentrations demonstrating a relatively rapid exchange of
VOCs between leaves and air. This indicates that plant leaves are more
appropriate as real-time VOC samplers than time integrated samplers.
136 The Validation of ISO17734-1: Determination of Isocyanates in
Air as DBA Derivatives for 2,4- and 2,6-TDI and MDI Via Impingers
and ASSET Samplers
C. Jacoby, 3M Company / Environmental Laboratory
Isocyanates are important industrial compounds in use for over 50
years. Common isocyanates are typically low MW compounds, used
as unreacted monomers and prepolymers, for the production of polyurethane foams and insulations or as modifiers in epoxy and acrylate
coating systems. Exposure to isocyanates during manufacturing and
processing has been widely reported. Isocyanates are known to be highly
toxic, having low occupational exposure limits (low ppb levels) and can
be of concern at levels down to 1/100 of the OEL. Some health effects
of human inhalation exposure to isocyanates are asthmatic symptoms
and respiratory and pulmonary disease, while dermal exposure can
result in contact dermatitis. Common methods for the quantitation of
isocyanates have several limitations, such as limited applicability, sample
derivatization and limited sensitivity, shelf-life and analyte stability. In
this presentation, we discuss the analytical validation of ISO Method
17734-1 “Determination of Organonitrogen Compounds in Air Using
Liquid Chromatography and Mass Spectrometry – Part 1: Isocyanates
Using Dibutylamine Derivatives”. This method allows for the efficient
collection of vapor- and particle-phase isocyanates via an impinger flask/
impregnated filter assembly or a commercially-available solvent-free sampling device, followed by LC/MS/MS analysis. This results in a robust,
rugged, sensitive method for isocyanates at levels far below their OELs.
The ability to collect environmental air samples via either an impinger
flask/filter device or solvent-free device allows for flexibility to modify
an approach to a specific situation. For both sampling devices, the following validation aspects were evaluated: linearity/calibration; accuracy
(precision) at the expected LLOQ , mid-range and 80% of the ULOQ ;
accuracy (precision) at 14-day and/or 25-day sample holding time; specificity; accuracy (precision) in blank sampling devices and in mass-loaded
devices which had representative volumes of air sampled through the
devices. The analytical accuracy (precision) determined in this validation
when utilizing the impinger/filter train is 109% (8.3%), 108% (7.9%) and
102% (4.1%) for 2,4-TDI, 2,6-TDI and MDI, respectively. The analytical accuracy (precision) determined in this validation when utilizing the
ASSET™ EZ4-NCO Sampler is 114% (8.9%), 119% (12%) and 108%
(4.1%) for 2,4-TDI, 2,6-TDI and MDI, respectively. All validation data
from both devices will be presented.
137 Using Passive Sampling to Monitor the Depth Profile of Toxic
Substances in Soil
G. Li, Enloe Magnet High School; X. Xia, X. Kong, D. Shea, North
Carolina State Univ / Biological Sciences
The depth concentration profile of hazardous substances in soil is critical
information for risk assessment and management at hazardous waste
sites. This profile is needed to determine the depth of soil requiring
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remediation, but also is useful to understand the movement of chemicals
to groundwater and overlying air and to help reconstruct the history of
contamination. The common method for measuring these depth profiles
is by taking a soil core and analyzing sections of the core to determine
the total amount of chemical present. However, the use of an in situ
device that discriminates between easily desorbed and more tightly
bound chemical could provide much needed information on the amount
of chemical that is bioaccessable, bioavailable, and easily desorbed to
move to groundwater and to air. We have developed a novel universal
passive sampling device (uPSD) for measuring the freely dissolved and
bioavailable fraction of polar and hydrophobic organic chemicals in the
aquatic environment. This uPSD is constructed of a porous stainless steel
cartridge and a particulate sorbent as sequestration medium. We tested
this uPSD for potential use as an in situ device for measuring the depth
profile of chemicals in soil. The absorption kinetics of 16 priority pollutant polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and 22 PAH metabolites
in different soil conditions (dry, wet and slurry) were studied to explore
the feasibility of using uPSDs for monitoring the depth concentration
profile of toxic substances in soil. The absorption kinetics, absorption
amount (A) versus time (t), showed a logarithm relationship; for example,
A=615Ln(t)-682 with a R 2 value of 0.99 for naphthalene. A significant
correlation of the adsorption amounts with the vapor pressure of the
compounds was observed, while the scattered data points revealed other
factors coexist. The adsorption amounts in wet soil were higher than
those in dry soil or soil slurry; the possible mechanisms and the significance in the proposed application will be presented.
138 Application of passive monitoring methods for preservatives and
antimicrobial agents in Japanese surface water
Y. Kameda, Chiba Inst of Technology / Civil Architectural and
Environmental Engineering
Preservatives and antimicrobial agents are widely used in many cosmetics.
These compounds enter the aquatic environment via wastewater treatment
plants or private treatment tanks. Most of these preservatives are added to
cosmetics to suppress microorganism growth. Some of them are hormonally active to aquatic organisms. Their adverse ecological effects on aquatic
organisms after their discharge are of concern and there are many reports
about their ecological risk assessment. However, risk quotients (PEC/
PNEC) were often calculated by PEC values which were obtained from
grab samples. Grab sampling data can often have large variances especially in case of PPCPs including preservatives and antimicrobial agents.
This presentation will show establishment of passive sampling method for
preservatives and antimicrobial agents as well as comparison of passive
sampling TWA (Time-Weighted Average concentrations) to grab sampling TWA. We have established passive sampling technique by using
Chemcatcher®, SDB-RPS (Empore disk) and new diffusion limiting
membranes. Analytes are 2-phenoxyethanol, isopropylmethylphenol, six
parabens, chlorophenesin and triclosan. These ingredients are often used
in any cosmetics and personal care products in many countries. In order
to evaluate an effect of flow rates on their sampling rates, calibration tests
were conducted in a laboratory. Calibration tests were performed very
carefully because some of compounds are very degradable and ubiquitous
compounds in many equipments. The results indicated that there is little
effect of flow rates on their sampling rates. We also compared TWA by
our passive sampling method to TWA by grab sampling at a contaminated river during 15 days. The results indicated that passive sampling
TWA was a little higher than grab sampling TWA for many pollutants.
These results were caused by lower concentrations in night times than
those in day times and other great variances in grab sampling data.
139 Using silicone as biomonitors of exposure and potential body
burden sinks for lipophilic toxicants
S.G. O’Connell, Oregon State Univ / Environmental and Molecular
Toxicology; J. Pennington, D. Rohlman, N. Kerkvliet, Oregon State Univ; S.
Carozza, Oregon State Univ / College of Public Health and Human Sciences;
K.A. Anderson, Oregon State Univ / Environmental Molecular Toxicology
Silicone implants may act as in vivo passive samplers and be good indicators of persistent organic pollutant (POP) exposure. Two studies were
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used to address the utility of in vivo silicone for chemical biomonitoring
and to estimate potential body burden impact. Human breast implants
were extracted to determine if organic contaminants could be quantitated from in vivo silicone, and 5 of 8 samples were found to contain
1,1-dichloro-2,2-bis(p-chlorophenyl)-ethylene, or p,p’-DDE. In a similar
study, 2,3′,4,4′,5-pentachlorobiphenyl, or PCB 118 was also found in
human silicone implants along with p,p-DDE. In fact, both independent
studies of contaminants found in human implants resulted in a similar
range of p,p’-DDE concentrations in human prosthesis up to 37 ng/g
silicone. In the second half of this research, silicone implants were created, pre-cleaned, and inserted into female ICR mice (n=6 per mouse).
Compounds found from human explants (p,p-DDE and PCB 118) were
administered via intraperitoneal injection, and compared between mice
with or without silicone implants to estimate any impact of silicone
absorption to surrounding adipose concentrations. Although no significant difference was found between surrounding tissues of silicone versus
non-silicone containing mice over a one-week period for any tissue or
compound (p ≥ 0.49), partition values from the mouse study were able to
be utilized to predict human adipose concentrations. Predicted concentrations (350-800 ng/g adipose) were well within the range of those seen
in the literature and concentrations predicted with other lipid-silicone
partitioning research. Further work is required to determine if silicone
implants will reduce the overall body burden of a toxicological dose during longer exposure durations, but results are encouraging to examine
silicone implants as in vivo biomonitors of organic contaminant exposure.
140 In vitro bioaccessibility of pesticide residues in plants as determined by a Colon Extended Physiologically Based Extraction Test
(CE-PBET)
M. Craggs, Univ of Reading / Dept of Geography and Environmental Science
It is critical to establish realistic human expose to pesticide residues
in food. This can be facilitated with the use of in vitro gastrointestinal
models to provide physiologically relevant pesticide bioaccessibility data
for use in human risk assessment. Bioaccessibility may be defined, in this
case, as the fraction of a pesticide residue released from a food matrix
into the GI tract, where it may then become available for absorption.
Following the use of pesticides on crops, it is important to ensure that
any residues remaining in food commodities will not result in adverse
effects to health. Therefore, the accurate measurement of residue levels in
crops is a critical aspect for consumer risk assessment. Currently, residue
levels are determined in food commodities using analytical methods
that typically involve a series of solvent or solvent mixtures with varying
polarities, as well as employing 6N acid and/or 10N base reflux, sonication, surfactants and/or ultrasonication. These methods bear little in the
way of physiological relevance considering the data generated is then
used for consumer risk assessment. This is where the use of CE-PBET
and other simulated in vitro digestion models have the potential to refine
exposure data generated. It is suggested that the total amount of contaminant recovered from exhaustive chemical extractions of a matrix may
not be equivalent to the exposure dose. In this study the bioaccessibility
of seven 14C fungicide compounds across 5 plant matrix types is reported
using an in vitro digestion model. The model is based on synthetic gastric, intestinal and colonic juices designed to mimic human physiological
components, transit time and pH values for fed state conditions. The
study investigates the effects of: (A) compound type, (B) plant matrix
type, (C) sampling time and (D) pH and how these factors may affect
bioaccessibility. The bioacessibilities, i.e. release from the crop matrix
into the gut solution, of the fungicides as they pass along the simulated
GIT will be reported and related to their physicochemical properties and
the properties of the plant types.
141 Simultaneous Extraction of Acidic and Neutral PPCPs and EDCs
from Wastewater Effluent Using Mixed Mode Anion Exchange SPE
V.I. Cooper, The City of Calgary / Water Quality Services; M. Chen, N.
Stalker, The City of Calgary / Water Resources
Pre-concentration and clean-up of wastewater to achieve parts per trillion
detection of endocrine disrupting compounds (EDCs) and pharmaceuticals and personal care products (PPCPs) can be a laborious task involving
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multiple extraction steps. However, this process can be simplified by using
a multi-residue method that enables the recovery of several classes of
compounds at once. To this end, an extraction procedure was developed
for the analysis of 32 acidic and neutral PPCPs and EDCs in wastewater
effluent using a mixed-mode solid phase extraction (SPE) sorbent with
both reversed phase and anion exchange characteristics (Oasis® MAX).
The sample pH was adjusted to 6.5 using ammonium acetate prior to
loading onto the SPE cartridge, then the neutral compounds eluted in
the first fraction using methanol and methyl-tert-butyl ether (MTBE)
and the acidic compounds eluted in the second fraction using 2% formic
acid in methanol. The percent recoveries ranged from 60 to 130%. The
use of freshly prepared elution solvent and accurate flow rate control
were critical to obtaining good recoveries for the acidic PPCPs, such
as ibuprofen and naproxen. Use of MTBE as a strong elution solvent
was essential in order to achieve good recoveries for the EDCs, such as
17α-ethynylestradiol and 4-n-nonylphenol. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first time a mixed-mode anion exchange/reversed phase SPE
sorbent has been used to simultaneously recover acidic and neutral PPCPs
and EDCs from wastewater. The use of a single cartridge per sample to
recover multiple classes of contaminants improves both the efficiency and
cost effectiveness of the analysis. Another advantage of this approach is
that the anion exchange functionality increases the retention of sample
matrix on the cartridge during elution. This results in significantly cleaner
wastewater extracts in comparison to methods that employ reversed phase
cartridges alone, such as EPA Method 1694. This in turn leads to reduced
matrix interference upon analysis by liquid chromatography-tandem mass
spectrometry (LC-MS/MS), as well as improved detection limits for
certain compounds. Extraction of a 1 L wastewater effluent sample followed by LC-MS/MS analysis allowed for detection limits of less than 10
ng/L for all analytes. The validated method was employed for the analysis
of wastewater effluent from 3 wastewater treatment plants in Calgary,
Alberta.
142 Determination of Nitrated/Oxygenated Polycyclic Aromatic
Hydrocarbons and Personal Care Products in River Water and
Sediment
T. Tang, C. Chen, National Taiwan Univ / Inst of Environmental Health
Nitrated and oxygenated polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (NPAHs and
OPAHs) are highly mutagenic and carcinogenic; they can adsorb to air
particulates for long-range transport, then deposit on surface water and
sediment. Some personal care products (PCPs), such as analgesics, UV
filters, and cosmetic preservatives, are somewhat lipophilic and are used in
a large scale. This study developed and validated an analytical method to
analyze five NPAHs, three OPAHs, and 13 personal care product ingredients in water and sediment. Analytes in water samples were extracted
using PolarPlus C18 disks with high-flow automated solid-phase
extractors; sediment were treated with matrix solid-phase dispersion
on SiliaBond C18, and eluents of methanol and acetone were directly
passed through alumina cartridges for cleanup. After concentrations, the
reconstituted residues were injected onto ultra-performance liquid chromatography/tandem mass spectrometry with selected reaction monitoring
and analytes were quantified with isotope-dilution techniques. A Kinetex
PFP column (2.1 × 50 mm, 2.7 μm) was used for positive electrospray
ionization (ESI+) and atmospheric pressure photoionization (APPI+),
with 10-mM ammonium acetate/0.25% acetic acid(aq) and methanol for
gradient elution; negative ESI (ESI-) was performed on a CORTECS
C18 column (2.1 × 30 mm, 1.6 μm), and the mobile phases were 0.04%
acetic acid(aq) and methanol. ESI provided better signal intensities on all
PCPs (3.9-21 times higher) than APPI, and was also suitable for analyzing 1-nitropyrene and 2-nitrofluorene; however, 7-nitrobenz[a]anthracene
and 9-nitroanthracene can only be detected using APPI, and the use of
anisole as the dopant better the sensitivity than that using chlorobenzene
and toluene. Each chromatographic separation was less than eight min
including column re-equilibrium. The extraction efficiency of the analytes
from surface water and sediment were 65-126% and 30-67%, respectively.
Matrix effect factors were 88-148%, which indicated insignificant matrix
effects. The limits of detection (LODs) in water and sediment ranged
from 0.14-41 ng/L and 0.56-46 pg/g wet weight (w.w.), respectively. This

study tested three spiked levels, and both quantitative biases and relative
standard deviations were lower than 30%, which demonstrated that this
assay is accurate and reproducible.

Fate and Effects of Metals: Biogeochemical
Perspective
143 Development of an in situ ion exchange technique for the determination of free Cd, Co, Ni and Zn concentrations in fresh waters
A. Cremazy, S. Leclair, Université du Québec INRS / Centre Eau Terre
Environnement; K.K. Mueller, Inst for Energy Technology; B. Vigneault,
Natural Resources Canada; P.G. Campbell, C. Fortin, Université du Québec
INRS / Centre Eau Terre Environnement
It is now well established that the free metal ion concentration [Mz+]
is a key parameter for assessing metal bioavailability toward aquatic
organisms. The ion exchange technique (IET) is one of the few existing speciation methods that offer sufficient sensitivity and specificity to
determine free metal ion concentrations in natural waters. It consists
of equilibrating a polystyrene sulfonate cation exchange resin with the
water sample, then measuring the resin-bound metal concentration,
which is proportional to [Mz+] for a given ionic composition. To date,
natural waters have been sampled in the field and then equilibrated
with the resin in the laboratory (lab-IET) after adjustment of the ionic
strength. In the present study, we developed an in situ ion exchange
technique (field-IET), in which the resin was directly equilibrated on
site using dialysis cassettes. The field-IET was first tested for Cd 2+, Ni2+
and Zn 2+ in six lakes of the Rouyn-Noranda (Québec, Canada) and the
Sudbury (Ontario, Canada) regions, in summer 2008. A second field
study, performed in spring and fall 2011 in the Athabasca River near Fort
McMurray (Alberta, Canada), provided Co2+ and Ni2+ concentrations.
These field-IET measurements were compared with the measurements
obtained in the laboratory on samples collected from the same sites with
in situ diffusion samplers (lab-IET). The results were also compared with
predictions from the Windermere Humic Aqueous Model (WHAM
VII). Good agreements were obtained between the field-IET and the labIET for the Ni2+ and Co2+ concentrations (differences < 30%). However,
field-IET Zn 2+ and Cd 2+ concentrations were systematically higher than
the lab-IET results (to factors of 2.4 ± 0.7x and 1.5 ± 0.2x respectively).
Differences in the resin calibration could possibly explain these discrepancies, along with a significant Zn contamination for the field-IET. Good
agreements were obtained between lab-IET measurements and WHAM
VII predictions for Cd 2+ and Zn 2+, but discrepancies were observed for
Ni2+ and Co2+. These discrepancies were attributed to the formation constants, used by WHAM VII, for the complexation of Ni2+ and Co2+ with
carbonates and/or with natural organic matter. Based on the results of this
study, the field-IET could be a useful method for the determination of
free metal ion concentrations in natural waters, given its relative simplicity
and its low detection limits, especially in soft fresh waters.
144 Free Eu3+ ion determination by batch equilibration with a polystyrene sulfonate ion exchange resin
S. Leguay, INRS-ETE; P.G. Campbell, Université du Québec INRS /
INRS Eau Terre Environnement; C. Fortin, Univ of Quebec / INRS-ETE
In most cases, in the aquatic environment, the biological response of a
living organism to a metal is proportional to the free metal ion concentration (Mz+). Thus, it is essential to be able to estimate the concentration
of this chemical species. A column-equilibration ion exchange technique
has been successfully used in the past to quantify the ion activities of
several metals (e.g., Cd 2+ and Zn 2+) having a relatively low affinity for
a polystyrene sulfonate cation exchange resin. However, this approach
proved difficult to apply to metals that have high affinities for the cation
exchange resin, such as the trivalent europium ion. Indeed, this method
involves determining a distribution coefficient (λMz+; the ratio between
the free ion metal concentration in a given medium and the free ion
adsorbed on the resin at equilibrium). With the column-equilibration
technique, this parameter is determined by passing a solution through
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the column containing the cation exchange resin until equilibrium is
reached. For a metal ion with high affinity for the resin, this approach
requires the use of a large volume of solution or the addition of an inert
electrolyte (e.g., NaNO3) to considerably increase the ionic strength. In
the present study, we have developed a batch experiment approach to
determine the distribution coefficient of Eu3+ at different ionic strengths
using small volumes of solution (50 mL). At high ionic strength (0.5 M
NaNO3 + 2.5 mM Ca(NO3)2), the value of the distribution coefficient
of Eu3+ determined using the batch experiment agreed with the values
obtained using a column-equilibration approach, indicating that the
batch approach may also be used to determine the free ion concentration. Then, by using semi-batch experiments (adding fresh solution when
equilibrium is reached), we have demonstrated that the volume required
for the column-equilibration approach could be estimated by applying
a simple model which requires only value of λMz+ as input. Therefore,
we have shown that the use of the column-equilibration approach is
extremely limited in the case of Eu3+ because of the need of a large volume of solution even at relatively high ionic strength (e.g., at least 11 L
in 0.1 M NaNO3 media). Finally, the batch experiment was tested with
several concentration of Eu3+ in the presence of Suwannee River Humic
Acid. The results were then compared with those obtained using dialysis
bags and those calculated using the WHAM VII chemical equilibrium
model.
145 The chemistry and partitioning of uranium in freshwaters: application of speciation modelling
S. Lofts, Centre for Ecology Hydrology / Shore Section
Uranium mining, processing, use and disposal can result in contamination of freshwater with this toxic element. Predicting the behaviour of
uranium in the freshwater environment is thus key in understanding
its behaviour, fate, bioaccumulation and toxicity. Speciation modelling, including prediction of uranium partitioning between solution
and suspended sediment, clearly has a potentially important role to
play. Compared to other cationic metals, uranium (in the +VI oxidation state as uranyl) presents a relatively complex solution and surface
chemistry with formation of mixed complexes, for example with alkaline
earth metals and carbonate, being important under natural conditions.
Similar considerations exist when considering uranyl binding to mineral
surfaces such as iron(III) oxyhydroxides, with formation of ternary
complexes involving carbonate and phosphate indicated by laboratory
studies. Despite considerable efforts into developing databases of solution
uranyl binding constants for use in speciation modelling, considerable
differences among model databases remain. This study will present a
brief review of existing databases for solution and surface complexation,
and for uranyl binding to humic substances, and will outline efforts
to develop an up to date set of binding constants describing solution,
surface and humic complexation for the WHAM7 model. Application
of the model to predict uranyl partitioning in freshwater systems will be
presented and the results discussed in the context of goodness-of-fit and
the predicted speciation in the solid phase and in solution. Current gaps
in binding data will be highlighted and recommendations for further
research will be made.
146 Evaluation of Diffusive Gradients in Thin-films for Predicting
Bioaccumulation of Copper in Fathead Minnow and Yellow
Lampmussel
R.R. Philipps, Univ of Georgia, Savannah River Ecology Laboratory; R.B.
Bringolf, Univ of Georgia / Interdisciplinary Toxicology Program; G.L.
Mills, Univ of Georgia / Savannah River Ecology Laboratory
Copper and other metals pose a risk to aquatic organisms when released
unnaturally into the environment. Assessing the impact of this risk is
important, but difficult because not all metal species are bioavailable,
and there is no accepted means to sample only the bioavailable fraction.
Diffusive gradients in thin-films (DGT) were designed as a passive
diffusion, in situ sampling device with the goal of providing a rapid
method for determining the free and labile portions of dissolved metal
in surface water, i.e. the bioavailable fraction. DGT have been validated
as a speciation technique, but little work has been conducted verifying
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DGT assessment of bioavailability to aquatic animals. In this study,
bioassays of Pimephales promelas and Lampsilis cariosa were coupled with
DGT deployments to assess the use of DGT as a biomimetic device for
predicting the bioavailable fraction of total copper in solution. This is
accomplished by comparing the copper accumulated by the animals with
the fraction of copper assimilated by the DGT device. The static, water
only bioassays were conducted in a controlled laboratory setting with
three copper concentrations (0 µg/L, 10 µg/L, 20 µg/L) and three different deployment durations (2 days, 4 days, 6 days) based on a full two
way factorial with block design with five replicates per treatment. On
each sampling day the P.promelas, L.cariosa, and DGT, along with water
samples for total and dissolved (< 0.45µm) copper, dissolved organic
carbon, alkalinity, anions, and cations were collected. Continuous and
periodic measurements of pH, temperature (°C), ORP, total copper,
and dissolved (< 0.45µm) copper were taken to ensure consistency across
treatments and time. Copper concentrations in P.promelas and L.cariosa
microwave digested tissue, filtered and unfiltered water samples, and
DGT resin layer eluant were determined using inductively-coupled
plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES). Correlations of DGT
measured Cu vs. animal total Cu, dissolved Cu concentration vs. animal
total Cu, and biotic ligand model (BLM) predicted Cu vs. animal total
Cu were conducted for each species based on replicate. The results of
this study provide additional data for comparison of the DGT passive
diffusion technique for monitoring bioavailability of metals by aquatic
animals with other currently used bioavailability assessments.
147 Assessment of Diffusive Gradient in Thin Film Samplers for
Measurement of Bioavailable Hg in Sediments
B. Anandha Rao, Texas Tech Univ / Civil and Environmental Engineering;
P. Schierz, Texas Tech Univ / Water Resources Center; P. Bireta,
Environmental and Water Resources Engineering; D.D. Reible, Texas Tech
Univ / Civil and Environmental Engineering
Diffusive gradient in thin films (DGT) samplers has recently been
applied to measure labile mercury (Hg) species in sediments pore-waters.
It is generally accepted that the Hg present in pore-waters is a better
representative of the bioavailable fraction compared to estimates based
on total sediment concentration. The DGT technique works by the
diffusion of the labile Hg species through a membrane filter (0.45 μm
pore size) followed by an agarose gel layer before accumulating in a thiol
functionalized resin layer. However, studies comparing the net methylation rate in contaminated sediments indicate that not all Hg forms will
be available for microbial conversion to methylmercury–the Hg species
that carries the greatest risk because of its high bioaccumulation and
toxicity. Particulate Hg (> 0.45 μm) is not expected to be bioavailable
and is also not accessible by DGTs. However, the transport of potentially bioavailable colloidal bound forms of Hg (e.g., Hg-organic matter
complexes and HgS)through DGTs has not been specifically evaluated.
This lack of information on the true labile Hg fraction accessed by DGTs
can lead to erroneous estimation of methylation potential. To gain a
better understanding in this area, the current study involves preparation
of different molecular sizes of organic Hg complexes (from ‘dissolved’ to
high molecular weight colloids) followed by evaluation of their effect on
Hg uptake by DGTs. The results from these studies will be used to better
interpret the biological relevance (e.g., microbial methylation potential)
of different Hg forms taken up by DGTs.
148 Tessier Extraction of Sediments to Inform Geochemical
Component of Water Quality Modeling
C. Hamer, SENES Consultants (ARCADIS); S.L. Fernandes, SENES
Consultants; B. Halbert, SENES Consultants (ARCADIS)
Tessier extraction is a sequential extraction test procedure developed by
Tessier et al. (1979) to partition metal binding in sediments or tailings
into a number of fractions including readily exchangeable metals, metals
bound to carbonates, metals bound to iron/manganese oxides, metals
bound to organic matter/sulphides and residual metals. The test was
designed to measure the relative leachability of metals from most readily
leachable to least leachable. Information gained from Tessier extraction of sediments can be a valuable tool in dispersion modelling. A case
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study of how this information can be used will be presented based on
modelling conducted for the former Beaverlodge Mine Site in northern
Saskatchewan, Canada. Although the site has been decommissioned
for 30 years, residual contaminantion in the sediment is affecting water
quality. Sediment contamination is due largely to historical deposition
and migration of tailings within the sediments of area waterbodies. To inform the geochemical component of the dispersion model,
Tessier extraction was performed on contaminated sediments from nine
waterbodies throughout the Beaverlodge study area. The total material
removed in the steps which extract ion exchangeable, carbonate and
oxide/hydroxide bound metal moieties was taken to be representative
of the fraction of each metal which is mobile. Within the contaminant
dispersion model, the extractable fraction was allowed to move into the
water column and through the watershed system through time while the
non-exchangeable material was assumed to remain within the sediments.
Passive porewater samplers had been deployed and where sediment porewater data were also available, these were used in conjunction with the
sequential extraction results to estimate sediment sorption coefficients for
each metal and studied waterbody. Additionally, the speciation of contaminants of concern (specifically selenium, uranium and radium-226)
determined from the sequential extraction results were used in setting
parameters associated with solubility related controls within the model.
In this way, the sequential extraction data collected on sediments from
the Beaverlodge study area informed geochemical component of the
model development and allowed the prediction of sediment and water
quality into the future, which ultimately aided in the development of the
final path forward for remediating the site.
149 Dynamic speciation and toxicity of metal-spiked sediments during aging in a flow-through mesocosm
D. Costello, Kent State Univ / Biological Sciences; A. Harrison, Univ of
Michigan / School of Natural Resources Environment; C.R. Hammerschmidt,
Wright State Univ / Dept of Earth Environmental Sciences; G. A. Burton,
Univ of Michigan / School of Natural Resources Environment
In sediments, the partitioning of metals to solid-phases can reduce the
bioaccessible (and potentially toxic) fraction of metal. Under anoxic
conditions, reduced sulfur (e.g., AVS) and organic carbon are the primary
binding fractions for metals; however, these fractions may not be as
important under oxic conditions, like those common to surficial sediments in flowing water ecosystems. Our research aims to improve metal
bioavailability models for lotic ecosystems by assessing the role of oxic
sediments in sequestering metals. Reference sediments, with differing
binding capacities, were spiked and equilibrated under anoxic conditions
with five concentrations each of either Cu or Ni. These sediments were
then aged in a flow-through mesocosm (100+ days) while concurrently
exposing Hyalella azteca to those sediments to measure changes in toxicity
as the sediment ages. Frequent temporal sampling produced a fine-scale
understanding of geochemical and toxicological dynamics in the sediment
as surface sediments oxidized. As sediments aged in the mesocosm, oxygen penetration depth increased and oxidized surface sediment (2-5 mm)
developed. Through time, total metal pools remained stable but porewater
metals declined, which suggests changes in metal speciation as sediments
aged. Further, our toxicity tests (7 day, H. azteca growth) revealed that
as these sediments aged they became less toxic, until H. azteca exposed
to the highest metal concentrations (>2000 mg/kg dw) exhibited growth
rates no different than controls. Declines in toxicity occurred concurrently
with increased pools of metal (particularly for Cu) associated with crystalline Fe oxides. Molar ratios indicate that binding is not stoichiometrically
constrained, which suggests that specific Fe mineralogy is important for
determining trace element sorptive capacity. Overall, these data suggest
that the current bioavailability models may be inadequate for sediments
with oxidized surface sediments and future research should focus on
developing bioavailability models that incorporate Fe oxides.

150 Environmental implications of phosphate-based amendments in
heavy metal contaminated alluvial soil
J. Weber, US Fish and Wildlife Service; K. Goyne, Univ of Missouri / Soils
Environmental and Atmospheric Sciences; T.P. Luxton, USEPA / Office of
Research Development
A diverse suite of research has focused on the immobilization of
soluble lead (Pb) compounds in soil through the in situ application
of phosphate amendments that induce formation of pyromorphites
[Pb5(PO4)3OH,Cl,F]. Water quality threats associated with phosphorus
(P) remediation are a concern, particularly in riparian areas. This study
investigated the effects of P application rates on metals and P loss via
surface water runoff following P application to a lead contaminated alluvial soil. Accumulation of metals in grass planted on the treatments was
examined and speciation of the Pb compounds present was investigated
with X-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy (XANES). Soil collected
from a contaminated floodplain was treated with Triple Super Phosphate
(TSP) fertilizer at differing molar ratios of P to Pb: 0:1 (control); 4:1;
8:1; and 16:1. Effluents from treated soils were collected during rainfall
simulation (RFS) events conducted at six months and one year posttreatment and analyzed for total and dissolved P and Pb loss. At elevated
P levels (8:1, 16:1 P:Pb), P and total Pb concentrations in runoff were
significantly greater (p < 0.05) than the control during the first round of
rainfall simulation when the treatment units were un-vegetated. After
one year of reaction time and the establishment of tall fescue (Festuca
arundinacea), total P in effluents captured during the second RFS
decreased by an order of magnitude and total Pb decreased by up to three
orders of magnitude. Phosphorus in runoff from 16:1 P:Pb treatment was
significantly greater than all other treatments; however, total Pb concentrations were comparable amongst the treatments. Analysis of metal
uptake into the tissues of tall fescue revealed a significant reduction in Pb
uptake that was most pronounced for the 16:1 P:Pb treatment. Statistical
analysis with linear combination fitting (LCF) applied to XANES data
of soil samples indicated that pyromorphite concentration ranged from
0% (control soil) to 32% (16:1 P:Pb, 1 year post-treatment) of the total Pb
concentration. The addition of TSP stimulated pyromorphite formation
but the amount formed was comparable amongst the treatments. The
findings of this study suggest that P application required to achieve a 4:1
P:Pb molar ratio may be a viable means of reducing Pb bioavailability in
contaminated alluvial soils while minimizing concerns related to P loss
from soils treated with this remediation strategy.

Latest Trends in Environmental Fate and
Environmental Exposure Assessments
151 Improving exposure assessments through biological validation:
Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay detection of Cry proteins in the
environment
V.C. Albright, Iowa State Univ / Entomology; R.L. Hellmich, US Dept of
Agriculture / Agricultural Research Service / Corn Insects and Crop Genetics
Research Unit; J.R. Coats, Iowa State Univ / Entomology
Use of transgenic crops expressing genes for the production of insecticidal
crystalline (Cry) proteins continues to increase; however, concerns that
these proteins may have adverse effects on non-target organisms persists.
Accurate detection of these proteins in various environmental matrices is
essential for determining estimated environmental concentrations to be
used in environmental exposure assessments. Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) have been widely used for detection of Cry proteins
in the environment because they are relatively quick to perform and cost
less than other test methods. A major challenge to this approach is that
their results are not typically validated biologically to ensure that only bioactive Cry proteins are being detected. Therefore, accurate concentrations
of the bioactive protein may not be properly represented in environmental
exposure assessments. This could potentially lead to overly conservative
risk assessments and unnecessary regulation. Thus, standardized methods of detection that are biologically validated are needed to study Cry
proteins in environmental matrices. In order to improve this method of
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detection for Cry proteins in environmental matrices, a framework for
biological validation of ELISA procedures should be developed. This presentation will discuss the reasons behind this challenge as well as potential
guidelines for designing and performing a biological validation study.
Included will be a short review to identify common shortcomings and
knowledge gaps in the published literature related to biological validation.
152 Specialized exposure analysis techniques used for evaluation of
animal drugs
W.S. Hunter, H. Zahner, USFDA / CVM; E.M. Silberhorn, USFDA /
Environmental Safety Team; K.M. Beckhorn, USFDA / CVM
As part of the pre-market approval process for a new animal drug, the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration (USFDA), Center for Veterinary Medicine
(CVM), must determine whether the future commercial use of the drug
will result in significant environmental impacts. This is done to fulfill the
requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), which
requires all U.S. federal agencies to consider the potential environmental impacts of their actions. Under FDA regulations, agency actions on
approval of new animal drug applications may require the preparation of an
environmental assessment (EA). A key component of the EA is the environmental exposure assessment. The FDA CVM uses a tiered approach to
determine the predicted environmental concentration (PEC) of veterinary
pharmaceuticals in animal feces, soil, water, and sediment. The information
used to derive the PECs includes the use pattern of the drug, the animal
husbandry practices, and manure management practices. Environmental
fate processes and the potential for aggregate and cumulative exposures are
also considered. This presentation will discuss the regulatory tools used by
CVM FDA to derive PEC values for use in EAs with a focus on higher tier
approaches, including specialized laboratory and/or field testing, probabilistic exposure analysis, and environmental fate modeling. Examples will be
presented for aquaculture and terrestrial animal drugs.
153 Non-Extractable Residues : Unravelling the Mystery of its Toxicity
G. Sanders, Givaudan International SA / Regulatory Affairs and Product Safety;
G.C. Roberts, ENVIRON UK Ltd / Brixham Environmental Laboratory; C.V.
Eadsforth, Shell International; C. Finnegan, Unilever / SEAC Environmental
Protection; J. Worden, Shell International; T. Austin, Shell / Shell Health; R.
Oliver, Syngenta / Product Metabolism; D. Letinski, ExxonMobil; M. Galay
Burgos, ECETOC; M. Telscher, Bayer CropScience AG
Decades of discussion have surrounded the definition of the term bound
residue and, more recently, non-extractable residues (NER). Significant
confusion persists around the irreversibility of the binding and eventual
longevity of these residues and the conditions leading to re-release and
potential to demonstrate toxic effects. Despite over 40-years of interest
in NER, clarity remains scant on whether the process of formation of
NER represents an efficient de-toxification process, or, a hidden hazard
for the environment. The question of what is bioavailable and what may
become bioavailable over the long-term, commonly referred to as bioaccessible, continues to generate much debate, in particular with respect to
how the portion defined as NER should be treated in an environmental risk assessment and, equally important, just where do the limits of
bioavailability and bioaccessibility lie with respect to commonly applied
extraction techniques. A recent resurgence of interest in this area inspired
ECETOC, the European Centre for Ecotoxicology and Toxicology of
Chemicals, to sponsor and report the work of two scientific Task Forces
aimed at understanding the relationship between extraction technique
and bioavailability (ECETOC Technical Report 117), and developing
interim guidance for the risk assessment of NER (ECETOC Technical
Report 118). The findings from the two Task Forces as well as a series of
proposals intended to advance the science and bring greater clarity to the
toxicological significance of NER will be presented. On-going research
in this area, sponsored under the European Chemical Industry Council’s
(CEFIC) Long-Range Research Initiative, will be outlined.
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154 Challenges in the environmental exposure and risk assessment of
cationic surfactants
V. Koch, Clariant GmbH / Corporate Product Safety Environmental Safety
Assessment; M. Geurts, Akzo Nobel NV / Ecotoxicology Environmental
Testing EET; J. Mornet-Gregoire, CECA / REACH Regulatory Affairs; A.
Petit, ARKEMA France / Toxicology Environment Dept
Cationic surfactants are used e.g. as conditioner in shampoos, as antistatic
in surface treatment, in hard surface cleaners, as anticaking agents in
fertilizers, as biocides and are also used in the flotation of minerals. These
surfactants have a positively charged hydrophilic group and a nonpolar
part, usually one or more alkyl chain(s) with 8 to 22 carbon atoms. Most
common are nitrogen derivatives e.g. primary, secondary, and tertiary and
quaternary ammonium compounds. Whereas the quats are structurally
fixed, primary, secondary and tertiary ammonium salts are in equilibrium
with their (uncharged) neutral amine. The composition of the mixture
depends on the pKa and pH in an aqueous medium. As many alkyl
amines have a high pKa e,g, 1- Hexadecanamine 10.8, at environmental
pH 4-9 a large fraction is protonated. In the environment there are many
solid surfaces which are negatively charged e.g. surfaces of biota like
fish and algae, humic acid or the inorganic clay minerals. The negatively
charged surfaces interact with the cationic surfactants and may adsorb
them considerably. This behavior has an enormous impact for property
testing and is a challenge when assessing environmental fate processes
like biodegradation, bioaccumulation and adsorption/desorption. It influences also the toxicity testing of aquatic, sediment or terrestrial organisms
for the hazard evaluation of the cationic. Attempts to establish the BCF
of 1-Hexadecanammonium in a fish bioaccumulation study according
OECD 305 failed as in the flow through system the concentration in the
test water has fluctuated outside the acceptable range due to sorption to
glass. Additionally strong and increasing sorption of the substance to the
fish mucous has been observed which normally would not occur under
environmental conditions with dissolved and particulate matter present.
Instead of the vivo test an ADME model like the Arnot and Gobas fish
bioaccumulation model (Arnot & Gobas, 2003) is tested as alternative to
the establish a BCF fish. The ADME model requires a fish metabolic rate
which can be derived from an in vitro measurement using fish hepatocytes
(Nichols et al, 2014) but uncertainty remains as sorption to fish gill membranes need to be measured as a model input parameter instead of using
an estimate based on log Kow. The impact on biodegradation, on the
sorption to solids and the the exposure concentration in tap and natural
river water will be demonstrated as well using measured data.
155 Environmental Fate of Human Pharmaceuticals: A Review of
Last 10 Years
J.F. Ericson, Pfizer Inc / Environmental Sciences PDM
This presentation looks at the potential data gaps and latest advancements in our understanding of how human pharmaceuticals behave in the
environment. The abundance of publications that confirm the exposure
of pharmaceuticals in the environment, the efforts through CEFIC LRI
initiatives and ECETOC task forces to address knowledge gaps for ionic
compounds, and Pfizer’s strategy to develop fate data above and beyond
current EA/ERA requirements, are highlighted as areas that are currently being investigated. Specific examples are provided for 14 Pfizer’s
APIs developed as part of the EA/ERA data requirements in their global
marketing authorizations. OECD 314B wastewater biodegradation and
OECD 106 sorption data from 14 Pfizer APIs were used to construct
wastewater treatment plant profiles as a means of representing typical
treatment removal. Looking at the experiences of the OECD 309 from
the agricultural-chemical sector, the OECD 309 was investigated with
examples of 2 Pfizer APIs to screen for TPs found in the OECD 308, as
well as to complement the results from the OECD 308 test for high sorptive APIs. Lastly, a recent publication on the OECD 308 is discussed in
terms of a potential abbreviated study helpful in Tier A screening.
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156 The Fragrance Materials’ Industry Approach to Environmental
Risk Assessment: 12 Years of Progress
D.T. Salvito, RIFM/ Dept of Environmental Science; T.W. Federle,
The Procter & Gamble Company / Environmental Stewardship and
Sustainability; C. Sachse-Vasquez, A. Lapczynski, RIFM
Fragrances used in consumer products (e.g., cosmetics, soaps and detergents, fine fragrances, and air care products) are composed of discrete
organic chemicals and natural complex substances. There are over 2,000
materials in commerce used to prepare these fragrance compounds. Their
use in consumer products results in their disposal down the drain to
become components of domestic wastewater. They exhibit a wide range
of structural classes and physical-chemical properties (e.g., Kow, water
solubility). The Research Institute for Fragrance Materials (RIFM) published their screening-level framework for aquatic risk assessment 12 years
ago (Salvito, Senna and Federle; 2002). This approach uses quantitative
structure activity relationships (QSARs) to model removal during sewage
treatment and toxicity to freshwater aquatic organisms. These QSARs are
based on a material’s physical chemical properties and its reported volume
of use. The resulting model outputs were used to calculate the ratio of
Predicted Environmental Concentration (PEC) to Predicted No Effect
Concentration (PNEC). Negligible environmental risk is defined by a
resultant PEC to PNEC ratio below one. The framework incorporates
procedures for using other available information as well as an optimized
strategy for generating new data that are needed to refine and improve the
risk assessments. The predicted PECs and PNECs were compared with
those based upon measured data. RIFM continues to present at SETAC
progress made in the risk assessment of fragrance materials through de
novo studies, and thereby building an environmental database of persistence, bioaccumulation, and ecotoxicity information that demonstrate
the continued safe use of these materials in consumer products. Presented
here is a retrospective analysis of 12 years of use of this framework.
157 The Value of Higher Tier Laboratory Fate Tests and Monitoring
Data for Improving Aquatic Exposure Assessments: A Tale of Two
Fragrances
T.W. Federle, The Procter & Gamble Company / Environmental Stewardship
and Sustainability; K. McDonough, P&G / Environmental Stewardship;
N.R. Itrich, P&G / Environmental Stewardship Organization; K.
Wehmeyer, P&G; M. Fukayama, International Flavors and Fragrances; D.T.
Salvito, RIFM / Dept of Environmental Science
The objective of this paper is to demonstrate the benefits provided by
higher tiered fate testing for improving aquatic exposure estimates and
illustrate how exposure estimates based on lab data and modeling compare
to those based upon actual monitoring data using two fragrances as
case studies. AHTN ((6-Acetyl-1,1,2,4,4,7-hexamethyltetraline) and
Acetyl Cedrene (Ethanone, 1-(2,3,4,7,8,8a-hexahydro-3,6,8,8-tetramethyl-1H-3a,7-methanoazulen-5-yl)-,[3R-(3a,3ab,7b,8aa)]-) have
similar physical-chemical properties (e.g. log P 5.7-5.8) and are not readily
biodegradable, but differ in the rate and extent to which they are biotransformed in the environment based upon the results of OECD 314
and 303 simulation tests. In an OECD 314B Activated Sludge Die-Away
test, AHTN was bio-transformed to two groups of metabolites with much
lower log P values (< 1.0 & 3.9) than the parent (5.8) within 20 days after a
2 day lag. In this same test, Acety Cedrene (AC) was bio-transformed to a
metabolite(s) with a log P less than 0 within 10 hrs. Parent half-lives were
46 hrs for AHTN and 0.2 hrs for AC. Removal of the parent molecules in
OECD 303A Continuous Activated Sludge studies were consistent with
these rates, when used in a WWTP model. Removal of parent AHTN
was 86% with sorption accounting for 52% of the removal, while removal
of parent AC was 96% with < 4% attributable to sorption. AHTN and AC
concentrations were measured in the effluent of 44 wastewater treatment
plants from across the United States and fit to various statistical distribution models. These distributions were combined with a distribution of
dilution factors to estimate mixing zone concentrations at mean and low
flow (7Q10) across the U.S. using Monte Carlo analysis. For both chemicals, there was close correspondence between 90th percentile mixing zone
concentrations based upon monitoring and the estimated mixing zone
concentration based upon laboratory data.

158 Recent developments in exposure modeling of “down-the-drain”
chemicals across multiple product groups
K.E. Kapo, R. Vamshi, C.M. Holmes, Waterborne Environmental Inc; P.C.
DeLeo, D. Ferrer, American Cleaning Inst
A wide variety of ingredients across product groups requiring regulatory environmental assessment (personal care products, pharmaceuticals,
biocides, etc.) are treated and discharged at municipal wastewater treatment facilities. The iSTREEM® model (“in-stream exposure model”), a
free and publically-available web-based model supported by the American
Cleaning Institute (www.istreem.org), provides a means to estimate chemical concentrations in effluent, receiving waters, and drinking water intakes
across the conterminous U.S. as well a number of watersheds in Canada
under mean and low-flow (7Q10) conditions. This presentation provides
an overview of the model as a risk assessment tool relevant across multiple
commodity groups, and a discussion of recent and future developments
that will enhance and expand the utility of the model for a wide variety of
users. The spatial nature of the model, incorporating geographic locations
of over 10,000 wastewater treatment facilities along a river network of over
25,000 effluent-impacted river reaches, provides a powerful framework to
integrate geographic information to assess environmental risk for multiple
scenarios of interest. Results can be used to construct a conservative
estimation of the distribution of chemical concentrations for effluents and
streams leading to the derivation of a “predicted environmental concentration” (PEC) typically by using the high end of the distribution (e.g.,
95th-centile). Alternatively, the geo-referenced concentration data can be
incorporated as a geospatial layer with other related data in a geographic
information systems (GIS) analysis. A discussion of iSTREEM® in
the context of other “down-the-drain” exposure modeling approaches
(e.g., ScenAT, GREAT-ER, PhATE, etc.) is provided, comparing data
requirements, assumptions and outputs of the various models to enhance
understanding of comparative advantages and uncertainties for prospective
users applying modeling for environmental exposure assessment.

Current-Use Pesticides – Our Evolving Understanding
of Occurrence, Toxicity and Ecological Effects: Part 2
159 Toxicity, uptake and side effects of the MFO inhibitor piperonyl
butoxide (PBO) to the grass shrimp Palaemonetes pugio
E.K. Kuester, Helmholtz Centre for Environmental Research /
Bioanalytical Ecotoxicology; J.M. Ragland, NIST / Chemical Sciences
Division Hollings Marine Laboratory; K.W. Chung, P.B. Key, E.F.
Wirth, M.H. Fulton, M.E. DeLorenzo, NOAA National Ocean Service /
NOS-NCCOS-CCEHBR
The substance piperonyl butoxide (PBO) is used as a pyrethroid synergist to increase the pesticide effectiveness via the inhibition of mixed
function oxidases (MFO) such as cytochrome P-450. Shrimp and fish
aquaculturists use pharmaceuticals which are known or suspected to
inhibit cytochromes as a main or side effect. Thus, it is possible that the
parallel use of cytochrome oxidase inhibitors with other pharmaceuticals in aquaculture could decrease the elimination of these substances
and consequently increase the body burden up to levels being a risk for
human consumers. To evaluate the impact of inhibition of metabolism
by a substance such as PBO, the lethality and toxic effects to the test
organism have to be analysed first. The grass shrimp P. pugio served as
a model for cultured shrimp and PBO served as a surrogate for other
MFO inhibitors. The PBO exposure concentrations, lethality and toxic
side effects such as cell membrane damage (via lipid peroxidation), oxidative stress (glutathione) and activity of 7-ethoxycoumarin O-deethylase
(ECOD) were analysed every 24h up to 96 h of exposure. The exposure
concentrations of PBO ranged from 0.24 to 2.5mg/L and chemical
analysis proved the PBO to be stable. The LC20 and LC50 were calculated to be in the range of 0.9 to 1.5 mg/L, respectively. The biomarker
results showed a significant and time dependent increase in lipid peroxidation activity at concentrations between 0.8 and 2.5 mg/L. Similarily,
a significant increase in glutathione at 1.07 mg/L and 2.5 mg/L PBO in
the 24h exposure and at 0.53-1.2 mg/L PBO in the 96h exposure were
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observed. We saw an increase in ECOD after 24h in the 2.5 mg/L PBO
exposure, but no effect in the 96h exposure. Thus, some side effects were
seen at concentrations at or below the LC20. The internal concentration
was calculated to be in the range of 0.1 µg/100 mg shrimp by using the
log KOW of PBO and an average lipid content of 2%. Thus, about 0.01 %
of the external exposure concentration was calculated to be taken up by
the shrimps having the above described effects. This is a significant low
effective dose and can be used as a starting point for further toxicokinetic
studies with aquaculture pharmaceuticals being known or suspected to
be metabolized by MFOs.
160 Further understanding diuron genotoxicity in oysters and their
descent by FISH techniques in the case of a parental exposure
F. Akcha, A. Barranger, M. Perez-Garcia, T. Burgeot, IFREMER /
Laboratory of Ecotoxicology; A. Benabdelmouna, IFREMER / Laboratory
of Genetics and Pathology of Marine Mollusks
Oyster production basins are located in coastal waters receiving various
pollutant substances from exoreic catchment area. Among substances,
pesticides such as herbicides are of concern as they are frequently
detected, sometimes at high concentrations, in coastal waters. As a
consequence, there is a need to study the impact of herbicides in oyster
and more generally of chemical pollutants on oyster fitness. As a matter
of fact, recurrent mortality outbreaks are observed worldwide, legitimating the suspicion of a possible impact of pollutants on oyster ability to
face environmental stressors such as pathogens. This is the main goal of
the GIMEPEC “« Genotoxicity, IMmunotoxicity and rEprotoxicity of
PEsticides in Crassostrea gigas » project that puts forward genetic alterations induced by pesticides as a basis for explaining a decrease in the
physiological performances of the oysters. By exposing oyster genitors
during the sensitive gametogenesis period, we already demonstrated that
exposure to environmentally realistic pulses of diuron resulted in genetic
alterations. Primary DNA lesions were measured by the comet assay in
both genitor hemocytes and spermatozoa. The DNA damage induced
in oyster gametes are thought to explain the chromosomal abnormalities observed in the offspring in terms of aneuploidy by flow cytometry
but also the negative effects on development and growth. To go further
understanding diuron genotoxicity, Fluorescent In Situ Hybridization
(FISH) was used in both control and diuron-exposed genitors and
their descent to bring information on the part of the genome affected.
A comet-FISH protocol was developed for the analysis of genitor
hemocytes with the aim to allow the detection of DNA strand breaks
in specific sequences of the genome, such target genes. In the embryo
obtained by fertilization of gametes from control and diuron-exposed
genitors, FISH was used to provide information on the nature of the
chromosomes involved in aneuploidy.
161 Atrazine and chlorothalonil: Effects on emergence and early life
development in Sockeye salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka)
L. Du Gas, Stantec Consulting Ltd / Environmental Services; P.S. Ross,
Vancouver Aquarium / Ocean Pollution Research Program; C.J. Kennedy,
Simon Fraser Univ / Dept of Biological Sciences
The effects of two currently used commercial pesticide formulations on
Pacific sockeye salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka) exposed from fertilization
to emergence were evaluated in a gravel-bed flume incubator, designed to
simulate a natural streambed environment. Fertilized eggs were exposed
to commercial formulations of atrazine at 25 (low) or 250 µg/L (high)
active ingredient (a.i.), and chlorothalonil at 0.5 (low) or 5 µg/L (high)
a.i., and developmental success and timing, physical growth parameters and biochemical indicators of growth were assessed. Survival to
hatch was reduced in the high chlorothalonil exposure group which was
accompanied by an increase in the incidence of finfold deformities. All
treatments resulted in reduced alevin condition factors at the time of
emergence, with triglyceride levels elevated in chlorothalonil-exposed
sockeye. Atrazine exposure caused premature hatch while chlorothalonil
exposure resulted in delayed hatch. All exposure groups experienced
premature emergence, highlighting the importance of using a gravel-bed
incubator to simulate the natural environment and the challenges faced
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by developing salmon. The alterations in developmental success, timing
and growth seen here indicate that sockeye salmon in the wild may be at
risk from these current-use pesticides.
162 The herbicide atrazine adversely affects the transmission of an
amphibian parasite (Trematoda) through impacts on intermediate
hosts
K. Gustafson, J.B. Belden, M. Bolek, Oklahoma State Univ / Dept of Zoology
Trematodes are ubiquitous members of aquatic ecosystems and are known
to cause diseases in humans, livestock, and wild animals. Additionally,
trematodes are major sources of energy and food for non-host organisms. However, we do not understand how transmission of these parasites
changes in contaminated environments. Field studies indicate that parasite diversity decreases in contaminated sites compared to reference sites.
However, the mechanism for this loss of diversity is currently unknown.
Here, we test the effects of environmentally-relevant concentrations of
atrazine on the establishment and development of an amphibian trematode (Halipegus eccentricus) in its first-intermediate snail host (Physa
acuta) and in its second-intermediate ostracod host (Cypridopsis sp.).
Additionally, we test the interactive effects of pesticide and parasitism on
snail and ostracod life-history characteristics. Our results indicate that
atrazine negatively affects trematode transmission through impacts on
snail and ostracod hosts. Although atrazine did not affect the survival
of snails alone, atrazine acted synergistically with parasitism to lead to
the early death of infected snails. Combined, these effects significantly
reduced the number of cercariae produced by snails. In contrast, atrazine
significantly reduced ostracod survival and reproduction. However, when
ostracods were also exposed to parasites, the negative effects of atrazine
were significantly reduced. These results demonstrate the complex nature
of pesticide effects on trematode infections and indicate that trematodes
can affect their first- and second-intermediate hosts in different ways
under different pesticide concentrations. Our work has broad implications
for disease transmission and aquatic ecosystem energetics, and provides a
testable mechanism for the loss of parasites in contaminated wetlands.
163 The HR96 activator, atrazine, reduces sensitivity of D. magna to
triclosan and DHA
N. Sengupta, Clemson Univ / Dept of Biological Sciences; W.S. Baldwin, E.
Litoff, Clemson Univ / Biological Sciences
HR96, an invertebrate ortholog to CAR and PXR, is a promiscuous
endo- and xenobiotic nuclear receptor involved in an organism’s ability
to acclimate to toxicants. Daphnia HR96 is activated by several chemicals including atrazine, chlorpyrifos, estradiol, and linoleic acid (LA;
n-6 fatty acid). Triclosan and the n-3 fatty acid, docosahexaenoic acid
(DHA) inhibit HR96. We hypothesized that HR96 inhibitors will
block the protective responses of HR96 activators and in turn increase
toxicity. Single and dual acute mixture toxicity tests were performed
using an HR96 inhibitor (DHA or triclosan) coupled with an HR96
activator (LA or atrazine). LA, a weak HR96 activator, produced results
indicating independent joint action of a two-chemical mixture using
the Computational Approach to Toxicity Assessment of Mixtures
(CATAM) modelling program. Surprisingly, results demonstrated
that atrazine (20-80 µM) decreases the toxicity of triclosan and DHA,
presumably by activating HR96 and inducing protective enzymes.
Atrazine at only 20-80 µM along with DHA or triclosan did not fit the
independent joint action model and instead caused a concentration-level
interaction. Therefore, our hypothesis that HR96 inhibitors would block
the ability to adapt to toxicant stress is null, and instead it appears that
significant concentrations of atrazine were able to induce a protective
effect. Because triclosan is primarily detoxified by glucosylation, a [14C]
testosterone glucosyltransferases assay was performed to test whether
atrazine could have induced this detoxification pathway. However, we
did not observe an increase in glucosyltransferase activity. Triclosan
toxicity is also associated with the formation of reactive oxygen species.
Therefore, we examined the potential for decreased ROS or increased
antioxidant enzymes in the presence of atrazine. Atrazine induced
glutathione-S transferase activity as measured using CDNB, and antioxidant capacity as measured by TROLOX. The increase in antioxidant
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capacity is consistent with atrazine providing protection from a wide
range of toxicants that induce ROS, including triclosan and unsaturated
fatty acids predisposed to lipid peroxidation.
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164 Chlorpyrifos: A potential toxicant affecting mammalian physiology
S.S. Hundal, Punjab Agricultural Univ / Dept of Zoology; N. Kumari, Desh
Bhagat Univ / Zoology
Pesticide usage is an integral part of the agroecosystem of Punjab agriculture. Among the large number of different pesticides those that are of
particular concern are organophosphate (OPs). Due to their potential for
short and long term hazardous effects, continuous biomonitoring of the
levels of pesticides and their metabolites in humans is an essential step
towards the evaluation of risk assessment and the prediction of adverse
health effects in populations with either occupational or background
environmental exposure to pesticides. Chlorpyrifos (CPF) is a widely
used, broad spectrum and moderately toxic OP insecticide used for
agricultural and domestic platforms. In the present study two groups of
Wistar albino rats were dosed orally for 8 weeks with chlorpyrifos in vegetable oil (0.1mg/kg bw and 2.5mg/kg bw) and control group was given
only vegetable oil. Rats were monitored for clinical and toxicological
symptoms and excessive salivation, loose faecal pellet condition, diarrhea, weakness and falling of fur was observed. A prolonged metestrous
was observed in the treated rats along with some proliferative changes
in the ovarian surface epithelium, mammary glands and uterine surface
epithelium. A significant (P< 0.01) increase in chromosomal aberrations,
liver microsomal degranulation, alanine aminotransferase and lactate
dehydrogenase enzyme activity was observed in both the treated groups
as compared to control. Chlorpyrifos treatment resulted in abnormal
histoarchitecture of liver and kidney. Pre-implantation loss study indicated a statistically significant (P< 0.05) dose dependent increase of 31.66
per cent in higher dose group. A non-significant increase in the postimplantation losses was observed in both the treated rat groups. Analysis
of blood smears from CPF treated rats indicates the presence of echinocytes, lysing red blood cells, ghost cells and polychromatic megalocytes,
cells with decreased pallor size. The results indicate the potential of CPF
to cause physiologic damage even at sub chronic exposure to low doses.
Such toxic effects on laboratory animals may be extrapolated to determine CPF toxicity on human being.
165 Effects of pulsed atrazine exposures on autotrophic community
structure, biomass, and production in field-based stream mesocosms
R. King, Baylor Univ
We performed a 60-day pulsed atrazine exposure study to examine
responses of structural and functional autotrophic endpoints in large,
outdoor stream mesocosms. Themesocosms consisted of riffle, glide,
and pool sections. Glide sections included enclosures with and without
grazing minnows (Campostoma anomalum, central stoneroller) to assess
the influence of grazing pressure on periphyton growth when exposed
to atrazine. The study was carefully designed to simulate worst-case
atrazinechemographs from streams in highly agricultural catchments to
achieve 60-day rolling mean concentrations of 10, 20, and 30 µg/L by
treatment, respectively. Following a 30-day colonization period, triplicate
streams were dosed at ~50, 100, and 150 µg/L technical-grade atrazine,
respectively, for 4 days followed by 7 days without dosing. This 11-day
cycle was repeated two additional times, followed by a recovery period
from day 34 through 60. We estimated daily atrazine concentrations
using composite samples of eight 50 mL subsamples collected every 3 h.
Mean (SD) 60-day atrazine concentrations by treatment were 10.6 (0.2),
20.9 (0.6), and 31.2 (0.5) µg/L. We employed continuous monitoring (15
minute intervals) of dissolved O2, pH, specific conductance, and temperature starting prior to dosing through day 60 to estimate the timing and
magnitude of atrazine effects on these physico-chemical water parameters
that are influenced by or directly influence whole-stream metabolism.
Further, we dosed streams continuously with 0.5 mg/L bromide, 1
mg/L NO3-N, and 0.15 mg/L PO4-P to stimulate autotrophic production and estimate daily nutrient uptake. Periphyton (riffle,ungrazed and
grazed glide habitats) and phytoplankton (pool habitat) biomass and species composition was measured prior to atrazine exposure, immediately

before and after each pulse, and at intervals throughout the recovery peri
od. Ceratophyllum demersum(coontail, a native submersed macrophyte)
biomass, shoot length, and pigments were also measured at these same
intervals. Responses of each of these measurement endpoints are currently
being analyzed and will be reported and discussed.

Developing Technologies for Reclamation and
Monitoring Environmental Impacts in the Oil Sands
Region
166 Assessment of water quality patterns in 7 Canadian Rivers in relation to stages in oil sands industrial development, 1972 to 2010
A.C. Alexander, Univ of New Brunswick / Biology and Canadian Rivers
Inst; P. Chambers, Environment Canada / Canada Center for Inland
Waters CCIW
The effect of oil sands mining and processing on the chemistry of streams
and rivers in northern Alberta, Canada, continues to be widely debated
particularly the contribution of natural versus industrial inputs to stream
water chemistry. To evaluate changes in water quality over time in relation to type (open-pit versus in situ drilling) and stage (pre- development,
early land clearing and construction, and operations related to expanded
development) of oil sands mining activities, we compiled a 38 year dataset (1972 to 2010) and used it to examine patterns in concentrations of
14 water quality parameters at 51 sites for 7 tributaries of the Athabasca
and Clearwater rivers. Our results showed that the stage and type of oil
sands development was associated with temporal and spatial changes in
5 key water quality parameters (dissolved selenium, arsenic and boron,
and total uranium and vanadium). Increased concentrations of these
parameters frequently occurred adjacent to or downstream of both open
pit and in situ mining operations, particularly during the early stage of
mining development. These results indicate that erosion and subsequent
runoff associated with land clearing, construction and early operational
activities in the oil sands region affect water quality. Our results show
that landscape level changes in land use affect water chemistry and that
analysis of historic gradients is necessary for identifying changes in
contemporary water quality attributable to anthropogenic activity, and
must be considered in defining baseline conditions against which impacts
are to be assessed.
167 Lake sediment archives of trace metal deposition in northeast
Alberta over the 20th century
C.A. Cooke, Government of Alberta; J.L. Kirk, D.C. Muir, Environment
Canada / Aquatic Contaminants Research Division; N. Rose, Univ College
London / Dept of Geography; J. Kurek, Queen’s Univ / Dept of Biology; R.
Hazewinkel, Government of Alberta / Dept of Environment; S. Turner, H.
Yang, Univ College London / Dept of Geography; J. Smol, Queen’s Univ /
Dept of Biology; M. Evans, Aquatic Contaminants Research Division
The extraction of bitumen from the Athabasca oil sands – one of the
largest energy deposits in the world – began in earnest after 1960. Since
that time, production in the oil sands region has grown from about
30,000 m3/d in 1984 to 300,000 m3 /d (1.9x106 barrels/d) in 2013. This
increase in production has accelerated the release of environmental
contaminants, including various trace elements known to be toxic at low
concentrations. Of particular environmental concern are the atmospheric
loadings and distributions of trace elements associated with oil sands
surface-mining and processing activities. Establishing the magnitude of
change in the regional deposition of trace elements requires knowledge
about conditions prior to the onset of large-scale extraction activities.
Here, we will present results from 20 dated sediment cores from lakes
located in the oil sands region of northeast Alberta. Lakes were cored
between 2006 and 2013, and 13 of the lakes are located within about 50
km (near-field sites) of the bitumen upgrading facilities in the development area north of Ft McMurray. Lakes with small, undisturbed
watersheds were targeted in order to better reconstruct atmospheric
inputs through time. Sedimentation rates within the lakes have
increased, on average, about 2-fold since development of the oil sands
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began. A similar (~2-fold) increase is noted in the concentration of many
trace elements commonly attributed to anthropogenic activities (e.g., Pb,
As, Hg, V, etc.). Accounting for the increase in sedimentation rate noted
in most lakes, by the calculation of trace element accumulation rates,
yields an even greater magnitude of increase relative to pre-development
sediments. Near-field sites tend to exhibit a greater level of trace element increase than those located >50 km from the bitumen upgrading
facilities, strongly suggesting that oil sands extraction and processing
activities are increasing the release and deposition of many trace elements
to the surrounding landscape.
168 Sphagnum moss in the Athabasca Bituminous Sands region
reveals no significant atmospheric contamination by “heavy metals”
W. Shotyk, R. Belland, Univ of Alberta / Renewable Resources; J. Duke,
Univ of Alberta / SLOWPOKE Nuclear Reactor Facility; H. Kempter,
CEZ Curt Engelhorn Centre for Archaeometry; M. Krachler, European
Commission Joint Research Centre / Inst for Transuranium Elements; T.
Noernberg, Univ of Alberta / Renewable Resources; M. Vile, K. Wieder,
Villanova Univ / Dept of Biology; C. Zaccone, Univ of Alberta / Renewable
Resources; S. Zhang, Carleton Univ / Dept of Earth Sciences
Sphagnum moss were collected from three sites at each of twenty-one
ombrotrophic (rain-fed) peat bogs in the vicinity of and surrounding
open pit mines and upgrading facilities of Athabasca Bituminous Sands
in Alberta. Compared with contemporary Sphagnum moss from multiple
sites at each of four bogs in rural locations of southern Germany, the
AB mosses yielded lower concentrations of Ag, Cd, Ni, Pb, Sb and Tl,
similar concentrations of Mo, but greater concentrations of Ba, Th and
V. Compared to the “cleanest”, ancient peat samples ever tested from the
northern hemisphere and dating from the mid-Holocene (ca. 6,000 to
9,000 years old), with the exception of V, the concentrations of each of
these metals in the AB mosses are within a factor of three of “natural,
background” values. The concentrations of “heavy metals” in the mosses
are proportional to the concentration of Th (a conservative, lithogenic
element) and therefore are contributed to the plants primarily in the
form of mineral dust particles. Although it has been claimed that bitumen mining is a significant source of atmospheric Pb contamination,
compared with the surface layer (1 cm slice) of peat cores collected in
recent years from across Canada (13 cores in five Provinces from British
Columbia to New Brunswick), the Pb concentrations in the mosses from
AB are far lower. Vanadium, the single most abundant trace metal in
bitumen, is the only exception: on average V in the AB mosses exceeds
that of ancient peat by a factor of six; it is therefore enriched in the
mosses, relative to Th, by a factor of two.
169 Atmospheric Deposition of Mercury and Methylmercury to
Landscapes and Waterbodies of the Athabasca Oil Sands Region
J.L. Kirk, D.C. Muir, Environment Canada / Aquatic Contaminants
Research Division; C.A. Cooke, Environment; P. Chambers, Environment
Canada / National Water Research Inst; R.A. Frank, Environment Canada
/ ACRD; I. Lehnherr, Geography; F.J. Wrona, Water Climate Impacts
Research Centre; A. Gleason, J. Keating, X. Wang, Environment Canada /
Aquatic Contaminants Research Division
Atmospheric deposition of contaminants originating from a variety of
sources, including bitumen upgrading facilities and blowing dusts from
landscape disturbances is of concern in the Athabasca oil sands region
of northern Alberta, Canada. Mercury (Hg) is of particular interest as
methylmercury (MeHg), a toxin which bioaccumulates through foodwebs, can reach levels in fish and wildlife that may pose health risks to
human consumers. Under the Joint Oil Sands Monitoring program, we
used snowpack measurements and dated lake sediment cores to examine
spatial and temporal patterns in total Hg (THg; all forms of Hg in a
sample) and MeHg deposition to the Alberta oil sands region from 20112013. Throughout summer 2012, THg and MeHg were also measured in
5 local rivers to examine the potential impact of atmospheric loadings on
aquatic ecosystems. Sampling of the accumulated spring-time snowpack
at 90 sites demonstrated that THg and MeHg loads increased with proximity to the major developments, reaching up to 1000 and 19 ng m-2 and
suggesting that oil sands developments are a direct source of THg and
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MeHg to local landscapes and water bodies. Deposition maps, created by
interpolation of measured loads, demonstrated that deposition resembled
a bullseye pattern on the landscape, with areas of maximum deposition
located between the Muskeg and Steepbank rivers. Snowpack concentrations of THg and MeHg were significantly correlated (r= 0.45-0.88,
p< 0.01) with numerous parameters, including total suspended solids
(TSS), metals known to be emitted in high quantities from the upgraders (vanadium, nickel, and zinc), crustal elements (aluminum, iron, and
lanthanum), and total phosphorus, all which were elevated in this region.
To examine temporal trends in deposition, sediment cores were collected
from 15 small, hydrologically simple lakes located ~10-100 km from
the major developments. Average depositional Hg fluxes were ~2 times
higher in most recent sediment horizons (post ~2000) than in slices predating oil sands development (pre ~1960) in both near- (< 50 km from
developments) and far-field lakes. In most cores, maximum fluxes (5 - 67
ug/m 2/year) were observed in most recent sediment horizons, suggesting
that deposition continues to increase present day. Concentrations and
loads of THg and MeHg in local rivers spanning the high and low flow
seasons will be presented to attempt to place depositional loads within an
ecological context.
170 Fish Health in the Alberta Athabasca Oil Sands, Developing
Baseline to Assess Future Change
M.E. McMaster, Environment Canada / National Water Research Inst;
H. Keith, Hatfield Consultants; G. Tetreault, Univ of Waterloo / Aquatic
Ecosystem Protection Research Division; J. Bennett, J.S. Ings, Environment
Canada; M. Evans, Aquatic Contaminants Research Division; T. Clark,
Environment Canada; R.A. Frank, Environment Canada / ACRD; J.L.
Parrott, Environment Canada / Water Science and Technology Directorate
As part of the Joint Canada-Alberta Oil Sands Monitoring Program
(JOSMP), fish health within the Athabasca River watershed is being
evaluated using methods developed for the Canadian Environmental
Effects Monitoring program. Fish health assessments will be integrated with assessments of benthic invertebrate communities, water and
sediment chemistry, toxicology and atmospheric deposition in order to
evaluate ecosystem health. Data will provide a baseline against which
future changes in fish populations will be judged and compared to
historical studies to assess change. Information will be used to develop
site-specific cumulative effects monitoring approaches and will contribute to the development of better predictive capabilities for oil sands
environmental impact predictions. Additional physiological endpoints
are also being evaluated in fish from these sites in attempts to understand
mechanisms of action and potential source identification of changes. On
the Athabasca River mainstem, white sucker and longnose sucker have
been selected as a large bodied sentinel species and trout perch as a small
bodied sentinel species. Walleye are also being used for fish contaminant monitoring within the mainstem as they are consumed by resident
populations. Where possible our study design collects fish at sites off
the oil sands deposit (reference), at sites within the natural deposit but
upstream of development and at sites downstream of development so
that fish are either unexposed, exposed to naturally occurring oil sands
related compounds, or exposed to a combination of natural and anthropogenic inputs. Design of the program is to look for effects, to confirm
those effects, then to use developed critical effect sizes to make decisions
on steps forward depending on the source of the changes. We will discuss the mainstem fish studies to date with recommendations on how to
proceed with the monitoring program post 2015 based on existing data.
171 Health Status of Fishes from the Athabasca and Slave River
System, Northern Canada
P.D. Jones, Univ of Saskatchewan / School of Environment and
Sustainability; A. Hill, B.J. Tendler, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology
Centre; E. Ohiozebau, Univ of Saskatchewan / School of Environment and
Sustainability; E. Kelly, Environment and Natural Resources; J. FresqueBaxter, Water Resources Division / Environment and Natural Resources;
J.P. Giesy, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Center
The Slave River Delta is one of Canada’s largest freshwater delta systems. The Slave River is fed by the Athabasca and Peace rivers which
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flow through Northern Alberta. Since the Slave river/Delta are part of
their traditional way of life, increased industrial activity in the Peace/
Athabasca river basin, particularly development of the oil sands, has been
a source of ongoing concern to First Nation and Metis communities.
Concerns about the health of fish in the system are related to potential adverse effects of chemical contaminants from upstream industrial
activities on the health of fish and the humans that consume them. Local
concerns have been heightened by the occurrence of abnormalities or
lesion on some fish collected from the system. This study was designed
to perform a systematic assessment of the occurrence of lesions in fishes
of the system and to gather tissues for supporting health information.
Fish were collected with assistance of local fishers to ensure that species
of concern to local communities were collected from locations most commonly used for harvesting. Fish were sampled between 2011 and 2014 to
assess temporal variation. Fish were assessed by a detailed external and
internal health assessment compatible with Canadian EEM standards.
Tissues were collected and archived for future analysis. All dissections
were photographically documented. Lesions and other abnormalities
were encountered in the sampled fish but their distribution was relatively
uniform from. Morphometric data demonstrated relatively consistent fish
health in both the Athabasca and Slave rivers and analysis of condition
factor and somatic indices also did not demonstrate consistent impacts
along the river system. Overall the health of fish does not appear to
be adversely affected by current levels of development of the oil sands.
However, the potential for cumulative impacts from oil sands operations
in concert with other stressors suggest the need for sustained monitoring.
172 Understanding Oil Sands Wastewater and Opportunities for
Strategic Water Management: an Industry Perspective
R. Guest, Suncor Energy Inc / Sustainability; P. Kotecha, Suncor Energy Inc
/ Sustainability and Communications
There are many misunderstandings around how the oil sands industry uses and manages water in general as well as understanding of the
various types of wastewater generated. Suncor is the longest operating
oil sands mining company and operates the entire range of components
used to extract oil: open pit mining and extraction, in situ extraction,
upgrading, and onsite power generation. All of these activities use water
in different ways and generate various wastewater streams. Suncor has
characterized, chemically and toxicologically, these water streams and
developed models to access and predict water quality for various scenarios. The characterization and tools are part of a necessary foundation for
development of tactical and strategic water management plans, however
there are other necessary components to understand oil sands waters and
the opportunities for water management. These components include a
firm understanding of principles of water management, risk assessment;
asset characterization, technology development and watershed characterization. While all these components appear simple at a high level, there
is great complexity and significant trade-offs between water efficiency,
water quality, energy efficiency and final site closure. This presentation
will provide an overview of Suncor’s water use; characterization; water
strategy; water technology development.
173 Pursuing the Chemical Culprits: What Organic Compounds are
Responsible for Toxicity of Oil Sands Process-Affected Water?
J.P. Giesy, S.B. Wiseman, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Centre; A. dos
Santos Pereira, Univ of Alberta / Division of Analytical and Environmental
Toxicology; G. Morandi, R. Mankidy, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology
Centre; Z. Kun, N. Zetouni, E.K. Asiedu, Univ of Alberta / Division of
Analytical and Environmental Toxicology; J.W. Martin, Univ of Alberta /
Laboratory Medicine and Pathology
Although naphthenic acids (NAs) are often cited as the major toxic
chemical species in oil sands process-affected water (OSPW), currently there are no experimental data to directly support this hypothesis.
The first attempt to remediate large volumes of OSPW is underway
in the world’s first oil sands industry end-pit-lake, called Base Mine
Lake (BML). Knowledge of which chemicals cause toxicity in BML is
therefore an important data gap as 40 million m3 of OSPW is monitored
and its detoxification projected over many years. This talk will serve as

an overview and update of a study where the objective was to identify
the groups of dissolved organic chemicals that are responsible for the
toxicity of OSPW. Using repeated fractionations of the dissolved organic
fraction from BML OSPW, an effects-directed analysis approach was
used to narrow down the list of toxic suspects. A suite of assays including Microtox®, the fathead minnow embryotoxicity assay, and the
Chironomus dilutus 96h acute toxicity assay were used to identify the most
toxic subfractions. Chemical species in each fraction were classified by
HPLC - Orbitrap mass spectrometry according to heteroatom empirical formula class in negative (-) and positive (+) ionization: Ox+/-(where
x=1-6), NOx+/- (where x=1-4), SOx+/- (where x=1-4), or NOxS+/- (where
x=1-2). Results allowed a narrowing of putative toxic chemicals to a few
chemical groups which will be discussed with respect to their overall
environmental hazard, including their toxicity, bioaccumulation potential, and persistence.

Neurotoxic Effects in Fish and Wildlife
174 Evaluation of maternal transfer of dietary methylmercury and
implications for embryotoxicity in fathead minnows
K.N. Bridges, B. Soulen, Univ of North Texa / Dept of Biology Inst of
Applied Science; A.P. Roberts, Univ of North Texas
Mercury is a widespread environmental contaminant released through
a variety of natural processes and anthropogenic activities. Following
deposition into aquatic systems, mercury can be transformed by bacteria
into methylmercury, a highly bioavailable form which bioaccumulates
and biomagnifies through aquatic food webs. Methylmercury acts as an
endogenous mimic, providing a mechanism of transfer for dietary methylmercury from adult female fish to the yolk of eggs during oogenesis.
The purpose of this study is to characterize maternal transfer of mercury
in fathead minnows (Pimephales promelas) with regard to embryonic
development. Adult fatheads were chronically exposed to one of three
concentrations of dietary MeHg commonly observed in aquatic ecosystems. Reproductive metrics including total egg production, spawning
frequency, embryonic movement and hatch rate were observed. DMA-80
analysis was then used to obtain methylmercury concentrations for each
clutch. At the conclusion of the study, muscle and ovaries were analyzed
in order to quantify adult body burdens. Results suggest a link between
movement frequency in embryos, hatching rate and dietary methylmercury concentrations fed to adults. These results may have important
implications for developmental milestones necessary for both hatching
success and predator evasion responses.
175 Characterization of methylmercury-associated neurochemical
disruption in yellow perch
A. Arini, J. Head, McGill Univ / Dept of Natural Resources Science; C.A.
Murphy, Michigan State Univ / Fisheries and Wildlife; M. Caravan, Univ
of Wisconsin Milwaukee; R. Goetz, NOAA; R. Klingler, Univ of Wisconsin
Milwaukee; D. Nam, Univ of Michigan / Dept of Environmental Health
Sciences; N. Basu, McGill Univ / Dept of Environmental Health Sciences
Methylmercury (MeHg) is a ubiquitous contaminant that bioaccumulates in fish tissues and biomagnifies in aquatic ecosystems. Over the
past decade many studies have started to show that MeHg exposure can
affect fish reproduction, and lead to deleterious impacts on fish populations. While it is established that fish reproduction is controlled by the
Hypothalamus-Pituitary-Gonad (HPG) axis, the effects of MeHg on
key neurotransmitters and neurohormones modulating HPG function
such as GABA, dopamine, estrogen, and glutamate, is not well characterized. In this study we utilized yellow perch (Perca flavescens) as a
model species. In vivo and in vitro studies were conducted to characterize which neurochemicals are affected by MeHg exposure. First, perch
were exposed in the laboratory to different dietary MeHg concentrations
(food pellets containing 0, 0.5, 5 and 50 ppm, n=12 fish per condition),
at different times of the fall reproductive period, to take into account
the reproductive stage of fish. Neurochemicals investigated included
GABA, D2 and NMDA receptor binding, and monoamine oxidase
and glutamine synthetase enzyme activities in 4 different brain regions
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(Brain stem, Hypothalamus, Telencephalon, Optical tectum). Additional
analyses were performed on livers and gonads to assess estrogen receptor binding. Levels of Hg in fish muscle exposed to 50 ppm were 186
times higher than controls. Estrogen receptor levels were statistically
decreased in Telencephalon and Optical tectum of fish exposed to 50
ppm MeHg. Data on other neurochemicals is currently being compiled.
Second, in vitro screening assays were conducted to see if MeHg could
directly interact with (and impair) receptors and enzymes important in
fish reproduction and neurobehavior. Adult yellow perch brains and livers were exposed in vitro to MeHg concentrations (0-320 µM). Results
demonstrated an inhibition of glutamate uptake and glutamine synthetase in brain extracts exposed to 54.7 ± 4.1 µM and 4 ± 2.5 µM MeHg
respectively. The in vitro and in vivo studies here provide information
that will help us better understand the mechanisms by which MeHg may
impair fish neurobehavior and reproduction.
176 Effects of methylmercury on the swimming kinematics and foraging of larval yellow perch (Perca flavescens) and zebrafish (Danio rerio)
F.X. Mora, Univ of Wisconsin Milwaukee; C.A. Murphy, Michigan
State Univ / Fisheries and Wildlife; N. Basu, McGill Univ / Dept of
Environmental Health Sciences; J. Head, McGill Univ / Natural Resource
Sciences; R. Goetz, NOAA / Environmental and Fisheries Sciences; M.J.
Carvan, Univ of Wisconsin Milwaukee / School of Freshwater Sciences
Yellow perch (Perca flavescens) is a fish species of economical and ecological importance in the Great Lakes. In Lake Michigan, this species has
faced difficulties with successful larval recruitment. Low recruitment
has been widely attributed to overfishing, however very few studies have assessed the effect of contaminants on larval yellow perch.
Methylmercury (MeHg) is environmentally present in the Great Lakes
and its neurotoxicity has been shown to affect foraging behavior in
exposed fish, birds and mammals. Since food limitation is thought to be
one of the main causes of larval fish mortality, we have investigated the
effects of three waterborne concentrations of MeHg (0.03µM, 0.1µM,
0.3 µM) on feeding behavior and locomotion of larval yellow perch. We
also used zebrafish in a whole life cycle assay in which adult progenitor fish were fed with three diets containing environmentally relevant
quantities of MeHg (1ppm, 3ppm, 10ppm); the offspring of these fish
were then tested for behavioral abnormalities. A number of different
behavioral assays were used to identify assays that could transfer easily
between an ecologically relevant species and a well studied fish model.
The results from this study will be used to develop an individual-based
adverse outcome pathway model to assess the effects of MeHg on perch
populations in the wild.
177 Persistent Behavioral Effects of Developmental Deltamethrin
Exposure in the Zebrafish
T.S. Kung, Rutgers, The State Univ of NJ / Dept of Biochemistry and
Microbiology; J.R. Richardson, Rutgers, The State Univ of New Jersey /
Environmental and Occupational Health Sciences Inst; K.R. Cooper, Rutgers
Univ / Dept of Biochemistry and Microbiology; L.A. White, Rutgers, The
State Univ of New Jersey / Dept of Biochemistry and Microbiology
Pyrethroids are commonly used insecticides that are generally considered
to pose little risk to non-target species. However, there is increasing
concern that developing organisms are more susceptible to the adverse
effects of pesticides. In addition, there is compelling evidence for
“developmental origins of health and disease” (DOHaD). We developed
the zebrafish model to test the hypothesis that developmental exposure
to low doses of pyrethroid pesticide deltamethrin leads to persistent
behavioral alterations. We previously demonstrated that developmental
deltamethrin exposure resulted in increased swim activity at the larval
stage, and that these effects were likely mediated by dopaminergic
dysfunction. Here we characterize the long-term effects of developmental deltamethrin exposure in adult fish. Zebrafish embryos were
treated with deltamethrin at doses below the LOAEL (0.25 and 0.5
μg/L), during the embryonic period (3-72hpf) using a static non-renewal
water exposure. After 72hpf, embryos were transferred to clean water
and reared until adulthood. We quantified the swim activity of adult
zebrafish using the Noldus Ethovision system. Adult male zebrafish that
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had been developmentally exposed to deltamethrin exhibited increased
swim activity and swim velocity. Adult female zebrafish that had been
developmentally exposed to deltamethrin exhibited increased swim
velocity and increased thigmotaxis. Dominant adult male zebrafish
developmentally exposed to deltamethrin was also found to be more
aggressive using the mirror-induced aggression assay. This phenomena
was not observed in female zebrafish. In control male zebrafish, the
magnitude of aggression was found to be positively correlated with transcript levels of the serotonin transporter a (r=0.948, p=0.001), serotonin
transporter b (r=0.772, p=0.05), and the dopamine receptor d2 (r=0.810,
p=0.02). This correlation was not present in adult male fish that had been
developmentally exposed to deltamethrin (r=0.0143, p=0.96), (r=0.186,
p=0.49), and (r=-0.104, p=0.70) respectively. Our data suggest that
exposure to deltamethrin during the embryonic period results in gender
specific behavioral effects that persists into adulthood and that these
effects are associated with monoaminergic system dysfunction. NIEHS
R56ES018863, T32ES007148, R01ES015991
178 Abamectin induces rapid and reversible hypoactivity within early
zebrafish embryos
T.D. Raftery, D.C. Volz, Univ of South Carolina / Environmental Health
Sciences
During zebrafish embryogenesis, spontaneous tail contractions represent the first sign of locomotion and result from innervations of primary
motoneuron axons to target axial muscles. This behavior commences
during late-segmentation (~19 hours post-fertilization, hpf) and continues through early-pharyngula (~29-31 hpf). Using a 384-well-based
high-content screening assay, we previously demonstrated that exposure
of developing zebrafish embryos to abamectin – an avermectin insecticide – from 5-25 hpf abolished spontaneous activity (tail contractions)
in the absence of effects on survival and total body area. Therefore,
the objectives of this study were to (1) identify developmental stages
susceptible to abamectin exposure within the first 24 h of zebrafish embryogenesis; (2) determine whether abamectin-induced effects
on spontaneous activity are reversible; and (3) begin investigating the
mechanism of abamectin-induced hypoactivity. Similar to 384-well
plates, exposure of 5-hpf zebrafish embryos to abamectin in glass beakers
resulted in a concentration-dependent decrease in spontaneous activity at
25 hpf, with complete abolishment of activity observed at low micromolar concentrations. Interestingly, compared with exposure from 5-25 hpf,
developing zebrafish embryos were also susceptible to abamectin-induced
hypoactivity when exposures were initiated at 10 and 23 hpf, suggesting that abamectin does not affect neurodevelopment but rather induces
rapid functional effects on the nervous system. However, immersion of
abamectin-exposed embryos in clean water resulted in complete recovery
of spontaneous activity relative to vehicle-exposed embryos, suggesting that abamectin reversibly activates ligand-gated chloride channels
and, as a result, reversibly inhibits neurotransmission. Therefore, to test
this hypothesis, we pre-treated embryos to vehicle or non-toxic concentrations of fipronil or endosulfan – two insecticides that antagonize
the γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) receptor – from 5-23 hpf, and then
exposed embryos to vehicle or abamectin from 23-25 hpf. Although
hypoactivity was observed in abamectin-exposed embryos pre-treated
with vehicle, the levels of activity within abamectin-exposed embryos
pre-treated with fipronil or endosulfan were similar to embryos exposed
to vehicle alone. Overall, our data demonstrate that abamectin induces
rapid and reversible hypoactivity within early zebrafish embryos, an
effect that is likely mediated through the GABA receptor.
179 Effects of a pesticide and parasite on neurological, endocrine, and
behavioral responses of California killifish (Fundulus parvipinnis)
V.C. Compton, San Diego State Univ / Biology; D. Vidal-Dorsch, Southern
California Coastal Water Research Project / Toxicology; T. Anderson, San
Diego State Univ / Biology; K. Weinersmith, Univ of California Davis /
Graduate Group in Ecology
In coastal waters parasites and pesticides are widespread stressors that
may interactively affect the physiology, behavior, and survival of resident
organisms. We investigated the effects of the organophosphate pesticide
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chlorpyrifos and the trematode parasite Euhaplorchis californiensis
on three important traits of California killifish (Fundulus parvipinnis): neurotransmitter activity, release of the stress hormone cortisol,
and behavioral modifications. Killifish were collected from a population without E. californiensis, and half of the fish were experimentally
infected. Following a 30 d parasite maturation period, infected and
uninfected groups were exposed to four concentrations of chlorpyrifos
(control, 1, 2, 3 ppb) prior to behavior trials to quantify activity rate,
feeding behavior, and anti-predator responses. Water-borne cortisol
release rates were measured non-invasively from each fish prior to
infection, one-month post-infection, and following pesticide exposure.
AChE activity in the brain and muscle tissue of killifish exposed to the
3 ppb concentration was reduced to 25.43 ± 6.82 % and 39.49 ± 8.30 %,
respectively, relative to control fish. Cortisol release rate was not affected
by E. californiensis, but was suppressed by each chlorpyrifos level relative
to controls. Killifish exposed to the medium (2 ppb) and high (3 ppb)
pesticide concentrations exhibited reduced swimming and anti-predator
responses. Cortisol and muscle AChE were positively related to swimming activity, while brain AChE was related to foraging behavior. No
effects of E. californiensis were observed, likely because of low parasite
densities. This study demonstrates the potential for sub-lethal pesticide
exposure to modify several organismal endpoints, including neurological,
endocrine, and behavioral responses.
180 Venlafaxine exposure during early postembryonic development is
associated with neurochemical and behavioral changes in cuttlefish
(Sepia officinalis)
F. Bidel, Université de Caen Basse Normandie; C. Di Poi, Normandie
Univ; A. Arini, N. Basu, McGill Univ; M. Boulouard, A. Darmaillacq, L.
Dickel, Normandie Univ; R. Olley, Univ of Portsmouth; C. Jozet-Alves, C.
Bellanger, Normandie Univ
Embryonic and early postembryonic development of the cuttlefish Sepia
officinalis (cephalopod mollusk) occurs in marine coastal waters, an
environment known to be highly contaminated by anthropogenic pollution (e.g. the Bay of Seine, Normandy, France). These stages are sensitive
periods for the development of cuttlefish complex behaviors, sophisticated learning abilities, and underlying brain substrates. Amongst
chemicals continuously released into the aquatic environment, pharmaceutical residues may pose a long-term risk to cuttlefish survival by
disrupting the setting-up of these abilities. Considering the critical roles
played by biogenic monoamines such as norepinephrine and serotonin in
the control and regulation of many basic functions (behavioral, neurochemical and physiological) in the animal kingdom, this study focuses
on venlafaxine (VEN, Effexor®), an antidepressant of the selective
serotonin/norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor class (SNRI). The aim of
this work is to determine if postembryonic exposure to VEN is associated with behavioral, neurochemical, or neurodevelopmental changes in
cuttlefish. Newly hatched cuttlefish were exposed to VEN environmental
concentrations (1 to 100 ng.L-1) in a flow-through system during the first
20 days of post-embryonic development. We tested 10- and 20-day-old
cuttlefish for several biomarkers. Camouflage and predation behaviors
of juvenile cuttlefish were investigated. Brain development was assessed
by studying cell proliferation and growth of the brain. Monoamines
(serotonin, norepinephrine, dopamine) and their associated metabolites were quantified as a measure of change within neurotransmission
systems. Related enzymatic activity and associated receptors were also
characterized for the first time in cuttlefish. Results show that cuttlefish
exposed at environmental concentrations of VEN exhibit a significant
impairment of behavioral performance which could be associated with
significant changes in the dopaminergic and noradrenergic content.
Cuttlefish displayed only one form of monoamine oxidase (MAO) and
no relationship was observed between dose group and MAO enzymatic
activity. The brain maturation analysis (in progress) will determine
whether VEN exposure has neurobiological consequences. Ultimately,
these behavioral and neurochemical changes may have a major impact
on survival of juveniles and our findings underlie the need for multilevel
biomarker panels to assess antidepressants toxicity.

181 Neuroendocrine disruption: Consequences of upset physiological
control in fish
V.L. Trudeau, Univ of Ottawa / Advanced Research in Environmental
Genomics; A. Waye; M. Vera Chang, B. Cameron, T.W. Moon, J.T. Arnason,
Univ of Ottawa / Biology
Industrial pollutants, agricultural pesticides, pharmaceuticals and other
chemicals are now ubiquitously present in the environment. This includes
contamination at all levels, from water to soil to air to animal and human
tissues. We have proposed that the term ‘neuroendocrine disruption’
extends the concept of endocrine disruption to include the full breadth
of integrative animal physiology. Disruption to homeostatic mechanisms
by environmental pollutants can affect an animal’s ability to undergo
reproduction or develop normally, and may lead to transgenerational
deficits. Complex effluents from pulp and paper processing contain
an array of neuroactive phytochemicals that may lead to disrupted
spawning, largely as a result of female-specific neuroendocrine effects.
Antidepressants such as fluoxetine are environmental contaminants
that disrupt reproduction, behaviour and metabolism in teleost fish,
demonstrating the complex and pervasive effects of neuroactive pollutants. Together these data indicate that waterborne pollutants have a
range of effects on neuroendocrine systems that may not involve toxic
responses. Much like endocrine disruption is very different from classical
toxicology, neuroendocrine disruption is distinguishable from neurotoxicology. Neurotoxicologists may study chemical insults and mechanisms
underlying subsequent neuronal cell death, which can eventually lead to
the failure of key regulatory systems and the death to exposed individuals. Rather, the consequences of disrupting the complex neurohormonal
brain-pituitary-target organ communication systems are within the
domain of neuroendocrine disruption. Supported by NSERC and U
Ottawa Research Chair program.
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Influence of Global Climate Change on
Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry
182 Temps rising, poles thawing, oceans rising, fires/droughts/storms
raging. Where is SETAC?
R.G. Stahl, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company / Corp Remediation;
J. Moe, Norwegian Inst for Water Research NIVA / Climate and
Environmental Modelling; J.L. Stauber, CSIRO; W.G. Landis, Western
Washington Univ / Inst of Environmental Toxicology; R.C. Helm, US Fish
and Wildlife Service; W.H. Clements, Colorado State Univ / Fish Wildlife
and Conservation Biology; A.T. Fritz, NOAA/ORR/ARD / Coastal
Protection and Restoration Division; M.J. Hooper, USGS / Columbia
Environmental Research Center; J.M. Balbus, NIEHS
A 2010 editorial in Integrated Environmental Assessment and Management
called upon members of SETAC to develop research on the potential
interactions between global climate change (GCC) and environmental
contaminants. In response, an international Pellston-style SETAC workshop in 2011 focused on GCC’s potential influence on the foundations
(chemical fate, mechanistic/population ecotoxicology) and applications
(human and ecological risk and injury assessments) of environmental
toxicology and chemistry. Seven resulting Environmental Toxicology
and Chemistry manuscripts were published in 2013, with three of these
achieving “SETAC top article” status. Numerous position papers, reports
and plans addressing the impacts of GCC have been drafted or published
in Australia, Europe and the US since the 2011 SETAC workshop.
Most stem from government, academic and NGO groups, highlighting specific plans and needs for adapting to and mitigating impacts
of GCC. In May 2014, the US published the Third National Climate
Assessment: Climate Change Impacts in the United States and, together
with the comprehensive 2014 report from the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change, it is clear that GCC impacts are occurring now and
will likely be more extreme than originally anticipated. Of importance
to SETAC, and despite the clear evidence that GCC has the potential to
influence bioavailability and effects of contaminants, the SETAC community has published relatively little on the interactions between GCC
and environmental contaminants. We will provide a brief survey and
analysis of these new documents and discuss how they are addressing the
relationships between environmental contaminants and GCC. Research
and collaboration opportunities between SETAC members and those
involved directly with the GCC issue will be described and encouraged.
183 Biomarkers responses to copper exposure and ocean acidification
in Amphistegina spp. (Amphisteginidae, Foraminifera)
J.A. Marques, Univ Federal do Rio Grande (FURG) / ICB; L.F.
Marangoni, A. Bianchini, FURG / Inst de Ciências Biológicas
Coral reefs can be threatened by metal contamination. Exposure to
copper (Cu) may cause morphological abnormalities and bleaching in
foraminifers. Besides, ocean acidification (OA) may harm the calcification in many reef organisms. Symbiont-bearing foraminifers are
useful indicators of water quality and are sensitive to global impacts.
Amphistegina spp. is the most common symbiont-bearing foraminifer in
Brazilian reefs. Ca 2+-ATPase and Mg2+-ATPase are enzymes associated
with the calcification process in these protists, which can be inhibited
by Cu. Amphistegina spp. were collected in the Recife de Fora Municipal
Park (Porto Seguro, BA, Brazil), and kept in aquariums at a marine
mesocosm (“Coral Vivo Project”, Porto Seguro, BA, Brazil). After acclimation, organisms were kept under control condition (1.0 µg/L Cu) or
exposed to sublethal concentrations of Cu (1.6; 2.0 and 3.2 µg/L) combined with different pH treatments (reduction of 0.3; 0.6 and 0.9 units
from the local sea water pH). Foraminifers exposed for 10 and 25 days to
the experimental conditions were evaluated regarding Ca 2+-ATPase and
Mg2+-ATPase activities. Data were analyzed using factorial ANOVA
followed by SNK test. Organisms kept under control condition showed
no effect of pH on enzyme activities. On the other hand, Mg2+-ATPase
activity showed a pH-dependent inhibition in foraminifers exposed to
Cu. Ca 2+-ATPase activity was affected by Cu and pH interaction. Mg2+ATPase activity was reduced in foraminifers exposed to Cu at lower
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pH. In a broad view, enzyme activities were recovered after 25 days of
exposure. Mg2+-ATPase seemed to be sensitive to short term exposure to
Cu and OA. At lower pH, Cu would become more toxic because it competes with Ca 2+ and Mg2+ for the binding sites at the organism, thus may
affecting the calcification process. Once the experiment was performed
in a mesocosm system, it incorporates more ecological complexity, thus
providing more ecologically relevant data. In summary, our results
indicate that the calcification process in the foraminifer Amphistegina
spp. may be affected by exposure to Cu and OA. Considering that corals,
soritid foraminifers, and other reef organisms precipitate CaCO3 in more
soluble forms than Amphistegina, a scenario composed of Cu contamination associated with OA may lead to severe impacts to the whole reef
ecosystem. In this context, the use of foraminifers as indicators of disturbances involving these environmental stressors is appropriate.
184 Relationship of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons with algaederived organic matter in sediment cores in the Pearl River Delta,
South China
D. Duan, Guangzhou Inst of Geochemistry Chinese Academy of Sciences /
State Key Laboratory of Organic Geochemistry; Y. Ran, Guangzhou Inst of
Geochemistry / Chinese Academy of Sciences
The influence of algae-derived organic matter (AOM) and climate warming on the historical record of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)
in the reservoir sediments from the Pearl River Delta (PRD) was investigated. Annual atmospheric temperature was obtained from the historical
climate records over the last 60 years in this region. It is found that PAHs
are elevated as the sedimentary depth decreases, and are very significantly
related to AOM in a eutrophic reservoir and a meso-eutrophic reservoir.
This observation is inconsistent with the recent atmospheric record of
decreasing PAHs in this region, suggesting that in situ biological process
coupled with atmospheric fallout is evident. Moreover, the profiles of
PAHs and AOM at ZT and LA respectively show good correlations with
increasing mean air temperature during the past 60 years, suggesting that
increasing temperature leads to increasing productivity and enhancing
deposition of PAHs in subtropical meso-eutrophic and eutrophic reservoirs. The above result also implies an overestimation on the historical
record of atmospheric deposition for PAHs preserved in the sediment
cores in eutrophic and meso-trophic reservoirs.
185 Interactive effects of climate change with nutrients, mercury, and
freshwater acidification on key taxa in the Northeast US and Canada
F.E. Pinkney, US Fish and Wildlife Service / Chesapeake Bay Field Office;
C.T. Driscoll, Syracuse Univ / Dept of Civil Environmental Engineering;
D.C. Evers, Biodiversity Research Inst; M.J. Hooper, USGS / Columbia
Environmental Research Center; J. Horan, US Fish and Wildlife Service /
Northeast Regional Office; J.W. Jones, US Fish and Wildlife Service; R.S.
Lazarus, USGS / Patuxent Wildlife Research Center; H.G. Marshall,
Old Dominion Univ / Dept of Biological Sciences; A. Milliken, US Fish
and Wildlife Service / Northeast Regional Office; B.A. Rattner, USGS /
Patuxent Wildlife Research Ctr; J. Schmerfeld, US Fish and Wildlife Service;
D.W. Sparling, Southern Illinois Univ
The North Atlantic Landscape Conservation Cooperative (NA LCC)
region extends from southeast Virginia north to the Canadian Maritime
Provinces. The NA LCC is a partnership among governments, universities, and non-governmental organizations that develops information to
inform conservation decisions affected by global climate change (GCC)
and other threats. Our goal is to help the NA LCC assess the threat of
GCC interacting with contaminants, nutrients, and environmental processes. We reviewed NA LCC–specific information to: 1) interpret how
the effects of three stressors: an example contaminant (mercury), and
two complex environmental phenomena—eutrophication and freshwater
acidification— are affected by GCC; 2) summarize effects of GCC and
GCC-stressor interactions on two key taxa—amphibians and freshwater
mussels; and 3) prioritize research recommendations. Eutrophication in
northeast estuaries will increase due to greater runoff from watersheds
and less denitrification in riparian wetlands. Hypoxia in Chesapeake Bay
and other estuaries may be worsened by increased stratification. Elevated
water temperature favors algal species that produce harmful algal
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blooms (HAB), which have been reported in many NA LCC estuaries
and sometimes associated with bird dieoffs. Research is needed on how
GCC will affect HAB, avian disease, and hypoxia within the region.
Freshwater acidification has adversely affected New York’s Adirondacks
region which is slowly recovering due to decreased emissions of nitrogen and sulfur oxides. Research is needed on how GCC will affect that
recovery. The NA LCC region includes ecosystems sensitive to mercury
deposition. Research is needed on the interactive effects of GCC on
generation and bioavailability of methylmercury, and how GCC-driven
shifts in bird species distributions will affect their exposure to methylmercury. Across the U.S. amphibians appear to be declining with some
northeastern species at risk. Information is needed on 1) thermal tolerance and moisture needs of species at risk and 2) the combined effects of
temperature, desiccation, contaminants, and nutrients. GCC may affect
freshwater mussel populations due to rising stream temperatures and/
or through increased loading of sediments, contaminants, and nutrients
during more frequent heavy storms. We recommend research to assess
the vulnerability mussel species to rising stream temperatures, hydrological shifts, and ionic pollutants, all of which are influenced by GCC.
186 Evaluating Indigenous health: Indicators for use in climate
change impact assessments and more
L. Campbell, Swinomish Indian Tribal Community / Office of Cultural
Resources; J. Donatuto, Dept of Environmental Protection / Dept of
Environmental Protection
Human health assessments are common practice across a broad range
of fields, such as public health, toxicology, and project development and
impact evaluations, including climate change impacts. Yet none of the
fields use a recognized set of indicators that accurately or adequately evaluate Indigenous health. Indigenous health is defined as interconnected
aspects of social, cultural, mental, physical and environmental health with
multiple levels of individual, family or clan, and community-wide considerations. Here we present a set of Indigenous health indicators (IHIs) as a
more responsive framework for impact assessments from the perspective
of Indigenous communities. The IHIs use descriptive scales to evaluate
health impacts; such scales are commensurate with current impact ranking methodologies. We provide results from pilot-tests of the IHIs with
northwest U.S. Coast Salish communities: 1) using a climate change scenario of sea level rise and projected impacts to shellfish beds and 2) using
a contamination event of an oil spill. We found that there are distinctions
among how participants ranked the IHIs as well as distinctions between
scenarios -- not all IHIs are equally ranked and weighted across different
scenarios, and IHIs ranked as potentially highly impacted may not necessarily be the same indicators that are of the highest concern. Based on
the results, it is clear the indicators are able to distinguish both between
scenarios and among the different measures of value. An identical result
for different scenarios would not demonstrate sufficient sensitivity in the
measures. An assumption of equality among the IHIs—the default option
if explicit weightings were not conducted—would not present an accurate
picture of the views of community members. We conclude that the IHIs,
albeit preliminary, offer a starting point for including a range of important, community-based Indigenous social and cultural health concerns as
part of human health evaluations in several potential evaluations, such as
climate change impact assessments, in a way that is understood by community members and decision makers.
187 Incorporating the reality of climate change into risk assessment,
remediation, and the long-term monitoring of contaminated landscapes
W.G. Landis, Western Washington Univ / Inst of Environmental Toxicology
The reality of climate change and its implications for the management
of contaminants are many and alter the paradigm currently in place for
the field of environmental toxicology and risk assessment. Here are a few
examples. 1) Climate change is not a future event but has already altered
artic, marine, freshwater, agricultural, forest and other environments.
Temperature, precipitation amount and type, the acidity of nearshore
environments, growing seasons and species distributions have been
altered. Therefore planning using the last 40 years as a “natural” baseline
is invalid as an indicator of future variation around a mean. 2) Conditions

at legacy sites are different than in the past and will continue to change in
the future even without any effects due to the contaminants or the management activities. It will be a challenge to design monitoring programs
that can differentiate between the effects of an altered climate and the
restoration and management activities. 3) An altered climate will alter the
type of ecosystem services available therefore altering the specific types of
endpoints being evaluated. It will be necessary to use multiple endpoints
that may change as the environment is altered to describe adequately the
ecosystem services. These three items also require that long-term environmental resource extraction such as mining, agriculture, and the building
of port facilities will require an adaptive management strategy that
actively plans decades in advance. NPDES permitting, CERCLA remediation, and NRDA planning will have to accommodate these realities if
they are to meet their goals of ensuring water quality, the remediation of
contaminated sites and recovering damages.

Environmental Applications of Next-Generation
and Alternative Assessment: Challenges and
Opportunities
188 The Chemical Aquatic Fate and Effects Database and its Use in
Spill Response
V. Chu, NOAA Emergency Response; A.C. Bejarano, Univ of South
Carolina / Dept of Environmental Health Sciences; J. Farr, P. Jenne, NOAA
Emergency Response; A. Hielscher, GenWest
Every year the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) responds to more than a hundred oil and chemical spills in
aquatic environments. These spills can severely impact ecosystems by
compromising the health of aquatic plants and animals, and their surroundings. NOAA’s Emergency Response Division (ERD) developed
the Chemical Aquatic Fate and Effects (CAFÉ) Database, which contains data for hazardous substances, including industrial chemicals, oils,
dispersants, and chemically dispersed oils. This tool can aid responders in their assessment of the environmental fate and relative toxicity
of the spilled chemical. CAFÉ uses many data sources (e.g. Syracuse
Research Corporation’s PHYSPROP database, USEPA’s EPI Suite
and ECOTOX databases), all of which have been carefully reviewed
to ensure that only data of the highest quality are used in the database.
These data have been integrated into an interactive tool that facilitates
on the fly queries. This user-friendly tool is composed of two modules:
the Aquatic Fate and Aquatic Toxicity modules. The Aquatic Fate
module contains data (e.g., chemical properties, partitioning constants
(i.e octanol/water coefficient, etc., simple fugacity partition modules,
biodegradation estimates, photooxidation, hydrolysis, and more) useful
in understanding and predicting chemical behavior in aquatic environments; while the Aquatic Toxicity module contains acute toxicity data for
a wide variety of aquatic organisms (e.g. fish, crustaceans, mollusks, other
species). Toxicity data are summarized in the form of Species Sensitivity
Distributions (SSD), which can be used to characterize the potential
risks of the spilled chemical to aquatic communities. CAFÉ currently
contains fate data for over 40,000 chemicals, and toxicity data for over
3,600 chemicals, including oil, dispersants and chemically dispersed oils.
CAFÉ has been designed to allow for users to query toxicity data under
different scenarios (chemical, oil only, dispersant only or dispersant and
oil). NOAA scientists have successfully used CAFÉ to help inform the
fate and potential effects of spills in aquatic environments. In the near
future CAFÉ will be made available to response organizations, facilitating access of information and broadening the use of existing data.
189 Gene expression analysis of phenanthrene in female fathead minnow liver after acute and sub-chronic exposures
J.R. Loughery, Univ of New Brunswick / Physiological Sciences; E. Crowley,
A. Mercer, Univ of New Brunswick Saint John; K.A. Kidd, Univ of New
Brunswick; C. Martyniuk, Univ of Florida
Phenanthrene (PHEN) is a polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH)
found in the environment in high concentrations due to anthropogenic
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activities. PAHs have been shown to induce oxidative stress, and
impair immune and reproductive systems in teleost fish. Female fathead
minnows (FHM; Pimephales promelas) were exposed to waterborne
phenanthrene concentrations in two separate bioassays for different durations: 72 hrs and 7 wks. FHMs in the 72 hr bioassay were exposed to a
measured concentration of 0 (control) and 29.8 µg/L PHEN (environmentally relevant), with tissue samples taken every 24 hrs. There were no
morphometric differences detected after 3 days. However, 17β-estradiol
was depressed after 24 hrs but returned to levels of control animals at 48
and 72 hrs. Microarray analyses of liver tissues showed that only 4 genes
(cyclin-dependent kinase11B, methyltransferase7A, cyptochrome P450
27B1 and aryl hydrocarbon receptor nuclear translocator) were differentially affected over all three time periods. Differentially expressed genes
increased among time points: 349, 635 and 772 after 24, 48 and 72 hrs,
respectively. Parametric Analysis of Gene Set Enrichment (PAGE) analysis suggested that gene ontology terms associated with lipid binding,
and monoxygenase activity were affected after 24 hrs; heat shock protein
binding, and insulin receptor binding were affected after 48 hrs; and
oxidoreductase activity, lipid binding, and monooxygenase activity were
affected by PHEN after 72 hrs. FHM in the 7wk bioassay were exposed
to average measured concentrations of 0 and 201.8 µg/L PHEN with
livers collected after 7 wks. PHEN exposed female FHMs exhibited
decreased condition factor and gonadosomatic index compared to control
fish. Microarray analyses of liver tissues showed that there were 593
differentially expressed genes after 7 wk. PAGE analysis revealed that
gene ontology terms associated with glucose metabolic process, defense
response, organ morphogenesis, aromatic compound metabolic process,
and heat shock protein binding were affected by PHEN. Hierarchical
clustering of significantly different genes showed a distinct separation of
concentrations after 7 wk while earlier time points did not. This research
suggests that sub-chronic exposures to PHEN affects different gene sets
over time and early expression changes in the liver (e.g. fatty acid metabolic process and glycogen metabolic process) may be associated with
decreased condition factor.
190 Higher, faster and stronger? The pros and cons of molecular faunal
data for assessing ecosystem condition
K.A. Dafforn, Univ of New South Wales / Evolution and Ecology Reserach
Centre; D.J. Baird, Environment Canada / Canadian Rivers Inst; A.
Chariton, CSIRO Land and Water; M.Y. Sun, M. Brown, Univ of New
South Wales / School of Biological Earth and Environmental Sciences; S.L.
Simpson, CSIRO Land and Water / Centre for Environmental Contaminants
Research; B.P. Kelaher, Southern Cross Univ / National Marine Science
Centre and Centre for Coastal Biogeochemistry Researchy; E.L. Johnston,
Univ of New South Wales / Evolution and Ecology Research Centre
Ecological observation of global change processes is dependent on matching the scale and quality of biological data with associated geophysical
and geochemical driver information. Until recently, the scale and quality
of biological observation on natural assemblages has failed to match data
generated through physical or chemical platforms due to constraints
of cost and taxonomic resolution. With the advent of next-generation
DNA sequencing platforms, generating ‘Big Data’ scale observations of
biological assemblages across a wide range of phylogenetic groups is now
a reality. Here we draw from a variety of studies to illustrate the potential benefits and drawbacks of this new data source for enhancing our
observation of ecological change compared with traditional methods. We
focus on a key habitat - estuaries - which are among the most threatened
by anthropogenic change processes. When community composition data
derived using morphological and molecular approaches were compared, the increased level of taxonomic resolution from the molecular
approach allowed for greater discrimination between estuaries. Apart
from higher taxonomic resolution, there was also an order of magnitude
more taxonomic units recorded in the molecular approach relative to
the morphological. While the morphological dataset was constrained
to traditional macroinvertebrate sampling, the molecular tools could be
used to sample a wide range of other taxa from the microphytobenthos
e.g. diatoms and dinoflagellates. Furthermore, the information provided
by molecular techniques appeared to be more sensitive to a range of
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well-established drivers of benthic ecology. Our results indicated that
molecular approaches are now sufficiently advanced to provide not just
equivalent information to that collected using traditional morphological
approaches, but rather an order of magnitude bigger, better, and faster
data with which to address pressing ecological questions.
191 Assessment of PAHs and PCBs in sediment in aquatic systems in
Durban, South Africa, using chemical and biological analysis
N.L. Vogt, Environmental Sciences and Management; R. Pieters, North
West Univ / Environmental Sciences and Management; B. Newman, CSIR
/ Coastal Systems Research Group; J.P. Giesy, Univ of Saskatchewan /
Toxicology Center
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs) are common contaminants in industrialised areas. They accumulate and persist in sediments and soils and pose a risk to ecosystem
health because of their mutagenic, carcinogenic and endocrine disrupting properties. Increased attention has been directed at identifying the
presence and impacts of these chemicals in South Africa. However, there
are no guidelines in South Africa to determine the potential toxicological significance of measured PAH and PCB concentrations in sediment
and soil. Durban, a highly industrialised city on the northeast coast of
South Africa, was the focus of this study. The aim of this research was
to compare traditional analytical methods of the target compounds
to the results of a reporter gene screening bioassay. The instrumental
analysis was done internationally: USA (PCBs) and Australia (PAHs).
Biological assessment was performed using H4IIE-luc cells that screen
for ligands capable of binding to the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR).
Duplicate extracts were prepared from sediment collected in aquatic
systems, to separate persistent AhR ligands (mainly PCBs) from
non-persistent ligands (mostly PAHs). PAH concentrations ranged
from 31–7 479 ng.g-1 and PCBs from below method detection limit to
113 ng.g-1 and the resulting toxic equivalences (TEQs) were small. The
persistent AhR ligand extract provided bioassay equivalences (BEQs) of
non-detect (nd) to 93 pg TCDD-eq.g-1 and the non-persistent extracts
between nd–776 pg TCDD-eq.g-1. The BEQ results were two to three
orders of magnitude larger than the TEQs, but followed a similar trend.
This indicates that there were unquantified AhR agonists present. There
are many AhR ligands possibly present in the environment, but only
PAHs and PCBs were targeted for instrumental analysis in this study
and the presence of these other ligands might explain the BEQ > TEQ.
Comparison of TEQs to sediment and soil guidelines indicated no toxic
risk at most sites, although when BEQs were compared to guidelines
many sites were identified as posing a potential risk. The results of the
bioassay showed that a wider range of chemicals should be included in
environmental assessments. Screening bioassays of this type are useful
because they are inexpensive and do not require highly trained analysts.
They can be used to identify sites showing potential toxicity, which can
then be subjected to targeted instrumental analysis.
192 Considerations in variability for molecular endpoints in
ecotoxicology
C.J. Martyniuk, Univ of Florida / Biology; A. Cowie, Univ of New
Brunswick; R. Wood, Y. Chishti, J. Mudge, J. Loughery, J. Houlahan, UNB
Transcriptomics is increasingly used in both the laboratory and field
to assess biological responses to stressors such as aquatic pollutants.
However, fundamental studies characterizing individual variability in
transcripts are lacking, which currently limits the use of transcriptomics
in environmental monitoring assessments. We addressed variability
in the transcriptome of the fathead minnow (Pimephales promelas) by
investigating 231 microarrays, which allows for repeated measures for
the same gene probe. We found that some gene networks showed high
variability (based upon the variation in expression of individual members
within the network) such as cell proliferation, metabolism (steroid, lipids,
and glucose), and vascularization while others showed low variability
(more stability) including mRNA and rRNA processing, regulation of
translational fidelity, and ribosome biogenesis. We also measured the
transcript abundance of 18 enzymes in the steroidogenic pathway as well
as sex-steroid receptors in FHM ovary in order to quantify individual
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variability and found that estrogen receptor 2b (esr2b), membrane
progestin receptors (beta and gamma), and 5-alpha reductase a2 and
a3 (srd5a2 and srd5a3) showed the highest variability in the ovary (CV
= ~1.2-3.0) while progesterone receptor (pgr), androgen receptor (ar),
and, esr2a showed low variability in the ovary (CV = ~0.5-0.7). Sample
size estimates for real-time PCR experiments showed that 7 of the 18
transcripts (~40%) would require a sample size >20 in order to detect a
two-fold change with sufficient experimental power (0.8). The variability
of these transcripts will depend upon many factors, including breeding
strategy of the species. For example, a meta-analysis of the literature
revealed that 3β-hsd mRNA levels were more variable in single spawning fish compared to multiple spawning fish while esr1 was less variable
in single spawning female fish. These studies address some important
issues for ecotoxicology, namely what are the target critical effect sizes for
molecular data, how to better standardize transcriptomics data for comparisons, and how to decide whether a gene is altered or not in a complex
environment. Moreover, knowledge of variability in transcript levels will
assist in determining an optimal significance level that minimizes both
false positive and false negative errors in the interpretation of differential
expression data in field studies.
193 The use of plasma proteomics in support of effects based monitoring: What we’ve learned from field studies
D.B. Simmons, Environment Canada / Aquatic Contaminants Research
Division Dept of Biology; J.P. Sherry, Environment Canada / Water Science
Technology Directorate
For effects based monitoring, the plasma proteome offers many unique
advantages: it provides a snapshot of whole organism health, sample
preparation is easy, and there is potential for non-lethal sampling methods. Recent advances in analytical instrumental technology, annotated
sequence databases, and bioinformatic software, have made possible the
use of high throughput proteomics for environmental monitoring. We
have developed a highly cost effective and efficient method for analyzing
the plasma proteome using formic acid protein digestion and liquid chromatography mass spectrometry. We have used this method to perform
proteomic analyses on plasma sampled from multiple teleost fish species
in both laboratory and field settings in support of effects based monitoring and other priority programs in Environment Canada. We have found
that experimental design and statistical analyses are key to the successful application of Omic technologies in environmental monitoring. In
particular, special care should be taken when considering the number of
samples used in a study and the effects of pooling. Particular attention
must be given to the selection and definition of what constitutes acceptable or representative reference conditions in the field. Our presentation
will describe some of our recent studies from the perspective of what
worked, the challenges we encountered, and the lessons we learned from
addressing those challenges.
194 Cell-based metabolomics for assessing chemical exposure and
toxicity of environmental surface waters
Q. Teng, D.R. Ekman, USEPA / National Exposure Research Lab; D.L.
Villeneuve, USEPA / Mid Continent Ecology Division; J.E. Cavallin,
USEPA; J.M. Davis, USEPA / National Exposure Research Laboratory;
G.T. Ankley, USEPA / National Health and Environmental Effects Research
Laboratory; T.W. Collette, Ecosystems Research Division
Waste water treatment plants (WWTPs), concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFOs), mining activities, and agricultural operations
release contaminants that negatively affect surface water quality.
Traditional methods using live animals/fish to monitor/assess contaminant exposure and impacts in affected ecosystems are both resource
and time intensive and are not sustainable in the long term. This study
describes an optimized cell culture-based method employing metabolomics combined with high throughput NMR spectroscopic analysis
to obtain multi-endpoint cellular responses to stressor exposure. We
also report results of applying cell culture-based metabolomics using
Zebrafish (Danio rerio) liver cells (ZFL) to determine biomarkers of
exposure following exposure with surface waters from contaminated

and pristine sites. Detailed chemical characterization of the test surface
waters combined with the metabolomic analysis will provide insight on
stressor exposure and impacts.
195 Fish Connectivity Mapping: a Transcriptomics-based Tool for
Ecotoxicology
R. Wang, USEPA / Ecological Exposure Research Division
In spite of years of effort, the full potential of transcriptomics is yet to
be realized for ecotoxicology both in terms of reliability and efficiency.
Connectivity mapping (Cmap) is an approach originally proposed
in biomedical research to establish linkages of chemical-chemical or
chemical-disease states. They are made possible by statistical determination of the non-random distribution of query gene signatures on
rank-ordered gene lists, which are generated from gene expression profiles (GEPs) associated with individual chemicals. The greater coverage
of chemicals in a database of rank-ordered gene lists, the more powerful Cmap becomes. The Cmap concept should be equally applicable
in ecotoxicology for applications such as exposure assessment, hazard
identification, and mechanism of action determination. In the absence
of dedicated resources to build a Cmap reference database, however, the
development of fish Cmap will depend on a successful integration of the
massive amount of fish GEPs currently available in the public “-omics”
repositories such as NCBI GEO and EBI ArrayExpress. These GEPs
are heterogeneous, representing data primarily from several major fish
species of scientific and economic importance, multiple gene expression
profiling platforms, and many different laboratories. This presentation
will demonstrate a proof of concept study of fish Cmap where a number
of transcriptomics experiments containing over 1700 fathead minnow
GEPs were examined. A subset of them with significant responses to
chemical treatments were selected to generate a reference database. A
small group of gene signatures, genes showing differential expression
between chemical-treated samples and controls, were then tested against
this collection. A majority of these signatures were successfully connected to the GEPs associated with the intended chemical targets. To
build on these promising results, future improvements of this tool will be
made by expanding the coverage of chemicals in the fish Cmap database.
This will be achieved first by cross mapping fathead minnow and zebrafish genomes so that the publicly available GEPs from both species can be
utilized to generate a greater number of rank-ordered gene lists.

Fate, Transport, Detection and Characterization of
Nanomaterials
196 Environmental transformations of silver nanoparticles
M. Baalousha, Univ of South Carolina / Environmental Health Sciences
Silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs) are susceptible to transformations in
environmental and biological media. These transformations include
aggregation, oxidation, dissolution, chlorination, sulfidation, formation/
replacement of surface coatings following interaction with NOM, and
these transformations depend largely on the prevalent environmental
conditions. This presentation will discuss the transformation, behavior
and the dominant mechanisms of transformations of two Ag NPs (citrate
coated and tween coated; cit-Ag NPs and tween-Ag NPs,respectively),
following interaction with different concentrations Na 2S, cysteine and
selenocystine using UV-vis and scanning transmission electron microscopy coupled with electron energy loss spectroscopy. Our findings
suggest that Ag NP surface coating impacts their dissolution following
dilution in ultrahigh purity water, with higher extent of dissolution of
tween-Ag NPs compared with cit-Ag NPs. Tween-Ag NPs are susceptible to dissolution following their sulfidation at low S/Ag ratio. Suwannee
River fulvic acid (SRFA) slows down the dissolution of tween-Ag NPs
at low sulfide concentrations and reduces the aggregation of cit-Ag NP
in the presence of sodium sulfide. Sulfidation appears to be direct rather
than indirect subsequent to dissolution and results in the formation of
core-shell structure; the core consistent with unreacted Ag 0 for tweenAg NPs in the presence of high sulfur concentration (2000 nM), which
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occurred to less extent at lower sulfur concentration for tween-Ag NPs
and at all concentrations of Na 2S for cit-Ag NPs. Thus, sulfidized Ag
NPs may preserve some of the properties of the Ag NPs such as their
potential to shed Ag+ ions and their toxic potential of Ag NPs.
197 The fate of nanomaterials at the river/ocean frontier using large
mesocosms: the case story of silver nanoparticles
É. Pelletier, Univ of Quebec Rimouski / ISMER-UQAR; G. Bardaxoglou,
Université du Québec Rimouski / Instiut des sciences de la mer de Rimouski;
M. Barthe, Université du Québec Rimouski; P. Campbell, Z. Chen,
Université du Québec INRS; I. Desbiens, Université du Québec Rimouski;
C. Fortin, Université du Québec INRS; J. Gagné, Université du Québec
Rimouski; C. Gagnon, Environment Canada / Centre SaintLAurent;
J. Gagnon, Université du Québec Rimouski; C. Guilleux, Université du
Québec INRS; K. Lemarchand, Université du Québec Rimouski; M.
Millour, Université du Québec Rimouski; C. Rouleau, Université du Québec
Rimouski; G. Triffault-Bouchet, MDDEFP / Division Ecotoxicologie et
Evaluation de risques
In this project we studied pathways taken by engineered silver nanomaterials from their sources to various environmental compartments
(fresh and marine waters, suspended particulate matter, sediment and
biota). The originality of the project resides in using five large mesocosms (3000-L each) to mimic real field conditions when riverine waters
are mixing with coastal waters. The experimental flow-through setup
allowed for the formation of a strong halocline and thermocline between
the incoming freshwater on the top layer and the incoming unfiltered natural seawater layer (29 PSU) at bottom. The freshwater layer
contained engineered silver nanoparticles (ESN, 20 nm mean diameter, citrate coated), dissolved and particulate organic matter (POM),
suspended unicellular algae and clay. The unfiltered seawater layer contained pelagic microorganisms and several macro-benthic species. Each
mesocosm was sampled at different depths for physical, chemical and
biological monitoring over a period of 6 weeks. The turnover time for the
water mass in each mesocosm was about 36 h, allowing enough time for
some slow reactions such as adsorption/desorption equilibrium on particulate matter, auto- and hetero-aggregation and sedimentation to occur.
The percentage of dialyzable silver (100-500 Da) in the freshwater layer
increased from about 5 to 15% in the first three weeks, indicating a slow
dissolution of ESN and a possible trapping of dissolved Ag in the fresh
water layer. Dissolution was shown to increase with increasing salinity.
The main results indicate a strong retention of ESN at the halocline layer
with a very limited transport of settling particles through the halocline
to the seawater layer. Macro-benthic organisms (blue mussels, clams,
amphipods, sea urchins and winkles) held in the seawater layer for weeks
did not accumulate significant amounts of silver. However, blue mussels
exposed to the mesocosm effluent (mixed waters with ESN) showed a
strong bioaccumulation of silver, confirming the bioavailability of ESN
to marine species in contact with the mixing layer. ESN hetero-aggregated with clay and POM represent underestimated risks for marine
organisms (mainly larvae and juveniles of marine invertebrates and fish)
swimming and feeding in the halocline layer in coastal waters.
198 Fate and transport of cerium nanoparticles in stream mesocosms
differs between pulse and press exposures
L.F. Baker, Baylor Univ / Dept of Environmental Sciences; R.S. King,
Baylor Univ / Biological Sciences; G.V. Lowry, Carnegie Mellon Univ / Civil
and Environmental Engineering; J.M. Unrine, Univ of Kentucky / Plant and
Soil Sciences; C.W. Matson, Baylor Univ / Environmental Sciences
Risk assessment models suggest that the aquatic systems having the
greatest potential for exposure to manufactured nanoparticles are
streams exposed to wastewater effluent. We determined the fate,
transport and biological uptake of cerium oxide nanoparticles in an
outdoor stream mesocosm experiment under two different exposure
scenarios, a single, large pulse of nanoparticles similar to an accidental
spill, and a continuous, low-level addition of nanoparticles, similar to
exposure through wastewater effluent. The fate and transport capabilities of nanoparticles under these exposure scenarios was reasonably
well described based on current understanding of nanoparticle
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homoaggregation and heteroaggregation processes, as well as more traditional theories of stream hydrodynamics and colloid science. The pulse
addition of nanoparticles lead to rapid homoaggregation and deposition,
limiting aqueous concentrations and subsequent downstream movement.
The continuous press addition of nanoparticles lead to higher aqueous
concentrations and longer-range transport, likely as a result of the stabilization of particles through heteroaggregation with suspended organic
matter. These findings suggest that streams receiving wastewater effluent
containing manufactured nanoparticles may experience relatively greater
aqueous exposure impacts on aquatic organisms over a greater spatial
extent than a similar amount of nanoparticles from an accidental spill.
199 Trophic Transfer Potential of Cerium Oxide Nanoparticles
Through Terrestrial Food Chains
J.C. White, J. Hawthorne, R. De La Torre Roche, Connecticut Agricultural
Experiment Station / Dept of Analytical Chemistry
Although the use of engineered nanomaterials (NM) has increased
dramatically, the fate and effects of these substances in the environment is poorly understood. Given that NM may represent an emerging
class of contaminants, there is significant potential for NM interactions with terrestrial biota such as plants, as well as for bioaccumulation
and biomagnification of these materials through food chains that
may or may not include humans. This lack of understanding on NM
bioaccumulation may be of particular concern in agricultural systems,
where food chain contamination and subsequent human exposure may
occur. Studies have been initiated in which bulk or nanoparticle (NP)
cerium oxide (CeO2) was added to an agricultural loam. Zucchini was
then grown in the CeO2-amended or control soils. Shoot tissue that
had been exposed to bulk or NP CeO2 was used to feed herbivorous
crickets which in turn were fed to carnivorous mantids or wolf spiders.
The elemental content of select plant, herbivore, and carnivore tissues
was determined by ICP-MS,and SEM/TEM with EDX. Zucchini
plants exposed to NP CeO2 had greater Ce content than plants exposed
to the bulk metal oxide. This data represents one of the few reports
showing enhanced NP accumulation by plants under soil-grown conditions as comparedto an equivalent bulk material. Crickets consuming
NP-contaminated leaf tissue had approximately 20.0 ng/g Ce whereas
those consuming bulk-contaminated tissue only had 10.3 ng/g.
Although these levels are 10-100 times below the leaf tissue levels, the
data suggest that trophic transfer does occur and that it may be particle
size specific. Interestingly, cricket feces collected from insects consuming bulk and NP-contaminated leaves approached 240 and 650 ng/g,
respectively, and increased over time. This suggests that significant Ce
may enter the insect but that elimination may be effective. Although
only preliminary mantid data has been obtained, individuals consuming
bulk and NP-exposed crickets contained 3.2 and 7.6 ng/g, respectively.
Interestingly, limited sampling of mantid feces showed Ce at levels
up to 99 ng/g. The finding that engineered NM are accumulated at
significantly greater levels from soil that corresponding bulk materials
and that particle-size specific trophic transfer may occur has significant
implications for food safety, as well as for assessing the risk of NM
released to the environment.
200 A Comparison of uptake and elimination rates of bulk ZnO powder, ZnCl2, and ZnO nanoparticles by Eisenia fetida using a stable
isotope tracer
M. Schulze, Towson Univ / Urban Environmental Biogeochemistry
Laboratory; R.E. Casey, Towson Univ / Chemistry; S.M. Lev, Towson
Univ / Urban Environmental Biogeochemistry Laboratory; D.R.
Ownby, Towson Univ / Chemistry; J. Snodgrass, Towson Univ / Urban
Environmental Biogeochemistry Laboratory
Increasing use of zinc oxide nanoparticles (ZnO NPs) in consumer products and their fate once they enter the wastewater stream requires a risk
assessment of these particles in aquatic and terrestrial systems. Of critical
importance is understanding how ZnO NPs behave once introduced into
the soil environment where the associated Zn may bioaccumulate in soil
dwelling organisms producing toxic effects and the potential for trophic
transfer to terrestrial food webs. To date, there is limited information on
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the long-term behavior of NPs in terrestrial systems. Earthworms are
an ideal organism to evaluate the fate and effects of NPs in a terrestrial
system since they directly process soil through their digestive system
making them susceptible to changes in the chemistry of the soil environment. As earthworms are an important food source for other terrestrial
organisms, earthworms may represent a critical entry point into the food
web for trace metal pollutants associated with NPs. However, because
earthworms are able to regulate Zn, tissue body burdens may not reflect
the uptake and elimination of Zn from NPs in terrestrial systems. In
order to overcome the challenges associated with evaluating Zn uptake
and elimination rates, we synthesized isotopically-labeled 68ZnO NPs
to investigate their transformation in soil and the rate of turnover of
Zn associated with NPs in the earthworm Eisenia fetida. We exposed
E. fetida to three treatments of isotopically-labeled zinc (68ZnCl 2, bulk
68ZnO, and 68ZnO NPs) amended to topsoil for 21 days followed by 21
days in a clean topsoil to assess uptake and elimination rates. The Initial
exposure was repeated following a 21 day soil-aging period. Changes in
Zn isotope ratios in worms over the first 21 days of exposure to 68ZnO
NPs and 68ZnCl 2 amended soils was similar and much greater than
occurred in worms exposed to bulk 68ZnO amended soils. Aging of
amended soils decreased differences in uptake of 68Zn among particle
types. Elimination rates were similar among 68Zn particle types before
and after soil aging. Our results suggest that Zn associated with NPs is
particularly labile in soil environments and that results from investigations using ZnCl 2 are applicable when assessing the risk of ZnO NPs in
the soil environment of terrestrial systems.
201 The road to nowhere: Equilibrium partition coefficients for
nanoparticles
A. Praetorius, ETH Zurich / Inst for Chemical and Bioengineering; N.
Tufenkji, McGill Univ; K. Goss, Helmholtz Centre for Environmental
Research - UFZ / Dept of Analytical Environmental Chemistry; M.
Scheringer, ETH Zuerich / Inst for Chemical and Bioengineering; F. Von
der Kammer, Univ of Vienna / Dept for Environmental Geosciences; M.
Elimelech, Yale Univ
Our ability to predict the behaviour of engineered nanoparticles (ENPs)
in the aquatic environment is directly linked with the adequate translation of the governing processes into conceptual models. Adequate fate
descriptors are crucial input parameters in models used to predict the
environmental concentrations of a contaminant for risk assessment.
Environmental fate models for “conventional” pollutants (e.g. organic
chemicals such as pesticides and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons) are
based on equilibrium partition coefficients, such as the octanol-water
partition coefficient, Kow, or the soil-water distribution coefficient, Kd,
as important fate descriptors. However, when an established concept is
applied to a fundamentally new type of material with distinctively different properties, caution is needed to ensure the validity of such concepts
for the new material. Here, we present a detailed analysis of the underlying concepts of equilibrium partitioning, on one hand, and kinetically
controlled attachment and deposition as described by colloid science,
on the other hand. We illustrate the fundamental differences between
organic chemicals, which form solutions in different environmental
phases, and ENPs, which are present as thermodynamically unstable
dispersions. This work demonstrates why the use of any coefficient based
on equilibrium partitioning is fundamentally inadequate for ENPs.
Additionally, we discuss several examples from the literature that directly
or indirectly prove that partition coefficients cannot be determined for
ENPs. Appropriate fate descriptors of ENPs are attachment efficiencies
for heteroaggregation or deposition, which describe the surface interactions of ENPs and natural solid particles or surfaces by quantifying the
probability of attachment or deposition. In the context of risk assessment, it is important to recognize the differences between conventional
pollutants and ENPs and to adjust existing methods carefully and
adequately to account for the ENP-specific properties. The implications
of incorrectly using partition coefficients in fate predictions for ENP
risk assessment can be significant as they misrepresent the fate processes
of ENPs and lead to erroneous predictions, which can have important
consequences in ENP risk assessment.

202 Liquid Nebulization/Differential Mobility Analysis Method for
Quantification of Nanoparticles in Environmentally-Relevant Water
Matrices
B.T. Mader, 3M Company / Environmental Laboratory; M.E. Ellefson,
S.T. Wolf, 3M Company
A liquid nebulization-differential mobility analysis (LN/DMA) methodology was evaluated for the measurement of the size distribution and
quantitative number concentration of engineered nanoparticles (ENPs)
in environmentally relevant aqueous matrices. The analysis time is eight
minutes per analysis and requires little routine sample preparation and
less than 8 mL of sample. For the ENPs studied, the method was capable
of rapid, non-invasive, direct analysis of ENPs in many types of aqueous media. Twelve NIST traceable reference materials consisting of
polystyrene latex, SiO2, gold, and silver and having diameters from 18
nm to 200 nm were used in the evaluation. The reference materials were
spiked into six aqueous matrices; algae and daphnia growth media used
in ecotoxicology testing as well as semiconductor grade ultra pure water,
groundwater-sourced drinking water, water used in manufacturing activities and an industrial wastewater. The mean measured particle diameters
of the reference materials were within the expected NIST-traceable size
range for the materials. Matrix matched calibration curves were prepared
to determine the individual response factors of each reference material.
The response factors were used to quantify the levels of the reference materials spiked into each aqueous matrix. For samples with appropriate signal
to noise, and with the exception of one data point, recoveries were within
the range of 70 to 130%. This method is particularly well suited for dose
verification in ecotoxicology studies as well to support the studies of ENM
behavior in other aqueous matrices including manufacturing processes.
203 Identification of man-made TiO2 and CeO2 nanoparticles in the
environment
F. Von der Kammer, A. Gondikas, S. Wagner, J. Navratilova, Univ of
Vienna / Dept for Environmental Geosciences; E. Neubauer, Univ of
California Merced / Sierra Nevada Research Inst; T. Hofmann, Univ of
Vienna / Environmental Geosciences
The analysis of engineered nanoparticles (ENPs) in consumer products,
food and the environment is still a challenging task. Advances in the
study of the fate, transport, and (eco-) toxicological effects of ENPs are
hampered by a lack of adequate techniques for the detection and quantification at relevant (low) concentrations and in samples with a complex
composition. The analysis of ENPs differs from traditional chemical
analysis because both chemical and physical forms must be considered.
Since ENPs are colloidal systems, their appearance and physicochemical
properties depend upon the surrounding conditions and may be of transient character. The consequence is that while trying to observe, isolate,
and quantify ENPs, their physical-chemical properties may be changed,
making the analysis extremely susceptible to artifacts. Frequently
the direct and non-invasive detection of ENPs in complex samples is
hampered by the presence of sample components interacting with the
NPs and/or interfering with the analytical technique. Separation and
isolation of the ENPs is therefore necessary in most cases. Natural surface waters which are used for recreation are receiving titanium dioxide
from bathing activities in still unknown amounts. We have used bulk
and nano-specific analysis in a 2-year sampling campain to quantify
the emission of TiO2 particles from sunscreens into bathing waters. We
applied concepts of elemental ratios to distiguish the anthropogenic
particles from the relatively high background of natural titanium-bearing
particles. By combining results from time-series (surface water sampling)
with surface sediment samples, sediment cores, water-air interface sampling, and background soil analysis with comparison to a non-polluted
nearby reference site we were able to quantify the average increase of
Ti-concentrations in the water phase by sunscreen emissions and relate
this to the amount of TiO2 particles emitted into the surface water
during the bathing season. With respect to CeO2 we investigated the
validity of rare-earth elemental ratios for bulk soil and sediments for the
nanoparticulate region of natural particles. By the use of REE impurities
in natural nanoparticles we are able to identify the addition of 10 ppb of
CeO2 ENPs to a sample containing natural nanoparticles.
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Scientific Approaches and Strategies to Support
Restoring Beneficial Uses and Delisting Great Lakes
Areas of Concern
204 Adverse Outcome Pathways Linked to Population Models as an
Applied Framework for Investigating Effects of Chemical Stressors
D.H. Miller, USEPA / Mid Continent Ecology Division; J.E. Tietge,
USEPA / National Health and Environmental Effects Research Laboratory;
M.E. McMaster, Environment Canada / National Water Research Inst;
K.R. Munkittrick, COSIA; G.T. Ankley, USEPA / National Health and
Environmental Effects Research Laboratory
In addressing Beneficial Use Impairments (BUIs) at a Great Lakes Area
of Concern (AOC), recovery from loss of fish and wildlife populations
exposed to stressors is targeted for use in decision making. We describe
a framework that can be applied in conjunction with field monitoring
efforts (e.g., through effects based monitoring programs) to link chemically induced alterations in molecular and biochemical endpoints to
adverse outcomes in whole organisms and populations. Our approach
employs a simple density dependent logistic matrix model linked to
adverse outcome pathways (AOPs) for reproductive effects in fish caused
by contaminants that impact different points within the hypothalamicpituitary-gonadal axis. Application of this framework requires only a life
table for the organism of interest, a measure of carrying capacity for the
given population, and estimation of the effect of stressors on vital rates
of organisms within the study population. We demonstrate our applied
framework using linked AOP and population models parameterized with
long-term monitoring data for white sucker (Catostomus commersoni) collected from a study site at Jackfish Bay, Lake Superior. Individual-level
responses of fish exposed to pulp mill effluent were used to demonstrate
the framework’s capability to project alterations in population status,
both in terms of ongoing impact and subsequent recovery after stressor
mitigation associated with process changes at the mill. Extrapolation
of the applied framework demonstrated at the Jackfish Bay site can be
made to characterize population status of other species at other Great
Lakes AOCs, including accounting for effects of multiple stressors (both
chemical and non-chemical) and complex landscapes (i.e., meta-populations including emigration and immigration processes). This abstract
does not necessarily reflect USEPA Policy.
205 Using tree swallows (Tachycineta bicolor) to assess Beneficial Use
Impairments at Areas of Concern across the Great Lakes
C.M. Custer, T.W. Custer, USGS / Upper Midwest Environmental Sciences
Center; N.K. Karouna-Renier, USGS / Patuxent Wildlife Research Center /
Beltsville Lab
There are two wildlife-related Beneficial Use Impairments (BUIs):
(1) Bird or Animal Deformities or Reproductive Problems and
(2) Degradation of Fish and Wildlife Populations. Tree swallows
(Tachycineta bicolor) can be used to assess both of these BUIs because
they can be attracted to, and will feed almost exclusively, within the
boundaries of an Area of Concern (AOC). Because they feed on the
aerial stage of benthic aquatic invertebrates, tissue concentrations
reflect bioavailable sediment contaminants in a straightforward manner.
Reproductive effects in tree swallows may be assessed by comparison
of tissue concentrations to reproductive effect thresholds that exist for a
number of chemical classes, and by direct measurement of reproduction
relative to contaminant exposure. Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs),
polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs), perfluorinated compounds
(PFCs), 19 trace elements, and Cytochrome P450 1A activity were measured in tree swallow nestling tissues at 40 sites within 20 Great Lakes
AOCs. Approximately half of these 40 sites had mean concentrations of
total PCBs in eggs at background levels. Of those sites with concentrations above 1 µg/g (wet wt.) in eggs, 78% had a physiological response
(Cytochrome P450 1A induction) indicating significant exposure to
an organic contaminant. Only one site had individual egg samples that
exceeded the lower threshold (20 µg/g wet wt. PCBs in eggs) for reproductive effects. Mercury concentrations were low, far below reproductive
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effect levels, and below levels of mercury found in low pH inland lakes
in MN and WI. Dioxin and furan exposure exceeded reproductive effect
thresholds at one site in Michigan.
206 Fish-eating Birds as Indicators for Reassessing Wildlife
Reproduction and Health Impairments in the Saginaw Bay and River
Raisin Areas of Concern
K.A. Grasman, Calvin College / Biology; L.L. Williams, J.N. Moore, US
Fish and Wildlife Service
This assessment investigated effects of contaminants on reproduction and
immunological health of fish-eating birds in the Saginaw Bay and Raisin
River Areas of Concern (AOCs) as part of the Great Lakes Restoration
Initiative-Fish and Wildlife Service AOC program. In Saginaw Bay,
studies were conducted during 2010-13 at two herring gulls colonies
(Confined Disposal Facility (CDF) in the southern bay and Little
Charity Island in the outer bay), two Caspian tern colonies (CDF and
Charity Reef) and one black-crowned night heron colony (CDF). At
the River Raisin AOC, herring gulls were studied at the Detroit Edison
Monroe Power Plant on the western shore of Lake Erie. Reference sites
were located in the lower St. Mary’s River (gulls on Pipe Island Twins
and terns on Two Tree Island) and on Chantry Island, Lake Huron
(herons). Gull nests were marked during egg-laying, and embryonic
viability was assessed during late egg incubation using an embryonic
viability detector sensitive to heartbeat and movement. Embryonic nonviability rates in herring gulls at the Saginaw Bay and River Raisin AOCs
(multiyear means of 4.3% for the CDF, 7.6% for L. Charity, and 7.3%
for Monroe) generally were higher than at reference sites (< 2-3.8%).
Rates on the CDF were elevated in 2010 (6%) but within or close to
the reference range in 2012 and 2013 (4.8% and 2.9%, respectively).
Both infertility and embryonic mortality contributed to nonviability at
AOCs while infertility was the primary cause at the reference site. Two
herring gull chicks were found at Monroe with crossed bills, a deformity associated with PCBs and dioxins. Herring gull chicks in Saginaw
Bay had marginally good survival, and Caspian tern chicks had poor
to marginal survival in most years, a concern for this state-threatened
species. Herring gulls at Monroe experienced poor chick survival during
2010-12, with complete reproductive failure during 2010, but good chick
productivity in 2013. Mean phytohemagglutinin skin responses for T-cell
mediated immunity were suppressed dramatically compared to reference
sites in young herring gulls (51-57%), Caspian terns (45-50%), and blackcrowned night herons (39%) in the Saginaw Bay AOC. This immune
response was suppressed 52% in herring gulls at the River Raisin AOC.
Ongoing immunological, developmental, and reproductive impairments
in birds at these AOCs are consistent with previous studies on the effects
of persistent pollutants, such as PCBs, in Great Lakes wildlife.
207 Cross-site comparisons of riparian spider exposure to polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) at Great Lakes Areas of Concern
D.M. Walters, USGS / Fort Collins Science Center; M.A. Mills, USEPA;
J.M. Kraus, USGS
Riparian spiders are exposed to various pollutants by eating adult aquatic
insects emerging from contaminated systems. We have measured spider,
sediment, and larval insect polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) concentrations at three Areas of Concern (AOCs) since 2009. This includes
pre- and post-remedy sampling at Ottawa River (Maumee AOC),
pre-remedy sampling at Manistique River and Harbor, and post-remedy
sampling at Ashtabula River. Post-remedy concentrations at Ottawa and
Ashtabula rivers are ~3x fold higher than pre-remedy concentrations at
Manistique River. Sediment PCB concentrations strongly predict spider
concentrations in some cases but not others. For example, sediment
concentrations explained 48% of the variation in spiders concentrations
at the Manistique River among diverse aquatic habitats (wetlands, river,
harbor, and Lake Michigan), but were uncorrelated with spider concentrations in the Ottawa River. However, larval insect PCBs concentrations
were highly correlated with spider concentration in the Ottawa (explaining >70% of variation among sites over several years), implying strong
local controls of aquatic contamination on spider exposure. Analysis of
homologue distributions strongly distinguished contaminated sites from
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near-bye reference sites and are proving useful for distinguishing historic
and ongoing sources of legacy PCBs to these AOCs. These results underscore the utility of riparian spiders for (1) improved site characterization
and monitoring, (2) source identification, (3) removal of beneficial use
impairments, and (4) assessment of remedy effectiveness for a diversity of
aquatic habitat types and across various AOCs.
208 Monitoring PAH bioavailability during habitat restoration with
navigational dredged materials
A.A. Brennan, Water Resources Science; N. Johnson, Univ of Minnesota
Duluth / Civil Engineering
The St. Louis River Estuary in Duluth, MN is designated a Great Lakes
Area of Concern in part due to Beneficial Use Impairments from sediment contamination from PAHs and degradation of fish and wildlife
habitat. Heavily contaminated sites have been remediated or are in the
process of remediation; therefore, the focus of management efforts is now
shifting towards restoration of moderately contaminated areas. In three
moderately contaminated, high priority restoration sites within the St.
Louis River Estuary, plans are in motion to create shallow water habitat
utilizing navigational dredged materials. The navigational dredged material, which itself contains quantifiable PAH concentrations, in effect, acts
to cover areas affected by moderate levels of legacy sediment contamination in the proximity of urban streams. A ~300,000 cubic yard pilot-scale
project began in 2013 in one of the high priority restoration sites.
Understanding the contaminant-related implications of this strategy for
habitat restoration, including the bioavailability of sediment contaminants, is a priority for the USACE and local restoration managers. In
this study, the bioavailability of PAHs was quantified with solid-phase
microextraction (SPME) in all three restoration areas prior to the placement of dredged materials as well as in navigational dredging areas. At
the pilot-scale placement site, bulk sediment analyses showed higher
PAH concentrations in areas covered by dredged material; however,
porewater measurements with SPME suggest that the highest concentrations of bioavailable PAHs at the site are near the outfalls of two urban
creeks. Porewater PAH concentrations in dredged areas were approximately equal to porewater concentrations in sediments in the embayment
prior to placement, with the exception of one navigational dredged site
which had a different distribution of lower molecular compounds compared to other sites. Upstream suspended and bedded sediments were
analyzed to characterize the magnitude of ongoing PAH contamination
from urban creeks into the priority restoration areas during spring thaw
in order to determine the risk posed by continued contaminant inputs.
209 Strategies for determining PCB and mercury dynamics in the
Upper Trenton Channel and Detroit River AOC
R.R. Otter, Middle Tennessee State Univ / Biology; D.M. Walters, USGS
/ Fort Collins Science Center; A.P. Mucha, USEPA / Great Lakes National
Program Office
The Detroit River and Trenton Channel have experienced extensive
urban and industrial impacts over the past century or more as the
receiving water of one of the greatest manufacturing centers of the US.
Many diverse point sources and diffuse industrial and municipal nonpoint sources throughout the watershed contributed to environmental
degradation. Currently, the Detroit River AOC is listed for 11 beneficial
use impairments including restrictions on drinking water, fish tumors
or other deformities, and degradation of benthos. Background sediment data from over 440 sites in the Upper Trenton Channel revealed
significant contaminant loads of mercury, PCBs, PAHs, and chlorinated
naphthalene. Based on both sediment concentration and location, it was
determined that a greater understanding of mercury and PCBs dynamics was needed to inform remedial design. The goal of this study was to
develop strategies in support of restoring beneficial use in the Trenton
Channel, with a focus on mercury and PCB related issues, and in turn
support the delisting of the Detroit River AOC. Results show the
highly complex nature of this site and recommend a weight-of-evidence
approach, including chemical, physical, and biological endpoints both
before and after remedies are implemented.

210 Removing Beneficial Use Impairments Related to Benthic
Communities
E. Maack, School of Natural Resources and Environment; L. Sano, G.A.
Burton, Univ of Michigan / School of Natural Resources and Environment;
A.P. Mucha, USEPA / Great Lakes National Program Office; T. Conlin,
Ohio Environmental Protection Agency; M.A. Mills, USEPA
Massive resources are being directed towards the remediation and restoration of 43 Areas of Concern (AOCs) in the Great Lakes. These areas
were identified as AOCs based on the presence of multiple Beneficial Use
Impairments (BUIs). Research projects and assessments are often done
in the AOCs, generating data which has potential relevance to the BUIs
but which may not be aligned with the state’s BUI delisting criteria. The
relevance of this type of research to the BUI delisting process is frequently
cited, but the actual extent and nature of that relevance often goes unexplored. The “Degradation of Benthos” BUI at the Ashtabula River (OH,
USA) AOC provides an opportunity to examine several recent data sets
that provide information about the condition of the benthic community at
this location and explore their relevance to the BUI delisting criteria. The
Degradation of Benthos delisting criteria for Ashtabula and other Ohio
AOCs calls for achieving a given score on the Invertebrate Community
Index (ICI), a measure which combines ten metrics of benthic community
health. In addition to the ICI data collected by the Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency, other data with potential relevance to benthos have
been collected in Ashtabula by four U.S. federal agencies. This includes:
benthos and aquatic spider bioaccumulation data, surface sediment concentrations, sediment toxicity, and alternative assessments of the benthic
community. This presentation will discuss the applicability of these
lines of evidence to the Degradation of Benthos BUI delisting process.
Although not directly addressing the delisting criteria, these data have the
potential to reduce scientific uncertainty and support the delisting decision, and/or highlight issues that may still need management attention.
211 Enhanced Adaptive Management Approach for Remediation of
the South River
C.M. Foran, US Army Engineer Research and Development Center; N.R.
Grosso, DuPont Company; I. Linkov, US Army Engineer Research and
Development Center
Uncertainties about future conditions and the effects of chosen actions,
as well as increasing resource scarcity, have been driving forces in the
utilization of adaptive management strategies. However, many applications of adaptive management have been criticized for a number of
shortcomings, including limited ability to learn from action and lack of
consideration of stakeholder objectives. To address these, we supplement
existing adaptive management approaches with a decision-analytical
approach that first informs initial selection of management alternatives
and then allows for periodic re-evaluation or phased implementation
of management alternatives based on monitoring information and
incorporation of stakeholder values. We describe the application of this
enhanced adaptive management (EAM) framework to compare remedial
alternatives at a mercury-contaminated river, based on an understanding of the loading and behavior of mercury in the South River near
Waynesboro, VA. The process itself demonstrates that a decision model
can link project performance criteria, decision-maker preferences,
environmental models, and short- and long-term monitoring information with management choices to help shape a remediation approach that
provides useful information for adaptive, incremental implementation.

Recent Advances in Sustainable Chemicals
Alternatives Assessment
212 Alternatives Analysis: A Robust Tool for Determining the
Viability of Safer Substitutes
P. Sinsheimer, Univ of California Los Angeles / Environmental Health Sciences
Alternatives Analysis is an emerging policy tool for use by a broad range
of stakeholders (e.g., industry, government agencies, environmental
NGOs) designed to assist in identifying viable safer substitutes to toxic
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products and processes. Because viability of a potentially safer substitute
includes public health impacts, environmental impacts, and economic
impacts that are typically incommensurable – that is, measured on
different scales – determining the overall viability of potentially safer
substitutes has, in the past, been a wicked problem, prone to ad hoc and
arbitrary decision making. By taking the expressed values of decision
makers into account, alternatives analysis is able to make commensurable
these previously incommensurable evaluation criteria in order to determine the overall viability of potentially safer substitutes. What makes
alternatives analysis a particularly powerful and robust decision aid is
the ability to take data quality and uncertainty into account as well as to
weigh the importance of impacts at different life cycle stages. Examples
of how alternatives analysis is used in practice will be provided.
213 Advancing the Practice and Understanding of Alternatives
Assessment Approaches
E. Connor, Abt Associates / Environment Resources Division; K. Hart,
USEPA / Design for the Environment
As the demand for alternatives assessment approaches continues to
grow, organizations are seeking guidance on the selection of appropriate
methods and tools for conducting them. This presentation will highlight
recent efforts of OECD’s Ad Hoc Group on Substitution of Harmful
Chemicals to advance the practice and understanding of alternatives assessments. The OECD’s 49th Joint Meeting of the Chemicals
Committee and the Working Party on Chemicals, Pesticides, and
Biotechnology established the Ad Hoc Group with the goal of furthering tools and approaches to support decision making for the substitution
of chemicals of concern. The Ad Hoc Group is co-chaired by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency and the European Chemicals Agency.
The first output of the Ad Hoc Group was a meta-review, published in
November 2013, that summarizes the literature on substitution of chemicals of concern, with a focus on the current landscape of substitution
practice. It captures the number and diversity of alternatives assessment frameworks, tools, and methods, the key drivers and audiences of
alternatives assessments, and gaps and opportunities to advance the field.
The knowledge gained through the meta-review process has informed
the development of an online alternatives assessment toolbox, which is
expected to go live in late Fall 2014. The goal of the toolbox is to provide
practical guidance and resources to users of varying levels of expertise in
learning about and conducting alternatives assessments. Features of the
toolbox include an interactive tool selector, a summary of frameworks
that can be used to assess alternatives, links to case studies and other
resources, and information on current regulations and restrictions. This
presentation will include a brief demonstration of the toolbox and its key
features.
214 Transparency: A multidimensional and critical component of
chemical alternatives assessment
J. McPartland, Environmental Defense Fund
Chemical alternatives assessment is a multi-faceted process involving
multiple steps and decision points typically outlined in an a priori protocol. Steps in a chemical alternatives assessment range from defining the
goal of the assessment to selecting chemical attributes to be compared to
determining how data across identified attributes will be assessed. Key
decision points include determining what, if any, data quality requirements will be imposed for study inclusion and defining the weighting
of chemical attributes in the assessment. Transparency of these steps is
critical in order to understand why a particular alternative option has
been chosen and if that option is appropriate as determined internally
by an organization or externally by the public. Likewise, transparency
with respect to the data underlying an alternatives assessment is a key,
albeit sometimes contentious aspect of performing chemical alternatives
assessments. This talk will review various dimensions of transparency in
chemical alternatives assessment and specifically highlight how transparency is considered within relevant government efforts including the
USEPA’s Design for the Environment Program, the California Safer
Consumer Product Regulations, and the E.U. REACH legislation.
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215 Applications and Challenges of Using Chemical Hazard
Assessment for Chemicals, Materials and Products
L.G. Heine, Clean Production Action
GreenScreen for Safer Chemicals is an open, transparent, freely available and publicly accessible method for comparative chemical hazard
assessment that is increasingly being adopted and used for alternatives assessment, product design and development and procurement.
GreenScreen is based on U.S. and international precedents including the Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labeling
of Chemicals, OECD test methods and USEPA Design for the
Environment Alternatives Assessment Criteria for Hazard Evaluation.
We will describe how the method works and planned future developments. Data from GreenScreen reports will be presented along with
examples of how GreenScreen is being used by manufacturers, government and non-governmental organizations to support informed
decision-making for a variety of initiatives. These examples will also
illustrate some of the challenges of using chemical hazard assessment for
decision-making including dealing with data gaps and environmental
transformation products that may form based on how the chemical is
used across the life cycle of a product.
216 From chemical structure to environmental hazard: Exploiting
QSAR for screening, prioritization and safer alternative design
P. Gramatica, Univ of Insubria / QSAR Res Unit Environ Chem Ecotox
Dep Theoretical Applied Sciences DiSTA; S. Cassani, Univ of Insubria /
DiSTA; S. Kovarich, SIN Soluzioni Informatiche Srl / QSAR Res Unit
Environ Chem Ecotox Dep Theoretical Applied Sciences DiSTA; N. Chirico,
Univ of Insubria / QSAR Research UnitDept of Theoretical and Applied
Sciences; A. Sangion, DiSTA; L. Ceriani, ICPS International Centre for
Pesticides Health Risk / QSAR Res Unit Environ Chem Ecotox Dept of
Theoretical and Applied Sciences DISTA; E. Papa, Dept of Theoretical and
Applied Sciences
Of the over 29 million of commercially produced substances listed by
the Chemical Abstracts Services Registry, 309 000 are regulated as
priority chemicals. However, a higher number of compounds could
be potential environmental pollutants. The new European regulation
REACH (Registration Evaluation Authorization and restriction of
Chemicals) will help in identifying hazardous chemicals, because a
risk-based evaluation is required to evaluate the impacts of chemical
uses or releases, for regulatory action, and to set priorities for pollution prevention. The time and resources, however, are not reasonably
available to test all of these chemicals for their potential health and
environmental effects. Therefore, modeling tools to prioritize and focus
limited resources on selected chemicals for rigorous evaluation will yield
the greatest environmental and socio-economic benefits. Computational
models, based on the chemical structure, such as Quantitative StructureActivity Relationships (QSARs), are highly useful in the screening
of chemicals in order to identify those of higher concern, even not
yet synthesized. Some examples of screening and priority setting for
the assessment of some hazardous properties/activities, such as PBT
(Persistence Bioaccumulation Toxicity) behaviour will be presented, in
particular for some classes of emerging pollutants (PFCs, Personal Care
Products, Flame retardants, etc.) that could be included in the list of
the Substances of Very High Concern (SVHC). The inherent tendency
of a compound to be PBT can be identified by the PBT Index model
(Papa and Gramatica, Green Chemistry, 2010), included in our software
QSARINS (www.qsar.it). These screening tools can be also usefully
applied a priori, in the benign by design approach, before the chemical
synthesis of safer alternatives to dangerous compounds.
217 High-Throughput Chemical Prioritization Based on Exposure
and Dosimetry-Adjusted in Vitro Bioactivity
H. Shin, Univ of California Davis / Public Health Sciences
As a growing number of compounds are brought into commerce, exposure- and toxicity-based prioritization tools are needed to evaluate and
prioritize chemicals with potential health concerns. The objective of this
study isto prioritize chemicals based on exposure estimates and in vitro
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bioactivity data.We evaluated 229 high production volume chemicals
by comparing exposure estimates, calculated as daily chemical intake
rates (iR; mg/kg/day), with dosimetry-adjustedin vitro bioactivity data,
presented as oral equivalent doses (OED; mg/kg/day). Exposures were
calculated for all relevant use categories for each compound which we
determined based on the USEPA CPCat database. For each chemical and use category, physicochemical properties and exposure models
were first used to calculate the intake fraction (iF; mass taken in by
an individual or the population per mass emitted to the environment)
or the product intake fraction (PiF; mass taken in by an individual or
the population per mass of chemical used) in the case of personal care
product applications. The iF is then multiplied by the quantity emitted,
applied, or ingested (Q; mg/day) and divided by body weight (BW; kg)
to determine an estimate of exposure, where essentially iR = Q × iF/BW.
The values for Q are estimated from the total production volume of the
compound and, for consumer products, an estimate of the size of the user
population. We assumed that 100% of the emission or production volume is considered for each relevant use category. The category with the
highest intake dose is then selected for the exposure estimate. The OED
values were predicted using reverse dosimetry. Out of 229 compounds,
maximum iRs of approximately 50 compounds are over minimum
OEDs. For many of these compounds, exposure is through direct intake,
personal care product use or indoor emissions. The exposure for these
chemicals isbeing further evaluated.Overall, this study leads to results
that are useful as a preliminary high-throughput estimate of exposure
and may help identify chemicals of concern. The approaches outlined
here can be applied to large numbers of chemicals, but the maximum iR
is often inherently conservative due to the lack of data quantifying the
amount of chemical allocated to each use category. Thus, results may be
improved if there were more (and accurate) input data available related to
use categorization and the amount of chemical allocated to various uses.
218 Substitution of prioritized poly- and perfluorinated chemicals to
eliminate diffuse sources (SUPFES)
P. Leonards, VU Univ Inst for Environmental Studies / Chemistry Biology;
H. Andersson, IVL Swedish Environmental Research Inst Ltd; U. Berger,
I.T. Cousins, Stockholm Univ / The Dept of Applied Environmental Science
ITM; P. Gillgard, Swerea IVF AB; G. Peters, Chalmers Univ; S. Posner,
Swerea IVF AB; J. Weiss; I.v. Veen, VU Univ Inst for Environmental
Studies; S. Schellenberger, ITM Stockhom Univ; C. Jonsson, Swerea IVF AB
Fluorinated substances have important technical applications in consumer products, e.g. in textiles where they are used for oil and water
repelling properties. The aim of the SUPFES project is to help industry
find alternatives that can replace poly- and perfluorinated chemicals
(PFASs) which are harmful to the environment. Within the project a
number of scientific and industrial partners collaborate to assess the risks
with different chemicals and make sure that the new alternatives provide
desired functionality. PFASs have important technical applications in
consumer products, e.g. in textiles where they are used for oil and water
repelling properties. However, some PFASs are long-lived and accumulate in the environment. In several independent studies they have been
found to cause adverse effects on animals’ development and negative
changes in humans’ immune systems. The substances have been found
in the blood of humans, mammals, sediment and water in very remote
areas such as the Arctic. Some PFASs are already banned under UN
regulations (e.g. PFOS) and regulated in the European chemical legislation REACH (e.g. PFOA). A unique consortium has been established
in connection with the SUPFES research project, consisting of: Swerea
IVF, Chalmers University of Technology, VU University Amsterdam,
Stockholm University, Käppala wastewater treatment plant and outdoor
retailer Haglöfs. The SUPFES project will test the hypotheses that
emissions of these chemicals are mostly generated as diffuse emissions,
i.e. as small and large emissions throughout the whole life of the product,
and that textiles are an important source of these emissions. Alternative
chemicals will be tested on functionality, leaching behaviour, toxicity
and a life-cycle assessment will be performed.

219 Identifying chemicals that are planetary boundary threats
M. MacLeod, ITM Stockhom Univ / Dept of Applied Environmental
Science ITM; M. Breitholtz, ITM Stockholm Univ; I.T. Cousins, C.A.
de Wit, Stockholm Univ / Dept of Applied Environmental Science ITM;
L.M. Persson, Stockholm Environment Inst; C. Ruden, M.S. McLachlan,
Stockholm Univ
In a 2009 paper published in Nature, Rockström et al. proposed a set
of planetary boundaries that partially define a “safe operating space for
humanity”. Many of the planetary boundaries that were identified by
Rockström et al. are related to effects of chemical agents on vital Earth
system processes. Other chemical pollution-related planetary boundaries
likely exist, but are currently unknown. We previously postulated that a
chemical poses an unknown planetary boundary threat if it fulfills three
conditions: 1) the chemical has an unknown disruptive effect on a vital
Earth system process; 2) the disruptive effect is not discovered until it is
a problem at the global scale, and 3) the effect is not readily reversible.
Here, we build on the three planetary boundary threat conditions to outline scenarios in which chemicals could fulfill the three conditions, and
then we use the scenarios as the basis to define chemical profiles that fit
each scenario. Our chemical profiles depend on the nature of the effect of
the chemical and the nature of exposure of the environment to the chemical. Chemicals that fulfill each of the three conditions simultaneously
are potential planetary boundary threats. Prioritization of chemicals in
commerce and new chemicals that are being brought to market against
most of the profiles is feasible, but there are considerable uncertainties and scientific challenges that must be addressed. We discuss each
scenario for a chemical to be an planetary boundary threat, and provide
examples of chemicals that are known environmental contaminants that
fulfill or partially fulfill each scenario. Most challenging is prioritizing
chemicals in the face of ignorance about their potential to have a currently unknown effect on a vital Earth system process. We conclude that
the most effective strategy currently available to identify chemicals that
are planetary boundary threats is prioritization against profiles defined in
terms of environmental exposure combined with monitoring and study of
the biogeochemical processes that underlie vital Earth system processes
to identify currently unknown disruptive effects.

Bioavailability and Bioaccessibility: Critical Tools
For Risk Management Decisions
220 Characterizing Arsenic Bioavailability in Gold Mining
Contaminated Soils
N.T. Basta, S. Whitacre, The Ohio State Univ / School of Environment and
Natural Resources; A. Foster, C. Alpers, USGS; S. Casteel, Univ of Missouri;
V. Mitchell, P. Myers, California Dept of Toxic Substances Control
Thousands of abandoned gold mining sites with elevated levels of soil
arsenic are present throughout the state of California. The primary risk
associated with human exposure is incidental soil ingestion. Using total
As content typically overestimates exposure because physiochemical
properties of the soil or geomedia matrix can sequester As and reduce its
bioavailability. The aim of the current study is to measure the potentially bioavailable fraction of As in soil or geomedia contaminated from
gold mining activities. Eighteen contaminated soils or geomedia from
the Empire State mining region of California were selected for study.
Mineralogy, arsenic speciation, relative bioavailable As (RBA As) using
the juvenile swine model, bioccessibility of As using several in vitro
gastrointestinal methods were determined. Soil As was fractionated
into 5 pools using a sequential extraction procedure (SEP): F1, nonspecifically sorbed; F2, specifically sorbed; F3, amorphous and poorly
crystalline oxides of Fe and Al; F4, well-crystallized oxides of Fe and Al;
and F5, residual. The predominant As mineralogy in the soils and wastes
was As(V)-ferrihydrite, As(V and III) associated with Al oxyhydroxide,
gibbsite with lesser amounts of arsenopyrite. In vitro extractable As was
compared with swine relative bioavailability (RBA) which ranged from
4.0% to 24% with a mean of 16%. The results demonstrated that both in
vitro methods greatly underestimate RBA for these soils. Additional soil
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chemical extraction methods were evaluated to conservatively estimate
RBA. The extractions included a modified OSU-IVG and sequential
extraction procedure (SEP) which fractionated As into 5 pools: F1, nonspecifically sorbed; F2, specifically sorbed; F3, amorphous and poorly
crystalline oxides of Fe and Al; F4, well-crystallized oxides of Fe and
Al; and F5, residua. Comparison of in vivo RBA As and SEP results
show F1 + F2 < RBA As < F3. The sum of SEP F1+F2+F3 provided a
conservative estimate of RBA As. The modified OSU IVG was able to
accurately predict RBA As. The soils at the Empire State mining site had
RBA As ranging from 4 to 24% which is well below the USEPA default
value of 60%. Thus adjustment for bioavailability would provide a more
accurate assessment of human exposure than using the USEPA default.
The modified OSU IVG or the SEP can be used to assess RBA As for
risk assessment purposes for contaminated media at the study site.
221 Measuring metal solubility in airborne PM as a proxy for bioaccessibility in the human lung
C.L. Wiseman, Univ of Toronto / Centre for Environment
Attention has recently shifted to identifying the metal fractions associated with airborne particulate matter (PM) of human health concern to
assess their potential contribution to increased rates of morbidity and
mortality in exposed populations. In contrast to the number of studies
on the elemental bioaccessibility of soils via the gastrointestinal route,
data on the physiological solubility of metals in ambient PM is to date
very limited. Further, the data which exists has been mainly generated
from solubility studies using water as the leaching agent and/or synthetic
particles, both of which are not likely to be representative of “real world”
exposure scenarios. This presentation will discuss the results of in vitro
experiments using simulated lung fluids (artificial lysosomal fluid (ALF)
and Gamble’s solution) to assess the bioaccessible fractions of metals and
metalloids in airborne PM10, PM 2.5 and PM1 samples (n=43) collected
from 2009 to 2010 in Frankfurt am Main, Germany. Samples were incubated with the simulated lung fluids over two different time periods (24
hours and 30 days) at 37ºC and analyzed for As, Ce, Co, Cr, Cu, Mn,
Ni, Pb, Sb, Pt, Pd, Rh, Ti and V using an ICP-Q-MS (Varian 820-MS).
Total elemental concentrations were additively determined by measuring the insoluble fractions of samples digested with aqua regia in a high
pressure asher. Two important observations were made as part of this
study, which have wider implications for the development and application of bioaccessibility tests for exposures via the respiratory route: (1)
metal solubility is strongly influenced by the pH and chemical composition of the simulated lung fluid used, and (2) metals associated with fine
particle size fractions (PM 2.5 and PM1) are not necessarily more soluble
compared to that in coarse PM (PM10). For example, Sb associated
with PM10 was more soluble compared to that in PM 2.5, with measured
soluble fractions of >80 and 50%, respectively. This finding contrasts
with what is generally assumed about particle solubility and highlights
the need to more fully examine the complex nature of ambient PM
under “real world” conditions and the factors which may modulate metal
bioaccessibility. The results for simulated lung fluids will be compared to
other solubility studies, with a goal to identifying best practices in using
in vitro solubility studies to assess elemental bioaccessibility as a basis for
risk assessment.
222 Pilot Study for Relative Bioavailability Study of PAH in Coal Tar
Pitch of Clay Target Fragments
B.H. Magee, ARCADIS; G.C. Hoeger, Environmental Science Assessment
and Planning; M.B. Woudneh, AXYS Analytical Services Ltd / RD
Chemist; R.D. Grace, AXYS Analytical Services Ltd; C. Hamilton, AXYS
Analytical Services Ltd / Client Services; A. Meyer, US Army Corps of
Engineers / Enivronmental and Munitions Center of Expertise
An in vivo bioavailability study has been performed to determine the
relative bioavailability of PAHs in clay pigeon target fragments at
military range sites. These fragments, which are mixed with native soil,
are composed of PAHs in a site-aged coal tar pitch/limestone matrix,
which is expected to reduce the bioavailability of PAHs compared to
that seen in animal studies using pure benzo(a)pyrene in solvent added
to rodent chow. The Pilot Study includes development of the analytical
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method and execution of the first phase of the in vivo study. A high
resolution mass spectrometry method has been developed to detect low
level PAH metabolites in mouse urine, specifically 3-hydroxy-benzo(a)
pyrene, 9-Hydroxy-benzo(a)pyrene, 7,8-dihydrodiol-benzo(a)pyrene,
3-hydroxy-benz(a)anthracene, and 3-Hydroxy-chrysene to a reporting
limit of 10 ng/L or lower. The method and method validation procedures
will be described. The goals of the in vivo pilot study with mice are to:
(a) test the methods of preparation and homogeneity of the test articles,
which include dried and sieved (250 µm) site soil, site soil extracts, pure
BaP in solvents, and clay pigeon fragments from the site mixed into
rodent chow, (b) determine the fraction of soil in rodent chow consumed
by mice over 14 days, (c) test the urine analysis analytical method with
in vivo samples, (d) compare PAH metabolite concentrations at two time
points (7 and 14 days) to assist in optimization of the Final Study design,
(e) determine the adequacy of urine volume from pooling urine from four
mice per sample, and (f) obtain preliminary indications of the relative
bioavailability of the three selected PAHs: BaP, benz(a)anthracene, and
chrysene. Pilot study results will be presented.
223 Variation in Metal Bioaccessibility in the Canadian Urban and
Background Surface Soils
M. Dodd, Royal Roads Univ / School of Environment Sustainability; G.M.
Richardson, Risklogic Scientific Services Inc / Risk Assessment Team; A.
Rencz, P. Friske, Natural Resources Canada
The North American Soils Geochemical Landscapes Project (NASGLP)
was initiated to provide a background soil geochemical database for a
broad-based group of users in the field of environmental and human
health. The core field program involved a low-density sampling (1 sample
per 1600 km 2) of soils from depths of 0 - 5cm (surface layer), A, B and
C- horizons using standardized protocols. Laboratory analyses included
over 40 elements and other physicochemical characteristics such as
particle size, pH, TOC, LOI and radon. Metal bioaccessibility was also
determined for a sub-set of the samples (330) collected in Canada using
the relative bioavailability leaching protocol. The results indicated differences in bioaccessibility between the surface layer and the C-horizon.
There was generally a negative correlation between bioaccessibility and
TOC while soil pH showed a positive relationship. The NASGLP protocols were subsequently used for the collection and analysis of surface
soil samples from parks in selected municipalities in Canada including
Halifax, Saint John, Fredericton, Ottawa, Toronto, London, Windsor,
Woodstock, Kitchener, Guelph, Chatham, Winnipeg, and Regina.
Samples were taken from areas within the parks with high potential
for human soil contact. The mean concentrations of As, Cr, Cu and Pb
were higher in the urban samples compared to the background samples
reflecting the impact of anthropogenic sources such as proximity to
industrial activities, pesticide treated wooden structures, and heavy
traffic corridors on the urban samples. The mean bioaccessibility values
(± standard deviation) were also higher in the urban samples compared
to the background samples for As (25 ± 14% and 7 ± 6%), Cu (44 ± 20%
and 20 ± 16%), Pb (63 ± 19% and 48 ± 12%), respectively. Bioaccessibility
values for other metals were comparable. Based on the total metal
concentrations and bioaccessibility data the risk associated with exposure
to metals in soils were deemed fairly low except for As and Pb in some
of the parks. For the parks with elevated Pb, bioaccessibility values were
also relatively high (up to 99%). Thus Pb in these soils could be potentially bioavailable following exposure through inadvertent contact during
recreational activities. Ongoing investigations include delineation of the
areas with elevated levels, identification of the potential sources including metal speciation and sampling in other urban centres.
224 Juvenile swine evaluation of the ability of silicone rod in vitro
digestors to predict PAH uptake across 20 different soils
S.D. Siciliano, K.J. James, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Group
and Dept of Soil Science; M. Cave, British Geological Survey; P. Mayer,
Technical Univ of Denmark / Dept of Environmental Engineering
The use of a lipid sink is an essential component to in vitro digestors
evaluating lipophilic compounds such as polyaromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs). Next generation sinks, such as silicone rods, offer substantial
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advantages to other sinks such as a C18 disks by providing lower
background and easier sample preparation. In vitro digestors for organic
pollutant exposure have been developed by EU-BARGE to reduce interlaboratory variability and increase precision. Here, we evaluated how
this new model, coupled with the silicone rode model performed across
ca. 20 different soils, collected from Canadian and European contaminated sites. We used juvenile swine as our model organism because of
its nutritional and gastrointestinal similarities to the primary human
receptor of concern, toddlers. Each soil was digested using a combination
of the in vitro digestor and silicone rode and bioaccessibility of PAHs
assessed. Swine were given a single oral dose of PAH contaminated soil
and the bioavailability of these PAHs calculated based on the blood
time course over a 48 hour period. Soils varied significantly in terms of
organic matter, and other based soil properities. Furthermore, many of
the soils had elevated metal contents. In this talk, we will focus on the
comparison between the in vitro digestors and juvenile swine and explore
how soil properties influence the link between in vitro digestors and in
vivo uptake.
225 Bioaccessibility & Bioavailability: The Great Opportunity Not
Realized (so far)
G.M. Richardson, Risklogic Scientific Services Inc / Risk Assessment Team;
A. Fast, Stantec Consulting Ltd
Contaminated site remediation started in earnest 3 to 4 decades ago with
cleanup of chemical contaminants to fixed standards or guidelines. The
resulting scientific and political discussions at the time revolved around
the questions ‘How clean is clean?’ and ‘How clean is clean enough?’ The
science and discipline of risk assessment subsequently evolved to provide
answers to those questions. Whereas risk assessment began with efforts
to quantify exposures and risks as accurately as possible (at the time),
RA frameworks now routinely refer to worst case, reasonable maximum,
and upper limits. The creeping conservatism that has occurred over the
years has resulted in a loss of momentum to incorporate new science into
this discipline. Bioaccessibility and bioavailability is one such case. The
science is now well established, and relatively inexpensive methods exist
to more accurately gauge the likely absorption of contaminants ingested
with contaminated soil. However, the vast majority of risk assessments
conducted in Canada, with the exception of lead, still assume 100%
absorption of ingested soil-borne contaminants. Risk assessment is
essential to contaminated site management. A recent Stantec study of
just 8 Canadian federal sites demonstrated that remediation based on
the results of site-specific risk assessment saved $54 million compared to
the cost to cleanup to the fixed guidelines published by the CCME. The
Canadian Parliamentary Budget Office recently predicted a $2 billion
cost overrun in the FCSAP, predicated on RA practice status quo (i.e.,
not incorporating new science and methods). The incorporation of new
science, such as bioaccessibility/bioavailability, into contaminated site
risk assessment, and a refocus on risk assessment accuracy rather than
conservatism, could serve to offset much if not all of this cost overrun,
without increasing human or environmental risks in the process. The
presentation will focus on potential costs to be saved during the risk
assessment and remediation of the remaining 3,800 high and medium
priority sites in FCSAP, if the science of bioaccessibility and bioavailability were routinely included in the risk assessment process.
226 Relative Oral Bioavailability of Benzo(a)Pyrene from Soils:
Effect of Soil Characteristics, PAH Sources, and PAH concentration
Y.W. Lowney, Exponent Inc / Health Sciences; M.V. Ruby, Integral
Consulting Inc; J. Munson, S. Roberts, Univ of Florida
Several reports in the literature suggest that interactions between
PAHs and soil diminish PAH bioavailability and thus reduce risk
from incidental ingestion of PAH- contaminated soil. Various animal
models and approaches have been used to estimate PAH bioavailability
from soil. To facilitate PAH measurement, most of these studies were
conducted using PAH concentrations that only occur only at heavily
contaminated sites. The objective of this study was to explore the influence of soil composition, PAH concentration, and PAH source material
type on PAH bioavailability using an approach capable of measuring

uptake at low, environmentally-relevant PAH concentrations (down
to 1 ppm or less). Contaminated soil samples were constructed using
PAHs from three source materials (PAHs in solvent, soot, and fuel oil)
to which 3H-benzo(a)pyrene (3H-BaP; total BaP concentrations of 1,
10, and 100 ppm) was added and weathered for eight weeks. Using a
rat research model, relative oral bioavailability (RBA) of the BaP from
soil was estimated by comparing the area under the curve (AUC) for 3H
concentration versus time in blood with the AUC observed from BaP
dosed in a food matrix. Food is the appropriate reference dosing matrix
because the current cancer slope factor for BaP is derived from studies
in rats and mice in which the exposure medium was diet. This presentation will provide a summary of the data generated for the various test
soils, a discussion of the influence of PAH source, soil characteristics,
and BaP concentration on RBA, and a comparison of other measurement
endpoints against the AUC. The extent to which BaP RBA was diminished in soil versus food varied among the source materials. Differences
were also observed among soils of different composition, suggesting that
the nature of the soil as well as the source of PAH contamination can
influence bioavailability. These data will be informative both in understanding soil-PAH interactions that affect bioavailability and will form a
basis for the development of in vitro approaches for PAH bioavailability
estimation. This work was supported in part by a grant from SERDP.
227 Development and Application of Site-Specific Arsenic
Bioavailability For Contaminated Residential Soils
K. Bradham, K. Scheckel, C. Nelson, D. Thomas, USEPA
Reliable analysis of human health risks from ingestion of arseniccontaminated soil depends on estimating the bioavailability of arsenic
in the soil. Regulatory decisions to remediate arsenic in soil environments based solely on total concentrations are no longer scientifically
sound. Bioavailability data and characterization of soil physiochemical
properties may indicate that greater levels of contamination can be left
untouched without increased risks. However, application of reliable
methods and data are needed to improve the accuracy of exposure and
risk calculations by developing site-specific data instead of using default
values. For our studies, we developed a less expensive mouse model to
assess the bioavailability of soil-bound As. Recent research developments focused on the site-specific risk assessment application of the in
vivo mouse model and in vitro bioaccessibility for arsenic contaminated
soils will be presented. This study includes application of bioavailability methods to 30+ residential soils affected by historical land use. A
description of site-specific data collected and application at USEPA sites
will be presented. The results include multiple assays of the same soils,
which provide a quantitative assessment of reproducibility of mouse
assay results. This study also included comparison of results from the
mouse assay with results from a swine and monkey assay applied to the
same test soils. Bioavailability estimates for identical soils (9 test soils
and 3 standard reference materials [SRMs]) assayed in mice and swine
were statistically correlated and the two assays yielded nearly identical estimates for 3 SRMs (mouse/swine ratio ranged from 0.86–1.00).
Arsenic speciation in soils was examined using the Materials Research
Collaborative Access Team’s (MRCAT) beamline 10-ID, Sector 10
at the Advanced Photon Source (APS), Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL), Argonne, IL and As bioaccessibility was determined using a
simplified gastric extraction. AsV species were the dominant arsenic
forms in most test soils and in SRMs while other soils had appreciable
levels of AsIII sulfide or ore species. Arsenic bioaccessibility was highly
correlated with the in vivo mouse assay results (R 2=0.92). Application of
data and methods described in this presentation serve to improve human
health risk assessments by providing site-specific assessments of arsenic
in soils.
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Advanced Analytical Methods for Contaminant
Discovery
228 Online LCxLC-ToF MS for Effect-Directed Analysis in Effluent
and Surface Water
X. Ouyang, VU Univ Inst for Environmental Studies; P. Leonards, VU Univ
Inst for Environmental Studies / Chemistry Biology; J. Legradi, VU Univ Inst
for Environmental Studies; M. Schriks, KWR Watercycle Research Inst; R.
Van der Oost, Waternet; J. de Boer, VU Univ Inst for Environmental Studies /
IVM; J. Legler, M. Lamoree, VU Univ Inst for Environmental Studies
The environment is contaminated with a large number of compounds
that may impact organisms in, e.g., surface waters. Due to the increasing complexity of the mixture of compounds occurring in the aquatic
environment, there is a need to apply powerful and innovative separation techniques coupled to high resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS)
for the identification of emerging contaminants. We have developed
and implemented a comprehensive two-dimensional liquid chromatography (LCxLC) system linked to a 96-384 well fraction collector,
a UV detector and a high resolution time of flight mass spectrometer
(ToF-MS) to support the identification of emerging toxicants in EffectDirected Analysis (EDA). The LCxLC system is interfaced by an
Agilent 2-position/4-port duo valve and hyphenated with a splitter to
a UV detector combined with a fraction collector and to ESI-ToF MS
(EDA-EMERGE project, EU contract 290100). The collected fractions will be tested for developmental toxicity using a high throughput
zebrafish embryo toxicity (ZFET) assay. The system was validated using
environmental standard compound mixtures of e.g. PAHs and triazine,
organophosphate and carbamate pesticides, to characterize the chromatographic system, the stability of the retention times, recoveries of
collected fractions, separation efficiency etc. Secondly, the hyphenation
of LCxLC with HR-ToF-MS was optimized, including splitter settings,
transfer of data files between different software packages, background
subtraction using instrument software tools, etc. Finally, the optimized
LCxLC-UV-ToF-MS system was used for the analysis of large volume and passive sampler extracts of waste-, surface and drinking water
samples (project sponsored by the BE-Basic Foundation). The ZFET
assay was conducted to direct the further confirmation of active fractions. We have demonstrated that a significant enhancement of the peak
capacity facilitates the rapid identification of toxic compounds by online
LCxLC-ToF MS and high throughput toxicity testing, leading to a comprehensive chemical characterization of environmental water samples,
including toxicological evaluation of the identified compounds. This isthe
first report of comprehensive LCxLC coupling with high resolution mass
spectrometry combined with high throughput ZFET testing, applied in
environmental Effect-Direct Analysis.
229 Two-Dimensional Gas Chromatography (GCxGC) and Liquid
Chromatography (LCxLC) with Mass Spectrometry for the NonTargeted Screening of House Dust
B.J. Place, J.A. Murray, National Inst of Standards and Technology /
Chemical Sciences Division
The development of two-dimensional chromatography techniques, in
both gas and liquid phases, has provided a powerful tool for the increased
separation of chemical components in complex environmental samples.
This improved resolution between compounds combined with mass
spectrometric detection can provide cleaner mass spectra and/or reduced
ionization suppression, both aspects that enhance compound identification for non-targeted screening efforts. Because both GCxGC-MS
and LCxLC-MS techniques are being refined for non-targeted screening, research is needed to improve the protocol to proceed from sample
analysis to unknown compound identification. For GCxGC-electron
ionization-MS analysis, commercial software is available for peak
detection and deconvolution followed by mass spectra library searching
for preliminary identification of unknown compounds. Although the
process can provide numerous potential matches, it still requires manual
intervention of the user. The presented study used both commercial
software tools and in-house developed algorithms (such as background
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subtraction and three-dimensional peak mass spectral deconvolution) for
the identification of unknown compounds with less user time required.
The non-targeted analysis of environmental samples with LCxLC with
high resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) is a fairly new technique,
producing large volumes of data with few commercial software tools
available for their interpretation. This includes the very basic functions
of chromatogram display, peak detection, and mass spectral extraction,
as well as the more advanced non-targeted screening tools. Algorithms
and whole functions, using both commercial software and in-house
developed programs, will be presented. As a demonstration of the
tools’ application, an environmentally relevant test mixture, SRM 2585
(Organic Contaminants in House Dust) was analyzed by both GCxGCEI-MS and LCxLC-HRMS techniques and subsequently processed.
Emerging contaminants were successfully identified in the mixture using
the pair of analytical techniques, including perfluorinated compounds
and organophosphate flame retardants. The techniques, in combination,
complement each other by analyzing for emerging contaminants over a
wide range of physical and chemical properties.
230 Targeted and non-targeted analysis of polar organic contaminants
by comprehensive 2D liquid chromatography with high-resolution
mass spectrometry
L. Ferguson, Pratt School of Engineering / Dept of Civil and Environmental
Engineering; B. Vogler, G.J. Getzinger, Duke Univ / Dept of Civil and
Environmental Engineering
High-resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) has emerged as a powerful analytical tool in for investigating fate and transport of organic
contaminants in complex mixtures. Recent advances in instrumentation
have allowed for new approaches in trace organic analysis, including
non-target contaminant screening, transformation product identification,
retrospective sample analysis, and increased certainty in the identification and quantitation of legacy and emerging contaminants. The high
mass accuracy and exceptional tolerance for sample complexity inherent
to HRMS instruments allows measurement of ultra trace (ppq-ppt) levels of polar organic pollutants by incorporating high performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC) and electrospray ionization (ESI). However,
HPLC-ESI-MS analysis of complex environmental samples such as
wastewater often suffers from matrix-related signal suppression and poor
chromatographic resolution of target analytes from background contaminants. To address these limitations while maximizing the performance
of the LTQ-Orbitrap HRMS/MS instrumentation, we have developed
a comprehensive two-dimensional liquid chromatography (2D-LC)
method for the HRMS analyses of emerging contaminants in highly
complex environmental samples. This method was optimized and implemented for the analysis of both target (e.g xenoestrogens, surfactants,
pesticides, herbicides, and fungicides) and non-target anthropogenic
contaminants in wastewater and surface water. We have used two
distinct configurations for these analyses. First, we have explored the
coupling of hydrophilic interaction (HILIC) in the first dimension
with rapid reversed-phase UHPLC in the second dimension in order to
achieve highly orthogonal separations of nonionic surfactants such as
alkylphenol and alcohol ethoxylates. Second, we coupled high performance size exclusion chromatography (SEC) to reversed-phase UHPLC
for enhanced matrix removal in analysis of emerging contaminants in
surface water. Our results indicate that the chromatographic resolution
achieved by 2D-LC coupled with the high performance capabilities of
the Orbitrap HRMS (R>100,000, mass error < 2ppm) provides a new,
unique, and powerful tool for the monitoring of target and non-target
analytes in highly complex samples.
231 Emerging contaminant screening using Atmospheric Pressure Gas
Chromatography – Quadrupole Time of Flight Mass Spectrometry
B. Crimmins, Clarkson Univ / Civil and Environmental Engineering; X.
Xia, P. Hopke, T. Holsen, Clarkson Univ
The Great Lakes Fish Monitoring and Surveillance Program is currently
developing a spectral database for the discovery of emerging chemicals
in lake trout. One of the tools currently employed is an Atmospheric
Pressure Gas Chromatograph (APGC) equipped with a Quadrupole
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Time of Flight (QToF) Mass Spectrometer. The mass spectrometer
is currently configured to collect, paired, high and low energy spectra
during each cycle. The atmospheric pressure ionization allows for direct
charge transfer and proton transfer ionization depending on source conditions. The collection of continuous, exact mass spectra at two energy
channels provides a vast spectral database with enhanced sensitivities
observed for polar compounds when water is added as a dopant. The
current paper explores the utility of this technology and different ionization modifiers for the exploration of lake trout composites for emerging
chemicals.
232 Non-targeted analysis of natural and anthropogenic halogenated
organic compounds in two ecotypes of Southern California bottlenose dolphins
N.J. Shaul, L. Aluwihare, Univ of California San Diego / Scripps
Institution of Oceanography; E. Hoh, S. Mackintosh, San Diego State Univ /
School of Public Health; N. Dodder, K. Maruya, Southern California Coastal
Water Research Project; D. Weller, NOAA Fisheries
Currently regulated and monitored contaminants represent only a fraction of the total chemical exposure of organisms. Searching for unknown
chemicals that are outside the standard list of pollutants requires a
non-targeted analytical approach. Dolphin blubber is well known for
accumulating legacy persistent organic pollutants (POPs). Dolphins are
apex predators with a widespread coastal distribution and share physiological similarities with humans, making them an important sentinel
species for biomonitoring. Therefore, blubber samples from mature male
bottlenose dolphins corresponding to coastal and offshore ecotypes were
extracted and analyzed by two dimensional gas chromatography and
time of flight mass spectrometry (GC×GC/TOF-MS). A library was
created using custom software to organize the exported mass spectra
and related identification information. The semi-quantitative abundances of each compound relative to internal standards were measured.
We identified 329 unique halogenated organic compounds (HOCs)
comprising 34 different compound classes out of the 1,658 total HOCs
detected in the 8 samples, including a wide range of legacy and emerging
anthropogenic HOCs and natural HOCs. Well-known classes of POPs
including pesticides and brominated flame retardants were identified as
expected, along with several interesting contaminants such as terphenyls
and DDT degradation products. We also identified several classes of
halogenated compounds suspected to be of natural origin, and of these
the brominated dimethyl bipyrroles had the most diverse profile (21
congeners), followed by brominated methyl bipyrroles (7) and methoxy
PBDEs (5). Of particular interest are the 97 HOCs in the library whose
spectra contained characteristic halogenation patterns, but were not in
the NIST library and could not be identified through de novo interpretation. Among the identifiable anthropogenic pollutants, 59 chemicals
are not typically monitored in environmental surveys. A comparison
across samples suggests that there is no difference in anthropogenic
POP profiles between the coastal and offshore ecotypes, but the natural
compounds are more abundant and numerous in the offshore ecotypes.
Selected compounds will be quantified using authentic standards to
further investigate differences in the HOC profile of the two ecotypes.
The reference library resulting from this work will be used to identify and
compare bioaccumulative contaminants in other environmental samples.
233 Determination of perfluoroalkyl ether carboxylic acids (PFECAs)
and sulfonic acids (PFESAs) in North Carolina surface water using
TOFMS
M.J. Strynar, USEPA / National Exposure Research Laboratory; R.
McMahen, S. Liang, ORISE; S. Dagnino, Univ of Arizona; A. Lindstrom,
E. Andersen, L. McMillan, USEPA; M. Thurman, I. Ferrer, Univ of
Colorado at Boulder / Center for Environmental Mass Spectrometry; C. Ball,
Agilent Technologies Inc
Many per- and polyfluorinated compounds have been shown to be
globally distributed with some also having the additional undesirable
properties of persistence, bioaccumulation, and toxicity. To address
these concerns, many industrial manufacturers have moved away from
their traditional C8-based chemistries (e.g., PFOS and PFOA) in favor

of shorter chain and polyfluorinated compounds, which are thought by
some to have a lower potential for bioaccumulation and reduced environmental persistence. The use of these replacement chemistries provide
a challenge for environmental scientists that need to develop techniques
to identify these new structures in environmental media. High resolution mass spectrometry is an ideal analytical tool that can be used to help
identify these new formulations. We have previously used LC-TOFMS
to identify the presence of a novel perfluorinated ether linked carboxylic
acid (C6HF11O3) and a related series of homologous compounds in the
Cape Fear River Basin in North Carolina. Our current work builds upon
these original findings and leads to a systematic investigative process
that is based on exact mass determination, identification of homologous
series, and in-source adduct formation of metal bound dimers/trimers to
identify previously undescribed per- and polyfluorinated compounds in
environmental samples via TOFMS. Discussion will include the use of
additional tools such as negative mass defect and Kendrick Mass defect
plots for identification. Evidence for the presence of additional novel
perfluoroalkyl ether carboxylic (PFECAs) and sulfonic acids (PFESAs)
in surface water will be shown.
234 Screening for new compounds using comprehensive gas chromatography coupled to inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry
(ICP-MS)
J.R. Kucklick, National Inst of Standards and Technology; N. Rosenfelder,
CVUA; C. Davis, National Inst of Standards and Technology; Y. Nuevo
Ordonez, 3P Biopharmaceuticals; K. Huncik, National Inst of Standards and
Technology
Polyhalogenated compounds (PHCs) are widely used in our society
and these chemicals are frequently both widespread and persistent
in the environment. In addition, many PHCs are produced naturally
especially in the marine environment. The determination of PHCs is
usually performed using gas chromatography (GC)/ electron ionization (EI)-mass spectrometry (MS) or GC/electron capture negative ion
(ECNI)-MS. However, recent studies predict the potential for unmeasured compounds in the environment with some of these compounds
present at very low concentrations or hidden in complex matrices. For
some halogen compounds such as those containing iodine, current GC/
MS methods are challenged due to interference by aliphatic hydrocarbons that are common in sample extracts. Therefore, a more sensitive
and selective methods would be useful to screen for new compounds.
Multidimensional separation technologies such as two dimensional
GC (GCxGC) are powerful tools enhancing analytical selectivity and
increase resolving power allowing for the identification larger number of
chemicals. Additionally, ICP-MS, compared to GC/EI-MS, is selective
and nearly interference-free and is thus a promising alternative detector
for determining chlorine, bromine, iodine, and phosphorous-containing
compounds in complex samples at trace level concentrations. Here
we explore the feasibility of ICP-MS coupled to GCxGC analysis for
the selective determination of PHCs and organophosphorous compounds. Sample matrices examined included house dust, mussel tissue,
and sponge tissue. Results indicate the presence of many additional
compounds separated in two dimensional chromatographic space. Of
particular interest was the detection of numerous iodine-containing
compounds in both marine sponges and house dust. Work is currently
underway in an attempt to identify the newly detected PHC and phosphorous compounds.
235 High resolution mass spectrometry screening methodology
for identifying transformations in wastewater across an innovative
advanced oxidation reactor
E. Parry, Univ of California Davis / Agricultural and Environmental
Chemistry Graduate Group; T.M. Young, Univ of California Davis / Dept
of Civil Environ Engineering
Increasing availability of high resolution mass spectrometry (HR-MS)
has enabled the identification of previously undetected environmental
contaminants. However, one difficulty in departing from the typical
targeted analysis workflow is that HR-MS techniques generate large
datasets. We present a screening approach to address this problem and
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facilitate the analysis of chemical transformations across an advanced oxidation reactor (AOP). Samples of wastewater before and after treatment
were collected in replicates of four. Using a general extraction procedure
we collected HR data by a liquid chromatography – quadrupole time of
flight (LC-QTOF) MS. Once data was collected, it was run through
a software algorithm that identifies possible compounds, or features.
These features were aligned across all replicates in the dataset and blank
subtracted. An in house accurate mass database of known and possible
environmental contaminants was queried and matches were evaluated
based on the mass error, isotope spacing and height. Good matches were
then assessed by a retention time (RT) model based on predicted log Kow
of known standards performance in the method. Features that fell within
the 95% prediction interval were then taken for MS/MS experiments. If
the accurate mass of observed fragments could be explained by the suggested structure, a standard, if available, was purchased and compared.
The methodology was assessed by adding known contaminants to wastewater at different levels and evaluating what would be identified.

30 ppt. This value is among the lowest reported for marine organisms.
Morphological examination indicated that calcification appeared to be
impaired by Ni exposure. Calcium uptake, measured via unidirectional
45Ca influx, was depressed by Ni exposure. However, no effect of Ni was
found on sodium regulation, as measured by unidirectional 22Na influx.
The potential protective effect of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) on Ni
toxicity was also examined. A marine DOC was collected at the outlet
of an allochthonous “brown water” stream draining a rainforest. At low
concentrations this DOC was protective against Ni toxicity, however
at high concentrations the DOC had the opposite effect and decreased
survival in the presence of Ni. These data will be useful in developing
a marine biotic ligand model (BLM) for Ni. (Brian Mason Trust, JEB
travel fellowship, NSERC CRD grant, IZA, ILZRO, NiPERA, ICA,
CDA, Teck Resources and Vale)

236 Laboratory culture, reproduction, and toxicity studies with cadmium and copper using the starlet anemone, Nematostella vectensis
A.J. Smith, G.D. Miller, Florida International Univ FIU / Southeast
Environmental Research Center; B.S. Echols, Inst of Marine and
Environmental Technology; G.M. Rand, Florida International Univ /
Southeast Environmental Research Center SERC
Standard organisms outlined in USEPA testing guidelines provide
a starting point to understand chemical impacts to organisms in the
environment. To fully understand a chemical’s impact, the use of native
species is needed; however, the demonstration of successfully reproducible toxicity studies using non-standard aquatic organisms is necessary.
Research on the effects of chemical stressors in estuarine and marine
environments has been far less than those of freshwater. Freshwater
systems that confluence with estuarine and marine habitats contribute to
anthropogenic inputs such as nutrients and other agricultural byproducts, industrial and municipal effluents, anti-fouling paints and urban
runoff. The starlet anemone, Nematostella vectensis, is an estuarine-water
anemone found in fine sediments of salt marsh areas of North America
and Europe. Routine organism husbandry, laboratory culture, and
induced reproduction can be accomplished with standard laboratory
equipment. These and other attributes make N. vectensis an excellent
candidate for estuarine toxicity studies. Manipulation of temperature,
lighting, and feeding regimes induced a regular weekly spawning cycle
in the laboratory. Embryos collected following spawning were used in
short-term studies to observe survival and development into juvenile
anemones while exposed to cadmium and copper. Juvenile anemones
were used in acute studies with cadmium and copper. Mortality as a
biological endpoint is difficult to identify in cnidarians. To determine
definitive mortality and establish toxicity endpoints, a stress matrix
was developed, which successfully linked morphological changes due
to exposure to mortality and the inability to recover during a period of
depuration. Although preliminary studies with N. vectensis have shown
promise in routine laboratory studies, additional studies evaluating a
wider range of toxicants is warranted.

238 Influence of dissolved organic carbon concentration and source
on chronic 7-d Ni toxicity to the mysid (Americamysis bahia)
C.A. Cooper, Wilfrid Laurier Univ / Chemistry; R. Nasir, J. McGeer,
Wilfrid Laurier Univ / Dept of Biology; S.D. Smith, Wilfrid Laurier Univ /
Dept of Chemistry
The biotic ligand model (BLM) has been successfully used to predict
metal toxicity in freshwater environments. However, due the different
water chemistries, metal toxicity in marine and estuarine environments
can differ considerably when compared to freshwater. In addition, there
is also a growing body of evidence that shows that Dissolved Organic
Carbon (DOC) concentration can have a protective effect against metal
toxicity and that this effect can be DOC source dependent. Therefore,
chronic 7-day Ni toxicity tests using sea water acclimated mysids,
exposed to differing [DOC] and sources (USEPA approved toxicity
test methods). Increasing [DOC] up to 8 mg L-1 elicited no significant
increase in LC50 (~200 mg Ni L-1) or EC10 values (30 mg Ni L-1 for
sexual maturation). However, a [DOC] of 20 mg L-1 resulted in a significant increase in these chronic Ni toxicity values (LC50 of 416 mg Ni
L-1, 95% C.L. 340-541 mg Ni L-1; and a sexual maturation EC10 of 189
mg Ni L-1, 95% C.L. 98-251 mg Ni L-1). The DOC used in these tests
was of terrestrial origin and spiked into artificial seawater. There were
also DOC source dependent effects in real samples. A dozen samples
were collected along the Gaspé coast of the St. Lawrence River and the
four samples with the most variable molecular spectroscopy (fluorescence
and UV/vis. absorbance) were selected for toxicity testing. Samples were
adjusted to 30 ppt salinity. Fluorescence analysis showed that DOC
sources rich in tyrosine, indicative of autochthonous origin (synthesised
by biological activity within the water column), offered the greatest protection against Ni toxicity. Whereas, DOC sources rich in humic acid,
indicative of allochthonous origin (terrigenously derived from the breakdown of plant material), offered the least protection against Ni toxicity.
For example, the LC50 for a tyrosine rich DOC was 443 mg Ni L-1 (95%
C.L. 388-513 mg Ni L-1) compared to a humic rich DOC source LC50
value of 194 mg Ni L-1 (95% C.L. 141-288 mg Ni L-1). This is contrary to
what is found in the literature with regards to Cu toxicity, where higher
concentrations of humic acid generally elicit the highest protective effect
against toxicity. Data from this research will be used in the development
of a marine and estuarine BLM, and ultimately criteria for the protection
of organisms in these environments. (IZA, ILZRO, NiPERA, ICA,
CDA, Teck Resources and Vale).

237 Developmental toxicity of Ni to the New Zealand sea urchin
(Evechinus chloroticus)
T. Blewett, Dept of Biology; S. Smith, Wilfrid Laurier Univ / Chemistry; C.
Wood, McMaster Univ / Biology; C. Glover, Univ of Canterbury / Biology
Marine species have been relatively unstudied with respect to nickel
(Ni) toxicity and the mechanism by which Ni causes its effects remains
elusive. Early life-stages are considered to be the most sensitive to metal
toxicants and are therefore of great relevance for environmental risk
assessment. A 96-h developmental test showed that the embryos of the
New Zealand sea urchin were highly sensitive to Ni (measured concentration via ICP-MS) with an EC50 (based on failure to develop into a
fully-formed pluteus larva as the endpoint) of 22.1µg/L at a salinity of

239 Biomarkers responses in the Brazilian coral Mussismilia harttii
(Cnidaria, Scleractinia, Mussidae) after waterborne copper exposure
L.F. Marangoni, Univ Federal do Rio Grande / Inst de Ciências Biológicas;
J.A. Marques, FURG / ICB; G. Duarte, Univ Federal do Rio de Janeiro; C.
Pereira, E. Calderon, Projeto Coral Vivo; C. Castro, Univ Federal do Rio de
Janeiro; A. Bianchini, Univ Federal do Rio Grande FURG / Inst de Ciências
Biológicas
Corals can be adversely affected by water chemical contaminants such
as copper (Cu). In the present study, biomarkers responses were evaluated in the Brazilian endemic coral Mussismilia harttii kept under control
conditions or exposed to environmentally relevant concentrations of
waterborne Cu. Polyps were collected from 6 coral colonies (Bahia,
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northwestern Brazil) and acclimated (20 days) in a marine mesocosm
with flowing sea water continuously pumped from the coral reef area.
After acclimation, polyps were individually kept under control condition (3.0 µg/L Cu) or exposed (12 days) to waterborne Cu (3.8, 5.4, and
8.6 μg/L dissolved Cu) in the marine mesocosm system. Treatments
were run in triplicate. Before (0 h) and after 4, 8, and 12 days of experiment, polyps were collected (n = 3) and used for analyses of biochemical
biomarkers [ACAP: total antioxidant capacity against peroxyl radicals;
LPO: lipid peroxidation; DNA damage (ratio apurinic/apyrimidinic sites); and enzyme (CA: carbonic anhydrase; Ca,Mg-ATPase:
Ca 2+,Mg2+-ATPase) activity]. At the beginning of the experiment,
polyps belonging to the 6 colonies were also collected (field reference)
and analyzed for the biomarkers evaluated. Data for field reference and
acclimated (control) corals were compared using the Student’s t test.
Effects of the exposure time and Cu concentrations on the response of
biomarkers were tested using a two-way ANOVA followed by the Fisher
test. No significant difference was observed between field (reference)
and mesocosm acclimated (control) corals, indicating the adequacy of
the conditions used in the Marine Mesocosm for coral maintenance and
experimentation. No significant effect of Cu on LPO was observed.
However, reduced ACAP and increased DNA damage were observed
after 12 days of exposure to Cu, indicating that corals are facing an oxidative stress situation. CA activity was reduced after 4 days of exposure
to Cu and recovered back to the control value after 12 days of test, suggesting a compensatory response of the enzyme. Ca,Mg-ATPase activity
was reduced after 12 days of Cu exposure. Considering that mesocosm
enables experimentation under more ecologically realistic conditions,
findings reported here suggest that exposure to environmental relevant
concentrations of dissolved Cu can affect both physiology and growth of
M. harttii. Also, they point sensitive biomarkers to Cu exposure which
can potentially be used to evaluate and predict corals health.
240 Influence of estuarine dissolved organic matter of variable source
on Zn toxicity to hydra (Eudendrium carneum) and speciation measured by AGNES
S.D. Smith, K.C. Livingstone, Wilfrid Laurier Univ / Dept of Chemistry;
W. Chen, C. Gueguen, Trent Univ; R.C. Santore, HDR Inc; J. McGeer,
Wilfrid Laurier Univ / Dept of Biology
Zinc is an essential element but at elevated concentrations can potentially
produce toxic effects to aquatic organisms. Zinc bioavailability is speciation dependent; in systems with strong natural zinc complexing capacity,
such as by dissolved organic matter (DOM), bioavailability may be
reduced. Quantifying the impact that DOM has on metal bioavailability
can be an important for determining whether these bioavailability effects
should be considered in the development of defensible risk assessments
or regulatory approaches. For saltwater systems it is not clear if DOM
is protective towards Zn toxicity. To test for DOM toxicity mitigation in salt water a dozen samples were collected from various locations
along the Gaspé shore of the St. Lawrence River (Québec, Canada).
These samples were characterised in terms of Zn toxicity as well as Zn
speciation. Toxicity was assessed in these samples using a marine hydra
species (Eudendrium carneum) cultured and tested at 25 ppt salinity
and pH 8.0. Lethal and sublethal effect concentrations at 48 h were
based on tentacle morphology and regression. Zn speciation in the same
samples were determined using Absence of Gradients and Nernstian
Equilibrium Stripping (AGNES) voltammetric technique to specifically
and selectively measure [Zn 2+] during fixed pH (8.0) titration with Zn.
Additional measurements on the estuary samples include, other metals
by inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES),
total organic carbon (TOC) as well as the quality of organic matter using
molecular fluorescence and uv/vis absorbance spectroscopy. Modelling
results will be presented including comparison between measured and
predicted [Zn 2+] using available chemical equilibrium models. (NSERC,
IZA, ILZRO, NiPERA, ICA, CDA, Teck Resources, Glencore Canada
and Vale).

241 Effects of salinity on short-term zinc uptake, accumulation, and
sub-lethal toxicity in European Green Crab (Carcinus maenas)
S. Niyogi, Biology Toxicology Centre; T. Blewett, Dept of Biology; C.M.
Wood, Univ of British Columbia / Dept of Biology
Waterborne zinc (Zn) is known to cause toxicity to freshwater animals by
disrupting ion homeostasis during acute exposure, but its effects in marine
and estuarine animals are not well characterized. The present study
investigated the effects of salinity on short-term Zn accumulation and
sub-lethal toxicity in euryhaline European green crab, Carcinus maenas.
The kinetic and pharmacological properties of short-term branchial Zn
uptake were also examined. C. maenas is a widely distributed intertidal
crab species, which can tolerate a wide variation of salinity, and recognized
as a sentinel species in ecotoxicology. Green crabs (n=8) were exposed to
control (no added Zn) and 3.5 mg/L of waterborne Zn (~25% of 96 hr
LC50) for 96 hr at 3 different salinity regimes [100%, 60% and 20% seawater]. Gills appeared to be the primary site of Zn accumulation, since the
accumulation was significantly higher in the gills relative to the hepatopancreas and muscle in crabs exposed to Zn. Interestingly, tissue-specific
Zn accumulation was found to be unaffected by changes in the salinity
regime. Hemolymph osmolarity and chloride level increased in crabs
exposed to Zn relative to the control populations, irrespective of the salinity regime, indicating a mechanism of toxicity related to ionoregulation.
An in vitro gill perfusion technique was used to examine the characteristics of short-term (1-4 hr) branchial Zn uptake (exposure concentration
range 200-800 µg/L) in green crabs. The rate of short-term branchial Zn
uptake was found to reach a steady state at 2 hr, and the uptake rate was
similar between the anterior and posterior gills. Branchial Zn uptake
occurred in a concentration dependent, but salinity independent manner as observed during in vivo waterborne Zn exposure. Branchial Zn uptake
was also found to be inhibited by calcium channel blockers (lanthanum
and verapamil), suggesting that waterborne Zn uptake occurs via the
calcium transporting pathways, at least in part, in green crabs. Overall,
these results indicate that physiology, rather than water chemistry, exerts
the greatest influence over Zn toxicity in green crabs.
242 Toxicity, bioaccumulation and ionoregulatory impacts in
Fundulus heteroclitus exposed to waterborne zinc at different salinities
C.M. Wood, Univ of British Columbia / Dept of Biology; L. Nogueira,
Federal Univ of Rio Grande FURG / Inst de Ciências Biológicas; S. Nadella,
McMaster Univ / Biology; V.L. Loro, Univ Federal de Santa Maria /
Departamento de Química
The lethal and sublethal responses of aquatic organisms to metals across
salinity gradients are of increasing interest for environmental regulations
in estuaries and coastal waters. In adult killifish (Fundulus heteroclitus),
acute toxicity (96-h LC50) increased with salinity in a close to linear fashion from 9.8 mg L-1 at 0 ppt to 75.0 mg L-1 at 35 ppt. Subsequent 96-h
exposures to a sublethal Zn concentration (500 µg L-1, environmentally
relevant to contaminated sites) were employed to evaluate mechanisms
of toxicity at different salinities (0, 3.5, 10.5, and 35 ppt). Earlier, we
reported that this level of Zn exposure causes marked oxidative stress at
0 ppt, but increasing salinity dramatically protects against these effects.
In the present study, we evaluated whether the same was true for Zn
bioaccumulation and ionoregulatory impacts. Plasma [Zn] doubled after
exposure at 0 ppt, a response which was attenuated at 3.5 and 10.5 ppt,
and eliminated at 35 ppt. Tissue [Zn] also increased by 40-80% in gill,
liver, intestine, and carcass at 0 ppt, but not at higher salinities. Both
branchial and intestinal Ca 2+ ATPase activities fell in response to Zn at 0
ppt and were elevated at 35 ppt (10-20% changes), with no effects at intermediate salinities. Plasma [Ca] fell by 50% at 0 ppt, by 30% at 3.5 ppt, did
not change at 10.5 ppt, and increased by 20% at 35 ppt. Branchial Na+,K+
ATPase activity decreased by 50% at 0 ppt, did not change at 3.5 ppt, and
increased by 30% and 90% at 10.5 and 35 ppt respectively in response to
Zn. Intestinal Na+,K+ ATPase activity was reduced by 30% at 0 ppt, with
no effects at higher salinities. We conclude that sublethal Zn exposure
causes pathological changes in Zn, Ca 2+ and Na+ homeostasis, and that
increasing salinity exerts marked protective effects against both lethal and
sublethal Zn toxicity (NSERC CRD, IZA, ICA, CDA, NiPERA, Vale,
Teck, IDRC, CRC Program, CAPES).
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243 The Chemistry and Toxicity of Aluminum in Marine Waters
L.A. Golding, B.M. Angel, G.E. Batley, S.C. Apte, CSIRO Land and
Water; R. Krassoi, C. Doyle, Ecotox Services Australasia
Despite the known toxicity of aluminum in freshwaters, its toxicity
in marine waters has received surprisingly little attention. There are
currently no reliable international guidelines for aluminum in marine
waters. In Australia, a very low reliability value of 0.5 µg/L is used, but
that is exceeded in most coastal and estuarine waters. This presentation outlines studies of aluminum speciation in marine waters together
with chronic toxicity testing using a range of temperate and tropical
marine biota, to provide data for the development of a high reliability
marine water quality guideline. The solution chemistry of aluminum
was found to be quite dynamic, with dissolved aluminium only being
present at total aluminum concentrations below 500 µg/L, most likely
as aluminate, Al(OH)4-, and soluble aluminum hydroxide Al(OH)30, ,
with particulate Al(OH)3 being also present at higher concentrations.
The equilibria between these species have implications for the design of
appropriate toxicity tests. A marine water quality guideline value of 24
µg total Al/L, for 95% species protection, was derived based on chronic
EC10 and NOEC values for 11 species (2 literature values and 9 species
tested) representing 6 taxonomic groups. These comprised 2 diatoms,
2 green algae, 2 brown algae, 3 molluscs, 1 coral and 1 echinoderm.
The most sensitive species was a diatom Ceratoneis closterium (formerly
Nitzschia closterium)(IC10=16 µg Al/L, 72-h growth rate inhibition),
followed by an oyster Saccostrea glomerata (NOEC= 100 µg Al/L, 48-h
embryo development), mussel Mytilus edulis plannulatus (EC10=250 µg
Al/L, 72-h embryo development) and another oyster Sacosstrea echinata
(EC10=410 µg Al/L, 48-h embryo development). Toxicity to these
species was caused by the dissolved aluminium while both dissolved and
particulate aluminium contributed to toxicity in the diatom Minutocellus
polymorphus and green alga Dunaliella tertiolecta. In contrast, aluminium
toxicity to the green flagellate alga Tetraselmis sp. was due to particulate
aluminium only. Four species, a brown macroalga (Hormosira banksii), a
sea urchin embryo (Heliocidaris tuberculata) and two juvenile fish species
(Lates calcarifer and Acanthochromis polyacanthus), were not adversely
affected at the highest test concentration used. Possible mechanisms of
toxicity will be discussed.

Avian Species as Indicators of Environmental
Pollution and Health – Contaminant Exposure, Fate
and Effects: Part 1
244 Developmental Uptake of Radiolabeled
3,3’,4,4’-Tetrachlorobiphenyl (PCB 77) into Japanese Quail Egg
Compartments and Embryos
K.D. Dean, Stratus Consulting Inc / Dept of Animal and Avian Sciences;
L.D. Baltos, A.M. Marcell, M. Ottinger, Univ of Maryland College Park
The avian embryo provides an excellent bioassay for determining early
developmental effects of environmental chemicals, particularly for
compounds to which embryos are exposed via maternal deposition. To
facilitate testing, eggs are usually injected with small volumes of the
toxicants early in development. Lethality is generally attributed to the
concentrations injected. Treatments are often administered by injection
onto the air cell membrane or into the egg contents. However, few experiments are actually able to capture embryo exposure and little is known
about the uptake and movement of a toxicant within the egg components or into the embryo subsequent to injection. Fertilized Japanese
quail eggs (Coturnix japonica) were injected with 1-5µl volumes of 14C
3,3’,4,4’-tetrachlorobiphenyl (PCB 77) either into the air cell or albumen
on embryonic day 0 (ED0), prior to development. Levels of radiolabel
were measured on ED 1, 5 and 10 in shell (including membranes), albumen, yolk and embryo. All egg components contained measurable levels
of 14C PCB 77, and concentrations changed in each over the course of
development. Specifically, concentrations in the shell content decreased;
albumen concentrations increased from ED1 to ED 5, then decreased.
Concentrations of 14C PCB 77 in both yolk and embryo increased from
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ED1 to ED10. By ED5 the embryo contained of 1-2% of the injected
14C PCB 77, increasing to 7-10% by ED 10. To put this into perspective, when 3,3’,4,4’, 5-pentachlorobiphenyl (PCB126) was injected into
Japanese quail eggs on ED0 using the same techniques, mortality of eggs
injected with as 0.16µg/g egg show as much as 46% embryo mortality
by ED4-7. If we apply uptake rates equivalent to 14C PCB 77 it suggests
that as little of 1-5% (16-80ng) of the injected dose may be responsible
for mortality in the quail egg. As such, total egg toxicant concentrations measured in environmentally exposed eggs may not be providing
a clear story of toxicity as uptake by the embryo or diffusion of toxicants
across membranes will vary according to a number of factors. Further,
the embryo had relatively low levels of 14C PCB 77 compared to yolk,
albumen and shell, suggesting that uptake mirrors embryonic utilization
of egg components for nutrition and growth.
245 The biphasic effects of di (n-butyl) phthalate (DBP) on steroidogenesis and cellular structures of pre-pubertal adult male Japanese
quails testis
A. Arukwe, NTNU / Dept of Biology; U.M. Bello, M. Madekurozwa, U.
Muhammed Bello, T. Aire, Univ of Pretoria / Dept of Anatomy and Physiology
Phthalates esters (PE) are synthetic chemicals widely used as plasticizers
and ubiquitous in the environment. Many laboratory studies have shown
generally that phthalates, including the di (n-butyl) phthalate (DBP)
are anti-androgenic causing adverse biological effects on male reproduction, growth and development in both human and wildlife: Phthalates is
known to interfere with the transcription of several key genes involved in
cholesterol transport and testosterone biosynthesis. The down-regulation
of several genes involved in steroid biosynthetic pathways is thought to
be central to phthalate-esters induced anti-androgenic disruption. In
present study, we investigated the effects of 30d dietary (prepubertal)
exposure to different doses (0 (control), 1, 10, 50, 200 and 400 mg/
kg bw) of DBP on testis (Leydig cells) of adult male Japanese quails by
quantifying the transcript expression of P450scc, P450c17, aromatase
(cyp19), androgen receptor, 3β- and 17β-HSD using qPCR. In addition,
the plasma testosterone level was analysed using radioimmunoassay;
and testis was examined for evidence of gross- and histopathology. Our
overall objective was to test the effects of DBP on cellular and molecular
processes that underlie testicular steroidogenesis, using the male Japanese
quail, as a sentinel avian model. We hypothesized that exposure of male
quails to the environmental DBP at pre-pubertal period, will produce
differential expression patterns of selected genes involved in testicular
steroidogenesis, and may subsequently leads to alterations in testosterone
levels and gonadal development. Our data showed that prepubertal exposure to DBP resulted in alterations of testicular architecture as evident
by poorly developed or mis-shaped testis, and disturbed spermatogenesis
due to degeneration and slight atrophy of seminiferous tubules especially in the DBP treated high dose groups. In addition, DBP disrupts
several key enzymes involved in testicular steroidogenesis pathways in
a dose-dependent biphasic manner. P450scc mRNA expression was
up-regulated at low dose 10 mg/kg bw, and thereafter, a dose-dependent
decrease (down-regulation) was observed between 50 and 400 mg/ kg
bw. In conclusion, the present data is consistent with previous reports
showing that DBP modulate Leydig cell steroidogenesis in several
species, with a potential negative effect on reproduction in those avian
species that are vulnerable to EDCs in the wild populations.
246 Genomic, hormonal, and physiological responses in Japanese
quail (Coturnix japonica) exposed over multiple generations to the
flame retardant HBCD
N.K. Karouna-Renier, USGS / Patuxent Wildlife Research Center /
Beltsville Lab; P.F. Henry, C.M. Maddox, S.L. Schultz, D.T. Sprague,
USGS / Patuxent Wildlife Research Center
The brominated flame retardant hexabromocyclododecane (HBCD)
is produced at high volumes in the United States, Europe and Asia,
primarily for use in expanded and extruded polystyrene (EPS and XPS)
building insulation materials and back-coating of upholstery textiles.
Its production and use are soon to be phased out in signatory countries
under the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants
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(POPs) and in the European Union under REACH (Registration,
Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals), and in the
US, the Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) has proposed
regulations to manage the risk presented by HBCD. HBCD is widespread in the global environment, showing persistency in biota with a
strong potential to bioaccumulate and biomagnify. Previous studies have
reported reproductive changes and other endocrine-related effects in
birds. Here, we exposed three generations of Japanese quail (Coturnix
japonica) through the diet and/or in ovoto four environmentally-relevant
levels of HBCD and examined effects on fertility, productivity, steroid
and thyroid hormone levels, and hepatic and gonadal messenger RNA
(mRNA) expression of genes associated with the steroid and thyroid hormone pathways and xenobiotic metabolism. Despite previously reported
thyroid hormone-related effects in birds and other organisms exposed
to HBCD, we observed few changes in glandular or plasmaT4 levels
in adult quail. Hepatic and gonadal gene expression generally showed
no significant treatment effects in any generation. Likewise, no effects
of HBCD were noted on fertility and productivity. Our results suggest
that significant variability may exist in the sensitivity of avian species to
HBCD, a response difference that should be considered in risk assessment. The protocol and methods used in this work were approved by the
USGSPWRC IACUC.
247 Amino acid sequence of the AHR1 ligand-binding domain predicts avian sensitivity to dioxin like compounds: in vivo validation in
European starlings
M.L. Eng, Simon Fraser Univ; J.E. Elliott, Environment Canada / Science
Technology Branch; S. Jones, Environment Canada / National Wildlife
Research Centre; T.D. Williams, Simon Fraser Univ / Biological Sciences;
K.G. Drouillard, Univ of Windsor / Great Lakes Inst for Environmental
Research; S.W. Kennedy, Environment Canada
Recent research has demonstrated that the sensitivity of avian species
to the embyrotoxic effects of dioxin-like compounds (DLCs) can be
predicted by the amino acid sequence within the ligand binding domain
of the aryl hydrocarbon receptor 1 (AHR1). The domestic chicken
(Gallus gallus domesticus) has been established as a highly sensitive species to the toxic effects of DLCs. Results from genotyping and in vitro
assays predict that the European starling (Sturnus vulgaris), a widespread
introduced passerine, is similarly highly sensitive to DLC toxicity. The
objectives of this study were to test this prediction in vivo. To do this,
we used egg injections in the field with 3,3’,4,4’,5-pentachlorobiphenyl
(PCB-126), a dioxin-like polychlorinated biphenyl. Eggs were dosed
with either the vehicle control (DMSO) or one of the five doses (1.4,
7.1, 15.9, 32.1, 52.9 ng PCB-126/g egg). Doses were chosen to bracket
known LD50 values for highly sensitive (type 1) and moderately sensitive (type 2) species (Chicken LD50 = 1.1 ng/g, Turkey LD50 = 29 ng/g).
There was a dose-dependent increase in embryo mortality, and the LD50
(95% CI) was 9.29 (4.44-13.06) ng PCB-126/g egg. Hepatic CYP1A4/5
mRNA expression in hatchlings from injected eggs also increased in a
dose-dependent manner, with CYP1A4 being much more induced than
CYP1A5. Expression in eggs injected with 1.4, 7.1, and 15.9 ng PCB126/g was 11, 28 and 84-fold, respectively, for CYP1A4, and 2.4, 3.5
and 4.7-fold, respectively, for CYP1A5. In individuals that survived to
hatching, there was no effect of dose on any of the morphological measures, and we did not observe any malformations. These results indicate
that other than the chicken, the European starling is the most sensitive
species to PCB-126 reported to date, which supports the prediction that
starlings are a highly sensitive (type 1) species.
248 Effects of parental Pb exposure on the development of the
immune function in birds
N. Vallverdu-Coll, Universidad de Castilla-La Mancha / Inst de
Investigacion en Recursos Cinegeticos; M.E. Ortiz-Santaliestra, Univ of
Koblenz–Landau / Team Community Ecology Ecotoxicology; F. Mougeot,
R. Mateo, Universidad de Castilla-La Mancha / Inst de Investigacion en
Recursos Cinegeticos
The ingestion of shot used for hunting constitutes the main cause of
lead (Pb) poisoning in birds. Pb can be transferred from the mother to

the eggs and then to the offspring. Birds are especially vulnerable to the
immunotoxic effects of Pb during embryonic and early life, because the
development of the immune function is not fully accomplished until several days after hatching. The aims of this study were to study the effects
of the paternal exposure to Pb shot on the development of the immune
function of their progeny through an experimental approach with chicks
of red-legged partridge (Alectoris rufa) born from Pb exposed parents. To
perform this experimental study, adult partridges were housed in pairs
(n=86) in which either females or males were dosed with 0, 1 or 3 Pb
shot. Laid eggs were artificially incubated and the development of the
innate and adaptive immune functions was studied in the chicks. The
innate or non-specific immune response was tested measuring phagocytic
activity in fresh blood. As for the adaptive responses, cell-mediated specific response was studied using a phytohemagglutinin (PHA)-skin test,
and humoral specific response was tested by haemagglutination test after
two different antigens administration to assess separately T-dependent
and T-independent antibody activities. Our results show that parental exposure decreased both innate and adaptive responses, affecting
both cellular and humoral adaptive responses in chicks. The decrease
in innate function observed in chicks at the age of 24 days was related
to paternal exposure. Regarding the adaptive function, the decrease of
cellular (PHA) and humoral (T-dependent and T-independent antibody
production) responses observed in chicks at the age of 19 days was only
related to maternal exposure. These results confirm the observations of
our previous study with mallard ducklings, in which cellular immune
function was negatively correlated with Pb exposure due to the maternal
Pb transfer through the egg.
249 Mercury influences oxidative stress-related gene expression in
Double-crested Cormorant blood
L.A. Gibson, Queen’s Univ / Environmental Studies; R.A. Lavoie, Queen’s
Univ / Biology; S. Bissegger, Royal Military College of Canada / Chemistry
and Chemical Engineering; L.M. Campbell, Saint Mary’s Univ / School of
Environmental Studies; V.S. Langlois, Royal Military College of Canada
Dept of Chemistry / Chemistry and Chemical Engineering
Mercury (Hg) is a widespread contaminant that has been shown to
induce a wide range of adverse health effects in birds including reproductive, physiological and neurological impairments. Here we explored
the relationship between blood total Hg concentrations ([THg]) and
oxidative stress gene induction in the aquatic piscivorous Double-crested
Cormorants (Phalacrocorax auritus) using a non-lethal technique, i.e.,
blood gene expression analysis. P. auritus blood was sampled at five sites
across the Great Lakes basin, Ontario, Canada and was analyzed for
[THg]. To assess cellular stress, the expression of glutathione peroxidases 1 and 3 (GPX1, GPX3), superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1), heat-shock
protein 70 kd-8 (HSP70-8) and glutathione S-transferase µ3 (GSTM3)
were measured in whole blood samples using real-time RT-PCR. Results
showed a significantly positive correlation between female blood [THg]
and both GPX3 and GSTM3 expression. Different levels of oxidative
stress experienced by males and females during the breeding season may
be influencing the differential oxidative stress responses to blood [THg]
observed in this study. Overall, these results suggest that Hg may lead to
oxidative stress as some of the cellular stress-related genes were altered in
the blood of female P. auritus and that blood gene expression analysis is a
successful approach to assess bird health condition.
250 Exposure of Peregrine Falcons to Emerging Flame Retardants in
the United States, Canada, South Africa and Spain: Current Status
and Temporal Trends
D. Chen, Southern Illinois Univ Carbondale / Chemistry; K.J. Fernie,
Environment Canada / Ecotoxicology and Wildlife Health; A. Jenkins,
AVISENSE Consulting; J. Park, California EPA / Dept of Toxic Substances
Control Environmental Chemistry Laboratory; K.E. Clark, New Jersey
Division of Fish and Wildlife; A. McMorris, Pennsylvania Game
Commission; B.D. Watts, College of William and Mary
The peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus) is widely distributed around
the world, and occurpies the highest trophic levels within various
ecosystems. Bioaccumulation and biomagnification usually results in
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substantial accumulation of persistent organic pollutants in their bodies
and in eggs via maternal transfer. These characteristics make peregrine
falcons, and particularly their eggs, an ideal species for monitoring
legacy and emerging environmental pollutants at regional, continental,
or even global scales. Previous studies have utilized peregrine eggs to
monitor legacy pollutants such as PCBs, organochlorine pesticides, and
metals. Less has been done in the fields of emerging pollutants, such as
flame retardants (FRs). This study aims to investigate: (1) Priority FRs
and their concentrations in peregrine falcon eggs and tissues; (2) Spatial
distribution of FR exposure in peregrines over large geographical ranges;
and, (3) Temporal trends of exposure in selected regions. Unhatched
peregrine eggs and/or livers were collected from the United States
(i.e. mid-Atlantic, northeastern U.S., and San Francisco Bay), Canada
(Great Lakes), and South Africa. Eggs were collected over a time period
of 2-3 decades in some regions (e.g. northeastern U.S.), allowing for
retrospective analysis. Samples were analyzed for a suite of 20 PBDEs,
11 non-PBDE BFRs and 11 dechlorane plus (DP)-related compounds.
Results showed that PBDEs generally dominated the FR compositions
regardless of sample locations. However, many non-PBDE FRs, including HBCD and DPs, were also frequently detected in peregrine eggs
from all sites, demonstrating their universal presence in the environment.
These findings would contribute to a better understanding of the spatial
and temporal distribution of emerging FRs in global environment.
251 Over 50 Years of Using Bald Eagles as Indicators of Great Lakes
Ecosystem Health
W.W. Bowerman, Univ of Maryland / Dept of Environmental Science
Technology; L. Fuentes, Univ of Maryland / School of Agricultural, Forest,
and Environmental Sciences
Bald eagles (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) were on of the first avian species
to indicate the population level impacts of organochlorine pesticides
in the 1950s. Their precipitous decline was documeneted during the
first continental bald eagle survey in 1961, organized by the National
Aubduon Society. The numbers of breeding pairs and their reproductive
success were monitored using 2, usually aerial, surveys, one to indicate
nesting attempts (occupancy) and one to indicate nest productivity
(fledged young per nest). Two reproductive ratios, 1.0 young per occupied
nest and 0.7 young per occupied nest, were used to indicate a healthy
population or the population stability level, respectively. Unhatched eggs
were collected from nests and were analyzed to indicate adult exposure to
environmental pollutants. Blood plasma from adults and nestlings were
analyzed for indication of exposure to increase sampling since eggs are
infrequently encountered. Feathers are collected to indicate concentrations of metals such as mercury. Since 1987, morphometric measures
are used to determine sex and age of nestlings. Since 1961, over 14,000
reproductive outcomes have been determined in Michigan, which has
maintained a statewide, annual survey. Concentrations of organochlorine
pesticides and PCBs have declined, but are still greater than NOAELs
along some Great Lakes shoreline areas. Concentraitons of mercury has
declined, but more recently has increased and is greater in interior areas.
Recent analyses of population trends have shown an exponential growth
of nests and healthy reproductive levels. However, Great Lakes nests
have been shown to still exhibit sink-source dynamics. A dual signal of
climate change has also been observed by analyzing long term trends in
date of first egg laid in nests and in comparison of morphometric measures. Eagles nesting along the Great Lakes and anadromous rivers are
laying their first eggs nearly 1 day per year earlier over the past 20 years.
Nestings in interior areas are decreasing in size, an adaptive response
that would be predicted by Bergmann’s Rule. These long term data have
greatly contributed to our understanding of both chemical and climate
related stressors within the Great Lakes Basin.
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Population Modeling to Assess Pesticide Risks to
Representative, Threatened and Endangered Species
252 Population modeling to assess pesticide risks to threatened and
endangered species: Findings of a CropLife America workshop
V.E. Forbes, Univ of Nebraska Lincoln / School of Biological Sciences
Publication of the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) Report on
Assessing Risks to Endangered and Threatened Species from Pesticides in 2013
concluded that population models are necessary for quantifying the
effects of pesticides on threatened and endangered species. This conclusion and its associated recommendations send an important signal to
policy makers, i.e., that effective risk assessments need to be more tightly
coupled to protection goals through use of relevant population-level
endpoints. This view corresponds well with recent scientific opinions
coming out of Europe (i.e., EU Scientific Committees and the European
Food Safety Authority), in which population models are increasingly
viewed as providing important tools for ecological risk assessment.
However, the NAS Report has also raised some concerns, particularly
given the large number and diversity of species that are currently listed
as threatened and endangered according to the Endangered Species
Act in the United States. For example, it is not clear whether and which
existing population models can be applied in practice to different groups
of listed species. In some cases, the spatial scale over which risks must
be assessed raises important challenges, as does the lack of demographic
and ecological data for many listed species. To explore these and other
issues, CropLife America sponsored a two-day technical workshop in the
Spring of 2014 to bring together population modellers with expertise in
terrestrial and wetland plants, terrestrial vertebrates, terrestrial invertebrates, aquatic vertebrates and aquatic invertebrates. This presentation
will provide an overview of the main workshop findings and suggestions
for future actions.
253 Problems with the use of point estimate toxicity data for parameterizing population models for ecological risk assessments
J.D. Stark, Washington State Univ / Dept of Entomology; J. Banks, Univ of
Washington / Environmental Science Interdisciplinary Arts Sciences
Acute lethal concentration estimates (LC50) are the most widely
used toxicity endpoint in the ecological risk assessment process in the
United States and the European Union. Although LC50s are based
on concentration-response curves with associated slopes and confidence limits (CL), the actual LC50, which is a point estimate, is often
the only data used in pesticide risk assessments. In this study an acute
mortality data set for pesticides was used to parameterize population
models. Deterministic matrix population models were developed for two
closely related pest Tephritid fruit fly species, Diptera: Tephritidae, the
Mediterranean Fruit Fly, Ceratitis capitata, and the Oriental Fruit Fly.
The pesticide used to parameterize the models, diazinon, was chosen
because acute mortality data showed that at the LC50 there were no
significant differences in susceptibility between the two fruit fly species
based on overlap of the 95% CL. Mortalities were imposed in the models
for each species using the LC50 and the lower and upper 95% CLs.
Results showed that point estimates for the fruit flies would indicate
recovery of both species after exposure to approximately 50% mortality.
However, exposure to the upper 95% CL resulted in extinction for one
species but not the other. The different population outcomes observed in
this study appear to be due to two factors. The first was the spread (variation) of the 95% CL for the respective LC50s. The species that had the
widest spread of the 95% CL was more susceptible than the other species. The second reason had to do with differences in life history traits.
The fruit fly species exhibited differences in life history traits; weekly
population growth rates (λ) for C. capitata and B. dorsalis were 1.60 and
2.74, respectively. These results indicate that use of point estimates for
ecological risk assessment can result in inaccurate assessments of risk.
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254 Effects of uncertainty in simulated songbird movement behavior
on exposure to agricultural pesticides and resulting population-level
responses
D. Dishman, Integral Consulting Inc; N. Schumaker, USEPA / Western
Ecology Division; J. Sampson, R. Pastorok, Integral Consulting Inc
The influence of species-specific life history and behavior on population
vulnerability to agricultural pesticide exposures is widely recognized.
Recent developments in individual-based modeling (IBM) approaches
allow increasingly realistic population modeling to assess the risks
of agricultural pesticides on ecologically relevant endpoints. A key
feature of population IBMs is the ability to include algorithms (i.e.,
rules or submodels) for animal behavior that control organism movements across a spatially heterogeneous landscape. These algorithms are
clearly important in controlling organism exposure to pesticides, yet
little research has been done on the effects of the form of and variation in movement submodels for songbirds and other species found in
agricultural landscapes. To understand the potential effects of variability
in behavior governing animal movement and habitat use on pesticide
exposure and population-level risk, we constructed a spatially explicit
population IBM using Hexsim to simulate a songbird population in a
hypothetical agricultural landscape. We then explored various behavioral
submodels, and the effect of added uncertainty in behavioral algorithms.
Using a spatially heterogeneous distribution of pesticide exposure and
habitat quality (and including environmental stochasticity), we ran
model iterations in consistent environmental conditions while varying
behavioral submodels governing habitat exploration and dispersal. We
describe results for the sensitivity of the following to variability and
uncertainty in the behavioral submodel: 1) the distribution of individual
pesticide exposure in the population, 2) the pattern of resulting population dynamics, and 3) population-level risk. Characterizing the potential
influences of species-specific behavioral traits, and related uncertainties, on potentially-exposed populations will improve the realism, and
ultimately relevance, of lines of evidence used to assess pesticide risk to
wildlife populations.
255 Developing a population-level perspective of the direct and indirect effects of pesticide exposure to a non-target plant species
A.R. Kanarek, USEPA/OPP/EFED; F. Farruggia, USEPA/OCSPP/
OPP/EFED; K.V. Garber, USEPA / Office of Pesticide Programs;
B. Kiernan, E.W. Odenkirchen, USEPA/OCSPP/OPP/EFED; D.
Olszyk, USEPA/NHEERL-WED; N. Schumaker, USEPA/ORD/
NHEERL-WED
The process of developing an ecological risk assessment of pesticides
for population-level protection goals involves integration of data across
several levels of biological organization. USEPA has explored interacting
factors that influence population dynamics, including spatial and temporal structure of the population and landscape, life history characteristics,
the relationship between pesticide exposure and toxicological effects, and
the impact of inter- and intra-specific interactions. We describe methodologies and approaches that were considered while developing a model
to assess the effects of pesticide exposure on a population of the common
milkweed (Asclepias syriaca L.). Our aim is to disentangle and elucidate
the primary drivers of system dynamics in order to better understand
the consequences of multiple domains of influence. This presentation
will illustrate how model predictions are affected by different modeling
assumptions and the way in which mechanistic components are incorporated. We then apply this approach in a case study involving monarch
butterfly (Danaus plexippus) responses to changes in milkweed availability in order to further explore relative impacts of pesticide applications.

256 Risk characterization of non-target terrestrial plant communities:
modelling population and community effects of herbicide drift
J. Reeg, Univ of Potsdam; T. Schad, Bayer CropScience / EnSA; A. Solga,
Ecology; K. Körner, Univ of Potsdam; T.G. Preuss, Bayer CropScience / Inst
for Environmental Research; F. Jeltsch, Univ of Potsdam; J. Tang, Bayer
CropScience; T. Hall, Bayer CropScience / Environmental Toxicology and
Risk Assessment
Non-target terrestrial plants (NTTP), i.e. non-crop plants growing near
agricultural fields, are potentially impacted by herbicide applications.
Based on the Ecosystem Services concept, Specific Protections Goals
(SPGs) for NTTP were defined by the European Food Safety Authority
(EFSA). These SPGs address the population and community level at the
spatial scale of field edges or landscapes. Therefore, model approaches
addressing community level endpoints are gaining greater importance
in ecological risk characterization. To analyse community-level risks
beginning on local scales but expanding to landscape scales, we link
a spatiotemporal herbicide exposure and plant individual-level effect
model (Xplicit) to a trait-based plant community model (IBC-grass).
With this approach potential herbicide drift exposure effects at the level
of plant populations and communities are investigated (e.g., population
extinction risk, decrease in community diversity or biomass). Direct (e.g.,
increased mortality) and indirect effects (e.g. changes in competition) are
predicted using individual-level effect patterns obtained from Xplicit and
using ecotoxicological standard studies. The novel modelling approach
allows simulating separate or combined herbicide effects of reproduction
(e.g. seed production, seed survival or seedling establishment), growth
and survival of established plants. Results of preliminary simulations
with high exposure rates show the importance of timing of herbicide
application relative to the plants life-cycles and the role of indirect
effects for extinction risk and composition shifts. Current risk assessment schemes focus on individual-level effects. They do not take intra- or
interspecific interactions into account. The combination of a model
addressing spatiotemporally varying herbicide exposure and individuallevel risk at landscape-scales (‘Xplicit’) with a plant community model
(‘IBC-grass’) will allow to integrate NTTP risk with the occurrence
of plant species at different spatial scales. By further investigations and
validation, this approach can provide a useful tool for predicting and
quantifying potential effects of herbicides on NTTP populations and
communities. These types of analyses can then be used to assess potential
risk to endangered plants and/or the habitat of other endangered species.
This would make it apply to the session for which it is being applied.
257 Predicting the effects of agricultural management practices on
earthworm populations
A.S. Johnston, R.M. Sibly, Univ of Reading / Biological Sciences; T. Alvarez,
EcoRisk Solutions Ltd / Dept of Ecological Sciences; M. Hodson, Univ of York;
P. Sweeney, Syngenta; P. Thorbek, Syngenta / Environmetal Safety
Soils form the basic substrate for terrestrial life, facilitating essential
ecosystem services such as nutrient cycling and primary production
(e.g. food production). Quantitative methods for measuring agricultural management effects on soil functioning should thus optimise the
provision of, and trade-offs between, ecosystem services delivered or
affected by agriculture. Earthworms, key ecosystem engineers because of
their influence on soil functioning, are representative soil organisms and
important components of ecosystem food chains. Methods for predicting the response of these populations to new chemical management
scenarios could thus better inform land management policy. Still, it is
not feasible to measure population responses to the various possibilities
of environmental-anthropogenic change through field studies alone.
Here, we present a process-based approach to understanding the effects
of agricultural management practices (chemical applications and tillage)
on earthworm populations. Individuals have their own energy budgets
and decision-making procedures, which drive vital rates and behaviour
according to key ecological drivers in soils (soil organic matter, bulk
density, temperature, water potential). Population dynamics then emerge
from individual-environment interactions in spatially heterogeneous
soil profiles. Our model provides accurate predictions of population
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dynamics over a wide range of environmental conditions and in response
to applications of the toxic reference chemical carbendazim. As spatial
choice determines the population’s exposure to chemical stress, representation of how individuals move in the soil profile is essential. We
investigate trade-offs between agricultural management scenarios and
ecosystem services by quantifying the population-level risks of no-till
herbicide applications vs conventional tillage practices. Results indicate
that tillage often represents a greater risk to earthworm populations than
do chemical applications. We highlight that it is not enough to consider
stress factors (e.g. chemicals, tillage) alone, as the population response
is subject to many factors, including individual life histories, behaviours
and spatial choices, ecological drivers and physical disturbance.
258 Ecosystem-level risk of chemicals: from experimental data to a
calibrated ecosystem model
L. Clouzot, Universite Laval / Département de génie civil et de génie
des eaux; M. Paterson, International Inst for Sustainable Development;
A. Dupuis, P. Blanchfield, Fisheries and Oceans Canada; M. Rennie,
International Inst for Sustainable Development; K.A. Kidd, Univ of New
Brunswick; P.A. Vanrolleghem, modelEAU Université Laval / Département
de génie civil et de génie des eaux
Ecological interactions are a key aspect to consider when assessing the
ecological risk of chemicals. The direct effects are generally pretty well
understood, but the consequences on the whole ecosystem often remain
unclear. How are the different trophic levels affected? Are there any
trophic cascades or compensatory mechanisms involved? What is the
importance of competitive interactions? An ecosystem model to predict the effects of chemicals on freshwater ecosystems was previously
developed by De Laender and Vanrolleghem, on the basis of a subset of
AQUATOX equations, and applied to the pesticide atrazine. Micro- and
mesocosm experiments with freshwater species were used to calibrate and
validate the model. Because only single-species toxicity data are needed
to successfully apply this modelling approach, it can serve as an ecologybased alternative for extrapolation approaches without any additional data
needs. The study reported here took the challenge to extend the ecosystem
model to a stratified lake composed of phyto- & zooplankton, Chaoborus
insects and different fish populations. A multi-year whole-ecosystem
study performed at the Experimental Lakes Area (ON, Canada) with
addition of the synthetic hormone 17α-ethinylestradiol was used to
develop and calibrate the extended ecosystem model. The experimental
results showed endocrine disruption within the fish species, with a collapse of fathead minnow, and suggested indirect effects on invertebrates
and lake trout mediated through the food web. The simulations confirmed
the experimental results and revealed an effect of competitive interactions
among the aquatic species. A sensitivity analysis showed great consistency between the simulation results and current knowledge on such
ecosystems. It also confirmed that Chaoborus is a key species in ecological interactions. Connected to most of the species, Chaoborus makes
the ecosystem more stable when subject to disruptions. The presence of
indirect food web effects, in both the experimental and modelling studies,
highlights the importance of ecosystem-level effects when assessing the
risk of chemicals in aquatic environments, similar to the findings of the
aforementioned ecosystem model applied to atrazine. The extended model
is currently used to assess the ecosystem-level effects of more chemicals,
such as pesticides. For instance, when phytoplankton populations are
impacted by pesticides, indirect effects on all trophic levels are observed.
259 Using Probabilistic Population Modeling to Inform Pesticide Risk
Assessments and Jeopardy Determinations for Endangered Species
R.A. Pastorok, Integral Consulting Inc; D.R. Moore, Intrinsik
Environmental Sciences Inc; A.B. Parks, D.V. Preziosi, Integral Consulting
Inc; R.S. Teed, Intrinsik Environmental Sciences Inc
Following recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences
(NAS), the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and other federal
agencies are developing new harmonized methods to assess risks of
pesticides to ecological receptors. Population modeling has been identified as an essential tool for assessing pesticide risks to endangered species
as part of jeopardy determinations under the Endangered Species Act.
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Although NAS and the federal agencies assigned population modeling to
the third (i.e., highest) tier of a three-tiered assessment process, we show
how population models can be used within a cost-effective screening
approach to instill ecological relevance at lower tiers of an assessment.
We used population modeling to build on the organism-level bright lines
approach of Moore et al. (2010), which sets boundaries between areas
of high, intermediate, low, and de minimus risk on a plot of Exceedance
Probability against Magnitude of Effect (e.g., % mortality, or % reduction
in reproductive output). Stochastic density-dependent population-matrix
models were used to extrapolate typical toxicity test results for birds
and mammals to population-level endpoints (e.g., interval decline risk;
% decline in mean population size). Population modeling was used to
set the shape and position of bright lines on the Exceedance Probability
plot so that organism-level impacts could be interpreted in light of
population-level risk. Using examples for avian focal species (Canada
goose, horned lark, mourning dove, and northern bobwhite), we show
how population-level risk changed with different organism-level impacts.
We then derive population-relevant bright lines from the population-risk
landscape plot using thresholds derived from consideration of IUCN
Red List criteria. Using population modeling to inform the development
of probabilistic organism-level bright lines provides a cost-effective tool
for focusing risk assessments and jeopardy determinations on the species most vulnerable to potential impacts of pesticides. We recommend
further refinements based on evaluating the sensitivity and variability
of different population model endpoints for pesticide risk assessment,
as well as the relative vulnerability of a range of life histories associated
with commonly used focal species.

Selenium and Mines
260 Integrative Assessment of Selenium Speciation, Biogeochemistry
and Distribution in a Northern Coldwater Ecosystem
D.M. Janz, K. Liber, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Centre; I.J.
Pickering, Univ of Saskatchewan / Dept of Geological Sciences; C.I.
Wiramanaden, Minnow Environmental Inc; S.A. Weech, Minnow
Environmental Inc; M. Gallego-Gallegos, M.K. Driessnack, E.D. Franz,
M.M. Goertzen; J. Phibbs, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Centre; J.J.
Tse, Univ of Saskatchewan / Dept of Geological Sciences; K.T. Himbeault,
Cameco Corporation; E.L. Robertson, K+S Potash Canada GP; C. BurnettSeidel, K. England, Cameco Corporation; A.C. Gent, Cameco Corporation /
SHEQ Compliance and Licensing
The aquatic ecotoxicology of selenium (Se) in coldwater ecosystems has
emerged as an important concern in many regions of the world. For
the past decade, extensive research has been conducted at a series of
small lakes receiving treated liquid effluent containing elevated Se from
a uranium milling operation in northern Saskatchewan, Canada. An
underlying focus of these studies was to determine Se speciation profiles
(using X-ray absorption spectroscopy) in the major biotic and abiotic compartments of these lakes. The aim of this presentation is to compile the
site-specific information obtained from this research into an integrative
perspective regarding the influence of Se speciation on biogeochemical
cycling and food web transfer of Se in coldwater ecosystems. Selenium
concentrations in sediments displayed great spatial heterogeneity that was
strongly correlated with percent total organic carbon content in a given
sediment sample. Other Se species detected in sediments included selenosulfides, selenite, and inorganic metal selenides. In contrast, the major
Se form in sediment-associated biofilm/periphyton was an organoselenium species modelled as selenomethionine (SeMet), illustrating the
critical importance of this matrix in biotransformation of inorganic
Se to organoselenium compounds and subsequent trophic transfer to
benthic invertebrates at the base of the food web. Detritus displayed a Se
speciation profile intermediate between sediment and biofilm, with both
elemental Se and SeMet present. In benthic detritivore (chironomid)
larvae and emergent adults, and in foraging and predatory fishes, SeMet
was the dominant Se species. The proportion of total Se present as a
SeMet-like species displayed a direct nonlinear relationship with increasing whole-body Se in invertebrates and fishes, plateauing at approximately
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70-80% of total Se as a SeMet-like species. In fish collected from reference lakes, a selenocystine-like species was the major Se species detected.
Collectively, these studies demonstrate the important role of speciation in
governing food web assimilation and trophic transfer of Se in this coldwater aquatic system. The perspectives and considerations presented here
are likely applicable to a wide range of northern industrial sites receiving
elevated Se loading into aquatic ecosystems.
261 Bioaccumulation and trophic transfer of selenium in biofilms
from a mining impacted stream
M.C. Arnold, T. Lindberg, Duke Univ / Nicholas School of the
Environment; R.L. Bier, E. Bernhardt, Duke Univ / Biology; R.T. Di
Giulio, Duke Univ / Nicholas School of the Environment
Selenium (Se) is a known teratogen released into the Mud River, WV
during mountaintop removal/valley fill (MTR/VF) coal mining.
Although previous work has demonstrated that Se from mining effluent accumulates in fish, there have been few studies investigating the
importance of biofilms as Se accumulators in mining impacted streams.
Biofilms were grown on acrylic plates at a site impacted by MTR/
VF coal mining, as well as a reference site on the adjacent Left Fork
Mud River that is unmined. Mined biofilms contained a significantly
higher mean concentration of Se (2.7 ± 0.2 mg Se kg-1 dw) compared
to reference biofilms (mean concentration 1.3 ± 0.09 mg Se kg-1 dw).
Adult female fathead minnows (Pimephales promelas) fed on mined
biofilms accumulated significantly higher concentrations of Se in livers
and ovaries (mean concentration 2.4 ± 0.1 and 3.1 ± 0.3 mg Se kg-1
dw respectively) compared to unmined biofilm-fed fathead minnows
(mean concentration 1.5 ± 0.3 and 1.4 ± 0.4 mg Se kg-1 dw respectively).
Electron microscopy analysis revealed that the mined biofilms primarily
consisted of diatoms. When separated into component parts via centrifugation, green algae from mined biofilms contained significantly less Se
(1.1 ± 0.6 mg/kg dw) compared to the remaining fraction (2.3 ± 1.3 mg/
kg dw). These results suggest that lotic systems are at risk of Se entering
into the food chain, despite the fast moving water. Biofilms are important entry points for contaminants into aquatic food webs, and should be
incorporated into future assessments of Se fate and transport.
262 Establishing dose-dependent developmental effects of maternal
dietary selenium exposure in the model amphibian Xenopus laevis
A.J. Masse, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Centre; D.M. Janz, Univ
of Saskatchewan / Dept of Veterinary Biomedical Sciences and Toxicology
Centre; J.R. Muscatello, Stantec Consulting Ltd / Dept of Environmental
Services
Selenium (Se) is a contaminant of potential concern in aquatic systems
located downstream of mining operations due to its efficient incorporation into food webs, potential for bioaccumulation at higher trophic
levels, and role as a developmental toxicant in oviparous vertebrates.
Adverse reproductive effects of Se have been the primary focus of
research in fish and bird species; however studies focusing on Se toxicity in amphibians are lacking, particularly early life stage toxicities
and tissue-based toxicity thresholds. The objective of this study was to
determine dose-response relationships for early life stage toxicities in the
model amphibian Xenopus laevis. Following a 68 day dietary exposure
to food augmented with L-selenomethionine at measured concentrations of 0.7 (control), 10.9, 30.4, and 94.2 μg Se/g dry mass, adult female
X. laevis were bred with untreated males. Evaluations in the resulting
eggs/embryos included Se concentrations, fertilization success, hatchability, survival, developmental rates, and the frequency and severity of
Se-induced malformations. At the time of breeding, survival, hepatosomatic index, and gonadosomatic index of adult female X. laevis after
exposure to dietary Se exposure showed no significant differences among
treatment groups. However, a trend for increased female weight loss was
observed with increasing dietary Se concentrations over the 68 days.
Percent hatchability of embryos and survival of embryos/tadpoles up
to 5 days post-fertilization (dpf) were significantly reduced in the 30.4
μg Se/g treatment group compared to the control group. Cumulative
mortality in tadpoles from 5 dpf to completion of metamorphosis
showed no significant differences among treatment groups. There were

no significant differences in the time to 50% metamorphosis among
treatment groups. Further research will determine egg Se concentrations,
fertilization success, and the frequency/severity of malformations in 5 dpf
tadpoles. In addition, glutathione peroxidase activity, reduced/oxidized
glutathione concentrations, and lipid peroxidation will be determined in
tadpoles to evaluate potential effects on antioxidant defense mechanisms
and its relation to Se-induced malformations. Overall, this study aims to
aid in further understanding the sensitivity of amphibians to Se, with the
goal of developing environmentally relevant toxicity thresholds.
263 Effects of Chronic Dietary Selenomethionine Exposure on the
Physiological Stress Response in Juvenile White Sturgeon (Acipenser
transmontanus)
S. Patterson, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Centre; J. Zee, Univ of
Saskatchewan / School of Environment and Sustainability; S.B. Wiseman,
Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Centre; M. Hecker, Univ of Saskatchewan
/ School of the Environment and Sustainability Toxicology Centre
White sturgeon (WS) are an ancient species of fish endemic to western
North America. Unfortunately, their populations have been declining
since the 1800’s. Due to their longevity and benthic lifestyle WS might
be particularly susceptible to bioaccumulative toxicants. Selenium (Se)
is an essential micronutrient, but at low concentrations can be toxic to
aquatic organisms. The organic form of Se, Selenomethionine (SeM), is
the major dietary form to which aquatic organisms are exposed and has
become a particular environmental concern as it persists, bioaccumulates
and biomagnifies. SeM can affect various physiological processes in fish
but research is limited in regards to its effects on the physiological stress
response and energy metabolism. Therefore, the goal of this study was to
determine the effects of exposure to dietary SeM on the cortisol response
to stress of WS, as well as to characterize the sensitivity of WS to SeM.
Juvenile WS were administered food spiked with 0, 5, 25, or 100 ug/g
dm of SeM for 72 days. Severe edema and exophthalmos were observed
in high and medium doses by day 10 and 23, respectively. By day 20 of
the exposure food aversion was observed in all fish exposed to the highest
dose, which likely contributed to adverse effects on growth observed in
this treatment group. Investigation of transcriptional responses by use of
RNA-seq indicated 2,149 transcripts were ≥ 2 fold down-regulated and
892 were ≥ 2 fold up-regulated, which is consistent with the observed
pathologies. Specifically, there were significant changes in transcripts
involved with regulation of energy metabolism. Effects of SeM on the
cortisol response to stress were evaluated by subjecting fish to a 2 minute
handling stressor on the final day of exposure. Concentrations of cortisol
in blood plasma were quantified by use of an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay. Concentrations of glucose and lactate in blood plasma were
also quantified. Concentrations of glycogen in muscle and liver were
quantified to determine effects on energy metabolism. Furthermore,
abundances of transcripts of genes (glucocorticoid receptor, StAR protein,
cytochrome p450 side chain cleavage, and phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase) along the hypothalamus-pituitary-interrenal-liver axis were
determined by use of quantitative real-time PCR. Results indicate WS
are sensitive to exposure of dietary SeM and effects on energy metabolism
might have an important role in mediating toxicity in this species.
264 High Sensitivity to Dietary Selenomethionine Found in Juvenile
White Sturgeon (Acipenser transmontanus)
J. Zee, Univ of Saskatchewan / School of Environment and Sustainability;
S. Patterson, S.B. Wiseman, D. Gagnon, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology
Centre; M. Hecker, Univ of Saskatchewan / School of the Environment and
Sustainability Toxicology Centre
It has been shown that selenium (Se) released to the environment can
have devastating effects on local aquatic wildlife. Of the various forms
Se can take, selenomethionine (SeMeth) is the most bioavailable and
therefore the most toxic. For secondary consumers ingestion is the most
important method of Se uptake. Sturgeon are culturally important to
First Nations and economically key to fisheries along the West coast of
North America. However, many populations are in decline, experiencing poor recruitment and classified as endangered, the white sturgeon
(Acipenser transmontanus) included. While the reasons for these declines
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are not yet fully understood the sturgeon’s benthic lifestyle, longevity,
and position in the food chain leave them particularly susceptible to
contaminant exposures. Current high concentrations of SeMeth in diets
of white sturgeon, with predicted increases in anthropogenic releases,
have made it a contaminant of concern for this species. Therefore,
this study was designed to investigate the sensitivity of juvenile white
sturgeon to dietary SeMeth. During a 72 day exposure white sturgeon
were given feed containing 1, 5, 25 or 100 ug SeMeth (dm) per g food.
These doses corresponded to an uptake necessary for proper health, two
environmentally relevant exposures, and a possible environmentally
relevant exposure level in line with predicted releases of Se. Within
10 days of exposure pathological effects were observed in the sturgeon
given the high dose. Occurrence of severe edema, causing exophthalmos,
developed within 15, 23 and 52 days in the high, medium and low doses
respectively and lethal effects rates of 54% and 22% occurred in high and
medium doses respectively. Tissue digestions indicated that Se accumulated in a dose dependent manner and reached equilibrium in the high
dose in approximately 40 days. Growth, liver weight and hepatosomatic
index were all significantly lower in the high dose. Food avoidance was
also observed in the high dose. These results indicate that white sturgeon
are highly sensitive to the effects of Se accumulation over relatively short
time periods. This stresses the need for continued sturgeon research and
studies looking into the environmental fate and regulation of released Se.
265 Results of USEPA’s Assessment of Fish Tissue from US Rivers for
Selenium with Implications for Aquatic Life and Human Health
J.M. Lazorchak, USEPA / Office of Research and Development; J.B.
Wathen, USEPA / Office of Water Office of Science and Technology; A.
Olsen, USEPA / Office of Research and Development; L. Stahl, USEPA /
Office of Water; T. Kincaid, USEPA / Office of Research and Development;
H.B. McCarty, CSC; A.L. Batt, USEPA / National Exposure Research
Laboratory; B.D. Snyder, Tetra Tech, Inc. / Center for Ecological Sciences
EPA’s Office of Water and Office of Research and Development collaborated to conduct the first statistically based survey of contaminants in fish
fillets from U.S. Rivers. This national fish survey was conducted under
the framework of USEPA’s National Rivers and Streams Assessment
(NRSA), a probability-based survey designed to assess the condition of
the Nation’s streams and rivers. During June through October of 2008
and 2009, field teams applied consistent methods nationwide to collect
samples of fish commonly consumed by humans at 542 randomly selected
river locations (≥ 5th order based on 1:100,000-scale Strahler order) in
the lower 48 states. They collected one fish composite sample at every
sampling location, with each composite consisting of five similarly sized
adult fish of the same species from a list of target species. Largemouth
and smallmouth bass were the primary species collected for the study,
accounting for 34% and 24% of all fish composites, respectively. Samples
were collected from both non-urban (379 sites) and urban locations (163
sites). Each composite sample was homogenized and analyzed using an
ICP method for total selenium and results reported as wet weight. None
of the samples exceeded or were close to USEPA’s draft Ambient Aquatic
life Criteria for muscle tissue, 11.8 mg/kg, or the human health screening value (chronic toxicity) of ~6 mg/kg wet weight. Six samples were
at or near the U.S. Department of Interior’s 1998 guideline for dietary
intake of birds, 3 mg/kg dry weight, or 2.4 mg/kg wet weight (estimated
by multiplying dry weight value by 80%). The maximum sample value
was 2.66 mg/kg and the lowest value was 0.51 mg/kg, which was above
the MDL of 0.18 mg/kg. The national estimated weighted mean value
was 0.413 mg/kg. Urban and non-urban sites mean values were 0.418
and 0.411 mg/kg, respectively. Ecoregional mean values for Eastern
Highlands, Plains Lowlands, and Western Mountains were 0.408,
0.421, and 0.388 mg/kg. For major family groups of fish, Suckers, Carp,
Trout, Perch, Smallmouth Bass, Sunfish, Largemouth Bass, and Catfish
mean values were: 0.524, 0.511,0.492, 0.464, 0.429, 0.405, 0.361, and
0.340, mg/kg, respectively. The results of this study are not surprising in
that the probabilistic design provides the ability to make broad national
generalizations on selenium levels in fish tissue. A more deterministic
study is likely necessary in ecoregions where selenium enriched geology
is present.
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266 Development of a Draft National 304(a) Chronic Selenium
Criterion for the Protection of Freshwater Aquatic Life
C. Delos, USEPA; J.R. Beaman, G. Russo, K. Gallagher, L.F. Huff, USEPA
/ Office of Water; D.O. McIntyre, Great Lakes Environmental Center
In May 2014, the USEPA released an External Peer Review Draft of
an updated chronic selenium criterion for the protection of freshwater
aquatic life. In harmony with the recommendations of an expert panel
(USEPA 1998), a SETAC Pellston workshop (Chapman et al. 2010),
peer review and public comments on the USEPA 2004 draft criteria
document, the Agency has developed a chronic criterion that reflects the
effects of selenium concentrations in the reproductive tissues of freshwater fish species. The draft 2014 freshwater criterion for selenium is
composed of four elements: (1) a fish egg/ovary element; (2) a fish wholebody and/or muscle element; (3) a water-column chronic element that
can be applied to lentic or lotic waterbody types; and (4) an equation that
may be used to calculate a water-column element that accounts for the
chronic effects of selenium from short-term or intermittent exposures to
this bioaccumulative pollutant. All four elements are based on reproductive effects in freshwater fish as the assessment endpoint The USEPA
derived the water-column values from the egg-ovary element by assessing
food chain bioaccumulation at representative field sites across the continental United States. The USEPA recommends States and tribes adopt
all four elements into water quality standards as a single selenium criterion composed of multiple elements in a manner that explicitly affirms
the primacy of the fish tissue elements over the water-column elements
and the egg-ovary element over any other element. Inclusion of the fish
whole-body or fish muscle element into the selenium criterion ensures
the protection of aquatic life when fish egg or ovary tissue measurements
are not available, and inclusion of the water column elements ensures
protection when fish tissue measurements are not available. The criterion
is not intended to address selenium toxicity to aquatic-dependent wildlife
such as birds. Because the factors that control the bioaccumulation of
selenium vary across aquatic sites, the USEPA also provides guidance on
how to develop site-specific water-column values from the recommended
egg-ovary value for the protection of aquatic life. Once finalized, this
criterion may be used by States and tribes as the basis for adopting water
quality standards for selenium.
267 Aquatic selenium remediation through ecosystem manipulation,
an end-pit lake fertilization experiment
A. Luek, Univ of Lethbridge / Dept of Biological Sciences; D.J. Rowan,
AECL; J. Rasmussen, Univ of Lethbridge / Dept of Biological Sciences
Aquatic selenium contamination is a well-known, long-term problem
for the reclamation of coal mining end-pit lakes. Small-scale treatment
efforts are showing promise, but efficient ways of large-scale treatment are still scarce and costly. Over the last two years, we explored
a multi-step ecosystem-scale treatment option utilizing anaerobic
chemoautotrophic bacterial communities in end-pit lakes. Anaerobic
chemoautotrophs can reduce harmful selenites and selenates to elemental
selenium through respiration. We hypothesized, that stimulating the
growth of this bacterial community within an end-pit lake by optimizing it’s environment could significantly reduce the harmful selenium
load in the lake. We drastically increased primary production by adding
industrially available nitrogen and phosphorus fertilizer in late summer
2013. An algae bloom established one month after nutrient addition,
which increased dissolved oxygen concentrations at the surface to supersaturation levels, while slowly using up most of the oxygen below the
euphotic zone. Over the iced-up season of 2013-2014, the manipulated
lake established an anoxic layer below 10m water-depth, which remained
stable after ice-off in the spring. A new phytoplankton bloom in early
spring 2014 provided more organic matter to the lake while fortifying
the meromictic layer. We monitored the manipulated lake as well as
a reference lake monthly during the ice-free season. Depth-profiles of
temperature, DO and conductivity documented the establishment of the
anoxic zone, while comprehensive analysis of water quality of surface
and bottom water allowed for the monitoring of changes in nutrient
load, pH, turbidity and especially changes in selenium concentration
and speciation. Further more, we monitored changes in the microbial
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community especially in the anoxic layer of the manipulated lake using
next-generation DNA sequencing. The first steps of changing the environment in favor of anoxic chemoautotrophs were successful. In order for
the whole experiment to be successful, we expect a change in microbial
community structure following the establishment of the anoxic zone,
which will lead to a decrease in harmful selenium species through respiratory reduction by the chemoautotrophic bacterial community.

Assessing Contaminant Effects in Multi-stress
Ecosystems: Part 1
268 Predicting the impact of seasonal fluctuations in river discharge on
the potential ecotoxicological risk of multiple toxicants in an estuary
A. Wijdeveld, DELTARES / Fresh Water; C. Schipper, DELTARES /
Marine and Coastal Systems
In the EU the Water Framework Directive (WFD) strives to achieve
good ecological status in the EU water bodies. To classify the ecological
status, three indicators are used; biological quality index (i), water quality
index, or chemical status (ii), and hydrodynamic/morphologic index (iii).
The water quality index (or chemical status) is based on the concentrations
of WFD priority pollutants in the water, and water quality standards for
the pollutants are based on both single substance and multiple substances
potentially affected fraction (PAF/ms-PAF) calculations. This links the
water quality index to ecotoxicological risk levels. One of the challenges
is to correlate the limited observed water quality data within a water body
to a location specific water quality and ecotoxicological risk level. This
becomes even more difficult in an estuary with tidal interactions and a
strong seasonal variation in discharge of the main pollutant source, the
river. We selected a study site, Land van Saeftinghe, within the Western
Scheldt estuary in The Netherlands. This site has the Special Protection
Area (SPA) status for the EU Birds directive, is close to the harbour of
Antwerp and has a relative high contribution of river water from the river
Scheldt. We used a combination of water quality monitoring, hydrodynamic modelling, water quality modelling, ecotoxicity modelling, and
field observations of the ecological status to quantify each of the three
WFD water body status indicators and compare them with the observed
ecological status for the location. The modelling results show that there is
a strong seasonal fluctuation in the pollutants concentration at the study
site, sometimes exceeding water quality standards for a specific pollutant
(cadmium). However, the ms-PAF calculation for chronic exposure yields
an acceptable ecotoxicological risk level. While a strict application of the
WFD water quality index would classify this site as having a ‘bad status’,
the ecotoxicological risk based assessment is ‘acceptable’. The observed
ecological status for the study site is ‘Maximum Ecological Potential’
(MEP), confirming that there are no pressures which would have resulted
in the ecological degradation of the site.
269 Testing the waters: Impacts of contaminants on ecosystem structure and function in urban waterways
K.A. Dafforn, Univ of New South Wales / Evolution and Ecology Reserach
Centre; P. Steinberg, Univ of New South Wales / Centre of Marine
BioInnovation; S.L. Simpson, CSIRO Land and Water / Centre for
Environmental Contaminants Research; J. Potts, P. Scanes, NSW Office of
Environment and Heritage; S.C. Birrer, Evolution and Ecology Research
Centre; M. Sutherland, V.X. Sim, Univ of New South Wales; T. Lachnit,
Univ of New South Wales / Centre for Marine Bioinnovation; S. Swarup,
Nanyang Technological Univ; S. Kjelleberg, Nanyang Technological Univ / The
Singapore Centre on Environmental Life Sciences Engineering; M. Doblin,
Univ of Technology Sydney / Dept of Environmental Sciences; G. Birch,
Sydney Univ / School of Geosciences; P. Gribben, Univ of Technology Sydney;
P. Freewater, Hawkesbury-Nepean Catchment Management Authority; E.L.
Johnston, Univ of New South Wales / Evolution and Ecology Research Centre
Estuaries are diverse and productive ecosystems that are subject to high
levels of disturbance from multiple human stressors. These ecosystems are exposed to multiple stressors such as legacy contaminants in
sediments and ongoing inputs of nutrients and metals via stormwater.

Such anthropogenic modifications are likely to impact both ecosystem
structure and function. However, most assessments of waterways only
measure ecosystem structure and we are not yet able to predict anthropogenic effects on ecosystem function. We surveyed sediment communities
at four locations with large stormwater drains in Sydney Harbour,
Australia. Locations were either embayments and were poorly flushed
or were open channels and were well flushed. Sediment was collected
monthly for 6 months from 3 sites within each location at increasing
distance from the stormwater drain (0, 200 and 1000 m). Nextgeneration sequencing was used to characterize the sediment microbial
community together with traditional morphological identification of
infauna. Sediment was subsampled for a range of sediment characteristics including metals, total organic carbon, total nitrogen and phosphate,
and chlorophyll-a. Sediment cores were also collected to measure
biogeochemical processes including primary productivity, community
respiration and nutrient cycling. Preliminary results suggest trends of
decreasing community respiration rates away from storm drains and lowest rates of primary production during base flows (< 5mm rainfall/day).
Rarely have observations been collected of both structure and function in
conjunction with ecological processes. The results have implications for
future management practices in estuaries and increase our understanding
of the relative impacts on benthic estuarine communities of stormwater
run-off and contamination from industrial practices.
270 Application of Decision Analytical Approaches for Evaluation of
Management Action Considering Multiple Stressors
C.M. Foran, I. Linkov, US Army Engineer Research and Development Center
We propose decision-analytical approaches can be used to inform the
relative value of ecosystem management actions for system impacted
by multiple stressors. We demonstrate an application for evaluation
of management actions for a wetland restoration case study inspired
by the Florida Everglades restoration effort. We find that alternatives designed to reconstruct the pre-drainage flow may have a positive
ecological impact, but may also have high operational costs and only
marginally contribute to meeting other objectives such as reduction of
flooding. We also describe the application of this enhanced adaptive
management (EAM) framework to compare remedial alternatives at a
mercury-contaminated river, based on an understanding of the loading and behavior of mercury in the South River near Waynesboro, VA.
The outcomes show that the ranking of remedial alternatives is highly
influenced by uncertainty in the contaminant loading model, by the
relative importance placed on different criteria, and by cost estimates.
This type of approach allows application of value of information to guide
investment in ecosystem modeling and monitoring efforts to support the
development of optimal restoration strategies in the face of uncertain and
changing information.
271 Meta-omics elucidate sediment community and functional
responses to field manipulated stressors
S.C. Birrer, Evolution and Ecology Research Centre; K.A. Dafforn, Univ
of New South Wales / Evolution and Ecology Reserach Centre; M.Y. Sun,
Univ of New South Wales / BEES; R.B. Williams, Nanyang Technological
Univ / The Singapore Centre on Environmental Life Sciences Engineering;
J. Potts, P. Scanes, NSW Office of Environment and Heritage; B.P. Kelaher,
Southern Cross Univ / National Marine Science Centre and Centre for
Coastal Biogeochemistry Researchy; S.L. Simpson, CSIRO Land and Water /
Centre for Environmental Contaminants Research; S. Kjelleberg, S. Swarup,
Nanyang Technological Univ / The Singapore Centre on Environmental
Life Sciences Engineering; P. Steinberg, Univ of New South Wales / Centre
of Marine BioInnovation; E.L. Johnston, Univ of New South Wales /
Evolution and Ecology Research Centre
Estuaries are hotspots for human activities and are therefore subjected
to multiple anthropogenic stressors. Common contaminants such as
metals and nutrients from agricultural, urban and industrial run-off are
released into waterways and accumulate in the sediment, where they
have the potential to alter both the structure and function of microbial
communities. As individual stressors, metal contaminants can cause
microbial death, whereas nutrients often enhance microbial growth and
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production. However, the interactive effect of these stressors on sediment microbial communities is largely unknown. To investigate multiple
stressor effects on microbial communities we mixed field collected
sediments with fertiliser to create a gradient of metal contamination
and organic enrichment. We deployed these sediments subtidally in
recruitment containers for 4 months. Upon collection, next-generation
sequencing approaches were used to characterise the sediment microbial communities and sediments were incubated to measure sediment
processes including primary productivity and community respiration.
Preliminary results show that metal treatments did not change the community structure, whereas nutrients had an impact on the abundance of
several phyla, especially those associated with biogeochemical cycling.
On the functional gene level, we found that there are specific genes that
seem to be associated with metal and nutrient contaminations, respectively. Our results enhance understanding of the capacity for microbial
communities to maintain important ecosystem processes in the presence
of stressors. This study has implications for future estuarine ecosystem
management since microorganisms are key players in biogeochemical
cycles and have the potential to restore contaminated ecosystems.
272 Identification of a developmental window of susceptibility to
selenomethionine and hypersaline toxicity in the Japanese Medaka
(Oryzias latipes)
A. Kupsco, Univ of California Riverside; D. Schlenk, Univ of California
Riverside / Dept of Environmental Sciences
Activities that perturb naturally seleniferous soils, such as mining and
agriculture, cause the release of selenium into waterways, which can
have a profound effect on fish populations. Although Selenium is an
essential micronutrient, it has demonstrated embryo toxicity to fish at
high concentrations. Selenomethionine (SeMet) is an organic form of
selenium often passed to developing embryos through maternal transfer.
As climate change worsens, the salinity of important spawning grounds
in certain water-restrained estuaries is increasing. Hypersalinity may
not have direct lethal effects on adult fish, but osmotic stress may alter
detoxification strategies of developing organisms. We have previously
demonstrated the ability of hypersalinity to potentiate SeMet toxicity in
Japanese medaka by decreasing percent hatch and increasing deformities. In this study, we sought to identify a window of susceptibility for
deformities and mortality caused by selenomethionine and hypersalinity in Japanese medaka embryos. Embryos were treated in 0.5μM,
5μM and 50μM SeMet for three different time periods (24, 48 and 72
hours) beginning either at 0 hours post fertilization (hpf), 5hpf (late
morula), 24hpf (early neurula), 40hpf (early organogenesis) and 192hpf
(late organogenesis). Treatments were performed in both freshwater and
13ppth sulfate-based saltwater. Following treatments, hatch, deformities,
days to hatch, length and survival post hatch were quantified. SeMet
treatments in saltwater resulted in greater mortality and deformities than
those in freshwater. Furthermore, the early neurula stage was identified
as the most sensitive stage to SeMet embryo toxicity. These results provide insight into determining SeMet’s mode of action for developmental
toxicity in order to inform risk assessment about selenium contamination
in multi-stress ecosystems.
273 Long-term adaptation in oysters with prolonged exposure to environmental stress in the Sydney Harbour estuary, Australia
A.R. Melwani, E. Thompson, D. Raftos, Macquarie Univ / Biological Sciences
Sydney Harbour has been subjected to substantial environmental
modification from industrial and urban activity over the past century.
Extensive areas of the harbour are heavily polluted by toxic contaminants
and exhibit adverse hydrologic parameters. Such prolonged changes in
water quality have led to concern for the ecological integrity of marine
populations inhabiting the estuary. In the current study, proteomics
was used to examine the subcellular response of the Sydney rock oyster
(Saccostrea glomerata) to the combined effects of environmental stress.
Adult oysters were sampled from an “impacted” site where elevated
oyster tissue contaminant concentrations and altered water quality
conditions have been detected, and compared to oysters from a relatively
“non-impacted” site. Live oysters were collected in situ, and transported
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to an aquarium facility, where they were maintained under ambient water
quality conditions for up to two months. Subsequently, oyster tissues
were sampled at five time-points (0 d, 7 d, 14 d, 30 d, 60 d) over the
course of the experiment, and assessed for differential protein expression.
In this presentation, we will show that the subcellular response of oysters
at time-zero differed significantly with prolonged exposure to multiple
stressors compared to oysters from a relatively non-impacted site; and
that a subset of differential proteins remain expressed over the twomonth sampling period, demonstrating long-term adaptation to stress.
This study represents the first evaluation of temporal responses to stress
in oysters from the Sydney Harbour estuary.
274 An Integrated Environmental Monitoring Approach for
Protecting Salmon in Urban Streams
R.R. Marshall, WA State Dept of Ecology / Water Quality Program; H.C.
Bailey, Nautilus Environmental; B.J. Era-Miller, Washington State Dept
of Ecology / Environmental Assessment Program; C.A. Curran, Nautilus
Environmental / Research Unit
A study during spring of 2013 assessed the suitability of an urban stream
for salmon reproduction using a set of biological and chemical tests. The
2013 study followed up on a 2010 study in the same stream. The 2013
work focused on the list of potential chemical stressors identified in the
2010 results. The 2010 study evaluated several technologies of potential
value for stream assessments. The most useful of these techniques were
repeated in 2013. The study stream is located in Olympia, Washington.
The upstream site is in a more wooded urban area and the downstream
site is in the midst of buildings and parking lots. Both are close to I-5.
The 2013 field work added trout stations at the lower site to bracket a
stormwater pipe suspected of delivering the pollutants responsible for the
mortalities seen in 2010. Monitoring included instream exposure of rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) embryos in a simulated redd beginning
with eyed eggs and ending with swim-up fry. Trout were sent at the end
of deployment for analysis of 6 metals (As, Cd, Cu, Pb, and Zn). Tissue
was not analyzed for PAHs because of insufficient mass. Survival at the
nearest station downstream of the stormwater pipe was only 4% at the
alevin lifestage. Survival at the same time of the alevins just upstream
of the stormwater pipe was 60%. Survival 13 days later at the wooded
upper site was 93%. Periphyton and macroinvertebrate communities were
enumerated because they are an important source of food for juvenile
salmon. Clean cobbles in bags were deployed as a form of passive sampler
for benthic macroinvertebrates. Both periphyton and macroinvertebrate samples were analyzed for metals. Benthic organisms at the lower
site showed adverse effects and an increase in metals tolerant species.
Stream, stormwater, groundwater seep, suspended sediment, and bottom sediment samples were analyzed for metals and PAHs. The stream,
stormwater, and groundwater samples were also analyzed for ketoneand quinone-substituted PAHs (OPAHs). Groundwater and sediment
samples were analyzed for BNAs. The lab screened all GC output for
TICs. Tissue copper strongly (r = -0.99) correlated with fry survival.
Tissue zinc (r = -0.87) and copper (r = -0.71) correlated moderately with
alevin survival. Evidence indicates that metals contributed to the effects
on the trout and benthic organisms with PAHs as co-contributors. This
is not the first study on adversely impacted salmonids in the region to
reach this conclusion.
275 Cautions for deriving causal relationships and water quality benchmarks from field observational data: a case study in West
Virginia headwaters
R. Kashuba, K. Cerreto, K. Palmquist, C. Kessel, C. Menzie, Exponent
Assigning causality to multi-stressor environmental questions is difficult,
at best, and this challenge is exacerbated by the often unavoidable use
of field observational data. We present a case study for which observational data collected by the West Virginia Department of Environmental
Protection (WVDEP) was used to develop a water quality benchmark
for conductivity and to ascribe changes in benthic macroinvertebrate
community structure to conductivity. These analyses rely in part on correlations of biological change with conductivity and on apparent shifts
from sensitive to tolerant genera as conductivity increases. The WVDEP
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field biomonitoring data are considered by the USEPA to be of high
quality, and sufficient and appropriate laboratory data were not available.
However, a disadvantage of field data such as these is that exposures are
not controlled and, therefore, there may be confounding factors that distort the perceived relationship between stressor and response. In the case
of West Virginia headwater streams, many factors such as water temperature and stream habitat are potentially related both to macroinvertebrate
community structure and to conductivity. In the complex systems of
stream ecology, these factors can vary substantially (both diurnally and
seasonally), which is challenging to characterize given the snapshot-intime nature of biomonitoring data collection. Additionally, our ability
to accurately measure and synthesize the ecologically relevant aspects of
these factors may differ between potential stressors (e.g., ion concentrations in water relative to an essentially qualitative rapid bioassessment
protocol (RBP) habitat score). In the absence of independent experimental data, an evaluation of data usability tied to specified data quality
objectives becomes especially important for judging the reliability of field
data as a basis for deriving water quality benchmarks that have regulatory implications. We discuss the implications of such an analysis for the
derived conductivity benchmark and provide suggestions with respect to
using biomonitoring data sets for analyses of general causation.

Mercury Fate and Biogeochemistry: Part 1
276 Methylmercury transport in contaminated waters of Tagus estuary, Portugal
R. Cesário, IST / Departamento de Engenharia Química / Centro de
Química estrutural; M. Nogueira, Inst Português do Mar e Atmosfera; A.
Mota, J. Canário, Inst Superior Técnico / Centro de Química Estrutural
Estuaries are highly dynamic links between the terrestrial and ocean
reservoirs. Resolution of the biogeochemical cycle of mercury (Hg)
within estuaries is complicated by their physical, chemical and hydrological dissimilarities, variation in productivity, biodiversity, differences
in Hg inputs and propensity for Hg bioaccumulation in food webs. Once
the methylmercury (MeHg) is produced in sediment it diffuses to the
water column and can be transported by the tides. Tagus estuary is one
of the largest estuary in Europe with several longitudinal channels in the
central bay. Several studies have shown that sediments in North Channel
(NC) have been contaminated by mercury during several years. The
same studies also show that at the present, suspended particulate matter
(SPM) still contains high Hg levels due to resuspension of contaminated
bottom sediments and eventually industrial emissions. Because the
hydrodynamic and SPM are greatly influenced by the tide, the export of
Hg, and consequently MeHg, from the two edges of NC is difficult to
estimate by a simple mass balance. Sampling campaigns in NC and in
adjacent areas were performed bimonthly during one year and samples
were collected covered different tide conditions. Also a tidal cycle of 13
hours was made with samples collected hourly. Mercury, MeHg, organic
carbon in both dissolved and particulate fractions, salinity and other
interpretative parameters were determined in water samples. Preliminary
results showed that MeHg concentrations in the water column of the
channel are influenced by both tide and seasonality. In warmer months
the concentrations of MeHg were significantly higher that in the coldest
ones, suggesting effective methylation processes in NC ecosystem or
lower demethylation in the water. In fact, physico-chemical parameters (e.g. EH, DO2) measured in Spring/Summer campaigns showed
an increase on anoxia in the deeper shallow waters of the channel.
Particulate MeHg followed the transport pattern observed in a previous study made for total Hg: increasing concentrations upstream in the
channel during the higher tide and the opposite in the low tide. These
results indicate that the tide influence the transport of MeHg inside the
channel and the consequent transport of MeHg to the lower estuary.
Concluding, NC is a MeHg source to the Tagus estuary system.

277 Methylmercury production and transport in sulfate-impacted
freshwater sediment and peat
N.W. Johnson, Univ of Minnesota Duluth / Civil Engineering; L.T. Bailey,
Univ of Minnesota / Water Resource Science; C.P. Mitchell, Univ of Toronto
Scarborough / Physical and Environmental Science; D.R. Engstrom, St.
Croix Watershed Research Station; J.K. Coleman Wasik, Univ of Wisconsin
River Falls / Dept of Plant and Earth Science; M.E. Berndt, Minnesota
Dept of Natural Resources / Division of Lands and Minerals
The production and transport of methylmercury (MeHg) was quantified
in water bodies impacted by neutral pH water containing elevated sulfate
from ongoing and historic iron mining in NE Minnesota. Between May
2012 and June 2013, surface water, sediment, and porewater was collected analyzed for in situ MeHg, methylation and demethylation rates
in sediment, and other geochemical parameters. Surface water sulfate
in the four lakes and wetlands ranged from 5 to 800 mg/L sulfate.
Porewater and solid-phase sulfides in sediments and peat spanned more
than three orders of magnitude and generally reflected the quantity of
sulfate and carbon present in the surface waters. Results from continuously inundated aquatic sediments showed that dissolved sulfide below
20 umol/L in sediment porewaters was positively related to MeHg in the
solid- and dissolved- phases. At sites where porewater sulfide was above
100 umol/L, MeHg in the solid-phase was consistently lower, but MeHg
in the porewater was occasionally elevated. In wetlands, the peat surface
was inundated as a result of a major early-summer rainfall event and
slowly dried out throughout the summer of 2012. Solid-phase MeHg in
surficial peat was positively related to both solid- and dissolved- phase
sulfides at low concentrations. However, porewater MeHg in surficial
peat did not appear to be related to sulfide and exhibited seasonal trends
similar to dissolved organic carbon (DOC). The largest period of downstream MeHg and DOC export from wetlands occurred in response to
the major early-summer rainfall event. Following inundation by high
sulfate (>600 mg/L) mine water in Fall 2012, little MeHg appeared in
peat porewaters or was exported from the sulfate-impacted wetland.
Collectively, results suggest that MeHg in sediments and peat is related
to sulfate reduction in some of the sulfate-impacted lakes and wetlands
studied, but an advective transport mechanism is required to effectively
mobilize MeHg to downstream waters.
278 Multi-ecosystem assessment of mercury bioaccumulation in
fishes: habitat, landscape, and biogeochemical drivers of fish mercury
C. Eagles-Smith, USGS / FRESC; J. Ackerman, USGS / Western Ecological
Research Center; G. Herring, USGS / FRESC; B. Johnson, J. Willacker,
USGS; C.M. Flanagan Pritz, National Park Service / Air Resources Division
Mercury (Hg) is a globally distributed contaminant that threatens ecosystem health across diverse aquatic environments. The complexity of the Hg
cycle and its primary drivers, coupled with dynamic food web processes
that govern biomagnification, result in marked spatial variability in Hg
bioaccumulation across and within aquatic ecosystems. However, it is
unclear if patterns and drivers of bioaccumulation are consistent in magnitude and direction across ecosystem types. We synthesized data from
several studies that spanned more than 200 individual sites, comprising
four distinct ecosystem classifications (estuaries, sub-alpine lakes, rivers,
and managed wetlands). Within each ecosystem, we compared fish Hg
concentrations among replicated sub-habitats and also evaluated the influence of land use, landscape composition, and biogeochemical drivers on
fish Hg concentrations. We found substantial variability in fish Hg concentrations among adjacent sub-habitats within ecosystems. In estuarine
environments, fish Hg concentrations were 7.4x higher in seasonal-saline
wetlands than adjacent open bay or tidal wetland habitats. In riverine
alcove habitats, fish Hg concentrations were 1.5x higher than fishes from
paired mainstem river habitat. Among managed wetland habitats, fish
Hg concentrations in rice fields were 2x higher than those in adjacent
managed seasonal wetlands that were subjected to identical wetting and
drying patterns. Across ecosystems, dissolved organic carbon (DOC)
concentrations in surface waters were consistently correlated with fish Hg
concentrations, highlighting its importance in Hg methylation and transport processes. However, the strength and direction of the relationships
varied among habitat types. For example, fish Hg concentrations were
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positively correlated with DOC concentrations in riverine environments,
whereas we found a negative correlation in alpine lakes. Instead, the most
important determinant of fish Hg concentrations in alpine lakes was conifer tree density within a lake’s catchment, resulting in a 4x increase in fish
Hg concentration in lakes with the lowest to the highest catchment conifer tree density. Together, this integrated ecosystem analysis highlights
the importance of understanding small-scale variation in bioaccumulation
processes in order to better predict Hg risk.
279 Mercury trends in vulnerable little brown bat maternal colonies
across Atlantic Canada
L.M. Campbell, Saint Mary’s Univ / School of Environmental Studies;
H. Broders, Saint Mary’s Univ / Biology; M. Little, Saint Mary’s Univ
/ Environmental Science; N.M. Burgess, Environment Canada / Science
Technology Branch
Bats (Chiroptera) have a widespread distribution throughout Atlantic
Canada. Because of their apex position on the food chain and high
metabolism, they have the potential to be good indicators of environmental health, particularly the state of contaminants in the environment.
Data from the northeast USA and southern Canada indicate that several
bat species are at risk from high mercury exposure. Mercury contamination in exposed bat populations has been associated with wide-spread
neurochemical alternations with potentially severe results for animal
health. This is in addition to the North American white-nose fungus
epidemic putting North American bat populations in a highly vulnerable position. In particular, many bat species, including little brown bat
(Myotis lucifugus), prey on emergent aquatic insects, which provide a link
to aquatic food chains which can bioaccumulate elevated mercury to high
concentrations. We characterized spatiotemporal patterns of mercury
concentrations in over 300 little brown bat hair samples from 25 maternal colonies across Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick,
Newfoundland and Labrador. The hair samples were also analysed for
stable isotopes of carbon and nitrogen for dietary indicators. We have
found a wide range of mercury concentrations in maternal colonies. The
highest mercury concentrations were consistently found for many individuals from southwest Nova Scotia which potentially exceed negative
health thresholds for this species. However, low mercury concentrations
were found for individuals from nearly all colonies, indicating that the
highly variable diets found among individuals within each maternal
colony is likely a contributing factor to each bat’s mercury burden. We
also investigated spatial relationships between mean mercury trends
across Atlantic Canada with water chemistry indicators for increased
mercury bioavailability and biomagnification in lakes.
280 Temporal mercury dynamics in threespine stickleback: differences between sexes and foraging habitats
J.J. Willacker, FRESC; C. Eagles-Smith, USGS / FRESC; F.A. von
Hippel, Univ of Alaska Anchorage / Dept of Biological Sciences; T. O’Hara,
Univ of Alaska Fairbanks
Temporal trends in fish mercury (Hg) concentrations are widely recognized as an important aspect of variation in Hg exposure to wildlife;
however, few studies have explicitly examined the causes of such trends.
Although seasonal variation in methylmercury production may be important, species-specific biological and ecological factors may be equally
influential, yet less studied. We measured total Hg concentrations in four
tissues of threespine stickleback weekly over the summer breeding season
in Benka Lake, Alaska in order to assess temporal dynamics and tissue
redistribution of Hg during a physiologically active period. Specifically,
our objectives were to: identify temporal trends in Hg concentrations;
assess sex and foraging habitat (littoral vs. pelagic) effects on temporal
trends; and examine the role of trophic position, foraging habitat, size
and condition in determining these trends. Initial results indicate that
Hg concentrations in pelagic fish were higher in males than females,
whereas Hg concentrations in littoral fish did not differ between sexes.
We found a 40% increase in males from the start of the breeding season
to peak breeding activity, followed by a 70% decrease towards the end of
breeding activity. In females, trends differed between littoral and pelagic
foraging individuals. Littoral females had maximum Hg concentrations
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mid-season and experienced a net increase in Hg concentrations over the
breeding season, whereas concentrations in pelagic females remained constant throughout the duration of the study. When the effects of trophic
position, diet, body condition, and size were examined simultaneously for
each of the sexes and foraging habitats, our preliminary data suggest that
trophic position had the strongest effect on Hg concentrations in all sex
and foraging habitat combinations. Model averaged Hg concentrations
increased by as much as 5.8-fold over the range of trophic positions in
littoral g fish, and up to 2.5-fold in pelagic fish. Mercury concentrations
also increased with increasing reliance on littoral prey. Importantly, the
relative importance and effect size of these variables differed between
sexes and foraging habitats. These preliminary analyses demonstrate the
importance of examining intra-population variation in the factors underlying mercury bioaccumulation and suggest that temporal variation in Hg
concentrations reflect a variety of biological processes.
281 Impacts of Climate and Industry on Methylmercury Exposures
for Inuit in Labrador
E.M. Sunderland, Harvard Univ / School of Engineering and Applied
Sciences; A. Schartup, Harvard Univ / Dept of Environmental Health /
School of Public Health; R. Calder, Harvard Univ / School of Public Health;
R. Mason, P. Balcom, Univ of Connecticut / Marine Sciences
Lake Melville is a tidal inlet that is part of the treaty-negotiated traditional hunting and fishing territory of the Labrador Inuit. Development
of a new hydroelectric facility is currently underway in the region that
will include flooding parts of the lower Churchill River in 2016, which is
known to cause increases in methylmercury (MeHg) production in ecosystems. This project is investigating the dynamics of MeHg in the Lake
Melville ecosystem and food web and the implications of future climate
change and hydroelectric development on Inuit health. This presentation will provide an overview of our work to date. These include results
from field measurements of biogeochemical controls of methylmercury
dynamics in 2012 and 2013, complementary environmental modeling
of its fate and bioaccumulation, and a human health risk assessment to
establish baseline levels of exposure from fish and seal harvested from
Lake Melville. We will discuss the implications of future change for
MeHg dynamics based on our work.
282 Methylated Mercury Dynamics Arctic Marine Waters:
What are the Roles of Dimethylmercury and Particulate Bound
Methylmercury?
I. Lehnherr, Geography; V. StLouis, Univ of Alberta / Biological Sciences; H.
Hintelmann, Trent Univ / Chemistry
Elevated concentrations of methylmercury (MeHg) in Arctic marine
foodwebs is a concern for Northern Peoples relying on traditional foods
such as marine mammals and fish for sustenance. While the consensus
is growing that the primary source of MeHg to marine ecosystems is
internal production in the water column, the role that dimethylmercury
(Me2Hg) and particulate-bound MeHg (p-MeHg) play in the transfer
of Hg from abiotic to biotic compartments is not well understood. We
will present water column Hg speciation data, including Me2Hg and
p-MeHg concentrations, collected in August 2010 during the ArcticNet
cruise through the Canadian Arctic Archipelago. Consistent with
previous studies, we observed an increase in the concentration of the
sum of methylated Hg species (SMeHg) with depth, driven primarily by
increasing Me2Hg concentrations, with the fraction of total Hg (THg)
as SMeHg reaching 40% on average in sub-oxycline waters. Me2Hg was
the dominant methylated species measured in the water column at this
time of year when primary productivity is high (MeHg:Me2Hg=0.2),
more so than what was previously observed in the fall season for the same
sites (MeHg:Me2Hg=0.6). This suggests that an important fraction of
MeHg measured in autumn is formed by the decomposition of Me2Hg
produced during the summer bloom period. The shape of the p-MeHg
depth profile was contrary to the SMeHg profile as bulk p-MeHg concentrations (in pg L-1) were higher in surface waters and decreased with
depth. While bulk p-MeHg concentrations were generally low (0.7-5 pg
L-1), concentrations of MeHg on the particles themselves were as high
(3 ng g-1 dw) as has been reported for Arctic pond sediments, which are
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known to produce MeHg. Therefore, from the perspective of bacteria and
other organisms that feed on detritus, concentrations of MeHg in marine
environments are higher than what we might predict from measurements
made in bulk water. From this data we have derived simple, back-of-theenvelope estimates of MeHg bioaccumulation (1-3 ng m-2 d-1), MeHg
release from particle remineralization (~2 ng m-2 d-1), and SMeHg production in sub oxycline waters (0.5-25 ng m-2 d-1). This data also raises
the question as to which of the following three scenarios represents the
main pathway for the transfer of Hg into primary consumers in marine
foodwebs: 1) uptake of dissolved MeHg into phytoplankton, 2) uptake
of p-MeHg by organisms feeding on detritus and 3) bioaccumulation of
Me2Hg into plankton.
283 Modeling the pathway of mercury in contaminated waters (Tagus
Estuary, Portugal)
M. Mateus, Inst Superior Técnico / MARETEC Departamento de
Engenharia Mecanica; J. Canario, Inst Superior Técnico / Centro de
Química Estrutural
Estuaries are one of the major routes of mercury inputs to the marine
systems. The dynamics of Hg in aquatic systems is rather complex, and
the portioning of inorganic Hg between the dissolved and particulate
phase, and among inorganic dissolved complexes, is a function of salinity, particulate loads and dissolved organic carbon. Previous studies in
the Tagus estuary showed higher concentrations of both dissolved and
particulate Hg in an inner area, suggesting the presence of a pollution
source and raising the possibility of Hg escaping to adjacent areas by
tidal action. Concentrations decreased towards the mouth of the estuary,
as a potential consequence of dilution by the mixing with sweater. In this
work we attempt to model the dynamics of Hg pollution in the Tagus
estuary. Our aim is to reproduce the patterns observed in field data.
Consequently, we (1) test the hypothesis raised by previous studies on the
origin of pollution and pathway of Hg dispersion in the estuary, and (2)
evaluate the role of hydrodynamics in Hg release at the sediment-water
interface, and subsequent transport and dispersion. Finally, we try to
illustrate the central role of process-oriented models in assessing the fate
of pollutants in highly variable and heterogeneous systems.

Approaches for Inferring Associations between
Chemical Exposures and Biological Effects for Fieldexposed Organisms.
284 Associating changes in endogenous metabolite profiles of fielddeployed fish with chemical contaminants and other stressors
T.W. Collette, Ecosystems Research Division; G.T. Ankley, USEPA /
National Health and Environmental Effects Research Laboratory; J.M.
Davis, USEPA / National Exposure Research Laboratory; A. Schroeder,
US USEPA / Water Resources Center; D. Skelton, USEPA; Q. Teng,
USEPA / National Exposure Research Lab; D.L. Villeneuve, USEPA / Mid
Continent Ecology Division; D.R. Ekman, USEPA / National Exposure
Research Laboratory
Assessing risk from contaminants in the aquatic environment typically begins (and often ends) with identification of “listed” chemicals
in water samples. While providing useful information about potential
exposures, this approach to monitoring – in the absence of site-specific
effects information – has some well known limitations. For example, just
because a chemical is detected, there is no certainty that it will illicit a
biological response. For this and other reasons, effects-based monitoring
is increasingly being employed to help address some of these limitations,
and to serve as a complement to chemical occurrence data. For example,
we have deployed caged fathead minnows at strategic locations relative
to wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) in both flowing streams and
large water bodies such as the Great Lakes. Using metabolomics, we
have been able to demonstrate changes in endogenous metabolite profiles
that comport with land-use and WWTP characteristics at these field
study sites. Results of this type have proven to be a valuable complement
to chemical occurrence data. Indeed, effects-based monitoring provides

information on the integrated biological response to all chemicals occurring in the complex mixture at a given site. But, while very useful, this
still is not a panacea. Undeniably, the most valuable data would provide
information on which specific chemicals in the complex mixture are
responsible for the biological response. This elusive information – which
is, unfortunately, not available directly from either the chemical or the
biological data – would allow for the most impactful and efficient remediation actions. In a step toward providing this information, we have
begun to use multivariate data analysis to link chemical occurrence data
with changes in metabolite profiles measured with fish caged at impacted
field sites. The hypothesis is that the abundances of chemicals that are
responsible for eliciting biological responses will co-vary (from site-tosite) with changes in endogenous metabolite profiles. While the general
concept is straightforward and not particularly novel, we believe that the
large number of molecular endpoints measured by metabolomics will
offer a highly robust approach for inferring associations between chemical exposures and biological effects for field-exposed organisms. In this
talk, the underlying concepts behind this approach will be presented,
along with some preliminary proof-of-concept results.
285 Application of Supervised and Unsupervised Tools to Direct
Effects-Based Monitoring Efforts in the Great Lakes Areas of
Concern: Maumee River, Ohio
J.P. Berninger, USEPA / Toxic Effects Characterization Research Branch;
A. Schroeder, USEPA / Water Resources Center; J.E. Cavallin, USEPA;
K.M. Jensen, M. Kahl, USEPA / National Health and Environmental
Effects Research Laboratory; K. Nelson, USEPA / Toxic Effects Branch;
R.Y. Milsk; M. Lee, E. Eid, M. Hughes, USEPA; K.A. Houck, National
Center for Computational Toxicology; Z. Jorgenson, US Fish and Wildlife /
Environmental Contaminants; K. Lee, USGS; D.L. Villeneuve, USEPA /
Mid Continent Ecology Division; G.T. Ankley, USEPA / National Health
and Environmental Effects Research Laboratory
Effects-based approaches that employ molecular and tissue level tools to
detect and characterize biological responses to contaminants complement
chemical monitoring approaches. When the source/type of contamination is known, a predetermined, or supervised, set of assays, linked to
key-events within adverse outcome pathways (AOPs), can be employed
to generate weight of evidence linking biomarkers with potential hazards
of regulatory concern (reproduction, mortality, development). Where
complex mixtures of industrial, agricultural, and municipal contaminants are present, tools that scan a broad array of biological responses
(unsupervised tools) provide a means to survey biological effects of a
sample or site-specific exposure, allowing appropriate supervised assays/
endpoints to be selected for subsequent monitoring. This approach was
used for a series of sites within the Maumee River Great Lakes Area of
Concern (AOC). Pollution in the Maumee River AOC is historical and
current and stems from industrial, agricultural and municipal sources.
Sites were selected to target specific sources (e.g., waste water treatment
plants (WWTP), industrial, and urban outflows) and up- or downstream gradients relative to those point sources of contaminants. Caged
fathead minnows, deployed for four days at each site, and water samples
were collected for bioassay and chemical analyses (legacy compounds
and chemicals of emerging concern). Two unsupervised approaches were
employed. First, chemistry data were used to identify potential chemicalgene interactions. Second, high-throughput screening was performed,
using a subset of assays utilized by USEPA Toxcast. Results were used
to identify molecular pathways and targets perturbed by surface waters
from the study sites. A number of endocrine-related responses were
observed and targeted with supervised assays associated with reproductive AOPs. Gene expression (e.g., vtg, cyp3a), estrogen-responsive
T47D bioassay, and plasma hormone levels showed changes in activity at the WWTP and immediate downstream sites. Other molecular
targets identified included glucocorticoid receptor for which supervised
assays were developed. Overall, effects-based monitoring using this
unsupervised to supervised approach provides a means of understanding
the biological consequences of complex contamination profiles within
an aquatic system. The content of this abstract neither constitutes, nor
necessarily reflects, USEPA views or policy.
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286 Relationships between estrogenic contaminant concentrations
and incidence of intersex in centrarchid fishes across North Carolina
C. Lee Pow, North Carolina State Univ / Dept of Biological Sciences; W.
Cope, J. Rice, North Carolina State Univ / Applied Ecology; T. Kwak, North
Carolina State Univ / North Carolina Cooperative Fish Wildlife Research
Unit; M. Law, North Carolina State Univ / Population Health and
Pathobiology; D. Shea, North Carolina State Univ / Dept of Biology; S.W.
Kullman, North Carolina State Univ / Dept of Biological Sciences; D. Aday,
North Carolina State Univ / Applied Ecology
A multitude of chemicals are demonstrated to mimic estrogens, are
detected in surface waters around the globe and are linked to adverse
effects in fish and wildlife. Male fish exposed to estrogens and estrogen
mimics are susceptible to developing the intersex condition, which is
characterized by the development of testicular oocytes. However, it is
unclear which specific estrogenic contaminants play a role in oogenesis within the testes. To investigate the relationship between intersex
and exposure to estrogenic contaminants, we conducted a statewide
assessment of the occurrence of intersex fish and endocrine disrupting
compounds (EDCs) in rivers and streams throughout North Carolina.
Male fish were sampled at 20 sites throughout the state during Spring
2012. We targeted two genera in the Centrarchidae family: black bass
(Micropterus) and sunfish (Lepomis). Histopathology was conducted
on testicular cross sections to determine the incidence and severity of
intersex. To assess the levels of EDCs at each site, passive sampling
devices were deployed for one month and sediment samples were collected for quantification of 7 steroidal hormones, 50 polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs), 21 polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), 28 legacy
organochlorine pesticides (OCPs), and 48 current use pesticides.
Additionally, grab samples of water were collected for assessment of
estrogenic activity using the T47D-KBLuc in vitro bioassay. Intersex
was identified in both genera, with the black bass being more susceptible
with 58% intersex male fish compared to sunfish (12%). PAHs, PCBs
and OCPs were exclusively found in the sediment, whereas steroidal
hormones were only detected in the water column. Bioactivity in the
T47D-KBLuc bioassay ranged between 0.17 to 5.6 ng/L 17β-estradiol
equivalent concentration. Significant relationships between incidence
of intersex and several EDCs were detected. This project sheds light on
relationships between intersex and contaminant load, as well as differences in responses between two Centrarchidae genera.
287 De novo chemical: gene associations and network inference of
chemicals causing biological effects in fathead minnows caged in the
Detroit River
E.J. Perkins, US Army Engineering Research and Development Center
/ Environmental Laboratory; T. Habib, Badger Technical Services; L.
Escalon, US Army Engineer Research and Development Center; S. Schroeder,
USEPA; G.T. Ankley, USEPA / National Health and Environmental
Effects Research Laboratory; N. Vinas, Mississippi State Univ
Many areas in the Great Lakes are impacted by contaminated sediment
or chemicals being introduced via wastewater discharges or non-source
point pollution such as agricultural run off. Chemicals can be identified
in the waters of the Great Lakes Areas of Concern, however it remains a
challenge to identify those chemicals or classes of chemicals that actually
cause biological effects. As part of a larger effort to examine effects of
chemicals present in Great lakes Areas of Concern, caged fathead minnows (Pimephales promelas) were exposed at sites near three waste water
treatment plants and an upstream reference site at four locations within
the Detroit River Area of Concern. From 31 to 66 different chemicals
were found as being present at the sample sites. We examined the use
of de novo chemical: gene association networks and upstream regulator
analysis to which chemicals or classes of chemicals may be causing biological effects in situ at these sites. Livers were harvested from exposed,
caged fish and gene expression effects relative to the reference site
determined using microarrays. Chemical data from exposure sites were
combined with gene expression data from caged fish at the same site. A
mutual information approach was used to infer relationships between
differentially expressed genes and chemical concentrations across all
sites. To determine if the de novo gene:chemical association network was
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biologically plausible, network associations were compared to significantly enriched biological pathways impacted at each exposure site. De
novo associations were also compared to potential upstream regulators
of enriched pathways and expressed genes. The utility of this approach
to integrate biological effects data with exposure chemistry data, as well
as its effectiveness in identifying potential chemical stressors will be
discussed.
288 Component-based analysis of OPAH interaction effects in
zebrafish
C.E. Donald, Oregon State Univ / Environmental and Molecular
Toxicology; S.E. Allan, Environmental and Molecular Toxicology; S.G.
O’Connell, Oregon State Univ / Environmental and Molecular Toxicology;
R.L. Tanguay, K.A. Anderson, Oregon State Univ / Environmental
Molecular Toxicology
Passive sampling devices are often used to sample the bioavailable
fraction of organic contaminants in air and water. Extracts from
environmentally-deployed passive samplers can be easily integrated into
biological assays to bridge the chemistry of a complex environmental
mixture with its toxicity. In particular, the embryonic zebrafish assay
is a rapid, high-throughput, in vivo vertebrate assay with 24 endpoints
that is especially compatible with passive sampling because it requires
small sample volumes. We deployed passive samplers in air and water at
four Gulf of Mexico sites before, during, and for 1.5 years after shoreline
oiling following the Deepwater Horizon incident on April 20, 2010. The
passive samplers were analyzed both for bioactivity in the embryonic
zebrafish assay, and chemically for PAH and OPAH concentrations with
GC-MS. No correlations were found between toxicity endpoints and
individual PAH or OPAH concentrations. To further investigate the
lack of correlations with individual PAHs or OPAHs, we looked at the
possibility of interactions between OPAHs detected during shoreline
oiling. We created simulated binary mixtures of OPAHs detected in air
or water and evaluated toxicity. Several binary combinations of OPAHs
suggested other-than-additive responses in mortality and sub-lethal
endpoints. Our observations suggest that including mixtures of OPAHs
in comprehensive risk analysis may be especially important when OPAH
concentrations are high, such as during and after an oil spill.
289 Assessing efficiency of water reprocessing plants through predictive modelling of laboratory exposures
P. Antczak, Univ of Liverpool / Inst of Integrative Biology; J. Kronberg,
T. Williams, Univ of Birmingham / Biosciences; A. Murk, Wageningen
Agricultural Univ / Dept of Toxicology; E. Foekema, Wageningen
IMARES; E. Roex, DELTARES; F. Smedes, DELTARES / RECETOX;
M. Sebire, J. Tasker, Cefas; M.R. Viant, K. Chipman, Univ of Birmingham;
R. von der Oost, Waternet; I. Katsiadaki, Cefas / Environment and Animal
Health; F. Falciani, Univ of Liverpool
Waste water purification plants (WWTPs) are widely used to improve
but can also contribute to pollution of surface waters. Conventional
WWTPs achieve this through sedimentation ponds, reed beds and wetland forests before discharge to surface water. This has shown to improve
water quality indicators such as dissolved oxygen. The efficiency of the
process is assessed by measuring chemical concentrations at each stage.
This approach however is limited by its relevance to the biological effect
and by the number of chemicals that can be measured. Traditionally
ecotoxicology has focused on defining organism health through the use
of a number of acute and chronic toxicity endpoints as well as specialized biomarkers such as for endocrine disruption. Although they have
been shown to be informative they are limited in their potential for
adverse outcome pathway (AOP) identification, quantitative assessment
of risk or allow the prediction of exposure effects particular in complex
mixtures. To this effect we have developed a number of computational
methods which allow the prediction of exposure effects in the environment from laboratory derived control samples. We apply our approach
to two datasets representing liver expression profiling from the sentinel
species three-spined stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus) which represent a laboratory exposure of baseline measurements acute and chronic
for 10 different chemicals and 26 complex mixtures, and a mesocosm
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experiment linked to effluent purification steps at three WWTPs.
Exploratory analysis of the laboratory experiments revealed that a large
majority of the significantly differentially expressed genes in single
exposures were retained in the mixtures. We also observed a number
of unique genes that were significantly differentially expressed only in
mixtures. Interestingly, we also show that differential gene expression
is highly dependent on mixture composition. We then apply a machine
learning approach to infer the presence of a chemical within single and
mixture exposures. For 8 out of the 10 compounds we successfully identify predictive models. We compare the two model spaces and postulate
hypotheses on the strength of the effect of compounds on the organisms.
Furthermore, we try to develop models which are able to capture the
functions represented by the genes that were only observed as perturbed
in the mixtures. Finally, we are currently testing the application of these
models to the mesocosm studies.
290 Modelling impacts of environmental stressors and intra-/interspecific interactions on shaping meiobenthos biodiversity in British
estuaries
X. Sun, Inst of Integrative Biology; D.S. Lallias, Bangor Univ / Molecular
Ecology and Fisheries Genetics Laboratory; S. Creer, Bangor Univ; F.
Falciani, Univ of Liverpool / Inst of Integrative Biology
Investigating how multiple environmental stressors and intra-/interspecific interactions shape the composition and spatial distribution of
ecological communities is an important but challenging task in risk
assessment. Here we present a recent study that aim at characterizing
the meiobenthos biodiversity upon many physical and chemical stressors
in Mersey River estuary and Thames River estuary of England. Both
estuaries contain dozens of monitoring sites covering full salinity range
from fresh water to saline water. Meiobenthic animals, normally used
as bio-indicators on estuary water quality, are sampled from these sites
and then characterised by DNA sequencing using a meta-barcoding
approach. General environmental descriptors, such as temperature, wind
speed, etc., and sediment water contaminants, are obtained from British
Environment Agency, while the physical factors, e.g., shear bed stress
and water flow velocity, etc., are obtained from hydrodynamics simulation. The dataset represents a considerable ecological complexity covering
22 phyla and thousands of species, 21 environmental factors, in 35 monitoring sites. Here we report the development of an advanced statistical
modelling approach designed to learn the relationship between species
and environmental factors from observational data. Its application to
the dataset described above revealed clusters of OTUs with a similar
abundance profile (potential ecological communities), which depend on
specific environmental stressors. Reference: Fonseca VG, Carvalho GR,
Sung W, Johnson HF, Power DM, Neill SP, Packer M, Blaxter ML,
Lambshead PJD, Thomas WK, and Creer S. 2010. Second-generation
environmental sequencing unmasks marine metazoan biodiversity.
Nature Communication 1(98):1-8.
291 Links between molecular biomarkers in caged clams (Ruditapes
philippinarum) and metal speciation as measured by in situ exposure
and DGT approach
Z. Wang, Inst of Urban Environment Chinese Academy of Sciences; C. Yan,
Key Laboratory of Urban Environment and Health; C.D. Vulpe, Univ of
California Berkeley / Dept of Nutritional Sciences and Toxicology
Because of the complexity of heterogeneous sediments, the chemical
speciation and mobility of metals are not in steady state and even in
dynamic conditions, which resulted in high variability of contaminant
bioavailability. Chemical analyses or traditional tests had disadvantages of inaccuracy for sediment contamination characteristics and risk
assessments, scientifically representing a worst case scenario in terms
of complex exposure dynamics. In this presentation, through powerful
experimental designs and field-based manipulations of in situ exposure and kinetic DGT approach, relevant scientific issues and toxic
mechanisms were explored. Understanding the degree of pollution and
geochemical characteristics of the entire sediment matrix, the devised
in situ testing chambers were simultaneously exposed in deployment
sites combining the DGT and caged clam Ruditapes philippinarum, the

dynamic exchanges, translocation and mobilization of metals were then
clarified among the “particles, pore water, exposed organism” interface of
sediments through measuring relevant dynamic parameters and resultant
induced fluxes of metals during experimental procedures. Integrating
the measurement of a wide battery of biomarkers, dynamic changing
process of metal bioavailability in sediments were assessed, then their
interactions were established between exposure and biological effects.
Furthermore, variations of transcript expression of functional genes in
the choice of contaminant-specific biomarkers were obtained through
high throughput oligo-DNA Microarray and quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (Q-RT-PCR) in order to elucidate
the mechanistic understanding of biological responses of cellular and
molecular biomarkers. Simultaneously, the approach of in situ evaluation
combining DGT is proposing to be established considering the consistency of framework as protocols among sediment chemistry, contaminant
bioavailability and adverse effects, which provide a robust tool to support
more comprehensive processes of sediment risk assessment, thus significantly improve accuracy and ecological relevancy in complex exposure
situation.(The authors gratefully acknowledge financial supports of
this research by Grant No. 21377125/B070403 to Dr. Wang from
National Nature Science Foundation of China (NSFC) and File No.
201204910004 from the Chinese Scholar Council (CSC) for supporting
his stay at University of California, Berkeley as visiting Scholar)

Mechanisms for Uptake and Toxicity of Engineered
Nanomaterials
292 Oxidative and nitrosative stress in Caenorhabditis elegans after
exposure to functionalized cerium dioxide nanomaterials
D.A. Arndt, Univ of Wisconsin Milwaukee / Agricultural Centre; J. Triplett,
Univ of Kentucky / Chemistry and Physics; E. Ooestveen, Univ of Kentucky;
A. Butterfield, Univ of Kentucky / Chemistry and Physics; O.V. Tsyusko,
Univ of Kentucky / Dept of Plant Soil Sciences; J.M. Unrine, Univ of
Kentucky
The goal of this study is to investigate the role that charge plays on
the potential for manufactured CeO2 nanomaterials (CeO2-MNMs)
to induce oxidative and nitrosative stress in the model nematode
Caenorhabditis elegans. Our previous studies have indicated that positively charged CeO2-MNMs coated with diethylaminoethyl dextran
(DEAE) are about 100 times more toxic than particles with neutral
dextran coatings (DEX) or negatively charged carboxymethyl dextran
(CM) coatings. On the other hand, particles coated with CM and DEX
are reduced in vivo to a greater extent than DEAE coated particles. The
present study used redox proteomics to identify proteins damaged by oxidative and nitrosative stress in C. elegans after exposure to identical 2-5
nm CeO2 MNMs coated with 10 kDa DEX, CM or DEAE. The three
types of protein adducts measured using western blot after 2D-PAGE
included protein carbonyls, protein bound 4-hydroxy-2-nonenal, and
increased protein 3-nitrotyrosine. Differences in global protein expression were also quantified. The preliminary analyses suggest that there
were differences both in protein expression and in protein damage as
measured by presence of the three adducts. After statistical analysis, the
identity of the significantly differentially expressed or damaged proteins
will be determined by orbitrap mass spectrometry. We will analyze both
the function and cellular localization of the identified proteins to help
elucidate how coating charge influences mechanisms of toxicity.
293 Mechanisms of uptake and toxicity of silver nanoparticles in
Caenorhabditis elegans
J.N. Meyer, X. Yang, Duke Univ / Nicholas School of the Environment
We used Caenorhabditis elegans to study the role of endocytosis and
lysosomal function in silver nanoparticle (Ag NP) uptake and subsequent toxicity. In order to focus on NP uptake and effects, we used
citrate-coated Ag NPs (CIT Ag NPs), which dissolve slowly relative to
other silver NPs we have tested. Two pharmacological clathrin-mediated
endocytosis inhibitors, phenothiazine and chlorpromazine, reduced
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CIT Ag NP toxicity. We also tested three endocytosis-deficient mutants
(rme-1, rme-6 and rme-8) and two lysosome-deficient mutants (cup-5 and
glo-1). rme-6 mutants took up less CIT Ag NP than the wildtype (N2)
strain, and were also more resistant to CIT than N2s. No tested strain
was more or less sensitive to AgNO3 than N2s. glo-1 mutants were also
more resistant to CIT Ag NP acute toxicity than N2s, but to our surprise
were much more sensitive to CIT Ag NP-induced reproductive toxicity.
The glo-1 mutants exhibited a unique reproductive toxicity phenotype
not observed in N2s after exposure to CIT-Ag NPs, but this was not true
after exposure to AgNO3. Microscopic examination of the reproductionimpaired glo-1 mutants revealed phenotypes of embryo retention and
excess extra-egg yolk accumulation near the vulval opening. These phenotypes were not observed at the reproductively equitoxic level of AgNO3.
We are currently investigating whether poor egg survival can be attributed to insufficient yolk transfer to embryos. This work demonstrates the
importance of endocytotic uptake for Ag NP toxicity in a metazoan, and
also revealed a NP-specific effect on yolk transfer within a specific genetic
background, suggesting that gene-environment interactions need to be
considered in mechanistic nanotoxicology.
294 Determining the influence of copper and CuO nanoparticles on
neurodegeneration of C. elegans
M. Mashock, Biological Sciences
Occupations, including miners, smelters, and welders, working with
Copper (Cu) have been linked with increased incidence of neurotoxicity
commonly referred to as Metal Fume Fever. This is predicted to be due
to exposure to inhaled copper vapors containing Cu/CuO nanoparticles.
Several heavy metals, including copper, manganese, and zinc, have been
linked to neuronal degeneration (ND) similar to effects observed in
Parkinson Disease. Case studies of individuals in occupations involving over-exposure to Cu fumes may help to establish Cu-mediated ND,
a more defined model system is far more useful for strict control of
exposure and effect. C. elegans is an excellent model to define effects on
neuronal health as they have a short generation time, a well-established
cellular lineage, and a fully sequenced genome with many mutant strains.
A transgenic C. elegans strain, expressing GFP in viable neuronal cells,
was employed to detect direct ND after metal treatment without relying on behavioral or locomotive assays to suggest ND. Organisms were
considered positive for ND if detectable breakages were observed in the
neurons under magnification and laser excitation. ND has been linked to
the SMF protein, a homologue to a divalent metal transporter, as strains
with a smf1 null mutation displayed increased resistance to ND after
heavy metal exposure. As such mutant strains have been generated with
SMF-1 or SMF-2 mutations in combination with GFP expressing neurons to observe the influence of Cu-species on ND in C. elegans. As CuO
nanoparticles tend to release Cu 2+ it is hard to differentiate the effect
from the free Cu ions and the nanoparticle itself. To differentiate the
particulate structure from free ions involves treating C. elegans with CuO
nanoparticles and CuSO4 at equal molar concentrations and compare
and contrast the effect on ND. Preliminary data suggests no significant
difference with CuO nanoparticle treatment compared to exposure with
CuSO4 suggesting that the particulate structure has little to no effect on
C. elegans ND while the Cu 2+ is the primary cause of toxicity.
295 Photo-induced toxicity of titanium dioxide nanoparticles to
Daphnia magna under natural sunlight
C.M. Mansfield, Clemson Univ / Environmental Toxicology; M.M. Alloy,
Univ of North Texas / Biology; J. Hamilton, G. Verbeck, Univ of North
Texas / Dept of Chemistry; K.M. Newton, S.J. Klaine, Clemson Univ / Inst
of Environmental Toxicology
Titanium dioxide nanoparticles (TiO2 NP) are one of the most abundantly utilized nanoparticles in the world. Studies have demonstrated
the ability of the anatase crystal of TiO2 NP to produce reactive oxygen
species (ROS) in the presence of ultraviolet radiation (UVR), a co-exposure likely to occur in aquatic ecosystems. The goals of this study were to
examine the rate of uptake of anatase TiO2 NP in Daphnia magna and to
explore photo-induced toxicity of anatase TiO2 NP under natural sunlight. D. magna were exposed to experimental concentrations of anatase
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TiO2 NP during a 48 hour uptake and depuration study. At various time
points throughout the exposure, organisms were sampled and measured
for titanium ion concentration using ICP-MS. D. magna were exposed to
a range of UVR intensities and anatase TiO2 concentrations in an outdoor
exposure system using the sun as the source of UVR. Different UVR
intensities were achieved using UVR opaque and transparent plastics.
D. magna were observed to accumulate peak body burdens between 1-2
hours of exposure that were measured at 578 ppb in 20ppm exposures
and 312 ppb in 200 ppm exposures. AnataseTiO2-NP demonstrated
the reciprocal relationship seen in other phototoxic compounds such as
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) at higher UVR treatments.
The calculated 8 hour LC50 of anatase TiO2 NP was 139ppb under full
intensity ambient natural sunlight, 778ppb under 50% natural sunlight,
and >500ppm under 10% natural sunlight. Mortality was also compared
between animals allowed to accumulate a body burden of anatase TiO2
and organisms exposed to anatase TiO2 aqueous suspensions. A significantly greater toxic effect was observed in waterborne suspensions than
that of TiO2 body burdens, which is dissimilar from the model presented
in PAHs. Anatase TiO2 presents a unique photo-induced toxic model
that is different than that of established phototoxic compounds.
296 Determination of the primary component of toxicity of CuO
nanoparticles towards Saccharomyces cerevisiae
M. Mashock, Biological Sciences
Nanoparticles, described as particles with an average dimension of less
than 100 nm, are increasingly being employed in consumer products,
electronics, and medical applications due to their unique properties and
attributes. The exponential growth of the nanotechnology industry has
resulted in tens of thousands of tons of metal oxide nanoparticles being
produced every year and potentially impacting human health, through
exposure during manufacturing and distribution, and environmental
health, via disposal of nanoparticle waste. It is important to understand
the relationship between nanoparticle properties and toxicity in order
to alter future nanoparticle fabrication to reduce toxic potential. Metal
oxide nanoparticles, specifically copper oxide (CuO), are particularly of
interest regarding impact on health as interaction with aqueous suspensions frequently results in heavy metal ion release. Understanding
this dynamic relationship of Cu 2+ and the CuO nanoparticle itself is
critical to addressing strategies to limit future effects on human and
environmental health. The potential mechanisms of toxicity of two types
engineered CuO nanoparticles to Saccharomyces cerevisiae was investigated and related to distinct physicochemical properties such as size,
shape, dissolution, and aggregation. Spherical, 8 nm CuO NPs showed
significant inhibition of yeast cells metabolic activity (4 h EC50 1.12
mM), whereas 50 nm CuO NPs with irregular morphology showed
much less effect (4 h EC50 2.7 mM). There were differences observed in
the two types nanoparticles including dissolution (8nm = 12.6%, 50nm
= 4.7% Cu 2+ released), aggregate size and range (8nm were found to be
routinely significantly smaller compared to 50nm) in the cell growth
media may and these may contribute to the differences in measured
cytotoxic effect. CuSO4 treatments at equal molar concentrations to
Cu 2+ released from CuO nanoparticles in culture media suggest that
observed toxicity may be primarily due to free Cu ions. A problem with
current nanoparticle-related toxicology research is the lack of regulations
or guidelines resulting in a variety of techniques and exposure concentrations which can lead to conflicting results and undefined mechanisms
of toxicity. By addressing the effects of altering specific nanoparticle
physicochemical properties this research may assist in further defining
necessary information to establish guidelines for examining nanoparticle
toxicity.
297 Nanosilver-mediated changes in human intestinal microbiota
P. Das, Queen’s Univ / Biology; J.A. McDonald, E.O. Petrof, Kingston
General Hospital / Dept of Medicine; E. Allen-Vercoe, Univ of Guelph / Dept
of Molecular and Cellular Biology; V.K. Walker, Queen’s Univ / Biology
The implications of the widespread use of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs)
on different species found at various trophic levels have been explored.
However, little is known about the possible toxicological impacts on the
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corresponding microbiota of these organisms. Here we have investigated
the effects of AgNPs on a defined bacterial community established from
the collected stool of a healthy donor. The use of this bacterial population
to treat patients with recurrent Clostridium difficile infection has been
described. The anaerobic consortium was exposed to several concentrations of AgNPs (10 nm) at concentrations ranging from 0 – 200 mg/L
for 48 h. Nanosilver had a negative impact as evidenced by a significant
reduction (~22%) in bacterial respiration at the highest AgNP concentration compared to control cultures, as well as significant (p < 0.05)
changes in fatty acid methyl ester profiles even at the lower AgNP concentrations. DNA analysis confirmed these observations; cluster analysis
(UPGMA based on Pearson’s indices) of PCR-denaturing gradient gel
electrophoresis (DGGE) profiles revealed differences in bacterial diversity between AgNPs and control treatments. To further quantify and
characterize the bacterial community structure, 454 pyrotag 16S rRNA
gene sequencing was applied. It revealed that the bacterial phylogenetic
assemblage was significantly (p < 0.01) affected after 48 h incubation
with AgNPs. Ionic silver (AgCl; 25 – 200 mg/L) was also antibacterial, but all four toxicity profiles were distinct from those obtained with
AgNPs, indicating that a component of the impact was nano size-dependent. These experiments suggest that AgNP ingestion, either deliberate
or inadvertent, could have a negative impact on our intestinal microbiota.
The influence on our overall health is presently unknown.
298 Investigating the accuracy of predicting the bioavailability of
PAHs adsorbed to carbon nanotubes using QSAR models
E.N. Linard, S.J. Klaine, Clemson Univ / Inst of Environmental Toxicology
The introduction of carbon nanomaterials into the environment has
increased exponentially in the last decade, causing environmental
as well as health concerns. One concern is the interaction that such
nanomaterials have with the biota in the aquatic ecosystem and the
direct and indirect toxic effects that may result. Studies have shown
that the adsorption/desorption process of organic contaminants, such as
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), to carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
is important in the overall fate and bioavailability of the adsorbed PAH.
Not only have quantitative structure-activity relationships (QSARs)
been used to predict the toxicity of PAHs, but recent studies have
been able to accurately predict the adsorption of PAHs to CNTs using
QSARs. Though PAHs and CNTs co-occur in the environment few
studies have investigated the bioavailability of these adsorbed PAHs
to fish. Further, little work has been done to relate bioavailability of
contaminants adsorbed to CNTs to QSARs of PAHs. The goal of
this research was to characterize the accuracy in which the bioavailability of adsorbed PAHs to CNTs can be predicted in natural waters,
using adsorption isotherms and a previously developed QSAR model.
Fluoranthene (FLU) was used as the initial model PAH; according
to the QSAR model, FLU was predicted to adsorb stronger to CNTs
than most of the PAHs tested. Experimental data, obtained from the
development of adsorption isotherms of FLU to multi-walled nanotubes (MWNTs), fit well with the predicted values based off the QSAR
model. P. promelas were then exposed to solutions containing MWNTs
and FLU. Bioavailability of adsorbed FLU was quantified through bile
analysis via fluorescence spectroscopy, where the relative fluorescence
intensity was directly correlated with the concentration of FLU metabolites. FLU adsorbed to MWNTs was not bioavailable to P. promelas, and
was dose-dependent of MWNT concentration. The bioavailability of
CNT adsorbed-PAHs, with predicted adsorption strengths both greater
than and less than that of FLU, were analyzed in a similar fashion.
Results of this work suggests that not all PAHs are adsorbed so tightly
as to not be bioavailable.
299 Gravity-driven transport of three engineered nanomaterials in
unsaturated soils and effects on soil pH and phosphate mobility
J.R. Conway, A.A. Keller, UC Santa Barbara / Environmental Science
Manangement
Recent life cycle assessments have predicted that soils will be the primary non-landfill sink for many engineered nanomaterials (ENMs), and
as their production and use increases annually it becomes increasingly

relevant to understand their behavior in the unsaturated surface layers
of soil. In this series of experiments, the transport and interactions of
three widely-used ENMs (TiO2, CeO2, and Cu(OH 2))were measured
in unsaturated grassland, agricultural, and potting soils. The effects of
using Suwannee River natural organic matter (NOM) as a coating agent
were also investigated. Gravity-driven transport was measured in loosely
packed soil columns through the top-down application of ENM suspensions, after which dried soil columns were segmented, acid digested,
and analyzed for metal content with inductively coupled plasma atomic
emission spectroscopy (ICS-AES). The effect of these ENMs (with and
without NOM) on soil pH was tested after mixing ENM suspensions
into soil at four concentrations (0, 1, 10, and 100 mg kg-1). The bioavailability of PO4 in the presence of ENMs was measured by quantifying
the soluble, bioavailable (i.e., extractable by Bray No. 1 solution), and
tightly bound fractions of P in 0, 1, 10, and 100 mg kg-1 spiked soils
via ICP-AES. We found that in potting soil these three ENMs were
retained in the upper 3-6 cm of soil, and that coating the particles with
NOM further decreased transport. In grassland and agricultural soils
ENMs were primarily retained on the surface or in the top 3 cm of the
soil column, likely due to their higher clay content and smaller pore sizes.
Additionally, these ENMs were seen to decrease soil pH in the highest
concentrations, which has consequences for plant growth and nutrient
mobility. TiO2 and CeO2 also decreased the soluble and bioavailable
fractions of P, and so could inhibit the uptake of this limiting nutrient
by organisms. These results suggest that in the environment ENMs will
be retained near release sites, where they may become concentrated and
significantly alter nutrient availability and soil pH.

Ecological Models for Assessing the Risks of
Chemicals and Other Stressors – Part 1: From
Molecules to Individuals
300 Population genomic tools for understanding individual response
to chemicals
J.R. Shaw, Indiana Univ / The School of Public and Environmental Affairs
and The Center for Genomics and Bioinformatics
Differences in inter-individual response are described by variation in
environments and genomes that combine to give rise to phenotypic variation observed in populations. Population genomics provides tools for
understanding these features that provide a link to phenotype and could
be useful to risk assessors. In this talk we draw from recent population
genomic studies to explore how toxicant exposure contributes to genome
variability, influences the fate of genome variation in populations, and
over micro-evolutionary time scales determines the fate of phenotypes
within populations. These studies contribute to and make use of a maturing genomic tool kit for Daphnia pulex, that includes array comparative
genomic hybridization (aCGH), full-genome re-sequencing of over 50
individuals, and both neutral and selection driven mutation accumulation lines. We demonstrate that the spectrum of neutral structural
mutations observed in Daphnia more closely resembles the complexity
of structural mutations observed in humans –especially those associated
with disease, because they capture large-scale gene conversions, duplicates and deletions that are absent in fly, worms, and yeast. We further
demonstrate that structural mutations contribute more to evolution than
base-substitutions. Using this model of structural variation we report
exposure-induced alterations in the magnitude and distribution of gene
copy number (CNV). We reveal a method for measuring the contribution of this environment induced genome variation on phenotype, and
through spatial and temporal studies determine that CNV play a major
role in establishing the environmental stress-response of a population.
Finally, we discus the importance of understanding genome variation
and the evolutionary forces that shape it to the applied needs of risk
assessment.
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301 Killifish as a new high-quality genomics model for applied environmental biology
A. Whitehead, Univ of California Davis / Environmental Toxicology
Killifish (Fundulus species) are an established model system in environmental toxicology, and an emerging model system in environmental
genomics. The genome has recently been sequenced for the Atlantic
killifish Fundulus heteroclitus, where the assembly and annotation quality
rivals or exceeds that for other fish, and extensive genome re-sequencing
offers insight into the landscape of genomic variation within and among
populations across a large geographic region, and between polluted and
clean habitats. The availability of these resources, in addition to what is
already known about their physiology and ecology, positions F. heteroclitus as an important emerging model in ecotoxicology. F. heteroclitus
is among the most abundant species in coastal saltmarsh habitats; areas
that are important for both aesthetic and economic reasons, but also at
risk from human activities including pollution. Accordingly, killifish
provide an opportunity to explore how mechanistic insights gained from
genomics may be applied as a forensic tool in field studies. Within the
context of our Gulf oil spill studies, we found that genomic responses
in field studies confirmed exposures to oil, but also proposed hypotheses about additional impacts, and predicted fitness impacts in early life
stages that were later confirmed. Genomics tools remain often exploited
for discovery purposes, but ecotoxicology research seeks to exploit
genomics tools for predictive purposes. How might short-term genomescale transcriptional responses to pollutants be used to predict biological
impacts that matter for the fitness of individuals? Integrating transcriptomics with dynamic energy budget model might offer a way forward.
We will discuss the current state of research in genomics, and discuss the
maturity or prematurity of using genomics paradigms and technologies
as tools in applied environmental biology.

303 Devolopment of an AOP to scale effects of contaminants from
molecular to population level effects: behavior of larval fish
C.A. Murphy, B.M. Armstrong, B. Schmitt, Michigan State Univ /
Fisheries and Wildlife; F.X. Mora, Univ of Wisconsin Milwaukee / School of
Freshwater Sciences; N. Basu, McGill Univ / Dept of Environmental Health
Sciences; J. Head, McGill Univ / Natural Resource Sciences; M.J. Carvan,
Univ of Wisconsin Milwaukee / School of Freshwater Sciences
The adverse outcome pathway (AOP) framework has been proposed to
facilitate ecological risk assessment by providing a work-able structure to
extrapolate effects that are measured at the molecular level to population and community level effects. These extrapolations are accomplished
by creating quantitative linkages between key events at intermediate
levels of biological organization. We applied the AOP framework to the
highly synchronized and regulated processes involved in the neurobehavioral processes of larval fish that are known to be particularly sensitive
to contaminants. To date, assessment of the impact of contaminants
on neurobehavior has been restricted to limited model species and
to measurements of adverse effects that are difficult to extrapolate to
higher levels of biological organization, such as changes in behavior.
These limitations make ecological risk assessment and extrapolation
to other species challenging. We create quantitative linkages between
molecular and neurotransmitter perturbations as a result of contaminant
exposure to changes in key events such as behavior, and also to population relevant endpoints such as overall cohort survival and growth
using RNA-sequencing, receptor and behavioral assays, statistical and
individual-based modeling techniques. We illustrate limitations and
challenges of population extrapolations and suggest ways to accommodate community impacts. We also allow interpretation of sublethal dose
response data within varied community structures, calibrated to real-life
scenarios, to accommodate multiple stressor scenarios.

302 Linking physiological and behavioral changes to alterations in
gene expression toward modeling the impact of aquatic environmental
contaminants
M.J. Carvan, Univ of Wisconsin Milwaukee / School of Freshwater Sciences;
F.X. Mora, Univ of Wisconsin Milwaukee; R. Klingler, Univ of Wisconsin
Milwaukee / School of Freshwater Sciences; N. Basu, McGill Univ / Dept of
Environmental Health Sciences; J. Head, McGill Univ / Natural Resource
Sciences; J. Janssen, Univ of Wisconsin Milwaukee / School of Freshwater
Sciences; D. Anderson, P. Tonellato, Univ of Wisconsin Milwaukee / Zilber
School of Public Health; C.A. Murphy, Michigan State Univ / Fisheries and
Wildlife
Environmentally-induced perturbation of key molecular-level regulatory pathways can have a significant impact on basic physiological and
behavioral processes that effect fitness at the organism level, even in the
absence of overt toxicity. This is the foundation of the Adverse Outcome
Pathway (AOP) conceptual framework used to support ecotoxicological risk assessments. The most ecologically relevant species for any given
situation may not be the most amenable for providing the experimental
support required to generate predictive models. Model organisms can
fulfill the need for a readily-available and adaptable experimental system
but often have limited relevance for the risk assessment of specific native
species under specific environmental conditions. We have been using a
multi-species approach to investigate the impact of aquatic pollutants on
molecular pathways. We utilize the zebrafish, a well-defined laboratory model system with extensive genomic and genetic tools, to develop
experimentally-supported molecular interaction models that lead to
specific hypotheses regarding the impacts of environmentally-relevant
exposures. We then query ecologically-relevant species (e.g. yellow
perch, round goby) to test these hypotheses as they relate to physiological
and behavioral impairments which may negatively impact fitness. This
approach integrates the classic toxicological paradigm with cross-species
analyses at multiple levels of biological organization, thus providing a
more comprehensive systems level understanding of risk with greater
ecological relevance.

304 Extrapolating ecotoxicological effects from individuals to populations using Dynamic Energy Budget theory and individual-based
modeling
R.M. Nisbet, B.J. Martin, Univ of California Santa Barbara / Ecology
Evolution and Marine Biology
Dynamic energy budget (DEB) theory is a powerful theoretical framework for relating suborganismal (biochemical, genetic, physiological)
processes to organismal performance and, thereby, to populations and
ecosystems. DEB theory is a powerful tool for ecotoxicology linking
exposure and effects, and has been recently used in models describing the impact of nanomaterials in the environment. Its key advantage
is that it yields metrics characterizing toxicity that are independent of
experimental protocols used for tests, with the same metrics applicable
to a broad range of taxa. DEB models describe the rates at which an
organism assimilates energy and elemental matter from food and uses
them for maintenance, growth, development, and reproduction. These
physiological rates depend on the state of the organism (e.g., age, size,
maturity) and its environment (e.g., food density, temperature, contaminants). Changes in physiological rates and fluxes of elemental matter
impact population and ecosystem dynamics. The use of DEB theory in
ecotoxicology requires additional toxicokinetic submodels that describe
the uptake, release, and metabolism of toxic compounds, and toxicodynamic models that describe the effects of the toxicants on the organism’s
physiology. Linking the response of individual organisms to population
dynamics is achieved by an individual-based model (DEB-IBM). We
used a DEB-IBM model for Daphnia to demonstrate that population
level effects of toxicants can depend strongly on the suborganismal mode
of action, i.e. on the choice of toxicodynamic model. We found that,
when consumer-resource interactions are considered, toxicity mediated
by different physiological processes that lead to the same outcome in a
standard reproduction test may cause drastically different effects at the
population level. These ranged from almost no effect to extinction, and
also to substantial changes in size structure. The results will be used to
discuss the minimal amount of information on individuals required for
meaningful projection of population dynamics.
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305 From enzyme activity to population growth rate – mechanistic
effect modeling of ROS inducing chemicals on Lemna minor
E.I. Zimmer, Belgian Nuclear Research Centre SCK•CEN; N. Horemans,
SCK•CEN Belgian Nuclear Research Centre / Biosphere Impact Studies;
N. Cedergreen, Univ of Copenhagen / Dept of Plant and Environmental
Sciences; T. Jager, Vrije Universiteit / Dept of Theoretical Biology; H.
Vandenhove, SCK•CEN Belgian Nuclear Research Centre
Ecological risk assessment (ERA) is based on experiments that are conducted in the laboratory, under standardized and (mostly) constant and
optimal conditions. Since the aim of ERA is to protect populations and
ecosystems in the field, we need means to translate the outcome of laboratory results to more realistic scenarios. To this end, mechanistic effect
models (MEMs) have recently shown promising potential. These models
allow for a mechanistic interpretation and thus comprehensive understanding of test results obtained in the laboratory, which in turn allows
for informed extrapolation to non-tested scenarios. We here present a
MEM for common duckweed, Lemna minor, which is based on Dynamic
Energy Budget (DEB) theory. Models based on DEB have been used
widely to study the effects of compounds on animals. Due to its general
applicability to all types of organisms, it holds potential to be used for
comparing species and compounds. Energy uptake from the environment is modeled explicitly, and physiological rates are set to depend on
temperature. Therefore, DEB models can be used to extrapolate effects
to a wide range of environmentally relevant scenarios. Lemna minor is a
commonly used test organism, because of its advantages of being a relatively simple higher plant. Due to its small size and high division rate,
effects are normally studied on the population growth rate. Results of
studies with Lemna minor can potentially be used to make assumptions
on effects more complex higher plants. We study effect of compounds
which induce the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS). In plants,
an overload of ROS can lead to oxidative stress, in turn leading to disturbances of the photosynthetic system. Since the light intensity determines
the efficiency of the photosystems in plants, it can be expected to interact
with oxidative stress. We here present results of a study were we tested a
range of concentrations of cadmium and uranium at different light intensities and temperatures. We use our mechanistic effect model to compare
the effects of the two ROS inducing chemicals on Lemna minor. We link
the organism-level response (e.g. individual growth rate) to population
endpoints such as number of individuals and growth rate, and to suborganism level responses such as enzyme production and metabolism.
Further, we highlight the potential of our model to compare effects on
different species (e.g. from bacteria to higher plants).
306 A dynamic energy budget approach to mechanistic models of
toxicodynamics with applications to nanotoxicity
E.B. Muller, Univ of California Santa Barbara / Marine Science Inst; T.
Klanjšček, Rudjer Boskovic Inst; R.M. Nisbet, Univ of California Santa
Barbara / Dept of Ecology Evolution and Marine Biology
Since engineered nanoparticles bring about novel exposure and toxicity
mechanisms, the emergence of nanotechnology has further complicated
the already complex problem of relating sub-organismal toxicity mechanisms to the vitality of organisms, communities and ecosystems. A major
challenge in solving this problem is the shortage of process-based methodologies that can generate predictive toxicity measures for organismal
performance and that have validity for a wide range of organism-toxicant
combinations. Dynamic Energy Budget (DEB) theory provides a suitable,
general process-based framework to investigate the metabolic implications
of toxic effects. However, the toxicodynamic modules currently in use
to assess toxic effects, i.e. DEBtox, for the most part, lack a mechanistic
underpinning. To address this shortcoming, we are developing a simple
process-based model that encompasses the lethal and sublethal effects of a
wide range of toxicants. As a starting point, we have developed formalism
describing the accumulation of damage, either directly through toxicant
action or indirectly via intermediates, such as reactive oxygen species. This
presentation will discuss the model conditions at which toxicants cause
damage to grow uncontrollably and illustrate the potential of the model
with examples of engineered metal and metal oxide nanoparticles affecting physiological processes in bacteria.

307 Toward a mechanistic and generic modeling approach to crossorganizational level extrapolation of chemically induced effects
A. Gergs, RWTH Aachen Univ / Dept of Environmental Social and Spatial
Change; T.G. Preuss, Bayer CropScience / Inst for Environmental Research; A.
Palmqvist, Roskilde Univ / Dept of Environmental Social and Spatial Change
Decisions on chemical risks posed to populations are traditionally based
on adverse effects measured for standard species under standardized
laboratory conditions. However, natural populations are rarely exposed
to chemicals at a single dose under constant environmental conditions,
and interactions between chemical, physical and biological factors are
generally unaccounted for. To bridge this gap and to account for various species in variable environments, we need predictive modeling
approaches. Therefore, process-based mechanistic effect models, that
take underlying physiological and ecological mechanisms into account,
are gaining resonance in scientific and regulatory communities as a
means to bring more ecological realism and more informed predictions
into ecological risk assessment of chemicals. With this regard, current
research focuses on the translation of effects among different levels of
biological organization, the incorporation of physiological and ecological
mechanisms, and their implications for future effect assessments. Current
challenges in mechanistic modeling include data and knowledge gaps
in the extrapolation of 1) short-term toxicity testing to long-term and
variable exposures, 2) population level responses from individual level
toxicity testing and 3) results from standard species test to species that are
more relevant in a risk assessment context, such as endangered species. To
address these issues, we developed and tested a mechanistic model that
integrates process-based models based on dynamic energy budget theory
and toxicokinetic-toxicodynamic effect models in an individual-based
population modeling framework. In this model, we considered life history
variations among species and emerging population dynamics to be solely
a result of differences in parameter values. Based on this assumption, the
same basic model is able to accurately predict population dynamics for the
water flea Daphnia magna and the marine polychaete Capitella teleta; its
generality remains, however, to be evaluated. We will address data needs
for model parameterization and data gaps that frequently occur due to
standard testing as well as knowledge that might be missing when dealing
with non-standard species. We conclude that generic individual-based
population models, applicable to a broad range of species, offer possible
ways to overcome data and knowledge gabs and provide a tool for more
informed decision making in ecological risk assessment.

Evaluating Ionogenic Chemicals: Moving Beyond
PBT Criteria
308 Experts Workshop on the Ecotoxicological Risk Assessment of
Ionizable Organic Chemicals: Towards a Science-Based Framework
for Chemical Assessment
T. Gouin, Unilever / Safety and Environmental Assurance Centre; B.W.
Brooks, Baylor Univ / Dept of Environmental Science; M. Bonnell,
Environment Canada; J.M. Armitage, Univ of Toronto Scarborough / Dept
of Physical and Environmental Sciences; B.I. Escher, Helmholtz Centre
for Environmental Research GmbH UFZ / Cell Toxicology; T.R. Henry,
USEPA / Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics; M. Lam, Environmental
Stewardship and Sustainability Organization; J.W. Nichols, USEPA / ORD
/ NHEERL Mid Continent Ecology Division; G. Rattray, Health Canada /
Environmental Impact Initiative Division; G. Stringer, Health Canada; T.
Valenti, Syngenta Crop Protection LLC; D.J. Caldwell, Johnson & Johnson;
M.R. Embry, ILSI Health Environmental Sciences Inst HE
There is a growing need to develop analytical methods and tools that
can be applied to assess the environmental risks associated with charged,
polar, and ionisable organic chemicals, such as those used as active
pharmaceutical ingredients, biocides, and surface active chemicals.
Ionisation of an organic chemical can lead to a change in the sorption
behaviour of a chemical, with anionic compounds possibly having lower
sorption and cationics experiencing higher binding affinity, relative to
their neutral counterparts. Changes in sorption behaviour will have
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a direct influence on bioavailability. Modelling the freely dissolved
concentration is further complicated by the role of salinity and pH on the
sorption of ionised chemicals to organic matter, but also to clay minerals.
Changes in pH can also result in substantial differences in ecotoxicological effects, implying the need to determine pH-specific toxicity data. As
part of an experts workshop on the ecotoxicological risk aassessment of
ionisable organic chemicals, factors influencing the sorption behaviour,
and hence the bioavailability of these chemicals was investigated. This
understanding is further complemented by an assessment of the factors
important for understanding the internal distribution, metabolism, and
excretion of the chemicals, as well as an investigation of tools aimed at
better understanding ecotoxicological effects. Three workgroups were
commissioned with investigating the various issues, with an objective of
providing insight towards the development of a science-based framework
for assessing the environmental risks of ionisable organics. Here we summarise the key findings from each of the workgroups, with an emphasis
on addressing limitations of current testing methods for applicability of
ionisable organics and recommendations for key approaches or models
than can be developed.
309 Partitioning of ionic organic chemicals from water to biological
phases
S. Endo, K. Bittermann, L. Oemisch, K. Goss, Helmholtz Centre for
Environmental Research UFZ / Dept of Analytical Environmental Chemistry
Capturing the partitioning behavior of chemicals from water to biological
materials such as lipids and proteins is key to advance our understanding
of interactions between organisms and chemicals. To describe the biopartitioning of chemicals, the octanol-water partition coefficient (Kow) is
often used as a model descriptor. This approach has been a marked success
for neutral, particularly, nonpolar hydrophobic chemicals, because, for
these chemicals, lipids are the dominant accumulating phase and octanol
mimics the sorptive properties of lipids fairly well. However, partitioning of organic ions needs different considerations. An organic ion may
partition to octanol as the free ion species or as an ion-pair. In both
processes, the resulting partition coefficient is strongly influenced by the
type and the concentration of the counterion involved, and thus no unique
value of Kow can be defined for each chemical. Nevertheless, commonly
accessed databases for Kow include a number of data for strong organic
acids and bases, which may cause confusion. More importantly, partitioning processes of organic ions in organisms are not limited to free ion and
ion-pair partitioning. Organic ions can accumulate at an interface between
organic and water phases or undergo an ion exchange at charged sites of
biological macromolecules; neither of the processes are represented by Kow.
In this contribution, the recent achievement of our systematic studies on
the biopartitioning of organic ions will be presented. Consistent, qualitycontrolled partitioning data for organic ions have been measured using
surrogate lipids and proteins. Organic ions with high structural variability
were used as probes so that the resultant data can back up empirical and
theoretical modeling work. We compiled a large set for phospholipid
membrane-water partition coefficients for many ionic species and based
thereupon evaluated several predictive approaches. It was found that
the quantum-mechanically based COSMOmic method can be further
developed to predict the membrane affinity of organic cations, anions and
neutral compounds in a consistent manner. Moreover, protein-water partition coefficients measured for a series of organic ions demonstrated a strong
influence of the substitution pattern on protein binding, which poses a
clear difference from neutral species. These results point toward a strong
need for prediction models that deal directly with ionic forms of molecules.
310 Exploring fragment-based QSARs to predict the equilibrium partitioning of ionogenic organic chemicals to biologically relevant media
T.N. Brown, Dalhousie Univ / Dept of Chemistry; J.M. Armitage, Univ of
Toronto Scarborough / Dept of Physical and Environmental Sciences; J.A.
Arnot, ARC Arnot Research & Consulting / Dept of Physical Environmental
Science
Persistence, Bioaccumulation, and Toxicity (PBT) measures are a function of biological and chemical properties, and chemical partitioning is
a critical process. Reliable estimation of the equilibrium partitioning of
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ionogenic organic chemicals (IOCs) is an integral aspect of existing PBT
hazard assessment and for risk assessment. At present there are few prediction methods available for high-throughput hazard and risk screening,
and those that do exist typically rely on regressions with the distribution
coefficient between octanol and water (DOW ). The goal of this research is
to explore the possibility of creating robust QSARs to predict sorption of
IOCs to various important biological media. The largest limiting factor
to implementing appropriate QSARs is a general lack of empirical data
for parameterization, and the data that are available may be unreliable or
difficult to interpret. The first step in this research was an intensive primary literature search. Two databases of empirical values were collated,
one for equilibrium membrane water partition coefficients (K MW ) and
one for plasma protein binding (PPB). Next, the data were screened for
reliability and consistency using professional judgement and by applying
preliminary QSAR generation methods to identify outliers. A balance
between data set size and data reliability was sought to make the best use
of available data. A second aspect limiting the development of QSARs
for predicting the equilibrium partitioning of IOCs is accurate structure
representation. A mechanistically valid prediction model is only possible if the structures are properly represented, and in many cases while
IOCs have measured pK A values, the assignment to a specific ionogenic
group in the chemical may be ambiguous. Unambiguous knowledge of
the charged structure of IOCs was applied as an additional data quality
check. The IFS QSAR generation method was applied to the collated
data sets, with some minor modifications introduced to deal specifically
with chemical structures including charged centers. For K MW the results
highlight the need for more reliable data, but the mechanistic insights
obtained from the QSARs show promise for future development. The
QSARs and preliminary results provide guidance for targeted testing.
PPB has much more data available, but the results demonstrate the need
for further critical review and quality control of the empirical data.
311 Exploring the exposure and hazard potential of ionogenic organic
chemicals released to the environment
J.A. Arnot, ARC Arnot Research & Consulting / Dept of Physical
Environmental Science; J.M. Armitage, Univ of Toronto Scarborough /
Dept of Physical and Environmental Sciences; T. Gouin, Unilever / Safety
and Environmental Assurance Centre; L. Toose, ARC Arnot Research &
Consulting; M. Bonnell, Environment Canada; D. Hughes, M. Romano,
Health Canada; F. Wania, Univ of Toronto at Scarborough / Dept of
Physical and Environmental Sciences; D. Mackay, Trent Univ
A common approach used in regulatory programs to evaluate chemicals
for their potential effects on the environment is to categorize chemicals
using various criteria for Persistence, Bioaccumulation and Toxicity
(PBT). Alternative methods screen and prioritize chemicals based on
estimates of exposure and potential risk. Many are ionogenic organic
chemicals (IOCs); however, because of substantial data gaps, uncertainty
in the assessment of IOCs is significant. We have revised the RAIDAR
model to simulate the fate, bioaccumulation, exposure and risk of IOCs
to a range of representative ecological receptors (autotrophs, invertebrates, fish and a variety of wildlife species). The model allows the user to
include chemical partitioning information of IOCs if such data are available, and uses simplifying assumptions based on current screening-level
knowledge when such data are not measured. RAIDAR calculates an
Exposure Assessment Factor (EAF) to quantify the relationship between
the chemical concentration in an organism and an assumed consistent
chemical emission rate (unit emission rate) for all chemicals. Hence, the
EAF allows chemicals to be compared and ranked based on exposure
potential. RAIDAR also calculates a Hazard Assessment Factor (HAF)
that quantifies the relationship between the unit emission rate based
chemical concentration in an organism to a user-selected effect threshold
concentration (a consistent assessment endpoint). The HAF effectively “combines” PBT information into a holistic hazard indicator for
comparative assessments. We applied the model to approximately 1,000
IOCs including pharmaceuticals, personal care products and industrial
and household chemicals. We assume 100% chemical release to surface
water and no waste water treatment or transfer to amended soils. The calculated EAFs span approximately 10 orders of magnitude and the HAFs
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span approximately 11.5 orders of magnitude highlighting the prioritization capacity of the approach. The greatest overall source of uncertainty
in the HAF is the toxicity information. The greatest overall source of
uncertainty in the EAF is the degradation half-life in water. Few of
these IOCs bioaccumulate in food webs because of their relatively low
hydrophobicity, high dissociation and short biotransformation half-lives.
We show how these results can also be used for risk-based screening by
including approximate values for emission rates to identify IOCs of high
and low concern for risk.
312 Measured and Predicted Fish Plasma Concentrations of Ionizable
Pharmaceuticals in Texas Estuaries
W.C. Scott, S.P. Haddad, B.W. Brooks, Baylor Univ / Dept of
Environmental Science
Tidally influenced rivers are dynamic aquatic systems subject to significant spatial and temporal fluctuations in water chemistry. Because
approximately 70% of all pharmaceuticals are ionizable and subject to
bioavailability alterations from pH spatiotemporal variability in ambient
pH can influence the site-specific bioconcentration of ionizable pharmaceuticals leading to uncertainty in ecological risk assessments. Tidally
influenced urban rivers are increasingly dominated by upstream effluent
inflows carrying complex mixtures of contaminants. We related spatial
and temporal fluctuations in pH and aqueous concentrations of pharmaceuticals in Texas estuaries to predicted fish plasma concentrations
(FPC) of select pharmaceuticals, using measured water concentrations
and pH adjusted logDliposome:water. For this study, we specifically compared predicted fish plasma concentrations (FPC) of pharmaceuticals to
measured levels from fish collected in the field. Predicted ranges of mean
site-specific predicted FPC of diphenhydramine and diltiazem were 5.8
- 95.2 and 0.5 - 31.1 ng/L respectively, but measured FPC of diphenhydramine and diltiazem were 2.00 and 30.79 μg/L, respectively. We
then compared human therapeutic plasma concentrations of the pharmaceuticals to these predicted and observed FPC. In some sites (Buffalo
Bayou, Houston, Texas, USA) during select sampling events, diltiazem
in fish plasma exceeded human therapeutic plasma doses (Cmax), indicating therapeutic hazards to fish. This study highlights the importance
and challenges of understanding therapeutic hazards of pharmaceuticals
in tidally influenced urban rivers.
313 Estimating Bioaccumulation Potentials of Organic Compounds
in Oil Sands Processing Water by PDMS-Coated Stir Bar and SolidSupported Lipid Membranes
Z. Kun, A. dos Santos Pereira, Univ of Alberta / Division of Analytical
and Environmental Toxicology; J.W. Martin, Univ of Alberta / Laboratory
Medicine and Pathology
The bioconcentration of dissolved organic compounds in oil sands
process-affected water (OSPW) is likely a critical factor affecting the
toxicity of this complex mixture. OSPW contains thousands of organic
acids, bases, and neutral compounds whose structures are not identified,
thus studying its bioaccumulation properties is an inherent challenge.
In this preliminary study, the bioconcentration of all detectable organic
compounds in OSPW was estimated in vitro by assessing their partition
from OSPW to polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) coated stir bar, a surrogate for neutral lipid, and to solid-supported phospholipid membranes, a
surrogate for membrane lipid. The objective was to identify a short-list of
the most hydrophobic or membrane permeable chemical groups for subsequent experiments in fish. Results from this in vitro work showed that
by HPLC-ESI (+ mode) Orbitrap analysis, 25% of all detected species
(1332) had partition coefficients between PDMS and OSPW (K PDMS)
higher than 1, and ranging up to 40,000. The logarithm of K PDMS (log
K PDMS) for OX compounds, NOX compounds and SOX compounds
ranged from -3.1 to 2.6, from -3.1 to 4.6, from -2.5 to 4.4, respectively.
The most hydrophobic compounds were NO compounds with log K PDMS
from -1.5 to 4.4, and SO compounds with log K PDMS from -2.1 to 4.6.
By HPLC-ESI (- mode) Orbitrap analysis, only 10.6% of detected species (561) had a K PDMS higher than 1, including for naphthenic acids.
On the other hand, the logarithm of the partition coefficient between
phospholipid and OSPW (log Kphospholipid) was higher than predicted by

KPDMS for certain species, including the O+ group, O2 group (naphthenic acids), and NO2 group species. In general, for all accumulating
compound classes a positive relationship was found between K PDMS,
or Kphospholipid and carbon number, whereas a negative relationship was
found between K PDMS orKphospholipid and “double bond equivalents”. The
results of this study clearly demonstrate that OSPW contain numerous
compounds of high bioaccumulation potential, and that compounds
besides naphthenic acids must be considered in fish studies.
314 Assessing Bioaccumulation Potential of Per- and Poly-fluoroalkyl
Substances: State of the Science and Key New Directions
C.A. Ng, ETH Zurich / Inst for Chemical and Bioengeneering; K.
Hungerbühler, ETH Zurich
Per- and poly-fluorinated alkyl substances (PFASs) are important industrial chemicals that are still poorly understood. For many PFASs, their
hydrophobicity, surfactant properties and high degree of ionization at
environmentally and biologically relevant pH values present challenges
to both laboratory and field studies of their distribution and behavior.
These challenges have also hindered the development of models able to
describe their bioaccumulation potential, even for the most well studied
PFASs, the linear perfluoroalkyl carboxylic and sulfonic acids (PFCAs
and PFSAs). No mechanistic models have yet been tested for the many
emerging PFAS structures that will replace the long-chain PFCAs and
PFSAs that are being largely phased out. In this talk, we will discuss two
existing models for PFAA bioaccumulation—one based on partitioning
to phospholipids and one on binding to proteins—and how well they
fare in explaining bioaccumulation behavior as observed in the laboratory and field. Although both models are able to predict whole-body
bioconcentration factors (BCF) with reasonable accuracy, the mechanisms underlying these predictions are quite different. We will thus
look into the models in greater detail to explore their ability to predict
tissue distributions of different PFAAs in different organisms and to
explain differences in whole-body half-lives across species and genders.
Strengths and weaknesses of each approach will be emphasized, and
major open questions that remain will be highlighted. In addition, we
will explore whether existing models are capable of describing bioaccumulation of other PFSAs and identify the critical gaps that must be
closed if we seek to develop modeling systems that will allow us to screen
PFAS structures for bioaccumulation potential. Do existing or proposed alternatives to long-chain PFAAs represent safer chemicals from
the perspective of bioaccumulation? Answering this question requires
us to understand how specific structural features—e.g. chain length,
branching, and substitution of head-groups or perfluorinated carbons
in the chain—affect the bioavailability, partitioning/protein binding, or
biotransformation and elimination kinetics of PFASs. What tools, if any,
are available to us to model these structure-activity relationships?
315 Observed and modeled effects of pH on bioconcentration of
diphenhydramine, a weakly basic pharmaceutical, in fathead minnows
J.W. Nichols, USEPA / ORD / NHEERL Mid Continent Ecology
Division; B. Du, Baylor Univ / Environmental Science; J.P. Berninger,
USEPA / Toxic Effects Characterization Research Branch; K.A. Connors,
USEPA / ORD / NCCT; C. Chambliss, Baylor Univ / Chemistry and
Biochemistry; R.J. Erickson, A.D. Hoffman, USEPA / ORD / NHEERL
Mid Continent Ecology Division; B.W. Brooks, Baylor Univ / Dept of
Environmental Science
Fathead minnows were exposed to diphenhydramine (DPH), a weakly
basic pharmaceutical (pKa = 9.1), to examine pH effects on uptake and
accumulation. Fish were exposed to 10 µg/L DPH in water for up to 96
h at three nominal pH levels: 6.7, 7.7, and 8.7. In each case, an apparent
steady-state was reached by 24 h allowing for direct determination of
the bioconcentration factor (BCF), blood/water partitioning value (total
chemical basis; PBW,TOT), and apparent volume of distribution (V D;
approximated from the whole-body/plasma concentration ratio). BCFs
and measured PBW,TOT values increased in a non-linear manner with
pH while V D the remained constant, averaging 3.0 ± 0.08 kg/L. The
data were then simulated using an established model (Erickson et al.,
2006, Environ. Toxicol. Chem. 25:1512) modified for fathead minnows,
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which accounts for acidification of the gill surface due to elimination
of metabolically-derived acid. Good agreement between model simulations and measured data was obtained for all three tests by assuming that
plasma binding of ionized DPH is about one-fifth that of the neutral
form. This finding is consistent with measured binding of DPH in
humans. A simpler model, which ignores elimination of metabolicallyderived acid, performed much less well. These findings suggest that pH
effects on accumulation of ionogenic compounds by fish are best described
using a model that accounts for acidification of respired water. Moreover,
measured plasma binding and V Ddata for humans, determined as part of
the drug development process, may have considerable value for predicting
the accumulation of pharmaceuticals in fish. The contents of this abstract
do not necessarily constitute or reflect USEPA policy.

Environmental Analysis, Policy and Litigation
Implementing New and Novel Scientific Research to
Inform Regulations
316 An Integrated Modeling Approach for Assessing Pesticide
Exposure and Risk: Facilitating Data-Driven Public Policy
G. Hanrahan, California Lutheran Univ / Chemistry; H. Hoang, California
Lutheran Univ / Political Science
There is an increasing trend in the fields of environmental science, public
health and political science to redefine and advance current methods
of assessment regarding environmental exposures and the social processes that identify health disparities. The progression of research in this
area has overlapped with increased demand of public policy makers to
ameliorate related problems, universally referred to as environmental
justice (EJ). The aims of this research are to present an integrated GIS/
statistical-based modeling approach that elucidates the spatial and semitemporal distribution of pesticides in and around farming communities in
Oxnard, California, as well as to provide policy recommendations to key
stakeholders who can institutionalize community-based environmental
advocacy in Oxnard and other affected communities. Empirical data from
GC-MS analysis of soil, water and human urine samples were used to
feed the statistical models, where correlative multivariate techniques were
employed to help predict the distributions of screened compounds. The
detection and characterization of metabolites in urine reflected exposure
(i.e. within a 1-2 week period) due to the short time these metabolites
remained in the body. GIS was used to describe the spatial characteristics
of the surrounding land types/demographic data, as well as providing a
framework for statistical data analysis. Combined, these methods were
used to create exposure and risk profiles, which were subsequently tested
on three types of populations based on their geographical distances from
agricultural fields. Concurrently, qualitative surveys were distributed
to Oxnard community members—they were used to assess: 1) public
perception of environmental exposure and risk; 2) opportunities for public
awareness and community involvement in environmental issues; and 3)
obstacles to meaningful civic engagement by the affected populations.
Based on the combination of methods it was possible to obtain semiquantitative estimates of the risk levels experienced by farmworkers and
community members in the exposure scenarios tested. This approach generated information which policy makers can use in developing data-based
management plans, and to assist in assessing public health consequences.
317 The Implementation of Environmental Quality Standards (EQS)
for biota under the EU Water Framework Directive (WFD)
D. Leverett, WCA Environment Ltd
The EU Water Framework Directive (WFD, European Commission
Directive 2013/39/EC) is an holistic approach to managing the water
environment in Europe and brings together objectives to protect the
water environment from the effects of chemical pollution, as well as
broader ecological objectives designed to protect the structure and
function of aquatic ecosystems themselves. Under the WFD, the overall
environmental status of a waterbody (be it river, lake, estuary or coastal)
is determined by the assessment of its ecological and chemical status.
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Chemical status is assessed by comparing measured concentrations of
certain Priority Substances with their Environmental Quality Standard
(EQS) representing the concentration below which adverse environmental effects are not expected to occur. While EQS for the majority of
Priority Substances are set as concentrations in water, the WFD includes
eight substances for which compliance with the EQS must be monitored
in the flesh of aquatic biota (EQSbiota), and EU Member States will need
to establish programmes to monitor the concentration of these substances
in biota. Four of the EQSbiota are intended to protect predators against
the risks of secondary poisoning and seven are aimed at protecting
human health via dietary uptake. Recent work within the EC has set-out
guidance on the implementation of EQSbiota to ensure that equivalent
approaches to the monitoring of substances in biota are adopted by
different Member States, and that the resulting data is consistent and
allows an EU-wide assessment of compliance with the biota standards.
This presentation will provide an overview of the procedures that will be
applied for the implementation of EQSbiota in the Member States, and
the measures which are taken in order to ensure comparability across
different Member States. It will cover target species and trophic level,
normalization and conversion of measured biota concentrations for comparison with the EQSbiota,and expression of the EQSbiota.
318 Shaping Ecological Risk Research for Synthetic Biology
T. Kuiken, Woodrow Wilson Center / Science and Technology Innovation
Program; K. Oye, Massachusetts Inst of Technology; J. Collins, Arizona State
Univ
Synthetic biology is a field characterized by rapid rates of change and by
the novelty, and breadth of applications. It’s also an area of basic research
and application that encompasses engineering along with the natural,
physical, and social sciences. The rapid pace of synthetic biology research,
product development, potential environmental release of numerous
applications, and the diffuse and diverse nature of the research community is prompting renewed attention on how to design robust ecological
risk research programs. With support from NSF’s Division of Cellular
and Molecular Biology, the Division of Environmental Biology, and the
Engineering Directorate, the Woodrow Wilson Center and the MIT
Program on Emerging Technologies convened a series of workshops to
identify gaps in knowledge on the ecological effects of synthetic biology,
to define a research agenda to improve the scientific and technical understandings of these ecological effects and to provide input on research
funding priorities. Varied applications were used to seed discussions
among synthetic biologists, ecologists, environmental scientists, and
social scientists, as well as representatives from government, the private
sector, academia, environmental organizations and think tanks. Projects
included nitrogen fixation by engineered crops, gene drive propagation
in populations of invasive species, engineered seeds and plants destined
for distribution to the public, and bio-mining. A consensus developed
that establishing and sustaining multidisciplinary research groups would
be needed to address the following priority research areas: Comparators;
Phenotypic characterization; Fitness, genetic stability, and lateral gene
transfer; Control of organismal traits; Monitoring and surveillance;
Modeling; and Standardization of methods and data. Addressing these
complex questions and overcoming communications barriers across disciplines cannot be done on a short term basis. In addition a concomitant
assessment of economic and social implications of applications would be
necessary to provide a foundation for assessing ecological implications.
Synthetic biology is poised to make non-incremental, transformative
advances in basic and applied areas of research. To realize these goals a
coordinated prioritized research strategy amongst various governmental
agencies, academia and industry will be needed to identify and mitigate
the ecological implications of synthetic biology.
319 Regulating risks: punctuated equilibrium and the stability-adaptability tradeoff in public policy
A.R. Johnson, Clemson Univ / Dept of Forestry & Natural Resources
The regulation of environmental risks by governmental agencies is
an increasingly important component of public policy. Research into
the dynamics of policy change has focused on the contrast between
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incrementalism, where policy evolves through a succession of rather
frequent but mostly small changes, versus punctuated equilibrium, where
periods of relatively stable policy are occasionally interrupted by substantial shifts in policy. One of the driving factors for changes in regulations
regarding environmental risks is the accrual of new information from
scientific research. Risk assessors must weigh multiple lines of scientific
evidence in a manner that informs regulatory policy decisions. Scientists
often advocate an adaptive approach to policy decisions that quickly
responds to the latest changes in scientific knowledge. However, there are
a number of factors which operate to provide resistance to frequent policy
change. Regulatory changes require an investment of time and effort, and
so there is a certain inertia that must be overcome before an agency begins
the process. Sometimes regulatory policies are constrained by statutory or
case law, and cannot be substantially altered without legislative or judicial
action. Further, the regulated community often desires policy stability
(perhaps phrased as “regulatory certainty”), as there are psychological and
economic disincentives for operating in an uncertain regulatory environment. The dynamics resulting from these competing factors are illustrated
by a simple stochastic model, demonstrating the effect of different tradeoffs between adaptability and stability in policy setting.
320 Quantifying Natural Resource Injuries and Service Loss: What
have we learned since 2002?
L.W. Barnthouse, LWB Environmental Services Inc; R.G. Stahl, E. I. du
Pont de Nemours and Company / Corp Remediation
In a 2002 paper we discussed the challenges associated with quantifying
natural resource damages and suggested some actions that might help to
overcome those challenges. Some actions we suggested included using
approaches in ecological risk assessment (ERA) to help evaluate potential natural resource injuries, and ultimately in some cases to translate
those injuries into natural resource service loss. Both the regulatory and
the scientific aspects of Natural Resource Damage Assessment (NRDA)
have changed significantly since 2002. From a regulatory perspective,
corporate environmental managers increasingly deal with large numbers
of small sites; prevention of future releases; and cost-effective efficient
responses to accidental releases. Because of recent UNEP and EU
directives, multinational corporations now must address environmental
responsibilities from global operations. From a scientific perspective,
streamlined assessment approaches such as Habitat Equivalency Analysis
(HEA) have been introduced in attempts to simplify the NRDA process,
and advances in environmental chemistry and toxicology have provided
new tools applicable to injury and service loss. One overarching objective of both the regulatory and the scientific changes is to reduce the
amount of effort devoted to litigating natural resource damage claims
and increase the pace of restoration of injured resources and services. In
this presentation we will provide an overview of the new challenges facing NRDA practitioners, and use a number of recent multi-stakeholder
reports and publications to help illustrate these challenges and suggest
some possible future directions.

Ultra-Low Detection Techniques for Hydrophobic
Organic Contaminants in Water and Sediment
321 Use of polyethylene passive samplers to detect trace levels of dissolved HOCs in air, water and sediments
R. Lohmann, M. Khairy,C.A. McDonough, Z. Ruge, Univ of Rhode Island
Graduate School of Oceanography; P.A. Helm, Ontario Ministry of the
Environment / Environmental Monitoring and Reporting Branch; D.C.
Muir, Environment Canada / Aquatic Contaminants Research Division
We have been using polyethylene (PE) as a passive sampler in air, water
and sediments for almost a decade. While PE has unique advantages for
the accumulation of hydrophobic organic contaminants, problems arise
when the compounds of interest do not approach equilibrium within
the deployment period; this is particularly relevant for higher molecular
weight compounds, such as polybrominated diphenylethers but also
octachloro-dibenzo-p-dioxin. In this case, we rely on PRCs to estimate

generic uptake rates and derive dissolved concentrations via total volume sampled by the PE. The prediction of PE-gas phase partitioning
constants has seen promise for generic compounds, yet progress for compounds in water has been slower. Deployments of PE samplers in Lake
Superior and the Canadian Arctic show some discrepancies between
active sampling results and those derived by PE samplers. Possible reasons for the divergence are discussed, plus ideas on how to improve these
comparisons.
322 Ultra-low detection sampling of PCBs and DDTs in the water
column of the Los Angeles/Long Beach Harbor
X. Lu, E. Darby, W. Hovel, J. Dunay, Anchor QEA; K. Curtis, A. Jirik,
Port of Los Angeles; M. Arms, J. Verson, Port of Long Beach
Measurements of water column concentrations of polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs) and dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT) and its
degradation products are necessary for Total Maximum Daily Load
required monitoring and to develop and calibrate a site-specific bioaccumulation model for the Los Angeles and Long Beach (LA/LB)
Harbor. Previous sampling using a grab sampler and low-resolution Gas
chromatography–mass spectrometry(GC-MS) in harbor waters consistently resulted in non-detectable levels of PCBs and DDTs; therefore,
a method resulting in ultra-low detection limits for these compounds is
required. In this study, in situ solid-phase microextraction (SPME) sampler loaded with 2 meters of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)-coated glass
fiber was suspended in the water column with submerged buoys for 30
days at five locations within the harbor. During SPME sampler retrievals, 20 liters of water were sampled with a grab sampler and 120 liters
(240 liters for both PCBs and DDTs) of water was processed through
a high-volume water sampling system at each SPME deployment
location. High-resolution GC-MS were used for all chemical analysis.
Total organic carbon, dissolved organic carbon (DOC), and particulate
concentrations were also measured to develop site-specific partition coefficients. The SPME method detected more than 100 PCB congeners and
all the DDTs in all samples, while grab samples showed less detection
frequency than SPME and high-volume sampling. After correction for
non-equilibrium uptake by SPME and DOC effect for grab sampling,
individual PCB and DDT concentrations are generally consistent
between SPME and grab samples. Total PCB and DDT concentrations
sampled by SPME are higher than the totals determined by the grab
sampling method because of the lower detection frequency in the grab
sampling method. High-volume sampling resulted in lower PCB and
DDT concentrations in both individual congeners and total concentrations compared to the SPME and grab sampling methods, which may
be due to the lower sorption efficiency or lower elution efficiency of the
polyurethane cartridge. Details of the PCB and DDT concentrations
will be presented, and limitations and advantages each sampling technique will be compared to select effective method for future sampling
events. To our best knowledge, this is the first study to use the SPME
sampling method to detect total PCB and DDT concentrations in the
water column at 10 pictogram per liter levels.
323 Targeted and Non-Targeted Analysis of Halogenated Organic
Contaminants in the Great Lakes Using Passive Sampling and High
Resolution Mass Spectrometry
M. Robson, Dept of Chemistry; M. Pena-Abaurre, Univ of Toronto /
Chemistry Dept; L. Shen, Ontario Ministry of Environment / Dept of
Chemistry; K. Jobst, Ontario Ministry of Environment; P.A. Helm, Ontario
Ministry of the Environment / Environmental Monitoring and Reporting
Branch; E.J. Reiner, Univ of Toronto; K. MacPherson, Ontario Ministry
of Environment; G. McInnis, C.H. Marvin, Environment Canada; I.
Brindle, Brock Univ
Passive samplers are useful tools for monitoring Halogenated Organic
Contaminants (HOCs) in surface waters, and may be useful for longer
term monitoring of halogenated flame retardants (HFRs) of concern
such as polybrominated diphenylethers (PBDEs), tetrabromobisphenol
A (TBBPA) and hexabromocyclododecanes (HBCDs). In this study,
low density polyethylene (PE) passive samplers were deployed in urbaninfluenced and background nearshore areas and streams on the Canadian
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side of the Laurentian Great Lakes and analyzed for broad range of both
legacy and “new and alternative” HFRs. Samples were also subjected to
non-target analysis to try and identify any new or unmonitored HOCs of
potential concern. Targeted analysis was undertaken using a combination
of liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) and
gas chromatography high resolution mass spectrometry (GC-HRMS).
Non-targeted analysis was carried out using comprehensive two
dimensional (GCxGC)-HRMS. Numerous flame retardants including
HBCD and PBDEs, 1,2-bis(2,4,6-tribromophenoxy)ethane (BTBPE),
hexachlorocyclopentadienyl-dibromocyclooctane (HCDBCO), and
bis(2-ethylhexyl)tetrabromophthalate (TBPH) were detected in the
PE samplers, with greater concentrations found in urban waters most
impacted by municipal wastewater. Additionally a number of non-target
HOCs were detected, most notably a C12NH7 Br2 peak that was found to
be prevalent in many of the urban areas sampled. These results demonstrate the utility of PE passive samplers for monitoring and non-targeted
screening in the Great Lakes.
324 Simultaneous Screening of Porewater and Bulk Surface Water
for Fipronil Using an Automated In Situ Sampler for Bioavailability
Assessment (IS2B)
S. Supowit, I.B. Roll, Arizona State Univ; V.D. Dang, K.J. Kroll, N.D.
Denslow, Univ of Florida / Physiological Sciences; R.U. Halden, Arizona
State Univ / Center for Environmental Security
The In Situ Sampler for Bioavailability (IS2B) was developed as an
efficient alternative to grab or passive sampling for the determination
of trace level contaminants in the environment. It combines low-flow
peristaltic pumping with solid phase extraction (SPE). The design of the
IS2B eliminates the need for equilibrium or performance reference compound (PRC) calibration, as is required for passive samplers, because it
uses metered flow through high-surface area SPE resin beds. The uptake
rate is advectively limited, yielding short sampling periods (1-2 d), while
achieving low detection limits (< 1 ng/L when coupled with tandem mass
spectrometric analysis). Rather than having to transport large volumes of
water for the extraction of trace level compounds from grab samples, use
of the IS2B enables shipping of loaded SPE cartridges. It utilizes a modular design, with multiple ports for power cables and tubing. An inlet tube
incorporating a stainless steel filter penetrates the sediment for sampling
porewater while the other end of the device protrudes above the sediment for sampling the overlaying water column (each phase in triplicate).
The pump can accommodate as many as six channels, and the precision
per channel ranges from 7-17% RSD. Fipronil was chosen as a target
analyte for demonstration, and a robust analytical method was developed
for screening fipronil and four degradates. Analyte loss within the pump
tubing is negligible, and recovery of target analytes spiked at 10 ng/L into
lab-created organic carbon-laden water ranged from 82±14% to 103±15%
(n=8). The sampler was deployed at the influent and effluent ends of a
wetland receiving treated wastewater from a nearby sewage treatment
plant. Concentrations detected ranged from 0.22±0.11 ng/L (estimated)
to 14.14±3.32 ng/L, with the concentrations being comparable to those
determined by benchtop extraction of water samples from the same
location using an Autotrace. Since the IS2B can sample porewater with
ease, the challenges involved in collecting large quantities of sediment
for centrifugation and filtration are eliminated. Combination of this easy
sampling method with biomonitoring studies may indicate the utility of
the IS2B for estimating the bioavailability of sediment-bound and waterborne contaminants, as well as the efficacy of remediation strategies such
as deep tilling or capping of impacted sediments.
325 Use of SPME PDMS Fibers to Determine Contaminant Flux and
Intermixing Rates at Contaminated Sediment Sites in Rivers and Bays
C.L. Thomas, The Univ of Texas at Austin / Civil Architectural and
Environmental Engineering; D.D. Reible, Texas Tech Univ / Civil and
Environmental Engineering
Solid phase microextraction (SPME) polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
fiber measurements have been shown to directly correlate with the
interstitial porewater and water column concentrations of hydrophobic organic contaminants (HOCs). In particular, the method allows
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measurement of ultra-low concentrations of hydrophobic contaminants
with high spatial resolution in sediment porewater. It is not possible
to measure porewater concentrations with high spatial resolution by
conventional techniques due to the requirements for large volumes of
water to achieve detection limits. By focusing on porewater, the method
measures readily available contaminants and a number of studies have
shown good relationships between the readily available concentration
and bioaccumulation and effects in benthic organisms. Bulk solid measurements may not correlate with bioaccumulation and effects since such
measurements typically include tightly bound and generally unavailable
contaminants. Additionally, the porewater concentration provides an
indication of mobile contaminants in a stable sediment bed. Moreover,
the rate of equilibration of passive samples is typically controlled by
the rate of the interstitial mixing external to the passive sampler. Thus
the combination of the measured concentration gradient or difference
between sediment and overlying water and the rate of equilibration of
the passive sampler provides an indication of the flux of bioavailable contaminants. In this work, the rate of equilibration of contaminant uptake
in the passive sampler is estimated via pre-equilibrated performance
reference compound (PRCs). A simple model of the release of these
PRCs is used to predict interstitial mixing and to aid in the estimation of
the steady state uptake of sediment contaminants. The foundations of the
model and its appropriateness for different types of passive samplers will
be discussed. The results are used to predict fluxes from the sediment at
several contaminated sediment sites including Chattanooga Creek, TN,
West Branch of the Grand Calumet River, IN, and Eagle Harbor, WA
to illustrate the utility and usefulness of the SPME PDMS approach at
evaluating contaminant flux and to indicate the magnitude of the effective interstitial mixing rates in these different environments.
326 Quantification of geosmin and 2-MIB in whitefish and drinking
water; a comparison of SPME and high-resolution mass spectrometry
for trace analysis
H. Lord, Maxxam Analytics; M. Schlitt, Maxxam Analytics / Scientific
Services; M. Cojocar, Maxxam Analytics
Geosmin and 2-methylisoborneol (2-MIB) are two common earthymusty odour causing compounds commonly found in drinking water
and fish. Due to their low human sensory thresholds (approximately 10
ng/L), these compounds require quantification methods with the ability
to achieve ultra-low detection limits, making them difficult to measure
without the use of specialized equipment. Often, the analytical methods used for identification of these contaminants require long sample
preparation times and generate a significant amount organic solvent and
other consumable waste. We have evaluated solid-phase microextraction (SPME) technology for its potential to address these shortcomings.
Although this technology has been applied extensively in academia (Bai
2013), it has not yet been embraced in industry settings. We recently
completed an R&D methods-comparison study for the identification
and quantification of geosmin and 2-MIB in whitefish. Headspace
solid-phase microextraction (HS-SPME) coupled with gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC/MS) was compared to liquid extraction
followed by GPC and gas chromatography with high-resolution mass
spectrometry (GC-HRMS). A detection limit study resulted in MDLs
of 0.12 ng/g for geosmin and 0.10 ng/g for 2-MIB by SPME and 0.04
ng/g for geosmin by GC-HRMS. Due to the complex whitefish matrix,
2-MIB could not be extracted by the GC-HRMS protocol. Sixteen fish
samples were analyzed in this study, results showed detectable levels of
geosmin for both methods, with the highest concentrations identified
by GC-HRMS at 0.12 ng/g and 0.41 ng/g for HS-SPME GC/MS.
Successful completion of this study led Maxxam to initiate an analysis
of geosmin in drinking water by HS-SPME GC/MS to compare to our
current operational GC-HRMS method. We will discuss the similarities
and differences including performance and cost between this new method
and our current practices for geosmin and 2-MIB analysis in drinking water. A focus will be the HS-SPME method’s ability to achieve
detection limits necessary for identifying these odour compounds while
also enhancing environmental health and safety by eliminating the need
for organic solvents and reducing waste. Reference: Bai, Z., Pilote, A.,
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Sarker, P., Vandenberg, G. & Pawliszyn, J. 2013. In Vivo Solid-Phase
Microextraction with In Vitro Calibration: Determination of Off-Flavor
Components in Live Fish. Analytical Chemistry. 85(4): 2328-2332.
327 Studies of Time-Integrative Solid Phase Extractive Sampler to
Passive and Discrete Sampling Methods Conducted by Federal and
State Agencies
J. Aderhold, B.A. Hepner, C.I.Agent StormWater Solutions LLC
The need to sample natural waters for a diverse array of trace organic
compounds (TOCs) is rapidly intensifying. Recent advances in sampling technologies now can provide rapid, low level, time-integrative
options for identifying TOCs in water. Two evaluations comparing
sampling methods will be presented. A newly developed continuous
solid phase extractive (SPE) in situ sampling method was compared to
a passive sampling method, and a standard discrete sampling method.
The continuous low-level aquatic monitoring (C.L.A.M.) sampler is a
submersible, SPE, time-integrative, active extractive sampler. C.L.A.M.
samplers were deployed at two stream field sites in conjunction with the
deployment of polar organic chemical integrative samplers (POCIS) and
the collection of standard discrete 1-L water samples. All samples were
analyzed for a suite of 69 organic waste-indicator TOCs. The C.L.A.M.
and POCIS samples represent time-integrated samples that accumulate
the TOC present in the water over the deployment period (19-23 hours
for C.L.A.M. and 29 days for POCIS); the discrete samples represent
only the TOCs present in the water at the moment of sampling. Nonmetric multi-dimensional scaling was used to examine patterns in both
TOC detections and relative concentrations between the three sampling
methods. This work was supported by the U.S. Geological Survey Water
Science Field Team, and the U.S. Geological Survey National Water
Quality Laboratory. A concurrent comparison study of the C.L.A.M.
in situ time integrative extractive event, to the discrete grab sample, was
supported by the Washington State Department of Ecology. The purpose
of this study was to evaluate the usefulness of multiple field collection
and analytical methods to aid in designing a long-term monitoring program for the main stem Spokane River. A rating system was developed
to compare a clean environmental signal above blank contamination,
variability of field replicates and spilt samples, reproducible field collection methods, and low detection limits. This study utilized and compared
both GC/MS and HRMS methods to detect ultra-low levels of PCB’s,
PBDE’s, and Dioxins in the Spokane River. This presentation will summarize the findings of both studies, compare qualitative, and quantitative
capabilities, and contrast bias, and recovery of the sampling methods.
328 Silicone-Based Equilibrium Sampling of Sediment to Assess
the Thermodynamic Potential of Trace-Level Hydrophobic Organic
Contaminants to Bioaccumulate
A. Jahnke, Stockholm Univ / Dept of Applied Environmental Science ITM;
M. MacLeod, ITM Stockhom Univ / Dept of Applied Environmental Science
ITM; M.S. McLachlan, Stockholm Univ; H. Wickström, Swedish Univ of
Agricultural Sciences SLU; D. Gilbert, Aarhus Univ Science and Technology
Faculty / Dept of Environmental Sciences; P. Mayer, Technical Univ of
Denmark / Dept of Environmental Engineering
In aquatic environments, sediments represent the major reservoir of
hydrophobic organic contaminants. While the total concentrations of
chemicals in a sediment as determined by exhaustive extraction techniques are poorly related to potential adverse effects, their freely dissolved
concentrations (Cfree) give information about the chemicals’ effective
concentration for diffusive uptake and partitioning. Passive equilibrium
sampling methods can deliver Cfree. We use silicone in a variety of sampler formats as a polymer reference phase that can be equilibrated with
different media. Glass jars with µm-thin silicone coatings on the inner
vertical walls (Reichenberg 2008) have proven to be very sensitive and
precise tools for studying hydrophobic organic contaminants in sediment.
We have applied the samplers in background environments along a gradient in the Stockholm Archipelago of the Baltic Sea (Jahnke 2012) and
in a Swedish lake without known sources of contaminants other than
the atmosphere (Jahnke 2014); they showed Cfree in the low to sub-pg/L
range. Possible applications of the data obtained from silicone-coated

glass jars include: (i) the direct use of the chemical concentrations in the
silicone (C Sil) to study e.g. spatial trends or to compare to C Sil from other
media such as fish (Jahnke 2014), (ii) calculation of Cfree and comparison
to Cfree in the water phase, (iii) calculation of chemical activities and
comparison to the baseline toxic level, and (iv) calculation of concentrations in model lipids at thermodynamic equilibrium with the sediment
and comparison to actual lipid-normalized concentrations in biota. In the
studied areas, the lipid-normalized concentrations in mussels and a range
of fish species generally were below or near the equilibrium partitioning
level relative to the sediment (Jahnke 2012, 2014). Hence, we conclude
that passive equilibrium sampling of sediment using silicone-coated
glass jars can give a straightforward indication of the thermodynamic
potential of hydrophobic organic contaminants in sediment to bioaccumulate, which relative to measured bioaccumulation appears to be
accurate or on the conservative side. We believe that silicone-based
equilibrium sampling is a currently under-utilized, but highly valuable
tool in bioaccumulation research as well as risk assessment and management. References: Jahnke A, Mayer P, McLachlan MS. 2012. Sensitive
equilibrium sampling to study polychlorinated biphenyl disposition in
Baltic Sea sediment. Environ. Sci. Technol. 46(18): 10114-10122; Jahnke
A, Mayer P, McLachlan MS, Wickström H, Gilbert D, MacLeod M.
2014. Silicone passive equlibrium samplers as ;chemometers; in eels and
sediments of a Swedish lake. Environ. Sci.: Processes Impacts. 16: 464-472;
Reichenberg F, Smedes F, Jönsson J-Å. 2008. Determining the chemical
activity of hydrophobic organic compounds in soil using polymer coated
vials. Chem. Cent. J. 2(8): 1-10

Fate and Effects of Metals: Regulatory and Risk
Assessment Perspective
329 How to Develop and Fit Species Sensitivity Distributions for Use
in Risk Assessments
H. Phillips; S.L. Fernandes, SENES Consultants; K. Woolhouse, ARCADIS
SENES Canada Inc
Species Sensitivity Distributions (SSDs) provide a valuable tool for
examining the toxicity to a range of biota and are increasingly being used
in ecological risk assessments. SSDs are commonly used by regulatory
agencies, such as the CCME in Canada and the EPA in the US, in the
setting of water quality guidelines. The Water Quality Task Group of the
Canadian Council of the Ministers of the Environment (CCME) has
a protocol used to develop the Canadian Water Quality Guidelines for
the Protection of Aquatic Life (CCME 2007). The goals of the protocol
include: (i) accounting for the unique properties of contaminants which
influence their toxicity; and (ii) incorporating the Species Sensitivity
Distribution (SSD) method, which uses all available toxicity data (provided these data pass quality control criteria) in the development of the
guideline. In many cases, data from the USEPA ECOTOX Database
have been used to derive the SSD since this is the most cost effective
method for data gathering. However, in many cases, the database does
not provide the most appropriate endpoints which may result in developing an SSD curve with limited endpoints, data and/or species. Using
arsenic as an example, this presentation will demonstrate the evolution of
the Species Sensitivity Distribution from using just the USEPA Ecotox
Database information to the review and incorporation of the data from
the original studies for the database. In addition, the curve fitting method
can also affect the shape of the curve especially in the most important
lower concentrations; the effect of using the USEPA SSD generator and
the CCME SSD generator will also be presented and discussed.
330 Draft Reassessment of the 1988 Ambient Water Quality Criteria
for Aluminum
D.M. Eignor, USEPA / Office of Water; C. Voros, K. Taulbee, G. Smith,
Great Lakes Environmental Center
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) is in the process
of updating its 1988 recommended aquatic life criteria for aluminum
under Clean Water Act Section 304(a). The 1988 criteria account for
the influence of pH on toxicity, similarity of acute toxicity of fish and
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invertebrates, and the greater sensitivity of invertebrates in chronic toxicity tests. The document recommended an acute criterion of 750 µg/L and
a chronic criterion of 87 µg/L when the pH is between 6.5 and 9.0. Over
the past 25 years, new acute and chronic toxicity data for both freshwater
and saltwater organisms have been published. Additional acute toxicity data for the eight recommended families is included. In addition,
acute mussel toxicity studies have been conducted. There are a variety
of technical approaches being evaluated for criteria calculation. One
of the technical approaches being addressed in the reassessment is the
correction factor for hardness and pH for acute aluminum toxicity in a
2 parameter equation. Previous research has demonstrated that aluminum toxicity is affected by both hardness and pH. Another potential
approach uses simultaneous multi linear regression equations. A simplified aluminum BLM model using four parameters (pH, DOC, hardness,
and temperature) is being evaluated. USEPA is incorporating these new
toxicity data, additional statistical analyses, and evaluations of criteria
calculation approaches in the draft aluminum criteria recommendation
under development.
331 Evaluating the likelihood that early life stages of white sturgeon
were affected by metals in sediment exposures
A.C. Ryan, R.C. Santore, HDR Inc; D.W. Vardy, Univ of Saskatchewan
/ Toxicology Centre; M. Hecker, Univ of Saskatchewan / School of the
Environment and Sustainability Toxicology Centre
For some North American rivers such as the Upper Columbia, it has
been hypothesized that metals associated with sediments might be
contributing to poor recruitment of white sturgeon, thereby leading to
declines in population. For the present study, a laboratory-based, flowthrough exposure system was used to characterize toxicity of sediments
to early life stage white sturgeon under chronic exposure conditions.
Sediments used in the study represented a gradient of concentrations of metals of primary interest: copper (Cu), cadmium (Cd), lead
(Pb), and zinc (Zn). The concentration gradients included values high
enough to exceed predictive effect concentrations (PECs) and excess
simultaneously extracted metals (SEMX). Therefore sediments used
in the exposures had the potential to elicit adverse effects to sedimentdwelling organisms. Concentrations of metals in the sediment, pore
water, overlying water, and water at the sediment-water interface, were
measured to characterize potential metal exposure. Survival and growth
of early life stage white sturgeon were monitored over 60 days. The
Biotic Ligand Model was parameterized to assess acute and chronic
toxicity of Cu, Cd, Pb, and Zn. The BLM was then used to predict
effect concentrations corresponding to pore water, overlying water, and
water at the sediment-water interface. BLM predictions indicated that
concentrations of Cu in pore water exceeded the threshold for effects
for a limited number of site sediments and replicate exposure chambers, while concentrations of all metals in overlying water and at the
sediment-water interface were below the threshold for effects. Exposure
of sturgeon to elevated metal concentrations in sediment pore water is
unlikely, and no effects were observed on survival. Growth effects were
observed, but were primarily attributed to fish seeding density. Of the
methods used to characterize potential effects due to exposure to metals
associated with UCR sediments, predictions of the BLM corresponded
best with the observed results for white sturgeon (i.e. very few effects
were predicted or observed).
332 A review of the bioavailability and toxicity of lead to aquatic
organisms in acute and chronic exposures
R.C. Santore, A.C. Ryan, HDR Inc; D.K. DeForest, Windward
Environmental LLC; K.V. Brix, Univ of British Columbia / Zoology
The number and diversity of organisms for which lead toxicity is known
currently meets USEPA guidelines for derivation of both acute and
chronic water quality criteria in freshwaters. For several species of
fish and invertebrates lead toxicity has been measured over ranges of
exposure conditions. This is important because the toxicity of lead to
aquatic organisms can be altered by changes in exposure chemistry, such
as dissolved organic carbon (DOC), cations such as calcium, and pH.
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These changes in toxicity can be attributed to interactions that affect
the chemical speciation of lead and the interaction between lead and
uptake sites in/on the organism (called biotic ligand sites). For example,
the presence of DOC can reduce the chemical activity of dissolved lead,
thereby reducing the interaction with and effects on aquatic biota. These
bioavailability factors can be explained and predicted using the biotic
ligand model (BLM). The BLM for lead incorporates factors that affect
chemical speciation (such as DOC) and factors that affect interaction
with biotic ligand sites (such as calcium) into an overall predictive framework that can be used to assess how lead toxicity may change due to local
environmental factors. The BLM framework can be useful for developing
risk assessment and regulatory approaches that consider bioavailability
factors, thereby reducing the need for other site-specific information
(for example, site-specific toxicity testing such as Water Effect Ratios).
A similar approach based on the BLM was used in the USEPA update
to the copper criteria in 2007. In this presentation, the sensitivity of a
wide range of organisms to the acute and chronic toxicity of lead will be
reviewed, and the suitability of the available data for establishing acute
and chronic species sensitivity distributions will be discussed. Datasets
for fish and invertebrates which identify the major bioavailability factors
will also be reviewed, and the consistency of these factors in acute and
chronic exposures will be compared with responses predicted by the
BLM. Finally, the use of the BLM as a tool in risk assessments and
regulatory settings for lead in the US and Canada will be discussed.
333 Assessing the bioavailability and risk of sediment-associated uranium to Chironomus dilutus by varying sediment modifying factors
S.E. Crawford, K. Liber, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Centre
Many sediment quality guidelines (SQGs) have been criticized for
overlooking the important role of bioavailability and the modifying factors that control the fate of metals in aquatic ecosystems. The
interactions between dissolved uranium (U) and solid phases can result
in concentrations of U in sediment that are several orders of magnitude
higher than those in the water column. The tendency of U to accumulate in sediments makes benthic invertebrates among the most highly
exposed organisms. Benthic invertebrates are also an important group of
organisms used for the evaluation of metal impacts in aquatic environments, and for the development of SQGs in Canada and equivalent
criteria around the world. Where SQGs exist for U, the true risk of U
exposure to benthic communities is often over- or under-predicted. The
goal of this research is to quantify the influence of sediment characteristics on U bioavailability, and hence toxicity of sediment-associated
U to a model freshwater benthic invertebrate. Larvae of the freshwater
midge, Chironomus dilutus, were exposed for 10 d to both field-collected
and formulated sediments spiked with sub-lethal U concentrations
to determine differences in U bioaccumulation from sediment with
different physicochemical properties. The physicochemical characteristics of sediment that were examined in this research were particle size
distribution and organic matter (OM) content, as they are predicted to
alter the partitioning and bioavailability of U associated with sediment.
The binding capacity of the field and formulated sediments were quantified in sorption tests to aid in the interpretation of bioaccumulation data
from spiked sediment tests. Results from these studies have demonstrated quantitatively that with similar concentrations of U in sediment,
the actual amount of U available for biological uptake is influenced by
the composition and binding capacity of the sediment. Formulated and
field sediments with higher clay or OM content significantly reduced
concentrations of U in the pore water and overlying water with a corresponding decrease in bioaccumulation of U in exposed C. dilutus larvae
(r2 = 0.56 and 0.76, p < 0.05). Thus, the sorptive characteristics of key
physicochemical properties of sediment may possibly be used to generate
a simple predictive model that could be used in the risk assessment of U
contaminated sites and possibly in the development of site-specific sediment regulatory guidelines or objectives.
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334 Protectiveness of copper aquatic life criteria/guidelines against
olfactory impairment in fish: An international comparison
D.K. DeForest, Windward Environmental LLC; J.S. Meyer, ARCADIS;
R.W. Gensemer, GEI Consultants / Ecological Division; J.W. Gorsuch,
Copper Development Association Inc; B.J. Adams, Rio Tinto / Product
Stewardship
Several laboratory studies have demonstrated that short-term exposures
to low Cu concentrations can cause olfactory and behavioral effects in
Pacific salmon and trout, which may be indicative of adverse effects on
olfactory-mediated behaviors in the field (e.g., ability to avoid predators). Concerns have been expressed in North America and Europe that
current water quality criteria/guidelines for Cu are not protective against
olfactory impairment. Importantly, such concerns are founded on simple
comparisons that do not properly account for how water chemistry influences the bioavailability of Cu. We have previously demonstrated that
the USEPA’s biotic ligand model (BLM)-based aquatic life criteria for
Cu are protective against olfactory impairment over a wide range of fresh
waters. We further evaluated the influence of Cu on olfactory impairment in additional fish species by critically reviewing recently published
studies and evaluated whether Cu criteria/guidelines from states and
other countries/jurisdictions (e.g., Canada and its provinces, European
Union) are protective against olfactory impairment. Most countries and
jurisdictions still apply hardness-based Cu criteria. Overall, 223 different
olfactory threshold-to-hardness-based-guideline ratios were derived
from the compiled data. The ratio was < 1 in 26% of these cases, meaning
that the hardness-based guideline would not have been protective at
the olfactory-based Cu threshold for those tests. Approximately 80% of
the ratios < 1 were associated with DOC concentrations < 1 mg/L. This
reflects a limitation of hardness-based criteria, in that they tend to be
under-protective when DOC concentration is low. In other words, the
decreased capacity of low DOC concentrations to bind Cu and render
it non-bioavailable to aquatic life is more important than the ability of
increasing water hardness concentrations to decrease Cu bioavailability.
Therefore, like the USEPA’s hardness-based Cu criteria, international
hardness-based Cu guidelines were not always protective of thresholds
for olfactory impairment (particularly at DOC concentrations < 1 mg/L).
Additional evaluations on the protectiveness of European BLM-based
guidelines, including EQS values derived by individual European Union
member states, are ongoing.
335 Regulatory Implementation of the Copper BLM: What Have We
Learned and How are We Doing?
R.W. Gensemer, GEI Consultants / Ecological Division; C.A. Claytor, S.D.
Baker, GEI Consultants Inc; D.K. DeForest, Windward Environmental
LLC; J.S. Meyer, ARCADIS; J.W. Gorsuch, Copper Development
Association Inc
The Biotic Ligand Model (BLM) was incorporated into the USEPA’s
National Recommended Ambient Water Quality Criteria for copper in 2007 as the scientific basis for aquatic life regulatory protection
in the U.S. Actual regulatory adoption of the copper BLM into state
water quality standards programs started slowly, but is progressing more
quickly in recent years. At the present time, 18 states and one U.S. territory formally allow use of the BLM, and at least 12 others are actively
considering adoption of the BLM. However, most of these regulatory
programs limit the BLM for use in derivation of site-specific water
quality criteria rather than using the BLM as the basis of setting copper
criteria state-wide. While this represents significant progress, limiting
the BLM to site-specific criteria derivation often triggers a regulatory rulemaking process that may present additional barriers to use of
the BLM. In this presentation we explore the scientific and regulatory
options for adopting the BLM, and summarize the lessons learned as
states more actively consider replacement of their hardness-based copper
criteria with BLM-based criteria. Traditionally, the most significant concerns expressed with respect to adopting BLM-based criteria included
lack of adequate water quality data, how to account for temporal variability in BLM input parameters, and how to identify single criteria values
in the face of this variability. However, significant progress is being made
in the use of scientific tools available to resolve these concerns, including

support for collecting adequate water quality data needed to run the
BLM, development of estimation methods if insufficient water quality
data are available for all 10 BLM input parameters, and fixed monitoring
benchmark (FMB) approaches that can be combined with the BLM in
order to account for temporal variability in water chemistry when setting
aquatic life criteria for copper.
336 A decision-making framework for data quality and usability in
implementation of the Biotic Ligand Model for setting site-specific
copper criteria
J. Gondek, GEI Consultants; C.A. Claytor, GEI Consultants Inc; S.P.
Canton, R.W. Gensemer, GEI Consultants Inc / Ecological Division; J.W.
Gorsuch, Copper Development Association Inc
With the growing regulatory acceptance of applying the Biotic Ligand
Model (BLM) to derive site-specific copper (Cu) criteria by state agencies, it is important to ensure water quality data used in the BLM are
being handled appropriately and consistently across multiple situations.
Based upon our recent experiences in Colorado utilizing data from
multiple water bodies, we have identified a number of data quality and
handling issues that may affect the outcome of BLM-based criteria calculations. Therefore, in order to consistently develop criteria based upon
BLM-derived instantaneous water quality criteria (IWQC) and fixed
monitoring benchmarks (FMB) across disparate data sets, a process-based
and data-driven approach for applying the BLM is needed. Here we
present a framework that will help inform the regulated community on
the data requirements needed to derive BLM-based standards and will
also help guide the decision-making process for how to use these data to
determine the spatial extent over which the criterion should be applied.
This framework incorporates upstream vs. downstream dataset comparisons, and evaluations of bioavailability trends based on water quality
conditions, and temporal relationships between Cu concentrations and
bioavailability. We also present several case studies highlighting the current data issues we have encountered and how the framework was applied
to derive site-specific criteria under a variety of scenarios. It is our goal
that future refinement of this framework will promote broader adoption
of BLM-based standards by maintaining consistency among approaches
used to develop site-specific criteria proposals and by easing potential
regulatory concerns regarding the uncertainty of applying the BLM, and
thereby, increasing the chance for regulatory success.

Avian Species as Indicators of Environmental
Pollution and Health – Contaminant Exposure, Fate
and Effects: Part 2
337 The use of an avian ToxChip PCR array to screen for effects of
priority flame retardants and complex environmental mixtures
D. Crump, E. Porter, S. Chiu, Environment Canada; R.J. Letcher,
Environment Canada / Ecotoxicology and Wildlife Health Division; L.
Periard, S.W. Kennedy, Environment Canada
Targeted, high-throughput, and mechanistically-based screening assays
represent a means to generate toxicologically-relevant data efficiently and
help prioritize the allocation of resources towards compounds presenting the greatest potential risk to test organisms. Our lab has developed
one such screening assay - the avian ToxChip polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) array - which simultaneously measures the mRNA expression
levels of 27 genes associated with toxicologically-relevant pathways
including, xenobiotic metabolism, the thyroid hormone pathway,
oxidative stress, apoptosis, lipid homeostasis, and immune function.
In conjunction with an in vitro avian embryonic hepatocyte assay, we
demonstrate the utility of the PCR array to screen for molecular-level
effects of priority organic flame retardants (OFRs) as well as complex
environmental mixtures derived from herring gull egg extracts from
six geographically-distinct Great Lakes breeding colonies. Heat-map
clustering of mRNA expression data from chicken hepatocytes exposed
to 16 different OFRs permitted the prioritization of these chemicals for
follow-up in ovo experiments, which determine adverse effects on the
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whole animal but are more costly in terms of time, money, and embryo
utilization. In addition to the chemical-by-chemical screening approach,
the administration of herring gull extracts to chicken hepatocytes
allowed a spatial comparison across the six breeding colonies with
regards to modulation of toxicologically-relevant pathways. For example,
extracts from all six colonies elicited variable up-regulation of CYP1A4
mRNA. The magnitude of change and effective extract concentration
at which induction was observed were compared to provide insight
regarding aryl hydrocarbon receptor agonism across a spatial scale. This
molecular screening tool has a diversity of applications in toxicological
research and can elucidate novel, adverse molecular effects of exposure
that can help make predictions in terms of effects in wild avian species
at risk of exposure as well as aid chemical evaluators and policy makers
with their evaluations of chemicals that are often data scarce.
338 Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons in Birds; Predicting in vivo
Health Outcomes From in vitro Data
J. Head, McGill Univ / Natural Resource Sciences; R. Jeffery, Health
Canada Pest Management Regulatory Agency; R. Farmahin, Environment
Canada / National Wildlife Research Centre; S.W. Kennedy, Environment
Canada
Risk assessment for polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in birds is
complicated by the fact that these chemicals are present in the environment as complex mixtures of congeners with varying potencies and
capacities for metabolism. Moreover, like many halogenated aromatic
hydrocarbons (HAHs), sensitivity to PAHs can vary significantly
among avian species. Here, we use an in vitro approach to evaluate the
potency of 18 PAHs in three avian species, and discuss the relevance
of these results to in vivo toxicity data. The potency of tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) and 18 PAH congeners for induction of
ethoxyresorfin-O-deethylase (EROD) activity was assessed in primary
hepatocyte cultures prepared from chicken (Gallus domesticus), Pekin
duck (Anas platyrhynchos), and greater scaup (Aythya marila). Of the 18
PAHs, 8 induced EROD activity in a concentration-dependent manner. The rank order potency of the active PAHs was identical in all three
species, and corresponds well with previously published data from in
vivo studies in chicken, and in vitro studies in fish and mammalian cell
lines. Chicken hepatoctyes were more sensitive than duck hepatocytes to
EROD induction by all test compounds, but the gap in species sensitivity
was 100-fold for TCDD, and generally ≤ 10-fold for PAHs. We discuss
these data in relation to LD50 data from the literature and from ongoing experiments. Our data can be used to develop avian-specific toxic
equivalency factors (TEFs), and will be useful for assessing risks associated with exposure to complex mixtures of PAHs in birds.
339 Changes in thyroid function and hepatic status of American kestrels exposed to priority organophosphate flame retardants
K.J. Fernie, Environment Canada / Ecotoxicology and Wildlife Health;
V.P. Palace, Stantec Consultants Ltd; L.E. Peters, Stantec Consultants
Ltd / Dept of Environment and Geography; N. Basu, McGill Univ / Dept
of Environmental Health Sciences; R.J. Letcher, Environment Canada /
Ecotoxicology and Wildlife Health Division; N.K. Karouna-Renier, USGS
Patuxent Wildlife Research Center / Beltsville Lab; S.L. Schultz, R.S.
Lazarus, B.A. Rattner, USGS / Patuxent Wildlife Research Center
Tris(2-butoxyethyl) phosphate (TBOEP), tris(2-chloroethyl) phosphate
(TCEP), tris(2-chloroisopropyl) phosphate (TCIPP), and tris(1,2dicholor-2-propyl) phosphate (TDCIPP), are priority organophosphate
flame retardants (OPFRs) for risk assessment by Environment Canada
and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Detected in fish, avian
and human tissues, their effects are poorly understood. Captive adult
male American kestrels (Falco sparverius), exposed daily for 21 d to
safflower oil vehicle (n = 10), were compared to those exposed to one of
these four OPFRs (n= 7/OPFR) (2500 ng OPFR/50 uL safflower oil/
day). The OPFRs in exposed birds were more than likely depleted by
enzyme-catalyzed transformation processes as they were generally not
detectable in hepatic or renal tissues. At these realistic concentrations, no
changes in body mass, hepatic oxidative stress, cholinesterase enzymatic activity, or nicotinic or muscarinic receptor levels were evident.
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Plasma clinical chemistry measures suggested modified hepatic integrity
and function following exposure to TBOEP, TCIPP, and particularly
TDCIPP. At 7 d, kestrels exposed to TBOEP had significantly elevated
albumin:globulin (A:G) ratios and alkaline phosphatase activity. Kestrels
exposed to TDCIPP had elevated bile acids (7 d), a likely mechanism of
toxicity in chicken embryos exposed to TDCIPP, as well as lower A:G
ratios (7, 21 d) contrary to TBOEP, and reduced alanine aminotransferase activity (14 d). Furthermore, exposure to all four OPFRs suppressed
gamma-glutamyl transpeptidase enzymatic activity. Generally elevated
levels of circulating thyroid hormones occurred at 7 d of exposure but
were absent by 21 d, with the exception of reduced plasma thyroxine
(T4) in TDCIPP-exposed birds. Hormones in circulation can fluctuate
transiently under the influence of contaminant stress, but thyroid gland
changes are perhaps more sensitive indicators of thyroid axis disruption. Changes in glandular structure and hepatic T4 deiodinase activity
were evident at 21 d exposure. Decreased epithelial cell height and/or
increased follicular colloid suggested that kestrels exposed to TCEP,
TCIPP or TDCIPP had less active thyroid glands. Elevated hepatic T4
deiodinase enzymes occurred with exposure to TBOEP, TCIPP and
TDCIPP. Further research is required to further define the mechanism
of action of OPFRs and identify possible effects on wild birds given the
greater concentrations of these OPFRs reported in their tissues.
340 EROD induction, chromosomal damage, and environmental
contaminants in Great Lakes tree swallows (Tachycineta bicolor)
T.W. Custer, C.M. Custer, USGS / Upper Midwest Environmental Sciences
Center; E. Bigorgne, C.W. Matson, Baylor Univ / Environmental Science;
S.L. Schultz, USGS / Patuxent Wildlife Research Center; N.K. KarounaRenier, USGS Patuxent Wildlife Research Center / Beltsville Lab; R.A.
Erickson, USGS CNB / Upper Midwest Environmental Sciences Center
Tree swallow nestlings (Tachycineta bicolor, n=196) were collected from
more than 50 sites across all of the Great Lakes including 27 Areas of
Concern between 2010 and 2013. Cytochrome P450 1A activity was
measured with the ethoxyresorufin-O-deethylase (EROD) assay in
nestling livers. Chromosomal damage was evaluated in nestling blood
by measuring the coefficient of variation of DNA content (DNA CV)
using flow cytometry. Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs), perfluorinated compounds (PFCs), and
19 trace elements were measured in nestling tissues. Based on reference
measurements, sites were classified as 1) Low DNA CV & Low EROD,
2) Elevated DNA CV, 3) Elevated EROD, and 4) Elevated DNA CV &
Elevated EROD. A multivariate analysis indicated significant differences in contaminant profiles between groups 1 (Low DNA CV & Low
EROD) and 3 (Elevated EROD) and groups 1 (Low DNA CV & Low
EROD) and 4 (Elevated DNA CV & Elevated EROD); other combinations were not significantly different. A multivariate analysis (PCBs,
PBDEs, PFCs, and 19 elements) indicated that PCB concentrations
were the major contributor to the differences between groups; PFCs,
PBDEs, and trace elements in that order were of secondary importance.
Geometric mean PCB concentrations in nestling carcasses were 91
ng/g wet wt in the Low DNA CV & Low EROD group, 726 ng/g in
the Elevated EROD group, and 721 ng/g in the Elevated DNA CV &
Elevated EROD group. Geometric mean PCB concentrations in eggs
(n=234) collected from these same sites were 244 ng/g wet wt in the
Low DNA CV & Low EROD group, 1094 ng/g in the Elevated EROD
group, and 1109 ng/g in the Elevated DNA CV & Elevated EROD
group.
341 Indirect effects of agricultural intensification and pesticides on
tree swallow (Tachycineta bicolor) foraging, body condition and stress
physiology
R. Stanton; C. Michelson, Univ of Saskatchewan; R. Clark, Environment
Canada; J.V. Headley, K.M. Peru, Environment Canada / AEPRD; C.A.
Morrissey, Univ of Saskatchewan / Biology
Throughout North America, aerial insectivorous birds have exhibited
sharp declines, with tree swallows (Tachycineta bicolor) experiencing a
2.8% annual decline in Canada over the past few decades. The timing
of these declines coincides with major changes in agriculture, perhaps
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signaling a potential causal link. Pesticide use has been shown to be the
most influential component of agricultural intensification (AI) in driving
loss of biodiversity, and neonicotinoids, a widely used pesticide, can have
strong negative effects on the abundance of many non-target insects that
are important food sources for birds. We hypothesize that AI may lead
to reductions in the abundance and diversity of aerial insects which make
up the majority of a swallow’s diet, leading to increased foraging effort
and changes in physiology.My objectives are to determine how aerial
insect abundance and biomass vary across an agricultural landscape in
the Canadian Prairies, and relate differences to (i) body condition and
physiology, (ii) foraging behavior, and (iii) return rates in tree swallows
nesting in artificial nest-boxes across multiple sites with varying levels of
AI in south-central Saskatchewan, 2012-2014. Areas with more intensive cropland were shown to have higher detections and concentrations
of neonicotinoid residues in wetlands, while abundance and biomass of
aerial insects tended to be lower. Preliminary results indicate that adult
swallow mass was significantly lower on sites with higher AI for both
sexes in 2012 and 2013 (p< 0.05), and the number of returning banded
individuals was higher on the reference site. Birds on sites with higher AI
also exhibited shorter parental feeding durations to the nest-box per visit,
showing reduced nest attentiveness. Plasma antioxidant counts (OXY) in
adults in 2013 were significantly lower in swallows on intensive agriculture sites (p=0.02), as would be expected with reduced preferred insect
abundance. However, in nestlings, OXY was higher on sites with higher
AI (p=0.007) in both years. Overall, oxidative stress was independent
of site in adults, while in nestlings it was higher on the reference site
compared to sites with higher AI (p=0.004). Results suggest that adults
may be compensating, such that effects may be more prominent in adults
than nestlings. The results of the study will provide an important link
to understanding the indirect effects of AI and pesticide use on aerial
insectivore fitness and apparent survival.
342 Aquatic Mercury Contaminant Subsidies to Willamette Valley
Terrestrial Songbirds
A. Jackson, Oregon State Univ; C. Eagles-Smith, USGS / FRESC
Mercury (Hg) has historically been thought to be isolated to aquatic
systems. However, Hg has recently been shown to also impact terrestrial
foodwebs that rely on aquatic nutrient subsidies. Yet, several important
questions still hinder a robust understanding of the magnitude of Hg
transfer, bioaccumulation, and effects of Hg on riparian songbirds.
Specifically, the mechanisms that drive the considerable variation in
songbird species exposure are still poorly understood. The objectives of
this study are to explain variation in Hg exposure between individuals and species based on their diets, traced through stable isotopes of
carbon and nitrogen. In 2013, songbird blood samples (n = 480) were
collected from 21 different species at 11 sites along the Willamette River
in Oregon, a water body with a legacy of Hg pollution from gold and
Hg mining in its headwaters. Preliminary data suggest that mercury
exposure in songbirds varies throughout the system based upon habitat,
species, and individual differences. Aquatic and terrestrial invertebrates
were also sampled at each site, and mixing models were used to quantify the proportion of aquatic-sourced prey in riparian songbird blood.
This study has important implications for understanding the connection between aquatic and terrestrial systems; bird species that eat more
aquatic-based prey likely bioaccumulate higher levels of Hg.
343 Biologically-mediated Transport of Mercury from Winter to
Breeding Sites in Migratory Piscivorous Birds
R.A. Lavoie, Queen’s Univ / Biology; C.J. Baird, Queen’s Univ; L.E. King,
McMaster Univ / Biology; K.T. Kyser, Queen’s Univ / Geological Sciences
Engineering; L.M. Campbell, Saint Mary’s Univ / School of Environmental
Studies
Many aquatic fish-eating birds migrate great distances and are not only
exposed to different mercury concentrations ([Hg]) during their annual
cycle, but can also transport Hg. Here we examine the importance of
migration on [Hg] in two colonial migratory fish-eating bird species.
We determined temporal trends of [Hg] and stable isotopes of carbon
(δ13C) and nitrogen (δ15N) during the annual cycle in Double-crested

Cormorants (Phalacrocorax auritus) and Caspian Terns (Hydroprogne
caspia) breeding in Lake Ontario by a repeated sampling of breast feathers and blood from recaptured individuals. We found an overall effect
of species, sex and location to explain variations of Hg at breeding sites.
However, explanatory power was greatly improved by the addition of
previous winter [Hg] in the model. This suggests Hg carryover from
winter to summer periods, which is indicative of biologically-mediated
transport of Hg between winter and summer habitats. Carryover of Hg
among seasons and slow changes in [Hg] over time were found especially
for individuals in high winter exposure groups, suggesting a slow depuration rate and a fast uptake rate for both species. In contrast, stable isotope
values rapidly switched to reach equilibrium at a similar mid-point
regardless of initial winter exposure. The potential of Hg carryover from
wintering sites indicates that birds may be biotransporters of contaminants from more contaminated sites into the Great Lakes.
344 Waste management facilities and exposure to DecaBDE in birds
foraging in anthropogenic landscapes: Does size matter?
M. Gentes, Université du Québec à Montréal / Biological Sciences; M.J.
Mazerolle, Université du Québec en Abitibi Témiscamingue / Centre for
Forest Research; J. Giroux, J. Verreault, Université du Québec à Montréal /
Biological Sciences
Flame retardants such as polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs) are
chemicals added to furniture, computers, and electronics to comply with
fire safety standards. They can leach into the environment and have
become ubiquitous contaminants worldwide. Out of the three PBDE
mixtures initially commercialized, the PentaBDE and OctaBDE formulations have been banned under the Stockholm Convention because
of their persistence, long-range atmospheric transport, bioaccumulation
potential and toxicity. However the production and use of the DecaBDE
formulation has yet to be fully restricted internationally. Recent studies
reported surprisingly high DecaBDE in gulls breeding in a St.Lawrence
River colony downstream from Montreal; levels were among the highest
in North America and comparable to those found in highly contaminated
raptors such as peregrine falcons. Still, the sources of DecaBDE exposure
have never been identified in these birds. Analysis of data from GPStracked Ring-billed gulls (Larus delawarensis) from that colony revealed
clear associations between patterns of habitat use and levels of DecaBDE
in blood. Based on multimodel inference, sites associated with management of both solid waste (landfills, transshipment stations) and liquid
waste (wastewater treatment plants) were identified as the main local
sources of DecaBDE to these birds. Concentrations and relative contributions of DecaBDE (%DecaBDE/sumPBDEs) in blood increased in birds
as a function of time spent in these sites for foraging. The size of waste
management facilities was an important determinant of exposure; larger
facilities had greater influence on blood profiles than small ones did. A
strong effect of sex also was detected; associations between habitat use
and PBDE profiles were significant in males but not in females. The contamination of gulls and other bird species foraging on waste management
facilities is a concern because those are potential preys for higher trophiclevel species such as raptors, which already exhibit high PBDE burdens.
Contaminated birds could also represent biovectors of flame retardants,
exporting those chemicals to other ecosystems in their droppings.

Assessing Risks of Pesticides to Federally Listed
(Threatened and Endangered) Species at a National
Level
345 Applying an ecological risk assessment framework to national
pesticide consultations: ESA definitions and practices
S.A. Hecht, NOAA / National Marine Fisheries Service; K. Myers,
USFWS; T. Hooper, NOAA; P. Ashfield, USFWS
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s National
Marine Fisheries Service, and the U. S. Department of Agriculture
(hereafter referred to as the Agencies) are jointly developing a framework
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to address the risk of pesticide use to the nation’s threatened and endangered species (listed species) and their designated critical habitats from
pesticides. With more than 1,400 listed species to consider in these risk
analyses, a flexible, yet systematic approach is needed. The Agencies’
efforts are informed by recent conclusions and recommendations from a
National Research Council report that supports incorporating ecological
risk assessment processes with the statutory and regulatory aspects of section 7 of the Endangered Species Act (ESA). The Agencies are adopting
the report’s three-step process for addressing risks to listed species and
critical habitat from pesticides, and have outlined each of the steps as
conceptual models. Key provisions of section 7 include assessing pesticide
effects at the individual, population, and species levels as well as effects to
critical habitats. Definitions and practices will be discussed for each step
within the framework including effect determinations (i.e., “no effect,”
“may affect,” “not likely to adversely affect,” and “likely to adversely
affect”) and other requirements of an ESA section 7 consultation.
346 Process for Determining Data Quality and Data Relevance for
Pesticide Risk Assessments Conducted for Federally Listed Species
M.A. Panger, A. Blannkinship, USEPA; C.A. Laetz, NOAA / Northwest
Fisheries Science Center; G.E. Noguchi, US Fish and Wildlife Service /
Division of Environmental Contaminants; P.L. Shaw-Allen, NOAA
National Marine Fisheries Service / Office of Protected Resources Endangered
Species Division
An important step in any pesticide ecological risk assessment, including
those conducted at the national level for listed species (those federally
listed as threatened or endangered, including their designated critical
habitat), is the evaluation of the available data for relevancy and scientific validity. A key component in this step is a process which promotes
consistency across assessments and is transparent to stakeholders. Here
we present an overview of the process being used in the pilot nationallevel pesticide risk assessments for listed species currently being prepared
by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA),
United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), and National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS). We will outline our approach for evaluating the quality, relevance, and scientific validity of chemical exposure
and effects data used in the risk assessment process to establish the
action area and make effects determinations for listed species and their
designated critical habitats. This process is intended to be applicable for
data used in establishing quantifiable thresholds, as well as informing
other parts of the risk assessment, such as describing pesticide exposure,
characterizing adverse outcome pathways (AOPs), and contributing
(qualitatively) to lines of evidence and the overall weight-of-evidence.
347 Using geospatial data to determine pesticide use areas for assessing the risk of national pesticide registrations to threatened and
endangered species
E. Donovan, J. Connolly, S. Lennartz, USEPA; J.L. Cowles, USEPA /
OCSPP/OPP/EFED; K. Paul, US Fish and Widlife Service; T. Hooper,
NOAA
In April 2013, the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) recommended
use of existing geo spatial data to support the assessment of pesticides to
listed species and designated critical habitat. Specifically, Step 1 of the
three-step risk assessment and Endangered Species Act (ESA) consultation process proposed by NAS requires that USEPA determine the
extent to which areas proposed for pesticide application and listed species
ranges co-occur. As the Action Agency under the ESA, USEPA must
determine the “action area” of the proposed action, which is defined as
all areas to be affected directly or indirectly by the Federal action and
not merely the immediate area involved in the action [50 CFR §402.02].
Therefore, the action area will be defined by a “footprint” of potential
pesticide use as well as potential off-site transport including modeled
drift and run-off. Identification of potential pesticide use site areas
authorized by pesticide product labeling under the Federal, Insecticide,
Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) will be based on multiple
data sources. The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
Cropland Data Layer (CDL) will be used to account for potential
pesticide use on crops. The CDL is a land cover data layer detailing
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many different agricultural classes for the United States. To account for
yearly variation in cropping patterns, the CDL will be collapsed to 11
crop groups, aggregated over multiple years and expanded to account for
total acres of agricultural land as reported by The National Agricultural
Statistics Service (NASS) Census of Agriculture at the county-level.
Additional data sets such as the National Land Cover Database (NLCD)
will be evaluated to further refine the footprint of non-agricultural use
sites including rights-of-way, urban areas, and forests. The spatial data
will then be buffered to represent the extent of off-site pesticide transport
at concentrations of concern for the most sensitive terrestrial and aquatic
species. We will present the spatial data layers used to develop the action
area for ESA Section 7(a)(2) consultation using malathion as an example.
348 Using Generic Aquatic Habitats to Estimate Pesticide Exposure
to Threatened and Endangered Species
M. Corbin, USEPA; D. Crane, US Fish and Wildlife Service; T. Hawkes,
National Marine Fisheries Service; K. Myers, US Fish and Wildlife Service;
C. Peck, USEPA
The National Marine Fisheries Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture,
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service have been developing an approach to estimate pesticide exposure
to threatened and endangered species for national scale assessments of
pesticide registrations. This approach is based on recommendations from
the National Research Council (NRC) Committee on Ecological Risk
Assessment. NRC recommended the agencies implement a stepwise
approach corresponding with the three major steps for making effects
and jeopardy/no jeopardy determinations as part of the consultation
process for pesticides under the Endangered Species Act. Step 1 would
determine whether a pesticide and listed species overlap geographically and temporally. Step 2 would first identify the most important
fate processes and other related considerations and then simplify the
pesticide-fate model to estimate time-varying and space-varying pesticide concentrations in generic habitats relevant to the listed species. Step
3 would use refined models and the regional or site-specific input values
relevant to listed species. This paper will outline procedures developed
by the interagency workgroup for Step 2 of the analysis, determining
the likelihood of adverse effects to listed species at the individual scale.
Topics covered will include a description of the fate and transport models
to be used (Surface Water Concentration Calculator (SWCC) coupling
of Pesticide Root Zone Model (PRZM) and Variable Volume Water
Model (VVWM)), model parameterization to estimate exposure in
generic aquatic habitats with physical characteristics corresponding to
habitat volumes and flow rates used by listed species, incorporation of
geospatial data sets to derive exposure estimates for listed species that
vary temporally and spatially, and procedures to account for uncertainty
in the exposure estimates for different generic aquatic habitats.
349 Deriving protection thresholds for threatened and endangered
species potentially exposed to pesticides
M.A. Etterson, USEPA / ORD NHEERL Mid Continent Ecology
Division; K.V. Garber, USEPA / Office of Pesticide Programs
The Endangered Species Act requires specific and stringent protection to threatened and endangered species and their critical habitat.
Therefore, protective methods for risk assessment for such species are
needed. Species sensitivity distributions (SSDs) are a common tool used
for setting safe limits on chemical exposure levels. Although the analysis and interpretation of SSDs varies widely, the basic methodology is
quite general and can be summarized as a three-step procedure involving data compilation and evaluation, distribution fitting, and inference
from the fitted distribution. These three steps can be accomplished in
different ways with different results. We describe a methodology under
development for setting conservative thresholds in risk assessment for
threatened and endangered species exposed to pesticides. For estimating
direct effects to threatened and endangered species, we use the 5% hazard
concentration (HC05) from the fitted SSD as the starting point for estimating exposure levels that would result in a 1 in a million probability of
mortality, based on a probit dose-response curve. For indirect effects, e.g.,
effects on prey of threatened or endangered species, the threshold is set at
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10% mortality. We also explore the importance of taxonomic diversity of
species sampled for the SSD and implications for including all data in a
fitted SSD when, for example, toxicity is known to vary with phylogeny,
or with environmental conditions such as water hardness. We present the
results of taxon-specific SSDs fit using one of four distributions (lognormal, log-logistic, log-triangular, and Burr) under several different
fitting techniques (maximum likelihood, moment estimators, and order
statistics). We also evaluate the utility of model selection methods including Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) and goodness-of-fit tests for
ensuring the quality of resulting HC05 and threshold estimates.
350 Weighing lines of evidence to assess pesticide risk to threatened
and endangered species
S.A. Hecht, NOAA / National Marine Fisheries Service; K.V. Garber,
USEPA / Office of Pesticide Programs; N.H. Golden, US Fish and Wildlife
Service / Environmental Contaminants Program; W. Lehmann, USEPA /
Health and Ecological Criteria Division OST OW; D.H. Baldwin, NOAA
Fisheries / Northwest Fisheries Science Center
In the United States, pesticides are used to treat a variety of insect,
fungus, plant and vertebrate pests. Pesticide uses span many different
landscapes, intersecting areas inhabited by threatened and endangered
(listed) species. Risk associated with pesticide uses is assessed at the
individual, population, and species levels by integrating information that
is specific to the pesticide and species of interest. Designated critical
habitats of listed species are also assessed. With regard to the pesticide,
information related to the potential exposure, such as laboratory-based
degradation and transport studies, field dissipation studies, modeled
estimates and monitoring data can be weighed based on relative certainties to determine potential exposures to listed species that occur in a
variety of habitats across the landscape. Pesticide-specific information
also relates the potential toxicity of the chemical to individuals of listed
species as well as surrogates that represent the species diet and habitat.
Incident reports can also be informative in this process. Toxicity data can
populate adverse outcome pathways to ascribe the relationship of sublethal effects to individual outcomes and provide an understanding of
those effects in the context of survival or reproduction of the individual
or growth of the population. For the species, parameters such as diet,
reproductive timing, migration and dependent relationships are considered in the context of how those factors relate to available exposure and
effects data. The objective of the weight of evidence approach described
here is to assemble available lines of evidence that may be integrated
to describe the potential risk of the pesticide to the listed species. This
approach considers the confidence and uncertainties associated with
available lines of evidence and is structured so that risk hypotheses are
formulated based on potential effects of the action (i.e., the use of the
assessed pesticide according to the labels). Data are organized into lines
of evidence according to each risk hypothesis. Risk conclusions, known
as effect determinations, are drawn based on how available lines of evidence may or may not support risk hypotheses and consider certainty and
uncertainty associated with available information.
351 Bridging the Gap in Pesticide Registration With Probabilistic
Methods
B.K. Hope, CH2M HILL
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) must, under the
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA), register or
re-register pesticides. In doing so, it must determine whether a pesticide
is (or is not) “likely to adversely affect” a threatened or endangered species
(“listed species”). Similarly, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)
and the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) (“the Services”) must,
under the Endangered Species Act (ESA), determine whether a pesticide
is “likely to jeopardize” the continued existence of a listed species. Thus
three different U.S. federal agencies respond, from possibly two different scientific perspectives, to two different sets of regulations to parse
between protection of listed species and continued access to necessary
crop protection tools. Such parsing has proved challenging given the legal,
regulatory, and scientific complexities involved. In 2010, at the behest
of USEPA and the Services, the National Research Council convened

a scientific committee to weigh-in on various scientific and procedural
issues that were impeding progress toward USEPA and the Services
finding a mutually agreeable scientific basis for the assessment of pesticide
risks to listed species. Several of the recommendations in the committee’s
report were operationalized by USEPA and the Services on an interim
basis in 2013. Although a good step forward, these interim actions did
not address the committee’s recommendation that “risk quotients” not be
used for assessments for listed species and that established, scientifically
defensible, statistical methods be used instead to calculate risk as a probability. This presentation will discuss how these methods are viewed as the
best means currently available for (1) bridging the gap between USEPA’s
“likely to affect” determinations (based on the risk assessment paradigm)
and the Service’s “likely to jeopardy” determinations (based on population
modeling) and (2) for enhancing decision-makers’ understanding of the
potential consequences of their decisions.
352 Risk Assessment for Imperiled Butterflies Exposed to a Mosquito
Control Pesticide on a National Wildlife Refuge
T.A. Bargar, USGS; A.D. Sowers, C. Anderson, US Fish and Wildlife Service
Pesticide application for mosquito control is a potential threat to conservation of threatened and endangered species. Few examples exist of
joint cooperation among researchers, natural resource managers, and
mosquito control officials in assessment of mosquito control pesticide risk
to threatened and endangered species. In 2006, the Florida leafwing and
Bartram’s hairstreak butterflies were added to the list of species being
considered for listing under the Endangered Species Act. In 2013, both
were proposed for federal listing as endangered. Populations of both taxa
existed on the National Key Deer Wildlife Refuge where pesticides containing the active ingredient naled have been applied for the control of
adult mosquitos. Laboratory and field studies, along with risk modeling,
were conducted to assist resource managers responsible for conservation
of these butterfly taxa. Acute exposure studies were conducted to estimate lethality and sublethal response (ChE activity). LD50 values (dose
to the thorax) for 3 adult butterfly taxa ranged from 2.0 – 7.6 µg/g, while
values in the literature ranged from 0.0012 – 30.1 µg/g. In addition, toxicity from wing-only exposure was evaluated following literature reports
of lethality following wing-only exposure. Toxicity declined as the
distance between the thorax and dose location on the wings increased.
In addition to the laboratory studies, response of adult and larval butterflies after aerial naled applications was measured and compared to
naled deposition onto pesticide samplers and to adult mosquito response
during 4 field trials. Near complete mortality and greater than 90% ChE
inhibition was observed for adult and larval butterflies in areas targeted
by the sprays. Response of butterflies at locations adjacent to the targeted
area indicated naled drift into the nontarget area at levels potentially
hazardous (mortality and ChE inhibition) to nontarget butterflies. Adult
butterfly exposure, based naled residues on the samplers, was compared
to a species sensitivity distribution to estimate the likelihood of mortality
following aerial naled applications. Risk likelihood for adult butterflies
was high in areas targeted by aerial naled applications under existing field
trial conditions. Results of this study indicate that it may not be possible
to conserve threatened and endangered butterflies existing within areas
targeted by aerial naled applications for adult mosquito control.

Coal Mining in BC: Ecological Effects and ScienceBased Management
353 Selenium levels in the Murray River watershed: cumulative loadings from current and historical coal mining activities
L. Miller, BC Ministry of Environment; J. Jacklin, BC FLNRO; B.
Carmichael, D. Epps, BC Ministry of Environment
The Murray River Watershed, located in northeastern British Columbia,
contains several active and in-active coal mines and more mining projects
have been proposed. One of the primary contaminants of concern for
these mines is selenium (Se), which is released into aquatic systems
as newly exposed rock is weathered. Selenium can bioaccumulate and
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cause deformities in oviparous vertebrates at relatively low water levels.
Selenium levels in water, sediment, and whole-body fish tissue (Cottus cognatus) were measured at 8 (3 reference and 5 impacted) sites in the Murray
River watershed from 2009 – 2013. Impacted sites downstream of coal
mining activity had higher Se levels in the water, sediment and fish than
reference sites, and Se levels are increasing with time downstream of coal
mining activity. Water levels in the Murray River and Wolverine River
were below British Columbia’s Water Quality Guideline (BCWQG) for
the Protection of Aquatic Life (2 µg/L); however, the Flatbed Creek, a
tributary to the Murray River, exceeded the guideline in 2013. Sediments
in Flatbed Creek, Wolverine River, and two reference sites were above the
BCWQG alert concentration of 1 µg/g dw. Whole-body tissue Se levels
were above the BCWQG whole-body guideline of 4 µg/g dw at all sites
expect one control site. Highest levels were observed at sites impacted by
coal mining; however, these levels are still below USEPA’s whole-body
threshold of 8.1 µg/g dw. Coal mining activities in the Murray River
watershed should be carefully managed to ensure Se levels do not continue to increase and the watershed is protected.
354 Inter-laboratory Comparison Reveals Critical Issues with
Periphyton Community Assessment
S. Weech, Minnow Environmental Inc / Dept of Animal Science; P.L. Orr,
M. White, Minnow Environmental Inc; C. Fraser, Teck Coal Limited
Analysis of periphyton is routinely requested by some regulators as part
of aquatic effects monitoring programs for mines. Technical guidance
exists for sample collection; however, the guidance is not tightly prescribed and there are information gaps related to methods for collection
and analysis of samples and the endpoints to be reported. To assess the
current state of the science with respect to laboratory analysis, seven
periphyton samples were homogenized, split in quarters and sent to
each of four commercial laboratories for taxonomic identification and
enumeration. Even after standardizing for differences in algal taxonomy
reported by each of the labs, results indicated substantial differences in
community composition in each sample. Rarely was the same species
identified by all four laboratories in the same sample. The proportions of
species identified by one laboratory that were also identified in the same
sample by at least one other laboratory never exceeded 58%, meaning
at least 42% of all species identified in a given sample were unique to a
specific laboratory. Even when the data were collapsed to genus level,
there was very little agreement among laboratories. In addition to the
differences in taxon identifications, there were substantial differences
in reported organism densities indicating that absolute or relative taxon
densities reported by different laboratories cannot be reliably compared.
With so little agreement of results among the four laboratories tested, it
was not possible to infer which of the laboratories, or associated procedures, provided the most accurate results. Two overarching issues were
identified that currently undermine the utility of periphyton community
as an aquatic environmental monitoring tool: (1) lack of standardized
methods for laboratory sample handling, analysis and QA/QC, and (2)
no formal program for independent verification of taxonomic identifications (e.g., a program for taxonomist certification and/or laboratory
performance testing). Clearly, much additional research will be required
by regulators and commercial laboratories toward standardization of
laboratory methods and certification programs before periphyton community monitoring can be confidently incorporated into aquatic effects
monitoring programs.
355 Effect of dietary selenium on adult Slimy Sculpin (Cottus cognatus) and their offspring
B.P. Lo; V.L. Marlatt, Univ of the Fraser Valley / Biology; J. Baker, J.R.
Elphick, Nautilus Environmental; A.M. deBruyn, Golder Associates Ltd;
M. Patterson, Anglo American Coal; B. Leighton, Simon Fraser Univ; C.J.
Kennedy, Simon Fraser Univ / Dept of Biological Sciences; H.C. Bailey,
Nautilus Environmental
Maternal exposure to selenium (Se) has been associated with reduced
survival and increased deformities in larval fish. However, laboratory and
field studies have suggested that there is a wide range of sensitivity to Se
among different fish species. Slimy sculpin (Cottus cognatus) are widely
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distributed across Canada and the northern United States, and are commonly used in field-based environmental effects monitoring programs.
Thus, they are relevant for furthering the understanding of potential
adverse effects of selenium to fish. In this study, field-collected sculpin
were fed a selenium-dosed diet for 7 months and brought to spawning
condition in the laboratory. Sculpin were manually spawned and fertilized
eggs were reared through hatch, continuing until the fry demonstrated
the ability to feed (i.e., 23 – 30 days post-hatch). Selenium tissue concentrations were measured in adult sculpin (whole body) and eggs. Effects
endpoints included hatching success, fry survival, incidence of deformities
in fry, and length and weight of fry at test termination. This study is the
first of its type with this species, and the data suggest that selenium tissue
concentrations up to 22.0 mg/kg Se dry weight in adult slimy sculpin are
unlikely to result in adverse effects to their offspring.
356 Gene expression profiling in the liver of juvenile rainbow trout
(Oncorhynchus mykiss) after dietary selenium uptake
R. Kan, Biology; V.L. Marlatt, Univ of the Fraser Valley / Biology; J.
Baker, Nautilus Environmental; A.M. deBruyn, Golder Associates Ltd; J.R.
Elphick, Nautilus Environmental; C. Martyniuk, Univ of Florida / Dept of
Physiological Sciences and Center for Environmental and Human Toxicology
Selenium is an essential trace element that can be mobilized into aquatic
environments by mining activities. Dietary selenomethionine (SeMet)
treatments have been observed to have adverse effects on adult fish, and
can alter growth and energy stores. However, the effect of Se on juvenile
fish, a potentially more sensitive life stage, has yet to be fully explored.
The objectives of this study were to determine the effects of dietary
SeMet on energy stores and molecular pathways in juvenile rainbow
trout liver. Juvenile rainbow trout were fed Lumbriculus worms cultured
in different concentrations of SeMet-supplemented yeast (control or
treatments consisting of target concentrations of 5, 10, 20 or 40 mg/kg
Se dry weight) for 60 days, and effects on growth and liver triglycerides,
glycogen, total glutathione, 8-isoprostane and gene expression were
measured. It was determined that fish reached steady state concentrations
of whole body Se between 15 and 30 days. Fish fed 20 and 40 mg/kg
Se dry weight had significantly lower length and weight, and significantly lower hepatic triglyceride levels, compared to control fish. Genes,
measured by real-time PCR, involved in metabolism and energy storage
(e.g. fatty acid synthase, ATP citrate lyase, glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase, citrate synthase and acetyl-CoA carboxylase) did not significantly differ
among groups. Microarray analysis suggested that genes involved in cell
growth and proliferation were affected in individuals fed all four doses of
Se. Other pathways affected by Se included those involved in epidermal
growth factor receptor signaling, growth hormone receptor and insulin
growth factor receptor 1 signaling. Most interesting was that growth
hormone receptor 1 mRNA levels were significantly increased in the liver
of trout at all four doses. Additionally, gene sets involved in fatty acid
beta-oxidation, fatty acid transport and regulation of fatty acid oxidation
were affected in the livers of individuals fed 40 mg/kg Se. This study
suggests that chronic, environmentally relevant levels of dietary SeMet
exposure can alter energy storage as indicated by both the gene expression and triglycerides analyses, and this was associated with decreased
size at the two highest doses examined. These results suggest that dietary
Se may impair growth and development during sensitive early developmental stages of salmonids.
357 Relative sensitivity of adult and juvenile birds to selenium
L. Cesh, Golder Associates; A. Atkinson, A. deBruyn, Golder Associates Ltd
Elevated concentrations of selenium in aquatic systems can have adverse
effects on birds that feed on aquatic prey. The most commonly recognized effect is reproductive impairment due to maternal transfer of
dietary selenium, resulting in embryotoxicity and teratogenicity. Egg
selenium concentrations associated with reproductive effects are the basis
for recent regulatory values, including the British Columbia water quality guideline (2012) and the Utah selenium criterion for Great Salt Lake
(2011). However, laboratory studies have shown that dietary selenium
can also affect growth and survival of juvenile birds. We compared the
relative sensitivity of reproductive and juvenile endpoints to evaluate
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whether regulatory values based on bird reproduction would also be
protective of juveniles. We reviewed published toxicity data for sensitive bird species. Reliable reproductive effects data were obtained for 37
species, with egg EC10 values ranging from 12 mg/kg dw (mallard; Anas
platyrhynchos) to 74 mg/kg dw (American avocet; Recurvirostra americana). Fewer reliable juvenile effects studies were available, but sufficient
data were available to derive a concentration-response relationship for
dietary toxicity of selenium to juvenile mallards. The dietary EC10 for
mallards was near the egg EC10. Thus, which endpoint is more sensitive
depends on how selenium concentrations translate from diet to egg. We
evaluate a range of scenarios using laboratory and field-collected egg and
diet selenium data.
358 Are fish tissue-based selenium criteria protective of aquaticdependent birds?
S.D. Baker, GEI Consultants Inc; S.P. Canton, GEI Consultants Inc /
Ecological Division; S.B. Skigen, GEI Consultants; J. Peng, Orange County
Public Works
In May 2014, the USEPA released draft national ambient water quality
criteria for selenium (Se) for external peer review. The draft chronic criteria were based on water column and fish tissue Se concentrations, with
a stated preference for the fish tissue-based criteria. However, the draft
criteria document did not recommend protective Se limits for aquaticdependent wildlife and it is uncertain whether fish tissue-based criteria
developed using toxicity data for fish is protective of aquatic-dependent
birds. Initial attempts to use bioaccumulation modeling to predict bird
egg Se concentrations that would result from fish tissue Se concentrations set at the draft criterion suggested the fish tissue-based criterion
would not be protective of aquatic-dependent birds, and that a lower fish
tissue-based criterion may be needed at sites where aquatic-dependent
birds feed. However, real-world data for co-located fish and bird tissues
have shown that the relationship between fish tissue Se concentrations
and aquatic-dependent bird egg Se concentrations is not this direct,
and elevated fish tissue Se concentrations might not affect bird eggs on
the same scale as predicted by bioaccumulation modeling. To evaluate
whether fish tissue-based Se criteria are adequately protective of aquaticdependent birds, we conducted bioaccumulation modeling and analysis
of real-world data, including field-collected fish, bird egg, water column,
particulate, and aquatic invertebrate Se concentration data from the
Newport Bay Watershed, California. Results of this analysis will help
guide decision-making regarding whether there is a need for bird eggbased Se criteria to supplement the fish tissue-based criteria, whether
lower fish tissue-based criteria are needed at sites with aquatic-dependent
birds, and whether additional approaches should be considered.
359 A challenge for selenium bioaccumulation modelling: lentic,
lotic, and everything in between
A.M. deBruyn, Golder Associates Ltd; P.L. Orr, Minnow Environmental
Inc; K.L. Dawe, A.M. Atkinson, Golder Associates Ltd
One of the pillars of the current selenium paradigm is that lentic habitats
produce greater uptake of selenium than lotic habitats. Unfortunately,
this appealing dichotomy is an oversimplification. We sampled water,
periphyton, and invertebrates in 60 off-channel habitats in southeastern
British Columbia and compiled data from over 30 more. These habitats had a range of characteristics, from flowing to still water, varying
cover of submergent and emergent vegetation, and coarse substrate to
fine sediment. For comparison, we sampled or compiled data from over
100 lotic (stream and river) habitats in the same region. We did observe
greater uptake of selenium at some off-channel areas relative to lotic
areas, but this was the exception rather than the rule. Overall, there
was broad similarity in the pattern of bioaccumulation observed among
most areas despite a wide range of habitat characteristics. Several habitat
characteristics correlated with among-area variability in selenium bioaccumulation. However, anyone modelling or interpreting tissue selenium
concentrations should be prepared for bioaccumulation in off-channel
habitats to lie anywhere in the spectrum between the patterns formerly
defined as lotic versus lentic.

360 Towards a hardness guideline: Interaction of hardness and alkalinity on contaminant mixture toxicity in Daphnia magna acclimated
to soft water
S.J. Bogart, Univ of Lethbridge / Dept of Biological Sciences; C. Meays,
Ministry of Environment; G.G. Pyle, Univ of Lethbridge / Biological Sciences
There are concerns that coal mining expansions in BC will impact softwater ecosystems via discharges of alkaline effluent containing large
quantities of hardness cations (Ca 2+, Mg2+), carbonates and bicarbonates (CO32- + HCO3-), sulfates (SO42-), nitrates (NO3-), cadmium (Cd),
and selenium (Se). To compare the effects of hardness on contaminant
mixture toxicity to organisms in soft and hard water conditions, a model
organism must be able to be acclimated to water hardnesses across a
potentially extreme range (BC 600 mg/L as CaCO3 hardness). This
study examines the interplay of hardness and alkalinity on contaminant
toxicity to Daphnia magna following the Canadian EPS/RM/11 method
for acute toxicity testing of Daphnia spp., and discusses the difficulties of
doing so. The EPS soft water recipe was adjusted to 50 mg/L as CaCO3
hardness (salt ratios maintained) and used in 48 hr NaCl reference
toxicant tests on D. magna acclimated to this water. In the new soft
water, the species minimum requirements for Na+, Cl-, and potentially
HCO3-, were not met and resulted in >95 % mortality in unfed controls
yet, D. magna acclimated and tested in hard water (250 mg/L as CaCO3)
resulted in 0 % control mortality. Increasing the amount of KCl and
NaHCO3 in the original water recipe reduced daphnid mortality to 0
% in the control, however, it altered the alkalinity of the soft water (~40
mg/L as CaCO3) to that found in harder waters (~170 mg/L as CaCO3).
Further testing of this new soft water determined that at a constant
alkalinity, drastic shifts in water hardness alone (from 50 into 37.5 - 600
mg/L as CaCO3) resulted in 3) while alkalinity was varied (from 40 into
30 - 420 mg/L as CaCO3). However, the response was quite different
when both hardness and alkalinity increased, which is more reflective of
conditions at sites exposed to development. When soft water acclimated
D. magna were exposed to EPS water of 600 mg/L as CaCO3 hardness and an alkalinity of 420 mg/L as CaCO3, a precipitate formed,
which interfered with daphnid mobility and feeding and resulted in 10
% daphnid mortality in 48 hrs and 100 % mortality within 72 hrs. Tests
are ongoing but our current results raise concern over drastic increases
in hardness + alkalinity of soft water ecosystems in BC and support
the development of a hardness + alkalinity guideline to protect aquatic
resources.

Assessing Contaminant Effects in Multi-stress
Ecosystems: Part 2
361 The Lower Passaic River Study Area RI/FS Ecological Risk
Assessment: Assessing Risk in a Multi-stress Ecosystem
L. Saban, M. Johns, J. Toll, Windward Environmental LLC; R. Law, de
maximis inc
The Lower Passaic River Study Area (LPRSA) is a large urban river
with multiple stressors such as habitat loss, chemical contamination,
high organic enrichment, changing saline conditions, and disturbance.
Designing an ecological risk assessment in an urban system such as
this is challenging but also provides insights into what the ecology is
largely influenced by. The scientific studies conducted in the LPRSA
were designed to account for the influence of habitat characteristics and
hazardous substances on ecological receptors. Separating ecological risks
resulting from a release of hazardous substances within the site from
risks associated with the urban setting is important to remedial design.
The influence of urban conditions such as non-chemical stressors is an
important consideration in any risk assessment and subsequent feasibility
study at a site such as the LPRSA, with a long history of urban inputs.
This talk will present the initial findings from the baseline risk assessment and how multiple stresses were evaluated and assessed. Risks from
chemical contamination appear relatively low compared to other urban
stressors.
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362 A Tiered Approach to Causal Analysis in Natural Resource
Damage Assessment
A.M. Morrison, Exponent / EcoSciences; M.E. McArdle, C.A. Menzie,
Exponent Inc.
Natural resource damage assessments (NRDAs) require evidence of
exposure and a pathway for injury to a potentially affected resource.
Consequently, causal linkages must be established in a NRDA between
exposure to an environmental contaminant and the injury expression.
Since releases of chemicals into the environment rarely occur in the
absence of multiple additional natural and anthropogenic stressors, a
causal analysis can be used to link the expression of effect with the most
likely causative factors. Here we describe a tiered approach to causal
analysis that uses empirical data to evaluate an injury claim in a marine
shipping channel. The first tier of the causal analysis establishes whether
there is evidence of adverse effects to the resources or habitats alleged
to be injured. In this case, the alleged injuries were to water quality and
aquatic plants in the channel. The second tier of the causal analysis evaluates whether the activities or releases that are the subject of the NRDA
could have caused the changes in the resources or habitats. This tier
considers evidence of exposure (e.g., environmental chemical concentrations) and the toxicological, biological, and ecological pathways by which
the exposure could result in the observed effects. The third tier of the
causal analysis considers other potential stressors in the environment and
whether these stressors could cause the observed effects. Data quality
considerations must also be weighed as part of the analyses. According
to this causal analysis approach, both Tier 1 and Tier 2 analyses are
completed, regardless of the outcome of the Tier 1 analysis; however, if
the Tier 1 analysis indicates no evidence of effect, and the Tier 2 analysis
indicates that there is no causative pathway for injury from the exposure
that is the subject of the NRDA, the causal analysis is complete. In the
scenario described here, the Tier 1 analysis identified effects to water
clarity and color as well as adverse effects to the abundance and diversity of aquatic plants; however, the Tier 2 analysis found no causative
pathway between the activities and chemicals subject to the NRDA and
these effects. The Tier 3 causal analysis identified environmental factors
related to the construction and operation of the channel and ambient
anthropogenic inputs that were consistent with the observed effects. This
case study highlights the utility of a tiered causal analysis approach to
NRDA.
363 Quantitative integration of multiple lines of evidence: The use of
likelihood ratios in benthic community risk assessment
K. Whitehead, D. Nielsen, J. Sampson, J. Durda, Integral Consulting Inc
Decisions processes used to integrate multiple lines of evidence frequently rely on categorical scoring systems or other subjective assessment
techniques. We present the use of statistical likelihood analysis which
allows an objective, quantitative, and easily interpretable determination
of the likelihood of community impairment from several independent
lines of evidence. Likelihood analysis evaluates the relative probabilities
that the observed community condition is representative of either an
unimpaired or an impaired condition. Further, the results from each
line of evidence or biological response can be quantitatively combined.
In the context of evaluating the benthos of a complex estuarine site, the
response to multiple stressors is ordinarily broken down into specific
measures of the benthic community, such as abundance, richness, and
dominance or evaluated via toxicity tests. Likelihood-based statistical
methods provide a direct assessment of probability that each of these
measures indicates impairment, as well as the quantitative integration of
benthic community metrics with other lines of evidence such as measures
of toxicity. The results are then interpreted in the context of chemical and
environmental stressors. We present the results from likelihood analyses
integrating benthic community and toxicity lines of evidence and discuss
the advantages and challenges of the approach as well as how the determined impairment relates to stressor information.
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364 Using the relative risk model to put contaminants into context,
lessons learned from twenty years
W.G. Landis, K.K. Ayre, A.J. Markiewicz, Western Washington Univ / Inst
of Environmental Toxicology
Since the mid-1990s the relative risk model for regional risk assessment
was developed we and other researchers have applied it to numerous sites.
The application of Bayesian networks to the fundamental structure of
the relative risk model, the BN-RRM, has added an additional utility to
the process. Not only has risk due to current conditions been examined,
but changes in risk due to remediation efforts or changes in landscape
use can be evaluated. The RRM and BN-RRM has been successful in
estimating risk and informing decisions. An evaluation of our studies
during this period presents a series of clear challenges in differentiating
contaminant effects from those of other stressors. First, the landscape is
the largest component determining risk. The landscape determines exposure routes, the location of habitats for the endpoints, and determines
the human valuation of the ecosystem services being provided. Yet data
on the critical aspects of the landscape are often incomplete. Second,
data for use in a risk assessment context are inadequate. Most chemical
toxicity is reported as point estimates and limited to a few endpoints.
Data on the effects of nutrients, temperature, habitat availability and
other factors can be equally problematic requiring extrapolation from
other sites or laboratory studies. Third, interactions are rarely described.
Not just for different toxicants but for also for the interactions between
nutrients, temperature, and season. Fourth, remediation is difficult. Not
only does the exposure to the toxicant needs to be reduced, these sources
exist in highly modified landscapes. Reducing contaminant loading does
not mean that nutrients, loss of habitat, and other factors necessary to
reduce risk to ecosystem services are also affected. Several suggestions for
improving the process will also be presented.
365 Differential survival for hatchery-reared Chinook salmon transiting contaminated river estuaries in Puget Sound
J. Meador, NOAA Fisheries / Ecotoxicology and Environmental Fish Health
Program
This study examined the rate of survival for hatchery-reared, ocean-type
juvenile Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) to the adult life
stage in relation to contamination status for estuaries where they temporarily reside. The hypothesis tested is that juvenile Chinook from Puget
Sound area hatcheries exhibit differential survival as categorized by the
state of contamination in their respective natal estuaries. Contamination
status for an estuary was determined with data on tissue concentrations, sediment toxicity, the Washington State Sediment Management
Standards, and the siting of Superfund and other designated cleanup sites. Data were examined from 20 hatcheries that released fish
to 14 local estuaries in the greater Puget Sound area over 37 years
(1972–2008). A parallel analysis was also conducted for coho salmon
(Oncorhynchus kisutch) that were released from many of the same hatcheries but exit the local estuary quickly. For all years combined, juvenile
Chinook transiting uncontaminated estuaries exhibited an overall rate of
survival that was approximately twice that compared to Chinook moving
through contaminated estuaries, which was confirmed when tested year
over year with the Wilcoxon test. The results for coho originating from
many of the same hatcheries and sharing a similar marine distribution
indicated no substantial differences among estuaries. Several potentially
confounding factors that are relevant to these results were also examined. Additionally, a number of laboratory and field studies on juvenile
Chinook were examined and used as lines of evidence to support the
conclusions of this analysis. These observations of reduced survival for
hatchery Chinook have important implications for wild juvenile Chinook
that spend more time in the estuary compared with hatchery-reared fish.
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366 Adult coho salmon pre-spawn mortality is caused by urban runoff
and prevented by soil bioretention
J.A. Spromberg, Ocean Associates, Inc. / NOAA Northwest Fisheries Science
Center; D.H. Baldwin, NOAA / Northwest Fisheries Science Center; J.
McIntyre, Puyallup Research Extension Center; J. Davis, US Fish and
Wildlife Service / Division of Environmental Assessment and Restoration;
S. Damm, US Fish and Wildlife Service; N.L. Scholz, NOAA / Northwest
Fisheries Science Center
Urban streams in the greater Seattle area have been the focus of habitat
restoration projects since the 1990s. Post-project effectiveness monitoring surveys revealed anomalous behaviors among adult coho salmon
returning to spawn in these restored streams. Behaviors included erratic
surface swimming, gaping, fin splaying, and loss of orientation and equilibrium. Affected fish died within hours, and female carcasses showed
high rates (> 90%) of egg retention. This phenomenon was termed coho
pre-spawn mortality (PSM). Rates of coho PSM ranged from ~30-90%
in monitored urban streams. The severity of PSM was closely associated
with both the timing and amount of fall rains. Typical water quality
stressors related to temperature, pH, and oxygen levels were all normal.
Affected coho exhibited evidence of exposure to metals and petroleum
hydrocarbons, both of which commonly originate from motor vehicles.
The weight of evidence suggests that an as-yet unidentified toxic contaminant or contaminant mixture in urban stormwater runoff is killing
coho spawners. Geospatial analyses point to urban land use stressors,
impervious surfaces and specifically road density as being directly related
to the levels of PSM across watersheds. During the autumns of 2012 and
2013 we exposed adult coho recently returned to freshwater to collected
urban road runoff. Across multiple rainfall events, untreated stormwater
produced the familiar PSM symptomology in all fish within 4 hours.
These behavioral effects were eliminated when the runoff was filtered
through a mix of sand and compost (60:40). These protective effects of
simple soil bioretention were also evident in coho exposed to treated
runoff for longer durations (24 h). Our findings show that exposure to
urban stormwater is sufficient to cause coho PSM. Moreover, although
the causal chemical stressor(s) have not yet been identified, conventional
green stormwater infrastructure can effectively protect adult spawners from the acutely toxic effects of runoff. Integration of these types of
infrastructure may protect salmonid habitat in urban watersheds.

368 Differentiating fishing from water quality impacts to marine
rocky reefs
K.C. Schiff, Southern California Coastal Water Res
Resource and water quality managers have been debating for decades
about which has a greater impact to rocky reefs and kelp forest ecosystems in southern California; overfishing or pollution? The debate has
been exacerbated by declining fish populations coupled with progressively more stringent fishing regulations and increasingly rigorous
water quality standards. For this study, we utilized new technology
to re-address this question including quantification of stressor pressure and ecological responses. A fishing pressure index was developed
for individual rocky reefs by coupling drone and overflight boat census
information with data from the California Department of Fish and
Wildlife that provides extractable fish and macroinvertebrate biomass
from both commercial and recreational activities. A water quality index
was developed based on pollutant loading from treated wastewater and
untreated stormwater discharges coupled with plume frequency maps
from remotely sensed high-frequency radar and satellite imaging. Finally,
a rocky reef health index was developed based upon a multi-variate
ecological model based on presence-absence that accounts for natural
variation in species assemblages due to gradients such as temperature,
substrate, relief, amongst others. Results indicated that fishing pressure
appeared to have a greater impact than water quality based on a weight
of evidence approach that included threshold analysis, pairwise statistical
testing, and multiple regression techniques.

367 On the importance of salinity and temperature fluctuations in
ecotoxicology of supra-littoral enchytraeids
A.P. Silva, Univ de Aveiro / Biology; M.J. Amorim, Univ de Aveiro / Dept
of Biology and CESAM; M. Holmstrup, Aarhus Univ / Dept of Bioscience
Supra-littoral ecosystems are among the most challenging environments
for soil organisms, in particular because salinity and temperature fluctuate. In addition, these environments may also be affected by hazardous
chemicals as result of intense anthropogenic activities. Taken together
these scenarios present a complex problem for risk assessment which
needs special attention. Knowledge about how salinity and temperature
fluctuations influence toxicity of chemicals is crucial for determining
the extent of safety factors required when extrapolating from standard
and optimal laboratory conditions to natural habitats or ecosystems.
This study therefore evaluated the influence of salinity and temperature
fluctuations on the toxicity of a set of chemicals in Enchytraeus albidus, a
model organism for ecotoxicology commonly found in supra-littoral
ecosystems. Non-saline soils per se were sub-optimal for E. albidus,
and reproduction and tolerance to freezing were lower than in soils
with low and medium salinity. In non-saline soils, the majority of the
chemicals tested were more toxic than in saline soils. Combining effects
of chemicals with daily freeze-thaw cycles caused higher mortality in
worms as compared with constant freezing and low (but non-freezing)
temperature. Lower levels of cryoprotectants and higher uptake of
chemicals could partially explain such deleterious effects. This study is
highly relevant in the ecotoxicology field, where the level of information
outside controlled conditions remains poorly explored. As shown here,
combined effect of natural and chemical stressors may result in higher
consequences than the sum of each stressor alone.
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UNEP Minamata Convention on Mercury Pollution:
Science for Successful Implementation
369 UNEP’s Global Mercury Partnership
M.S. Bank, Univ of Massachusetts / Dept of Environmental Conservation
The overall goal of the United Nations Environmental Program
(UNEP) Global Mercury Partnership is to protect human health and
the global environment from the release of mercury and its compounds
by minimizing and, where feasible, ultimately eliminating global,
anthropogenic mercury releases to air, water and land. The partnership
also serves to strengthen the role and efforts of developing countries
and to establish approaches to assist with data sharing and information exchange. UNEP’s Global Mercury Partnership Areas will be
identified and discussed along with capacity building, outreach and risk
assessment strategies in relation to the Minamata Convention text. The
remaining challenges within and across the partnership areas, methods for assessing the overall effectiveness of the treaty and synthesis of
relevant on-going UNEP inventorying and monitoring efforts will also
be discussed.
370 Hg contamination in a large, subalpine lake (Lago Maggiore,
Italy): combined insights from geochronology and MC-ICP-MS
analysis
D.A. Vignati, CNRS / LIEC UMR; H. Hintelmann, Trent Univ; C.D.
Metcalfe, Trent Univ / Environmental Resource Studies; A. Marchetto,
CNR ISE; B. Ponti, R. Bettinetti, Univ of Insubria; L. Marziali, IRSACNR Brugherio; G. Tartari, IRSA-CNR Brugherio / UOS Brugherio
Lago Maggiore is a large subalpine lake lying along the border between
Italy and Switzerland. The lake consists of a main basin elongated in
the north to south direction and a large secondary basin, the Pallanza
Basin, that receives the waters of the River Toce. Mercury contamination in the area dates back to the 18th century when artisanal and,
subsequently, industrial gold mining developed in parts of the lake basin
drained by the river Toce. During the 20th century, Hg contamination
was worsened by the opening of a chlor-alkaly plant discharging into
the river Toce and leading to a widespread legacy Hg pollution in Lago
Maggiore. To understand how Hg moves within this lake, we collected
one sediment core (core ex13A) from the Pallanza Basin (i.e., close to
Hg inputs from River Toce) and two cores from the southern part of
the lake (cores 27 and 28). The cores were sliced in 1 cm section, dated
and analysed for total Hg content. Selected core sections were further
analysed by MC-ICP-MS to measure Hg isotope ratios, expressed as
d 202Hg values, a parameter that is often considered as a source tracer.
The three cores had very similar vertical Hg profiles, suggesting that
sediment contamination at the three sites reflected changes in Hg
inputs from the same source(s). All cores also had similar background
Hg levels of 0.05–0.1 mg kg-1. In cores ex13A and 27, the sections
corresponding to the maximum level of Hg contamination (circa 1940)
had d 202Hg values significantly different (less negative) than recent
sediments (from 2006 to 2011) or sediments with background Hg
concentrations. However, in core 28, the difference in d 202Hg values
between the period of peak contamination and recent sediments was
much less pronounced. Finally, sediments impacted by gold mining
activities in core ex13A and recent sediments from the 3 cores had
d 202Hg signatures rather similar to those for background Hg levels.
Measurement of both total Hg concentrations and d 202Hg suggest that,
during the period of maximum Hg contamination from the chlor-alkali
plant, Hg inputs were able to move from the Pallanza basin (directly
receiving the inputs via river Toce) into the southern part of the lake
(currently not considered as a priority area for monitoring and risk management). Although Hg vertical profiles in the cores suggest that such
transport still occurs, additional Hg isotope ratios analyses and a revised
strategy plan are required to verify this hypothesis.
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371 Mercury emissions from stationary combustion sources in China
and control strategy
H. Cheng, Guangzhou Inst of Geochemistry CAS / State Key Laboratory of
Organic Geochemistry; Y. Hu, Guangzhou Inst Geochemistry CAS
Mercury is a persistent, bioaccumulative, and toxic pollutant that can
be redistributed globally via long-range atmospheric transport, and
poses serious global environmental and human health risks. Coal-fired
power plants and industrial boilers are the dominant combustion sources
of mercury emissions in China, and are expected to expand alongside
with the fast economic growth. Meanwhile, mercury emissions from
municipal solid waste (MSW) incineration has been increasing rapidly,
yet have received relatively little attention. Combined, these combustion
sources are estimated to emit more than 360 tonnes of mercury each
year, or around half of atmospheric mercury emissions from anthropogenic sources in China. Because of the Minamata Convention, and
the widespread occurrence of urban air pollution, China has initiated
significant efforts on controlling emissions of air pollutants, including
mercury, from stationary combustion sources. New emission standards,
including those for mercury, have been issued or proposed for coal
combustion in power plants and industrial boilers, and for MSW incineration. These new standards are going to be fully implemented over the
course of the next two years, and are intended to curb the atmospheric
emissions of air pollutants. Nonetheless, setting stricter emission limits
alone is not going to solve the problem, as these standards need to be
technically and economically feasible, and must be effectively enforced.
Comprehensive measures that can be adopted to control atmospheric
emissions of mercury are proposed based on the processes involved in the
releases and speciation of mercury in the combustion chamber and flue
gas, and in the capture of mercury species by the APCDs. These include
reducing content of mercury in the coal or MSW combusted, controlling of combustion conditions, and enhancing mercury removal from
the flue gas by multi-pollutant and mercury-specific control technologies. Additionally, a strong monitoring capacity and strict enforcement
are necessary to ensure emissions of mercury and other hazardous air
pollutants from the combustion sources stay in compliance with relevant
regulations. The contributions of these measures on reducing mercury
emissions from the stationary combustion sources in the short-term are
presented, and recommendations are made on the research needs to help
further improve the control of mercury emissions from coal combustion
and MSW incineration.
372 Mercury Modeling in Arctic Ecosystems
A. Dastoor, Air Quality Research Division; A. Ryzhkov, D. Durnford,
Environment Canada / Air Quality Research Division
Anthropogenic Hg enters the Arctic environment from lower latitudes
via long-range transport in the atmosphere and oceans. High levels of
mercury is deposited onto snow during spring in the Arctic; how much
of the deposited mercury is retained in snow and accumulated in the
Arctic ecosystems is unclear. Circumpolar riverine inflow, ocean currents and atmospheric deposition are the primary pathways of mercury
delivery to the Arctic Ocean. What is the relative contribution of these
sources to mercury accumulation in the Arctic Ocean is uncertain.
These are key questions in understanding how mercury levels in Arctic
food webs will respond to climate change and reductions in mercury
emissions slated under Minamata Convention on Mercury. Given the
paucity of observations in the Arctic, models are used to address these
questions. Environment Canada’s global mercury model simulates
meteorological processes and transport and chemical transformations
of Hg in the atmosphere and its exchange with Earth’s surface. Hg
emissions from anthropogenic and natural sources and reemissions of
legacy deposition of Hg from land and oceans are introduced in the
model. At polar sunrise, significant amounts of reactive Br are released
to the atmosphere. The Hg2+ produced by rapid Br/Hg 0 reactions
(known as AMDEs) is then deposited. A portion of deposited Hg2+ is
reduced in the snowpacks and revolatilised back to the atmosphere as
Hg 0; whereas, a portion of the deposited mercury is retained within the
cryosphere based on environmental factors. A dynamic air-snowpackmeltwater model is used to estimate the net deposition of mercury to
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snowpacks and delivery of mercury to the Arctic ecosystems through
meltwater. Atmospheric pathways, temporal trends and source attribution of mercury in the Arctic are analyzed. A net gain of atmospheric
mercury is estimated at ~117 Mg yr-1 within the Arctic Circle north of
66.5 °N. Anthropogenic, terrestrial and oceanic emissions each contribute to ~1/3 of the deposition to the Arctic. Atmospheric deposition is
found to be a dominant source of mercury to Arctic Ocean with equal
contributions from melting snow and direct deposition to open water.
Riverine mercury export to the Arctic Ocean is estimated at 15.5-31 Mg
yr-1. The contribution from anthropogenic sources is highest from East
Asia. A slow increasing trend in Hg deposition is found in contrast to a
decreasing trend in air concentrations in the Arctic which is attributed
to climate change.
373 Long-range contributions of mercury to an integrated air/watershed impact assessment
L. Levin, Electric Power Research Inst / Air and Multimedia Toxics Health
Risk Assessment; R. Goldstein, Electric Power Research Inst
An integrated atmospheric deposition/watershed impact assessment was
carried out in a region of approximately 65 000 sq km in the southwestern United States. The study area encompassed the watershed of the San
Juan River and tributaries, down to the river arm of Lake Powell, at the
joint border of Colorado, Utah, Arizona, and New Mexico. Mercury
sources were characterized over the simulation period 1986-2074 for
global, continental, and regional point sources. Atmospheric modeling
consisted of global GEOS-Chem simulations of non-North American
sources, with a nested regional model (CMAQ ) and point source simulations using a Gaussian plume model within the local grid cells of the
regional model.Extra-continental mercury emissions were held constant
over the simulation period except for 2 bracketing China emissions
growth scenarios based on published projections by Streets et al. (2009).
Historical climatology was projected to 2074 using a weighted Monte
Carlo simulation. Mercury deposition was added to local discharge and
surface flow concentrations as input to a 3-dimensional watershed model,
including food web simulation in the body of the San Juan River. Target
species were two mercury-impaired top predators, the Colorado pikeminnow (Ptychocheilus lucius) and the razorback suckerfish (Xyrauchen
texanus). Results of the simulation showed a dominance of non-local
mercury sources on deposition, even adjacent to the power plant sources
simulated in the nested regional grid. Power plant mercury reductions
(2016) and elimination (2041) produced temporary downward trends
in deposition locally, followed by a leveling off (for low-growth China
scenario) or resumption of growth in deposition (for high-growth China
scenario). In either case, the accumulation of mercury in the regional
watershed compartments (soils, groundwater, top predator fish) continued through the end of the simulation period.
374 Are Methylmercury Toxicity Reference Values Predictive of
Effects on Fish Populations?
P.C. Fuchsman, M.T. Sorensen, L. Brown, M.J. Bock, A.C. Daniel; C.
Beals, ENVIRON International Corp; V.S. Magar, ENVIRON / Ecology
Sediment Management; M.H. Henning, ENVIRON International
Corporation
Several prominent fish tissue toxicity reference values (TRVs) for mercury effects on fish are within the range of present-day background fish
tissue mercury concentrations, either regionally or across North America.
These TRVs are uncertain, because they were developed using data from
studies designed for purposes other than TRV derivation. To evaluate
the predictive utility of the TRVs, we critically reviewed published studies and the gray literature to compare fish tissue mercury concentrations
and evidence of effects on fish, with particular focus on effects relevant to
fish populations and communities. We also considered available evidence
regarding naturally occurring background concentrations of mercury in
fish tissue, which should serve as a “floor” for plausible TRVs. These lines
of evidence, together with a review of the basis for the TRVs’ derivation,
suggest that some prominent screening-level TRVs are not necessarily
predictive of effects on fish communities and may be lower than necessary to be protective of fish populations and communities. An available

dose-response analysis relating fish tissue mercury concentrations and
effects on fish reproduction/survival (Dillon et al. 2010 ETC 29:2559)
yields a TRV that better aligns with the available toxicity data, although
responses differ greatly among fish species. Mercury effects on fish populations have been under-studied to date, and further research is needed.
Specifically, future studies should be designed (1) to support statistically
robust characterization of dose-response relationships for mercury effects
on reproduction in representative fish species, and (2) to investigate mercury effects on fish populations and communities at sites contaminated
predominantly with mercury.
375 The GMOS and Evaluating the Effectiveness of the Minamata
Convention using Biota
D.C. Evers, D. Buck, Biodiversity Research Inst
Mercury (Hg) is a pollutant of global importance that adversely impacts
ecological and human health. Concentrations of mercury in the global
environment have increased approximately threefold as a result of
anthropogenic activities. The consumption of marine organisms represents one of the principal pathways through which wildlife and humans
are exposed to mercury. However, there is a gap in our understanding
about the relationship between anthropogenic releases of mercury into
the environment, the subsequent biomagnification and bioaccumulation of methylmercury (MeHg) in the foodweb and how this translates
to exposure and risks at local, regional, and global scales. Here, we
examine mercury concentrations, with an emphasis on marine organisms, from existing peer-reviewed and governmental sources. Collated
data provide insight into the spatial gradients, temporal trends, and
risks associated with high mercury concentrations in selected taxa that
may be useful for future monitoring purposes. Results will contribute
toward the development of Mercury Initial Assessments and National
Action Plans that are being developed in response to the Minamata
Convention by the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) and
United Nations Industrial Development Organization. As part of the
UNEP’s Mercury Air Transport and Fate Research Partnership Group
a Global Biotic Mercury Synthesis (GBMS) database was developed to
provide a standardized and comprehensive platform. GBMS describes
geographic and taxonomic mercury exposure patterns, identifies areas
where further monitoring is needed to better understand the biogeochemical mechanisms causing elevated MeHg concentrations in biota,
and examines temporal trends of key biotic indicators that can be linked
to evaluating the effectiveness of the Minamata Convention. Through
the Global Mercury Observation System (GMOS) project and its Spatial
Data Infrastructure, GBMS serves as an easy-to-access and costeffective database needed by governmental signatories of the Minamata
Convention.
376 The GMOS and its Future Perspectives in Supporting the
Implementation of the Minamata Convention
N. Pirrone, CNRIIA / Inst of Atmospheric Pollution Research
The future ratification of the Minamata Convention by the majority of
world’s countries will force the current effort in developing modelling
tools and long-term monitoring programs capable to assist policy makers
in evaluating the effectiveness of mercury control strategies implemented at national level. There is a general consensus that to improve our
understanding of Hg transport and fate processes in the global environment, there is a need of a continued and concerted international effort to
monitor the concentration of Hg species in air, water and biota in both
aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems. This would provide data needed for
model validation, and for accurate future predictions of changing Hg
emissions and ecosystem response at local, regional and global scales.
The GMOS project (www.gmos.eu) in close cooperation with major
existing regional, long-term networks is a unique initiative that provides
state of the art information of Hg concentrations in atmospheric, marine
and terrestrial ecosystems and is supporting an international effort to
validate mercury cycle models (coupling atmospheric and marine models)
to evaluate the effectiveness of different emission reduction scenarios.
The aim of this invited presentation is to highlight major results and
achievements of GMOS and future perspectives with reference to global
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spatial distribution of Hg in the atmosphere and marine environment,
to regional and global scale atmospheric models, and to the Spatial Data
Infrastructure (SDI) that is the core of an interoperable system for sharing data and models with policy makers and stakeholders as well as with
academic institutions.

Remedy Effectiveness Assessments and Monitoring
Contaminated Sediment Remediation: Part 1
377 Comparing bioavailability estimation methods for evaluation of
remediation effectiveness
J. Gan, F. Jia, Univ of California Riverside / Dept of Environmental Science
Sediment or soil contamination by hydrophobic organic contaminants
(HOCs) from historical episodes is widespread and remedial treatments
are often needed to clean up severely contaminated sites. Remediation
strategies such as black carbon amendment utilize sorbents to achieve the
goal of immobilizing HOCs and thus minimizing their bioavailability.
Evaluation of remediation efficiency requires assessment of contaminant
bioavailability in a before-and-after manner. In addition, as many studies
have demonstrated, use of bioavailability, instead of the bulk chemical
concentration, usually offers more accurate information in contaminant
removal. However, there are a wide variety of bioavailability assessment methods, with some (e.g., SPMD, PED, SPME) aiming to detect
the freely dissolved concentration Cfree while other (e.g., mild solvent
extraction, Tenax desorption, cyclodextrin extraction) to quantify the
reversibly desorption fraction. A challenge for practitioners is which
method to use, or if different methods produce different results. In this
study we applied three different methods, i.e., SPME, Tenax desorption,
and isotope dilution method (IDM) to evaluate changes in bioavailability of p,p’-DDT and p,p’-DDE in sediments following amendment
of charcoal, black carbon or sand at 1 or 5%. When compared to the
unamended sediments, all three methods predicted essentially the same
degrees of reduction in bioavailability from the various amendment
treatments. After normalizing over the value in the unamended control,
measurements by the different methods were linearly correlated with
each other, with slopes close to 1. This finding suggests that different
bioavailability estimation methods may be used for evaluating remediation efficiency or progress. However, the use of 24-h Tenax desorption or
IDM consistently offered much better sensitivity than SPME at detecting bioavailability reductions. Information from this study may be used
for guiding method selection in efforts to evaluate efficacy or monitor
progress of remediation treatments.
378 Monitoring resuspension and transport of dioxin contaminated
sediment in a shallow urban creek post remediation
L. Richman, T. Kolic, L. Haimovici, E. Reiner, Ontario Ministry of
Environment
In 2008 a contaminated floodplain that was historically a significant
source of dioxins and furans to an adjacent creek and harbour was
remediated through excavation and removal of contaminated soil and
sediment. In 2013 an extensive sediment survey characterized the extent
of dioxin and furan contamination of surface sediment throughout the
harbour, and creek. Eighty eight cores were collected and sectioned in
10 cm intervals to provide a detailed assessment of historical deposition
patterns and confirmation that the most contaminated sediment was
buried. Surface sediment contaminant data suggested that the creek bed
adjacent to the remediated area was no longer contaminated with dioxins
and furans (total TEQ < 2 pg/g (TEF Fish), and congener patterns
were similar to sources related to atmospheric deposition and unlike the
unique congener pattern found in sediment from the floodplain. There
remains residual contamination downstream of the remediation extending to the mouth of the creek with concentrations up to 230 pg TEQ/g.
However, concentrations were lower in 2013 than pre-remediation (2000
and 2005), which suggested that cleaner sediment was being deposited
in the creek. Prior to the development of a remediation strategy for the
harbour, the re-suspension and transport of surface sediment from the
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Creek is being investigated using an innovative sediment trap designed
for water depths of < 1m and < 0.5 m to ensure that the creek is no longer
acting as a significant source of dioxin/furan contaminated sediment to
the harbour, and to identify sections of the creek that may be subject to
resuspension of contaminated sediment.
379 Responses of a Native Benthic Invertebrate Community to an
Activated Carbon Amendment to Sediment
J.M. Conder, M.M. Grover, ENVIRON International Corporation;
V.J. Kirtay, SPAWARSYSCEN San Diego / Energy and Environmental
Sustainability; B. Chadwick, SPAWAR Systems Center San Diego; V.S.
Magar, ENVIRON / Ecology Sediment Management
As part of the demonstration of in situ treatment with reactive amendments, two to three inches of AquaGate+PAC™ (a composite aggregate
coated with activated carbon) was placed on a 0.5-acre target area to
reduce polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) bioavailability in sediment
underneath and adjacent to Pier 7 of the Puget Sound Naval Shipyard &
Intermediate Maintenance Facility in Bremerton, Washington. Potential
effects of the amendment on the native benthic community were evaluated via grab censuses at ten stations within the amendment area and
at four reference stations adjacent to the amendment area, sampled
two months prior to (baseline) and ten months after the amendment.
Significant differences were observed in various benthic community metrics at the amended stations (but not the reference stations), indicating
likely amendment-associated alteration of the community. For example,
average total abundance decreased significantly (P = 0.03) by nearly 60%
at amended stations. However, nematode taxa dominated the benthic
community in the Pier 7 area (reflecting 66% of individuals collected
during both monitoring events), and the post-amendment abundance
decrease was primarily limited to this taxa. For the amended stations,
average (SD) abundance of nematodes decreased from 22000 (20000)
individuals/m 2 to 3200 (3200) individuals/m 2 (P = 0.002) after amendment. In contrast, there was no significant difference (P = 0.69) between
average (SD) baseline (6900 (4900) individuals/m 2) and 10-month (8800
(8800) individuals/m 2) abundance of non-nematode taxa at the amended
stations. Diversity (Shannon-Wiener H’) significantly increased at the
amended stations after amendment (P = 0.03), from an average (SD) of
1.1 (0.4) to 1.7 (0.6), and a similar positive effect of the amendment was
indicated by dominance and evenness indices. Additional replication
of sampling efforts in 2014 and 2015 will continue to track the longterm health of this community. Overall, initial results indicate that,
although the amendment may have adversely affected nematode taxa, the
remainder of the benthic taxa was largely unaffected by the amendment,
and the overall benthic community increased in diversity. This ecological
tradeoff is likely to be acceptable given the clear benefits associated with
the significant demonstrated reduction in PCB availability to the benthic
community and its dependent food web.
380 In situ use of activated carbon to reduce the bioavailability of
mercury and PCBs in a marsh field pilot study in Berry’s Creek, New
Jersey
S.S. Brown, The Dow Chemical Company / Dept of Toxicology; B. Henry,
Anchor QEA; C. Gilmour, Smithsonian Environmental Research Center; U.
Ghosh, Univ of Maryland Baltimore County; C. Menzie, B. Amos, Exponent
A field pilot study to test the effectiveness of activated carbon (AC) in
reducing mercury (Hg) and PCB bioavailability was initiated in a low
salinity, Phragmites-dominated tidal marsh in Berry’s Creek, New Jersey.
Previously, lab studies demonstrated that activated carbon reduced the
uptake of methylmercury (MeHg) from Berry’s Creek sediment into
Lumbriculus by 30% (Gilmour et al. 2013). Lab and field studies in
riverine systems have demonstrated reduced PCB concentrations in porewater and uptake into organisms in AC-amended sediment (Ghosh et al.
2011). Four marsh plots were established in August 2012; three received
AC treatments (SediMite™, granular AC [GAC], and GAC + sand) and
one served as an untreated control. Plots were sampled before treatment
(spring 2012) and following treatment (fall 2012, spring and fall 2013).
Total Hg, MeHg and PCB concentrations were determined in treated
and control plots for multiple endpoints: bulk sediment, porewater, free
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ranging native amphipods (Orchestia), non-native caged amphipods
(Leptocheirus), and amphipods (Hyalella) exposed to marsh cores in
the laboratory. Following treatment, accumulation of PCBs in native
Orchestia and PCBs and inorganic Hg in caged Leptocheirus was reduced
in the AC-amended plots. Porewater PCB concentrations (from passive
samplers) and inorganic Hg concentrations in surficial porewaters (the
first year) paralleled uptake in caged organisms. Results were inconclusive for MeHg because of the confounding effect of marsh elevation on
MeHg production in surficial marsh soils. Small differences in elevation
and tidal inundation resulted in substantial redox differences among
plots. The influence of marsh elevation on redox and MeHg was assessed
by monitoring surficial porewater geochemistry over tidal cycles at different elevations in the marsh; and by evaluating MeHg concentrations
in surface soils vs. elevation. Plots at higher elevations had lower MeHg
concentrations in all matrices, because soils remained oxic for substantial periods resulting in lower net MeHg production. Ongoing lab and
field work is addressing the routes of PCB and Hg/MeHg exposure to
epibenthic organisms and the mechanisms by which a surficial sorbent
amendment may reduce exposure. These studies include estimates of
porewater flux and exposure, direct uptake from surface soils/sediments
and detritus, the influence of thin sorbent layers vs. sorbent layers under
thin caps, and the efficacy of other mixed amendments.
381 Remediation and Restoration Strategies for the TVA Kingston
Ash Recovery Project; Roane County, TN
C. Zeller, USEPA Region / Superfund Division
On May 11, 2009, the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) entered into
an Administrative Order on Consent (AOC) with the Region 4 Office
of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), under the
regulatory authority of the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA), to address the approximate
5.4 million cubic yards (CYs) of coal ash released to the environment
on December 22, 2008. The TVA Kingston Ash Recovery Project was
divided into 3 distinct phases using Time Critical and Non Time Critical
Removal Action authority under CERCLA. The remediation and
restoration efforts will require about 6 years and $1.2 Billion to complete.
Phase 1 involved hydraulic dredging and mechanical excavation of 3.5
million CYs of ash from the Emory River over an approximate 18 month
time span. Four million tons of ash recovered from the river was safely
transported via 414 trains to the approved Arrowhead Landfill in Perry
County, Alabama. Phase 1 activities were completed in December 2010.
Phase 2 involves mechanical excavation of 2.8 million CYs of ash in
the north and middle Swan Pond Embayments of Watts Bar Reservoir.
Recovered ash is consolidated on-site in a 240 acre disposal area that is
being re-engineered with a subsurface perimeter stabilization wall to
withstand liquefaction forces caused by the design seismic events. When
ash consolidation and wall construction is completed, the cell will be
capped and covered. Phase 2 construction will be completed in late 2014.
Phase 3 involved a comprehensive human health and Baseline Ecological
Risk Assessment (BERA) of the estimated 500,000 CYs of residual ash
that was not removed during Phase 1 or was transported downstream
during storm events. The Phase 3 Action Memorandum was issued in
November 2012 and selected Monitored Natural Recovery (MNR) as
the preferred remedy. Five years of remedy monitoring and assessments
indicate the river system has basically returned to pre-spill conditions.
MNR proved to be effective in 5 years versus the 10-15 year time frame
predicted by sediment fate and transport modeling. This presentation
will provide a brief overview of the TVA Kingston Ash Recovery Project
and discuss the remedy effectiveness monitoring program.
382 A remedy effectiveness assessment from the Milwaukee Estuary,
Wisconsin AOC: Lincoln Park Case Study
C.M. Custer, T.W. Custer, USGS / Upper Midwest Environmental Sciences
Center; D. Goldberg, USGS
Lincoln Park in the Milwaukee Estuary Area of Concern (AOC), USA
was dredged in 2011 to remove contaminated sediments. As part of
U.S. Geological Survey’s Great Lakes Restoration Initiative (GLRI)
project “Birds as Indicators of Contaminant Exposure and Effects”, data

were collected before and after the sediment removal action. These data
provided information and insights on using tree swallows (Tachycineta
bicolor) as a biological indicator to assess remediation effectiveness.
Accumulation rate (µg of a contaminant accumulated each day) was
significantly reduced after dredging (mean = 0.1 µg PCBs/day, maximum
rate = 0.2 µg PCBs/day) compared to the rate before dredging (mean
= 0.3 µg PCBs/day, maximum rate = 0.8 µg PCBs/day). Additionally,
the variation in accumulation rate was less post-dredging compared to
pre-dredging. Accumulation rate provided a more targeted assessment
than did either PCB concentration in eggs or nestlings because sources
of variation could be better controlled when using accumulation rate.
Accumulation rates post dredging at Lincoln Park were similar to reference areas in the upper Midwest region of the U.S., and considerably
less than rates in other highly PCB-contaminated locations such as the
Housatonic River or New Bedford Harbor, MA.
383 Contaminant effects on cross-ecosystem linkages: implications
for remedy effectiveness
J.M. Kraus, USGS; D.M. Walters, USGS / Fort Collins Science Center;
M.A. Mills, USEPA
Aquatic insects can act as vectors of contaminant transport across
aquatic-terrestrial boundaries. As a result, riparian consumers of adult
insects such as spiders may be used as sentinels of aquatic sediment
contamination, especially for persistent organic contaminants like
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). In fact, spiders are proving to be
accurate and cost-effective indicators of PCB sediment pollution and
remedy effectiveness in the Great Lakes region. However, a predictive
framework extending this method to other contaminants and remediation efforts is lacking. Here we summarize work on cross-ecosystem
linkages in both organic and metal-contaminated systems to construct
and parameterize an operational predictive model of contaminant
transfer from aquatic to terrestrial food webs. Parameters include adult
emergence biomass, contaminant concentrations in larval and adult
aquatic insects, and spider contaminant bioaccumulation over a gradient of contaminant bioavailability for a suite of aquatic toxins including
metals, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), pesticides and PCBs.
We apply this model as a tool for understanding how and where riparian
spiders may be utilized as metrics of remedy effectiveness in aquatic
systems. For example, contaminants with high persistence and low
effects on emergent biomass like PCBs may be more likely to accumulate
in riparian spiders in proportion to environmental bioavailability than
some metals and PAHs which are lost during insect metamorphosis. As
a result, contaminant accumulation in riparian spiders may be better used
to indicate effectiveness of remediation of persistent organic contaminated sediments than of restoration of some metal-impacted sites.
384 Lessons Learned from Decades of Remedy Effectiveness
Monitoring at Sediment Cleanup Sites
C. Patmont, Anchor QEA LLC; S. Nadeau, Sediment Management Work
Group
Sediments that have accumulated on the bottom of waterbodies can
be a repository for certain contaminants. Although establishing effective methods to reduce risks posed by contaminated sediments has
been a regulatory priority in North America and Europe since the
1970s, achieving demonstrable risk reduction has been challenging.
Relatively large sediment cleanup projects, particularly within the Pacific
Northwest, have now been monitored for at least a decade following
completion of cleanup construction. The long-term monitoring data
available for these sites provide important insights and lessons learned on
remedy effectiveness, including: Source Control. Accomplishing effective source control on a watershed basis is difficult, and frequently falls
short of aspirational goals. Identification and control of ongoing sources
(to the extent practicable) prior to conducting remediation is key to the
effectiveness of any sediment cleanup remedy, and has the largest overall
influence on remedy effectiveness. Natural Recovery. At sites where
effective source control has been accomplished, risk reduction via natural
recovery processes has typically proceeded faster than model projections.
This is due to the use of conservative predictive modeling assumptions,
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and also to the difficulty of characterizing important natural recovery
processes. Capping. Nearly 100 sediment caps have been constructed
over the past 25 years, and the effectiveness of capping can now be better
predicted and quantified. All capping remedies designed and constructed
following U.S. regulatory guidance continue to be protective. Dredging.
Even after decades of environmental dredging experience, there are
still substantial uncertainties in the effectiveness of dredging remedies.
Sediment resuspension, residuals, and releases into the water column
continue to determine the effectiveness of dredging. Dredging can be
effective, but has its limitations in reducing risk. In Situ Treatment. Over
the past decade, numerous in situ sediment treatment projects have been
undertaken in North America and Europe. It is evident from these studies and field trials that, when applied correctly, in situ treatment using
a sorbent such as activated carbon has progressed from an innovative
sediment remediation approach to a proven, reliable technology. This
presentation will focus on key lessons from these case studies to improve
remedy evaluation, selection, and implementation.

Wildlife Ecotoxicology: Part 1
385 Mercury Bioaccumulation and Toxicity to Breeding Birds: a
Synthesis of Studies in San Francisco Bay
J. Ackerman, USGS / Western Ecological Research Center; C. Eagles-Smith,
USGS / Forest and Rangeland Ecosystem Science Center; M. Herzog, A.
Hartman, USGS / Western Ecological Research Center
The San Francisco Bay in California has a legacy of mercury contamination from both mercury and gold mining. Over the past decade, a series of
studies have been performed in the estuary to address the bioaccumulation
and toxicity of mercury to breeding waterbirds. Herein, we summarize
this large body of research. Mercury concentrations varied substantially
among breeding waterbird species, and was largely dictated by foraging
habitat as well as trophic position. The most important factor influencing mercury concentrations in birds was the specific location of breeding
colonies, indicating that local hot-spots in methyl mercury production
and bioaccumulation were prevalent. Timing of exposure also was an
important factor, with tissue mercury concentrations increasing as birds
spent more time in the estuary. Mercury concentrations in bird eggs have
increased significantly over the past decade. These high levels of mercury
contamination have manifested in a range of effects on birds and avian
reproduction, especially to Forster’s Terns which have the highest mercury
concentrations among the 17 species of waterbirds studied. We estimated
that 48% of the Forster’s Tern population is at risk (>3 µg/g wet weight
in blood) to impaired reproduction due to their current mercury levels.
Specifically, in Forster’s Terns, failed-to-hatch eggs had higher mercury
concentrations than randomly sampled and apparently viable eggs, the
likelihood of an embryo being malpositioned within an egg increased
with egg mercury concentrations, egg hatching success decreased with egg
mercury concentrations, and egg mercury concentrations were higher for
unsuccessful nests than for nests that successfully hatched eggs. Blacknecked Stilts and endangered California Clapper Rails also were among
those species with high levels of mercury contamination. Mercury concentrations in Black-necked Stilt chicks were higher in down feathers of dead
chicks than those sampled from live chicks of similar age. In California
Clapper Rails, we found that adult body condition was negatively related
to blood and feather mercury concentrations. In total, our studies identify
San Francisco Bay, California as a hot spot for mercury contamination in
wildlife, and act as a case study to illustrate that current mercury levels in
the environment can impair bird populations.
386 Can stable isotopes explain total mercury concentrations in gannet (Morus bassanus) eggs from the UK?
M.G. Pereira, Centre for Ecology Hydrology / Lancaster; H.K. Grant, E.
Potter, L. Walker, Centre for Ecology Hydrology; R.F. Shore, Centre for
Ecology Hydrology NERC
Long term (1970 – 2006) measurements of total mercury (Hg) concentrations in eggs of the marine sentinel species, the Northern gannet (Morus
bassanus) from two Scottish colonies (Ailsa Craig in the Eastern Atlantic
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and Bass Rock in the North Sea, have been undertaken as part of the
monitoring work of the UK Predatory Bird Monitoring Scheme (PBMS—
http://pbms.ceh.ac.uk). Our analyses revealed significantly higher levels
of Hg in eggs from Ailsa Craig than from Bass Rock. We also observed
a significant temporal decline in Hg in the former but not in the latter.
The intra-specific differences in gannet eggs have been assumed to reflect
colony-differences in diet and/or trophic level position; alternatively there
could be differences in Hg loadings between eastern Atlantic and North
Sea fish. However, there is no actual information supporting the assumptions based on the diet’s influence on contaminant loads for this specie. We
measured stable isotopes (15N, 13C and 34S) in eggs as proxy indicators for
diet to test if intra-specific differences in contaminants could be explained
by differences in diet. We used δ15N as a marker of trophic position, δ13C
as a marker of the diet and δ34S a marine marker. The gannet’s eggs from
Ailsa Craig were significantly more enriched in δ13C and δ15N than those
from Bass Rock, suggesting that birds from the two colonies feed from
different food webs. Stepwise regression analysis revealed that the temporal decline in Hg in eggs from Ailsa was associated with a decline in δ13C,
indicating a dietary shift from benthic to more pelagic in recent years. In
the case of Bass Rock, the temporal increase in Hg was associated with
a temporal increase in δ15N and δ34S, suggesting increased proportional
consumption of demersal fish discards in more recent years.
387 The relationship between cortisol and mercury in polar bear hair
T. Bechshoft, Univ of Alberta / Dept of Biological Sciences; A.E. Derocher,
Univ of Alberta; E. Richardson, N.J. Lunn, Environment Canada; D.M.
Janz, Univ of Saskatchewan; V. St Louis, Univ of Alberta
Less invasive methods of assessing animal health and welfare are becoming increasingly popular in wildlife research. Polar bear (Ursus maritimus)
hair samples, obtainable by use of hair snags, are being used to quantify a
range of compounds that diffuse into the hair shaft; until now mainly cortisol, organic mercury, and persistent organic pollutants. However, despite
this burgeoning interest in the analytical uses of polar bear hair, there is
still much that is unknown about how compounds are incorporated into
hair. Although some such studies have been made for other species, polar
bear hair is special due to its internal structure and lack of pigmentation.
Further studies are thus needed to determine how endogenous as well as
xenoendocrine substances are integrated into polar bear hair, and how they
may interact with each other. Also, polar bears bioaccumulate high levels
of persistent contaminants, which makes these kinds of studies essential
in order to validate the use of hair samples in ecotoxicological research. A
wide range of environmental contaminants are thought to modulate endocrine function in polar bears, but the relationship between mercury and
cortisol has not been investigated until now. Sample material consisted of
guard hairs from 115 polar bears from the Western Hudson Bay population near Churchill, Canada; 40 females (17 subadult, 23 adult) and 75
males (24 subadult, 51 adult). All hair samples were analyzed for cortisol
and mercury using already established methods. An ANCOVA was performed, using cortisol concentration as the response variable and mercury
concentration, sex (male/female), and group (subadult/adult) as explanatory variables. Using stepwise model-simplification, the final minimal
adequate model included only mercury concentration (F1,113 = 1.92, p =
0.058, R 2 = 0.032). The lack of a significant negative relationship between
cortisol and mercury suggests that there is no direct competition for binding sites between the two compounds when they are incorporated into the
hair matrix. Furthermore, hair mercury content explained roughly 3% of
the variation in hair cortisol values. Although this association was only
significant at the α = 0.1 level, the indication that mercury was positively
correlated with cortisol levels highlights the fact that the subtle endocrine
disrupting potential of mercury should be investigated further.
388 Evaluating Recreational Ground Squirrel Harvest as a Potential
Vector for Lead Exposure in Breeding Avian Scavengers
G. Herring, USGS FRESC; C. Eagles-Smith, USGS; J. Buck, US Fish and
Wildlife Service; J. Goodell, High Desert Museum
Avian scavengers face unique risks to lead (Pb) exposure because of
the widespread dispersal of Pb through hunting and predator management activities. Whereas big game and upland bird hunting have been
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commonly linked with Pb exposure and associated toxic effects in avian
scavengers, less is known about other shooting activities. Specifically,
the rising popularity of recreational ground squirrel shooting in western
North America to control ground squirrel-induced agricultural damage
has raised the specter of these small mammal carcasses providing a localized and high-density source of Pb to scavengers. Recreational shooters
almost exclusively use expandable Pb bullets that result in hundreds of
residual Pb fragments in ground squirrel carcasses. Individual recreational shooters commonly harvest 200 - 300 squirrels, in a single day,
often resulting in more than 1,000 squirrels per field in a single day.
Moreover, squirrel carcasses are generally left on the landscape once
they have been shot. Thus, ground squirrel shooting events could be a
substantial episodic source of high level Pb exposure to avian scavengers
such as hawks and ravens. To quantify the risk of harvested ground
squirrels as a vector for localized Pb exposure in avian scavengers we
surveyed scavenger use of shooting fields before and after harvest events,
estimated the occurrence and distribution of lead bullet fragments in
harvested ground squirrel carcasses, and evaluated blood-Pb concentrations in local breeding raptors and ravens. We captured and sampled
seven avian scavenger species across two study sites throughout the
breeding season. Preliminary data demonstrated that there were significant regional differences in Pb exposure likely associated with ground
squirrel populations and shooting intensity. Overall we found that
35% of adult scavengers were exposed to Pb at levels above background
concentrations (>10 µg/dL), whereas only 15% of nestlings were above
background levels. Furthermore, we observed strong species specific differences in Pb exposure that were likely linked to the proportion of each
species’ diet that was derived from scavenged carcasses.
389 Plant consumption by grizzly bears reduces biomagnification of
salmon-derived PCBs, PBDEs and OC pesticides
J.R. Christensen, Stantec Consulting Ltd / Toxicology; M. Yunker,
Independent Consultant; M. MacDuffee, Raincoast Conservation Society;
P.S. Ross, Vancouver Aquarium / Ocean Pollution Research Program
The present study characterizes the uptake and loss of persistent organic
pollutants (POPs) in grizzly bears (Ursus arctos horribilis) by sampling and
analyzing their terrestrial and marine foods and fecal material from a
remote coastal watershed in British Columbia, Canada. The authors estimate that grizzly bears consume 341 to 1,120 µg of polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs) and 3.9 to 33 µg of polybrominated diphenyl ethers
(PBDEs) daily in the fall when they have access to an abundant supply
of returning salmon. The authors also estimate that POP elimination by
grizzly bears through defecation is very low following salmon consumption (typically < 2% of intake) but surprisingly high following plant
consumption (>100% for PCBs and organochlorine pesticides). Excretion
of individual POPs is largely driven by a combination of fugacity (differences between bear and food concentrations) and the digestibility of
the food. The results of the present study are substantiated by a principal
components analysis, which also demonstrates a strong role for log Kow in
governing the excretion of different POPs in grizzly bears. Collectively,
the present study’s results reveal that grizzly bears experience a vegetation-associated drawdown of POPs previously acquired through the
consumption of salmon, to such an extent that net biomagnification is
reduced.
390 Assessing toxicity of dietary Aroclor 1268 exposure in American
mink (Neovison vison) as a surrogate model for marine mammals
W.R. Folland, Dept of Animal Science; S.J. Bursian, J.L. Newsted,
Michigan State Univ / Wildlife Toxicology Laboratory Dept of Animal
Science; S.D. Fitzgerald, Michigan State Univ / Dept of Pathobiology and
Diagnostic Investigation; P.C. Fuchsman, ENVIRON International Corp;
M.J. Zwiernik, Michigan State Univ / Animal Science Vet Med
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) from the commercial mixture Aroclor
1268 were released into the Turtle-Brunswick River Estuary (TBRE,
southeastern Georgia, USA). Sum PCB concentrations in blubber
samples from TBRE bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) have been
reported more than 10 fold those observed in adjacent regional estuaries and adverse effects have been suspected. Availability of toxicity data

specific to Aroclor 1268 that are applicable to marine mammals are
limited. Predicting toxic effects of Aroclor 1268 is tentative due to the
unique congener profile and associated physiochemical characteristics, such that data from other PCB mixtures may not be transferable.
American mink were chosen as a surrogate model for cetaceans to
develop mammalian PCB toxicity benchmarks. Mink are a suitable surrogate species for cetaceans in toxicity studies because of similarities in
diet and taxonomic class. Mink’s greater sensitivity to PCBs, compared
to other mammals, allows for the application of mink toxicology data
to provide a level of safety for cross-species extrapolations. A variety of
effects in Aroclor 1268-exposed mink were assessed to support development of toxicity reference values for Aroclor 1268 that can be applied to
marine mammals. Further, to elucidate mechanisms of action, reproductive, hematological, endocrine, enzyme induction, and histopathological
effects of Aroclor 1268 in exposed mink were compared to both a
negative control and a positive control of 3,3’,4,4’,5-pentachlorobiphenyl
(PCB 126). Aroclor 1268 dietary exposure concentrations ranged from
1.8 to 29 μg Aroclor 1268/g feed ww, and the positive control contained
0.0005 μg PCB 126/g feed ww. This study provides novel toxicity data
that describe a broad range of endpoint effects of Aroclor 1268 exposure
in mink to aid in the interpretation of PCB concentrations in tissues of
TBRE bottlenose dolphins.
391 Water Requirements and Drinking Rates of Homing Pigeons
During Various Flight Regimens: A NRDA Consideration for
Migratory Birds
J. Moye, C.A. Pritsos, Univ of Nevada Reno / Agriculture Nutrition and
Veterinary Sciences
Access to sources of water is essential along a bird’s migratory flyway.
Stopover sites along a migratory flyway serve as areas to rest, refuel
and rehydrate. Contamination of these sites through anthropometric
or natural causes may lead to a bird’s exposure to the contaminants and
may result in injury and lead to disruption of migration and/or compromised flying ability. In order to determine evidence for injury to a
natural resource such as migratory birds in Natural Resource Damage
Assessment (NRDA) development, it is essential to not only know the
concentration of a given contaminant in the water source but also the
quantity and rate of water consumption by the birds drinking from it.
Currently, most avian water consumption data is collected in captive,
non-flying birds. Homing pigeons (Columba livia) were used to assess
drinking rates during various flight regimens. Results demonstrate that
homing pigeons’ water consumption is dramatically different when
assessed according to different consumption scenarios (flying vs. resting).
The birds drank on average 34% more water on flight days than nonflight days. Additionally, a significant, positive correlation was observed
between flight distance and amount of water consumed after the period
of flight activity. A gorge drinking behavior was also observed after flight
as pigeons drank at the highest rate in the first 30 minutes after returning to the home loft, and rates decreased sequentially following this
initial period. The water consumption rate in the first 30 minutes was
as much as 11 times higher than the overall 24 hour water consumption
rate. Behaviors exhibited by pigeons after flight suggest that birds arriving at a contaminated stopover site following a long migratory bout may
be at an increased risk of injury due to the rapid rate of water consumption upon arrival. These factors need to be considered when establishing
regulatory limits for chemical contamination of water sources for migratory birds. This work was funded in part by the Nevada Agricultural
Experiment Station.
392 Dabbling in wastewater: The toxicological potential of a novel
winter habitat in mallard ducks (Anas platyrhynchos)
P.O. Welsh, Biological Sciences; C.A. Paszkowski, K.B. Tierney, Univ of
Alberta / Biological Sciences
Wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) can provide novel habitat for
waterfowl during winter by creating areas of warm, open water that
can have potential fitness costs associated with their occupation. As
secondary clarified effluent water (SCEW) may contain a myriad of
xenobiotic compounds (e.g., bisphenol A, pharmaceuticals), there may
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exist a risk to mallard duck (Anas platyrhynchos) health using these
sites from late-September to mid-March. To assess toxicological risk,
we performed a 28d developmental exposure using 2d old domestic
ducks. Birds were divided into three treatment groups with two replicates each. Each bird was weighed and gavaged daily with 10 mL/kg
of either municipal tap water, SCEW, or 1 µg/L 17α – ethynylestradiol (EE2), for 28 consecutive days. Blood samples were taken once
per week and birds were sacrificed following the final sample and morphometrics were taken. Metrics of bone growth were seen to increase
in both treatment groups, which was likely related to the stimulation
of chondrocytes by estrogenic activity. Apparent masculinization of
the male phallus occurred in the EE2-exposed males. Total body mass
and internal organ weights did not differ between groups. To further
investigate estrogenicity of SCEW, the presence of vitellogenin in
plasma samples will be assessed using western blot analysis. Plasma
corticosterone and thyroid hormone concentrations will be evaluated
using enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays. Exposure to SCEW during development may have implications for mallard health. However,
transient adult use of WWTP facilities is unlikely to cause detrimental or long term toxic effects, despite harsh environmental conditions.
Use of the WWTP may not be physiologically damaging to adult
birds but may attract mallards to stay in poor quality habitat during
winter.

Ecological Models for Assessing the Risks of
Chemicals and Other Stressors – Part 2: From
Individuals to Populations
393 Quantifying the Effects of Pesticide Exposure on Annual
Reproductive Success of Birds
M.A. Etterson, R.S. Bennett, USEPA / ORD NHEERL Mid Continent
Ecology Division
The Markov chain nest productivity model (MCnest) was developed for
quantifying the effects of specific pesticide-use scenarios on the annual
reproductive success of simulated populations of birds. Each nesting attempt is divided into a series of discrete phases (e.g., egg laying,
incubation, nestling rearing), and results from avian toxicity tests are
used to represent the types of effects possible in the field during each
breeding phase. The expected exposure dose each day throughout the
breeding season can be compared to the toxicity thresholds assigned to
each breeding phase to determine whether the nest attempt is at risk. The
primary output of the model is an estimate of the number of successful
nest attempts per female per year, which is multiplied by the number
of fledglings per successful nest to estimate the number of fledglings
per female per breeding season (i.e., annual reproductive success). We
present a series of MCnest simulations to demonstrate the extent to
which the magnitude of change in annual reproductive success can be
affected by considering life history attributes and the timing of pesticide
applications relative to a species’ typical breeding phenology. For a given
pesticide-use scenario, MCnest can identify which species are at greatest
risk. By allowing multiple species to be run under a single scenario, it
can also help to identify the life-history traits that contribute to a species’
vulnerability to a given pesticide-use scenario. It also can determine
which application dates have the greatest impact and demonstrate the
extent to which pesticide characteristics (e.g., residue half-life, mode of
action) affect productivity. MCnest goes beyond the current qualitative
screening-level assessments of risks to avian reproduction to provide an
approach for quantifying the reduction in annual reproductive success by
integrating species life history and timing of pesticide exposures, despite
limitations in existing information on species life history and toxicity
responses from existing laboratory tests.
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394 Assessing the “Value Added” of Higher Tier Ecological Risk
Assessments of Pesticides
K.G. Sappington, USEPA / Office of Pesticide Programs; G.B. Thursby,
USEPA / Office of Research Development; M.A. Ruhman, USEPA / Office
of Pesticide Programs
Pesticide ecological risk assessments (ERA) conducted at the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) generally follow a tiered
process. The first tier consists of screening-level approaches which
typically require minimal chemical-specific information, produce
high estimates of exposure, and often express risk on a deterministic
basis (e.g., as a risk quotient). When necessary, higher tier ERAs are
conducted which require more information on pesticide exposure and
effects. The spatial and temporal scale of risk are often considered at
higher tiers, and risk may be expressed on a probabilistic basis. Higher
tier assessments also may address risk at the population and community
levels. The decision to conduct higher tier assessments depends on the
risk mitigation decisions being considered, the nature of the ecological risks, and the degree of uncertainty associated with lower tier risk
estimates. Because higher tier ERAs require much greater resources and
time to conduct, it is appropriate to ask the question: What value do higher
tier ERAs provide in the context of pesticide regulatory decisions? In this
presentation, we evaluate results of ERAs conducted using deterministic,
probabilistic, and population-level methods for the insecticide endosulfan, which is currently undergoing phase out in the U.S. Specifically, we
evaluate risk information produced at different ERA tiers with respect to
aquatic organisms and identify exposure and effects scenarios that substantially alter the ecological risk profile at higher ERA tiers—especially
as it relates to the integration of time-varying exposure concentrations
using population-modeling techniques. Results of this research provide
insight as to when the investment of additional resources for conducting
higher tier ERAs is most likely to benefit regulatory decision making.
395 Are standard testing preparing us to parameterize population
models for environmental risk assessment?
A. Palmqvist, Roskilde Univ / Dept of Environmental Social and Spatial
Change; A. Gergs, RWTH Aachen Univ / Dept of Environmental Social and
Spatial Change
Although not always explicitly stated in all chemical legislations, the ultimate goal of environmental risk assessment (ERA) is to protect ecosystem
structure and function. The functional biological units of ecosystems are
populations of interacting species and as such focus on protecting population persistence should have high priority in ERA. To move away from
indirect estimates of population fitness and ecosystem health towards
more ecologically relevant risk predictions, use of population models to
predict population level effects of chemicals is slowly gaining momentum. However, if population-models are to be used routinely in ERA of
chemicals, data necessary to parameterize such models has to be easily
acquired from standard long-term testing. Different types of models will
require different levels of detail (e.g., in temporal resolution of data) as
well as measurement of potentially different end-points to serve as input
parameters to the models. An important step is therefore to establish a
general knowledge about data requirements for parameterizing different types of population-models, identify potential inadequacies in data
material produced according to standard test guidelines, and convey this
information to stakeholders involved in ERA. A semi-generic populationmodel was developed to meet the request from stakeholders concerning
models that are generic enough to represent groups of species and average
scenarios while still specific enough to precisely address specific questions. Data requirements for the model, which is based on dynamic
energy budget theory, include endpoints and/or temporal resolution that
is sometimes but not always generated from standard test guidelines. Test
guidelines (OECD and US-EPA) for 7 invertebrate species were analyzed
to explore in more detail what is required from standard testing to meet
model requirements, and to what extent current guidelines fulfill these
requirements. The guidelines covered 2 pelagic, 3 sediment-associated
and 2 soil species. The analysis revealed that for pelagic species few
guideline adjustments would be required to produce the data necessary for
parameterizing this type of model. In contrast, the current guidelines do
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not readily produce the required data for the sediment-associated and in
particular the soil species included in the analysis. The analysis highlights
the importance of continuously reviewing and adjusting existing guidelines according to new developments within ERA.
396 Why modeling? Benefits of population models for risk assessors
M. Wang, WSC Scientific GmbH / Dept Efate Modeling
While population modeling is used occasionally as a higher tier risk
assessments of chemicals, it is not yet fully integrated into the present
risk assessment scheme. This is partly due to the fact that population
models are complex and not easy to understand by non-experts, but it is
also due to concerns regarding the reliability and realism of population
models. For example, it is often stated that there are large uncertainties
in complex population models and that some data needed to address a
specific risk may not be available. We therefore evaluate the uncertainties
and the realism involved in population models and compare them with
those of standard risk assessments. We show which benefits these models
offer to risk assessors, particularly for reducing uncertainties included in
standard risk assessments. While all data used in standard risk assessment are also included in population-level risk assessments, much more
additionally data are usually considered in the latter. In addition, effects
can be studied in greater depth, determining which ecological or toxicological factors mainly influence the risk for a particular species and under
which conditions/scenarios a risk may occur. Safety factors are used in
standard risk assessment, which may or may not be large enough to cover
uncertainties and natural variability. However, modeling approaches are
often fully probabilistic, ensuring that even rare events (e.g. particularly
high exposure in few animals or effects in years with very unfavorable
weather conditions) can be studied. The comparison of population-level
risk assessments vs. standard risk assessments shows how risk assessors
can greatly benefit from using models to reduce uncertainties of standard
risk assessments by taking all our knowledge of a species into account
instead of focusing only on exposure and toxicity.
397 Evaluating honeybee protection goals using the BEEHAVE model
P. Thorbek, P. Campbell, H. Thompson, Syngenta / Environmental Safety
In recent year the debate about what is causing the decline of honeybees
in some parts of the world has been intense. Taking a precautionary principle the European Food Safety Agency (EFSA) has recently issued new
guidance documents for risk assessment of plant protection products to
honeybees. The protection goals were operationally defined as colony size
(number of bees) and effects should not exceed a 7% reduction and there
were additional limits to forager losses [1]. These protection goals were
set using a honeybee model available at the time [2, 3], which is very simple and has several shortcomings relative to the recent EFSA Opinion
on Good Modelling Practice [4]. Here, we use a more realistic and
well-tested honeybee model, BEEHAVE, [3, 5] to explore the potential
impact of forager losses on the colony. BEEHAVE combines in-hive
processes with landscape level forage availability via a foraging module.
We used two measures of bee losses that would be generated from different types of studies: RFID (forager mortality per trip as a multiple
of control) and colony assessment (mortality as a fixed proportion of
all workers). We also show how appropriate controls scenarios may be
developed. Control settings had large impact on colony health and resilience so we aimed for settings that allowed control colonies to survive
while leaving them vulnerable to stressors. Low sugar concentrations
in nectar were not compatible with long foraging distances as colonies
quickly failed. The colonies are generally most sensitive to worker losses
outside of the breeding season, but as exposure is unlikely outside the
foraging season it is of limited relevance in the real world. It appears that
the colonies are far more resilient to forager losses than predicted by the
Khoury model. BEEHAVE predicts that even 3 times the current proposed EFSA negligible effect level of 7% will still have a negligible effect
on colony strength and over-wintering success. References: [1] EFSA
Journal 2013 11(7):3295. [2] Khoury et al. 2011; PLoS ONE 6, e18491.
[3] Becher et al. 2013. Journal of Applied Ecology. DOI: 10.1111/13652664.12112. [4] EFSA Journal 2014 12(3):3589. [5] Becher et al. 2014.
doi: 10.1111/1365-2664.12222

398 Models and Experiments Reveal that Contaminant-Induced
Changes to Behavior can Cause Population Declines by Altering
Species Interactions
J.R. Rohr, D.J. Civitello, Univ of South Florida / Dept of Integrative
Biology; J. Kerby, Univ of South Dakota / Biology; J. Niedzwiecki, Belmont
Univ; T. Sesterhenn, Morningside College; A. Sih, Univ of California Davis
It is well documented that contaminants can cause population declines
through direct effects and density-mediated indirect effects, such as
when a contaminant directly reduces survival or fecundity or when it
indirectly reduces survival by reducing the density of food resources.
What remains unclear is if contaminants can cause population declines
through trait-mediated, rather than density-mediated, indirect effects.
For instance, can a contaminant cause population declines if it only
causes changes in the behaviors of an organism that subsequently affect
the strength of its interactions with natural enemies? Here, we present
the results of a series of experiments showing that ecologically relevant
concentrations of the herbicide atrazine had no direct effects on the
survival of streamside salamanders, a species of conservation concern,
or its primary predator, green sunfish. However, atrazine increased the
motor activity and drift rates and reduced the refuge use of streamside
salamander larvae, which subsequently increased their consumption by
green sunfish, a trait-mediated indirect effect. We then parameterized
a stochastic version (using a Gillespie algorithm) of a continuous-time
meta-patch (series of connected pools) model that captured the ecology
of the system, including negative density dependence, and parameterized
the model with experimental data. Although the strength of the atrazine
effect on salamander populations depended on the dose, duration, and
seasonal timing of atrazine, the model demonstrated that, in general, the
trait-mediated indirect effects of atrazine alone were sufficient to cause
population declines and increase extirpations of streamside salamanders.
Had we taken the approach of most population models in toxicology and
ignored species interactions, we would have misestimated the potential
impacts of atrazine on the population viability of this species. These
results emphasize the importance of linking models with experiments
and taking a community- or ecosystem-level approach to ecological risk
assessment. We conclude with a discussion of recent empirical and theoretical advances in community and ecosystem ecotoxicology that should
facilitate community- and ecosystem-level ecological risk assessment.
399 A spatially-explicit, rule-based approach to predicting and managing mosquito populations
D. Dawson, Environmental Toxicology; C.J. Salice, TTU / The Inst of
Environmental and Human Health / Environmental Toxicology
A major goal in ecotoxicology, applied ecology and risk assessment is
to predict the environmental outcomes of anthropogenic activities.
This is an especially challenging task given the variability inherent in
natural systems. The current state of the science involves combining
laboratory-collected data with population models to place observed
effects of toxicants in an ecological context. This type of approach
has been applied, for example, to the prediction of mosquito population dynamics for vector control purposes. However, efforts in this
area generally have high data and computational requirements, both of
which are sometimes unavailable. An alternative methodology is to use
information more generally known about species’ biology and ecology
to estimate population density. In this novel approach, knowledge of
habitat associations and dispersal patterns of species are combined using
fuzzy logic rules in a geographic information systems environment to
generate a relative density surface which can be further refined as data
become available. We believe this approach holds promise for assessing
risk to naturally occurring populations and demonstrate an application
on mosquito populations. Located in the southern high plains of the
US, Lubbock County, Texas, has a large network of small wetlands that
provide breeding habitat for mosquitoes, as well as an active mosquito
control program. To demonstrate our “rule-based” modeling approach,
we apply these methods to derive spatially explicit estimates of relative mosquito population size in Lubbock County. Multiple aspects of
mosquito ecology, including dispersal, habitat associations, and environmental factors were used to develop density surfaces. By combining these
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surfaces with human density data, we could also predict where mosquito
control efforts, and therefore risks to non-target species, would likely be
greatest. By evaluating a range of potential conditions, we found that
dispersal range and the number of wetland patches considered greatly
influence the distribution and abundance of mosquitoes in the landscape.
More generally, we show that this methodology is highly flexible, is a
potentially useful tool for estimating ecological risk under limited data
conditions, and can be used in a wide range of environmental management applications to reduce risk to non-target organisms but also to focus
vector control efforts where mosquitoes are abundant.
400 Issues in Developing Population Models at the National Scale to
Support Policy Analysis
K. von Stackelberg, NEK Associates LTD
Developing national-scale policies such as contaminant-specific guidelines requires an assessment of potential human health and ecological
benefits of policy implementation. Quantifying ecological benefits can
be challenging, particularly as regulatory emphasis increasingly shifts
to ecosystem services rather than risks to specific receptors. However,
assessment endpoints focus on population-level impacts whether considering specific receptors or ecosystem services more broadly, particularly
to more effectively integrate with economic and other types of analyses
to quantify (and perhaps monetize) potential benefits. But a nationalscale assessment, by definition, must incorporate multiple ecosystem
types and cannot address every impacted population. Using the example
of effluent guidelines for selenium for a specific industry sector, a
national-scale model is developed to quantify population-level impacts
to receiving water bodies. A previously-developed deterministic model
based on bioconcentration factors and predicted water concentrations
protective of wildlife exposures is described in contrast to a proposed
approach that incorporates probabilistic ecosystem-level modeling. The
probabilistic model develops exposure distributions, dose-response
functions and species sensitivity distributions to describe expected
impacts relative to a baseline case and the projected improvement following implementation of several proposed standards. Model outputs
are more easily integrated with willingness-to-pay studies to better
quantify ecological benefits.

Quantitative Adverse Outcome Models and In
Vitro–In Vivo Extrapolation
401 Incorporating In Vitro Measurements of Rainbow Trout
Pituitary, Ovary and Liver Function with Biological Modeling of
Fish Reproduction
I.R. Schultz, Battelle Northwest Laboratories / Marine Science Laboratory
Ecotoxicology Group; L. Harding, C. Monson, Univ of Washington; T.
Cavileer, Univ of Idaho; G. Young, Univ of Washington; J. Nagler, Univ of
Idaho; P. Swanson, NOAA NW Fisheries Science Center
The complete development of an AOP model requires knowledge of
chemical dosimetry along with estimation of dose-dependent perturbations across varying biological scales (cells→organs→systems→organ
ism→populations). In vitro, cell-based assays are expected to provide
the bulk of experimental data for future AOP models while computational or quantitative physiological models are used to extrapolate across
biological scales. To evaluate the feasibility of implementing the AOP
concept for assessment of endocrine disruptors in fishes, we are applying
cellular in vitro assay systems of the rainbow trout pituitary, liver, and
ovary for testing of environmental contaminants. Each assay measures
an essential reproductive endocrine function such as follicle stimulating hormone synthesis and secretion by pituitary cells. In vitro results
(dose-response relationships) are converted to estimates of reproductive success in female trout using a mathematical model of the trout
hypothalamus-pituitary-ovary-liver (HPOL) axis. The model incorporates features of biologically based mammalian and indirect response
models to mathematically describe the critical endocrine components of
the female trout reproductive axis. Estimates of select model parameters
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can be obtained from the in vitro assays using either quantitative (direct
estimation of rate constants) or qualitative (relative change from control
values) approaches. This permits evaluation of practical aspects of
incorporating in vitro results into the model. An overall benefit of the
approach is the ability to integrate effects at multiple target tissues by
incorporation of in vitro data from multiple assay systems. The combination of in vitro testing with HPOL modeling provides estimates
of target tissue levels that would be considered adverse (e.g. LOEC,
AC50 or other internal dose metric). The corresponding environmental exposure levels needed to achieve adverse tissue concentrations is
estimated using a two-compartment clearance-volume toxicokinetic
model. Parameter estimates for the toxicokinetic modeling are primarily obtained from QSAR methods and published physiological data
for trout. This presentation will provide an overview of the process
illustrated with recently collected data from testing of fluoxetine and
tamoxifen. Supported by USEPA-STAR grant R835167.
402 Who’s pulling the strings: investigation of the role of three teleost
estrogen receptors on vitellogenesis
C. Lee Pow, North Carolina State Univ / Dept of Biological Sciences; E.E.
Yost, North Carolina State Univ / National Center for Environmental
Assessment; S.W. Kullman, North Carolina State Univ / Dept of Biological
Sciences
In order to apply the adverse outcome pathway (AOP) framework
towards the hazard assessment of estrogenic endocrine disrupting
compounds (EDCs) in aquatic environments, further investigation
is needed into the molecular initiating events (MIEs) underlying the
piscine response to these compounds. Teleost fish, such as Japanese
medaka (Oryzias latipes), possess three paralogous estrogen receptors
(ERα, ERβ1, and ERβ2) resulting from ancestral genome duplications.
Distinct tissue distribution patterns and ligand binding properties have
been identified between the ER paralogs, suggesting subfunctionalization, however the respective roles of each ER paralog within the estrogen
signaling AOP remain ambiguous. For instance, while production of the
vitellogenin (VTG) egg yolk protein is a well established and widely used
biomarker within this AOP, it is unclear which ER subtypes are driving VTG induction. In this study, we examine the ligand binding and
transactivational capacities of the three medaka ERs in response to four
steroidal estrogens. Competitive ligand binding assay were conducted
using recombinantly expressed receptor and radiolabeled E2. Transient
transactivation was assessed using in vitro reporter constructs driven by
~ 3Kb of the VTG I or VTG II upstream promoters. Transient transfections of each ER subtype with prototypic ligands suggest that VTG
induction may be mediated through all three medaka ERs. However,
binding studies demonstrate defined differences in ligand interactions
between the three ER subtypes, with ERβ1 and ERβ2 showing preferential binding to 17b-estradiol. Further studies are underway to examine
the specific interaction of medaka ER paralogs with estrogen response
elements found within both VTG I and VTG II promoter regions. This
study provides insight into the gene-receptor-ligand paradigm underlying vitellogenesis in teleost fish.
403 Linking sublethal neuroendocrine effects of contaminants on the
hypothalamic-gonadal-pituitary axis to adverse outcomes in fish
B.M. Armstrong, C.A. Murphy, Michigan State Univ / Fisheries and
Wildlife; N. Basu, McGill Univ / Dept of Environmental Health Sciences;
M.J. Carvan, Univ of Wisconsin Milwaukee / School of Freshwater Sciences;
J. Head, McGill Univ / Natural Resource Sciences; F.W. Goetz, NOAA
/ Northwest Fisheries Science Center; R. Klingler, Univ of Wisconsin
Milwaukee; A. Arini, K. Mittal, McGill Univ / Natural Resource Sciences
Linking key molecular initiating events to adverse outcomes is an
important component of the adverse outcome pathway (AOP). An AOP
that relates mechanistic data with individual-level adverse reproductive
outcomes in order to predict population-level impacts is currently being
developed. The hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal axis (HPG) is critical
in the development and regulation of an organism’s reproductive system.
Many end products of the hormonal cascade that occur within the fish
HPG are controlled by the upstream release of the neurotransmitters
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gamma-aminobutyric acid and dopamine. Molecular initiating events
within the HPG are likely to arise as many toxicants have been known to
cause inhibition of neurotransmitter receptor binding, enzyme activity and uptake transportation. Previous models have been developed to
simulate the fish HPG axis however did not include a neurochemical
compartment, which is critical in understanding how contaminants disrupt the upstream components of the HPG axis. Therefore, we adapted a
current fish vitellogenesis model and incorporated a neurochemical compartment to better estimate reproductive effects caused by neurotoxicant
exposure. This model integrates neurochemical results from highthroughput cell-free assays to the changes in an individual’s vitellogenin
production. Results of the model indicate that exposure to toxicants
which interfere with neurotransmission can cause harmful reproductive
effects. Our model outlines an approach that can be used to extrapolate
from in vitro screening assays to predict changes within a population.
404 Modeling a Molecular Initiating Event to Population Effects: A
Case Study of Aromatase Inhibition in Fathead Minnows
K.H. Watanabe, Oregon Health Science Univ / Environmental and
Biomolecular Systems; M.L. Mayo, US Army Engineer Research and
Development Center; D.H. Miller, USEPA / Mid Continent Ecology
Division; W. Cheng, R. Conolly, USEPA; D.L. Villeneuve, USEPA / Mid
Continent Ecology Division; E.J. Perkins, US Army Engineer Research and
Development Center / Environmental Laboratory
An adverse outcome pathway (AOP) conceptually links a molecular initiating event with measureable key events at higher levels of biological
organization that ultimately result in an adverse outcome. Development
of an AOP requires experimental data and scientific expertise to identify key events that occur en route to an adverse outcome. However,
realistic scenarios where an adverse outcome may be observed in the
environment will not be limited to the test conditions that were used in
experimental studies. As such, it would be useful to have a predictive,
quantitative tool that can simulate a wide range of conditions to better
understand how sensitive the adverse outcome is to different degrees
of molecular initiation (e.g., competitive inhibition of an enzyme, or
different ligand-receptor binding affinities) or key events. To illustrate
some of these ideas and create a quantitative AOP model, we linked
three computational models that represent different levels of biological
organization: the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal (HPG) axis; oocyte
growth dynamics; and a population dynamics model. We simulated
aromatase inhibition in fathead minnows exposed to fadrozole, a model
aromatase inhibitor with an HPG axis model that predicted plasma
vitellogenin concentrations as a function of time. The time course of
predicted plasma vitellogenin concentrations was input into the oocyte
growth dynamics model to predict clutch sizes and spawning intervals
which where then used as input into the population dynamics model.
We then investigated the sensitivity of population dynamics to changes
in aromatase inhibition by simulating exposure to different fadrozole
concentrations that were tested experimentally. At the highest concentration of fadrozole tested experimentally, spawning was curtailed. The
case study was able to explore how mild to severe reductions in fecundity affected population dynamics. This is an abstract or a proposed
presentation and does not necessarily reflect USEPA policy. Mention of
trade names or commercial products does not constitute endorsement or
recommendation for use.
405 Quantitative linkages between in vitro assays, molecular biomarkers and traditional toxicity endpoints using the inland silverside
Menidia beryllina
A.C. Mehinto, Southern California Coastal Water Research Project / Dept
of Toxicology; S. Jayasinghe, K.J. Kroll, Univ of Florida / Physiological
Sciences; S.M. Bay, Southern California Coastal Water Research Project /
Toxicology Dept; K.A. Maruya, SCCWRP; N.D. Denslow, Univ of Florida
/ Physiological Sciences
In vitro cell assays are a rapid and efficient way to screen for chemicals based on their ability to interact with specific cell receptors (e.g.
estrogen receptor). The results of these assays could be used to predict
toxicity in vivo. To do so, it is important to understand the quantitative

relationship between in vitro responses and adverse effects observed in
vivo. This study examined the estrogenic potency of four environmental
chemicals frequently detected in wastewater effluent, estrone, bisphenol
A, p-nonylphenol and galaxolide. In vitro assays were conducted using
a transactivation estrogen receptor (ER) reporter assay. As expected,
estrone was the most potent test chemical while the others had weak
estrogenic effects. Two in vivo tests were performed using the inland
silverside Menidia beryllina: a 7-day toxicity test with Menidia larvae
developed by the USEPA and a 21-day toxicity test with juveniles
developed at the University of Florida. Both tests were conducted using
the same four concentrations for each chemical. The toxicity of these
chemicals was investigated using traditional endpoints (growth and
survival) as well as molecular analyses by qPCR. Responses of the in
vitro and qPCR assays were observed at lower concentrations compared
with traditional endpoints. Our findings highlight the importance of
characterizing the relationship between in vitro and in vivo assays in
order to better estimate the toxicity of chemicals in the environment.
406 Bioavailability: a key element in in vitro-in vivo extrapolations
J. Hermens, S.T Droge, F.A. Groothuis, N.I. Kramer, Utrecht Univ / Inst for
Risk Assessment Sciences
One of the bottlenecks in the application of data from in vitro studies
to predict in vivo effects is the limited knowledge on how to extrapolate
the toxic dose from a cell system to a whole organism. In an ideal situation, one would like to have information about the dose at the target
site in the in vitro system and extrapolate that to a dose in the whole
organism. Measuring the target dose, however, is not feasible and one
can use kinetic modeling to predict the target dose from the external
dose in the medium. With modeling, also the dynamic aspects could be
included. A few key elements that have to be considered in the interpretation of dose-response studies and in the extrapolation of in vitro
to in vivo are: (i) the mechanism of action; (ii) the relevant dose metric;
(iii) the actual and the bioavailable dose; (iv) fluctuating exposure in
in vitro and in vivo studies. In this presentation, specific examples of
dose-response relationships from in vitro studies, including effects
studies with fish gill cells, will be presented for a number of different
compounds, including hydrophobic organic compounds (benzo(a)pyrene
and chlorinated aromatic compounds) as well as more polar and ionic
compounds (surfactants). A data set for the effects of cationic surfactants
in fish gill assay show that losses of the test compound due to sorption
to the surface of the well plate increases with increasing chain length
of the surfactants structure. When the dose response is based on the
measured concentration instead of added amounts of these surfactants,
the toxicity ranking also changes. These examples clearly show that the
analysis of actual exposure and bioavailable concentrations is essential in
the interpretation of the effects. An algorithm will be presented, based
on simple chemical descriptors, that can be applied to identify those
chemicals that need specific attention in in vitro testing. In addition to
these specific examples, the presentation will also discuss some more
general aspects of the present status, bottlenecks and promising new
developments in research into in vitro-in vivo extrapolations from the
perspective of the dose.
407 Biotransformation in fish cell lines to predict bioconcentration in
fish: A case study with benzo(a)pyrene
J. Stadnicka-Michalac, F. Weiss, Eawag / Dept of Environmental
Toxicology; M. Knöbel, Eawag Swiss Federal Inst of Aquatic Science
and Technology / Environmental Toxicology; K. Schirmer, Eawag /
Environmental Toxicology
The potential of a chemical to accumulate in organisms is an important criterion in environmental risk assessment. The most commonly
applied method to derive bioconcentration factors (BCF) is the Fish
Bioconcentration Test, which is technically challenging and resource
intensive. Another approach is to predict bioconcentration by means of
toxicokinetic models. Here, one-compartment models assume that an
organism comprises one tank which contains a well-stirred fluid while
multi-compartment models take physiological aspects, such as tissue
distribution of a chemical, into account. In their simplest design, these
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models assume partitioning of chemicals by passive diffusion without
taking biotransformation into account. A more realistic approach is to
include the rate of biotransformation: fish liver metabolic enzyme (S9)
fractions or freshly isolated hepatocytes have thus far been explored to
deliver biotransformation rates in vitro. Based on our experience with
permanent cell lines derived from fish, we set out to test the hypotheses
that i) fish cell lines can be used to derive biotransformation rates; ii)
biotransformation rates from a set of cell lines representing most of the
fish tissues lead to better bioconcentration predictions than liver-derived
cells alone; and that iii) a physiologically-based toxicokinetic (PBTK)
model better reflects bioconcentration than a one compartment model.
We tested benzo(a)pyrene as reference chemical. Three cell lines from
rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) were purposely selected: the liver
cell line, RTL-W1, the gill cell line, RTgill-W1, and the intestinal cell
line, RTgut-GC. When we used the liver cell biotransformation rate in
the one compartment model, the predicted BCF was 15,000 compared
to 21,000 without taking biotransformation into account. In our PBTK
model, assuming that all biotransformation takes place in the liver, we
predicted a BCF of 2,170 compared to 9,500 without biotransformation.
However, when we applied biotransformation rates from all three cell
lines, distinguishing the intestine as important environment-organism
barrier, and taking the gill as representative of other richly perfused
tissue in addition to liver and intestine, our PBTK model predicted a
BCF of 1000-1200 compared to 920 reported for rainbow trout. Our
study shows that building a virtual fish from different types of cells may
allow to predict internal concentrations even of quickly biotransformed
chemicals accurately.
408 A quantitative adverse outcome pathway model for thyroid axis
disruption in Xenopus laevis tadpoles
J.W. Nichols, M.W. Hornung, J.J. Korte, J.T. Haselman, J.E. Tietge, S.J.
Degitz, USEPA / ORD NHEERL Mid Continent Ecology Division
The development of Xenopus laevis tadpoles is tightly controlled by the
thyroid hormones tetraiodothyronine (T4) and triiodothyronine (T3).
Toxicity testing efforts have shown that several compounds interfere
with development in X. laevis tadpoles by disrupting the thyroid axis
at one or more control points. The goal of this study was to develop a
quantitative description of the thyroid axis in prometamorphic (NF
stage 54-56) X. laevis tadpoles that could be used to simulate the
normal sequence of developmental events, as well as observed effects
of chemicals interacting with specific cellular targets. Attributes of
this model include feedback inhibition of T4 on TSH secretion by the
pituitary/hypothalmus, and TSH-stimulated release of T3 and T4 from
the thyroid gland. TSH impacts on the thyroid gland are mediated by
coordinated upregulation of iodide uptake, thyroglobulin synthesis,
organification of iodide by thyroperoxidase (TPO), and thyroglubulin
proteolysis. Sustained high levels of TSH also stimulate an increase
in gland size. This relatively simple feedback structure confers a high
level of stability to model predictions of circulating T3 and T4. Model
parameters were derived from detailed observations on test animals
(e.g., thyroid follicle cell number per organism), changes in mRNA
expression for selected proteins (e.g., thyroid stimulating hormone),
studies of X. laevis thyroid gland explants, and by fitting simulations to
measured levels of T3 and T4 in thyroid glands and plasma. The model
accounts for potential chemical impacts on several key processes including competitive inhibition of the sodium-iodide symporter (NIS; as by
perchlorate), competitive and non-competitive inhibition of TPO (as by
methimazole and 6-propylthiouracil, respectively), displacement of T4
from binding proteins in plasma, and changes in hepatic clearance of
T3 and T4. The contents of this abstract do not necessarily constitute or
reflect USEPA policy.
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Fish Consumption as a Driver of Risk Management
Decisions and Human Health-Based Water Quality
Criteria
409 Dietary survey study design considerations for fish consumption
studies used in regulatory decision making
M.R. Garry, Center for Toxicology and Mechanistic Biology
Human health water quality criteria and sediment quality standards
include assumptions about uptake of chemicals into fish and consumption of those fish by people. The fish consumption rates used to derive
these regulatory guidelines are based on dietary surveys of fish consumption. Use of the most appropriate survey methodology is critical
for developing reliable and accurate estimates of fish consumption. The
two basic survey instrument types used in most fish consumption studies
conducted for use in regulatory decision making are food frequency and
24-hour recall surveys. Food frequency surveys cover a longer period of
time, so may reveal long-term intake patterns, but the accuracy of recall
suffers over the longer period of time. Respondents are typically asked to
reflect on frequency of consumption over the last year. This accounts, to
some degree, for variability of consumption patterns by season. Shorter
recall periods may marginally improve accuracy, but with a corresponding loss of the ability to characterize longer-term population variability.
The 24-hour recall is likely to more accurately reflect intake during the
survey period (i.e., 24 hours), but may miss daily variation on an individual level, or seasonal variation on a population level. In addition, because
fish consumption rate estimates used for regulatory decision making
typically exclude non-consumers, anyone who did not eat any fish type
on the day preceding a 24-hour recall is treated as a non-consumer and
excluded. This will tend to bias the dataset toward higher consumption
rates, overestimating actual fish consumption in the full population.
Although the 24-hour recall does not capture day-to-day variability on
an individual level, on a population level it may provide a more accurate
account of the consumption rate than the food frequency survey method,
because recall is more accurate for a recent, short period. Ideally each
participant would be surveyed two or more times over multiple seasons
to capture individual and seasonal variation. In addition, information
on intake of other dietary components would be collected along with
fish consumption in order to validate the fish consumption rates in the
context of total energy intake.
410 Analysis of Site-Specific Creel/Angler Survey Data for a
Contaminated Urban River
B. Ruffle, S. Baird, AECOM / Water and Natural Resources; G. Kirkwood,
AECOM / Remediation Consulting and Engineering; J. Breidt, Colorado
State Univ / Dept of Statistics
Site-specific angler surveys provide valuable data for use in human health
risk assessments of contaminated sediment sites where fish consumption is an important exposure pathway. For water bodies where fishing
licenses are not required, the target population is diverse or unknown,
or literacy or language barriers may be issues, on-site interviews are the
preferred method of collecting data on anglers’ fishing and consuming behaviors (USEPA 1992; 1998). We discuss a creel/angler survey
(CAS) conducted on the lower 17-mile stretch of the Passaic River in
the Newark, New Jersey area. The Lower Passaic River Study Area
(LPRSA) is located in a highly industrialized and urbanized area with
a large and diverse population. A year-long survey was conducted to
understand fishing patterns, catch and consumption behaviors, and
demographics of anglers who fish in the LPRSA. The CAS included
both angler counts and on-site interviews. On 164 survey days, observations of anglers fishing throughout the Study Area were recorded,
including location, gender, approximate age, and whether previously
observed. On 136 survey days, interview teams were stationed at access
sites to intercept anglers and capture information on fishing patterns,
catch, consumption preferences, as well as demographic characteristics.
Intercepted anglers were asked what months they fish and how many
times they fished the Study Area in the prior two months. A statistical model uses the results of the counts and interviews to estimate the
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number of monthly fishing trips taken by each of the unique anglers
interviewed during the survey, as well as angler weights. Results are discussed, including number of fishing trips to the Study Area, population
size, catch preferences, and consumption estimates. The CAS data are
being used to inform the analysis of the fish consumption pathway in the
site-specific human health risk assessment of the Study Area.
411 Mercury Exposure and Consumption of Freshwater Fish: A
Longitudinal Study
Z. Dong, Harvard School of Public Health / Environmental Health; R.C.
Jim, E.L. Hatley, Local Environmental Action Demanded Agency; A.S.
Backus, Harvard School of Public Health; J.P. Shine, Harvard School of
Public Health / Dept of Environmental Health; J.D. Spengler, Harvard
School of Public Health; L.A. Schaider, Harvard School of Public Health /
Dept of Environmental Health
Methylmercury (MeHg) exposure through fish consumption is a worldwide health concern. Consumption of saltwater fish accounts for the
majority of dietary MeHg exposure in the general U.S. population, but
less is known about MeHg exposure patterns among millions of freshwater fish anglers, and few studies examined seasonality and correlation
among family members in MeHg exposure through fish consumption.
This study examined the association between MeHg exposure and fish
consumption in a rural, inland population relying on the Grand Lake
watershed (northeast Oklahoma, USA) for recreational and subsistence
fishing. 151 participants were interviewed repeatedly over five seasons
using a 90-day recall food frequency questionnaire (FFQ ), which
assessed both general and species-specific fish consumption, and their
hair samples were tested for total mercury (THg). Mean hair THg was
0.27 μg/g (n = 595, range: 0.0044 - 3.1 μg/g), with 4% of participants
above USEPA’s guideline for women of childbearing age and children
(1.1μg/g). Mean fish consumption rate was 58 g/d (95% CI: 49 - 67
g/d), similar to that of the general U.S. population. However, unlike
the general U.S. population, freshwater fish contributed the majority of
total fish consumed (69%) and dietary Hg exposure (61%) among study
participants, despite relatively low THg in local fish. Extending the fish
consumption patterns of our study cohort to other lakes in the region
with greater mercury bioaccumulation suggests that freshwater anglers
and their families may derive up to 86% of their dietary mercury from
local fish. Hair THg increased with higher rates of fish consumption,
age, and level of education, and were higher among male participants
and lower in winter. This is one of the first studies to perform a thorough
evaluation of fish consumption among freshwater anglers, and our results
suggest that MeHg exposure and risk assessment for inland populations
should evaluate consumption of local freshwater as a main source of
dietary MeHg. Future studies of anglers need to consider seasonality in
fish consumption and MeHg exposure, and include household members
sharing the anglers’ catch.
412 Application of the California sediment quality objectives human
health assessment framework
D. Vidal-Dorsch, S.M. Bay, Southern California Coastal Water Research
Project / Toxicology; S. Moore, SCCWRP; C. Beegan, California State
Water Resources Control Board
The State of California recently established a Sediment Quality
Objective (SQO) to protect human health from the consumption of
fish exposed to sediment associated contaminants. A draft framework
has been developed to assess if sediment at a site or waterbody meets
the SQO. The framework follows a tiered process using two indicators:
consumption risk to humans and sediment linkage. Tier I screening
determines if sediments in a waterbody pose a potential human health
hazard and warrant further evaluation. Tier II determines if human consumers are at risk from bioaccumulated contaminants and to what degree
the bioaccumulation is linked to sediment contamination. This study
investigated the outcome of applying the draft framework to sixteen
California areas to evaluate sediment quality impacts from chlordanes,
DDTs, PCBs and dieldrin. The results indicate that sediment concentrations of DDTs, dieldrin and chlordanes in most areas were unlikely to
exceed the human health SQO. However, sediment PCBs were linked

to unacceptable health risk in several areas including Los Angeles and
Long Beach Harbors, San Diego Bay and portions of San Francisco Bay.
The results were comparable to previous assessments using other evaluation methods. Assessment outcomes can be strongly affected by factors
such as seafood species and dataset selection. Results from this study will
help to refine the draft framework and to produce a standardized assessment method for use in the identification of water bodies of concern, to
determine permit compliance and to inform management actions.
413 The Uses of the Fish Consumption Rate as it Relates to a Tribal
Community
R. O’Rourke, Port Gamble S'Klallam Tribe / Natural Resources
The fish consumption rate is a per-capita estimate of total daily finfish
and shellfish from local waters used to calculate water and sediment
quality standards. In Washington, tribal consumption has been the
main focus due to tribal members’ increased exposure to modern and
legacy pollutants through subsistence and ceremonial treaty harvest.
Tribal members’ access to fishing, shellfish harvest, and hunting as well
as natural resource co-management is protected by treaty with the U.S.
federal government in order to ensure cultural practices are preserved.
While much effort has been made on deriving an accurate and protective
fish consumption rate based on tribal surveys, much of that work will
not be taken into account when determining cleanup standards since is
often limited by policy and practically by natural/regional background
and detection limits. These decisions can substantially impact the selection and effectiveness of remedies. Any toxics reduction is important to
consider, even if the final standard is still above human health-risk levels
based on tribal exposure scenarios. While a state agency might consider
one alternative marginally beneficial, a tribal community might consider
those same options to be a dramatic improvement. Therefore, it is important to collaborate with the local community in order to select remedies
that address concerns related to designated uses and treaty rights. In
addition, state agencies should work with tribal communities to address
what further steps should be taken to reduce health risks when cleanup
standards are still above health-based standards. These issues will be
presented in the context of the Port Gamble S’Klallam community and
the cleanup of Port Gamble Bay.
414 Effect of Probabilistic Methods on Human Health Ambient
Water Quality Criteria
P.D. Anderson, M. Buonanduci, ARCADIS US Inc
When using the traditional deterministic approach to deriving Ambient
Water Quality Criteria (AWQC) protective of human health, point estimates are selected to represent exposure parameters such as body weight,
drinking water intake, and fish consumption rate. Typically, high-end
or maximum values are chosen to represent most of these parameters,
which, when combined, lead to unlikely exposure scenarios and overestimates of potential risk. The phenomenon of a combination of high-end
assumptions leading to an overestimate of risk is known as “compounded
conservatism.” In contrast to the deterministic approach, the probabilistic approach accounts for variability within populations by allowing
one or more of the exposure parameters to be defined as distributions of
potential values (i.e., probability density functions). The result is a distribution of potential risk representing a range of possible exposures. The
probabilistic approach, therefore, provides explicit estimates of potential
risk for different segments of the population, including both the typical
members of the population (e.g., arithmetic mean or 50th percentile)
and individuals with high-end exposures (e.g., the 90th, 95th or 99th
percentiles). As long as one or more of the exposure parameters used to
estimate risk is defined as a distribution of values, the outcome will be a
distribution of estimated risks. To derive AWQC using the information
developed by the probabilistic approach, regulators need to determine
the level of protection that will be afforded to a given segment of the
population, recognizing that different segments of the population by
definition will always have varying levels of potential risk. Consequently,
the probabilistic approach explicitly separates risk assessment from risk
management, greatly improving the transparency of the AWQC-setting
process. This presentation describes: how the probabilistic approach
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can be applied to the derivation of AWQC; that the resultant AWQC
depend on both the inputs to the probabilistic approach and the risk
management decisions made when interpreting the resulting distributions of risk; and that probabilistically-derived AWQC can be more or
less stringent than existing deterministically-derived AWQC.
415 Human Health Criteria Adoption Process in Washington State Critical Policy Decisions
C. Niemi, Washington Dept of Ecology / Water Quality Program
The State of Washington, Department of Ecology, began rule-making
to adopt human health toxics criteria for surface waters, based on Clean
Water Act requirements, in September 2012, with a goal of final criteria
adoption by the end of 2014. That move began a fast-paced process to
(1) define risk management questions that would need answers before
new draft criteria could be calculated, (2) prepare and present background information for use by the public and decision-makers, (3) discuss
potential impacts to discharge permits, and (4) work with interested
parties to gain input on special concerns or issues with adoption of new
criteria. Because Washington is currently under federal rule for human
health criteria, the state was, and is, confronted with many state-specific
decisions on risk management in this effort to adopt new criteria directly
into a state rule. As of this writing (May 2014 – prior to release of a draft
rule), the risk management decisions that have prompted the greatest
interest from all parties appear to be cancer risk levels and the fish consumption rate (including whether to include salmon) used in the criteria
equations. Several other inputs to the equation are also important, and
address the regulatory and jurisdictional scope of the Clean Water Act,
including the relative source contribution and the bioconcentration
factor. Use of probabilistic or deterministic approaches for criteria calculation has also been an issue that has received attention. This presentation
will briefly describe the public involvement process used by Washington
prior to development of the formal draft rule, the rationale for some
of the more important risk management decisions incorporated in the
draft criteria calculations, the accompanying development of regulatory
tools used to implement the standards, and how the state’s requirement
to develop a cost-benefit analysis for the rule has influenced discussions.
This presentation is expected to occur just prior to final rule adoption,
thus final state decisions on these risk management questions may or may
not be available for presentation and discussion.
416 What can we achieve with water quality criteria, what should we
expect?
D. Essig, Idaho DEQ / Water Quality
USEPA has proposed new updates to its nationally recommended water
quality criteria for the protection of human health. Washington and
Idaho are in the midst of similar updates to their criteria. Central to
these updates is exposure to water-borne contaminants, and in particular
information, some new, on how much fish people eat, and where that fish
comes from. The current national default fish consumption rate is 17.5 g/
day, USEPA’s 2014 proposal ups this to 22g/day; both exclude marine
fish. Oregon in 2011 adopted a value of 175 g/day to protect its population. Heritage rates as high as 865 g/day have been adopted and approved.
Idaho and Washington’s rate used in criteria calculation are likely to go up
significantly. Increase in the fish consumption rate causes a directly proportional decrease in the ‘fish only’ criteria, while the effect on ‘water+fish’
criteria depends on the strength of bioaccumulation. Resulting criteria
could decrease an order of magnitude or more, such that all or nearly all
waters are likely to be judged as impaired Although founded in science,
water quality criteria for the protection of human health are not just
based on science but also science policy and risk management decisions.
Questions arise surrounding the dual purpose of these criteria; on the one
hand protection of human health and on the other hand control of sources
of contamination. Selected contaminants will be examined to explore
questions such as: Can lower water quality criteria really improve fish
contamination and reduce human exposures? Will we be able to measure
progress? What drives choice of a fish consumption rate, is it recognition
of culturally higher fish consumption rates or protection of human health?
How does environmental justice fit in?
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Endocrine Disrupting Chemicals and
Pharmaceuticals in the Environment: Part 1
417 Interactions of Tetracycline Antibiotics with Fe(II)/Fe(III) Ions
and Their Induced Transformation in Aquatic Systems
C. Huang, Georgia Inst of Technology / School of Civil and Environmental
Engineering; H. Wang, H. Yao, Beijing Jiaotong Univ / Dept of Municipal
and Environmental Engineering; P. Sun, Georgia Inst of Technology / School
of Civil and Environmental Engineering
Tetracycline antibiotics (TCs), widely used in human medicine and
livestock industry, may enter the aquatic environment through wastewater and agricultural runoff. Fe(II/III) ions are among the most common
metal ions in aquatic environments. Owing to the strong tendency of
TCs to complex with metal ions, the interactions between TCs and
Fe(II/III) ions may play an important role in the environmental fate of
both TCs and iron species. Our study showed that Fe(III) ions (20240 mM) could induce oxidative degradation of tetracycline (TTC),
oxytetracycline (OTC) and chlorotetracycline (CTC) (40-200 mM)
without any light exposure in clean reagent water (pH 5-9) and natural
water (pH 7.2-7.8) samples. The promoted degradation likely occurred
via complexation of Fe(III) ion with TCs’ C4-dimethylamino group
and subsequent oxidation by Fe(III) to yield Fe(II) and TC oxidation
products. Furthermore, our study found that TCs could accelerate the
oxidation of Fe(II) ions at acidic to neutral pH conditions in the presence
of oxygen while degradation of TCs was also observed. The reactions
likely involved (1) oxidation of the Fe(II)-TC complex by dissolved
oxygen to generate a Fe(III)-TC complex, which can enter the Fe(III)induced TC oxidation; and (2) generation of reactive oxygen species
which could also oxidize TC. While humic acid (HA) alone, a component of natural organic matter, could also accelerate the oxidation rate of
Fe(II) ions, the co-existence of up to 20 mg/L of HA with TC (40 mM)
did not interfere with the accelerating effect of TC on the oxidation
rate of Fe(II) (40 mM). Overall, this study shows new evidence that the
interactions of TCs with dissolved iron can induce active redox cycle of
Fe(II)/Fe(III) and lead to degradation of TCs. The study results shed
new insights on the roles that iron species may play in the environmental
fate of TC contaminants.
418 Impact of animal manure separation technologies on steroid hormone distribution - consequences for agricultural practices
M. Hansen, Univ of California Berkeley / Civil Environmental
Engineering Integrative Biology; O. Popovic, Univ of Copenhagen / Dept
of Agriculture and Ecology Section of Plant and Soil Science; E. Bjorklund,
Kristianstad Univ / School of Education and Environment; K. Krogh, Univ
of Copenhagen / Section of Toxicology and Environmental Chemistry; L.
Stoumann, Univ of Copenhagen / Dept of Agriculture and Ecology Section
of Plant and Soil Science; C.S. Jacobsen, Geological Survey of Denmark and
Greenland / Geochemistry; B. Halling-Sørensen, Univ of Copenhagen /
Section of Toxicology and Environmental Chemistry
When steroid hormones are emitted into the environment, they may
have harmful effects on the reproduction system of aquatic life. Until
now, research has primarily focused on human excretion, demonstrating
that steroid hormones reach the aquatic environment due to insufficient
removal in waste water treatment processes. However more recently, it
has been revealed that agricultural practices also may add to the environmental burden of steroid hormones. So far, research activities have
mainly focused on steroid estrogens, but also androgens, progestagens
and glucocorticoids, expressed in the vertebrate steroidogenesis, may
occur at substantial levels in animal manure and should be addressed.
In agricultural practices the animal manure can be applied to the soil as
raw manure, but also as a solid or liquid manure fraction, since current
livestock production facilities utilizes a recently developed technology,
which separates raw animal manure into a solid and a liquid fraction.
This technology offers an improved handling and refined distribution
of the manure nutrients to the farmlands and the possibility to reduce
the environmental impact of manure nutrients, especially avoiding the
surplus load of phosphorous. In the present work we investigated the
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distribution of 9 steroid hormones (pregnenolone, progesterone, dehydroepiandrosterone, androstenedione, testosterone, dihydrotestosterone,
estrone, 17α-estradiol and 17β-estradiol) in raw manure and manure
separates from 10 to 15 different pig farms in Denmark utilizing 4 different separation technologies. Furthermore, we investigated a possible
relationship between the steroid hormone concentration and the different
manure fractions and separation technologies. The chemical steroid
hormone analysis was done by inverse and integrated clean-up pressurized liquid extraction, and further cleaned by a two step solid-phase
extraction before derivatization and finally analyzed by GC-MS/MS.
It was found that the steroid hormones were predominant in the solid
manure separate calling for manure management strategies to reduce
the content of steroid hormones in separated manure solid fraction. This
could potentially be achieved through composting or anaerobic digestion
for biogas production of the solid fraction; however, the effects of these
technologies on steroid hormones need to be verified.
419 Flume experiments on the environmental behaviour and fate of
pharmaceuticals and their key transformation products in streams
Z. Li, ITM; M. Radke, Stockholm Univ / Dept of Applied Environmental
Science ITM
The occurrence and distribution of pharmaceuticals in the environment
have raised concern and consequently have been extensively investigated. Research on the fate of pharmaceuticals in the aquatic system has
shown that microbial transformation in the hyporheic zone – which is
the transition zone between surface water in streams and the adjacent
groundwater and which provides excellent conditions for turnover of
nutrients and organic matter – can be a crucial elimination process.
However, there are still considerable knowledge gaps with respect to
transformation processes and factors constraining them. There is also a
lack of efficient tools to characterize elimination processes on the reach
scale. The presented work addressed these knowledge gaps by studying the influence of water/sediment interactions on the environmental
behavior of pharmaceuticals and their transformation products (TPs). A
bench-scale streaming channel filled with surface water and sediment
was used to simultaneously study the concentration trends of pharmaceuticals and their key TPs in both surface water and sediment pore water
under controlled hydraulic conditions over a 30-day period. Experiments
were carried out with two different morphologies of the water/sediment interface (even surface vs. artificial ripples) to achieve low and high
hyporheic exchange, respectively. Nineteen pharmaceuticals, covering
a wide range of therapeutic classes and physical-chemical properties,
were spiked to yield an initial concentration of 10 µg L-1 in the surface
water. The majority of these parent pharmaceuticals were eliminated
from the test system under both hydraulic conditions, and their TPs
were detected in surface as well as pore water. The pore water concentrations at different horizontal locations indicated heterogeneous water/
sediment interactions, with a more pronounced effect for the sediment
surface having ripples. Nevertheless, there was no significant difference
on the biotransformation rates for most pharmaceuticals between the
two different interface morphologies. The TPs formed in the hyporheic
zone can efficiently reach the surface water, suggesting that certain TPs
are suitable tracers for assessing ongoing transformation of pharmaceuticals on the reach scale. The formation of relatively persistent TPs with
high yield highlights the need of taking key TPs into consideration when
investigating the environmental fate of pharmaceuticals.
420 Potential for environmental loading of antimicrobials and
steroid hormones in livestock wastewater lagoons and vegetated
treatment areas
D.D. Snow, Univ of Nebraska; S. Bartelt-Hunt, Univ of Nebraska Lincoln
/ Civil Engineering; X. Li, Y. Zhang, Univ of Nebraska Lincoln / Civil
and Environmental Engineering; R. McGhee, Univ of Nebraska Lincoln /
School of Natural Resources; L. Durso, D. Miller, US Dept of Agriculture /
Agricultural Research Service
Current livestock production practices often store or treat relatively
large quantities of wastewater and bio-solids typically held in run-off
impoundments, storage lagoons, and directed through a variety of

treatment systems. Grab samples of wastewater and bio-solids suggest
that these facilities accumulate traces of a wide variety of antibiotics and steroid hormones, metabolites and transformation products.
Because wastewater and biosolids are periodically pumped and removed
from lagoons and impoundments and used as a nutrient source and soil
conditioner, these compounds can be released to the environment where
they are subjected to new environmental conditions affecting environmental fate and transport and subsequent potential for biological effects
in soils and aquatic environments. Wetlands and vegetated treatment
strips are increasingly used for managing wastewater and biosolids and
may offer a means to reduce levels of antibiotics and steroid hormones
in livestock wastewater and biosolids. This presentation will compare
concentrations, occurrence and variations of several commonly detected
tetracycline, macrolide, lincosamide, sulfonamide, polyether antibiotics,
as well as estrogens and androgen hormones in livestock facility run-off
and wastewater impoundments. Because of chemical characteristics
and redox conditions in lagoons, antibiotics such as tetracyclines tend
to occur more frequently and at higher concentrations in the bottom
sediments and bio-solids than other less sportive compounds such as the
lincosamide and sulfonamide antibiotics. Expected loading rates to soils
from irrigation and application of bio-solids to crops from these sources
will be estimated and compared to estimated loading from a recently
completed study of vegetated treatment area used to manage nutrients in
feeding pen run-off. Site specific management practices of each system
will likely dictate the benefits and trade-offs between nutrient and residual pharmaceutical levels released to soils and surface run-off in each of
the systems compared.
421 Assessment of the changes in the levels of endocrine disrupting
chemicals and antibiotics in dairy manure during anaerobic digestion
process
K.M. Noguera-Oviedo, Chemistry; J. Wallace, SUNY Buffalo; D.S. Aga,
State Univ of New York Buffalo / Dept of Chemistry
Dairy manure is often applied as fertilizer. Naturally excreted estrogens
by mammals are known as potent endocrine disruptors, while applied
antibiotics may lead to the development of antibiotic-resistant genes
(ARGs). Because the dairy industry is a major contributor to New York
State’s economy, its waste presents a substantial risk to ecosystem health
surrounding dairy farms. Thus it is important to assess the presence of
contaminants and ARGs, and current treatment methods to provide
a framework for future clean-up strategies. In this study, the presence of estrogens, antibiotics and ARGs in dairy manure treated with
advanced digestion is assessed. Raw and processed manure samples
from an anaerobic system were assessed for estrogens, antibiotics and
the presence of the resistant genes tet(O), tet(W), ermF, sul1, and sul2 for
resistance to common veterinary antibiotics. Manure effluents were
sampled during winter and spring. The detection of estrogens was
achieved using gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC/MS),
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), while yeast estrogen
screen (YES) assay was performed to determine the estrogenic activity of the samples. Liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry
(LC/MS/MS) allowed the detection of antibiotics, whereas quantitative
polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) was used for the quantification of
ARGs. Standard addition and isotope dilution allowed the quantification of antibiotics (sulfonamides and tetracyclines) by LC/MS/MS with
reliable measurements. Isotope dilution was used for the quantification
of estrogens, allowing recoveries between 85% and 95% for estrogens
by GC/MS. Estradiol-equivalent (E2-eq) concentrations measured by
ELISA follow the same trend shown by the estrogenic activity detected
in the samples, through the different sampling stages. Together, GC/
MS and ELISA brought complementary information on estrogen concentrations. The presence of ARGs tet(O), tet(W), ermF, sul1, and sul2
were confirmed.
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422 Fate and Transport of Antibiotics and Antibiotic Resistance
Genes during Historic Colorado Flooding
J.S. Wallace, Chemistry; E. Lipscomb, Virginia Tech; M. Arabi,
Colorado State Univ; A. Pruden, Virginia Tech / Via Dept of Civil and
Environmental Engineering; D.S. Aga, State Univ of New York Buffalo /
Dept of Chemistry
Antibiotics and Antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) have been considered contaminants of emerging concerns. The dissemination of ARG
is generally thought to be associated with selection pressure resulting from residual antibiotics in the environment, and transported by
physical means including runoff, stream flow and sediment transport.
The unprecedented flooding in the South Platte River Basin, Colorado,
provided a unique case and environment to study the mechanism of
transport and introduction of antibiotics and ARGs into pristine areas.
The South Platte River Basin is of particular interest due to the presence of a comparatively pristine origin in the Rocky Mountains and well
defined regions of urban and agricultural influence downstream. Samples
were collected directly following the floods in the pristine, urban
and agricultural areas. All samples were analyzed for the presence of
macrolide, sulfonamide, and tetracycline antibiotics via liquid chromatography- tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). This presentation
will focus on the analytical method using wrong way round ionization
for the simultaneous analysis of various antibiotics, and the results of the
sampling events after the flooding. For the first time, sulfamethoxazole
(SMX) was detected in previously pristine areas at 0.75 ng L-1 after the
flood, and concentrations of SMX and other antibiotics decreased to
below the limits of detection during subsequent sampling. Results of
ARG analysis will be corroborated with the antibiotics concentrations
from each sampling site.
423 Teratogenic Retinoic Acids in Aqueous Environment
J. Hu, Peking Univ / College of Urban Environmental Sciences; X. Wu, J.
Jinag, Y. Wan, Peking Univ; J. Giesy, Univ of Saskatchewan
Retinoic acids (RAs) are essential for physiological processes such
as reproduction, cell proliferation and differentiation, vision, and
embryonic development. However, inappropriate retinoid signaling is
thought to play an important role in abnormal morphological development, and thus may be responsible for the increasing incidence of frog
malformations observed in North America. Although the infections
with parasites that was related to eutrophication was thought to be the
mechanism of malformation, the causes for frog deformities still remain
controversial. Some clues point to RAs including all-trans-RA (atRA),
13-cis-RA (13cRA) and 9-cis-RA (9cRA) or RA mimics. These
substances could be the cause of malformations through regulation of
RA receptor (RAR)-mediated signaling if they occurred in the surface
waters or algae and vegetation eaten by tadpoles. However, as one of the
first identified morphogens in vertebrates, RAs were generally thought
of as vertebrate-specific hormones, and there was no evidence that
RAs were found in the eutrophic environment. In addition, RAs are
biosynthesized from vitamin A via retinal, and then metabolized into a
variety of oxidative metabolites, and finally these retinoids are excreted
from the body by humans and animals. Thus, RAs can be emerged in
aquatic environment through the discharging of domestic wastewater
from sewage treatment plant (STP). For clarifying the potential sources
of RAs and its related chemicals, we developed a sensitive method for
simultaneously analyzing three RAs, at-RA, 13c-RA, 9c-RA, and
their corresponding 4-oxo metabolites, at-4-oxo-RA, 13c-4-oxo-RA,
and 9c-4-oxo-RA in wastewaters, surface waters, and cyanobacteria
bloom materials using solid-phase extraction and UPLC-ESI-MS/MS.
And using this method, RAs and 4-oxo-RAs were widely detected in
all kinds of samples including the domestic wastewater samples, river
and lake water samples, and the cyanobacteria bloom materials, and
cultured algae samples, and finally found that cyanobacteria blooms are
the major contributor to the RAs in eutrophic lakes. Since eutrophic
lakes and reservoirs are used as sources of drinking water and food, such
as freshwater clams and snails, RAs could also pose a risk to health of
humans.
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424 Oysters Grown on Spatsticks as Biomonitors of Pharmaceuticals
from Septic Tank Contamination of Tidal Creeks
M.C. Black, S.L. Fuller, Univ of Georgia / Dept of Environmental Health
Science
Pharmaceuticals are biologically active molecules, designed to affect
biological processes at very low doses. Surface waters are contaminated
with pharmaceuticals primarily through wastewater treatment plant
discharges. However, in rural coastal areas septic systems may also be a
route of exposure. Oysters (Crassostrea virginica) are filter feeders with
the ability to sequester pharmaceuticals. We monitored pharmaceutical
contamination of three tidal creeks for two years through quarterly collections of water and oysters grown on spat sticks. Field sites reflected
a presumed gradient of exposure, based on assessment of septic tank
densities within 2500 meters. A separate 96-h controlled laboratory
study was conducted to measure the uptake kinetics for pharmaceutical accumulation by oysters exposed under varying environmental
conditions of food and microbe additions. In field exposures ibuprofen,
naproxen and diphenhydramine were detected in tissues from oysters
collected from most locations at nearly every sampling time, while no
pharmaceuticals were detected in corresponding water samples. Tissue
concentrations of ibuprofen correlated with septic tank densities, while
no relationship was detected for the other pharmaceuticals. Ibuprofen
concentrations were lowest in oysters collected in winter versus spring
or summer, a time that correlated with decreased tissue lipid content.
Tissue concentrations of diphenhydramine were significantly lower in
spring than in summer or winter, with no correlation to tissue lipids.
In 96 h laboratory exposures oysters readily accumulated ibuprofen,
naproxen and diphenhydramine from water. Tissue concentrations
of diphenhydramine and ibuprofen were greatly reduced when the
pharmaceuticals were co-exposed with the microbe Enterococcus faecalis,
while naproxen and ibuprofen concentrations were significantly higher
in oysters in pharmaceutical co-exposures with an algal food source.
Results suggest that microbes may contribute to the loss of ibuprofen
and diphenhydramine in tissues through enhanced metabolism and
elimination, while binding to food could lead to increased accumulation
of some pharmaceuticals by oysters. This study confirms that oysters are
effective biomonitors of pharmaceuticals associated with human sewage
pollution. Body burdens of pharmaceuticals in oysters may vary with
seasonal fluctuations in oyster lipid content and the abundance of other
components of human sewage contamination.

Fate and Effects of Metals: Aquatic Biological
Perspective
425 Interacting effects of cadmium, hypoxia and temperature on rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) mitochondrial bioenergetics
J. Onukwufor, D. Stevens, Univ of Prince Edward Island / Dept of
Biomedical Sciences Atlantic Veterinary College; F. Kibenge, Univ of Prince
Edward Island / Dept of Pathology and Microbiology; C. Kamunde, Univ of
Prince Edward Island / Biomedical Sciences Atlantic Veterinary College
Aquatic organisms encounter multiple potentially stressful conditions
that may act interactively to alter biological responses. Nonetheless,
our knowledge of how organisms respond to multiple stress factors
remains disturbingly inadequate and has been identified by environmental regulatory agencies as an impediment to the development of
effective regulations to protect aquatic life. A clear understanding of
the interactive effects of stressors would lead to more accurate assessment and prediction of the cumulative risk posed by various types of
environmental stressors. Hypoxia and temperature fluctuations, resulting from natural phenomena or human activities, are common stressors
whose influence on the physiology of aquatic organisms may alter the
effects of chemical contaminants such as metals. These stressors are
known to individually target the mitochondria but information on
their combined effects on mitochondrial bioenergetics is limited. The
present study therefore investigated the interacting effects of cadmium,
hypoxia and temperature on mitochondrial bioenergetics in vitro.
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426 Modulation of energy homeostasis by copper, hypoxia and thermal stress in rainbow trout, Oncorhynchus mykiss
R. Sappal, M. Fast, Univ of Prince Edward Island / Pathology and
Microbiology; D. Stevens, Univ of Prince Edward Island; A. Siah, British
Columbia Centre for Aquatic Health Sciences; F. Kibenge, Univ of Prince
Edward Island; C. Kamunde, Univ of Prince Edward Island / Biomedical
Sciences Atlantic Veterinary College
Fish utilize a wide array of molecular, biochemical, physiological
and behavioral mechanisms to cope with numerous biotic and abiotic
stressors in the complex and highly variable aquatic environment.
Because accomplishing these mechanisms requires energy expenditure, mitochondria, by virtue of being the core cellular energy (ATP)
producers, are potentially the fundamental drivers of responses to
environmental stress. Moreover, while it is repeatedly asserted that
multiple stressors modulate each other’s effects, there have been limited
studies exploring interactions of hypoxia, thermal stress and copper (Cu) exposure on energy homeostasis at environmentally relevant
exposure conditions. Therefore the present study utilized both in vivo
and in vitro approaches to probe the interacting effects of Cu, hypoxia
and thermal stress on mitochondrial bioenergetics in rainbow trout.
The central hypothesis was that the costs and consequences of mounting a response to one stressor compromise the ability of fish to handle
an added stressor. Rainbow trout were acclimated to two temperatures
(11 and 20 °C) for 3 weeks and exposed for 24 h to Cu (20 µg/l) and
hypoxia (45-50% oxygen saturation) individually or in combination
with measurements of physiological markers of stress and changes in
energy utilization. In addition, a novel stair-case assay achieved by
sequential inhibition of the mitochondrial electron transport system
was used to measure respiratory fluxes through mitochondrial complexes I-IV (mtCI-IV) in one run following acute cold (20®11 oC) or
heat (11®20 oC) shock. Our results show that acclimation to high temperature imposes changes that enhance oxygen delivery to tissues and
reduced mitochondrial substrate oxidation. The effects of hypoxia and
Cu, individually and in combination, on mitochondrial respiratory flux
and mtCI-IV activities were either absent, inhibitory or stimulatory
depending on the endpoint and temperature. Overall, a unifying theme
regarding interactive effects of Cu, hypoxia and temperature on energy
homeostasis remains elusive because joint responses of these stressors
showed absence of interaction, synergy or antagonism depending on
the endpoint.
427 Effects of Cu and Cd on the growth and photosynthetic activity of
the tropical freshwater phytoplankton Chlorolobion braunii
P. Echeveste, J. Carmo Silva, Univ Federal de São Carlos / Dept of Botany;
A. Lombardi, Univ Federal de São Carlos
Copper and Cd are two of the most ubiquitous trace metals in nature,
including freshwater ecosystems. In these environments, their cycling
is influenced by phytoplankton, which primary production sustains
aquatic life. Copper is an essential metal involved in the oxygen
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transport, while Cd has no apparent biological functions, although in
some limiting conditions it can substitute Zn. Thus, Cu and Cd are
usually classified as “nutrient” and “poison”, respectively, although
the dose may determine its real behaviour. The present work analyzes
the impact of environmentally relevant concentrations of Cu and Cd
on the growth and photosynthetic activity of the tropical freshwater
phytoplankton C. braunii. Growth was significantly impaired by both
Cu and Cd, being Cd more toxic, and the oxygen-evolving complex
(OEC) of photosystem II (PSII) was identified as the primary action
site of cells. Both metals had a significant effect on PSII maximum
quantum yield (F M) and operational quantum yield (F’ M), although
the impact in F’ M was significantly more pronounced when Cd was
added. The photochemical fluorescence quenching (Q p) and nonphotochemical quenching (Qn) responded differently to Cu and Cd.
A significant decrease of Q p was observed after Cd addition, but not
for Cu, which showed almost no variation. In contrast, Qn values
significantly increased after both metal additions, gradually in the case
of Cd and after addition of high concentrations in the case of Cu. Nonphotochemical quenching due to heat dissipation (NPQ ) significantly
increased in response to both metals, being more pronounced in the
case of Cd. In summary, C. braunii was more sensitive to Cd than Cu,
both damaging the PSII reaction centers and the processes downstream
of PSII, although in a different manner.
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Isolated rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) liver mitochondria were
energized with complex I substrates (malate and glutamate) and, in first
set of experiments, exposed to hypoxia (0-30 min) at 5, 13 and 25 oC to
assess the hypoxia-temperature interactions. The second set of experiments probed the ternary interactions using 5 min hypoxia and 0-20
µM cadmium at the same three temperatures. Hypoxia reduced the
stimulatory effect of temperature on maximal mitochondrial respiration
and acted in synergy with temperature to stimulate basal respiration
and proton leak. Importantly, co-exposure of mitochondria to hypoxia
and thermal stress resulted in greater uncoupling relative to the effect
of either stressor alone. The assessment of 3-way interactions revealed
that both low and high temperatures minimize the inhibitory effect
of cadmium on mitochondrial respiration during hypoxia. Moreover,
high temperature exacerbated the mitochondrial uncoupling effect of
cadmium during hypoxia. Taken together, these findings indicate that
hypoxia and temperature, alone or in combination, sensitize mitochondria to cadmium.

428 Effect of dietary Cu on food ingestion rates and Cu uptake by a
benthic grazer
D.J. Cain, USGS / Water Resources Division; M.N. Croteau, C. Fuller,
USGS
Research on geochemical properties influencing the bioavailability of
metals associated with solid phases has grown with the awareness of the
importance of dietary exposure to metal bioaccumulation and toxicity. Previous studies in our lab with a model freshwater benthic grazer,
the gastropod Lymnaea stagnalis, evaluated Cu bioavailability from a
variety of sources, including a cultured alga, synthetic hydrous ferric
oxide (HFO), synthetic nanoparticles, and naturally-occurring particles
collected from acid mine drainage (AMD) impacted rivers. Results of
these studies have shown a depression in feeding rates when dietary
Cu concentration exceeded roughly 104 nmol Cu/g. This indicates a
potential toxicological effect with important ecological implications for
risks related to the incidental ingestion of metal-contaminated particles.
The underlying mechanism(s) are unclear and could include avoidance
of unpalatable food and/or dietary stress (e.g., disruption of gut function). For example, the mineral content of ingested matter, dominated
by Fe in the case of HFO, might influence feeding behavior independently of a toxicological effect of Cu. In this study we further evaluated
Cu bioavailability and ingestion rate relative to dietary Cu exposure.
We manipulated Cu concentrations by labeling synthetic HFO, which
is intended to model a particle type commonly associated with AMD,
with varying amounts of 65Cu. The particles were mixed with a cultured
alga, and the mixtures were collected onto filters (1.2 µm) to create
algal mats with varying levels of Cu contamination. Copper exposures
spanning two orders of magnitude at a constant Fe concentration were
established, thereby allowing Cu effects to be evaluated independent of
Fe. The mats were presented to L. stagnalis,and a pulse-chase experimental protocol was used to quantify 65Cu uptake, ingestion rate, and
Cu assimilation efficiency. Results showed a suppression of ingestion
rates and Cu influx rates as dietary Cu exposures increased. In contrast,
Cu exposure did not affect bioavailability, as measured by assimilation
efficiency. The inhibitory response observed in this experiment closely
tracked results from previous experiments representing a variety of particle types, suggesting that high dietary Cu exposures suppress feeding
rates.
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429 Copper effects on olfactory response in juvenile salmon revisited
using behavioral exposure testing
C.A. Curran, Nautilus Environmental / Research Unit; H.C. Bailey,
Nautilus Environmental; C.E. Grue, J.M. Abel, Univ of Washington; D.K.
DeForest, Windward Environmental LLC; B.J. Adams, Rio Tinto / Product
Stewardship; J.W. Gorsuch, Copper Development Association Inc
Copper is a substance frequently associated with stormwater discharges,
and several laboratory studies have demonstrated that short-term
exposures to low copper concentrations can cause olfactory and behavioral effects in Pacific salmon and trout. A majority of these studies
have evaluated the effects of copper on the olfactory response of juvenile
salmonids using electro-olfactograms (EOGs), which provide a measure of olfactory receptor neuron function, whereas fewer studies have
directly evaluated the behavioral effects of copper on juvenile salmonids. Nonetheless, there is concern that short-term increases in copper
concentrations during storm events could adversely impact salmon and
trout populations; for example, olfactory impairment and related behavioral effects could impair the ability of juvenile fish to avoid predators.
Furthermore, it has been suggested that regulatory water quality criteria
for copper may need to be lowered in order to ensure protection against
these potential adverse effects. Notably, recent work suggests that water
quality criteria for copper, particularly when adjusted for bioavailability
using the biotic ligand model (BLM), are protective against olfactory
impairment. However, relatively few of these behavioral studies have
reported sufficient water chemistry to evaluate copper bioavailability. To
further investigate the effects of copper on fish behavior, juvenile salmon
were exposed to copper and then evaluated for interference to their
innate predator avoidance response following addition of conspecific
skin extract to mimic predator interaction. Testing was conducted over
a 2-yr period in order to evaluate responses with different batches of fish
and concentrations of copper. Behavioral threshold concentrations were
determined and compared with water quality criteria to determine the
level of protection currently provided.
430 The sublethal effects of copper exposure on the swimming performance and osmoregulation in juvenile rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus
mykiss)
S.A. Love, Simon Fraser Univ / Dept of Biological Sciences; R.C. Skirrow,
Environment Canada; G.C. van Aggelen, Environment Canada /
Toxicology; C.J. Kennedy, Simon Fraser Univ / Dept of Biological Sciences
Copper (Cu) is an abundant metal and widely occurring contaminant in
aquatic systems. It is known to be acutely toxic to fish as well as affecting several physiological systems of fish at sublethal concentrations.
Three experiments were conducted to study the sublethal effects of Cu
on juvenile rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) swimming performance
and osmoregulatory ability. Fish were exposed to Cu (0, 20 or 60 μg/L
(16 and 50% LC50 respectively). for 4, 8 and 16 d in artificially hardened
water (100 mg/L CaCO3) and assessed for burst swimming performance
(U burst). Cu exposure did not affect mean swimming speeds at any
concentration. There was an increase in swimming speed, irrespective
of concentration as Cu exposure duration increased; fish exposed for 4 d
swam significantly slower than fish exposed for 8 and 16 d. A seawater
challenge was conducted to assess osmoregulatory impairment; following
4 d of exposure to Cu at 0, 20 or 60 μg/L in hard water, fish were placed
in seawater (29 ppt) for 24 h. No mortalities occurred during the challenge for any treatment. Biochemical indicators of stress and impaired
osmoregulatory function (plasma [cortisol], [Na+], [Cl-], osmolality,
hematocrit and gill Na+,K+-ATPase activity) were also assessed. There
was a significant reduction of plasma [Na+] in fish exposed to 20 μg/L,
however no other endpoints were significantly affected. These results
indicate that there may be a narrow threshold between acutely toxic
concentrations and the manifestation of sublethal effects of Cu in hard
water. It is also possible that compensatory mechanisms are allowing for
several physiological systems to temporarily offset major physiological
disturbances until Cu concentrations reach levels where mortality occurs.
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431 Ecotoxicity and genotoxicity of rare earth elements (REEs).
A comparative study using Cerium (Ce), Gadolinium (Gd) and
Lutetium (Lu)
V. Gonzalez, Laboratoire interdisciplinaire des environnements continentaux
LIEC CNRS UMR; D.A. Vignati, CNRS / LIEC UMR; C. Bojic, C.
Leyval, A. Dhyévre, S. Cotelle, C. Laguille, L. Giamberini, Universite de
Lorraine
The Rare Earth Elements (REEs) are a group of metals, inluding lanthanides, ytrium and scandium, with a strategic importance in several
econolic sectors (agriculture, medicine, motor industry...). The rising
use of REEs will likely result in increasing human and environmental exposure to these elements. Their global production has increased
exponentially in the last decades and human use is disrupting their
biogeochemical cycles (e.g. gadolinium anomalies in freshwater and
tap water, REEs enrichment of soils as consequence of agricultural
practices). However, studies about toxic effect following environmental
exposure as well as the mechanism of action of these elements are much
less known. In this study, the aquatic ecotoxicity of three lanthanides:
Cerium (Ce) as a lighr-REE, Lutetium (Lu) as a heavy REE, and
Gadolinium (Gd) with an intermediate position, was studied using a
test battery composed by: crustaceans (Daphnia magna and Hererocypris
incongruens), rotifers (Brachionus calyciflorus), hydras (Hydra attenuata),
alga (Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata), bacteria (Vibrio fisheri) and photosynthetic enzyme complexes (PECs). In addtion, the genotoxicity of
these elements were evaluated by using micronucleus test with Vicia
faba L. and AMES test. All organism were exposed to concentrations
between 100-6400 µg/L, according to standard guidelines and exposure
concentrations were analytically determined.Biological responses were
modeled with a species sensitivity distribution (SDDs), and the specific
anomalous REEs concentration were plotted against the SSD. Results of
the test battery showed that ecotoxicity of lanthanides seems to increase
with increasing atomic number (Ce<Gd<Lu), but not for all tested species, with metal speciation as an impoetant factor determining exposure
and ecotoxiciy. For genotoxicity tests, no micronucleous formation and
mutagenicity were observed; however, cytotoxicity (mitosis decrease) was
observed in plant cells when increasing REE concentrarion. Although,
at present, the environmental risk of these elements can be considered
as acceptable except in some particular spot. However, their growing
industrial use is promoting their relase into environment, and their risk
could be higher in the future.
432 Is current knowledge of Cr(III) ecotoxicity to aquatic organisms
based on data of inadequate quality?
D.A. Vignati, CNRS / LIEC UMR; I. Aharchaou, LIEC; E. Battaglia, E.
Meux, CNRS and Univ of Lorraine; B. Ponti, Univ of Insubria; B. Ferrari,
Irstea; R. Bettinetti, Univ of Insubria
In continental waters, chromium occurs in two main oxidation states,
Cr(VI) and Cr(III), that have contrasting properties. Hexavalent
chromium tends to form anionic species, is highly mobile, and toxic to
aquatic organisms. Trivalent chromium occurs in cationic species and is
more particle reactive, less mobile in the environment, and considered
of less ecotoxicological concern. This consensus is increasingly driving
research and policy measures to substitute Cr(VI) with Cr(III), or other
less harmful elements/compounds, in industrial uses. However, upon
critical scrutiny, many data on the ecotoxicity of Cr(III) may not be
reliable enough to draw accurate conclusions on the relative toxicity of
Cr(III) and Cr(VI). At circumneutral pH and in the absence of organic
ligands (i.e., typical conditions of several laboratory ecotoxicological settings), Cr(III) forms insoluble oxyhydroxides that can lower its solubility
to as little as 5 µg/L. Most studies on Cr(III) toxicity to aquatic organisms used exposure ranges much higher than this theoretical solubility
value and the resulting EC50s or NOECs also exceed the expected
solubility in most cases. By studying the ecotoxicity of Cr(III) to the
green alga Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata and to the crustacean Daphnia
magna, we observe that exposure concentrations in test media can
decrease very rapidly (within hours) and markedly (>80 % with respect to
initial concentrations) during laboratory tests and that Cr(III) behavior
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is highly dependent on test media. The synthesis of our original data and
the critical evaluation of literature results suggest that current knowledge
on the ecotoxicity of Cr(III) may be based on data of insufficient quality
to allow an appropriate risk assessment of this form of chromium.

Emerging Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
433 Perfluoroalkylated Substances Fate in the Global Ocean: The
Importance of the Biological Pump
B. Gonzalez-Gaya, Inst of Environmental Assessment and Water Research
/ Environmental Chemistry; E. Jurado, Inst of Environmental Assessment
and Water Research; J. Roscales, CSIC Inst of Organic Chemistry /
Environmental Chemistry; B. Jimenez, CSIC Inst of Organic Chemistry
/ Instrumental Analysis Environment; J. Dachs, IDAEA-CSIC /
Environmental Chemistry
Perfluoroalkylated substances (PFASs) have received worldwide attention due to their widespread occurrence, toxicity and bioaccumulation
potential. Most PFASs are extremely persistent in the environment,
even if they exhibit high water solubility and lipophobicity compared
to legacy persistent organic pollutants (POPs). Previous studies report
their occurrence in the marine environment; however the processes and
magnitude of their oceanic sinks remain uncharacterized. Twenty one
PFASs including short and long chained perfluorocarboxylates, perfluorosulfonates and perfluorosulfonamides, among the considered emerging
PFASs, were measured in surface seawater and at the deep chlorophyll
maximum (~100 m depth) in the global tropical and subtropical oceans
in order to identify their occurrence and elucidate their transport and
fate. The samples were taken during the Malaspina 2010 circumnavigation cruise, providing the first synoptic sampling effort in the Atlantic,
Pacific and Indian Oceans, between 35ºN and 40ºS, allowing a global
comparison of concentrations and distribution patterns in the different basins. The occurrence patterns and levels of PFASs showed the
influence of proximate continental sources, the global oceanic circulation, and a hemispheric differential presence. The vertical transport of
PFASs in the ocean was assessed for eddy diffusion fluxes and for the
settling fluxes of organic matter bound to PFASs (biological pump). The
eddy diffusion coefficients in the photic zone of the water column were
measured concurrently with the PFASs concentrations, allowing the
first reported estimation of diffusive fluxes derived from field measurements. In addition, we estimated the vertical fluxes of perfluorooctanoic
sulphonate (PFOS) and perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA), among other
PFASs, associated to the biological pump, using literature’s reported
bioconcentration factors and the last described sinking rates of organic
matter in the oceans. Phytoplankton and zooplankton contributions to
the biological pump fluxes were estimated separately for the first time,
since previous efforts for POPs only accounted fluxes associated to
phytoplankton derived organic matter. The present study enhances the
extent of the yet non studied biological pump, as the main known vertical transport of PFASs, with the exception of specificl areas or periods
with strong water column turbulence driven by high wind speeds and
waves that magnify sinking due to eddy diffusion.
434 Development and application of MALDI-TOF methods to
directly investigate the degradation of fluorotelomer-based acrylate
polymers (FTACPs)
K. Rankin, S.A. Mabury, Univ of Toronto / Dept of Chemistry
Fluorotelomer-based acrylate polymers (FTACPs) are a class of fluorinated polymers widely used as antiwetting and antistaining agents in the
textile, upholstery, carpet and paper industries. It has been hypothesized
that the degradation of FTACPs could serve as a significant source of
perfluoroalkyl carboxylates (PFCAs), though still the subject of debate.
Previous studies have relied on quantifying likely transformation
products by LC-MS/MS as an indirect method of determining FTACP
degradation. Our approach, on the other hand, is to analyze FTACPs
directly using matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time of flight
(MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry. In a recent microcosm study, we

investigated the biodegradation of a unique FTACP, poly(8:2 FTAC)
using both indirect LC-MS/MS and direct MALDI-TOF analyses.
After synthesizing and exhaustively purging residual perfluoroalkyl and
polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFASs), poly(8:2 FTAC) was incubated for
5.5 months in three soil conditions: (1) soil without biosolids; (2) soil
without biosolids sown with plant seeds; (3) biosolids-amended soil sown
with plant seeds. Poly(8:2 FTAC) biodegradation half-lives ranged from
8-111 years with an increased rate of degradation observed in conditions
2 and 3 based on LC-MS/MS results. Alterations in the characteristic
poly(8:2 FTAC) repeat pattern were observed in MALDI-TOF mass
spectra, which suggested that the lower molecular weight FTACPs
were more readily biodegraded than higher molecular weight FTACPs.
However, the MALDI-TOF results from this study were strictly
qualitative, and could not directly be used to estimate biodegradation
half-lives. We have now developed a MALDI-TOF method to directly
quantify the degradation of FTACP. Poly(8:2 FTAC-co-HDA) served
as the model FTACP, and was prepared as standards for an external
calibration curve. For each poly(8:2 FTAC-co-HDA) mass spectrum,
the intensities of 40 signals were normalized to the signal intensity of
an inherent MALDI matrix cluster, and then summed. We termed this
value the normalized polymer response (PN). This process was found to
be an effective method of overcoming the sample-to-sample variability of
MALDI-TOF analysis, and generated reproducible calibration curves.
This presentation will highlight the application of this quantitative
MALDI-TOF method for an FTCACP biodegradation study.
435 Biodegradation of 6:2 Fluorotelomer Sulfonamide Alkylbetaine
(6:2 FTAB) and 6:2 Fluorotelomer Sulfonamide Alkylamine (6:2
FTAA) in WWTP Sludge
L.A. D’Agostino, S.A. Mabury, Univ of Toronto / Dept of Chemistry
Fluorotelomer sulfonamide alkylbetaines (FTABs) were detected in
4 of 10 fluorinated aqueous film forming foams (AFFFs) in a previous characterization study of AFFFs used in Ontario, Canada; other
researchers have previously detected 6:2 FTAB in soil samples collected in the vicinity of an airport fire training area in Norway. A
biotransformation study using the commercial product Forafac 1157,
containing primarily 6:2 FTAB, identified several N-demethylated
and N-dealkylated metabolites of 6:2 FTAB in turbot and blue mussel.
However, due to contamination of the Forafac 1157 with perfluoroalkyl carboxylates (PFCAs) and 6:2 fluorotelomer sulfonate (6:2 FTSA),
production of these potential metabolites could not be confirmed.
Production of PFCAs is of concern because they are environmentally
persistent. In addition, intermediate metabolites in aerobic pathways
producing PFCAs may be more toxic than PFCAs themselves, particularly since some are capable of forming covalent adducts with proteins.
A variety of fluorotelomer-based compounds, including fluorotelomer
alcohols (FTOHs), fluorotelomer phosphate esters (PAPs), fluorotelomer
acrylates, 6:2 fluorotelomer sulfonate (FTSA) and the 6:2 fluorotelomermercaptoalkylamido sulfonate (6:2 FTSAS), have been shown to
biodegrade forming PFCAs. Therefore, the 6:2 FTAB will likely also
be a PFCA precursor through biodegradation due to its fluorotelomer
nature. In order to test this hypothesis, high purity 6:2 FTAB and 6:2
FTAA were synthesized in house. Over the course of a six week aerobic
biodegradation study with wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) sludge,
a variety of potential biodegradation products of the 6:2 FTAB and 6:2
FTAA were monitored by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GCMS) and liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/
MS). The compounds targeted for quanitification included, 6:2 FTAB,
6:2 FTAA, 6:2 fluorotelomer saturated and unsaturated carboxylates (FTC(U)CA), 5:3 FTCA, 6:2 FTSA, C4 to C6 PFCAs, and 6:2
FTOH. Additional extractions and high resolution mass spectrometry
analysis at the end of the experiment explored the presence of additional,
untargeted, polyfluoroalkyl biodegradation products.
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436 Detection and Characterization of New Per- and PolyFluorinated Chemical Classes in a Chinese WWTP Sample by
HPLC-Orbitrap-MS/MS
Y. Liu, Univ of Alberta / Laboratory Medicine and Pathology; A. dos Santos
Pereira, Univ of Alberta / Division of Analytical and Environmental
Toxicology; J.W. Martin, Univ of Alberta / Laboratory Medicine and
Pathology
The presence of unknown organofluorine compounds in human and
environmental samples has prompted the development of new analytical
methods capable of detecting and characterizing novel perfluorinated or
polyfluorinated compounds (PFCs). Here, by combining high volume injection with HPLC and the ultrahigh resolving power (RP ≥
120,000) of an Orbitrap mass spectrometer, we demonstrated a sensitive untargeted analytical workflow that was capable of detecting and
characterizing novel PFCs in the influent from an industrial waste water
treatment plant in China. The sample (2.5~5mL) was directly injected
to in-line SPE, chromatographed by HPLC, and mass spectral data
were simultaneously acquired in full scan (RP≥120,000, mass accuracy
< 3ppm) and by an in-source fragmentation method designed to produce
fluorinated fragments (e.g. C2F5-, 118.992) to “flag” the presence of
unknown PFCs. Detection limits, determined with known polyfluorinated substances, were in the range of 0.03~3 ng F/mL. For suspect PFC
parent ions, Xcalibur software was used to propose plausible chemical
formulas based on accurate mass and empirical rules. Finally, tandem
MS was used to confirm the proposed molecular formula, and to characterize the structure of the new PFCs. By using the above strategies, 5
groups of PFCs (4 entirely new groups), representing 30 total compounds
were detected and characterized in a single sample. The relevance of the
newly identified substances is still unknown, and further application of
the method to environmental and human samples is now warranted.
437 Assessing the performance and environmental safety of alternative fluorinated and non-fluorinated DWR (Durable Water
Repellent) technologies
S. Schellenberger, U. Berger, Stockholm Univ / Dept of Applied
Environmental Science ITM; P. Gillgard, Swerea IVF AB; I.T. Cousins,
Stockholm Univ / The Dept of Applied Environmental Science ITM
Modern textile manufacturing uses principles of functional surface modification to achieve liquid-repelling properties for clothing.
Modifying textile surfaces with copolymers that contain long perfluoroalkyl side chains might be the most effective way to obtain outdoor
wear with water (superhydrophobic) and oil (superoleophobic) repellency
while maintaining the breathability of the fabrics. Recent concerns
about the environmental persistence, bioaccumulative behavior and
toxicity of per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFASs) with long
perfluoroalkyl chains have led to voluntary phase-outs and regulation
of some of the long-chain PFASs. As a result of these industry and
regulatory actions, novel fluorinated (e.g. using shorter perfluoroalkyl
chains or perfluoropolyether chains in novel side-chain fluorinated
polymers) and “fluorine free” products (e.g. based on siloxanes, silicones
and dendrimers) have been applied as alternatives to deliver the desired
durable water and soil repellent (DWR) effect in textiles. Although
some of these alternative chemistries are already on the market, their
market share, material performance and environmental safety is not well
understood. In a new project (SUPFES - Substitution of prioritized
poly- and perfluorinated chemicals to eliminate diffuse sources), we aim
to replace long-chain PFASs with alternatives that are not harmful to
the environment, but still provide effective material properties. Here we
review the performance of alternative DWR technologies and compare
this to DWR products that use long-chain PFASs. We also review the
available information (tonnages used, persistence, long-range transport
potential, bioaccumulation potential and toxicity) to provide a preliminary assessment of the environmental safety of novel, alternative DWR
technologies compared to DWR products based on long-chain PFASs.
In the absence of experimental data, we use computer software tools to
estimate physical-chemical properties and to perform environmental fate
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modelling. We highlight major data gaps that must be filled to improve
our understanding of material properties and to perform improved hazard and risk assessments.
438 What can we learn about human exposure to perfluoroalkyl acids
(PFAAs) from a cohort of highly exposed fishery employees from
Tangxun Lake, China?
Z. Zhou, State Key Laboratory of Environmental Chemistry and
Ecotoxicology; R. Vestergren, Norwegian Inst for Air Research / Analytical
Environmental Chemistry; Y. Shi, T. Wang, State Key Laboratory of
Environmental Chemistry and Ecotoxicology; Y. Liang, Jianghan Univ; I.T.
Cousins, Stockholm Univ / The Dept of Applied Environmental Science ITM;
Y. Cai, State Key Laboratory of Environmental Chemistry and Ecotoxicology
Concern regarding the ubiquitous presence of perfluoroalkyl acids
(PFAAs) in human serum samples has generated a substantial amount
of research to understand the sources and pathways of human exposure
to this class of contaminants. A key question, which remains widely
debated, is to what extent the human body burdens of PFAAs can be
attributed to metabolism of precursor compounds. Two principally
different approaches have been promoted to understand the exposure
pathways of PFAAs, namely: molecular fingerprinting techniques
(including isomer profiles) and exposure mass balance modeling. In this
presentation we will discuss the insights gained from combining isomer
profiles and exposure mass balance tools in a unique cohort of highly
exposed fishery employees (n=39) from Tangxun Lake, China. Serum
samples of fishery employees displayed isomer profiles with a significantly higher (p < 0.001) proportion of linear PFOS (n-PFOS/ΣPFOS
of 79.2% lin-PFOS) compared to the reference group (median n-PFOS/
ΣPFOS of 67.5%). The enrichment of linear PFOS in fishery employees compared to the reference group can be explained by the elevated
exposure from consumption of lake fish with highly linear PFOS isomer
profiles (n-PFOS/ΣPFOS>90%). However, based on the more rapid urinary clearance of branched PFOS isomers in humans, an enrichment of
linear PFOS in human serum compared to the primary exposure media
would be expected. A dynamic one-compartment toxicokinetic model
was used to predict PFOS serum concentrations resulting from direct
PFOS exposure via fish consumption. Modeled serum concentrations
were significantly lower compared to measured serum concentrations
implying that a substantial part of the POFS exposure was missing.
The incomplete exposure mass balance, together with the PFOS isomer
profiles, indicates that intake and metabolism of precursors in fish make
a significant contribution to the total body burden of PFOS. Alternative
explanations related to the incomplete understanding of PFOS excretion
mechanisms and implications for understanding exposure to background-exposed populations will also be discussed.
439 Persistence, Bioaccumulation and Toxicity Assessment of ShortChain Perfluorinated Chemicals
J.A. Arblaster, J.M. Conder, ENVIRON International Corp; R.A. Hoke, E.
I. du Pont de Nemours and Company / Haskell Global Centers for Health and
Environmental Sciences; R.C. Buck, El duPont de Nemours Co Inc / DuPont
Chemicals and Fluoroproducts
In response to concerns about the potential environmental and toxicological impacts of long-chain perfluorocarboxylic acids (PFCAs) and their
potential precursors, global manufacturers are shifting to short-chain
alternatives to meet industrial and commercial needs. We compared key
environmental and toxicological characteristics (bioaccumulation (B),
toxicity (T), persistence (P), and long-range transport (LRT)) of four
short-chain perfluoroalkyl substances (perfluorohexanoic acid (PFHxA),
6:2 fluorotelomer alcohol (6:2 FTOH), 6:2 fluorotelomer acrylate
(6:2 FTAC), and 6:2 fluorotelomer methacrylate (6:2 FTMAC) to
Persistent Organic Pollutant (POP) criteria such as Annex B Stockholm
Convention and REACH Annex XIII criteria. 6:2 FTOH, 6:2 FTAC
and 6:2 FTMAC are manufacturing intermediates in the production of
acrylate polymer products containing a six-carbon perfluoroalkyl chain.
6:2 fluorotelomer manufacturing intermediates and final products may
degrade in the environment to form PFHxA. Data on persistence (P)
and long-range transport (LRT) were only available for PFHxA and 6:2
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FTOH. 6:2 FTOH is the transformation product formed from hydrolysis of 6:2 FTAC and 6:2 FTMAC. 6:2 FTOH shows potential for
LRT via atmospheric transport (e.g., half-life in air ~20 days). PFHxA
shows potential for LRT due to its water solubility, persistence, and as
a product from atmospheric degradation of 6:2 FTOH. As expected for
short-chain PFCAs, available data indicated a lack of bioaccumulation
potential in aquatic food chains. For example, BCF values for aquatic
species were < 520 L/kg for PFHxA. None of the compounds exhibited
the potential for significant aquatic toxicity. For example, NOECs for
aquatic species were greater than the REACH Annex XIII Toxicity
criteria of < 0.01 mg/L or compound solubility limits. Further, kinetic
studies show rapid elimination of 6:2 FTOH and PFHxA in mammals
suggesting these substances would not be expected to bioaccumulate in
terrestrial food chains or humans. Overall, our review indicates some
P and LRT potential for these compounds, but because they are not
bioaccumulative or toxic, they do not meet the criteria for classification
as POPs.
440 A Multichemical Toxicokinetic Model for Bioaccumulation of
Per- and Poly-fluoroalkyl Substances Including Biotransformation
N. Truong, ETH Zurich; C.A. Ng, ETH Zurich / Inst for Chemical and
Bioengeneering; K. Hungerbühler, ETH Zurich
Many per- and poly-fluoroalkyl substances can degrade in the environment to form perfluorinated alkyl acids (PFAAs) including
perfluoroalkyl carboxylates (PFCAs) and sulfonates (PFSAs). These terminal transformation products can be bioaccumulative, particularly for
longer perfluorinated carbon chain lengths. Thus, formation of PFAAs
in vivo due to biotransformation processes can complicate the interpretation of biomonitoring data that seeks to link emissions of PFASs
with measurements in biota. We have updated a recently developed
bioconcentration model for PFAAs in rainbow trout to include the biotransformation of fluorotelomer carboxylic acids (FTCAs) to two major
end products: fluorotelomer unsaturated carboxylic acids (FTUCAs) and
perfluorinated carboxylic acids (PFCAs). FTCAs are important intermediates in the degradation of fluorotelomer alcohols (FTOHs) to PFCAs.
The transformation of FTOHs to PFCAs is important for both environmental and biotic exposure. In this presentation we investigate the ability
of the model to reproduce time course data for a feeding study in rainbow
trout, and explore how model performance is affected by key parameters
of the model, including association constants for protein binding and the
presence or absence of protein-mediated excretion and reabsorption in
the kidneys. The ability of the model to address other important PFAA
precursors will also be discussed.

Exposure and Effects of Environmental Stressors to
Bees: Part 1
441 Managed Honey Bee Exposure to Pesticides in the US: Results
from the National Honey Bee Disease Survey – Findings and
Implications
D. vanEngelsdorp, Univ of Maryland College Park / Dept of Entomology;
J. Pettis, USDA ARS; R. Rose, USDA APHIS; K. Rennich, Univ of
Maryland
Commercially managed honey bees provide vital pollination services to
US fruit and vegetable producers. In providing these services, honey bees
are exposed to a large range of pesticides. As part of the APHIS funded
national honey bee disease survey, bee bread samples from a sub set of
inspected hives were collected and analyzed for pesticide residues. More
than 80% of samples (n=596) had detectable levels of pesticides and/or
their metabolites. There were, on average, 3.3 different products and/or
their metabolites found in each positive sample. By far the most common pesticides detected were those used by beekeepers to control varroa
mites. The second most common class of pesticides found were fungicides. The implications of these findings in terms of pollinator health
generally, honey bee health specifically, and pesticide use policy will be
discussed.

442 Samplingt Nectar and Pollen Residues: Rolling the Dice at the
PPB Level
L.W. Brewer, Smithers Viscient LLC / Dept of Wildlife Toxicology; J.
Lawrence-Louque, Smithers Viscient LLC / Wildlife Toxicology Pollinators
Knowledge of residues in pollen and nectar resulting from crop protection product applications can provide a ‘first cut’ assessment of potential
risk to pollinators, if the data are meaningful. However, acquiring high
quality samples can be difficult, very time intensive, and sometimes misleading – difficult because various crops or plant species require different
techniques and misleading because different sampling methods can yield
different results in the same crop. A clear understanding of the study
objective and the regulatory question or requirement is necessary to select
procedures that do not bias the results. Methods which collect the most
pollen or nectar the quickest may also produce samples contaminated
with residues from other flower parts. Anther dehiscing temperature
and associated time of day varies by plant species. Disregarding dehiscing temperature when planning a pollen and nectar residue study may
produce vastly different pollen residue levels depending on what time of
day the product is applied and samples are collected. If pollinators are
highly active in the crop of interest, collecting uncontaminated treatment
and control samples may be impossible, unless enclosures are deployed
around the sampling unit to exclude pollinators. This presentation will
discuss lessons learned from nectar and pollen sampling efforts in various
crops using different techniques and tools.
443 Understanding Bee Pesticide Relationships: Laboratory to Field
to Laboratory Research Efforts
P. Reibach, R. Smith, Smithers Viscient / Analytical Chemistry Dept; J.
Lawrence-Louque, R. Louque, Smithers Viscient / Wildlife Toxicology
Pollinators; L.W. Brewer, Smithers Viscient LLC / Dept of Wildlife
Toxicology
Regulators and risk managers are tasked with weighing a compound’s
ability to control target organisms resulting in a benefit to agricultural
productivity versus the potentially detrimental effects on beneficial
species. USEPA published their scientific opinion in support of the proposed risk assessment of plant protection products on bees. Laboratory
studies (Tier 1), such as mortality and larval assays, have use as primary
indicators of potential problems. These tests help establish inherent
toxicity levels. More complex studies in real environmental settings (Tier
2 and 3) are increasingly being used to quantify exposure taking into
account application timing, weather, local environment, individual bee,
and hive activity. Residue analyses in bee-relevant matrices such as-hive
media (wax, honey, pollen, bees) and food sources such as plant collected
pollen and nectar are used to assess exposure levels under field conditions. These analyses require the development of very sensitive analytical
methodology, oftentimes used for the analysis of very small sample sizes.
Analysis of individual bees is now quite common. Samples are analyzed
by a variety of methodologies at levels ranging from sub ppb to ppm
levels. Honey, pollen, nectar, and bee samples are typically analyzed
by HPLC/MS/MS methods. A final comparison of exposure levels
detected from field studies and toxicity levels determined from Tier 1
laboratory studies and/or Tier 2 semi-field and field studies are then
used for the subsequent risk assessment. Examples of laboratory toxicity
testing, field exposure trials, sample analysis, and implications for risk
assessment will be presented.
444 Neonicotinoid Insecticides in Virginia Honey Bees: Influence of
Land Use Type and Seasonality on Exposure
Z. Chen, Southern Illinois Univ Carbondale / Zoology; M.J. Lydy, Southern
Illinois Univ Carbondale / Center for Fisheries Aquaculture and Aquatic
Sciences; R. Fell, Virginia Tech; D. Chen, Southern Illinois Univ Carbondale
/ Chemistry
Pollinators support the reproduction of nearly 85% of the world’s flowering plants and 35% of global crop production. The European honey bee,
Apis mellifera, contributes significantly to the Unites States (US) economy
each year. However, apiculture has been in decline in US over recent
decades. Among a variety of causes, recent studies have drawn attention
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to the impacts of pesticide exposure on honey bee and colony health.
However, knowledge remains limited on the impacts of environmental
and ecological factors on chemical exposure and associated risks to bee
colony health. Pesticide applications may vary between different landscapes (e.g. urban versus agricultural) and between seasons. Nutritional
quality of available food resources may also vary with season, which
affects colony health jointly with pesticide exposure. In this study, we
hypothesize that land use type and seasonality change the composition
and concentrations of neonicotinoid insecticides available to honey bees.
Honey bee and pollen samples were collected from managed colonies
located in agricultural and urban areas of Virginia, including Blacksburg,
Winchester, Eastern Shore, Suffolk, Virginia Beach, and Petersburg.
Collection (n = 100 bees per site) was on a monthly basis from May
to November 2014. A highly sensitive and selective analytical method
was developed and validated based on liquid chromatography – tandem
quadrupole mass spectrometry and was used to simultaneously analyze
a total of seven neonicotinoids in bees and pollen. This study aims to
investigate: (1) Priority neonicotinoids and concentrations in Virginia
honey bees; (2) Neonicotinoid residue fingerprints characterizing
exposure patterns originating from urban and agricultural sources; and,
(3) Seasonal variation in exposure. The data would essentially facilitate
a better understanding of honey bee exposure to neonicotinoids and
associated risks to colony health.
445 Health Canada: Pollinator Protection and Pesticides
C. Hart, M. Mitchell, J. Villeneuve, Health Canada Pest Management
Regulatory Agency / Environmental Assessment Directorate
Health Canada’s Pest Management Regulatory Agency (PMRA) is
responsible for regulating pesticides in Canada, including determining
that there is reasonable certainty based on a scientific evaluation that registered pesticides will pose no harm to human health, future generations,
or the environment. This includes assessing potential risk to pollinators.
Pollinator health is a complex issue that may be affected by multiple
factors including pests, diseases, habitat and nutrition, bee management
practices, and pesticides. The pesticide risk assessment framework for
pollinators has been recently updated and improved in collaboration with
the United States Environmental Protection Agency and the California
Department of Pesticide Regulation. Health Canada is also working with international partners and stakeholders to develop improved
measures to reduce pollinator exposure to pesticides through improved
labelling, best management practices, and mandatory and voluntary mitigation measures. Many of the measures being developed are related to
planting of insecticide treated seed, an area that was highlighted in 2012
and 2013 when Health Canada received a significant number of honey
bee mortality reports from corn growing regions of Ontario and Quebec.
Exposure to insecticides from dust generated during planting of treated
corn seeds was determined to contribute to the majority of these bee
mortalities. With the cooperation of multiple partners and stakeholders, including the provinces, registrants, seed distributors, equipment
manufacturers, growers, beekeepers, and researchers, technical solutions
and best management practices have been developed and implemented to
reduce pollinator exposure to pesticides during planting of treated seed.
Efforts are continuing to better understand the potential risks to pollinators from all areas of pesticide use and to develop additional measures
that will further reduce exposure and risks.
446 Pollinator exposure to neonicotinoid insecticides in and around
corn fields before and after planting
A. Schaafsma, Univ of Guelph Ridgetown Campus / Dept of Plant
Agriculture; T. Baute, Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food and
Ministry of Rural Affairs / Dept of Agronomy; V. Limay-Rios, Y. Xue,
J. Smith, Univ of Guelph Ridgetown Campus; C. Scott-Dupree, Univ of
Guelph / School of Environmental Sciences
We investigated and quantified potential pollinator exposure points
for neonicotinoid insecticide residues associated with commercial corn
production in and around corn fields, and associated apiaries before, during and after corn planting in the spring of 2013 and 2014. Samples were
collected from 2 fields and one apiary in each of 9 regions of Ontario
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of: standing water, soil, dry soil surface dust, dandelion blossoms,
planter exhaust dust, dust in air leaving the field, tree blossoms, live bees
captured from dandelions and tree blossoms, bee pollen, and dead bees
collected at the hives. We also conducted a survey around each field of
potential pollen resources for pollinators and compared these with pollen
taxa observed in bee pollen from each associated apiary. This paper will
report our findings to date.
447 Agricultural Pesticide Residues in Honey Bee-Collected Pollen
S.F. Pernal, Agriculture and AgriFood Canada AAFC; J. van den Heever,
T. Thompson, Alberta Agriculture and Rural Development / AgriFood
Laboratories Branch
Pesticide residues, in particular neonicotinoid insecticides, have recently
come under considerable scrutiny regarding their potential contribution to increased honey bee (Apis mellifera) colony losses. In order to
investigate the environmental contamination of apiaries resulting from
the transportation of pollen into the hive, samples were collected from
colonies situated on canola, alsike clover, alfalfa, yellow sweetclover
and corn crops in Alberta using pollen traps set up at colony entrances.
Samples were screened for pesticides arising from general agricultural
activities, with special attention focused on neonicotinoid insecticides.
For the analysis of neonicotinoids (acetamiprid, clothianidin, imidacloprid, and thiamethoxam), pollen samples were fortified with a standard
solution containing deuterated analogues of each insecticide prior to
extraction with acetonitrile. Cleanup of the pollen extracts consisted of
partitioning with hexane followed by dispersive solid phase extraction
using a mixture of octadecylsilane (C18) and primary-secondary amine
(PSA). Extracts were then analyzed by LC-MS/MS using multiple reaction monitoring. Matrix-matched calibration standards ranging from 0.5
to 25 µg/kg were employed along with internal standardization using the
deuterated analogues. Detection limits were 0.2 µg/kg or lower for all
analytes. Based on analysis of 73 pollen samples to date, clothianidin and
thiamethoxam were the most frequently detected neonicotinoid insecticides (16 and 17 samples respectively). Acetamiprid was detected in only
2 of 73 samples while imidacloprid was not detected. Residue levels were
very low with the majority of the samples containing less than 1 µg/kg
of neonicotinoid insecticides. Additional results concerning the concentrations of other insecticides, fungicides and herbicides in bee-collected
pollen samples will also be presented.
448 Potential accumulation/bioavailability of clothianidin and
imidacloprid in soil – implications for pollinator and aquatic risk
assessments
D.G. Dyer, Bayer CropScience / Environmental Safety; A.W. Olmstead,
Bayer CropScience / Environmental Toxicology and Risk Assessment; L.M.
Bowers, D.L. Fischer, Bayer CropScience / Environmental Safety
Clothianidin and imidacloprid are chloronicotinyl pesticides used in
a wide variety of crops, applied to soil, foliage or as a seed treatments.
Attention has been given to the core regulatory data packages, which
indicate that clothianidin and imidacloprid degrade slowly in soil, and
therefore would be likely to accumulate in soil with annual applications,
and then potentially result in increased residues in bee-relevant matrices
(pollen / nectar) and in aquatic environments. However, higher tier field
studies are available which show that dissipation of clothianidin and
imidacloprid under typical agronomic conditions is much faster than
predicted by the core regulatory studies. Data will be presented from
studies showing that accumulation of clothianidin or imidacloprid in soil
is much less than anticipated after 6-7 years of applications in cropped
fields. Results from a 2012-2013 survey of corn and canola fields in
North America will also be presented showing no significant accumulation of clothianidin in soil or bee-relevant matrices from fields with 2 to
11 years of consecutive plantings of clothianidin treated seed. Results
from this study also show that only a small portion of the clothianidin
in the soil is bioavailable for uptake into plants, runoff, or leaching.
Implications of this higher tier data in pollinator and aquatic risk assessments need to be considered when determining potential impacts on the
environment and non-target species.
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Canadian Oil Sands: Advancements in the
Ecotoxicology of Process-Affected Materials and
Analytical Detection Methodologies
449 Review of the composition and toxicity of oil sands process waters:
A call for consistency
M. Dube, Shell Heavy Oil / Environmental Performance Improvement; A.
Mahaffey, Shell Canada Energy Ltd; D. Lyon, Shell Oil Co; S.A. Hughes,
Shell Health – Americas
The inherent complexity associated with effluent mixtures mandates
a thorough and systematic characterization to support science-based
toxicological assessments. Each oil sands mine is unique, employing different technologies that are best suited to the ore extracted. Accordingly,
the composition of the various water streams produced reflects these
differences. The objective of this review was to summarize the emphasis of aquatic environmental research through time in the oil sands, to
provide an understanding of the composition and toxicity of OSPW
as reported in the published literature and to propose future research
directions. Literature from the results of two search engines using key
words that contained “oil sands tailings pond water,” “oil sands process
water” and “oil sands process-affected water” over the period of 1975 to
2013 was examined. Results indicate that process water, while referred
to using similar terminology (OSPW), was composed of many different
types of waters. In some cases, the description of the waters was absent
in the papers reviewed. Inconsistent terminology and variance in the
water types assessed confounded comparisons of OSPW composition
and toxicity. Of the 345 articles sourced in this review, only 107 focused
on raw OSPW; that is, OSPW from active settling basins. Of the 35
studies that conducted exposures to assess raw OSPW toxicity, only
17 studies reported toxicity concurrent with chemistry and 8 of these
reported Microtox as the only toxicological endpoint. Thus, only nine of
the 345 papers reviewed (3%) included chemical analysis concurrent with
toxicology where the toxicity tests included standard acute and chronic
bioassays. Some of the papers provided limited information on sampling
procedures and method QA/QC. Differences in methodology for naphthenic acids also confounded interpretation or comparison across studies.
These results suggest that future research must better elucidate the
composition and toxicity of OSPW with consideration of: 1) clear differentiation and reporting of different OSPW types and sources; 2) use
of consistent terminology for process waters; 3) providing detail on mine
type and processing that affect OSPW composition (e.g., froth treatment
type, ore type, etc.); 4) the use of standard chemical and toxicological
methods; 5) chemical analysis of waters conducted concurrently with
toxicity analysis; and 6) toxicological assessments at environmentally
relevant exposure concentrations.
450 Sublethal effects of the Access Western Blend diluted bitumen to
fish
V.S. Langlois, Royal Military College of Canada Dept of Chemistry /
Chemistry and Chemical Engineering; H. Lin, Queen’s Univ / Biology
Dept; C.C. Edington, T. Arthur, Royal Military College of Canada /
Chemistry and Chemical Engineering; P.V. Hodson, Queen’s Univ / School of
Environmental Studies
The growth in production and transport of diluted bitumen (dilbit)
from Alberta’s oil sands has raised concerns about the potential impacts
of spills on aquatic ecosystems. However, there are no published data
on the toxicity of dilbit to fish. Crude and refined oils have been tested
extensively, and impairment of fish recruitment has been associated with
toxicity to embryos, a life stage that cannot avoid exposure to spilled oil,
but is uniquely sensitive by virtue of embryogenesis. As a preliminary
assessment, we measured the toxicity of Access Western Blend (AWB)
Dilbit to embryos of Japanese medaka (Oryzias latipes), a model test
species, using two different exposure regimes, i.e., mechanical dispersion
(water accommodated fraction; WAF), and chemical dispersion (chemically enhanced water accommodated fraction; CEWAF). Exposure to
the tested AWB concentrations did not increase mortality of medaka
embryos, but significantly increased the proportion of malformed

animals. Under the tested conditions, Corexit 9500 was effective for
dispersing AWB dilbit and increasing the exposure of medaka embryos
to the toxic constituents of dilbit. Mechanically dispersed oil (i.e., WAF)
was much less toxic than chemically-dispersed oil (i.e., CEWAF). A
complementary study is ongoing to identify the molecular mechanism
of action by which AWB exerts its effects. Among others, cyp1a mRNA
levels increased in a dose-response matter in both WAF and CEWAF
exposures, with significantly higher level observed in the highest
CEWAF treatment (320-fold change increase).
451 Assessing the impact of source and age of oil sands processaffected water on the toxicity of extracted naphthenic acids
A.J. Bartlett, Environment Canada; R.A. Frank, P.L. Gillis, Environment
Cananda / Aquatic Contaminants Research Division; L.R. Brown,
Environment Canada; M. Hewitt, Environment Canada / National Water
Research Inst; J.L. Parrott, Environment Canada / Water Science and
Technology Directorate
Mixtures of acid-extractable organic compounds, including naphthenic acids (NAs), are concentrated in oil sands process-affected water
(OSPW) through the extraction of bitumen from oil sands deposits in
Alberta, Canada, and have been identified as being among the primary
toxic components of OSPW. Previous studies have shown that the composition of complex NA mixtures impacts toxicity, and that processes
including microbial degradation lead to a decrease in toxicity over time.
Thus, the source and age of OSPW can influence effects on aquatic biota.
The objective of this study was to assess the toxicity of NA mixtures
extracted from varying sources of OSPW: “fresh” OSPW collected in
different years from the same active tailings pond at Industry A (2009,
2011), fresh OSPW collected from an active tailings pond at Industry B,
and “aged” OSPW collected from an inactive experimental tailings pond
(OSPW > 20 years old) at Industry A. Aquatic toxicity tests were conducted with Vibrio fischeri (marine bacterium, Microtox® assay), Lampsilis
cardium (freshwater mussel), and Hyalella azteca (freshwater amphipod). For Vibrio fischeri, the toxicity of the three fresh NA extracts was
similar regardless of source, while the aged NA extract was less toxic. In
contrast, for glochidia (larvae) of Lampsilis cardium, the aged NA extract
was more toxic than the two fresh NA extracts from Industry A, but
similar in toxicity to the fresh NA extract from Industry B. In Hyalella
exposures, the toxicity of all four NA extracts was similar irrespective of
source or age of OSPW. The fact that the relative toxicity of these four
NA extracts was inconsistent across the three test species suggests that
extrapolation between species to estimate the toxicity of NA mixtures
should be done cautiously, if at all. However, in research conducted previously, we demonstrated that NA commercial mixtures were much more
toxic to all three test species than NAs extracted from OSPW, indicating
that NA extracts are a more relevant source for generating toxicity data
for the derivation of NA water quality criteria.
452 Naphthenic acid extracts decrease survival and increase developmental abnormalities in tadpoles of the West African frog Silurana
tropicalis
J.M. Gutierrez Villagomez, Univ of Ottawa / Center for Advanced Research
in Environmental Genomics; K.M. Peru, Environment Canada; J.V.
Headley, Environment Canada / AEPRD; V.L. Trudeau, Univ of Ottawa /
Advanced Research in Environmental Genomics
Bitumen is classified by the Conservation of clean air and water
in europe association (CONCAWE) as a substance of Unknown or
Variable Composition, Complex reaction products or Biological materials (UVCB), since with current technology it is impossible to establish
its exact composition. Water that has been in contact with the bitumen
from the Canada’s oil sands contains naphthenic acids (NAs) and other
substances, thus OSPW is UVCB. NAs are natural components of
crude oil and have been detected in the water of the Athabasca River
in Alberta. The toxicity and effects of NAs on physical development of
tadpoles are still unclear. The aim of this study was to assess the effects
of two commercial NA (cNA) extracts and one OSPW extract, on early
embryonic development in the West African frog Silurana tropicalis. The
data obtained during 3 days-exposures showed that the survival was
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decreased by 60% at 6 mg/L, however this effect was not observed with
the second cNA extract, neither with the OSPW extract. Tadpole length
was decreased by both cNAs. In the treatment with 6 mg/L cNA nearly
100% of the tadpoles suffered at least one type of abnormality, however
with the OSPW extract ~25% of the tadpoles suffered this outcome.
With 24 mg/L OSPW extract treatment >95% of the tadpoles had at
least one abnormality. Abdominal edema was the most common abnormality observed, followed by blistering, gut abnormalities, flattened face
and oval shaped eyes. The OSPW extract had lower toxicity than the
two cNA, suggesting that at least some cNAs are not suitable surrogates
for oil sands-derived NA extracts. Research on the relationship between
chemical composition, survival, development and growth in S. tropicalis
is ongoing. Supported by CONACyT (Mexico) and University of Ottawa
Research Chair Program.
453 Larval Fish Responses to Environmental Samples from Oil Sands
Areas
J.L. Parrott, Environment Canada / Water Science and Technology
Directorate
As part of the Joint Canada-Alberta Oil Sands Monitoring Plan, the
toxicology of natural and oil sands related environmental samples was
studied. One of the goals of the toxicity tests is to examine pathways
and sources of contaminants that may be causing effects in wild fish and
invertebrates. Samples were collected from sites where wild fish health
assessments and invertebrate communities were assessed. In this way,
linkages could be made between wild invertebrates and fish, in comparison to controlled studies of lab fish exposed to certain components
of the environment (sediment, water, and snowmelt). Embryo-larval
fathead minnows were used to assess the chronic toxicity of the following
environmental samples: river sediments, river waters, snow melt waters,
spring freshet waters, and suspended sediments collected in the vicinity
of the Canadian oil sands. Samples were collected in 2009-2014 from
rivers near oil sands processing facilities along the Athabasca River and
tributaries in areas of oil sands development, and compared to samples
collected far from sites of oil sands mining and processing. Fertilized
fathead minnow eggs were exposed for 21 days (through hatch to 7-15
days post-hatch) to samples in dose-response gradients. Most environmental samples caused no effects in larval fish in 21 day assays. Samples
that caused effects in larval fathead minnows were several snow melt
samples, sediments from the Steepbank and Ells Rivers, and waters
from the Muskeg River. Some of the toxic samples were from sites close
to industry (Steepbank River sediments, snow samples close to stacks,
Muskeg River waters). Other samples (groundwaters, Ells River waters)
showed toxicity far from oil sands activities, with effects in lab fish seen
at “background’ sites where natural oil sands weathering or water movement thru bitumen occurs. Samples were analyzed for naphthenic acids,
PAHs, C1-C4 alkylated PAHs, and metals. Sites where sediments and
waters were toxic in lab fish bioassays are being assessed to determine
whether wild young-of-year fish are abundant and growing normally in
these areas of potentially toxic sediments or waters. The results of this
work will help guide future studies and locations to sample wild fish and
invertebrates to fully assess environmental health in the oil sands area.
454 Bioaccumulation of Polyaromatic Compounds in Wood Frog
Tadpoles (Lithobates sylvaticus) Exposed to Athabasca Oil Sands
Sediment
J. Bilodeau, Univ of Ottawa / Biology; L. Kimpe, Univ of Ottawa; J.M.
Gutierrez Villagomez, V.L. Trudeau, Univ of Ottawa / Center for Advanced
Research in Environmental Genomics; J.M. Blais, Univ of Ottawa
Many polyaromatic compounds (PACs) are toxic, carcinogenic and
mutagenic compounds of great concern to aquatic biota and ecosystems. Recent evidence suggests that some alkylated polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs) have significant bioaccumulation potential, which
may increase their hazard to aquatic life and human health. Although
there has been research on the accumulation and kinetics of parent and
alkylated PACs in developing amphibians, most studies only follow the
kinetics of a few individual compounds (mostly only parent PAHs) and
generally focus on water as the main uptake route. In order to study the
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uptake and elimination toxicokinetics as well as the bioaccumulation of
both parent and alkyl PACs, over 300 Gosner stage 28-29 wood frog
tadpoles (Lithobates sylvaticus) were exposed to oil sands sediment from
the MacKay River for 8 days and removed for depuration for 2 days.
Preliminary results show that alkylated benzo(a)anthracenes, chrysenes
and dibenzothiophenes were the PACs taken up most by the wood frog
tadpoles, with C4-dibenzothiophenes reaching up to 274 ng/g in tadpole
samples (N=3) after only 24 hours. Likewise, the total uptake of alkyl
PACs was greater than that of parent PACs, with those with three to
four alkyl groups reaching higher body concentrations than PACs with
only one to two alkyl groups. However, concentrations of PACs in the
bodies of the tadpoles did considerably decrease as shortly as 24 hours
after the initiation of the exposure, concurring the ability of vertebrates
to metabolize PAHs. A more thorough understanding of these preliminary accumulation and elimination parameters will be accomplished
using a contaminated water exposure experiment where wood frog
tadpoles will be exposed to only water, naturally contaminated with
PAHs. This research project will serve to greatly improve our knowledge about the bioaccumulation potential and toxicokinetics of PACs in
aquatic organisms. Supported by Environment Canada and University of
Ottawa.
455 Studies of the bicyclic acids of oil sands process water
S.J. Rowland, Univ of Plymouth / SoGEES; M. Wilde, Plymouth Univ /
School of Geography Earth and Environmental Sciences; A. Scarlett, Univ
of Plymouth / School of Geography Earth and Environmental Sciences; C.E.
West, Plymouth Univ / SoGEES; R.A. Frank, Environment Canada /
ACRD; M. Hewitt, Environment Canada / National Water Research Inst;
D. Jones, Univ of Plymouth / School of Geography EarthEnvironm Science;
A. Lewis, Plymouth Univ / School of Geography Earth and Environmental
Sciences
Oil sands process water (OSPW) may contain hundreds of milligrams
per litre of carboxylic acids (‘naphthenic acids’; NA, CnH 2n-zO2)) and
much has been written about the apparent toxicity of these NA. The
most abundant class of NA in OSPW is reported to be the bicyclic (socalled ‘z= -4’) acids. However, whilst multiple examples of individual
acyclic, tricyclic, tetracyclic, pentacyclic, aromatic and heteroaromatic
(S-containing) acids have been firmly or tentatively identified, no bicyclic
NA ever has been. Of the bicyclic NA identified in commercial petroleum-derived acids, some of the bicyclics are the most toxic (Microtox
screening assay). Therefore it seems important to identify the bicyclic
acids in OSPW. Our analyses of bicyclics by a multi-method mass
spectral approach show that there are over one hundred individual acids
present in a typical OSPW extract, comprising mainly C11-15 bicyclics.
We show evidence of the spectral and chromatographic properties of the
methyl esters of these, along with corresponding data for eight different
classes of known synthetic bicyclic acids (methyl esters). The results are
unexpected.
456 Assessing the variability of acid-extractable organics in oil sands
process-affected waters
R.A. Frank, Environment Canada / ACRD; C.B. Milestone, Environment
Canada; S.J. Rowland, Univ of Plymouth / SoGEES; S.K. Lengger, Univ of
Plymouth; J.V. Headley, Environment Canada / AEPRD; R.J. Kavanagh,
CNRL; W. Zubot, Syncrude Canada Ltd; A. Scarlett, C. West, Univ of
Plymouth; K. Peru, M. Hewitt, Environment Canada
The acid-extractable organic compounds (AEOs), including naphthenic
acids (NAs), present within oil sands process-affected water (OSPW)
receive great attention due to their known aquatic toxicity and when
present at the elevated concentrations found in OSPW following the
caustic hot water extraction of bitumen from oil sand. While recent
progress in advanced separation and analytical methodologies for AEOs
has greatly improved our understanding of the composition of these
mixtures, as well as how they differ between tailings ponds and natural
bitumen-impacted waters, little research focus has been dedicated to
assessing the variability inherent within a single containment system.
In this study, 5 OSPW samples were collected from the same location of one tailings pond over a 3-week period and 5 OSPW samples
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were collected simultaneously from different locations within a second
tailings pond. In both cases, the AEOs were analysed using HRMS,
GC×GC-TOF/MS, and GC- & LC-QTOF/MS (GC analyses required
conversion to methyl esters). The results indicate the extent to which the
AEO mixtures in tailings ponds vary, further demonstrating the need to
better understand the complexity of these mixtures to support reclamation and monitoring initiatives, as well as to aid the identification of
suitable sources for the extraction of reference materials for toxicological
and chemical assessments.

Emerging Contaminants from Anthropogenic
Activities – Trends and Impacts: Part 1
457 Flame retardants from use in North American consumer products
to waste in developing countries
A. Golnoush, Univ of Toronto / Geography; A. Saini, Univ of Toronto / Dept
of Physical and Environmental Sciences; A.M. Buser, ETH Zurich; M.L.
Diamond, Univ of Toronto / Dept of Earth Sciences
Halogenated flame retardants (HFRs) are used in a wide array of electrical and electronic products (EEE), many of which are manufactured
overseas. During product use in, for example, Canada and US, a very
small fraction of HFRs migrates from products to the indoor environment. In contrast, the significant migration of HFRs occurs when most
of these EEE products are shipped back overseas for waste handling. To
examine the fate of HFRs during the product use phase, the concentrations of HFRs were measured in dust and in surface wipes of more
than 100 electronic products in 35 homes in Toronto. In ~ 60% of dust
samples TDCPP had the highest concentrations among PBDE alternatives with an average concentration of 3500 ng/g, followed by TBPH
and TBB. BDE-209 contributed most of all PBDEs in more than 50%
of dust samples with an average concentration of 1000 ng/g, followed
by BDE-99 and BDE-153. Amongst the EEE products in these homes,
BDE-209 in a CRT-TV had the highest concentration of 60,000 ng/
wipe, followed by small electronic products such as power strips and
heater (~10,000 ng/wipe). Of the PBDE alternatives, DBDPE in flat
screen TVs had the highest concentration (6000 ng/wipe) followed by
TBB and TBPH in personal computers and small household appliances.
To examine the fate during the waste phase, a material flow analysis of
PBDEs in EEE was assembled. Our results suggest that more than 30%
of e-waste disposed of in Canada and US per year are sent to overseas to
developing countries. This is equivalent to the movement of 5500 tonnes
of PBDEs in 2008. In these countries, the lack of stringent regulations
on the management of e-waste leads to the widespread release and direct
exposure of the local population to high concentrations of PBDEs and
other toxic substances.
458 Ghosts in the machine: Releases of flame retardants from microplastics and recycled materials
R.C. Hale,M.J.LaGuardia,VirginiaInstofMarine Science /Environmentaland AquaticAnimal
Health; E.Harvey,VirginiaInst ofMarine Science;M.Mainor,D.R.Luellen,VirginiaInstof
Marine Science/EnvironmentalAquatic AnimalHealth;H.Li,GuangzhouInstofGeochemistry
Flame retardants (FRs) have been widely used in polymers, textiles and
electronics. Incorporation into these matrices had long been presumed
to impede their environmental release. However, more recent data
suggest significant emissions. Some FRs are halogenated semivolatiles
and exhibit persistent, bioaccumulative and toxic (PBT) properties.
One regulatory response has been to restrict commercial production of
some, e.g. PBDEs. However, these FRs commonly have been replaced
with alternatives, for which less is known regarding their environmental
behavior. In addition, long-lived consumer products (such as furniture
and automobiles) will continue as reservoirs of discontinued FRs, as will
discarded materials. In the environment, natural weathering (abrasion,
UV degradation and biological attack) decomposes bulk polymers into
microparticles. This increases particle surface areas and reduces the
path length from the interior, expediting FR release. In less developed
countries burning of plastics may occur during electronics dismantling,

facilitating FR release and generating degradation products. Dispersal
of FRs is also enhanced via the land application of wastewater sewage
sludges (biosolids) and recycling of some polymers. Our understanding
of the composition and history of such complex materials is typically
inadequate. We detected PBDEs and a variety of other FRs in polyurethane foam reformed as carpet underlayment. We also observed high
levels of discontinued PBDEs (PentaBDE and DecaBDE), as well as
current-use alternative phosphate-based FRs in contemporary U.S.
biosolids. PBDE levels therein exceeded the mean levels reported in the
EPA Targeted National Sewage Sludge Survey, indicating sustained
releases. Biosolids for that survey were collected in 2006-7; shortly after
the peak in U.S.PBDE use. Finally, PBDEs, alternative BFRs (e.g. tetrabromobisphenol A and 1,2-bis (2,4,6-tribromophenoxy) ethane), and
phosphate-based FRs were detected in riverine sediments downstream of
an electronics dismantling operation in southeastern China.
459 Polybrominated Diphenyl Ether (PBDE) Accumulation in an
Agricultural Soil Ecosystem Receiving Long-Term Wastewater
Sludge Amendments
M. Gaylor, Dakota State Univ / Chemistry College of Arts and Sciences; G.
Mears, E. Harvey, Virginia Inst of Marine Science College of William and
Mary; M.J. La Guardia, Virginia Inst of Marine Science / Environmental
and Aquatic Animal Health; K. Even, Univ of Colorado Denver / College of
Nursing; R.C. Hale, Virginia Inst of Marine Science / Environmental and
Aquatic Animal Health
Few studies have addressed bioaccumulation of organic pollutants associated with land-application of wastewater sludges. We thus examined
PBDE burdens within a soil invertebrate food web receiving agronomic
sludge amendments at 2-3 year intervals since the mid-1980s and a
reference soil invertebrate food web receiving only manure inputs. No
PBDEs were detected in reference site samples, but sludge-amended soils
contained 17,600±2330 μg/kg ∑PBDE3-8 (total organic carbon (TOC)
basis). ∑PBDE3-8 burdens were highest in soil invertebrates with greatest contact with sludge-amended soil (e.g. ∑PBDE3-8 of 10,300±2670
and 3000±200 µg/kg lipid for earthworms and detritivorous woodlice,
respectively). PBDEs were below sample quantitation limits (QLs) in
the dominant vegetation (Eastern gammagrass) and, surprisingly, in all
but a single composite sample of predaceous ground spiders (Lycosidae),
collected from the sludge-amended site. PBDE burdens were similarly
unquantifiable in mixed predacious web spider composites (Araneidae,
Thomisidae, Theridiidae). BDE-209 burdens in sludge-amended soil and
earthworms were 7500±2800 µg/kg TOC and 6500±4100 µg/kg lipid,
respectively. BDE-209 was detected in fewer taxa, but the burden in a
detritivorous millipede composite was high (86,000 µg/kg lipid). PBDE
congener patterns differed among species, with worms and ground
beetles exhibiting Penta-BDE-like patterns. Penta-BDE biota-soil
accumulation factors (BSAFs) ranged from 0.006 to 1.2, while BDE-209
BSAFs ranged from 0.07 to 10.5. δ13C and δ15N isotope signatures were
poorly correlated with PBDE burdens, but sludge-amended samples were
significantly δ15N enriched relative to reference site samples. Potential
implications of these findings, as well as recommendations for future
research, will also be addressed.
460 Emerging Flame Retardants in Sharks and Teleost Fishes in a
North Atlantic Food Web
H.R. Marler, Southern Illinois Univ Carbondale / Zoology; D.H. Adams,
Cape Canaveral Scientific Inc / Fish and Wildlife Research Inst; C. Nielsen,
Southern Illinois Univ Carbondale / Cooperative Wildlife Research
Laboratory; D. Chen, Southern Illinois Univ Carbondale / Chemistry
We examined emerging flame retardants and their trophodynamics in a
North Atlantic marine food web. Livers of various shark species, including shortfin mako shark (Isurus oxyrinchus), tiger shark (Galeocerdo cuvier),
dusky shark (Carcharhinus obscurus), sandbar shark (C. plumbeus) and
porbeagle (Lamna nasus), were collected in 2012-2013 from offshore
waters ranging from southern Maine to New York. They were analyzed for a suite of 20 PBDEs, 11 non-PBDE BFRs and 11 DP-related
compounds. Livers of teleost fishes representing different trophic levels
in the marine food web, including striped bass (Morone saxatilis), striped
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mullet (Mugil cephalus), Atlantic silverside (Menidia menidia), and
bluefish (Pomatomus saltatrix), were also analyzed for the same suite of
compounds. Among all examined species, shortfin mako contained the
highest concentrations of PBDEs (160-2670 ng/g/lipid weight or ng/g
lw), non-PBDE BFRs (7-180 ng/g lw), and DP-related compounds (1658 ng/g/lw), respectively. The porbeagle samples in this study represent
information about a threatened species rarely sampled for anthropogenic
contaminant analysis. Porbeagle livers contained 18.17-150.39 ng/g lw of
PBDEs, 4.81-21.79 ng/g/lw of non-PBDE BFRs, and 2.53-25.27 ng/g/
lw of DP-related compounds. Trophic biomagnification of major flame
retardants in this studied food web was also evaluated by relating BFR
concentrations in each species to their respective trophic levels estimated
from stable isotope analysis. This study provides a more comprehensive
understanding of anthropogenic impacts on marine ecosystems in the
North Atlantic.
461 Alternate halogenated flame retardants in terrestrial and marine
food chains of the Canadian Arctic
A.D. Morris, Univ of Guelph Environment Canada / Environmental
Biology; D.C. Muir, Environment Canada / Aquatic Contaminants
Research Division; K.R. Solomon, Univ of Guelph / School of Environmental
Sciences; C. Teixeira, X. Wang, M. Duric, Environment Canada / Aquatic
Contaminants Research Division
Halogenated flame retardants (HFRs) have been prevalent contaminants
of the Arctic for decades. As legacy flame retardants were reclassified as
persistent organic pollutants (POPs) and were banned, alternate flame
retardants were widely implemented by industry. These alternate HFRs
have been detected in environmental media across the globe, including
Arctic water and air. Although measurements in Arctic wildlife do exist,
full food chain studies assessing their potential to biomagnify are largely
absent from the literature, making risk assessment and modeling impossible. We investigated the concentrations and bioaccumulation behavior
of alternate HFRs in marine (algae-plankton-amphipod-cod-seal) and
terrestrial (vegetation-caribou-wolf) food chains in the Canadian Arctic.
We detected a broad range of alternate HFRs in terrestrial vegetation
at low ng/g lw concentrations. These included 1,2-bis (2,4,6-tribromophenoxy) ethane (BTBPE), ATE (allyl 2,4,6-tribromophenyl ether),
pentabromobenzene (PBBz), hexabromobenzene (HBB) and pentabromotoluene (PBT). ATE was the most abundant non-PBDE HFR in
vegetation at concentrations of 5.9 to 24 ng/g lw. Concentrations of ATE
and PBBz in caribou were comparable to dominant PBDE congeners,
however most alternate HFRs were detected sporadically or were <
MDL in caribou tissues. Wolves had a broader range of alternate HFRs
in their tissues, though concentrations of most were still < 1 ng/g lw,
except for ATE, which was again the most abundant alternate HFR
in terrestrial mammals with concentrations of 1.6 +/- 0.38 ng/g lw and
2.6 +/- 6.1 ng/g lw in caribou and wolf respectively. In contrast, most
alternate HFRs were not detectable in lower trophic level marine biota,
and concentrations of alternate HFRs were approximately 10-100 fold
smaller in seals than in caribou or wolves, with few consistent detections.
In addition to ATE, we detected 2-bromoallyl 2,4,6-tribromophenyl
ether (BATE), as well as methoxy-tribromobenzene in seal blubber,
which were not detected in the terrestrial food chain. Several of the
bromobenzene compounds that were relatively abundant in the terrestrial
environment were < MDL in the marine food chain (e.g. PBT, PBBz).
Regardless of the differences in concentration between consumers, the
alternate HFRs seem to have limited biomagnification potential in both
food chains, as biomagnification factors (BMFs) were < 1 for all relationships that could be calculated.
462 Organophosphate and Brominated Flame Retardants in Human
Hair and Nails
A. Salamova, Indiana Univ / School of Public and Environmental Affairs;
L. Liu, Indiana Univ; S.L. Bielko, K. He, Indiana Univ / School of Public
Health; R.A. Hites, Indiana Univ / School of Public Environmental Affairs
Flame retardants are organic chemicals that are added to a wide variety
of consumer and industrial products, such as plastics, electronic equipment, furniture, textiles, and building materials to delay ignition and
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slow the spread of fire. Brominated flame retardants (BFRs) and organophosphate flame retardants (OPFRs) are among the most widely used
organic flame retardants currently in production. Some of the organophosphates are also used as plasticizers, as well as antifoaming agents in
lacquers, hydraulic fluids, and floor polishes. BFRs and OPFRs are additive flame retardants, and as a result, they escape the products in which
they are used and accumulate in the surrounding environment and people. There is an increasing number of studies reporting the levels of BFRs
and OPFRs in humans from around the world. However, epidemiological evidence of flame retardants’ adverse effects remains limited due to
the difficulties of long-term human biomonitoring studies, including the
lack of a reliable and non-invasive biomarkers of flame retardant exposure. Human hair and nails are good examples of non-invasive human
matrices. Compared to other biological samples, these matrices are easily
accessible and collectable, cost effective, and easy to transport and store.
In this study, we report the levels of 45 BFRs (including 35 polybrominated flame retardants (PBDEs), decabromodiphenyl ethane (DBDPE),
hexabromobenzene (HBB), pentabromoethylbenzene (PBEB),
1,2-bis(2,4,6-tribromophenoxy) ethane (BTBPE), 2-ethylhexyl-2,3,4,5tetrabromobenzoate (TBB), bis(2-ethylhexyl)-tetrabromophthalate
(TBPH), pentabromobenzene (PBBz), tetrabromo-p-xylene (pTBX),and
13 OPFRs (including, tris(2-chloroethyl) phosphate (TCEP), tris(1chloro-2-propyl) phosphate (TCPP), tris(1,3-dichloro-2-propyl)
phosphate (TDCPP), tri-n-butyl phosphate (TnBP), tris(butoxyethyl)
phosphate (TBEP), tris(2-ethylhexyl) phosphate (TEHP), triphenyl phosphate (TPP), 2-ethylhexyl-diphenyl phosphate (EHDPP),
tri-o-tolyl phosphate (TOTP), tri-p-tolyl phosphate (TPTP), tris(3,5dimethylphenyl) phosphate (TDMPP), tris(2-isopropylphenyl)
phosphate (TIPPP), and tris(4-butylphenyl) phosphate (TBPP) in
matched hair, finger- and toenails collected from general population in
Bloomington, Indiana. Preliminary data show that PBBz, TBB, TBPH,
DBDPE, BDE-28, -47, -99, -100, -153, -183, -209, and TPhP are the
most frequently detected flame retardants in hair and nails, and some are
present at elevated levels.
463 PBDEs Disrupt Thyroid Hormone Homeostasis and
Sulfotransferase Activity in Human Placental Tissues
C. Leonetti, Integrated Toxicology and Environmental Health; C.M. Butt,
H.M. Stapleton, Duke Univ / Nicholas School of the Environment
Due to their structural similarities to thyroid hormones (THs), polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs) interfere with TH homeostasis and
regulation. Thyroid hormones are key signaling molecules orchestrating
fetal organ development and are essential for proper neurodevelopment.
Maintenance of THs in peripheral tissues is partially governed by a class
of enzymes, sulfotransferases (SULTs). SULTs are expressed in placental
tissues and act to regulate the concentrations of maternally-derived THs
before transport to the fetus. Previous research in our laboratory found
that PBDEs and other halogenated organic contaminants inhibit SULT
activity in human hepatic tissues; however, it is unclear whether similar
effects would be observed for SULT activity in placental tissues. In the
present study, we investigated the associations between PBDEs, TH levels, and SULT activity in human placental tissues. Using our previously
developed method for TH sulfation activity, SULT activity in cytosolic
fractions of 102 human placental tissues are being analyzed. Preliminary
findings from 10 placenta cytosol samples indicate that placental SULT
activity is negatively associated with placental tissue concentrations of
BDE-47, -99, -100, -153, -154, -209, and 2,4,6-TBP (rp= -0.57, -0.68,
-0.63, -0.69, -0.58, -0.58, -0.51), suggesting that PBDEs may affect TH
regulation via SULT enzyme inhibition. Furthermore, the relationships
between PBDEs and THs were examined. BDE-47, -99, -100, -154,
-153, -209 were detected in more than 50% of samples, and 2,4,6 TBP
was detected in 100% of samples. 2,4,6 TBP was the most prominent
BFR with an average concentration of 15.42 ng/g lipid (range: 1.31-316.1
ng/g lipid), followed by BDE-47 and BDE-209 with mean concentrations of 5.09 ng/g lipid and 2.86 ng/g lipid, respectively. Significant
positive correlations were observed between 2,4,6 TBP and all PBDE
congeners, with the strongest correlation between 2,4,6 TBP and BDE209 (rp=0.64). This suggests a common consumer product source for
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these compounds or a biotransformation pathway leading to 2,4,6 TBP
metabolite production. Finally, there was a positive relationship between
triiodothyronine and BDE-153 (β=0.29 per standard deviation increase;
p=0.03). This is the first study to simultaneously measure THs, BFRs and
SULT activity in human placental tissues, and contributes to knowledge
of TH homeostasis in the placenta that may impact fetal development.
464 Metabolites of Organophosphate Flame Retardants and
2-Ethylhexyl Tetrabromobenzoate (EH-TBB) in Urine from Paired
Mothers and Toddlers
C.M. Butt, Duke Univ / Nicholas School of the Environment; J. Congleton,
Environmental Working Group; K. Hoffman, M. Fang, H.M. Stapleton,
Duke Univ / Nicholas School of the Environment
In recent years, the chemical flame retardant market has shifted away
from the polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs) towards alterative
compounds including aromatic brominated compounds, brominated
phthalates and chlorinated alkyl and non-chlorinated aryl organophosphate flame retardants (OPFRs). These alternative compounds appear to
be extensively used, as evidenced by the fact that OPFRs and components
of the flame retardant mixture Firemaster® 550 are the most frequently
detected flame retardants in polyurethane foams, and are widely detected
in indoor dust. Limited research indicates that adults are widely exposed
to OPFRs and Firemaster® 550, but nothing is known about children’s
exposure. Children’s exposure is a concern because some OPFRs are
considered potentially carcinogenic and/or neurodevelopmental toxicants. OPFRs are readily metabolized and excreted in the urine as their
dialkyl and diaryl compounds. Similarly, 2-ethylhexyl-2,3,4,5-tetrabromobenzoate (EH-TBB), a Firemaster® component, is metabolized to
tetrabromobenzoic acid (TBBA). Therefore, these compounds can function as biomarkers of OPFR and Firemaster® 550 exposure. In this study
we measured levels of bis(1,3-dichloro-2-propyl) phosphate (BDCIPP),
bis(1-chloro-2-propyl)phosphate (BCIPP), diphenyl phosphate (DPHP),
2 alkylated DPHPs and TBBA in urine collected from 21 US mothertoddler pairs. BDCIPP, DPHP and ip-DPHP were detected in 100%,
98% and 96% of all individuals, whereas BCIPP and t-butyl-DPHP (tbDPHP) were only detected in 8% and 13%. Further, TBBA was detected
in 27% of adults, but 70% of children. Overall, children had higher
urinary levels of BDCIPP, DPHP, ip-DPHP and TBBA as compared to
their mothers, suggesting increased children’s exposure. BDCIPP and
DPHP levels in mother’s urine were also significantly correlated with
levels in children’s urine, suggesting similar exposure routes, likely in
the home environment. Also, we used a questionnaire to assess various
potential predictors of OPFR exposure. In children some predictors of
hand-mouth exposure were associated with elevated BDCIPP and DPHP
levels (e.g. less frequent hand washing for BDCIPP). Overall, these trends
are consistent with higher flame retardant levels in children as a result of
increased hand-mouth behavior and elevated dust exposure.

Mercury Fate and Biogeochemistry: Part 2
465 Quantifying the effect of photoreactive dissolved organic matter
on the photodemethylation of methylmercury in a temperate freshwater ecosystem
S. Klapstein, Acadia Univ / Earth Environmental Science; D. Risk,
St Francis Xavier Univ / Earth Sciences; S. Ziegler, Memorial Univ
of Newfoundland; N.J. O’Driscoll, Acadia Univ / Dept of Earth and
Enviromental Science
Methylmercury bioaccumulation is a growing issue for aquatic and
terrestrial wildlife in the high dissolved organic matter (DOM) lake
systems within Kejimkujik National Park, Nova Scotia. While many
studies have focused on mercury methylation processes, few have
examined mercury photodemethylation rates and how these rates may
vary temporally. Understanding the effects of DOM on this process is
complex because DOM structure can be altered by solar radiation and
these changes may affect abiotic photodemethylation rates. To test the
effect of the presence of photoreactive dissolved organic carbon (DOC)
on photodemethylation a series of controlled methylmercury spiking

experiments were carried out using naturally high DOC water samples.
Water from a high DOC lake (concentration >8 mg/L) was spiked with
methylmercury, let sit for 24 hours in the dark at room temperature, and
then exposed to UVA radiation in a photoreactor at a constant photon
flux of for 0, 24, and 48 hours. UV-visible absorbance scans (200800 nm), DOC, total mercury, and methylmercury were measured in
triplicate at each time point. The same experiment was repeated using
lake water subjected to varying irradiation periods to reduce the DOM
photoreactivity (< 20%, and 40-60% of initial absorbency at 350 nm).
Previous research within Kejimkujik freshwater lakes indicated that both
photoreactivity and concentration of DOC changes over the ice-free season, thus this suite of experiments will be repeated over the summer and
fall of 2014. Preliminary results suggest that up to 65% of methylmercury was lost over 24 hours in the highest carbon treatment as compared
to 55% in the lowest carbon treatment. However, both carbon treatments
showed a reduction of methylmercury by ~70% after 48 hours of UVA
irradiation. These preliminary results indicate that freshwater lakes with
higher DOC could support faster photodemethylation rates than lakes
with lower DOC concentrations, however further research is required to
assess the role of DOM in supporting lake water photodemethylation at
trace field concentrations of methylmercury.
466 Mercury in Maritime Antarctica - The Case Studies of Deception
and King George Islands
J. Canario, A. Mão de Ferro, E. Amaro, A. Mota, Inst Superior Técnico /
Centro de Química Estrutural
Compared to the Arctic, much less is known about sources, biogeochemistry and fate of mercury in Antarctica. The frozen continent is
considered pristine; however human presence in Antarctica has resulted in
a sharp increase in anthropogenic pressure, leading to pollution problems,
predominantly near scientific stations. The South Shetland Islands may
be particularly vulnerable to human impacts as they contain one of the
highest concentrations of research stations on the continent. This is the
case of Deception Island (DI) , an active Volcano with a large flooded
caldera named Port Foster, is one of the most frequently visited sites in
Antarctica and King George Island (KGI) a logistic hub for all scientific Stations in the Antarctic Peninsula. In the austral summer seasons
of 2011/2012, 2012/2013 and 2013/2014 three field campaigns were
performed on Fildes Peninsula (KGI) and DI. Sediment/soils, water, ice/
snow and vegetation were sampled at several areas of the two islands and
analyzed for particulate and dissolved Hg (including MeHg). Some other
interpretative parameters were also determined (e.g. organic carbon). In
the laboratory trace element chemical and biological availability tests were
also performed. In DI the results suggest that volcanic activity is the most
important Hg source. Mercury levels in water and sediments sampled at
two fumaroles were up to 10000 times higher than in the other sampling
sites. Dissolved methylmercury (MeHg) is below the detection limit in
those samples, probably due to the very high temperature found in fumaroles (above 80ºC). On the other hand MeHg accounted for, on average,
23% of total dissolved Hg in the saline waters of Foster bay, which suggests exceptional conditions for Hg methylation. Combined with the high
residence time of the water in Foster bay, the results point to the existence
of a MeHg pool available for aquatic living organisms. Interestingly the
results obtained in KGI, showed Hg (and MeHg) concentrations to be
much lower in all samples, even near potential contaminated sites. In
fact, total mercury concentrations were comparable to other published in
remote Antarctic sites, which suggests that the impact of the stations on
Hg inputs into the ecosystem is minimal.
467 The influence of chloride concentration on Hg photochemical
reduction in Arctic snow
E.A. Mann, Dept of Environmental Science; S. Ziegler, Memorial Univ of
Newfoundland; A. Steffen, Environment Canada; N.J. O’Driscoll, Acadia
Univ / Dept of Earth and Enviromental Science
Mercury contamination in Arctic snow may be a cause for concern due to
an influx of springtime deposition and subsequent melt that may transport mercury to local aquatic environments. Chloride (Cl-) content has
been linked to Hg concentrations in snow in the Canadian high Arctic,
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where higher Cl- coincides with elevated Hg concentrations in snow. It
is suspected that more Hg is retained in snow over sea ice because of this
increased Cl- concentration. If so this retention is expected to increase
into the future as multi-year sea ice extents decrease while “saltier”
first-year sea ice becomes more common and sea ice dynamics increase,
creating more open water and allowing more potential atmospheric Hg
reactions to occur. A laboratory study was undertaken to quantify the
effects of Cl- concentration on Hg photoreduction kinetics in Arctic snow.
Snow was collected from Alert, NU, Canada from 9 to 11 May 2014
into 2.2L Teflon bottles, and melted before being re-frozen and shipped
south for analysis. Frozen meltwater was thawed and Cl- (as NaCl) was
spiked into 2.2L Teflon bottles at one of five concentrations (0 – 20 ppm
added). Samples of each Cl- concentration were irradiated in triplicate at
4°C, with one of five UV (280 – 400 nm) radiation intensities (1.26 – 5.78
W·m-2) for 24 – 48h in a LuzChem photoreactor, while photoproduced
Hg(0) was quantified using a Tekran 2537. Pseudo-first order kinetics
were assumed and the reduction rate constants (k) and total photoreduced
Hg amounts (Hg(II)red) were determined for each UV/Cl- treatment.
Relationships between Hg reduction kinetics, Cl- concentration and
UV intensity were derived. Using these relationships, Hg environmental
models can better predict Hg reduction dynamics in the Arctic where
Cl- concentrations in snow can vary widely and Cl- loadings in snow are
predicted to increase as winter sea ice coverage decreases due to global
warming, generating a clearer picture of Hg fate in the environment.
468 Mercury Methylation and Transport in the Sediments of the
South River, VA, USA
K. Paulson, Univ of Waterloo / Earth and Environmental Sciences; J. Ma,
Univ of Waterloo; C.J. Ptacek, Univ of Waterloo / Earth and Environmental
Sciences; D. Gould, Natural Resources Canada; D.W. Blowes, Univ of
Waterloo / Earth and Environmental Sciences; R.C. Landis, J.A. Dyer, E. I.
du Pont de Nemours and Company
Mercury (Hg) transport and methyl mercury (MeHg) production in
riverbank sediments are complex processes that are influenced by site
conditions, and are important when assessing methods for remediation.
The South River watershed in VA, USA contains elevated concentrations
of Hg in riverbank and floodplain sediments. The role of specific organic
carbon sources in promoting methylation of Hg in natural sediments is
not well understood under saturated flow conditions. Four column experiments were conducted, including a control column which received South
River water (SRW) as an influent solution, and three treatment columns.
The treatment column influent water was SRW amended with: acetate
(5.8 mM), lactate (5.7 mM), and lactate (5.7 mM) combined with SO42(10.1 mM). Aqueous-phase concentrations of MeHg and other water
chemistry parameters were monitored in the column influent and effluent
solutions and periodically along the column length. Concentrations of
Hg in the control column effluent reached a maximum of 7.1 mg L-1 (in
0.45 mm filtered samples) at early times, before declining to 1.6 mg L-1;
concentrations of MeHg reached a maximum value (8.8 ng L-1) at the
end of the experiment. In the column receiving acetate, effluent concentrations of Hg initially increased and then stabilized to approximately
10 mg L-1; concentrations of MeHg increased to a maximum of 54 ng
L-1. In the column receiving lactate the effluent MeHg concentrations
increased similar to the acetate column, and had similar masses of total
Hg leached as the control. The column receiving lactate and SO42- had
the highest MeHg concentrations of 1.8 mg L-1 in the effluent and also
the highest mass of total Hg released at 21.6 mg L-1. Elevated concentrations of sulfide present in the lactate-sulfate column did not appear to
suppress Hg methylation. At the termination of the column experiments,
the lactate-sulfate column sediments contained the greatest populations of sulfur-reducing bacteria and the acetate column sediments had
the greatest iron-reducing bacteria populations as determined through
enumerations. The greatest solid-phase MeHg was observed on the
lactate-sulfate column sediments with 530 ng g-1 dry wt. on the sediment interval closest to the influent. Desulfovibrio putealis and Geobacter
spp. were identified in the column sediments and may be species that
promoted the MeHg formation observed.
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469 Use of sulfur isotopes to assess mercury bioaccumulation and
biomagnification in freshwater biota from lower- and higher-latitude
lakes in Canada
K.A. Kidd, M. Clayden, Univ of New Brunswick; G.L. Lescord, Univ of
New Brunswick Saint John / Biology Dept
Stable isotopes of nitrogen (d15N) and carbon (d13C) are commonly
used to understand mercury (Hg) bioaccumulation in freshwater biota
and its biomagnification through the food web. Though aspects of Hg
cycling are linked to sulfur (e.g. methylation) and their isotopes (d34S)
can differentiate habitat use (e.g. oxic versus anoxic) by taxa, little is
known about whether d34S explains variable Hg concentrations among
and within aquatic species. Delta34S is believed to be conserved from
prey to predator and may delineate benthic (sediment-dwelling) versus
pelagic (open water) invertebrates as food (and associated Hg) sources for
fish within lakes, or differences in habitat use of the same taxon collected
across systems. In this study, food web biota of 13 Canadian lakes - 6 in
the high Arctic near Resolute Bay, Nunavut (NU) and 7 in Nova Scotia
(NS) - were sampled in 2009 through 2011 and analyzed for d34S and
methyl (benthic invertebrates, zooplankton) or total Hg (fishes). In the
NS lakes there was little difference in d34S between pelagic and benthic
invertebrates (mean difference of 1.18 ± 0.70‰), and it was not possible to distinguish their relative importance to the yellow perch (Perca
flavescens). Benthic chironomids and zooplankton from the NU lakes
were better separated by d34S (up to 2‰), though zooplankton were
not consistently higher or lower than the chironomids and their values
overlapped in 3 systems. Within char from two of the NU lakes and yellow perch from three of the NS lakes, log Hg and d34S were significantly
positively related (R 2 of 0.53 to 0.81, p=0.001 to 0.044). For only benthic
invertebrates, a positive relationship occurred across NU lakes (R 2=0.55,
p< 0.01) and a negative one was found for NS lakes (R 2=0.70, p=0.001).
Relationships between log Hg and δ34S were also negative in each of
the NS food webs when fish and invertebrates were analyzed together
(R 2=0.19 – 0.39, p=0.01- < 0.001). Llog Hg and δ34S were positively
related in two NU lakes (R 2=0.36 , 0.74; p< 0.007), negatively related
in two lakes (R 2=0.25 , 0.26; p< 0.014) and not related in the others
(p>0.55). Therefore, we found some, albeit limited, usefulness of δ34S to
assess food web structure and Hg bioaccumulation and biomagnification
across these systems, though results were not consistent from lower- to
higher- latitude lakes.
470 Investigation of Hg contamination in the Three Gorge Reservoir,
China, using silver carp and bighead carp
J. Li, K.G. Drouillard, D. Haffner, Univ of Windsor / Great Lakes Inst for
Environmental Research
It is wildly recognized that reservoir formation can result in increased
fish mercury (Hg) levels. The Three Gorge Reservoir (TGR) is located
within the high background Hg zone of China, leading to health
concerns from consumption of fish in this area. In order to investigate the contamination levels in fish from the TGR, 26 silver carp
(Hypophthalmichthys molitrix) and 18 bighead carp (Hypophthalmichthys
nobilis) were collected from Daling River, Wushan, China, in
September 2013. Hg levels were analyzed in muscle, liver, gill, gut
content, heart, and homogenate for silver carp, and in whole fish
homogenate for bighead carp. Results indicated no fish exceeded fish
consumption advisories (500 ng g-1 THg/wet weight) in this study.
For silver carp, ANOVA demonstrated that methylmercury (MeHg)
concentrations were significantly higher in muscle (36.73±21.99 ng
g-1), heart (27.06±15.23 ng g-1), homogenate (22.69±12.30 ng g-1), and
liver (15.93±19.49 ng g-1), compared to gut content (8.44±7.86 ng g-1)
and gill (7.19±7.51 ng g-1) (ANOVA, p< 0.05). The mean total mercury
(THg) concentrations in muscle, heart, homogenate, liver and gill were
50.57±32.29, 52.88±17.99, 35.15±17.23, 33.47±19.34, and 15.90±10.37
ng g-1, respectively. ANOVA also revealed significantly lower THg
levels in gill tissue compared to other tissues (p< 0.05). For bighead
carp, the mean MeHg and THg concentrations of the homogenate
samples were 61.45±43.42 and 82.56±52.28 ng g-1, respectively. Bighead
carp showed significantly higher MeHg and THg levels than silver
carp (ANOVA, p< 0.05). THg and MeHg levels in both species were
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positively related to body mass. MeHg:THg ratios were not significantly
different between species. However, our study showed surprisingly low
MeHg:THg ratios (60%-80%), compared to North America studies
(typically>90%). This suggested fish consumption advisories based on
THg concentrations may overestimate the risks for these two species in
the TGR area.
471 Mercury Distribution in Florida Watersheds as Measured in
American Alligators- Statewide Trends
F. Nilsen, National Inst of Standards and Technology / Medical Univ
of South Carolina; A. Brunell, T. Lange, Florida Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Commission; J.P. Delaney, Deseret Ranches of Florida; S.
Long, National Inst of Standards and Technology / Analytical Chemistry
Division; L. Guillette, Medical Univ of South Carolina
Mercury has been a problematic and hazardous contaminant in Florida
for decades. Environmental conditions throughout Florida are ideal
for the bioaccumulation of methyl mercury which exhibits a pattern
of accumulation increasing north to south, as populations of sulfur
recycling bacteria increase and efficiently methylate mercury within the
environment. Previously, mercury concentrations were so elevated in
the Water Conservation Areas (WCAs) of southern Florida that longlived predators, particularly alligators, were deemed unsafe for human
consumption. Although concentrations declined in the late 1990’s,
concentrations remained high and the sale of alligator meat from the
WCAs is still prohibited. Despite the change in trends seen over the last
two decades, there are large data gaps over time, and across the state of
Florida. Previous studies have focused primarily on areas of interest, such
as the Everglades, and other sites identified as highly contaminated. This
study investigates total mercury (THg) body burdens in the American
alligator at 6 legal alligator harvest areas; representing 4 water sheds, and
3 Water Management Districts. These locations represent sites where low
(< 0.3 mg/kg), moderate (0.3 ≤ THg < 1.0 mg/kg) and high (THg ≥ 1.0
mg/kg) environmentally-relevant concentrations of mercury have been
identified in alligators, and where examination of temporal and longitudinal transport between watersheds can be examined. Total mercury
was measured using a DMA-80, from whole blood of sub-adult and
adult American alligators, to determine continual exposure of mercury
for these large predators within each of the locations sampled. Large
differences in THg whole blood concentrations were found in animals
from both water management districts that included 2 watersheds with
connected drainage. The second, watershed in each drainage system
consistently having higher concentrations of mercury than the first
watershed (13 % and 225 % increases, for northern and southern water
management districts, respectively). The 2 southern water management
districts displayed concentrations of mercury that are an order of magnitude higher than that of the more northern water management districts.
These higher concentrations likely reflect greater anthropogenic influences in specific areas, as well as an increased efficiency for accumulation
of methyl mercury.
472 Mercury Bioaccumulation and Toxicity are Inversely Related to
Selenium
N.V. Ralston, Energy & Environmental Research Ctr / Energy and
Environmental Research Center; C.R. Ralston, Univ of North Dakota /
Energy and Environmental Research Center
As a soft electrophile, mercury (Hg) forms covalent bonds with soft
nucleophiles such as sulfur, but forms far stronger bonds with selenium
(Se), the most potent intracellular nucleophile. Methyl-Hg (MeHg) is
readily bound to cysteine (Cys) thiols (MeHg-Cys) in a form that mimics methionine and is taken up and incorporated into cellular proteins
in that form. Thus, it forms adducts with thiols of important redox
control molecules such as glutathione, thioredoxin, and lipoic acid which
are abundant in animal cells. It is important to note that these redox
molecules are substrates that are acted upon by Se-dependent enzymes
(selenoenzymes) which employ selenocysteine (Sec) in their active sites,
and transfer the MeHg from the Cys to the Sec moiety. All cells of all
forms of vertebrate life express genetically unique and physiologically
elite selenoenzymes, many which are essential in neuron metabolism.

Inhibition of selenoenzymes by physiologically relevant MeHg exposures
has been consistently demonstrated, and, depending on the molar ratios
of MeHg and Se in tissues, supplemental Se accentuates MeHg excretion as well as preserves selenoenzyme activities, thus preventing MeHg
toxicity. We evaluated the Hg and Se contents of >13,000 ocean and
freshwater fish samples and established their Se-Health Benefit Values
(HBVSe). As would be predicted, studies involving maternal consumption of foods known to have negative HBVSe (e.g., shark or pilot whale)
have found adverse effects on child neurodevelopmental outcomes. In
contrast, studies of child outcomes among children of mothers that
ate typical varieties of ocean fish have consistently found substantial
improvements in child IQ , social, and scholastic outcomes are associated with increased consumption of seafoods with positive HBVSe.
Although the HBVSe of ocean fish species tend to be relatively uniform,
it is important to note that MeHg bioaccumulation in freshwater fish is
inversely related to Se availability. The amount of Se present in the soil is
important, but since pH can severely restrict Se uptake by plants, acidity
can also greatly increase MeHg bioaccumulation in apex predators. Since
human health and environmental impacts of MeHg are both inversely
related to Se availability, low Se will increase both MeHg bioaccumulation and toxicity. This adverse synergy indicates there is an urgent need
to identify watersheds where fish with negative HBVSe are currently
being consumed.

Remedy Effectiveness Assessments and Monitoring
Contaminated Sediment Remediation: Part 2
473 Cap performance monitoring using forensic chemistry methods
M.A. Mills, B. Crone, USEPA; K.J. Fetters, Univ of Michigan / School of
Natural Resources and Environment; H. Williams, USEPA / GLNPO
Capping contaminated sediments is currently used to manage the risk of
contaminated sediment. The approach depends on physically isolating the
contaminant from the ecosystem to manage the exposure to humans and
other biological receptors. A key measure for assessing remedy effectiveness for a sediment cap is to monitor the potential breakthrough of the
contaminant through the capping media. This measure of breakthrough
can be difficult to distinguish from possible recontamination from other
up gradient sources or general urban background contamination is
discharged to the water body. Therefore, techniques are needed to distinguish the potential breakthrough of underlying contaminants compared
to surface deposition from other ongoing or background sources. One
approach that has progressed in recent years is the use of forensic chemistry to characterize contaminant sources and environmental processes
influencing the transport and fate of contaminants in the environment.
This strategy of interpreting contaminant distributions and understanding the physical, chemical, and biological mechanism interacting with the
contaminants and selected compartments (matrices) of the environment
can be used to identify sources of contaminants and their movement in
the environment. Forensic chemistry is one of multiple lines of evidence
that can be used to assess the effectiveness of a remedy. In this study,
diagnostic ratios and other forensic approaches were used to characterize
PAHs below, within, and above a cap. The goal is to develop an approach
to evaluate the performance of the cap and distinguish possible recontamination occurring from migration through the capping media.
474 Polanyi based model for performance prediction of activated
carbon at contaminated sediment site
W. Azhar, Univ of Texas at Austin / Dept of Civil Architectural and
Environmental Engineering; D.D. Reible, Texas Tech Univ / Civil and
Environmental Engineering
Adsorptive treatment of sediments is gaining more momentum in the
last decade and may include amended sediment capping as well as in
situ application of sorbents. Activated carbon has proved to be the
most effective sorbent material in sediment treatment for most organic
contaminants and some inorganic contaminants. However the effect of
fouling has not been categorized well enough to be fully incorporated
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into performance prediction models. The current study uses the PolanyiDubinin Manes (PDM) adsorption model as a basis for predicting
performance of activated carbon in the field and evaluates the effects of
natural organic matter on performance degradation. Multi-component
sorption studies on to two types of activated carbons were conducted
using dissolved organic matter (DOM) loaded water as well as organic
free water. Polanyi isotherms were obtained from the sorption studies
and normalized using micropore volumes for virgin and DOM-loaded
activated carbon. Micropore volume normalized correlation curves can
then be obtained to predict the adsorption potential of the activated
carbon at other sites using physico-chemical parameters and knowledge
of the micropore volume of fouled activated carbon. Using this approach
the PDM model can be accurately configured to incorporate the effects
of NOM, making performance prediction independent of site specific
fouling. This will allow prediction of activated carbon performance based
primarily on physico-chemical properties of adsorbent and contaminant
without the need to develop site specific adsorption isotherms. By incorporating fouling effects of NOM into the Polanyi adsorption prediction
model the field performance of an adsorptive treatment remedy for PCB
contaminated sites can be predicted with greater accuracy.
475 Characterization of PAH fate and transport utilizing SPMEPDMS to address cap effectiveness at the West Branch of the Grand
Calumet River
C.L. Thomas, The Univ of Texas at Austin / Civil Architectural and
Environmental Engineering; D.D. Reible, Texas Tech Univ / Civil and
Environmental Engineering
In May 2012, placement of a layered cap composed of organoclay, sand,
and gravel was completed in the West Branch of the Grand Calumet
River (WBGCR) near Hammond, Indiana. During the month following
cap placement, passive sampling using in situ solid phase microextraction
(SPME) polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) fibers was conducted to ascertain the baseline concentration profiles at twenty-one locations along the
length of the WBGCR. In October 2013, the twenty-one locations were
sampled again using the SPME-PDMS fibers and additionally sediment
cores were taken adjacent to the deployment locations of the SPMEPDMS fibers. For the WBGCR, trends of high concentrations within
the underlying sediment and low concentrations within the capped and
near surface region or relatively low concentrations at both depth and the
near surface, both indicative of effective containment, were seen at most
locations for both the baseline (2012) and 2013 studies. Four locations
exhibited trends of intermixing and approximately thirty observances of
concentrations greater than surface water quality criteria were noted in
the near surface (0-10 cm). This presentation will summarize the results
from the two sampling events at the West Branch of the Grand Calumet
River and provide quantitative support of the remedy’s effectiveness from
the use of passive sampling techniques supplemented with bulk solid data
and observations from cores. The presentation will highlight the ability
to collect and interpret trends from passive sampler profiles collected at
the same locations, within the accuracy of differential GPS, over time.
Profiles showing similar trends year to year provide an indication of the
intrinsic variability between samples while samples showing substantially different profiles provide an indication of system changes or greater
small-scale variability. Small-scale variability appeared to be the primary
cause of substantial variations in NAPL impacted locations due to the
heterogeneity associated with NAPL residual.
476 Reduced Bioavailability and Pore Water Concentrations of PCBs
in an Activated Carbon-Amended Phragmites Marsh
J.P. Sanders, Univ of Maryland Baltimore County; N.A. Andrade, Univ
of Maryland / Civil and Environmental Engineering; U. Ghosh, Univ
of Maryland Baltimore County / Dept of Chemical Biochemical and
Environmental Engineering; C.A. Menzie, B. Amos, Exponent; S.S. Brown,
The Dow Chemical Company / Dept of Toxicology; B. Henry, Anchor QEA
Application of activated carbon (AC) to impacted sediments represents
an emerging strategy to reduce the freely dissolved pore water concentrations and bioavailability of hydrophobic contaminants. AC amendment
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has proven effective in both laboratory and field studies, but the most
effective delivery method for amendment will depend on unique site
conditions. In this ongoing in situ remediation study, three different
amendments (granular activated carbon (GAC), GAC with an additional
layer of sand, and SediMite™, a commercial, pelletized AC product) are
under evaluation for both efficacy and persistence in a Phragmites marsh
at the Berry’s Creek Superfund site in Bergen County, New Jersey. The
site is impacted with polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB) and mercury.
This presentation focuses on the results of AC and PCB measurements.
Activated carbon persistence is being monitored using a chemical oxidation method to remove natural organic carbons before residual black
carbon analysis by combustion. Data from these experiments demonstrate persistence of AC in the marsh over the approximately one-year
sampling interval, spanning the unusually powerful Hurricane Sandy in
October 2012. Vertical black carbon profiles indicate differing degrees
of downward mixing into sediment among treatment types. Treatment
efficacy is being assessed via three distinct endpoints: freely dissolved
sediment pore water concentrations as measured with custom polyoxymethylene passive sampling devices, solvent extractable sediment
concentrations, and lipid normalized tissue concentrations in both native
and non-native, caged organisms. Following treatment application,
accumulation of PCBs in free ranging native organisms was reduced by
33% with GAC treatment, 28% with GAC and sand, and 55% in the
SediMite™-treated plot. Bioaccumulation of PCBs in non-native caged
amphipods versus control was reduced 57%, 47%, and 98% in the GAC,
GAC plus sand, and SediMite™ treatment plots, respectively. Passive
sampler derived pore water concentrations paralleled uptake in caged
organisms. Overall, the results indicate that surface application of activated carbon is stable in the marsh sediments and is effective in reducing
sediment porewater concentration and uptake in epibenthic organisms.
477 Monitoring Effectiveness of In situ Treatment with Reactive
Amendments of Contaminated Sediments in an Active DoD Harbor
V.J. Kirtay, SPAWARSYSCEN San Diego / Energy and Environmental
Sustainability; B. Chadwick, SPAWAR Systems Center San Diego;
R. Johnston, US Navy / Marine Environmental Support OfficeNW;
G.H. Rosen, SPAWAR Systems Center / Energy and Environmental
Sustainability; J.M. Conder, M.M. Grover, ENVIRON International
Corporation; J.D. Germano, Germano Associates Inc
A demonstration project at the Puget Sound Naval Shipyard and
Intermediate Maintenance Facility located in Sinclair Inlet, Puget
Sound, WA is being conducted to demonstrate and validate placement,
stability and performance of reactive amendments for the treatment
of contaminated sediments in an area with elevated polychlorinated
biphenyl (PCB) and Hg contamination. A ½-acre contaminated area was
amended with 2-3 inches of AquaGate+PAC™ (a composite aggregate
coated with activated carbon) to decrease the bioavailability of PCBs
in contaminated sediment. Pre-installation monitoring was conducted
in August 2012, the amendment was installed in October 2012, and
post-installation activities are currently underway. The pre- and postmonitoring events are utilizing a suite of innovative and traditional
monitoring tools including a 14-day in situ bioassay using a bent-nosed
clam and polychaete worm and chemical characterization using the
sediment ecotoxicity assessment (SEA) Ring protocol and an in situ solid
phase micro-extraction (SPME) technique. Physical and biological conditions are being documented with the sediment profile imaging (SPI)
camera, measurement of black carbon and total organic carbon content
and traditional benthic infauna sampling. The monitoring will establish
pre-placement conditions, verify that the amendment placement meets
minimum specifications and evaluate performance and persistence of the
amendment after approximately one, two and three years of amendment
placement. Highlights from the project will be presented to provide an
overview of the project, including the installation of the amendment at
the site as well as the pre- and post-amendment installation monitoring activities. A brief summary of results from the baseline monitoring
events will be compared against two years of post-placement monitoring.
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478 Assessing the long term effectiveness of in situ activated carbon
treatments using sorption data
J.L. Gomez-Eyles, Y. Zhou, UMBC; U. Ghosh, Univ of Maryland
Baltimore County / Dept of Chemical Biochemical and Environmental
Engineering
Activated carbon (AC) amendments are being increasingly pursued as
an in situ remediation option for contaminated sediments. ACs strongly
bind hydrophobic organic contaminants like polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs) reducing aqueous phase concentrations in the sediment porewater, typically in the range of 80-95%. However, these large reductions
in porewater concentrations after AC amendment are still below what
would be expected based on AC to water partitioning coefficients (>99%).
It is widely accepted that this attenuation in sorption is due to the presence of dissolved organic matter (DOM) in the sediment porewater
that also sorbs to the carbon amendments. However, it is still not clear
whether this sorption attenuation is due to the DOM competing with
PCBs for sorption sites, or due to a kinetic mass transfer limitation
caused by the DOM retarding PCB sorption onto the carbon. In this
study, we conducted a series of PCB sorption isotherms for virgin AC
and biochar, at varying DOM porewater concentrations. Sorption attenuation was much greater for ACs, and varied from a factor of 3 at low
DOM concentration to up to a factor of 100 at high DOM concentrations. For biochars sorption attenuation factors ranged from 0 to 9. These
changes in sorption were in line with changes in carbon microporous and
mesoporous surface areas due to fouling by DOM, measured using CO2
and N2 adsorption isotherms. A separate isotherm study was conducted
using carbons that had been previously contacted with sediments. The
long-term sorptive attenuation effects in these fouled carbons were
examined by assessing changes in PCB sorption over 6 months. Sorptive
attenuation factors for the fouled ACs dropped by up to a factor of 100
after 6 months. We therefore show how AC fouling by DOM attenuates PCB sorption, and that this mainly occurs by reducing the kinetics
of mass transfer of the PCBs on to the carbon surface. This implies that
initial AC effectiveness will be low in sediments with high DOM contents, but that it is likely to improve with time in the field. These findings
will also be compared to actual reductions in porewater concentrations in
PCB impacted sediments to improve our ability to predict the long-term
effectiveness of different in situ amendments.
479 Bioaccumulation Monitoring and Modeling of PCBs after the
first full-scale application of activated carbon to a 5-acre lake in
Mirror Lake (Dover, DE)
E.R. Patmont, U. Ghosh, Univ of Maryland Baltimore County / Chemical
Biochemical and Environmental Engineering; R. Greene, J.G. Cargill, IV,
State of Delaware / Dept of Natural Resources and Environmental Control
Site Investigation and Restoration Section
The first full-scale remediation project in North America to use direct
placement of activated carbon (AC) was recently performed in Mirror
Lake, a 2-hectare lake on the Saint Jones River in Dover, Delaware,
USA. Conceived and funded by the Delaware Department of Natural
Resources and Environmental Control (DNREC), the sediment cleanup
remedy at this site aims to enhance the sorption capacity of native
sediments in the lake to reduce the availability of bioaccumulative contaminants including polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), dioxins/furans,
organochlorine pesticides, and mercury, all of which currently contribute
to fish advisories in the lake. In November 2013, a relatively uniform
application of approximately 79 tons of SediMite® pellets, a proprietary
system for delivering AC treatment materials, was conducted over a
two week period. The AC applied to the sediment surface is expected to
naturally integrate into the biologically active sediment zone (top 10 cm)
over time; post-treatment sampling indicated an average AC concentration of 4.3% by dry weight. In addition to sediment remediation,
the Mirror Lake project also incorporated habitat restoration features,
including inter-tidal wetlands creation, bank stabilization using coir
logs and rock vane flow diversion. The effectiveness of the AC treatment
is being evaluated by monitoring bulk sediment, sediment porewater
and surface water concentrations over time, as well as benthic invertebrate and fish tissue bioaccumulation. Initial results show significant

reductions in sediment porewater PCB concentrations. Comparisons
between pre- and post-treatment sampling will be reported in this presentation, and are being integrated into site-specific fate & transport and
bioaccumulation models to help project the long-term effectiveness of
the AC application in reducing bioaccumulative chemical concentrations
in fish tissues and other compartments of the food web. An important
factor likely to determine recovery in an urban waterbody such as Mirror
Lake is the influence of ongoing inputs from stormwater and other
unregulated sources. Planned monitoring over the next several years will
track changes in concentrations of PCBs entering and leaving Mirror
Lake, as well as fish tissue PCB concentrations within the lake.
480 Reference Envelopes and Sediment Toxicity: The Bottom Line?
J.S. Meyer, ARCADIS; A.S. Fowler, ENVIRON International
Corporation; J.R. Loper, The Loper Group Inc
Sediment toxicity tests are usually a component of evaluations of contaminated legacy sites in aquatic systems. A reference-envelope approach
is often used to distinguish between background toxicity contributed
from upstream sources and toxicity contributed by the site source of
concern. Before interpreting toxicity results, two important decisions
must be made: 1) how to define the “bottom” of the reference envelope,
and 2) how much lower than the “bottom” of the reference envelope
must the organism response (e.g., survival, growth, or reproduction) be
to conclude the sediment is toxic. The first decision is especially important when the set of reference sediments is small; the second decision is
important in all situations. Using statistical theory, we will demonstrate
that the lowest organism response in a small set of reference sediments
is not the lowest response that would be expected if more reference sediments were tested (i.e., the apparent bottom line is not the real bottom
line, and thus, site sediments usually are not as toxic as the reference
envelope indicates). We will also discuss whether all site sediments
having an organism response lower than the bottom of the reference
envelope should be considered toxic, or if uncertainty in toxicity results
should be considered. For example, should sediments be considered
toxic only if the organism response is more than 10% or 20% below the
bottom of the reference envelope? These statistical considerations will
be illustrated using data from several contaminated sites. Based on these
data, we conclude that (1) established statistical probability calculations
should be used to determine the bottom of a reference envelope instead
of simply defining it as the lowest organism response from a small number of reference sediments, and (2) in risk assessments, it is more useful
to specify the percentage exceedance of the bottom of the reference
envelope (or to calculate, for example, 10%, 20%, and 50% exceedance
concentrations) than it is to define a site sediment simply as toxic or
nontoxic in a binary manner.

Wildlife Ecotoxicology: Part 2
481 Mercury in Grey-headed Fish Eagles, Fish, and Watersnakes at
Tonle Sap Lake, Cambodia
A. Matz, US Fish and Wildlife; R. Tingay, Wildlife International Network;
V. Sun, Wildlife Conservation Society; R. Taylor, Texas A&M Univ / Trace
Element Research Laboratory; L. Keatts, Y. Chantha, Wildlife Conservation
Society
The Grey-headed Fish Eagle (Ichthyophaga ichthyaetus; GHFE) is a
globally near-threatened species thought to be in population decline
throughout its range. A regionally significant, high-density GHFE
breeding population in the seasonally-flooded forest at the Tonle Sap
Lake in Cambodia may be at risk from mercury exposure via input from
the Mekong River, which seasonally floods the lake and surrounding forest during the monsoon. Artisanal gold mining using elemental
mercury as an amalgam and industrial development along the Mekong
have contributed to increased mercury burdens, and development of
multiple hydropower dams in the upstream Mekong River could potentially deposit large quantities of methyl mercury into Tonle Sap Lake. In
2012, we evaluated whether apparently poor GHFE reproductive success
and a paucity of juvenile GHFE sightings at Tonle Sap Lake could be
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explained by mercury exposure. Mean (SD) total mercury concentrations (ppm dw), measured by direct mercury analysis, were 0.392 (0.105)
in GHFE eggs (n=3), 1.615 (0.344) in adult GHFE moulted feathers
(n=5), 1.54 (0.377) in GHFE nestling feathers (n=5) and 0.229 (0.178)
in prey items (fish and watersnakes, n=64). Mercury concentrations in all
matrices were sometimes greater than thresholds of concern for mercury
effects in birds, but likely did not entirely explain the GHFE’s apparently
poor reproductive success. These data provide some of the first measurements of mercury in the Tonle Sap ecosystem.
482 Comparing the levels of ΣPCB and perfluoroalkyl acids (PFAAs)
in two terrestrial top predators, Eurasian lynx (Lynx lynx) and eagle
owl (Bubo bubo)
Y. Lind, Swedish Museum of Natural History / Dept of Contaminant
Research and Monitoring; U. Berger, Stockholm Univ / The Dept of Applied
Environmental Science ITM
Two terrestrial top predators, Eurasian lynx (Lynx lynx) and eagle owl
(Bubo bubo) from different parts of Sweden were analyzed for seven PCB
congeners and fifteen perfluoroalkyl acids (PFAAs). Analyses of stable
isotopes 15N and 13C were also performed. Twenty five individuals of
each species that were either legally shot (lynx) or found dead due to
trauma (eagle owl) were analyzed. Muscle tissue was used for analysis
of PCBs and stable isotopes while liver tissue was used for analysis of
PFAAs. The lynx in the present study were males (2-4 years of age)
while the eagle owls were of both sexes and differed more in age. All of
the animals except one eagle owl were in good condition. ΣPCB levels
were higher in eagle owls (median 9440, min 1330, max 64 900 ng/g lw)
compared to lynx (150, 15N values than lynx but the difference was not
large enough to conclude that eagle owls feed on a higher trophic level.
A PCA analysis revealed a strong association between PCB101 and
δ15N and δ 13C in eagle owls. No such association was found for any
of the other quantifiable PCB congeners (118, 138, 153 and 180). Also
PFDoDA and PFTeDA were associated with δ15N in eagle owls. No
associations between chemical concentration and δ15N or δ 13C were
found in lynx. Eagle owls are probably more opportunistic feeders and
thus have larger opportunities to consume contaminated prey. However,
an important reason for the large difference between eagle owls and
lynx could also be species specific differences in how contaminants are
accumulated by the organism.
483 Terrestrial exposure and effects of Headline AMP® fungicide on
amphibians
P.W. Cusaac, W.H. Mimbs, J.B. Belden, Oklahoma State Univ / Dept of
Zoology; L.M. Smith, Oklahoma State Univ; S.T. McMurry, Oklahoma
State Univ / Dept of Zoology
Recent studies have demonstrated that a pyraclostrobin containing
fungicide (e.g., Headline® Fungicide) is toxic to amphibians at environmentally relevant concentrations. However, these studies were performed
in a laboratory setting not representative of risk in an environmentally
realistic environment. We tested exposure and toxicity of Headline
AMP® Fungicide (standard pyraclostrobin containing product in corn
in 2013) to amphibians during routine aerial application of the fungicide. Specifically, we placed Woodhouse’s toads (Bufo woodhousii) and
Blanchard’s cricket frogs (Acris blanchardi) in enclosures located within
treated and untreated corn, and in the potential drift area (adjacent to
treated corn) during aerial application of Headline AMP® at either 731
or 1052ml per hectare (70 and 100% the maximum application rate in
corn, respectively). Mean concentrations of pyraclostrobin at ground level
were ≤ 18% of nominal application rate and did not differ between treatments (p = 0.075). Overall, mean mortality of both species was < 15%,
and mortality within Headline AMP Fungicide treated corn (where risk
was anticipated to be highest) was less than 10%, demonstrating that
amphibians inhabiting corn during routine aerial application of Headline
AMP Fungicide are likely at low risk for acute mortality.
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484 PCB-related health effects in ringed seals (Pusa hispida) frequenting a locally-contaminated marine environment in Labrador
T.M. Brown, Dept of Biochemistry and Microbiology; K.J. Reimer, Royal
Military College of Canada / Environmental Sciences Group; A.T. Fisk,
Univ of Windsor / Great Lakes Inst for Environmental Research; P.S.
Ross, Vancouver Aquarium Marine Science Center / Ocean Pollution
Research Program; C.C. Helbing, N. Veldhoen, Univ of Victoria / Dept
of Biochemistry and Microbiology; N.J. Dangerfield, Fisheries and Oceans
Canada / Inst of Ocean Sciences; S. Luque, Univ of Manitoba / Dept of
Biological Sciences; B. Sjare, Fisheries and Oceans Canada / Northwest
Atlantic Fisheries Centre
The release of 260 kg of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) by a military
radar station into Saglek Bay (Labrador) in the eastern Canadian Arctic
contaminated adjacent marine sediments, and some fish, seabirds, and
ringed seals. However, attributing the PCBs found in the high trophic
level and wide ranging ringed seal to this local source is exceedingly difficult. We used a variety of tools to characterize the contribution of local
versus long-range sources of PCB contamination in the nearby ringed
seal food web and evaluated the associated health risks: 1) univariate
and multivariate statistical exploration of contaminant patterns; 2) stable
isotope ratios to describe basic feeding ecology; 3) satellite telemetry to
track the movements of seals on the coast; and 4) quantitative real-time
polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) assay to evaluate mRNA expression
of eight health-related gene transcripts in ringed seals. Divergent PCB
congener profiles and contaminant ratios enabled an assignment of seals
into either ‘local’ or ‘long-range’ categories, with up to 60% of ringed
seals sampled exhibiting heavy patterns consistent with the local PCB
source. PCB concentrations in locally contaminated adult males were
2-fold higher than in those exposed only to long-range PCB sources.
Seals with smaller home ranges had an increased likelihood of feeding
on prey contaminated by the local PCB source. Levels of mRNA transcripts for five gene targets, including aryl hydrocarbon receptor (Ahr),
interleukin-1 beta (Il1b), estrogen receptor alpha (Esr1), insulin-like
growth factor receptor 1 (Igf1) and glucocorticoid receptor alpha (Nr3c1),
correlated with increasing levels of PCBs, indicating an effect of this
dominant persistent organic pollutant (POP) in these seals. Threshold
values were calculated for these five genes, with the most conservative
value being 1,380 ng/g lw. Approximately 46% of the adult males and
5% of the sub-adults sampled exceeded this threshold, suggesting a risk
of adverse effects in a proportion of the local population associated with
this chemical of concern. The dominant contribution of PCBs in the
local environment enabled an assessment of the effects of this chemical
on the health of the highly mobile ringed seal, something that is rarely
possible in the real world of complex mixtures.
485 The homing pigeon (Columba livia) as a model species for assessment of environmental impacts on migratory birds and other avian
wildlife
C.A. Pritsos, Univ of Nevada / Agriculture Nutrition and Veterinary
Sciences; J. Moye, C. Perez, K. Pritsos, Univ of Nevada Reno / Agriculture
Nutrition and Veterinary Sciences
The ecotoxicological impacts of natural resource contaminations are often
difficult to access due to a variety of confounding factors. The assessment
becomes even more complicated when considering the impact on species
transient to the contaminated site, such as migratory birds. The majority
of studies on avian exposure to environmental contaminants focus on
either wild birds captured at the contaminated site or birds maintained
in captivity. Birds captured at the contamination site provide a real-life
sample for testing, however, factors such as length of stay at the site at
the time capture, condition at the time of arrival and capture, exposures
previous to arrival etc. all can greatly affect results. It is also very difficult
to monitor the effect of the exposure following release. Birds in captivity are not conditioned like wild birds during migration and do not
experience the same stresses experienced during migration. The homing
pigeon (Columba livia) provides a unique set of characteristics which
make it a good surrogate model for studying the effects of environmental
exposures on migratory birds and other non-target avian species. The
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homing pigeon is well studied. The limited navigational and orientation
data available on wild birds suggests that that their navigational systems
are similar. Homing pigeons can be trained to fly up to several hundred
miles back to their loft, thereby mimicking long distance flight stresses.
While the homing pigeon exhibits some of the same characteristics of
wild birds, they can be closely monitored for health, previous and current exposures and are accustomed to being handled. The University of
Nevada, Reno Homing Pigeon Research Facility was developed to use
pigeons to assess the effects of sub-acute, environmentally relevant levels
of contaminants on non-target avian species. Pigeons have successfully
been used to demonstrate deficits in flight performance and reproduction
from a number of classes of contaminants including cyanide and arsenic
found in mining tailings, cholinesterase-inhibiting pesticides such as
diazinon, carbofuran, aldicarb, and chlorpyrifos, methylmercury associated with mining activities, and most recently crude oil. The results of
these studies illustrate that the homing pigeon can be used as a surrogate
species with a high degree of confidence when assessing avian exposure
to environmental contaminants. This work was funded in part by the
Nevada Agricultural Experiment Station.
486 Recovery of a Contaminant-Impacted Great Lakes Bald Eagle
Population
S.M. Strom, Wisconsin Dept of Natural Resources / Wildlife Management;
M.W. Meyer, Wisconsin Dept of Natural Resources / Bureau of Science
Services; S.P. Easterly, P.W. Rasmussen, Wisconsin Dept of Natural
Resources
Bald eagle populations in Wisconsin were severely impaired for decades
as a result of exposure to organochlorine chemicals. The decline in eagle
numbers was especially apparent along the Lower Fox River and Green
Bay/Lake Michigan shoreline where eagles were essentially extirpated
by the 1970s. The purpose of this project was to document the recovery
of bald eagle populations along the Lower Fox River and Green Bay/
Lake Michigan study areas and examine the relationship between
increased eagle productivity and decreased contaminant levels in eaglet
plasma. The number of nesting pairs on the Wisconsin Green Bay/
Lake Michigan shore increased to 4 in 1993, then 14 by 2002, and 30 in
2013. Reproduction improved from complete nest failure in 1993 to 27%
nest success in 2002 and over 80% nest success in 2013. A significant
downward linear trend was identified in total PCBs (-4.46%, p< 0.001)
in eagles from the Fox River population, and total PCBs (-1.58%, p =
0.01) and DDE (-3.32%, p< 0.001) from the Green Bay/Lake Michigan
population. Temporal trends in eagle plasma contaminant concentrations indicatethe increase in the number of nesting bald eagles coincided
with a decrease in PCBs and organochlorine pesticides, especially in the
Lower Fox River population. The decrease in levels of contaminants in
eaglets from the Lower Fox River is especially apparent along the areas
of the river that have been remediated – indicating that bald eagles can
be a useful and reliable indicator of environmental change. Improved
reproductive performance of this population is most closely related to a
reduction in DDE exposure over the past decade.
487 Small mammals as biosentinels of health effects from exposure
to oil and gas related contaminants: An integrated experimental and
field-based approach
J. Rodríguez-Estival, J.E. Smits, Univ of Calgary / Faculty of Veterinary
Medicine / Ecosystem and Public Health
Canada’s oil sands activities, marked by ongoing controversy about environmental impacts, produce complex mixtures of pollutants including
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and metals such as lead (Pb),
cadmium (Cd) and mercury (Hg) which are potentially deposited onto
soil, water and vegetation posing a risk for surrounding ecosystems and
wildlife. Recent studies encompassing the Athabasca Oil Sands Region
report increased deposition of total PAHs (mainly alkyl-PAHs) and
metals in melted snow within 50 km of upgrading facilities, compared
to more distant, undisturbed areas, suggesting that these compounds
are a consequence of oil sands activities. Here we present results of an
integrated experimental and field-based research approach designed

to evaluate how PAHs and metals affect the health of local wildlife in
northern Alberta, using herbivorous small mammals as sentinel species.
Firstly, an experimental study using lab mice (as a surrogate for wild
small mammals) was developed to simulate the subchronic exposure
to environmentally relevant concentrations of pollutants. Mice were
exposed to a mixture of alkyl-PAHs (food), and/or to a mixture of challenge metals (water) during 28 days. Several biomarkers of exposure and/
or effect were evaluated in these groups, and compared with those from
control mice. Biomarkers included the antibody response to a challenge
antigen, thyroid (T3, T4) and reproductive (T and E2) hormones in
plasma, and biomarkers of oxidative stress in liver including glutathione
(GSH) redox status, malondialdehyde (MDA), and levels of vitamins A
(retinyl esters and all-trans retinols) and E (α-tocopherol). The hepatic
biotransformation enzyme, 7-ethoxyresorufin-O-deethylase (EROD),
a well-studied indicator of contaminant exposure, was also analyzed
in liver. Absorbed PAHs and metals were respectively determined in
muscle, fat and kidneys to determine bioavailability and measure tissue
residues. Based on findings from the experiment study, the most sensitive
biomarkers were selected for subsequent field studies to evaluate exposure
and health effects in wild small mammals on the oil sands-affected areas
in northern Alberta. Two industrial sites (one in the early reclamation
stage, and other in mature reclamation) and a reference site were selected
for the study on wild small mammals. Highlights from this integrated
research approach will be presented.
488 The Best Biomarkers for Birds and Beasts in the Oil Sands
J.E. Smits, L. Cruz-Martinez, J. Rodríguez-Estival, Univ of Calgary
/ Dept of Ecosystem and Public Health Faculty of Veterinary Medicine;
C. Godwin, Univ of Calgary / Biological Sciences; F. Getachew, Univ
of Calgary / Dept of Ecosystem and Public Health Faculty of Veterinary
Medicine
Since late 1990s, my research on Oil Sands-related contaminants is
captured in 14 peer reviewed publications, 2 manuscripts in review, and
one current study, which form the basis of this presentation. The majority
of the research involves birds (passerines, waterfowl), but included also
are amphibians (wood frogs and leopard frogs) and most recently, small
mammals. I will discuss the numerous biomarkers and physiological
responses we have used to evaluate the biological impacts of exposure to
the mixtures of compounds; then assess their relative sensitivity to environmental toxicants. The oil sands industrial contaminants that we have
focused on include naphthenic acids (in process-affected water), metals,
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAHs) (in air and process affected
water), and other air borne compounds, nitrogen dioxide, sulfur dioxide,
ozone, plus volatile organic compounds. Except for ozone, all the
contaminants in air are approximately 5 times higher on the industrial
oil sands sites than on the reference areas. Regarding responses of the
bioindicators used, induction of the well understood hepatic detoxicification enzyme, ethoxyresorufin-O-deethylase (EROD), has consistently
confirmed exposure to contaminants in all species. Immunotoxicological
testing has included the T-cell supported phytohemagglutinin (PHA)
skin test, the B-cell /antibody mediated response, innate immunity
measured through respiratory burst by circulating granulocytes, and the
integrated immune response using the delayed type hypersensitivity test.
Hormonal biomarkers of endocrine disruption have primarily focused on
thyroid hormones, with long-term glucocorticoids becoming a potential
indicator of chronic stress. Reliable extraction and validation of analysis
of glucocorticords in keratinized tissues (hair and feathers) remains challenging, and will be discussed. Biomarkers of oxidative stress in pellets
from whole blood (glutathione (GSH)), or from liver, include GSH,
malondialdehyde (MDA), and vitamins A and E (α-tocopherol). These
biomarkers and physiological responses will be compared for sensitivity
in the different species, and their biological significance will be discussed. Finally, we will recommend a suite of tests that can be applied
under field conditions, highlighting those that are non-lethal and that
will be of practical value to toxicologists, biologists, and ecologists.
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Making Confident Environmental Decisions in
an Uncertain World: Some Challenges and Useful
Approaches
489 An introduction to the use of Bayesian networks in incorporating
uncertainty and in facilitating water quality management
W.G. Landis, K.K. Ayre, A.J. Markiewicz, Western Washington Univ / Inst
of Environmental Toxicology
The management of water quality depends of multiple factors including
the landscape of the watershed, the various landscape types, point and
non-point sources of nutrients and toxics, and the designated use of the
receiving waters. Uncertainty exists in the measurement of many of these
variables and in their location in the landscape. Uncertainty does not
preclude decision-making regarding the management of water quality. Bayesian networks (BNs) are descriptions of causal pathways that
incorporate conditional probability to describe uncertainty. A variety of
types of information can be incorporated into the BNs, expert elicitation,
experimental results and field monitoring can all be incorporated. In our
examples the models are expressed as estimates of risk to various water
quality goals or ecosystem services. The models allow a calculation of
the factors that are most important in determining risk. Remediation or
management alternatives can be evaluated using the BNs. The estimates
of risks can also serve as testable hypotheses to be employed as part of a
monitoring program. Perhaps one of the most useful traits of using BNs
is that they are explicit and transparent. If there are points of contention
the alternatives can be evaluated. As new data are obtained the priors can
be updated. Several examples will be presented.
490 Obtaining Confident Statistical Test Results: Choosing
Parametric vs Nonparametric Tests is Obsolete
D.R. Helsel, Practical Stats
Statistical test procedures measure signal to noise ratios. If the signal
is sufficiently large in comparison to the uncertainty in the data, it is
declared “significant”. Whether or not the signal is significant leads
to different consequences, for example whether or not remediation is
required. However, there has not been anything like universal agreement on which test procedures are appropriate in differing situations.
Recommendations such as those by NEMI (www.nemi.gov) are a step in
that direction. A more traditional approach found in many environmental guidance documents is a flowchart beginning with a test for a normal
distribution. If similarity to a normal distribution cannot be disproven,
parametric procedures are recommended. If the data appear non-normal,
then a nonparametric procedure is recommended. This process leads to
probable errors in decision-making on a number of levels. An improved
process that incorporates uncertainty without assumptions about how
that uncertainty is shaped will be outlined, based on the use of newer
computer-intensive methods in statistics.
491 How Well Do BLM Predictions Fit Model Validation Data? A
WQC Attainment Decision Perspective
D.B. McLaughlin, National Council for Air and Stream Improvement /
Northern Regional Center
Biotic Ligand Models (BLMs) have been developed in recent years to
assist in the management of risks associated with aquatic metals. Risk
managers may appropriately have questions about the reliability of these
predictive tools. Although numerous BLM validation studies have been
published in the peer reviewed literature, most describe the quality of
the fit between model-predicted and observed effect (EC50) concentrations from toxicity tests in terms of regression statistics such as R 2 or the
proportion of predictions falling within a factor of 2 of observed values.
Such metrics may be more meaningful to water chemists, toxicologists
and modelers than they are to those who may be required to make risk
management decisions based on BLM predictions. It may therefore also
be useful to provide model validation measures that are more directly
linked to specific risk management decisions. In this paper, model fit
quality for published BLM validation data is described in terms of the
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likelihood of errors in predictions of the presence or absence of toxicity
based on toxic unit (TU) calculations and a toxicity threshold of TU =
1. Receiver operating characteristic analysis is used to assess decision
error rates, overall accuracy and “gray area” size of published data for a
“unified” Zn BLM, and data reflecting hardness-based Zn toxicity estimates. Data evaluated using prediction limits from linear regression are
also presented. Toxicity presence/absence predictions using the unified
Zn BLM were less prone to error than hardness-based predictions, and
could be used with higher confidence over a wider range of TU values.
492 Water quality standards considering uncertainty: Not with science alone
B.K. Hope, CH2M HILL
Years ago, U.S.EPA was among those who pioneered the use of quantitative uncertainty analysis (QUA) to inform decisions at clean-up sites
(RAGS Volume III) and for pesticide registration (ECOFRAM). About
then Oregon became the first state to promulgate rules for use of QUA
at clean-up sites and Ohio became the first state to use QUA to generate
generic numerical standards for soil and groundwater. Then regulatory
interest in QUA languished. But recent attempts by Florida to set water
quality standards (WQS) for protection of human health using QUA
has brought renewed attention to this method for addressing uncertainty
and incertitude (and for avoiding “compounding conservativism”) when
establishing WQS. These efforts have attracted the interest of regulators
in Washington and Idaho who are suggesting they too might consider
QUA-based WQS. This is posing a challenge for USEPA, who is
responsible for reviewing WQS to ensure that they are based on a sound
scientific rationale consistent with the Clean Water Act. Why is this
challenging? First, because QUA does not in and of itself dictate any
particular degree of protectiveness or conservatism, it simply provides
more information for implementation of such policy choices. So its use
neither obviates the need for hard policy choices, such as which groups
deserve protection and at what levels, nor does it render them any easier
for risk managers to make. Second, QUA can be seen as a barrier, in
some instances perhaps an insurmountable one, to public participation
in decisions based on risk. QUA results will be stated as ranges or as a
series of values modified by confidence levels or percentiles, rather than
as single values (i.e., as a “bright line”). Understanding and interpreting
such output requires more sophistication than regulatory risk managers
or the public are usually credited with, given that most public discourse
about health issues focuses on whether something is or is not “safe.” If
QUA is to fulfill its promise for setting WQS, the discussion of policy
and legal issues and the development of appropriate guidance and legal
rules must grow apace. But, if these issues can be resolved, QUA can
support conservative or health protective risk management decisions,
while still revealing the degree of conservatism and risk involved in those
decisions.
493 Home on the range: complementary approaches for deriving
numeric criteria
M. Paul, Tetra Tech, Inc.
More and more frequently, criteria are being developed for non-toxic
stressors that do not lend themselves easily to experimental methods
and alternative approaches have been pursued. Development of numeric
criteria using field data has been used for conductivity and nutrient
criteria and is an approach that will likely continue for other non-toxic
stressors (e.g., sediment, flow, temperature, etc.). Approaches to derive
criteria with field data include reference distribution modeling and
stressor-response relationship modeling. A more novel approach has
been decision agreement analysis. Decision agreement analysis compares decisions between stressor and response based thresholds and uses
false positive and false negative decision agreement to inform stressor
threshold selection. This approach is undermined by 1) uncertainty in
the response threshold and 2) uncertainty due to co-occurring stressors.
Using comprehensive nutrient and response sample data from stream
ecosystems, numeric nutrient endpoints from these different analytical approaches were compared and the effects of confounding stressors
evaluated. For streams using distant responses along the causal pathway,
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false negative rates were increased due to the effects of co-occurring
stressors. This could be reduced somewhat using methods to identify and
remove confounded sites. Using responses more proximate to the stressor
reduces confounding effects, but places greater distance between the
response and use measures based on current conventional aquatic life use
interpretations. The decision agreement approach provides a compelling
complement to reference and stressor-response analyses, but careful communication of disagreement risk is necessary. The analysis demonstrates
how decision agreement can be used in complement with other lines of
analysis to inform selection of stressor ranges within which response
information might be used to improve the accuracy of conclusions made
with regards to water quality management goals.
494 A Community Based Cumulative Effects Monitoring Program
for the Slave River, Northwest Territories, Canada
P.D. Jones, Univ of Saskatchewan / School of Environment and
Sustainability; T. Jardine, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicolgy Centre;
L. Bharadwaj, Univ of Saskatchewan / School of Public Health; K.
Lindenschmidt, Univ of Saskatchewan Global Inst for Water Security; L.
Doig, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Centre; E. Kelly, Environment
and Natural Resources; J. Fresque-Baxter, Water Resources Division /
Environment and Natural Resources; S. Rosolan, Aurora College
The Slave river Delta is one of Canada’s largest freshwater delta systems.
The Slave river is fed by the Athabasca and Peace rivers which flow
through Northern Alberta. Increased industrial activity in the Peace/
Athabasca river basin has been a source of ongoing concern to First
Nation and Metis communities as the Slave river/Delta are part of their
traditional way of life. Concerns about water quality and its potential
human and wildlife health effects have been frequently expressed by
these communities and have been instrumental in the development of
the Slave River and Delta Partnership (SRDP), an ongoing partnership
of communities, First Nations and Metis leadership , territorial and
federal agencies, NGOs and ‘western scientists’. In addition to industrial
activities on water quality and the hydrodynamics of the river/delta,
there are concerns about the cumulative and interactive impacts of these
and other stressors particularly global climate change. To address the
concerns of the communities we have developed, in partnership with
the SRDP, a community based monitoring program in partnership with
communities, local territorial and federal agencies, NGOs and researchers. The Slave Watershed Environmental Effects Program (SWEEP) is
developing a series of indicators that will integrate local and traditional
knowledge and western science measures. The findings will be integrated
using a Bayesian Belief Network (BNN) and will be freely available to
communities and regulators with an emphasis being put on timeliness
of delivery and on presenting the results in an easily understood manner.
Indicators are being developed to address, water quality, hydrodynamics
and ice dynamics, wildlife impacts, fish health and quality and human
dimensions of the changes being observed. It is hoped that the types of
bioindicators being used and the means of integration in the BNN for
community presentation will provide an example for the development of
other community based monitoring programs.
495 Quantifying Spatial and Temporal Variation in Biota Using a
Long-term Dataset: Implications for Management
C. Flinders, D. McLaughlin, NCASI
Effective water resources assessment and management requires quantitative information on the variability of ambient and biological conditions
in aquatic communities. Although it is understood that natural systems
are variable, robust estimates of variation in biotic endpoints (e.g. community-based structure and function metrics) are rare in US waters. This
is due, in large part, to the need for, but paucity of, consistent, long-term
studies. We used a multi-year (n=15), seasonally-sampled (spring and
fall) dataset from multiple sites (n=5-7) in four streams (Codorus Creek,
PA; Leaf River, MS; and the McKenzie and Willamette Rivers, OR) to
examine spatial and temporal variation in select fish and macroinvertebrate metrics (Fish: %Intolerant taxa; Invertebrates: %Dominant taxa,
%EPT taxa, Hilsenhoff’s Biotic Index) and periphyton chlorophyll a.
Probability distributions and confidence intervals were used to quantify

variation within sites, across sites and seasons within streams, and as a
basis for exploring how variability estimates are affected by sample size.
Results showed that within-site variation in biotic endpoints can be
high (Coefficient of Variation=0.36 to 93%), but this is endpoint-specific
and may be influenced by watershed stressors. The potential for high
variability in biota across sites highlights the need for sampling methods
and sizes that capture true site condition with a reasonable degree of
confidence. Additionally, for some stream locations, site-specific condition differed substantially from that of longer stream reaches suggesting
that the development of site-specific criteria may offer more accurate
and precise ecosystem protection than regionally-developed criteria. Not
surprisingly, increasing the sample size resulted in an increased level
of confidence in site condition depending on the degree of variation
observed for each metric. Thus, study results highlight the importance of
robust estimates of variability in the selection of regulatory endpoints for
criteria development, sufficient understanding of variability of selected
regulatory endpoints in setting criteria, and understanding the risk of
compounding variability-related error in multi-metric indices resulting
in under- or over-protection. Study results will help guide the design of
monitoring studies in terms of number and frequency of sampling, and
study duration.
496 Using a Long-Term Data Set to Evaluate the Role of Variability
and Decision Error Tolerance in Making Water Quality Assessment
Decisions
D.B. McLaughlin, National Council for Air and Stream Improvement /
Northern Regional Center; C. Flinders, NCASI
Assessing surface water quality relative to water quality standards is
a central requirement of the Clean Water Act in the United States.
“Integrated reports” submitted to the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA) every two years by many state environmental agencies summarize the quality of their surface waters. These reports contain
the results of water quality assessments, including decisions about which
surface waters are and are not attaining water quality standards. For
those waters not attaining water quality standards, the reports include
decisions about where remedial actions may be required, such as the
development of total maximum daily load (TMDL) estimates and pollutant load reduction allocations. Although states provide information
on methodologies used to make their water quality assessment decisions, these decisions may not benefit from robust long term data sets
on parameters of interest. We used data for biological and water quality
endpoints from 14 years of the NCASI Long-Term Receiving Water
Study (LTRWS) to explore ways in which different sampling regimes
and observed spatial and temporal variability could affect the accuracy of
and confidence in water quality assessment decisions. Data were evaluated using concepts contained in USEPA’s Data Quality Assessment
guidance, with emphasis on confidence intervals calculated using
distributional assumptions and obtained from bootstrap resampling.
Results highlight the link between variability, sample size, and tolerance
for decision errors in making assessment decisions with a desired level
of confidence, and illustrate the value of long-term data sets to inform
future studies. This information can help improve the transparency of
the scientific basis behind water quality assessment decisions, provide
broader support for those decisions, and/or identify additional information needed to improve decision quality.

Advancing Adverse Outcome Pathways for
Integrated Toxicology and Regulatory Applications
497 Animal Welfare Perspective on Pathway-based Approaches to
Safety Assessment
C. Willett, The Humane Society of the US / Animal Research Issues
Our current system of chemical safety and efficacy testing is failing to
live up to demand. There are thousands of uncharacterized chemicals in
the environment, drug failure rate in clinical trials is over 90% and the
cost of performing chemical assessment is prohibitively high, in terms of
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dollars, time, and animal lives. At the same time, there is both increased
public demand for information about chemical safety and concern over
suffering of the animals used in testing. Fortunately, advances in biology,
computer science and engineering have provided a timely opportunity
for improving our approach to chemical assessment. These approaches
capitalize on the vast warehouse of existing data and biological understanding to build a system of interconnecting pathways – the foundation
for predictive toxicology (that could also be applied to disease and treatments). The idea of incorporating mechanistic biochemical information
into toxicological assessment is not new; it began with dose-response
modeling efforts and mode of action frameworks, was formally articulated by the US National Research Council in 2007 and then applied
to ecotoxicology by Ankley et al. in 2010. Pathway-based approaches
are being developed globally through a number of efforts, including by
the US Environmental Protection Agency, the European Commission’s
Joint Research Council and the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development; these programs are partially overlapping and in fact
coordination and information sharing is critical to the overall success
to implementation of the approach. The goals of this new approach are
to improve the efficiency and decrease uncertainty in risk and hazard
evaluations, all while moving away from animal testing. The development of “pathway-based” approaches is a win-win-win proposition: a win
for human health and the environment, a win for industry, and a win for
animals used in testing. The Humane Society family of organizations is
accelerating this process, through a number of activities including the
Human Toxicology Project Consortium that is focused on implementation of, education about, and funding for pathway-based approaches.
498 Increasing Scientific Confidence in AOPs: Tailoring the Bradford
Hill Considerations for Evaluating Weight of Evidence
G.T. Ankley, USEPA / National Health and Environmental Effects Research
Laboratory; T. Barton-Maclaren, Health Canada; R. Becker, American
Chemistry Council; S. Kennedy, Environment Canada; I. Linkov, US Army
Corps of Engineers; B. Meek, Univ of Ottawa; M. Sachana, European
Commission Joint Research Centre; H. Segner, Univ of Bern; S. Edwards,
USEPA ORD; B. van der Burg, Biodetection Systems BV; D.L. Villeneuve,
USEPA / Mid Continent Ecology Division; H. Watanabe, National Inst for
Environmental Studies
Consideration of scientific strength has emerged as a critical element
in developing and, ultimately, using adverse outcome pathways (AOPs)
for risk assessment. Weight of Evidence (WoE) has been proposed as a
way for integrating information for AOPs, but methodology and tools
associated with WOE applications for AOP have not been formalized. This work builds on and has contributed to enhancement of the
OECD guidance for developing and assessing AOPs, and is expected
to be additionally refined as greater experience is gained. Application
to a number of case examples has led to additional development of an
evolving template, which includes rank ordered tailored Bradford Hill
(BH) considerations with defining questions and guidance for each. This
presentation will describe the tailored Bradford Hill (BH) considerations
to facilitate the ascertainment of a weight of evidence (WOE) confidence
level (e.g., strong, moderate, weak) for key events/key event relationships (KEs, KERs) comprising AOPs, as well as an entire AOP. We also
clarified defining questions for each tailored BH consideration that an
AOP developer would pose to probe the extent to which a given KER
(or AOP) is scientifically supported. To support this analysis, guidance
on responses to the defining questions was developed to more explicitly
capture the rationale for assigning levels of confidence. In rank order, the
tailored BH considerations are 1) biological plausibility; 2) essentiality;
3) empirical support (dose-response, temporality, consistency); and 4)
uncertainties/conflicting lines of evidence. As a thought starter, building
from the tailored BH considerations and defining questions, we developed a prototype framework for a WoE quantitative model for assessing
AOPs using tools of Multi Criteria Decision Analysis. For parameterizing such a model, a consensus expert elicitation approach seems feasible
in the near future, once enough experience has been gained by experts in
applying these tailored BH considerations to AOPs. This abstract does
not reflect USEPA policy.
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499 The Adverse Outcome Pathways Knowledge Base
S. Edwards; C. Wittwehr, European Commission DG Joint Research Centre;
H. Aladjov, Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development;
E.J. Perkins, US Army Engineer Research and Development Center /
Environmental Laboratory; N. Vinas, Mississippi State Univ; G.T. Ankley,
USEPA / National Health and Environmental Effects Research Laboratory;
D. Lyons, USEPA; T. Habib, Badger Technical Services; J. de Knecht,
OECD / Environment Health and Safety Division; S. Munn, European
Commission DG Joint Research Centre; B. Landesmann, M. Whelan,
European Commission DG Joint Research Centre; K. Crofton, USEPA;
D.L. Villeneuve, USEPA / Mid Continent Ecology Division
The rapid advancement of the Adverse Outcome Pathway (AOP) framework has been paralleled by the development of tools to store, analyse,
and explore AOPs. The AOP Knowledge Base (AOP-KB) project has
brought three independently developed platforms (AOP-Wiki, AOPXplorer, and Effectopedia,) together so the users can benefit from an
internationally-harmonized, open knowledge base. While conceptually
similar, the three systems have different emphases relative to the types
of information they capture and display. AOP-Wiki takes a text-based
collaborative approach that provides and organises available knowledge into discrete pages representing key components of an AOP and
facilitates efficient assembly of weight of evidence supporting individual
pathways. The AOP-Xplorer tool intends to extract structured information defining relationships between molecular initiating events,
key events, and adverse outcomes, as well as the connectivity of those
components, and represent them graphically as a means to visualize and
analyze AOP networks. Effectopedia, has been designed as a modelling environment that captures a semantic description of qualitative
knowledge, computational models and algorithms, and supporting
data to facilitate quantitative AOP applications. All three tools are
being connected via a web-services hub which enables sharing of AOP
information across the three platforms. This presentation will provide
up to date information regarding the status of AOP-KB development
and encourage use of the AOP-KB as a harmonized platform for the
assembly and use of AOP knowledge. The contents of this abstract do
not necessarily represent the views or policies of the organizations with
which the authors are affiliated.
500 Priorities for adverse outcome pathways development in ecotoxicology: a focus on growth
K.J. Groh, Eawag / UTOX Environmental Toxicology; R.N. Negrao
Carvalho, European Commission DG Joint Research Centre / Inst for
Environment and Sustainability; K. Chipman, Univ of Birmingham; N.D.
Denslow, Univ of Florida / Physiological Sciences; M. Halder, European
Commission DG Joint Research Centre / IHCP EURL ECVAM; C.A.
Murphy, Michigan State Univ / Fisheries and Wildlife; D. Roelofs, Vrije
Univ / Inst of Ecological Science; A. Rolaki, European Commission DG Joint
Research Centre / Inst for Health and Consumer Protection; K. Schirmer,
Eawag / Environmental Toxicology; K.H. Watanabe, Oregon Health Science
Univ / Environmental and Biomolecular Systems
An adverse outcome pathway (AOP) organizes information pertaining to an upstream chemical-induced perturbation (molecular initiation
event) to adverse outcome(s) at a level relevant to risk assessment, and
includes the recording of intermediate or key events. By qualitatively and
quantitatively defining the linkages between molecular initiating events,
key events and adverse outcomes, an AOP is a foundation for alternative
testing approaches and for extrapolation across species. This talk reports
on the recommendations of a workgroup from “Advancing AOPs for
Integrated Toxicology and Regulatory Applications” workshop held in
March 2014, in Somma Lombardo, Italy. The discussions in this group
focused on identification of research needs in AOP development for ecological risk assessment, including application of AOPs for understanding
and predicting chronic toxicity, incorporation of additional information
modules around upstream and downstream AOP anchors, challenges in
moving from qualitative to quantitative AOPs and extrapolation across
species. For illustration purposes, we chose fish growth as a commonly
assessed apical adverse outcome of chronic toxicity that is linked to
population-level effects. At present, more mechanistic understanding
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of growth regulation at the molecular, cellular and physiological level
is needed to help develop actively sought-for alternatives to chronic fish
tests. To select potential key events for middle-out AOP development,
we considered the importance for growth, pathway conservation across
species, frequency of occurrence of a certain disruption and environmental relevance of chemical-induced effects. We decided to focus
on altered locomotion and reduced food intake since behavior is very
sensitive to chemical exposure and various behavioral impairments are
often correlated with effects on growth. To assess whether the locomotion impairment is necessary and sufficient for the downstream effects on
food intake and growth, three AOP case studies for growth impairment
by pyrethroids, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, and cadmium
were used. These examples suggest that the AOP wiki should be
expanded to include a broader coverage of toxicokinetic and ecologically
relevant aspects, and attempt to integrate AOPs with other modeling
approaches (e.g., Dynamic Energy Budget and Individual-Based modeling), as this would further strengthen its application to ecological risk
assessment.
501 Using Adverse Outcome Pathways for Regulatory Applications
E.J. Perkins, US Army Engineer Research and Development Center
/ Environmental Laboratory; P. Antczak, Univ of Liverpool / Inst
of Integrative Biology; L. Burgoon, USEPA / National Center for
Environmental Assessment; F. Falciani, Univ of Liverpool; S. Gutsell,
Unilever / SEAC; G. Hodges, Unilever; A. Kienzler, European Commission
Joint Research Centre; D. Knapen, Univ of Antwerp / Zebrafishlab
Veterinary Physiology and Biochemistry Dept of Veterinary Sciences; M.
McBride, Agilent Technologies / Director Government Relations; C. Willett,
the Humane Society of the US / Animal Research Issues
Adverse Outcome Pathways (AOPs) offer a pathway-based toxicological
framework to support hazard assessment and regulatory decisionmaking. However, it remains unclear how AOPs can actually be used
to facilitate decision-making. We used four toxicological case studies
to examine what is required for studies and data using an AOP framework to be useful to reduce uncertainty in determining the hazard or risk
of a chemical. We demonstrate that pathways with unknown molecular
initiating events are valuable and that confidence in these pathways can
be increased by computational identification of potential initiators. We
used the observation that events in AOPs are causally linked to adverse
outcomes to develop an approach enabling quantitative integration of
toxicity data into a pathway context for hazard and risk assessment. The
model is based on the location of an event relative to the outcome, the
strength of evidence for a causal relationship between key events, and
the ability of a key event to infer that a chemical will cause the adverse
outcome. The model enables development of weighting values for different Key Events and subsequent analysis of data in a pathway-based
weight-of-evidence context. The utility of the model was demonstrated
by examining the pathway for mitochondrial fatty acid beta-oxidation
inhibition leading to steatosis where the relative value of each key event
in predicting the outcome was determined. For AOPs to be useful in a
regulatory context as more than a categorization or communication tool,
they must be able to reduce uncertainty in risk assessment compared to
current approaches.
502 Applying AOPs to support Integrated Approaches to Testing and
Assessment
K. Tollefsen, NIVA / Ecotoxicology and Risk Assessment; A. Martin Aparicio,
European Chemicals Agency ECHA; M. Cronin, Liverpool John Moores
Univ; K. Crofton, USEPA; J. de Knecht, OECD / Environment Health
and Safety Division; S. Edwards; N. Garcia-Reyero, Univ of Mississippi;
T. Hartung, Johns Hopkins Univ Center for Alternatives to Animal Testing;
T. Netzeva, European Chemicals Agency ECHA; S. Scholz, Helmholtz
Centre for Environmental Research / Dept of Bioanalytical Ecotoxicology; A.
Worth, JRC; G. Patlewicz, DuPont Haskell Global Centers for Health and
Environmental Sciences
In advancing their vision and strategy for toxicity testing in the 21st
century, the U.S. National Research Council recognized that pathwaybased approaches relying on measures of initiation of toxicity, rather

than apical toxicity outcomes, may never be suitable for all regulatory applications. Higher tier risk assessments requiring high levels of
certainty may necessitate the use of more traditional toxicity testing
approaches for the foreseeable future. Nonetheless, resource constraints
and the need for timely decision making require that regulatory toxicity
testing become more cost-effective and efficient. One way to achieve
that goal is to become more strategic in the application of testing
resources and focus the greatest amount of resources on the chemicals/chemical classes exhibiting the highest hazard potentials, target
testing on the most probable hazards, in the most vulnerable species.
The goal of prioritizing and focusing testing resources is the basic
principle behind many existing “tiered” testing strategies. In addition
to supporting more predictive or extrapolation-based approaches to
hazard assessment, AOPs also provide a foundation for the design of
“Integrated Approaches to Testing and Assessment” that can strategically deploy screening level analyses to effectively focus testing resources
and progressively deploy more resource-intensive confirmatory/uncertainty-reducing assays as required by the needs of a risk assessment.
AOPs are well suited to this approach by encompassing a series of measurable biological activities/events detected at varying levels of biological
organization along the progression toward an adverse outcome. The
present work reports on the outcome of workgroup 5 of the workshop
“Advancing Adverse Outcome Pathways for Integrated Toxicology and
Regulatory Applications” that was held March 2-7, 2014 in Somma
Lombardo, Italy. This workgroup considered, discussed, and provided
examples of how AOPs can be used to develop “Integrated Approaches
to Testing and Assessment (IATA)” and outcomes of these discussions
will be presented herein.
503 Adverse Outcome Pathway (AOP) Development: Guiding
Principles and Best Practices
D.L. Villeneuve, USEPA / Mid Continent Ecology Division; D. Crump,
Environment Canada; N. Garcia-Reyero, Mississippi State Univ /
Inst for Genomics Biocomputing and Biotechnology; M. Hecker, Univ of
Saskatchewan / School of the Environment and Sustainability Toxicology
Centre; T. Hutchinson, Plymouth Univ / School of Biological Sciences;
C.A. LaLone, USEPA; B. Landesmann, European Commission DG Joint
Research Centre; T. Lettieri, European Commission Joint Research Centre /
Inst for Environment and Sustainability; S. Munn, M. Nepelska, European
Commission DG Joint Research Centre; M. Ottinger, Univ of Houston /
Dept of Animal and Avian Sciences; L. Vergauwen, Univ of Antwerp /
Zebrafishlab Veterinary Physiology and Biochemistry Dept of Veterinary
Sciences; M. Whelan, European Commission DG Joint Research Centre /
European Union Reference Laboratory for Alternatives to Animal Testing
EURL ECVAM
Adverse outcome pathways (AOPs) represent a conceptual framework
that can support greater application of mechanistic data in regulatory decision-making. However, in order for the scientific community
to collectively address the daunting challenge of describing relevant
toxicological response motifs that cover the diversity of biological and
exposure contexts of concern to human health and ecological risk assessment, it is critical that AOPs be developed in accordance with a set of
core principles and best practices. For example, a set of fundamental
principles that guide AOP development is: (1) AOPs are not chemical
specific; (2) AOPs are modular and composed of reusable components
– notably key events (KEs) and key event relationships (KERs); (3) an
individual AOP is a pragmatic unit of development and evaluation; (4)
AOP networks composed of multiple interacting AOPs that share KEs
and KERs are expected to be the functional unit of prediction for most
real-world risk assessment contexts; and (5) AOPs are living documents.
Key events are the functional unit of measurement/observation within
an AOP. Best practices for KE description suggest that each KE should
be defined with sufficient specificity to bound it within a particular level
of biological organization, but only as specifically as needed to define
function. Molecular initiating events and adverse outcomes are specialized cases of KEs that anchor the upstream and downstream ends of
an AOP, respectively. Key event relationships represent the functional
units of inference and extrapolation within the AOP, define directed
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relationships between KEs, and are supported by assembly of a weight
of evidence. This presentation will introduce core principles and best
practices underlying AOP development and the rationale behind them.
The contents of this abstract neither constitute nor necessarily represent
official USEPA views and policies.
504 Advancing Adverse Outcome Pathways for Integrated Toxicology
and Regulatory Applications
N. Vinas, Mississippi State Univ; T. Barton-Maclaren, Health Canada;
R. Becker, American Chemistry Council; K.J. Groh, Eawag / UTOX
Environmental Toxicology; M. Halder, European Commission Joint Research
Centre / DG Joint Research Centre IHCP EURL ECVAM; S.W. Kennedy,
Environment Canada; T. Lettieri, European Commission Joint Research
Centre / Inst for Environment and Sustainability; E.J. Perkins, US Army
Engineer Research and Development Center / Environmental Laboratory;
K. Tollefsen, NIVA / Ecotoxicology and Risk Assessment; D.L. Villeneuve,
USEPA / Mid Continent Ecology Division; B. van der Burg; M. Whelan,
EC JRC IES
Recent regulatory efforts in many countries have focused on a toxicological pathway-based vision for human health assessments relying
on in vitro systems and predictive models to generate the toxicological
data needed to evaluate chemical hazard. A pathway-based vision is
equally applicable to ecological risk assessment. Pathway-based analysis
of chemical effects opens numerous opportunities to apply non-traditional approaches for understanding the risks of chemical exposure.
Similarities in molecular initiating events and key events that lead to
toxicological outcomes provide a defensible framework for extrapolating chemical effects across species, even if the specific adverse outcomes
differ between species. This opens the door for much more integrated
approaches to chemical hazard evaluation in support of either human
health or ecological risk assessment, that are based on consideration
of pathway-conservation rather than the taxonomic origin of the test
system. The objective is to maximize the predictive utility of available
information and those data that can be generated most efficiently and
cost effectively. However, these promising concepts and approaches for
using pathway-based data in hazard screening and risk assessment need
further development in order to realize their full potential. This talk will
be an overview of the outcomes from an international workshop held in
Somma Lombardo (Italy) in March 2014 exploring how to advance the
use of Adverse Outcome Pathways (AOPs) for integrated toxicology and
regulatory applications.

Challenges Facing the Next Generation of Risk
Assessment
505 Challenges to Risk Assessment in the 21st Century:
Characterizing Variability and Reducing Uncertainty in Risk
Assessments
K.K. Coady, P.S. Price, The Dow Chemical Company / Toxicology
Environmental Research Consulting
Uncertainty and variability have been important issues for risk assessment policy and practice since the beginning of chemical risk assessment
in the 1950s. Dose response assessment is essentially a measure of variability in tolerance in humans and there is an uncertainty factor assigned
to address human variability. Exposure assessments have historically
focused on defining a reasonable upper bound to the range of exposures
that occurs because of variability in human behavior and spatial and
temporal variation in the release, transport, and removal of chemicals in
the environment. Risk assessment must make decisions under limited
information since the mechanisms of action for toxicity and the key data
on exposures may not be known. In addition many risk questions involve
prediction of future exposures which cannot be measured. New tools
in toxicology and exposure assessment promise to improve risk assessment by reducing uncertainty and by better characterizing the sources
of variation. Advances in the field of toxicology promise to improve our
understanding of the dose-response of key events that occur early in
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adverse outcome pathways. Such data can replace the current approach
of evaluating every apical endpoint before setting a point of departure.
Testing for the range of possible apical endpoints can take years, require
large numbers of animals, and can produce findings that are difficult to
evaluate. Replacing these in vivo tests with batteries of in vitro assays
that investigate the range of initial events may provide greater certainty
in the determination of a Point of Departure for a substance. Using
high and moderate throughput assays, such approaches will also greatly
increase the number of chemicals that can be quantitatively evaluated.
Advances in modeling variation in adsorption, dispersion, metabolism,
and excretion of chemicals are improving our ability to perform dose
response modeling across human populations of varying ages. Advances
in exposure information facilitated by improved monitoring and reporting technology promises to improve our understanding of how variation
in human behavior affects exposures. Perhaps just as important the rise
of integrated information systems that encourage the effective sharing
of data on toxicity and exposure. Projects such as ToxCast where data in
both exposure and toxicity are developed in a single system are an early
examples of such an approach.
506 USEPA’s New Directive on Groundwater Exposure Point
Concentrations
C. Julias, CDM / Chemical Engineer; N. Luke, CDM Smith Inc.
The United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) recently
released a new directive titled Determining Groundwater Exposure Point
Concentrations [EPC]. The previous guidance document, Supplemental
Guidance to RAGS: Calculating the Concentration Term and updates
provided in Calculating Upper Confidence Limits for Exposure Point
Concentrations at Hazardous Waste Sites, discuss EPCs in general terms
and do not focus on groundwater specifically. This new directive is
intended to improve the quality and consistency of calculating groundwater EPCs in risk assessments performed at USEPA’s Superfund and
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act corrective action sites by
reducing unwarranted variability in exposure assumptions to characterize exposures to human populations in the baseline risk assessment. The
major difference between the previous approach and the new directive
is that a groundwater conceptual site model must now be developed to
clearly define groundwater plume(s) at a site before calculating groundwater EPCs in order to determine the appropriate EPC calculation data.
In addition, information regarding a seasonal or other temporal influence
on contaminant concentrations, well construction, and data quality is
also needed to determine the proper use of the data in the calculating
EPCs. When there are multiple discrete plumes at a site, this new directive recommends that EPCs be calculated for each plume. This paper
presents a comparison of the risk calculated using the previous guidance
and the new directive to show the impact of this new directive for the
contamination at the site.
507 The journey from emissions to exposure and human tissue concentrations. A linked indoor-PBPK model
E.M. Webster; H. Qian, Exxon Mobil Biomedical Sciences Inc; D. Mackay,
Trent Univ; R. Zaleski, Exxon Mobil Biomedical Sciences Inc / Occupational
Public Health
As risk assessment attention shifts from a focus on work-place exposure
to address the routine exposure of the general population to chemicals
typical to domestic life in North America and Europe new models are
needed address this complex endpoint. A pair of dynamic fugacity-based
mass balance models of chemical fate, transport and exposure an indoor
environment and a human are described. By using fugacity to quantify
contaminant levels indoors and in the body a relatively seamless description can obtained of the partitioning, fluxes and pulse of accumulation
and release of the chemical in the exposed subject. This exposure
information has the potential to assess individual risk when appropriate
toxicological information is available. Time dependent concentrations in
the indoor environment are calculated and used directly to estimate concentrations in the exposed human occupant using a physiologically-based
pharmacokinetic, PBPK, model. The indoor model, based on environmental fate models, and the human model, based on pharmaceutical
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development models, are loosely coupled facilitating the substitution
of a more or less complex model as desired for a specific context. The
indoor environment has compartments of air and 3 sorbing surfaces in
up to three rooms, one of which may be a bathroom, all connected by air
circulation, with indoor-outdoor air exchange and chemical degradation.
The chemical emissions can be constant or as pulses to air by for example
application of a volatile cleaning or coating product to a surface over a
period of time or from domestic water use through bathing or showering.
The PBPK model treats the inhalation, ingestion or dermal exposure of a
7-compartment human with 5 tissue types and venous and arterial blood
connected by blood flow. Biotransformations unique to each compartment are included. This modeling approach can be applied to a variety of
chemicals used indoors including pesticides, flame retardants, detergents,
fragrances and personal care products, or substances entering by infiltration from soil and outdoor air. To illustrate the concept the dynamic
fate of volatile organics released from contaminated water during and
immediately following a typical shower and from the surface application
of a cleaning agent are described. Contaminant levels in all media in the
room and various tissues of the human occupant are compared over time.
The need for continued experimental data collection for model validation
will be highlighted.
508 Statistical Modeling and Data Evaluation Used for Ecological
Risk Assessment
J.W. Green, DuPont / Applied Statistics Group
Experimental design, statistical test selection, statistical model selection and evaluation are common needs in data-based risk assessment.
Statistical models face numerous challenges that are sometimes poorly
addressed in regulatory guidelines and by scientists involved in attempting to meet those guidelines. A common erroneous model will be
presented and shown to have the potential for considerable error in data
evaluation. Alternatives will be presented to correct this error as well as
provide general guidance for developing appropriate statistical models
using recent advances in statistical methodology. The focus of much
recent regulatory work has been on developing models from which effects
concentration (ECx) can be estimated. Tools for evaluating such models
will be provided, as well as examples of specific studies and types of data
for which no models are currently available and alternative methods of
analysis are needed. The distribution of ECx estimates is a critical evaluation tool and supplements more traditional model selection tools such as
AICc, goodness-of-fit, residual analysis, control uncertainty and its relation to % effect that can be estimated, width of confidence intervals for all
parameters, and parsimony. The often maligned NOEC will be shown to
provide good information when no sound regression model exists. Nontarget plant studies will be emphasized, but fish early life stage and sexual
development tests, and algae growth studies will also be covered, and the
techniques and concerns apply generally to ecotoxicity studies.
509 Risk Assessment in the 21st Century: Interpreting New Guidance
from the National Research Council
T.E. McKone, Univ of California / Sustainable Energy Systems Group
Risk assessment has become a dominant tool for guiding public policy
in protecting public health and the environment. In the last decades
of the twentieth century, the National Research Council’s Board on
Environmental Studies and Toxicology (BEST) produced a number of
reports guiding origins and development of the field of risk assessment—
in particular the famous “Red Book”. In the first decade of the twenty
first century, BEST carried out three studies that resulted reports that
redefined and advanced the field of risk assessment as it enters the next
century. These reports include “Toxicity Testing in the 21st Century:
A Vision and a Strategy,’ issued in 2007, “Science and Decisions:
Advancing Risk Assessment,” in 2009, and “Exposure Science in the
21st Century: A Vision and a Strategy,” in 2012. In this presentation
I will briefly review the key recommendations from these reports and
consider the implications of these recommendations for the preparation
and interpretation of risk assessment as tool for informing environmental
health science.

510 Comparative Study of Indoor Air Databases and the Veracity of
“Background”
R.B. DeHate, B. Skelly, GEI Consultants Inc
A question that often haunts risk assessors is “Are my technical data
and references accurate and relevant”? To address one aspect of this
question we compared two historical datasets used as benchmarks for
background indoor air quality within homes and businesses for the
evaluation of soil vapor intrusion, to a more recent comparable dataset
collected in homes and businesses adjacent to contaminated sites. The
USEPA published the results of an indoor air quality study conducted
at randomly selected public and commercial office buildings across the
U.S. in 2001. USEPA’s Building Assessment and Survey Evaluation
(BASE) study sampled 100 buildings with a total of 298 indoor
air samples analyzed for VOCs (1994–1996). The New York State
Department of Health (NYSDOH) published the results of a study of
volatile organic chemicals (VOCs) in the indoor air of homes that heat
with fuel oil (1997–2003). The NYSDOH study included 104 homes,
collected more than 400 indoor air samples analyzed for 69 individual
VOCs. Our recent study collected 794 indoor air samples from 137
sites and compared the results to the “background values” found in the
historical BASE and NYSDOH studies. The samples were analyzed
for volatile organic compounds using USEPA Methods TO-14A and
TO-15 by a USEPA approved laboratory. The BASE study used a combination of two sample collection methods: 6-liter SUMMA canisters
and multi-sorbent tubes while the NYSDOH study used only 6-liter
SUMMA canisters. Our study utilized 6-liter SUMMA canisters
which is comparable to the BASE and NYSDOH studies. The historical datasets’ reporting limits ranged from 0.2 to 16.8 µg/m3. Our data
set was then compared to the minimum and maximum and the 25th,
50th, 75th, 90th, 95th and 99th percentile values in the background
data sets. Our results show that although similar to the background
dataset there were significant differences, enough to conclude that the
“background” dataset is limited and should be expanded to include
additional data. This additional data is readily available through State
programs that have been collecting indoor air samples through a
variety of programs including soil vapor intrusion assessments. This
expanded dataset would be more reflective of actual background;
resulting in a more accurate assessment of risk to the human population
that it is being applied.
511 Dose-Response: Current Challenges and Opportunities for
Improvement
N.B. Beck, American Chemistry Council / Regulatory Science Policy
Regulatory Technical Affairs
With the increase in the types of chemical-specific quantitative data
available, dose response assessment is becoming a complicated task,
requiring the consideration of more information than a single data
set. One of the most controversial areas in dose response modeling is
related to understanding when the integration of the available data are
sufficient to suggest an approach other than default, or linear modeling approach. This is a critical science policy decision and opinions are
often different on what the appropriate answer should be. Nuances in
USEPA’s 2005 Cancer Guidelines have led to different interpretations.
Added to the complexity of a modeling approach are the challenges in
addressing and accounting for the endogenous production of chemicals
in the body. While novel approaches have been proposed, they are not
yet universally accepted. Other challenges in dose-response include
understanding whether effects are adaptive, compensatory or adverse
and determining how to characterize toxicity that is due to less than
lifetime exposures. Finally, the ultimate challenge may be developing
consensus around an approach for addressing cumulative risks. This
talk will discuss existing challenges, proposed solutions, and opportunities that may exist to more fully develop consensus within the risk
assessment community.
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512 The USEPA Toxicity Forecaster Research Effort’s
Communications and Outreach Strategy
M. Linnenbrink, USEPA / ORD
USEPA’s Chemical Safety for Sustainability Research Program has
been using in vitro testing methods in an effort to accelerate the pace
of chemical evaluations and address the significant lack of health and
environmental data on the thousands of chemicals found in commonly
used products. Since 2005, USEPA’s researchers have generated hazard
data using in vitro methods for thousands chemicals, designed innovative chemical exposure prediction models, and created a repository of
thousands of high quality chemical structure data. In December 2013,
USEPA’s ToxCast research effort, released high-throughput screening
data on 1,800 chemicals. These chemicals were screened for potential
health effects in over 700 high-throughput screening assays. As part of
USEPA’s commitment to transparency, all data is accessible through the
Chemical Safety for Sustainability Dashboard (iCSS). Policy makers
and stakeholders can analyze and use this data to help inform decisions
they make about chemicals. Use of these new datasets in risk decisions
will require changing a regulatory paradigm that has been used for
decades. USEPA recognized early in the ToxCast effort that a communications and outreach strategy was needed to parallel the research and
aid with the development and use of these new data sources. The goal is
to use communications and outreach to increase awareness, interest and
usage of analyzing and using these new chemical evaluation methods.
To accomplish this, USEPA employs numerous communication and
outreach including the Communities of Practice webinars, materials
describing this research (webpages, fact sheets, videos), proactive scientific media outreach, educational events such as workshops, establishing
hundreds of research collaborations worldwide, and actively requesting
feedback from stakeholders. USEPA has implemented outreach and
engagement activities targeting stakeholder groups to request ideas
about how the data can be analyzed and used to evaluate chemicals for
potential human health risks. This presentation will provide an overview
of USEPA’s communications and outreach strategy including: communication and outreach goals; Listing of stakeholder groups and summaries
of research collaborations with outside organizations; outreach and
communication strategies implemented (workshops, webinars, websites,
data challenges, etc); discuss which strategies were the most and least
successful; and plans for future communication and outreach efforts.
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513 Fate of Triclocarban, Triclosan and Methyltriclosan during
Wastewater and Biosolids Treatment Processes
N. Lozano Paz, Univ of Maryland; C.P. Rice, US Dept of Agriculture /
Environmental Management and Byproduct Utilization Laboratory; M.
Ramirez, DC Water; A. Torrents, Univ of Maryland
Triclocarban (TCC) and triclosan (TCS) are two antibacterial chemicals present in household and personal care products. Methyltriclosan
(MeTCS) is a biodegradation product of TCS formed under aerobic
conditions and it is more persistent that its parent compound. All three
chemicals have been described to exhibit endocrine disrupting effects.
Frequent use of these products has led to their presence in the wastewater treatment (WWT) process. The compounds are typically removed
from the liquid phase of the wastewater during the treatment process as
they become associated with the treatment solids due to their chemical properties, such as high octanol-water coefficient and high organic
partitioning coefficient. TCC, TCS, and MeTCS are not fully removed
during the WWT process and are present in biosoilds, approximately
60% of which is land-applied in the United States. Research into the
mass balances of these compounds in each treatment process of the
WWT process will give insight into how to improve their removal in
the future. This study presents a thorough investigation of TCC, TCS
and MeTCS concentrations in the liquid phase (dissolved + particulate)
as well as solid phases within a large municipal WWTP. TCC and
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TCS were removed from the liquid phase at percentages ≥ 97% however
approximately 79% of the TCC and 64% of the TCS were transferred
to the solids. The highest TCC and TCS removal rates from the liquid
phase occurred in the primary treatment, mainly though sorption and
settling of solids. The TCC mass balances showed that TCC levels
remain unchanged through the secondary treatment (activated sludge
process) and an approximate 18% decrease was observed through the
nitrification-denitrification process. On the other hand, TCS levels
decreased in both processes (secondary and nitrification-denitrification)
by 10.4 and 22.6%, respectively. The decrease in TCS levels correlated
with observed increased levels of MeTCS in secondary and nitrificationdenitrification processes providing evidence of TCS biodegradation.
Dissolved-phase concentrations of TCC and TCS remained constant
during filtration and disinfection. TCC and TCS sludge concentrations
were highest in the primary sludge while MeTCS sludge concentrations
were highest in the secondary sludge.
514 Application of LC-Q-ToF and Metabolite Profiling Tool in
the Identification of Transformation Products of Iopromide during
Advanced Oxidation Process
R.R. Singh, D.S. Aga, G. Atilla-Gokcumen, State Univ of New York Buffalo
/ Dept of Chemistry
Advanced oxidation process (AOP) has been shown to effectively remove
parent pharmaceuticals in wastewater effluents through the generation
of transformation products as one of the pathways. These transformation products are of concern because of their potential to be more toxic
than the parent compound. In this work we show the use of Liquid
Chromatography Quadrupole Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometry and
metabolite profiling tools in the nontargeted identification of transformation products of iopromide (IOP) during advanced oxidation. Percent
removal of the parent iopromide was observed to be greater than 90%.
Identification of new transformation products of IOP during AOP and
their fate in a biofiltration (BAF) set-up was achieved using a quadrupole
time-of-flight mass spectrometer with an electrospray ionization source
under positive full scan mode. High throughput software tools together
with accurate mass measurements, retention time information, and fold
change in the ion abundance between samples from the BAF setup
are used to identify by-products of AOP. This approach specified 20
transformation products of iopromide that have not been reported before,
with substitution of the iodo group and cleavage of the peripheral groups
as the major oxidation pathway.
515 Sucralose may not be a reliable wastewater contamination tracer
in wetland aquatic environments
Z. Lu, Holiday Towers North / Richardson College for the Environment;
S. Joudan, L.D. Cuscito, Univ of Winnipeg / Richardson College for the
Environment; M.L. Hanson, Univ of Manitoba / Dept of Environment
and Geography; C.S. Wong, Univ of Winnipeg / Richardson College for the
Environment
Shallow wetland mesocosms located at the Prairie Wetland Research
Facility (University of Manitoba, Canada) were used to determine if
sucralose, proposed as a tracer of wastewater contamination due to its
recalcitrance and anthropogenic-only source, is truly conservative. We
hypothesized that sucralose should maintain a constant concentration
within the mesocosm water column during the experiment period.
Sucralose was spiked in mesocosms over a range of concentrations
(0, 1, 100, and 1000 μg/L) in triplicate. The results indicated that the
sucralose concentrations in the water column decreased over the course
of the 91-day experiment following pseudo-first order kinetics with an
average half-life of approximately 15 days. After 28 days in the 1000
μg/L treated systems, sucralose in sediment material was detected at
concentrations up to 0.5 μg/g dry weight, as well as in leaves and stems
of cattails (Typha spp.) at concentrations up to 1.5 and 0.025 μg/g wet
weight after 50 days, respectively. A rough mass balance calculation indicated that approximately 12% and 7% (by mass) sucralose were present in
water and sediment (top 3 cm) of mesocosms after 28 days, respectively.
About 0.06% (by mass) sucralose was present in cattails after 50 days.
The remaining sucralose may have been present elsewhere, e.g., deeper
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bottom sediment, sediment pore water, or other aquatic plants. As
sucralose is non-volatile, is resistant to direct photodegradation and other
abiotic transformation processes, is difficult to biotransform in aquatic
ecosystems, and has a low propensity to partition to sediment organic
matter given its extremely low log Kow value of 0.3, these results were
surprising. Based on our results, the removal of sucralose from the water
column was likely caused by chemical uptake into Typha spp. and other
macrophytes, and by sediment pore water entrainment. Thus, sucralose is
not necessarily a conservative wastewater tracer, and quantitative use of it
as a wastewater tracer would require appropriate modeling efforts.
516 Analysis of Contaminants of Emerging Concern in Wastewater
Matrices
K. Dasu, USEPA National Risk Management Research Laboratory;
M.A. Mills, USEPA; L. Zintek, USEPA Region 5; W. Brashear, Pegasus
Technical Services; K. Tadele, B. Crone, USEPA
During the past decade, several classes of Contaminants of Emerging
Concern (CECs) have been extensively monitored in different environmental matrices such as surface water, ground water, wastewater effluents
and biosolids, and biota. Wastewater effluent and biosolids play an
important role in the transport of these contaminants into the environment. Some of the CEC are environmentally persistent, and are shown
to have endocrine disrupting effects and other harmful effects to the
aquatic ecosystems and human health. Hence, there is a growing concern
about the potential risks associated with the water re-use and the landapplication of biosolids. The current work is an interdisciplinary effort
to monitor and quantify CECs in influents, effluents and biosolids from
different WWTPs. Classes of contaminants monitored in the present
study include steroid hormones, alkylphenol ethoxylates, alkylphenols,
perfluorinated chemicals, pharmaceuticals and personal care products
along with metals and microbial pathogens. Current presentation focuses
on the chemical analysis and concentration trends of CECs. Grab
samples of effluents and biosolids are collected from 9 WWTPs across
the United States in quarterly sampling events. The effluent and biosolid
samples are extracted separately for different classes CECs and are
analyzed on UPLC/MS/MS and GC/MS/MS. Evaluation of seasonal
fluctuations of these chemicals in each plant was done in four sampling
events during a period of one year. Data was evaluated based on the
differences in the treatment processes, seasonal effects, additives and
other factors effecting the variations in concentrations and compositions
of CECs . The data will aid in understanding the fate and transport of
CECs in wastewater discharges and the results will provide information
for the risk management of these chemicals. Occurrence and concentrations of different CECs and their precursors or metabolites in wastewater
matrices will be discussed in detail.
517 Modelling the Fate of Drugs of Abuse in a Wastewater Treatment
Plant Using In-Process Measurements
F. Cloutier, Universite Laval / Département de génie civil et de génie des
eaux; Y. Yang, modelEAU Université Laval / Département de génie civil et
de génie des eaux; A. Rodayan, McGill Univ; V.V. Yargeau, McGill Univ /
Chemical Engineering; P.A. Vanrolleghem, modelEAU Université Laval /
Département de génie civil et de génie des eaux
The influent of wastewater treatment plants (WWTP) contains a wide
range of organic pollutants such as pharmaceuticals, household chemicals
and even drugs of abuse (DOA). Whether they are consumed illicitly
or following medical prescription, DOA end up in wastewater and may
potentially reach surface water. Reported removal efficiencies of DOA
during wastewater treatment vary significantly between studies and are
sometimes found to be negative. Various reasons have been proposed
to explain such discrepancies but inappropriate sampling strategies are
increasingly recognized as a key factor. The objective of the present study
was to use improved sampling strategies and modelling approaches to
better understand the fate of DOA in WWTP. Samples were collected at
the Gatineau WWTP in Québec, Canada, using three different methods: Polar Organic Chemical Integrative Sampler (POCIS), 24 hours
composite and grab samples. A total of 19 drugs of abuse (DOA) were
monitored at four different locations within the WWTP: the influent of

the primary settler, the influent and effluent of the bioreactors and the
effluent of the plant. Using electrical conductivity as tracer a hydraulic
calibration of the WWTP was performed beforehand in order to determine the optimal sampling strategy, a method known as the time-shifted
mass balancing approach. In contrast to other sampling strategies, this
approach allows for correct removal calculations. Modelling and simulation was done using the WEST® simulation software (mikebydhi.com)
to assess the dynamics of the traditional pollutants (organic matter,
nutrients), and the DOA in the primary settler, the aeration tanks and
the secondary clarifier. The in-process measurements obtained during the
sampling campaign allow for a better understanding of the mechanisms
involved in the removal of DOA by WWTP. The main removal mechanisms of DOA in WWTPs are sorption, biodegradation, and photolysis.
The chemical properties of the 19 compounds will be taken into account
to group the DOAs and select archetype among them that will be modelled. Following good modelling practice, the model also included the
fate of traditional pollutants in order to obtain critical information such
as sludge production, a determining factor in removal by sorption. The
data gathered in Gatineau have been used to calibrate the models leading
to conclusions on the fate of the different DOAs in the wastewater treatment, ending up either in the effluent or the waste sludge.
518 Chemical Profile of Swift Current Wastewater Treatment Plant
Discharge and Its Potential Effects
H. Yuan, Univ of Saskatchewan Toxicology Centre; G. Codling, Univ of
Saskatchewan / Toxicology; J.P. Giesy, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology
Center; H. Wheater, Univ of Saskatchewan Global Inst for Water Security;
M. Hecker, Univ of Saskatchewan / School of the Environment and
Sustainability Toxicology Centre; P.D. Jones, Univ of Saskatchewan / School
of Environment and Sustainability
Although the wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) in Swift Current
Creek, SK, Canada carries out complete secondary treatment followed by
UV disinfection, a suite of chemicals is released into the receiving water.
In addition, the City of Swift Current used lagoon treatment for 27 years
prior to the construction of WWTP and the lagoon could also pose a
potential threat to nearby ecosystems. Swift Current Creek flows into the
South Saskatchewan River Basin, which is a major drinking water source
for approximately 750,000 people. Thus, concentrations of chemicals
in the effluent were monitored and fates and potential effects of these
pollutants determined. Chemical contaminants of interest included
hormones, insecticides/pesticides, fertilizers, industrial chemicals,
pharmaceuticals and personal care products. A total of 11 sites upstream,
downstream from the WWTP, including from the lagoon, were sampled
once or twice a month in 2011 and 2012. Samples of water were filtered
and extracted by use of solid-phase extraction with HLB cartridges. Due
to the complex nature of the contaminant mixture a battery of in vitro
bioassays were used to screen water sample extracts prior to chemical
characterization. Endpoints characterized included (anti)-androgenic/
estrogenic effects, dioxin-like chemicals/PAH’s, hormones and mutagenic effects. Influents and effluents exhibited greater androgenic (6 fold
change for influents) and estrogenic (2 fold change for influents and 1.5
fold change for effluents) potencies than upstream sites but effects of the
effluent decreased rapidly further down the creek. No PAH or dioxinlike chemical potencies were detected. After determining potencies by
bioassays in each sample, high resolution LC/MS was used to identify
and quantify targeted chemicals.
519 Illicit Drugs in Two Wastewater Treatment Plants in New York
State and Estimation of Illicit Drug Usage in Communities through
Wastewater Analysis
B. Subedi, New York State Dept of Health / Organic Environmental
Laboraotry; K. Kannan, New York State Dept of Health / Wadsworth
Center Dept of Health
Sewage epidemiology is a rapidly expanding field that can provide
information on illicit drug usage in communities, based on the measured
concentrations in samples from wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs).
In this study, select illicit drugs (six drugs and eight metabolites)
were determined on a daily basis for a week in wastewater, suspended
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particulate matter (SPM), and sludge from two WWTPs in the Albany
area in New York State. The WWTP that served a larger population
(~100,000, with a flow rate of 83300 m3/d) showed 3.2 (methadone) to
51 (3,4-methylenedioxyamphetamine;MDA) times higher mass flows
of illicit drugs than did the WWTP that served a smaller population (~15,000, with a flow rate of 6850 m3/d). The consumption rate of
target illicit drugs in the communities served by the two WWTPs was
estimated to range from 1.67 to 3510 mg/d/1000 people. Between the
dissolved and particulate phases, the fraction of methadone, 2-ethylidene-1,5-dimethyl-3,3-diphenylpyrrolidine (EDDP), amphetamine,
and MDA sorbed to SPM ranged from 34.3 to 41.1% of the total mass
in the waste stream. The removal efficiencies of illicit drugs from the
two WWTPs ranged from 4% (norcocaine) to 99% (cocaine); however,
methamphetamine, methadone, and EDDP showed a negative removal
in WWTPs. The environmental emission of illicit drugs from WWTP
discharges was calculated to range from 0.38 (MDEA) to 67.5 (EDDP)
mg/d/1000 people. Other markers such as caffeine, paraxanthine, nicotine, and cotinine were found to predict the concentrations of select illicit
drugs in raw wastewater (r2 = 0.20-0.79; p ≤ 0.029).
520 A novel approach for determining removals of contaminants during wastewater treatment
V.V. Yargeau, McGill Univ / Chemical Engineering; Z. Baalbaki, A.
Rodayan, McGill Univ; C.D. Metcalfe, Trent Univ / Environmental
Resource Studies
Contaminants of emerging concern (CECs) discharged in municipal
wastewater are a hazard to aquatic organisms and a threat to drinking
water quality. Determining the removal of CECs during wastewater
treatment is key to assessing whether wastewater treatment technologies can reduce discharges of these compounds into receiving waters.
However, it is difficult to reliably assess removals of these contaminants
from wastewater because of the influence of hydraulic retention time
(HRT) on calculations of removals, based on measurements of the concentrations in untreated and treated wastewater. In order to analyze the
same wastewater volume as it passes through a WWTP, a novel sampling
strategy and calculation method was applied to determine removals of
drugs of abuse (DOAs) at a wastewater treatment plant in Gatineau,
Quebec, Canada. This method takes into account the HRT distribution of each unit of a treatment plant to reliably match influent loads to
effluent loads. This time-shifted mass balance approach for calculating
DOA removals successfully corrected negative removal values obtained
using conventional approaches with both grab and 24h composite samples
collected during the same sampling campaign in Gatineau. This approach
for estimating removals of DOAs and other contaminants in wastewater
treatment plants has been applied to other WWTPs in Canada with different treatment technologies. These data indicate that negative removals
for contaminants in WWTPs are an artifact of the sampling strategy and
demonstrate the importance of improving sampling and removal calculation methods to better assess the fate of CECs in engineered systems.

Fate and Effects of Metals: Aquatic Biological
Perspective - Biotic Ligand Model (BLM)
521 Biotic ligand model cannot predict the bioavailability of rare
earth elements in the presence of organic ligands
C. Zhao, Dept of Chemistry; K. Wilkinson, Univ of Montreal
Rare earth elements (REEs) are critical to high-tech and clean energy
industry due to their distinct physicochemical properties, but their
bioavailability in aquatic biota is still largely unexplored. The biotic ligand
model was used to predict the bioavailability of several rare earth elements
towards the freshwater algae Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. The presence of
organic ligands increased REE uptake as seen by an increased affinity
of the REE for transport sites and a decreased Tm Jmax. The observed
enhancement of bioavailability was shown for 6 ligands and several REEs
(La, Nd, Sm, Eu and Y), indicating that this could be a common feature
for these metals. In order to explore the mechanism for the enhanced
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uptake, Thulium (Tm) internalization was carefully evaluated. The Tm
internalization flux (Jint) followed first-order (Michaelis-Menten) kinetics with calculated maximum internalization flux (Jmax) of 1.26±0.07 ×
10-14 mol/cm2/s and an affinity constant for the transport sites (KTm-R)
of 107.04 1/M. In the presence of citric acid, malic acid and NTA, Tm Jint
was more than one order of magnitude higher than that predicted by the
BLM for 10-6 M [Tm] and 10-9 M [Tm3+]. Therefore, in natural environment where organic ligands are ubiquitous, classic models are unlikely to
predict the bioavailability of REEs to aquatic organisms.
522 Developing Biotic Ligand Models for uranium: research within
the STAR EU Network of Excellence
S. Lofts, Centre for Ecology Hydrology / Shore Section; L. Fevrier, IRSN /
LRE; R. Gilbin, IRSN/DEI/SECRE/LRE; N. Horemans, SCK•CEN
/ Belgian Nuclear Research Centre; T. Lecomte, S.L. Minko Mi Ondo,
IRSN/DEI/SECRE/LRE; H. Teien, NMBU / Plant and Environmental
Sciences; C. Willrodt, BfS; T. Turtiainen, STUK; H. Vandenhove,
SCK•CEN
Uranium is a radioactive contaminant of concern for the aquatic environment, with potentially deleterious releases to freshwaters due to mining,
processing and waste disposal. As a metallic element forming cations in
aqueous solution, with a chemotoxic mode of action, uranyl is in principle
suitable for the development of Biotic Ligand Models to describe the
influence of chemistry on its toxicity. Although past research has demonstrated relationships between uranyl (U(VI)) toxicity and key freshwater
quality parameters such as dissolved organic carbon concentration, no
biotic ligand model has so far been developed for this metal. Ongoing
research within the EU Network of Excellence STAR (STrategy for
Allied Radioecology) aims to generate uranyl toxicity data for freshwater
species suitable for development of Biotic Ligand Models. The species
under study are Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar), common duckweed (Lemna
minor) and water flea (Daphnia magna). For each species, toxic responses
across relevant ranges of water chemistry variations (e.g. pH, Na, Mg, K,
Ca concentrations) have been measured. Chemical speciation in exposure
waters will be computed using the WHAM7 model, following review
and updating of the uranyl binding constants. We will present a selection
of experimental results to show the key water quality parameters influencing uranyl toxicity to each organism, and will also show how the results
will be used to develop Biotic Ligand Models for each organism to allow
the effects of water chemistry on uranyl toxicity to be predicted.
523 Using copper and ammonia co-exposures to elicit the toxic
mechanism of waterborne copper (Cu) in freshwater rainbow trout
(Oncorhynchus mykiss)
A.M. Zimmer, Dept of Biology; C.M. Wood, Univ of British Columbia /
Dept of Biology; M. Lim, McMaster Univ / Dept of Biology
In freshwater fish, sub-lethal waterborne Cu exposure can lead to inhibitions of ammonia excretion and Na+ uptake. However, the mechanism(s)
behind these responses are not fully understood. New evidence indicates
that ammonia excretion (Jamm) and Na+ uptake (JNain) across the gills are
loosely coupled by a coordinated exchange metabolon. The metabolon
involves Rhesus (Rh) proteins which deprotonate NH4+ and function
as ammonia gas (NH3) channels, carbonic anhydrase (CA) to generate additional H+ ions, and two Na+ uptake pathways involving apical
extrusion of H+ ions into the gill boundary layer - a Na+/H+-exchanger
(NHE) and a Na+ channel coupled to a H+-ATPase. Basolateral Na+/
K+-ATPase energizes the entire system. Thus ammonia excretion helps
drive Na+ uptake, and external gill boundary layer acidification maintains
the gradient for NH3 diffusion through Rh proteins. Inhibition of JNain by
Cu is thought to occur by competition at the Na+ channel and/or NHE,
and a reduction of Na+/K+-ATPase activity. Our goal was to characterize
the mechanism of Jamm inhibition by Cu. Juvenile rainbow trout exposed
to 50 µg/l Cu in moderately hard Lake Ontario water demonstrated a
sustained inhibition of Jamm while JNainwas only transiently inhibited. We
hypothesized that these initial inhibitions occur via a common mechanism and that compensation occurs to restore JNain, but not Jamm. Gill
Na+/K+-ATPase and CA were not affected by Cu exposure. However, an
increase in H+-ATPase activity from 6-24 h of Cu exposure was observed,
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potentially acting to restore JNain. We further hypothesized that the lack
of Jamm recovery could be explained by an inhibition of Rh proteins by
Cu. Rh proteins function bidirectionally, so we employed co-exposures
to waterborne Cu and high external ammonia to evaluate whether they
could be blocked by Cu. For the first time, we have shown that Cu can
inhibit the uptake of waterborne ammonia which is presumed to occur
via Rh proteins. Thus, we suggest an additional mechanism of Cu toxicity: the inhibition of Rh proteins which could lead to inhibitions of both
Jamm and JNain. We further propose that, acutely, JNain is recovered via the
increase of H+-ATPase activity, while Jamm inhibition is sustained due
to Rh inhibition. These data may lead to the eventual inclusion of Rh
proteins as a target of Cu toxicity (NSERC Discovery).
524 Toxicokinetic Toxicodynamic (TKTD) modelling of acute Ag
toxicity in freshwater organisms
K. Veltman, Univ of Michigan / Dept of Environmental Health
Sciences; J.A. Hendriks, M. Huijbregts, Radboud Univ Nijmegen /
Dept of Environmental Science; O. Jolliet, Univ of Michigan / Dept of
Environmental Health Sciences School of Public Health
The Biotic Ligand Model (BLM) is a powerful tool to predict site-specific
acute toxicity of metals. A current weakness of the BLM is that the
strong influence of physiological characteristics, such as size, on organism
sensitivity, is not explicitly considered. Also, it is a current topic of debate
whether the equilibrium framework is sufficient to accurately predict acute
toxicity for a range of species and exposure durations. First, it is thought
that the potential for metal toxicity in aquatic organisms is a function of
the metal uptake rate, more so than the equilibrium concentration in the
target tissue. Second, toxicodynamic processes, particularly the target
enzyme activity (e.g. Na+/K+ ATPase) and the sodium turnover rate are
thought to be of key importance in explaining observed differences in
sensitivity across species and within species in different water conditions.
A more refined modeling approach that explicitly considers toxicokinetics
(TK) and toxicodynamics (TD) and the influence of species characteristics on both processes, is thus needed. We present such a mechanistic
TKTD model for acute toxicity prediction of Ag in freshwater organisms.
The toxicokinetic model quantifies the internal concentration of Ag in the
osmoregulatory organ as a function of the free ion concentration in water,
and species-specific uptake and elimination rates. The toxicodynamic
model quantifies the reduction in whole-body sodium concentration over
time as a function of the inhibition of the target site over time, the target
site density and the species-specific sodium turnover rate. %sodium loss
was related to %survival based on literature-collected data for various aquatic organisms and various exposure durations. The model was
calibrated and tested with empirical (time-course) data of target enzyme
inhibition, sodium loss, and lethal effect concentrations (LC50) for various
aquatic species. Results show that %survival is significantly related to
%sodium loss (r2 = 0.86). LC50s vary by 2 orders of magnitude between
different aquatic organisms and are significantly related to species size to
the power -0.21 (r2 = 0.54). The model is able to reflect this size-specific
variation in LC50s for adult daphnia, crayfish and rainbow trout. In addition, the model predicts the time-course of target enzyme inhibition and
sodium loss for adult daphnia and rainbow trout well. Further research
focusses on improving model predictions for neonate daphnids.
525 Acute and Olfactory Copper Toxicity to Fish Using Laboratory
and Site-Collected Water from Alaska
J.M. Morris, J. Lipton, Stratus Consulting; S. Brinkman, Colorado Parks
and Wildlife
The Biotic Ligand Model (BLM) was used to predict the toxicity (LC50)
of copper added to low-hardness (~30 mg/L as CaCO3) laboratory and
site-collected (Upper Talarik Creek, Alaska) waters and these predictions were compared to the results of 96-hour bioassays conducted using
rainbow trout (laboratory water) and fathead minnows (laboratory and
site waters). The BLM under-predicted the toxicity of copper in the
laboratory water for both rainbow trout and fathead minnows by 1.5 to
2.1 fold, respectively. The BLM’s prediction of copper toxicity to fathead
minnows in site-collected water was closer to the actual bioassay result
and only under-predicted the toxicity by 1.2 fold. Factors potentially

influencing these experimental results will be discussed. Additionally,
behavioral assays were conducted using rainbow trout in low-hardness
laboratory water to determine the effects of copper on olfaction using an
alarm cue. This bioassay was designed as a 96-h flow-through exposure to a range of copper concentrations (0–8 µg/L) with two fish per
aquarium. An alarm cue was added to each aquarium after 3, 24, 48,
and 96 hours of copper exposure, and fish behavior was recorded using
cameras mounted above each aquarium. Following 96 hours of copper
exposure, all remaining fish were held in clean water for 24 hours and the
alarm cue was added to determine if any effects of copper appeared to be
reversible within 24 hours. Analysis of these videos and data are ongoing
and the preliminary results will be discussed. Preliminary results from
these tests indicate that site-specific testing is warranted whenever possible. We will discuss certain anomalous results that are generated when
modeling the toxicity of copper to rainbow trout in low-hardness waters
such as those in many headwater streams in Alaska, which suggest that
the use of the BLM at those sites should proceed with caution.
526 Investigating the Effects of Using Estimated Water Quality
Parameters in Generating Copper Water Quality Criteria Using the
Biotic Ligand Model
A.K. Kovach, ENVIRON International Corp / Ecological; S.P. Canton,
GEI Consultants Inc / Ecological Division; C.A. Claytor, GEI Consultants
Inc; J. Gondek, GEI Consultants; R.W. Gensemer, GEI Consultants /
Ecological Division; J.W. Gorsuch, Copper Development Association Inc
The Biotic Ligand Model (BLM) is a tool that can be used to develop
copper (Cu) water quality criteria and fixed monitoring benchmarks
(FMBs). The BLM requires a suite of 10 water quality parameters, but its
results depend most heavily on DOC, pH, Ca, Mg, and Na. While the
model itself is a useful tool, the number of parameters needed to complete the model is often problematic or prohibitive for practitioners who
may lack a complete dataset. As a result, USEPA developed and released
a guidance document in 2012 that contained geostatistical and regression-based tools that provide estimations for some of the necessary water
quality parameters, which can be used to apply the BLM in the absence
of actual field-measured data. These estimated values are dependent upon
ecoregion (Level III) and/or measured conductivity data. While this
approach has practical advantages in situations where data are limited,
the recommended parameter estimations are based on the average 10th
percentile of available data, potentially leading to overly conservative
water quality criteria or FMBs. In order to determine if these conservative parameter estimates reasonably predict Cu bioavailability on a
site-specific basis, we conducted a series of analyses on multiple complete datasets in the South Platte River basin in Colorado; comparing
the outcome of the BLM using field-collected data to BLM results that
depended on estimated values provided in the 2012 guidance document.
Additionally, similar comparisons were made between BLM outcomes
using estimated and field-collected values on a larger watershed scale.
These issues should be considered when attempting to derive BLM-based
criteria in waters where limited field-collected data are available.
527 Copper bioavailability and toxicity to the lower Mekong river
organisms: implications for BLM and species sensitivity distribution
T.C. Hoang, Loyola Univ Chicago / Inst of Environment and Sustainability;
L. Do, Vietnam National Univ Ho Chi Minh City; C. Boonthai Iwai, Khon
Kaen Univ; S. Dao, Vietnam National Univ Ho Chi Minh City
The Mekong River is the largest river in Southeast Asia (4,909 km)
and is important to 60 million people in the four Lower Mekong River
Basin countries (Laos, Thailand, Cambodia, and Vietnam) who live
mainly based on the natural resources of the river. The recent industrial
development, such as hydropower plants, metal processing along the
Mekong River including the Upper River Basin poses potential metal
contamination to the aquatic ecosystem in the Mekong River. The goal
of this study was to determine copper (Cu) bioavailability and toxicity in
the watershed of the Lower Mekong River Basin in support of development of a Biotic Ligand Model (BLM) for tropical environments. Acute
toxicity tests were conducted with Cu and 7 local fish and invertebrate
species using field collected waters along the Mekong River in Thailand,
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Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia. Water hardness, alkalinity, pH, and
dissolved organic carbon concentrations ranged from 15 to 122 mg/L as
CaCO3, 18 to 144 mg/L as CaCO3, 6.39 to 7.25, and 6.9 to 21.3 mg/L,
respectively. The lethal effect concentration (LC50) ranged from 2.8
µg/L (Daphnia cornuta, Vietnam) to 1,412 µg/L (Oreochromisniloticus,
Thailand). In general, Cu toxicity decreased when water quality parameters were increased. Results of this study will be used to calibrate the
Cu BLM to tropical environments and construct a species sensitivity
distribution in support of setting site specific water quality criteria for Cu
in the Lower Mekong River Basin’s watershed.
528 Potential Water Quality Criteria for Copper in Oregon State
Fresh Waters based on the Biotic Ligand Model
S.A. Tobiason, N. Lewis, Windward Environmental LLC; R.W. Gensemer,
GEI Consultants / Ecological Division; D.K. DeForest, Windward
Environmental LLC
Aquatic life water quality criteria (WQC) for fresh waters in the State of
Oregon are currently hardness-based. However, the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (USEPA) rejected the hardness-based copper WQC
in 2013 and directed Oregon to adopt updated WQC based on the biotic
ligand model (BLM) or using another suitable method. Likewise, in
its 2012 Biological Opinion on Oregon’s water quality standards, the
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) recommended that Oregon
adopt BLM-based WQC for copper (i.e., acute and chronic WQC of
2.3 and 1.45 µg/L, respectively, which are based on BLM normalization
water chemistry, but which is not specific to Oregon waters). In order
to evaluate the potential magnitudes of BLM-based WQC for copper
in Oregon waters, and for comparison to the WQC recommended by
NMFS, we compiled water chemistry data for BLM parameters (e.g.,
dissolved organic carbon [DOC], pH, alkalinity, several ions) in Oregon
fresh waters. This dataset comprised a total of 2,245 samples that contained either complete datasets for BLM parameters or samples with data
gaps for minor parameters that we estimated using methods consistent
with draft guidance from the USEPA. The dataset used in this evaluation was obtained from the U.S. Geological Survey for 142 sampling
locations in fresh waters located in 7 of Oregon’s 19 major basins. The
vast majority of the samples were collected in the greater Willamette
River basin (n = 1,816 [81%]) and at four lower Columbia River locations
(n = 274 [12%]). BLM input datasets were not available for any water
bodies in a number of Oregon basins, particularly along the coast and
eastern areas of the state. Overall, the BLM-based WQC were greater
than the hardness-based acute and chronic WQC for 76% and 64% of
the samples, respectively. In 92% of the samples, the BLM-based copper
WQC were also greater than the NMFS-proposed acute and chronic
WQC of 2.3 and 1.45 µg/L, respectively. In addition to instantaneous
WQC based on individual samples, we also derived acute and chronic
fixed monitoring benchmarks (FMBs) for areas with the greatest
concurrent copper and BLM data. The FMBs tended to fall near the
15th percentile of the instantaneous WQC for the respective locations.
More temporal BLM parameter and copper data are needed to better
understand the range in potential FMBs for Oregon waters, but the
FMB approach is a viable option for developing BLM-based WQC that
account for time-varying water chemistry conditions.

Recent Advances and Trends in Perfluorochemical
Research
529 Surface Disposal of Waste Water Treatment Plant Biosludge – an
Important Source of Perfluorinated Compound Contamination in the
Environment?
A.B. Lindstrom, USEPA; M.J. Strynar, USEPA / National Exposure
Research Laboratory; L. McMillan, National Caucus & Center for Black
Aging, Inc; D. Knappe, E. Arevalo, North Carolina State Univ; S. Wing, A.
Lowman, M. Serre, P. Jat, Univ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
With more than a decade of intensive scientific research and increasing regulatory pressure worldwide, the sources of perfluoroalkyl acids
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(PFAA) in the environment and routes of human exposure still need to
be fully characterized. Several studies have documented PFAA contamination associated with the agricultural use of biosolids and biosludges
that have been contaminated with wastes from industrial chemical production facilities. Other studies have shown that even typical
municipal waste water treatment plant (WWTP) biosolids can contain
elevated levels of PFAAs and that these contaminants can migrate to
food crops grown on biosolid amended soils. The current study describes
an investigation in the Cape Fear River Basin in North Carolina where
we track PFAA concentrations in surface water relative to municipal
WWTP effluents and biosolid land application sites. Elevated PFAA
concentrations (100s ng/L) were regularly measured downstream of
specific WWTPs outfalls in the watershed. Subbasins with biosolid
application sites from these particular WWTPs also had elevated PFAA
concentrations in surface water, with levels often exceeding the USEPA’s
provisional health advisory levels of 200 ng/L for PFOS and 400 ng/L
for PFOA in drinking water. Sludge supernatants and settled solids
from these particular treatment plants were also found to have elevated
levels of PFOS and other PFAAs. In contrast, surface water in subbasins
without permitted application sites tended to have low or background
levels of PFOS, PFOA, and related PFAAs. These data suggest that land
application of biosludges from specific municipalities in this Basin leads
to the distribution of toxic, persistent, and bioaccumulative materials
which may then contaminate drinking water sources, agricultural products, and wildlife resources.
530 Temporal Trends and Influence of Storage Methods on
Concentrations of Perfluoroalkyl Substances in Limed Municipal
Wastewater Solids
D.L. Armstrong, Dept of Civil and Environmental Engineering; N.
Lozano, Univ of Cantabria / Dept of Water and Environmental Sciences
and Technologies; C.P. Rice, US Dept of Agriculture / Environmental
Management and Byproduct Utilization Laboratory; M. Ramirez, DC
Water; A. Torrents, Univ of Maryland / Civil and Environmental Eng
During the wastewater treatment (WWT) process, both organic and
inorganic solids are removed and the resulting sludge requires both
treatment and disposal. In the USA, these sludges are typically treated
and then land-applied for nutrient recovery/soil reclamation or disposed
of via landfilling or incineration. The land-application of biosolids has
been shown to be a sustainable and cost-effective way to improve soil
properties, however, the extensive use of chemical products by modern
society often results in these products being washed down the drain and,
thus, swept into the WWT process, leading to the concern that landapplied biosolids can act as an environmental source of pollutants. The
use of perfluoroalkyl substances (PFASs) in a variety of industrial and
consumer products has led to their detection within the WWT process.
In particular, long-chain PFAS compounds within the perfluorocarboxylic acid (PFCA) and perfluorosulfonic acid (PFSA) subgroups can
be very persistent and have drawn the attention of regulatory agencies
worldwide, due to their worldwide detection in human, biotic, and environmental samples. Additionally, less persistent precursor compounds
can be degraded into assorted PFCAs and PFSAs. The inability of the
WWT process to degrade PFCA and PFSA compounds, as well as
their potential to increase in concentration during the treatment process,
indicates that WWT effluent and sludge can become a secondary source
of these compounds into the environment. This study focuses on the
temporal trends of PFCA and PFSA compounds in limed biosolids from
a large municipal WWT plant over an eight-year period. Grab biosolids
samples were collected approximately every two to three months from
the WWT plant directly after the liming process, prior to storage/
disposal of the biosolids and analyzed for 12 PFAS compounds within
either the PFCA or PFSA classifications via HPLC-MS/MS. The
majority of biosolids samples collected between 2005 and 2013 contained
a variety of PFCA and PFSA compounds. Results varied between the
individual compounds analyzed and the time periods of the sample
collections, with short-chain PFASs generally detected at lower concentrations than long-chain PFASs. Additionally, biosolids storage methods
were compared for impact on PFAS concentrations.
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531 Direct and Indirect Measurement of PFASs in Human Serum
E. Houtz, M. Wang, California Dept of Toxic Substances Control / Dept
of Toxic Substance Control Environmental Chemistry Laboratory; M.
Petreas, DTSC / Dept of Toxic Substance Control Environmental Chemistry
Laboratory; J. Park, California Environmental Protection Agency / Dept of
Toxic Substances Control Environmental Chemistry Laboratory
Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFASs) have been applied directly
to or used in the manufacture of consumer and industrial products
since the mid-20th century. Some types of PFASs are of concern to
humans and the environment because of their high level of persistence,
their detection in humans and biota globally, and their association
with adverse health effects at background and acute exposure levels.
The occurrence of long-chain perfluoroalkyl sulfonates (PFSAs) and
perfluoroalkyl carboxylates (PFCAs) has been well-characterized in
humans and environmental samples, while data pertaining to many
polyfluoroalkyl compounds and short-chain perfluoroalkyl acids are
less commonly available. Our work presents a two-fold approach to
characterizing PFASs in human serum. First, an analytical method was
created to monitor individual PFASs at sub-ppb levels in serum. An
extensive analyte list was selected for monitoring, including saturated
and unsaturated fluorotelomer acids, polyfluoroalkyl phosphate diesters,
fluorotelomer sulfonates, perfluorooctane sulfonamides, and C4 and
longer PFCAs and PFSAs. Second, the total concentration of polyfluorinated compounds in serum was determined indirectly by adapting an
oxidation-based method previously developed for measuring polyfluorinated compounds in aqueous matrices. This method uses hydroxyl radical
to convert polyfluorinated compounds to more easily measured PFCAs.
The concentration of PFCAs produced upon oxidation corresponds to
the total concentration of polyfluorinated compounds. These two methods were applied to California human serum samples and the results
were compared to determine the extent to which the measured analytes
captured the total concentration of PFASs in serum samples. The views
expressed herein are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect
those of the California Department of Toxic Substances Control.
532 Perfluoroalkyl and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances in Municipal
Waste and Landfill Leachate
M. Barlaz, Civil Constr and Env Eng; J. Lang, NC State Univ; A. McKay,
Oregon State Univ; J. Field, Oregon State
Perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl substance (PFAS) concentrations
were measured in laboratory-scale reactors to evaluate municipal waste
as a source of PFAS to the environment. Laboratory-scale reactors were
filled with samples of residential refuse from each of the four seasons and
operated under biological and abiotic conditions. Reactors were operated until anaerobic decomposition (i.e., methane generation) was nearly
complete to evaluate PFAS release though the entire decomposition
cycle. Perfluorocarboxylic acid (PFCA) concentrations for compounds
with a carbon chain length of 4 up to 18 were monitored. For the fall,
spring, and summer samples, concentrations of total PFCAs ranged from
60-850 ng/L and 110-410 ng/L in the live and abiotic reactors, respectively. An increasing trend was observed in the live fall reactors, but
not the abiotic fall reactors, suggesting the biodegradation of the waste
may have influenced PFCA release. Perfluoroalkyl sulfonic acid (PFSA)
concentrations were also monitored for compounds with a carbon chain
length of 4 through 10. In contrast to PFCA results, the total PFSAs
range was 0-38 ng/L in both the live and abiotic reactors and no trends
were apparent. This characterization of PFSA behavior was consistent in
the fall, summer and spring systems. Seven di-substitued polyfluorinated
phosphate esters (DiPAPs) compounds were also monitored. One live
fall reactor demonstrated a largely increasing trend for the total DiPAPs,
with a range of 157-2029 ng/L. For all other fall, spring, and summer
reactors, the total DiPAP concentration range was 2-96 ng/L and no
trends were apparent. For all reactors, the concentration ranges of the
total fluorotelomer sulfonate (FtSs) and fluorotelomer carboxylic acids
(FTCAs) were low (0-171 ng/L). Although the concentrations were low,
an increasing trend in the total FtSs could be observed in both the live
and abiotic spring reactors, but not in the fall or summer. One live summer reactor demonstrated a largely increasing trend for the FTCAs, with

no trends for other reactors. This research represents the first time that
PFASs have been measured in controlled anaerobic laboratory systems
that provide data on compound release and accumulation during the
decomposition of municipal solid waste.
533 Dietary exposure to legacy and replacement PFASs in the Hubei
and Zhejiang province, China
H. Zhang, State Key Laboratory of Environmental Chemistry and
Ecotoxicology; R. Vestergren, Norwegian Inst for Air Research /
Analytical Environmental Chemistry; T. Wang, State Key Laboratory of
Environmental Chemistry and Ecotoxicology; D. Herzke, NILU Norwegian
Inst for Air Research; G. Jiang, State Key Laboratory of Environmental
Chemistry and Ecotoxicology
Production and use of per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFASs)
has been increasing in China over the past decade, but relatively little
is known about emissions to the Chinese environment and pathways
of human exposure. In this study, we collected market food items from
the Hubei province (n=124) which is one of the main areas for PFAS
production in China and the Zhejiang province (n=104) which is a
densely populated coastal area. Previously validated analytical methods
employing HPLC-MS/MS and HPLC-HRMS were used to measure
15 perfluoroalkyl acids (PFAAs) and perfluorooctane sulfonamide
(FOSA) and regional food consumption statistics were used to calculate
daily dietary intake for different consumer groups in the two provinces.
The concentrations and homologue patterns of PFASs displayed great
variability between the different food categories and significantly higher
concentrations were observed in Hubei compared to Zhejiang, reflecting
the proximity of production sources. Overall, perfluorooctane sulfonic
acid (PFOS) was the dominant homologue in fish (Arithmetic mean
(AM) 0.548 and 24.8 ng g-1 for Zhejiang and Hubei respectively) egg
(AM 9.14 and 167.3 ng g-1 for Zhejiang and Hubei respectively) and offal
samples (AM 0.541 and 28.7 ng g-1 for Zhejiang and Hubei respectively).
Highly elevated concentrations of perfluorobutanoic acid (PFBA) and
other short-chain PFAAs were also found in poultry (AMPFBA=17.9 ng
g-1), egg (AMPFBA=40.2 ng g-1) and vegetable samples (AMPFBA=149
ng g-1) from the Hubei province. Average dietary intake of ΣPFASs
for adults were estimated to 12.8 ng g-1 day-1 and 1452 ng kg-1 day-1 in
Hubei and Zhejiang respectively, indicating significant regional differences in dietary exposure to PFASs in China. In Hubei province,
the estimated dietary intake of PFOS for adults (101 ng kg-1 day-1) was
close to the tolerable daily intake limits set by the European Food Safety
Agency (150 ng kg-1 day-1). However, it should be noted that the high
dietary exposure to ΣPFASs in the Hubei province was primarily due
to short-chain PFASs present in vegetables (87% of the total dietary
intake). This underscores the importance of understanding human
dietary exposure to PFAS replacements which are currently considered to
be more benign alternatives due to their lower bioaccumulation potential.
534 Advanced oxidation of Polyfluorinated precursors in natural
waters and their transformation products
S. Dagnino, Univ of Arizona / Dept of Chemical Environmental
Engineering ChEE; T. Anumol, Univ of Arizona; D. VanDervort, S.A.
Snyder, Univ of Arizona / Chemical and Environmental Engineering
Perfluorinated compounds have been used historically in various commercial applications such as coating for food-packaging, sports-ware,
non-stick cookware and others. Presence of PFCAs has been detected
in both source and finished drinking water throughout the globe and
several studies have shown that there is no or relatively little removal of
these compounds during conventional and advanced water treatment
processes. Recent work indicating evidence of health related effects
have pushed industries to move away from the use of perfluoroctanoic
sulfonate (PFOS) and perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA). PFOA has been
introduced on the USEPAs contaminant candidate list (CCL) for regular
monitoring in water treatment plants, while an attempt by industry to
phase it out by 2015 is ongoing. However, with the reduction in usage
of PFOA and other PFCAs, several alternative polyfluorinated compounds such as Fluorotelomer acids and polyfluoroalkyl phosphate esters
(PAPs) have been introduced on the market. During metabolism, these
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compounds have been shown to transform into PFCAs and are therefore
considered as their precursors. In this study, we investigate the faith
of 6:2 and 8:2 homologues of the fluorotelomer unsaturated carboxylic
acids (FTUCAs) and di-substituted polyfluoroalkyl phosphate esters
(di-PAPs) during advanced oxidation and UV treatment. Formation of
PFCAs (C4 to C9) is monitored using an LC/MS/MS. Results show,
the 6:2 FTUCA transforms into the 6-C PFCA (PFHxA) with a
yield of 30-45%, while the 8:2 FTUCA is converted to PFOA with a
yield of 60- 80%. A mass balance calculation revealed that a significant
part of parent compound was unaccounted for in the transformation.
Non-targeted approach with the LC-MS-QTOF was then used for
elucidation of additional by-products formation. With the use of ozone
and UV-hydrogen peroxide essential to a water reuse treatment train,
the implications of this work are significant as the potential formation of
PFCAs may cause adverse health effects in finished drinking water.
535 In situ chemical oxidation effects on the fate and transport of
PFAAs in 1-D porous media column studies
E.R. McKenzie, Civil and Environmental Engineering; R. Siegrist, J.
McCray, C.P. Higgins, Colorado School of Mines / Civil Environmental
Engineering
Perfluoroalkyal acids (PFAAs) had been found at substantially elevated
concentrations in firefighting training area due to the repeated application of aqueous film forming foam (AFFF), often co-occurring with
conventional contaminants such as hydrocarbons or chlorinated solvents.
In situ chemical oxidation (ISCO) has effectively been applied for the
remediation of the conventional co-contaminants, and preliminary
soil-free systems have demonstrated PFAA decomposition by chemical oxidants. This research employed 1-D column studies to elucidate if
ISCO could effectively decompose PFAAs, and if there were changes in
PFAA transport due to the application of chemical oxidants. The study
investigated pre-, peri-, and post-oxidant application for a no oxidant
reference and three oxidants (activated persulfate, permanganate, and
catalyzed hydrogen peroxide), each in the presence and absence of a
trichloroethylene NAPL. In the initial pre-oxidant breakthrough curve,
chain length and head-group dependent partitioning coefficient values
were observed, indicative of hydrophobic, steric, and electrostatic effects.
TCE increased retardation slightly. Oxidant application resulted altered
transport, but no evidence of PFAA decomposition was found (based
on mass balance results). Oxidant application resulted in no effect or
effluent concentration reductions for all cases, but the extent was oxidant
and PFAA specific, where persulfate consistently produced the greatest
effect, potentially due to altered geochemistry; generally, longer chain
length compounds and systems with TCE were more affected. Batch
studies were employed to demonstrate pH and iron concentration, and
Kd values increased with decreasing pH and with increasing Fe concentration, however the extend was affect by PFAA chain length. Over the
course of the 18-20 day experiment, PFAA was increased in systems that
were exposed to catalyzed hydrogen peroxide and permanganate, which
was attributed to changes in OM quantity and quality, while persulfate
exposed systems demonstrated decreased PFAA transport which was
attributed to pH reductions. Modeling efforts to better understand the
impacts of ISCO-induced altered geochemistry on PFAA transport
are included in future research plans. ISCO could result in oxidation
and mobilization of PFAA pre-cursors that are also found at AFFFimpacted sites and further studies are needed.
536 Reductive defluorination of perfluoroalkyl compounds by
nanoscale Pd/Fe in groundwater impacted by aqueous fire fighting
foams
S. Park, L.S. Lee, Purdue Univ / Dept of Agronomy
Perfluoroalkyl substances have been used in aqueous fire-fighting foams
(AFFFs). Fire-fighting training with AFFFs at military sites for 30 years
has resulted in the presence of PFOA (perfluorooctonoic acid) and PFOS
(perfluorooctanesulfonate) in groundwater at concentrations higher
than the USEPA Provisional Health Advisory levels. PFOA and PFOS
are recalcitrant to microbial degradation as well as most conventional
abiotic techniques especially those amenable to in situ remediation of
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groundwater. Low heat-activated persulfate oxidation of PFOA has been
demonstrated successfully; however, PFOS remained unaltered even at
elevated temperatures. Given the oxidation state of carbon in the C-S
bond of PFOS, reductive technologies have potential. Nanoscale zero
valent iron (Fe°) is the commonly used metal for environmental remediation of groundwater due to its reductant ability and cost-effectiveness. Fe°
has been used in both in situ injection technologies and permeable reactive barriers. The reactivity of Fe° can be enhanced for attacking more
persistent compounds through addition of catalyst such as palladium
(Pd). In this study, probing the reductive potential of PFOS conducted
in mixed batch reactors using different Pd°/Fe° ratios, initial pH values,
and temperature. Pd amounts were confirmed using inductively coupled
mass spectrometry (MS) after acid digestion. All the procedure to synthesize Pd°/Fe° was conducted in an anaerobic chamber. Development
of the analytical methods for measuring PFOS, organic metabolites,
and fluoride (F-) in all phases (headspace, liquid, and bimetal) was also
a primary focus. Two sequential acidic acetonitrile (10:90 v/v 48 mM
HCl:acetonitrile with 1g Fe°:8 mL solvent) resulted in 88% PFOS
extraction efficiency from metal with a third extraction expected to
yield a 95% efficiency. PFOS was quantified using HPLC with tandem
electrospray ionization and metabolites probed with time-of-flight MS.
For 0.2 g Pd°(1%)/Fe°, 35% of PFOS (initially 1,500 ppb) was transformed at neutral pH (6~7) in 6 days. Highly acidic (3~4) or basic (>12)
pH conditions or elevated temperatures(50°C) under neutral conditions
enhanced PFOS degradation to ~40%. Most of the PFOS degraded is
likely the branched PFOS isomers, which is currently being confirmed.
Optimizing F- extraction from Pd°/Fe° with subsequent analysis using a
F-specific electrode and ion chromatography is currently being pursued.

Exposure and Effects of Environmental Stressors to
Bees: Part 2
537 Do nanotechnology-based pesticide products increase risk to
honey bees compared to cognate active ingredients?
L.A. Hooven, Oregon State Univ / Horticulture; J. Son, School of Biological
Sciences; S.L. Harper, Oregon State Univ / Dept of Environmental and
Molecular Toxicology
Pollinating insects such as honey bees have evolved specialized structures for gathering pollen grains. Much smaller particles may also be
collected and concentrated in the colony, and honey bees are useful
for sampling environmental contaminants. Pesticide active ingredients formulated into particles using nanotechnology are ubiquitous in
agriculture. Hydrophobic pesticides are shielded within various types
of particles and polymeric shells, the surface chemistry of which can
be manipulated to increase solubility, resist degradation, and adhere to
the intended target. Using electron microscopy, we are characterizing
the size and shape of the pesticide products, and their ability to adhere
to bees. Of the pesticide products we have examined to date, scanning
electron microscopy reveals sizes predominantly in the fine particle
range (between 100 and 2,500 nanometers) while a few particles may
fall into the ultrafine range (below 100 nm). Some particles may also
be classified in the coarse (2,500 to 10,000 nm) range, as compared
to pollen which generally ranges between 10,000-100,000 nm. We
hypothesize that together with pollen, bees collect these nanotechnology-enabled pesticide particles, which may facilitate pesticide transport
into the colony. Using laboratory and field approaches, we are investigating whether packaging active ingredients in particulate formulations
results in more or less accumulation of the pesticide within the colony,
extended residual toxicity on foliage, or fugitive agricultural dust which
may also adhere to bees. We are currently examining crop protection
products which beekeepers, the literature, or our preliminary work
suggest are of concern for bees. These include certain fungicides, which
are applied when bees are in the act of pollination, and our data indicate
exert delayed effects on larval development. We are also investigating
encapsulated insecticides which have been reported to have extended
residual toxicity to honey bees. Insect growth regulators, which may
pose a particular risk to larval development if transported with pollen
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into the colony’s food stores, are also of interest. All of the pesticide
active ingredients under investigation have been found in significant
concentrations in pollen collected by bees while pollinating agricultural crops. Our work will provide new insights into pesticide exposure
pathways for honey bee colonies, which may contribute to the protection
of all pollinators.
538 Metal pollutants and their impact on pollinators: Examining
behavior, survival, and ecology
K.R. Hladun, Univ of California Riverside / Dept of Entomology; D.R.
Parker, Univ of California Riverside / Environmental Sciences; B.H. Smith,
Arizona State Univ / School of Life Sciences; J. Trumble, Univ of California
Riverside
Rapid industrialization and urbanization worldwide has continued to
release more and more anthropogenic contaminants into the environment. Pollutants such as selenium, cadmium, copper, and lead have
appeared in honey bee (Apis mellifera L.) hives throughout the world, yet
there is very little research on their toxic effects. Our work focuses on
the toxicity of various pollutants to behavior, survival, and ecology of the
common pollinator, the honey bee. We conducted laboratory bioassays
involving proboscis extension reflex (PER) and survival. Foragers dosed
with certain pollutants exhibited reduced learning, and larvae experienced high mortality even at low doses. In a cage study examining the
honey bee colony as a whole, caste differences in selenium distribution
reduced brood exposure, but even modest transfers of selenium can cause
developmental defects. In greenhouse and semi-field studies, certain
plant species accumulated pollutants in their flowers, yet still remained
attractive to foraging honey bees. Knowing which pollutants pose the
most risk to pollinators is crucial information for farmers and beekeepers
alike. Minimizing exposure to environmental stressors is essential for
maintaining healthy honey bee colonies for optimal pollinating services.
539 Evaluating Chronic Effects of Imidacloprid on Honey Bee
Colonies in a Colony Feeding Study Design
A.W. Olmstead, Bayer CropScience / Environmental Toxicology and Risk
Assessment; J.L. Louque, Smithers Viscient; D.L. Fischer, Bayer CropScience
/ Environmental Safety
Imidacloprid is a systemic, neonicotinoid insecticide that elicits effects in
target organisms by interaction with the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor.
As part of a continued evaluation of the chronic hazard of imidacloprid
to honey bees (Apis mellifera), a colony feeding field study was carried out
with honey bee colonies. Colonies were exposed to one of five treatment levels of imidacloprid (12.5 to 200 ppb) in 12 L of sucrose solution
which was supplied to colonies inside the hive over 6 six weeks. Control
colonies received untreated sucrose. Hives were placed in one of twelve
separate apiaries in a randomized block design. Honey bees were allowed
to forage freely throughout the duration of the study. Exposure occurred
during the summer in which a dearth of floral resources was expected in
order to increase consumption of treated solution. Colony condition and
hive weights were assessed at various time points starting in May, during the exposure, and after exposure until October. A final assessment
after overwintering was performed the next year in March. Significant
decreases were observed in pollen stores and capped brood during and
immediately after exposure at treatment levels of 50 ppb imidacloprid
and above. Additional effects were observed on hive weight, honey
stores, and adult bee counts; however, these endpoints were generally
less sensitive. Overwintering losses were elevated at the 100 and 200 ppb
treatment levels, while colonies in the 50 ppb level had reduced colony
strength. Overall this study indicates that chronic imidacloprid exposure
of ≥50 ppb results in decreased pollen stores, potentially due to reduced
foraging activity. The reduced pollen levels would be expected to result in
lower amounts of brood which then translate into effects on other aspects
of colony dynamics at later time points as observed in this study. The no
observable adverse effect concentration for this study was 25 ppb, which
is above residue levels in nectar typically measured in the field for most
agricultural uses.

540 Exposure to a corn rootworm active dsRNA does not adversely
effect honey bee larvae and adults
S.L. Levine, Monsanto Company / Regulatory Sciences; J. Tan, Monsanto;
P.M. Bachman, Monsanto Company / Environmental Toxicology; P.D.
Jensen, Monsanto
As part of the ecological risk assessment of MON 87411 corn, dietary
feeding studies with honey bee (Apis mellifera L) larvae and adults
were conducted. Honey bees are tested because of their critical role in
pollination and because they are used by some regulatory authorities
as surrogates for beneficial arthropods. MON 87411 corn contains a
suppression cassette that expresses an inverted repeat sequence designed
to match the sequence of a key corn pest, the western corn rootworm
(Diabrotica virgifera virgifera). The expression of the suppression cassette
results in the formation of a double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) transcript
containing a portion of the WCR Snf7 gene (DvSnf7). Upon consumption, the plant produced dsRNA in MON 87411 is recognized by
the CRW’s RNA interference (RNAi) machinery resulting in down
regulation of the targeted DvSnf7 gene leading to CRW mortality.
The biological activity of DvSnf7 RNA has been shown to be highly
specific with activity only evident in a closely related subset of beetles
within the subfamily Galerucinae of Chrysomelidae. For larval testing, individual larvae were exposed to a single high dose of DvSnf7 that
greatly exceeded realistic exposure levels from corn pollen consumption. The larval assay was run until emergence was completed in the test
and control treatments. There was 100% larval survival in the test and
control treatments and no difference in emergence rates, behavior and
gross morphological abnormalities of emerged bees. The chronic adult
feeding study was run for 14 days with continuous exposure to DvSnf7
in a sucrose solution. A test duration of 14 days was considered sufficient for the Tier 1 adult assessment because the time-to-effect with
corn rootworm is 6 to 7 days and it covers a significant portion of the
adult life stage. No adverse effects were observed for survival, behavior
and appearance of honey bee adults from dietary exposure to levels that
greatly exceed realistic pollen exposures. The results from these two
studies confirm that environmental exposures to pollen produced by
MON 87411 will not adversely impact honeybees.
541 Field studies examining exposure and effects of neonicotinoid
insecticides on bee colony health
C.C. Cutler, Dalhousie Univ / Environmental Sciences Faculty of
Agriculture; C. Scott-Dupree, Univ of Guelph / School of Environmental
Sciences
Neonicotinoid insecticides are widely used plant-systemic compounds
that contain the active ingredients imidacloprid, thiamethoxam, and
clothianidin. This class of insecticide has been subject to intense scrutiny
as a potential cause of recent honey bee and wild pollinator declines.
Laboratory-based studies have shown that neonicotinoids may elicit
various acute or chronic effects on bees. However, higher-tier studies,
where dietary exposure to pollen and nectar occurs through plants grown
from soil or seed-treatment applications, have failed to demonstrate
significant effects. In this talk, we describe results from field studies we
have conducted with honey bees and bumble bees that suggest exposure
to neonicotinoid seed-treated canola and corn, respectively, pose low risk
to colony health.
542 The impacts of pesticides on bumblebees: from individual behaviour to colony function
N.E. Raine, Univ of Guelph / School of Environmental Sciences; J. Bryden,
Royal Holloway Univ of London; R.J. Gill, Imperial College; D.A. Stanley,
Royal Holloway Univ of London
Bees are essential pollinators of many crops and wild plants. Whilst
pesticides are suggested to be one factor that could be driving bee
declines, a key question is to what extent exposure to field-realistic levels
of pesticides might have significant (sublethal) impacts on individual
behaviour, colony function and reproductive success. Here we report
results from a series of laboratory and field studies of pesticide exposure
on bumblebee (Bombus terrestris) behaviour, conducted as part of the
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UK Insect Pollinators Initiative. Chronic field-level exposure to two
pesticides, a neonicotinoid (imidacloprid) and a pyrethroid (lambdacyhalothrin), impairs natural foraging behaviour and increases worker
mortality leading to significant reductions in brood development and colony success. Neonicotinoid exposure has both acute and chronic effects
on overall foraging activity, including changes to forager preferences for
the flower types they visit to collect pollen and significant reductions in
individual pollen collection efficiency, and may also influence navigation. These individual impacts have clear knock-on effects for forager
recruitment, worker losses and overall colony productivity. Moreover, we
provide evidence that combinatorial exposure to pesticides increases the
propensity of colonies to fail. Combining empirical data with modelling
highlights how sublethal stress on individual bees can disrupt colony
function and lead to colony failure. Firstly, a stressor must have a chronic
impact (over a period of several weeks) before we see any noticeable
effect. Secondly, we show how a stressor that impairs colony function
can cause Allee effects making colonies especially susceptible to failure
at earlier points in their lifecycles. Bryden J, Gill RJ, Mitton RAA,
Raine NE, Jansen VAA (2013). Chronic sublethal stress causes bee
colony failure. Ecology Letters 16:1463-1469. Gill RJ, Ramos-Rodriguez
O, Raine NE (2012). Combined pesticide exposure severely affects
individual- and colony-level traits in bees. Nature 491:105-108. Gill RJ,
Raine NE (2014). Chronic impairment of bumblebee natural foraging
behaviour induced by sublethal pesticide exposure. Functional Ecology
doi:10.1111/1365-2435.12292.
543 Current-Use Pesticides in Native Bees Collected from Varying
Land Cover Areas in Colorado, USA
M.L. Hladik, M. Vandever, K.L. Smalling, USGS
Much attention has been given to the impact of pesticides on honeybees;
however, less research has been conducted with native bees. There is
little information on the potential exposure of native bees to pesticides
in agricultural landscapes. To better understand interactions between
native bees and pesticides, native bees were collected from Conservation
Reserve Program (CRP) grasslands located in two different land cover
areas (rangeland and cropland) in northeastern Colorado in 2013 and
analyzed for pesticides. Habitat quality and quantity are metrics currently being used to better understand the ecosystem services CRP fields
provide for native pollinators. However, there is limited information
on the effect of pesticide exposure to native bees as they forage in these
areas. Bees were collected bi-monthly from May to September at each
land cover type. The bees were composited (5 to 15 bees per sample) and
analyzed for over 100 current-use pesticides, including neonicotinoid
insecticides and fungicides (two groups of pesticides shown to be toxic to
pollinators). Preliminary results of 25 composite samples show that most
of the pesticide detections in bees occurred in samples collected from
the rangeland sites. The compounds detected in more than one sample
include the neonicotinoid insecticides (clothianidin, imidacloprid,
thiamethoxam), the insecticide fipronil and one of its degradates (fipronil
desulfinyl), and the fungicide fluxapyroxad (a new fungicide first registered in 2012). Further analysis will be conducted to compare pesticide
exposure to nearby land uses and bee foraging areas. Information from
this data set will help us better understand the exposure and accumulation of agricultural pesticides to native pollinators in an attempt to define
potential effects at the population level, particularly on CRP lands where
conservation efforts to promote pollinator health are being implemented.
544 Developing Field Testing Methodology for Solitary Bees Using
Osmia bicornis
M. Coulson, Syngenta; O. Klein, Eurofins Agroscience Services GmbH;
N. Ruddle, Syngenta; M. Allan, Pacific Pollination LLC; R. Dean, Red
Beehive Company
Within the draft EFSA Guidance document on the Risk Assessment
of Plant Protection Products on bees and elsewhere in the world notably
North and South America, there is the ambition to develop testing methodology and risk assessment schemes for solitary bees. This
work has linked the expertise from producers of Osmia bicornis to field
testing and ecotoxicology to develop methodology for field testing of
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this species. Testing was conducted in winter oil- seed rape as a model
crop of interest and involved seeding of Osmia pupae and provision of
nesting boxes to ensure exposure of a meaningful number of bees for a
robust experiment. The nesting box design, with removable trays allows
non- destructive regular monitoring of egg cell production and larval
development plus the ability to sample larval pollen provisions for both
chemical residue analysis and pollen identification to ascertain where the
bees were foraging. Parameters that can be studied with this approach
include foraging activity, egg cell production, nest occupation by males
and females, larval development to pupae, pupal weight (as an indicator
of their development and viability), sexing of pupae and subsequently
emergence of the adult bees the following year. The methodology
employed has been very successful but additional refinements following
experiences in 2014 are proposed. The authors consider it important to
share learnings and data to attempt to develop a meaningful and reproducible test guidance from this and others’ experiences.

Improving Research Quality to Increase Relevance
and Use in Regulatory Decision-Making
545 Improving the utility of ecotoxicity testing in regulatory
decision-making
J.P. Staveley, Exponent
The use of standardized and validated test methods is important for
regulators who have to make decisions in a consistent manner from one
chemical to the next. Adherence to Good Laboratory Practices (GLP)
regulations ensures study documentation is sufficient to facilitate independent analysis of the results. On the other hand, it can be argued that
reliance on standard tests stifles the development of new and perhaps
more relevant methods. An unfortunate dichotomy appears to be becoming established wherein GLP studies (typically supported by industry for
regulatory requirements) are contrasted with non-GLP peer-reviewed
studies (typically conducted in academic or government laboratories) in
a politicized atmosphere. This polarization has become very evident in
toxicology, but perhaps can be avoided in ecotoxicology through efforts
to develop a more widely accepted process for evaluation of the reliability
and relevance of ecotoxicity studies, more detailed reporting in the literature, and stricter peer review. An introduction to this issue, background
on the different approaches for study evaluation that have been proposed
or are in current use (including examples from the field of toxicology),
the relationship between study evaluation and weight-of-evidence assessments, and regulatory concerns will be discussed.
546 How can ecotoxicology research be made believable?
J.P. Sumpter, C.A. Harris, Brunel Univ / Inst for the Environment; M.
Roberts, DEFRA / Chemicals Emerging Technologies
In a recent article in Nature, the chief scientific adviser at the UK
Department of Environment, Food and Rural Affairs wrote of increasing concern about unreliability in scientific literature (Boyd, 2013). Boyd
suggested that some parts of the published scientific literature might
therefore have only limited use in policy-making and proposed that an
audited standard was required. Ecotoxicology is not immune to this; over
50 years after Austin Bradford Hill published a set of criteria to assess the
scientific validity of reported associations between exposure to industrial
chemicals and particular diseases, recent assessments of ecotoxicological studies have not inspired confidence in the current literature. Indeed,
many influential studies have been rated as ‘not reliable’ or ‘unacceptable’
and at least one scientist has suggested that ‘most published research
findings are false’. Ecotoxicology aims to protect the environment from
harmful effects of chemicals, so that we may gain the maximum benefit
from their use. It is clearly in everyone’s interest that policy decisions are
based on scientifically sound research. A recent article (Harris et al 2014)
presented a set of 12 principles which we consider, if adhered to, would
improve considerably the quality of such research. A further (unrelated)
paper published in the BMJ (Nowbar et al 2014) undertook a meta-analysis of articles reporting stem cell research and found that overall, articles
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containing discrepancies in their reporting were more likely to report a
positive outcome in their results. We are in the process of conducting a
similar study to assess ecotoxicology articles, whereby a selection of scientific reports will be subjected to the 12 principles of sound ecotoxicology
outlined in the above-mentioned paper and subsequently assessed to
determine whether there is a correlation between their adherence to these
principles and, for example, the level of the LOEC or EC50 reported.
The results will be presented. References: Boyd I. 2013. A standard for
policy-relevant science. Nature 501: 159-160 Harris et al. 2014. Principles
of Sound Ecotoxicology. Environ Sci Technol 48(6): 3100−3111 Nowbar
et al. 2014. Discrepancies in autologous bone marrow stem cell trials and
enhancement of ejection fraction (DAMASCENE): weighted regression
and meta-analysis. BMJ 348: g2688 doi: 10.1136/bmj.g2688
547 Approaches to the use of literature data to support environmental
assessments of animal drugs
H. Zahner, E. Silberhorn, USFDA / Center for Veterinary Medicine
Under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration’s (FDA) Center for Veterinary Medicine
(CVM) evaluates the potential environmental impacts of veterinary
drugs in environmental assessments (EAs) that are prepared prior to
drug approval. These EAs may include the use of pivotal data from sponsor-owned studies conducted under FDA’s Good Laboratory Practices
(GLP) and/or the use of published literature data. However, there are
no specific data quality requirements or standards described under
NEPA. At CVM, there are different techniques and considerations that
have been used to evaluate the adequacy of a literature study in support of a drug approval, including those described in CVM’s Guidance
for Industry 106. In addition, there are different weight-of-evidence
approaches that have been used to employ literature data when evaluating the safety of an animal drug, such as meta-analysis. We will discuss
general scientific considerations for evaluating the acceptability and
adequacy of a literature study to support pivotal endpoint(s) in an EA. In
addition, we will discuss our work with the development of quantitative
and qualitative weight-of-evidence techniques to derive pivotal endpoint
values for use in an EA; especially when there is an abundant amount of
literature and sponsor-owned data available, as may be the case for some
older drug products. Examples will be provided where these approaches
and techniques have been used when preparing EAs.
548 Challenges in Using Aquatic Test Data in Assessing Chemicals
under the Toxics Substances Control Act
T.R. Henry, L. Scarano, A. Kim, K. Eisenreich, USEPA / Office of Pollution
Prevention and Toxics
The USEPA’s Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics (OPPT) implements the Toxic Substance Control Act (TSCA). TSCA requires the
assessment and, if necessary, regulation of all phases of the life cycle
of industrial chemicals: manufacturing, processing, use, and disposal.
TSCA regulates two broad categories of industrial chemicals: (1) existing
chemicals in commerce on the TSCA Chemical Substances Inventory,
and (2) new chemicals that are not on this inventory. Hence, OPPT conducts both retrospective assessments of existing chemicals and prospective
assessments of new industrial chemicals. OPPT evaluates approximately
1000 new substance per year and has recently identified a “work plan” of
over 80 existing chemicals to assess within the next three years, with the
intention of assessing additional existing chemicals in years thereafter. A
great challenge to OPPT for all TSCA chemicals is that assessments are
based primarily on existing and available data, which for new substances
in particular may be next to nil. OPPT has for many decades relied on
analog and read-across analysis, category approaches and predictive
modeling (e.g., QSAR and expert systems) to assess the risks of both
new and existing chemicals, but also relies on existing test data whenever
possible. These data may include aquatic toxicity studies published in
peer-reviewed journals or other reports. A long-standing problem with
some of these studies is lack of sufficient information provided on study
design, chemical identification, analytical methods, QA/QC procedures
used and data/results reporting. In addition, certain chemicals/chemical properties make data gathered using existing test guidelines without

appropriate modification difficult for USEPA to apply such studies to
regulatory assessment, even in a weight of evidence evaluation. A number
of these challenges will be discussed, e.g., “difficult-to-test” (low water
solubility and high log Kow) substances, complex mixtures) substances,
volatile substances, water-accommodated fractions (WAF), use of carriers/solvents, and accounting for bioavailability (TOC, humic acids,
hardness), accounting for hydrolysis or other degradation.
549 CRED – Criteria for Reporting and Evaluating Ecotoxicity Data
Improve Transparency and Consistency
C. Moermond, RIVM / Centre for Safety of Substances and Products; R.
Kase, Swiss Centre for Applied Ecotoxicology EAWAG EPF; M. Korkaric,
Eawag Swiss Federal Inst of Aquatic Science and Technology / Dept of
Environmental Toxicology; M. Agerstrand, Stockholm Univ / Dept of
Applied Environmental Science
The derivation of safe concentrations of chemicals for ecosystems (such
as Predicted No Effect Concentrations (PNECs) or environmental
quality standards (EQSs)), is an important aspect in a large number of
(legal) frameworks worldwide. Different datasets are used in the different
frameworks, and combined with the use of different assessment methodologies. This often leads to the derivation of different safe concentrations
for the same compound. However, even when the same set of study
reports and/or references from the open literature is available and the
same guidance documents are used, there is no guarantee that risk assessors will arrive at the same list of usable endpoints from these studies.
The evaluation of scientific reliability and relevance of ecotoxicity studies
is often performed according to the Klimisch criteria. However, this
method is suggested to be subject to expert judgment and biased towards
industry GLP studies. To increase consistency and transparency in the
evaluation of aquatic toxicity studies, the CRED project was started.
CRED stands for Criteria for Reporting and Evaluating ecotoxicity
Data. The aim of CRED is to improve reproducibility and consistency of
the reliability and relevance evaluations amongst frameworks, countries,
institutes and individual assessors. We also aim to improve transparency,
improve the usability of peer-reviewed literature for substance evaluations, and in the end improve the exchange of assessment results between
frameworks. Here, we present our new evaluation methodology, which
includes a set of 21 reliability and 13 relevance criteria with a practical
guidance, as well as a guidance on how to report data from ecotoxicity
studies. To test the applicability of the methodology, we performed a
two-phased ring test with over 80 risk assessors from Europe, Asia and
North America, representing academia, regulatory agencies, consultancies and industry. In phase I the risk assessors were asked to evaluate
ecotoxicity studies according to the Klimisch methodology. In phase II
the risk assessors were asked to evaluate the same ecotoxicity studies,
but now according to the CRED-evaluation method. The consistency
of the reliability evaluation increased when using the CRED-evaluation
method and risk assessors evaluated the method to be more accurate,
applicable, consistent and transparent than the Klimisch method. The
next step will be to implement the use of the CRED methodology
within the different frameworks.
550 Use of a Novel Evaluation Rubric to Assess Micro- and Mesocosm
(“Cosm”) Studies for Ecological Risk Assessments
L.D. Knopper; R.L. Breton, Intrinsik Environmental Sciences; D.R.
Moore, Intrinsik Environmental Sciences US Inc; T. Hall, L. Bowers, Bayer
CropScience
Aquatic toxicity studies conducted in mesocosms and microcosms
(herein referred to collectively as “cosms”) offer a level of environmental
realism not found in laboratory studies. Like all studies, cosm studies
are not without their drawbacks. They need to be critically evaluated for
suitability (quality and relevance) before being used in ecological risk
assessments. We developed an evaluation strategy based on 16 questions
scored from 0 to 3 to address four assessment factors: utility, objectivity,
clarity and transparency, integrity. A detailed evaluation rubric accompanied the evaluation strategy. With this strategy, a study could score
between 0 and 29 and was rated as acceptable (score = 23-29), supplemental (score = 13-22) or unacceptable (score = 0-12). A clear statement
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of the risk assessment problem formulation was important in determining the evaluation strategy, especially in terms of the relevance of the
study under evaluation. Twenty-nine cosm studies conducted with a particular insecticide of interest were available for review. Studies were split
into two groups and reviewed independently by two reviewers. A subset
(30%) of each group was re-evaluated by the opposite reviewer as part of
a Quality Assurance/Quality Control process. Typically, evaluators came
to the same numeric score or differed by 1 or 2 points. Only once was a
study scored acceptable by one reviewer (score = 23) and supplemental
during the QA/QC (score = 22). The strength of the acceptable studies
and key data missing for studies that were rendered unacceptable will be
discussed. Factors such as the full information on the test material, availability of original data, number of test compounds included in the study,
international standard for testing, consideration of the physical/chemical
properties of the compound of interest, and the relevance of endpoints
for potential direct and indirect effects analyses were important in the
scoring of the studies. Our novel evaluation rubric lead to transparent,
consistent and repeatable evaluations of cosm studies for an insecticide.
551 Data Quality Assurance in a Changing Regulatory Framework
C. Mancini, D. McCue, S. Thakali, URS Corp; R.G. Stahl, E. I. du Pont de
Nemours and Company / Corp Remediation; A. Guiseppi-Elie, E. I. du Pont
de Nemours and Company
Investigation and remediation of industrial facilities can be performed
under a number of regulatory programs. Authority and regulatory
requirements may change during the course of the project, making planning, and data quality documentation critical to its long term usefulness
and acceptability. On-site investigations of historical mercury releases
from the Former DuPont Waynesboro, VA Site have been performed
under a RCRA Hazardous Waste Permit for Corrective Action (Permit)
since September 1998. Until this year, off-site investigations associated
with the Site were directed under a Consent Decree executed in 2005
between DuPont, the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC),
and the Sierra Club. In 2013, when all requirements of the Consent
Decree were satisfied, oversight of the off-site, South River components was included under a modification to the existing on-site RCRA
permit. Extensive data collection from the South River study area that
was required, reviewed and approved solely by the NRDC has been
performed over the last 10 years by the South River Science Team. With
the transition of the off-site program to a state lead RCRA program in
February 2014, it has become necessary to develop RCRA documents
required under the Act. Existing data are required to satisfy RCRA
Data Quality guidelines before they can be used for risk or remedial
decision-making purposes through a retrospective data quality assessment (RDQA). The RDQA includes identification and assessment of
23 elements agreed upon by DuPont and VADEQ , including Sampling
Design and Rationale, Analytical Standard Operating Procedures, and
Data Usability Assessment. Sampling programs that produced data being
used in the ecological and human health risk assessments are evaluated
for the 23 elements and supported by a Data Quality Checklist and a
Data Usability Review. The RDQA process has highlighted the need
for consistent record keeping and database management for long-term
projects to ensure the appropriate use of analytical data.
552 Ecological relevance and policy relevant: Application of new
methods and barriers to their use
R.S. Wentsel, Exponent / Ecological Sciences
This paper will discuss issues associated with the utilization of novel
methods that are more ecologically relevant than standard tests, but have
varying degrees of acceptance by the scientific community and decision
makers. The talk will present the importance of partnerships with the
regulatory community in gaining acceptance of a given method and how
utilization as a line of evidence may lead to greater application of ecologically relevant approaches. Barriers to incorporation of new approaches
for chemical risk assessment will address acceptance of current methods, value of new information to inform policy decisions, and views of
stakeholders.
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Emerging Contaminants from Anthropogenic
Activities – Trends and Impacts: Part 2
553 Sweeteners and persistent pharmaceuticals in aquatic environment from urbanized cities with adequate and inadequate sewage
treatment systems in Asia
Y. Watanabe, Kumamoto Univ / Graduate School of Science and Technology;
L.T. Bach, National Univ of Civil Engineering; P.V. Dinh, H. Nakata,
Kumamoto Univ
In recent years, artificial sweeteners (ASs), such as acesulfame (ACE,
CAS#: 55589-62-3) and sucralose (CAS#: 56038-13-2), have been used
in beverage and food materials in the world. The iodinated X-ray contrast
media (ICMs) are widely used as pharmaceuticals for imaging of organs
and blood vessels during diagnostic tests in hospitals. These compounds
have persistent and water-soluble properties, and their ubiquitous
occurrences in aquatic environment are reported in developed countries.
However, there is little information on the concentrations of ASs and
ICMs in aqueous samples in developing countries. In this study, we
focused on Hanoi, the second largest city in Vietnam. The population
in Hanoi region is more than 6.5 million people, but there is insufficient
sewage treatment system in this city. We analyzed ASs and ICMs in
wastewater, small and large river water and groundwater samples collected in Vietnam in 2013. These aqueous samples were also analyzed in
Kumamoto, Japan to compare the concentrations and detection profiles
between urbanized cities with adequate and inadequate sewage treatment systems. As the results, saccharine (SAC, CAS#: 128-44-9) and
ACE were detected in most aqueous samples analyzed, but the concentrations and detection profiles were different between Vietnam and
Japan. In Vietnam, SAC was a dominant sweetener, at mean concentrations of 11,300 ng/L, in the influents of wastewater treatment plant, and
its levels decreased in effluents due to the elimination during wastewater
treatment process. Interestingly, SAC concentrations in small river water
samples were comparable with those in influents in Vietnam. This profile
was different from Japan; ASs were detected in wastewater samples, but
the concentrations in river waters decreased by the dilution effects. These
results indicate that domestic wastewater have been directly discharged
into small-river in Hanoi region. In case of ICMs, iohexol (CAS#:
66108-95-0) and iopromide (CAS#: 73334-07-3) were dominant in
wastewater and river water samples in Hanoi region. Iopamidol (CAS#:
60166-93-0) and diatrizoic acid (CAS#: 117-96-4) showed high concentrations in aqueous samples in Japan, suggesting the different profiles of
ICMs usage between countries. To our knowledge, this is the first report
to identify ASs and ICMs in the aquatic environment in Vietnam.
554 Assessing the Occurrence and Magnitude of Contaminants
of Emerging Concern (CECs) in 50 of the Largest Wastewater
Treatment Plants in the USA
J.M. Lazorchak, USEPA / Office of Research and Development; M. Kostich,
USEPA / NERL; A.L. Batt, USEPA / National Exposure Research
Laboratory; M.A. Mills, USEPA; L. Zintek, USEPA Region 5 / Central
Laboratory; S.F. Nakayama, Centre for Environmental Health Science
EPA scientists analyzed 24-hr composite samples from 50 large U.S.
municipal wastewater plants (WWTPs) between January 2010 and April
2011. One hundred and twenty analytes were measured in each effluent
sample to assess the occurrence and magnitude of concentration, 63 were
high-priority active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) and metabolites,
8 steroid hormones, 35 alkyl phenolic compounds, Bisphenol A (BPA),
and 15 perfluorinated compounds (PFC). The WWTPS were identified from the 2004 Clean Watershed Needs Survey and produce about
16% of all the municipal wastewater in the US. Of the 63 pharmaceutical analytes, 43 were detected at least once, 24 where found in 50
percent of the effluents sampled, and 20 analytes were not detected in
any of the effluents. One API (hydrochlorothiazide, a diuretic used for
the treatment of hypertension whose aquatic concentration has rarely
been reported) was detected in all 50 effluents examined. In addition,
metoprolol (an antihypertensive), atenolol (another antihypertensive),
and carbamazepine (an anticonvulsant also used for other neurological
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and psychiatric conditions) were detected in more than 90% of effluents
examined. Looking at common hormones, the average concentration
for estradiol was 1.33 ng/L (max=13.82 ng/L), for ethynylestradiol 0.83
ng/L (max=3.5 ng/L), while for progesterone it was 0.58 ng/L (max=6.5
ng/L). Ethynylestradiol was found in every effluent while estradiol was
only detected in 37 of the effluents. The average concentration for BPA
was 0.14 ug/L (max=2.6 ug/L) while for total nonylphenol (NP3EONP18EO) it was 13.36 ug/L (max=250 ug/L). PFOS was found in 46
effluent samples ranging from 2.04 – 876 ug/L. CEC mixture composition for typical effluents in the U.S. will be presented.
555 Newly Identified Persistent and Bioaccumulative Contaminants
with Anthropogenic Origins in Southern California Bight:
Importance and Prioritization
S.A. Mackintosh, San Diego State Univ / Public Health; E. Hoh, San Diego
State Univ; N.J. Shaul, L. Aluwihare, Univ of California San Diego; N.
Dodder, K. Maruya, Southern California Coastal Water Research Project; D.
Weller, S. Chivers, NOAA / Southwest Fisheries Science Center
Anthropogenic chemicals currently monitored only represent a small
portion of the total in use or used historically. Thus, research efforts to
identify new and not typically monitored contaminants which humans
and wildlife may be exposed to are essential for prioritizing those worth
monitoring. Halogenated organic compounds (HOCs) are appealing for
industrial use given their hydrophicity, stability, and reactivity. These
same properties make HOCs of particular concern as environmental
pollutants due to their persistence and potential to bioaccumulate and
exert toxicity. To identify anthropogenic HOCs of emerging concern,
comprehensive two dimensional gas chromatography coupled to time-of
–flight mass spectrometry (GC×GC/TOF-MS) was utilized for a nontargeted screening of blubber from bottlenose dolphins inhabiting the
southern California Bight (SCB), a region of the coastal eastern Pacific
Ocean that more than 17 million people call home. Historically, the
SCB has been impacted by legacy persistent organic pollutants (POPs),
such as chlordanes, DDT, PCBs, and PBDEs. More than 300 unique
HOCs were identified in eight blubber samples by GC×GC/TOF-MS.
Newly identified compounds were related to POPs, along with less wellknown compounds such as terphenyls, and tris(4-chlorophenyl)-methane
(TCPM) and -methanol (TCPME). These newly identified compounds
could be degradation products, metabolites, by-products, or impurities
of their legacy pollutant counterpart. Most of the POPs have been since
banned or are being phased out, and these new HOCs represent their
legacy as new compounds of environmental interest. Importantly, these
compounds were found to be abundant in the blubber samples, comparable or even higher to parent or corresponding POPs. Additionally, we
analyzed technical mixtures of known POPs (e,g. DDT, chlordane) by
GC×GC/TOF-MS in an attempt to identify potential sources of these
newly detected HOCs. We will present the identification and characterization process of the HOCs, discuss their sources and importance, and
finally prioritize them for environmental assessment.
556 Utility of organic pollutants in soil to assess regional anthropogenic influence with sepeical reference to atmospheric transport
L. Bao, State Key Laboratory of Organic Geochemistry / Chinese Academy
of Sciences; Y. Wei, Guangzhou Inst of Geochemistry Chinese Academy of
Sciences; E.Y. Zeng, Guangzhou Inst of Geochemistry / State Key Lab of
Organic Geochem
Tracing regional anthropogenic influences is important for assessing
the magnitude of anthropogenic impacts on the environment. Soil, an
important environmental compartment, is regarded as a major reservoir
of pollutants, and thus can be used to reflect human footprints. Two
hundred and twenty-nine soil samples were collected from the Pearl
River Delta (PRD) and surrounding areas in South China. Three types
of organic pollutants, such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs),
insecticides and linear alkylbenzenes (LABs) were examined on a basis
of six land-use types and four geographic regions. Spatial distributions
of all three contaminants show similar patterns, with higher concentrations occurred in the central PRD characterized by rapid socioeconomic
factors (population density and gross domestic production). Significant

correlations can be obtained between the arithmetic average PAHs
and LABs concentrations and population densities or gross domestic
production (r 2= 0.75-0.84, p < 0.05), whereas moderately relationships
for insecticides concentrations with these two socioeconomic factors
were observed (r 2= 0.30-0.41, p < 0.05). On the other hand, higher
annual diffusive flux of Σ15PAH from soil to atmosphere in the central
PRD compared to other regions suggested that the central PRD may
have become a secondary source of PAHs, further dissipating PAHs
to the surrounding areas through atmospheric transport. In addition,
the opposite spatial patterns of LAB concentrations and values of a
biodegradation index also indicated that atmospheric deposition was
as an important input route for soil LABs in forestry and drinking
water source areas with little impact of irrigation or direct wastewater
discharge.
557 Organoarsenic feed additive in swine and poultry farms:
Environmental pollution, transformation, and food residue
H. Cheng, Guangzhou Inst of Geochemistry CAS / State Key Laboratory
of Organic Geochemistry; W. Zhang, L. Wang, X. Liu, Guangzhou Inst
Geochem Chin Acad Sci
Increasing concern has been raised about the widespread use of phenylarsenic compounds, such as p-arsanilic acid (ASA) and roxarsone
(ROX), in animal production. The occurrence of phenylarsenic compounds in the environmental media in an area concentrated with swine
farms in the Pearl River Delta was investigated. The mean soil arsenic
contents in the study zone were about two times higher than the local
background, and were elevated compared to those in the agricultural
soils of the Pearl River Delta. Chemical speciation analysis showed the
presence of ASA in the surface soils and surface water impacted by the
animal wastes. Transformation of ASA to inorganic arsenic (As(III) and
As(V)) in the surface soils was also observed. Although the potential
ecological risk posed by the arsenic in the surface soils was relatively low
in the swine farm zone, continuous discharge of organoarsenic feed additives could cause significant accumulation of arsenic. The transformation
of ASA in the presence of a ubiquitous soil mineral, synthetic birnessite
(δ-MnO2), was studied to understand its environmental transformation behavior. ASA was found to adsorb quickly from aqueous solution
on the surface of δ-MnO2, followed by oxidation to As(III), and then
As(V), which were released back into aqueous solution. The initial reaction rate exhibited pronounced pH dependence, and was significantly
slowed down as solution pH increased from the acidic to neutral. The
relatively fast degradation of ASA in the presence of δ-MnO2 could
partially explain the low levels of ASA detected in surface soils (biological degradation presumably also played a role). The potential residues
of phenylarsenic compounds and their metabolites (As(III) and As(V))
in animal tissues have long been a food safety concern. We found that
chicken muscle and liver samples on the market in the Pearl River Delta
contained higher levels of inorganic arsenic compared to those of organic
chicken, even though the arsenic contents were all far below the safety
limits. ASA also occurred at relatively low levels in some muscle and
liver samples. Overall, the preliminary market sampling results suggest
that meat consumption is not expected to pose significant health risk
to consumers. As organoarsenic feed additives constitute an important
source of arsenic in human food chain and cause pollution of the environment, their use deserves significant regulatory attention.
558 Cross Placenta Transfer of Legacy and Emerging Environmental
Organic Pollutants
P.S. Dassanayake, Univ of Illinois at Chicago / School of Public Health;
Y. Xia, Univ of Illinois at Chicago; J. Nanes, Univ of Illinois at Chicago /
School of Public Health; P.A. Padiara, A. Patel, Univ of Illinois at Chicago;
A. Li, Univ of Illinois at Chicago / School of Public Health
From 2010 to 2011, matched feto-maternal samples (maternal blood,
placenta and cord blood) were collected in Chicago, IL from 122 normal
healthy pregnant women (18 years and older). Polybrominated biphenyl
ethers (PBDEs), polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), organochlorine
pesticides (OCPs), and non-PBDE halogenated flame retardants
(XFRs) were analyzed in 24 matched sets of samples, in order to assess
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the placental transfer of these environmental chemicals at the time of
child delivery. On wet weight, maternal blood had higher concentration of Total PBDE (median 134 pg/g wwt) than placenta (median 83
pg/g wwt) and cord blood (median 72 pg/g wwt). Wet weight based
median Total PCB concentrations for maternal blood, placenta and cord
blood were 321 (range 65-1190), 274 (range 110-783), and 226 (range
36-515) pg/g ww, respectively. Among the target OCPs, HCB, p,p’DDE and p,p’-DDT were detected in all samples. Wet weight based
median p,p’-DDE concentration was significantly higher in maternal
blood. Detection of emerging flame retardants and pesticides was low
particularly in cord blood samples. This may be a reflection of both the
limited sample amount and the inadequacy of the analytical method.
To characterize the transfer of pollutants between compartments, two
ratios have been used historically. C/M ratio was used to quantify the
overall transfer from maternal blood to cord blood while P/M ratio was
used to describe the magnitude of maternal blood to placenta transfer.
Higher ratio represents less obstruction to transfer. Pollutants analyzed
in this study displayed varying C/M and P/M ratios. On average,
C/M and lipid based transfer ratios were higher compared to P/M and
weight based ratios. For both PCBs and PBDEs, the C/M and P/M
ratios decreased with the number of halogen substitution. BDE209
show a shift from this trend by having the higher C/M and P/M ratios,
questioning the roles played by molecular size and the lipid solubility in crossing biological membranes. Overall, the results of this study
demonstrated the passing of environmental pollutant chemicals into the
fetal blood circulation. Detection in cord blood corroborates the prenatal
exposure of humans to these chemicals.
559 Assessment of Human Exposure to Perchlorate in the United
States: Biomonitoring and Environmental Monitoring Approaches
Q. Wu, K. Kannan, Wadsworth Center New York State Dept of Health
Perchlorate is a ubiquitous environmental contaminant and is present in
water, food, and indoor environment. Human exposure to perchlorate
is a concern due to its ability to disrupt the thyroid gland functions.
The primary objective of this study was to calculate the doses of human
exposure from various sources. A mass balance analysis was performed
by comparison of calculated exposure doses (environmental sources) with
modeled doses (biomonitoring results). Among 174 food and beverage samples analyzed, perchlorate was detected above the LOQ (0.1
ng/g) in 169 samples, at concentrations ranging from 0.10 to 839 ng/g.
The overall mean ±SD, and geometric mean (GM) concentrations of
perchlorate in food were 10.1 ± 64.3, and 1.77 ng/g, respectively. Among
88 drinking water samples analyzed, 83 samples contained perchlorate at
concentrations ranging from 0.02 to 1.25 ng/mL, with mean ±SD, and
GM concentrations of 0.19 ± 0.25, and 0.09 ng/mL, respectively. Mean
± SD, and GM perchlorate concentrations in indoor dust were 499 ±
641, and 280 ng/g, respectively. Perchlorate was detected in all 31 urine
samples analyzed, at concentrations ranging from 0.74 to 5.80 ng/mL.
Mean ± SD, and GM concentrations of perchlorate in urine were 2.59
± 1.29, and 2.30 ng/mL, respectively. For children aged 0-3, 3-6 and
6-12 months, the GM exposure dose of perchlorate was 1559, 1207, and
966 ng/kg bw-day, respectively. All calculated exposure doses exceeded
the RfD set by the USEPA at 700 ng/kg bw-day. Human breast milk
contributed 90-98% of the total exposures in these three age groups.
The GM exposure doses calculated for age groups 1-3, 3-6, 6-11, 11-16,
16-21, and > 21 years were 222, 143, 84.5, 44.0, 46.1, and 37.8 ng/kg
bw-day, respectively. Dairy products and milk were the major sources of
the exposures, and the contribution of this category of foods decreased
from 62% for age 1-3 years to 28% for ages > 21 years. The second
major source of perchlorate exposure was vegetables for all age groups
except for 16 to 21 years. Perchlorate exposure dose was also modeled by
biomonitoring results. The exposure doses estimated by this way ranged
from 9 to 150 ng/kg bw-day. The estimated mean ± SD, and GM doses
of perchlorate exposures through modeling were 50.4 ± 31, and 41.7 ng/
kg bw-day, respectively. The exposure doses estimated from urine concentrations were in excellent agreement with exposure doses calculated
from environmental sources.
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560 Routes of Human Exposure to Poly- and Perfluorinated
Compounds (PFCs) in Winnipeg Homes and Their Impact on Young
Children in Winnipeg, Manitoba
A.K. Brown, N. Nikoobakht, Univ of Manitoba / Chemistry; A. Becker,
Univ of Manitoba / Pediatrics and Child Health; M. Loewen, Univ of
Manitoba; C.S. Wong, Univ of Winnipeg / Richardson College for the
Environment
Poly- and perfluorinated compounds (PFCs) are known to be toxic,
bioaccumulative and persistent. Although specific toxicities (i.e. hepatic,
reproductive) have been previously shown, the correlation between PFCs
and the occurrence of asthma has yet to be determined. Accordingly, the
concentrations of a number of PFCs were measured in indoor air, and in
household dust from homes in Winnipeg, Manitoba to determine if linkages exist between PFC levels, potential sources, and health outcomes
including asthma. For commonly detected PFCs (e.g. 8:2 FTOH and
MeFOSE in indoor air and PFOS, PFOA in dust), concentrations were
found at the pg m-3 and ng g-1 levels, respectively, consistent with other
recent studies. Concentrations of some PFC compounds in indoor air
and dust were significantly correlated (ex. PFHpA with PFOA and
PFHxA; P< 0.05), suggesting common sources. In addition to childhood
wheezing, indoor ambient temperature, and type of room (child’s room
or the most used room) showed no correlation to PFC levels. Certain
elevated levels were associated with newer home construction, recent
renovations, recent (< 12 months) painting, and laminate flooring. Lower
levels were associated with increased frequency of vacuuming, kitchen
extractor fan usage, and upgraded household ventilation. The volatile
PFCs, 8:2 FTOH and MeFOSE, showed significantly higher concentrations in colder months (n=63) than warmer months (n=14), suggesting
that air mixing due to window ventilation could be responsible for the
decrease during warmer seasonal periods. PFHxA, PFOS and PFOA
were found at the highest concentrations in dust, possibly speaking to the
historical production, ubiquity and recalcitrance of these chemicals.
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Occurrence, Fate and Effects of Contaminants
in National Parks, Wildlife Refuges and Other
Protected Habitats
561 Antarctica – The last frontier for emerging organic contaminants?
S.K. Gaw, P. Emnet, Univ of Canterbury / Chemistry; G. Northcott,
Northcott Research Consultants; L. Graham, Univ of Canterbury / Chemistry
Antarctica is considered to be one of the last untouched wilderness areas
on earth despite the establishment of increasing numbers of research
stations and increased tourism activity. The majority of research stations
are located along the coastline into which they discharge their sewage.
Personal care products including moisturisers, sunscreens and toothpaste
are a key source of EOCs in wastewater. Environmental monitoring
for the presence of EOCs in Erebus Bay was undertaken over two field
seasons to determine if EOCs from personal care products were present
in treated sewage effluents and in Antarctic coastal waters. Wastewater
samples from two Antarctic research stations, McMurdo Station (USA)
and Scott Base (New Zealand) and seawater samples from the surrounding coastline were analysed. Fish, clams and sea urchins collected from
Erebus Bay were screened for selected contaminants. EOCs including
bisphenol A, octylphenol, paraben preservatives, triclosan, UV-filters,
and the hormone estrone were detected in the treated effluents as well as
at all of the sea water sampling locations including the up current reference site. Target analytes were detected in both wastewater and seawater
at concentrations similar to those reported for temperate environments
with higher population densities. Paraben preservatives and octylphenol
were detected in the marine organisms. The environmental fate of the
detected compounds will be discussed in terms of Antarctica’s unique
environmental conditions along with the implications for management of
sewage effluents from Antarctic research bases.
562 Endocrine disruption in smallmouth and largemouth bass on
Northeast US National Wildlife Refuges: A reconnaissance study
F.E. Pinkney, US Fish and Wildlife Service / Chesapeake Bay Field Office;
L.R. Iwanowicz, USGS / Leetown Science Center; V.S. Blazer, USGS; C.P.
Guy, US Fish and Wildlife Service
There are 71 National Wildlife Refuges (NWRs) in the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service’s Northeast Region, 19 of which support largemouth
(Micropterus salmoides) or smallmouth (M. dolomieu) bass on-refuge
or on adjacent waters. Our goal was to conduct a reconnaissance level
survey using biological indicators of estrogenic endocrine disruption
in bass. Specific objectives were to evaluate 1) the prevalence of gonad
histopathology including intersex, characterized as testicular oocytes,
and 2) plasma vitellogenin (Vtg) concentrations (males should be nondetect). We also collected grab water samples for estrogenicity assays.
Waterbodies included rivers, lakes, impoundments, ponds, and reservoirs. For the river sampling, we collected bass from two locations—one
of which was on or near the refuge, the other more remote. In some
cases, we identified point sources near one or more of the sites. To the
extent possible, we located paired sites where barriers such as dams
would restrict fish movement. During the fall seasons of 2008–2010, we
collected 252 smallmouth bass (F=123, M=129) and 578 largemouth bass
(F=287, M=291) from the 19 refuges. Male smallmouth bass were collected at 12 sites from seven refuges. Intersex males were observed at all
sites and ranged from 60% to 100%, considerably higher than the lowest
reported incidence of intersex in this species of 14%. Male largemouth
bass were collected at 14 refuges (28 sites), with intersex males at 20 of
the sites. The overall range (including the sites with no intersex males)
was 0% to 100%. Estrogenicity was detected above the probable no
effects concentration in ambient water samples from two refuge sites:
Assabet River (MA) site ASR1 and Rappahannock River Valley (VA)
site RPP4. We prioritized Missisquoi Refuge (VT) and Moosehorn
Refuge (ME) refuges for comprehensive followup studies based on the
biological data and the potential for effective management actions. In
both cases, there was evidence of adverse biological effects in bass from
the refuge reach and we identified potential sources of endocrine disrupting compounds that merit investigation. We are currently conducting a

followup study of the Missisquoi River (including refuge reach) using
passive chemical samplers, estrogenicity assays, caged fathead minnow
deployments, and bass sampling. Study results will be shared with refuge
managers, permitting authorities and watershed groups with the goal of
identifying sources that threaten habitat quality.
563 Sediment-bound Contaminant Threats to National Parks,
Wildlife Refuges and Critical Habitats Due to Hurricane Sandy, New
Jersey and New York, USA
T. Reilly, M. Focazio, P. Phillips, G. Plumlee, A. Boehlke, W. Benzel, J.E.
Birdwell, J. Fischer, I. Fisher, S.C. Fisher, USGS; L.R. Iwanowicz, USGS /
Leetown Science Center; D.K. Jones, K.A. Loftin, K.L. Smalling, USGS
In late October 2012, Hurricane Sandy made landfall during a spring
high tide on the New Jersey and New York coastline, delivering
hurricane-force winds, storm tides exceeding 19 feet, driving rain, and
plummeting temperatures. Hurricane Sandy resulted in 72 direct fatalities in the mid-Atlantic and northeastern United States, and widespread
and substantial physical, environmental, ecological, social, and economic impacts estimated at $50 billion. In the immediate aftermath
of the storm, efforts focused on minimizing public-health risks due
to a wide array of chemical and pathogenic contaminants released by
damaged municipal, residential, and industrial infrastructure. Little is
known about the longer-term risks due to persistent contaminants in the
environment in the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy and the impacts they
may pose to vital ecosystem services provided by parks, refuges and other
critical estuarine habitats. The U.S. Geological Survey is undertaking a
study of contaminants in estuarine sediments (including selected trace
organic compounds, wastewater indicators and hormones) and their
resulting biological activity and toxicity (including glucocorticoid, androgen and estrogen assays and 28-d sediment toxicity). Sampling locations
within Gateway National Recreation Area, Fire Island National
Seashore, Edwin B. Forsythe National Wildlife Refuge, Barnegat Bay
and other critical habitats were prioritized based upon the presence
of pre-Sandy data and known storm-related impacts. This study will
provide unique benefits to resource managers concerning future decisions
by increasing the understanding of longer-term contaminant threats to
ecosystems and humans, and will provide an important baseline dataset
for many previously unmonitored contaminants. In particular, identification of the links between contaminant sources and specific contaminant
threats to aquatic organisms and humans will inform decisions about the
management of priority contaminant sources (e.g., municipal wastewater,
oil and gas spills) and the protection of critical ecosystem services.
564 Reporter gene screening for endocrine disruptive compounds in
the aquatic environment of a South African game reserve downstream
of a DDT sprayed area
R. Pieters, North-West Univ / Environmental Sciences and Management;
M. Delport, M. Hannam, S. Prinsloo, North-West Univ; V. Wepener, N.J.
Smit, North-West Univ / Environmental Sciences and Management; J.P.
Giesy, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Center; Y. Ikenaka, Hokkaido
Univ / Environmental Veterinary Science; M. Ishizuka, Hokkaido Univ /
Graduate School of Veterinary Medicine
The Ndumo Game Reserve with its diverse habitats of pans, wetlands,
reed beds, acacia savannah and sand forest, is known for its bird life. The
Pongola River, draining an area of 8,000 km2, flows through the reserve
to join the Usuthu River on the northern border of Ndumo. The reserve is
situated on the border with Mozambique within an endemic malaria area.
South Africa annually sprays DDT to control for malaria. Another possible source of pollution in the game reserve is the 50 km2 irrigated sugar
cane farming upstream. Apart from the pesticide treatments, the crops
undergo pre-harvest burning between May and December. Here, we
report on responses from three reporter gene assays screening for ligands
binding to the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR), testosterone receptor
(TR), and oestrogen receptor (ER). Extracts were prepared from the
water and sediment from Ndumo during a low flow and following high
flow season. Extracts of sediments were screened for binding to all three
receptors and the water samples for only oestrogen and androgen activity. The genetically modified cell lines used were the H4IIE-luc (AhR),
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MDA-kbluc (AR) and MVLN (ER) cell lines. A distinction was made
between the persistent and non-persistent AhR-ligands extracted from
sediments. Responses elicited by the samples were expressed in terms of
the maximum activation by the controls for the respective cell lines and
is referred to as bioassay equivalents (BEQs). Not one sample showed any
(anti-)androgen activity, which was contradicted by observed concentrations of metabolites such as p,p’-DDE, which is a potent anti-androgen,
in fish from the same sites. A bottom feeding omnivorous species, the
African catfish (Clarias gariepinus) had a mean of 4.5 ng ∑DDTs/g, wet
mass (wm) and the tiger fish (Hydrocynus vittatus), which is a predator,
had a mean concentration of 1.4x101 ng ∑DDTs/g, wm. Some sediments
exhibited oestrogenic potencies (53 pg–1.1x102 ng BEQ/l) for samples of
water and 1.1x103 ng–3.9x103 µg BEQ/g, dry mass (dm) sediment. The
oestrogen responses from the two seasons varied between the sites. More
sites contained AhR ligands than ER ligands and concentrations of the
sum of ligands ranged from 7.5–32 pg BEQ/g, dm. Comparing AhR
responses between pan and river sediments between the high flow and
low flow seasons revealed that the AhR ligands were probably transported
to the game reserve via the aquatic systems rather than aerial transport.
565 Reconnaissance of Emerging and Legacy Contaminants in the
Habitat and Tissues of Pacific Lamprey (Entosphenus tridentatus) in
the Columbia River Basin
E.B. Nilsen, USGS / ORWSC; W. Temple, USGS
After surviving several hundred million years, the Pacific lamprey
(Entosphenus tridentatus) population has declined in the Columbia River
Basin in recent decades to the point where regional extinction is feared.
Tribal people have relied on Pacific lamprey for food and medicine for
generations. There are many gaps in our understanding of this species.
Studies have primarily focused on abundance and distribution, dam passage, and habitat improvement. Work is also needed to understand the
role of contaminants as a potential threat to the survival of the species,
and to Tribal health. The developmental effects of contaminant body
burden in the pre-adult life stages are not fully understood, but it has been
shown that elevated contaminant levels in adults can cause a host of sublethal effects at the cellular and organism level and in some cases direct
mortality. In 2011 and 2012 thirty paired larval lamprey and sediment
samples were collected from the Columbia River Basin and analyzed.
Virtually all areas sampled have measurable concentrations of anthropogenic waste indicator (AWI) compounds and halogenated contaminants
in bed sediments where larval lamprey were collected. Halogenated pesticides were widespread in both the sediments and larval lamprey tissues at
the sites sampled. Concentrations of halogenated compounds in lamprey
tissues were much higher than in sediments, reflecting bioaccumulation.
Most sites had a combination of flame retardants and pesticides detected,
with pesticides at higher concentrations. The concentration patterns
were somewhat different in tissues as compared to sediments. The most
prevalent contaminants in larval lamprey tissues were organochlorine
pesticides and their degradates and several polybrominated diphenyl ether
(PBDE) flame retardants. In sediments, the most prevalent contaminants
were PAHs, sterols, fragrances, and a chemical solvent. Final results will
contribute to better understanding the role of contaminants as a potential
threat to the survival of the species, and to human health.
566 Contaminants in Remote US National Parks
C.M. Flanagan Pritz, National Park Service / Air Resources Division;
C. Eagles-Smith, USGS / FRESC; J.E. Schrlau, Oregon State Univ /
Environmental and Molecular Toxicology; S. Simonich, Oregon State Univ
/ Depts of Chemistry and Environmental Molecular Toxicology; S.J. Nelson,
Univ of Maine / Senator George J Mitchell Center; T.F. Blett, National Park
Service / Air Resources Division; J.J. Willacker, FRESC; K.A. Keteles, USEPA
/ Region; P. Penoyer, National Park Service / Water Resources Division
The National Park Service (NPS) safeguards over 400 special places for
the protection of unique natural resources and scenic beauty. Although
celebrated as some of the most pristine ecosystems, recent studies have
documented the presence of contaminants in fish, dragonfly larvae, and
water from over 50 national parks across the United States, from Denali
in Alaska to Big Cypress in Florida, and Acadia in Maine to Yosemite
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in California. The contaminants – including mercury and semi-volatile
organic compounds (SOCs) such as pesticides and PCBs – likely arrive
via atmospheric pathways to these remote, high elevation and high
latitude settings. Waterborne sources and transformations may also
contribute to pollutant loading in national parks, particularly parks in
low-lying ecosystems of the eastern U.S. Mercury concentrations in fish
varied substantially among and within parks, suggesting that landscape
factors are important contributors to mercury risk in the parks. Even
though mercury concentrations in most fish were low, at some sites they
exceeded health thresholds for potential impacts to fish, birds, wildlife,
and humans. Similarly, concentrations of some SOCs in fish exceeded
human and wildlife health thresholds. The most concentrated SOCs
detected include the pesticides DDT and endosulfan, and PCBs, a historically-used industrial chemical. Preliminary results from the mercury
in dragonfly larvae study indicated that mercury concentrations in larvae
are greater at national parks in the eastern U.S. than those in the West,
and site differences within parks reveal that dragonfly larvae can describe
fine-scale differences in mercury risk. Emerging contaminants such as
pharmaceuticals and personal care products have also been detected in
surface waters at NPS units from the Sierra Nevada to the Great Lakes.
Ongoing and follow-on studies aim to further characterize the risk to
contaminants across the national parks, communicate findings, and
collaborate with other agencies on potential management actions. With
this foundation in management-driven research, the National Park
Service strives understand how best to minimize contaminants in park
ecosystems, especially contaminants like mercury and pesticides where
concentrations in fish challenge the very mission of the national parks to
leave wildlife unimpaired for future generations.
567 Environmental contaminants associated with oil and gas activities on national wildlife refuges
P. Ramirez, US Fish and Wildlife Service / NWRS Wildlife Branch
Legacy oil and gas development as well as the current increase in oil and
gas drilling present challenges to managers of public lands set aside for
natural resource conservation. The extraction of oil and gas resources
alters the local environment and can introduce contaminants into sensitive ecological communities such as public lands protected as wildlife
sanctuaries. We assessed oil and gas development in national wildlife
refuges (NWRs), wetland management districts (WMDs), and wildlife
management areas (WMAs) acquired as fee simple and managed by
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS). Oil and gas development
in NWRs, WMAs, and WMDs include 5,002 wells and associated
infrastructure (pump jacks, storage tanks, separators, pipelines). Almost
half (44 percent or 2,196 wells) of the wells are inactive and one-third
(33 percent or 1,665 wells) are active. Environmental impacts associated
with oil and gas development on these wildlife conservation lands range
in scale depending on the intensity and extent of these activities. Impacts
include contamination from small, chronic leaks and debris at production sites to larger incidents such as spills resulting in soil and vegetation
damage, leaking abandoned wells, and abandoned oilfield equipment.
Data from the assessment of oil and gas activities in NWRs, WMDs,
and WMAs justifies the need for continued on-site investigations to
identify abandoned oil and gas facilities, abandoned and unplugged
wells, the number and cause of oil and brine spills, and the extent of
contaminant impacts to these protected wildlife areas.
568 Ecosystem Impacts of Increased Coal Transport on Trust Lands
in the Pacific Northwest, USA
E.B. Nilsen, USGS / ORWSC; R.W. Black, USGS; C. Eagles-Smith,
USGS / FRESC; L. Johnson, Northwest Fisheries Science Center NMFS
/ Environmental and Fisheries Sciences Division; D.P. Krabbenhoft,
USGS; J. Davis, US Fish and Wildlife Service / Division of Environmental
Assessment and Restoration
Railway transport of coal poses a potential environmental risk because as
much as 227 kg of coal dust is released from a single car per journey, and
coal dust contains polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), mercury
(Hg), and other metals. In the Pacific Northwest, proposals are being
evaluated that could result in a 28-30x increase in coal transport by train
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along the sensitive Columbia River Corridor. Baseline information is
needed on current distributions, levels, and spatial patterns of contaminants contained in coal in air, water, soil, sediment, and biosentinel
species within sensitive habitats close to the rail lines. DOI Trust Lands
at risk include six National Wildlife Refuges (NWR) and extensive
Tribal Lands. Based on public need and lack of existing data, the U.S.
Geological Survey initiated a pilot study to better understand the potential exposure to aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems of coal dust released
during transport. As a first step, surface sediments and juvenile fish
were collected in May 2014 from Horsethief State Park and Steigerwald
NWR, both sensitive habitat for sentinel species located in close proximity to the rail line and within the Columbia River Gorge National Scenic
Area. Fish species collected for analysis included anadromous salmonids
and resident yellow perch, sculpin, and smallmouth bass. Contaminant
concentrations will be compared to established effects thresholds for
fish health and other available guidance. In addition, we will investigate
contaminant sources and bioavailability using PAH forensic ratios to
distinguish between coal and other PAH sources as well as between
burnt and unburned coal, and by measuring stable isotopic signatures
of Hg to tease apart the coal transport source from other potential
sources. Samples will also be analyzed for a suite of halogenated legacy
and emerging contaminants to compare to existing data on other species
of biological and cultural importance in the Columbia River, including largescale sucker, Pacific lamprey, and white sturgeon. If increased
coal transport occurs as proposed, we will be able to determine whether
future changes in coal traffic result in any changes in environmental contamination and risk to wildlife and fish. Future sampling will include air,
water, and additional biosentinels with the ultimate goal of developing
a conceptual model of how coal dust released to the environment during
transport affects air quality and aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems.

Evolutionary, Multigenerational and Epigenetic
Effects of Pollutants
569 Evolution and ecotoxicology: The interplay between contaminants
and evolutionary processes, and quantitative genetics as a tool to study
this
P.L. Klerks, Univ of Louisiana at Lafayette / Dept of Biology; L. Xie, Inst of
Applied Ecology Chinese Academy of Sciences
Long-term ecological risk assessments need to account for the interplay between stressors and evolutionary processes. These processes
can affect the ultimate impact of environmental pollution, while
environmental pollution can in turn influence evolutionary processes
and their outcomes. For example, contamination can result in loss of
genetic diversity, affect migration, cause population bottlenecks, and
bring about an increased mutation rate. But contamination can also
act as a selective force, which can – in the presence of genetic variation
in contaminant-sensitivity - result in the evolution of resistance. Such
evolved resistance may allow a population to survive notwithstanding significant toxicity, but can also result in a increased sensitivity to
other stressors and can cause an increased contaminant exposure to
the population’s predators. It is therefore important to investigate the
interplay between stressors and evolutionary processes. While multiple
approaches can be used in “evolutionary toxicology”, quantitative genetics provides a powerful tool. This presentation will illustrate the various
aspects of evolutionary toxicology and its implications for environmental
risk assessment, and summarize results from quantitative genetic studies
on the evolutionary and ecological outcomes of environmental pollution.
570 Evolutionary response to pollutants: a focus on transcriptomic
expression of a freshwater snail
M. Coutellec, INRA / Aquatic Ecotoxicology UMR ESE; A. Bouétard, J.
Côte, INRA; C. Hoede, INRA / Genotoul MIAT; O. Bouchez, INRA /
Genotoul GetPlage; S. Balzergues, INRA / URGV
Population response to stress may have a genetic component which,
if additive, forms the basis for adaptive evolution to local conditions.

Although adaptive processes have been traditionally investigated through
integrated responses involving polygenic characters (e.g., life-history
traits), a growing number of studies now focuses on gene expression, and this is noticeably due to the huge breakthrough in genetical
and population genomics that has been permitted by next generation
sequencing (NGS). Indeed, like quantitative traits, gene expression may
entail a heritable genetic component, and thus have some evolutionary
adaptive potential. High genetic variation in gene expression has been
found in various taxa, and gene expression is thus expected to be under
the influence of evolutionary forces. Although stabilizing selection
seems to be the primary force acting on gene expression, this hypothesis
may sometimes be difficult to disentangle from neutrality, and may be
challenged by new findings in population genomics. We investigated
the evolutionary potential of transcriptomic expression induced by a
pro-oxidant herbicide, diquat, using lines from natural populations of the
pond snail Lymnaea stagnalis. Populations exhibited significant neutral
differentiation (microsatellites) as well as significant genetic adaptive
divergence in several life history traits (Q ST-F ST). In the laboratory, F1
families were exposed during five hours to 222 µg/L diquat vs control
conditions, in order to compare population transcriptomic reaction norm.
RNAseq analysis was based on high-throughput sequencing of 16 cDNA
libraries. Diquat-induced differential expression was compared using
DESeq and HTSDiff. The analysis showed that molecular responses to
diquat depends highly on the source population, whereas common effects
were restricted to a small subset of transcripts (1867 contigs over 45249).
Most DE contigs were down-regulated (n=1708), and involved in various
molecular pathways, while those found up-regulated in all tested populations (n=159), matched with genes involved in glutathione metabolism,
oxidative phosphorylation, signal transduction, oxygen transport, ATP
binding, transcription factors, and uncharacterized proteins. A remarkable consistency was found between neutral F ST and correlation of
expression, suggesting a predominant role of random genetic drift on
gene expression. Results will be discussed in terms of relevance to ecological risk assessment.
571 Development of a genotyping assay to determine the extent of
pyrethroid pesticide resistance in members of the Hyalella azteca species complex
K. Major, Univ of Massachusetts Boston / School for the Environment; D.P.
Weston, Univ of California / Dept of Integrative Biology; P. Tuck, H.C.
Poynton, Univ of Massachusetts Boston / School for the Environment
The freshwater epibenthic amphipod Hyalella azteca is an ecologically
and toxicologically important species complex that is widely distributed throughout North American surface waters. Recent work has
documented the existence of pyrethroid pesticide resistance in the
Central Valley of California within this group of non-target organisms.
Pyrethroid pesticides act on the nervous system of invertebrates by binding to the voltage gated sodium channel (VGSC) and inhibiting neuron
repolarization. Resistance in some H. azteca populations has occurred
through one of two mutations of Domain II within the VGSC. These
mutations are non-conservative, and each changes an essential amino
acid in the binding domain: Methionine-918 (M918) or Leucine-925
(L925). Mutations M918 and L925 both effectively prevent pyrethroid
binding at the VGSC, thus conferring resistance in organisms that
possess either of these mutant alleles. The presence of pyrethroids in the
aquatic environment provides a selection pressure that favors organisms
with these mutations, but in doing so may contribute to a loss of genetic
diversity in resistant populations. Although these mutations have been
documented in populations from separate, geographically isolated water
bodies in the Central Valley of California, the extent of their presence
and frequency in this region has not been fully elucidated. To aid in
the documentation of these mutations in wild populations of H. azteca,
we have developed a genotyping assay that relies on the use fluorescent
probes. These probes allow for the quick and reliable detection of mutations M918 and L925 in H. azteca individuals from wild populations
in California. Further, this methodology is capable of distinguishing
between homozygous and heterozygous individuals for the mutated
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alleles, lending to a more complete understanding of H. azteca population structure and the evolutionary selection pressures exerted on these
populations by the presence of pyrethroids in the environment.
572 Meta-analysis of evolutionary events in aquatic organisms in
response to anthropogenic contaminants, and their relevance to environmental regulation
E. Oziolor, Environmental Science; C.W. Matson, Baylor Univ
/ Environmental Science; K.A. De Schamphelaere, Ghent Univ /
GhEnToxLab
Anthropogenic contamination is a growing concern for the health of
aquatic ecosystems and the inhabiting populations of organisms. The
increasing scrutiny of novel compounds has made regulation more
capable of minimizing the possibility of adverse outcomes to aquatic
fauna. The regulatory decision-making process is often informed by
evidence based on growth, reproduction and survival end-points, as
those can be quantitatively linked to population outcomes. Subtle
changes in these end-points can cause alterations in forces that control
the genetic composition of populations such as mutation rate, drift,
selection and migration. With multi-generation exposures, anthropogenic contamination may lead to a population with altered genetic
composition, which may respond differently to environmental and
anthropogenic stressors. These micro-evolutionary changes are rarely
discussed in a regulatory framework, but the growing body of literature
that documents their presence calls to question their importance in
regulating anthropogenic contaminants. We use the existing examples
of micro-evolutionary changes documented in aquatic organisms in
response to a variety of anthropogenic compounds and compare them
to the existing regulatory guidelines. Examples of evolutionary events
occurring at contamination below the guidelines for the toxicant may
suggest more complex effects on aquatic populations that need to be
elucidated for an appropriate acceptable environmental concentration
to be derived. Adaptation to contaminants may lead to cross-resistance
and further resilience of populations, while also to fitness-costs
such as increased susceptibility to other natural stressors. With full
consideration to the less predictable population-wide effects of microevolutionary responses, such responses should not be overlooked in the
determination of regulation for anthropogenic chemicals as they alter
the composition and fate of populations.
573 Ecogenetics of Methylmercury: Implications for Risk Assessment
and Decision Making
N. Basu, McGill Univ / Dept of Environmental Health Sciences; J. Head,
McGill Univ / Natural Resource Sciences
The risk assessment of methylmercury (MeHg) is made challenging by
great variability in exposure and health effects. Though disease risk arises
following complex interactions between genetic (“nature”) and environmental (“nurture”) factors, a majority of MeHg studies thus far have
focused solely on environmental factors. In recent years ecogenetic-based
studies have emerged and have started to document that genetic and
epigenetic factors may indeed influence the toxicokinetics and/or toxicodynamics of MeHg. The purpose of this presentation is to review these
studies, and to discuss their utility in terms of MeHg risk assessment. In
brief, epidemiological studies on populations exposed to methylmercury
(e.g., fish consumers) are showing that polymorphisms and changes in
DNA methylation in a number of environmentally responsive genes
can explain variations in MeHg biomarker values and health outcomes.
There is some data from wildlife, laboratory animals and cells in support of these epidemiological findings. Such findings are beginning to
increase our understanding of MeHg’s mechanisms of actions, and in
doing so they may help us identify candidate biomarkers and pinpoint
susceptible groups, organisms or lifestages. Further, they may help refine
uncertainty factors, and thus lead to more accurate risk assessments and
improved decision-making.
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574 Regulatory Multi-Generational Testing: The Endocrine
Disruptor Screening Program Experience
T.A. Verslycke, Gradient
USEPA developed the Endocrine Disruptor Screening Program (EDSP)
in response to a US Congressional mandate “to determine whether certain
substances may have an effect in humans that is similar to an effect produced
by a naturally occurring estrogen, or such other effects as [USEPA] may designate” [21 U.S.C. 346a(p)]. As part of the EDSP, USEPA is validating
assays to identify and characterize the endocrine activity of pesticides,
commercial chemicals, and environmental contaminants, specifically
in relation to estrogen, androgen, and thyroid hormones. USEPA is
also working with the OECD’s Endocrine Testing and Assessment
Advisory Group to validate and harmonize endocrine screening tests of
international interest. Several multi-generation toxicity tests are being
considered in the EDSP, including amphibian, invertebrate, mammalian,
and avian tests. This talk will present a brief historical overview and the
current status of multi-generation toxicity testing in the EDSP. In addition, issues related to validation, stakeholder acceptance, and regulatory
implementation will be discussed using the mysid two-generation toxicity test as an example.
575 Multi-generational and micro-evolutionary effects of chemicals
in risk assessment and management: Why, how, so what? An introductory set of questions
K.A. De Schamphelaere, Ghent Univ / GhEnToxLab; M. Coutellec, INRA
/ Aquatic Ecotoxicology UMR ESE; J.R. Shaw, Indiana Univ / The School
of Public and Environmental Affairs and The Center for Genomics and
Bioinformatics
There is growing evidence that chemical can induce trans-generational
and (rapid) micro-evolutionary effects on populations. However, their
quantification, evaluation and interpretation is not as straightforward as
for single-generation effects. This explains why it is still quite a challenge to integrate such long-term effects into ecological risk assessment
and management of chemicals. We will provide an overview of a set of
questions that, in our view, need to be jointly addressed by academia,
industry and regulators to bridge the gap between science and regulation in the foreseeable future. We will document these questions with
brief examples from literature and forward-looks to the other speakers
in this session. Some of the questions we will address include: (1) How
can multigenerational and micro-evolutionary effects of chemicals best
be quantified in the lab and in the field, such that the results are useful
for risk assessors and risk managers, (2) what types of micro-evolutionary
effects do we need to consider; (3) do micro-evolutionary effects follow
monotonic dose-response relationships and, if so, at what concentrations
of chemicals do micro-evolutionary effects begin to occur (in relation to
current environmental quality criteria). We will document these questions with brief examples from literature and forward-looks to the other
speakers in this session.
576 Debate, Discussion and Synthesis: Evolutionary,
Multigenerational and Epigenetic Effects of Pollutants
J.R. Shaw, Indiana Univ / The School of Public and Environmental Affairs
and The Center for Genomics and Bioinformatics; M. Coutellec, INRA /
Aquatic Ecotoxicology UMR ESE; K.A. De Schamphelaere, Ghent Univ /
GhEnToxLab
Natural organisms, populations and species are currently facing a severe
acceleration of environmental change, which includes exposures to toxic
compounds. There is growing evidence that environmental change has
consequences that can extend beyond exposed generations and may
involve trans-generational responses, as well as, rapid micro-evolutionary processes. Furthermore, biological outcomes may also depend on
population genetic status and evolutionary history, and on phylogenetic
constraints. However, research tools available to study evolutionary
consequences and multi-generational effects still need to be tested for
their relevance to ecological risk assessment, which would ideally require
a dialog from the early stages between scientists and stakeholders.
This presentation will be used to foster discussion between scientists,
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regulators, and industry representatives on the topics of long-term
impacts of pollutants, and of how to integrate, anticipate, and predict
these impacts under the Ecological Risk Assessment framework. In this
moderated debate, we hope to identify critical knowledge gaps in light
of the needs of individual disciplines and deliberate on these areas of
disconnect, as we attempt bridge them. We will work to synthesize these
points in light of the information gained during the session by initiating
a dialog between speakers and the audience.

Assessment and Remediation of Aquatic
Environments in the Pacific Northwest: 1990s to
Present
577 Protecting Human Health and Aquatic Life against a
Background of Bioaccumulatives in Washington State – A Regulatory
Journey
C.E. Asher, Wa Dept of Ecology / Toxics Cleanup Program; T.C. Michelsen,
Avocet Consulting; R. McMillan, Wa Dept of Ecology / Toxics Cleanup
Program
In 1991, the state of Washington adopted the Sediment Management
Standards (SMS) rule, which included a regulatory structure for managing dredged material, source control, cleanup of contaminated sediment,
marine benthic criteria, and narrative standards for freshwater sediment
and protection of human health. Washington was the first U.S. state to
adopt this type of rule. At that time, the science regarding human health
and ecological risks from bioaccumulative chemicals in sediment was
not well developed. During the 20 years after adoption of the SMS rule,
the state gained insight into the science and cleanup of bioaccumulative
chemicals. Bioaccumulative risk-based chemical criteria are typically
orders of magnitude lower than benthic criteria, sediment background
concentrations, and analytical detection limits. This results in much
larger sites with outer boundaries that are very hard to establish, making
cleanup of these larger areas impracticable. Meanwhile, background
concentrations of bioaccumulative chemicals from ongoing ubiquitous
sources pose a recontamination problem. In 2013 the state updated the
SMS rule to include freshwater benthic criteria, a process for protection
of human health and aquatic life from bioaccumulative chemicals, and
methods for establishing sediment cleanup standards based on analytical
quantitation limits and sediment background concentrations. The SMS
uniquely recognizes two levels of background concentrations used as
sediment cleanup standards if risk-based levels and quantitation limits
fall below background: 1) natural background, which includes naturally occurring and anthropogenic chemicals from global sources, and
2) regional background, which includes chemicals from diffuse urban
sources not primarily attributable to identifiable sites or sources. The
SMS also allows cleanup of sites with some finality despite the potential
of recontamination from these ongoing ubiquitous sources, which may
require decades to reduce or control. The challenges and lessons learned
throughout this process and particularly in defining regional background
are discussed.
578 Key Evolving Stormwater Issues in the Pacific Northwest
L. Terry Gregory, Foster Pepper PLLC
Stormwater issues are increasingly complex and are at the core of some of
the most interesting and contentious environmental issues in the Pacific
Northwest. Decades ago, when the federal Clean Water Act was enacted
by Congress, stormwater (or “runoff” as it was called back then) was
largely unregulated. Historically, virtually all water quality regulation
focused on wastewater point sources. Stormwater that flowed across the
landscape (whether urban or rural) did not require permits or approvals. Today, it is hard to find a new or redevelopment project that does
not have a stormwater component. Washington State leads the country
with some of the most stringent municipal and industrial permits in the
country. Low Impact Development and stormwater infiltration is the
preferred development model. Increasingly water quality cleanup plans,
also known as Total Maximum Daily Loads involve stormwater. This

presentation will focus on emerging stormwater issues and challenges
and will include practical tips and suggestions for navigating the increasingly complex regulatory framework.
579 Persistent Pollutants in Puget Sound Juvenile Chinook Salmon:
Changes after 25 years?
L. Johnson, D. Lomax, S. Sol, G. Ylitalo, Northwest Fisheries Science Center
NMFS / Environmental and Fisheries Sciences Division; J. West, S. O’Neill,
Washington Dept of Fish and Wildlife
Puget Sound Chinook salmon have been listed as a threatened species
under the Endangered Species Act since 1999. Factors contributing
to their decline include overharvest, hatchery impacts, and loss and
modification of salmon habitats, including reduced habitat quality due
to contaminant inputs. Since the late 1980s, NOAA Fisheries has been
measuring concentrations of persistent organic pollutants (POPs) in
juvenile salmon from Puget Sound. Initial studies revealed what were
then unexpectedly high concentrations of polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs) and dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethanes (DDTs) in juvenile
Chinook salmon from urban areas in the Sound. Over the following 25
years, there have been numerous efforts to reduce contamination, including remediation and restoration of superfund sites in the Duwamish
and Hylebos Waterways and Elliott and Commencement Bays, with
associated assessment of contaminant exposure in juvenile salmon
and other trust resources. In 2013, NOAA Fisheries and Washington
Department of Fish and Wildlife conducted a joint study to measure
concentrations of contaminants, including POPs, in juvenile salmon
from five Puget Sound river-estuary systems: Skagit, Snohomish, Green/
Duwamish, Puyallup/Hylebos, and Nisqually. We report the extent
and magnitude of current exposure, and compare this to concentrations
measured in salmon in previous studies conducted from the late 1980s to
2006. Results indicate declines in concentrations of DDTs and PCBs in
juvenile Chinook salmon from several estuary systems, suggesting that
efforts to reduce inputs of these chemicals to the Sound have had some
success. However, a significant proportion of salmon still have body concentrations of these contaminants above estimated toxicity thresholds.
These data establish a time series of contaminant conditions in juvenile
Chinook salmon to measure the effectiveness of past and current toxics
reductions strategies and actions, inform future pollution reduction
efforts, and enhanced recovery of Chinook salmon.
580 Examining the Air Pathway as a Source to Stormwater in the
Green/Duwamish River Basin
J.A. Colton, C. Greyell, R.A. Jack, King County Dept Natural Resources
/ Water and Land Resources Division; D. Williston, King County Dept
Natural Resources and Parks / DNRP; J. Stern, King County Wastewater
Treatment Division / Dept of Natural Resources; B. Tiffany, King County
Dept of Natural Resources / Wastewater Treatment Division
PCBs are a major contaminant of concern in the Lower Duwamish
Waterway (LDW) Superfund Site. PCBs and other contaminants
historically entered and currently enter the LDW through multiple
pathways including stormwater and combined sewer overflow (CSO)
discharge. In an effort to understand how the air pathway may be contributing contaminants to stormwater and upstream river inputs flowing
into the Lower Duwamish Waterway, King County conducted a bulk air
deposition study in 2011/2012 and a second study in 2013 to examine
how PCB and other contaminant deposition varied with land use. Seven
stations were passively sampled along a gradient of development from
the Lower Duwamish River Valley to upstream in the Green River near
Enumclaw for metals, PAHs, PCBs and dioxin/furans; however, this
presentation will focus on the PCB results. Samples were analyzed for
209 PCB congeners. Stations during the 2011/2012 study included two
in the Lower Duwamish River Valley (Duwamish and South Park), one
at Beacon Hill, two in Kent and one in Enumclaw. Stations in the 2012
study included three in the Lower Duwamish River Valley (Duwamish,
South Park and Georgetown) and one at Beacon Hill. All the stations
varied with different mixes of land use (industrial, commercial, residential) and development (urban, suburban and rural). Daily deposition
rates were calculated for each sample and compared between stations and
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over different time periods. Differences in the relative contributions of
different PCB congeners to the total were also examined among stations.
The observed differences in PCB deposition suggest there may be PCB
contributions from air originating from diffuse local sources that are difficult to control. The next step will be to develop methods for quantifying
the contribution of indirect deposition to stormwater. This information
would not only assist in understanding site related sources but potentially
aid in defining sources of contaminants higher in the watershed where
water concentrations already exceed PCB human health water quality
criteria. The cleanup plan for the site has proposed very low PCB cleanup
goals; thus, the impact of the air-water-sediment pathway may prove to
be important as it relates to achieving site cleanup levels and recontamination of site sediments.
581 Transport Canada’s experience with the assessment and remediation of aquatic sites in British Columbia
I. Chatwell, Transport Canada
Transport Canada (TC) is the federal government department responsible for most of the transportation policies, programs and goals set by
the Government of Canada to ensure that the national transportation
system is safe, efficient and accessible to all its users. TC owns and
manages a diverse suite of maritime assets that include large harbours,
ports, wharves, docks, breakwaters as well as upland and submerged real
property. Since the 1996 adoption of the National Marine Policy TC been
working to transfer these assets to other federal departments, provincial governments and local communities through the Port Divestiture
Program. In support of the Port Divestiture Program and federal
contaminated sites policy, TC has conducted environmental site assessments to determine the environmental compliance and environmental
condition of the department’s properties. Through the completion of
many environmental site assessments, risk assessments and remediation
projects on a variety of aquatic sites TC has developed a broad experience base. Some of the key challenges experienced include: predicting
risk in a cost effective and timely way; understanding risk attributable to
off-site activities; and determining requirements or best option to reduce
environmental and human health risks.
582 Advances in understanding foreshore and subaqueous environments at contaminated sites in British Columbia
R. Beckie, Univ of British Columbia / Earth Ocean and Atmospheric Sciences
Dept; J. Balfour, Enterprise Geosciences Ltd; R. Zapf-Gilje, GeoEnviroLogic
The history of industrial development in the Pacific Northwest has left
a legacy of contamination that spans the foreshores of urbanized areas.
Hydrogeological practices for investigating contaminated sites located
on the edges of freshwater or marine foreshores have evolved considerably. Over the past 20 years, there has been an increasing emphasis
on understanding contaminant fate and effects in aquatic sediments;
however, there is a lag in our understanding of how contaminated soil
acts as a source to groundwater, and indirectly to sediment. In 2008,
USEPA released an ECO Update that focused on Evaluating GroundWater/Surface-Water Transition Zones in Ecological Risk Assessments.
Practice in BC has evolved in parallel, resulting in a number of guidance
documents. This presentation will summarize the current situation in
British Columbia with respect to the foreshore interface at contaminated
sites. Regardless of the jurisdiction, similar barriers impede progress
on empirical and modeling approaches to understand the groundwater
– aquatic environment interface. These will be described, along with suggestions for advancing the state of practice at contaminated sites. These
include aspects such as field methods for measurement of contaminant
concentrations and geochemical properties of groundwater and porewater
in the foreshore and subaqueous zones, the importance of geochemical
and biological transformation below and within the interface, and physical flow and mixing in interface zones influenced by tides. Particular
attention will be paid to measuring and modeling contaminant transport,
predicting future conditions, and understanding uncertainty.
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583 Ecological Risk Assessment of Contaminated Sediments in
Victoria Harbour – Framework for Decision-making
P.J. Allard, C.E. Mackintosh, G.S. Mann, Azimuth Consulting Group;
G. Watson, Transport Canada; E. Shankie, PWGSC; N. Healey, Azimuth
Consulting Group
Transport Canada manages a large part of the seafloor in Victoria
Harbour, BC. Over the last decade, this portion of the harbour (known
as Lot 17), has been the subject of many environmental studies. We
present key conclusions of a multi-year ERA and review potential
implications of these conclusions for risk management of contaminated sediments in Lot 17. In particular, we emphasize the conceptual
framework used to facilitate the evaluation of likely risk management
actions in response to results of the ERA. The Lot 17 ERA evaluated
potential risks to marine invertebrates, fish, and wildlife through a series
of field investigations and analyses intended to document the magnitude
of potential impacts, their likely cause(s), and the degree of uncertainty
associated with each risk prediction. Findings were discussed with
federal and provincial agencies to support decision-making by Transport
Canada and eventually lead to the preparation of a remediation action
plan/risk management plan. Depending on the outcome of the ERA, a
range of different management options may be considered. These include:
no action (if risks are acceptable), further ERA studies (if uncertainty
is too large), monitoring (if physical actions are not necessary but risk
predictions need to be verified in the long-term), and remediation (if
physical actions are necessary for source/pathway control). Regardless
of the option being contemplated, Transport Canada’s decision-making
process ultimately needs to be guided by whether ecological risks and
associated uncertainties are considered acceptable or not. There are currently no clear, functional criteria defining acceptable ecological effects
associated with contaminated sediment in ERA. This is true from both
a federal and provincial (at least in BC) perspective. To assist Transport
Canada in evaluating management options in Lot 17, the ERA conclusions for each receptor group were depicted in terms of risk (i.e.,
magnitude of contaminant-related impacts) and in terms of uncertainty
(i.e., degree of confidence in the estimate of magnitude and cause of
impact). These conclusions were then overlaid on the range of likely
management options that might be considered under various scenarios.
This approach allows for a transparent evaluation of the options available for each ERA conclusion and provides the risk manager with an
opportunity to consider other information (outside of ERA) that might
be important for decision-making.
584 Restoration of historically contaminated intertidal sites in British
Columbia
K. Vassilenko, Keystone Environmental Ltd; V. Marlatt, Univ of the Fraser
Valley; J. Jackson, C. Kennedy, Simon Fraser Univ / Biological Sciences; S.
Bard, Keystone Environmental Ltd
Howe Sound is a Pacific Northwest fjord located immediately north
of Vancouver, British Columbia. Historically, this sitefjord has been
impacted by effluents from several industries including two pulp mills,
the Britannia copper mine, and an alkali plant. After the initiation of
more stringent enforcement of environmental standards in the 1980s,
subsequent modifications of industrial processes for pollution abatement,
as well as closure of the alkali plant and a pulp mill, improvements in
water and sediment quality, and decreases in associated toxicity were
observed. However, recovery of fish populations and intertidal communities has been slow or nearly negligible, particularly at heavily impacted
sites. One highly impacted site, Darrell Bay, is located at the northern
end of the fjord in close proximity to a decommissioned pulp mill and
the former alkali plant. Rocky intertidal habitat at this site was significantly altered many decades ago - likely during wharf construction to
service the former pulp mill which necessitated shoreline bank stabilization. The goal of this study was to a) characterize present chemical and
biological conditions at Darrel Bay and b) test the efficacy of intertidal
habitat restoration methodologies. The number of species present at
Darrell Bay increased from 6 to 16 between 1990 and 2012 (compared
to up to 94 species at reference sites). In 2012, a first restoration trial was
undertaken at the site, when bare rocks were used to create an intertidal
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reef. After 12 months, the artificial reef was colonized by 9 of the 16
species inhabiting the site. In 2013, rocks seeded with sessile species
were brought from a more diverse site in Howe Sound and used to create a new intertidal reef with different architecture. After 8 months, 21
species were observed on the new reef, including motile species. In order
to characterize site conditions, sediment quality and its toxicity were
examined and three mussel-based biomarkers measured, i.e., scope for
growth (SFG), metallothionein (MT) and ethoxyresorufin O-deethylase
(EROD) activity. In summary, site characterization and applied restoration methodologies were successful in stimulating intertidal community
recovery which could be implemented at other historically impacted
intertidal sites in a multi-stressor environment.

Evaluating Endocrine Disrupting Chemicals:
Identifying Species Differences and Approaches for
Cross-Species Extrapolation
585 Common model teleosts respond differently to the environmental
estrogen, 17α-ethinylestradiol
G.J. Van Der Kraak, Univ of Guelph / Dept of Integrative Biology; I.
Chehade, S. Demming, Wilfrid Laurier Univ / Biology; M. Cosme, Univ of
Guelph / Integrative Biology; A.L. Lister, Wilfrid Laurier Univ / Dept of
Biology; D. MacLatchy, Wilfrid Laurier Univ / Canadian Rivers Inst
Different reproductive responses have been observed across common
model teleosts to an environmental estrogen, 17a-ethinylestradiol (EE2),
which suggest that species-specific responses occur. Specifically, the
effects of EE2 were tested on two freshwater species, zebrafish (Danio
rerio) and fathead minnow (Pimephales promelas), and the estuarine
mummichog (Fundulus heteroclitus). In both the zebrafish and fathead minnow, exposure to low levels of EE2 (less than 25ng/L) caused
significant reductions in the number of eggs that are spawned. Whereas
whereas EE2 exposure for 3 weeks at 10-fold higher concentrations did
not inhibit spawning in mummichog. Uptake of EE2 by mummichog
has been shown previously to be unaffected by the level of salinity.
Despite differences in reproductive responses, EE2 consistently induces
vitellogenin in male fish and abnormalities in gonadal differentiation of
embryos in all three species. Molecular endpoints including steroidogenic enzymes and luteinizing hormone receptor are negatively affected
by EE2 exposure in zebrafish and fathead minnow. Mummichog
analyses are pending to establish whether responsiveness at the molecular
level differs. Overall, there is a growing body of research showing that
the effects of EE2 on spawning in mature fish may differ depending on
the species; yet, development and gonadal differentiation in larval fish
species remains sensitive to perturbation. Therefore, caution should be
used in extrapolating across fish species or in the use of a single species as
a surrogate in screening reproductive effects of environmental estrogens.
586 Endocrine disruption of the corticosteroid stress axis in fish:
molecular mechanisms and generational effects
M. Vijayan, Univ of Waterloo / Biological Sciences; O. Birceanu, N. MelnykLamont, N. Sandhu, Univ of Waterloo / Biology
The corticosteroid stress axis activation, culminating in the release
of corticosteroid into the circulation, is a highly conserved adaptive
response in vertebrates that is essential for coping with stress. In fish, as
in humans, the elevated plasma cortisol response to stress involves regulation at multiple tissue levels, including the hypothalamus, pituitary and
interrenals (analogous to the adrenal cortex in mammals). We are using
the hypothalamus-pituitary-interrenal (HPI) axis functioning as a model
for assessing the impact of contaminants on fish stress performance.
The talk will highlight the mode of action of several contaminants in
disrupting the functioning of the HPI axis in fish. Contaminant impact
on cortisol stress axis functioning occurs at multiple tissue levels and
involves the disruption of key genes involved in cortisol biosynthesis.
Also, our results suggest that maternal transfer of bisphenol A disrupts
cortisol stress axis performance that is long-lasting and multigenerational
in fish.

587 Does Nrf2 play a role in endocrine disruption? Altered insulin
regulation in zebrafish embryos
M. Rousseau, Univ of Massachusetts / Commonwealth Honors College;
P. diIorio, A.R. Timme-Laragy, Univ of Massachusetts / Environmental
Health Sciences
Endocrine disrupting chemicals (EDCs) are hypothesized to contribute
to the development of diabetes. Both type 1 and type 2 diabetes share
functional defects in the insulin-secreting pancreatic β-cells. Exposure
to polychorinated biphenyls (PCB) is associated with hyperinsulinemia,
obesity, and metabolic disease; PCBs are also considered to be EDCs.
Many PCBs induce expression of cytoprotective genes via the transcription factor, aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR). The AhR also participates
in crosstalk with another toxicologically important transcription factor,
Nfe2l2, or Nrf2. Nrf2 binds to antioxidant response elements (AREs) to
regulate the adaptive response to oxidative stress, primarily via upregulation of antioxidant defenses and Phase 2 enzymes; however, the role of
Nrf2 in endocrine disruption is not well understood. Here, we present
findings of altered regulation of insulin following exposure to PCB-126
in zebrafish embryos, and also in embryos with dysfunctional Nrf2. We
used a zebrafish embryo model (Danio rerio) with a mutated DNA binding domain in one of the Nrf2 paralogs, Nrf2a. Embryos were exposed
to nominal concentrations of PCB-126 at 24 hpf and examined for
deformities, gene expression, pancreatic β-cell development, and EROD
activity at 96 hpf. This study will help elucidate crosstalk between two
toxicologically important transcription factor pathways in a sensitive life
stage in fish, and also identify the role of Ahr2 and Nrf2a in the regulation of insulin in embryos. [NIH grants F32ES017585, R01ES016366]
588 Endocrine disruption assessment in crustacean species requires
the development of new suite of targeted assays
C. Vulpe, Univ of California Berkeley / Nutritional Sciences and Toxicology;
F. Falciani, Univ of Liverpool / Functional Genomics; P. Antczak, Univ of
Liverpool / Inst of Integrative Biology
Crustaceans have an endocrine system distinct from the well-characterized vertebrate systems. In vertebrates, agonists and antagonists of
nuclear receptors, such as the estrogen receptors, can result in endocrine
disruption. Similarly, in crustaceans, some chemicals may mediate their
effect via nuclear receptors. Significant recent progress has been made in
identifying the nuclear receptors present in Crustaceans with, for example, ~25 NRs identified in Daphnia pulex. Candidate functional roles for
limited subset of these NRs have been identified and chemicals identified which can act as agonists/antagonists. The ligand specificities of
the characterized nuclear receptors in crustaceans differ from vertebrate
nuclear receptors. As a result, the compounds which modulate NR activity in crustaceans and vertebrates are distinct. In addition, for the vast
majority of crustacean NRs, the functional consequence of NR activation
or inhibition remain to be identified. An important class of endocrine
disrupting compounds in crustaceans, juvenile hormone(JH) agonists,
likely mediate their effect through a distinct JH receptor, recently
identified as a heterodimer of Methoprene-tolerant and steroid receptor
coactivator, which are members of the basic helix–loop–helix (bHLH)/
Per-Arnt-Sim (PAS) domain family of transcription factors. Finally,
peptide hormones play an important role in crustacean endocrine systems
with limited functional correlates in vertebrates. As a result, current
approaches to test for endocrine disruption in mammalian systems, such
as various vertebrate nuclear receptor reporter assays are not informative
for assessment endocrine disruption in crustaceans. Current approaches
for testing for endocrine disruption in crustaceans relies on reproductive assats which are slow and expensive. We have recently utilized gene
expression profiling of crustacean endocrine disrupting compounds to
identify specific molecular signatures indicative of endocrine disruption.
Surprisingly, we identified alteration of hedgehog signaling pathways as
one characteristic uniting diverse endocrine disrupting compounds and
may represent a downstream target of multiple compounds with different primary receptors. Development of assays for crustacean specific
targets could allow more rapid assessment of endocrine disruption and
is essential for comprehensive consideration of the endocrine disruption
potential of chemicals in diverse species.
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589 Cross-Species Extrapolation of Chemical Effects: Challenges and
New Insights
G.T. Ankley, USEPA / National Health and Environmental Effects Research
Laboratory
One of the greatest uncertainties in chemical risk assessment is extrapolation of effects from tested to untested species. While this undoubtedly
is a challenge in the human health arena, species extrapolation is a
particularly daunting task in ecological assessments, where it is not
uncommon for toxicity data from a few (perhaps one) species to be
extrapolated to thousands. Past approaches to dealing with this have
relied on the application of uncertainty factors which, only occasionally,
can be based on empirical toxicity data. Pathway-based approaches offer
an opportunity to conduct effective cross-species extrapolations in the
absence of comparative whole-animal toxicity information. Specifically,
through an understanding of taxonomic conservation of biological
pathways whose perturbation results in unacceptable effects on survival,
growth, and reproduction, predictions can be made as to the relative
susceptibility of different taxa to chemicals that impact these pathways.
Adverse outcome pathways (AOPs) offer a logical framework through
which to understand and assess conservation of the molecular initiating events (MIEs), and subsequent key events through which chemicals
affect biological processes. Emerging bioinformatic, genomic, and
cellular tools offer substantial opportunities to evaluate and quantify
evolutionary relationships of AOPs across species in the context MIEs/
key events, thereby providing a technically-defensible foundation for
cross-species extrapolation of chemical effects in the absence of extensive empirical data. This presentation will provide the background and
conceptual basis for several subsequent talks focused on the use of new
technologies for cross-species toxicological extrapolation. The contents of
this abstract do not reflect USEPA policy.
590 Enabling cross species comparisons using novel RNA-Seq and
qPCR approaches: A lesson from frogs
C.C. Helbing, Univ of Victoria / Dept of Biochemistry Microbiology; N.
Veldhoen, Univ of Victoria; C.R. Propper, Northern Arizona Univ; A.
Hammond, Univ of Victoria; B. Behsaz, E. Kucuk, I. Birol, BC Genome
Sciences Centre
Amphibians are the most threatened vertebrates on the planet. They
are the only group where most of its members exhibit a life history that
includes distinct independent aquatic larval and terrestrial juvenile/adult
phases. The transition between the larval and juvenile phases requires
substantial or complete remodeling of the organism (metamorphosis)
in anticipation of a terrestrial lifestyle. Thus this places amphibians in a
unique position for the assessment of toxicological effects in both aquatic
and terrestrial environments. Indeed, they have been central in studies of endocrine disruption of steroid-and thyroid hormone-mediated
pathways. Amphibians have an undeniable role as sentinel species, as
food source, and in insect control; yet over 60% of ~7,000 extant species are currently threatened or declining in numbers. Frog and toad
(Anuran) populations occupy very distinctive ecological niches and have
a wide range of life history strategies. However there is a great paucity
of molecular information with only one completed amphibian genome
currently available. How can the latest molecular tools such as RNA-Seq
and quantitative real time polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) be applied
without relevant genomes? We have developed effective assembly strategies based upon TransABySS for next generation sequencing data that
does not rely upon the need for a genome scaffold from the organism of
interest. We have applied this method to two frog species, Rana catesbeiana, and Xenopus laevis that represent ~260 million years of evolutionary
divergence with very different genome sizes and ploidy levels. In a companion strategy, we have taken an unorthodox approach to qPCR primer
design to enable direct cross-species evaluation of key gene transcripts
involved in thyroid hormone-dependent developmental processes. Until
relevant genome sequences are available from more frog species, these
approaches enable the attainment of valuable molecular data from a wide
range of frog species.
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591 Conservation of pathways across species drives chemical hazard
effects
E.J. Perkins, US Army Engineer Research and Development Center
/ Environmental Laboratory; M. Wilbanks, U S Army ERDC /
Environmental Laboratory; T. Habib, Badger Technical Services; J. Stanley,
US Army Corps of Engineers ERDC; N. Garcia-Reyero, Mississippi State
Univ / Inst for Genomics Biocomputing and Biotechnology
New regulatory and social pressures to rapidly identify toxic chemicals and reduce use of animals necessitate using non-animal models
(embryos, cells, in vitro assays, non-vertebrates) to assess the hazards
that chemical stressors pose to humans and animals. A significant flaw in
these efforts is an inability to link effects on non-animal models to toxic
effects in whole animals and species of concern (e.g. humans). Since biological pathways underlie toxicological outcomes, pathway conservation
implies that a chemical toxic to one species (e.g. fish) will also be toxic to
another (e.g. human). However, is not known if models such as Fathead
minnow, zebrafish, Caenorhabditis elegans, Daphnia magna, and/or
human stem cells are predictive of effects in other species. We have successfully used a novel gene expression pathway-based approach combined
with reverse toxicokinetics to assess if non-model species species respond
to a chemical in a similar manner as in vitro assays (ToxCast) and model
species such rat, dog and humans.. We applied a enriched pathway-based
Benchmark Concentration Level (BMCL) approach to assess sublethal
effects of bisphenol A. Analysis of the most sensitive concentration
dependent pathways in zebrafish and fathead gave pathway-based
BMCL that, when transformed to oral doses using reverse toxicokinetics, were similar to those derived from toxcast in vitro data and zebrafish
no observable effect data, and more sensitive than chronic oral reference doses in rats. Functional analysis of enriched pathways identified
common pathways affected by bisphenol A. This approach appears to
be useful both in predicting chemical hazard levels across species and
identifying pathways that are characteristic of a chemical’s toxicity. Our
ultimate goal is to understand the fundamental relationship of perturbed
biological pathways to toxicity of chemical stressors across both human
and ecological species.
592 Cross species comparisons of chemical interaction with recombinant steroid receptors in vitro
V.S. Wilson, M. Cardon, USEPA / ORD; C.V. Rider, NIEHS / NTP; P.C.
Hartig, USEPA / ORD
Typically, mammalian receptors are used for in vitro hazard identification and screening for endocrine disrupting compounds. There is
concern, however, that differences may exist in the affinities of environmental compounds for steroid receptors from other vertebrate classes.
Since interaction with steroid receptors is a key molecular target across
vertebrates, our lab has developed recombinant steroid receptors for multiple vertebrate species, primarily androgen (AR) or estrogen receptors
(ER), that are being used in competitive binding and/or transcriptional
activation assays. Recombinant ER for nine different vertebrate species and AR for six vertebrate species, often in multiple vectors, have
been developed. In vitro methods have been developed that directly
compare competitive binding to the ER with the only variable within
the system being the ER of the species of choice. These studies indicate
that a few compounds do have higher affinities to ER from a specific
species. Transcriptional activation assays with the fathead minnow AR
(fhAR), supporting mechanistic information was generated indicating
that bisphenol A can act as an AR antagonist in fish, consistent with
morphological changes seen in the fish following in vivo exposures.
Further, differences in spironolactone interaction with the fhAR versus
human AR have been demonstrated as well as activation of fhAR by
progestins. Overall these approaches can identify chemicals of concern
for further testing and highlight potentially sensitive species. Disclaimer:
This abstract does not necessarily reflect USEPA policy.
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Alternative Methods for Evaluating Aquatic Toxicity:
New Methods, Endpoints and Testing Strategies
593 Activation and Disruption of a Crustacean Reproductive
Signaling Pathway
E. Medlock, G. LeBlanc, North Carolina State Univ / Dept of Biological
Sciences Environmental and Molecular Toxicology
Methyl farnesoate regulates various population-relevant processes in
crustaceans including sex determination, sex differentiation, and reproductive maturation. We describe the initiating event by which some
environmental chemicals disrupt normal methyl farnesoate signaling
and propose the use of this initiating event for the high-throughput
screening of chemicals for this endocrine disrupting activity. Increased
methyl farnesoate levels in parthenogenic Daphnia magna initiates male
sex determination, which is the first step in the transition from asexual
to sexual reproduction. This reproductive switch occurs in response
to an environmental challenge and ensures long-term population
sustainability. Methyl farnesoate signaling is mediated by the methyl
farnesoate receptor complex (MfR), which consists of two proteins dappuMet and dappuSRC. MfR subunit dimerization was quantified using
Bioluminescence Resonance Energy Transfer (BRET) technology.
The MfR subunit, dappuSRC, was fused with a photon donor protein
(Renilla luciferase 2) and dappuMet was fused with a proton acceptor
protein (mAmetrine) to measure energy transfer between the subunits
upon dimerization. Methyl farnesoate (≥10µM) stimulated significant
increases in dimerization compared to the vehicle control. Several pesticides were evaluated for their ability to stimulate subunit dimerization.
Fenoxycarb, pyriproxyfen, and methoprene, stimulated receptor subunit
dimerization with potencies equal to, or greater than, the endogenous
hormone. Kinoprene only stimulated dimerization at concentrations 10x that of the hormone, while farnesol, a hormone precursor,
did not stimulate dimerization. The relationship between receptor
subunit dimerization and receptor activation was evaluated using a
transcriptional activation reporter gene assay. Relative ligand potencies for transcriptional activation were comparable to the MfR subunit
dimerization: fenoxycarb > pyriproxyfen > methyl farnesoate = methoprene, while kinoprene and farnesol did not activate gene transcription.
Results demonstrated that MfR agonists stimulate dimerization of
the MfR subunits, and this ligand-dependent binding is a quantifiable
initiating event in the methyl farnesoate signaling pathway. The BRET
dimerization assay is well suited for a high-throughput chemical screening approach due to minimal time for assay completion, high sensitivity,
and its ability to accurately indicate relative ligand potency.
594 Novel fish intestinal epithelial cell model – the RTgut-GC cell
line grown on permeable supports
K. Schirmer, N. Bramaz, C. Drieschner, M. Geppert, M. Minghetti, H.
Schug, Eawag / Dept of Environmental Toxicology
The intestine of fish is a multifunctional organ. It is involved in processes
such as absorption of nutrients, salt and water homeostasis or endocrine/
neuroendocrine functions. It also comprises an important environmentorganism barrier for hydrophobic chemicals, such as polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons, which may sorb onto food, or for particles, such as viruses
or engineered nanomaterials. Thus far, our knowledge and understanding of the fish intestine comes from in vivo studies and ex vivo studies
such as gut sac preparations. However, recently an intestinal cell line,
RTgutGC, isolated from rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) has been
described (Kawano et al., 2011, Aquac. Nutr. 17, e241-e252). In this
study we are characterizing this cell line and evaluate its suitability as a
model of polarized intestinal epithelial cells. We established methodology to allow the cells to grow as monolayer on commercially available
permeable membrane supports with pore sizes ranging from 0.4 µm
to 3 µm. Within three weeks of culture, the RTgutGC cells develop a
transepithelial electrical resistance comparable to in vivo measured values
and can be exposed to different media and buffers on the apical and
basolateral side, representing the gut lumen and the blood-facing side,
respectively. Cells grown in this way express the tight junction protein
(ZO-1) and show clear formation of tight junctions and desmosomes as

shown by transmission electron microscopy. Moreover, confocal images
show evidence of polarization such as distinct apical/basolateral actin
staining. Other important features of RTgutGC cells include active
enzymes involved in ionic osmoregulation and xenobiotic detoxification,
such as Na/K-ATPase and CYP1A, respectively. Transport studies with
fluorescent molecules demonstrate that the cells form a barrier for molecule transport across the epithelium with slower transport as the size
of the molecules increases. When exposed to nanoparticles, cells were
found to take up and accumulate the particles but function as effective
barrier where transport to the basolateral compartment was prevented
in the presence but not in the absence of cells. The model is part of our
strategy to build a cell line-based in vitro fish system that we link to
modelling efforts to build a virtual fish.
595 Acute and chronic toxicity of emerging contaminants, benzotriazoles and benzothiazoles to the rainbow trout gill cell line,
RTgill-W1
F. Zeng, N.C. Bols, Univ of Waterloo / Dept of Biology; J.P. Sherry,
Environment Canada / Water Science Technology Directorate
The benzotriazoles (BTRs) are compounds with a 1,2,3-benzotriazole
skeleton and benzothiazoles (BTHs) have a 1,3-benzothiazole skeleton
and both are high production volume chemicals that are used in a wide of
consumer and industrial products. BTRs are in corrosion inhibitors, aircraft anti-icing fluids, automotive antifreeze formulations, and ultraviolet
light stabilizers in plastics. BTH are used as vulcanization accelerators
in the manufacture of rubber and are in herbicides, photosensitizers,
corrosion inhibitors and azo dyes. Despite their wide applications and
high production, little information is available on the toxicity of BTRs
and BTHs. In this study, the rainbow trout gill cell line, RTgill-W1,
were exposed for either 1 or 12 days to seven BTRs and twelve BTHs
and cytotoxic and genotoxic endpoints were measured. Alamar Blue
(AB), which assessed metabolic activity, as used to measure cell viability,
50-carboxyfluoroscein diacetate acetoxymethyl ester (CFDA-AM) for
membrane integrity, and Neutral Red for lysosome integrity. Fifteen
BTRs and BTHs were found to be cytotoxic to RTgill-W1 cells with
EC50 values ranged from 0.05 to 591 mg/L. Several hallmarks of
apoptosis were absent in dying cultures, suggesting that cell death was
by necrosis. DNA damage was measured by alkaline comet assay and
expressed as DNA damage index. The results showed that acute exposure
(one day) with eleven BTRs and BTHs caused DNA damage. For
chronic incubations (twelve days) at non-cytotoxic concentrations, only
benzothiazole (30mg/L) induced significant comet formation. Future
studies are needed to investigate the underlying mechanisms behind the
actions of BTRs and BTHs on RTgill-W1 and other cells.
596 Further characterisation of fish cells in 3 dimensional (3D) cultures for ecotoxicological application
L.M. Langan, Biological Sciences; N.J. Dodd, Plymouth Univ; S.F. Owen,
AstraZeneca / Safety Health Environment; S. Jackson, W. Purcell, A.N. Jha,
Plymouth Univ / School of Biomedical Biological Sciences
In parallel with mammalian studies, the spheroid model is now being
considered for environmental applications in model fish species, such as
Oncorhynchus mykiss, in line with the 3Rs approach (reduction, replacement, and refinement). The widespread use of this technique in fish
ecotoxicology is hindered by the lack of information regarding the
morphology and physical micro environment of spheroids derived from
fish cell lines/tissues. This includes levels of oxygen present as a function
of age and seeding densities of cells when spheroids are formed, both
of which could significantly influence the metabolism of xenobiotics,
and therefore the replication of the in vivo situation. Oxygen saturation levels within spheroids formed from the established fish cell lines
RTG-2 (fibroblastic cells derived from the gonad) and RTgutGC
(epithelial cells derived from the gastrointestinal tract) were measured using the novel application of electron paramagnetic resonance
spectroscopy (EPR). In order to highlight the broad applicability of
this method, spheroids from the HepG2 cell line (a human carcinoma
cell line) were also used for comparison. Spheroids were grown using
different cell seeding densities (5-60 x 10 4 cells/spheroid) in a range
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of final sizes (100-800µm) over 7-14 days with the EPR paramagnetic
probe lithium phthalocyanine (a synthetic metallic-organic crystallite)
embedded at the core (confocal imaging) after careful optimisation. The
probe was chosen due to its lack of interaction with the cellular environment. Initial oxygen consumption rate was based on EPR analysis, and
then compared to modified analytical models of oxygen consumption
derived from tumour spheroids. Oxygen saturation was approximately
88% in the 100-300µm size range of RTG-2 spheroids up to 7 days
post formation. These levels halved by day 14 in the smaller spheroids
(44%), and were not replicated in the larger spheroids. Similar oxygen
saturation levels to those of fish spheroids are observed in the lower
size classes (< 400µm) of HepG2, but is significantly different at larger
size categories (>400µm). In RTgutGC, the varying seeding densities
show lower then expected oxygen saturation levels when compared with
the RTG-2 fibroblastic cell line. This study has identified the size and
seeding densities at which oxygen saturation will play a confounding
role in subsequent exposure application and thus enable the widespread
application of the fish spheroid model in ecotoxicology.
597 Evaluation of hypothesized adverse outcome pathway linking
thyroid peroxidase inhibition to fish early-life stage toxicity
K. Nelson, USEPA / Toxic Effects Branch; A. Schroeder, USEPA /
Water Resources Center; G.T. Ankley, USEPA / National Health and
Environmental Effects Research Laboratory; C. Blanksma, USEPA; M.
Kahl, USEPA / National Health and Environmental Effects Research
Laboratory; M. Lee, D.L. Villeneuve, USEPA / Mid Continent Ecology
Division
There is an interest in developing alternatives to the fish early-life stage
(FELS) test (OECD test guideline 210), for predicting adverse outcomes
(e.g., impacts on growth and survival) using less resource-intensive
methods. Development and characterization of adverse outcome pathways (AOPs) related to FELS toxicity can provide a foundation for the
design and acceptance of alternative test methods. Two experiments
were conducted to begin testing a proposed AOP linking disruption of
the thyroid axis via inhibition of thyroid peroxidase to adverse outcomes
in fish. Thyroid peroxidase (TPO) is an enzyme necessary for thyroid
hormone production. Fathead minnow embryos were exposed to 1 or
5 mg/L of the TPO inhibitor 2-mercaptobenzothiazole (MBT) until
16 or 5 days post fertilization (dpf), respectively. Embryos exposed to
1 mg/L MBT did not show any obvious phenotypic changes as a result
of the MBT exposure. However, in fish exposed to the 1 mg/L MBT
for 16 dpf, the anterior swim bladder failed to inflate in 16 of 18, likely
due to the inhibition of TPO and decreased thyroid hormone synthesis.
Embryos exposed to 5 mg/L MBT showed a lack of pigmentation within
two days of exposure which continued throughout embryonic development. This observation occurred prior to TPO function, suggesting
MBT was impacting another target. Maternally-derived T4 in the yolk
is known to be important for early thyroid-dependent development processes. We hypothesize that MBT is inhibiting deiodinase, the enzyme
that converts T4 to its more active form T3, during early embryonic
development. Our findings suggest that relevant molecular initiating
events associated with thyroid axis disruption are life-stage dependent,
with thyroid disruption via deiodinase being relevant at embryonic
stages and thyroid peroxidase inhibition only becoming relevant when
maternally-derived thyroid hormone is depleted. Further studies will be
conducted to better link thyroid axis enzyme inhibition to the previously observed biological endpoints. The contents of this abstract neither
constitute, nor necessarily reflect, official USEPA policy.
598 How much of the biological effects can be explained by target
analysis in wastewater and recycled water?
J.Y. Tang, The Univ of Queensland / ENTOX; F. Busetti, J. Charrois, Curtin
Univ / Curtin Water Quality Research Centre; B.I. Escher, Helmholtz Centre
for Environmental Research GmbH UFZ / Cell Toxicology
Bioanalytical tools have been applied to water quality monitoring in a
complimentary manner with chemical analysis. Generally, bioanalytical and chemical results have not been linked in a quantitative manner
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and traced back to individual chemical groups. In this study we focused
on integrating biological and chemical data — specifically looking at
the removal of organic micropollutants from secondary wastewater
treatment followed by ultrafiltration, chloramination, reverse osmosis
and UV disinfection. Using a battery of cell-based in vitro bioassays and
chemical we analyzed 299 target organic chemicals. We detected only
low levels of the anticorrosive compound tolutriazole, the plasticizer
bisphenol A, the pharmaceutical triclosan and the pesticides MCPA and
3,4-dichloraniline in the post reverse osmosis water sample collected
from an Advanced Water Recycling Plant. The concentrations detected
after reverse osmosis were below the Australian Guidelines for Water
Recycling. Removal below analytical detection limits of all targeted
organic chemicals was observed in post UV water samples. In order to
quantitatively link the results from chemical analysis and bioassays, the
detected chemicals were mixed in the concentration ratios detected and
their effects assessed. The effects caused by these designed mixtures
were compared to the effects of the corresponding water samples along
the treatment train. For the biological endpoint that targets the specific
mode of action, in this case the photosynthesis inhibition, the pesticides
in secondary treated wastewater effluent could explain all the observed
effects. In contrast, for non-specific toxicity and oxidative stress
response, less than 3% and 1% of the effects could be explained by the
designed mixtures. We then further broke down the designed mixtures
into individual chemical classes and found that pesticides and pharmaceuticals contributed substantially to the observed biological effects.
Given that a large proportion of non-specific toxicity and oxidative
stress could not be explained by targeted organic chemicals, bioanalytical tools should be used routinely to complement chemical analysis for
water quality monitoring.
599 Development of an Ecological Threshold for Toxicological
Concern Approach for Screening Hazard Assessments for the
Environment
S.E. Belanger, J.L. Brill, J.M. Rawlings, The Procter & Gamble Company
/ Environmental Stewardship and Sustainability Organization; A. Beasley,
Middle Tennessee State Univ / Biology
The Threshold for Toxicological Concern (TTC) concept is well
established for assessing human safety of indirect food additives and
has been reapplied for a variety of endpoints including carcinogenicity, teratogenicity, and reproductive toxicity. TTC approaches have
benefits for screening-level risk assessments, including the potential for
rapid decision-making, fully utilizing existing knowledge, reasonable
conservativeness for chemicals used in lower volumes, and reduction
or elimination of unnecessary animal tests. TTC has found particular
favor in the assessment of chemicals used in cosmetics and personal care
products as well as other chemicals traditionally used in low volumes.
Use of the TTC in environmental safety (eco-TTC) is just beginning
and initial attempts are being published. Key questions focus on hazard
extrapolation of diverse taxa across trophic levels, importance of mode of
action, and whether safe concentrations for ecosystems estimated from
acute or chronic toxicity data are equally useful and in what contexts.
This paper will provide: (a) a brief review of the initial attempts to
establish eco-TTCs for various endpoints or situations; (b) the underlying statistical and theoretical models to derive numerical eco-TTCs; (c)
an initial exploration for chemical assessment using a combination of
proprietary and non-proprietary (public) data; and (d) a description of
the boundaries and conditions for use. We propose that the eco-TTC
concept will be especially useful in the evaluation of chemicals and
chemical categories for which predictive quantitative structure activity relationships (QSARs) may be lacking (e.g., polymers) or that have
relatively low usage volumes (e.g., a wide range of personal care product
ingredients). The impact on reducing animal testing, just as with human
safety applications, is tremendous given the diversity of chemicals that
are represented in these investigations. As a result, the development of
empirically derived ecotoxicity assessments can be targeted to the highest
priorities requiring animal tests.
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600 Applying a Passive Dosing Approach to Maintain Constant
Aqueous Exposure of Sparingly Soluble, Difficult to Test Compounds
J. Butler, ExxonMobil Biomedical Sciences Inc / Environmental Toxicology
and Chemistry Laboratory; D. Letinski, ExxonMobil Biomedical Sciences
Inc; G.E. Bragin, ExxonMobil Biomedical Sciences Inc / Environmental
Sciences Division; C. Sutherland, ExxonMobil Biomedical Sciences Inc
/ Toxicology and Environmental Science; T. Knarr, A.D. Redman, T.
Parkerton, ExxonMobil Biomedical Sciences Inc
Regulatory requirements continue to increase for high quality environmental fate and effects data to support environmental risk assessments
for petroleum products and related refinery streams. Aquatic fate and
effects testing of hydrocarbons is particularly difficult due to their
inherent hydrophobicity and susceptibility to both biotic (biodegradation, metabolism) and abiotic (sorption, volatilization) loss mechanisms.
Application of traditional laboratory dosing techniques such as static/
semi-static renewals, flow through test system and use of co-solvents
result in variable exposure concentrations frequently yielding inconsistent and irreproducible fate and effects results. Passive dosing offers
an intelligent approach to maintain aqueous concentrations of difficult
to test substances such as PAHs by exploiting their physico-chemical
properties. Passive dosing provides the flexibility needed to be applied
across many different testing formats such as static, semi-static and flowthrough algae, daphnid and zebrafish embryo toxicity tests. The passive
dosing technique has been applied to single compound exposures, simple
mixtures and complex mixtures with concentrations spanning 5 orders of
magnitude. Furthermore, passive dosing has been able to overcome many
of the traditional obstacles encountered in the environmental fate and
effects testing of hydrocarbons thereby providing more reproducible and
reliable results for use in environmental risk assessments.

Emerging Contaminants in the Marine
Environment: Presence, Effects, Regulation
601 Emerging Contaminants in the Estuarine Receiving
Environment around Auckland, New Zealand
C.W. Hickey, Natl Inst of Water Atmospheric Res / NIWA; M. Stewart,
NIWA / Chemistry and Ecotoxicology; G. Olsen, National Inst of Water and
Atmospheric Research; B. Ferreira, IDAEA CSIC; A. Jelić, IDAEA CSIC /
Dept of Environmental Chemistry; M. Petrović, Institut Català de Recerca
de l'Aigua; D. Barcelo, IDAEA CSIC / Dept of Environmental Chemistry
Increasing urbanisation will put mounting stresses on local aquatic
environments due to increased sedimentation and contaminant runoff. Auckland is New Zealand’s biggest city with a population density
similar to New York, and population is predicted to increase by 50%
over the next 20 years but with limited space for expansion. Emerging
contaminants (ECs) are an extensive array of chemicals with a wide
range of uses. However, their environmental concentrations and effects
on aquatic organisms are only recently starting to be addressed. This
study was initiated to gauge the distribution of ECs in the urban
environment by measuring sediment concentrations of flame retardants,
plasticisers, alkylphenols, herbicides and pesticides, steroid estrogens
and pharmaceuticals in 13 estuarine sites around Auckland. The heavy
metals zinc, copper and lead were included for comparison as a measure
of urban stormwater contaminants. Total polybrominated diphenyl ether
(PBDE) flame retardant concentrations (7ΣPBDE) ranged from 0.55573 ng/g (dw), with the BDE congeners 209, 99 and 47 contributing
93%, 2.7% and 2.0%, of the total, respectively. The phthalate plasticiser
bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (BEP) was measured at up to 11,500 ng/g
from one site. Nonylphenol (NP) was found at up to 32,000 ng/g at one
site adjacent to the city’s major wastewater treatment plant (WWTP).
However, median concentrations of NP in the region were 153 ng/g,
suggesting this site was not representative of the region. Nonylphenol
mono- and di- ethoxylates (NPEO12) had highest concentrations (1,600
ng/g) at a marina site. Glyphosate concentrations ranged from 58 to
950 ng/g, with the three highest concentrations reported at predominantly residential sites. Steroid estrogens were detected at extremely low

concentrations (maximum 2.2 ng/g), while all other pesticides or herbicides were at levels below the detection limits at all sites. Multi-residue
analysis of 46 pharmaceuticals showed presence of 21 compounds in one
or more estuarine sediments, with concentrations ranging from 0.16-7.66
ng/g. Generally, environmental concentrations of ECs were similar to
those encountered world-wide, with the exception of pharmaceuticals for
which comparisons were hard to make due to very few studies reported
on their sediment concentrations. Associations between combined sewage and wastewater overflows and/or WWTP sources with increased
concentrations of ECs have also been established.
602 Ultraviolet light filtering chemical (sunscreen) presence in marine
surface waters of bays within the Virgin Islands National Park
T.A. Bargar, USGS; D.A. Alvarez, USGS/CERC
Chemicals incorporated within cosmetic products to filter ultraviolet
light (sunscreen chemicals) are among the many emerging contaminants
of concern in surface waters around the world. While many sunscreen
chemicals have been shown to be estrogenic in vitro, risk in surface
waters is largely unknown due to uncertainties related to their presence
and concentrations. This is the case for marine waters at locations of high
visitation in tropical locations such as the Virgin Islands National Park
(VIIS) with sensitive marine habitats. Many beaches within the VIIS
are in close proximity to coral reefs already stressed by rising sea surface
temperatures. Those beaches are visited by well over 100,000 tourists
each year with most applying sunscreen chemical-containing products
to protect themselves against damaging UV light. Water samples were
collected from several bays within the VIIS (Greater Lameshur, Brown,
Leinster, Maho, Cinammon, Trunk, and Hawksnest) in the months of
April and June, and then processed for the analysis of several sunscreen
chemicals (homosalate, oxybenzone, 4-MBC, OD-PABA, and octinoxate). Octinoxate, oxybenzone, and then homosalate were the most
commonly detected sunscreen chemicals. OD-PABA was detected in a
single replicate while 4-MBC was not detected in any sample. The greatest detected concentration was for oxybenzone in a water sample from
Trunk Bay (3,610 ng/L). Trunk Bay likely experiences the highest tourist
visitation relative to other bays within the VIIS. Both the number of
detections and the concentrations for respective bays were greater in June
than in April. Sunscreen chemical concentrations in a limited number
of surface microlayer (SML) and concurrently collected subsurface (SS)
water samples were compared; no consistent relationship was evident
(e.g. SML concentration > SS concentration or vice versa). The detection
of sunscreen chemicals in waters of beaches in close proximity to sensitive marine habitats highlights the need for evaluation of their hazard to
marine organisms.
603 Temporal trends and evidence of preservation of benzotriazoles in
coastal sediments of the United States
M.G. Cantwell, Atlantic Ecology Division; J. Sullivan, ORISE; D.R.
Katz, USEPA / Atlantic Ecology Division; B. Hubeny, Salem College; R.M.
Burgess, USEPA / Atlantic Ecology Division
Benzotriazoles (BZTs) are used in a wide range of commercial and
industrial applications as well as consumer products. There are several
categories of usage of these compounds, the major two being as an additive to provide ultraviolet (UV) stabilization for plastics and films and
as a metal corrosion inhibitor. Production of UV BZTs started in the
early 1960s with increasing usage over time due to new product applications. Many BZTs exhibit behaviors characteristic of persistent organic
pollutants with emerging evidence indicating long term preservation
and persistence in sediments. Despite their use for decades, only recently
have BZTs been recognized as emerging contaminants. Further, much
more needs to be learned about them to understand BZT presence and
distribution in the marine environment. In this study, dated sediment
cores from two east coast estuaries (Salem Sound, MA and Narragansett
Bay, RI) and one west coast deep water station (Palos Verdes shelf CA)
were analyzed for six high production BZTs associated with UV applications. In the Narragansett Bay core, appearance of BZTs corresponds to
patent dates and production records. A number of BZTs were present in
the core at levels exceeding 100 mg/Kg, reflecting past local production
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of these compounds and their discharge to the environment. In Salem
Sound, four commonly produced BZTs were present, ranging in concentration from below detection to more than 35 µg/Kg, reflecting trends
that can be associated with local wastewater treatment plant upgrades.
At the Palos Verdes site, two BZTs were present to the bottom of the
core, which corresponds to approximately 1971. Levels at Palos Verdes
were similar to those in the Salem Sound location. The observations from
these cores suggest that BZTs are ubiquitous in coastal waters at elevated
levels and are being preserved in marine sediments, generating concern
for potential adverse ecological effects.
604 Quantification of pharmaceuticals, personal care products, and
perfluoroalkyl substances in the sediments of Elliott Bay, Puget
Sound, Washington
M. Dutch, S. Weakland, V. Partridge, K. Welch, Washington State Dept of
Ecology
Pharmaceuticals and Personal Care Products (PPCPs) and Perfluoroalkyl
Substances (PFASs) are identified as Chemicals of Emerging Concern
(CECs) in Puget Sound due to their potential to cause adverse toxicological, biological, and ecological effects when unintentionally discharged to
the environment. Characterization of sources, transport patterns, and the
fate of CECs in the environment has been prioritized as part of the toxics monitoring strategy for Puget Sound. To this end, concentrations of
PPCPs and PFASs have recently been measured and detected in influent,
effluent, and biosolids from municipal wastewater treatment plants in
Puget Sound, WA. They were also measured and detected in sediments
from ten long-term monitoring stations located throughout Puget Sound
and thirty stations in Bellingham Bay, Puget Sound, WA, in 2010. In
June, 2013, sediments were collected at thirty randomly-selected stations
in Elliott Bay using a probabilistic sampling design developed for the
Puget Sound Ecosystem Monitoring Program’s sediment component.
Sediments were tested for the presence of 119 PPCPs and 13 PFASs.
Analyses were conducted for PPCPs and PFASs by AXYS Analytical
Services Ltd., Sidney, BC, Canada, using AXYS Method MLA-075,
based on USEPA 1694 and MLA-041, respectively. These methods use
liquid chromatography coupled with tandem mass spectrometry (LC/
MS/MS). Results are summarized and presented graphically to indicate the concentration and distribution of PPCPs and PFASs in Elliott
Bay sediments, with comparisons made to concentrations measured in
Bellingham Bay sediments.
605 Tracking emerging and legacy contaminants with long term seabird monitoring of the North Pacific Ocean
A. Miller, Naturhistoriska Riksmuseet / Dept of Applied Biology; J.E.
Elliott, Environment Canada / Science Technology Branch; K. Elliott, M.
Guigueno, Univ of Western Ontario; S. Lee, Environment Canada / Science
Technology; A. Idrissi, Environment Canada
Seabird eggs are an excellent matrix for long-term contaminant monitoring in the marine environment. Three emerging contaminant groups
of concern are polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs), hexabromocyclododecane (HBCDD) and perfluorinated compounds (PFCs).
Tracking temporal changes of contaminants is important to monitor
regulatory effectiveness and initiate controls on currently unregulated
compounds. In Canada, voluntary PBDE restrictions were introduced
in the early 2000s, followed by regulations on penta- and octa-BDEs
in North America. At the time of writing, HBCDD was not regulated
in Canada. Perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS) and perfluorooctanoate
(PFOA), the main PFCs of concern, were phased out of use by the main
producer, 3M, in 2000. The Government of Canada signed an agreement
in 2010 that includes actions to reduce PFOA and long-chain perfluorocarboxylic acids (LC-PFCAs) and their precursors. We present temporal
trends on these groups using data from eggs of two offshore seabird species from Canada’s west coast - rhinoceros auklets, Cerorhinca monocerata
and Leach’s storm-petrels Oceanodroma leucorhoa - to highlight benefits
of long-term monitoring data sets. Prior to voluntary phase outs in 2000,
ΣPBDE showed increases in all species/sites (significant only in auklet
eggs, north coast, p< 0.05). HBCDD was below LOQ in auklet eggs,
but increasing in storm-petrel eggs (significant Hippa Island, p< 0.01).
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PFOS showed non-significant increases or no change in all species/sites.
PFUdA (perfluoro-n-undecanoic acid) increased at all sites (significant
only in auklet eggs, south coast, p< 0.03). Post-2000, ΣPBDE in auklet
eggs from both sites and storm-petrel eggs from the south coast showed
non-significant decreases, while storm-petrel eggs from the north coast
showed a non-significant increase. HBCDD showed non-significant
increases in all species/sites, except for storm-petrel eggs at the south
coast where a non-significant decrease was observed. PFOS showed
non-significant increases in storm-petrels at both sites, but decreases in
auklet eggs (significant in north, p< 0.05; non-significant south). PFUdA
showed consistent increases across all sites (significant only in stormpetrel eggs, Hippa Island, p< 0.02). Long-term monitoring using seabird
eggs is highly beneficial for tracking contaminant changes relating to
regulations. Data here shows where regulations are working and where
they should be implemented to decrease concentrations.
606 Emerging and Legacy Persistent Organic Pollutants in Sharks
and Teleost Fishes from Coastal Waters of the Southeastern U.S
H.R. Marler, Southern Illinois Univ Carbondale / Zoology; D.H. Adams,
Cape Canaveral Scientific Inc / Fish and Wildlife Research Inst; C.K.
Nielsen, Southern Illinois Univ Carbondale / Cooperative Wildlife Research
Laboratory; D. Chen, Southern Illinois Univ Carbondale / Chemistry
The aim of this study was to determine the concentrations of emerging
and legacy persistent organic pollutants in high trophic level marine fish
species of the southeastern U.S. Muscle and liver tissues of blacktip shark
(Carcharhinus limbatus) and blacknose sharks (C.Carcharhinus acronotus)
were collected from various locations off the southeastern U.S. coast in
2013. Both species are harvested both recreationally and commercially
and are captured as by catch during other fishing activities. They are
representative of many shark species in the region, making them ideal
surrogate species. Teleost fishes, including yellowfin tuna (Thunnus albacares) and ladyfish (Elops saurus), were also collected from these coastal
waters. Emerging contaminants of concern include a suite of 20 polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs), 11 non-PBDE flame retardants and
11 dechlorane plus (DP)-related compounds. Legacy pollutants include
polychlorinated biphenyls and a suite of pesticides, such as DDE, aldrin,
dieldrin, endrin, endrin aldehyde, endrin ketone, endosulfan I and II,
methoxychlor, and hexachlorohexane isomers. Specific objectives are to
investigate: (1) Priority pollutants in sharks and teleost fishes from the
studied region; (2) Tissue distribution of pollutants in sharks; and, (3)
Food web transfer of priority pollutants in the studied food web. The
data will facilitate a further investigation of the association of exposure
and effects identified via biomarkers.
607 Anti-sea lice pesticides used in salmon aquaculture and their
toxicity to non-target marine invertebrates
J.L. Van Geest, Golder Associates Ltd; L. Burridge, Fisheries and Oceans
Canada
Salmon aquaculture has grown in the last 30 years to meet the increasing demands of a worldwide market. As is the case with all intensive
culture of animals, diseases and infestations of parasites are often present
at aquaculture sites. Sea lice are ectoparasites of many species of fish and
are a serious problem in salmon aquaculture. When treatment for sea lice
is required, salmon are immersed in a pesticide bath at the aquaculture
site. The pesticide is then released from the aquaculture site directly into
the marine environment, where indigenous (or non-target) organisms
may potentially be exposed these pesticides. Research will be presented
of laboratory-based studies examining the toxicity of several recentuse anti-sea lice pesticides to non-target organisms. These studies have
focused on several species that are ecologically and economically important to the Bay of Fundy region of New Brunswick, Canada (e.g., lobster,
shrimp, zooplankton, amphipods). Biological effects, relative toxicity,
and environmental fate of these pesticides will be compared. Discussion
will include how these laboratory toxicity data can be put into the context
of potential field exposures at actual aquaculture sites in order to assess
potential risks to non-target organisms in the environment.
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608 Identification of marine specific pollutants, including emerging pollutants, in the framework of the Marine Strategy Framework
Directive (2008/56/CE)
V. Tornero; G. Hanke, European Commission Joint Research Centre
The Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD) is the policy
framework for protection of the European Seas. Pollution of the marine
environment by chemical substances is one of the considered anthropogenic pressures which needs to be assessed by EU Member States. There is
lack of a comprehensive overview of substances released from activities at
sea, in particular emerging pollutants which derive from new or growing
human activities. The European Commission Joint Research Centre (EC
JRC) is supporting the EU Member States by providing an overview of
substances which are released at sea and can potentially cause harm to the
marine wildlife. These include releases such as e.g. from shipping, resource
exploitation, aquaculture and historical dumping. Specifically substances
of potentially emerging concern will be considered. The study consists in
the collection and analysis of available information from relevant stakeholders and information sources such as scientific journals, congress and
conference proceedings, and technical publications and reports. Numerous
stakeholders from the scientific and application fields are being considered
as sources of information. The strategy of the information collection effort
will be presented. Available georeferenced quantitative data on amounts
of chemicals and their concentrations will be presented as well as data
on the toxicological properties of the substances and thus the potential
impact. Examples of specific substances and the available datasets will be
given in the presentation. The geographical scales of contamination will
be highlighted. The collected information, for use in the policy framework
implementation, will support EU Member States in the prioritization of
efforts, strategic planning of monitoring programs and the development of
measures for protection of the marine environment.

Temporal Trends of Persistent Organic Chemicals in
the Environment and Biota
609 Are there time trends of POPs across the oceans?
R. Lohmann, Univ of Rhode Island / Graduate School of Oceanography;
D.C. Muir, Environment Canada / Aquatic Contaminants Research
Division; J. Klanova, Masaryk Univ / RECETOX
Published results for various persistent organic pollutants (POPs) from
ocean cruises was compiled and interpreted to assess whether there are
significant time-trends in the marine environment. Long-term monitoring studies on-land have reported significant declines of various POPs
in air, precipitation and biota across continents. The response of POPs in
the Oceans has received less attention. Reported atmospheric concentrations for various polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) congeners in the
Atlantic Ocean boundary layer did not display a significant decline (or
trend) over the last two decades. Fewer studies reported aqueous concentrations of PCBs, and again, no clear trend is seen (though only over
the last decade) across the Atlantic Ocean. The coverage for the other
oceans is even more sparse; and no declining trend can be deduced over
time. The recent emergence of routine measurements of perfluorinated
compounds in the oceans might offer the opportunity to establish timetrends for these emerging pollutants, though interlaboratory variability
will mask water trends for the near future.
610 Temporal trends of organohalogen compounds in the Sarasota
Bay, FL bottlenose dolphin population
J.R. Kucklick, National Inst of Standards and Technology; R. Wells, Chicago
Zoological Society / Sarasota Dolphin Research Program; E. Davis, Medical
Univ of South Carolina / Marine Curriculum in Bio Medicine Program; J.
Balmer, Mote Marine Laboratory; B. Balmer, NOAA; R. Pugh, A. Moors,
National Inst of Standards and Technology; J. Sweeney, Dolphin Quest; D.
Fauquier, NOAA; F. Townsend, Bayside Veterinary Clinic; T. Rowles, NOAA
Declining trends of legacy persistent organic pollutants (POPs) have
most frequently been documented in food webs from arctic and subarctic environments. Because of cold temperatures and slow degradation

rates, Arctic environments are considered sinks for POPs however decay
rates may not be reflective of other areas. Conversely, only a handful of
studies have been conducted in subtropical regions where environmental
conditions likely favor more rapid declines in POP concentrations with
time because of warmer temperatures leading to greater POP volatilization and degradation. Samples from the long-term resident Sarasota
Bay bottlenose dolphin population provide an excellent opportunity
to investigate POP trends in a subtropical estuary. The majority of
bottlenose dolphins inhabiting Sarasota Bay are resident and have been
cataloged through photo identification and nearly annual capture-release
studies. Capture-release studies also provide access to blubber, blood and
milk for POP analysis. Full depth blubber biopsies were collected almost
yearly from 2000 to 2012 from animals (n=67) and analyzed for a suite
of POPs including polychlorinated biphenyl congeners, organochlorine
pesticides and polybrominated diphenyl ethers. For the present study,
only samples from males are considered as female dolphins transfer the
majority of POP burdens via milk to nursing calves. Results from this
work show large and highly significant decreases in all classes of POPs
in male Sarasota Bay dolphins. For example median wet weight blubber concentrations between 2000 (n=12) to 2012 (n=8) declined from 26
mg/kg wet to 2.8 mg/kg, from 3.2 mg/kg to 0.32 mg/kg and from 0.91
mg/kg to 0.23 mg/kg for PCB 153, mirex and PBDE 47, respectively.
Concentration declines in bottlenose dolphins from Sarasota Bay appear
to be occurring at a faster rate than observed in higher latitudes which
may lead to improving health of these animals discounting other factors.
611 Temporal and spatial variation in PCBs chiral signatures of the
Greenland shark (Somniosus microcephalus) and its arctic marine
food web
Z. Lu, Holiday Towers North / Richardson College for the Environment;
A.T. Fisk, Univ of Windsor / Great Lakes Inst for Environmental Research;
K.M. Kovacs, C. Lydersen, Norwegian Polar Inst; M.A. McKinney, Univ
of Windsor / Great Lakes Inst for Environmental Research; G.T. Tomy,
Univ of Manitoba / Dept of Chemistry; B. Rosenburg, Fisheries and Oceans
Canada / Freshwater Inst; B.C. McMeans, Univ of Windsor / Great Lakes
Inst for Environmental Research; D.C. Muir, Environment Canada /
Aquatic Contaminants Research Division; C.S. Wong, Univ of Winnipeg /
Richardson College for the Environment and Dept of Chemistry
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) chiral signatures were measured in
Greenland sharks (Somniosus microcephalus) and their potential prey in
arctic marine food webs from Canada (Cumberland Sound) and Europe
(Svalbard) to assess temporal and spatial variation in PCB contamination
at the stereoisomer level. High trophic level organisms, including harp
seal, beluga, and narwhal reported for the first time, had species-specific
atropisomer signatures, likely due to a combination of in vivo biotransformation and trophic transfer. Greenland sharks from Cumberland
Sound in 2007-2008 had similar Enantiomer Fractions (EFs) to those
sharks collected a decade ago in the same location (PCBs 91, 136 and
149) and also similar to their conspecifics from Svalbard for some PCB
congeners (PCBs 95, 136 and 149). However, other PCB EFs in the
sharks varied temporally (PCB 91) or spatially (PCB 95), suggesting a
possible spatiotemporal variation in their diets, since biotransformation
capacity was unlikely to have varied within this species from region to
region or over the time frame studied. The observed patterns warrant
further investigation.
612 40-Year Decline of Organic Contaminants in Eggs of Herring
Gulls (Larus argentatus) from the Great Lakes, 1974 to 2013
S.R. de Solla, Environment Canada / Ecotoxicology and Wildlife Health
Division; C. Weseloh, Environment Canada / Canadian Wildlife Service;
K.D. Hughes, Environment Canada; D.J. Moore, Environment Canada /
Canadian Wildlife Service
In the early 1970s, herring gulls and other fish-eating colonial waterbirds
in the Canadian Great Lakes, had elevated embryonic mortality and
poor reproductive success. Early studies indicated that their poor health
was related to elevated organic contaminants. Those studies soon led to
the adoption of the herring gull and its eggs, by the Canadian Wildlife
Service, as an indicator species of health and contaminant exposure for
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fish-eating wildlife in the Great Lakes; thus the Great Lakes Herring
Gull Egg Monitoring Program (GLHGEMP) was born and continues
to this day. Due to their fish eating diet, their non-migratory behaviour on the Great Lakes, and they are well-studied and well-known to
the public, the herring gull is an excellent indicator species for organic
contaminants on the Great Lakes. Our objective was to report on current and historical concentrations as well as changes in rates of decline
or stabilization, of legacy contaminants (PCBs and organochlorine
pesticides) in herring gull eggs for 40 years of monitoring, from 1974
to 2013. POP burdens in eggs of herring gulls have declined considerably at 15 colonies monitored from the 1970s or early 1980s to 2013.
Concentrations of PCBs (Aroclor 1260:1254 1:1 equivalents), for
example, ranged between 50.1 and 165.6 µg/g during 1971 to 1974
among the 10 colonies monitored, whereas by 2013 they ranged between
2.84 and 14.8 µg/g. Nonetheless, the rates of decline in POPs in herring
gull in the Great Lakes were generally lower in later years, and for many
colonies, concentrations have stabilized in the last few years. Temporal
trends in PCB congener profiles in eggs were examined by grouping
PCB congeners according to structure-activity relationships. Significant
temporal changes in the percentages of non-metabolizable congeners
(i.e., increase) and congeners metabolized by P450 1A enzymes (i.e.,
decrease) were evident in eggs from at least some colonies. It is not clear
if these distinct temporal patterns are related to changes in metabolism following changes in PCB burdens or changes in bioavailability of
congeners in the environment. Despite bans in production, the persistent
nature of these legacy organic contaminants means that they continue to
be available and accumulate in biota.
613 Dioxin/Furan Sediment Concentrations and Trends in British
Columbia
M. Sanborn, B. Gorham, A. Fitzpatrick, J. Petrini, J. Palmer, C.
Kassebaum, AECOM
Historical operation of coastal pulp mills resulted in the discharge of
polychlorinated dibenzo p dioxins and polychlorinated dibenzofurans
(PCDD/F) to the marine sedimentary environment. This presents
a challenge to new economic developments planned for the coastal
area near Prince Rupert BC. Legacy contamination from the Skeena
Cellulose pulp mill, regional background concentrations, and risk-based
screening levels are at the forefront of discussions to assess redevelopment options that balance environmental protection, social access, and
economic opportunities. In 2013 twenty-four vibracores were collected
in an area understood to have been impacted by historical pulp mill
effluent. Vibracores were split into sections (0-1 m, 1-2 m, and >2 m) for
analysis of chemical constituents and physical parameters. Sediments
in the area are thick deposits (> 4 meters) of fine grained silt and are
consistent with depth. The upper metre of five cores were further subsampled at 20 cm increments to observe sediment concentration profiles
of PCDD/F. Sediments were analyzed for toxicologically important
PCDD/Fs and homologue groups. Detectable concentrations of PCDD/
Fs were confined to the top meter of sediment, indicating little historical
contribution from natural sources such as forest fires. Detailed subsampling at 20 cm increments revealed a pattern of subsurface maximal
concentrations (TEQ = 7.4 ng/kg dw) at 20 – 40 cm sediment depth,
corresponding to deposition in the late 1970s to early 1980s. This is overlain by cleaner material (TEQFISH = 3.36 ng /kg dw) indicating a gradual
burrial and/or natural attenuation of PCDD/Fs as well as continuous
bioturbation in the biologically active zone. PCDD/Fs in sediments
are dominated by OCDD, but the calculated TEQs are influenced
primarily by the 2,3,7,8-TCDD/Fs. Two 42-day bioaccumulation tests
using Macoma nasuta and Nereis virens were conducted. Tissue residue
showed a decrease in concentration of PCDDFs between t=0 and t=42
for reference and test sediments. Despite documented historical pulp
mill releases of PCDD/Fs in the study area, concentrations of PCDD/
Fs are low. Additionally, despite PCDD/F classification as a persistant
bioaccumulative substance, results of the bioaccumulation study do not
show evidence of bioavailability over an extended exposure duration. The
relevance of these findings to screening guidelines will be discusssed.
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614 Polybrominated Diphenyl Ethers (PBDEs) in Antarctic Biota
E. Markham, Univ of Rhode Island / Graduate School of Oceanography; E.
Brault, Univ of California Santa Cruz; R. Lohmann, Univ of Rhode Island
/ Graduate School of Oceanography
Polybrominated Diphenyl Ethers (PBDEs) are organic compounds used
primarily as flame retardants and largely applied as additives to a wide
range of consumer and industrial applications including plastics and
textiles, which allows them to consequently leach into the environment
where they then have the potential to undergo long-range transport,
bioaccumulate, and persist for long periods of time. While certain PBDE
mixtures have been added to the Stockholm Convention (penta- and
octa-bromo diphenyl ethers) and banned in the European Union, they
are still used in parts of the world, including much of North America.
Breast milk samples were collected from Antarctic fur seals (Arctocephalus
gazella) from Cape Shirreff, Livingston Island (62°28’S, 60°46’W) over
the austral summers of 2000-01, 2004, and 2009-10. Phytoplankton
samples were taken from the regions of Western Antarctica (Palmer
Research Station) to the Ross Sea over the austral summers of 2007-08,
2009-10, and 2010-11. Krill and fish samples were taken in the same
regions and all samples were analyzed for lipid content, stable isotopes
(δ15N and δ13C), and a suite of PBDEs (BDE-2, -8, -15, -30, -28, -49,
-47, -100, -99, -154, -153, and -183) to see what, if any, temporal trends
may be occurring. Previous results on these samples indicated no significant change in PCB concentrations in seal milk over time. Results will
be presented on PBDE concentrations in seal milk and phytoplankton
over time. Preliminary results indicate the highest detection of PBDEs
in phytoplankton samples (BDE-47 range of no detect – 216 ng/g lipid;
BDE-99 range of no detect – 276 ng/g lipid) and potential evidence of
biodilution as trophic level increases (Seal milk BDE-47 range of 0.11 –
2.18 ng/g lipid; BDE-99 range of no detect – 2.13 ng/g lipid).
615 Person-specific predictions of PCBs in Norwegian Women:
Valuable supplements to measurements for understanding of lifetime
exposures
T.H. Noest, K. Breivik, Norwegian Inst for Air Research; F. Wania, Univ
of Toronto at Scarborough / Dept of Physical and Environmental Sciences; C.
Rylander, J. Odland, T. Sandanger, UiT The Arctic Univ of Norway
Studies on the human health effects of polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs) call for the understanding of past and present human exposure. Time-resolved mechanistic models may supplement information
on concentrations in individuals obtained from measurements and/
or statistical approaches, if they can be shown to reproduce empirical
data. We have evaluated the capability of one such mechanistic model to
reproduce measured of PCB concentrations individually for Norwegian
women. This was done by comparing concentrations of four PCB congeners measured in pregnant women (n= 310, sampled in 2007-2009) and
postmenopausal women (n= 244, sampled in 2004) with person-specific
predictions obtained with CoZMoMAN, an emission-based environmental fate and human food-chain bioaccumulation model. Information
on birth year, dietary variables and previous child birth(s) (including
breast feeding) was used as model input for each person. Person-specific
predictions were also made with statistical models linearly regressing
concentrations against dietary and lifestyle variables. CoZMoMAN
could accurately reproduce medians and ranges of measured concentrations in the two study groups. Further, the rank correlation between
measurements and predictions from both CoZMoMAN and regression
analyses was strong. Across study groups, quartile assignments based on
predictions were largely consistent with those from measurements. Thus,
agreement between measurements and predictions of concentrations,
subject ranking and quartile assignment was good. Simulations revealed
large variation between study subjects in concentrations experienced
in the past, particularly in the timing of peak concentrations. In the
simulated individual longitudinal trends, it was evident that the highest concentrations in the included postmenopausal women occurred
when they were adults whereas the pregnant women experienced peak
exposures at birth. Realistic a priori assessments of PCB exposures by
mechanistic models provide individual PCB exposure metrics that could
serve as valuable supplements to measurements.
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616 Temporal trends of polybrominated diphenyl ethers in Canadian
Arctic seabirds: what insights have the data provided?
B.M. Braune, R.J. Letcher, Environment Canada / Ecotoxicology and
Wildlife Health Division
Brominated flame retardants have been in widespread use for several
decades. Global fate and transport models suggest that polybrominated
diphenyl ethers (PBDEs) and other BFRs undergo long-range atmospheric transport from urban use areas to remote arctic locations. PBDEs
were first detected in livers and eggs of Canadian Arctic seabirds in
2001. This discovery led to retrospective analyses of PBDEs in archived
samples of eggs of two seabird species which breed in the Canadian
Arctic, the thick-billed murre (Uria lomvia) and the northern fulmar
(Fulmarus glacialis). Those data, in conjunction with data generated
through continued monitoring, showed that concentrations of total
PBDEs in eggs of both species steadily increased from 1975 to 2003
after which levels started to decrease. BDE-47 was the predominant
congener in both the thick-billed murres and northern fulmars, followed
by BDE-99 and BDE-100 in all years analyzed. BDE-47 is a major
component of the commercial Penta-BDE product used in polyurethane
foam for which North America accounted for most of the global demand.
The increase in total PBDE concentrations observed in the seabird eggs
between the mid-1970s and 2003 agrees well with the pattern of significant increase seen during the period spanning the early 1970s to the
early 2000s in other North American species. The declining concentrations observed in the fulmar and murre eggs after 2003 were consistent
with the general decline and phase-out of the commercial Penta- and
Octa-BDE formulations in the early 2000s, and with the culmination
of both formulations being fully regulated as a result of their addition to
Annex A of the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Polluatnts
in 2009. The present seabird time series for PBDEs demonstrates the
utility of these avian species as monitors of chemical contaminants in the
marine environment.

Modeling and Interpreting Effects of Metals Mixtures
617 Statistical Tests for Additivity of Toxicity in Metal Mixtures
J.S. Meyer, ARCADIS; Y. Iwasaki, Dept of Fish Wildlife and Conservation
Biology
Most tests of additivity of metal-mixture toxicity compare the observed
toxicity of the mixture (with its associated uncertainty) to a deterministic
predicted toxicity that is based on the concentration-response relationships of the individual metals. However, this approach ignores the fact
that the concentration-response relationships of the individual metals also have associated uncertainty. Therefore, those uncertainties in
the concentration-response relationships of individual metals should
be incorporated into the predicted toxicity of the mixture, thus allowing for a more appropriate statistical analysis. We present three ways to
test for statistical significance of additivity in organism response (e.g.,
survival, growth, or reproduction). The first two ways (assuming either
a concentration-addition model or an independent-action model) use a
Monte Carlo-type randomization approach, whereas the third way uses
a generalized linear model that requires no a priori assumption about
interactions among the metals in the mixture. These three methods will
be compared using several datasets of survival of aquatic organisms in
metal mixtures. We conclude that commonly encountered variability in
the measured toxicity of individual metals and their mixtures can lead
to relatively large minimum significant differences of at least 20 to 40%
survival.
618 Application of generalized linear mixed model to analyze mixture
toxicity: survival of brown trout affected by copper and zinc
Y. Iwasaki, Dept of Fish Wildlife and Conservation Biology; S.F. Brinkman,
Colorado Parks and Wildlife
Increased concerns of toxicity of chemical mixtures have led to greater
emphasis on analyzing the interactions based on observed effects. Here,
we demonstrated an application of generalized linear mixed model

(GLMM) by analyzing survival of brown trout (Salmo trutta) acutely
exposed to metal mixtures (copper and zinc). Compared to dominant
conventional approaches based on an assumption of “concentration addition” and ECx (the concentration of a chemical that causes x% effect),
the GLMM has two major advantages: 1) survival data can be treated
more naturally, 2) the importance of the interaction can be statistically
tested in an intuitive manner. Through this application, we tested the
hypothesis that the estimated concentration of metals binding to humic
acid, which is assumed to be a proxy of non-specific biotic ligand sites,
provided a better estimate of survival effects than dissolved and free-ion
concentrations of metals. Our results suggest that the estimated concentration of metals binding to humic acid is a better predictor of survival
effects, and thus the metal competition at the ligands could be an important mechanism responsible for effects of metal mixtures. Application of
the GLMM (and generalized linear model (GLM)) presents an alternative or complementary approach to analyze mixture toxicity.
619 Multivariate logistic regression to identify relative toxicity of metals and dissolved solids in industrial and municipal effluents
K. Pilgrim, Barr Engineering Co
Failure to comply with whole effluent toxicity testing limits often leads
to the assumption that there is one toxicant. However, industrial and
municipal effluents are complex mixtures with highly variable chemistry.
Traditional approaches such as toxicity identification evaluations may not
properly identify toxicant groups given this variability, synergistic effects,
and the effect of important chemical variables that modify toxicity such
as pH, hardness, alkalinity, and natural organic matter. This presentation
will demonstrate the application of high frequency testing which involves
the collection of paired effluent samples for toxicity testing and chemical
analysis. This approach preserves the effluent properties and captures the
effluent variability. The data from this approach can be evaluated using
practical and statistical methods. Multivariate logistic regression will
be discussed. Spiking of effluent with identified toxicants will also be
discussed with respect to verifying regression relationships and the relative contribution of a given toxicant. Data and results of several studies of
industrial and municipal effluents will be presented. Toxicants identified
include potassium, aluminum, copper, zinc, ammonia, bicarbonate, and
sulfuric acid.
620 Evaluating the Interactive Effects of Binary Metals Mixtures on
the Acute Toxicity to Daphnia magna and the Chronic Toxicity to
Ceriodaphnia dubia
K.M. Newton, Clemson Univ Inst of Environmental Toxicology / Biological
Sciences ENTOX; S.J. Klaine, Clemson Univ / Inst of Environmental
Toxicology CUENTOX
While most metal toxicity assessments in fresh water aquatic organisms
focus on single metal exposures, actual environmental exposures occur
with multiple metals. The present study characterized the acute and
chronic toxicity of cadmium (Cd) and zinc (Zn), copper (Cu) and Cd,
silver (Ag) and Cu exposures to Daphnia magna and Ceriodaphnia dubia
respectively. Further, the study evaluated the response of these organisms
to binary metal exposures using a complete factorial experimental design.
The concentration of one metal was held constant (background) while
the concentration of the other metal was varied from the LC10 to LC80
(treatment). The order of acute toxicity to D. magna in single metal exposures was Ag>Cd> Cu>Zn. Preliminary results using factorial analysis of
the data from the binary mixture bioassays for Zn and Cd indicated the
interaction effect of the metal mixture was significant (p=0.0024), indicating evidence of interaction and thus, non-additive effects. The Zn and
Cd effect were significant (p=0.0001, p=0.0019 respectively for p ≤ 0.05).
Low levels of Zn had a protective effect on Cd toxicity to D. magna. A
similar design and analysis of data can be useful for developing models to
predict metal mixture toxicity on the basis of dissolved metals and on the
basis of bioavailable metal using the biotic ligand model framework.
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621 Combined effects of Uranium and Cadmium on Physiological
Parameters of the Nematode Caenorhabditis elegans
A. Margerit, IRSN / PRP-ENV/SERIS/LBT; S. Frelon, IRSN; C.
Lecomte, IRSN / PRP-ENV/SERIS/LECO; R. Gilbin, IRSN / DEI/
SECRE/LRE
Uranium (U) is a natural ubiquitous radioelement whose occurrence
may be magnified in the vicinity of some nuclear fuel cycle facilities or
intensive farming areas. As mixtures are common in environment, U
may be found associated with other contaminants such as cadmium (Cd).
The exposure of organisms to these mixtures may result in unexpected
synergism or antagonism that may be explained by interactions occurring
at the exposure, toxicokinetics and/or toxicodynamic levels. The identification of these interactions and their underlying mechanisms may be of
interest for a better risk characterization of multi-metallic polluted sites.
In the present study, toxicity of binary mixture of U and Cd was assessed
over time on physiological parameters, maximal length and brood size,
in a partial lifespan experiment with the soil nematode Caenorhabditis
elegans. A 49-condition fractional factorial design (extended design)
was used with U and Cd concentrations, representative of some highly
polluted soils, ranging from 0.95 to 1.30 mM and 0.006 to 0.040 mM,
respectively. Combined effects were analyzed using MixTox tool (Jonker
et al., 2005) to identify possible synergistic or antagonistic interactions.
The best description of the toxic effects was met with the response addition concept and considering a dose-level dependent interaction model.
An early significant antagonism was found at 1.2 d. Then, a continuous
antagonism was identified for mixture levels upper than the EC36 or at
low U concentrations. As diet is suspected to be the main route of exposure of C. elegans to contaminants, an investigation of the diffusion of U
and Cd from agar to bacteria and their bioaccumulation by nematodes
was achieved in a reduced design (8 conditions). A significant reduction
of Cd internalization by C. elegans was observed in case of co-exposure
with U and these results were correlated with the concentration of contaminants in bacteria. The observed antagonism of toxicity may thus be
the resultant of an interaction at the exposure level where the diffusion or
adsorption of Cd to bacteria is decreased by U. These findings underline
the importance of studying chemical mixtures at various levels to fully
understand the underlying mechanisms and thus, avoid misinterpretations in the prediction of combined toxicity. Measurements of U and Cd
concentrations in bacteria are currently performed with the extended
design in order to reinterpret the combined toxic effects on the basis of
these concentrations.
622 Using biodynamic models and feeding traits to identify risks
related to metals exposure to stream benthic macroinvertebrates
M. Hornberger, USGS / Water Resources Division; T.M. Short, USGS; D.J.
Cain, USGS / Water Resources Division
Tissue residue studies using benthic macroinvertebrates are often used to
infer risk to organisms and processes affected by metals exposure. These
organisms accumulate metals from their environment and provide a
biological measure of exposure. Previous studies have linked tissue metal
body burdens in macroinvertebrates to feeding guilds, suggesting that
feeding habits may be a risk indicator. Biodynamic models build on these
efforts by demonstrating the importance of dietary exposure. But the
model is dependent on identifying species-specific food-type preferences,
which influences both metal assimilation efficiency and metal body
burden. Extrapolating these findings to environmental conditions and
assessing risk requires an understanding of how feeding traits influence
species-specific differences in uptake of metal mixtures and ultimately
total metal body burden. Whole-body concentrations of nine metals were
determined in 35 invertebrate taxa collected along a metal contamination
gradient in the Clark Fork River, Montana. Stream invertebrates exhibit
a wide range of feeding strategies, each of which assumes a different
level of importance to contaminant exposure and uptake. Proportions
(0-1.0) of feeding trait affinities (i.e., filtering, gathering, predation,
scraping-grazing, shredding, piercing-herbivory, parasitism) comprising total feeding activity were determined for each species. For example,
some species exhibit only one feeding trait (e.g., the stonefly H. pacifica:
predation=1.0), while other species exhibit multiple feeding traits (e.g.,
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the caddisfly A. grandis: predation=0.45, filtering=0.37, gathering=0.09,
shredding=0.09). Relative concentrations of metal mixtures were
determined for each species by summing the range-standardized values
of individual metal concentrations. These values were compared to the
proportion of each feeding trait affinity for all species in the community.
Typically, relative metal mixture concentrations were 1.5-3.3 fold higher
in invertebrates relying on filtering, gathering, or scraping-grazing as
partial or primary mechanisms for food acquisition. In contrast, values
decreased where predation assumed a greater proportion of overall feeding activity. These results provide evidence of the important role that
feeding trait characteristics play in the exposure and uptake of metal
contaminants, and as factors contributing to the refinement and application of biodynamic contaminant models.
623 Uptake of Binary Metal Mixtures in Rainbow Trout: Expected
and Unexpected Interactions
K.V. Brix, Univ of British Columbia / Zoology; M.S. Tellis, Biology; C.M.
Wood, Univ of British Columbia / Dept of Biology
Single metal Biotic Ligand Models (BLMs) have been developed for a
number of metals and model organisms. While these BLMs improve
our ability to regulate metals in the aquatic environment, in reality, organisms are often simultaneously exposed to metal mixtures.
Recently, several attempts have been made to develop multi-metal
BLMs. Some of these models assume competitive interactions between
all metals, while others assume only metals with a similar mode of
action (e.g., Na+ or Ca 2+ antagonists) would competitively interact. To
begin developing a multi-metal framework, standard 3-h gill metal
binding assays with Ag, Cd, Cu, Pb, Ni, and Zn were performed in
vivo on freshwater rainbow trout. Fish were exposed across a range of
concentrations to characterize uptake kinetics for single metals and all
possible binary combinations. We observed a complex series of interactions in binary mixtures that frequently contradicted theoretical
expectations. Metals with similar modes of action did competitively
interact in some instances, but not all, and when they did compete the
competition was not necessarily reciprocal (e.g., Cu inhibits Ag uptake
but Ag does not inhibit Cu uptake). We also observed examples of competitive interactions between metals with dissimilar modes of action and
several examples of metals stimulating the uptake of other metals. The
underlying mechanisms for these unexpected interactions are unclear,
but suggest that many of the current assumptions regarding metal interactions in multi-metal BLMs are not correct. Careful characterization
of metal mixture interactions is clearly needed before a reliable multimetal BLM can be developed.
624 Single and binary mixtures of cadmium and zinc suggest dipteran
emergence is more sensitive to metals than mayfly emergence?
T.S. Schmidt, USGS / Water Resouces Div; C.A. Mebane, USGSWRD /
NOAA Fisheries Liaison; L. Balistrieri, US Geological Society
Predictive models of metal effects on aquatic organisms have been
developed using laboratory-generated toxicity data and recently used to
extrapolate to natural systems with some success. Extrapolation necessitates many simplifying assumptions that require validation. Mesocosm
evaluations afford control over flow, light, temperature and exposure
scenarios while retaining more natural substrate, food, and biotic interactions than found in the classic laboratory beaker tests with standard
invertebrate test species. Such evaluations bridge knowledge between
beaker tests and field conditions and could shed light on the assumptions
made when extrapolating predictive models from the laboratory to the
field. We tested single and binary metal mixture scenarios using natural
waters and aquatic insect communities in a 30-day mesocosm experiment to evaluate differences in emergence dynamics among scenarios.
Average test pH, hardness, and DOC were 7.6, 17 mg/L, and 4.3 mg/L
respectively. Mayflies emerged from streams up to 3 days faster in some
treatments while dipteran emergence was similar to control or delayed
for nearly all treatments. The number of emergent mayflies exceeded
controls for 6 of 7 single metal treatments but declined with increasing concentration among Cd + Zn mixtures. In contrast, the number of
dipteran adults was no different or lower than control for all treatments.
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Results of biotic ligand model calculations suggests that the mechanism
for the less than response addition toxicity to Cd + Zn mixtures is due
to Zn out competing Cd for the biotic ligand. However, this mechanism
cannot explain the non-monotonic adult emergence responses observed
among treatments, showing limits of the toxicity modeling approach to
describing the complex effects of metals natural systems.

From Data to Information: Interpretation and
Decision-Making in Life Cycle Assessment
625 Life Cycle Assessment & Management on Energy and Material
Resources
H. Poremski, Federal Ministry for the Environment, Germany / Energy and
Climate Protection
Increasing scarcity of material and fossil resources, the global competition on limited and high valued materials for High Tech products and
the increasing costs for energy are urgent drivers for improving sustainable production and services. The working conditions are challenged
through sourcing processes on limited raw materials, maintaining
competitive production in well-developed countries and stimulating the
economic and social development in transition and developing countries. This paper will discuss the use of Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)
and Life Cycle Costing (LCC) for setting Sustainability criteria of
Products. LCA -based approaches are used to develop criteria for ecologically sound Products and to provide a special focus on Energy and
Raw Materials’ Use and Efficiency. LCC Assessment will set the criteria for establishing Performance criteria of achievable BAT and BEP of
products and services. The minimum Efficiency requirements describe
the lower end of product and service performance. Re-Use and recycling
is of growing importance for limited and high value materials such as
noble earths. LCA -based methodology is being used as a management tool for decision-making. Studies are currently developed for 40
priority Product groups. The selected products are characterized by high
market volume of appliances, environmental relevance and potentials
for improvement. They comprise among others Consumer Electronics,
Household Appliances, Boilers, Electro motors and Pumps, Lighting
etc. being used in private households, industry and public institutions.
Energy Management Systems follow procedurally the same systematic
strategy like LCA and LCM. An important additional component
is the active involvement of personnel in supporting the responsible
implementation and application of procedures. This combination of
sustainable sourcing, technology, processes and operation will lead to
optimization of Life Cycle Sustainability Strategy. The next step will be
the development of a Resource Efficiency and Resources Management
System following the same structure as the other well-experienced
Management Systems.
626 Communicating climate change impacts in LCA results through
the use of alternative metrics
G. Schivley, C. Samaras, Carnegie Mellon Univ / Dept of Civil and
Environmental Engineering
Global warming potential (GWP) represents the primary method of
communicating climate change midpoint impacts in LCA. It is used
to put the impact of all greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in a common
unit, defined as the cumulative radiative forcing from a pulse emission
of 1 kg CO2 over a time horizon of 20 or 100 years. The limitations
and uncertainties involved in using GWP to accurately characterize
the relative climate impacts of different systems can result in challenges
when comparing and communicating LCA results. Some of these
uncertainties stem from the way GWP is defined, and the fact that it
does not account for dynamics of short-lived emissions that take place
continuously over long periods of time. Presenting climate change results
in terms of GWP limits the amount of information that can be communicated to stakeholders. This is true even when results are presented
on both 20 and 100 year time horizons: information on all other time
horizons is lost, and the impacts from emissions that take place over time

will not be measured correctly for any point in time. Several methods
other than GWP are available for characterizing climate change impacts
from different systems. These include other normalized metrics such
as global temperature potential (GTP), and absolute measurements
such as radiative forcing and temperature. Absolute measurements are
especially useful when there is no single time horizon of interest. They
show the dynamics how each system evolves over time, and can be used
to rank systems and determine cross-over points. With this information
it is possible to communicate information regarding risks and trade-offs
(e.g. short-term versus long-term forcing) that could not otherwise be
understood with GWP. We explore the implications of these various
characterization methods by examining climate impacts of shale gas
development in the context of electricity production, with a focus on
comparing emissions to those from potentially displaced fuels (coal
and renewables), and the effect of uncertain up-front and steady-state
emissions during production. We present options for communicating the
policy-relevant estimates to regulators and other stakeholders, and the
type of information that each option can convey.
627 Anticipatory Life Cycle Assessment for Environmentally
Responsible Innovation
B.A. Wender, School of Sustainable Engineering and The Built Environment;
R.W. Foley, Arizona State Univ / Center for Nanotechnology in Society; V.
Prado-Lopez, Arizona State Univ; T.P. Seager, Arizona State Univ / School
of Sustainable Engineering and The Built Environment; D. Guston, Arizona
State Univ / Center for Nanotechnology in Society
Current research policy and strategy documents recommend applying
life-cycle assessment (LCA) early in research and development (R&D) to
guide emerging technologies towards decreased environmental burden.
However, LCA was designed to intervene only after commercial-scale
production and technology diffusion, and several barriers preclude its
application to laboratory- and bench-scale research. Overcoming these
requires a new approach to LCA that is capable of operating in the
normative context of technology development and that can help identify environmental threats before large investments in R&D are made.
Such an anticipatory approach to LCA requires synthesis of social,
environmental, and technical knowledge beyond the capabilities of current practices. This paper presents an LCA framework for integration
of risk analysis, technology forecasting, social dimensions research, and
comparative impact assessment. The framework incorporates forwardlooking modelling tools such as thermodynamic process models, scenario
development informed by analogous material production industries, and
probabilistic development of characterization factors based on uncertain
risk-relevant data. Photovoltaics (PV) and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are
illustrative examples used to call attention to alternative research agenda
and funding strategies that have the greatest environmental potential. In
the case of monocrystalline silicon PV, historical trends suggest research
directed at reducing upstream environmental impacts associated with
silicon production has more potential to improve the net energy profile
than increasing research cell efficiency, although the latter receives more
funding. In the case of CNTs, stochastic development of characterization
factors calls attention to risk-relevant parameters that are most influential and thereby prioritize environmental experiments that will lead to
the greatest reductions of uncertainty. Communicating these findings
to researchers and funders early in R&D of emerging technologies may
broaden the range of criteria considered during innovation activities, and
promote more environmentally responsible innovation.
628 Updating Kyoto Climate Accounting with Standardized Climate
Metrics
T.C. Schultz, S. Rhodes, SCS Global Services
Often overlooked in the dialogue and debates about climate change,
yet vital to these discussions, are the metrics that are currently in use
for climate accounting. These climate metrics lie at the heart of treaty
negotiations, government policies, carbon registries, and corporate
goal-setting, and therefore are the basis for evaluating how billions of
dollars are invested for mitigation efforts. The current climate metrics
in use worldwide date back to the Kyoto Protocol of 1997, and were
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derived from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
First Assessment Report published in 1990. The Kyoto climate metrics
have not been updated since 1997, and do not reflect new climate science findings described in subsequent IPCC Assessment Reports; nor
do they factor in internationally recognized tipping points of potentially
irreversible climate change, the first of which could be exceeded as soon
as 2035, according to IPCC projections. Because of these limitations,
a new climate metric is needed for developing, planning, and implementing emissions reduction policies intended to avoid exceeding these
climate tipping points. A new draft standard, LEO-SCS-002, being
developed under the American National Standards Institute process,
provides a life cycle assessment (LCA) framework that includes updated
climate metrics. The use of these metrics would provide advances in climate accounting by: Including the effects of short-lived climate forcers
(including those contributing to negative radiative forcing). Allowing
calculation of the integrated radiative forcing occurring before internationally recognized climate tipping points. Allowing determination of
the emissions contributing to regional “hot spots,” such as the Arctic,
that are particularly susceptible to climate change. Tracking the effects
of emissions on ocean acidification. Incorporating all of the radiative
impacts from climate forcers, accurately characterizing the radiative
effects of substances with multiple, indirect effects. This session will
address the consequences of the continued use of the outdated metrics,
and presents the case for the use of updated, standardized LCA climate
metrics.
629 Use of open LCA for retrospective and impact assessment of sustainable remediation scenarios at the Geneva Superfund site
V. Yassinskiy, C.C. Zhang, Univ of Houston Clear Lake / Dept of
Environmental Sciences
The cleanup of contaminated soil and groundwater adds significant
footprints to the environment, however, the current remediation
screening matrix does not value the sustainability of various alterative
remediation technologies. The present study was focused on life cycle
assessment (LCA) for evaluating sustainable remediation technologies
that have been employed or currently on-going at the Geneva Superfund
site located in Houston, TX. Contaminated with various chemicals,
this Superfund site has been undergoing remediation for over 30 years,
using a combination of techniques such as excavation of contaminated
soil followed by a long-distance (563 miles) transport to an out-of-state
landfill facility, protective cap, slurry wall and pump-and-treat (P&T)
technologies. Based on historical Superfund review data and engineering assumptions whenever appropriate, the LCA was conducted using
freely available openLCA software with the aid of available inventory
database including European reference Life Cycle Database (ELCD). In
retrospective analysis of remediation sustainability, excavation plus landfill vs. an assumed local incineration scenario was compared in regard to
climate change, land use, acidification, human toxicity, eutrophication,
ozone depletion, and resource depletion. Likewise, impact assessment
was compared between P&T at estimated pulse and continuous pumping
rates and the monitored natural attenuation scenarios, by accounting for
materials and energy used for the remediation (bentonite, HDPE for the
protective cap, etc). Preliminary LCA results confirmed our hypothesis
that incineration at a local facility offsets some environmental footprints
but the long-distance transport of excavated soils was shown to be less
sustainable. Albeit longer, monitored natural attenuation would be a
more sustainable remediation approach to achieve the clean-up goal. The
openLCA is shown to be a useful tool for the decision making process
in the retrospective and impact assessment of remediation scenarios, but
it is prone to a series of problems for remediation applications, including subjective selections of the function units and boundaries, impact
categories and weighting, lack of method robustness, and the difficulty in
uncertainty analysis.
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630 Comparative study of photovoltaic (PV) technologies using
stochastic multi attribute analysis for life cycle assessment
(SMAA-LCA)
V. Prado, T.P. Seager, Arizona State Univ; B.A. Wender, School of
Sustainable Engineering and The Built Environment
This study applies a decision driven approach, namely stochastic multi
attribute analysis for life cycle assessment (SMAA-LCA) to evaluate the overall environmental viability of five different photovoltaic
(PV) technologies: single silicon (single-Si), Multi Silicon (multi-Si),
Cadmium Tellurium (CdTe), amorphous silicon (a-Si) and ribbon silicon
(ribbon-Si). PV alternatives are modelled according to the Ecoinvent
3 library and ReCiPe impact assessment on a kWh basis. The SMAALCA approach utilizes uncertainty information to guide the selection
process by focusing in the most significant tradeoffs between alternatives.
SMAA-LCA applies outranking to normalize according to the mutual
differences between alternatives and stochastic weighting that allows for
an analysis inclusive of all feasible weight values. Outranking normalization works exclusively for decision driven comparative LCAs and
manages tradeoffs in a way that favors those alternatives with the most
balanced performances to minimize burden shifting. Implementation
of stochastic weighting avoids relying on point values based on averages
or “equal weights” which carry a narrow viewpoint to the results. The
output of SMAA-LCA is a stochastic score represented in a probabilistic ranking. For the PV case study, CdTe and a-Si dominate the first
place by a 60% and 40% respectively. Therefore, when considering all 18
impact categories in ReCiPe and including all the feasible weight spaces,
CdTe is most likely the preferred alternative followed by a-Si, ribbonSi, multi-Si and single-Si. The most influential aspects in this decision
were Water Depletion, Terrestrial Ecotoxicity and Ozone Depletion.
Outranking normalization represents a novelty in LCA practice. While
existing methods of external normalization are useful in hotspot identification for guiding improvement assessment, these measure magnitude of
impact. Instead, tradeoff identification requires normalization algorithms
that evaluate mutual differences directly rather than by an external baseline. Therefore, improvement assessment and comparative assessments
can benefit from implementing distinct interpretation practices. SMAALCA can be applied to all comparative LCAs at characterization without
the use of normalization references or single value weight estimates.
631 Life cycle assessment in industry, a driving force for
eco-innovations
W.H. Motta, IBICT / Information Science PostGraduation Program
In the contemporary world, the ecological crisishas broughtnew
challengesfacingclimate change, depletionof natural resources, highgeneration ofwaste, among other seriousproblems. This facthas led to aneed
forreview ofindustrial practices. Within this context, the methodology of
life cycle assessment (LCA) has been very accepted as a way to address
this central problem, through the assessment of the environmental
impacts associated with all stages of a product’s life. Among the new
proposals for sustainable development, the Life Cycle Analysis (LCA)
is one of the most comprehensive proposals, as it makes an assessment
throughout the supply chain, trying to present the best alternatives
for the environmental preservation. This proposal can solve or at least
reduce environmental problems, minimizing the environmental impact
of a productive activity and processes directly related to these activities.
During the interpretation phase of the LCA there are opportunities
for changes and improvements in processes and products chains, such
opportunities can generate environmental innovations, also known as
eco-innovations. Such innovations may occur through different ways of
combining materials and labor force, generating new products or entering a new attribute to an existing product in a new production method,
the discovery of new sources of raw materials, the change in composition
of a product, among others. Finally we have the proposal of decoupling,
that preaches a reduction of material consumption forward to economic
growth, having in its proposal the use of LCA and the various possibilities forgenerating eco-innovations.This bibliographical study, seeks to
present the life cycle assessment (LCA) and the resulting opportunities
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636 Neonicotinoid seed treatments: efficacy and effects on non-target
soil and water biota
C. Krupke, Purdue Univ / Entomology; A. Alford, M. Spigler, Purdue Univ
Currently licensed for the management of insect pests in more than 120
countries, the class of insecticides known as neonicotinoids represents
some of the most popular and widely used insecticides in the world.
Neonicotinoids can be applied to crops via multiple methods; however,
they are most often applied as seed treatments to a variety of important
oilseed and grain crops, with an estimated 60% of neonicotinoids used
globally in this way. Maize is the dominant use; over 95% of seeds are
treated with neonicotinoids and over 38 million hectares (95 million
acres) are planted annually in the United States alone. These compounds
are highly water soluble; this quality allows them to move systemically within plants and provide a window of protection against pests.
However, this high degree of solubility also renders them vulnerable to
movement away from the treated seed and planting area. Although pollinators have received a great deal of research attention, other non-target
organisms (particularly those in soil and water) may be at equal or greater
risk of exposure and are largely unstudied. We present data quantifying
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633 Organophosphorous pesticides in honey, pollen and bees (Apis
mellifera L.) and their potential hazard to bee colonies in Egypt
Y. Alnaggar, A. Vogt, G. Codling, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology
Centre; E. Naem, M. Mona, A. Saif, Tanta Univ / Dept of Zoology; J.P.
Giesy, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Center
In the last decade, there has been an increase in losses of honey bee (Apis
mellifera L.) Colonies in several countries. Causes of colony loss are still
not clear. One factor proposed to explain these losses is the wide-spread
application of agrochemicals. Concentrations of 14 organophospherous
pesticides (OPs) in bees and hive matrices including honey and pollen
were measured to assess their hazard to honey bees. Samples were collected from 5 different provinces in the middle delta of the Nile River,
in Egypt during spring and summer of 2013. LC/MS-MS was used to
identify and quantify individual OPs by use of a modified QUECHERS
method. Pesticides were detected more frequently in samples collected
during summer. Pollen was the most contaminated with OPs residues.
Profenofos, chlorpyrifos, malation and diazinon were the most frequently detected OPs in the analyzed samples with frequencies of 94%,
65%, 35% and 29% in pollen from summer, respectively. In contrast,
ethoprop, phorate, coumaphos and chlorpyrifos oxon were never detected

635 A new indicator of pollinator risk for comparative risk assessments
P. Mineau, Pierre Mineau Consulting; S.E. Kegley, Pesticide Research Inst
There has been a growing realisation that traditional risk assessment
methods for assessing pollinator risk are woefully inadequate, especially given the recent rise of systemic insecticides. Concerns over the
impact of neonicotinoid seed treatments, soil drenches and foliar sprays
have given rise to a European moratorium and highlighted the need to
reassess our approach to pollinator risk assessment for insecticides (and
other pesticides with insecticidal activity) more generally. In response
to repeated calls for bans or restrictions on neonicotinoid insecticides,
we have to be in a position to assess alternative products, both old and
new, and provide assurance that these will indeed result in lower risk
profiles for pollinators. As part of the PRiME family of risk indicators,
we present a novel indicator of pollinator risk that draws on the latest
scientific advances, research and consultations. The indicator includes a
method of assessing the extent of systemic action for a given pesticide
and cumulates on and off-crop contact as well as oral (nectar, pollen &
drinking water) exposure in an individual bee combining the characteristics of foraging and nurse bees. We will compare and contrast different
existing pesticides and pesticide use patterns in order to demonstrate the
flexibility and usefulness of the indicator.
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634 Sub-lethal exposure to neonicotinoids impaired honeybees winterization before proceeding to colony collapse disorder (CCD)
C. Lu, Harvard School of Public Health / Environmental Health; K.
Warchol, R. Callahan, Worcester County Beekeepers Association
Honeybee (Apis mellifera) colony collapse disorder (CCD) that appeared
in 2005/2006 still lingers in many parts of the world. Here we show that
sub-lethal exposure of neonicotinoids, imidacloprid and clothianidin,
affected the winterization of healthy colonies that subsequently leads to
CCD. We found honeybees in both control and neonicotinoid-treated
groups progressed almost identically and observed no acute morbidity
or mortality in either group until the end of winter. Bees from six of
the twelve neonicotinoid-treated colonies had abandoned their hives,
and were eventually dead with symptoms resembling CCD. However,
we observed a complete opposite phenomenon in the control colonies
in which instead of abandonment, they were re-populated quickly with
new emerging bees. Only one of the six control colonies was lost due
to Nosema-like infection. The observations from this study may help to
elucidate the mechanisms by which sub-lethal neonicotinoid exposure
caused honeybees to vanish from their hives.
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632 WASTEFFECT: The Life Cycle of Emerging Contaminants in
Waste
N. Morin, Environmental Engineering; S.E. Hale, Norwegian Geotechnical
Inst; . ÃlmŃs, Norwegian Univ of Life Sciences; P. Andersson, Umea Univ;
G. Breedveld, Norwegian Geotechnical Inst / Dept of Environmental
Engineering; K. Breivik, Norwegian Inst for Air Research; G. Okkenhaug,
Norwegian Geotechnical Inst; M. Sparrevik, Forsvarsbygg; F. Wania, Univ
of Toronto at Scarborough / Dept of Physical and Environmental Sciences; H.
Arp, Norwegian Geotechnical Inst
Waste treatment has become a dynamic sector with the increase of
population worldwide (and therefore waste generated) and the shift
from landfilling to recycling and incineration. Moreover, the constant
evolution of regulation regarding emerging contaminants raises questions about their presence, fate and environmental hazard in waste.
WASTEFFECT is a research project funded by the Norwegian
Research Council where the main goal is to develop robust waste
emission and exposure models for waste regulators and companies to
anticipate and reduce risks from emerging contaminants. Therefore, one
of the main part of this project is to determine how emerging contaminants behave in different waste streams. For priority contaminants used
in consumer products, waste treatment will play a large role in the ultimate removal of these substances from the environment. As case studies,
we have established a Norwegian waste emission inventory of legacy and
new brominated flame retardants (BFRs), bisphenol A and antimony,
in EE-waste, car waste, plastics, glass and combustable waste. Input
parameters for these inventories have been obtained by sampling and
analysing air, leachate and solid samples from various waste treatment
methods, including incineration, recycling and landfilling, by considering the entire waste-life cycle. Results for bisphenol A show that a large
subfraction is removed from the environment through thermal decomposition (60%). A considerable subfraction is recycled (36%), and thus,
not eliminated from the system. A small subfraction is “stored” in the
system via landfilling (4%), though up to 20% of this deposited fraction
can be introduced to the environment as water emissions or as sewage
sludge used in agriculture. These data (along the ones obtained for BFRs
and antimony) will then be used to estimate the contribution of the waste
sector to the net burden or exposure to the environment and humans.
The main output of this research will help guide the waste management
sector on which of the treatment methods provide the lowest risk in
regards to emerging chemicals, and which processes could be optimized.

in any samples. Hazard quotients (HQs) based on toxic units to cause
lethality of all of the OPs present in honey and pollen ranged from 0.1 to
0.2 during spring and from 0.2-0.3 during summer, which were the best
and worst case respectively .It is concluded that OPs in honey and pollen
pose little threat to colonies of bees in Egypt.
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for generating eco-innovations as ways to contribute to the reduction of
environmental impacts, still seeking to relate these two approaches with
the proposed decoupling.
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this movement away from the treated seed in corn systems, and assess
both the window of crop protection (i.e. efficacy) that is provided to the
growing crop plants by neonicotinoids, and the exposure risk for key
non-target organisms that can result from off-site movement of seed
treatments.
637 Current-use pesticides and amphibians: Occurrence and accumulation in diverse landscapes across the United States
K.L. Smalling, W.A. Battaglin, G. Fellers, E. Grant, USGS; P. Kleeman,
USGS / Western Region Ecological Center; E. Muths, USGS; R. Reeves,
Iowa State Univ; M. Vandever, USGS
Agricultural chemicals, acting singly or in combination with other
stressors, are one of several potential causes of amphibian population
declines. Surveys of amphibian populations have shown correlations
between declines and proximity to agricultural lands. Moreover, pesticides are important cofactors that can decrease immune system responses,
potentially increasing disease prevalence in local populations. The U.S.
Geological Survey has been conducting field studies throughout the
United States designed to address the occurrence of pesticides in amphibian habitats and their accumulation in tissues to begin to understand the
potential impacts of pesticides on populations. As part of these studies,
habitat quality (water and sediment) and amphibian health (accumulation
into tissues) are being assessed in a variety of landscapes including remote
high elevation locations in the Sierra Nevada Mountains, agriculturally dominated wetlands in Iowa, and National Wildlife Refuges and
National Parks in the Northeast. In agricultural areas, the occurrence of
pesticides in habitat was significantly correlated with land-use within a
5 km buffer of the ponds. For example, in Iowa, the herbicides, atrazine and metolachlor, and two neonicotinoid insecticides were detected
frequently, and concentrations of atrazine were detected at levels thought
to cause reproductive effects and immunosuppression in frogs. However,
in remote and/or protected areas habitat quality was not correlated with
the surrounding land-use because atmospheric transport is considered the
dominant source of pesticides to these areas. From an ecosystem health
standpoint, results suggest that amphibians are accumulating a wide variety of current-use pesticides including several fungicides not previously
reported in tissue. Although the types and concentration of pesticides
detected in tissues varied by study area, the information gained will help
prioritize particular compounds of interest for future studies. Amphibians
residing and breeding in many of these diverse landscapes are exposed
to pesticides throughout their lifecycle, and the potential effects on the
population are still unknown. Future research is needed to understand
the interaction between commonly detected pesticides and other stressors
such as disease, at the population level.
638 Effects of Chronic Neonicotinoid Insecticide Exposure on
Aquatic Insect Emergence in Prairie Wetlands
M.C. Cavallaro, School of Environment and Sustainability; C.A. Morrissey,
Univ of Saskatchewan / Biology; J.V. Headley, Environment Canada /
AEPRD; K. Peru, Environment Canada / ACRD; K. Liber, Univ of
Saskatchewan / Toxicology Centre
Prairie wetlands are highly productive ecosystems that provide a critical
energy link between aquatic and terrestrial environments in the Prairie
Pothole Region (PPR). Recent evidence suggests that wetlands within
the Canadian PPR associated with arable land are susceptible to repeated
or persistent low-level neonicotinoid (e.g., imidacloprid, thiamethoxam,
clothianidin) contamination via run-off. Neonicotinoid insecticides
are a widely used newer class of nicotinic receptor agonists that have
high water solubility and high toxicity to a broad range of insects. As
a consequence, non-target aquatic insects may be at risk from lethal
or sub-lethal effects particularly from chronic insecticide exposure. In
2013, insect emergence was monitored continuously for 10 weeks on
12 wetlands surrounded by land in central Saskatchewan planted with
clothianidin seed-treated canola. Average neonicotinoid concentrations
in each wetland ranged from 0.045 to 0.238 µg/L, with a peak concentration of 0.595 µg/L. Non-biting midges (Diptera: Chironomidae) were
the most abundant emergent taxa with 11,365 individuals representing 7 different tribes. There was no significant difference between total
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chironomid abundance produced by each wetland (p = 0.314). However,
ponds with low relative neonicotinoid concentrations (average of 0.066
± 0.034 µg/L) contributed 82% of their total chironomid production in
May through June, whereas ponds with higher relative neonicotinoid
concentrations (average of 0.218 ± 0.156 µg/L) contributed 92% of their
total chironomid production in June through July, displaying a delay in
emergence events among similar chironomid species. A complementary
laboratory toxicity test with imidacloprid revealed a three-fold increase in
sensitivity between the 14-day LC50 value (1.55 µg/L) and 40-day EC50
(emergence) value (0.43 µg/L) using a full life-cycle test with Chironomus
dilutus. This work suggests that chronic low level exposure to neonicotinoids in wetlands represents a potential risk to aquatic insect emergence
and the food chains they support.
639 An evaluation of worldwide contamination of surface waters and
relative risks to aquatic invertebrates from neonicotinoid insecticides
C.A. Morrissey, Univ of Saskatchewan / Biology; P. Mineau, Pierre Mineau
Consulting; J. Devries, Ducks Unlimited Canada / Inst for Wetland and
Waterfowl Research; F. Sanchez-Bayo, The Univ of Sydney / Environmental
Sciences; M. Liess, UFZ Center for Environmental Research / Dept
of System Ecotoxicology; M.C. Cavallaro, School of Environment and
Sustainability; K. Liber, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Centre
Neonicotinoids, broad-spectrum systemic pesticides, are the fastest
growing insecticide class worldwide registered for use on hundreds of
field crops in over 120 different countries. The environmental properties of neonicotinoids suggest they are persistent and have high leaching
and runoff potential as well they are highly toxic to many non-target
aquatic arthropods. Impairment on surface waters through neonicotinoid
contamination represents a major concern for biodiversity as aquatic
invertebrates support diverse aquatic and terrestrial food webs. Despite
widespread use, systematic monitoring of neonicotinoids in natural
waters is still relatively rare and the toxicity data for aquatic species has
not been comprehensively examined. Here we synthesize the current
state of knowledge on the reported detections of neonicotinoids in
surface waters in tandem with published studies on acute and chronic
toxicity to a wide range of aquatic insects and crustaceans. Based on >25
different studies reporting neonicotinoids in surface waters worldwide,
strong evidence exists that water-borne exposures are frequent and
long-term, and that levels (geometric mean and peak mean conc = 0.17
μg/L and 0.84 μg/L, respectively) commonly exceed several existing
regulatory benchmarks. Imidacloprid is by far the most widely studied
of this class of insecticides with differences in sensitivity among aquatic
invertebrate test species range several orders of magnitude. Data show
that neonicotinoids have caused negative effects on survival, emergence, mobility, growth, and behaviour at concentrations often below
1 μg/L for acute scenarios and typically between 0.1 to 0.2 μg/L for
chronic scenarios.Of the species tested, insects belonging to the orders
Ephemeroptera, Trichoptera and Diptera appear to be the most sensitive,
while the Crustacea, although not universal, are somewhat less sensitive. Cladocerans, in particular Daphnia magna, a common regulatory
toxicity test species, are comparatively insensitive. Based on mesocosm
studies and probabilistic approaches (species sensitivity distributions), we
determined water concentrations should be well below several published
regulatory thresholds to avoid lasting effects on sensitive aquatic invertebrate communities. Concentrations found in surface waters worldwide,
however are often well within the range expected to cause both short and
long term impacts on aquatic ecosystems over broad spatial extents.
640 Ecological principles applied in pesticide monitoring and
modeling
M. Liess, UFZ Center for Environmental Research / Dept of System
Ecotoxicology
Pesticides are present in streams located in agricultural areas or receiving
water from urban treatment plants. A retrospective identification of the
related ecological effects needs to establish a firm link between pesticide
pressure and community response. For this, the challenge arises to (i)
separate pesticide effects from responses to confounding stressors; to
(ii) identify effects of low level exposure resulting in long-term delayed
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effects; to (iii) consider the combined effect of pesticides and other
environmental factors. For a prospective modeling of potential ecological effects the same challenges needs to be tackled in order to generate
reliable predictions. The talk will identify ecological principles useful to
solve the challenges highlighted above. Based on experimental- and field
investigation a framework is presented that allows to separate pesticide
effects of confounding stressors, identify delayed effects and consider the
combined effect with environmental factors. Such combined - ecological
/ ecotoxicological approaches - will improve our understanding and the
predictability of pesticide risks to biodiversity.

Large-Scale Environmental Assessments
641 Lessons from the Bristol Bay Watershed Assessment: Risks at the
Interface of Salmon, People, and Mining
G.W. Suter, USEPA
In response to a petition from the Bristol Bay Native Corporation and
several villages, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency performed
an ecological risk assessment of potential porphyry copper mining in the
116,000 km 2 Bristol Bay watershed, Alaska. This watershed includes
the world’s largest sockeye salmon fishery, and other major subsistence,
commercial and recreational fisheries, 25 tribal governments, a nearly
pristine landscape and a major metals resource. Some of the lessons from
this assessment for other large-scale assessments will be discussed. (1) At
large scales, humans are inevitably a component of ecological assessments. They are a part of the ecology, not just a source of pollutants and
disturbance. (2) Emergent ecological properties appear at large scales
such as the portfolio effect. Populations are more stable if they consist of
many distinct subpopulations. (3) Activities in a previously undisturbed
region are likely to have numerous repercussions. A major mine in the
Bristol Bay watershed would bring ore processing facilities, a port, roads,
energy and water utilities, miners and support personnel to an almost
entirely roadless area. The expected result is not just a mine but a mining
district, because the initial development would make smaller ore deposits
economically attractive. (4) Stakeholder engagement will be a major
component of the effort. It is not something that the ecologists, hydrologists and engineers can handle on the side. (5) Data availability and
quality will vary across the region causing your accuracy and precision to
vary. (6) Regions have attributes that will drive unconventional results.
In this case, it is extremely pure water which makes metals extremely
toxic and the ecosystem highly dependent on marine derived nutrients.
(7) Your large scale assessment is likely to receive large-scale attention.
The Bristol Bay assessment received comments from more than a million
individuals and organizations. (Views expressed are those of the author
and do not represent the views or policies of the USEPA.)
642 Atmospheric dry deposition of organic pollutants to the global
oceans
B. Gonzalez-Gaya, Inst of Environmental Assessment and Water Research
/ Environmental Chemistry; J. Castro-Jimenez, Inst of Environmental
Assessment and Water Research / Ecole des Mines d'Alès; L. Morales, M.
Fernandez-Pinos, B. Pina, IDAEA-CSIC / Environmental Chemistry;
E. Abad, CSIC / Dioxin Laboratory Environmental Chemistry Dept; B.
Jimenez, CSIC Inst of Organic Chemi / Instrumental Analysis Environment;
J. Dachs, IDAEA-CSIC / Environmental Chemistry
Atmospheric deposition accounts for the main input of organic pollutants
to the global oceans, even if it is difficult to measure the extent of this diffuse and ubiquitous process. The dominant deposition process for a given
chemical depends on its physical-chemical properties and its partitioning
between the gas and aerosol phases. Most previous efforts to quantify
the atmospheric inputs of organic pollutants to oceans were focused on
chemicals mainly found in the gas phase, such as low molecular weight
polychlorinated biphenyls or hexachlorocyclohexanes, for which the
diffusive air-water exchange is the main entry process. Conversely, the
atmospheric input of chemicals mainly found in the aerosol phase (like
high MW polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)) to the ocean is
dominated by dry deposition, but this has never been measured for the

global oceans before. Here we show the field measurements of the dry
deposition fluxes of PAHs, and their deposition velocities for the Atlantic,
Pacific and Indian Oceans between 30°N and 40°S, during the Malaspina
2010 circumnavigation cruise. The results show an important variability
in the measured fluxes which is in part explained by the aerosol size, the
compound physical chemical properties, the wind speed, etc. Evidence
of the marine surface microlayer increasing the dry deposition fluxes was
also obtained. A new empirical model is proposed, which allows deriving
the dry deposition velocities of semivolatile organic compounds as a function of the pollutant vapor pressure, the wind speed and the chlorophyll
content of surface waters. This parameterization reduces the errors of estimating the dry deposition fluxes by a factor of five when compared with
previous practices. The measure of the atmospheric global distribution
of PAHs, organophosphate esters flame retardants and plasticizers, and
polychlorinated dibenzo dioxins and furans from samples obtained during
the Malaspina campaign has allowed to quantify their global dry deposition to the oceans through the proposed empirical parameterization. This
approach attends for an increasing necessity of large scale assessments and
global concern about chemical changes in our environment.
643 The Elk Valley Cumulative Effects Management Framework:
Building Watershed-Scale Assessment from the Ground Up
S.M. Swanson, Swanson Environmental Strategies Ltd; C. Stroich, Teck
Coal Ltd; G. Mowat, Province of British Columbia / Forests Lands and
Resource Operations; D. Gunn, Ktunaxa Nation Council / Lands and
Resources Agency; L. Walker, Elk River Alliance; T. Melcer, District of
Sparwood; K. Stuart-Smith, Canadian Forest Products; J. Swanson,
Swanson Environmental Strategies Ltd
The Elk River watershed in the East Kootenays of British Columbia is
home to five metallurgical coal mines, forestry operations, a major transportation corridor, agriculture, a world-class fly fishery and a wide range
of other tourism activities. Proposed new mine projects have focussed
attention on the need for a broadly accepted, credible and workable
approach to the management of cumulative effects in the watershed. The
Cumulative Effects Management Framework (CEMF) is the product of
this need. The CEMF is a collaboration of Teck Coal Ltd., the Ktunaxa
Nation Council, municipal, provincial and federal government agencies,
Canfor, and non-government organizations. There are four pillars to the
CEMF approach: (1) consensus - all participants have an equal opportunity to contribute via participation at workshops as well as through
their representatives on a Working Group and all major steps taken are
by consensus; (2) decision support- a set of Key Questions has been compiled from government, industry and Ktunaxa decision-makers; these
questions are the focus for our work; (3) integration and coordination
– we strive to integrate relevant information and approaches and seek
out opportunities to communicate and coordinate with specialists rather
than try to do it all ourselves; and (4) practicality – e.g., choices of Valued
Components and Indicators are being made via the careful evaluation
of the availability of information at the appropriate spatial and temporal
scale. We are now beginning Phase 2, Retrospective Assessment of the
framework. Challenges include inadequate data for temporal analysis,
no data at all for portions of the study area, and unclear links between
indicators and decision-making because of uncertainty regarding cause/
effect. The collaboration, broad consensus and transparency required
by the CEMF process will be essential to successfully meeting these
challenges. Therefore, there must be a long-term commitment to regular
engagement with all interested parties. Such a commitment requires time
and effort; however, the rewards will be increased trust and credibility.
644 Species Sensitivity Distributions and ecosystem vulnerability
diversity as basis for chemical pollution footprinting
L. Posthuma, RIVM / Centre for Sustainability Environment and Health;
M. Zijp, RIVM / DMG; D. van de Meent, RIVM / Inst of Wetland
and Water Research; D. De Zwart, RIVM / Centre for Sustainability
Environment and Health
Chemical pollution has been mentioned as one out of nine stressor themes
threatening the ‘safe operating space’ for humanity in 2009, triggering a suite of scientific efforts to define quantify mixture impacts and a
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boundary for those. This presentation combines these, rejuvenating (in
fact: checking) the dictum “dilution is the solution to pollution”: is there
enough environmental space to dilute chemical emissions? This acts as a
core question of the European project “SOLUTIONS” (2013-2018),
where the question is asked which alternative abatement strategy would
be best: the best pollution abatement strategy would lower the volume
needed to remain safe, with a low chemical footprint. Chemical footprinting has a spatial component - considering emissions as well as ‘receiving
environmental space’ and local ecosystem vulnerabiliy. Given emissions, multimedia fate models predict environmental exposures. Species
Sensitivity Distributions and mixture modeling then quantifies spatiotemporally explicit impacts - because SSD-outcomes have been validated
with large-scale landscape-level epidemiological studies. The last step,
which is completely new, is accounting for spatial variability in the vulnerability of local ecosystems. Such studies, founded in ecological research
from the same landscape-level studies, deliver us insight in vulnerability
differences, to eventually lead to the derivation of a ‘safe boundary’ not
to be exceeded. How this ‘safe boundary’ based on ecological research
compares to the policy-set boundery currently used in chemical policies
is a point of great interest. The sequence of steps, from emissions to toxic
pressures in available environmental volumes, allows for deriving a spatiotemporally variable chemical pollution footprint of chemical emissions.
This footprint is expressed as environmental volume (e.g., km3 of water)
needed to dilute emissions to a safe level (below the boundary), which
can further be summarized as an index. The index is calculated as ‘needed
over available volume’ to remain safe, with values exceeding 1 signalling
too high emissions. Abatement strategies, explored on the landscape level,
can be prioritized via this index - be it yet with large uncertainties. These
are not so much a problem of the science, but of the complexity of the
studied facts and data limitations. Chemical pollution footprints should
be interpreted together with other lines of evidence.
645 Statewide assessment of contaminants (emerging and legacy)
in Oregon’s (USA) aquatic environments: land-use and regional
differences
L.A. Pillsbury, K. Goodwin, Oregon Dept of Environmental Quality /
Laboratory Environmental Assessment
In 2013 the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (ODEQ )
completed a statewide survey of the occurrence of emerging and legacy
contaminants in Oregon’s aquatic environment. Sampling occurred
on a rotating basin approach moving around the state over the course
of six years. The 178 sample locations represented a variety of land use
patterns and ecological habitats ranging from the coast to high desert.
Three water sampling events were conducted at most sites to account for
hydrologic influences as well as seasonal use patterns. Water samples
were analyzed for more than 600 unique chemicals including metals,
consumer product constituents (including pharmaceuticals), combustion
by-products, current-use and legacy pesticides, steroids and hormones,
industrial compounds, and flame retardants. Across the state, current
use pesticides were the most frequently detected group (except metals) in
water with occurrence of at least one pesticide at more than 50% of sites
sampled. The herbicide, diuron, was found at least once in each basin
sampled. In conjunction, sample sites with agriculture as the dominant
land use had the highest number of unique chemicals detected. Although
typically occurring at low concentrations (generally below established
benchmarks or criteria), the presence of mixtures of multiple pollutants is
a concern for aquatic life. In addition to water samples, collection of tissue and sediment samples occurred at a subset of sites. In most cases, one
sampling event occurred. Resident fish or shellfish (coast) were targeted
for sampling in order to represent non-migratory species. Tissue and
sediment samples were analyzed for a subset of chemicals which included
flame retardants, legacy pesticides, mercury, metals, PCBs, and dioxins
/ furans. Statewide, mercury in tissue is an on-going concern along with
legacy pesticides. The data collected from this program will be utilized to
guide and potentially expand the on-going statewide monitoring effort.
The data illustrates that careful consideration must be given to hydrologic
cycles, land use, seasonal use patterns, and sampling media in designing
the next phase of this program.
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647 Benchmarks of Non-conventional Pollutants from Large Scale
Predictive Assessments
S.M. Cormier, USEPA / NCEA Cincinnati
For non-conventional pollutants, large scale ecoepidemiological assessments can be a reasonable choice for setting effect benchmarks (e.g.,
protective criteria, remediation goals). Development of benchmarks
using ecoepidemiological data is a form of predictive assessment, and
follows the steps of all ecological assessments, that is, planning, analysis,
and synthesis. Large scale ecoepidemiological assessments are becoming
more common because of increased data availability and computational
power. Benchmarks have been developed with ecoepidemiological
approaches for non-conventional pollutants including salinity, nutrients,
suspended and bedded sediments, and mixtures flowing from impervious
cover. The resulting benchmarks represent realistic exposure conditions.
Furthermore, they characterize a wide range of responses of many species, life stages, and interspecies interactions. To develop a benchmark
using an ecoepidemiological approach, the geographic area of interest
needs to be defined, and the stressor must already occur in the environment and must be known to be capable of causing biological effects.
Characterizing large scale exposure-response relationships requires
large data sets with paired biological and stressor data representing the
full range of exposures. Several examples provide insights regarding the
conceptual theory and the practical application of large scale ecoepidemiological methods in predictive assessments of non-conventional
pollutants. (The views expressed in this abstract are those of the author
and do not necessarily represent the views or policies of the USEPA.)
648 Assessing the impacts of wind energy development on migratory
cave bats in the eastern United States
R.A. Erickson, USGS CNB / Upper Midwest Environmental Sciences
Center; W.E. Thogmartin, USGS / Upper Midwest Environmental
Sciences Center; R.E. Russell, USGS / National Wildlife Health Center;
J.E. Diffendorfer, USGS / Geosciences and Environmental Change Science
Center; J. Szymanski, USFWS / Division of Endangered Species
Alternative energy sources such as wind turbines are an important
component of our renewable energy portfolio. Wind energy holds great
potential for reducing our greenhouse gas emissions, but may also pose
new threats to wildlife. Wind turbines differ from traditional energy
development because the turbines are a dynamic, rather than static,
resource that affects dynamic populations. Assessing the risk posed
by wind energy on wildlife requires new frameworks and tools. These
approaches must consider both spatial and temporal variation in energy
resources and populations. We developed a spatially explicit population
model for Myotis bats with a primary focus on the Indiana Bat (a US
Federally Endangered Species) and Little Brown Bat (the most common
bat in the Eastern US prior to white-nose syndrome). We focused on bats
in the eastern United States (i.e., those east of the 100 Meridian). This
encompasses the entire range of the Indiana Bat and a distinct population of the Little Brown Bat from a wildlife management perspective.
These bats overwinter in hibernacula with thousands of bats occupying
an individual location. The bats migrate to summer roost colonies that
are comprised of a dozen bats or less. We used a series of difference
equations that included seasonal mortality and migrations to model these
bats. Our model is a metapopulation model that also includes juvenile
and adult life-stages. We used this model to examine the effects of wind
energy development on wildlife. We found that small levels of take
may have disproportionate effects on population dynamics if they cause
breeding colonies to go extinct. This occurred because a single wind
farm might only kill 3 or 4 Myotis bats per year. Out of a population of
thousands (i.e., a hibernaculum) this produces little-to-no observable
effect on the total population. However, out a population of a dozen or
less (i.e., a summer roost colony) this may cause extirpation. In turn,
this wipes out a subpopulation. More broadly, our findings illustrate the
importance of metapopulation dynamics when conducting risk assessment of ecological populations and systems. When conducting large
scale assessments, incremental take of both individuals and subpopulations may need to be considered.
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Refining Methods for Conducting Laboratory
Whole-Sediment Toxicity Tests
649 Inter-Lab Testing of Hyalella azteca Water and Sediment
Methods: 1 Background and Overview of the 42-d Survival, Growth
and Reproduction Test
T.J. Norberg-King, USEPA / NHEERL Mid Continent Ecology Division;
J.R. Hockett, USEPA / ORD NHEERL Mid Continent Ecology Division
Duluth; D.R. Mount, USEPA / ORD NHEERL Mid Continent Ecology
Division; D.J. Soucek, Illinois Natural History Survey; C.G. Ingersoll, C.D.
Ivey, B.G. Brumbaugh, USGS / Columbia Environmental Research Center;
L.N. Taylor, Environment Canada / Ecotoxicology and Wildlife Health
Division
Over the past four years, USEPA-Duluth, USGS-Columbia, the Illinois
Natural History Survey, and Environment Canada have been conducting studies to refine the USEPA and ASTM International methods for
conducting 10- to 42-d water or sediment toxicity exposures with the
amphipod Hyalella azteca. However, in advance of revising the methods for conducting water or sediment tests with H. azteca, we wanted
to determine if additional laboratories following these revised methods
could also demonstrate improved performance of H. azteca. Twenty-five
laboratories volunteered to participate in an inter-laboratory study to
evaluate H. azteca 10- to 42-d sediment or water exposures. Goals of the
inter-laboratory study were to: 1) Determine whether the proposed new
diets and water requirements will result in strong growth/reproduction
of H. azteca in exposures across a range of laboratories, 2) Determine
whether use of the new diets/water will support increases in minimum
control performance of H. azteca in water or sediment exposures (e.g.,
weight, reproduction), 3) Determine if there are other diets or waters that
are better than those being proposed. All labs were asked to prioritize
two treatments for the water-only tests: 1) A diet of diatoms (Thalassiosira
weissflogii) and flaked fish food (Tetramin®) with both rations increased
weekly and 2) A diet of the same rations of Tetramin® combined with
a fixed ration of yeast-cereal leaves-trout chow (YCT). Both diets were
tested over a sand substrate using a water containing ≥15 mg Cl/L and
≥0.02 mg Br/L, but labs chose whether to renew the overlying water
daily or use a 3X week water replacement. Beyond these two basic
treatments, participating labs were also encouraged to test alternate
substrates, control sediments, diets, or waters of interest to them. This
presentation will cover the background studies on the waters and foods,
the test procedures for the sediment and water-only test method, the
various matrices evaluated by labs in the study, and describe the study
design for the interlaboratory study. This abstract does not necessarily
reflect USEPA policy.
650 Inter-lab testing of Hyalella azteca water and sediment methods.
2: Results from 10- to 42-d tests conducted with water-only and sediment substrates
C.D. Ivey, B.G. Brumbaugh, C.G. Ingersoll, USGS / Columbia
Environmental Research Center; E. Hammer, USEPA; D.R. Mount,
USEPA / ORD NHEERL Mid Continent Ecology Division; J.R. Hockett,
USEPA / ORD NHEERL Mid Continent Ecology Division Duluth; J.
King, CSIRO Land and Water; T.J. Norberg-King, USEPA / NHEERL
Mid Continent Ecology Division; D.J. Soucek, Illinois Natural History
Survey; L.N. Taylor, Environment Canada / Ecotoxicology and Wildlife
Health Division
Over the past four years, USEPA Duluth, USGS Columbia, the Illinois
Natural History Survey, and Environment Canada have been conducting studies to refine the USEPA and ASTM International methods
for conducting 10- to 42-d water-only or sediment toxicity exposures
with the amphipod Hyalella azteca. Notable among these changes are
the development of alternate feeding regimes to provide more robust
growth and reproduction, as well as specifications on the composition
of overlying water. To evaluate the effectiveness of these methods across
laboratories, an inter-laboratory study involving 25 laboratories was
organized with goals to: (1) determine whether the proposed new diets
and water requirements will result in strong growth/reproduction of H.

azteca in exposures across a range of laboratories, (2) determine whether
use of the new diets/water will support increases in minimum control
performance criteria for weight and reproduction, (3) determine if there
are other diets or waters that are better than those being proposed. The
number of treatments tested in each lab was variable, but all labs were
asked to prioritize two treatments: (1) a diet of diatoms (Thalassiosira)
and flaked fish food (Tetramin™) with rations of both increased weekly;
and (2) a diet of the same rations of Tetramin™ combined with a fixed
ration of yeast/cereal grass leaves/trout chow (YCT). Both diets were to
be tested over a sand substrate and using a water containing ≥15 mg Cl/L
and ≥0.02 mg Br/L. Beyond these two basic treatments, participating
labs were also encouraged to test alternate substrates, diets, or waters of
interest to the participating laboratory. All treatments involved testing
16 replicates beakers, with 4 replicates dedicated to survival and growth
measurement at Day 10, 4 replicates dedicated to survival and growth
measurement at Day 28, and the remaining 8 replicates for measurement
of survival, growth, and reproduction through Day 42. This presentation
will provide an overview of the data from the 25 participating laboratories and will evaluate these data in the context of draft modifications to
the USEPA and ASTM H. azteca 10- to 42-d sediment or water toxicity
testing methods.
651 Measuring up: How does a Hyalella azteca reproduction test
conducted entirely in sediment compare?
L.N. Taylor, Environment Canada / Ecotoxicology and Wildlife Health
Division; G. Schroeder, Environment Canada; P.M. Jackman, Environment
Canada / Toxicology Laboratory; T. Watson-Leung, Ontario Ministry of
the Environment / Aquatic Toxicology Unit; R.P. Scroggins, Environment
Canada / Biological Methods
Existing standardized methods (e.g., USEPA, ASTM) transfer adults
from sediment to a water-only exposure before release of their first
brood. Environment Canada (EC) has been leading an ad hoc method
development group with the goal of achieving a Hyalella azteca reproduction test run entirely in sediment for 42 days. This ensures the toxicity
endpoint is not ‘muddied’ by the depuration of the adult organisms upon
transfer to clean water. Last year, experiments with the new method were
successfully conducted in clean field-collected sediments considered ideal
or easy (i.e., with a high proportion of sand) and a nasty, more difficult
sediment (i.e., with high organic matter). With this foundation in place,
it was time to try a field-collected contaminated sediment and look at
test sensitivity. Thus we conducted the draft EC 42 day reproduction
test in sediment, the 42 day USEPA/ASTM reproduction method that
includes the mid-exposure (Day 28) transfer to water, and the 14 day
Environment Canada (EPS 1/RM/33) survival and growth test. All test
results were evaluated on their ability to meet minimum performance
criteria (e.g., minimum survival, starting weight, final weight, and young
per female). Comparisons between methods focused on the reproduction
endpoint (USEPA/ASTM vs. EC) and an evaluation of relative endpoint
sensitivity (survival vs. growth vs. reproduction) to determine if the new
method measured up.
652 Feasibility of using Centroptilum triangulifer larvae in sediment
toxicity tests
J.M. Lazorchak, USEPA / Office of Research and Development; K. Wyatt,
W. Thoeny, The McConnell Group co USEPA Cincinnati; H. Haring, The
McConnell Group; P. Weaver, The McConnell Group co USEPA Cincinnati;
C.T. Nietch, USEPA / Water Supply Water Resources Division; B. Johnson,
USEPA / Ecological Exposure Research Division
Centroptilum triangulifer is an obligate parthenogenetic mayfly
(Baetidae) that inhabits slow flowing or depositional areas in streams
throughout the northeastern United States and eastern Canada. Their
life cycle is about 30 days at 25º C from newly hatched larvae to
emergent adult. Females produce 1000 - 2200 eggs and larvae normally
feed on periphytic algae. These characteristics make C. triangulifer
an ideal insect for laboratory rearing for ecotoxicological testing and
biomonitoring. In order to determine whether surviving mayfly larvae
are (a) identifiable in and (b) recoverable from sand and natural sediment, we designed an exploratory test using C. triangulifer larvae and
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modifications of previously established sediment toxicity test criteria.
48-hour-old mayfly larvae were used to perform 7-day static renewal
tests using 5 replicates each of 9 experimental conditions. Experimental
matrices were moderately hard-reconstituted water (MHRW), sand,
and reference sediment from West Bear Skin Creek (WBS), MN. In
addition, we tested 2 different supplementary substrate screen sizes with
each matrix, 250 and 400 micron Nitex mesh, to determine the best
approach for observations of organisms for enumeration and retrievals at the end of the 7 day test. The different experimental conditions
were: MHRW, MHRW + 250µ Nitex screen, MHRW + 400µ screen,
MHRW + sand, MHRW + sand + 250µ screen, MHRW + sand + 400µ
screen, MHRW + WBS sediment, MHRW + WBS sediment + 250µ
screen, and MHRW + WBS sediment + 400µ screen. Total survival
among water-only treatments was 100%, sand treatments: 93.3%,
natural sediment treatments: 100%, and over all treatments 97.8%.
Sediment only matrix observation was difficult throughout even with a
dissecting microscope as mayfly were provided with ample crevices and
nooks in which to hide, while Nitex screens greatly aided the identification process, and 250µ and 400µ screens seemed to be equally effective.
However, 400µ screens were sturdier, adhered more closely to the edges
of the test chambers, and had a lower propensity to float to the surface.
Further testing will establish mayfly response to toxicants in sediment
and will determine whether research involving C. triangulifer larvae in
sediment should be continued. This study provides preliminary support
for using C. triangulifer larvae as test organisms in sediment toxicity
research.
653 Chronic Sediment Toxicity Testing with the Estuarine Amphipod
Leptocheirus plumulosus: Trials and Tribulations
M.J. Bradley, Smithers Viscient / Sediment Toxicology; C.R. Picard,
Smithers Visicent; J.D. Farrar, US Army Corps of Engineers Engineer
Research Development Center
For over twenty years, 10-day acute and 28-day chronic test methods
have existed for whole-sediment toxicity testing with the estuarine
amphipod, Leptocheirus plumulosus. These methods have historically
been used as a tool to assess contamination in field collected sediments,
but have also more recently been used for the registration of pesticides
under the US Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act
(FIFRA), in the form of spiked whole-sediment tests. While the 10-day
toxicity test has been widely used with consistent success, the 28-day
test method has become the predominant requisite for risk assessments
due to its inherent chronic sub-lethal endpoints. Under the guidance
of the available published test methods ( USEPA 600/R-01/020 and
ASTM E 1367–03 A2), however, persistent difficulties have been experienced by many contract research organizations (CRO) in achieving
acceptable control adult survival following 28 days of exposure. While
the published methods acknowledge that the test is subject to occasional
failures for a variety of specific reasons, it is also stated that the test can
be subject to “inexplicable” failures. Through a series of pilot studies and
a collaborative effort with the US Army Corps of Engineers - Engineer
Research & Development Center, a number of conditions related to
feeding, sediment, water, and organism source were explored to identify
critical variables. Initial findings suggested that the quality of food and
sediment being used were significant factors in successful completion
of the exposure, however, further testing indicated that, within this
series of studies, these variables were not the sole cause of unacceptable
test results. Continued testing has suggested that while an exposure
might be conducted within the range of physical conditions outlined in
the test methods, other ambient physical factors within the laboratory
have the potential to influence organism behavior and can ultimately
affect 28-day survival, as well as growth and reproductive performance.
The potential for exposure endpoints to be influenced by subtle physical factors that are not described in sufficient detail in the referenced
publications illustrates the need for additional method refinement and
validation, particularly if the chronic test is continued to be required as
a regulatory tool.
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654 The Co-dependency of Growth and Reproduction. A Closer
Look at the 28d Leptocheirus plumulosus Survival, Growth and
Reproduction Test
C.V. Eickhoff, Maxxam Analytics / Ecotoxicology; M. Grey, J. Pickard,
Maxxam Analytics; S. Reimer, SLR Consulting Canada Ltd; D.D.
MacDonald, MacDonald Environmental Sciences Ltd
The standard method for assessing chronic toxicity of sediments with a
marine amphipod is a 28d growth, survival and reproduction test using
Leptocheirus plumulosus as described in the USEPA Method for Assessing
the Chronic Toxicity of Marine and Estuarine Sediment-associated
Contaminants with the Amphipod Leptocheirus plumulosus, USEPA
600/R-01/020, March 2001. This test is more expensive than standard
growth and survival bioassays and the reproductive endpoint often
may not improve the sensitivity of the test. We performed a statistical
analysis of control data from 12 separate studies. We found that there is
a strong relationship between reaching a certain biomass and fecundity
for individual organisms. When performing the bioassay, unless there is
a certain benchmark for growth in the controls met, we do not see reproduction. Therefore, when evaluating organism biomass one must ensure
that adequate growth has been achieved in the controls and/or reference sediments before proceeding to assess the reproductive endpoint.
Currently there are only validity criteria for survival of the controls for
this test. We propose that for the reproduction endpoint to provide useful data, a minimum growth threshold must be achieved in the controls.
655 Mucking up equilibrium partitioning theory: How highly
hydrophobic compounds pose additional challenges with interpreting
sediment test results
T.W. Valenti, Syngenta Crop Protection LLC / Environmental Safety; T.
Xu, Bayer CropScience; J.M. Giddings, Compliance Services International;
P. Hendley, Phasera Ltd
Interpreting and applying data from ecotoxicity tests to ecological risk
assessment requires that exposures to organisms in test systems are
appropriately quantified. This task is often more challenging for sediment
ecotoxicity tests because experimental units contain multiple matrices
(e.g. sediment, overlying water, pore water) and partitioning behavior of
contaminants among and between each are influenced by various factors.
Highly hydrophobic organic compounds (HOC) have exceptionally
strong binding affinities to sediments; thus, analytical techniques may
not be sensitive enough to quantify freely dissolved concentrations in
overlying and pore water. Nevertheless, estimating pore water concentrations is particularly germane for sediment ecotoxicity studies because
it may represent the dominate route of exposure for benthic organisms
in the test system. In the absence of direct measurements, the equilibrium partitioning theory (EqP) may be applied to predict pore water
concentrations based on organic carbon (OC)-normalized sediment concentrations using a partition coefficient (Koc). In such challenging cases,
it could be useful to develop a Koc for the sediment and conditions used
in the test system in order to calculate pore water concentrations by EqP.
Recent research by the Pyrethroid Working Group (PWG) using Solid
Phase Microextraction (SPME) technology indicates that partitioning
behaviors of pyrethroids measured under standard batch equilibrium
guideline study conditions with 1:100 sediment:water ratios differ markedly from those generated in systems more representative of experimental
units used in sediment ecotoxicity studies with 1:2 sediment:water ratios.
The SPME approach is advantageous relative to the Liquid-Liquid
Extraction (LLE) method as it estimates the bioavailable fraction of
material in “true” solution in pore water. The critical distinction between
KOC-SPME and KOC-LLE coefficients is that the latter quantify total
pyrethroid in the aqueous phase, including that adsorbed to dissolved
organic matter/micro-particulates. As such, KOC-LLE values are systematically lower than KOC-SPME coefficients. This presentation will
leverage the available data for pyrethroids to demonstrate how KOCSPME data may be used to refine pore water estimates for sediment
ecotoxicity studies and how ultimately these refinements may be of use
for risk characterization.
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656 How Can We Enhance Access and Use of Sediment Toxicology
Data?
S.M. Bay, Southern California Coastal Water Research Project / Toxicology
Dept
Advances in technology have increased the amount of raw data generated from research by tremendous amounts. So many data are generated
by even a small genomics study that an entire discipline, bioinformatics,
exists to help manage, process, and interpret the results flowing through
analytical “pipelines” and store them in public repositories. Few such
resources for data sharing exist for sediment toxicity testing, which limits
the value of our research to a relatively small scientific audience. Left
out of this information flow are many potential users of the information,
including environmental managers at numerous local, state, and federal
agencies that are responsible for making important decisions regarding sediment quality. A specific case in point is the lack of a system for
sharing data from spiked sediment toxicity tests, which provide critical information for stressor identification at impacted sites, developing
models to predict contaminant bioavailability, and improving sediment
quality guidelines. A collaborative effort to help improve sediment toxicity data exchange is in development, to be coordinated by the SETAC
Sediment Advisory Group (SEDAG). Initial plans for the establisment
of a relational database to store results from spiked sediment toxicity
tests will be presented, including information on its scope, structure, and
management. Such a database would improve access to quality data that
is difficult to locate in the scientific literature and provide a consistent
level of organization that will facilitate its use in integrative analyses.
This project will also likely improve the usefulness of future toxicity tests
by identifying key information or procedures needed to enhance data
exchange.

658 Epicarp of Raphia hookerie: an effective low cost adsorbent for
the uptake of Rhodamine B
A.A. Inyinbor, Landmark Univ / Physical Science; F. Adekola, G.A.
Olatunji, Univ of Ilorin / Chemistry Dept
Low cost adsorbent prepared from the epicarp of Raphia hookerie
(RH) has been utilized for the uptake of a cationic dye rhodamine B
(RhB). The adsorbent was characterized using Fourier transform infra
red (FTIR), Brunauer– Emmett–Teller (BET) and Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM). FTIR analysis revealed functional groups such as
the –OH, C-N and N-H, which are good sorption site for dye uptake.
The surface area of RH was observed to be low (0.0351 m 2/g), this is
a characteristic of agro wastes. RH topography as revealed by SEM
micrograph shows pores on its surface, these are also good sorption sites
for large molecules such as dyes. Absorption was highest at pH 3, above
this pH, RhB forms dimers and the uptakes of its molecules become
reduced. The sorption data fitted better into the Freundlich adsorption
isotherm than the Langmuir, the maximum sorption capacity qo as
obtained from the Langmuir adsorption parameters was 666.67 mg/g.
Sorption energy obtained for Dubinin–Radushkevich (D–R)isotherm
for the adsorption process was found to be less than 8 KJmol-1 which
suggest that uptake of RhB onto RH was physical in nature. The data
fitted better into the pseudo-second-order kinetics with R 2 values
between 0.9818 and 0.9995. Intraparticle diffusion model gave a single
linear plot with R 2 values between 0.7307 and 0.9823 which suggests
that the uptake of RhB onto RH may be controlled by intraparticle diffusion. Negative values were obtained for ?G at different temperatures
considered suggesting that the adsorption process was spontaneous. The
positive value of ?Ho indicates that the process is endothermic in nature.
Percentage desorption was observed to be low for all the desorbing
agents considered (6.35-23.81%).

Soil and Water Pollutants’ Assessment, Monitoring
and Remediation

659 Remediating Wastewater-Borne Nutrients in Onsite Wastewater
Treatment Systems to Protect Ground-and Surface- Water
G.S. Toor, M. De, Univ of Florida IFAS / Soil and Water Science; S.
Mectensimer, Univ of Florida IFAS
Understanding the fate and transport of nutrients in the vadose zone of
onsite wastewater treatment systems (commonly called septic systems)
is crucial to protect groundwater and surface water quality in both
developed and developing countries. In areas with shallow groundwater, there is increased connectivity of ground- and surface-water, with
groundwater being a significant contributor of base flow in streams,
rivers, and estuaries. The presence of porous sandy soils further aggravates transport of water and chemical constituents present in septic
tank effluent (STE). Our objective was to investigate the biophysical
and hydrologic controls on transport of nitrogen (N) and phosphorus
(P) in the vadose of two conventional (drip dispersal, gravel trench) and
an advanced system containing aerobic and anaerobic medias. These
systems were constructed using two rows of drip pipe (37 emitters/
mound) placed 0.3 m apart in the center of 6 m x 0.6 m drainfield.
Each system received 120 L of STE (equivalent to maximum allowable
rate 3 L/ft 2/day). A complimentary 1-year study using smaller drainfields (0.5 m long, 0.9 m wide, 0.9 m high) was conducted to obtain
better insights in the vadose zone. A variety of instruments (including
multi-probe sensors, suction cup lysimeters, piezometers, tensiometers)
were installed for in situ soil characterization in vadose zone. Our
results showed that microbial mediated N transformations (primarily nitrification) controlled N evolution in drainfield and subsequent
movement of N to groundwater. While hydrologic controls (primarily
rainfall during wet season: June-September) facilitated rapid transport
of N in the soil profile and diluted different N species breakthrough
in groundwater. Mean concentration of total P in STE was 12.7±5.6
mg/L, of which 77% of P was present as dissolved reactive P (DRP).
Most of the STE applied DRP was quickly attenuated in the drainfield
due to fixation. For example, mean DRP concentrations at 1.05-m
below drainfields of drip dispersal and gravel trench were < 0.10 mg/L,
which further reduced as STE percolated in the soil profile, resulting in
< 0.05 mg/L mean DRP in groundwater. This presentation will articulate our major known and unknowns as related to fate and transport of

657 Use of nano iron (III) oxide (nFe3O4) for the remediation of
organotin – TPT in Seawater
O.S. Fatoki, D.S. Ayanda, Cape Peninsula Univ of Technology / Chemistry;
F. Adekola, Univ of Ilorin / Chemistry; B.J. Ximba, Cape Peninsula Univ of
Technology / Chemistry
Triphenyltin (TPT) is used as fungicide, pesticides, anti-parasite in
wood and stone treatment, as textile preservatives and has been found
to cause an increase in post-implantation embryonic loss as well as
implantation failure in rats. It is also present in antifouling pain ts which
are used to prevent the growth of fouling organisms on marine structures and vessels. TPT is a classified endocrine disruptor and can cause
imposex in marine organisms. Thus it has the potential to affect the
biodiversity of the marine environment. It could also cause detrimental
effects on body weight, testicular size, and structure, and decreased fertility in Holtzmann rats. These potential effects stress the need to control
its presence in the environment. Iron nano particle has generated some
interest in recent years because of their unique characteristics which
made them suitable for a number of applications including remediation
of recalcitrant environmental pollutants. The removal of triphenyltin
(TPT) from artificial seawater using nano iron (III) oxide (nFe3O4)
was studied. The adsorption was investigated, including both equilibrium and kinetics. Equilibrium adsorption data were analyzed using
Langmuir, Freundlich, Temkin and Dubinin–Radushkevich (D-R)
isotherm models. Pseudo first- and second-order, Elovich, fractional
power and intra-particle diffusion models were applied to test the kinetic
data and ΔG°, ΔSo and ΔH° were also calculated. The effects of adsorbent
dose, contact time, pH, stirring speed and initial concentration of TPT
were also studied to establish optimal conditions for the removal of TPT
using the nano material. The optimal conditions established were applied
to TPT removal from TPT – contaminated natural seawater, the result
showed that 95.37 % TPT was removed by the nFe3O4 which shows the
use of nano iron as a possible route for the remediation of TPT contaminated wastewater before being discharge into the environment.
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wastewater-borne N and P and how developing countries can benefit
from years of research efforts conducted in developed countries to
protect ground- and surface-waters.
660 Determination of perfluorinated compounds in water using
Liquid-Chromatography coupled with Mass-Spectrometry
B.O. Opeolu, Cape Peninsula Univ of Technology / Faculty of Applied
Sciences; B.O. Fagbayigbo, Cape Peninsula Univ of Technology /
Environmental And Occupational Studies; O.S. Fatoki, B.J. Ximba, O.S.
Olatunji, Cape Peninsula Univ of Technology / Chemistry
Qualitative and quantitative method using Liquid chromatography
(Time of Flight)-mass spectrometry (LC/TOF-MS) for routine determination of perfluorinated compounds in surface water and sediment,
has been developed and validated. Levels of selected nine perfluorinated
compounds (PFCs) were determined in water samples collected from
Diep and Plankenburg rivers in Cape Town. The water samples were
pre-treated and PFCs were concentrated and cleaned using hydrophilic
lipophilic balance (HLB) cartridge. Prior to the analyte concentration
and clean up, the water samples were spiked with known concentration
of the mixtures of the target analytes. Good linearity was achieved for
all the perflourinated compounds determined. The limits of detection
(LOD) of the instrument were statistically analysed and ranged between
0.01 and 0.02 µg/mL for the selected PFCs investigated. Method limit
of quantification (LOQ ) was at lowest at 0.03 µg/mL and maximum
of 0.06 µg/mL for all the analytes. Analyte recovery in replicate assay
ranged 83% to 112%. The method is effective and reliable for quantification of perflourinated compounds in environmental water samples.
This is an on-going research that hopes to assess these PFCs from water
and sediment samples and possible remediation using biodregardable
materials.
661 Occurrence of Naphthenic Acids in Petroleum Refinery
Wastewater Plants
B. Wang, Peking Univ; Y. Wan, J. Hu, Peking Univ / College of Urban
Environmental Sciences; Y. Gao, Chinese Academy of Sciences; M. Yang,
Chinese Academy of Sciences / Research Center for Eco-environmental
Sciences
Naphthenic acids (NAs) are one of the toxic components in oil sands
process waters, crude oil, refinery wastewater and petroleum products,
and removing NA compounds in oilfield wastewater is regarded as one
of the most important processes to reduce their potential environmental
risks. The present study investigate the occurrences and fate of NAs
in a refinery wastewater treatment plant with a combined process with
physicochemical and activated sludge treatments in north China. The
total concentrations of NAs were 392 ± 113 µg/L, 289 ± 26 µg/L, 270
± 36 µg/L, 263 ± 19 µg/L, 349 ± 17 µg/L, 123 ± 57 µg/L and 113 ± 82
µg/L in oil wastewater, gravity settling, coagulation, walnut shell, flotation, anoxic/aerobic process and secondary effluent collected in summer,
respectively. Extremely low mass change percentages were observed for
NAs in physicochemical treatment units. And a significant negative correlation was found between the removal efficiencies and Kd of NAs in all
physical treatment units, suggesting physical treatments to be of minor
importance in the removal of NAs in the plant. The decreasing removal
efficiencies from Z=0 to Z=-14 of NAs were coincident with those mass
proportions in total lost, which indicated that lower molecular weight
and cyclization of NAs were easily removed by activated sludge system.
Relatively low removal efficiencies of NAs in winter (73%) were observed
compared with summer (53%), and significantly higher concentration
ratios of O3-NAs/NAs in aerobic and secondary effluent (0.71-0.82)
compared with those in oil wastewater and physicochemical treatment
effluents (0.15-0.19) were only observed in summer, further demonstrating the importance of activated sludge system in removing NAs
in the wastewaters, and the remove efficiencies were largely affected by
temperature.
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662 Effects of Uncontrolled Long Term Mining Activities on Soil
Properties and Ecosystem Carbon and Nitrogen Storage in Rice
Farmland, Ishiagu, Nigeria
I.N. Onwurah, Univ of Nigeria / Biochemistry; A.C. Udebuani, Federal
Univ of Technology Owerri / Dept of Biotechnology
Dwindling soil productivity globally has been attributed to the global
phenomena of climate change. Soil is the anvil on which several activities are carried out by man and as such unsustainable activities that
hinge on soil could jeopardise the functional properties of soil ecosystem. Ishiagu in Ebonyi State, Southeast Nigeria has large deposits
of copper, lead, and tin minerals and is historically known for mining
activities. This suggests why several abandoned mining sites are found
here and there. In the past decade, this town was known for large scale
production of rice and yams due to the fertile nature of the clayishloamy soil. However, in the recent time, the productive capacity of the
soil has been noted to be declining in terms of rice yield. This investigation is to find out if this observation could be tied to the long-time
unsustainable mining activities which have the potential of impacting
the soil negatively with respect to nutrient cycling, using carbon and
nitrogen as our nutrient inorganic indicators. The physicochemical
properties, including silt + clay content, organic carbon, total Kjeldahl
nitrogen, available nitrogen and phosphorus, and cation-exchange
capacity of soil sample from Ishiagu were compared with that of the
adjoining communities without any known mining activities. The
results for these parameters were significantly (P < 0.05) greater in the
control sites. For example, biomass C and N were 1.8-fold and 2.1-fold
respectively. At a depth of 20-25 cm, the control site had total carbon
content of 1259.30 ± 6.21 g m-2 , total nitrogen storage 8.20 ± 1.35 g
m-2 , values noted for good crop yield. The pH range for the acid mine
soil of Ishiagu is 4.30 ± 1.20 and 7.56 ± 0.24 for the control site. These
changes imputed by the fall-out from the numerous abandoned mining
sites in Ishiagu have far reaching implications for the natural biogeochemical cycles that govern nutrient balance in the soil ecosystem.
This results of this investigation suggest that the long term unsustainable exploitation of solid minerals in Ishiagu for over 35 years may
have contributed significantly to the currently observed decline in soil
productivity.
663 Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in farmland soils: Occurrence
and bioavailability
O.S. Olatunji, Cape Peninsula Univ of Technology / Chemistry; B.O.
Opeolu, Cape Peninsula Univ of Technology / Faculty of Applied Sciences;
O.S. Fatoki, B.J. XIMBA, Cape Peninsula Univ of Technology / Chemistry
The levels of occurrence and bioavailability of selected polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in some informal farmland soils around
Cape Town were investigated. Top soils of farmlands at Phillipi,
khayelitsha, Kuils River, Brakenfell, Blue Downs and Stellenbosch were
collected over a period of twelve months. The soil samples were sorted,
pulverized and sieved to < 2 mm mesh. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in the soils were extracted into a 1:4 mixture of n-hexane and
dichloromethane (DCM) according to standard method. The extracts
were cleaned using solid phase extraction, and analysed using Gas
Chromatograph coupled with Flame Ionisation Detector (GC-FID).
Principal component analysis (PCA) showed that, variations exist in the
levels of benzo[a]pyrene(BaP), benzo[b]fluoranthene(BbF), benzo[k]
fluoranthene(BkF), Chrysene(Chr), benzo[ghi]perylene(BghiPy), and
indeno[123-cd]pyrene(IP) detected in soil clusters derived from different farmlands. The highest PAHs levels were recorded in farmland
soils around densely populated areas, with the least in farmland soils by
sparse population. The concentrations of BaP, BbF, BkF, Chr, BghiPy,
and IP were ranged 0.51 – 2.57 µg/kg; 0.03 – 3.81 µg/kg; 0.86 – 9.08
µg/kg; < 0.001 – 2.37 µg/kg; 1.08 – 5.96 µg/kg and 0.09 – 3.76 µg/kg
respectively in the soils. The order of availability of the PAHs were BkF
> BghiPy > BbF > IP > BaP > Chry. There was strong positive correlation between the detected PAHs concentrations and soil organic carbon
levels. This may be accounted for by the lipophilic character of PAHs,
suggesting a tendency for potential accumulation in farmland soils, and
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less bioavailability. Multivariate analysis revealed that PAH distribution
in the farmland soils did not follow any definite pattern, probably as a
result of input from diverse sources. The soils contain PAHs at levels
that are not of concern since the observed levels were lower than the
recommended threshold for ∑iPAHs, therefore uptake by plants may not
be significant.
664 Bioremediation of Textile Effluent Polluted Soil using
Composted Market Waste and Kenaf (Hibiscus cannabinus Linn.)
B.S. Bada, T. Ogunyebo, Federal Univ of Agriculture Abeokuta /
Environmental Management and Toxicology
Soil pollution by industrial activities is one of the environmental
problems in Nigeria. This study examined the performance and heavy
metal uptake of kenaf at different levels of compost application in textile
effluent polluted soil. Soil samples were collected from the vicinity of
a textile company in Nigeria. Twelve-litre plastic pots were filled with
10 kg soil. Soil amendments applied were: 0 (control), 60 Kg N ha-1 of
N.P.K 20:10:10 (recommended for kenaf), 40, 60, 80, and 100 Kg N
ha-1 of Composted Market Waste (CMW). The pots were arranged in
Completely Randomized Design and replicated three times. Growth
parameters were taken. Plants were harvested 12 weeks after sowing
and separated into leaf, stem and root. Lead (Pb), Cadmium (Cd),
Chromium (Cr) and Zinc (Zn) levels in plants and soil were determined
using Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer. Data were analyzed using
descriptive statistics and analysis of variance. CMW significantly (p <
0.05) enhanced the growth and yield of kenaf. Increase in the quantity of CMW applied significantly reduced the uptake of heavy metal.
Higher concentrations of Cr (0.67 mg kg-1) and Zn (13.1 mg kg-1) were
observed in the stem while higher concentrations of Pb (1.17 mg kg-1)
and Cd (0.13 mg kg-1) were observed in the root.

Realities of Addressing Contaminated “Legacy Sites”
665 Contamination in and around St. Louis, Michigan from the
Velsicol Superfund site: 40 years later
A. Peverly, Indiana Univ / SPEA; A. Salamova, R.A. Hites, Indiana Univ
/ School of Public and Environmental Affairs
St. Louis, Michigan, is the home of the Velsicol Chemical Corporation
plant site (formerly Michigan Chemical Corporation), now a Superfund
site. It operated from 1936–1978 and produced polybrominated biphenyls
(PBBs), hexabromobenzene (HBB), 1,1,1-trichloro-2,2-bis(4-chlorophenyl) ethane (DDT), and tris(2,3-dibromopropyl) phosphate (TDBPP).
This site was made infamous by the mistaken packaging and selling of
the flame retardant FireMaster BP6 (composed of PBBs) as a dairy cow
feed additive. This led to contamination of most of Michigan’s dairy
cows and, eventually, residents. The St. Louis plant was located on the
Pine River, and many of the chemicals manufactured there leeched
into the river, contaminating the sediment, fish, and water. St. Louis,
Michigan, is also home of the Velsicol Burn Pit (located on the Gratiot
County Golf Course), where 7,500–11,400 L of hazardous waste including DDT was disposed, and the Gratiot County Landfill, into which
122,000 kg of PBBs were dumped. Remediation was undertaken in
1978, mainly through removal of sediment/soil into a clay lined landfill.
To investigate the current atmospheric levels and to determine the
spatial distribution of these levels, we collected tree bark samples around
Michigan and measured the concentrations of these pollutants along
with those of polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs), hexabromocyclododecane (HBCD), and organophosphate esters (OPEs). This study
shows high levels of PBBs, DDT, and HBB in the city of St. Louis (280,
1,400, and 450 ng/g lipid weight, respectively). Concentrations of PBBs,
DDTs, and HBB decline at least one order of magnitude within 10 km
of the Velsicol plant site. In contrast, PBDEs and OPEs, which were not
made in St. Louis, do not show a dependence on distance.

666 Assessing TEQ Risks at PCB Sites - Who Needs Them?
J.D. Schell, Exponent Inc / Toxicology Mechanistic Biology; A.S. Fowler,
ENVIRON International Corporation; J.R. Loper, The Loper Group Inc;
L.M. Ziccardi, Exponent / EcoSciences
Since USEPA promulgated and accepted the dioxin toxicity equivalence (TEQ ) methodology, the agency has required, with increasing
frequency, the use of this approach in risk assessments at sites where
PCBs are the primary constituent of concern (e.g., Housatonic River
in MA, Grasse River in NY, and Anniston PCB Site in AL). Despite
USEPA’s claim regarding a general consensus for applying the TEQ
method at PCB sites, the results demonstrate that the TEQ method does
not provide benefit over traditionally accepted risk assessment based on
total PCB concentrations. There are also downsides to the TEQ method
for PCB sites due to increased uncertainties regarding the results, and
the additional costs to generate the necessary data. For some sites, this
could require resampling and analyzing multiple exposure media. We
demonstrate that human health and ecological risk assessments prepared
using the traditional approaches are adequately protective. The evaluation includes quantitative results from the baseline human health and
ecological risk assessments that were prepared for the Anniston PCB
Site. For fish ingestion, the most significant exposure pathway at this site,
DL-PCBs account for 70% to 94% of the TEQ cancer risks and noncancer hazards. Moreover, risk estimates from TEQ were lower than those
calculated for total PCBs. Similarly, creek sediments and floodplain soil
TEQ concentrations only indicated a potential threat to fish and wildlife
when the TEQ concentrations included DL-PCBs; TEQs using only
PCDD/Fs resulted in no elevated risks. Since risk from PCBs had already
been evaluated using PCB-specific toxicity factors, these results show
that this additional TEQ analysis was not necessary. This is especially
true given the analytical uncertainties associated with PCB-126, the most
potent of the DL-PCBs. This congener was detected in only one of 36 fish
tissue samples. Our findings are consistent with USEPA guidance that
states the TEQ approach is not recommended “when PCB exposures do
not involve significant amounts of PCDDs and PCDFs” (USEPA 2010).
Similar findings can be drawn for other PCB sites where this dual assessment was conducted. This evaluation provides quantitative support for the
adequacy of risk assessments based on total PCBs, and demonstrates that
the collection of data for dioxin-like compounds to support the selection
of a protective remedy is not required at PCB sites.
667 Communicating Mercury Fish Consumption Advisories to River
Users in Virginia’s Shenandoah Valley
R.G. Stahl, M. Liberati, DuPont Company / Corporate Remediation Group
In the mid-1970s, the discovery of elevated mercury concentrations in
fish in the South River and South Fork Shenandoah River in Virginia
led to fish consumption advisories that affected 140 river miles. The
South River Science Team, a group of individuals from state and federal
agencies, environmental groups, academia, and DuPont was established
in 2001 to serve as a focal point for technical issues concerning mercury,
conduct studies to understand how mercury enters the South River, and
ensure that findings are communicated to river users—all while ensuring
the protection of human health and the environment. The effective communication of the fish consumption advisories to people who fish along
the affected rivers is important to human health protection. To respond
to this challenge, the Science Team developed an innovative, multifaceted outreach program that includes the distribution of hard copy
communications materials, internet-based information via a website, and
face-to-face interactions. The advisories are posted on bulletin boards
at river access locations, where river users can also pick up a brochure
entitled “Should I Eat the Fish I Catch?” This brochure and other hard
copy materials, such as fact sheets and newsletters, are available at the
Science Team’s office in the center of town, as well as on the team’s website. In addition, Science Team members use the information handouts to
reinforce the details of the advisories when speaking to the community at
local fairs and festivals or presenting information to local interest groups
and school children. To reach a growing Hispanic/Latino population in
the area, the Science Team partners with James Madison University’s
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Blue Ridge Area Health Education Center. The Center’s Promotores
de Salud Program is being used to help educate the Spanish-speaking
community about the advisories and the potential physical and environmental effects of mercury. Through this program, the Spanish-speaking
community receives scientifically accurate information in a culturally
appropriate way. This paper focuses on the methods used and lessons
learned during implementation of the Science Team’s outreach program.
668 Fishers study for the Lower Duwamish Waterway
K.L. Godtfredsen, N.L. S. Replinger, Windward Environmental LLC;
D. Williston, King County / Dept Natural Resources and Parks DNRP;
J. Stern, King County Wastewater Treatment Division / Dept of Natural
Resources
The Lower Duwamish Waterway (LDW), an estuary located in the
industrial core of Seattle, Washington, was listed as a Superfund site in
September 2001 and as a Washington State Model Toxics Control Act
(MTCA) site in February 2002. Since its listing, the remedial investigation and feasibility study have been finalized and the record of decision is
due out in late 2014. Preliminary remediation goals for bio-accumulative
risk drivers (e.g., PCBs) are being set by background, and institutional
controls, such as a seafood advisory, are predicted to be needed following cleanup. To improve the effectiveness of institutional controls
related to the consumption of resident seafood, a fishers study is being
conducted. The goal of the fishers study is to gather information from
people who either harvest or consume resident seafood from the LDW
to better understand site use and risk perception. The study will include
a year-long survey on the river in up to 10 languages as well as in-depth
interviews midway through the survey to better assess risk perception.
To help inform the study design and foster community involvement, a
local organization, Environmental Coalition of South Seattle (ECOSS),
performed 59 interviews with community representatives who are invited
to provide feedback throughout the study.
669 Challenges in Attaining a Comprehensive and Cost Effective
Remedial Plan for the Lower Passaic River Superfund Site
M. Johns, L. Saban, Windward Environmental LLC; R. Law, de maximis
inc
The lower 17.5 miles of the Passaic River is the subject of an ongoing
RI/FS in which site-specific data have been collected to allow for a clear
understanding of chemical fate and transport, risks to humans using
the river, risks to organisms inhabiting the river, and identification of
cost effective remedial actions. Complicating the traditional CERCLA
decision making process, USEPA Region 2 recently published a Focused
Feasibility Study (FFS) for the lower 8.3 miles of the study area. While
a FFS is identified in the NCP as a process for conducting an interim
remedial action, the preferred action selected in the FFS is both expansive (bank to bank dredging) and costly (at least $1.3 Billion), making
it one of the most expensive sediment remedial actions in CERCLA
history. However, significant differences in understanding of how sediments and contaminants move within the lower Passaic River, potential
risks, and the relative value of alternative remedial actions in reducing
risks exist between the analysis presented in the FFS and being finalized
in the RI/FS. The presentation will explore differences in the conceptual
models for the Passaic River and use of site specific data to estimate risks.
670 Legacy of the South River, application of Bayesian networks to
the integrated assessment and long-term management of a contaminated watershed
W.G. Landis, K.K. Ayre, Western Washington Univ / Inst of Environmental
Toxicology; H. Summers, Integral Consulting / Inst of Environmental
Toxicology and Chemistry; A.F. Johns, M.J. Harris, J. Stinson, A.J.
Markiewicz, Western Washington Univ / Inst of Environmental Toxicology
Over the last five years we have been using Bayesian networks to estimate risk at the South River, VA legacy site. The risk assessment and
management process now encompasses an initial risk assessment, the
calculation of the change in risk with different management schemes
and the integration of ecological and human health risk. The initial risk
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assessment incorporated eight endpoints and demonstrated an increase
in risk for the biotic endpoints downstream of the legacy source. The
management options of bank stabilization and best management practices
for agriculture were evaluated for changes in risk to the watershed. Bank
stabilization did change risk estimates in the upstream area. Risk to bass
was decreased, but since Belted Kingfisher use the bank habitat as nesting sites, risk to that endpoint could increase. The integration of human
health and ecological risk is now underway. The integrated conceptual
model does demonstrate the compatibility of the distinctly different types
of endpoints. In these scenarios the entropy analysis of the Bayesian
networks allows the identification of influential variables for further
measurement and investigation. Ongoing monitoring of the river over
the next decades will allow an update of the priors of the model and an
examination of its predictability of the effects of different management
alternatives. Perhaps the most important result is the demonstrations that
risk assessment tools that incorporate multiple stressors at the watershed
scale can be applied to the long-term management of contaminated sites.
Mines, legacy contaminated sites, and areas receiving non-point input can
all be evaluated using the tools developed during this study.
671 Remediation in an Adaptive Management Framework: The South
River (VA) Case Study
C. Patmont, Anchor QEA LLC; N.R. Grosso, M. Liberati, DuPont
Company;
The majority of mercury loading to the South River (VA) currently
enters the channel over a 10 to 12 mile reach downstream of the former
DuPont manufacturing facility in Waynesboro. The primary mechanism
for the continued mercury loading is through the slow erosion of legacy
mercury deposits that currently reside in riverbank soils. More than
half of the mercury that currently cycles through the food web likely
originates from eroding bank soils. Owing to the size, linear nature,
complexity, and variability of the South River system, remedial measures
will be implemented by DuPont in an adaptive management framework collaboratively with the regulatory agencies, landowners, and the
scientific community. Remediation actions are planned for manageable
segments of the river, addressing banks and adjacent in-channel bed sediments in a successive upstream-to-downstream sequence. Conducting
work sequentially on discrete segments of the river system and carefully
monitoring of the outcome of early phases of remediation actions will
help to adjust the scope of subsequent remediation phases as part of an
iterative learning process. The first phase of remediation actions is being
directed at the first 2 miles of the river adjacent to and downstream of
the former DuPont Waynesboro facility, targeting banks that contribute
the majority of mercury loading to the river in this segment. The primary
remediation technologies include enhanced vegetative and structural
stabilization of target banks to materially reduce mercury loading to the
South River and accelerate natural recovery processes within channel
areas, maximizing overall protectiveness and minimizing disruptions to
the river system. Bank remediation designs will be tailored to individual
areas based on site characteristics, landowner preferences, regulatory
requirements, and other factors, and attempt to optimize overall remediation and habitat restoration objectives. Remediation actions in the
South River will be implemented sequentially over the next 5 to 10 years
or more, providing an opportunity to effectively integrate lessons learned.
672 Monitoring of Remedial Effectiveness in a River System
J. Flanders, URS Corp; R.G. Stahl, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company
/ Corp Remediation
Mercury (Hg) was discharged into the South River, a high-gradient,
fourth order tributary to the South Fork Shenandoah (SFS) River in
central VA, USA between 1929 and 1950. Hg concentrations remain
elevated in soil, sediment, surface water and biological tissue; historical
agricultural and other practices have impaired habitat and water quality. In order to reduce human and ecological exposure to Hg, interim
remedial measures have been designed to control bank erosion, the
largest source of Hg to the South River; however, improvements are
not expected to be measureable for many years following implementation. Measuring potential improvements will require a comprehensive
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monitoring plan with short-term and long-term elements that builds on
previous studies that characterized site conditions, including Hg fate
and transport studies, human and ecological risk assessments, and pilot
remediation projects. The short-term monitoring plan targets specific
objectives to document system improvements over the near term (2 to
10 years) at smaller spatial scales like individual river bank management areas. Short-term objectives are to reduce mercury transport and
exposure due to bank erosion, and improve bank habitat functions.
Monitoring elements were selected based on past performance during
baseline and pilot studies showing rapid responses to changes in mercury
loading or physical stabilization. Monitoring will incorporate physical,
chemical, and biological components to evaluate the performance of the
interim measures, including bank stability, sediment, periphyton, Asiatic
clam (Corbicula fluminea) tissue, and riparian vegetation. The long-term
objectives are generally to reduce MeHg exposure and improve habitat
conditions throughout the South River and SFS River, with specific
objectives to monitor human and ecological exposure to mercury, system
responses to remediation, and the continued integrity of the corrective
actions. Potential food items for humans (fish, waterfowl and turtles) and
exposure media for ecological receptors, including exposure to terrestrial
ecological receptors (passerine birds) via both terrestrial and aquatic
sources will be monitored. Changes in habitat and water quality will be
monitored via the benthic invertebrate community and surface water
samples. Potential improvements will be monitored in a framework that
will allow differentiation from interannual variation.

Bioaccumulation: Science and Regulation
673 Regulatory implications of improved understanding of bioaccumulation mechanisms
W. Drost; U. Joehncke, German Federal Environment Agency UBA;
C. Rauert, G. Treu, J. Ackermann, Federal Environment Agency; C.
Schlechtriem, Fraunhofer IME
Bioaccumulation plays a vital role in understanding the fate of a substance
in the environment and is key to the regulation of chemicals in several
jurisdictions. Within the European REACH regulation, the assessment of the bioaccumulation potential is a major criterion to identify and
evaluate substances of concern. However, the current approaches have
limitations. The partitioning coefficient between hydrophobic and hydrophilic phases ( log KOW ) as an indicator for bioaccumulation does not take
into account active transport phenomena or special structural properties
(e.g. amphiphilic substances or dissociating substances) as for instance the
perfluorinated compounds. The BCF as a standard criterion to identify
bioaccumulative substances is usually determined by the OECD 305
bioconcentration test. However, there are several substance groups that
are not suitable for this test system. For instance, for highly hydrophobic
compounds aqueous exposure is increasingly influenced by experimental
difficulties. Though there are alternative test systems such as the dietary
bioaccumulation study now included in the recently revised OECD 305 it
still remains unclear how to deal with results of alternative tests in regulation. Addressing these questions, the presentation will outline the results
of research projects funded by Federal Environment Agency (UBA). This
will be presented in combination with the results of the international
Bioaccumulation Workshop hosted by the UBA and Fraunhofer IME at
Dessau in June 2014. In summary the presentation will discuss state of
the art and current challenges in assessing a substance’s potential to bioaccumulate and discuss alternative criteria and evaluation concepts.
674 The Regulatory Assessment of Bioaccumulation: The Hazard vs
Exposure Paradox
M.A. Bonnell, Environment Canada / Ecological Assessment Division
Fundamentally there are two ways in which information on the bioaccumulation of a chemical can be used to assess its potential to lead to
harm in the environment. The first approach simply uses a factor from
a bioaccumulation test such as a BCF, BAF or BMF and compares this
factor against regulatory bioaccumulation criteria or accepted scientific
thresholds (in the case of BMF). When combined with other chemical

properties such as persistence an inherent toxicity, a profile of a chemical’s ‘hazard’ potential can be achieved. This approach does not require
information on the environmental concentration of a chemical and so
precludes the measurement of exposure. In the second approach, the
absolute value of the bioaccumulation factor is less relevant (from a
criteria stand point) because it is used to estimate tissue residues from
exposure to concentrations of a chemical in one or more environmental
media. As such, this approach is driven by the measurement of exposure. Both of these approaches are used by regulators to determine the
potential ‘risk’ a substances poses in the environment and thus can
appear as a paradox. However, each has a domain of application within
the regulatory assessment of chemicals, but this domain is often not well
understood. Consequently, will examine the domain of these approaches
and discuss the implications for using either of these approaches for the
regulatory assessment of chemicals using example situations.
675 Chemical and biological factors drive trophic magnification of
organic pollutants in aquatic food webs
D.M. Walters, USGS / Fort Collins Science Center; K.A. Kidd, Univ of
New Brunswick; B. Cade, USGS; P. Leipzig-Scott, USGS / Fort Collins
Science Center; T. Jardine, Univ of Saskatchewan / School of Environment
and Sustainability
The environmental risk of synthetic chemicals is governed by their
persistence, bioaccumulation potential and toxicity. Bioaccumulation
potential in aquatic food webs is best described by trophic magnification factors (TMFs) that are calculated as the antilog of the slope of
the log[contaminant] vs. trophic position regression. Stable isotopes are
often used to calculate trophic position in these regressions, and over the
past 20 years many authors have examined trophic transfer of chemicals
(mainly persistent organic pollutants; POPs) using this approach in
diverse food webs that range from high to low latitudes, from streams
to lakes, and from freshwater to marine systems. In addition, some food
web studies included only ectotherms whereas others had endotherms
as the top predators. We assembled a database of >1000 isotope-derived
TMFs (mainly for PCBs, chlorinated pesticides, PBDE, some PFCs)
from published and unpublished sources and asked whether observed
high and low values were consistent with those predicted based on
chemical properties (log Kow). Using a subset of PCB congeners we
found that TMFs ranged from 0.7 to 49.8 and peaked at log Kow ~7,
in line with expectations from bioaccumulation models. However, the
large amount of scatter in the TMF vs. log Kow relationship points
to biological factors such as endothermy and growth rates in driving
additional variation. System characteristics such as surface area, latitude
and water chemistry are also being assessed for their influence on TMFs.
Our review will help characterise the risk posed by POPs and other
chemicals as defined by bioaccumulation criteria (TMF > 1) and identify
where additional work is needed to obtain this definitive information on
food web biomagnification, with implications for further development of
regulatory standards.
676 Testing in vitro to in vivo extrapolation methods for the biotransformation of very hydrophobic chemicals in trout
J.C. Lo, Simon Fraser Univ / Biological Sciences; G. Allard, Simon Fraser
Univ / Faculty of Environment; C.J. Kennedy, Simon Fraser Univ / Dept of
Biological Sciences; S.V. Otton, Simon Fraser Univ / School of Resource and
Environmental Management; D. Campbell, Simon Fraser Univ / Dept of
Statistics and Actuarial Science; F.A. Gobas, Simon Fraser Univ / School of
Resource and Environmental Management Faculty of Environment
Biotransformation can an important role in the depuration of very hydrophobic and potentially bioaccumulative substances in fish. The use of in
vitro biotransformation data to make predictions of in vivo clearance in
animal models has been a well-accepted procedure for pharmaceutical
drugs. However, pharmaceutical drugs typically exhibit log Kow’s up to
approximately 4, while many environmental contaminants of concern
have log Kow’s greater than 5. Because of their extreme hydrophobicity, it is important to test methods for in vitro to in vivo extrapolation
(IVIVE) before such methods are used in hazard and risk assessment.
Nichols and Cowan-Ellsberry have proposed IVIVE methods based
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on pharmaceutical science approaches. This research reports on in vivo
and in vitro experiments in rainbow trout with selected hydrocarbons
of varying log Kow, which are designed to test the IVIVE methodology for very hydrophobic chemicals. Dietary bioaccumulation studies
in rainbow trout were conducted to measure uptake, elimination and
biotransformation rates in liver and whole organisms. In vitro bioassays in rainbow trout liver S9 homogenates were carried out to measure
in vitro biotransformation rates. Methods to extrapolate in vitro to in
vivo biotransformation rates were then tested with the available data.
We conclude that there are several experimental and computational
considerations that require attention in the application of in vitro to in
vivo fish biotransformation extrapolation methods for very hydrophobic
chemicals.
677 Evaluating and applying laboratory dietary bioaccumulation testing data and models for organic chemicals in fish
J.A. Arnot, ARC Arnot Research & Consulting / Dept of Physical
Environmental Science; C.L. Quinn, Golder Associates Ltd / Dept of
Physical and Environmental Sciences
Dietary bioaccumulation testing in fish provides insight into bioaccumulation processes, and data for models and chemical assessment. Test
metrics include the whole body depuration rate constant (kT), whole body
growth corrected depuration rate constant (kT-G) and corresponding
chemical half-lives (t1/2 andt1/2-G), dietary chemical absorption efficiency
(AE), and the biomagnification factor (BMF). The BMF is currently a
test endpoint of primary regulatory interest. A database of 3,023 measurement endpoints for 477 discrete organic chemicals was developed from
the public domain and the primary literature of the past 40 years. The
database includes 964 half-lives, 1,190 AEs and 869 BMFs for chemicals
ranging in molar mass from 120 to 1,423 g/mol. Case study examples
outlining sources of variability and uncertainty in the measured data are
presented. In particular, measured data are derived from various protocols and are critically reviewed using methods developed from recently
standardized experimental test guidelines. Half-lives range from 0.13 to
2,600 days; however, approximately 54% contain at least one major source
of uncertainty, most commonly a growth correction calculation error. The
AE median is approximately 50% for most chemicals, but the range can
be large for the same chemical. Only 37% of reported BMFs are considered reliable or reliable with restrictions. Case study errors in published
BMFs and simple suggestions for corroborating reported BMF data using
test data are provided. The BMF data compilation is compared with a
mechanistic fish BMF model to examine the roles of growth dilution and
biotransformation rates on BMFs. Available data and models show that in
the absence of biotransformation and organism growth, organic chemicals
with octanol-water partition coefficients ≥104.5 that are absorbed from
the diet have the potential to biomagnify in fish, i.e., lipid-normalized
BMFs >1. However, even slow growth and biotransformation rates will
lower BMFs, particularly for the more hydrophobic chemicals as a result
of reduced uptake kinetics. The analysis highlights the significance of
biotransformation in mitigating biomagnification. The application of this
empirical dataset and QSARs and models for screening-level bioaccumulation assessment are discussed.
678 Physiologically based toxicokinetic models for in vitro-in vivo
extrapolation of receptor-mediated effects in rainbow trout
M. Brinkmann, K. Eichbaum, RWTH Aachen Univ / Inst for
Environmental Research; S. Buchinger, German Federal Inst of Hydrology
/ Dept G Biochemistry Ecotoxicology; G. Reifferscheid, Biochemistry and
Ecotoxicology; T. Bui, A. Schaeffer, H. Hollert, T.G. Preuss, RWTH Aachen
Univ / Inst for Environmental Research
The European REACH regulation was established by the European
Parliament and the Council to prospectively avoid the negative effects
of industrial chemicals on humans and the environment. To meet this
mandate, the chemical industry must provide toxicological and ecotoxicological data, potentially requiring a large number of animal experiments.
To minimise the use of animals, however, the 3R principle (i.e., reduction,
replacement, refinement) demands that animal experiments should be
substituted with appropriate alternative test methods whenever possible.
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Many dossiers submitted to the European Chemicals Agency for the
authorisation of chemicals have attempted to provide the required data
without performing new experiments, relying heavily on in silico methods
(e.g., quantitative structure-activity relationships, read-across, grouping
or weight-of-evidence approaches); in vitro assays were scarcely used.
Here, we propose a methodology that uses physiologically based toxicokinetic (PBTK) models to extrapolate in vitro data to the in vivo level. We
collected experimental results for in vitro and in vivo ethoxyresorufinO-deethylase (EROD) and vitellogenin (Vtg) induction in rainbow trout
(Oncorhynchus mykiss) following chemical exposure (either via the aquatic
exposure medium or intraperitoneal injection) and compared those results
with model predictions. We found that the predictive power of aqueous chemical concentrations was limited; median effect concentrations
(EC50s) based on internal concentrations in fish correlated far better
with in vitro EC50s (97 % of the values deviated less than one order of
magnitude from the regression of in vivo and in vitro data). The present
study demonstrates that PBTK models can be used to ordinate important
biochemical markers of mechanism-specific effects (i.e., EROD and Vtg)
to correlate with experimentally derived in vitro data. We believe that the
presented non-experimental in silico methods for in vitro-in vivo extrapolation have the potential to achieve an overall reduction in the number
of toxicological and ecotoxicological experiments with live animals when
combined with experimental in vitro test methods while maintaining an
equal level of protection.
679 How important is feeding to the bioaccumulation of organic
chemicals in worms?
D.T. Kuo, City Univ of Hong Kong / Civil and Architectural Engineering
Until now, bioaccumulation of organic chemicals in worms has been
modeled mostly by equilibrium partitioning or simple logKOW-based
empirical relationships, and a mechanistic account of the phenomenon
has yet to be developed. This stagnant situation can be largely attributed
to two major modeling challenges: dietary uptake and in vivo biotransformation. This study focuses on the dietary uptake of organic chemicals
in worms. First, the theoretical foundation for separating uptake contribution due to feeding and interstitial water exposure was developed. The
uptake contribution due to feeding or aqueous exposure can be extracted
from bioaccumulation experiments through different approaches. These
approaches will be demonstrated using experimental data from existing
literature. Following the developed methodology, an accurate correlation was developed for the fractional contribution of feeding to overall
chemical uptake, fs, in worms based on extracted data following a rigorous review process (RMSE = 0.12; logKOW from 0.87 to 8.2; n = 28).
The extracted data clearly demonstrates the dominance of feeding in the
bioaccumulation of organic chemicals with logKOW ≥ 5. Finally, how the
developed fs correlation may be used to develop a generic dietary uptake
model for worms is demonstrated using apparent dietary uptake rate
constants extracted from reviewed experimental literature (n = 68). The
results from this study will bring us a step closer towards using worm as
a representative sentinel organism in terrestrial and benthic ecosystems.
Limitations of the current study will be briefly discussed.
680 A review of measured bioaccumulation data in terrestrial plants
for organic chemicals: variability and the need to develop standard
protocols
W.J. Doucette, Utah State Univ / Utah Water Research Laboratory; E.
Dettenmaier, Chevron Energy Technology Company; C. Shunthirasingham,
J. Arnot, Arnot Research & Consulting Inc.
Quantifying and predicting the bioaccumulation of organic chemicals
from soils into terrestrial plants is important for assessing human and
ecological risks, evaluating the use of plants as biomonitors of contamination and predicting the effectiveness of phytoremediation. Empirical
data describing chemical uptake by plants roots are generally expressed
as ratios of chemical concentrations in the plant compartment of interest
(e.g. shoots, roots, xylem sap) to that in the exposure medium, (soil, soil
pore water, hydroponic solution) measured when the samples are collected. These ratios, that may or may not reflect equilibrium, are referred
to as bioconcentration factors (BCFs) but have also been named for the
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specific plant tissue sampled such as root concentration factors, stem
concentration factors or transpiration stream (xylem sap) concentrations factors. Plant-soil BCF values have been used directly as models to
estimate plant tissue concentrations from measured exposure concentrations and have also been used as input into mechanistic models and in
risk assessments. We collected and reviewed measured data from over 500
published papers to develop a terrestrial plant bioaccumulation database
that includes plant bioconcentration factors for 360 organic chemicals and
100 plant species. The review shows that the lack of experimental data
collected in a consistent, reproducible manner confounds comparisons
between studies and limits model development. Key parameters describing plant growth and transpiration were often missing. Until standard
protocols for the measurement of plant uptake data are available and
used to generate consistent, high quality data, models will be only able to
provide order of magnitude estimates of root uptake and resulting tissue
concentrations. Case studies of well-conducted plant studies are summarized to provide guidance for future standard protocol development.

Adaptation to Stressors: Evolutionary and Molecular
Toxicology and Their Potential for Informing
Ecological Risk Assessment
681 The genetic basis for evolved tolerance to dioxin-like compounds
in wild Atlantic killifish: more than the aryl hydrocarbon receptor
D.E. Nacci, USEPA / ORD NHEERL Atlantic Ecology Division; E.R.
Waits, USEPA / NERL; D.A. Proestou, Atlantic Ecology Division; D.M.
Champlin, USEPA / Atlantic Ecology Division; J. Martinson, B. Rinner, S.
Morris, USEPA
Populations of Atlantic killifish (Fundulus heteroclitus) resident to some
US urban estuaries have independently evolved extreme and inherited
tolerance to toxic dioxin-like compounds (DLCs). To further understand the genetic basis for this trait, we densely genotyped families of
F2 recombinant embryos derived from tolerant killifish resident to the
New Bedford (NB) PCB Superfund site (MA, USA). Quantitative
Trait Locus (QTL) analysis identified main, interacting and epistatic
genetic markers of NB tolerance that together provide an unusually
comprehensive accounting of this complex trait: ≥ 68% phenotypic
variance explained, LOD (Logarithm of Odds ) 23.68; p = 8.33e-15.
An integrated genetic linkage map for the species was constructed
to characterize physical relationships among QTLs across the killifish genome. This map and recently identified killifish gene models
(Fundulus genome consortium) provided invaluable tools to explore
syntenic and orthologous comparisons across fish and other species, and
infer potential causal relationships among loci identified through QTL
associations. Consistent with mechanistic knowledge of DLC toxicity
in fish and other vertebrates, the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AHR2)
accounts for 16.77% of phenotypic variation; however, QTLs on an independent linkage group have even greater explanatory power (43.74%).
The species-wide relevance of some of these NB QTLs was suggested
through genetic screening of three other DLC-tolerant populations,
resident to highly contaminated urban estuaries. These results advance
our understanding of intra- and inter-specific variation in DLC toxicity,
and permit insight into rapid evolutionary mechanisms.
682 RAD Seq. Analysis of Variously PAH-Adapted Atlantic Killifish,
Fundulus heteroclitus, from Throughout the Elizabeth River, VA
J.S. Osterberg, Duke Univ / Nicholas School of the Environment; T.F.
Schultz, K.M. Cammen, Duke Univ / Marine Lab; B.W. Clark, USEPA /
Atlantic Ecology Division; R.T. Di Giulio, Duke Univ / Nicholas School of
the Environment
A population of Atlantic killifish (Fundulus heteroclitus) that inhabits the
creosote-contaminated Atlantic Woods Industries Superfund (AW) site
on the Elizabeth River, VA has been studied for over two decades. Fish
from this site and less polluted neighboring sites show varying levels
of adapted resistance to the development of fatal embryologic cardiac
teratogenesis that is seen in wildtype embryos treated with sediment

extracts from AW. Although much work has been published describing the adapted phenotypes, little has been published about the adapted
genotypes. We performed restriction site associated DNA sequencing
(RAD seq) to identify regions of the genome under selection and better
understand the genotypes that underlie the variously adapted phenotypes
of six ER sites with comparison to our long time reference site of King’s
Creek (KC), VA as well as a reference site in Beaufort, NC. Illumina
sequencing of 32 individuals each from eight sites produced between 43
and 99 million reads per site and between 1 and 3 million average reads
per individual. We used Stacks (v0.99993) to map the reads to the latest
version of the soon to be published F. heteroclitus genome and identified over 97,000 loci and over 45,000 single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs). Between KC and each other site we calculated smoothed F ST
across 150 kB sliding windows for ~20,000 SNPs (read depths ≥10,
≥50% genotypes in both populations, and minor allele frequencies ≥10%)
and identified between 8 and 19 genomic regions showing smoothed F ST
values significantly (p< 0.0001) elevated above background. Four such
genomic regions are shared amongst the most polluted ER sites tested
while are absent from the cleanest upstream ER site as well as Beaufort,
NC. Candidate genes under selection were defined as those within
300 kB of a significant region and include several genes involved in the
regulation of the canonical AHR pathway, as expected, as well as several
genes relating to muscle function, cancer and DNA repair, and mitochondrial function. This project is made possible by NIEHS SRP grant
P42-ES10356 and NSF grant DEB-1120512.
683 Molecular Evolution of the Transcription Factor Nrf2 in
Zebrafish and Killifish
A.R. Timme-Laragy, Univ of Massachusetts / Environmental Health
Sciences; M.E. Hahn, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution / Biology
Small fish models such as the zebrafish are commonly used in toxicity and
pharmaceutical testing, particularly to screen for early life stage effects, as
well as in mechanistic studies. It is important to consider the evolutionary
relationship between fish models and mammals, as fish have undergone at
least one genome duplication event, and for many mammalian transcription factors fish often have duplicate copies (co-orthologs). Here, we will
present the comparative evolutionary relationship of a toxicologically
relevant transcription factor—nfe2l2, or Nrf2—and associated signaling pathways. Nrf2 is often referred to as the gatekeeper of the adaptive
response to oxidative stress. We will compare the Nrf2 genes in two small
fish models, the killifish (Fundulus heteroclitus) and zebrafish (Danio rerio),
with those in humans and rodents, focusing on multiple fish Nrf2 (Nrf2a,
Nrf2b) genes. We will discuss the implications of transcription factor
multiplicity for environmental toxicology and ecological risk assessment,
including both the challenges and the opportunities provided by differences in gene number and function among fish and mammals. [NIH
grants F32ES017585, R01ES016366, P42ES007381].
684 Utilizing Resurrection Ecology to Understand the Evolution of
Sensitivity to Xenobiotics
A.M. Simpson, Zoology; J.B. Belden, P. Jeyasingh, Oklahoma State Univ /
Dept of Zoology
Resurrection ecology offers a number of exciting applications for the
field of evolutionary toxicology. The ability to observe and manipulate living relicts of ancestral populations enables direct comparisons
among genotypes separated by centuries of evolutionary change. Such
studies conducted on resurrected genotypes from a population of the
zooplankton, Daphnia pulicaria¸ found striking genetic and phenotypic
shifts associated with anthropogenic disturbance over the past 120 years.
Acute toxicity tests using a common-use insecticide, chlorpyrifos, indicated that ancient (~700-yr-old) genotypes were more sensitive to this
chemical, when compared to the contemporary (~10-yr-old) genotypes.
Because chlorpyrifos has low persistence in the water column, and never
been detected in the lake from which the resting eggs were collected, it is
unlikely that these differences in sensitivity are due to direct selection for
tolerance to this chemical. Rather, lower sensitivity to chlorpyrifos could
be a correlated consequence of evolution driven by cultural eutrophication in other traits such as metabolic rate.
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685 Pollution resistance in risk assessment: A case study of rapid adaptation to pesticides in Hyalella azteca
H.C. Poynton, Univ of Massachusetts Boston / School for the Environment;
D.P. Weston, Univ of California / Dept of Integrative Biology; G. Wellborn,
Univ of Oklahoma; M.J. Lydy, Southern Illinois Univ Carbondale / Center
for Fisheries Aquaculture and Aquatic Sciences; K. Major, B.J. Blalock, Univ
of Massachusetts Boston / School for the Environment
An increase in pollution tolerance in a community or the documentation of pollution resistant populations has long been considered evidence
of adverse impacts to a community. However, there are few methods
available for detecting shifts in tolerance of communities or populations
and this phenomenon is likely often overlooked. Our work has documented a case of pesticide resistance in the aquatic crustacean, Hyalella
azteca, which was exposed to pyrethroid pesticides from agricultural
and urban run-off. These field populations span three different species
groups or clades, revealing that pesticide resistance arose multiple times
and is likely more prevalent that previously considered. We are currently
developing genotyping assays to screen wild populations of H. azteca
for the two most commonly detected resistance mutations, which will
help to determine how wide spread the resistance is within our system.
New avenues for research in this area include determining if costs are
associated with rapid adaptation to pesticides including loss in genetic
diversity and fitness costs. In addition, H. azteca is currently undergoing whole genome sequencing through the i5K Arthropod Sequencing
Initiative. While facilitating the further development of molecular tools
for this species complex, this effort will also allow us to investigate how
rapid adaptation influences the genomic architecture of natural populations. By highlighting the prevalence of adaptation to pollution and its
potential adverse costs, we hope to contribute to the renewed discussion
of the role of evolutionary toxicology in risk assessment.
686 The landscape of population genomic variation following rapid and
repeated adaptation to environmental pollution in Atlantic killifish
A. Whitehead, Univ of California Davis / Environmental Toxicology;
J. Colbourne, Univ of Birmingham; D. Crawford, RSMAS Univ of
Miami; D. Gilbert, Indiana Univ; M.E. Hahn, S.I. Karchner, Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution / Biology; B. King, Mount Desert Island
Biological Laboratory; D.E. Nacci, USEPA / ORD NHEERL Atlantic
Ecology Division; M.F. Oleksiak, Rosenstiel School of Marine Sciences;
N. Reid, Univ of California Davis; D. Rusch, Indiana Univ; J.R. Shaw,
Indiana Univ / The School of Public and Environmental Affairs and The
Center for Genomics and Bioinformatics; W. Warren, Washington Univ
Populations of Atlantic killifish (Fundulus heteroclitus) have repeatedly
evolved heritable tolerance to extreme environmental pollution, as have
populations of the Gulf killifish F. grandis. Evolved tolerance is dramatic
and has emerged quickly over dozens of generations. Numerous studies, including genome-scale experiments, have offered detailed insight
into the biochemical mechanisms that underlie evolved tolerance. But
the number of genes, the identity of genes, the types of mutations that
underlie this evolved tolerance, and the nature of other accompanying
genomic changes, has until recently remained a mystery. We sought
to solve this mystery by first sequencing, assembling, and annotating a
high-quality reference genome sequence for F. heteroclitus. The resulting
genome sequence has high contiguity and excellent evidence-based gene
models and annotation. Additionally, we have sequenced whole genomes
from 48 individuals per population from each of four populations that
have independently evolved tolerance to industrial pollutants. We have
paired each tolerant population with a geographically nearby reference
population, sampled from an unpolluted habitat, that shows normal
high-sensitivity to model pollutants. We sequenced 48 individuals from
each of those reference populations. For each of these four pairs of tolerant-sensitive populations, we scanned genomes for footprints of strong
recent natural selection. These analyses include sliding-window allele
frequency outlier approaches, as well as analyses that detect genomic
regions of reduced haplotype diversity in the tolerant member of each
population pair. Candidate regions are further implicated by coincidence
with genetic markers associated with the tolerance phenotype discovered
by quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping experiments, and are most
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strongly implicated where selection footprints are shared between each
of the tolerant populations. Data indicate that few regions of the genome
show signatures of recent strong natural selection, and reveal a small
suite of candidate genes responsible for the adaptive phenotype. This
natural mutant model offers insight into the types of natural genomic
variation that segregates within populations and contributes to variable
sensitivity to modern chemicals.
687 Gradient of evolved resistance to PCBs and PAHs, cross-resistance and fitness costs in Gulf killifish (Fundulus grandis) from the
Galveston Bay, Texas
E. Oziolor, Environmental Science; B. Dubansky, Univ of North Texas /
Dept of Biological Sciences; S.L. Guberman, C.W. Matson, Baylor Univ /
Environmental Science
The Houston Ship Channel (HSC) in Texas includes areas that have
historically been found to contain substantial levels of mercury, dioxins, furans, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), and polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs). We collected Fundulus grandis from four contaminated areas on the HSC, from a site expected to have intermediate
contamination, and from two reference sites to establish lab colonies. F1
embryos from HSC populations were 1,000x more resistant to PCB126and 2-5x more resistant to coal tar-induced cardiovascular teratogenesis.
We confirmed biparental inheritance and a genetic basis of protection
through reciprocal crosses between a reference and contaminated population. Similar to patterns observed for Fundulus heteroclitus inhabiting
polluted areas along the US Atlantic coast, HSC populations of F.
grandis exhibit a reduction of both basal and induced cytochrome P450
1A (CYP1A) activity, suggesting a common mechanism of adaptation.
The intermediate contamination site population exhibited intermediate
resistance and CYP1A activity in response to both PCBs and PAHs.
We hypothesize a gradient of adaptation that correlates with the level
of pollution at these sites. We further hypothesized that the observed
reduction in CYP1A activity would make resistant populations more
sensitive to pesticides that are detoxified via CYP1A-mediated biotransformation. Contrary to our hypothesis, despite the lower CYP1A
activity, we found that adapted populations of F. grandis are actually
more resistant to carbaryl, a carbamate pesticide. There was no difference
in sensitivity between resistant and reference populations for permethrin,
a pyrethroid pesticide. We have also confirmed a significant increase in
resting metabolic rate in developing larvae, likely a fitness cost associated with the resistant phenotype. Such results suggest that the HSC can
serve as a “natural laboratory” to study evolutionary processes driven by
anthropogenic pollution, including cross-resistance and fitness costs.
688 The costs of resistance: Energetic demands and fitness costs in
adapting to a polluted environment
N. Jayasundara, R.T. Di Giulio, Duke Univ / Nicholas School of the
Environment
Adaptation to environmental stressors, including pollutants, comes at a
physiological cost. Trade-offs of pollution adaptation have been investigated in microbes, insects, and plants. Nonetheless, little is known about
costs associated with vertebrate resistance to environmental pollutants, particularly in the context of another stressor, such as changes in
temperature. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), are ubiquitous
environmental contaminants and are known to produce a range of toxic
effects. Several sub-populations of Atlantic killifish (Fundulus heteroclitus)
in the Elizabeth River, VA, have developed varying degrees of resistance
to PAH-toxicity, which enables their survival in regions that are highly
(Atlantic Wood - AW) and moderately (Jones Creek - JC) contaminated
with PAHs. Here, we investigated the swimming performance, and whole
organismal and tissue metabolic rates at 24oC and 34oC in F. heteroclitus from AW and JC sites in comparison to a reference population from
Kings Creek (KC). Swimming performance was quantified by measuring
critical swimming speed (Ucrit). Routine (R MO2) and maximum (M MO2)
metabolic rates were measured using intermittent respirometry to quantify
aerobic scope (M MO2 - R MO2). XF Extracellular Flux Analyzer was used
to characterize cardiac tissue mitochondrial function. Swimming performancedata showed that Ucrit was significantly reduced in both AW- and
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JC-fish compared to KC-fish at 24oC and 34oC. R MO2 was significantly
higher in AW- and JC-fish compared to KC-fish at 24oC and 34oC.
M MO2 values were similar for both AW- and KC-fish at 24oC and 34oC,
resulting in a reduced metabolic scope for AW-fish, particularly at 34oC.
M MO2 in JC-fish were lower than AW- and KC-fish at 24oC and 34oC,
and metabolic scope was even further reduced. Basal metabolic rates of
isolated AW-fish hearts were higher than those of KC-fish. Preliminary
studies on mitochondrial properties of AW- and KC-fish hearts indicate a
reduction in total mitochondrial respiratory capacity in AW-fish. Overall,
these data show that PAH-resistant fish maintain an elevated routine
metabolism, consequently leading to diminished aerobic capacity that is
significantly manifested at warmer temperatures. This suggests that the
adaptive changes underlying resistance to PAHs carries a bioenergetic
cost that might impede an organism’s capacity to adequately respond
to a secondary environmental stress. (Supported by NIEHS Superfund
Research Program-P42ES010356).

Bridging the Gap Between Aquatic and Terrestrial
Plants in Ecotoxicology and Risk Assessment
689 The EC05 is not an appropriate endpoint for algal toxicity tests
J.P. Staveley, Exponent
The USEPA guideline for algal toxicity testing for pesticides and
industrial chemicals (OSCPP 850.4500) provides for reporting the
96-hour IC50 (often termed EC50) for the growth parameters of yield,
average specific growth rate, and area under the growth curve based on
algal cell density. In addition, the NOEC is to be reported, but if this
cannot be determined, the 96-hour IC05 value is to be used instead. A
meta-analysis of algal toxicity test data was conducted to examine the
inherent variability in the test design and the validity of a 5% effect
measure. The analysis indicates that the minimum detectable difference
(MDD) varies depending on the growth parameter and is much greater
than 5%. For growth rate, the MDD approximates 10% while for yield
and area under the growth curve, it approximates 20%. Thus, it is not
possible to distinguish the effects of test substances from the control
upon algal growth responses at a 5% level, and impossible to equate the
NOEC with an EC05. Doing so could have significant consequences
in regulatory decisions, such as the proposed process for endangered
species assessments for pesticides, which considers the “lowest value
among the available NOAEC or EC05” for aquatic plants. Using current
test methods, the NOEC is more appropriately related to the EC10 for
growth rate and the EC20 for yield and area under the growth curve.
This analysis confirms the contention that the appropriate value of the
ECx for use in risk assessment will vary depending on the test species,
measurement parameter, and test design. The path away from use of the
NOEC will require this type of evaluation for all ecotoxicity tests rather
than arbitrary assumption of an EC05 or other ECx.
690 Recovery of Macrophytes – How to measure? How to use?
U. Hommen, Fraunhofer IME; E. Bruns, Bayer CropScience AG / BCS
D ETX Ecotoxicology; G.H. Arts, Alterra Wageningen Univ and Research
Centre / Environmental Risk Assessment
According to the “Guidance on tiered risk assessment for plant protection products for aquatic organisms in edge-of-field surface waters”,
which was recently published by the European Food Safety Authority
(EFSA), two protection options exist, the Ecological Threshold and
the Ecological Recovery Option. For the latter one some populationlevel effects can be accepted if ecological recovery takes place within
an acceptable time period. However, how to measure recovery, how to
extrapolate it to other species or field situations and how to use measured
or extrapolated recovery in the risk assessment is often not totally clear.
In this presentation we will focus on aquatic macrophytes. We will present laboratory and (semi-field) approaches for measuring recovery and
population modelling to extrapolate recovery to different exposure patterns. We will discuss the different endpoints which can be used to assess
recovery and the acceptability criteria in relation to specific protection

goals. Despite that the motivation of the presentation comes from
pesticide risk assessment we think that the approaches presented and
the discussions can also be valuable for assessments of other temporary
stressors to macrophytes. The presentation will introduce the background
and aims of a new working group ‘Recovery’ of the SETAC Global
Plants Advisory Group.
691 Regulatory perspective of methodology for the derivation of
aquatic plant water quality criteria
D.M. Eignor, USEPA / Office of Water; G. Thursby, USEPA / ORD
NHEERL Atlantic Ecology Division; M. Lewis, USEPA / ORD NHEERL
Gulf Ecology Division; G. Smith, Great Lakes Environmental Center
The USEPA, as stated in the Clean Water Act, is tasked with establishing criteria values for various pollutants found in the waters of the United
States. These criteria serve as guidance for States and Tribes to use in
developing their water quality standards. The Guidelines for Deriving
Numerical National Water Quality Criteria for the Protection of Aquatic
Organisms and Their Uses (“the 1985 Guidelines”) describes the current
Office of Water methodology for deriving aquatic criteria. These OW
guidelines focus primarily on deriving criteria based on animal toxicity
data. An acute criterion uses a minimum of eight acute toxicity values for
animals, but a chronic criterion uses the most sensitive of the final chronic
value (FCV) for animals or the final plant value (FPV). Data for plants
recently have been considered more important to address. There are some
limitations; however, associated with the use of the FPV because of an
insufficient description of minimum data requirements for plants within
the 1985 Guidelines. A more complete plant toxicity database was developed from USEPA ECOTOX. This allowed detailed statistical analyses
to provide a more definitive recommendation for the optimal minimum
dataset needed to assess the risk of chemicals to aquatic plants. This
presentation will provide the current status for creating a methodology for
the derivation of aquatic plant water quality criteria.
692 The salamander, the egg, and the alga: Protecting a unique endosymbiotic relationship
L.R. Baxter, Univ of Guelph / School for Environmental Science;
R. Brain, Syngenta Crop Protection Inc / Dept of Environmental
Risk Characterization; J. Rodriguez Gil, Univ of Guelph / School of
Environmental Scinces; S. Ruffell, B. McConkey, Univ of Waterloo / Dept
of Biology; A.J. Hosmer, Syngenta Crop Protection Inc; K.R. Solomon,
Univ of Guelph / School of Environmental Sciences; M.L. Hanson, Univ of
Manitoba / Dept of Environment and Geography
Indirect effects of environmental stressors are recognized as an important potential component of adverse outcome pathways. In the case of
herbicides, indirect effects are frequently characterized as bottom-up
trophic cascades, where a reduction in primary production (direct effect)
impacts upper trophic levels. However, a unique pathway of indirect
effects may occur for embryos of the spotted salamander (Ambystoma
maculatum). This terrestrial species deposits gelatinous egg masses in
shallow fish-less water bodies. In an apparent symbiotic relationship,
development of the embryo inside the egg capsule is enhanced by the
presence of a green alga known as Oophila sp. Recently, concerns have
been raised regarding the potential impacts of contaminants on growth
of this alga, and corresponding effects on salamander development. To
begin to fill in this data gap, we isolated algal cells from A. maculatum
egg masses and maintained cultures under a variety of environmental
conditions (permutations of light, temperature, nutrients, and aeration)
until apparent asexual reproduction was achieved at rates that permitted
toxicity testing following near-standard protocols. Toxicity testing with
a metal and a herbicide indicated that sensitivity of this species under
our laboratory culture conditions is similar to that of standard test species (e.g. Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata). The methods described in this
presentation provide a screening-level approach to assess indirect effects
of environmental stressors on this salamander species. Additional testing of whole egg masses will provide further insight for ecological risk
assessments and will help determine the correlation between effects in
the isolated alga and those observed in the salamander.
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693 The risk of biosolids-derived triclosan and triclocarban to crop
yield and human health due to accumulation in plant tissue
R.S. Prosser, Univ of Guelph / School of Environmental Sciences; L.
Lissemore, Univ of Guelph / Laboratory Services Division; E. Topp,
Agriculture and AgriFood Canada; P.K. Sibley, Univ of Guelph / School of
Environmental Sciences
Biosolids have consistently been found to contain the antimicrobial
agents, triclosan (TCS) and triclocarban (TCC). The persistence of these
two chemicals in biosolids-amended soil results in exposure of crop
plants over the majority of their life cycle. Past studies have shown that
TCS and TCC can accumulate in plant tissue at considerable concentrations, and that TCS may have adverse effects on the growth of plants.
The objective of the present study was to determine whether biosolidsderived TCS and TCC has an adverse effect on and/or accumulates in
the tissue of crop plants to level the represents a hazard to human health,
if soil is amended according to best management practices. Four plant
species (soybean, lettuce, spring wheat, and sweet corn) were exposed to
TCS and TCC in soil that was amended with biosolids that contained
concentrations ranging from 0 to 307,000 ng/g dw and 0 to 304,000 ng/g
dw, respectively. No significant concentration-dependent negative trends
were observed except for shoot mass in lettuce plants exposed to TCC.
Accumulation was assessed in the laboratory by analyzing the tissue of
three plant species (soybean, radish, and carrot) exposed to TCS in soil
that was amended with biosolids or soil that contained concentrations
up to 46,000 ng/g dw. The edible tissue of six plant species (green pepper, carrot, cucumber, tomato, radish, and lettuce) grown in a biosolids
amended field was also analyzed to assess accumulation of TCS and
TCC. The observed residues in all plant species resulted in the calculation of an estimated daily intake of TCS and TCC that were two to
three orders of magnitude below the acceptable daily intake. The findings
of the present study suggest that if agricultural land is amended with
biosolids according to best management practices, there is minimal risk
to crop yield and human health due to consumption of plant tissue from
biosolids-derived triclosan and triclocarban.
694 Toxic Effects of Three Common Citrus Herbicides on Sweet
Sorghum: Implications for Land-use Changes
P.C. Wilson, Univ of Florida IFAS / Soil and Water Science; Y. Lin, D.
Niebch, B. Gruber, P. Kumar, S. Wilson, Univ of Florida IFAS
Many citrus land managers in Florida are interested in alternative uses
for their land due to tremendous disease pressures from citrus greening (HLB) and canker. One alternative use for the land is production of
bioenergy crops such as Sweet Sorghum. However, residual herbicides in
soil may limit the usefulness of land for production of these crops. This
study evaluated the toxicity of three herbicides (bromacil, norflurazon,
and simazine) to Sweet Sorghum. Herbicides were mixed into typical spodosol flatwoods soil to achieve concentrations of 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4,
0.6, 0.8, 1, and 2 mg/kg (norflurazon); 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, and
2 mg/kg (bromacil); and 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 mg/kg (simazine).
Ten seed were planted in each of five replicate pots for each treatment.
Seed germination and plant growth/physiological measurements were
taken weekly for six weeks post planting. Measurements included plant
height, leaf greenness, and PSII quantum yield. After three weeks, all
except one plant was removed from each replicate pot and the remaining
plant was observed for the remaining three weeks. Significant reductions in growth, PSII quantum yield, leaf greenness began to appear as
early as 1 week after planting. At three weeks, most of the plants had
senesced and desiccated at concentrations ≥ 4 mg/kg (simazine), ≥ 0.8
mg/kg (bromacil), and ≥ 0.2 mg/kg (norflurazon). Reductions in biomass
for the lowest treatment concentrations at the end of the six week study
were 78% (simazine), 42% (norflurazon), and 70% (bromacil), relative to
controls. The other measurement data will be discussed in detail. This
project provides land managers with data useful for predicting whether
plantings will be successful based on herbicide residue concentrations in
soil. Concentrations greater than or equal to 0.1 mg/kg (norflurazon),
0.1 mg/kg (bromacil), and 0.5 mg/kg (simazine) will result in significant
reductions in crop growth and health. More studies are needed to determine no observable effects concentrations.
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695 The Influence of Landscape Properties on Agricultural Drainage
System Metabolism
O. Iseyemi, Arkansas State Univ / Environmental Science; J. Farris,
Arkansas State Univ / Dept of Biology; M.T. Moore, USDAARS National
Sedimentation Laboratory / Water Quality and Ecology
Agricultural drainage systems have been considered for their ability to
treat edge of field nutrient run-off. However, these systems currently
serve less as management options and more as channels (depending on
their landscape properties) that facilitate the transport of nutrients and
other vital resources from terrestrial ecosystems into aquatic systems.
Availability of these resources in aquatic ecosystems ultimately influences
stream metabolism and productivity. This is because metabolic rate in
streams is an indicator of nutrient transformation and organic matter processing within the systems. While many measures of ecosystem
function can be tedious and deter implementation over large scale ecosystems, monitoring the same function in adjacent smaller catchments
is suspected to be more cost effective and rational to assess. This study
considered monitored stream metabolism within replicated experimental
agricultural drainage systems to represent dynamic responses during
a simulated storm runoff event. Two types of drainage systems in this
study represented contrasting vegetation management strategies. Four
ditches had vegetation that had been mowed with clippings allowed to
remain in the system, while vegetation in four ditches was left unmanaged. Results indicated mowed ditches were net heterotrophic, having
the more negative net-ecosystem production (NEP), a ratio of gross primary production and community respiration (GPP/CR) between 0.5 and
1.0 and the higher CR. The high CR could be attributed to vegetation
left in the ditch after mowing. This may have increased available organic
matter to the system; thus, fueling additional heterotrophic microbial
respiration. On the other hand, the ditch without additional vegetation
cuttings was net autotrophic, given the positive NEP. The presence of
additional vegetation (macrophytes) in this system may have contributed
to its net autotrophic nature, rather than the presence of autotrophic
biomass (algae), given that the mean biomass of chlorophyll a was not
statistically different between the two systems (α = 0.05). This study is
among the first to demonstrate that additional vegetation in agricultural
drainage systems contribute to their effectiveness better as best management practice as shown by their higher net ecosystem productivity.

Environmental Chemistry and Toxicology of
Chemicals of Emerging Concern in Large Lakes
696 Spatial Gradients and Air-Water Exchange of Dissolved Legacy
and Emerging Hydrophobic Organic Contaminants in the Lower
Great Lakes
C.A. McDonough, Univ of Rhode Island / Graduate School of Oceanography;
M. Khairy, Univ of Alexandria; R. Lohmann, Univ of Rhode Island /
Graduate School of Oceanography
The Great Lakes region is heavily impacted by legacy and emerging
contaminants, posing a threat to the health of regional aquatic life as
well as humans. Polyethylene passive samplers (PEs) were deployed in
air and water throughout the lower Great Lakes region (Lake Erie and
Lake Ontario) by a network of volunteers from early spring through
early fall for three consecutive years (2011 - 2013) to measure gaseous
and dissolved hydrophobic organic contaminants (HOCs). Extracts
were analyzed for a variety of HOCs representing different use profiles,
including polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), polycyclic musks
(PCMs), and currently/recent-use flame retardants such as polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs) and organophosphate flame retardants
(OPFRs). Here, three years of highly spatially resolved HOC concentrations, including winter atmospheric deployments, are used to (1) identify
potential sources of HOCs to Great Lakes water, (2) calculate air-water
exchange gradients to determine whether the lakes act as a source or
sink for these compounds, and (3) analyze seasonal trends. The positive
and negative aspects of using volunteer-run passive sampling networks
to measure compounds present in modern personal care products and
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consumer goods will also be touched upon. Preliminary findings identify
Niagara River and Toronto as potentially significant sources of dissolved
PBDEs and PCMs to Lake Ontario. In 2012, Aqueous ?6BDEs ranged
from 0.9 – 14.4 pg/L and were greatest at the mouth of the Niagara.
Gaseous ?6BDEs ranged from 0.2 – 14 pg/m3 and were lowest during the
winter at all locations. Dissolved PCMs, dominated by Galaxolide and
Tonalide, ranged from 0.03 - 2.3 ng/L and were primarily volatilizing
from the lakes via diffusive exchange. Aqueous dissolved PAHs, ranging
from 0.75 – 11 ng/L, as well as aqueous PCMs, showed no significant
correlation with nearby population density or urban land cover, while
atmospheric concentrations were positively correlated with both proxies.
OPFRs were not detected at significant concentrations in most water
samples, but were identified in atmospheric samples. Many OPFRs, such
as TCPP and TDCPP, were positively correlated with ?6BDEs in air (r2
> 0.6, p< 0.005).
697 Detection and Identification of Contaminants of Emerging
Concern and Their Effects to Fish and Wildlife in the Great Lakes
Basin
Z. Jorgenson, US Fish and Wildlife / Environmental Contaminants;
J.A. Banda, US Fish and Wildlife Service; S. Choy, USFWS / Ecological
Services; D. Gefell, US Fish and Wildlife Service; K. Lee, USGS; J.N.
Moore, US Fish and Wildlife Service / Interior; H.I. Schoenfuss, L. Thomas,
St. Cloud State Univ
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in collaboration with the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Geological Survey, and St.
Cloud State University, implemented a comprehensive program to
characterize and evaluate risks to fish and wildlife resources in the Great
Lakes Basin from environmental concentrations of Contaminants of
Emerging Concern (CECs). During the first five years water, sediment
and fish were collected from 203 sites across 17 Great Lakes tributaries
with suspected inputs of CECs. These samples were analyzed for over
150 CECs, encompassing pharmaceuticals, hormones, pesticides, plastics and flame retardants. At multiple sites in select rivers, resident fish
were collected and corresponding caged fish were deployed for 14 days
to determine CEC exposure and alterations to reproductive health. Fish
tissues were histologically analyzed to determine the health of gonads,
liver, and reproductive status. ELISAs were used to quantify plasma
vitellogenin concentrations. A predator avoidance behavioral assay was
conducted which exposed fish larva for 21 days to site water collected at
each caged fish location. Concentrations of CECs were detected in large,
complex mixtures at all locations at varying concentrations between locations. CECs were detected more frequently in the St. Louis River, MN/
WI, Cuyahoga River, OH and Swan Creek, OH than at other sampled
locations. Additionally, CECs were more often detected in sediment
compared to water, at higher concentrations below point sources (e.g.
WWTP) and detections were correlated to land uses. Adverse impacts to
fish were observed in multiple rivers. An increase in feminization (vitellogenin) and decrease in percent mature sperm were measured in caged
and resident fish. Decreased body length, reaction time, and predator
escape response were also measured in larval fish. Patterns of effects in
fish are correlated to increases in CEC concentrations, and are consistent
with laboratory studies reported in literature. Based on our preliminary
findings CECs in the Great Lakes may have the potential to adversely
affect commercial and sport fisheries which are of vital importance to
the region’s social and economic well-being as well as other important
wildlife resources.
698 Body and Egg Compartment Distribution of Methoxylated
Polybrominated Diphenozybenzenes and Polybrominated Diphenyl
Ethers in Great Lakes Herring Gulls
L. Mattioli, Dept of Chemistry; S. Chu, R. Letcher, Environment Canada /
National Wildlife Research Center
Methoxylated polybrominated diphenoxybenzenes (MeO-PBDiPhOBzs) are newly discovered brominated compounds that were
reported in pooled herring gull eggs from across the Laurentian Great
Lakes, and have been present for at least the past thirty years. It was
suggested that these MeO-PB-DiPhOBzs were degradation products

of brominated anthropogenic precursors, such as tetradecabromo1,4-diphenoxybenzene (TeDB-DiPhOBz), which has been shown to
photolytically debrominate. Polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs),
have similar properties and structure to MeO-PB-DiPhOBzs, and
therefore investigating their levels and trends in relation to MeO-PBDiPhOBzs may lead to a better understanding of the toxicokinetic
behaviour of MeO-PB-DiPhOBzs. In this study, eight female herring
gulls and seventeen of their eggs were collected in March 2010, from
Chantry Island (Lake Huron). Individual body (liver, adipose, muscle,
brain, red blood cells (RBCs), plasma) and egg (yolk and albumen)
compartments were collected for the examination of the comparative
distribution and in ovo transfer of MeO-PB-DiPhOBzs and PBDEs.
Results showed tissue specific accumulation of MeO-PB-DiPhOBzs
and PBDEs, with the highest concentrations levels in lipid rich tissues,
suggesting they may be driven by lipid content. PBDEs were measurable
in all investigated body and egg compartments, while MeO-PBDiPhOBzs were at the highest concentrations in the adipose followed
by the yolk, muscle and liver. The major BDE congeners were BDE47, -99, -100, -153, -154 and -209, which accounted for approximately
90% of the sum (Σ) PBDE concentrations in all body compartment
and egg samples with slight pattern variations between the tissues.
The major MeO-PB-DiPhOBz congeners were the MeO-pentabromo
and MeO-hexabromo-DiPhOBzs with sum concentrations in the low
ppb range and representing less than 1% of the ΣPBDEs. For both
MeO-PB-DiPhOBzs and PBDEs, a proportion of their sum maternal
concentrations were transferred to the egg. This is the first biotic or
wildlife study to investigate PBDEs and MeO-PB-DiPhOBzs in body
and egg compartments.
699 Novel Formation Mechanism of MeO-PBDF from Irradiated
5-MeO-BDE-47 Methanol Solution
W. Xue, School of Environmental Science and Technology; J. Chen, Dalian
Univ of Technology / School of Environmental Science and Technology
Previous studies indicated polyhalogenated dibenzofurans (PXDFs, X =
Cl, Br) and hydroxylated PXDFs (HO-PXDFs) can be generated from
photochemical reactions of the corresponding polyhalogenated diphenyl
ethers (PXDEs) and hydroxylated PXDEs (HO-PXDEs) via intramolecular ring closure and elimination of HX. We hypothesized that some
methoxylated PBDEs (MeO-PBDEs), which have been detected in the
environment as emerging pollutants, can also undergo photocyclization
to form methoxylated PBDFs (MeO-PBDFs), and MeO-PBDEs with
different Br- and MeO-substituent patterns may have different ability to form MeO-PBDFs. To verify the hypothesis, 5-MeO-BDE-47,
5’-MeO-BDE-99 and 6-MeO-BDE-85 were selected to investigate
the photocyclization mechanism in water and methanol solutions by
experiments and density functional theory (DFT) calculations. Our
experiments found that only 5-MeO-BDE-47 in methanol solution
can form a MeO-PBDF photoproduct via elimination of HBr, whereas
5’-MeO-BDE-99 and 6-MeO-BDE-85 cannot photochemically form
MeO-PBDFs products. DFT calculations found that the reaction energy
barrier (13.8 kcal/mol) of rate-determining step in the photoreaction of
5-MeO-BDE-47 in methanol solution is much lower than corresponding
values (at least 19.7 kcal/mol) for 5’-MeO-BDE-99 and 6-MeO-BDE-85
either in water or methanol solution, reasonably explaining the findings
of our experiments.
701 Contributions of polyfluorinated chemicals, pesticides, and
pharmaceuticals from the US, City of Winnipeg, and rural Manitoba
to Lake Winnipeg
C.S. Wong, Univ of Winnipeg / Richardson College for the Environment;
S. Joudan, A. Hendeson, M. Voloshina, Univ of Winnipeg; M.L. Hanson,
Univ of Manitoba / Dept of Environment and Geography
Concentrations and fluxes of a suite of polyfluorinated acids, polar
pesticides, pharmaceuticals, and personal care products were determined
in the lower Red River, Manitoba and Lake Winnipeg. Little information is known to date on occurrence, fate, and potential ecotoxicological
effects of anthropogenic organic chemicals in the lower Red River,
which drains into Lake Winnipeg, the 10th largest freshwater lake in
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the world. Water quality in Lake Winnipeg has been steadily decreasing due to factors including eutrophication and chemical contamination,
leading to its named as the most threatened lake in the world in 2013.
An understanding of the loadings of chemicals to this part of the Red
River watershed is vital for understanding sources, behavior, and effects
of such contaminants. Accordingly, a suite of Polar Organic Chemical
Integrative Samplers (POCIS) were deployed continuously at sites with
Environment Canada hydrographs for real-time flow monitoring. These
sites included the Red River at Emerson, MB to measure export fluxes of
chemicals via the Red from the United States; immediately upstream of
the City of Winnipeg to integrate the net contribution of chemicals from
the U.S. and rural southern Manitoba (i.e., loadings minus attenuation
in-stream); downstream of Winnipeg to measure urban influences; at
the mouth of the Red River into Lake Winnipeg; and at three openwater sites in Lake Winnipeg itself. Preliminary data shows that atrazine
was present in Lake Winnipeg at concentrations ranging from 2-20
ng/L, similar to that of the upper Great Lakes, while concentrations
of the anti-epileptic drug carbamazepine, the pesticide diazinon, and
sulfonamide antibiotics was present at 1-5 ng/L levels. While pesticide
and drug residues were likely present from local wastewater discharge,
atrazine concentrations may have been due to a combination of local use
as well as export from upstream sources.
702 A multi-tiered approach to assessing biological effects of contaminants of emerging concern on fishes in Great Lakes tributaries
H.I. Schoenfuss, St Cloud State Univ; Z. Jorgenson, US Fish and Wildlife
/ Environmental Contaminants; L.M. Thomas, St Cloud State Univ;
J.A. Banda, US Fish and Wildlife Service; S. Choy, USFWS / Ecological
Services; J.N. Moore, US Fish and Wildlife Service / Interior; D. Gefell, US
Fish and Wildlife Service
There is growing concern over the presence, distribution, and possible
biological effects of Contaminants of Emerging Concern (CECs) in
the Great Lakes. To assess the risks of CECs on aquatic wildlife the St.
Cloud State University Aquatic Toxicology Laboratory is collaborating
with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in collecting, analyzing and
interpreting fish samples across several Great Lakes tributaries. This
study will provide feedback to laboratory scientists relating the connectivity of laboratory-based effects assessments with environmentally based
effects monitoring. In the first year of this study we examined resident
fish populations across three Great Lakes rivers and three sites within
each river for physiological indications of exposure to endocrine disrupting compounds and alterations to reproductive health. In conjunction
with resident fish we deployed caged sunfish for 14 days at five to six sites
within each river to gather more controlled exposure data and help in
the determination of CEC sources. Finally, water and sediment samples
were collected to assess presence and concentrations of a suite of contaminants of emerging concern. Resident (n=608) and caged (n=615) fish
were assessed for a range of biomarkers including indications of morphometric, physiological and pathological changes to fishes consistent with
exposure to estrogenic CECs. Enzyme-linked immune-assays (ELISAs)
were used to quantify plasma vitellogenin concentrations in four fish
species (white sucker, smallmouth bass, largemouth bass, sunfish) and
histological assessments determined reproductive status and presence
of pathologies in gonadal and liver tissues. To provide greater control in
assessing the effects of CECs on fish health, we applied a predator avoidance assay previously shown to be sensitive to CEC exposure in larval
fathead minnows. Larvae were exposed to field site-specific water (50%
daily static renewal) for 21 days. Following the 21-day exposure, predator
avoidance performance of larval fathead minnows was assessed using a
high-speed camera set at 1000 frames/second. By integrating biological results gathered across a range of species and encompassing varying
degrees of experimental controls we are able to examine the robustness of
screening tools for endocrine disrupting compounds in an environmental
setting.
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703 Effect of eutrophication on partitioning of polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons among water, suspended particulate matter, algae, and
zooplankton
H. Li, Guangzhou Inst of Geochemistry Chinese Academy of Sciences /
State Key Laboratory of Organic Geochemistry; Y. Ran, Guangzhou Inst of
Geochemistry / Chinese Academy of Sciences
Distribution and bioconcentration ofpolycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs) in water, algae, and zooplankton samples of the Pearl River
Delta, South China were investigated. PAHs range from 10.76 to 56.60
ng L-1 in the 18 water samples and from 4.68 to 98.12 ng L-1 in the
18 SPM samples. In the algae and zooplankton samples, PAHs were
in the range of 2.83-92.95 ng L-1 and 4.75-79.52 ng L-1, respectively.
The distribution of PAHs in nonpoint source waters were significantly
associated with chlorophell a (Chl a), implying the important role of
aquatic productivity and biomass amount on the distribution of PAHs.
According to the correlation between chlorophyll a (Chl a) and POC,
it is suggested that the phytoplankton consisted of contributed about
36.7% of POC. PAHs in SPM, algae and zooplankton were significantly
related to POC and DOC, implying the importance of organic carbon.
In addition, positive correlation was also observed between S-PAHs and
Chl a, illustrating that PAHs can be influenced by the eutrophication
levels in the aquatic system. Moreover, log BCF values (ml g-1) of PAHs
for the algae and zooplankton samples were respectively linearly related
to their log Kow values. But their slopes were negatively correlated with,
and their intercepts were positively correlated with Chl a (the eutrophication levels) in the water samples. The above phenomenon may be
associated with non-equilibrium uptake of PAHs by the phytoplankton
and zooplankton in the aquatic environment.

Ecotoxicology and Risk Assessment of Soils
704 Prediction of Adsorption and Hysteretic Desorption Isotherms
for Munition Constituents on Soils
A. Miglino, R. Gonzalez, H.E. Allen, D.M. Di Toro, Univ of Delaware /
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Ecological and human health can be affected by the presence of
chemicals in soils. The bioavailability is controlled to a large degree by
sorption of the chemicals onto soil. Studies have shown both reversible
and resistant (hysteretic) desorption behavior for chemicals on soils.
Partitioning models often model a resistant portion through use of a
slowly desorbing fraction, attributing hysteresis to non-equilibrium
conditions. A site transformation model (STM) that allows for fully
reversible and hysteretic desorption has recently been developed. This
model is applied to munition constituent (MC) amended soils that
demonstrate hysteretic sorption. Twenty-seven soils have been fit using
Langmuir and linear sorption isotherms and the STM. Parameters
are correlated to MC/soil properties. A new parameter describing a
transformation of binding sites from weak to strong is also shown to be
predictable, supporting a physical transformation of sorbent based on
contact time. Model results for five munition sorbates as well as parameter correlations will be shown.
705 Using soil extractions, tissue residues, invertebrate exposures and
invertebrate community analyses to evaluate a shooting range field site
S.R. Bowman, The Ohio State Univ / Evolution Ecology and Organismal
Biology; J.L. Bryant, The Ohio State Univ / Dept of Entomology; R.P.
Lanno, Ohio State Univ / Dept of Evolution Ecology and Organismal Biology
Since metal bioavailability varies with soil modifying characteristics
and species-specific uptake and elimination, it is sometimes necessary to
use site-specific measures such as soil extractions and analysis of biotic
communities to evaluate contaminated sites. Our study sites include
a private shooting range (1457-10,044 mg Pb/kg soil) and an off-site
reference area (local park; 6-11 mg Pb/kg soil) located in central Ohio,
USA. We collected ground beetles (Carabidae) using pitfall traps at
the shooting range to determine if community structure (i.e., diversity
and abundance) changes along a Pb gradient. We collected thirty-five
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species at the site. Overall species richness did not differ between
sites; however, an indicator species analysis suggested that six species
were indicators of the reference site. We also collected meadow voles
(Microtus pennsylvanicus) from the sites for tissue analysis. Shooting
range kidney tissue Pb (105 ± 17 mg/kg) exceeded published critical renal Pb values and was significantly higher than off-site reference
area kidneys (0.34 ± 0.08 mg Pb/kg). Liver Pb values at the shooting
range (17 ± 2 mg/kg) were also significantly higher than the reference
site (0.15 ± 0.03 mg/kg). Shooting range field-collected earthworm
tissues had significantly higher Pb (range: 121-1574 mg/kg) than worms
collected at the reference site (range: 2-4 mg/kg). We will also present
data on how metal rich granule tissue fractions differ between sites.
We adapted bioaccessibility assays to small mammal physiology so that
we can better estimate exposure to Pb from ingestion of soil and food.
Using this extraction technique, results suggest that soil extractable Pb
is 5-10% of the total Pb in the shooting range soils. For earthworms
(Eisenia fetida) exposed to field soils for 30 days, extractable Pb ranged
from < 1% - 4% of the total earthworm Pb. We will show a comparison
of our extraction technique to other published extraction methods.
We anticipate that results from our study will provide evidence for the
usefulness of soil extractions and invertebrate community analyses in
site-specific ecological risk assessment of metals.
706 Spreadin’ It Around Down On The Farm - The Dirt on PECs/
MECs of Veterinary Drugs
S. Kullik, Health Canada; G. Rattray, Health Canada / Environmental
Impact Initiative Division; A. Belknap, Health Canada
A regulatory framework has been developed specifically for active
pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) regulated by the Canadian Food and
Drugs Act (F&DA) to assess potential environmental effects in soils,
sediments and surface waters. This framework was designed to align with
the drug development process as well as approaches to environmental
assessment in other jurisdictions. APIs in veterinary drugs administered
to food animals primarily enter ecosystems through the application of
livestock waste to agricultural land and a means to predict environmental
concentrations (PECs) of APIs under various scenarios and in different compartments is required as part of a directed testing approach. The
complexity of reducing the uncertainty in the calculation of a predicted
environmental concentration of veterinary APIs in soil (PECsoil) and
variability in agricultural practices can be a challenge for regulatory
authorities. A science-based and transparent methodology to calculate
PECsoils, based on an approach used in Europe under VICH, has been
established for Canadian scenarios. Default values and livestock categories have been developed which are representative of typical confined
animal husbandry and agricultural practices in in Canada and will be
used to identify new veterinary APIs that may require terrestrial ecotoxicity and fate testing. Adaptation of the European PECsoil calculation
to Canadian agricultural practices required the addition and/or adaptation of livestock categories based on an analysis of Canadian production
practices and labels for currently registered veterinary drugs. Default
intake rates to estimate doses of APIs administered in feed and water
were also established. To validate the conceptual basis of this approach a
meta-analysis was conducted, contrasting measured environmental concentrations of APIs used in pig, poultry and cattle production in North
America and Europe with PECsoil values. This analysis demonstrates
that PECsoil models are an appropriate regulatory screening tool for the
environmental assessment of veterinary APIs.
707 Thinking Like an Earthworm: Standardizing Behavioral
Responses in Toxicant Avoidance Assays
W.A. Shoults-Wilson, Roosevelt Univ / Biological Chemical and Physical
Sciences; Z. Syed, D. Alexander, Roosevelt Univ; J.M. Unrine, Univ of
Kentucky
Earthworm avoidance assays were originally developed as a means of
rapidly and easily determining relative toxicity of soils from different
sites. By basing the response in the behavior of soil organisms, the assays
provide an ecologically-relevant basis of comparison for soils that may
have widely varying physico-chemical properties and different mixtures

of toxicants. It also typically demonstrates significant effects at concentrations lower than other common toxic endpoints for earthworms. Such
a comparison is useful when determining which site soils may be most
in need of remediation. So far there have been few investigations into
determining which factors cause earthworms to choose between two
complex soil media. In a series of studies, dose-response curves were
generated for avoidance behavior of the epigeic earthworm Eisenia fetida
exposed to the toxic elements As, Cr3+ and Pb. Earthworms were found
to avoid these elements in the following sequence: As > Pb >> Cr3+. In
the process of investigating the toxicity of Cr3+, it was discovered the
anion Cl- as part of CrCl 3 played a greater role in determining toxicity
than the Cr3+ cation. Dose-response curves obtained from CrCl 3 were
statistically similar to those exposed to NaCl on a Cl-basis. Earthworms
exposed to control and test soils with equivalent concentrations of Clshowed no avoidance of Cr3+ and indeed showed reluctance to choose
either soil. Tests using CrNO3 demonstrated much lower avoidance
than Cl- and mixture models indicated that the avoidance response to
CrCl 3 is almost entirely driven by Cl-. This suggests a level of complexity in earthworm decision-making not previously taken into account
by avoidance behavior assays. Additional experiments made use of the
volatile odorant ethyl valerate to determine whether the presence of
an attractant would reverse normal earthworm avoidance behavior.
Indeed, while the NOEC/LOEC pair for earthworm avoidance of Pb
occurred at 250/1000 ppm, if ethyl valerate was included in the test
soil the results were 4000/8000 ppm. This indicates that earthworms
may sometimes prioritize chemical attractant cues over the repellent
presence of toxicants. Therefore, if earthworm behavior assays are to be
used for the risk assessment of field soils, parameters other than those of
toxicant concentrations must be taken into account in order to interpret
the results.
708 Toxicity Assessment of TNT and RDX on Soil Microbes with
Different Land Use and Comparison with SSD-based Ecologically
Permissible Soil Concentrations
M. Kim, Soil Quaility Laboratory; K. Nam, Seoul National Univ / Dept of
Civil and Environmental Engineering; J. Jung, Seoul National Univ / Dept
of Civil and Environmental Engineering
Toxicity data of 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) and hexahydro-1,3,5trinitro-1,3,5-triazine (RDX) for various soil-residing species such
as soil invertebrates, plants and mammals are available, however,
only few soil toxicity data of TNT and RDX on soil microbes exist.
Since soil microbes occupy at the bottom of trophic levels in soil they
should be considered in the toxicity assessment of of TNT and RDX.
This study was conducted to determine the toxic effect of TNT and
RDX on indigenous soil microbes by determining enzymatic activity. Phosphomonoesterase activity, dehydrogenase activity, fluorescein
diacetate activity, and potential nitrification activity were measured with
soils exposed to TNT, RDX from 0 to 1000 mg/kg, 0 to 4000 mg/kg
for 2, 4, and 8 weeks using three different field, paddy and military firing range soil. Most NOECs were decreased with longer exposure time
and be constant after 4 weeks exposure, which means most participated
microbes are no longer functional or alive. NOECs varied among different organic matter and clay content of soil used, NOEC derived using
paddy soil appeared to be higher than other soil types. NOECs from
firing range soil were higher than other NOECs indicating indigenous
microbes in firing ranges might have tolerance on TNT and RDX. The
final No Observed Effect Concentrations (NOECs) of each enzyme
activity were derived by the geometric mean of NOECs from three different exposure times and three different soil types. Overall, the derived
NOECs vary between indicators, ranging from 37 to 50 for TNT and
209 to 287 for RDX. Comparsion of the derived NOECs of all indicators showed that TNT is more toxic than RDX for soil microbes. For
comparison, ecologically permissible soil concentrations for TNT and
RDX were calculated by constructing Species Sensitivity Distribution
(SSD) with toxicity data collected from ECOTOX database (United
States Environmental Protection Agency) and other references. The
ecologically permissible concentrations protecting 95% of terrestrial species are 3.4 mg/kg, 30.6 mg/kg, 18 mg/kg on plant/invertebrate, microbe
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and wildlife, respectively for TNT and 3.1 mg/kg, 21.4 mg/kg on plant/
invertebrate and wildlife, respectively for RDX. Ecologically permissible
concentrations were derived to be more conservative compared to derived
NOECs on soil microbes by soil microbial activity tests.
709 Estimating risks to small mammals from exposure to p-nonylphenol in biosolids-amended soil
C.A. Staples, Assessment Technologies Inc; K.K. Coady, The Dow Chemical
Company / Toxicology Environmental Research and Consulting; B. Losey,
RegNet Environmental Services
Publically owned treatment works (POTW) create effluent and sludge
as liquid and solid by-products during treatment of municipal and
industrial sewage. Sludges from POTW often undergo dewatering,
composting, and/or drying prior to use as a soil amendment. In the
US, approximately 60% of all POTW sludge is applied to land and is
often referred to as biosolids. Biosolids from POTW usually contain
many conventional pollutants such as PCBs and dioxins, heavy metals, and pathogens that are of concern from a public health standpoint;
hence, their use and application to soil was closely regulated. Besides
conventional pollutants, biosolids also contain various biodegradation
intermediates of the commercially important nonylphenol ethoxylates
(e.g., NP9EO), which may be used in cleaning products that are intended
to be sent for wastewater treatment after use. Key biodegradation intermediates of NP9EO include constituents with carboxylated side chains
(NPEC), a carboxylated nonyl group (CAPE) or both (CAPEC), low
mole ethoxylates (NP1,2EO) and nonylphenol (NP). After ring opening,
various ring fragments may become incorporated into bacterial biomass.
Biosolids usually contain detectable amounts of all of the degradation intermediates; however, since NP is the most toxic of the NPEO
intermediates, it provides the most conservative basis for an assessment
of potential risks to organisms in the soil community following application of biosolids to soil, as allowed by current regulations. The base of the
terrestrial food chain includes macroinvertebrates (e.g., annelids, insects,
etc.) and plants that can accumulate NP, which may then be consumed
by small mammals (e.g., short-tailed shrew) that inhabit soil communities. Short-tailed shrews make their nests in or on soil and consume at
least half their body weight daily mainly feeding on macroinvertebrates
and plant matter. Concentrations of NP measured in biosolids from
North America and Europe were used to calculate soil concentrations of
NP after biosolids application. Margins of exposure (MOE) were determined as the ratio of dose rates calculated for the short-tailed shrew and
a point-of-departure concentration of 13 mg NP/kg-bw/d obtained from
a three generation rat study. All MOE were above one, even using the
maximum calculated soil concentration. This analysis suggests low risk to
small mammals dwelling in soil amended with NP-containing biosolids
originating from POTW in North America and Europe.
710 Current Trends in Terrestrial Ecological Risk Assessments of
Petroleum Hydrocarbons and Opportunities for Improvement
M.L. Paliouras, AECOM / Remediation; C.S. Harris, M. Rankin,
AECOM Canada
Petroleum Hydrocarbons (PHC) are ubiquitous and present unique
challenges in establishing terrestrial wildlife toxicity references values (TRVs) and exposure due to their complex composition, variable
physical-chemical properties and ability to change over time (i.e. weathering). A subset of ecological risk assessments (ERAs) conducted under
the Canadian Federal Contaminated Sites Action Plan (FCSAP) were
reviewed and observations on technical practices, including the selection and application of PHC wildlife TRVs and exposure assessment
practices will be presented. The overarching findings are as follows: (1)
the most frequently observed PHC contaminants were (i) PHC Fractions
1 through 4; (ii) mono-aromatic BTEX and (iii) poly aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs; most frequently from petrogenic sources); (2) terrestrial
mammalian TRVs were sourced only from databases and only for certain
PAHs and the mono-aromatics; (3) terrestrial avian toxicity information
is generally lacking in the literature; nevertheless, TRVs were sourced
from a single database but only for surrogate PAHs; and (4) inappropriate
application of CCME PHC Fraction soil quality guideline as surrogate
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wildlife TRVs was observed in each of the risk assessments. Often, risk
assessment practitioners are faced with few options in sourcing ecological
PHC TRVs from commonly cited literature sources. The limited TRV
information for PHC Fractions F1 through F4 for terrestrial wildlife
has constrained the development of screening guidelines; consequently
screening may be inappropriately conducted by extrapolating from
the CCME eco-contact guidelines for plants and soil invertebrates.
Avoidance or diminution of the wildlife incidental soil ingestion pathway
may also occur due to the lack of food chain transfer to avian and mammalian receptors. When faced with relatively few options in the common
literature, what are appropriate and scientifically defensible alternatives
for PHC wildlife TRVs and exposure assessment? Are there better
information sources or methods for TRV derivation not readily available in databases? Different approaches to establish wildlife TRVs for
extractable CCME PHC fractions will be discussed along with exposure
assessment principles for PHC.
711 Developing the Indicator Ranking and Scoring (IRS) system for
evaluating the soil health
S. Kim; S. Jeong, Kunsan National Univ / Dept of Environmental
Engineering; Y. An, Konkuk Univ / Dept of Environmental Science
Soil ecosystem is complicate system, and physicochemical and biological
properties are closely related with soil functions. Soil health is defined as
the ability that performs soil function for the ecosystem operation, and
it can be assessed using a range indicators. The soil health indicators are
represented the biological, physical, and chemical functions of soil, and
USA, Scotland, Netherlands, UK, and Austria suggested the 363 indicators for evaluating the soil health. This study suggested the Indicator
Ranking and Scoring (IRS) system as a tool for selection the specific
indicator from database (363 indicators) and derivation of Soil Health
Index (SHI). The IRS system included the various assessment factors
related with soil function, such as habitat stability, soil productivity, biodiversity, risk, and public availability. Each functions were represented
the detailed physical, chemical, and biological indicators. To score and
rank indicators of each assessment factors, the soil properties, history,
use, and contamination was identified. According to the algorithm and
the identified data of the soil system, the indicators were scored and
ranked. Then, the prioritized indicators can be measured on target site,
and each scoring values are combined as the assessment factor values.
Finally, IRS system calculates the sum of each assessment factor values
as the SHI. The IRS system can propose the indicator selection tools
from database according to specific needs, and generated the SHI for
evaluating the soil ecosystem health. This subject is supported by Korea
Ministry of Environment as the GAIA project (2014000560001).

Restoration of Impaired Ecosystems: An Ounce of
Prevention or a Pound of Cure
712 An Ounce of Prevention or a Pound of Cure? An Introduction to
the SETAC-SER Workshop on Restoration of Impaired Ecosystems
A.M. Farag, USGS; R.N. Hull, Intrinsik Environmental Sciences Inc
The restoration of contaminated ecosystems becomes more notable as
open spaces and aquatic resources become more limited throughout
the world. There is interest in water and lands that were once deemed
unusable after mining, drilling, other industrial activities or accidental
releases, and these resources now hold promise for potential remediation and restoration activities. Both government agencies with natural
resource obligations and private companies with good steward responsibilities have interest in developing new science and approaches that
could compliment these efforts to remediate and restore ecosystems. The
SETAC-SER Workshop on Restoration of Impaired Ecosystems, held
in Jackson Hole, Wyoming, in June 2014, brought together experts from
both SETAC and SER to exchange ideas and lessons learned, identify
key areas of research, and to outline a path forward to go beyond remediation to restoration of impaired ecosystems. The overall goal was to provide
a forum for ecotoxicologists and restoration ecologists to collaborate and
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define the best scientific practices available for preventive restoration to
limit potential contamination and for restoration of aquatic and terrestrial
ecosystems where toxicants have been released. The workshop addressed
five main areas along a continuum of restoration applied to contaminated
ecosystems: 1) the influence of ERA and other assessment activities on
ecological restoration; 2) restoration goals; 3) restoration design; 4) monitoring restoration effectiveness and success; and 5) benefits and challenges
in assessment and restoration of contaminated ecosystems. The unique
issues that must be addressed when preventing contamination during restoration activities and restoring contaminated ecosystems are highlighted.
The session will end with key messages and an open discussion.
713 How can ecological restoration options and risk assessment
inform each other?
L. Kapustka, LK Consultancy; K. Bowers, Biohabits Inc; S. Finger, USGS
NRDAR / Columbia Environmental Research Center; J. Isanhart, US
Dept of the Interior; C. Martinez-Garza, Univ of Morelos / Centro de
Investigación en Biodiversidad y Conservación; R.G. Stahl Jr, DuPont /
Corporate Remediation Group; J.L. Stauber, CSIRO
Limitations of ecological risk assessment as currently practiced have
hindered consideration of ecosystem services endpoints and restoration
goals in the environmental management process. Practitioners have
created barriers between procedures to clean up contaminated areas and
efforts to restore ecosystem functions. We examined linkages between
contaminant assessment approaches and restoration efforts with the aim
of identifying ways to improve environmental outcomes. We advocate
that project managers and other stakeholders use an ecological planning
framework, with restoration options included upfront in the risk assessment. We also considered the opportunities to incorporate ecosystem
services as potential assessment endpoints in the Problem Formulation
stages of a risk assessment. The measurement endpoints used to characterize the existing ecological conditions for selected ecosystem services
can also be used to evaluate restoration success.
714 Determining restoration goals for contaminated ecosystems
A. Wagner, Chevron; D. Larson, USGS; J. DalSoglio, USEPA; J. Harris,
Cranfield Univ; P. Labus, The Nature Conservancy; E. Rosi-Marshall, Cary
Inst of Ecosystem Services; K. Skrabis, US Dept of the Interior
Restoration of contaminated ecosystems is becoming an area of focus
as ecosystem resources become more limited. Traditionally, goals for
remediation have been managed prior to consideration of goals for
ecological restoration. We discuss the opportunities and challenges for
ecological restoration in the context of restoration of contaminated sites,
including how to determine restoration goals, that could be abiotic, biotic
and/or ecosystem services. Recognizing that there may be regulatory
issues typically associated with contaminants and clean-up, we discuss
how landscape setting and social drivers may also inform the restoration
goals. To guide the establishment of restoration goals for contaminated
sites we provide a decision tree support tool.
715 Restoration Design: When, Where, and How to Restore
Contaminated Ecosystems
J.R. Rohr, Univ of South Florida / Dept of Integrative Biology; A.M.
Farag, USGS; M. Cadotte, Univ of Toronto Scarborough; W.H. Clements,
Colorado State Univ / Fish Wildlife and Conservation Biology; J.R. Smith,
Indiana Dept of Environmental Mgmt; C. Ulrich, SER Science and Policy
Committee Chair; R.W. Woods, ExxonMobil Biomedical Sciences Inc /
Environmental Toxicology
Chemical contamination has impaired or made many ecosystems uninhabitable to subsets of biodiversity resulting in ecosystems that provide
fewer services to humans than they did before they were contaminated.
This has spurred a burgeoning movement to restore contaminated
ecosystems and national and international regulations that require it.
Nevertheless, ecological restoration remains a young and rapidly growing discipline and its intersection with toxicology is even more nascent
and underdeveloped. Consequently, we provide guidance to scientists
and practitioners on when, where, and how to restore contaminated

ecosystems. Although restoration after contaminant cleanup offers many
benefits, it also can be expensive, and in many cases systems can recover
without human intervention. Hence, the first question we address is:
‘When should we restore contaminated ecosystems?’. Second, we provide
suggestions on what to restore – biodiversity, functions, services, or all
three – and where to restore given expected changes to habitats driven
by global climate change. Finally, we provide guidance on how to restore
contaminated ecosystems. Specifically, we synthesize the literature on the
biology and ecology of restoration, highlighting traits of species that can
facilitate restoration, proven methods for successful species reintroductions
and translocations, the management of multiple stressors during restoration, and restoration approaches that can enhance ecosystem resilience and
stability so that they are more resistant to future chemical or non-chemical
assaults. Additionally, we review approaches for translating the science of
restoration to on-the-ground actions, which includes discussions of market incentives and the finances of restoration, stakeholder outreach and
governance models for ecosystem restoration, and selecting and working
with contractors to implement restoration plans. By explicitly considering
the mechanisms and strategies that maximize the success of contaminated
site restoration, we hope that our synthesis serves to increase and improve
the collaboration between restoration ecologists and ecotoxicologists and
sets a roadmap for the restoration of contaminated ecosystems.
716 Restoration Monitoring in Ecosystems with Current or Historical
Contamination - Risk Averted? Injuries Compensated? Services
Returned?
M.J. Hooper, USGS / Columbia Environmental Research Center; M.
De la Pena, Univ of Illinois Chicago; S. Glomb, US Dept of the Interior
/ Office of Restoration and Damage Assessment; D.D. Harper, USGS /
Columbia Environmental Research Center; T. Hoelzle, Great Ecology; L.M.
McIntosh, Woodard Curran / Risk Assessment Services; D. Mulligan, Univ
of Queensland
Special consideration must be given to restoration activities undertaken
on contaminated sites. Human and ecological risks are associated with
residual contamination on non-remediated sites. Ecological recovery of
remediated sites from an impaired condition necessitates restoration to
pre-impairment conditions with return of lost ecosystem function and
services. Risk and recovery are dynamic conditions, changing as restoration activities progress through implementation and into long-term
recovery. Monitoring the progress of ecosystem restorations provides
data critical to ensure residual risk and uncertainty are minimized and
progress toward recovery goals continues on course. Monitoring should
be considered a required element of any restoration plan, designed
concurrently with the development and implementation of restoration plans, and focused on assessing activities performed in support of
restoration goals. Content and scale of monitoring plans are projectspecific. Physical, chemical and biotic metrics characterize progress
toward desired structural and functional ecosystem components of the
goals. Structural metrics, linked to ecosystem functions and services,
inform restoration practitioners of needed work plan modifications or
more substantial adaptive management necessary to continue progression
toward restoration goals. Monitoring frequency and duration also depend
on project specifics, are often tied to restoration milestones and should
be sufficient to ensure attainment of risk minimization and ecosystem
recovery goals. Finally, interpretation and communication of monitoring findings inform and engage regulators, other stakeholders, and the
scientific community. Since completion of restoration activities will
likely occur before full ecosystem recovery, monitoring endpoints should
demonstrate risk reduction and a successional trajectory toward traits
established in the restoration goals. A detailed assessment of the completed project’s achievements, attained through project monitoring, will
determine if contaminant risk has been minimized, if injured resources
have been made whole and if ecosystem services have been returned.
Such retrospective analysis will allow better planning for future restoration goal setting and strengthen the evidence base for quantifying
injuries and damages at other sites in the future. Without such monitoring, progress toward restoration, its achievements and successes, goes
undocumented and unproven.
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717 Benefits and Challenges of Integrating Ecological Restoration
into Assessment and Management of Contaminated Ecosystems
S.N. Luoma, Univ of California Davis / John Muir Inst of the
Environment; R.N. Hull, Intrinsik Environmental Sciences Inc; B. Bayne,
URS Corporation; J. Iliff, NOAA Restoration Center; D. Larkin, Chicago
Botanic Garden; M.W. Paschke, S. Victor, Colorado State Univ; S. Ward, US
Fish and Wildlife Service
The goals of restoring contaminated ecosystems nearly always involve
reducing contamination and improving the condition of the ecosystem
(e.g., biodiversity), but the realities are not always so simple. Responses
to restoration often include surprises and pitfalls that can create a tension
in realizing benefits. Benefits are not always fully recognized because
of a lack of planning, inadequate assessment of accomplishments, poor
communication or failure to anticipate surprises. The purpose of this
talk is to discuss anticipating such challenges and recognizing benefits
beyond the basic goals of restoration activities. Case studies will be used
to discuss how to respond to what are often surprises. Significant, perhaps
unexpected, challenges can accompany restoration of contaminated sites.
Examples include: 1) discovery that it is not possible to restore the area in
question; 2) the potential for creating an attractive nuisance, an ecological
sink or releasing additional contaminants; 3) inadequate consideration of
challenges in sustaining success; 4) inadequate consideration of regional
scale issues; or 4) inadequate consideration of local community relations
can threaten success or sustainability of restoration. Recognizing benefits
can be similarly challenging. Examples of issues include 1) positive
benefits are accompanied by tradeoffs that have negative implications; 2)
uncertainties of a complex setting present challenges that cannot be met
by traditional decision making; 3) inadequate monitoring, assessment
or research that leads to failure learn from successes or challenges; 4)
inadequate management of the political or social environment; or 5) difficulties implementing adaptive management. Examples exist of all such
challenges and will be used to formulate a series of “lessons learned” and
recommendations for future restoration projects.
718 Key Messages from the SETAC-SER Workshop on Restoration
of Impaired Ecosystems
A.M. Farag, USGS; R.N. Hull, Intrinsik Environmental Sciences Inc; W.H.
Clements, Colorado State Univ / Fish Wildlife and Conservation Biology;
S. Glomb, US Dept of the Interior / Office of Restoration and Damage
Assessment; D. Larson, USGS; R.G. Stahl, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and
Company / Corp Remediation; J.L. Stauber, CSIRO
The SETAC-SER Workshop on Restoration of Impaired Ecosystems
brought together experts from both SETAC and SER to exchange ideas
and lessons learned, identify key areas of research, and to outline a path
forward to go beyond remediation to restoration of impaired ecosystems.
The key messages related to preventing contamination during restoration
activities and restoring contaminated ecosystems were: restoration will
occur along a continuum; the influence of contaminants must be factored
into the planning process; clear goals need to be set from assessment to
restoration; approaches can be used to bring diverse parties together to
complete the restoration planning and process; the pre-restoration presence of contaminants elevates the need for post-restoration monitoring
efforts; it may be difficult or impossible to completely remove a toxicant
and this may affect ecological trajectory, and the ability to have a true
“reference condition”; adaptive management is particularly important for
contaminant restoration; if areas cannot (reasonably) be restored, other
options such as biodiversity offsetting can be investigated; and, lessons
learned from traditional restoration projects can be applied or modified
for use at contaminated sites.
719 Incorporation of Wetland Evaluations Early in the Ecological
Risk Assessment Process
K.B. Bradley, J. Gondek, S.A. Roark, GEI Consultants; C.A. Claytor, L.
Schwanof, GEI Consultants Inc
Wetlands are complex and unique environmental resources that provide
valuable ecosystem services. When the presence of chemical contamination results in the potential for adverse effects on wetland receptors,
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site-specific ecological risk assessments (ERAs) are required by state
and/or federal regulations as a component of remedial investigations.
In an effort to establish solution-focused ERA approaches, remedial
practitioners must consider not only the potential adverse effects from
contaminant concentrations in wetland media, but of the remedial options
themselves. For example, New Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection’s 2011 Technical Guidance for Ecological Evaluations notes
that remedial decisions in wetlands must consider the following: “1. In
in addition to an understanding of ecotoxicological impacts, the risk
assessment should consider whether contaminants of potential ecological concern being evaluated have impacted the functional capabilities of
the wetlands. 2. If the ERA indicates that intrusive remedial measures
may be necessary to meet ecologically based cleanup goals, the potential
ramifications of the physical impacts to the wetlands and the resulting
difficulties in mitigating the wetlands for those physical impacts should
be considered prior to remedy selection and design.” We encourage
risk assessment teams to incorporate toxicologists, wetland scientists,
remedial site managers, and regulators early in the process to establish an
understanding of current wetland conditions and ecosystem services in
conjunction with evaluating the potential for adverse effects due to chemical contamination. This will enable risk assessors to define a conceptual
model of the site-related wetland system, establish remedial objectives
associated with observed and target wetland ecosystem service goals,
and eventually weigh the perceived benefits of active remediation options
against the passive or even ‘no-action’ alternative. Two case studies will
demonstrate the benefit of incorporating evaluation of wetland functions
and values early in the site assessment and ERA process, resulting in successful incorporation of ERA findings into remedial decisions.

Ecological Risk Assessment of Pyrethroid
Insecticides in Urban and Agricultural Environments
720 Assessing Ecological Risks of Pyrethroid Insecticides at USEPA:
Current Status and Issues
K.G. Sappington, J.L. Melendez, M.T. Shamim, USEPA / Office of
Pesticide Programs
Synthetic pyrethroids and natural pyrethrins are registered for use in over
3,500 products for a wide variety of residential and agricultural insect
control. As part of its ongoing pesticide Registration Review program,
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) is re-evaluating all
registered pyrethrins, pyrethroids, and their associated synergists. USEPA
is expected to publish its preliminary ecological risk assessments for pyrethroids beginning in late 2015. Past assessments conducted by USEPA
have identified acute and chronic risks to fish, amphibians, and aquatic
invertebrates resulting from spray drift and runoff from both agricultural
and residential uses of these chemicals. As part of its forthcoming ecological risk assessments, USEPA is developing strategies to address a number
of ecological risk assessment issues, including the combined risk resulting
from pyrethroids and their synergists, urban and suburban residential
uses, mosquito adulticide uses, releases to and from publicly owned treatment works (POTWs), assessment of pyrethroid bioavailability, and risks
to benthic aquatic invertebrates. Although pyrethroids partition predominately to organic carbon in surface waters and sediments, recent studies
have reported toxicologically significant concentrations in surface water,
stormwater, POTW influent/effluent and sediment at locations across the
United States. In this presentation, approaches for addressing the aforementioned ecological risk assessment issues will be presented.
721 Aspects of the Sediment/Water Behavior of Synthetic
Pyrethroids Requiring Special Consideration in Monitoring and
Aquatic Exposure Assessment
P. Hendley, Phasera Ltd; J.M. Giddings, Compliance Services International;
M.F. Winchell, Stone Environmental Inc / Environmental Systems
Modeling; M.G. Dobbs, Bayer CropScience / Environmental Toxicology and
Risk Assessment
The synthetic pyrethroids have a number of key characteristics which
require specialized techniques for study conduct and can also lead to
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inaccurate regulatory aquatic exposure model predictions. Pyrethroid
pesticides are exceptionally hydrophobic and this, along with their
facile degradation via de-esterification, dominates their sediment/water
behavior and potential occurrence and detection in receiving water bodies. Unlike some other agricultural chemicals, their exceptionally strong
adsorption behavior is rapidly reversible and this means that great
care must be taken in measuring and selecting appropriate adsorption
coefficients for different model processes and for interpreting sediment
eco-toxicology. Due to inadequate routines for simulating sediment
deposition and re-suspension, the standard aquatic exposure model
(EXAMS) is unsuitable for pyrethroids and alternative approaches
are needed to adequately predict measured concentrations in water
and sediment. Several other processes related to the unique pyrethroid
characteristics can also significantly impact the magnitude, duration
and homogeneity of potential concentrations in natural waters and sediments; many of these cannot be accounted for using current models or
their scenarios. Thus these key pyrethroid characteristics have a significant impact on real-world aquatic exposures and mean that even highly
refined exposure model outputs may over-predict potential pyrethroid
concentrations by large margins.
722 Evaluation of Pyrethroid Pesticide Detection and Toxicity in
Tertiary Effluent
J.D. Westfall, Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County / Technical
Services; S. Turpin, Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County; C.M.
Barton, Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County / Dept of Biology
Synthetic pyrethroid pesticide usage has increased significantly due to
the phase-out of diazinon and chlorpyrifos. They are the most commonly applied insecticides in California urban areas, with over 900,000
pounds of active ingredients applied in 2012. Pyrethroids are extremely
toxic to invertebrates; reported EC50s range from 50 – 300 ng/L for
Ceriodaphnia dubia and 2-10 ng/L for Hyalella azteca in water-only
exposures. Furthermore, pyrethroids have been identified as contributors to water column and sediment toxicity throughout California.
Pyrethroids have many indoor uses and potential pathways for entry
into a Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTW) [e.g. improper
product disposal, pet bathing, and laundering of pyrethroid treated
fabrics]. Because POTWs are not specifically designed to remove
pesticides, there is a potential for POTWs to discharge pesticides into
the environment and contaminate surface waters. This study surveyed
and characterized the detection and toxic contribution of pyrethroids in
tertiary effluent from eight POTWs in Southern California. Sampling
occurred over an 11-month period to investigate the temporal and
spatial variability of pyrethroid detection using gas chromatography
with electron-capture detection (GC-ECD) for primary identification/
quantitation followed by a confirmatory analysis using liquid chromatography – mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS [triple quadrapole]).
Additionally, toxic responses of two invertebrate species were also
evaluated using static renewal, water-only exposures modified and based
on USEPA whole effluent toxicity protocols. This study found one of 28
bioassays exhibited significant toxicity to both test organisms however,
no pyrethroids were detected in any of the samples at or above reporting limits. These results suggest that pyrethroids may be unlikely to be a
significant contributor to toxicity in tertiary effluents.
723 The relationships among macroinvertebrate communities, laboratory toxicity, sediment chemistry and habitat in California streams
B.M. Phillips, B.S. Anderson, K. Siegler, R.S. Tjeerdema, Univ of
California Davis / Dept of Environmental Toxicology; R. Breuer, D.
Tadesse, State Water Resources Control Board
As part of the Surface Water Ambient Monitoring Program (SWAMP),
the Stream Pollution Trends program (SPoT) monitors changes in
water quality and land use in major California watersheds. Its three
primary goals are to determine long-term trends in stream contaminant
concentrations and effects statewide, to relate water quality indicators
to land-use characteristics and management efforts, and to establish
a network of sites throughout California to serve as a backbone for
collaboration with local, regional, and federal monitoring. Sediment

samples, collected annually, are analyzed for toxicity, pesticides, trace
metals, and organic compounds. Numerous studies have linked low
amphipod survival in laboratory toxicity tests with ecological degradation as indicated by impacted benthic macroinvertebrate (BMI)
communities in California watersheds. To further explore this relationship using the SPoT dataset, chemistry and toxicity data from
sixty-six SPoT sites were statistically compared to BMI data and habitat
metrics measured during a number of related stream bioassessment
projects to determine correlations on a statewide level. Percent survival
in laboratory toxicity tests was significantly positively correlated with
the Benthic Index of Biological Integrity (IBI, p< 0.01), as were the
Ephemeroptera/Plecoptera/Trichoptera index, taxonomic diversity and
richness, and fine gravel substrates. Pyrethroid pesticides, chlorinated
compounds, benthic tolerance value, some embeddedness, and particle
sizes smaller than sand were significantly negatively correlated with IBI.
Relationships among benthic integrity, laboratory toxicity, sediment
chemistry and habitat can facilitate identification of the likely stressors
causing degradation of California watersheds.
724 Comparative sensitivity of field and lab populations of Hyalella
azteca to pyrethroid insecticides and ambient storm water samples
S.L. Clark, R. Ogle, A.S. Gantner, Pacific EcoRisk; C. Harbourt,
Waterborne Environmental Inc; G.A. Hancock, Waterborne Environmental
Inc / Ecotoxicology; T. Albertson, Caltest Analytical Laboratory; G. Mitchell,
FMC Agricultural Products; A. Barefoot, DuPont Crop Protection; D.
Tessier, DuPont Crop Protection Environmental Safety Assessment; M.
McCoole, DuPont Crop Protection Environmental Safety Assessment / Dept
of Toxicology; M. Dobbs, Bayer CropScience; K.S. Henry, Syngenta Crop
Protection LLC / Ecological Sciences; T. Valenti, Syngenta Crop Protection
LLC
Hyalella azteca are easily-cultured epibenthic invertebrates that are
widely used for sediment toxicity studies. H. azteca are reported to be
more sensitive to pyrethroid insecticides than most other test species,
which has prompted considerable use of this species in toxicity testing
of ambient surface waters. However, resident H. azteca have been found
in some ambient water bodies reported to contain pyrethroid concentrations that are toxic to lab-reared H. azteca. This suggests differences
in the sensitivity of lab-reared and field populations of H. azteca to
pyrethroids. The goal of this study was to determine the sensitivity of
lab-reared and field populations of H. azteca to the pyrethroids bifenthrin and cypermethrin, and to ambient stormwater samples collected
from the lower American River. H. azteca were collected from resident
populations at field sites that are subject to varied land use activities,
as well as from lab populations. For the chemical exposure evaluations,
these organisms were exposed to bifenthrin- or cypermethrin-spiked
water in 96-hour water-only toxicity tests. After the completion of the
exposures, some field populations were reared in the lab for multiple
generations, and with subsequent generations exposed to cypermethrin.
For the ambient stormwater sample evaluation, samples were collected
from the lower American River over the duration of several storms,
and both lab-reared and field-collected H. azteca were exposed for
96-hours to either the sample collected during the peak day of runoff
or to the sequence of samples collected for the storm. The resulting
data demonstrated that: (1) field-collected H. azteca can be >2 orders of
magnitude less sensitive to the pyrethroids than lab-reared organisms,
(2) field-collected organisms could vary in their sensitivity (possibly
based upon land use activities), (3) the sensitivity of field-collected “tolerant” organisms increased in subsequent generations reared under lab
conditions, and (4) the single sample collection approach for monitoring stormwater can overestimate the toxicity for the 96-hour H. azteca
test. Potential mechanisms for these differences in sensitivity, including
mixed function oxidase (MFO) activity, esterase activity, knock-down
resistance (KDR), and genetic differences among populations are
discussed.
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726 Landscape-level refinements for probabilistic pyrethroid exposure
assessments in agricultural environments
C.M. Holmes, Waterborne Environmental Inc; P. Hendley, Phasera Ltd; J.
Amos, A. Ritter, M. Cheplick, D. Desmarteau, Waterborne Environmental
Inc; R.L. Jones, Bayer CropScience / Environmental Safety; S.H. Jackson,
BASF Corporation / Stewardship; R. Underwood, Syngenta Crop Protection
The Pyrethroid Working Group (PWG) has conducted a probabilistic
refinement of aquatic exposure estimates for agricultural pyrethroid uses
incorporating stepwise refinements to standard USEPA Tier II exposure
modeling scenarios. Weather, soils, cropping and other environmental
factors were summarized to over 2.5 million catchments in the USGS
NHD+ dataset, and used to model the national range of crop-specific
potential pyrethroid drift and runoff/erosion transport to surface water.
Using over 375,000 PRZM runs incorporating local cropping, weather
and soils data, along with NHD+ flowline specific drift estimates for
each catchment, a matrix of 11 representative drift rates and 10 representative runoff/erosion PRZM runs was created for each crop of interest.
This was used to develop a set of 110 scenarios, each representing a
specific proportion of the distribution. Probabilities for each matrix bin
were computed based on the actual catchment area represented by each
combination of drift and runoff/erosion nationally. Each of the 110
scenarios was modeled by linking PRZM, VFSMOD and AGRO-2014
to produce 30 year distributions of annual maximum aquatic EECs. The
combined set of annual maximum EEC values along with the weighting
matrix, were used to generate a distribution of crop-specific EECs suitable for probabilistic risk characterization. This approach allowed other
variables (e.g. the percentage of each crop treated with any pyrethroid
insecticide) to be readily incorporated into the probabilistic assessment.
Resulting potential exposure distributions for ten different crops were
used in multiple pyrethroid risk assessments submitted to USEPA.
727 A tiered aquatic risk assessment of pyrethroid insecticides for
agricultural and residential use
J.M. Giddings, Compliance Services International; P. Hendley, Phasera
Ltd; S.H. Jackson, BASF Corporation / Stewardship; M.G. Dobbs, Bayer
CropScience / Environmental Toxicology and Risk Assessment; A.C.
Barefoot, EI Du Pont De Nemours And Co Inc / Crop Protection Products;
G. Mitchell, FMC Agricultural Products; K.S. Henry, Syngenta Crop
Protection LLC / Ecological Sciences; R. Allen, Valent USA Corp
Pyrethroids have been used safely in agricultural and residential settings
for over 30 years, during which time a remarkable wealth of ecotoxicology and environmental fate data have been generated. Standard
screening-level exposure modeling using PRZM/EXAMS results in
predicted pyrethroid concentrations that exceed the toxicity values for
most aquatic taxa except mollusks and plants. Refined exposure estimates
are needed to better characterize pyrethroid risk. A refined modeling
approach uses AGRO-2014, the receiving water model most appropriate for highly hydrophobic molecules like pyrethroids. Several novel
probabilistic exposure refinements were developed to parameterize the
standard pond scenario with real-world data on landscape, weather, and
pyrethroid usage, enabling characterization of risk on a local, regional, or
national scale. For each tier of the refined assessment, risk is characterized by comparing estimated exposure with information on ecological
effects. At the lowest tier, ecological effects are represented by toxicity
data for the most sensitive species. In higher tiers, information on the
distribution of sensitivity among species, along with data from mesocosm
studies and bioassessments, provides a more detailed understanding of
potential ecological effects. This assessment supports the conclusion that
aquatic life is unlikely to experience unreasonable adverse effects from
agricultural and residential uses of pyrethroids using the current multiple
and extensive exposure mitigation requirements already specified on
all pyrethroid labels. This conclusion is strongly supported by extensive
mesocosm studies conducted with pyrethroids which indicate that, even
when ecosystems are dosed at concentrations considerably higher than
those predicted by the current modeling, effects (where seen) are temporary and population/ community recovery is rapid.
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Implementing the National Academy of Sciences
Recommendations for Protecting Threatened and
Endangered Species
728 Don’t raise your voice; strengthen your argument: Basing biological opinions on sound science (with already available information)
R. Kashuba, A. Fairbrother, J. Carbone, W. Hillwalker, Exponent
The task of developing efficient and effective means of assessing the
impacts of pesticide registration on endangered species is clearly large
and complicated, in both the scope of technical work and in streamlining and integrating the inputs of varied stakeholders. The development
of an assessment process on a federal scale likely will take time. In
the meanwhile, currently available information can be better utilized
to incorporate basic, well-known ecological principals into biological
opinions and risk-based decisions. Biological opinions should not be
made using only qualitative information and judgment when quantitative
information already exists. Data that USEPA already requires registrants to submit during the pesticide registration process can be used
to calculate parameters needed to quantify the population-level effects
of the proposed pesticide use. For example, as currently implemented,
USEPA uses a suite of avian reproductive data to determine the lowest no observed adverse effect concentrations (NOAEC) across all the
different reproductive endpoints, and uses that one number to calculate
a hazard quotient (HQ ). However, there is no way to translate an HQ
into estimates of an effect on a population, which is what is needed
for the endangered species jeopardy determination. To do so, the risk
assessor needs to know about changes to reproductive or survival rates
(e.g., number of offspring produced by each breeding pair per year). The
information required to calculate such rates is embedded in the standard avian reproduction test. Data on number of eggs laid, hatched, and
hatchlings that survived to a pre-determined time period, can be used
to calculate reproductive rate and survival rates for each life stage; these
parameters can be input into a simple Leslie matrix population model
to calculate population effects. We identify such opportunities within
current USEPA protocol and provide suggestions for, making scientifically sound assumptions about population-level effects in the context of
uncertainty, as directed by the National Academy of Sciences report on
FIFRA and ESA.
729 A Probabilistic Approach to Modeling Pesticide Exposure for an
Endangered Species Assessment in the California Delta
M.F. Winchell, Stone Environmental Inc / Environmental Systems
Modeling; L. Padilla, Stone Environmental Inc; R.L. Breton, Intrinsik
Environmental Sciences Inc; P. Whatling, Cheminova Inc
A watershed modeling approach using the Soil and Water Assessment
Tool (SWAT) was developed to simulate probability distributions
of malathion concentrations in flowing water bodies throughout the
California Central Valley and the California Delta, the habitat for the
endangered Delta Smelt (DS). The approach integrates many of the
recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) report,
including the use of best available geospatial datasets, prediction of
spatially distributed exposure across the DS habitat, and the quantifiable
incorporation of uncertainty in the determination of probabilistic exposure estimates. The most recently available Cropland Data Layer (CDL)
datasets were used to characterize the most likely spatial distribution of
crops across the Delta watershed. The California Pesticide Use Record
(PUR) database provided multiple years of pesticide use estimates for
each crop. The resolution of the model resulted in pesticide concentration
predictions within 59 different river and stream segments co-occurring
with the species habitat within the California Delta. To account for
uncertainty in the characteristics of pesticide applications, data from the
PUR was used to develop probability distributions of pesticide application date, application method (ground spray or aerial), and annual
amount applied on each crop and within each subbasin. The geospatial
relationship of pesticide application sites relative to receiving water bodies was assessed to account for the potential contribution of spray drift
to pesticide load in streams. In addition, model customizations were
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developed to incorporate the impacts of flood control structures and
irrigation diversions on hydrology and the transfer of pesticide mass from
one water body to another. Computer software was developed to generate
random pesticide application scenarios varying application spatial extent,
application method, and timing based on the probability distributions
generated from the PUR. A Monte Carlo simulation approach was then
used to generate 30-year daily simulations based on many different pesticide application scenarios. This population of daily simulation results
was compiled to generate probability distributions of pesticide exposure
at each of the 59 flowing water body segments within the species habitat
extent. These exposure distributions were then compared against direct
and indirect effects metrics and species sensitivity distributions to make
an effects determination for the Delta Smelt.
730 Moving forward on NAS panel report recommendations using
GIS and geospatial data for endangered species risk assessments
C.M. Holmes, J. Amos, V. Sclater, Waterborne Environmental Inc;
The National Academy of Sciences (NAS) report released last year, along
with subsequent presentations by the USEPA, USFWS, and NMFS,
highlighted the use of geospatial data and methods as part of the pesticide risk assessment for Threatened and Endangered (T&E) species.
The geospatial proximity of potential pesticide use areas to T&E species
locations is an important aspect in each of the three Steps outlined in the
NAS report. This is especially important in Step 1, where spatial proximity screening can be used to remove species from concern, eliminating
the need for consultation, so that resources and efforts can be focused on
those species/geographies that can benefit from additional efforts. This
presentation will describe the use of geospatial data within a Geographic
Information System (GIS) as it applies to this process. Firstly in Step 1,
authoritative spatial data on temporal crop locations were used to develop
a spatial layer representing potential pesticide use sites. Secondly, the
spatial definition and implementation of the action area is presented
based on exposure modeling results. Following this, information on species location may require pre-processing or refinement within a GIS, as it
may come from a variety of sources. Finally, a proximity analysis will be
shown which incorporates the preceding information, along with resulting distances that can be used in the risk assessment. Subsequent spatial
and temporal refinements at Step 2 and beyond will be discussed.
731 Endangered species toxicity extrapolation using ICE models
M.G. Barron,C.R. Jackson, S. Raimondo, USEPA / Gulf Ecology Division;
E. Donovan, USEPA
The National Research Council’s (NRC) report on assessing pesticide risks to threatened and endangered (T&E) species included the
recommendation of using interspecies correlation models (ICE) as an
alternative to general safety factors for extrapolating across species.
ICE models are log-linear least squares regressions that predict acute
toxicity to untested taxa from known toxicity of a single surrogate species. The USEPA houses three ICE databases: aquatic animals, algae,
and wildlife. Approximately 2400 models have been developed and
made available through USEPA’s public domain Web-ICE internet tool
(http://epa.gov/ceampubl/fchain/webice/), which also includes modules
for endangered species extrapolation and generation of species sensitivity
distributions (SSDs). ICE models have been developed and validated for
predicting the toxicity to over 200 U.S. federally listed species at the species, genus or family level from one of 68 surrogate test species. Mollusc
models have been expanded to allow genus level predictions to 14 T&E
unionid mussel species. Genus and family level models are used because
species-specific models are only available for a limited number of listed
species, and our previous research has shown high accuracy of ICE estimates in closely related taxa. The SSD modules within Web-ICE provide
an additional approach to developing protective toxicity values for T&E
species, based on research showing that hazard concentrations derived
from SSDs are generally protective of listed species. This presentation
will demonstrate approaches to extrapolation using ICE models for T&E
species that are consistent with NRC report recommendations, and
discuss uncertainty and accuracy in modeled estimates.

732 Uncertainty Analysis Methods for Assessing Risks of Pesticides
to Endangered Species
D.R. Moore, Intrinsik Environmental Sciences Inc
A committee of the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) recently
released a report entitled, “Assessing Risks to Endangered and
Threatened Species from Pesticides”. In that report, the NAS committee recommended that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, National Marine Fisheries Service and U.S.
Department of Agriculture explicitly estimate uncertainty in assessments of pesticide risks to listed species whenever possible. Despite that
recommendation, the interim approach recently released by USEPA and
the Services states only that uncertainties due to variability and lack of
information (i.e., incertitude) will be “described,” with no indication of
the types of methods that might be used. The objective of this presentation is to describe the available methods for conducting an uncertainty
analysis. Many approaches to quantitative uncertainty analysis have been
used in pesticide risk assessments. Choosing a method depends on a variety of factors, including data availability, intended use, and preferences
of the analyst, risk manager, and stakeholders. In data-rich situations,
first-order Monte Carlo analysis would likely be the method of choice.
Where incertitude is prevalent, second-order methods (e.g., second-order
Monte Carlo analysis, probability bounds analysis) should be considered,
to determine the potential influence of the incertitude on estimated
risks. Bayesian methods can be used for a wide variety of data-rich
and data-poor situations. Summary statistics can be used to characterize uncertainty in data sets where the focus is on a single variable (e.g.,
measured concentrations in waters inhabited by endangered species). In
this presentation, use of quantitative uncertainty analysis methods will
be illustrated with several case studies involving endangered species
potentially exposed to pesticides.
733 Guiding Pesticide Registration Decisions With Probabilistic
Results: An UNMET Challange
B.K. Hope, CH2M HILL
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) must, under the
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA), register
or re-register pesticides. In doing so, it must determine whether a pesticide is (or is not) “likely to adversely affect” a threatened or endangered
species (“listed species”). Similarly, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(FWS) and the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) (“the
Services”) must, under the Endangered Species Act (ESA), determine
whether a pesticide is “likely to jeopardize” the continued existence of
a listed species. The statutory mandate of the FIFRA requires USEPA
to base pesticide registration or re-registration decisions on a balance
between the probability of benefits from pesticide use and the probability that such use would be a detriment to a listed species, whereas
the jeopardy determination provisions of the ESA require both USEPA
and the Services to base decisions only on the probability that a proposed
registration will lead to the extinction of a listed species. However, both
the FIFRA and the ESA are silent about what probability of detriment (or of our confidence in it) that would trigger either a “likely to
affect” determination or a jeopardy finding. In 2010, at the behest of
USEPA and the Services, the National Research Council convened a
scientific committee to weigh-in on various scientific issues related to
the assessment of pesticide risks to listed species. One of the committee’s
recommendations was that scientifically defensible probabilistic methods
be used to inform pesticide registration decisions. This presentations will
discuss how effective use of such probabilistic methods for this purpose
requires (1) clarity as to the meaning of key terms, (2) sideboards on what
probability of detriment or extinction is expected to trigger a regulatory
response, and (3) decision maker’s willingness (and ability) to work with
probabilities rather than thresholds in a regulatory context.
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734 Endangered Species Risk Assessment: Enhancements to the
Interim Process Proposed by the Federal Family
T. Hall, Bayer CropScience / Environmental Toxicology and Risk Assessment
The risk assessment process and methods used by USEPA, Fish and
Wildlife Service and NOAA Fisheries to assess the potential risk of pesticides to threatened and endangered species has been under scrutiny for
many years. These assessments have an extremely large spatial scale and
complexity given that over 1500 species need to be considered nationwide.
In 2011, these Federal Agencies and the USDA requested the National
Academy of Science (NAS) to convene a scientific panel to review key
questions for the risk assessment. The report from the panel was issued
in April 2013. In November 2013, the 4 federal agencies released an
interim implementation plan for the recommendations from the NAS
panel, and based their plan on a 3-step risk assessment process and risk
management decisions as follows. The Step 1 No Effect or May Affect
decision is based primarily on a conservative estimate of the overlap of the
species and the action area. Step 2 is the Not Likely or Likely to Adversely
Affect decision. Step 3 is the No Jeopardy or Jeopardy decision. A series
of recommendations have been developed to enhance the proposed 3 step
process, especially regarding step one. Both direct and indirect effects to
threatened and endangered species, as well as consideration of the adverse
modification to critical habitat, must be included in the assessment.
Each of these analyses should be separated by taxonomic group and clear
thresholds should be defined, which will allow for clear decision-making
and documentation. Use pattern definitions and appropriate drift and
runoff models need to include existing label mitigations and application
technologies to provide appropriate spatial definition of where products
currently are used and potential off-site movement. Species biology and
habitat information (e.g., body size, diet, habitat needs, migration patterns, etc.) can be integrated earlier in the process, especially if endangered
species databases are developed to facilitate the use of these data. Spatial
and temporal patterns of the pesticide use and exposure, and species biology need to be incorporated appropriately in each of the 3 steps. Through
these recommendations, an efficient process can be developed that will
allow focusing of the assessment on areas and species with the highest risk
and prioritizing federal resources where there is the greatest need.
735 Revising the methodology for assessing risks of pesticides to
endangered and threatened species
K.V. Garber, USEPA / Office of Pesticide Programs
Over the last several years, the United States Environmental Protection
Agency, National Marine Fisheries Service, Fish and Wildlife Service
and United States Department of Agriculture have been working to
revise the methodology for assessing the risks of pesticides to individuals
and populations of federally listed endangered and threatened species
(listed species). The revised method is a based on a three-step process
that evolves from a conservative, simple method to one that is highly
refined and data intensive. In each step, data from various sources are
weighed together to determine whether a pesticide will have adverse
impacts upon a listed species and its designated critical habitat. At the
first step, a simple spatial overlap between the range of a species and
potential pesticide use site and areas receiving off site transport of potential concern is sufficient to indicate potential concern. At the second step,
variability in pesticide exposure over time and space relevant to a species
habitat is considered. Potential risks to individuals of listed species are
weighed by considering the relationship between exposures and potential
effects as determined by species life history and available toxicity data
for surrogate species representing the listed species as well as its diet and
habitat. At the third step, varying risks to individuals are considered in
the context of how they may translate to the ability of the population to
survive and thrive. This presentation will describe the three-step process
for assessing the risks of pesticides to listed species and their designated
critical habitats.
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Assessing Ecological Risks of Resource Extraction
on Inland Environments: Oil and Gas Extraction and
Coal Mining
736 Development of the Shale Energy Environmental Laboratory: An
academia-industry partnership at Ohio State University
R.P. Lanno, S.R. Bowman, The Ohio State Univ / Evolution Ecology and
Organismal Biology
The state of Ohio (USA) has a history rich in energy resource development and is currently developing wells in unconventional formations at
an unprecedented rate. The Utica/Point Pleasant shale play in the eastern
portion of Ohio is the focal point for hydraulic fracturing in the state.
Concerns exist regarding the environmental and human health risks
associated with the hydraulic fracturing process, yet data used to frame
these arguments from both environmentalist and industry perspectives
are often lacking in scientific rigor, transparency, and completeness.
Assessing the nature of environmental hazards and risks associated
with hydraulic fracturing processes, chemicals, and waste products in
a controlled, scientific manner is limited by ready, consistent access
to these materials from actual drilling facilities. As a result, very few
scientific data are available to the public on the environmental risks
posed by drilling to surface and subsurface environments. Only through
ongoing access to active, “transparent” drilling sites with organized well
development and sampling strategies can hypothesis-driven research
be conducted to inform best practices in reducing environmental risks
associated with shale development. To this end, Ohio State University
is developing the Shale Energy and Environmental Laboratory (SEEL).
The SEEL represents a unique partnership and agreement between
industry and academia in the collection of data to assess the environmental risks associated with hydraulic fracturing, as well as baseline
chemistry, mineralogy, and microbial biodiversity contributing to
geologic history and hydrocarbon development in shale formations. This
laboratory would be the first instance of the collection of baseline data
at an unconventional shale drilling site prior to and post-development
of a hydraulically-fractured site with the ability to follow all parameters
through the entire hydraulic fracturing process and well production. This
presentation will detail the structure and operation of the SEEL, current
research programs, and future opportunities.
737 Aquatic Toxicity Testing in Baseline Monitoring of Natural Gas
Development
R. MacGillivray, T.J. Fikslin, Delaware River Basin Commission / Dept
of Modeling Monitoring and Assessment; J. Jackson, Stroud Water Research
Center; C. Nally, American Aquatic Testing
In anticipation of potential natural gas development in high quality
waters of the upper Delaware River Basin, aquatic toxicity testing was
incorporated in a baseline monitoring program of ambient water that
also included biological monitoring, continuous conductivity monitoring, and analysis of water samples for chemical and radiochemical
parameters. These waters have low hardness and alkalinity and are
sensitive to impacts from extraction activities. The standard test species
Pimephales promelas, Ceriodaphnia dubia and Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata, as well as non-standard mayfly species (Centroptilium triangulifer,
Procloeon rivulare and Pseudocloeon frondale) were used as test organisms.
Mayflies were chosen as a test species as they occur in the Marcellus
Shale region, are known to be relatively sensitive to changes in water
quality, are ecologically important, and are commonly included in
biological assessment programs. The standard USEPA test species were
selected to evaluate the response of the test species in samples collected
from these low ionic strength waters. The standard USEPA species met
all test acceptability criteria for acute and short-term chronic toxicity
methods. Test acceptability criteria have not been established for mayfly
toxicity tests. Ambient water collected from the Delaware River and
its tributaries did not cause toxicity to any of the six species tested. For
the reference toxicant, sodium chloride, C. dubia and C. triangulifer had
similar results for acute and chronic toxicity. P. promelas was somewhat
less sensitive to sodium chloride while P. rivulare and P. frondale were
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generally more sensitive. In produced water (undiluted chloride concentration of 121,000 mg/L) tests, significant toxic effects were observed in
all of the test species with acute LC50 endpoints < 2% and chronic IC25
endpoints ≤ 1%. The P. promelas results in the produced water toxicity
test were unexpected in that the P. promelas was more sensitive to the
produced water than C. dubia which is the inverse of predicted toxicity
and data from tests with sodium chloride. The mayfly C. triangulifer
showed potential for use in acute and life-cycle toxicity testing, along
with other standard test organisms, as part of baseline monitoring of
surface waters.

included community metabolism, macroinvertebrate drift, community
composition and survival. Results showed considerable variation among
endpoints; however, we consistently observed significant concentrationresponse relationships for each major ion tested. Consistent with field
studies, mayflies (Ephemeroptera) were highly sensitive to major ions.
In general, effects were observed at conductivity levels near the proposed
USEPA benchmark of 300 µS/cm. These results support the hypothesis
that major ions are toxic to some macroinvertebrates and that effects on
benthic communities in the field are likely when conductivity exceeds
this benchmark.

738 Evaluation of Total Dissolved Solids and Specific Conductance
Water Quality Targets with Paired Single-Species and Mesocosm
Community Exposures
C.T. Nietch, USEPA / Water Supply Water Resources Division; J.M.
Lazorchak, USEPA / Office of Research and Development; B. Johnson,
USEPA / Ecological Exposure Research Division; J. Allen, USEPA / Office
of Research and Development
Isolated single-species exposures were conducted in parallel with 42 d
mesocosm dosing studies that measured in situ and whole community
responses to different recipes of excess total dissolved solids (TDS).
The studies were conducted with cultured species and native taxa from
moderately concentrated TDS waters. TDS and specific conductance
(SpCond) of control mesocosms changed among recipes from ca. 75 and
200, mgL TDS, or 100 and 300 µS/cm SpCond. Excess TDS stocks
were dosed to treatment mesocosms to increase concentrations as high
as 2500 mgL TDS or 3500 µS/cm SpCond, with 2 to 4 intermediate
doses to these extremes, depending on the recipe. Response measures
included species survival and growth; macroinvertebrate drift, benthic
abundance, and emergence; and periphytic algae biomass and taxonomy.
Functional indicators, O2 metabolism and leaf litter decomposition were
also measured. Ephemeroptera (mayfly) taxa proved the most sensitive to excess TDS among insects. The bivalve, C. fluminea exposed
in the mesocosm appeared as sensitive as the native mayflies. Larval
P. promelas were insensitive to excess TDS, but adult fish fecundity
responded negatively. Algal periphyton was affected also, but were
unlikely the driving factor for consumer responses. After combining all
responses across recipes into a single sensitivity distribution based on
the 25th percentile response, the lower 5th percentile of this distribution
was lower than the minimum State-level water quality target for TDS
of 500 mgL, but well above the proposed 300 µS/cm benchmark for
SpCond proposed for central Appalachian headwaters. Data highlight
the relative importance of the dominant ions comprising the excess
TDS, suggesting strong rationale for qualifying new TDS/SpCond
targets based on dominant anion.

740 The Chronic Toxicity of Ion Mixtures to Ceriodaphnia dubia
K.A. Johnson, Clemson Univ /Inst of Environmental Toxicology; M.T.
Finney, W.C. Bridges Jr, Clemson Univ / Dept of Mathematical Sciences; S.J.
Klaine, Clemson Univ / Inst of Environmental Toxicology
Total Dissolved Solids, commonly referred to as TDS, is a measure of
all organic and inorganic substances that pass through a 2-μm filter and
are naturally found in aquatic environments. Anthropogenic activities
such as agricultural irrigation, road salt runoff, hydraulic fracturing, and
coal mining operations can increase TDS concentrations of freshwater
ecosystems ultimately increasing salinity. Aquatic organisms expend
energy to accomplish ionoregulation, the management of the ion balance between their external and internal environments. If the external
ion concentrations change, aquatic organisms must allocate more energy
towards ionoregulation, reducing energy for other important functions such as reproduction. Eight-day static renewal exposures were
conducted to characterize the chronic effects of chloride, sulfate and
bicarbonate as single anions and in binary mixtures to Ceriodaphnia
dubia. Reproductive effects (EC50s) indicated that the relative toxicity of single anions was SO42- (0.0108M) > HCO3- (0.0136M) >
Cl- (0.0163M). Most ion combinations were determined to have
greater-than-additive effects. These results have serious consequences
for regulating these ions in freshwaters. Further, additional research is
needed to characterize the mechanism of toxicity of each of these ions
to freshwater organisms.

739 Effects of major ions on benthic communities: an experimental
test of the proposed USEPA aquatic life benchmark for conductivity
W.H. Clements, C. Kotalik, Colorado State Univ / Fish Wildlife and
Conservation Biology
Elevated concentrations of major ions are associated with a variety of
anthropogenic disturbances in streams, including mountain top removal
and valley fill (MTRVF) operations, coal bed methane production,
urban runoff and road deicing. Most of the available information on
sensitivity of aquatic organisms to major ions has been obtained from
laboratory toxicity tests conducted with surrogate species. Results of
these experiments suggest that aquatic insects are highly tolerant of
elevated conductivity associated with major ions. There is little experimental data on the sensitivity of aquatic insects to major ions, although
recent field studies have shown that some groups, especially mayflies, are
absent from high conductivity streams. The USEPA recently developed
a field-based conductivity benchmark of 300 µS/cm for streams affected
by MTRVF. We conducted a series of stream microcosm experiments
using several salt mixtures (MgCl, NaHCO3, MgSO4 and NaCl) to
measure the effects of major ions on aquatic insects. Benthic communities collected from montane streams were exposed to a range of
conductivity values that bracketed the USEPA benchmark. Responses

741 Important interactions in major ion toxicity to Ceriodaphnia dubia
R.J. Erickson, D.R. Mount, USEPA / ORD NHEERL Mid Continent
Ecology Division; T. Highland, J.R. Hockett, USEPA; D.J. Hoff,
Ecotoxicology Analysis Research / Mid Continent Ecology Division; C.T.
Jenson, USEPA; T.J. Norberg-King, USEPA / NHEERL Mid Continent
Ecology Division; K. Peterson, USEPA
Greatly increased concentrations of major ions (Na, K, Ca, Mg, Cl, SO4,
HCO3) can occur in freshwater systems from various anthropogenic
activities, resulting in impacts that vary with both the specific combination of ions that are elevated and the chemistry of the background water.
Extensive experiments on the acute toxicity of single salts and binary
salt mixtures to Ceriodaphnia dubia have provided insights into understanding and assessing major ion toxicity. First, because of the relatively
high concentrations involved in major ion toxicity, effects of speciation
and chemical activity can be large, and are important for understanding
responses to different salt mixtures . Second, the toxicity of major ion salts
can vary substantially due to the ion composition of the dilution water;
specifically, K toxicity is greater at low background Na concentrations
and the toxicities of both Na and Mg salts are greater at low background
Ca concentrations. Third, Na salts are the least toxic of all major ion salts,
but the toxicity of Na salts does not appear attributable solely to Na (i.e.,
it matters what the anion is). Fourth, the greater toxicity of K, Mg, and
Ca salts than Na salts under comparable background water conditions
indicate that cation-specific mechanisms contribute to the overall salt
toxicity. Fifth, binary salt mixtures that involve a single cation in association with different anions adhere very closely to concentration-addition,
whereas mixtures that involve two cations exhibit a considerable degree
of independence between the salts. These results suggest certain relationships for ion toxicity that should be useful for developing assessment tools.
This abstract does not necessarily reflect USEPA policy.
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742 Surfactants and other contaminants in evaporation ponds
associated with oilfield wastewater disposal facilities – risks to
migratory birds
P. Ramirez, US Fish and Wildlife Service / NWRS Wildlife Branch
Increased exploration and production of oil and gas has resulted in a
concurrent increase in the generation of oilfield wastes including drilling
fluids, produced water, and flowback fluid from hydraulic fracturing. This
increase has resulted in the permitting and construction of new commercial and centralized oilfield wastewater disposal facilities (COWDFs) and
the construction of additional evaporation ponds in existing COWDFs
in Wyoming. COWDFs typically contain one or more large ponds for
evaporative disposal of wastewater. Although the risk of spills into surface
water is low, spills flowing off the COWDF could collect in natural
depressions where the ponded water would pose a risk to wildlife. The U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, and the Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality have
conducted environmental compliance inspections of COWDFs since
1998. As part of this effort, the FWS collected wastewater samples from
nine COWDFs in 2009, 2010 and 2011 to determine if the samples
contained salts, surfactants or other chemicals that pose risks to migratory birds. Selenium concentrations ranged from below detection limits
to 701 micrograms per liter (ug/L) and boron concentrations ranged from
5,760 to 87,400 ug/L, levels considered toxic to ungulate wildlife and
livestock. Surfactants in oilfield wastewater disposed in COWDFs could
affect aquatic birds landing on the evaporation ponds by compromising
the water repellency of their feathers through reductions in water surface
tension. Surface tension measurements in wastewater from one COWDF
was below the level known to cause feather wetting in adult waterfowl and
slightly above the threshold level in another. Evaporation ponds at four
facilities contained hypersaline wastewater (total dissolved solids greater
than 35,000 milligrams per liter) that also posed risks to aquatic birds due
to salt encrustation and/or sodium toxicity. Field inspections also documented aerial drift of oilfield wastewater onto adjacent lands from sprayers
used to enhance evaporation of wastewater from the COWDF ponds. This
investigation demonstrates the need for additional data on surface tension
of oilfield wastewater and risks to migratory birds as well as on the effects
of aerial drift from COWDFs on air quality, soil, vegetation, and wildlife.
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743 Derivation and validation of a water quality standard for iron
A. Peters, WCA Environment Ltd; B.J. Adams, Rio Tinto / Product
Stewardship; D.K. DeForest, Windward Environmental LLC; P.
Whitehouse, UK Environment Agency / Evidence
The derivation of a Environmental Quality Standard (EQS) for iron in
UK freshwaters is complicated considerably by its behaviour in solution, which tends to result in precipitation. The use of total, rather than
dissolved, iron as a measure of exposure concentrations in ecotoxicity
tests provides a reasonable surrogate for the toxic component of solutions which have been aged for three hours. Laboratory studies in
which adverse effects are observed due to precipitate formation may
be of relevance to EQS derivation although they are not relevant for
classification. Field data can be an important line of evidence in setting quality standards alongside conventional laboratory ecotoxicity
data. Information from field monitoring is rarely used directly for EQS
derivation, although it is used in some cases as supporting information, for example in the selection of the appropriate assessment factor
used to derive the standard. There have been several analyses of field
evidence aimed at deriving an ecologically acceptable concentration of
iron reported in the literature, although these studies have not taken
account of the effect of water chemistry on the ecotoxicity of iron. Recent
studies on the ecotoxicity of iron to fish, invertebrates and algae have
shown a clear effect of water chemistry on iron toxicity. As such, water
chemistry should ideally be taken into account when establishing quality
standards for iron. This study aims to take account of water chemistry
conditions on the ecotoxicity of iron in assessing whether or not impacts
are observed on ecological communities in real field conditions. Previous
analyses of the effects of iron on aquatic communities have not taken
account of the effect of water chemistry on the ecotoxicity of iron.
Various sources of information indicate that some invertebrate families
are amongst the most sensitive aquatic organisms to iron toxicity. There
is a slight correlation between the sensitivity of benthic invertebrates in
the field and their sensitivity to sedimentation that may indicate effects
due to physical, rather than toxicological, factors. Close agreement is
observed between the effects of iron on invertebrate communities in the
field and the ecotoxicity dataset.
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Application of High-Throughput Screening and
High-Content Imaging in Environmental Toxicology
MP001 Strengthening the Ability to Screen for Thyroid Disrupting
Chemicals within the EDSP
S.G. Lynn, USEPA / Endocrine Disruptor Screening Program; M.W.
Hornung, USEPA / ORD NHEERL Mid Continent Ecology Division;
M.E. Gilbert, USEPA / National Health and Environmental Effects
Research Laboratory; S.J. Degitz, USEPA NHEERL / Mid Continent
Ecology Division; K.M. Crofton, USEPA / Integrated Systems Toxicology
Division, NHEERL
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) established
the Endocrine Disruptor Screening Program (EDSP) to determine
whether certain substances may have an effect in humans or wildlife that
disrupt the estrogen, androgen or thyroid axes. Of the 11 EDSP Tier
1 assays (5 in vitro; 6 in vivo), only 3 in vivo assays inform on potential
thyroid disruption with limited endpoints. The EDSP is now utilizing
computational and high throughput screening (HTS) in vitro assays
to more efficiently and rapidly assess chemical bioactivity as a part of a
larger prioritization effort for endocrine disruption screening. Recent
comprehensive and systematic literature reviews of the thyroid pathway
have identified a number of target sites that could serve as Molecular
Initiating Events (MIEs) for potential thyroid disrupting chemicals.
MIEs for thyroid disruption span the pathway starting with production
and release of thyrotropin-releasing hormone (TRH) in the hypothalamus and going to transcriptional and cellular responses of thyroid
receptor (TR) activation. An USEPA effort surveyed and evaluated
literature for existing HTS assays for known thyroid axis MIEs. A
second systematic literature search on the EDSP Universe of Chemicals:
1) identifies potential Other Scientifically Relevant Information (OSRI);
2) identifies potential MIEs of chemicals; and 3) supports nominations
for HTS assay development which would increase coverage of thyroid
MIEs. Assay and literature review bioactivity data informing on the
thyroid pathway will be combined with exposure estimates to provide a
bioactivity exposure prioritization list of potential thyroid disruptors for
endocrine testing. The end goal is to develop predictive computational
models using results of HTS assays that inform on numerous MIEs in
order to provide comprehensive coverage of relevant biological targets of
the thyroid system. This abstract does not necessarily represent USEPA
policy.
MP002 Development of the Coastal Biosensor for Endocrine
Disruption (C-BED) Assay
B.J. Blalock, B.J. Duphily, Univ of Massachusetts Boston / School for
the Environment; W.E. Robinson, Univ of Massachusetts Boston /
Environmental Earth Ocean Sciences Dept; H.C. Poynton, Univ of
Massachusetts Boston / School for the Environment
Endocrine disrupting compounds (EDCs) such as 17α-ethinylestradiol
(EE2) and 4-nonylphenol (4NP) interfere with natural hormone function and cause sublethal effects such as gender reversal, reproductive and
developmental effects at low, environmentally relevant concentrations.
4NP is a non-ionic surfactant used in detergents and EE2 is a potent,
synthetic estrogen and the active ingredient in birth control pills. 4NP
and EE2 are released into the environment primarily from sewage outfall
effluents, and have been found across the US in both the aquatic and
marine environment. Currently, there are challenges associated with
monitoring these compounds in the marine environment because they
elicit effects at concentrations close to detection limits, and are often
found in mixtures with other EDCs. Our approach is to use genomic
methods to develop robust and specific biomarkers for measuring EDCs
in the marine mussel, Mytilus edulis. Because of its ability to bioaccumulate pollutants and its current utilization in monitoring programs,
M. edulis serves as a model organism for biomarker development. In
addition, M. edulis is an important ecological and economic resource,
and could potentially serve as a route for EDC exposure to humans
through seafood consumption. We developed a “whole transcriptome”
M. edulis microarray, through RNA sequencing of multiple libraries
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representing different life stages and toxicant exposures, and are using
the microarray to identify novel gene expression biomarkers for 4NP
and EE2. We exposed M. edulis to two concentrations of EE2 (5 and
50ng/L) and 4NP (1 and 100μg/L) and sampled mussels after 4wk and
5wk exposures based on results of a previous uptake kinetics experiment
that showed initial signs of approaching steady state after 38d. Mussel
sex was identified using a RT-qPCR method for genes specific to male
and female. Following transcriptomic analysis of male mussels using
our newly developed M. edulis microarray, candidate biomarkers will be
identified based on specificity to either EE2 or 4NP, correlation with tissue concentration, and consistent expression patterns at both time points.
These candidate biomarkers will be selected for development of the
Coastal Biosensors of Endocrine Disruption (C-BED) assay. The goal
for this research is to develop a new assay for EDCs that can be incorporated into biomonitoring to better protect coastal communities, shellfish
resources, and the marine environment.
MP003 Analysis of ToxCast results for bisphenol A (BPA)
K.K. Coady, R. Budinsky, D. Wilson, B. Bhhatarai, P.S. Price, R.
Hunziker, The Dow Chemical Company / Toxicology Environmental
Research and Consulting; E.M. Mihaich, ER2
The USEPA’s ToxCast program has compiled extensive biological activity data through the use of high through-put in vitro assays. Bisphenol A
(BPA) was evaluated in a total of 821 assays in ToxCast Phase I and II.
BPA showed activity in 12% of the assays including 16 estrogen receptor
(ER) assays. The lowest concentration resulting in 50% activity (AC50)
reported for BPA was 0.08 µM in an assay measuring receptor binding
activity (antagonism) with a key regulator of P450 enzymes involved in
xenobiotic and endobiotic metabolism. The AC50 values in the ER assays
were generally below 5 µM (1.1 mg/L). Additional biological activity
for BPA, unrelated to estrogenic-focused endpoints, was noted in the
ToxCast assays within a similar concentration range. These activities
included interaction with: 1) PXR and various P450 monooxygenases,
2) G protein coupled receptors, and 3) neurotransmitter transporters.
At slightly higher BPA concentrations (AC50 = 6.9 µM), mitochondrial
depolarization was noted. While the ToxCast data set can inform on the
biological activity of BPA, it is not always reflective of in vivo outcomes.
For example, this is apparent when contrasting the positive ER responses
in the ToxCast data set with the lack of estrogenic type responses in in
vivo toxicity studies where first pass metabolism is not exceeded. In a
contrasting example, regression analysis indicates that mitochondrial
depolarization and in vivo acute aquatic toxicity correlate well, particularly for compounds with AC50 values for mitochondrial depolarization
below 10 µM. Importantly, median freshwater concentrations of BPA in
North America are reported as 0.08 µg/L (i.e. 0.0004 µM), with concentrations rarely exceeding 0.5 µg/L (95th percentile). The lowest AC10
values for BPA in the ToxCast data set are above the 95th percentile of
monitored BPA concentrations from North American freshwaters of 0.5
µg/L (0.002 µM). The ToxCast data set gives useful information on the
molecular signaling involved in response to BPA. ToxCast may also provide some first insights on modes of action for in vivo toxicity; however,
since ToxCast cannot fully account for in vivo processes such as adsorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion, as well as dose-response
relationships in complex organisms, its predictivity for in vivo toxicity is
limited, particularly where these processes play a major role.
MP004 Activation of human peroxisome proliferator-activated
receptor-gamma (PPARγ) by house dust extracts using a UAS-betalactamase reporter assay
M. Fang, H.M. Stapleton, Duke Univ / Nicholas School of the Environment;
T.F. Webster, Boston Univ School of Public Health / Dept Environmental
Health
Recent animal and human studies have showed that perinatal exposures
to “chemical obesogens” may increase odds of obesity in children. Many
of these chemicals appear to act via a mechanism that includes activation of peroxisome proliferator-activated nuclear receptors (PPARs),
leading to increased adipogenesis. Previous studies also revealed that
several of these chemicals can accumulate in indoor dust. In our study,
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21 of 24 dust samples tested showed significant PPARγ binding potency
at a concentration of 3 mg dust equivalent (DEQ )/mL. Children
are assumed to ingest 50 mg of dust per day in exposure modeling.
However, ligand binding does not necessarily indicate agonism of
the receptor, leading to transcriptional events. Further studies using
cell-based reporter assays were conducted as a follow-up investigation.
Activation of PPARγ by the same 24 dust extracts were tested in a
reporter gene assay (GeneBLAzer PPARγ non-DA Assay, Invitrogen).
In brief, HEK 293H cells stably expressing a GAL4-PPARγ-LBD
fusion protein and a UAS-beta-lactamase reporter gene were used to
evaluate agonism of PPARγ. The dosing concentration ranged from
approximately 2000 µg DEQ dust/mL to several µg DEQ dust/mL
with a total of 6 dilution series. Rosiglitazone was used as the positive
control. All of the observed PPARγ activation in the house dust extracts
was normalized to the maximal response of rosiglitazone, and this
activation percentage was used to describe the potency of the samples.
We found that 15 of the 24 tested dust extracts showed an activation
percentage more than 10% of the maximal activation induced by rosiglitazone. In general, significant PPARγ activation was observed at ~100
µg DEQ dust/mL and there was a significant concentration-response
trend within those 15 samples. The activation reached as high as 50% of
rosiglitazone activation for the most potent dust extracts. The correlation between the reporter assay and binding assay was significant and
positive (r = 0.7, p < 0.003), suggesting that the binding observed in the
dust mixtures were primarily producing agonistic effects. In conclusion, this study found that chemicals in house dust can activate human
PPARγ in a transfected cell culture system at environmentally relevant
levels of exposure.
MP005 High-Content Screening of Chemical Toxicity in Zebrafish
Embryos
D.C. Volz, Univ of South Carolina / Dept of Environmental Health Sciences;
K.L. Yozzo, Environmental Health Sciences; T.D. Raftery, Univ of South
Carolina / Environmental Health Sciences
Zebrafish offer one of the most promising alternative and cost-effective
vertebrate models for predicting prenatal developmental toxicity and
fish early life-stage toxicity. Despite significant advancements over the
last 10-15 years, targeted assays using zebrafish are needed to better
evaluate effects of chemicals on organogenesis and begin classification
of chemicals by toxicologically relevant modes-of-action. To this end,
using transgenic zebrafish (fli1:egfp) that stably express eGFP within
vascular endothelial cells, we have developed and optimized two different 384-well-based high-content screening (HCS) assays that enable us
to rapidly screen and identify chemicals impacting cardiovascular and
early nervous system development at non-teratogenic concentrations.
Following static exposure of one embryo per well starting at 5 hours
post-fertilization (hpf), automated image acquisition procedures and
custom image analysis protocols are used to quantify total body area and
spontaneous activity within unhatched live embryos at 25 hpf, and body
length, circulation, heart rate, pericardial area, and intersegmental vessel
area within hatched live embryos at 72 hpf. Following a brief introduction about the use of zebrafish for HCS applications, this presentation
will discuss how, compared to existing assays using zebrafish, our new
HCS assays provide more comprehensive discovery platforms with 1)
increased sample sizes; 2) broad concentration-response format; and
3) the ability to identify chemicals that target cardiovascular and early
nervous system function at non-teratogenic concentrations.

Monitoring and Modeling Hydrophilic Organic
Contaminants in Aquatic Systems: Occurrence,
Trends, Physicochemical Processes and
Environmental Impact
MP006 Field validation of polar organic chemical integrative samplers (POCIS) for detection of munitions constituents in underwater
environments
G.H. Rosen, SPAWAR Systems Center / Energy and Environmental
Sustainability; G.R. Lotfuo, US Army Engineer Research and Development
Center; J.B. Belden, Oklahoma State Univ / Dept of Zoology; R.D. George,
W. Wild, SPAWAR Systems Center Pacific
The measurement of polar organic compounds in environmental matrices, especially at trace concentrations or during intermittent/sporadic
release events, represents a significant challenge. In recent years, substantial improvements in analytical techniques coupled with the development
of passive sampling devices (PSDs) have much to offer towards in situ
monitoring of ultra-low concentrations of legacy and emerging contaminants by providing a time-integrated sample with low detection limits.
PSDs for polar compounds, termed polar organic chemical integrative
samplers (POCIS), are commercially available and have been used for
field sampling of pharmaceuticals, pesticides, and household products.
We expanded the use of the POCIS to include energetic materials such
as trinitrotoluene (TNT), degradation products of TNT (e.g. aminodinitrotoluenes and diaminonitrotoluenes) and trinitrohexahydro-s-triazine
(RDX). POCIS were first calibrated and optimized for energetics in a
series of laboratory experiments. More recently, a field validation study
was conducted using 15 g of small fragments of the munitions fill material Composition B (39.5% TNT, 59.5% RDX, and 1% wax binder) as a
single point source in a permitted exposure in Santa Rosa Sound, near
Pensacola, FL, USA. The POCIS were positioned at varying distances
from the source material in two separate exposures, one for two weeks
and one for four weeks. Resulting data will be compared to concurrently collected water grab samples and bioaccumulation by transplanted
oysters. It is anticipated that this field validation will demonstrate the
value of POCIS technology for energetics and will provide a very sensitive, cost-effective tool to detect and quantify energetics in the vicinity of
underwater unexploded ordnance (UXO) or discarded military munitions (DMM) sites.
MP007 Organophosphate Ester Concentration in Toronto
Tributaries, Rain, and Water Treatment Plants
J. Truong, M. Diamond, Univ of Toronto / Chemical Engineering and
Applied Chemistry
Organophosphate esters (OPE’s) are commonly used as plasticizers,
lubricants and as replacement flame retardants for the recently phasedout Brominated Flame Retardants. OPEs are a concern because of new
reports of high concentrations indoors and in waters, their bioaccumulation potential in herring gull eggs and fish, and their potential toxicity to
aquatic biota and humans. Since OPE’s are typically employed as additives and are not chemically bonded, they are subject to release into the
environment via volatilization, dissolution and abrasion. Recent studies
have found them in the Artic, suggesting long-range transport capability. In the spring of 2014, surface water samples were collected monthly
at three Toronto Tributaries and three water treatment plants (WTP),
as well as monthly urban bulk rain samples to determine concentrations
of several OPE’s in an urban environment. Preliminary data suggest
that WTPs have elevated levels of total OPEs (∑OPEs) that range from
4.9-6.1 µg/L and are dominated by TBEP. These trends correspond to
previously reported Toronto urban tributary concentrations for OPEs by
Jantunen (2013) which ranged from 10-1600 ng/L and were also dominated by TBEP. From this study, we aim to pinpoint the major transport
pathways of OPE’s into Lake Ontario.
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MP008 Assessment of pesticide usage in the Midwest Corn Belt
region of the United States using passive samplers
D.A. Alvarez, USGS/CERC; S. Perkins, USGS; V. Schroeder, Five Rivers
Services; A. Moody, USGS/CERC; M.W. Sandstrom, USGS / National
Water Quality Laboratory; P.W. Moran, USGS / Washington Water Science
Ctr; P.C. Van Metre, D. Button, USGS
In 2013, the USGS National Water-Quality Assessment Program
(NAWQA) initiated a regional study to assess stream quality across the
Midwestern U.S. The goal was to characterize stressors (contaminants,
nutrients, sediment, and ecological conditions) in streams throughout
the Midwest Corn Belt Region, and to determine the relative significance of these stressors to aquatic organisms in the streams. 100 sites
across 11 states, representing a gradient of agricultural to urban land
use, were sampled using passive sampling devices during the late Spring/
early Summer planting season to coincide with the period of suspected
heavy pesticide application. The polar organic chemical integrative
sampler (POCIS) was used to sample a series of current-use pesticides
and pesticide metabolites as well as screening for total estrogenicity using
the in vitro yeast estrogen screen (YES). At 27 of the 100 sites, a more
rigorous sampling and analysis plan was implemented with the addition
of semipermeable membrane devices (SPMDs) which were analyzed
for legacy organochlorine pesticides, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs),
and polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs). Additionally, some
POCIS were analyzed for waste indicator chemicals indicating potential
inputs from wastewater effluent, septic, or other point sources. Initial
results indicate the widespread usage of pesticides across the study sites.
Atrazine was one of the dominant chemicals present across the study
sites with estimated time-weighted average water concentrations into
the low parts-per-billion (ug/L) range. Nearly all POCIS extracts have
tested positive for estrogenic chemicals, likely the result of the use of
animal manures as fertilizer and grazing animals which had access to the
agricultural study sites. The spatial distribution and magnitude (concentration) of detected chemicals in comparison to the surrounding land use
will be presented.
MP009 Characterization of water quality of guarani aquifer wells,
Santa Catarina State, Brazil
C.H. Soares, Univ Federal de Santa Catarina / Biochemistry Dept; I.E.
Baptista, E. Theis, Federal Univ of Santa Catarina / Biochemistry; A. Sousa,
UFSC / Biochemistry
Guarani Aquifer System is one of the world’s largest reserves of groundwater, covering countries such as Brazil , Paraguay , Argentina and
Uruguay. In Brazil, it extends itself over the states of Mato Grosso do
Sul, Minas Gerais , São Paulo , Paraná , Santa Catarina and Rio Grande
do Sul, occupying an area of 840 245 km2. It is a porous aquifer formed
by the Botucatu sandstone and presents quite heterogeneous segments
along its area. The aim of this study was to make a comparative analysis
between the physicochemical characteristics of 6 samples from wells of
the aquifer through the Santa Catarina State , in order to understand the
dynamics of aquifer water in this geographic area. Analysis of physicalchemical parameters such as pH , conductivity, turbidity, temperature,
concentration of nitrate, nitrite, ammonia, phosphate, bicarbonate and
total phenols were performed using methodology according to Standard
Methods. Concentrations of metals such as Ca, Mg , Mn, Na, K, Al, As
and Fe were determined by ICP / MS and the profiles of hydrocarbons
contained in the water samples were analyzed by gas chromatography/
mass spectrometry (CG/MS/MS). The results showed that the water
samples from different wells have different physicochemical characteristics and in the same way also different metals and hydrocarbons profile.
The relationship between bicarbonate concentration and Mg 2 + ions was
typical of samples of Guarani aquifer. The results of the quality of each
water sample suggest that the Guarani Aquifer presents different sections in Santa Catarina State , probably due to the geological structure of
the state, which could allow contributions or different interactions with
the Serra Geral Aquifer System. Support - CNPq - FAPESC - ANA
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MP010 Environmental Persistence of PFAS Exposures from Marine
Foods in the Faroe Islands
C. Dassuncao, X. Zhang, Harvard School of Public Health / Environmental
Health; P. Grandjean, Harvard Univ School of Public Health; F. Nielsen,
Univ of Southern Denmark / Dept of Environmental Medicine; R. Bossi,
Aarhus Univ / Environmental Science; P. Weihe, The Faroese Hospital
System / Dept of Occupational and Public Health; B. Mikkelsen, Faroese
Museum of Natural History; M. Dam, Faroese Environment Agency; E.
Sunderland, Harvard Univ School of Public Health / Environmental Health
Exposure to a variety of environmental toxicants has been associated
with changes in immune function. Our ongoing research with several prospective birth cohorts in the Faroe Islands is investigating the
exposures and health outcomes associated with perfluorinated alkylated
substances – PFASs. In prior work with these cohorts, a severe decline
in antibody production following vaccination was observed, in many
cases below clinically protective levels. One aspect of our research to
be presented here is comparing the temporal changes in PFAS exposures between 1987 to present in three prospective birth cohorts in the
Faroe Islands to changes in global production and concentrations in
archived pilot whale samples. Pilot whale is commonly consumed by the
Faroese and therefore represent a substantial exposure route for PFASs
in this population. We present relationships between global production of the 19 analytically detectable compounds in biological tissues,
pilot whales harvested at different time periods and human sera. We use
this analysis to better understand environmental lifetimes of exposures,
bioaccumulation potential, and immunotoxicity risks associated with the
different PFASs currently being manufactured.
MP011 A comprehensive screening of PFASs in surface waters from
Metropolitan and Overseas France: occurrence, spatial patterns, and
partitioning behavior
G. Munoz, LPTC-EPOC CNRS; J. Giraudel, Univ of Bordeaux; F. Botta,
F. Lestremau, INERIS; H. Budzinski, P. Labadie, Univ of Bordeaux /
UMR EPOC Equipe LPTC
Poly- and perfluoroalkyl substances (PFASs) are commonly composed of
two moieties, a fluorinated carbonaceous tail (both lipophobic and hydrophobic) and a polar head (hydrophilic), and display excellent tensioactive
properties. They are thus strategic chemicals for electroplating, leather
treatment, aqueous film-forming foams (AFFFs), lubricants and coatings,
and fluoropolymer chemistry However, several PFASs have been reported
to be extremely persistent in the environment and bioaccumulative,
which explains the increasing interest in the analysis of these compounds
in water, sediments and wildlife. The present study investigated PFAS
occurrence and partitioning in French surface waters, across the six main
French Water Basins and five French Overseas Departments. Launched
in 2012, this overarching campaign was undertaken as part of the French
national action plan on aquatic environment pollution, so as to provide
relevant information to update the lists of substances to be included in
future monitoring schemes. This work focused not only on potentially
contaminated sites (i.e. urban or industrial) but also on supposedly
pristine reference stations. In order to take into account variability due to
potentially changing hydrodynamic conditions, three campaigns were set
up to collect water samples from rivers, totaling a number of 315 samples
from mainland France and 75 from Overseas France. In contrast, surficial
sediments (n=154) were collected during a single sampling campaign.
Four different PFAS families were targeted for analysis, including legacy
congeners (carboxylates, sulfonates), PFOS precursors (sulfonamides
and sulfonamide acetic acids), as well as one fluorotelomer (6:2 FTSA).
In order to highlight similarities between stations, PFAS concentrations
were analyzed with the help of unsupervised artificial neural networks,
via a Kohonen mapping combined with k-means clustering. Given the
substantial number of observations that fell below detection limits in the
present work, specific statistical treatments for non-detects were implemented to compute descriptive statistics and to investigate correlations
between PFASs. The determination of log Kd and log Koc partitioning
coefficients involving various statistical treatment for non-detects is also
reported in this study, along with the investigation of factors controlling
PFAS sedimentary accumulation (i.e., organic carbon fraction, grain size).
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MP012 Perfluorinated Compounds (PFCs) in the Western South
Atlantic
E. Markham, Univ of Rhode Island / Graduate School of Oceanography;
P. Karaskova, J. Becanova, Research Centre for Toxic Compounds in the
Environment RECETOX; R. Lohmann, Univ of Rhode Island / Graduate
School of Oceanography
Perfluorinated compounds (PFCs) are synthetically produced organic contaminants that were widely used in industrial and consumer applications
from the 1950s until early 2000s, when global production began to be
regulated and was largely scaled down. These compounds are hydrophilic,
making the oceans said to be their final sink. If this is indeed the case, it is
important to gain a more thorough understanding of their environmental
transport and fate, particularly how far into the oceans these compounds
have penetrated. Spatially distributed depth profiles were taken in the
spring of 2013 aboard the R/V Knorr off the Atlantic coast of South
America from approximately 37°S, 50°W to 10°N, 55°W and analyzed
for a suite of perfluorocarboxylic acids (PFCAs) and perfluorosulfonates
(PFSAs) ranging from C4 – C14 chain lengths. Results are preliminary
but indicate that Perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) was detected in 83%
of mixed layer stations (12 stations sampled), 42% of all North Atlantic
Deep Water stations (NADW - 12 stations sampled at 2500m), and 50%
of all bottom water stations (6 stations sampled total). Perfluorooctane
sulfonate (PFOS) was detected in 58% of mixed layer, 33% of all NADW
stations, and 33% of all bottom water stations. Concentrations determined
were at trace levels ranging from no detect – 115 pg/L. PFC detection
at depth was sporadic, but the occasional presence of these compounds
beneath the mixed layer indicates there is some mechanism of transport to
depth occurring; whether it is deep water formation, downwelling regions,
vertical eddy diffusion, particle sorption, or other.
MP013 Tracking Human Footprints in Antarctica through Passive
Sampling of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons in Inland Lakes
Y. Yao, State Key Lab of Organic Geochem; L. Bao, State Key Laboratory of
Organic Geochemistry / Chinese Academy of Sciences; X. Meng, Tongji Univ;
E.Y. Zeng, Guangzhou Inst of Geochemistry / State Key Lab of Organic
Geochem
Organic contaminants are persistent, bioaccumulate, and prone to
long-range transport; therefore, may pose great risks to humans and
wildlife. In recent years, with the rapid development of scientific expedition and tourism, Antarctica, long considered as the last pristine land
on the earth, may actually have been contaminated. The present study
measured concentration levels of freely dissolved polycyclic aromatic
compounds (PAHs) in several lakes in Antarctica with passive samplers
housing low-density polyethylene (LDPE) as the sorption phase. The
total concentrations of PAHs in the lakes were in the range of 15–565
ng/L (mean: 279 ng/L), within the same order of magnitude of the
results from other studies. The highest concentration of PAHs (565
ng/L) was found in Tuanjie Lake, probably because it is located between
two research stations (Zhongshan Station of China and Progress Station
of Russia) and therefore is impacted by two potential point sources.
Compositional analysis indicated that low molecular PAHs (∑C1PAH)
accounted for more than 50% of ∑PAH at all sampling sites, similar
to the composition of crude oil. This finding suggests that PAHs in
Antarctica’s lakes are perhaps sourced from oil spills, i.e., human activities are the culprits of PAH contamination in Antarctica.
MP014 Application of polyethyelne devices (PEDs) for monitoring
PAHs and PCBs in water sediment and tissue at a freshwater sediment
remediation site
M.J. Benotti, L.F. Lefkovitz, Battelle; M.A. Mills, USEPA
The use of passive samplers to assess the presence and distribution of
PCBs and PAHs in aquatic environments has increased markedly of late.
While a number of different types of materials may be used as passive
samples, low density polyethylene, or polyethylene devices (PEDs) have
proven to be useful and cost effective tool for such applications. This
presentation will describe the use of PEDs in an ongoing, multi-year,
baseline study characterizing the distribution of PAHs and PCBs in

multiple riverine systems. PEDs were deployed in the water column to
characterize surface water concentrations as well as in piezometers at
select locations to determine groundwater sources to the river. Sediment
samples were collected at all surface water stations, and at some locations Hester-Dendy apparatus (which colonize benthic invertebrates)
and caged mussels were also deployed. Waterborne concentrations were
calculated based on the loss of performance reference compounds (PRCs)
during deployment and compared to measured water concentration
whenever possible. In most cases water concentrations calculated from
PEDs were similar to measured water concentrations, though PEDs
afforded detection limits orders of magnitude lower that grab samples. In
addition, tissue and sediment concentrations were also shown to follow
the same trends as the PEDs. Overall, PEDs were a good indicator of
environmental occurrence of these hydrophobic organics.
MP015 Fast, ultra-trace analysis of sucralose in multiple-origin aqueous samples by online SPE coupled to LC and high resolution mass
spectrometry
S. Batchu, FIU / Chemistry and Biochemistry; C.E. Ramirez, / Southeast
Environmetal Research Center; P.R. Gardinali, Florida International Univ
/ Chemistry Biochemistry and SERC
The artificial sweetener sucralose (commercialized as Splenda®) has
recently gained considerable interest because of its widespread consumption
and extraordinary environmental persistence which has prompted its use
as a tracer of anthropogenic wastewater intrusion into surface and ground
waters. In this work, a cost effective and high throughput online SPELC-HRMS methodology that enables quantitation of sucralose at low
ng/L levels in a wide range of complex water matrices (i.e. surface water,
drinking water, wastewater, wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) effluents and seawater) is presented. The only sample preparation step involves
fortification with sucralose-D6 as internal standard. Preconcentration and
LC separation was performed by an EQuan MAX Plus Online SPE-LC
system and the analyte was detected in a Q Exactive hybrid quadrupoleorbitrap mass spectrometer using a heated electrospray (HESI) interface
operating in the negative mode. The combination of high resolving
power (R=140,000), retention time match and chlorine isotopic pattern
(100:100:30 for [M-H]-, [M-H+2]- and [M-H+4]-, respectively) was
employed for unequivocal identification. Sample consumption was only 10
mL and analysis time (including pre-concentration, chromatographic separation and detection) was 14 min. Method detection limits were less than 2
ng/L in deionized and seawater. This high throughput method is applicable
to most water sample types at low ng/L levels, carries very low operating
cost due to virtually no sample preparation and therefore could represent
an alternative tool for detection of human waste pollution of water bodies.
As an application example, samples (n=21) with varying salinity (5-36
ppt) were collected from fresh water canals in Broward County, Florida
and also from near-shore oceanic sites including the ocean outfall (both at
pipe and outfall boil) of the Southern Regional WWTP, Hollywood, FL.
which uses the outfall, deep well injection and water reclamation for irrigation as major effluent disposal methods. Sucralose was detected in 76%
of the samples at concentrations ranging from 8 ng/L to 160 ng/L, with
the exception of the WWTP ocean outfall (at pipe) where the measured
concentration was 8374 ± 5347 ng/L. These results demonstrate the applicability of this ultra-fast and low cost monitoring tool for the trace-level
detection of sucralose contamination in waters that act as source, transport
or final recipient of the persistent compound.

What Do We Know About the Ecological Risk of
Consumer and Personal Care Product Ingredients?
MP016 Effects of embryonic exposure to Triclosan on craniofacial
development in zebrafish larvae
P. DeFlorin, S. Zalec, T. King Heiden, Univ of Wisconsin La Crosse / Biology
Despite their prevalence in the environment, we know very little about
the risks that compounds contained in personal care products pose
to wildlife. Triclosan (TCS) is a broad-spectrum antimicrobial agent
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utilized in a variety of personal care products, and is one of the most commonly found personal care products within the aquatic environment. We
have shown that embryonic exposure to TCS causes Blue Sac Syndrome
in larval zebrafish, and that development of craniofacial structures
appeared impaired. Here we provide a more careful evaluation of craniofacial structures following developmental exposure to TCS. Zebrafish
embryos were exposed to 100-500 µg TCS/L via static waterborne
exposure, and we are using standard morphometric analyses to evaluate
craniofacial structures of the skull and jaw. Preliminary results suggest
that effects on craniofacial structures are subtle, but still could impact
growth or contribute to mortality rates. Since craniofacial structures of
fish determine gape, we hypothesize that developmental exposure to TCS
could also impact the efficiency why by which zebrafish can capture prey
items. This work contributes to our understanding of the environmental
impacts such compounds can have on wild fish populations.
MP017 Occurrence of Pharmaceuticals and Personal Care Products
in Surface Waters: Collaboration between an AP Biology Class and
University Faculty
B.J. Dingmann, K. Nannenga, Univ of Minnesota Crookston / Math Science
and Technology
An abundance of studies have demonstrated the prevalence and impact
of pharmaceuticals and personal care products (PPCPs) in the environment. The specific impacts of endocrine disrupting effects also have been
demonstrated. However, there seems to be a gap between the concerns
over endocrine disruption in the environment between the scientific
community and the general public. Especially in rural communities
in which students have less access to modern research techniques and
equipment. A primary purpose of the current project was to provide the
nature of science to advanced placement (AP) biology students in a rural
high school. The students had access to environmental testing equipment to perform real-world science and experience the nature of science.
Another project aim was to promote and develop citizen scientists by
raising awareness to water quality issues. The final objective was to ascertain the students’ perspectives to the inquiry-based learned in an AP
biology class. This project focused on a very close relationship between
high school teachers/students and college faculty. The high school
students were asked to research the primary literature, generate questions
and provide research experiments, which were mentored by research
faculty. The students investigated the influent, effluent and river samples
from several wastewater treatment systems (i.e., continuous release,
intermittent release and only holding pond systems) for the presence of
estrogens. The samples were prepared by the students and analyzed by
GC-MS on the campus of the University of Minnesota Crookston. An
in vitro yeast estrogenic screening (YES) assay was used to provide a
measure of estrogenicities in the water samples. Another test conducted
was for microbial community differences between different sampling
sites (e.g., upstream versus downstream of wastewater treatment point
source) with regard to carbon utilization microplate assays. Surveys were
conducted at the beginning of the semester and at the end of the project
to measure students’ perceptions of the inquiry-based learning versus
what they have traditionally been exposed to in high school. The research
demonstrated the nature of science and seemed to really engage the
students to take responsibility for their own learning. The research on the
PPCPs and students’ perceptions will be presented.
MP018 Long-term monitoring of volatile methylsiloxanes in aquatic
environments impacted by wastewater effluent: preliminary findings
R.M. Seston, D.E. Powell, J.A. Durham, Dow Corning Corp / Health and
Environmental Sciences; R. Gerhards, T. Boehmer, Evonik Industries AG;
N. Suganuma, Dow Corning Corporation; K. Kobayashi, Momentive
Volatile methylsiloxanes (VMS) are widely used in consumer applications. Because wastewater represents the major post-use disposal route
for VMS, the Silicone Industry Associations in North America, Europe,
and Japan initiated a global monitoring program on VMS in surface
sediment and aquatic biota. Aquatic environments that were selected
as study areas for the monitoring program were impacted by municipal
wastewater effluents and included Lake Pepin (USA), Lake Ontario (on
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the border between Canada and the USA), Oslofjord (Norway), and
Tokyo Bay (Japan). The target objective of the monitoring program was
to determine if VMS concentrations were stable or changing, based on
detecting with 80% power (β=0.20) a statistically significant (α=0.05)
annual rate of change of ±6% per year over a 5 year period (net change
of -27% to 34%). Target matrices for each study area include surface
sediments, a high trophic level piscivorous fish, and several low trophic
level forage fish and benthic invertebrates near the base of the food chain
of the predator. The expected minimum project duration of 5 years was
estimated from a temporal trend power analysis that was optimized using
the within-year variability for VMS concentrations observed during
prior monitoring programs conducted on Lake Pepin and Oslofjord.
Project duration and experimental design are annually re-evaluated and
modified as needed to maintain or improve upon the defined objectives
of the project. This presentation will provide an overview of the project and the experimental design for each study area as well as available
results from the first three years of sample collection and analysis.
MP019 Data acquisition for a North American geospatial environmental exposure model for “down-the-drain” home and personal care
product chemicals
D. Ferrer, P.C. DeLeo, American Cleaning Inst
To promote product stewardship and regulatory compliance for chemical
suppliers and manufacturers of formulated home and personal care products, an environmental fate model, iSTREEM®, was created. Although
iSTREEM® is owned by the American Cleaning Institute, its capabilities
expand beyond cleaning products. Any chemical that will be disposed of
“down-the-drain” can be modelled with this application, including those
in personal care products, pharmaceuticals and home use pesticides and
disinfectants. iSTREEM® is a web-based publicly available computer
model (www.istreem.org) that calculates the concentration of chemicals
from consumer products disposed of “down-the-drain” in the influent and
effluent of more than 10,000 municipal wastewater treatment plants in the
United States. In addition, the concentrations can be calculated in receiving streams at the point of effluent discharge (mixing zone), downstream
of effluent discharge, and at the point of drinking water intake for more
than 25,000 river reaches in the U.S. Recently, iSTREEM® was expanded
to include densely populated portions of Southern Ontario in Canada.
By adding the Lower St. Lawrence watershed to the model, examination
of the complete Great Lakes watershed is now possible. A description of
the process for acquisition and management of the Canadian datasets for
flow of effluent-impacted streams in Southern Ontario and the relevant
facilities (wastewater treatment plants and drinking water plants) will be
provided. Particular emphasis will be given to the development of the flow
data, and corroboration of the concentration data generated by simulation
with local monitoring data for relevant chemicals.

PAHs in Urban and Remote Landscapes: An Old
Story with New Twists
MP020 Genetic Alteration Signatures In Common Skin Cancers:
Putting USEPA’s Proposed Dermal Slope Factor Into Context
B.H. Magee, N.D. Forsberg, ARCADIS
USEPA’s draft toxicological assessment of Benzo(a)pyrene (BaP) was
released for public review with comments accepted until November
2013. The document proposed a Dermal Slope Factor (DSF) of 0.005
(µg/day)-1. The converted DSF is 350 (mg/kg-day)-1 for a 70 kg adult,
which would make cancer risk associated with ingestion exposure moot
at the proposed BaP oral slope factor of 1 (mg/kg-day)-1. If USEPA’s
proposed DSF derived from mouse skin studies is true, it would predict
that a large fraction of non-melanoma skin cancers in the United States
are caused by low level dermal exposure to BaP and other PAHs that
have BaP relative potency factors. As such, a literature review was
performed to summarize the state of scientific knowledge regarding
altered genetic signatures in UV- and PAH-induced non-melanoma skin
cancers. UV-induced cancers, both in rodents and humans, display a high
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frequency of specific mutations in the p53 tumor suppressor gene and a
genetic signature of C to T and CC to TT mutations at dipyrimidine
sites. Skin cancers in rodents induced by dermal exposure to BaP contain
a distinct and separate mutational signature in the H-ras oncogene, the
result of A to G transversions at hot-spot codons. Though low levels of
p53 mutation have been reported in PAH-induced mouse skin cancers,
the researchers do not implicate them as causal events in mouse skin
tumorigenesis. Furthermore, mutations observed in the H-ras oncogene
contain the UV mutational signature, not the PAH signature. The BaP
toxicity factor has far reaching implications because BaP is the indicator
PAH and is used to assess the risks posed by all PAH mixtures using
USEPA’s Relative Potency Factors (RPFs) for other potentially carcinogenic PAHs. The potential impact of the proposed DSF on human
health risk assessments is discussed.
MP021 Detecting PAHs in menhaden heart tissue using fluorescence
L. Clark, C.S. Bentivegna, Seton Hall Univ / Biology
Crude oil from the Gulf of Mexico (GOM) BP Oil Spill in 2010
imparted lingering polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) –environmentally toxic chemicals consisting of two or more fused aromatic rings.
A variety of PAHs ranging from low molecular weight compounds (2-3
rings) such as Naphthalene, to high molecular weight compounds (4-7
rings) such as Benzofluoranthene, are of much concern. Although PAHs
are ubiquitous in nature, some compounds are carcinogenic, mutagenic
and teratogenic having detrimental effects on different organ systems.
Recent histopathological evidence indicates that this includes the fish
heart. The purpose of this project is to develop a fluorescent technique
for detecting PAHs in heart tissue of menhaden. Menhaden (Brevoortia
species) is a teleost fish that is significant to the marine ecosystem food
chain in the GOM and is economically important. Fish were collected
from two locations in the GOM in 2011 and 2012- Barataria Bay,
LA and Vermillion Bay, LA. Barataria Bay was heavily oiled while
Vermillion Bay was not. Scanning Fluorescence Spectroscopy (SFS)
was used for detection of PAH levels, and a binocular dissecting scope
equipped with a digital camera and Spot software was used for gross
examination of heart muscle tissues. Development of SFS included
determining the most efficient way to identify PAHs and separate them
from tissue protein using various pH, temperature and ethanol concentrations. Results indicate that tissue proteins were optimally removed by
heating samples and extracting them into acidic 75% ethanol, then filtering them through a 0.45 um filter. Gross examination of heart muscle
tissues showed characteristic black spots associated with a fluorescence
spectrum of high molecular weight PAHs. SFS showed differences
between collection sites and dates for PAH-like compounds. Evidence
suggests that PAHs in crude oil accumulate in cardiac tissues that may
cause cardiac damage thus effecting the survival of these fish. This may
ultimately have a detrimental effect on the ecology of the GOM and
menhaden fisheries.
MP022 Distribution and source identification of polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs) in sediments of the Orange-Senqu catchment,
Southern Africa
W. Pheiffer, Environmental Science and Management; R. Pieters, North
West Univ / Environmental Sciences and Management; H. Bouwman,
NorthWest Univ; C. Mor, UNDP-GEF / Orange-Senqu Strategic Action
Programme
The Orange-Senqu River catchment is the second largest drainage basin
in southern Africa, stretching over 4 countries namely South Africa,
Namibia, Lesotho and Botswana. South-Africa, with more than 60% of
the basin area, is by the far the largest user of the water, which supports
the economic and industrial hub of the country. Sixty-one sediment samples from the Orange-Senqu River and its tributaries were collected in
the spring of 2010. The samples were analysed for the 16 USEPA priority
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) at an accredited German laboratory using high resolution gas chromatography and mass spectrometry.
The aim of the study was to determine the composition, distribution and
possible source identification of the PAHs within the catchment. The
highest ΣPAH of 867 µg/kg (dw) was measured at a site central to the

north western quadrant of the catchment. Those PAHs occurring with
the highest frequency were fluoranthrene, phenanthrene and benzo [b+k]
fluoranthene. The concentrations of the carcinogenic PAHs (chrysene,
benzo [a] anthracene, benzo [a] pyrene (BaP), benzo [b+k] fluoranthene
and dibenz [ah+ac] anthracene) ranged from 0.056 µg/kg to 0.128 µg/
kg (dw). The BaP-toxic equivalent concentrations of the carcinogenic
PAHs (ΣTEQcarc) varied between 0.42 µgTEQ/kg (dw) for chrysene
and 440.5 µgTEQ/kg (dw) for benzo [a] pyrene. Diagnostic ratios using
anthrancene, phenanthrene,fluoranthrene, pyrene, benzo [a] anthracene,
chrysene, indeno [1,2,3-cd] pyrene and benzo [g,h,i] perylene were used
to determine pyrogenic or petrogenic origin. The results of the source
identification indicated that the sediment was polluted predominantly
with PAHs pyrogenic in nature. Of these, the main sources most likely
were from coal combustion and to an extent, petroleum combustion
rather than burning of wood and grass. Individual, sum of low molecular
weight (ΣLMW)-, sum of high molecular weight (ΣHMW)-, and total
PAHs levels were compared to a compilation of international sediment
quality guidelines. The total organic carbon content of each site was
taken into consideration when comparing to the quality guidelines. The
results showed that none of the PAH categories exceeded these guidelines and therefore potentially hold no negative effects for benthic biota.
MP023 Fate of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons in Urban Lake
Sediment
V. Boyd, Univ of Illinois / Civil and Environmental Engineering;
C.J. Werth, Univ of Illinois at Urbana Champaign / Dept of Civil and
Environmental Engineering The Center of Advanced Materials for the
Purification of Water with Systems
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are a concern in urban water
bodies due to their toxicity and prevalence. They are associated with
common infrastructure materials such as coal tar and asphalt, and are
combustion by-products often associated with vehicular soot. Coal tar
and asphalt sealcoat applied to roadways are worn away by tire action,
runoff, and wind. The eroded particles are transported to urban lakes by
runoff and wind. Soot and charcoal are similarly transported. Coal tar,
asphalt, and soot have been found to significantly contribute to PAH
loadings in urban lake sediments (Mahler et al., 2005, Yang, 2010). In
this study, we focus on the transport and fate of anthropogenic PAHs
released into an urban lake in Franklin, WI. Lake sediment cores were
taken from the lake. These cores were amended with particles of coal
tar, asphalt, charcoal, and soot, and then placed back into the top layer
of sediment. The amended cores are being retrieved and analyzed over
the course of two years with the purpose of measuring the exchange of
PAHs between coal tar, asphalt, charcoal, soot, sediment, and the overlying water body. In situ degradation is also be evaluated. Lab studies are
in progress to uncouple transport and fate mechanisms in the field under
a more controlled environment.
MP024 The Determination of Species Specific Differences in
Bioaccumulation of PAHs and Halogenated Contaminants from
Field Collected and Spiked Sediments
T. Watson-Leung, Ontario Ministry of the Environment / Aquatic
Toxicology Unit; A.L. Myers, Univ of Toronto; J.L. Van Geest, Golder
Associates Ltd; K. Jobst, Ontario Ministry of the Environment; L. Shen,
Ontario Ministry of Environment / Dept of Chemistry; S. Besevic, Ontario
Ministry of the Environment; S.A. Mabury, Univ of Toronto / Dept of
Chemistry; E.J. Reiner, Univ of Toronto
Halogenated compounds such as chlorinated (Cl-PAH) and mixed brominated/chlorinated (X-PAH) PAHs and mixed brominated/chlorinated
dibenzo-p-dioxins and dibenzofurans (PXCDD/PXDFs, X=Br,Cl),
are produced in waste incineration and electronic waste recycling, and
have been reported as widespread in fish, sediment soil and air. Despite
toxicological concerns these compounds have received little attention
relative to other combustion products. Due to metabolism of polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in vertebrates and some invertebrate species, bioaccumulation has previously been found to correlate poorly with
exposure and toxicity is exerted after biotransformation to toxic metabolites. In the development of the Ontario Ministry of the Environment
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(OMOE) sediment bioaccumulation test method three freshwater organisms (Lumbriculus variegatus, Hexagenia spp., and Pimephales promelas)
were exposed to field collected contaminated sediments. Using gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC-MS), species specific differences
in PAH and dioxin/furan accumulation were determined and field to lab
bioaccumulation comparisons were assessed. Assessing the accumulation
of halogenated mixtures is challenging because they contain numerous
unidentified contaminants. The OMOE bioaccumulation test method
was used to expose the same three freshwater species to clean sediment
spiked with contaminated soil collected from a recycling plant fire site.
Complimentary targeted and non-targeted mass spectrometry methods
were used to identify bioaccumulative halogenated contaminants and
investigate specific bioaccumulative isomers. Relative sediment and biota
instrument responses were used to calculate biota-sediment accumulation factors (BSAFs). Standard (GC-MS) analytical techniques for
PAHs confirmed that, of the three species, only the worm L. variegatus
failed to metabolize PAHs. Non-targeted techniques however discovered
isomers of chlorinated anthracenes in Hexagenia spp. Bioaccumulative
contaminants (BSAF > 1) varied between species and included polychlorinated naphthalenes (PCNs), polychlorinated dibenzofurans
(PCDFs), chlorinated and mixed brominated/chlorinated anthracenes
and pyrenes (Cl-PAHs and X-PAHs, X=Br,Cl), and PXDD/PXDFs.
Bioaccumulation potential between isomers also varied.
MP025 Bioavailability and Toxicity of PAHs and Metals in
Sediments of Duck and Otter Creeks, Ohio
P.C. Fuchsman, ENVIRON International Corp; L. Brown, ENVIRON;
M.J. Bock, M. Travers, ENVIRON International Corp; M. Darr, Duck and
Otter Creek Industrial Partners
The incidence and causes of sediment toxicity to benthic invertebrates
were investigated for Duck and Otter Creeks as part of a Great Lakes
Legacy Act project. These small creeks flow through an urban and industrial area into western Lake Erie. The investigation included (1) sediment
toxicity testing with Chironomus dilutus, (2) bulk sediment and porewater
analyses, and (3) benthic community assessment at a subset of locations.
Although prior investigations had indicated elevated chemical concentrations throughout both creeks, toxicity was limited to the lower portion of
Otter Creek. Toxicity was well explained based on porewater polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) concentrations, as measured using alum
flocculation and solid phase micro-extraction. Porewater PAH concentrations were unrelated to bulk sediment concentrations but were
correlated with concentrations of diesel range organics. No evidence of
toxicity due to petroleum hydrocarbons other than PAHs was observed.
Several lines of evidence indicated low bioavailability of metals, including porewater analyses, acid volatile sulfide and simultaneously extracted
metal concentrations, tissue analyses, relationship between toxicity and
chemistry, and a supporting literature review for arsenic, chromium, and
lead. Other chemicals, including pyrethroid pesticides, were present at
concentrations below levels of concern.
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MP026 Diving Deeper into the SCBA Database: An Evaluation of
the Reliability of PAH ESB TU Thresholds in Predicting Porewater
Toxicity
A.E. Nelson, T.M. Thornburg, D.H. Haury, D. Glaser, Anchor QEA
Equilibrium-based sediment benchmarks (ESBs) for PAHs based on
the protection of benthic organisms via porewater exposures are derived
from a combination of equilibrium partitioning, narcosis theory, and
the assumption of additive toxicity. The contributions of 34 PAHs are
partitioned and normalized to their chronic water quality values and
summed to calculate total PAH toxicity units (TUs). In theory, if the
calculated TU in a particular sediment sample is less than 1.0, benthic
organisms should not be adversely affected. In practice, however, recent
studies have shown that the theoretical effects threshold of 1.0 TU is
an unreliable predictor of toxicity and is associated with relatively high
false positive error rates in both porewater and sediment (Beach et al.
2013; Kreitinger et al. 2007; Hawthorne et al. 2013). For this study, we
analyzed the database of Arp et al. (2011), which consists of colocated
sediment and porewater chemistry measurements and bulk sediment
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bioassay results. This database includes more than 300 samples from 19
different sites and was initially compiled by the Sediment Contaminant
Bioavailability Alliance (SCBA), a now non-operational consortium of
industries and government agencies. This paper provides a more in depth
look into the database beyond what is presented in the source reference,
including evaluation of porewater PAH TUs versus 28-day Hyalella
azteca survival, focusing on the region between TU=1 and TU=7 where
37 out of 40 samples passed their bioassay tests (determined through
comparison of site sample survival with field reference survival). Error
rates were calculated as a function of the TU threshold value. Results
indicate a threshold value of TU=7 does an excellent job of balancing the
false negative and false positive error rates. In comparison, a threshold
value of TU=1 does not appreciably improve the false negative error rate,
but the false positive error rate increases rapidly, indicating nontoxic
porewater above the threshold value would be falsely classified as toxic in
a majority of cases. Based on recent research and analysis of the SCBA
database presented in this paper, a threshold value of TU=7 provides an
accurate and reliable predictor of porewater toxicity, and is recommended
for use in risk screening, especially at former MGP sites, which comprise
approximately 75 percent of the samples in the SCBA database.
MP027 PAHs are rare causes of impairment in US clean water act section 303(d) reports
A. LeHuray, Chemical Management Associates LLC
Since passage of the US Clean Water Act (CWA) in 1972, US states and
territories have been required to submit information every two years on
the attainment of water quality standards in their surface waters (rivers,
streams, lakes, bays and other marine, etc.) and a list of impaired waters
that may require development of enforceable controls to address each
cause of impairment with the goal of increasing attainment of water
quality goals. Many of the 56 reporting entities include evaluation of
PAHs as a potential cause of impairment on the basis of analysis of water
and sediment samples. Impaired water reports are used to help identify
point sources of pollution that require specific action, but also provide a
nationwide picture of non-point source (NPS) pollution, revisited every
two years, providing a basis for evaluating the effectiveness of NPS
control measures. Data mined from recent CWA attainment (305(b))
and impairment (303(d)) reports from representative states demonstrate
that PAHs are infrequently identified as either point or non-point
sources of impairment. In several of the rare cases of PAHs as a cause of
impairment, the source appears to be decaying organic matter in anoxic
wetlands environments.

Advanced Environmental Forensics for Polycyclic
Aromatic Hydrocarbons
MP028 Source identification of stranded oil residue after the Hebei
Spirit oil spill
M. Kim, S. Ha, Korea Inst of Ocean Science and Technology / Oil POPs
Research Group; J. An, Korea Inst of Ocean Science and Technology / Oil and
POPs research group; E. Kim, Korea Inst of Ocean Science and Technology
/ Oil POPs Research Group; U. Yim, Korea Inst of Ocean Science and
Technology / Oil POPs Research Group; W. Shim, Korea Inst of Ocean
Science and Technology / Oil and POPs research group
An estimated 12,547,000 liters (10,900 M/T) of crude oil was spilled in
December 2007 after the collision between the oil tanker Hebei Spirit
and a barge carrying a crane. More than 375 km of western coastline
of Korea were impacted by the spill, threatening the health of natural
marine ecosystem and various mariculture activities. Even five years after
the spill, highly weathered oil residues were frequently observed together
with newly stranded ambient contaminations and their sources need
to be traced not only for scientific reason but also for forensic purpose.
Oils from different sources have distinct chemical compositions, which
can be used to identify the source of oil pollution. The chemical compositions of spilled oils, however, can be altered in the environment by
a number of physicochemical and biological processes, making source
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characterization ambiguous. In addition, the compositional changes can
be variable within a stranded oil residue. Surface of stranded oil is more
exposed to various weathering processes such as evaporation, dissolution, photooxidation and microbial degradation, while inner part of oil
is remained relatively unchanged. In this study, stranded oil residues
were analyzed by various analytical methods as source correlation tools,
including gas chromatography, mass spectrometry, thin layer chromatography, elemental analysis and stable isotope analysis. The compositional
signature of stranded oil was compared with that of possible source oil,
especially focusing on the compositional difference between the innerand outer-parts of oil residues. Clear compositional dissimilarity between
the inner- and outer-parts of stranded oil was identified. Among total 28
source recognition indexes tested, only 19 indexes indicate an ‘identical’
source for both inner- and outer-parts of the stranded oil residue.
MP029 Urinary Glucuronide and Sulfate Conjugates: New
Biomarkers for Exposure Assessment of Benzo[a]pyrene and
Application to General Population
K. Luo, Q. Gao, Y. Wan, J. Hu, Peking Univ / College of Urban
Environmental Sciences
In humans and animals, conjugation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs) molecule with glucuronide or sulfate is considered as a mechanism for detoxification. However, few studies have directly measured
conjugated forms of PAHs in human specimens for exposure assessment. In the present study, a method for analysis of glucuronide and
sulfate conjugates of pyrene and benzo[a]pyrene in human urine samples
were developed by using liquid-liquid extraction (LLE), solid-phase
extraction (SPE) clean-up and liquid chromatography−tandem mass
spectrometry (LC−MS/MS). And the method avoids the use of the
enzymatic hydrolysis for direct analysis of the conjugated PAHs. The
instrumental calibration for each of the target compounds ranged from
10 to 1,000ng/L and showed excellent linearity (r > 0.99). The limits of
quantification (LOQs) were 0.45 ng/L for pyrene-1-sulfate (Py-1-S),
0.3 ng/L for benzo[a]pyrene-3-sulfate (BaP-3-S), 2.3 ng/L for pyrene1-glucuronide (Py-1-G) and 1.8 ng/L for benzo[a]pyrene-7-glucuronide
(BaP-7-G). Respective recoveries of the four target compounds spiked in
water blanks and sample matrices (human urine) for the entire analytical procedure were 83.8±8% (Py-1-S), 86.3±7%(BaP-3-S), 81.6±6%
(Py-1-G) and 79.4±5% (BaP-7-G), respectively. The optimal recoveries
of sulfated pyrene and BaP indicated no deconjugation occurring during
the sample preparation procedure. The method was applied to measure
the four target chemicals in urine samples collected from general population near a waste incineration plant in Shenzhen, Guangdong. These
four conjugated PAHs were found in urine samples at concentrations
ranging from < LOQ to 1323 ng/L. The result suggests that conjugated metabolites of PAHs could be used as new biomarkers instead of
hydroxyl-PAHs for assessing the exposure of PAHs in human.
MP030 Temporal and spatial trends of PAHs and hopanes concentrations in bivalves and sediments after the Tsunami disaster in Tohoku
coastal waters, Japan
H. Izumida, Kumamoto Univ; K. Miyazaki, Kumamoto Univ / Graduate
School of Science and Technology; H. Nakata, Kumamoto Univ / Graduate
School of Science and Technology; D. Ueno, Saga Univ / Faculty of
Agriculture; T. Miyawaki, Fukuoka Inst of Health and Environmental
Sciences; T. Matsumura, IDEA Consultants; M. Nakamura, Hiyoshi
Corporation; K. Nakai, Tohoku Univ / School of Medicine
In the last SETAC meeting, we reported that the great earthquake
and Tsunami on March 11, 2011 caused serious pollution by polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and its alkylated homologues in coastal
waters of Tohoku regions, eastern Japan (Presentation #:220). The high
concentrations of benzo[a]pyrene, alkylated naphthalenes and dibenzothiophenes were detected in bivalves and sediments collected in 2011,
due to the large amounts of oil spill in these areas. However, little information is available on the temporal trends of PAHs contamination in the
disaster area. In this study, we collected bivalve and sediment samples
from approximately 30 locations in Tohoku coasts during 2012 and 2013.
PAHs and hopanes were analyzed in samples to evaluate temporal and

spatial variations of PAHs pollution after the Tsunami disaster in these
regions. As the results, PAHs (parent- and alkylated PAHs) concentrations in bivalves and sediments decreased during 2011 and 2012/2013
in many sampling sites. Especially, alkylated PAHs concentrations in
bivalves from eight locations from Miyagi and Iwate Prefectures in 2012
were more than 1 order of magnitude lower than those in 2011. This suggests that the large-scale oil spill had not occurred after the disaster, and
PAH pollution in seawater was improved in these regions. In contrast,
parent PAH concentrations in bivalves at one location significantly
increased during 2012 and 2013, probably due to new input of PAHs
after the disaster by the re-construction of community infrastructures.
Similar to the results of bivalves, PAHs concentrations in sediments
decreased after 1-2 years in many locations. In order to understand the
weathering of PAHs in sediments, persistent hydrocarbons, hopanes,
were analyzed and the half-lives of PAHs were calculated based on the
ratios of PAHs and hopane concentrations. The half-lives of alkylated
PAHs in sediments ranged from 1.6 to 18 months; high molecular
components such as fluoranthene/pyrenes and benz[a]anthracene/chrysenes showed long half-lives rather than low molecular homologues,
naphthalenes and dibenzothiophenes. Interestingly, it was estimated that
alkylated benz[a]anthracene/chrysenes will be dominant components in
sediments after 10 years of the disaster. The weathering model developed
in this study will be useful to predict PAH pollution by the accidental oil
spill by wide variety of mineral oils.
MP031 OSA as an unknown route of exposure to filter feeding bivalve
in the turbid environment
A. Loh, U. Yim, S. Ha, W. Shim, Korea Inst of Ocean Science and Technology
/ Oil and POPs research group
Oyster, a representative filter feeder is commonly used for environmental monitoring. After the Hebei Spirit Oil Spill (HSOS), long term
monitoring of petrogenic PAHs using oyster showed persistently high
concentration for more than one year which could not be explained by
the traditional oil exposure scenario. This study aimed to test various
exposure methods including water accommodated fraction (WAF),
mechanically dispersed oil (MDO), and oil-SPM aggregates (OSA),
and to measure petroleum hydrocarbons accumulated in oyster according to exposure method. Oil concentrations used were 24 g/l for WAF
and MDO, 0.12 g/l for OSA respectively. Oysters were exposed to
exposure media for 48 hours and this test was performed in triplicate. Concentration of petroleum hydrocarbons including TPH,
UCM, 16 PAHs, alkyl PAHs in oysters exposed were in the order of
MDO>OSA>WAF. Accumulated concentrations of TPH and PAHs
in oysters exposed to OSA were as high as half of those exposed to
MDO although only 1/200 of oil was used for OSA. This result implied
that OSA is more vulnerable form of exposure to filter feeding oyster.
Composition profiles of petroleum hydrocarbons in oyster exposed to
MDO and OSA were similar with exposed oil. This similarity was also
found at field collected oysters right after the spill. Meanwhile, oysters
exposed to WAF only showed low molecular weight hydrocarbons with
relatively high solubility. Source specific ratio plots revealed that oysters
exposed to MDO and OSA showed similar fingerprints with oil. These
results suggest that intertidal oysters were exposed to dispersed MDO
or OSA right after the spill. OSA could be preferentially formed in
the turbid environment, and our study revealed that OSA may act as a
continuous route of exposure to filter feeders.
MP032 The influence of source selection on Chemical Mass Balance
modeling results: Implications for source control policy
S. Ahn, Exponent Inc; K. O’Reilly, Exponent
While initially developed for atmospheric studies, USEPA’s Chemical
Mass Balance (CMB) is used to evaluate sources of polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs) in sediments. The model works by finding a
solution that best fits the chemical concentrations measured in receptor (sediment) samples as a mixture of the potential sources. Successful
application requires knowledge of the important PAH sources and an
understanding of whether they meet the model’s underlying assumptions. Three critical assumptions are 1) all important sources have been
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identified, 2) their source profiles are known and stable, and 3) there are
sufficient differences between sources so that they are linearly independent of one another. Ultimately, the validity of a model’s output depends
on the quality of the source inputs. Because the results of CMB are
used to promote source control policies, it is important to understand
the model’s sensitivity to source input parameters. This study describes
an evaluation of whether refined tar pavement sealers (RTS) are an
important source of PAHs to sediments collected from 40 lakes across
the United States. Using data generated by the U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS), CMB was run with a number of RTS related PAH source
profiles including fresh product, samples from research test plots, and
dust collected from operating parking lots. Negative control model runs
without any RTS source inputs were also evaluated. The remaining proposed sources were those suggested by the USGS. There was an excellent
fit (R 2>0.99) between measured and modeled PAH concentrations with
each of the RTS source profiles and with the negative control. The modeled mean and median RTS source contribution were similar when either
the fresh product (mean 0.6%; median 0%) or test plot (mean 1.5%;
median 0%) PAH profile was used as an input parameter. Only CMB
runs using a parking lot dust profile as a source input indicated that RTS
may be a major PAH source (mean contribution 49%; median 46%).
Taken together, the results do not support the hypothesis that RTS is
important source of PAHs in urban sediments. This study demonstrates
the importance of presenting a range of results when using CMB modeling in setting source control policy.

Advances in Environmental Metabolomics
MP033 Influence evaluation of chlorophenol in Japanese medaka,
Oryzias latipes using metabolomics approach
K. Emiko, Kagoshima Univ / Education and Research Center for Marine
Resources and Environment; S. Uno, Faculty of Fisheries; A. Shintoyo, J.
Koyama, Kagoshima Univ / Faculty of Fisheries
Chlorophenols are widely used in the synthetic chemical industry,
flame retardants, dyestuff intermediate, mining and agriculture, which
are frequently detected in river, pond and tap waters. Especially,
2,4-dichlorphenol (2,4-DCP) is an important material in the production of the herbicide 2,4-dichlorphenoxyacetate, and it is one of most
abundant chlorphenols in aquatic environments. In addition, previous study suggested 2,4-DCP as one of sources effect to food allergy,
atopic condition and asthma. However, there are few studies that deals
with effect assessment of not only 2,4-DCP but also chlorophenol on
aquatic organisms. In this study, the effects of chlorophenols to Japanese
medaka (Oryzias latipes) were examined using metabolomics approach by
Gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC/MS). Furthermore, the
changing of metabolites between each chlorophenols were compared.
Medaka (3.9±1.5 mg) were exposed to low (L: nominally 20, 20, 15 and
60 ng/ml) and high (H: nominally 2000, 2000, 1500 and 600 ng/ml)
concentration of water-borne 2, 4-, 2, 6-, 3, 5- dichlorophenols and 2, 3,
4-trichlorophenol (TCP), respectively. Metabolited were extracted from
the fish, delivatized, and analyzed by GC/MS. For GC/MS spectra,
the program performs peak detection and retention time correction
sequentially using the MetAlign software online package. Each value of
metabolite was analyzed using one–way analysis of variance (ANOVA;
p< 0.05) and principal component analysis (PCA). All exposure groups
are separated from control along with principal components 1 (PC1)
on the PCA score plot. In addition, control, L and H group at 24 hour
exposed with 2, 3, 4-TCP were separated along PC1 suggesting that
the effects of 2, 3, 4-TCP was dependent on exposure concentration.
The component loadings that contributed to the clustering of PC1 at 24
hour are some amino acid (alanine, aspartic acid, glutamic acid, lactate,
proline and isoleucine) and glucose. These metabolite changes are similar
with our previous study to egg of medaka experiment results and suggest
that chlorophenols affected metabolism in fish. Our results suggest that
metabolomics using GC/MS will be useful for comprehensive evaluation
of toxicity.
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MP034 Changes in urine metabolites following a single oral dose of
selenomethionine, methylmercury, or their combination in juvenile
white sturgeon
S.S. Huang, Univ of California Davis / Biology; J.P. Benskin, J.R.
Cosgrove, AXYS Analytical Services Ltd; S.S. Hung, Univ of Califorina
Davis / Animal Science; L.H. Chan, Univ of Ottawa / Biology
Selenium (Se) interacts with various elements in organisms, not only
mitigating the toxicity of the interacting elements but also its own. The
interaction between Se and mercury (Hg) is well documented. However,
the underlying molecular mechanisms are still not well understood, particularly in aquatic organisms. As urinary excretion is the major route for
Se elimination, metabolomic analysis of the urine can offer considerable
insights towards key molecular events. In the present study, a combined
technique of stomach intubation and urinary catheterization was used to
obtain urine samples, over a 48h period, from groups of 3 juvenile white
sturgeon orally intubated with a single dose of either control (carrier),
selenomethionine (SeMet; 500 µg/kg body weight; BW), methylmercury
(MeHg; 1000 µg/kg BW), or their combination (SeHg; 500 µg Se/kg
and 1000 µg MeHg/kg). Extracted urine samples from 3 post-intubation
periods (6, 24, 48h) were measured for over 200 metabolites, including
acylcarnitines, amino acids (AA), biogenic amines, glycerophospholipids,
sphingolipids, Σhexose, and fatty acids using LC-ESI-MS/MS. Number
of detected metabolites in the urine ranged between 130-150, for the
control and MeHg groups, and between 58-100 for the SeMet and SeHg
groups. Metabolites exhibiting a 2 or greater fold changes were identified.
Statistical and pathway analyses were performed using MetaboAnalyst
2.0. Compared to the control group, the consistently low levels of
glutamate and citrulline suggest that changes have occured to the urea
cycle and to the Arg, Pro, Asp, and Trp metabolism in the MeHg group.
Observation of a general decrease in AA and increase in glycerophospholipids and sphigomyelines suggest an increased fatty acid oxidation,
altered lipid metabolism, and compromised membrane stability/integrity.
Co-intubation of SeMet with MeHg, however, reversed the aforementioned changes in AA and acylcarnitines seen in the MeHg group,
suggesting modification of lipid catabolism, fatty acid oxidation, and AA
metabolism/excretion have occured. Changes to Ala levels may indicate
modification of selenoamino acid metabolism. These preliminary data
suggest that Se mitigates Hg toxicity through the reduction of oxidative
stress and modification of energy metabolism in the white sturgeon.
MP035 Metabolomics study on mammalian cells exposed to Arsenite
A. Jia, Univ of Arizona; F. Zhao, Univ of Arizona / Dept of Pharmacology
and Toxicology; J. Gong, B. Dong, Univ of Arizona / Chemical
and Environmental Engineering; W. Klimecki, Univ of Arizona /
Pharmacology and Toxicology; S.A. Snyder, Univ of Arizona / Chemical and
Environmental Engineering
The metabolome is defined as the full complement of small-molecule
metabolites found in a specific cell, tissue, or organism, and metabolomics profiling has become a new approach in discovering and
understanding pathways of disease and toxicity from chemical or
environmental stress this decade. Epidemiology studies have demonstrated clear evidence of links between arsenic exposure and different
type of diseases including both cancerous and non-cancerous ones. In
addition, our previous study showed that during chronic 1µM arsenic
(As) exposure, lung epithelial cells may undergo metabolomics shift,
which was associated with aerobic-glycolysis through the induction of
multiple gene expressions in the glycolytic pathway as well as its master
regulator protein HIF-1a. To further investigate the effect of As on cell
metabolism, a cell-based metabolomics profiling methodology utilizing
analytical techniques including gas/liquid chromatography combined
with time of flight mass spectrometry (GC-QTOF and LC-QTOF) was
built to screen global and target-driven metabolites as well as their trends
under arsenic pressure. In this study, the lung epithelial cell Beas-2B
were exposed under As for 4 weeks, extracted with methanol, and then
concentrated for instrument injections. By comparing compound profiles
of normal and arsenic exposed group using principle component analysis,
significant test and fold change, totally 22 metabolites related with
carbon hydrate and nucleotides metabolism, 10 lipids, 25 amino acids
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metabolites, as well as 34 other small metabolites were significantly up or
down regulated with the help of database matching. The results showed
that arsenic pressure not only influenced glycolysis, but also changed
other cell metabolisms including carbohydrate degradation/absorption,
purine, pyrimidine, sucrose, lipid metabolism pathways, etc. Besides,
the addition of As induced glutathione production at a 1.5 to 1.9 fold,
indicative of cellular detoxification. To our knowledge, many of those
possible pathways were first time discovered. The finding in this study
provides important information on the cellular metabolic perturbation
by As exposure and the metabolomic methodology used in this study
is expected to help provide a new approach for future environmental
toxicology studies.
MP036 Assessing Metabolomic Response in Multiple Aquatic
Species Exposed to Effluents, Water, and Sediments from Hamilton
Harbour, Ontario
J.P. Benskin, AXYS Analytical Services Ltd; S. Kleywegt, Ontario Ministry
of Environment / Standards Development Branch; T. Watson-Leung,
Ontario Ministry of the Environment / Aquatic Toxicology Unit; P.A. Helm,
Ontario Ministry of the Environment / Environmental Monitoring and
Reporting Branch
Municipal sewage treatment plants (STPs) have been identified as
point sources of a broad suite of substances including metals, pesticides,
pharmaceuticals, personal care products, and endocrine disrupting
compounds to the Great Lakes Basin at concentrations high enough
that they may have the potential to elicit an effect on aquatic organisms.
Although improved sewage treatment has been reported to enhance the
reduction of these diverse substances from municipal effluent, reduction is difficult to characterize as it is chemical specific and influenced
by treatment processes and operating conditions. Given the wide variety
of chemicals present in municipal waste water, regulating discharges
based on specific chemical monitoring may not be the most efficient way
to ensure discharges do not impact downstream water use (e.g. aquatic
life, drinking water sources). In the present work, a targeted metabolomics platform was applied to Rainbow trout, Fathead Minnow, and
Hexagenia exposed to wastewater treatment plant effluent, lake water,
and sediments under carefully controlled laboratory conditions. Among
the metabolites quantified in each species were amino acids and biogenic
amines, hexose, fatty acids, bile acids, acylcarnitines, sphingomyelins,
and glycerophospholipids. These data are part of a larger study seeking
to assess new ‘omics technologies as an early warning sign for changes on
the population level associated with contaminant exposure.
MP037 Fingerprinting Contaminant Exposure Using Metabolomic
Response in Zebrafish Embryos
J.P. Benskin, AXYS Analytical Services Ltd; S.S. Huang, Univ of California
Davis / Biology; B. Chandramouli, J. Liu, AXYS Analytical Services Ltd /
Metabolomics; J.R. Cosgrove, AXYS Analytical Services Ltd
In the present work, the whole-body metabolomic response of zebrafish
embryos was characterized following 24h sub-lethal exposure to ethinyl
estradiol (EE2), bisphenol A (BPA), perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS),
triiodothyronine (T3), retene, and a technical naphthenic acid mixture.
The objective was to evaluate whether exposure to each stressor could
be distinguished by metabolite profiles, potentially leading to tool for
fingerprinting contaminants in complex mixtures (e.g. WWTP effluent).
Five biological replicates of 80 AB/Tuebingen Zebrafish embryos were
exposed from 24-48 or 96-120 hours post fertilization (hpf) with up
to three different concentrations of test substance plus no-solvent and
vehicle controls. Following 24h exposure, embryos were flash frozen in
liquid nitrogen, and then solvent-extracted using a bead blender. From
the resulting extract, we measured over 200 metabolites, including
acylcarnitines, amino acids, glycerophospholipids, ∑hexose, sphingolipids, and biogenic amines, fatty acids, and bile acids by flow injection- or
liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (FI-MS/MS or
LC-MS/MS, respectively). Statistical and pathway analyses were carried out using MetaboAnalyst 2.0. These data form the basis of a library
linking contaminant exposure to metabolomic responses in zebrafish

with applications including chemical toxicity testing, mode-of-action
studies, early drug-development, and effects-directed analysis in complex
environmental samples.
MP038 Variation in systems toxicology
D.B. Simmons, Environment Canada / Aquatic Contaminants Research
Division Dept of Biology; J.P. Benskin, AXYS Analytical Services Ltd; C.
Martyniuk, Univ of Florida; D.R. Ekman, USEPA / National Exposure
Research Laboratory; J.R. Cosgrove, AXYS Analytical Services Ltd; J.P.
Sherry, Environment Canada / Water Science Technology Directorate; B.
Duncker, Univ of Waterloo / Dept of Biology
There are many potential sources of variation in a typical ecotoxicology
study that might not normally be revealed by traditional endpoints, but
that become apparent in a systems biology dataset. For instance, genetic
variation will exist between individual organisms and between different
species. Seasonal and temporal variation can affect a variety of biological responses. Ecological variation among sampling locations can cause
site-specific differences in environmental chemistry, trophic interactions,
both of which can potentially affect individual organism physiology.
Complex mixtures and effluents will also contribute variability on a
temporal and chemical level. Therefore, experimental design and statistical analyses are critical considerations in systems toxicology studies.
Systems toxicology researchers must challenge themselves to understand
the sources and influences of variability when working with samples of
organisms from the wild. For instance, would it be possible to address
variability in systems biology by changing our approach to study design
and data analysis? How can we improve “omic” methods to reduce variability? Are there statistical methods we can employ to correctly interpret
systems biology data while minimizing interference caused by excessive
variability? This presentation will provide an overview of the issues surrounding variation and provide suggestions on how to address variability
in aquatic systems toxicology studies.

Interactive Platform: The Use of Rodenticides, a
Nagging Issue on Their Effectiveness and Risks
MP039 Restoring Island Ecosystems: The challenges of eradicating
introduced rodents
G.R. Howald, Island Conservation; P. Fisher, Landcare Research; K.
Campbell, Island Conservation; C. Gill, Coastal Conservation
Representing only 5% of the earth’s surface, island ecosystems support
a disproportionate amount of biodiversity (~20%), and 40% of IUCN
red listed species. One of the leading threats are invasive species such as
introduced rats and mice, documented on over 82% of the world’s islands
and archipelagos. Increasing efforts to remove rats and mice have been
successfully implemented on over 500 islands worldwide using a “one
time” application of mainly the FGARs and SGARs (>70% brodifacoum) delivered into every potential rodent territory using bait stations
laid out on a grid pattern, broadcast by hand or aircraft, or combinations of these methods. Recovery of rare, native and endemic species
and positive ecosystem changes have been documented worldwide after
rodent removal, and eradication remains an important tool for managers.
The use of non-species specific anticoagulant rodenticides for restoring islands presents an inherent paradox - how to balance efficacy needs
(100%) with a desire for no impact to native species. A priori toxicological
risk assessments and rodenticide exposure pathway analyses (spatially
and temporally) help inform risk identification and subsequent minimization, avoidance and mitigation action planning. Most measures include
reducing exposure to high risk species such as the seasonal timing of the
operation when migratory species are absent, or live capture and temporary captive holding until the risk window passes. Despite the abundance
of laboratory and field data, predicting all toxicity and exposure risks can
be challenging, and both expected and unexpected take of individuals of
non-target species has been documented. As long as impacts don’t permanently limit populations, the long term benefits of removing rodents
typically outweigh short term impacts. Rodent eradication projects in
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island ecosystems should be regularly integrating ecotoxicological risk
assessments in alignment with the land management agency principles
and values. Decisions can be made to either accept or mitigate for unacceptable risks, and recognize that uncertainty may exist where there
is an absence of knowledge to fully assess risk. Rodenticide exposure
and impact monitoring should be documented, particularly in unique
systems, to validate risk assessments or adapt current and future project
risk mitigation actions.
MP040 Ecological Factors Driving Uptake of ARs in Predators
S. Hindmarch, J.E. Elliott, Environment Canada / Science Technology Branch
Anticoagulant rodenticides (ARs) are increasingly showing up in nontarget predators across the globe. Many threatened and endangered
species are now impacted by AR exposure such as Red Kites (Milvus
milvus), Barn Owls (Tyto alba), Fishers (Martes pennanti) and possibly
Northern Spotted Owls (Strix occidentalis caurina). Our objective was
to examine the ecological factors which determine AR exposure in nontarget predators. Specifically, what are the typical traits of the species
affected, and does spatial and temporal differences in diet and habitat
usage influence species exposure. Predators impacted by secondary AR
exposure are typically scavengers or generalist consumers, and small
mammals are normally an important component of their diets. However,
studies have also documented exposure in non-target raptors that are
known consumers of small avian prey, indicating pervasive contamination of the food chain or that these raptors are opportunistically
taking advantage of easily attainable poisoned rodents. Further, many
species diets vary depending on the surrounding habitat within their
home ranges. For example, the proportion of rats in the diet of GreatHorned, Barn and Barred Owls in south-western British Columbia was
significantly correlated with the amount of urban development within
their home ranges, most likely reflecting a higher abundance of rats in
urban landscapes. Generally, residue studies have shown that exposure
to AR compounds is clustered on urban lands and intensively managed cash-crops where there is a greater or at least a perceived need for
rodent control. However, illegal use of ARs around marijuana growups in California national forests has resulted in the spreading of these
compounds to typically forest dwelling species such as the Fisher and
possibly the Northern Spotted Owl. The population level impacts of AR
exposure to these already compromised species needs to better understood. Future research needs related to collecting empirical field data will
be discussed, such as how bait placement design influences the risk of
primary exposure to non-target prey species and the subsequent associated risk of predators consuming non-target rodenticide-laden prey.
MP041 How important are avian trophic pathways for the secondary
exposure of predators to second generation anticoagulant rodenticides
(SGARs)?
R.F. Shore, Centre for Ecology Hydrology NERC; L. Walker, E. Potter,
Centre for Ecology and Hydrology; C. Moeckel, Lancaster Univ; M.G.
Pereira, Centre for Ecology Hydrology / Lancaster; J.S. Chaplow, Centre for
Ecology Hydrology
Secondary exposure of predators to second generation anticoagulant
rodenticides (SGARs) is widespread in North America, Europe and
elsewhere. It is generally thought that the main transfer pathway is
through consumption of small mammals that have themselves consumed SGAR bait. Secondary exposure in predators would therefore be
expected to be highest in species that feed predominantly on small mammals. Sparrowhawks (Accipiter nisus) feed largely on birds but Hughes
et al. 2013 (Ecotoxicology, 22, 974-984) recently found that, in Scotland,
the % of sparrowhawks with detectable liver SGAR concentrations
was similar to that in predators that specialize on small mammals. This
suggests that, in Scotland at least, exposure via avain trophic pathways
may be significant. We used the carcasses of predatory birds submitted to the Predatory Bird Monitoring Scheme (PBMS - http://pbms.
ceh.ac.uk/) to determine if the findings from Scotland were typical of
birds from throughout Britain. Specifically, we compared liver SGAR
concentrations in 173 barn owls (Tyto alba) and 42 sparrowhawks that
had died between 2010 and 2012. Liver SGAR residues were quantified
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by Liquid Chromatography Mass Spectrometry. Difenacoum, bromadiolone and brodifacoum were the main residues detected in both barn
owls and sparrowhawks. Overall, 149 (86% of the sample) barn owls had
detectable liver residues of one or more SGAR compared with 39 (93%)
of sparrowhawks; the proportion of birds with detectable residues did
not differ significantly between the species (Fisher’s Exact test P>0.05).
However, the geometric mean sum liver SGAR concentration in birds
with detectable residues was two-fold higher in barn owls than sparrowhawks (0.028 µg/g vs 0.014 µg/g wet wt; t(186) = 2.96, P=0.003). Our
findings confirm there is widespread low-level contamination of sparrowhawks with SGARs in Britain - in fact the % of sparrowhawks and
barn owls that contained residues was almost twice that of birds (measured by Hughes et al 2013) that were exclusively from Scotland. Our
results suggest that, surprisingly, avian and mammalian trophic pathways
may pose broadly similar risks of SGAR transfer to predators, although
the higher residues in barn owls may indicate contamination is greater
in small mammal than avian prey and/or a greater frequency of exposure
events in barn owls. Further exploration of the factors governing SGAR
exposure in sparrowhawks is merited.
MP042 Sub lethal effects of anticoagulant rodenticides on Barn owls
Tyto alba javanica in Malaysia in oil palm plantations
H. Mohd Noor, Univ Putra Malaysia / Plant Protection; H. Salim,
Universiti sains Malaysia; M. Naim, SMART Research Inst / Crop
Protection; D. Omar, Univ Putra Malaysia UPM / Crop Protection;
N. Hamid, Felda Global Services / Crop Protection; J. Abu, Univ Putra
Malaysia UPM / Dept of Veterinary Sciences; A. Kasim, Univ Putra
Malaysia UPM / Animal Science
Secondary poisoning among raptors have become a global concern.
Bioaccumulation of anticoagulant rodenticides particularly from second
generation has exposed raptors of conservation importance at considerable risk. In Malaysia the Barn owl Tyto alba javanica has become an
important species of agricultural importance because it has been reared
naturally for biological control programme on rats. Rats have been a serious pest especially in the event of outbreaks in oil palm plantation and
ricefields. Studies on the effects of secondary poisoning has been focused
on second generation rodenticident with particular reference to brodifacoum and bromadiolone. Two long term studies have been conducted in
oil palm plantations. Comparisons of sub-lethal effects of of both first
and second generation anticoagulant rodenticides are both detrimental to
T. alba and other resident owls. All parameters measured i.e. clutch size,
(apart from eggs with thinner shell, lower egg mass and more rounded
in shape prone to breakage) brood size, rate of fledging success, growth
of nestlings suggested anticoagulant rodenticides, regardless of first or
second generations reduced the reproductive fitness of raptors. Two first
generation i.e. warfarin and chlorophacinone; and two second generation
i.e. brodifacoum and bromadiolone can bioaccumulate and concentrations of respective active ingredients were traceable in castings, blood
and egg contents by HPLC method. Although first generations were
less persistent i.e. they were retained for a shorter period, the sub-lethal
effects as evident from reduced fecundity can lower owl population over
time. Therefore application of rodenticides on a regular basis will indirectly affect owls by lowering its reproductive success. Bioaccumulation
of rodenticide residues in tissues will certainly lower the rate of survival
of adults as well as nestlings. Smaller home range sizes as evident from
radiotelemetry studies indicated lower foraging activities of affected owls
tested positive with active ingredients of anticoagulant rodenticide.
MP043 Coagulopathy and survival of red-tailed hawks following
exposure to the anticoagulant rodenticide Rozol®
N.B. Vyas, USGS / Patuxent Wildlife Research Ctr; J.M. Lockhart, USGS
/PWRC Beltsville Lab; B.A. Rattner, USGS / Patuxent Wildlife Research
Ctr; F. Kuncir, USGS / PWRC Beltsville Lab
Black-tailed prairie dogs (BTPDs, Cynomys ludovicianus) are an
important prey for several species of raptors during fall migration and
in winter. Recent registrations of first generation anticoagulant rodenticides (Rozol®, active ingredient chlorophacinone and Kaput-D® active
ingredient diphacinone) for control of BTPDs in the autumn and winter
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raise concern for secondary exposure and potential nontarget-poisoning
of raptors. Eight red-tailed hawks (Buteo jamaicensis) were trapped
and maintained in captivity at the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s
Rocky Mountain Arsenal National Wildlife Refuge (RMANWR) in
Commerce City, Colorado, following procedures approved by Patuxent’s
IACUC. We fed Rozol®-poisoned BTPDs to six of these hawks for 7
days during the winter of 2012. The two other hawks served as controls
and were provided uncontaminated BTPDs for 7 days. At the end of the
exposure period, blood was drawn to determine clotting time (prothrombin time, Russell’s viper venom time) and a tail-mounted radio
transmitter was attached to each bird to monitor its survival following
release. Blood was also collected from four additional red-tailed hawks
(captive birds on display or undergoing rehabilitation) to increase sample
size for determining basal clotting time. The six treated and one control
hawks fed BTPDs were released at the RMANWR and monitored daily
for up to a month. All Rozol®-exposed birds exhibited coagulopathy
(clotting time exceeded control values by > 2 standard deviations). No
mortality was observed in released birds during the post-exposure monitoring period. However, three of the Rozol®-exposed birds exhibited
piloerection (appeared fluffed-up) for up to 18 days post-release, a sign of
compromised physiological condition. The winter was mild in Colorado
during this study, which may have permitted the anticoagulant-exposed
birds to survive. It is possible that some of the Rozol®-exposed hawks
would have succumbed to first generation anticoagulant rodenticide
intoxication had they experienced harsher winter weather typical of
Colorado.

n=8), little owl (Athene noctua, n=3), eagle owl (Bubo bubo, n=3), and
long-eared owl (Asio otus, n=1). The birds were mostly collision victims,
and obtained from animal recovery centres from around The Netherlands
between 1999-2013. The study was initiated to provide a first insight in
the profile of exposure of predatory birds to the following ARs: warfarin,
bromadiolone, difenacoum, flocoumafen and brodifacoum. Warfarin is
a so-called first generation AR, the others are second generation ones.
The analyses showed that 15 out of 30 liver samples contained detectable
levels of ARs (detection limit approx. 1-10 ng/g fresh weight for each
AR). Warfarin could not be detected in any sample. Total concentrations ranged from 1.7-219 ng/g fresh weight (only considering positive
samples). Of the 15 positive samples 8 contained a single AR, and in 7
samples 2 different ARs could be detected. Brodifacoum was detected
in 40% of all birds, and also in highest concentrations (1.7-98.5 ng/g).
Bromadiolone and difenacoum were detected in 4 birds, while flocoumafen was only detected in 2 birds. The dataset was no extensive enough
to assess intra-species differences or spatio-temporal trends. Using
available threshold levels (Thomas et al. 2011) it was deduced that the
concentrations in 7 of the 15 positive samples were above the level of 5%
chance on clinical signs. Of these 7, 5 samples were above the level of
10% chance, and 1 even above 50% chance on clinical signs. The prevalence and levels of ARs in predatory birds in The Netherlands appears to
be similar to what is reported in other European countries. In a substantial part of the exposed birds, the concentrations were as such that risks
on clinical signs could not be ruled out. However, for an in-depth risk
assessment, more detailed and contemporary data are needed.

MP044 Impact of second generation anticoagulants on resistance and
accumulation of residues
P.J. Berny, VetAgro-Sup / Toxicology; I. Fourel, H. Defrance, V. Lattard,
VetAgro-Sup; J. Cosson, INRA Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique
Anticoagulant (AVK) exposure may result in the selection of resistant rodent. This has been established for first generation compounds.
It is generally considered that more recent second generation AVK
should not result in resistant rodent selection because of their high
efficacy on all known resistant strains. The purpose of this study was
to evaluate the AVK-resistance status and evolutions over time on
two rodent populations before and after AVK application. Two farms
were selected. Brodifacoum or difethialone were used. Bait consumption was monitored. Rodents were captured either alive (traps) or when
found dead after AVK exposure. AVK resistance status was determined
(Vkorc1 genotyping) and AVK exposure was assayed (liver residue).
The genetic background of both populations was determined. The trial
was continued for 8-9 months post AVK application. In both sites, the
prevalence of resistant alleles was high (80%) at the beginning of the
trial. Rat populations were important (>100 individuals) and very similar.
Brodifacoum and difethialone were detected after application and
afterwards. Although rat populations 8 months after application were
not genetically related to the first ones, they had a higher prevalence of
mutation (100%R), a high frequency of detection of liver residues of the
Brodifacoum or Difethialone and concentrations ranging from 10 to 750
µg/kg, lower than after AVK application. These results suggest that baits
remain available, resulting in exposure of new populations to these AVK,
which can in turn exert a selection pressure on them, leading to increased
prevalence of resistance.

MP046 Evidence of enhanced risk of SGAR exposure and risk to
predators in Ireland
J. Lusby, BirdWatch Ireland; R.F. Shore, Centre for Ecology Hydrology
NERC; D. Tosh, QUB / Quercus; J. O’Halloran, Univ College Cork / School
of Biological Earth and Environmental Sciences; M.G. Pereira, Centre for
Ecology Hydrology / Lancaster; E. Sharp, SASA Scottish Government /
Pesticides and Wildlife
In Britain, only difenacoum and bromadiolone amongst the SGARs
have been licensed to date for outdoor use. The most acutely toxic
SGARs (brodifacoum, flocoumafen, difethiolone) have been restricted
to indoor use so as to reduce potential risk to non-targets from secondary poisoning. In contrast, Eire has no such restrictions and all approved
SGARs can be used outdoors. Furthermore, the diversity of the small
mammal prey guild in Ireland is more limited than in Britain and
predators in Ireland generally eat a greater proportion of commensal
(target) rodents. The combination of outdoor use of the most acutely
toxic SGARs and restricted prey guild may enhance the risk of secondary exposure and poisoning in predators in Ireland. We investigated
SGAR exposure in barn owls (Tyto alba) from Eire and compared it with
data for the same species in Britain. Liver SGAR residues were quantified in 70 barn owls from Eire that had died between 2006 and 2011,
and were compared with residues in 332 barn owls from Britain that had
been analysed by the Predatory Bird Monitoring Scheme (http://pbms.
ceh.ac.uk/) over the same time period. Birds from both countries died
from various causes. Brodifacoum and flocoumafen were detected in
51 (73%) and 38 (54%) Irish birds, a higher proportion than in owls in
Britain (26% and 0.6%; Fisher’s Exact Test P< 0.001, both compounds).
Similarly, a greater proportion of owls from Ireland than Britain had
residues of one or more of any SGAR (87% vs 74%; Fisher’s Exact Test
P< 0.05). The median liver sum SGAR concentration in Irish birds with
detected residues (0.1 ug/g wet wt.) was also twice that of birds in Britain
(Mann-Whitney U test, P< 0.0001) and, on average, largely (88%) consisted of brodifacoum and flocoumafen. Seven of the 70 owls from Eire
had post-mortem signs and/or residue magnitude consistent with SGAR
poisoning. Our results demonstrate that barn owls in Eire have greater
exposure to brodifacoum and flocoumafen than birds from Britain. This
presumably reflects extent of usage of these compounds in Eire and their
use outdoors. The higher accumulated sum SGAR liver residues in Irish
barn owls may be due both to usage patterns and restricted prey guild
and suggests that barn owls may be at (perhaps two-fold) greater risk
from SGARs than in Britain.

MP045 Secondary poisoning of anticoagulant rodenticides in predatory birds in The Netherlands
N.W. van den Brink, Wageningen Univ / Dept of Toxicology
Anti-coagulant rodenticides (ARs) are widely used in The Netherlands,
both by professional and non-professional users. World-wide, many studies have identified risks of secondary poising of ARs to predatory species,
including raptors. For the Netherlands however, no information was
available on the prevalence and levels of ARs in predatory birds, which
hampers the evaluation of potential risks that these compounds may
pose. The current study presents an overview on concentrations of ARs
in samples of different raptor and owl species: common buzzard (Buteo
buteo, n=7), common kestrel (Falco tinnunculus, n=8), barn owl (Tyto alba,
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MP047 Overview of Risks and Research Needs of Anticoagulant
Rodenticides to Non-Target Predatory Wildlife
B.A. Rattner, R.S. Lazarus, USGS Patuxent Wildlife Research Center;
J.E. Elliott, Environment Canada / Science Technology Branch; R.F. Shore,
Centre for Ecology Hydrology NERC; N.W. van den Brink, Wageningen
Univ / Dept of Toxicology
Despite a long history of successful use, application of anticoagulant
rodenticides (ARs) may be at a crossroad due to new regulatory guidelines intended to mitigate risk. An adverse outcome pathway for ARs
has been developed to identify information gaps and select the most
appropriate endpoints to assess the effectiveness of regulations. A great
deal is known about the chemical properties of ARs, biochemical
interactions that inhibit vitamin K epoxide reductase, cellular responses
including altered clotting factor processing and coagulopathy, organlevel effects such has hemorrhage, organismal responses with linkages
to reduced fitness and mortality in birds and mammals, and potential
consequences to non-target predator populations. Risk assessments have
led to restrictions affecting use of some second-generation ARs (SGARs)
in North America. While the European regulatory community has highlighted significant or unacceptable risk of ARs to non-target wildlife,
use of SGARs in some EU member states remains authorized due to
public health concerns and the absence of safe alternatives. For purposes
of conservation and restoration of island habitats, SGARs remain the
mainstay for eradication of invasive species. Significant data gaps include
exposure pathways, comparative species sensitivity, consequences of
sublethal effects, dietary- and tissue residue-based toxic reference values,
and potential hazards of greater AR residues in genetically-resistant prey.
Effects of low-level exposure to multiple rodenticides, and quantitative
data on the magnitude of non-target wildlife mortality in the field will
be discussed to identify research needs and development of potential
options for risk mitigation.

Interactive Platform: Deepwater Horizon/MC 252
Well Incident Update
MP048 Biodegradation of Dispersed MC-252 Crude Oil by
Indigenous Gulf of Mexico Microbial Communities
J. Wang, K. Sandoval, Y. Ding, Florida International Univ / Chemistry
Biochemistry and SERC; R. Atlas, Univ of Louisville / Dept of Biology; P.R.
Gardinali, Florida International Univ / Chemistry Biochemistry and SERC
Due to the nature of the Deepwater Horizon release (1500 m in depth
and sub-surface application of dispersant), small neutrally buoyant oil
droplets of less than 70 µm were formed, remained in the water column,
and were subjected to extensive biodegradation. To examine the fate of
dispersed Macondo oil, Gulf of Mexico (GOM) seawater was collected
between 1100-1300 m in the vicinity of the Macondo well. Macondo
oil was added to the seawater at a concentration of 0.2 ppm immediately
after collection and kept at 5°C thereafter. Dispersions of oil at a target
droplet size of 10 and 30 µm were prepared using a PFI generator using
Macondo oil pre-mixed with Corexit 9500A at a DOR of 1:100. The
two droplet concentrates (200ppm) were then diluted to 2 ppm using
the GOM natural seawater containing the indigenous microbial communities and incubated for up to 64 days with no headspace in specially
designed carousels that kept the samples rotating continuously at a speed
of 0.75 rpm. Physical characterization of the solutions included the
determination of droplet sizes, the confirmation of the loading rates by
Coulter Counting and a full characterization of the droplet size distributions and microbial counts by epi-fluorescence microscopy. Nutrients,
DO and Iron were also monitored during the experiment. Samples were
evaluated for a wide range of chemical parameters including parent and
alkylated PAHs, saturated hydrocarbons, volatile compounds (VOAPIANO), biomarkers and the dispersant markers DOSS and DPnB.
Microbial populations were determined using genomic analyses. The
collected chemistry was fitted to a four-parameter logistic standard curve
to produce corresponding biodegradation parameters including degradation rates, lag times and half-lives. Genomic analyses showed that the
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microbial populations were similar to those reported during the time of
the Deepwater Horizon oil release. Microbial cell counts continuously
increased during the first 40 days of the experiment and preliminary
characterization of the population indicated the presence of oil degraders
previously reported in the GOM during the release. Results indicated
differential degradation half-lives from about 3 days for easily degradable
compounds to about 60 days for the most recalcitrant compounds for
which calculations could be performed. Rapid degradation was observed
for BTEX, 2-3 ring PAHs, and n-alkanes below n-C23.
MP049 Impacts of Deepwater Horizon Sub-Lethal Crude Oil
Exposure On Sub-Adult Mahi-mahi (Coryphaena hippurus): Swim
Performance and Metabolic Implications
J.D. Stieglitz, R.H. Hoenig, E.M. Mager, D.D. Benetti, M. Grosell, Univ
of Miami RSMAS / Division of Marine Biology and Fisheries
Due to the unique temporal and geographic attributes of the Deepwater
Horizon (DWH) oil spill in 2010, it is likely that pelagic gamefish
species, such as mahi-mahi were exposed to sub-lethal concentrations
of DWH crude oil. While much of the research assessing the effects of
the DWH oil spill has focused on early life stages of fish, few studies
have examined whole-animal physiological responses of sub-adult and
adult marine fish species. Top trophic level pelagic predatory fish, such
as mahi-mahi, have high metabolic demands that support feeding and
migratory abilities needed for survival and reproduction in the pelagic
environment. The effect of acute sub-lethal DWH crude oil exposure
on sub-adult mahi-mahi was examined to determine the impact of such
exposure on swim performance and metabolism of these commercially
and ecologically valuable Gulf of Mexico (GOM) marine fish species.
Results of whole-animal physiological response to these sub-lethal exposures will be presented, including effects on critical swim speed (Ucrit),
aerobic scope, and cost of transport. Using environmentally relevant
crude oil exposure concentrations, coupled with exposure of a top trophic
level GOM pelagic fish, the presented results may allow for incorporation of effects on these important later life stage animals into overall
quantification of the damage incurred as a result of the DWH oil spill.
MP050 Defects in heart development following MC252 crude oil
exposure in embryos of large pelagic fish
N. Scholz, NOAA Fisheries; L. Gardner, Stanford Univ; D. Benetti, M.
Grosell, Univeristy of Miami; A. Elizur, Univ of the Sunshine Coast; B.
Block, Stanford Univ; J. Incardona, NOAA Fisheries
Crude oil released from the damaged Deepwater Horizon – MC252 well
was physically and chemically dispersed and eventually rose to the warm
mixed layer and surface waters of the northern Gulf of Mexico. The spill
occurred during the spawning windows for bluefin tuna and many other
large pelagic species - e.g., mackerel, amberjack, sailfish, marlin, mahi
mahi and other tunas. These species produce fertilized eggs that float in
the upper layers of the water column, and embryos developing during
the presence of dispersed oil were potentially exposed to cardiotoxic
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). Fish embryos are generally very sensitive to PAH-induced cardiotoxicity, and adverse changes
in heart physiology and morphology can cause both acute and delayed
mortality. Cardiac function is particularly important for fast-swimming
pelagic predators with high aerobic demand, but the vulnerability of
these rapidly developing embryos to crude oil toxicity is unknown. We
assessed the impacts of field-collected Deepwater Horizon (MC252) oil
samples on embryos of three pelagic fish: bluefin tuna, yellowfin tuna,
and an amberjack. We show that environmentally realistic exposures
(1 – 15 µg/L total PAH) cause specific dose-dependent defects in cardiac
function in all three species, with circulatory disruption culminating
in pericardial edema and other secondary malformations. Each species
displayed an irregular atrial arrhythmia following oil exposure, indicating a highly conserved response to oil toxicity. Cardiac dysfunction was
the most sensitive indicator of oil exposure, detected in larvae that lacked
gross defects such as pericardial edema.
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MP051 Toxicity of Corexit® 9500 and 9527 and its major components
to early life stage sheepshead minnows
S. Dasgupta, B. Adewale, B.J. Brownawell, A.E. McElroy, Stony Brook
University / School of Marine and Atmospheric Sciences
Corexit® 9500 and 9527 dispersants were extensively used in the Gulf
of Mexico following the Macondo well blow-out in 2010. In response to
concerns about the safety of dispersant use, we are using early life stage
sheepshead minnows (Cyprinodon variegatus) to assess the relative toxicity of dispersants, their components and breakdown products. Results
obtained to date demonstrate that yolk sac larvae are more sensitive to
Corexit® 9500 than embryos, with 48hr LC 50s of 60 and 190mg/L
respectively. Toxicities of Corexit® 9527 and Corexit® 9500 are not
significantly different from each other. Evaluation of the major components of Corexit® show that Tween 80 and 85, Span 80, 2-butoxyethanol,
petroleum distillates and dipropylene glycol butyl ether (DPnB) are not
acutely toxic (48hr LC50>200 mg/L), while the anionic surfactant DOSS
appears to be the major toxic component of the Corexit® mixtures (48hr
LC50 of 8 mg/L). LC-MS analysis demonstrated that DOSS and DPnB
were relatively stable during 48 hr incubations with larvae, while the nonionic surfactants analyzed showed more rapid degradation over the first 24
hours of exposure. Nonionic Tween surfactants in Corexit® consist largely
of a complex mixture of many classes of polyethoxylated fatty acid esters.
Loss of these esters during larval exposures is associated with the appearance of non-esterified sorbitan and isosorbide polyethoxylate hydrolysis
products. The genotoxic potential of Corexit® 9500 and 9527 and its components were also assessed using the Comet assay. Both Corexits, as well
as DOSS, DPnB 2-butoxyethanol, and petroleum distillates significantly
increased DNA damage at exposures below their LC50s, with the most
toxic components demonstrating significant DNA damage at 2 mg/L,
concentrations greatly exceeding reported environmental occurrences
in the Gulf of Mexico. Experiments comparing the toxicity of Corexit®
9500 and DOSS with the detergent Dawn (recommended for treatment
of oiled animals) and the commonly used anionic surfactant LAS (another
ingredient in pre-approved commercial oil spill dispersants) indicate that
LAS has similar acute toxicity to DOSS, but that Dawn is more toxic
than Corexit®. Dawn was not shown to be genotoxic with the Comet
assay, while LAS was as potent as DOSS in causing DNA damage.
MP052 The contribution of the polar unresolved complex mixture of
the water accommodated fraction from field weathered MC252 CTC
oil to toxicity
T.R. Størseth, L. Sørensen, L. Faksness, SINTEF Materials and Chemistry
/ Environmental Technology; D. Altin, Biotrix AS
In this study we have employed a novel method to determine the contribution to toxicity of the polar unresolved complex mixture (UCM) of a
water accommodated fraction (WAF) from a field weathered oil. When
comparing WAF prepared from fresh and weathered crude oils, the
relative content of the polar UCM compared to the known compounds
increases as a function of weathering degree of the oil. Toxicity studies
and risk assessment on weathered oils this will thus be done on the basis
of an increasingly unknown and complex fraction which is not measured
by conventional chemical analyses. Studies of the toxicity of WAF from
field weathered MC252 oil from the Deepwater Horizon spill (CTC)
has been performed using a novel and rapid Acartia toxicity test on early
developmental stage (nauplii). Here the results of the nauplii test are
compared with the standard adult Acartia test which gave 7.3 and 11.5%
mortality in 100% WAF for the nauplii and adults, respectively. From
these test it is evident that the toxicity of the WAF (total concentration
of 0.290 mg/L) is too low to calculate even an LC10 for nauplii and barely
for adults (LC10 0.2621 mg/L). As neither of the tests yielded results
that would allow the calculation of LC50-values for the WAF due to low
toxicity, we applied a novel method whereby the WAF is extracted and
reconstituted in seawater without carriers to give a higher concentration
than the native WAF. From a native concentration of 0.290 mg/L the
WAF was reconstituted to 1.130 mg/L. The composition of the WAF
before and after this step was monitored using GC-FID GC-MS and
TOF-MS analyses. The reconstituted WAF was tested using the Acartia
nauplii. The LC50-value for the reconstituted WAF was 0.56-0.59

mg/L. Solid phase extraction was used to isolate the polar UCM from an
organic extract of the WAF followed by reconstituting the polar UCM
to 1.225 mg/L in seawater to generate a stock exposure solution to allow
determination of LC50. This was found to be 0.80-0.84 mg/L. Isolation
and reconstitution steps of the polar UCM was monitored by GC-FID,
GC-MS and TOF-MS. A mortality of 80.9-85.2% (at 1.225 mg/L) was
observed for the polar UCM fraction compared to 98.6-100% mortality
for the corresponding WAF (at 1.130 mg/L). Thus the results indicate
that the polar UCM contributes significantly to the toxicity of the WAF,
however, total UCM concentration has a low overall toxicity.
MP053 Persistence of DOSS in GOM sediments
M.J. Perkins, J. A. Field, Oregon State University / Environmental and
Molecular Toxicology
DOSS, the anionic surfactant in Corexit 9500 and 9527, has been
suggested to undergo rapid dispersion and degradation in the GOM.
A robust spatial analysis of the presence of DOSS in the top 15 cm
of GOM sediments from 2012 and 2013, collected within 55 km of
MC252, is presented. Additionally, sediments collected during the
tail end of the emergency response in 2010, at sites within 35 km from
MC252, are compared to sediments collected at the same site in 2012
and 2013. DOSS is shown to persist more than 3 years after the original
application of Corexit in the top 3 cm of GOM sediments near the
Deepwater Horizon well head. A specific focus on sediments near the
mouth of the Mississippi River is employed to determine the degree of
contribution from consumer-product terrestrial waste streams to the
mass of DOSS observed near MC252.
MP054 Effects of Deepwater Horizon crude oil exposure combined
with hypoxia or elevated temperature on the swimming performance
of juvenile mahi-mahi
C. Pasparakis, E.M. Mager, J.D. Stieglitz, University of Miami RSMAS /
Division of Marine Biology and Fisheries; R. Hoenig, RSMAS University
of Miami / RSMAS Aquaculture; D. Benetti, RSMAS University of Miami
/ Marine Affairs and Policy; M. Grosell, University of Miami / Division of
Marine Biology and Fisheries
The timing and location of the 2010 Deepwater Horizon (DWH) incident within the Gulf of Mexico pelagic zone likely resulted in exposure
of commercially and ecologically important fish species such as mahimahi (Coryphaena hippurus) during the sensitive early life stages. Aside
from the acute mortality of such fish elicited by this event, additional
sublethal exposures may have also imparted more subtle yet ecologically
significant effects that impaired survival due to reduced physiological
fitness. In fact, previous work by our lab has shown that transient oil
exposure during the embryonic/larval or juvenile stage reduces juvenile
swimming performance of mahi-mahi. However, these findings may
underestimate effects from exposures in the wild that may have coincided
with additional stressors such as hypoxia or elevated temperature. Thus,
to investigate the combined effects of hypoxia and DWH oil exposure,
juvenile mahi-mahi were exposed for 24 h to each of 3 treatments:
normoxia in control water, hypoxia in control water, or hypoxia in a 2%
DWH slick HEWAF dilution. Both hypoxia treatments were performed
at ~39% O2 saturation (~2.5 mg O2/L). Juveniles exposed to hypoxia in
control water or hypoxia in 2% HEWAF demonstrated similar reductions in Ucrit of 21% and 16%, respectively, compared to normoxia
controls. These results suggest that there is no significant interaction
among these stressors. Additional studies are currently underway to
investigate the combined effects of DWH oil exposure and a temperature
stress of 31oC (an increase of 4oC over previous studies).
MP055 Differences in oil related biomarkers in deep sea sharks relative to time elapsed from the Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill incident
A.E. Leary, University of North Florida / Deparment of Coastal Biology;
J. Gelsleichter, University of North Florida; R. Grubbs, Florida State
University / Coastal and Marine Lab
The Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill released nearly 5 million barrels of
liquid petroleum into the Gulf of Mexico. This was one of the largest oil
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spills in US history. At depth of about 1,500 meters, this spill created
a unique yet challenging research opportunity. It is vital to determine
the effects on Gulf wildlife from oil-related pollutants, particularly the
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), which are the most toxic
components of oil. Due to the rapid metabolism of these compounds,
a variety of PAH biomarkers have been used to evaluate health effects
from the oil spill, such as detoxification enzymes and biliary metabolites. These compounds are persistent organic pollutants and lipophilic,
tending to associate with sediment. Therefore benthopleagic species,
such as members of the squalidae family, are possibly at an increased risk
of exposure years after the incident. Deep sea sharks in the squalidae
family, primarily Squalus and Centrophorus species, were collected from
2011-2013. Animals were evaluated for PAH biomarkers, specifically
cytochromeP4501a1 and gultathione-S-transferase in the liver as well
as PAH metabolites in the bile. Thus far the results suggests that species
residing closer to Deepwater Horizon spill site show continuous exposure into 2013, whereas species that reside further away show exposure
followed by recovery in 2013.

Deepwater Horizon/MC 252 Well Incident Update
MP056 Bioavailability and toxicity of dispersed oil to developing fish
embryos
B. Hansen, T. Nordtug, SINTEF Materials and Chemistry / Applied
Environmental Biology and Chemistry; A.J. Olsen, NTNU; I. Salaberria,
K. Hammer, I.B. Øverjordet, SINTEF Materials and Chemistry; D. Altin,
BioTrix
We studied the bioavailability and toxicity of oil droplets on pelagic fish
eggs in a flow-through exposure system. Conventional methodologies to
study the effects of oil dispersions on biota has limited use to isolate the
potential contribution of oil droplets to dispersion toxicity. A method
using controlled concentrations of oil dispersion and filtered dispersion (corresponding water soluble fractions [WSF] of the dispersion)
was used in the present work. The method enables direct comparison
between dispersion and WSF and isolation of the potential contribution
of droplets to dispersion toxicity. As developing fish eggs may display
positive buoyancy, eggs needed to be prevented from surfacing, so a
mesh was used to keep fish eggs down in the water but still letting the oil
droplets pass through eggs and mesh towards the surface. This enabled
simulation of exposure of fish eggs to oil dispersions released from the
sea bed. We used cod eggs as a model species for positively buoyant fish
eggs, and exposed them to 3 concentrations of dispersion (0.2, 1 and 4
mg/L) and corresponding WSFs using the Norwegian Sea Troll oil as
a representative for naphthenic crude oil. Two 4-day exposure experiments were performed on cod eggs 1-5 days post fertilization (dpf) and
7-11 dpf, respectively. Egg survival, oil adhesion and PAH body burden
was determined at the end of each exposure periods. After exposure
surviving eggs were put in clean sea water for recovery until hatch at
which time the experiment was terminated. At termination, numbers of
surviving hatchlings were determined, and morphological and developmental effects were assessed. Effects of the contribution of oil droplets to
dispersion toxicity were analyzed using cardiac edema, yolk sac edema,
organ and skeletal development as endpoints. Preliminary results suggest
that timing of the exposure during egg development is critical for different end points, e.g. at exposure cessation higher mortality was observed
for eggs exposure during early exposure than late exposure. It may be
suggested that higher sensitivity to acute exposure at the early state was
caused by more permeable shells as well as reduced ability to metaboilize
PAHs. Approximately 450 hatched larvae were assessed for heart edema
frequency, and heart edema was observed in all treated groups (17-55 %)
including controls (up to 13 %). Highest frequencies were observed in
cod eggs exposed to the highest dispersion (55%) and WSF concentrations (31%).
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MP057 Development of a Weathered Crude Oil Standard Reference
Material
J.A. Murray, S. Vander Pol, B.J. Place, B.A. Benner, National Inst of
Standards and Technology / Chemical Sciences Division; C.M. Reddy, Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution / Dept of Marine Chemistry Geochemistry;
J.R. Kucklick, National Inst of Standards and Technology; M.M. Schantz,
S.A. Wise, National Inst of Standards and Technology / Chemical Sciences
Division
Since the Deep Water Horizon (DWH) oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico
in April 2010, significant efforts have been made to determine the
impact of the oil spill on the environment. Determining the impact on
the environment years after a crude oil spill requires knowledge of the
composition of the weathered oil. Many researchers artificially weather
oil in the laboratory. However, studies have shown that the resulting
laboratory-weathered oil is significantly different from field-weathered
oil. For example, laboratory-weathered oil contains higher concentrations
of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) compared to field-weathered oil. In contrast, field-weathered oil contains higher concentration
of oxidized hydrocarbons compared to laboratory-weathered oil.
Therefore, the availability of a certified reference material consisting of
field-weathered crude oil would be valuable for studies of the impact of
oils spills in the environment. Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute has
supplied the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
weathered oil for the development of a Standard Reference Material
(SRM). The weathered oil was extracted from sand collected in August
2012 from beaches in Alabama impacted by the DWH oil spill. The
candidate SRM material was prepared by diluting the extracted oil in
toluene. The characterization of this candidate SRM material will be
presented, including the quantitation of parent and alkyl PAHs, hopanes
and steranes by different analytical techniques including gas chromatography-mass spectrometry and multidimensional chromatography. The
weathered oil material will be compared to other NIST petroleum SRMs
including SRM 2779 Gulf of Mexico Crude oil and SRM 1991 Mix
Coal Tar/Petroleum Extract in Methylene Chloride.
MP058 PAH uptake and depuration in pelagic copepods – model
development and validation
B. Hansen, SINTEF Materials and Chemistry / Applied Environmental
Biology and Chemistry; R. Nepstad, I.B. Øverjordet, P. Rønningen,
SINTEF Materials and Chemistry; T. Nordtug, SINTEF Materials and
Chemistry / Applied Environmental Biology and Chemistry; D. Altin,
BioTrix
Exposure of pelagic copepods to PAHs through regular (produced water)
and accidental discharges may result in acute toxicity and delayed sublethal effects. Uptake through passive diffusion may be predicted using
QSAR-models, but validations of such models are often performed using
data from several species and test designs (exposure type, exposure time
etc). In the present work we tested the precision of a published QSAR
model to predict uptake and depuration of water soluble PAHs singly
(C2-naphthalene) and in combination (low-energy WAF) in the calanoid
copepod Calanus finmarchicus. Mortality was predicted using the Critical
Body Residue (CBR)-approach and a total number of 50 toxicity tests
using WAFs of different oil types (crude and fuel oils) and different
oil weathering degrees were included in the assessment for validation.
Experimental and modelled toxicity data displayed good correlation.
MP059 Laboratory microcosm aerobic and anaerobic degradation of
Corexit surfactants
M.J. Perkins, J.A. Field, Oregon State Univ / Environmental and Molecular
Toxicology
The surfactant components of Coexist 9500 and 9527 include the anionic
surfactant Bis-2-(ethylhexyl)sulfosuccinate, and the non-ionic surfactants
Tween 80, Tween 85, and Span 80. Additionally, both Corexit formulations contain both isomers of the ethyhexyl sulfosuccinate monoesters
(α/β-EHSS), a synthetic impurity and abiotic hydrolysis product of
DOSS. It has been proposed that the surfactant components of Corexit
will be subject to rapid dispersion and degradation in the Gulf of Mexico
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(GOM). Here, a much slower rate of DOSS transformation than
previously reported is demonstrated for aerobic microcosms employing
microbial communities present in water collected at 1500 m depth at a
natural seep site in the GOM. The persistence of DOSS, α/β-EHSS,
and the non-ionic surfactant components of Corexit are evaluated over
more than 40 days in both aerobic and anaerobic microcosms. Here,
no mass balance could be achieved between the loss of DOSS and the
formation of the proposed microbially mediated transformation product
EHSS, indicating that additional transformation products are important
intermediates of biotic degradation pathways of DOSS.
MP060 Cardiovascular Lesions in Wild Gulf Menhaden (Brevoortia
patronus) Collected in the Northern Gulf of Mexico Following the
Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill
D.R. Millemann, RUTGERS Univ / Environmental Science; C.S.
Bentivegna, Seton Hall Univ / Dept of Biological Sciences; R.J. Portier,
Louisiana State Univ; G.M. Olson, Louisiana State Univ / Environmental
Sciences; K.R. Cooper, RUTGERS Univ / Dept of Biochemistry and
Microbiology
The northern Gulf of Mexico serves as a sink for the deposition of
nutrients, xenobiotics, and petroleum products as a result of both human
activities and natural oil seeps in the area. In the wake of the Deepwater
Horizon oil spill (April 2010), an unprecedented amount of crude oil was
released into this region further contributing to the impacts that chronic
pollution currently has on local wildlife. Gulf menhaden would have been
susceptible to the effects of the spill due to overlapping of the surface oil
slick with larvae being transported into estuarine environments along
coastal Louisiana and Mississippi. The present study’s goal was to evaluate histopathological lesions in menhaden populations exposed during
the Deepwater Horizon oil spill and evaluate potential chronic effects.
It was hypothesized that menhaden from the northern Gulf of Mexico,
likely affected by the Deepwater Horizon spill, will show increases in
cardiovascular lesions when compared to fish that were not exposed to the
spill during early developmental stages. Fish were collected from coastal
Louisiana each summer (2010, 2011, 2012, and 2013) following the spill
and were analyzed for the severity and prevalence of lesions likely caused
by crude oil exposure. There was an increasing prevalence of black particulates (determined to be weathered products of crude oil) in fish heart
vasculature each year following the spill (63% in 2011, 80% in 2012, and
85% in 2013). Malformations including ventricle enlargement and collagen deposition had an increased prevalence in specific sub-populations
of wild caught menhaden. In one group, the incidence of malformation
was 50% (5 of 10 fish were affected). The consistent increase in black
particulates and presence of cardiovascular malformations indicates that
there may be a persistence of petroleum products in the environment
which are able to occlude the micro-vascularization of fish species. While
the etiology of these lesions may be based on a biochemical response to
crude oil components, it is possible that the combination of oil exposure
and particulate accumulations contribute to the cardiovascular lesions
reported in menhaden from the northern Gulf of Mexico. (LDWF-LSU
contract 69670; NJAES-Rutgers)
MP061 Corexit 9500® substantially increases the biodegradation of
otherwise undispersed oil
R. Prince, ExxonMobil Biomedical Sciences; J. Butler, ExxonMobil
Biomedical Sciences Inc / Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry
Laboratory
Dispersants are an important tool for responding to major oil spills. They
are essentially a bioremediation tool, allowing oil to disperse into tiny
droplets (< 70um) that diffuse apart from each other so that they cannot
(re-)agglomerate to (re-)form a floating slick. The energy for the dispersion usually comes from surface waves, but can also come from turbulence
if oil is released at depth. The tiny droplets are so small that they become
entrained in the water column, and the dramatically increased surface area
allows microbial access to much more of the oil. Furthermore, diffusion
and dilution lead to oil concentrations where natural background levels of
biologically available oxygen, nitrogen and phosphorus are sufficient for
microbial growth. Dispersants are typically only used on substantial spills

in relatively deep water (usually >30m), which are impossible to replicate
in the laboratory. Laboratory experiments aimed at following the biodegradation of dispersed oil usually show minimal stimulation of the rate of
biodegradation, but this can be attributed to the fact that small quantities
of oil disperse quite well even in the absence of chemical dispersant. In an
effort to simulate the conditions and relative impact of dispersants during
a larger spill we developed a test strategy to limit the dispersion of an oil
slick in the small scale lab tests. We show here that when the experiments
are conducted so that the comparison is between a slick and a dispersed
oil, the rate of biodegradation is dramatically stimulated by effective
application of the dispersant Corexit 9500.

Improving Wildlife Risk Assessment:
Characterization of Exposure–Response Relationships
MP062 Application of Database-generated Species Sensitivity
Distributions to Prioritize Areas of Concern and Risks to Wildlife
W.J. Rogers, West Texas A&M Univ / Life Earth and Environmental
Sciences; B.S. Yates, Dept of Environmental Science; W.H. Mimbs,
Oklahoma State Univ / Zoology; G.C. Barbee, West Texas A&M Univ / Life
Earth and Environmental Sciences
The purpose of this research is to demonstrate the application of an
interactive “Protective Concentration Level” (PCL) Database to develop
species sensitivity distributions (SSDs) for use at environmentally sensitive hazardous waste sites. This novel, interactive database allows the user
to generate PCLs for over 80 species and 145 potential contaminants
of concern (PCOCs) for several habitats in the southern United States.
The database allows the user to incorporate site-specific bioaccumulation factors or models and temporal/area use factors to refine exposure
assessments and produce dose-response relationships for wildlife
populations or communities. This allows for the delineation of PCOC
plumes based on NOAEL, LOAEL, or acute (e.g., LD50) toxicity levels
and also identifies the number of species or feeding guilds which would
be adversely impacted by the PCOCs. Default toxicity values from the
USEPA Ecological Soil Screening Levels and Oak Ridge National
Laboratory documents can be replaced with benchmark doses to further
refine the percentage of each population that would be impacted. This
presentation will include case studies from screening level and baseline
risk assessments where the PCL Database and resulting SSDs were used
to efficiently recommend (1) no further action, (2) further investigation,
or (3) remediation or risk management.
MP063 Characterizing Wildlife Exposure-Response Relationships
Using Benchmark Dose Analysis: Comparing and Integrating Models
D.G. Skall, D.B. Mayfield, Gradient
Benchmark dose-response analysis is routinely used in the assessment
of human health effects from exposure to environmental contaminants.
Accordingly, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) has
developed technical guidance and a software tool (i.e., benchmark dose
software [BMDS]) to allow risk assessors to characterize exposureresponse relationships following a systematic process. The quantitative
modeling tools in the BMDS are generally applicable to laboratory animal studies, which often underlie the toxicity reference values developed
for wildlife risk assessments. Although BMDS is readily available and
applicable for use in ecological risk assessment, it is seldom used to refine
characterizations of risk. In order to illustrate the utility of BMDS for
use in ecological risk assessment, we examined several BMDS model
alternatives for identifying effect-based toxicity benchmarks. Depending
on the availability of toxicological data, BMDS modeling may focus
on one critical study or be used to compare multiple studies and animal
species. When multiple viable dose-response models are available, then
risk assessors may choose to explore the advantages or disadvantages
of selecting one or more models for characterizing risks. In this study,
we provide a case example to demonstrate the options for identifying
an appropriate dose-response model or family of models. We evaluated
options for identifying effect-based toxicity reference values (e.g., critical
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study approach, analysis of multiple models, and species sensitivity
distributions) using BMD analysis. Key considerations are presented for
determining an appropriate dose-response modeling approach for use in
wildlife risk assessment.

Innovative Methods for the Monitoring, Measurement
or Characterization of Environmental Samples
MP064 Passive ion collectors for characterizing accumulation of
inorganic atmospheric contaminants by moss biomonitors in Alaska
B.G. Brumbaugh, J. Arms, USGS / Columbia Environmental Research
Center; P. Neitlich, National Park Service
Protected lands in Alaska managed by the U.S. National Park Service
(NPS) are under increasing threats from atmospheric pollutants. At
remote locations the use of conventional systems for monitoring deposition of atmospheric pollutants over extended time intervals is generally
not practical; consequently, sampling methods that require minimal
maintenance and no power for operation are needed in these areas.
Currently,long-term monitoring of ecological conditions by the NPS in
Alaska includes periodic sampling of the stair-step moss (Hylocomium
splendens)as a cost-effective biomonitoring tool for assessing depositional
trends of total nitrogen, sulfur, and metals in five arctic parks and four
subarctic parks. Mosses have been successfully used as biomonitors in
many studies, particularly in northern Europe; however, few studies have
been conducted in arctic or sub-arctic North America. Furthermore, very
few studies have examined relationships between atmospheric contaminant accumulation by mosses and actual deposition. The goal of our
study was to characterize accumulation of selected inorganic atmospheric
contaminants in mosses by comparing concentrations in annual moss
segments to contemporaneous deposition as measured by a combination of over-winter snowpack samples and specially adapted, passive
ion-exchange collectors (IECs). Seven interior Alaska sites were selected
for the study; some were located near known sources of atmospheric contaminants where depositional gradients might be expected. Snowpack
cores were sampled in late March; triplicate sets of IECs were deployed
from late March to late September. After retrieval of IECs, triplicate
sets of moss samples were collected from the same seven locations. Snow
and IEC extracts were analyzed for major cations (ammonium, calcium, magnesium, potassium, sodium); major anions (chloride, nitrate,
nitrite, sulfate); and a suite of trace metals including cadmium, copper,
nickel, lead, and zinc. New growth segments of moss tissue samples were
analyzed for total nitrogen, total sulfur, extractable cations and anions,
and trace metals. Accuracy, precision, detection limits, uncertainties, and
practical considerations are discussed for this approach.
MP065 Use of a Macrophage ROS Model to Examine the Role of
Metals in Oxidative Activity of Size-Resolved Atmospheric Aerosols
from Six European Cities
J.D. Hemming, D. Antkiewicz, Wisconsin State Lab of Hygiene /
Environmental Toxicology; M.M. Shafer, Univ of Wisconsin Madison /
Environmental Chemistry Technology Dept
Particulate matter (PM) is a major component of air pollution associated
with adverse human health effects (e.g. cardiovascular and respiratory diseases) and mortality. In urban environments PM exposures are especially
acute, with road traffic emissions, industrial sources and secondary aerosol
formation all contributing to airborne PM concentrations. Recent studies
have suggested an association between health effects of PM and roadsourced chemical components, especially in fine and ultrafine particles,
implying that these effects may be related to the chemical composition of
the PM, in particular metals, rather than to bulk total mass. Oxidative
stress has been implicated as a key mechanism underlying the broad local
(respiratory) and systemic adverse health effects associated with exposure
to ambient PM. Particles and soluble species are able to generate reactive
oxygen species (ROS) intracellularly and when ROS production exceeds
the ability of the cells to scavenge or inactivate oxygen radicals oxidative
damage pathways are activated. Alveolar macrophages are an essential
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component of the lung immunological system, acting to ingest and
remove inhaled PM, and in the process, through the “oxidative-burst”
contribute to PM-associated ROS generation. In this study we examine
in a rat alveolar macrophage model, relationships between PM oxidative effects (ROS generation) and PM composition, in particular metals,
using a unique set of size-resolved PM samples obtained from urban
environments across Europe. From April-July 2012, we collected PM
from roadside canyon, roadside motorway, and background urban sites
in each of six European cities (Amsterdam, Frankfurt, London, Milan,
Stockholm, Thessaloniki). A Hi-Vol sampler was used to collect PM in
three size classes (>PM7, PM7-PM3, PM3) and characterized for total
and water soluble elements (50 elements by SF-ICPMS), soluble ions
(by IC), and soluble organic carbon. The ROS activity of unfiltered and
filtered extracts of the PM was quantified using the alveolar macrophage
assay. Order of magnitude differences in PM-mass normalized ROS
activity were observed across the sampling sites, with PM from London
exhibiting exceptionally high activity. The intrinsic ROS activity of fine
PM was typically significantly greater than that of coarse PM. A large
fraction of the total ROS activity was contributed by water soluble species,
with regression models suggesting a major role of iron.
MP066 Differential Effects of Particulate & Soluble Phases of Diesel
Exhaust Particles on Oxidative Activity & Gene Expression in a
Macrophage Model
D.S. Antkiewicz, J.D. Hemming, Wisconsin State Laboratory of Hygiene
/ Dept of Environmental Toxicology; M.M. Shafer, Univ of Wisconsin
Madison / Environmental Chemistry Technology Dept
Air pollution in the form of atmospheric particulate matter (PM) is of
major concern world-wide, especially in urban areas, which are home to
approximately 50% of the world’s population. It is estimated that over
6 million people die early annually due to exposure to PM. Adverse
human health effects include asthma, bronchitis, respiratory infections,
cardiovascular disease and cancer. Oxidative stress is an important
toxicity pathway for PM exposures and the formation of excess Reactive
Oxygen Species (ROS) can elicit an inflammatory reaction in tissues. Automotive exhaust, in particular diesel exhaust particles (DEP)
contribute significantly to the air pollution-related exposure of urban
population. Therefore, diesel particles have been widely used for positive controls and as references in air pollution studies. Several different
DEP standard reference materials (SRMs) exist on the market. We have
examined and compared the composition and toxicity profiles of two different DEP materials in a rat alveolar macrophage model, with particular
focus on ROS formation and inflammation-related gene expression.
We have assessed relative effect of DEP exposure on expression of over
30 inflammatory cytokines and cytokine receptors. Detailed chemical
characterization of the DEP extracts was performed as well. Since it has
been shown that PM of different sizes, as well as particles of different
chemical composition often exert very different effect on alveolar cells,
extracts were subjected to 0.2-micron filtration to investigate the role
of soluble (filtered) fraction vs. insoluble (particulate) fraction. Marked
differences in ROS production as well as inflammatory gene expression
have been observed between the soluble and insoluble DEP fractions,
with the particulate fraction contributing more to the observed toxicity.
Interestingly, the two SRMs exhibited marked differences in both gene
expression and oxidative stress/ROS activity. These data coupled with
the chemical composition of DEP will help us better understand the
relationship between PM toxicity and inflammatory response, as well
as potentially provide insights into toxicity pathways associated with
automobile exhaust.
MP067 Measurement of Atmospheric Degradation Rates of Volatile
Siloxanes
J. Kim, Dow Corning Corporation; S. Xu, Dow Corning Corporation /
Health and Environmental Sciences
It is of great importance to understand the fate of volatile methylsiloxanes (VMS) in air because a major fraction of the compounds is released
to air during or after use. The airborne VMS are transformed mainly by
hydroxyl radicals (•OH) whereas they are not reactive with other kinds
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of atmospheric oxidants. Since •OH reaction rates have been measured
for a few VMS only, the knowledge on the rates is still limited especially
in terms of structure (e.g., linear, cyclic, branched) and the contribution
of siloxane bonds. Since the accurate understanding of the fate of VMS
in air is crucial in determining persistence and concentration, a new
atmospheric chamber system was designed to investigate the fate. The
new system is consisted of an atmospheric chamber, a solar simulator,
an ozone generator, an ozone detector and a GC-MS. The new system
simulated the production of •OH in the natural way so that the results
of the test could be reliably translated into what would happen in the
real atmosphere. The method used in this study showed that •OH were
produced in situ when all of ozone, water vapor and solar light were
present at the same time. Although the •OH concentration was not
directly measured, the concentration seemed to be stable because the
degradation of VMS followed the first-order reaction rate. The objectives
of the initial study were to validate a new method of •OH reaction rate
measurement for three linear and three cyclic siloxanes. Under various
experimental conditions, VMS concentrations were measured by the
GC-MS, which took gas samples via a sampling port of the chamber.
Since •OH reacts with a hydrogen in the methyl group in the beginning, the overall reaction constant increased with the number of the
methyl groups. The measured data showed that •OH reaction constants
normalized to the number of methyl group range from 1.2 to 1.5×10 –13
cm³/(molecule·s·#CH3) for cyclics (D3, D4, and D5) and from 2.6 to
3.4×10 –13 cm³/(molecule·s·#CH3) for linears (MM, MDM and MD2M
). It was clearly shown that the linears were more reactive towards •OH
than the cyclics were. Thus, the molecular structure of VMS, which
has not been reflected in prediction models, should be considered as an
important factor for their atmospheric stability.
MP068 A Pressurized Liquid Extraction Technique for the Analysis
of PAHs, Hopanes, Pesticides, PCBs, PBDEs and OPFRs from Air
Filter Samples
A.E. Clark, Baylor Univ / Dept of Chemistry and Biochemistry; E.M.
Robinson, Baylor Univ / The Inst of Ecological Earth and Environmental
Sciences; T. Barrett, Baylor Univ / Env Science; R.J. Sheesley, S. Usenko,
Baylor Univ
An analytical method has been developed for the pressurized liquid
extraction (PLE) of a wide range of semi-volatile organic compounds
(SVOCs) from quartz fiber filters (QFFs). This method was developed to
improve the analysis of valuable and rare samples, such as those collected
in an urban and/or remote environments. Approximately 100 SVOCs
were selected as molecular markers of incomplete combustion (including, specifically, motor vehicle use), agricultural, industrial, and urban
areas from six different compound classes including polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs), hopanes, organochlorine pesticides, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs),
and organophosphate flame retardants (OPFRs). Currently, there is no
analytical method capable of the extraction of all six compound classes
in a single automated technique. Building on the work of Primbs et al.
(2008) and Sheesley et al. (2010), we were able to utilize PLE as well as
extraction solvents methylene chloride and methanol. Utilizing a Dionex
Accelerated Solvent Extractor (ASE 350), we examined the extraction
efficiencies of varying ratios of methylene chloride to methanol (from 1:1
to 5:1) at high temperatures (100/120?C) and pressures (1500 psi). Prior
to extraction, QFF samples were spiked with known amounts of target
analyte standards and isotopically-labeled surrogate standards. Extracts
were concentrated, spiked with known amounts of isotopically-labeled
internal standards, and analyzed by gas chromatography coupled with
mass spectrometry utilizing electron ionization and electron capture
negative ionization. Target analytes were surrogate recovery corrected
to account for analyte loss during sample preparation. Triplicate spike
and recovery and method detection limit experiments were compared
to previous studies and a final methodology of 4:1 methylene chloride
to methanol was chosen. Exact parameters will be detailed as well as
method detection limits and validation studies.

MP069 Atmospheric organic aerosol characterization by nuclear
magnetic resonance spectroscopy
M. Chalbot, J. Brown, Univ of Arkansas for Medical Sciences; P. Chitranshi,
G. Gamboa da Costa, Food and Drug Administration / National Center for
Toxicological Research; I. Kavouras, Univ of Arkansas for Medical Sciences
The poor knowledge of organic aerosol (OA) composition has been
identified as the most important factor limiting our understanding of
interactions among biosphere, aerosol, cloud and climate such as the
formation of cloud condensation nuclei, which in turn, may influence
cloud properties, precipitation patterns and ecosystems. In a recent review,
Chalbot and Kavouras (Environ. Poll., 2014, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
envpol.2014.04.034) identified the spectral characterization of OA
sources as a key issue in determining atmospheric OA composition by
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). The objectives of this study is to
determine the spectral fingerprints of the major types of OA and estimate
the functional distribution of non-exchangeable organic hydrogen. We
obtained 1-D 1H-NMR and 2-D 1H-1H Correlation Spectroscopy
(COSY) NMR spectra of the water-soluble organic carbon of agricultural
soil, native soil, paved road dust, epicuticular waxes from evergreen and
deciduous trees, wood combustion, traffic and pollen particles. Biomass
burning samples contained levoglucosan that led to an increase in H-C-O
content as compared to traffic particles (55% and 22%, respectively) and
in the acetalic and olefinic regions (O-CH-O) (1.6 and 0.7%). Traffic
particles are characterized by high levels of saturated (H-C) (39.6%) and
unsaturated (H-C-C=) aliphatic protons (33.1%) originating from shortchain mono and di-carboxylic acids. The spectrum of agricultural dust
showed broad signals centered at δ 0.88 ppm, δ 1.32 ppm, δ 1.59 ppm, δ
2.18 ppm, δ 2.28 ppm and δ 3.72 ppm that are consistent with resonances
of humic substances formed from the biodegradation of plant debris in
soil. Biogenic particles (pollen, leaves and pine needles) showed strong
resonances in the H-C-O region due to the presence of glucose, fructose
and lignin fragments. The peaks in this range accounted from 51 to 79%
of hydrogen atoms. The proportion of aromatic protons varied from 1.4 to
8.4% for all samples and is higher for pine needles and biomass burning
that contains lignin derived structures, constituted of phenyl rings substituted with hydroxyl and methoxy groups and unsaturated C=C bonds.
The road dust sample was found to be a mixture of traffic particles and
biogenic particles, with the presence of aliphatic carboxylic acids, amine
compounds and high levels of H-C-O protons, originating from mannitol
and arabitol, two markers of airborne fungi spores.
MP070 Passive sampling applications for radioactive caesium source
apportionment and the vertical profile in contaminated lakes
Y. Kameda, Chiba Inst of Technology / Civil Architectural and
Environmental Engineering
We have established new passive monitoring methods for radioactive
caesium in surface water by using Chemcatcher® and caesium rad disk
(Empore disk). We applied these methods to two important monitoring projects which conventional grab sampling cannot accomplish. One
project is evaluating mass flow of radioactive caesium from contaminated
basin into a lake where contaminated aquatic organisms live. It is also
important that which areas of the basin contribute to radioactive caesium
input in surface water (source apportionment). Lake Teganuma, which
has two large input rivers, is one of the contaminated lakes by radioactive caesium in Japan. We try to reveal the environmental behavior and
source apportionment of radioactive caesium in Lake Teganuma catchment by our passive sampling method. Passive samplers and portable
water level indicators were deployed at nine sites in Lake Teganuma
catchment during two weeks. We also estimated relationships between
water level and water mass flow rate at each site. This monitoring gives
us TWA concentration and mass flow of dissolved radioactive caesium at
each site. These results indicate that high TWA concentration of radioactive caesium flow into river water from several small basin areas. GIS
analysis of basins and the land use distribution also indicate one possible
source (Hot spot area) . The other project is revealing vertical profiles
of radioactivity in deep lakes contaminated by radioactive caesium in
Fukushima. It is important to understand it during four seasons in order
to use water resources safely. We deployed novel passive samplers and
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portable water temperature gauges at surface, middle and bottom layers
in a Fukushima lake during one month. These results showed vertical
radioactivity trends in the lake. Our passive sampling monitoring can
give us new important information to reveal both horizontal and vertical
behavior of even trace-level of radioactive caesium.
MP071 Establishment of novel passive monitoring methods for radioactive caesium in Japanese surface water
Y. Kameda, Chiba Inst of Technology / Civil Architectural and
Environmental Engineering
Pollution by radioactive caesium in east Japan is expected to be persistent for many decades in surface waters, soil, foodstuffs and in aquatic
and terrestrial organisms. Following a nuclear accident, it is crucial to
accurately measure, monitor, and model the radioactivity in the environment. Due to widespread dispersion of this radionuclide, low -cost,
simple (but accurate) monitoring methods are needed. We aim to develop
a passive sampling device to measure TWA (Time-Weighted Average
concentration) of radioactive caesium in aquatic environments in East
Japan. No passive sampler exists for measuring radioactive caesium before.
Chemcatcher® was developed and patented by the Portsmouth University
team. This presentation will show established novel monitoring methods,
analytical procedure and results from field monitoring for radioactive
caesium in surface water. We have established passive sampling technique
by using Chemcatcher® and caesium rad disk (Empore disk). Firstly,
we deployed them in rivers and lakes for several weeks. During their
deployment, dissolved radioactive caesium could be on-site concentrated
on disks. It can permit no laborious pretreatment such as mass volume
concentration by heat in laboratories. It can also permit no transport
of 100L water samples. Moreover trace-level of radioactive caesium in
surface water can be measured. Adding to that, TWA of radioactive
caesium in surface water can be calculated during the deployment duration. We compared TWA by our passive sampling method to TWA by
grab sampling at a contaminated river during 5 days. The results indicated
that passive sampling TWA was in good agreement with grab sampling
TWA. We also conducted radioactive caesium monitoring in surface
water at Kanto region. This is the first research which can reveal radioactive caesium contamination in surface water in metropolitan area in Japan.
This monitoring method can be one of the effective techniques for rapid
evaluation of wide range contamination by radioactive caesium.
MP072 Laboratory intercomparison of cell bioassays for screening of
recycled water quality
A.C. Mehinto, Southern California Coastal Water Research Project / Dept
of Toxicology; K.A. Maruya, SCCWRP; A. Jia, Univ of Arizona; S.A.
Snyder, Univ of Arizona / Chemical and Environmental Engineering; S.
Jayasinghe, N.D. Denslow, Univ of Florida / Physiological Sciences; J.P.
Crago, UC Riverside; D. Schlenk, Univ of California Riverside / Dept of
Environmental Sciences; C. Menzie, S. Westerheide, Univ of South Florida
Contaminants in water are monitored by targeting individual or groups
of chemicals known to occur and for which robust analytical methods
exist. With initiatives to identify, prioritize and mitigate the impact of
known and unknown chemicals that pose unacceptable risks to ecological and human health, a more efficient strategy is needed to screen for all
chemicals that occur (or will occur) in our water resources. In response
to increasing pressure on potable water supplies, the State of California
adopted a policy in 2010 to increase the production and use of recycled
water for recharge of groundwater aquifers. To ensure the safety of recycled water, the policy mandated monitoring of constituents of emerging
concern (CECs) that may occur post-treatment. In collaboration with
international efforts to develop screening bioassays for water quality
monitoring, a multi-investigator study to adapt high throughput in vitro
cell based assays for water quality screening was initiated. The initial
phases of this study identified endpoints of concern for humans exposed
to chemical residuals in recycled/drinking water (e.g. estrogenicity,
genotoxicity). Commercially available cell lines were selected and evaluated for performance (i.e. sensitivity, precision) as well as for potential to
transfer this technology into routine use by the water resources community. Estrogen, androgen, glucocorticoid and progesterone receptor
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based cell lines hypothesized to respond to a wide variety of endocrine
disrupting compounds at toxicologically relevant (i.e. ng/L range)
concentrations were then used to test water samples using standardized
protocols. These protocols first screened for cytotoxic effects to further
validate receptor specific responses. Twelve water samples representing
a range of treated water quality were tested for the five standardized
endpoints described above by the 5 project team labs in this round robin
exercise. The results of this exercise will be used to further optimize the
standardized protocols, and to set the stage for pilot evaluation of this
technology for monitoring of recycled water.
MP073 Mechanistic basis for using passive samplers to measure bioavailable hydrocarbons in effect assessments of petroleum substances
A.D. Redman, Exxon Mobil Biomedical Sciences; D. Letinski, Exxon
Mobil Biomedical Sciences Inc; J. Butler, ExxonMobil Biomedical Sciences
Inc / Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry Laboratory; G. Bragin, T.
Parkerton, ExxonMobil Biomedical Sciences Inc; E.J. Febbo, ExxonMobil
Research Qatar; J. Guo, Exxon Mobil Biomedical Sciences Inc
Passive sampling devices can be used to provide an integrated measure of
the sum of all bioavailable hydrocarbons in aquatic exposures to complex
petroleum substances. Application of passive samplers as a biomimetic
extraction (BE) technique has been routinely used in our laboratory to
screen petroleum substances for approximately 20 years across nearly
120 individual substances from more than 10 major petroleum categories (e.g., fuels, lubricants, etc). Measured BE for the various substances
at various oil-water loadings were compared to predicted toxic units
(TU) using the PETROTOX model, which is a mechanistic model that
relates substance composition to WAF exposures and resulting toxicity. A general log-linear relationship was observed across all substances
further supporting the use of BE as a screening tool to assess hazards of
petroleum substances. When compared to acute and chronic toxicity data
obtained with different WAF loadings, application of BE and modeled
TU was found to explain the empirical toxicity data to generally within
a factor of 3. In contrast, when toxicity results were expressed in terms of
oil loading, effects were observed over a range of four orders of magnitude. The results are discussed in terms of the duration and thickness of
the BE passive samplers as well as the degree of confidence in the model
inputs used to calculate TUs. The results conclusively support the use
of BE as a quantitative measure of bioavailable hydrocarbons for a wide
range of petroleum substance compositions.
MP074 A Framework for the Toxicological Assessment of Industrial
Compounds During The Chemical Design Process
D. Faulkner, Dept of Environmental Health Sciences; C. Genualdi, Univ
of California Berkeley / Dept of Nutritional Science and Toxicology; C.
Hill, Univ of California Berkeley / Dept of Chemistry; L. Rubin, Univ of
California Berkeley / College of Chemistry; D. Johnson, Univ of California
Berkeley / Dept of Nutritional Science and Toxicology; C. Vulpe, Univ of
California Berkeley
Integrating hazard assessment into the chemical design process allows
chemists to make choices based on toxicological considerations as well
as desirable chemical properties, but there is no guidance for conducting
assessments quickly or efficiently. We propose a framework for the rapid
elucidation of likely chemical hazard traits and prediction of putative toxicological mechanisms. Chemicals of interest are first subjected
to computational analysis. The Derek and Meteor suites from Lhassa
enable in silico toxicity testing and metabolite prediction, respectively,
and QSARs will provide additional physicochemical and toxicity data.
Once likely hazard traits are identified computationally, targeted assays
are run to validate the in silico data, while untargeted in vitro assays are
run in parallel to elucidate any hazard traits that were not identified in
the computational testing phase. To appraise this framework, we are
collaborating with chemists who are developing liquid organic hydrogen
carriers for use in fuel cells and furans for use as biochemical feedstocks.
As the compounds are evaluated, so is the framework for their evaluation, allowing us to refine our strategy. Ultimately, we aim to develop a
rapid, efficient, and scalable approach to hazard assessment to apply to
chemicals during the design process, leading to safer industrial products.
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MP075 Historical assessment of hypoxia in Narragansett Bay using
geochemical markers
W.S. Boothman, USEPA; L. Coiro, USEPA / National Health and
Environmental Effects Research Laboratory Atlantic Ecology Division
Eutrophication due to anthropogenic activities has affected aquatic
ecosystems globally. Increased inputs of nitrogen and other nutrients
to estuarine and marine ecosystems as a result of agricultural practices,
urbanization and suburbanization have resulted in degradation of water
quality, including increased frequency and severity of hypoxia and
concomitant ecological effects, such as reductions in ecological diversity.
While much work has been conducted in recent years to characterize the spatial and temporal extent of hypoxia in coastal systems, the
historical record of hypoxia in such systems is much less well known.
The work presented here examines the historical prevalence of hypoxia
in Narragansett Bay, an urbanized estuary in the northeastern U.S., by
determining the vertical profiles of molybdenum (Mo), a geochemical
marker of hypoxia, in sediments in the Bay. Sediment cores collected
from seven sites distributed within upper Narragansett Bay were
analyzed for 210Pb to determine sedimentation rates and estimate ages
of core horizons; dates of core bottoms varied among sites between the
mid-19th to the mid-20th centuries. Analysis of profiles of contaminants (e.g., lead) were used to validate the core chronologies. Profiles of
authigenic Mo in the cores are compared with the 210Pb chronology to
determine temporal variation and trends in the frequency and spatial
extent of hypoxia in the upper bay. Overall, this work reflects the impact
of anthropogenic influences, such as land use and management practices
and decisions, on the prevalence of hypoxia in Narragansett Bay and may
inform decisions about potential recovery of coastal water bodies resulting from reduced loadings of nitrogen.

Neurotoxic Effects in Fish and Wildlife
MP076 Responsiveness of Danio rerio larvae to diphenhydramine
under light and dark conditions
L.A. Kristofco, Dept of Environmental Science Center for Reservoir and
Aquatic Systems Research; L.R. Colon Cruz, M.R. Behra, Univ of Puerto
Rico Medical Sciences Campus / Dept of Anatomy and Neurobiology; B.W.
Brooks, Baylor Univ / Dept of Environmental Science
Diphenhydramine (DPH) has been reported in a variety of matrices
in aquatic ecosystems including effluent, surface water and fish tissue.
Although designed to exhibit an antihistaminergic therapeutic mode
of action (MOA) in humans, the ramifications of DPH exposure in
non-target aquatic organisms at the individual level have not yet been
elucidated. This uncertainty is complicated by multiple MOAs through
which DPH exerts histaminergic, cholinergic, and serotonergic activity in mammals. Previous research in fish by our group with a selective
serotonin reuptake inhibitor observed decreased shelter-seeking behavior
in response to light/dark stimulus. To evaluate the effect of DPH exposure on larval Danio rerio responsiveness to light/dark stimulus, 6dpf zf
were exposed to DPH for 48hrs and recorded with the ViewPoint video
tracking system for 80 minutes at test initiation, and 24 and 48 hours
post treatment. The 80 minute behavioral recording was programed with
the ViewPoint behavioral system and consisted of 4 cycles of 10 minutes
light, 10 minutes dark with data grouped by minute. Distance traveled,
number of entries in 3 swimming modes, time spent in each mode, and
larval location within the cell was quantified. These 3 mode categories were ‘freezing’, ‘cruising’ and ‘bursting’, defined as 0-0.2, 0.2-20
and >20mm/s, respectively. A general decrease in activity was evident
across nominal exposure concentrations. As early as the first recording,
decreases in distance traveled in the cruising and bursting modes were
evident for 7.9 and 15.8mg/L DPH in relation to control. This was not
the case for the freezing mode, as both the larvae exposed to 7.9 and
15.8mg/L DPH traveled further in the freezing mode despite entering
this mode less frequently than controls. Further evaluation of the utility
of employing such behavioral measures in zebrafish larvae as adverse
outcomes of pharmaceutical exposure are ongoing.

MP077 Integrating fish movement into the one-compartment foodweb bioaccumulation model
A. McLeod, Great Lakes Inst for Environmental Research / Univ of
Windsor; D. Haffner, Great Lakes Inst for Environmental Research; K.G.
Drouillard, Univ of Windsor / Great Lakes Inst for Environmental Research
The Detroit River is an integral part of the Great Lakes watershed,
providing a corridor between the upper Great Lakes, Lakes Huron,
Michigan, and Superior, and the lower Great Lakes, Lakes Erie and
Ontario, allowing the transcontinental transport of goods as well as
enabling the movement of large sport fish between the Great Lakes. The
contamination history of the Detroit River is very complex with point
sources on either side of the river from industries of two major cities
(Detroit, Michigan and Windsor, Ontario) as well as upstream inputs
from both Lake St. Clair and the St. Clair River. This contamination has
created a highly heterogeneous area with highly contaminated areas on
the American side of the river and lower areas of contamination on the
Canadian side (Drouillard et al. 2006). These spatial differences could
have large influences on bioaccumulation in larger sport fish which move
long distances over the course of a season, integrating contaminant signatures from the whole river. Previous attempts to model the river using
PCB bioaccumulation models have come up short because of its inherent
heterogeneity. This study uses the general one-compartment food-web
bioaccumulation model designed for organic contaminants to approximate PCB concentrations in the Detroit River. It is unique because it
incorporates a literature review of foraging ranges into the calculations
of the species concentrations allowing the integration spatial signatures.
Furthermore, it allows feeding choice for each species to remain flexible,
altering with each model iteration. Understanding the chemical dynamics on the Detroit River is important ecologically as it is well-used by
fish both as a connector between Lake St. Clair and Lake Erie, and as
a spawning ground and nursery for many fish including many species at
risk and large sport fish.
MP078 A zebrafish model to determine the toxic and neurotoxic
effects of thiolated gold nanoparticles
N. Vinas, Mississippi State Univ; M. Simonich, Oregon State Univ; N.
Kothalawala, A. Dass, Univ of Mississippi; B. Nanduri, Mississippi State
Univ; R.L. Tanguay, Oregon State Univ / Environmental Molecular
Toxicology
Due to their increasing use in industry and consumer products, nanoparticles (NP) have been identified as compounds of emerging concern with
largely unknown risks for human and environmental health. Recent
work suggests that gold NP (AuNP) can cause toxicity in humans and
wildlife. It is well known that the coatings on nanomaterials can affect
the toxicity of NP. We used thiolation to synthesize 3 nm super gold
molecules with identical number of gold atoms (~320 atoms). These NP
are well suited for a range of applications in optics, electronics, chemical sensors, and biomedicine. However, the biological impacts of these
thiolated AuNP are largely unknown. Evaluating the potential biological
impact of well-characterized AuNP is a pre-requisite for their development for use in any of the above stated applications. We chose a 3nm size
as this size most resembles that of commonly used gold NP. In order to
evaluate the potential toxic and neurotoxic effects of thiolated AuNP, we
exposed zebrafish (Danio rerio) embryos to 500, 50, 5, 0.5, 0.05 and 0 µg/
ml. Embryos are one of the most sensitive life stages, thus by exposing
embryos we expect to capture any potential toxicity of the NP. We used
observations of spontaneous tail flexion, photomotor response, and startle
response, as these can provide robust measures of central nervous system
deficits. This integrated approach enabled us to detect adverse responses
with speed and sensitivity. Exposure to the AuNP was not associated
with 24 hpf (hours post fertilization) or 5 dpf (days post fertilization)
behavioral abnormality at any of the tested concentrations. AuNP
exposure was also not significantly associated with mortality or any
morphological abnormality. Theses results suggested that AuNP was not
toxic in the developmental zebrafish under the reported laboratory conditions and the suspected hazard potential of this compound was low.
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MP079 Exploring sublethal endpoints in determining the effects of
pharmaceuticals in various life stages of the unionid mussel Lampsilis
siliquoidea
E.A. Gilroy, Green House Science / Environment Canada; P.L. Gillis,
Environment Cananda / Aquatic Contaminants Research Division; L.E.
King, J.S. Klinck, J.E. Salerno, Environment Canada / Ecotoxicology
and Wildlife Health Division; N.A. Bendo, Environment Canada; S.D.
Campbell, Environment Canada / Ecotoxicology and Wildlife Health
Division; R. Mcinnis, Environment Canada; S.R. de Solla, Environment
Canada / Ecotoxicology and Wildlife Health Division
The acute and chronic toxicity of selected pharmaceuticals were examined using different life stages of the unionid mussel Lampsilis siliquoidea.
The pharmaceuticals assessed included the fluoroquinone antibiotic
moxifloxacin (MOX), the statin lipid regulator rosuvastatin (RSV), the
tricyclic antidepressant amitriptyline (AMI), and the selective serotonin
reuptake inhibitor sertraline (SRT). Although none of the pharmaceuticals examined was acutely toxic to larval, juvenile or adult mussels at
environmentally relevant levels, the sublethal endpoints assessed suggest
potential chronic effects to juvenile and adult mussels. Sub-adult (2-3
year old) mussels were exposed to pharmaceuticals in 21-d static-renewal
tests in a geometric series of concentrations up to 100 mg/L (nominal
concentrations), in which behaviour, algal clearance rate and dissolved
oxygen consumption were examined. During the exposures, the mussels
exhibited concentration-dependent reductions in filtering activity and/or
clearance rate, as quantified by temporal changes in algal food concentration. For some pharmaceuticals tested, mussels recovered from their
initial inhibition of filtering during the later portion of the exposure. We
also investigated the toxicity of AMI and SRT on juvenile (~6-month
old) mussels. Although some differences in filtering activity and/or clearance rate were observed, the sub-lethal endpoints examined for AMI and
SRT exposures did not appear to be as sensitive in juveniles, in comparison with the assays with larger mussels. The filtering and clearance rate
behavioural responses were not reflected by significant changes in oxygen
consumption in any of the life stages, with any of the pharmaceuticals
examined. The strengths and weaknesses of each endpoint in relation to
the various life stages studied will be discussed.
MP080 Cadmium toxicity on oxygen consumption and cellular redox
balance in the axolotl Ambystoma mexicanum juveniles: implications
on biological rhythmicity
S. Vadillo, National Autonomous Univ of Mexico / Ecology and Natural
Resources; I. Rosas, National Autonomus Univ of Mexico / Centro de
Ciencias de la Atmosfera; J. Miranda, National Autonomus Univ of Mexico
/ Inst de Fisica; S. Zuñiga, National Autonomous Univ of Mexico / Faculty
of Sciences, Laboratory of Ecotoxicology; J. Prieto, M. Miranda, National
Autonomous Univ of Mexico / Faculty of Sciences; C. Vanegas, National
Autonomous Univ of Mexico / Faculty of Sciences, Laboratroy Aquatic
Ecotoxicology
The axolotl Ambystoma mexicanum is an endemic amphibian of the basin
of Mexico valley, nowadays under extinction risk and distributed only in
Xochimilco a periurban wetland in Mexico City. Heavy metals contamination has being recognize as one of the main factors responsible
of the reduction of their population. Among them, cadmium is one of
the metals of major concern due the high environmental concentrations
above the limits of protection for aquatic life and due its known toxicity including oxidative stress and neurotoxicity. However, few studies
in amphibians analyse the alteration of pivotal biological responses as
biological rhythms of known neurotoxicants as cadmium. Thus the
objective of this study was to evaluate the effect of cadmium on the daily
rhythmicity of the oxygen consumption and the cellular redox balance of
A. mexicanum juveniles. Organisms were exposed considering a renewal
static bioassay during 21 days to 20 and 200 µg Cd/L, relevant environmental concentrations; a control group without metal exposure was
considered. At the end of the assays, oxygen consumption, hepatic total
glutathione (TG), reduced and oxidized glutation (GSH, GSSG), GSH/
GSSG ratio and cadmium concentration were measured each 3 h during
24 h. A COSINOR analysis was conducted to analyse the daily rhithmicity of the biological responses evaluated. Obtained results in control
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group demonstrate the expected unimodal pattern of aerobic metabolism with a period of 23.42 h and an acrophase at 10:00 h. However, in
cadmium exposed organisms the daily rhythm of routine metabolism
shifted to a bimodal pattern with periods of 12.12 and 11.54 h and
acrophases at 3:00 and 15:00 h and 1:00 and 11:00 h in axolotls exposed
to 20 and 200 µg Cd/L respectively. Moreover, in relation with control
group the metabolic amplitude and the scope for metabolic activity was
significantly altered due cadmium exposure. In control group, a similar
daily rhythmicity in TG, GSH, GSSG and GSH/GSSG was observed
demonstrating their relationship with the aerobic metabolism pattern.
However, in exposed organisms significant alterations in the daily pattern and in the evaluated antioxidant responses were registered. The
results of this study suggest that cadmium is exerting a neurotoxic effect
altering the normal biological rhythmicity of aerobic metabolism and
antioxidant systems, and affecting also the energetic status of the organisms due probably regulation, compensation and detoxification processes.

Latest Trends in Environmental Fate and
Environmental Exposure Assessments
MP081 Wastewater Treatment Plant Removal Estimates Based on
OECD 314B Die-away Compared with OECD 303A Simulation
Study and Field Measurements
K. McDonough, P&G / Environmental Stewardship; N.R. Itrich, The
Procter & Gamble Company / Environmental Stewardship Organization;
T.W. Federle, The Procter & Gamble Company / Environmental Stewardship
and Sustainability
The OECD 314B Activated Sludge Die Away Simulation Test can be
used to generate rates of primary and ultimate biodegradation of chemicals during secondary activated sludge wastewater treatment. These rates
can be combined with sludge sorption coefficients and used as inputs
into a wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) model such as SimpleTreat
to estimate removal in an activated sludge WWTP under any set of
operating conditions. The OECD 314B can also be used to determine
the maximum extent to which a chemical can degrade in activated sludge
WWTP with sufficient residence time. Estimates of removal in an
activated sludge WWTP can also be obtained in the laboratory from an
OECD 303A Aerobic Sewage Treatment Simulation Test and through
field monitoring. The focus of this analysis was to evaluate the ability of
the OECD 314B generated primary degradation rates used in conjunction with a WWTP model to accurately predict WWTP removal
when compared to data for the same chemical from an OECD 303A
Simulation Test and field monitoring studies. The analysis focused on
linear and branched anionic and nonionic surfactants and one perfume,
acetyl cedrene. The analysis showed that for all of the chemicals evaluated, when the primary degradation rate from an OECD 314B was used
in combination with the sorption coefficient as input to a simple WWTP
model, removal was accurately predicted when compared to the OECD
303A simulation test results and field monitoring.
MP082 Exposure Assessment Modelling Approach to Non-Target
Plants Through Runoff from Agricultural Fields
M. Cheplick, A. Ritter, M. White, Waterborne Environmental Inc; R.
Sur, Bayer CropScience LP / Environmental Safety; M.G. Dobbs, Bayer
CropScience / Environmental Toxicology and Risk Assessment
The objective of this study is to investigate the magnitude and likelihood
of exposure of non-target plants to pesticide residues through runoff
from agricultural field to an adjacent vegetative area. A modified version
of PRZM, a rainfall-runoff simulation model, was used to simulate the
fate and transport of pesticides from the treated field to the non-target
plant areas. Current USEPA Tier II scenarios will be used to represent
main field simulations. For non-target plants, the receiving area was
represented as a mixed herbaceous cover (pasture grass, weeds, etc...).
Other models, such as VFSMOD do not have the ability to estimate
soil concentrations within this non-target area without significant code
development. However, VFSMOD was used to help benchmark and
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provide confidence in the PRZM Model by comparing water passed
through the vegetative filter. A reasonable number of runoff events from
several scenarios were used for the benchmark analysis. Multiple widths
of buffers were assessed to determine distance required for soil concentrations to drop below level of concern for non-target crop.
MP083 Environmental exposure and risk assessment of Cationic
surfactants – Adaptation of standard methodology
V. Koch, Clariant GmbH / Corporate Product Safety Environmental Safety
Assessment; M. Geurts, Akzo Nobel NV / Ecotoxicology and Environmental
Testing EET; J. Mornet-Gregoire, CECA / REACH and Regulatory
Affairs; A. Petit, ARKEAMA / Toxicology and Environment Dept
Cationic surfactants have a positively charged hydrophilic group and a
nonpolar part, usually one or more alkyl chain(s) with 8 to 22 carbon
atoms. Most common are nitrogen derivatives e.g. primary, secondary,
and tertiary and quaternary ammonium compounds. Whereas the quats
are structurally fixed, primary, secondary and tertiary ammonium salts
are in equilibrium with their (uncharged) neutral amine. The composition of the mixture depends on the pKa and pH in an aqueous medium.
As many alkyl amines have a high pKa e,g, 1- Hexadecanamine 10.8, at
environmental pH 4-9 a large fraction is protonated. In the environment
there are many solid surfaces which are negatively charged e.g. surfaces
of biota like fish and algae, humic acid or the inorganic clay minerals.
The negatively charged surfaces interact with the cationic surfactants and
may adsorb them considerably. This behavior has an enormous impact
for property testing and is a challenge when assessing environmental
fate processes like biodegradation, bioaccumulation and adsorption/
desorption. It influences also the toxicity testing of aquatic, sediment or
terrestrial organisms for the hazard evaluation of the cationic. Although
the cationics sorb strongly to soil and low half-lives are expected for the
aerobic transformation in soil, rapid biodegradation was observed in tests
with 14C material. Also biodegradation in water is rapid as long as sufficient substance is bioavailable. With longer alkyl chains biodegradation
is controlled by the dissolution of the cationic in classical biodegradation
test at usual test concentration e.g. 1 mg/L. Tests with 14C substance
at low concentration e.g. 0.2 mg/L show that even cationics with 22
carbons are readily biodegradable. Measuring the BCF fish of 1-hexadecanammonium in an OECD 305 test failed as the concentration of
the substance in test water could not be kept within an acceptable range
and strong and continuing sorption to fish mucous was observed. Instead
of the in vivo test an ADME modelling approach according Arnot &
Gobas (2003) is investigated. The model requires the metabolic rate
in fish and a vitro measurement using fish hepatocytes is available for
1-hexadecanammonium. Currently there is uncertainty left as data on
sorption to gill membrane is lacking. Adsorption tests show strong ionic
interaction with soil and sediment as well as glas ware having implications on testing ecotoxicity in aquatic media. Results from adapted tests
will be given.
MP084 Enhancing Down-the-Drain Chemical Exposure
Assessments for Mexico by Deriving Apparent Dilution Factors
S. Quinn, S.D. Dyer, M. Lam, The Procter & Gamble Company /
Environmental Stewardship and Sustainability Organization
Exposure assessments of ingredients for consumer use and downthe-drain disposal (e.g. dishwashing, laundry, shampoo, etc.) require
an understanding of several important factors, including: volume of
chemical, consumer water use, in-sewer and wastewater treatment fate,
and in-stream dilution and chemical degradation. Data availability is a
common limiting factor in exposure assessments for emerging markets
and conservatism is typically applied for in-stream dilution factors.
Mexico is one of the largest economies within Latin America and this
emerging market can serve as a key country to predict potential environmental exposure of down-the-drain consumer product ingredients of
other similar geographies. In this study we explore a novel approach to
derive apparent dilution factors by leveraging data from federal entities within Mexico (CONAGUA and INEGI) that provide knowledge
on domestic water use, wastewater treatment plant infrastructure, and
water quality measures of receiving waters (BOD, COD and TSS). Each

data point is connected to a specific location and has been integrated
into a geographic information system (GIS) containing data layers such
as: municipal populations, elevation and river flow in order to develop
spatial relationships between them. The comparison of predicted water
quality indicators for wastewater effluent and locally measured in-stream
values along with an understanding of treatment plant type provide the
primary basis for deriving apparent dilution factors. A distribution of
dilution factors was developed for the entire country to explore where
regional differences exist. This methodology developed for Mexico could
be used to derive apparent dilution factors and refine exposure assessments in other emerging markets.
MP085 Accounting for regional differences in socioeconomic and
environmental variables to enable a global risk assessment for chemicals used in HPC products
R. Vamshi, C.M. Holmes, Waterborne Environmental Inc; J.E. Hodges,
Unilever / SEAC; O.R. Price, Unilever / Colworth Science Park; T. Gouin,
Unilever / Safety and Environmental Assurance Centre
The global use of a range of home and personal care (HPC) products
increased between 232% and 750% from 1998 and 2013. This global
trend is likely to continue for the foreseeable future, as growth in emerging markets in South America, Africa and Asia continues. Industry has
a responsibility to assess the environmental safety of chemicals used in
consumer goods in all markets, not only in regions where Regulations
exist. We present an initiative to collect spatially explicit data sets in
order to develop a global model to enable in-river concentrations of
chemicals used in home and personal care products to be predicted.
The model incorporates sub-national variability in HPC product use,
geographically-linked socioeconomic data to account for a population’s
ability to purchase certain products, water use and disposal data, information on sanitation practices and in river dilution factors from official
census and other data sources. A novel exposure model, the Scenario
Assembly Tool (ScenAT), was developed to predict environmental
concentrations (PECs) of chemicals used in HPC products at multiple
spatial scales across a country. In this study, we compare regional and
country profiles of important variables that influence the exposure of
home and personal care products (e.g. water use and sanitation practice,
receiving water). We share socioeconomic and environmental databases that have been compiled to enable risk assessors to conduct robust
assessment in developed and emerging markets. We explore the impact
of these variables on emission estimates and PEC distributions in major
regions across the globe and discuss regional differences. We use a case
study to demonstrate how the model can be used to support screening
level risk assessment decision-making.
MP086 Tools for probabilistic environmental exposure assessment of
down-the-drain chemicals
K.E. Kapo, Waterborne Environmental Inc; K. McDonough, P&G /
Environmental Stewardship; T. Federle, The Procter & Gamble Company;
S.D. Dyer, The Procter & Gamble Company / Environmental Stewardship
and Sustainability Organization; R. Vamshi, C.M. Holmes, Waterborne
Environmental Inc
Environmental exposure assessment of “down-the-drain” chemicals
(home and personal care products, pharmaceuticals, etc.) is strongly
dependent upon the in-stream dilution of receiving waters, which varies by geography and flow conditions. In this study, the iSTREEM
model (www.istreem.org, American Cleaning Institute) was utilized to
delineate probabilistic distributions of practical dilution factors (flowbased as well as incorporating varying chemical biodegradation rates)
in mean and low flow conditions, as well as the national distribution of
per capita domestic wastewater production. The distributions yielded by
this work can serve as a reference for probabilistic exposure assessments
for down-the-drain chemicals in wastewater treatment plant (WWTP)
mixing zones and at drinking water intakes in the conterminous U.S.
In addition, an assessment of treatment processes based on the WWTP
facilities within the iSTREEM model provided an assessment of the
proportion of wastewater flow volume treated by various processes (activated sludge, lagoon, etc.). The ability to quantitatively evaluate waste
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water production, treatment, and dilution in a spatial context (nationwide, market region, ecoregion, etc.) provides a practical and powerful
tool for assessing exposure and risk of down-the-drain chemicals of
various types.

and die-away studies)), bioaccumulation, and acute and chronic aquatic
toxicity. Incorporating these new data in a second tier risk and hazard
assessment for these materials will also be presented.

MP087 Probabilistic Environmental Risk Assessment for Polycyclic
Musks in Surface Waters in Two Chinese Cities Compared to the
United States
M. Fan, The Procter & Gamble Company / Global Product Stewardship; X.
Pu, X. Zhang, Nanjing Univ / Environmental Science
Environmental risk assessment methodologies for consumer product
chemicals are well-established in most developed regions including the
United States, Canada, and European Union. However, such methodologies are not yet fully developed for ‘emerging economy’ countries, such
as China. The ultimate objective of this research is to develop an environmental risk assessment framework with primary focus on exposure
methodology for China’s specific conditions (i.e., physical setting, infrastructure, and consumers’ habits and practice). The first phase presented
here is a case study in two Chinese cities (Changzhou and Hefei) for two
fragrance materials, the polycyclic musks (HHCB: 1,3,4,6,7,8-hexahydro-4,6,6,7,8,8-hexamethylcyclopenta-[gamma]-2-benzopyran, and
AHTN: 7-acetyl-1,1,3,4,4,6-hexamethyl-1,2,3,4-tetrahydronaphthalene). Annual per capita usages of these materials were estimated
from measured concentrations in Chinese wastewaters, found in the
literatures. Other parameters incorporated into this assessment were
population, sewage water flow, municipal wastewater treatment infrastructure (treatment type, capacity, population served, and discharge
flow), and surface water flow network. The predicted ranges of 99.9
percentile concentrations in mixing zones downstream from wastewater
treatment plants were 0.01-0.58 µg/L for HHCB and 0.01-0.13 µg/L
for AHTN. These concentrations were significantly below the predicted
no effect concentrations for pelagic freshwater organisms, i.e., 6.8 µg/L
for HHCB and 3.5 µg/L for AHTN (European Union Risk Assessment
Reports, 2008), comparable with the result from assessment previously
conducted for United States. In addition, a summary of monitoring data
in China (i.e., effluents from wastewater treatment plants in 4 major
geographic regions: Beijing, Shanghai, Guangdong, and Xi’an) revealed
that measured concentrations for these chemicals in effluents were
consistently less than the predicted values (i.e., comparison on distributions and median concentrations), which also demonstrates conservatism
of the current assessment methodology. The results from this assessment indicate that levels of both compounds entering the environment
in wastewater treatment plant effluents pose a minimal risk to receiving
water aquatic communities.

Ecotoxicology and Ecotoxicogenomics of
Environmentally Relevant Exposures of Nano
Materials

MP088 IFRA environmental standards: Risk and hazard assessment
update for 2014
A. Lapczynski, RIFM; D.T. Salvito, Research Inst for Fragrance Materials
Inc / Dept of Environmental Science; M. Vey, IFRA
To assure safety of fragrance ingredients in consumer products,
International Fragrance Association expanded the fragrance industry’s self-regulatory safety program with the development of IFRA
Environmental Standards for both risk and hazard in 2008. Fragrance
material risk assessments for these Standards are incorporated in the
Research Institute for Fragrance Materials’ (RIFM) testing program in
coordination with its Expert Panel. To identify materials for risk assessment refinement, fragrance materials were screened using the RIFM
Environmental framework and 2008 IFRA volume of use survey as
reported for both Europe and North America. The Framework for this
evaluation was published in Environment Toxicology and Chemistry
(Salvito et al., 2002, 1301-1308). In addition, hazard assessment on these
materials was also performed and reviewed. As a result nearly 3,000
materials were screened with preliminary risk quotients estimated to
rank priority materials for risk assessment refinement. In an effort to provide greater transparency to the IFRA Environmental Standards, RIFM
reports the most recent results of these additional tests (for both risk and
hazard assessments) at both the annual SETAC NA and Europe meetings. These studies include persistence testing (ready biodegradation tests
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MP089 Overview of Ag Engineered Manufactured Nanomaterials:
Fate and Effects on Several Estuarine and Freshwater Invertebrates
Using a Multimarker Approach
M. Garaud, Universite de Lorraine / Laboratoire interdisciplinaire des environnements continentaux LIEC CNRS UMR; J. Andrei, Univ of Lorraine;
C. Bertrand, Lunam Univ; N. Brule, S. Devin, V. Felten, F. Guerold, Univ
of Lorraine; C. Mouneyrac, Lunam Univ; S. Pain-Devin, Univ of Lorraine;
L. Poirier, Lunam Univ; C. Pagnout, J. Poinsaint, P. Rousselle, B. Sohm,
P. Wagner, Univ of Lorraine; A. Vergnoux, Lunam Univ; L. Giamberini,
Univ of Lorraine
By means of some antibacterial properties, incorporation of silver
Engineered Manufactured Nanomaterials (EMNs) in everyday products
is expanding quickly, and concerns on their ecological consequences are
growing, particularly because of their release into the aquatic environment. Ag-EMNs PEC in surface waters is currently expected to be
below the µg/L range. One of the main priorities is now how to perform
proper evaluation of risk using environmentally realistic exposure
concentrations and media. If some studies showed Ag-EMNs toxicity,
even in the low µg/L range on several organisms, solubility issues are
forcing us to compare Ag-ENMs toxicity to dissolved Ag toxicity to try
to distinguish specific EMNs effects. The aims of our study were to 1)
test Ag-EMNs effects at low concentrations and at different medium
salinities, 2)observe an hypothetic modulation of toxicity associated
with feeding, and 3) compare Ag-EMNs and dissolved Ag toxicity
mechanisms. The test organisms include two filter-feeding bivalves, an
estuarine species, Scrobicularia plana and a freshwater one, Dreissena
polymorpha but also 3 species of freshwater Gammarids playing a major
role in ecosystem functioning by their capacities to breakdown leaf-litter.
In this context, the effects of low concentrations (from 0.5 to 10 μg/l)
of Ag-EMNs with different sizes, shapes and coatings were tested on
invertebrate species under microcosm and mesocosm conditions over
exposure periods ranging from day to several weeks. The ecotoxicity of
Ag-EMNs was assessed using a multimarker approch including various
endpoints at different biological organization levels; from sub-individual
(antioxidant and detoxification systems, genotoxicity, cellular damages,
energy reserves), individual (physiological, behaviour) to ecosystemic
ones (leaf litter consumption and fine particulate organic matter
production). Results showed a significant (i) toxicity of both Ag-forms
on immunological parameters in D. polymorpha denoting a potential
increase in mussel sensibility, (ii) Ag-EMNs effect on burrowing rate
in S. plana influenced by salinity and (iii) locomotion decrease induced
by all Ag-EMNs and ionic silver. These impacts were dependent of the
EMNs size, shape, concentration, exposure time and medium. Effects
were greater for Gammarus roeseli compared with other Gammarid species which seemed to be the most sensitive. The whole set of results will
be synthesized using the Integrated Biomarker Response (IBR) tool.
MP090 Toxicity of silver nanoparticles in complex environmental
media to early life stage fishes is dependent on organic matter and UV
light
A.J. Bone, Nicholas School of the Environment; C.W. Matson, Baylor Univ /
Environmental Science; B.P. Colman, Duke Univ / Dept of Biology; R.T. Di
Giulio, Duke Univ / Nicholas School of the Environment
In recent years, great strides have been made towards understanding
the ecotoxicity of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs). In particular, it has
become clear that the behavior and toxicity of AgNPs is largely controlled by environmental variables such as pH, salinity, organic matter,
and UV light. In this study, we first determined the effects of complex
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environmental media on AgNP toxicity using wetland mesocosms dosed
with silver nitrate (AgNO3), AgNPs coated with gum arabic (Ag-GA
NP) and polyvinylpyrollidone (Ag-PVP NP). Toxicity of samples taken
from the mesocosms was compared to samples prepared in the lab at the
same levels of Ag measured in the mesocosms. Samples were compared
using acute toxicity testing on early life stage Atlantic killifish and
zebrafish. In general, all forms of silver in the mesocosms were less toxic
than in the laboratory, except for in the case of larval killifish. In this
case, Ag-PVP NPs were more toxic in mesocosms than laboratory and
both types of NPs were more toxic than AgNO3. Aquatic microcosms
were used to determine whether dissolved organic material (DOM)
from plants or sediment were responsible for differences between the
laboratory and mesocosms. Plant-associated DOM appeared to account
for some of the differences seen but not all. Since UV light was present in mesocosms but not microcosms, we investigated the role of
UV in altering toxicity of AgNPs. Embryonic zebrafish were exposed
to AgNPS that were previously irradiated with simulated sunlight.
Irradiated AgNPs were less toxic than non-irradiated AgNPs, possibly
due to increased aggregation. These results suggest that conventional
laboratory testing is not sufficient for accurate risk assessment of AgNPs.
This work is supported by the Center for the Environmental Impacts of
NanoTechnology (NSF Cooperative Agreement EF-0830093).
MP091 Effect of equilibration time on the geochemical partitioning
and toxicity of ZnO contaminated sediment
B. Lee, Chonnam National Univ / Oceanography; S.K. Sundaray, Dept of
Oceanography; J. Lee, Chonnam National Univ / Dept of Oceanography
Estuarine sediment were contaminated with a gradient of ZnO or ZnCl 2
(control, 5, 10, 20, 30 and 60 umole Zn g-1 dry weight) and equilibrated
up to 9 months in the laboratory. Contaminated sediments were taken
3 times (10-d, 2 and 9 months) during the equilibration and used for
10-d amphipod toxicity test. At each test, geochemical partitioning of
Zn in the overlying water (OW), porewater (PW) and SEM (1N HCl
extracted Zn in the sediment) as well as bioaccumulation and toxicity
of amphipods were evaluated. The partitioning of Zn in PW and OW
was much lower in the ZnO treatment than that of ZnCl 2 treatment,
while the Zn SEM was similar between two treatments. The PW and
OW Zn in the ZnO treatment did not change during the 9 months
equilibration, while those in the ZnCl 2 treatment decrease rapidly. After
10-d equilibration of contaminated sediments, the 10-d LC50 of the
amphipods in the ZnO treatment was 22 umole Zn g-1 dry weight while
those of ZnCl 2 treatment was 8 umole Zn g-1 dry weight. The mortality
of amphipod exposed to ZnO contaminated sediments did not change
over 9 months equilibration time, while that in the ZnCl 2 treatment
decreased significantly. The mortality of amphipods in the ZnCl 2 treatment was largely attributable to dissolved Zn while that of ZnO was
combination of dissolved Zn and some ZnO related toxicity.
MP092 Impact of predator cues on responses to silver nanoparticles in
Daphnia carinata
G. Qin, Guangxi Center for Disease Prevention and Control; S. Tang,
School of Environment and Sustainability; S. Beitel, J.A. Doering, Univ of
Saskatchewan / Toxicology Centre; H. Liu, Nanjing Univ; M. Wang, Sun
yatsen Univ; H. Du, Southwest Univ; M. Hecker, Univ of Saskatchewan /
School of the Environment and Sustainability Toxicology Centre
A boom in nanotechnology has led to increasing production and application of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) in the textile industry due to their
antimicrobial properties. Increases in the manufacture and usage of NPs
will inevitably result in an increase in amounts released into the aquatic
environment, which has the potential to impact aquatic invertebrates.
Recently, the risk of NPs and their potential interaction with biological
systems has received increased attention. The present study investigated
the potential effects of predator cues on the toxicity of environmentally
relevant concentrations of AgNPs at the organismal and biochemical
levels of responses in Daphnia carinata. The results of this study demonstrated that exposure to environmentally relevant concentrations of
AgNPs can result in adverse effects on Daphnia, with observed 24 and
48 hr LC50 values of 3.56 and 1.75 μg/L, respectively, and significant

inhibition of reproduction at concentrations as little as 0.5 μg/L. Predator
cues alone resulted in an increase in reproduction and inhibition of
superoxide dismutase (SOD) activity in Daphnia. Moreover, the presence
of predator cues antagonistically affected the acute toxicity of AgNPs,
with a 24hr LC50 10.81 μg/L compared to 3.56 μg/L of AgNPs alone. In
summary, AgNPs could pose risks to aquatic invertebrates at environmentally relevant concentrations and the potential adverse effects of biological
factors, such as predator risk, should be taken into consideration when
evaluating risk of exposure to AgNPs in aquatic invertebrates.
MP093 Chronic effects of nanosilver exposure on metabolism in a
freshwater fish
L. Murray, Fisheries and Oceans Canada / Biological Sciences; M.D.
Rennie, International Inst for Sustainable Development; E. Enders,
Fisheries and Oceans Canada; J.C. Svendsen, Interdisciplinary Centre of
Marine and Environmental Research / Univ of Porto
Nanosilver (nAg) is an engineered nanoparticle that is increasingly used
for its unique antimicrobial properties; in 2010 it was found in more than
300 consumer products. The release of nAg from these products into the
aquatic environment is mainly through domestic wastewater, but its longterm effects on aquatic organisms are not well known. Given that negative
sub-lethal effects of nAg and silver ion exposure occurs primarily via ion
exchange at the gills, there is significant potential for its impairment of
gas exchange and fish metabolism, and therefore fitness-related metrics
such as individual growth rate. In this study we investigated the effects of
nAg exposure on the metabolism, growth rate, and hepatosomatic index in
rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss). Juvenile rainbow trout were exposed
to nominal concentrations of nAg (30-40nm, PVP-capped) of 0 ng/L
(control), 1ug/L and 200ug/L for 28d. Each replicate was repeated four
times, with 11 fish per replicate exposure. Growth rate and hepatosomatic
index data was collected at several endpoints throughout the exposure (2h,
7h, 7d, 14d, 28d). Metabolic rates (resting metabolism, maximal metabolic
rate, and metabolic scope) were measured at the end of the experiment.
Preliminary analysis of growth, hepatosomatic index, and metabolic data
(standard metabolic rate, maximal metabolic rate, and aerobic scope)
showed no effect of nanosilver exposure over a 28-day period. Ongoing
research is investigating effects of exposure at higher nAg concentrations,
and analysis of more immediate stress indicators (cortisol).
MP094 Effect of pH and ionic strength on the fate and toxicity of two
nanoencapsulated pesticides (Lambda-cyhalothrin and beta-cyfluthrin) to Daphnia magna
J. Son, School of Biological Sciences; W. Fan, Oregon State Univ / Chemical
Biological and Environmental Engineering; B. Harper, S.L. Harper, Oregon
State Univ / Environmental and Molecular Toxicology
Given the rapid development of nanotechnology across a wide range
of fields, the application of nanotechnology based pesticides (NBPs)
has been recognized as a promising tool for overcoming challenges and
improving sustainability in agriculture. However, our current understanding of the fate and effect of NBPs after their application lags far
behind the technological evolution. The fate and subsequent toxicity of
NBPs are expected to be governed by the interaction with other environmental factors. It is, therefore, imperative to increase our understanding
of how environmental factors affect the fate and toxicity of NBTs under a
range of environmentally relevant conditions. In this study, we employed
a central composite design to systematically explore how pH and ionic
strength influence the hydrodynamic diameter and zeta potential of two
nanoencapsuleated pesticides (Lambda-cyhalothrin and beta-cyfluthrin)
and to predict four different exposure conditions, in terms of pH and
ionic strength, at which either hydrodynamic diameter or stability of
both pesticides was maximized or minimized in the overlying water.
The subsequent toxicity testing with Daphnia magna conducted under
the aforementioned conditions showed the toxicity of both nanoencapsuleated pesticides was closely related to the exposure conditions being
studied, suggesting that both pH and ionic strength impact the fate and
toxicity of NBPs. The results of this study may improve our understanding of environmental conditions under which NBPs may become
problematic in aquatic environments.
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MP095 Effect of TiO2 Nanoparticles and UV radiation on
Extracellular Enzyme Activity of Intact Heterotrophic Freshwater
Biofilms
H. Schug, C.W. Isaacson, L. Sigg, A. Amman, K. Schirmer, Eawag / Dept
of Environmental Toxicology
The growing use of TiO2 nanoparticles (TiO2 NPs) will inevitably result
in an increased environmental release of these materials, which may pose
a risk to aquatic communities, such as heterotrophic freshwater biofilms.
Depending on the water chemistry, TiO2 NPs entering aquatic environments are prone to agglomeration and sedimentation. These processes
result in increased exposure of biofilms to TiO2 NPs, with thus far little
knowledge about potential consequences. Since TiO2 NPs are highly
photoactive and generate reactive oxygen species (ROS) upon irradiation, one possible mechanism by which TiO2 NPs may affect biofilm
function is through ROS damaging components of the biofilm. As part
of the biofilm matrix, extracellular enzymes might represent a first site of
encounter for ROS produced by TiO2 NPs. In this work we investigate,
if the extracellular activity of three enzymes essential for nutrient cycling
in intact heterotrophic biofilms is decreased by simultaneous exposure to
TiO2 NPs and environmentally realistic UV intensities. Exposures were
conducted with intact heterotrophic biofilms and TiO2 NPs coated with
different substances, including environmentally (rutin, tannic acid) and
biologically relevant coatings (dopamine, phenylalanine, ascorbic acid)
and more general coatings such as acidic and basic, nonpolar organic and
molecules with different chromophores. These coatings mimic the variety
of engineered and naturally occurring surface modifications that may be
present for TiO2 NPs and allow for the determination of the mechanism
by which particle behavior is affected. Exposure to UV and TiO2 NPs
coated with catechol and alizarin red and P25 decreased activity of the
extracellular enzyme β – glucosidase (carbon – cycling). This was linked
to the efficient production of ROS by these particles, with P25 being
the most active. L – leucin aminopeptidase (nitrogen – cycling) activity was attenuated only by P25 exposure and the alkaline phosphatase
(phosphorus – cycling) did not decrease following exposure to any of the
TiO2 NP and UV combinations. Comparing the impact on extracellular enzymes in intact biofilms with the effects observed for an isolated
enzyme furthermore demonstrated that extracellular enzymes within the
biofilm are better protected against ROS than enzymes present freely in
solution. Overall, the significant decrease in activity may adversely affect
nutrient acquisition by the biofilm and nutrient cycling in freshwater
environments.
MP096 Changes in the oxidative stress gene expressions in tilapias
Oreochromis niloticus exposed to titanium dioxide nanoparticles
R. Varela Valencia, CINVESTAV-IPN Unidad Merida / Marine Resources;
N. Gómez-Ortiz, R. de Coss, G. Oskam, CINVESTAV-IPN Unidad
Merida / Física Aplicada; J. Rubio-Piña, M. del Río-García, O. ZapataPerez, CINVESTAV-IPN Unidad Merida / Marine Resources
The reactivity of nanoparticles (NPs) in biological systems is well
recognized, but there are huge gaps in our understanding of NP toxicity in fish, despite a number of recent ecotoxicity studies. Therefore, the
aim of this research was to evaluate the effect of titanium dioxide NPs
(TiO2-NPs) on antioxidant gene expression in the tilapia, Oreochromis
niloticus. First, different sizes, shapes, and phases of TiO2-NPs were
synthesized and characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
X-ray diffraction (XRD), and dynamic light scattering (DLS). Fish were
treated with different concentrations (0.1, 1.0, 10.0 mg/L), sizes (7, 14,
and 21 nm), and phases (anatase and rutile) of TiO2-NPs, and sacrificed
3, 6, 12, and 24 h after injection, when their livers were removed. Total
RNA was extracted, and expression of the catalase (CAT), glutathione-Stransferase (GST), and superoxide dismutase (SOD) genes was assessed
by real-time polymerase chain reaction (qPCR). The results showed that
injection of 1.0 mg/L TiO2-NPs induced an initial mild increase in CAT,
GST, and SOD gene expression in tilapia, after which transcript levels
decreased. Fish injected with 7 and 14 nm TiO2-NPs showed an increase
in antioxidant transcript levels 6 h after treatment. Finally, the rutile form
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generated stronger induction of the GST gene than anatase TiO2-NPs
during the first 6 h after injection, which suggests that exposure to rutile
causes higher levels of reactive oxygen species to be produced.
MP097 Influence of nano-TiO2 with Different Crystalline Phases
on Bioaccumulation of Perfluorooctanesulfonate by Fishes Living in
Different Water Layers
L. Qiang, Nankai Univ / College of Environmental Science and
Engineering; L. Zhu, Nankai Univ; S. Fang, Nankai Univ / College of
Environmental Science and Engineering; S. Wang, M. Chen, Y. Han, L.
Yue, Nankai Univ
Nano-titanium dioxide (nano-TiO2) has been widely used in commercial
products and found in aquatic environment. It is expected to affect the
environmental fate and bioavailability of organic pollutants dynamically
in the environment. Perfluorooctanesulfonate (PFOS) is a typical new
emerging environmental pollutant. In this study, a novel semi-static multilayer microcosm was set up, which allows us to investigate the impacts
of nano-TiO2 in two different crystalline phases (anatase/rutile) on the
bioaccumulation of PFOS in diverse fish species living in different vertical layers. Rutile-TiO2 displayed a stronger sedimentation potential than
anatase-TiO2. As a result, PFOS displayed a more distinctive vertical
concentration gradient in the presence of rutile-TiO2 than anatase-TiO2:
214, 372, 665 ng/L(mean value) from upper to bottom layer for rutile,
and 404, 412, 601 ng/L for anatase. In general, nano-TiO2 facilitated the
accumulation of PFOS in the fishes. The accumulation of PFOS in zebra
fish, which lives in the upper layer, increased by 59.0% (anatase-TiO2)
and 25.3% (rutile-TiO2); in Ctenopharynodonidellus, which lives in the
middle layer, increased by 67.6% (anatase-TiO2) and 37.0% (rutile-TiO2);
while in Plecostomuspunctomus, living in the bottom, increased by 16.4%
(anatase-TiO2) and 73.4%( rutile-TiO2), respectively. This suggests that
anatse-TiO2 displayed more promotion on the bioaccumulation of PFOS
in upper and middle layer, while rutile-TiO2 showed more facilitation in
bottom layer, which attributed to the larger aggregation size and faster
precipitation of rutile-TiO2-PFOS complexes. Adsorption-desorption
experiment confirmed that anatase-TiO2 displayed stronger adsorption
ability for PFOS than rutile-TiO2 (171±6 mg/g for anatase-TiO2, 107±7
mg/g for rutile-TiO2). With the aid of intestinal digestive fluid, PFOS
could be released from TiO2-PFOS complexes, resulting the increase of
PFOS concentration in fish body.
MP098 Screening of biomarkers in zebrafish larvae exposed zinc
oxide nanoparticles and zinc sulfate
J. Choi, N. Hong, J. Park, W. Kim, Korea Inst of Toxicology (KIT)
Zinc oxide nanoparticles (ZnO NPs) have several applications in the
industrial and commercial fields. However, adverse effects of ZnO
NPs in fish are not clear. In this study, we investigated the adverse
effects of ZnO NPs and ZnSO4 in zebrafish by microarray system for
the transcriptional expression profiles. Zebrafish larvae was exposed
to ZnO NPs (LC10 and LC30) and ZnSO4 (LC10 and LC30) for 72hr.
As the results of the study, total 3,550 genes were differentially up- or
down-regulated (fold change >2) in zebrafish followed by the exposure
of ZnO NPs and ZnSO4 (146 and 120 in ZnO NPs, and 1,819 and
1,465 ZnSO4, respectively). Many genes that differentially regulated
in ZnO NPs treatments shared similar biological pathways with those
observed in ZnSO4 treatment. To identify potential biomarkers for ZnO
NPs exposure, we selected genes (ctsl1b, htr2b, il2rb, il10, mmp13b and
plac8.2) which were differentially regulated in ZnO NPs treatments,
opposite or not in ZnSO4 treatment,and validated the genes with qRTPCR analysis. The il2rb, il10, mmp13b and plac8.2 genes exposed ZnO
NPs treatments were significantly changed compared with the ZnSO4
treatment, which is helpful to monitoring and regulation of ZnO NPs in
aquatic environment.
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MP099 Differential responses of single species and mixed community
exposures to environmentally relevant concentrations of zinc oxide
nanoparticles
F. Wu, Oregon State Univ / Chemical Biological and Environmental
Engineering; B.J. Harper, Oregon State Univ; S.L. Harper, Oregon State
Univ / Chemical Biochemical and Environmental Engineering
Despite zinc oxide nanoparticles (ZnO NPs) currently being one of the
highest production volume nanomaterials, very little is known about
their impacts on aquatic ecosystems. Research has shown that ZnO
NPs can be highly toxic to aquatic organisms, but their fate and toxicity
in a complex community comprised of multiple organisms is largely
unknown. The lack of environmental realism in single species laboratory exposures precludes the thorough understanding of ZnO NP risk
to aquatic environments. Potential differences in species susceptibility to contaminants make the use of mixed community toxicity testing
strategies beneficial in understanding the ecological risk of NPs. Thus,
to better understand the ecological risk of engineered ZnO NPs, we
conducted a microcosm study to compare the responses of individual
species to the same species in a mixed community exposure under two
environmentally relevant concentrations of ZnO NPs (0.01 and 1 ppm).
Our results showed that: 1) engineered ZnO NPs can elicit significant
toxicity to some organisms at environmentally relevant concentrations; 2)
organisms were more susceptible to ZnO NP effects when exposed as a
single species rather than within a community; and 3) lower level organisms including algae and bacteria had greater and more varied impacts
than higher level organisms (crustaceans and fish) to ZnO NP exposures.
Overall, our findings suggest engineered ZnO NPs have the potential
to disrupt community balance and cause long term impacts to aquatic
ecosystems at environmentally relevant concentrations.
MP100 Comparative effects of dissolved copper and copper oxide
nanoparticle exposure to the sea anemone, Aiptasia pallida
S.S. Siddiqui, Valdosta State Univ / Biology; G.K. Bielmyer, R.H. Goddard,
Valdosta State Univ / Dept of Biology
Increasing use of metal oxide nanoparticles (NP) by various industries
has resulted in substantial contributions of these NP into aquatic systems.
At elevated concentrations, NP may interact with and potentially cause
effects to aquatic organisms. Environmental implications of increased NP
use are largely unknown, particularly in marine systems. This research
investigated and compared the effects of copper oxide (CuO) NP and dissolved copper, as copper chloride (CuCl 2), on the sea anemone, Aiptasia
pallida. Sea anemones were collected over 21 d and tissue copper accumulation and activity of the enzymes: catalase, glutathione peroxidase,
glutathione reductase, and carbonic anhydrase were quantified. CuO NP
were observed for size and shape using a Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM) and the presence of metal was confirmed by using Oxford Energy
Dispersive Spectroscopy Systems (EDS/EDX). A. pallida accumulated
copper in their tissues in a concentration and time dependent manner over
the exposure period, with those exposed to CuCl 2 accumulating higher
tissue copper burdens. As a consequence of increased copper exposure, as
CuO NP or CuCl 2, anemones increased activities of all of the enzymes
measured. Anemones exposed to CuO NP generally had higher antioxidant enzyme activities than those exposed to CuCl 2 at the same
concentrations. Dissolved copper may be more acutely toxic; however,
anemones exposed to CuO NP may be more susceptible to oxidative stress
during chronic exposure. This study is useful in discerning differences
between CuO NP and dissolved copper exposure and the findings have
implications for exposure of aquatic organisms to NP in the environment.
MP101 Toxicity assessments of lead dioxide nanoparticles using
medaka fish
P. Chen, National Taiwan Univ / Agricultural Chemistry; C. Chiang,
Agricultural Chemistry; Y. Lin, National Taiwan Univ / Inst of
Environmental Engineering
Lead dioxide nanoparticles (nPbO2(s)), nano-sized corrosion products newly identified in the water distribution systems, are formed
via the chlorination of lead-containing plumbing materials. They can

be detached as particulates or reduced to soluble lead to contaminate
drinking water. Because of the historical use of lead pipes and chlorination worldwide, the generation of nPbO2(s) in the water distribution
system poses a risk of lead exposure to human or aquatic life if they are
discharged to aquatic environments. The environmental fate and toxicity
of nPbO2(s) in the aquatic system, however, remain unclear at present.
This study investigates dynamic behaviors of nPbO2(s) under different
solutions and assesses bioavailability and causal toxicity of nPbO2(s)
and lead ions (Pb2+(aq)) in medaka fish (Oryzias latipes). The larvae of
medaka were treated with solutions containing nPbO2(s) at 0.25-25
mg/L or Pb2+(aq) at 0.25-2.0 mg/L (Pb equivalent concentrations) for
a 7 or 14-day aqueous exposure. The results showed that nPbO2(s) was
suspended in DI water more dispersedly than that in the embryo rearing
medium or dechloronated tap water. Pb2+(aq)(LC50 = 0.323 mg/L) is
more acutely toxic to medaka larvae than nPbO2(s) (LC50 > 25 mg/L).
We also showed that nPbO2(s) or Pb2+(aq) could disrupt the biological
antioxidant enzyme system and cause ROS accumulation and inhibition of acetylcholinesterase activity in medaka larvae. The detailed toxic
mechanism of nPbO2(s) versus Pb2+(aq) are under further investigation.
MP102 Cadmium biodisponibility to Daphnia magna in presence of
single-walled carbon nanotubes
M. Revel, M. Fournier, P. Robidoux, INRS Institut Armand-Frappier
Canadian forestry industry experienced an economic crisis which has
led to the elaboration of new forestry products : nanomaterials, including single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT). These possess the most
notable features among carbon materials and are closely studied for an
increasing number of important applications, including water treatment
and drug targeting. SWNT have a large specific surface area giving them
high adsorption capacity. This property, very interesting for the transport
of molecules, is studied for various applications including the removal of
contaminants in wastewater. Production increase of nanomaterials and
applications for water treatment raises the question of their biological
effects on wildlife, including pelagic species which may be exposed. In
addition, this adsorption property of SWNT may change the bioavailability of contaminants present in various ecosystem. The aim of our
study is to identify the effects of the presence of raw SWNT in solution
on the toxicity of cadmium (Cd), a toxic metal. To study this SWNT-Cd
interaction, we carried out lethality tests using Daphnia magna exposed
to Cd, raw SWNT and mixtures of Cd-raw SWNT. Results of these
experiments and a preliminary study of cadmium adsorption on raw
SWNT are presented.
MP103 In vitro Molecular Effects of Quatum Dot Exposure and in
vivo Implications in Fathead Minnows
C.M. Lavelle, N.D. Denslow, Univ of Florida / Physiological Sciences
Exposure and toxicity of nanomaterials (NM) in aquatic organisms is
poorly understood despite the increase in their use and release. Previous
studies in mammalian in vitro systems have identified steriodogenesis
as a potential target of NM toxicity. To date, no in vitro screening assay
has been developed to identify NMs that have the greatest potential to
elicit adverse outcomes on fish reproduction. In this study we isolated
ovarian follicle cells from fathead minnows to evaluate of the uptake
and effects of quantum dots (QDs) with different surface functionalities.
We used commercially available QDs with different surface functional
groups, carboxy groups (-COOH), amino groups linked to the QD with
PEG (-AMINO), or PEG (-PEG) as model NMs. Cells were plated and
allowed to adhere for 48 hours prior to a 24-hour dosing period (10nM
QDs). Following dosing, the media was refreshed without QDs for a
24-hour post treatment period. At the completion of the experiment,
uptake was assessed using laser scanning confocal microscopy, ICP-MS,
and fluorescence measurements. Cell function was evaluated by measuring steroid synthesis/accumulation and changes in key steriodogenic
genes by qPCR. Total RNA was isolated from cells in replicate cultures
for analysis of changes in STAR, CYP19A1, FSHR, and 17β-HSD
mRNA expression. Media from all time points and treatments was
assayed for E2 accumulation by ELISA. Confocal microscopy showed
that QDs were internalized, and that the degree of internalization and
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location of NMs depended on surface functionalization. Preliminary
steroid hormone analysis showed a significant decrease in estradiol (E2)
accumulation in QD(-PEG) exposed cells only during exposure and an
increase in E2 accumulation during the post-treatment period in the
QD(-AMINO) exposed cells. This is the first report of the capabilities of
NMs to influence reproductive physiology of fish ovarian follicle cells.
MP104 Toxicity of unmodified and functionalized diet-borne C60
fullerene to the freshwater snail Lymnaea stagnalis
P. Leonards, VU Univ / Inst for Environmental Studies / Chemistry
Biology; J. Kamstra, M. Kurth, VU Univ / Inst for Environmental Studies;
J. Koene, VU Univ; D. Vethaak, DELTARES; T. Hamers, VU Univ / Inst
for Environmental Studies
The toxicity of diet-borne fullerenes was evaluated by exposing freshwater snails Lymnaea stagnalis to spiked agar pellets containing tetraphyll as
nutritional source. Snails were exposed for 4 weeks to unmodified C60 in
three different concentrations, i.e. 0, 30, and 100 mg/l agar. At the end
of the exposure period, snails were dissected, and analyzed for oxidative
stress markers, cellular energy allocation, and histopathological effects.
No statistically significant effects were found on growth and reproduction, although results suggested a disturbed (less stable) egg laying
pattern and a decrease in lipid stores in exposed snails. No indications
were found for increased oxidative stress in digestive glands, nor for any
histological damage in reproductive tissues. In a follow-up experiment,
snails were exposed for 4 weeks to a single 100 mg/l agar concentration
of either C60 or three of its functionalized derivatives, i.e. [6,6]-phenyl
C61 butyric acid methyl ester, [6,6]-thienyl C61 butyric acid methyl ester,
and N-methylfulleropyrrolidine. Growth and reproduction were again
not affected by the exposures, but a significant decrease was observed
in superoxide dismutase (SOD) activity in digestive glands from snails
exposed to the functionalized fullerenes, but not to the unmodified
C60. Other oxidative stress markers still have to be analyzed. Results so
far indicate that exposure to relative high concentrations of food-borne
fullerenes seems to be a minor risk for Lymnaea stagnalis. By an analytical characterization of C60 and its functionalized derivatives in the food
(agar) and in the snail tissues, we are currently investigating if this low
risk can be attributed to the nature and the extent of exposure.
MP105 Protozoa Tetrahymena thermophila – a versatile model
organism for nanotoxicology
M. Mortimer, Bren School of Environmental Science and Management; V.I.
Slaveykova, Univ of Geneva / Inst Forel Earth and Environmental Sciences;
E. Orias, Univ of California Santa Barbara / Dept of Molecular Cellular
and Developmental Biology; P.A. Holden, Univ of California Santa Barbara
/ Bren School of Environmental Science and Management; A. Kahru,
Environmental Toxicology
Tetrahymena thermophila is a single-celled freshwater protozoan widely
used as a model organism not only for molecular and cellular biology but
also in toxicology. In recent years, T. thermophila has been successfully
employed in environmental toxicity studies of engineered nanoparticles
(NPs). Protozoans constitute an important part of microbial food webs,
and thus can indicate the potential for trophic transfer of NPs from their
prey (bacteria) to higher organisms. Furthermore, like mammalian cells,
T. thermophila lack cell walls and can ingest NPs by phagocytosis, which
allows the employment of the protozoan as an analog to human immune
cells in the studies of uptake mechanisms and intracellular trafficking
of NPs. With numerous cilia and food vacuoles, T. thermophila has a
relatively large physical exposure potential, providing a good model for
elucidating the interactions between NPs and physiological membranes
and its components. The genome of T. thermophila has a high gene number and more orthologs to human disease genes than other model cells
– yeast. These orthologs are likely to be involved in similar processes in
humans and T. thermophila, making the latter very useful in the toxicogenomics of NPs. Further, in view of the scarcity of chronic exposure data
at low doses, T. thermophila, with a doubling time around 2 h in optimal
conditions, allows low dose exposures for 1,000 generations in less than
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4 months. Thus, T. thermophila is a very suitable eukaryotic model organism for assessing the long-term effects of emerging toxicants, including
NPs, affecting human and environmental health.
MP106 The effects of nanoparticle exposures on the phagocytosis of
immune cells
V.A. Ortega, J.L Stafford, G.G. Goss, Univ of Alberta / Dept of Biological
Science
The biomedical community is exploring the use of nanoparticles (NPs)
in medical devises for various therapeutic treatments. However, before
NPs can be used in in vivo applications, their biocompatibility with
non-target tissues and cells needs to be rigorously assessed to ensure that
only the intended tissues are interacting with the NPs, and at anticipated
levels. The toxicological impact on the vertebrate immune system has not
been examined to a great extent despite its importance to overall heath,
and current data that demonstrates NPs can both suppress and over-activate various immune responses. The innate immune system is particularly
responsive to NPs since innate cells are the first lines of defense to protect from invaders and will likely be the first cell types to encounter NPs.
A change in the functionality of innate immunity could affect the manner by which an organism responds to pathogens. Phagocytosis is the
major innate immune mechanism to remove pathogens and is conserved
across a wide array of vertebrate and non-vertebrate species. Despite its
importance for host defense, to date, only a few reports have assessed
the impact of NPs on cellular phagocytic function. Thus, the aim of this
study was to determine the effects of metal-oxide NPs on the phagocytic
capacity of the mast cell line, RBL-2H3. Mast cells are resident in most
tissues but are particularly located in mucosal linings of the respiratory
and gastrointestinal systems, and are principally involved in augmenting the inflammatory response. Escherichia coli (E. coli) expressing
Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) was used to stimulate phagocytosis
in RBL-2H3 cells, which was measured by flow cytometry. For the first
experiment, GFP E. coli were opsonized with solutions pre-exposed to
NPs at various concentrations (1-200 µg/mL) to determine whether the
protein binding capacities of NPs would affect GFP-ecoli opsonization
and subsequent phagocytosis by RBL-2H3 cells. The second series of
experiments tested phagocytosis following pre-exposure of RBL-2H3
cells to various concentrations of NPs (1-200 µg/mL) for various exposure periods (1 – 24h). Using confocal microscopy, phagocytosis was also
measured following co-exposure of GFP E. coli and NPs to RBL-2H3
cells, to determine whether GFP E. coli augmented the internalization
of NPs during phagocytosis, and assess whether internalized NPs correlated with cell apoptosis.

Assessing Chemical Hazards in the Absence of
Experimental Data
MP107 Update and Redesign of USEPA Office of Pollution
Prevention and Toxics Expert System for Estimating Aquatic Toxicity
– ECOSAR Version 2
J.L. Tunkel, L. Cassidy, SRC, Inc. / Environmenal Health Analysis; G.
Chapman, SRC, Inc. / Defense and Environmental Solutions; K. Moran,
USEPA / OCSPP/OPPT/RAD; K.E. Mayo-Bean, USEPA / OPPT
Under the Toxic Substances Control Act, the Office of Pollution
Prevention and Toxics (OPPT) regulates both new and existing industrial
chemicals. For new chemicals, OPPT must make a regulatory decision on
each chemical, often with limited information on the specific chemical or
chemical class. Given the large number of chemicals submitted each year
and the fact that ~65 percent of them are submitted with limited data,
OPPT relies on computational tools to predict over 150 attributes in order
to make rapid decisions regarding hazards and risks of these materials.
One of the tools used by USEPA for over 25 years to assess potential
aquatic toxicity of new chemical substances is known as ECOSAR.
ECOSAR contains a library of class-based QSARs for predicting aquatic
toxicity overlaid with expert decision logic for selecting the chemical
class and initiating correction factors and expert rules, as appropriate. A
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new Java-based, object-oriented version of ECOSAR is under development with an anticipated beta test release in the fall of 2014. In addition
to updated expert rules for organics classes with excess toxicity, Version
2 contains new algorithms for surfactants, dyes, and polymers based on
information and knowledge gained from the New Chemicals Program
in OPPT. The QSARs include acute and chronic toxicity endpoints for
fish, aquatic invertebrates, and algae (surrogate species used in standard
USEPA New Chemicals Program aquatic toxicity profiles) along with
limited QSARs for other salt water and terrestrial species, where data
were available. Design issues addressed in ECOSAR have been incorporated into scoping exercises for a potential update to USEPA’s EPISuite™
software. The views of this authors of this abstract are those of the authors
and do not represent Agency policy or endorsement.
MP108 Use of CADRE-AT to enhance hazard assessment of aquatic
toxicity within context of alternative flame retardants
E.T. Lavoie, USEPA / Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics; J.L.
Tunkel, SRC, Inc. / Environmental Health Analysis; A. Voutchkova, George
Washington Univ / Dept of Chemistry; J. Kostal, DOT Consulting LLC
Alternatives Assessment (AA) provides hazard information on chemicals
that are widely used or likely to be used by those seeking alternatives to
regulated chemicals or seeking to create a safer product. The USEPA
Design for the Environment Program (DfE) combines ECOSAR predictions with available data in AA to assign levels of toxicity (low, moderate,
high, very high) to endpoints including aquatic toxicity. The results enable
comparison and understanding of trade-offs between available alternatives even when data are limited. The results of DfE hazard assessments
from AA for flame retardants were compared with CADRE AT TM
(Computer-Aided Discovery and REdesign of chemicals for Aquatic
Toxicity) calculations and hazard levels. Organic, non-polymer flame
retardant chemicals were applied to the CADRE-AT TM model which
uses physicochemical properties and electronic parameters derived from
quantum mechanics calculations and modeling of molecular interactions. ECOSAR and TEST predictions and available measured aquatic
toxicity data were compared with the CADRE AT output. Empirical
data was available for 19 out of 37 unique compounds for acute toxicity
and 15 of 37 for chronic aquatic toxicity. The CADRE-AT parameters
enhanced the prior analyses in the AAs that used measured data and
ECOSAR predictions. ECOSAR provided predictions for all compounds; CADRE-AT provided predictions of 36 of the 37 compounds,
while TEST provided for 32 of the 37 compounds. The accuracy of each
method was calculated based only on the total number of compounds
that had both experimental and predicted values (19 for ECOSAR and
CADRE-AT and 17 for TEST for acute toxicity, and 15 for chronic toxicity). Trends amongst certain chemistries were highlighted. For example,
among the aromatic phosphates, there was a systematic increase in one of
the CADRE-AT reactivity parameters with increasingly larger (more sterically demanding) alkyl groups on the phenyl substituents. USEPA and
states are using AA to help decision making when risk assessment is not
possible or not the best tool. There is opportunity to compare assessment
approaches and determine how computational methods could enhance
assessment and inform R&D of new chemicals, aid in proof of concept
for modeling approaches, and communicate technical chemistry information to non-chemists and non-scientists.
MP109 The use of structural alerts in alternatives assessment: an
organophosphate case study
M. Kawa, J. Rhoades, SRC, Inc.; E.T. Lavoie, USEPA / Office of Pollution
Prevention and Toxics; C. Baier-Anderson, USEPA / Design for the
Environment; J.L. Tunkel, SRC, Inc. / Environmental Health Analysis
The USEPA’s Design for the Environment Alternatives Assessments
(AA) program provides decision-makers information to understand and
compare hazard concerns associated with potential chemical alternatives
to a chemical under evaluation. The AA contains a hazard designation
summary table that displays experimental and estimated hazard designations from Very High to Very Low for persistence, bioaccumulation,
aquatic toxicity, and human health endpoints. This table is designed to
allow multiple chemical alternatives to be compared directly. Populating

the hazard designation summary table requires a comprehensive review
of the chemical and toxicological data available for each alternative and
subsequent comparison to the DfE AA criteria. DfE alternative assessment methodology permits the use of structural alerts for each endpoint
if experimental data, Agency-approved QSARs, or read-across analogs
are not available. Estimated potential toxicity from a structural alert is
associated with classes of chemicals, functional groups or substructures
that are linked to a particular endpoint through a common initiating
event. Of the 6 flame retardant AAs completed to date, half contain
members with an organophosphate or organophosphorus structural
alert. There are 4 chlorinated alkyl phosphates, 4 aromatic phosphates,
4 polymers, brominated alkyl phosphate and 8 phosphonates. For the
phosphates and phosphonates that did not have experimental data, the
starting point for the hazard designation was the USEPA’s Sustainable
Futures “Noncancerous Screening Protocol” neurotoxicity structural
alert for organophosphorus and organophosphates. Strict adherence to
the structural alert would result in an estimated Moderate designation,
although the AA process undertook a more rigorous mechanistic-based
evaluation. Organophosphates and organophosphorus compounds induce
toxicity through inhibition of acetyl cholinesterase (AChE) by the parent
molecule or a metabolite. Some phosphate structures bind reversibly
while others irreversibly phosphorylate the active site serine or kinetically inactivate the enzyme. The importance of AChE inhibition relative
to neurological and/or developmental toxicity will be discussed for the
phosphates evaluated. The mechanism of action determined in the above
analysis will also be compared to the ECOSARTM toxicity estimates
for the organophosphates which generally appeared to follow identical
trends.
MP110 Grouping of Structurally Similar Vinyl, Allyl, and Propargyl
Compounds to Enhance Predictive Approaches in the USEPA
ECOSAR Model
K. Moran, USEPA/OCSPP/OPPT/RAD; K.E. Mayo-Bean, USEPA /
OPPT
The USEPA Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics (OPPT) is
responsible for implementing the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA)
to protect against unreasonable risk of industrial chemicals in the US. In
evaluating new and existing chemicals over the past 35+ years, OPPT
has developed a strong knowledge base in structure-activity relationships
(SARs). The Ecological Structure Activity Relationships (ECOSAR)
Class Program is a computerized expert system that estimates a chemical’s ecotoxicity potential using traditional SAR principles and utilizing
available empirical data collected under TSCA and other public sources.
Given the paucity of toxicity data for industrial chemicals, recent efforts
in ECOSAR V1.2 attempted to re-evaluate organic compounds that
have either a double bond (C=C) or triple bond (C≡C) in close proximity
to an activating group (i.e., alcohol, ester, sulfonyl, aldehyde), either next
to or one carbon removed; these conformations are referred to as vinyl,
allyl, and propargyl compounds. Efforts largely consisted of identifying
structural variation associated with changes in toxicity profiles to support
better sub-classification schemes and toxicity estimates in the absence of
a clearly defined mode of action. Disclaimer: The views expressed in this
abstract are those of the authors and do not represent Agency policy or
endorsement.
MP111 QSAR study of Fragrance Biodegradability for safer
alternatives
P. Gramatica, Univ of Insubria / QSAR Res Unit Environ Chem Ecotox
Dep Theoretical Applied Sciences DiSTA; L. Ceriani, ICPS International
Centre for Pesticides Health Risk / QSAR Res Unit Environ Chem
Ecotox Dept of Theoretical and Applied Sciences DISTA; E. Papa, Dept of
Theoretical and Applied Sciences; S. Kovarich, Univ of Insubria / QSAR
Res Unit Environ Chem Ecotox Dep Theoretical Applied Sciences DiSTA;
R.S. Boethling, Exposure Assessment Branch USEPA Office of Pollution
Prevention and Toxics
Fragrance materials are a group of structurally heterogeneous compounds which have been widely used as ingredients in many consumer
and personal care products. Their environmental occurrence, mainly in
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air and water compartments, is of potential concern for both humans
and wildlife. After entering into the enviroment fragrances may persist,
and bioaccumulate into aquatic organisms, likely causing toxicity and
endocrine disruption. Biodegradability is a basic information for the
evaluation of environmental fate and persistence carried out in human
and environmental risk assessment. Predictive approaches, such as those
based on quantitative structure-activity relationships (QSARs), can be
used to predict biodegradability of untested fragrances as well as support
experimental data in a weight of evidence approach.The objective of
this work is to propose valid QSAR models for the prediction of ready
biodegradability that are specifically applicable to fragrance material.
QSAR classification models were developed based on ready biodegradability data measured for a heterogeneous set of 189 fragrances, including
nitro-, polycyclic and macrocyclic musks, cinnamates, terpenes, and
linalool derivatives. Two different classification methods, namely classification and regression tree (CART) and k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN),
were applied to perform the modelling. Models were validated for their
robustness and external predictivity and the structural applicability
domain was verified. A comparison was carried out between the here
presented QSARs and USEPA - BIOWIN models, showing a general
higher specificity of our QSAR models in recognizing not ready biodegradable fragrances.In conclusion, robust and predictive QSAR models
for the prediction of ready biodegradability of fragrances are presented
in this study. These QSARs are based on transparent algorithms and on
descriptors that are either commercially available or freely calculable,
which guarantees a wider applicability and reproducibility of the models.
The proposed models can be applied for the screening of fragrance
chemicals, even before their synthesis, to support experimental data and
to design safer alternatives that are less persistent than existing ones, as
also required by REACH Regulation.
MP112 QSARINS: Software for development, analysis, validation
of MLR models; QSARINS-Chem: Insubria datasets and QSA(P)R
models for environmental pollutants
P. Gramatica, Univ of Insubria / QSAR Res Unit Environ Chem Ecotox Dep
Theoretical Applied Sciences DiSTA; N. Chirico, Univ of Insubria / QSAR
Research UnitDept of Theoretical and Applied Sciences; S. Kovarich, SIN
Soluzioni Informatiche Srl / QSAR Res Unit Environ Chem Ecotox Dep
Theoretical Applied Sciences DiSTA; S. Cassani, Univ of Insubria / DiSTA;
E. Papa, Dept of Theoretical and Applied Sciences; A. Sangion, DiSTA
QSA(P)R models, when correctly developed and validated, are highly
useful for screening and prioritizing chemicals without experimental
data, even before their synthesis: this can be done in the ”benign by
design” approach in green chemistry. Their use in regulation is suggested
by the European legislation REACH,in particular to reduce tests on
animals and costs. Recently, particular attention has been devoted to the
validation of QSAR models, and the “OECD principles for the validation of QSARs models for their application in regulation” have been
established to increase the reliability of data predicted. We here propose
the software QSARINS (QSAR-INSUBRIA), for the development of
Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) models, by Ordinary Least Squares
(OLS) and Genetic Algorithm (GA) for variable selection. This program
is mainly focused on external validation of models by different statistical parameters, and is a user-friendly platform for QSAR modeling in
agreement with the OECD Principles. Additional features include tools
for explorative analysis by Principal Component Analysis (PCA), dataset
splitting, Applicability Domain analysis (e.g., detection of outliers and
interpolated or extrapolated predictions), consensus modelling, selection of the best model by Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM)
and various informative plots. QSARINS-Chem, a specific module of
QSARINS, includes several datasets of environmental pollutants with
the chemical structures and the corresponding end-points (physicochemical properties and biological activities), modeled by Insubria group
during the last fifteen years. The chemicals with the related available
data can be accessed in different ways (by CAS RN, SMILES, names,
etc.) and their 3D structure can be visualized. Additionally, some QSAR
models based on molecular 0-2D descriptors calculated by the open
source software PaDEL-Descriptor are included in QSARINS-Chem.
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Among them, there is the Insubria Persistent Bioaccumulative and
Toxic (PBT) Index model for the prediction of the cumulative behavior of chemicals as PBTs. The new models can be easily applied for
future predictions on chemicals without experimental data, checking
the Applicability Domain. The QMRF of all these models is available.
QSARINS-Chem can be also used as a management tool of personal
datasets and models, and additional chemometric analyses can be done
by PCA and MCDM for screening and ranking chemicals in order to
prioritize the most dangerous.
MP113 Probabilistic hazard assessments of chemical classes and toxicity pathways from USEPA ToxCast Phase I and II in vitro datasets
L.A. Kristofco, Dept of Environmental Science Center for Reservoir and
Aquatic Systems Research; S. Williams, Baylor Univ; J. Corrales, Baylor
Univ / Environmental Science; E.P. Gallagher; T. Kavanagh, Univ of
Washington; A. Voutchkova-Kostal, George Washington Univ / Chemistry
Dept; J. Zimmerman, P. Anastas, Yale Univ; B.W. Brooks, Baylor Univ /
Dept of Environmental Science
Little toxicology data exists for the majority of industrial chemicals. Our
research group has examined approaches to utilize known toxicological
data to predict thresholds of untested chemicals, and to select assays for
assessing toxicity when multiple model systems exist. Here we employed
chemical toxicity distributions (CTDs) to perform probabilistic hazard
assessments (PHAs) using data from the USEPA’s ToxCast program.
PHAs may predict toxicological potencies of similar chemicals, prioritize
chemicals for additional toxicity testing, support read-across for regulatory purposes, and identify characteristics for sustainable molecular
design. We used this PHA approach to examine data from Phases I & II
of ToxCast. 5 oxidative stress related assays from the ToxCast database were selected for use in our analyses, and included oxidative stress
(H2AX), p53, stress kinase (c-Jun), Nrf2 and AP-1 endpoints. CTDs
were compared at 5th and 1st centiles, identifying thresholds with 5% or
1% probabilities, respectively, of detecting a compound that will elicit an
effect at or below this value. CTDs were created and compared at 1st and
5th centiles for all compounds, common compounds, specific chemical
classes, and when available, assay duration. A PHA of stress kinase assay
demonstrated decreasing assay response with increasing assay duration,
based on thresholds of 0.082, 0.550, and 1.099 ug/L for 1hr, 24hrs and
72hrs, respectively. Conversely, the oxidative stress assay did not display
such a relationship with 5th centiles of 0.77, and 0.263ug/L for 24hrs and
72hrs, respectively. When evaluating chemical classes, it is found, for
example, that the 5th centile for pharmaceuticals is greater than that for
pesticides for both the AP-1 and Nrf2 assays. For pharmaceuticals and
pesticides for the AP-1 assay the 5th centiles are 2.012 and 0.253ug/L,
and for Nrf2 they are 1.028 and 0.443ug/L, respectively. Strengths and
weaknesses of this approach continue to be explored.
MP114 Screening chemicals in commerce in the Nordic countries
using multimedia environmental models – The role of emissions
I.S. Krogseth, Norwegian Inst for Air Research / Environmental Chemistry;
K. Breivik, Norwegian Inst for Air Research; J.A. Arnot, ARC Arnot Research
& Consulting / Dept of Physical Environmental Science; F. Wania, Univ of
Toronto at Scarborough / Dept of Physical and Environmental Sciences
Increasingly, quantitative structure property relationships and/or environmental multimedia models are used to screen chemicals in commerce for
substances that are potentially of concern for human health and the environment. These efforts have largely focused on hazard-related properties
such as persistence, bioaccumulation, and long-range transport potential.
Risk-based evaluations are often considerably limited by highly uncertain
emission estimates, which render predicted concentrations and hence also
chemical rankings highly uncertain.Increasing confidence in risk-based
rankings thus requires the reduction in the uncertainty of the emission
estimates for the screened chemicals. The availability of detailed information on the usage of hundreds of chemicals in commerce in Norway,
Sweden, Finland, and Denmark for the years 2000-2007 through the
SPIN (Substances in Preparations in Nordic Countries) database may
allow for less uncertain emission estimates within a Nordic context.
Concentrations in the environment and in humans were calculated by
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inputting emissions, obtained by a combination of SPIN data and a highthroughput estimation method, into a dynamic integrated environmental
fate and food chain bioaccumulation model parameterized for the Nordic
region (CoZMoMAN). The chemical ranking based on those concentrations was then compared with those derived with a steady-state screening
level risk assessment model (RAIDAR), parameterized for an evaluative
environment and food-chain. This allowed us to investigate the impact
of a steady-state assumption and a region-specific parameterization on
chemical ranking results. The predicted concentrations in humans for
881 model-friendly chemicals ranged over 14 and 12 orders of magnitude
with CoZMoMAN and RAIDAR, respectively. Overall, there was a
good correlation in the ranking between the two models, and 77 chemicals were ranked among the Top 100 chemicals by both models. These
results are used to explore key differences between models, for a detailed
investigation of the chemicals that are ranked to be of highest concern in
the Nordic environment, and also to evaluate the role of emissions in the
uncertainty in the predicted rankings.
MP115 A preliminary exploration of the relationship between LC50
and individual body weight for fishes
C. Lu, Y. Meng, Beijing Normal Univ / Academy of Disaster Reduction and
Emergency Management
Prediction of lethal effect on organism of interest that lacks of test data
is critical for risk assessment of chemicals on aquatic ecosystems. The
authors considered body weight of organism plays an important role in
counteracting toxic stress imposed by certain chemical. To explore the
influence of body weight to toxic effect, Ecotox database for zinc and lead
were retrieved and the 96-hr LC50 values for fishes were correlated to
corresponding body weights. No significant correlation was found if all
records were used. In light of the knowledge that test circumstances such
as pH, temperature, hardness, dissolved oxygen may throw remarkable
influence on the observed toxicity, the test results that were obtained
beyond a normal condition were excluded so as to reduce data variability.
The remaining zinc LC50 data including 618 records and lead LC50 data
including 581 records were subjected again to a correlation analysis with
respective body weight data, and the results showed that both correlations were statistically significant. For example, the wet weight (mg) of
saltwater fish in low test temperature (≤14 degree Celsius) has a very significant power correlation with the 96-hr LC50 (mg/L) of zinc (R 2=0.92,
n=37).However, in high test temperature (≥19.3 degree Celsius), the wet
weight (mg) of saltwater fish has a significant linear correlation with the
96-hr LC50 (mg/L) of zinc (R 2=0.71, n=53). As a preliminary exploration
of the relationship between toxic effects and individual body metric, this
research seemed prospective for ecological risk assessment and merits
further investigation.
MP116 Use of the ChemACE Clustering Tool for Evaluation of
Fragrance Ingredients
J. Rutkiewicz, M. Whittaker, ToxServices
Evaluating human health effects and environmental toxicity and fate
of data poor chemicals is a common challenge faced by toxicologists
involved in green chemistry programs. USEPA’s Chemical Assessment
Clustering Engine (“ChemACE”) program is used as a tool for the
assessment of fragrance raw materials used in products evaluated for
compliance with USEPA’s Design for the Environment (DfE) Safer
Product Labeling program. Many of these fragrance raw materials have
limited publically accessible health or environmental effects datasets,
which poses a challenge for accurate hazard prediction. ChemACE
matches data-poor chemicals with structurally similar chemicals in a
user-defined dataset of chemicals with existing data. ChemACE clusters
fragrance chemicals based on shared structural features that are likely
to influence toxicity and fate using a tiered approach, first matching
chemical fragments between chemicals in an extensive fragment list and
then using progressively less restrictive comparisons to locate analogs.
In the analysis of fragrance chemicals, ChemACE is used to assign the
chemical of interest to a cluster, which may then help identify a suitable
analog for which data are available, or can be used to perform a classbased assessment using data for all members of a cluster. This clustering

enables the user to evaluate a chemical using measured data for structurally similar cluster members to make the most accurate data-supported
recommendation. Examples of specific ChemACE clusters and application of the ChemACE software will be presented.
MP117 Development of Interspecies Correlation Models for
Petroleum Hydrocarbons
A.C. Bejarano, Univ of South Carolina / Dept of Environmental Health
Sciences; M.G. Barron, USEPA / Gulf Ecology Division
Estimating the consequences of petroleum products to water column
organisms has commonly been hampered by limited acute toxicity
data, which exists only for a relatively small number of test species. In
this study, we developed petroleum-specific Interspecies Correlation
Estimation (ICE) models, which are mathematical relationships between
surrogate and predicted test species. ICE models can serve as a tool to
facilitate toxicity predictions to a broader number of aquatic species.
These analyses showed that compared to ICE models developed for nonspecific groups of chemicals, these petroleum ICE models have a greater
adjusted coefficient of determinations (adj-R 2), lower Mean Square
Errors (MSE) and a greater cross-validation success rate, indicative of
greater a predictive power. For instance, most model cross-validation values (>90%) were within 2-fold of the measured values, which fall within
the fold difference commonly found during inter-laboratory comparisons
with the same species. One of the added benefits of developing petroleum ICE models is that these facilitate the construction of ICE-based
Species Sensitivity Distributions (SSDs), which are probabilistic distributions of toxicity data across species. SSDs are useful in that protective
levels or hazard concentrations (HC) values, assumed to be protective of
a large number of species, can be derive. Comparison of several empirically based SSDs with ICE-based SSDs showed that HC values between
these two approaches were within the same order of magnitude of each
other. The development of both petroleum ICE models and ICE-based
SSDs has an immediate applicability to assessments of the environmental consequences of petroleum products and oil spill to water column
organisms. Specifically, these predictive models can provide information
when the costs of toxicity testing are prohibitive, or when species-specific
toxicity testing is restricted or not feasible.

Environmental Impacts of Microplastics: An Issue of
Local, Regional and Global Concern
MP118 Microplastic particles in aquatic sediments: New methods for
sampling, extraction and quantification
H.K. Imhof, Uni Bayreuth / Animal Ecology I; N.P. Ivleva, R. Niessner,
Technische Universität München / Inst of Hydrochemistry; C. Laforsch,
Animal Ecology I
Although plastic-debris is constantly accumulating in aquatic-environments, the impact on aquatic-ecosystems is not yet fully understood. A
first important step in order to assess the consequences of plastic-debris
in aquatic-ecosystems is the establishment of a harmonized sampling and
extraction protocol using a reliable, verified and standardized method to
quantify the amount of plastic-particles of all ecologically relevant size
classes (down to 1µm). We developed a density separation setup (Munich
Plastic Sediment Separator-MPSS) which allows for a successful separation of mesoplastic particles (20–5mm), L-MPP (5–1mm) as well as for
S-MPP ( Moreover we improved the sampling of aquatic beach sediments by combining the advantages of transect sampling and sediment
core sampling. This results in a representative sample of one beach segment. With a volume which perfectly fits into the MPSS. Additionally
we suggest certain criteria for transect placement to enable realistic and
representative sampling and subsequent quantification of microplastic particles. This is to our knowledge, the first study which examined
systematically the recovery rates of different separation methods and
provides a harmonized sampling protocol using a standardized apparatus
for the process of density separation complying all requirements for the
extraction of particles in the micron scale from sediment samples.
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MP119 Patterns of Microplastic Distribution in the Global Ocean
and Inland Environments
M. Eriksen, Research
The global distribution and density of microplastic pollution is a dynamic
system dependent on source and sink mechanisms and local and large
scale currents. Surface abundance is typically not consistent within
the same area, or static in the same place over time. Over six years, 26
expeditions explored the five subtropical gyres, coastal environments,
and inland lakes, with data utilized to populate an oceanographic model
of particle abundance and distribution. Though microplastic concentrations were highest in the subtropical gyres, higher weight densities were
found in “hotspots” of plastic generation related to proximity to densely
populated watersheds and near river outfalls. Inland lakes exhibited no
current-driven accumulation zones, but rather directly reflect coastal
inputs. Our expedition to the Great Lakes of North America produced
recognizable microplastics in the form of microbeads, unlike the typical
degraded microplastics in ocean samples. The results of the model estimate there are .269 million tons of plastic in the global ocean from 5.25
trillion particles. Simultaneously, we separate microplastic into two size
classes (0.33-0.99mm, 1.0-4.75mm) and mesoplastic (4.76-200mm) and
macroplastic (>200mm). Using expected rates of particle fragmentation,
we find that the two smaller size classes are less abundant than expected,
suggesting that there are mechanisms that remove microplastics from the
sea surface.
MP120 Plastic Debris in Charleston Harbor: Correlating
Macroplastic Debris with Microplastic Particles
H. Wertz, College of Charleston / Marine Biology; J.E. Weinstein, The
Citadel / Dept of Biology
Although plastics have a wide range of applications for human use, the
escape of these materials into the environment has caused a great deal
of concern as plastic debris of all sizes is ingested by a wide range of
organisms leading to a number of problems. The objective of this study
was to quantify the amount and types of macroplastic and microplastic
debris in Charleston Harbor. In coordination with the International
Coast Cleanup Day, we counted and weighed all macroplastic debris
items collected by local volunteers according to plastic type at 8 locations around Charleston Harbor. Microplastic particles were sampled at
the low intertidal, high intertidal, high tide line and supralittoral zone
across 3 transects on 3 beaches around Charleston Harbor by density
separation and poured through a series of sieves (500 µm, 150 µm, 63
µm, and 38 µm). Microplastic particles were sorted by hand and plastic
polymer types were identified on a subsample of particles using FTIR.
A total of 3646 macroplastic items were counted across all sites with
a total weight of 88.6 kg. The most macroplastic types collected were
polypropylene and polystyrene with 958 and 1009 items, respectively.
The most common polypropylene items included tupperware, bottle
caps and packaging, while the most common polystyrene items included
Styrofoam cups and plates, and take-out containers. Preliminary data for
microplastic particles shows a high proportion of expanded polystyrene,
suggesting a correlation between the macroplastic debris and microplastic debris within the Charleston Harbor system.
MP121 Beyond the Ocean- Plastic particles in limnetic ecosystems:
Bavaria as a case study
C. Laforsch, Animal Ecology I; H.K. Imhof, Uni Bayreuth / Animal Ecology
I; I. Schrank, Univ of Bayreuth
Plastic waste is of increasing concern in marine ecosystems. Buoyant
plastic particles accumulate in pelagic habitats whereas non-floating
debris accumulates on the seafloor and in beach sediments, posing risk
to the respective communities. In recent years, an emerging suite of
contaminants, microplastics, have received increased attention because
those particles have been detected in surface waters and sediments across
the world. Microplastic particles are either directly introduced via sewage
discharge or formed by biofouling and mechanical abrasion making them
more prone to consumption by aquatic organisms. As a consequence
they can accumulate in higher trophic levels. The aggregation of plastic
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debris, including microplastics, in river mouths indicates that plastic
particles are also present in headwaters, where they enter and accumulate either driven by the wind or by industrial and municipal wastewater
discharge. Among the main land-based sources of plastic waste entering
freshwater systems are carelessly discarded plastic products and debris
originating from landfills, illegal dumping or industrial activities. There
is, nevertheless, a considerable lack of knowledge on the contamination
of freshwater ecosystems with plastic debris. Recently, we showed the
occurrence of microplastics in the beach sediment of a subalpine lake,
using separation by high density fluids and subsequent identification by
Raman microspectroscopy. We showed that the amount of macro- and
even microplastic particles is reaching similar magnitudes as found in
marine environments, suggesting that freshwater systems do not only act
as a source for marine contamination. We also demonstrated the unspecific uptake of microplastic in a wide range of freshwater invertebrates
indicating the risk of bioaccumulation. The mere existence of microplastic particles in a subalpine headwater suggests an even higher relevance
of plastic particles in low-land waters while the ecological and economic
consequences of this contamination are far from being understood. Here
we present a study on the contamination of Bavarian lakes and streams
with plastic debris and the effects of the predominantly found polymers
on the respective biota.
MP122 Multidisciplinary Assessment of the Ecological and
Environmental Impacts of Microplastics in the Laurentian Great
Lakes
J.M. Daley, L. Sano, G.A. Burton, Univ of Michigan / School of Natural
Resources and Environment; M. Duhaime, Univ of Michigan / Biology
Ecology and Evolution; K. Rule Wigginton, Univ of Michigan / Civil and
Environmental Engineering; D. Beletsky, L. Rios-Mendoza, Z. Chen, R.
Beletsky, Univ of Michigan / School of Natural Resources and Environment
Recent and preliminary surveys of microplastics in the Laurentian Great
Lakes have indicated that this material is present in surface waters at
varying concentrations. Samples from Lake Erie yielded some of the
highest densities of particles of any water body sampled to date. To better
characterize the relevance of these findings, a cross-disciplinary and
multiscale project is underway to define the ecological and environmental
health risks of microplastics in the Great Lakes. This project involves
intensive sampling of locations predicted to contain higher densities of
microplastic material as well as the development of novel MS analytical
techniques to explore the ecological risk of plastics from both external
contamination (plastic-bound organic pollutants) and physical contamination of plastics. The results from the first field season of this project
will be presented, both in terms of the spatial distribution of microplastics collected from surface, subsurface, and benthic samples as well as
data about fish exposure and consumption, based on samples analyzed
from 2013 and 2014. The results to date will be interpreted in terms of
the potential for ecological effects.
MP123 Microplastic particles in limnetic ecosystems: The influence
on the biota
I. Schrank, Dept of Animal Ecology I; H. Imhof, C. Laforsch, Univ of
Bayreuth / Dept of Animal Ecology I
Plastic debris is constantly accumulating in aquatic environments
and poses risk to marine and limnetic organisms. Non-floating debris
accumulate in beach sediments and on the seafloor, whereas buoyant
particles accumulate in the pelagic zone. So called primary microplastic
particles are released via sewage treatment plants into the environment,
furthermore larger debris are chemically and physically abraded into
smaller fragments, the so called secondary microplastic. Many benthic
and pelagic species are directly impacted by plastic debris as they mistake
them as food particles. The intestinal accumulation can cause starvation
and sharp fragments may hurt the gastro-intestinal tract. Additionally it
has been shown that microplastic particles are assimilated into the tissue
and generate inflammatory reactions. Furthermore many plastic products
contain additives like plasticizers, stabilization agents or colorants.
Some of them are declared to be toxic, carcinogenic or take influence on
the hormone system and cause adverse effects. Frequently microplastic
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particles bind so called “persisting organic pollutants” (POPs) from the
surrounding environment. By the ingestion of plastics these POPs may
reach the organisms in higher concentrations than normally found in the
environment. Organisms from a lower trophic level pass the microplastic
particles and potentially the bounded POPs to higher trophic levels and
thus facilitate the risk of bioaccumulation. However, the effects on the
biota are far from being understood. Hence, we investigate the effects
of microplastic particles and associated chemicals made of polymers
commonly found in freshwater ecosystems on a wide range of limnetic
invertebrates from different functional levels.
MP124 Size-dependent Effects of Polyethylene Microspheres to
Daggerblade Grass Shrimp, Palaemonetes pugio
A.D. Gray, The Citadel / Biology; D. Mendez, The Citadel; J. Weinstein, The
Citadel / Biology Dept
The incidence of microplastics in marine environments has been increasing over the past several decades. The objective of this study was to
characterize the size-dependent effects of polyethylene microspheres
on the adult Daggerblade Grass Shrimp, Palaemonetes pugio. Grass
shrimp were initially exposed to one of the five fractions of polyethylene
microspheres (35, 59, 83, 116, and 165 µm) at a concentration of 20,000
microspheres/400 mL for three hours, then placed in microsphere-free
water and monitored for survival and the depuration of microspheres.
Following 96 hours, the highest mortality (40%) was observed in shrimp
exposed to the 83 µm microspheres. Shrimp exposed to the 35 µm, 59
µm, 116 µm, and 165 µm microspheres experienced 0%, 5%, 15% and
25% mortality, respectively. There was no mortality in the control shrimp
exposed to microsphere- free water. For every size fraction, shrimp
surviving for 96 hours were able to depurate the microspheres from
their gills and gut; whereas the dead shrimp were unable to depurate the
microspheres. These results suggest that the ability to depurate microspheres, and their subsequent toxicity, are a size dependent phenomenon.
These results also suggest the presence of these particles in the environment may have a negative effect on shrimp.
MP125 Assessing the Potential Hazards of Polyethylene
Microspheres on Grass Shrimp, Palaemonetes pugio
R.C. Riegerix, Univ of Missouri Columbia / Biological Sciences; J.E.
Weinstein, A.D. Gray, The Citadel / Dept of Biology
Plastic debris represents one of the most pervasive and persistent
pollution problems in the marine environment. The toxicological
consequences of the physical presence of microplastics in the feeding
appendages, guts, and gills of invertebrates are largely unknown. The
ingestion of microplastics by invertebrates may also serve as a mechanism
by which persistent organic pollutants (POPS) are transferred to their
tissues. The objective of this study was to assess the effects of microplastics on larval grass shrimp (Palaemonetes pugio) development, and to
investigate the potential transfer of POPs from microplastics into the
tissues of adult grass shrimp. Developmental effects were assessed using
two 21-day toxicity tests with 32 µm and 150 µm polyethylene microspheres. Larval weights, as measured on day 21, were not significantly
different among the various treatments for either microsphere size class.
However, median transformation times decreased in a concentrationdependent fashion for both size classes. For the 32 µm microspheres,
median transformation time decreased from 19.7 days (19.4-20.2 days)
(95% confidence interval) in the controls to 17.8 days (17.5-18.1 days) in
the highest treatment. For the 150 µm microspheres, median transformation times decreased from 18.9 days (18.5-19.4 days) to 16.8 days
(16.4-17.1 days). To determine if a model POP, flouranthene, is transferred from microplastics to the tissues of shrimp, adults were either
starved for 2 days or fed immediately prior to the test. Shrimp were then
exposed to fluoranthene-coated polyethylene microspheres (106 µm) for
three hours. Tissue levels of flouranthene increased in direct proportion to the number of microspheres found in the gills in fed shrimp
(p=0.008), and the number of microspheres in the gut for starved shrimp
(p=0.001). These results demonstrate that the presence of microplastics
have the potential to alter larval grass shrimp development and facilitate
the transfer of POPs to adult grass shrimp tissues.

MP126 Investigation of the distribution and effects of microplastics
in marine organisms collected from various locations on the UK coast
T.B. Henry, Heriot Watt Univ / School of Life Sciences; A. Catarino,
Heriot Watt Univ; V. Sleight, British Antarctic Survey; J. Hatfield, Univ
of Plymouth; A. Bakir, Univ of Plymouth Enterprise Ltd / Science and
Engineering; R. Thompson, Univ of Plymouth
The presence of microplastics (MPs) in marine environments is an important global environmental issue that is poorly understood at regional and
local levels. Distinguishing locations where accumulation of MPs occurs
in organisms will improve understanding of the issue and contribute to
engagement of effective management strategies. Our objective is to evaluate presence and abundance of MPs in marine organisms collected from
locations on the UK coast and investigate some potential negative effects.
The association of 17α-ethinylestradiol and phenanthrene with polyethylene microspheres was evaluated by assessing expression of biomarker
genes [vitellogenin (vtg) and cytochrome p450 1A (cyp1A) respectively] in
larval zebrafishDanio rerioexposed in the aqueous phase. Zebrafish were
used as an analytical tool to identify changes in bioavailability of cocontaminants that occur upon sorption with MPs. Gut retention and time
required for MPs to pass through gut of C. maenas was investigated relative to MP diameter (45-55 µm & 850-1000 µm) compared to coarse sand
control (1000-1230 µm). Crabs were fed particles embedded in a gelatine
pellet and faecal material was collected and particles enumerated over 240
hours after exposure. At a phenanthrene concentration of 0.5 mg/L mean
expression ofcyp1Awas 3.3 relative fold induction (RFI) and the RFI was
2.2 (lower, but not significant) after 5 d mixing with MPs. In contrast,
results of 17α-ethinylestradiol (1 µg/L) experiments indicated a significant
and up to 70% lowervtgexpression in presence of MPs. We found that C.
maenas ingested MPs in gelatine pellets, but that ingestion was inversely
related to particle size and crabs did not distinguish between coarse
sand and MPs. Most particles ingested by crabs were egested within 48
h, and near 100% recovery of all ingested indicated absorption of MPs
did not occur. Time for ingested particles to be egested differed among
particle types (i.e., coarse sand compared to MPs). Mean gut retention
time (GRT) required for 50% of particles to be egested (i.e., the GRT50)
was lowest for coarse sand and significantly higher for both sizes of MPs.
Association with MPs was related to physicochemistry of co-contaminants. C. maenas ingested food with MPs and increased gut retention
time for MPs compared to other particulates (i.e., sand) suggests greater
potential for associated co-contaminants to be released into organisms.
MP127 Microplastics as vectors of persistent organic pollutants
(POPs): A state-of-the-science review
L.M. Ziccardi, Exponent / EcoSciences; K.L. Hentz, Exponent Inc /
Toxicology Mechanistic Biology; S.B. Kane Driscoll, Exponent Inc /
EcoSciences
Plastic waste in the ocean is receiving increased attention from scientists and the media. Because of their small size, large surface area, and
hydrophobic nature, microplastic particles (< 5mm) can potentially sorb
waterborne persistent organic pollutants (POPs). This presentation provides a state-of-science review designed to address the following questions
using a weight-of-evidence approach: 1) what is the potential for and significance of sorption of POPs to microplastics in the aquatic environment,
2) are POPs sorbed to microplastics bioavailable to aquatic organisms and
to what degree, and 3) what is the potential for adverse effects to aquatic
life and human health resulting from ingestion of microplastics with
sorbed POPs? Our review found strong evidence that POPs, especially
very hydrophobic compounds, can sorb to microplastics, and that sorption
depends on the type of plastic and is increased by weathering of the plastic. Despite accumulation of POPs at concentrations orders of magnitude
greater than the surrounding seawater, some data suggest that uptake of
POPs into the aquatic food chain via microplastic is negligible compared
to other transport pathways. Although equilibrium partitioning models
and limited experimental data indicate that POPs can be taken up by
marine organisms from microplastics, bioavailability is likely less than
that from water or food. Plastic-mediated transport to tissues is difficult
to quantify in field studies because aquatic organisms can be exposed to
POPs from various compartments, including water, sediment, and food.
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Furthermore, experimental data are limited to evaluate effects from ingestion of microplastics with sorbed POPs. Thus, the evidence for adverse
effects from plastic-mediated exposure of aquatic organisms to POPs is
weak, and the physical hazards associated with exposure to plastic debris
may pose a greater risk. Future research needs include: standardized
sampling methodologies to quantify microplastics in the water column,
sediment, and biota; and empirical data to assess the ingestion of contaminated microplastics, and the uptake and transfer of POPs into tissues
of aquatic organisms and the food chain, including humans. In addition,
data on the potential for adverse effects that are relevant at the population or ecosystem-level from this exposure are lacking, especially in the
context of effects from other exposure pathways.
MP128 Development of a standard test method for leaching of chemicals from polymers
L. Libelo, C. Bevington, C. Cinalli, USEPA; R.C. Hale, Virginia Inst of
Marine Science / Environmental and Aquatic Animal Health
Evaluating the potential risk to human health and the environment of
chemicals associated with polymers and plastics requires an understanding of how these chemicals may be released into environmental media.
Polymers are often augmented with diverse chemical additives to achieve
desired properties, (e.g. flame retardants, plasticizers, colorants, antimicrobials and UV stabilizers). Concentrations added may range from
trace to percent levels. In addition to physical impacts of the polymers
themselves (e.g. wildlife entanglement), additives and polymer monomers
or impurities may contribute to toxicological effects following migration
to the surrounding environment (including surface waters, landfill leachates and digestive fluids). Migration and release of polymer constituents
is a function of the surrounding environment, polymer composition, and
properties of the additives, and is difficult to predict. The USEPA Office
of Pollution Prevention and Toxics, in collaboration with VIMS, is
developing a test method to quantify release of new and existing chemicals from polymers. The method will allow reproducible measurement
of aqueous-based leaching potential of diverse chemical constituents
from different polymers. The protocol may be implemented by a reasonably well-equipped chemistry laboratory to develop release estimates
normalized to polymer particle surface area, mass and water chemistry.
To validate the method, the test protocol is initially being applied to
examine the leaching of diverse flame retardant chemicals from different
polymers under a range of aqueous conditions (e.g. temperature, organic
carbon content and pH). This will inform our understanding of to determine how the method can be used to generate leaching data for use in
environmental and human health risk assessment.
MP129 Microplastics: The potential for bioaccumulation and trophic
transfer in a model marine system
S. Albotra; M. Echevarria, B. Monteleone, P. Seaton, A. Taylor, S. Brander,
Univ of North Carolina Wilmington
Microplastic pollution, classified as plastic debris less than 5mm in
diameter, is an increasing environmental concern in oceans worldwide.
This small debris is potentially more dangerous to the marine environment than macroplastics due to their ability to be easily ingested, leech
toxins, concentrate persistent organic pollutants (POPs), and ultimately
bioaccumulate in sediments and/or within marine organisms. Studies
have shown that adsorbed POPs and plastic-associated contaminants (i.e.
styrene) are released from plastic particles once ingested, where they can
then render harm to the organisms (i.e. cause changes in gene expression,
mutations) or become concentrated in fat tissues. This study focuses on
the potential for bioaccumulation and trophic transfer of microplastics
from a microorganism to a pelagic fish. As such, styrene, a microplastic
commonly found in marine ecosystems, was incubated with bifenthrin,
a widely used hydrophobic pesticide, and then fed to a Favellid species,
which are common marine microorganisms. After the Favella fed on
the styrene, they were then fed to larval pelagic fish (Menidia beryllina),
which served as a model system. Gene expression in M. beryllina was
then observed and analyzed, as well as the concentrations of the styrene
and bifenthrin. Microplastic pollution is a growing issue worldwide and
has the potential to affect all trophic levels of a marine ecosystem, from
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microorganisms, and small pelagic fishes, to larger nekton that consume
fishes, such as M. beryllina. This pollution may also affect humans that
consume microplastic-contaminated fish. With this topic being relatively
new in environmental and conservation marine biology, further research
will be necessary to fully understand microplastic impacts.
MP130 Ecotoxicogenomic effects of phthalates (plasticizers) in
Western clawed frog larvae
V.S. Langlois, J. Mathieu-Denoncourt, Royal Military College of Canada
/ Chemistry and Chemical Engineering; C.J. Martyniuk, Univ of Florida
/ Dept of Physiological Sciences and Center for Environmental and Human
Toxicology; J.R. Loughery, Univ of New Brunswick / Dept of Biology
and Canadian Rivers Inst; V. Yargeau, McGill Univ / Dept of Chemical
Engineering; S.R. de Solla, Environment Canada / Wildlife and Landscape
Science Directorate
Phthalates are plasticizers used in a variety of polymers to increase their
flexibility and are now ubiquitous in the environment. As few studies
have focussed on the adverse effects of these chemicals in aquatic species,
this project aimed at elucidating the effects of phthalates in amphibians.
In this study, Western clawed frog (Silurana tropicalis) tadpoles were
acutely exposed to water spiked with monomethyl (MMP), dimethyl
(DMP) and dicyclohexyl (DCHP) phthalates from Nieuwkoop-Faber
stages 12 to 46. DMP and DCHP were embryotoxic, and induced larval
mortality, malformation and the up-regulation of a cellular stress-related
gene. The diesters DMP and DCHP also hindered tadpole development and altered the expression of dio1. MMP only had a slight effect on
development at 1500 mg/L. To characterize sublethal effects of phthalates in tadpoles, gene expression analysis was conducted using a custom
microarray for S. tropicalis. Differentially expressed unique probes in
DCHP, DMP, and MMP were as follows; 3575, 3059, and 2544 (p <
0.05; FDR adjusted). There were 274 unique probes in common among
all three treatments. Noteworthy was that individuals treated with DMP
and DCHP showed expression patterns that were most different than
control animals or animals exposed to MMP, and this may reflect the
differences observed between the phthalates in terms of tadpole development. Parametric analysis of gene set enrichment revealed that biological
processes related to xenobiotic metabolic processes, sulfate assimilation,
organic acid metabolic process, and response to toxins were affected with
all three phthalate treatments. This is the first study to investigate the
effects of these phthalates in amphibians. These assays provided valuable
data that will help better assess and manage the risks brought on by the
production and the release of phthalates into the environment.
MP131 Ecotoxicological effects of microplastic and sorbed priority
pollutants in aquatic food chains
C.M. Rochman, UC Davis / Dept of Ecology; S. Serrato, S. Teh, UC Davis
Plastic debris has now been documented in several freshwater habitats.
Much of this material is microplastic (< 1mm in size) and is associated
with large concentrations of persistent, bioaccumulative and toxic (PBT)
chemicals. As such, the combination of microplastic and PBTs are likely
ingested by freshwater organisms. Ingestion of microplastic provides a
pathway for PBTs to biomagnify in higher trophic levels, with uncertain
health effects. There is no information on the extent to which ingesting microplastics may enhance biomagnification or cause ecological
impacts in aquatic foodwebs. To provide a fundamental understanding
of how microplastic affects PBT transfer into freshwater food chains
and how microplastic affects the health of freshwater organisms we
designed an experiment using Asian clams (Corbicula fluminea) and white
sturgeon (Acipenser transmontanus). We aim to quantify the pathway
for microplastics to transfer sorbed PCBs to prey, measure the chemical
transfer of PCBs from prey to a predator and determine how ingestion of various polymers, with and without PCBs, affects organismal
health. Asian clams will be exposed for 30 days to separate treatments
of microplastic (polyethylene terephthalate, polyethylene, polyvinyl
chloride and polystyrene) with and without sorbed PCBs. Preliminary
experiments determined Asian clams will ingest microplastic of all types
when added to their tanks at environmentally relevant concentrations.
Next, diets will be formulated using purified ingredients and clams
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from the first exposure and will be fed to their predators (sturgeon) for
30 days. Chemical analyses (GC/MS) will track concentrations of PCB
congeners from microsplastic in animal tissues, allowing us to measure
bioaccumulation and biomagnification. Toxicological assays will provide
important understanding about whether ingesting microplastic with
and without PCBs affects their health. Our work will provide original
understanding of the capacity of different microplastics and PCBs to act
as multiple stressors in Bay-Delta foodwebs. Experiments are currently
under way, and results to date will be presented.
MP132 Size and amount of microplastics in toothpaste
A.J. Verschoor, ECM / Centre for Safety of Substances and Products; J.
Herremans, RIVM – National Inst for Public Health and the Environment;
W.J. Peijnenburg, RIVM / Center for Safety of Substances and Products
Microplastics are increasingly used in cosmetics; for example in rinseoff products such as soap, shower and bath products, facial cleaners and
toothpaste. The main reason to add microplastics in these products is
their abrasive or polishing effect, and sometimes also shimmering effect.
The microplastics in rinse-off products enter household wastewater.
Some studies in The Netherlands have shown that these particles may
pass the sewage treatment plants and enter the surface water, where they
are consumed by aquatic organisms. The ecological risk assessment of
microplastics in the aquatic environment has to deal with many uncertainties in relation to fate and effects. However, the large-scale presence
and persistence of (micro)plastics are undebated and from a precautionary point of view, actions to reduce plastic debris and microplastics are
taken world-wide. The size of microplastics is considered as an potential
criterion for allowance and enforcement. However, only limited information is publicly available about the actual particles sizes and amounts
of microplstics in rinse-off products. Company information and public
literature was collected regarding the size of microplastics in facial scrubs
and bath glitters. In addition laboratory tests were performed on three
toothpastes from different brands to investigate the size and amount of
polyethylene speckles. The poster describes the methods used for analyses of particles size distribution and chemical confirmation of polymer
identity, and will present an overview of the collected data and latest
laboratory results of microplastics in cosmetics.
MP133 Specification of microplastics definition for policy-making
A.J. Verschoor, ECM / Centre for Safety of Substances and Products; J.
Herremans, RIVM – National Inst for Public Health and the Environment
/ Centre for Safety of Substances and Products; W.J. Peijnenburg, RIVM /
Center for Safety of Substances and Products
Plastic particles smaller than 5 mm are microplastics. The upper size
limit was set by NOAA (2008), who introduced this definition to distinguish the effects of particles cellular uptake from the more mechanical
effects of larger plastic debris, such as entanglement and blockage of
gastrointestinal tracts and respiratory systems. In cosmetics, plastic
microbeads are added for their polishing, abrasive or shimmering effect.
The current definition potentially includes a wide range of ingredients
downto the nano-scale and this could affect ingredients that fulfil a
range of other functions in cosmetics such as film-forming, thickener,
carrier, stabilizer and viscosity controller. In the presentation we will
propose a set of criteria for regulation of microplastics in cosmetics and
discuss the practical implications of it.

Human Health Impacts of Pharmaceutical and
Personal Care Products (PPCPs) in the Environment
MP134 Pharmaceuticals in the Water: A comprehensive approach
to prioritization for monitoring and analysis of the potential risk to
human health
A. Suchomel, Minnesota Department of Health
Pharmaceuticals are increasingly detected in drinking water sources
throughout the world. The levels that have been detected are generally
in the parts per trillion (ppt) range, leading to questions of the possible

toxicological consequences at these low levels. However, these occurrences pose a concern because active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs)
are formulated for maximal potency directed toward specific biological targets, unlike many other chemicals that may be found in water at
higher concentrations. Evaluating the potential risks of pharmaceuticals
is limited by a lack of occurrence data for a broad range of pharmaceuticals and a lack of health-based drinking water criteria for the majority of
these APIs. The data are rich for APIs with high public responsiveness,
such as antidepressants, resulting in study after study monitoring the
same high profile APIs. The Minnesota Department of Health (MDH)
analyzed the potential risk of the most-prescribed (2011 and 2012 data)
APIs used in the U.S. to help fill the risk context void and prioritize
which APIs should be monitored for in water. Protective drinking water
guidance values (in ug/L) were calculated for 90 unique APIs using a
toxicity value based on the Lowest Therapeutic Dose (LTD) published
on the drug label. The available occurrence data for surface, waste effluent, ground, and finished drinking water were gathered and compared to
the calculated drinking water guidance values to yield a risk ratio. This
ratio was used to rank the pharmaceuticals based on potential to cause
harm to human health as well as to prioritize future water monitoring.
Risk ratios could only be calculated for 34 of the 90 APIs evaluated
due to the limited availability of occurrence data. Of the 34, ten were
identified as current potential risks to human health in at least one of
the four different water media categories and time points, and should
be more thoroughly evaluated. MDH found that even trace concentrations of pharmaceuticals, as low as 0.23 ng/L (with a corresponding dose
of 8.0X10-8 mg/kg-day), in water may pose a concern or merit further
evaluation and monitoring efforts. These findings suggest that APIs
monitored for in water need to be expanded to give a more complete
representation of the potential risk posed to human health.
MP135 Review of Risk Assessment Methods to Evaluate Potential
Human Health Effects From Exposure to PPCPs in the Environment
D.A. Murray, GEI Consultants Inc / Environmental Division; R.W.
Gensemer, GEI Consultants / Ecological Division; C.A. Claytor, GEI
Consultants Inc
The scientific literature as well as USEPA guidance presents varying
approaches to evaluate potential human health effects from exposure to
PPCPs in the environment. A major obstacle to evaluating human health
effects from exposure to these unregulated contaminants is the lack of a
standard method to derive toxicity values for PPCPs. Since there are no
established standards or guidelines to derive threshold values for PPCPs,
various approaches are presented in the literature to identify acceptable
daily intakes (ADI) for PPCPs. Surrogate ADIs for PPCPs are often
based on the lowest daily therapeutic dose (LDTD). However, there is
uncertainty in deriving ADIs for incidental exposure to PPCPs in the
environment because normally acceptable therapeutic effects are considered undesirable. To address this uncertainty, safety factors are used
to derive ADIs for PPCPs for which there is reasonable certainty that
no effect will occur. In addition, for endocrine disrupting compounds
(EDCs), additional safety factors are often incorporated in the derivation
of ADIs. Depending on the approach used, including the level of safety
factors incorporated, derived toxicity values for PPCPs can vary by several orders of magnitude. As a result, conclusions regarding the potential
for human health effects from exposure to PPCPs in the environment
are highly dependent on the approach used to derive toxicity values
for PPCPs. This presentation reviews the varying approaches used to
derive toxicity values for PPCPs presented in the literature including the
approach used by the USEPA Office of Water in the development of the
Contaminant Candidate List (CCL), which includes many pharmaceuticals that may require regulation under the Safe Drinking Water Act.
MP136 Threshold Development for PPCPs to Protect Human Health
T.L. Sorell, Brown and Caldwell / Risk and Toxicology
Over the past 10 to 15 years there has been growing concern regarding
the issue of active pharmaceutical and personal care products (PPCPs)
in the environment. Most of the work has focused on ecological effects.
However, presence not only in surface water but drinking water supplies
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and potentially agricultural products has begun to direct more concern to human health endpoints. To date there are several different
approaches that have been taken to address human health risks. These
include Traditional risk assessment approaches that calculate “safe”
doses using experimental data and uncertainty (safety) factors Point of
Departure (POD), which starts from a therapeutic human dose and
applies uncertainty factors Threshold of Toxicological Concern (TTC),
a generic approach that establishes threshold values across broad classes
of chemicals based on chemical structure. The types of chemicals in the
environment vary widely, from substances that are routinely added to
food or beverages consumed safely by large populations (such as caffeine),
to drugs with serious toxic side effects even at therapeutic doses (such as
psychiatric or cancer medications). There are also thousands of chemicals
for which no meaningful effects data are available. For these reasons,
development of a universal approach to setting thresholds is unrealistic.
This presentation describes various approaches for identifying thresholds
for example PPCPs. These illustrations address toxic effects only. There
are additional endpoints of concern with PPCPs, such as populationlevel cancer rates, endocrine disruption, antibiotic resistance, and the
effects of complex mixtures. Different sets of tools will ultimately be
required to identify and characterize other potential human health
effects associated with PPCPs in the environment.
MP137 Estimating annual production of major human pharmaceutical ingredients in Korea: Temporal trend between 2003 and 2011
E. Han, Seoul National Univ; K. Ji, Yongin Univ; K. Choi, Seoul National
Univ / School of Public Health; J. Park, Soon Chun Hyang Univ / College of
Natural Sciences
Predicting environmental concentrations is important in identifying
priority pharmaceuticals that require immediate attention for ecological
risk management. Accurate knowledge about pharmaceutical production is essential for this effort, but information is not readily available.
We estimated the annual production volumes of major pharmaceutical
ingredients of human use in Korea for years 2003, 2007, and 2011, using
publicly available database and relevant information. In Korea, pharmaceutical companies are required by law to report annually detailed
inventories of the commercial products released into market, and the
government should make this information open to public. In addition,
we obtained the composition of active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs)
of the pharmaceutical products on market from KIMS Online® database. However we did not include herbal medicines, biological products,
vitamins, inorganic salts and radioactive products as well as veterinary
pharmaceuticals into consideration. Among 457 APIs calculated over
the study years, 163 APIs are selected for time-series statistical analysis.
We found that increasingly more pharmaceuticals have been produced
during this period. The number of APIs of increasing production amount
(Group A) in 2003~2011 is 2.6 times greater than that of decreasing
production (Group B). Among the Group A APIs, pharmaceuticals
for alimentary track and metabolism (code A in ATC classification)
occupied the majority, while the pharmaceuticals for musculo-skeletal
system (code M in ATC classification) is major among Group B.
Pharmaceuticals for cardiovascular system (code C in ATC classification) and nervous system (code N in ATC classification) occupied
majority in both Group A and Group B. During the period, acetaminophen, amoxicillin, cefaclor, dexibuprofen, ibuprofen, mefenamic acid,
methocarbamol, and trimebutine have been consistently listed within the
top ten major pharmaceuticals. In addition, acetaminophen, amoxicillin, and ibuprofen have been produced over 100 tons/year during all
years. Among these highly produced APIs, acetaminophen, amoxicillin,
cefaclor, dexibuprofen, methocarbamol, and trimebutine have been identified to increase in production volume over the period. The information
presented here can be utilized in developing management options for
pharmaceuticals in the environment.
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MP138 Assessment of Potential Human Health Risk of Triclosan,
a Personal Care Product Ingredient in the Minnesota Aquatic
Environment
L.J. Yost, T.R. Barber, ENVIRON International Corp; R. Gentry,
ENVIRON; M.J. Bock, ENVIRON International Corp; M.C. Capdevielle,
Colgate-Palmolive Company / Environmental Occupational Health Safety
Dept; B. Slezak, Colgate-Palmolive Company / Global Product Safety
Triclosan, an antimicrobial compound found in personal care products, has been detected in low concentrations in municipal wastewater
treatment effluent in Minnesota. This assessment evaluated potential
human health risks related to human exposures to triclosan in Minnesota
water, sediments, and fish tissue based on concentrations of triclosan in
Minnesota surface waters and sediments. No measured triclosan fish
tissue data from Minnesota were available for this assessment, but fish
tissue triclosan concentrations were estimated using health-protective
methods which are likely to overestimate exposure (Bock et al., SETAC
abstract). Exposures for young children, older children, and adults
were evaluated considering ingestion and dermal contact with triclosan in water or sediments. Potential exposures and risks related to fish
consumption were also considered for recreational or subsistence-level
consumers. In the absence of a United States Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA) toxicity value for triclosan, two toxicity values derived
within other detailed reviews of triclosan were used in this assessment,
including a lower bound on a benchmark dose associated with a 10%
risk (BMDL10) of 47 mg/kg-day derived by Rodricks et al. (2010) and a
Reference Dose (RfD) of 0.051 mg/kg-day estimated by the Minnesota
Department of Health (MDH; 2010). Calculated risk estimates based
on conservative assumptions regarding exposures to triclosan in surface
water, sediments, and fish tissue suggest risk estimates far below levels
of concern. This assessment indicates no potential for harm, and indeed
a person would have to consume more than 65 fish meals per day before
there is a risk calculated under this conservative assessment. In addition,
many of these estimates are likely to overestimate risks for most, if not
all, potential receptors. This is particularly true given the distribution of
sample locations were generally biased towards known sources.
MP139 Assessment of multiple exposures and asthma: early results of
the Canadian Healthy Infant Longitudinal Development (CHILD)
birth cohort study
T.K. Takaro, Simon Fraser Univ / Faculty of Health Sciences; P. Subbarao,
Sickkids Hospital; S. Anand, MacMaster Univ; A. Becker, Univ Manitoba;
D. Befus, Univ Alberta; J. Brook, Environment Canada; M. Brauer, Univ
British Columbia; A. Kozyrskyj, Univ of Alberta; R. Allen, Simon Fraser
Univ / Faculty of Health Sciences; W. Lou, Univ Toronto; P. Mandhane,
Univ of Alberta; G. Miller, Northwestern Univ; J. Scott, Univ Toronto; D.
Lefebvre, M. Sears, McMaster Univ
RATIONALE: The majority of asthmatics trace the onset of symptoms to
early childhood. Studies suggest the allergic response is largely established
within the first two years, and the decline in lung function associated
with asthma may occur by school-age. The overarching hypothesis of
the CHILD study is: “Exposure to indoor pollutants including chemical agents and microbiological agents, by interaction with host genetics,
hormonal, metabolic, psychosocial, physiological, nutritional and immunological factors, increases the risk of allergy and asthma in infancy and early
childhood”. METHODS: From 2008-2012, 3,624 pregnant women were
recruited in multiple urban and rural centres with a wide range of climates,
environments and housing types. Environmental exposure data include
repeated detailed questionnaires and home assessments, estimates of air
pollution and biomarkers. Children are seen at 3 months of age, and again
at 1, 3 and 5 years; clinical and environmental data are updated multiple
times between visits. Parental assessments include health history, spirometry, allergy skin testing, and blood for DNA and biomarkers. RESULTS:
Multiple exposures associated with asthma are found during pregnancy
and iin the first year of life including 30% with a dog and 25% with a cat
during pregnancy, 42% with observed mould at 3 month home assessment,
75% with cotinine (> 0.03 ng/ml), 99% with at least one detectable phthalate metabolite in urine at 3 months. Intermediate endpoints for asthma
and allergy are common, and by age 1 year, 15% have objective evidence
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of atopy by skin test reactivity, 10% have recurrent wheezing, 23% report
atopic dermatitis/eczema while 9% report food allergy. CONCLUSIONS:
The CHILD study has completed recruitment and has over 3300 children
in active follow-up. Continuing genetic, environmental, microbiome,
innate and adaptive immune profiles along with analysis of health outcomes based on this national longitudinal birth cohort will enable greater
understanding of the origins of allergy and asthma.
MP140 Impact of Laundry Detergent on Male Reproductive Health
P.N. Abara, Federal Univ of Technology Owerri / Dept of Biological
Sciences; A.C. Udebuani, Federal Univ of Technology Owerri / Dept of
Biotechnology
The most dramatic change that have occurred over the past 50 years is
a marked decline in sperm count and semen quality, which is one of the
main causes of male infertility. Abnormalities in male reproductive organ
are also becoming more frequent. Comparable effects are also occurring
in a range of animals in terrestrial and aquatic environments. This study,
therefore, investigated the impact of laundry detergent on male reproductive health. Healthy adult male albino wistar rats were used in the study;
these rats were exposed to oral administration of the detergent for 28 consecutive days at increasing concentrations of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 mg/ml. These
rats were put into four (4) groups of A, B, C and D. The key indicators
for possible toxic effects were body weight, testicular weight, and semen
parameters. Results obtained were subjected to statistical analysis using
T-test. At the end of the study, results showed that there was a significant
increase (p < 0.05) in body weight for all the groups when compared with
the control, except at week three (200.70 ± 5.60) for group C. Examination
of semen parameters showed a decrease in sperm motility and testicular
weight for the highest dosed group D. The significant decrease in sperm
counts of exposed rats and other affected indices show that laundry detergent could pose a significant risk to male reproductive health.
MP141 Human Health Risk Assessment of Triclosan in LandApplied Biosolids
T.A. Verslycke, D.B. Mayfield, Gradient; M.C. Capdevielle, ColgatePalmolive Company / Environmental Occupational Health Safety Dept; B.
Slezak, Colgate-Palmolive Company / Global Product Safety
Triclosan (TCS; 5-chloro-2-[2,4-dichlorophenoxy]-phenol) is used as an
antibacterial and antifungal agent in a range of consumer products, such
as soaps, deodorants, cosmetics, and dental care products. Several studies
have examined the occurrence and fate of TCS in wastewater, wastewater
treatment plants, biosolids, biosolid-amended soils, and plants and organisms exposed to biosolid-amended soils. Land application of biosolids has
the potential to contribute to multiple direct and indirect human health
exposure pathways. Based on its intrinsic chemical properties, TCS has
limited potential to bioaccumulate, but a propensity to adhere to organic
carbon in biosolids. It is our understanding that a contemporary human
health risk assessment of biosolids-borne TCS has not been published to
date. In order to evaluate human health risks from biosolids-borne TCS,
we conducted a risk assessment following the approach and methodology incorporated into USEPA’s Part 503 biosolids rule. The Part 503
rule was developed to provide a comprehensive risk-based framework to
protect public health and the environment from potential adverse effects
of pollutants that may be present in biosolids. The Part 503 methodology
is similar to methodologies used to evaluate risks from biosolid-borne
chemicals in the European Union and Canada, as well as general chemical risk assessment guidance. We estimated human biosolids-borne TCS
exposure via soils, surface water, groundwater, and plant products. The
exposure assessment used published upper-end TCS concentrations in
land-applied biosolids. Environmental fate and transport characteristics of TCS (e.g.., from soils to water, from soils to plant products) were
based on upper-end model estimates or literature-based values from field
studies. A range of published toxicity values for TCS were evaluated
and margins of safety were estimated for 10 direct and indirect exposure
pathways, individually and combined. Our risk assessment finds a large
margin of safety for combined potential exposure to all pathways considered. Therefore, biosolids-borne TCS is predicted to be an insignificant
contributor to human health exposure and risk.

MP142 Association between exposure to endocrine disrupting chemicals and childhood obesity in Indian children
J. Xue, Wadsworth Center; Q. Wu, Wadsworth Center New York State
Dept of Health; S. Vel, Amrita Inst of Medical Sciences Research Centre; K.
Kannan, New York State Dept of Health / Wadsworth Center
Widespread exposure to EDCs, such as BPA, has been a concern for
humans because of these chemicals’ potential adverse health effects
on reproductive and developmental systems. Parabens, BADGE,
BFDGE, bisphenols, TCS, and BP3 are known EDCs and are widely
used in a broad range of consumer products including packaging and
foods. In this study, urine samples were collected from children in an
observational case-control study which was focused on the modifiable
risk factors of childhood obesity in a tertiary care hospital in Cochin,
India. Of the 86 children aged 2 to 14 years, 52 were cases (32 boys
and 20 girls) and 34 were controls (20 boys and 14 girls). Totally, 26
target EDCs were analyzed in this study, viz., six parabens and their
common hydrolysis products, 4-HB and 3,4-DHB, BADGE and its
five derivatives (BADGE·HCl, BADGE·H 2O, BADGE·HCl·H 2O,
BADGE·2HCl, BADGE·2H 2O), BFDGE and its two derivatives
(BFDGE·2HCl, BFDGE·2H 2O), TCS, BP3, as well as seven bisphenol analogues, namely BPA, BPAF, BPAP, BPB, BPP, BPS, and BPZ.
The objective of this study was to evaluate the association of endocrine
disruptors with childhood obesity as well as providing a first baseline
assessment of exposure to EDCs in Indian children. For p,p’-bisphenols,
the concentrations of 7 analytes in urine ranged from below the limit of
quantification (LOQ ) to 41.4 ng/mL. BPA and BPS were predominant
in urine samples. Concentrations of diglycidyl ethers of p,p’-bisphenols
ranged from below the LOQ to 4490 ng/mL with BADGE•2H 2O,
BADGE•2HCl, BADGE and BFDGE being the predominant
compounds. Concentrations of parabens and their common hydrolysis
products, 4-HB and 3,4-DHB, ranged from below the LOQ to 25400
ng/mL; 4-HB, 3,4-DHB, MeP, PrP, and EtP were the predominant
compounds among them. Concentrations of TCS and BP3 ranged from
0.22 to 2570 ng/mL and from below LOQ to 23.5 ng/mL, respectively. No significant association with childhood obesity or overweight
was observed for most chemicals studied, except for 3, 4-DHB and
BADGE·2HCl. Specifically, 3, 4-DHB was positively associated with
childhood obesity at the significance level of 5% and BADGE·2HCl
showed a negative association with childhood obesity at the significance
level of 1%. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to report
the association between EDCs and childhood obesity in Indian children
as well as the first EDCs exposure assessment in Indian children.
MP143 The Potential of Transfer of Antibiotic Resistance in Urban
Waterways
A.D. Kappell, K.R. Hristova, Marquette Univ / Biological Sciences
The increasing prevalence of antibiotic resistant pathogens threatens our
current ability to treat bacterial infections. Human activities perpetuate
this progression of antibiotic resistance through continued release of antibiotics and antibiotic resistant bacteria and genes into the environment.
The objective of this project is to determine the abundance of antibiotic
resistant bacteria and the potential of transfer of antibiotic resistance
genes between bacteria in the urban waterways of Milwaukee, WI. We
hypothesize there is a greater abundance of multidrug-resistant bacteria
in the urban waterways compared to the resistance of the microbiome
of the city. Escherichia coli was isolated from influent waste waters of
Milwaukee’s Jones Island waste water treatment plant (WWTP) to represent the microbiome of Milwaukee. E. coli was also isolated from a clinical
setting and from sediment of the surrounding rivers and effluent outfall
of the WWTP. Antibiotic susceptibility was determined via growth
ofisolates in the presence of 15 antibiotics in 96-well plate phenotypic
assays. PCR analysis of isolated E. coli was used to identify the presence
of integrase. Plasmid isolations were performed on the isolated E. coli to
determine the presence of plasmids and correlation to resistance. PCA
and Chi-square comparison was used to analyze patterns of resistance
in relation to locations and presence of plasmids and potential integrons.
Phenotypic screening showed a greater percentage of individuals with
higher resistances to individual antibiotics and resistances to a greater
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number of antibiotics within the urban waterways including the WWTP
effluent fallout compared to the medical and microbiome represented E.
coli. Phenotypic screening showed co-occurrence of antibiotic resistance
which could be explained by the presence of multiple resistance genes
on the same vector of transmission, demonstrated from the presence of
integrons and plasmids. Plasmids were identified as more contributory to
resistance of a greater number of antibiotics. Plasmid capture techniques
show some of the plasmids are directly transferable between bacteria
through conjugation. These results suggest that sediments of urban
waterways putatively contaminated with pharmaceuticals through human
activities such as contaminating runoff and water infiltration from farms,
hospitals, industrial facilities, and WWTPs create selective environments
for antibiotic resistant bacteria and genes.
MP144 Distinct Photolytic Mechanisms and Products for Different
Dissociation and Metal Complexation Species of Ciprofloxacin
X. Wei, J. Chen, Dalian Univ of Technology / School of Environmental
Science and Technology
Antibiotics are of acute concern as they are pseudo-persistent and many
of them can induce bacterial resistance. Photolysis has been proven to be
a central factor in governing the fate of antibiotics. In combined pollution conditions, antibiotics exist in different dissociation and metal
complexation forms. We hypothesized that the different dissociation
and metal complexation species may have disparate photolytic pathways,
products and kinetics, and we adopted ciprofloxacin (CIP) and Cu(II)
as a system to test this hypothesis. Simulated sunlight experiments
and matrix calculations were performed to differentiate the photolytic
reactivity for each dissociation species (H4CIP3+, H3CIP2+, H2CIP+,
HCIP0 and CIP−). The results prove that the five dissociation species do
have dissimilar photolytic kinetics and light absorption properties. Based
on the product identification and dissociation species distribution, the
photolytic pathways of each dissociation species were clarified. H4CIP3+
mainly undergoes stepwise cleavage of the piperazine ring, while H 2CIP+
mainly undergoes defluorination. For H3CIP2+, HCIP0 and CIP−, the
major photolytic pathway is oxidation. By density functional theory
(DFT) calculation, we clarified the defluorination mechanisms for the
five dissociation species at the excited triplet states: All the five species
can defluorinate by reaction with OH− to form hydroxylated products,
and H2CIP+ can also undergo C−F bond cleavage to produce F− and a
carbon-centered radical. Combining experiments with DFT calculations,
the influencing mechanisms of Cu(II) complexation on the photochemical behavior of CIP were studied in pH 7.5 solutions. The results show
that H2CIP+ can chelate with tetrahydrated Cu(II) to form [Cu(H2CIP)
(H2O)4]3+. Compared with H2CIP+, [Cu(H2CIP)(H2O)4]3+ has different
molecular orbital components of the excitation, orbital structures and
atomic charge distributions. As a result, [Cu(H2CIP)(H2O)4]3+ behaved
distinct light absorption property, slower direct photolytic rate, lower 1O2
generation ability and weaker reactivity towards 1O2. Due to the Cu(II)
complexation, the apparent photolysis of H2CIP+ was inhibited, and the
photolytic pathways and product distribution were altered. The results
imply that for accurate ecological risk assessment of ionizable emerging
pollutants, the effects of acid-base dissociation and metal complexation
should be considered in metal combined pollution conditions.

Developing Technologies for Reclamation and
Monitoring Environmental Impacts in the Oil Sands
Region
MP145 Enhanced flocculation of Thin Fine Tailings (TFT) by understanding their electrokinetic properties
A. Wijdeveld, DELTARES / Fresh Water; M. Ibanez, DELTARES /
Marine and Coastal Systems; C. Chassagne, TU Delft / CITG
A critical step in the goal to reintegrate oil sand tailings ponds into an
environmental sustainability end pit lake is the flocculation and consolidation of the cohesive sediments, or Thin Fine Tailings (TFT). We
investigate the behaviour of the electrokinetic charge of TFT upon
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changes in salinity, the monovalent/bivalent salt ratio and the pH. The
electrokinetic charge behaviour (the zeta potential) gives an indication
about the flocculation behaviour of the fines. The fines are composed
principally of kaolinite. We are going to show that the electrokinetic
properties of kaolinite and the TFT are quite similar. Understanding
the electrokinetic properties of the TFT helped us to define geochemical
solutions for better TFT flocculation, like CO2 bubbling in the presence
of calcite to decrease the pH and increase the divalent salt concentration.
We also linked the properties of polymer flocculants to settling behaviour and flock size. Flocculants both influence the charge around the clay
particles and can form binding bridges between the clay particles. But
overdosing flocculants will screen clay particles from flocculating, leading to slower settling and small flocks which are harder to dewater. The
role of the electrokinetic behaviour of TFT does not end after flocculation. The dewatering and strength development of TFT towards Mature
Fine Tailings (MFT) is impacted by the particle interlocking matrix,
which in turn partly depends on the double layer behaviour of the clay
particles. Also environmental changes in the pond like the intrusion
of fresh (rain/river) water in the salty MFT pore water can impact the
strength and consolidation behaviour of the MFT. Based on the electrokinetic properties, geochemical modelling and column experiments we
predict how these environmental changes will impact the stability and
consolidation behaviour of TFT.
MP146 Predicting the future of End Pit Lakes – Which dissolved organic compounds are most persistent to aerobic microbial
biodegradation?
E.K. Asiedu, Univ of Alberta / AET Division; D. Cologgi, Univ of Alberta
/ Civil and Environmental Engineering; A. dos Santos Pereira, Univ of
Alberta / Division of Analytical and Environmental Toxicology; A. Ulrich,
Univ of Alberta / Civil and Environmental Engineering; J.W. Martin,
Univ of Alberta / Laboratory Medicine and Pathology
In December 2012, Base Mine Lake (BML) became the first end-pit
lake in the Alberta Oil sands region to be commissioned. With up to
30 more end-pit lakes to be commissioned over the next 10 years, future
tailings ponds reclamation strategies are strongly reliant on the success
of this project. Much research has already focused on bioremediation of
oil sands process affected water (OSPW), with the primary focus being
the recalcitrance of one chemical group, the naphthenic acids (NAs:
CnH2n+ZO2). Recent analytical chemistry has revealed that NAs are
only a small component of total dissolved organic compounds in OSPW,
thus here the aim was to assess the aerobic biodegradation persistence
of thousands of chemical species in OSPW including CnH2n+Zx: x=
O2-6; N; NO1-4; SO1-4, NO2S. It was hypothesized that chemical species with nitrogen or sulfur could be more persistent than NAs.
Experimental microcosms were set up in triplicate and monitored over
90 days at three different temperatures (T= 4, 10, 21°C). The effect
of nutrient addition (Bushnell-Haas Medium) on biodegradation of
organics in the presence and absence of native OSPW bacteria was also
assessed. Semi-quantitative changes in chemical composition were monitored by HPLC- Orbitrap mass spectrometry, and the half-lives (t1/2)
for each organic species was estimated. The Microtox® bioassay was used
to measure changes in toxicity throughout the study. These new data will
help to predict the detoxification trajectory of BML, and could enable
improved remediation strategies to be developed.
MP147 Oil Sands Process Water and Tailings Pond Contaminant
Transport and Fate: Physical, Chemical and Biological Processes
C.M. Levesque, Chemical and Biological Engineering
The Alberta Oil Sands development has been in operation since the
1960s. Technological innovations in bitumen extraction and assisted
tailings consolidation have resulted in more complex contaminant compositions in the Oil Sands Process affected water (OSPW) and tailings.
The scope of this research included the OSPW produced from oil sands
open-pit mining, extraction and processing of bitumen. The crushing
of ore and chemical additives affect water chemistry through the release
ions, salts, metals and organic compounds. Oil sands mines generate
process affected water high in contaminants and the high degree of water
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recycling further concentrates these substances. This research examines
the probable concentration and ultimate fate of various substances in
tailings. The purpose is to elucidate the pathways of salts, metals, hydrocarbons and acids fractions of OSPW over time in tailings ponds. The
spatial and geological focus comprised the Athabasca ore deposit, with
special attention on the Fort McMurray area and particular examination of the Mildred Lake Settling basin. Current and past research in
the field was highlighted and their overall significance to the working
hypotheses on the oil sands affected landscape. The great contribution of
this work is to highlight gaps in our knowledge about processes taking
place in OSPW tailings ponds; particularly in the areas of high risk (i.e.
mixing within tailings ponds, speciation of metals, volatilization, airborne emissions). Chemical oxidation and bacterial decomposition have
been shown to decrease toxicity of certain contaminants of greater concern. The physical, chemical and biological processes occurring within a
tailings pond are multifaceted making it difficult to model the ultimate
fates of various substances. This research is ground-breaking in that to
analyze and integrate most known scientific sources of information on
the physical, chemical and biological properties and processes of the
Alberta oil sands regions OSPW, tailings pond and affected landscape.
This conceptual tailing pond model is the first of its kind as there have
been no attempts in the existing literature, and a tool for future management of these facilities.
MP148 Spatio-temporal variation of mercury concentrations in wetlands and amphibians from the oil sands region of northern Alberta,
Canada
F. Akhter, Univ of Saskatchewan / Veterinary Pathology; D. Schock, Keyano
College; C. Soos, B.D. Pauli, Environment Canada / Ecotoxicology and
Wildlife Health Division
Among the pollutants released during oil sands mining and upgrading,
mercury (Hg) is of concern because of its potential for toxicity, bioaccumulation, and biomagnification. We investigated spatiotemporal patterns
of Hg levels in wetlands and amphibians as part of a larger, multi-year
project designed to address knowledge gaps and evaluate wetland and
wildlife health in the oil sands region. Wood frogs (Lithobates sylvaticus)
were chosen as a sentinel monitoring species because they are abundant across the study region and their life cycle includes both aquatic
and terrestrial stages. In 21 selected wetlands general water chemistry,
amphibian health, and levels of Hg and other trace elements in breeding pond water and amphibian tissues were assessed. Across all sites,
levels of total Hg in water ranged from 0.34 to 21.3 ng/L, did not vary
significantly within or across years, and did not exceed CCME safe
limits for the protection of aquatic life. In amphibian tissues, Hg levels
ranged from below detection limits to 0.41 µg/g dw, and varied among
life stages, with total Hg being lower in recent metamorphs compared to
adults. Linear mixed models indicated that, in general, variation in tissue
Hg concentration was not related to distance from upgraders, but was
related to the level of Hg present in breeding pond water, selenium levels
in tissues, and water conductivity. Levels of Hg in breeding pond water
were also not associated with distance from upgraders, but were related
to water concentrations of zinc and lead, and water conductivity. Levels
of methylmercury in amphibian tissue as well as inter-annual variation
and correlations between metals levels and other indicators of amphibian
health such as prevalence of infectious diseases and chronic stress levels
are being examined. Results from our study will inform long-term monitoring plans in the oil sands region, particularly plans for monitoring the
health of wetland ecosystems in the region.
MP149 Atmospheric mercury species in the Alberta oil sands region
in summer 2013
A. Cole, Environment Canada / Air Quality Processes Research Section; A.
Steffen, D. McLennan, M. Lapalme, C. Nayet, Environment Canada
Previous measurements of mercury in the snowpack near oil sands
developments showed higher deposition of mercury and other priority
pollutants in the developed area compared to more remote locations (e.g.
Kelly et al., PNAS, 2010). Measurements of atmospheric mercury were
made in Alberta’s oil sands region in August and September of 2013 as

part of the Joint Canada-Alberta Implementation Plan for Oil Sands
Monitoring (JOSM). Gaseous elemental mercury (GEM), reactive
gaseous mercury (RGM), and mercury on PM2.5 (TPM) were measured alongside a suite of other gaseous and particulate pollutants. Over
the course of the study, the measured concentrations were on average
quite low, with GEM significantly lower than northern hemispheric
background concentrations during the early morning hours. The GEM
concentrations are in agreement with longer-term measurements at other
sites in the region, which suggested that there is not a significant local
anthropogenic source of GEM to the air (Parsons et al., Atmos., 2013).
The low concentrations may also indicate uptake of GEM by the forest or
local environment and/or oxidation of GEM in the air by other atmospheric species. There was a clear diel cycle in all three species consistent
with enhanced nighttime deposition of GEM, RGM and TPM and
daytime photochemical production of RGM. The concentrations of
RGM and TPM – likely products of GEM oxidation – were comparable
to the few remote sites in Canada, though no upwind measurements in
this area yet exist. Only RGM was slightly elevated during high SO2
periods, suggesting it was emitted or produced in polluted air masses,
though concentrations were still very low compared to urban areas. TPM
measurements were limited to particles smaller than 2.5 µm, therefore
we cannot yet fully resolve the atmospheric mercury budget. Additional
measurements of mercury on larger particles as well as speciated mercury
measurements throughout the year will help identify the source of mercury depositing to the snow and quantify the deposition to the surface in
all seasons.
MP150 Updated Spatial and Temporal Variation of Polycyclic
Aromatic Compounds in the Athabasca Oil Sands Region Based on
Dated Lake Sediment Cores
D.C. Muir, Environment Canada / Aquatic Contaminants Research
Division; J. Kurek, Queen’s Univ / Dept of Biology; J.L. Kirk, C.
Manzano,M. Evans, X. Want, J. Keating, Environment Canada / Aquatic
Contaminants Research Division; J. Smol, Queen’s Univ / Dept of Biology
Assessments of the environmental impacts of the Athabasca oil sands
development in northeastern Alberta have noted the lack of long-term
data and very limited information on pre-impact conditions. Oil production in the oil sands region has grown from about 30,000 m3/d in 1984 to
300,000 m3/d (1.9x106 barrels/d) in 2013, consisting of about 50% marketable bitumen and 50% synthetic crude oil. In this study, conducted
under the Joint Oil Sands Monitoring Program, we have used paleolimnological techniques to reconstruct loadings of Polycyclic Aromatic
Compounds (PACs) over the last 50 to 100 years. Dated sediment cores
from 19 lakes have been analysed; 11 were within about 50 km (near
field) of the bitumen upgrading facilities in the development area north
of Ft McMurray and 8 at 75-185 km distance (far field). Sixteen lakes
were remote, undisturbed and received only atmospheric inputs, while
3 larger far-field lakes, had small communities within their catchments.
Total (Σ)PAC (46 analytes) concentrations increased in all near-field
lakes, beginning at the early 1970s, particularly C1-C4-alkylated PACs
and C1-C4-dibenzothiophenes (DBTs). Maximum post-2000 ΣPAC
fluxes were 1.8 to 24-times greater than pre-1960 background levels.
Increasing ΣPAC was also evident in far-field lakes although post-2000/
pre-1960 enrichment factors were generally much lower (1.0-3.9-fold).
C1-C4 alkylated PACs and DBTs, which are prominent PACs in oil
sands bitumen, predominated in all samples, representing 55 to 89% and
1.8 to 17% of the ΣPACs, respectively. C3-DBT/C3-phenanthrene and
C2-DBT/C2-chrysene ratios, along with other indicators of combustion sources, suggest a shift to petrogenic and unweathered alkylated
PAC sources in the modern sediments of near-field cores. Ratios of
retene to total unsubstituted PACs were higher in pre-1960 sediments
than in the modern sediments in all near-field lakes indicating a greater
proportion of wood combustion and terrestrial plant inputs compared
with recent times. While ΣPAC have increased markedly since the
∼1960–1970s, coinciding with over four decades of oil sands development, these increases are from a low level background level the region.
Concentrations of unsubstituted PAC concentrations in sediments
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remain well below sediment quality guidelines and are lower than in
rural and semi-urban lakes in Central Alberta, except in one lake near
the development.
MP151 Spatial distribution of polycyclic aromatic compounds in moss
samples from the Athabasca bituminous sands region of Alberta,
Canada
Y. Zhang, Univ of Alberta / Dept of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology; W.
Shotyk, Univ of Alberta / Renewable Resources; C. Zaccone, T. Noernberg,
Univ of Alberta / Dept of Renewable Resources; J.W. Martin, Univ of
Alberta / Laboratory Medicine and Pathology
Concern about airborne emissions of polycyclic aromatic compounds
(PACs) has grown in the Athabasca Bituminous Sands (ABS) region
because of increased bitumen mining and related industrial activity.
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are a major subgroup of PACs
that are known carcinogens and mutagens, but other PACs such as
alkylated PAHs, dibenzothiophene, and alkyl dibenzothiophenes may
co-occur with PAHs in environmental samples. Sources of atmospheric
PACs are not well understood in the region, nor is the magnitude of PAC
deposition to the surrounding environment. Mosses have previously been
shown to be a good biomonitor of atmospheric PAC deposition, thus
here 53 PACs were analyzed in 66 moss samples (Sphagnum) from 22
ombrotrophic bogs located in the vicinity of the ABS. 1-methylnaphthalene was the predominant analyte detected (mean 50.5 ng/g dry weight),
followed by phenanthrene (38.1 ng/g), 1-methylfluorene (24.5 ng/g),
naphthalene (21.4 ng/g), and 9-n-butylphenanthrene (15.5 ng/g), while
all other detected analytes were below 10 ng/g. The average concentration of total PAHs was 217 ng/g, which is at the low end of the range
for most other surveys carried out using mosses from around the world.
Nevertheless, total PAHs in moss at sites closest to industry were 2-5
times higher compared to those sites further from known activity, suggesting that industrial activity was an important source of atmospheric
PAC emissions. Based on diagnostic ratios among PAH isomers fluoranthene/(fluoranthene+pyrene), anthracene/(anthracene+phenanthrene)
and indeno [123-cd]pyrene/(indeno [123-cd]pyrene+benzo[ghi]perylene),
most samples had signatures in or near to the petroleum combustion
zone. Three sites, which were close together and near to industrial activity, had similar signatures indicating a mix of petroleum and petroleum
combustion sources, whereas five sites in the south showed signatures
representing a mix of petroleum and grass/wood/coal combustion.
To confirm sources and to put current deposition levels into a historic
context, temporal fluxes of PAC deposition will be determined in ombrotrophic peat cores from the same region in the next step.
MP152 The presence of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons in edible
fish tissue from the Athabasca/Slave river system, Canada
E. Ohiozebau, Univ of Saskatchewan / School of Environment and
Sustainability; B.J. Tendler, G. Codling, A. Hill, J.P. Giesy. Univ of
Saskatchewan / Toxicology Centre; E. Kelly, Environment and Natural
Resources; P.D. Jones, Univ of Saskatchewan / School of Environment and
Sustainability
Major oil sands open-pit mining and extraction operations exist in the
Fort McMurray/Fort MacKay area, adjacent to the Athabasca River, in
Alberta, Canada. Fish is a major cultural and economic resource for First
Nations communities in the area; thus, concern about possible contamination of fish by PAHs exists. The aim of this research was to describe
the spatial and temporal distribution of PAHs in edible fish tissue of 5
species: Goldeye (Hiodon alosoides), Whitefish (Coregonus clupeaformis),
Northern Pike (Esox Lucius), Walleye (Sander vitreus), Burbot/Loche
Mariah (Lota lota) at three locations on the Athabasca River and two
locations on the Slave River. Fish were sampled in the summer, and fall
of 2011, and in the spring of 2012. Bile PAH metabolite profiles were
determined by synchronous fluorescence spectroscopy (SFS). GC/MS
was used to determine 16 USEPA priority PAHs and measurable concentrations were detected in edible parts of fishes. Concentrations of PAHs
in muscle of the 425 sampled fish contained a mean concentration of 30
ng ∑PAH/g wet mass (wm). Mean concentrations for all species, locations, and seasons of ∑2-ring (Naphthalene), ∑3-ring (Acenaphthylene,
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Acenaphthene, Fluorene, Phenathrene, and Anthracene), ∑4-ring
(Fluoranthene, Pyrene, Benz(a) anthracene, and Chrysene), ∑5-ring
PAHs (Benzo(b) fluoranthene, Benzo(k) fluoranthene, Benzo(a) pyrene,
and Dibenz(ah) anthracene), and ∑6-ring (Indeno(1,2,3-cd) pyrene and
Benzo(ghi) perylene) PAHs were 5.8, 10.7, 7.2, 4.6 and 1.5 ng/g, wm,
respectively. Fishes from upstream portions of the Athabasca River,
which were nearer to operations where oil sands were extracted and
upgraded, contained greater concentrations of individual PAHs in muscle
than did fishes from the Slave River. Concentrations of ∑PAHs in species collected in the vicinity of Fort McKay, varied among seasons with
concentrations ranging from 11 ng/g, wm (burbot, summer) to 1.2x102
ng/g, wm (burbot, spring) with mean of 48 ng/g, wm. Concentrations of
∑PAHs in fishes collected in the vicinity of Fort Resolution also varied
among species and season and ranged from 4.3 ng/g, wm (whitefish,
summer) to 33 ng/g, wm (goldeye, summer) with a mean of 13 ng/g,
wm . Whitefish contained the greatest concentration at all locations and
seasons with a mean (locations, seasons) of 32 ng/g, dm.

Hydraulic Fracturing: A Technical Teaser or Political
Puzzler?
MP153 Hydraulic Fracturing: Ameerican Petroleum Institute
Initiative to Address Potential Health Effects
P.W. Beatty, American Petroleum Inst / Regulatory and Scientific Affairs;
D.J. DEVLIN, ExxonMobil Corporation; S. Sarang, Shell Oil Company
Hydraulic fracturing combined with directional drilling is a relatively
new technology that is being utilized to access previously difficult to reach
geological formations containing natural gas and oil. These new resources
are often termed “unconventional resources”, and offer significant benefits
as an economically viable energy source and chemical feedstock for several
important industries. Natural gas produced with hydraulic fracturing
is abundant, affordable, clean burning, increases energy security, and
provides significant economical advantages. Over the past five years there
has been a rapid increase in the development of these resources from
unconventional shale formations using the process of hydraulic fracturing. This accelerated growth of unconventional resource development
(URD) has led to examinations by regulators and the NGO community who cite potential human health and environmental concerns. The
industry, through the American Petroleum Institute (API), is taking steps
to address human health concerns. Approximately two years ago API
formed the Exploration and Production Health Issues Group (EPHIG),
which is composed of member companies who have an interest in hydraulic fracturing. The EPHIG was established to provide research, scientific
analysis, and guidance on potential human health issues regarding URD.
The EPHIG is currently focused on potential community human health
concerns, including those associated with the compositions of hydraulic
fracturing fluid, flowback water, air emissions, and psycho-social stress
related to URD. As with any industrial activity URD carries benefits and
potential risks, similar to conventional resource development. The work
being performed and communicated by the EPHIG will help to ensure
that any potential health risks from production of these unconventional
resources are identified, examined, appropriately communicated, and
managed to enhance the public’s confidence and ensure protection of
public health. This talk will describe the work and plans of the EPHIG
and our current assessment of proposed impacts from URD.
MP155 What’s in the air?: Using passive sampling to answer questions
about hydraulic fracturing
L.B. Paulik, L.G. Tidwell, C.E. Donald, B.W. Smith, K.A. Hobbie, Oregon
State Univ / Environmental Molecular and Toxicology; L. Kincl, Oregon
State Univ / College of Public Health and Human Sciences; E. Haynes,
Univ of Cincinnati; K.A. Anderson, Oregon State Univ / Environmental
Molecular Toxicology
Unconventional natural gas drilling with hydraulic fracturing,
or “fracking,” may be changing air quality in parts of rural Ohio.
Unconventional natural gas drilling (UNGD) has increased rapidly
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in the United States in the last 20 years. UNGD is often in traditionally rural areas, and it is only projected to continue to increase. To
date there has been relatively little environmental regulation imposed
on UNGD. Concerns have arisen over potential harmful effects this
development may have on air quality. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are pervasive pollutants associated with many known
health risks including cancer, developmental effects, and respiratory
distress. So far PAH concentrations related to UNGD have not been
investigated. Passive air sampling is a useful tool for assessing PAH
levels in air. In this study low density polyethylene (LDPE) passive air samplers were deployed in a rural Ohio community that has
been heavily impacted by UNGD. One hypothesis was that samplers
deployed within 0.1 miles of active wells would have higher ΣPAH
levels than samplers deployed farther than 1.0 mile from active wells.
Samplers were deployed on the properties of 23 volunteers for nominally three weeks. Trained landowners mailed the samplers to the Food
Safety and Environmental Stewardship Program Lab at Oregon State
University. Sampler extracts were analyzed for 62 PAHs using GC/
MS-MS. Results suggest that ΣPAH concentrations increase as the
sampler gets closer to an active well. Specifically, average ΣPAH levels
were nominally 2-fold higher when a sampler was within 0.1 miles of
an active well than when a sampler was farther than 1.0 mile from an
active well. Phenanthrene, fluoranthene and fluorene contributed the
majority of the mass to ΣPAH in all samples. Phenanthrene is associated with increased risk of asthma and fluoranthene is a known human
carcinogen. This work suggests that UNGD is contributing PAHs to
the air in substantial quantities.
MP156 New Hazard Communication Standard and Responsibilities
at Multi-Employer Sites
S. Lakhiani, S. Arndt, L. Elkayam, Exponent Inc
In 2012 OSHA revised the requirements under its Hazard
Communication Standard (HCS) to align with the Globally
Harmonized System of Classification and Labeling of Chemicals (GHS).
Although the deadline for complying with the modified provisions of
the new HCS is not until June 1, 2015, employers are required to train
the employees on the new label elements and Safety Data Sheet (SDS)
format by December 1, 2013. At a multi-employer work site, where there
are numerous contractors and sub-contractors present, confusion regarding responsibility for training may arise. This paper and presentation
discusses the key changes to the HCS and its effect on a multi-employer
work site. Specific example of hydraulic fracturing (or “fracing”) sites is
discussed to interpret specific responsibilities regarding employee training and hazard communication.
MP157 Factors Influencing Adoption of Safer Alternatives in
Hydraulic Fracturing Additives
B. Penttila, iWatchChems Consulting; L.G. Heine, Clean Production Action
Hydraulic fracturing for the recovery of natural gas and oil dates to the
late 1940s. The evolution of industry drilling and extraction practices
has varied depending on the local geologic conditions, but has also
adapted to local regulatory realities. As a result, a wide range of chemical use practices have evolved in the face of these disparate constraints.
This work examines the pattern of current chemical use in U.S. landbased operations and provides an assessment of alternative chemistries.
U.S. onshore chemical use is compared with safer alternatives required
by offshore and other regulatory regimes. Factors influencing alternative selection are examined for several different HF additives.

Alternatives Assessment Recent Developments in
Science, Policy, and Practice
MP158 Environment and health in emergencies: A new approach in
safeguarding people’s health from environmental threats
L.N. Allison, A.C. Udebani, Federal Univ of Technology Owerri /
Biotechnology; P.N. Abara, Federal Univ of Technology Owerri / Biological
Sciences Dept
Environmental emergencies are defined as “sudden-onset disasters or
accidents resulting from natural,technological or human-induced factors, or a combination of these,that cause or threaten to cause severe
environmental damage as well as loss of human lives and property.”The
term includes secondary consequencies from natural hazards such as
earthquakes,storms floods, wildland fires,landslides or man-made disasters such as industrial accidents,transport accidents,chemical spills,oil
spills and a multitude of other types of emergencies.Environment and
health programmes has worked for over 2 decades to safeguard families
and communities by reducing exposure to toxic chemicals that can cause
diseases. And although we have seen substantial progress in public health
over the past generation,certain environmentally linked diseases, such as
asthma,autism and some types of cancer have increased.To address these
and other challenges,the need for an integrated approach to assessing
environmental issues is established and the main elements considered
includes,food safety, reducing the use of dangerous pesticides in homes
to protect children,communicable disease,and vector issues.
MP160 A Summary of USEPA DfE’s Alternatives Assessments on
Flame Retardants
M. Kawa, J. Rhoades, SRC, Inc.; E.T. Lavoie, USEPA / Office of Pollution
Prevention and Toxics; C. Baier-Anderson, USEPA / Design for the
Environment; J.L. Tunkel, SRC, Inc. / Environmental Health Analysis
Flame retardants are widely used in commerce for products such as
household furniture, textiles, building material and electronic equipment. The chemical flame retardants can be organized based on
functional group, end use application and additive or reactive role in
the manufactured product. Several chemical flame retardants have
been found to persist in the environment, bioaccumulate in people
and animals, and cause adverse developmental effects in animals. The
USEPAs Design for the Environment (DfE) program has produced four
alternatives assessment (AA) reports and two updated reports for flame
retardant chemicals to identify functional alternatives to DecaBDE,
TBBPA, HBCD and PentaBDE flame retardants chemicals; “The
Flame Retardant Alternatives Assessment for Decabromodiphenyl
Ether (DecaBDE)”, “Partnership to Evaluate Flame Retardants in
Printed Circuit Boards” (and update), “Flame Retardant Alternatives for
Hexabromocyclododecane (HBCD)” and “Environmental Profiles of
Chemical Flame-Retardant Alternatives for Low-Density Polyurethane
Foam” (and update), respectively. These reports are a result of voluntary,
stakeholder based projects. They provide comparative hazard assessments considering human health, aquatic toxicity, environmental fate
and transport. Safer alternative chemical flame retardants are designed
to function in the assigned role as flame retardants but have reduced
hazardous characteristics. Trends identified from this work will be
presented to help inform safer chemical selection. A range of chemistries
in these AAs, including inorganics, polymers, halogenated, and phosphorus or nitrogen containing compounds, were evaluated. Some flame
retardant chemical classes may appear generally preferable while others
indicate increased hazard concern. Hazard endpoints will be reviewed
and discussed to highlight several important considerations, such as
techniques used to address data gaps that allow the methodologies to be
extended beyond chemical flame retardants for use in any alternatives
assessment. For example, inclusion of monitoring studies may help to
inform bioavailability. Other examples will demonstrate the importance
of metabolite identification and mechanistic determinations within a
comparative hazard assessment, emphasizing the importance of understanding the basic chemistry of the product in addition to metabolites.
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Fate and Effects of Metals: Biogeochemical Perspective
MP161 Distribution of toxic metals in chicken, goat and sheep in
Ghana and other African countries; assessment of human health risks
through consumption
N. Bortey-Sam, Hokkaido Univ / Environmental Veterinary Science; S.M.
Nakayama, Hokkaido Univ; O. Akoto, Kwame Nkrumah Univ of Science
and Technology / Chemistry; Y. Ikenaka, Hokkaido Univ / Environmental
Veterinary Science; E. Baidoo, Kwame Nkrumah Univ of Science and
Technology / Chemistry; Y.B. Yohannes, Hokkaido Univ / Laboratory of
Toxicology; H. Mizukawa, Hokkaido Univ / Environmental Veterinary
Sciences; M. Ishizuka, Hokkaido Univ / Graduate School of Veterinary
Medicine
Heavy metal and metalloid contamination in food resulting from mining and industrialization is of major concern due to the potential risk
involved. Food consumption is the most likely route for human exposure
to metals. This study was therefore to assess the distribution of metals
in various countries; estimate the daily intake and health risk (based
on target hazard quotients, THQ ) from metals via consumption of
free-range chicken, goat and sheep near gold mines in Tarkwa, Ghana.
Concentrations of Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, As, Cd, and Pb were
measured with an inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometer and
Hg analysis was done using mercury analyzer. The mean concentrations of metals ranged from nd–542 mg/kg wet weight. The daily intake
of As (µg/kg body weight/day) were in the following ranges; [0.002
(kidneys of goat and sheep)–0.19 (chicken gizzard)], Cd [0.003 (chicken
muscle)–0.55 (chicken liver)], Hg [0.002 (goat muscle)–0.29 (chicken
liver)], Pb [0.01 (muscles and kidneys of goat and sheep)–0.96 (chicken
gizzard)] and Mn [0.13 (goat kidney)–8.92 (sheep liver)]. From the
results, daily intake of As, Cd, Hg, Pb and Mn in these food animals
were low compared to the provisional tolerable daily intake guidelines.
The THQs although less than one, indicated that contributions of
chicken gizzard and liver to toxic metal exposure in adults and especially
children could be significant. Principal component analysis (PCA) of the
results in Tarkwa samples showed a clear separation between chicken,
grouped on one side, and the ruminants clustered on another side in both
offal and muscle. Interestingly, As, Cd, Hg, Mn and Pb made one cluster
in the offal of chicken. Chicken muscle also showed similar distribution with As, Hg and Pb clustered together. This tendency was further
confirmed by PCA using chicken and ruminants from different countries
(i.e. Ghana, Nigeria and Zambia). This difference in metal distribution
among the studied food animals could be due to their different feeding
habits, metallothionein levels, etc.
MP162 Simulating Resuspension and Bioturbation in Aquatic
Sediments: Differentiating the Effects on Metal Bioavailability
S.M. Nedrich, Dept of Earth and Environmental Sciences; J.M. Daley, Univ
of Michigan / School of Natural Resources and Environment; L. Sano, Univ
of Michigan; G.A. Burton, Univ of Michigan / School of Natural Resources
Environment
This study examined the role of bioturbation and resuspension on
Cd-Cu-Fe-Mn-Ni and Zn bioavailability under laboratory conditions. Benthic microcosms (Gust erosion chambers), with sediments
from Lake DePue, Illinois (Zn-contaminated sediments) were used to
compare the effects of short-term (4-hr) resuspension events with the
effects of bioturbation of the oligochaete Lumbriculus variegatus (present
at two different densities). Toxicological endpoints including survival
rates and body burden metal concentrations were assessed on d7 and
d14, using the freshwater amphipod, Hyalella azteca. Sediment simultaneously extracted metal/acid volatile sulfide (AVS/SEM) ratios were
estimated to describe sediment conditions during the experiment. The
results indicate a minimal release of dissolved metals into the overlying
water from the resuspension events, most likely due to the metals being
quickly scavenged by or coprecipitated with Fe-Mn-hydroxides and/or
complexed by organic matter. Interestingly, dissolved Zn concentrations
in the overlying water were up to four-fold higher in the absence of bioturbators compared to conditions with bioturbators present. The results
from this study indicate that a variety of factors influence sediment
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partitioning, contaminant flux and bioavailability, which dictate both
the exposure and toxicity to organisms. These results contribute to a
better understanding of these key parameters needed to improve site
characterizations.
MP163 Arsenic availability in rice related to soil iron species and
arsenic species in a tungsten mining area of South China
H. Yu
Although effect of iron minerals on As mobility has been conducted in
many previous studies, the relationship between As availability and iron
minerals in paddy soil environment is still uncertain. In our present study,
arsenic concentration were determined in 73 pair of soil and rice plant
samples, collected from fields contaminated with acid mining drainage.
High correlations between concentrations of Fe and As in root, and concentrations of amorphous Fe and DCB-extractable Fe in soil and As in
brow rice were found, indicating that Fe is of great significance in controlling As mobilization and availability to rice. As bound with amorphous
and crystalline hydrous oxides exhibited significantly negative correlation
with As concentrations in rice plant, different from the previous results.
Combining previous reports, we proposed a As transformation mechanism probably occurring in our study. Although this As transformation
mechanism has been demonstrated by previous study from laboratory
experiments, our study is a first to provide field evidence for demonstrating it. Finally, we hope that our results will provide theoretical guides for
controlling As availability in rice via regulating iron oxides content and
species, so that alleviating health threat derived from As exposure.

Groundwater-to-Surface Water Interface (GSI)
Investigations Used in Site Characterization and
Assessment
MP164 Groundwater-to-Surface Water Interface (GSI) Investigations:
Case Studies in Site Characterization using Multiple Techniques
D.R. Lavoie, CH2M HILL
Numerous contaminated sites are adjacent to water bodies. The assessment of potential site-related environmental impacts from the retention
of site-related contaminants in shallow sediment pore water and/or the
discharge of contaminated groundwater to surface water bodies has
increased in recent years. Consequently, groundwater-to-surface water
interface (GSI) investigations can be a key component of overall site
investigations. GSI investigations can be performed to track migration of
contaminants across transport pathways (deep groundwater --> shallow
groundwater --> sediment/pore water --> surface water), verify off-site
releases, estimate exposure point concentrations (benthos), validate
hydrogeological model predictions, evaluate groundwater/sediment
remedy effectiveness and/or develop GSI attenuation factors or cleanup
goals. This presentation will focus on summarizing successes where a
variety of GSI tools and techniques were employed for these objectives.
Examples of effective studies where pore water was sampled or accessed
using proven tools (nested well [drive] points, PushPoint probes and
Trident Probe) will be detailed. Additionally, a summary of how more
specialized GSI characterization techniques (CPT/EC logging, manometer/hydraulic pressure surveys, seepage meters and passive samplers)
were used to enhance pore water sampling, refine conceptual site models
(CSMs), or focus remedial solutions will also be shared. The aim in sharing such experiences is to aid and/or improve future GSI investigations
and gain insight into regulatory opinions on GSI and related studies.
MP165 High-Frequency Sampling of Hexavalent Chromium in the
Hyporheic Zone of the Columbia River
M.J. Hartman, CH2M HILL / Soil Groundwater Remediation; C.
McCarthy, CH2M HILL; G. Sinton, US Dept of Energy
Concentrations of hexavalent chromium in groundwater exceeded
Washington’s surface water quality standard of 10 µg/L at the Hanford
Site’s 100-BC Area. A limited number of water samples from the
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hyporheic zone of the adjacent Columbia River also exceeded the
standards. Data from groundwater monitoring wells and sampling
points near the river showed that conductivity and chromium concentrations varied inversely with river stage. Contaminant sources in
100-BC have been remediated and concentrations in groundwater are
expected to decline. A comprehensive sampling program was developed
for the hyporheic zone to inform further remedial action decisions.
The sampling design included high-frequency sample collection over a
two-year period to capture concentration variation in response to daily
and seasonal fluctuations in river stage, and to capture spatial variation
along the shoreline of this dynamic river system. Fourteen hyporheic
zone sampling points (HSPs) were driven one-half meter into the rocky
riverbed along the 100-BC shoreline. The HSPs consisted of 0.5-meter
lengths of stainless-steel tubing that housed 15-cm long mesh screens.
The HSPs are fully submerged at all river stages and are sampled from a
boat using low-flow pumping to avoid drawing river water into the HSP
during sampling and artificially diluting the samples (“short-circuiting”).
High-frequency sampling was conducted during the first months, with
up to 48 samples collected from each HSP over a 4-day period. Results
showed that although river stage varied by up to 3.6 meters during
sampling, chromium concentrations and conductivity did not correlate to
these short-term changes. Several of the HSPs were outfitted with dataloggers to evaluate the possibility of short-circuiting. Sample dilution
did not occur; in fact, conductivity rose when water was pumped during
sampling. Based on results of the high-frequency sampling, frequency
was reduced to monthly grab samples that will continue for the remainder of the 2-year study period.
MP166 Data Quality Objectives for Sampling of Hexavalent
Chromium in the Hyporheic Zone of the Columbia River
C.J. McCarthy, CH2M HILL / Environmental Services; M. Hartman,
CH2M HILL Plateau Remediation Company / Soil and Groundwater
Remediation; G. Sinton, US Dept of Energy
Data Quality Objectives (DQOs) were completed for a data gap sampling
program for the hyporheic zone of the Columbia River adjacent to the
100-BC-5 Groundwater Operable Unit (OU) at the Hanford Site. DQOs
followed the seven steps outlined in USEPA’s Guidance on Systematic
Planning Using the Data Quality Objectives Process (EPA/240/B-06-001).
The primary problem was that there are detectable levels of Cr(VI) in
the shallow hyporheic zone adjacent to 100-BC-5OU above state surface
water quality criteria. Source area remediation has recently been completed, but groundwater still has elevated Cr(VI). Because source area
remediation has only recently been completed, considerable uncertainty
was identified surrounding the short-term response of the contaminated
aquifer and the long-term remedial action necessary. The second problem
was an understanding of how the dynamic conditions of the Columbia
River, including daily fluctuations in stream height upwards of ten feet
and seasonal fluctuations due to spring freshet, influence groundwater
upwelling and potential concentrations to which aquatic life may be
exposed. Uncertainty existed with the representativeness of the existing
dataset relative to the dynamic conditions present in the adjacent shallow
water groundwater upwelling areas in the Columbia River. Additional
understanding of both the spatial and temporal extent of contamination was needed. For the spatial extent, further refinement of the vertical
extent was also needed to understand concentrations not just within the
hyporeic zone but specifically the biologically active zone. The DQO
process resulted in a robust sampling design to adequately capture the
identified data gaps and provide meaningful input to risk management
and remedial action decisions.
MP167 Measurement of Mercury Flux from a River System using
DGT and Cyclic Voltammetry
D.D. Reible, Texas Tech Univ / Civil and Environmental Engineering; P.
Bireta, Environmental and Water Resources Engineering; P. Schierz, Texas
Tech Univ / Water Resources Center; J. Grundy, The Univ of Texas at Austin
/ Environmental and Water Resources Engineering; R. Landis, DuPont
The interaction between the bank and channel in river systems is an
important factor in mercury behavior in these - systems. The channel

system has different physical and chemical environments which can
have an impact on mercury mobility and its speciation. Most notably,
the formation of methylmercury, a more toxic form, can increase in the
channel sediments, when compared to the bank system. An increase
in methylmercury can lead to increases in bioacculumation in biota.
Mercury in the river channel is also more susceptible to movement by
advection, increasing the mercury impacted area. In order to understand
how the complex interactions between the bank and channel systems
influence mercury behavior, a variety of parameters were examined at
a mercury impacted site, the South River (Waynesboro, VA, USA.)
Sampling of the bank soil and channel sediment for mercury was conducted. Groundwater fluxes were measured using pressure transducers in
monitoring wells in the bank environment. Continuous sampling probes
were also used to measure redox conditions in groundwater in the bank
environment. Passive samplers -Diffuse-gradient in gel-thin film (DGT)
devices - were used to measure the dissolved mercury and methylmercury in the bank and channel sediment. Linear sweep and square wave
voltammetry were used to measure dissolved redox sensitive species,
such as oxygen, iron, manganese, and sulfide, in the channel and bank.
A better understanding of the role of groundwater in the flux of mercury
from the bank to the channel will have an impact on potential remedies.
Currently, bank erosion is thought to be the primary source of mercury
flux into the channel. If this is the case, bank stabilization will significantly reduce risk. However, if the groundwater contributes significantly
to the mercury flux, other remedation strategies will need to be explored.
MP168 Oleophilic Bio Barriers to Prevent Hydrocarbon Sheens:
Performance Monitoring at a GSI
M. Chalfant, T. Sale, Colorado State Univ / Civil and Environmental
Engineering; M. Lyverse, Chevron Energy Technology Company / Site
Assessment Remediation Team
Hydrocarbon sheens form on surface water due to the release of nonaqueous phase liquids (NAPL) from seeps, ebullition, shore erosion or
point discharges. NAPL often spreads on the surface of water causing
small quantities of NAPL have a large visual impact. High visibility and
use as a regulatory indication of contamination have led hydrocarbon
sheens to be a widespread and frequent issue at hydrocarbon-contaminated sites with surface water. Although a number of solutions
have been implemented to prevent sheen formation, many are costly
or ineffective as long-term solutions. These shortcomings necessitate
the investigation of inexpensive, sustainable solutions. Specifically, the
concept advanced herein is that of Oleophilic Bio Barriers (OBBs). An
Oleophilic Bio Barrier utilizes two passive processes: (1) sorption of
nonpolar hydrocarbons to an oleophilic geocomposite material and (2)
biological degradation of contaminants by naturally occurring, hydrocarbon-degrading microbes. Structural cover such as a rock gabion can be
included in order to manage erosion-induced sheens. The geocomposite
material is the essential component of an OBB. It consists of two layers
of polyethylene geotextile fused onto a hydraulically transmissive HDPE
geonet. The high surface area of the geotextile makes it well suited for
microbial growth and gives it a significant sorption capacity. Work to
date has included demonstrative laboratory studies, preliminary field
studies and a large-scale field demonstration. Laboratory studies have
provided proof of concept and led to a multi-layered composite design. A
small-scale OBB was installed at an asphalt terminal in Rensselaer, NY
and monitored over the summer of 2013. Study results indicate that the
OBB successfully sorbed and retained hydrocarbons while supporting a
microbial community. The study also demonstrated materials compatibility, led to refined monitoring techniques and information needed
to design a large-scale remedy. The large-scale remedy was installed at
the same location in November 2013 and will be monitored over the
course of a year. The following data will be collected over the course of
the study in order to better understand NAPL sorption and subsequent
degradation: water quality, temperature, hydrocarbon composition in the
sediment, water and geocomposite, and microbial DNA composition in
the sediment and geocomposite.
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Aquatic Toxicology and Ecology General: Part 1
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MP172 The Evaluation and Use of Cardiac Responses in Fish as a
Sub-Lethal Effect Measurement of Anthropogenic Stress
C. Fadoul, A.J. Smith, G.M. Rand, Florida International Univ / Southeast
Environmental Research Center
Physiological, sublethal effects such as cardiac anomalies have been used
in the evaluation of anthropogenic stress to fish with the goal of determining the viability of the organism in the field following exposures
to various chemicals, including mixtures such as oil. A critical aspect
of cardiac anomalies in the study of fish behavior is the application of
laboratory test results and their relevance to the field. The underlying
assumption of toxicology of whether cause-effect and concentrationresponse relationships exist and whether the effects can be quantified in
a reproducible manner was investigated. Embryos from two standard
ecotoxicology testing species (Cyprinodon variegatus and Menidia beryllina)
as well as two pelagic, native Gulf of Mexico species (Trachinotus carolinus
and Rachycentron canadum) were chosen for cardiac monitoring as well as
post-hatch behavioral monitoring. The embryos were exposed to typical
reference toxicants (copper chloride and potassium chloride) as well as to
environmentally relevant concentrations of Macondo 252 oils (weathered,
unweathred, and dispersed) from the Gulf of Mexico post Deepwater
Horizon oil spill. Biological endpoints including embryonic hatch rate
and survival, larval survival, cardiac development, heart beat rate, and
swimming behavior were monitored in order to provide information on
whether any potential effects are transient and short-term or permanent.
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MP170 Using a case study to highlight differences between site-specific and regional Reference Condition Approach (RCA) models
M. White, Minnow Environmental; P.L. Orr, Minnow Environmental Inc;
S. Weech, Minnow Environmental Inc / Dept of Animal Science; C. Fraser,
Teck Coal Ltd
The concept of defining a reference condition for benthic macroinvertebrates was developed concurrently in several countries during the late
80’s and early 90’s. In Canada, the term Reference Condition Approach
(RCA) has most often been used to describe the selection and predictive
modeling procedures associated with a large set of randomly selected
reference stations from a broad range of natural aquatic environmental gradients over a large geographic area. A community sampled in a
potentially disturbed area is then assessed against the group of reference communities to which it is predicted to belong based on the
environmental variables selected in model development. The regional
models employed by the Canadian Aquatic Biomonitoring Network
(CABIN) are of this nature and primarily use the BEnthic Assessment
of SedimenT (BEAST) methodology to define multiple groups of reference stations. The regional models are very useful for organizations such
as provincial regulators, conservation authorities, and community groups
seeking to identify and prioritize problem areas on a broad geographic
scale; such assessments tend to be primarily investigational and there
is no specific regulatory consequence associated with the outcome (of
effects or not) for any given sample location. However, in the context of
a regulatory monitoring program there are risks to both industry and
model developers if a regional model is used to satisfy regulatory monitoring requirements. A site-specific reference condition experimental

MP171 Estimating critical effect sizes and normal ranges using multiple observations from reference sites
T. Arciszewski, Biology; M.E. McMaster, Environment Canada / National
Water Research Inst; K.R. Munkittrick, COSIA
Determining when a change is an effect is an important challenge in
ecotoxicology. Most contemporary studies use small-scale observations
and analytical statistics to determine the probability of an impact. A
better option is to expand the scope of comparisons beyond the typical
upstream-downstream design and define expected ranges (i.e., context)
of observations over multiple scales. If we assume that our indicators
are sensitive to stress, and we sample sites among multiple spatial and
temporal scales (site-specific and compared to local and regional reference
sites over time) any changes at an exposed site within the range observed
at the scale of interest should not elicit attention or action; anything
outside of that range is unusual and would attract attention and further
study to confirm. We used many years of sampling white sucker for LSI,
GSI, and K in the Moose River basin in northern Ontario to develop
expected absolute ranges of normal within a site, compared to local and
regional reference sites, and to derive expected relative differences (critical
effect sizes; CES) among regional reference sites. The normal range uses
previous observations to predict future data. When that future data is
collected and is within the expected range, the new data is integrated into
the estimate of normal for that site. An exceedance leads to confirmation using a fixed normal range. The expected differences between sites
uses data from years in which more than 3 reference sites were sampled
to create an ‘expected’ value (average of three reference sites) compared to
an ‘observed’ value (single reference site) to derive relative differences (%).
This process was repeated using a unique expected range for each reference site sampled using the average of all other reference sites sampled
within that year. The regional approach described here uses CES and
normal range to describe the spatial and temporal context within which
exposed sites are found. The approach allows deeper and more comprehensive evaluation of unusual changes (i.e., warnings) that may require
further attention and protect all parties from incorrect conclusions.
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Developing Critical Effect Sizes as Triggers for
Long-Term Monitoring Programs

design was implemented to assess benthic invertebrate communities in a
large watershed receiving numerous mine-related discharges. The study
will be described and differences between a typical regional model and
the site-specific design will be highlighted to illustrate how RCA can be
effectively applied within a regulatory monitoring framework.

W

MP169 Investigations of Upwelling Groundwater in the Columbia
River Hanford Reach
B.L. Tiller, Environmental Assessment Services; R. Paulsen, CMA
In south-central Washington State, the Columbia River flows through
the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Hanford Site. Groundwater
beneath the Hanford Site discharges to the Columbia River via springs
and subaqueous (below the riverbed) groundwater upwellings. Past
waste management and waste disposal practices at the Hanford Site have
resulted in the presence of several contaminated groundwater plumes.
Beginning in 2009, a new technology has been successfully used to
systematically identify where contaminated groundwater is upwelling in
the river bottom and sample pore-water and sediment in those areas to
support remedial investigations, risk assessments, and natural resources
damage assessments of Hanford Site Releases to the Columbia River. The
advanced liquid-tip Trident Probe1 is a field research tool that has been
adapted for use in the currents and depths of the free-flowing Columbia
River in south-central Washington State. Additionally the probe’s ability to distinguish subtle differences between two freshwater systems
(groundwater and surface waters) enabled the probe to identify where
groundwater is seeping into the Columbia River and to better understand
groundwater upwelling patterns from shore to shore. Information and
sample results from the field investigations are being used to characterize
current conditions within the Columbia River and are being combined
with existing data to develop and monitor clean-up activities and perform
ecological risk and natural resource damage assessments. Field sampling
guidelines and quality controls used in this project helped minimize the
influence of river fluctuations and bank recharge so that results could be
compared with one another. Significant levels of indicator contaminants
were reported in pore-water samples collected from a number of offshore stations. Indicator contaminant sample results were not normally
distributed across space, suggesting preferential pathways of groundwater movement to off-shore locations and non-uniform sources of the
contamination. Additional field studies are currently being developed to
further characterize the spatial and temporal variations of contaminated
upwellings in the Hanford Reach of the Columbia River.
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MP173 The effects of anthropogenic contaminants on fathead minnow anxiety behavior and brain chemistry
A.L. McLeod, L.E. Sweet, S.J. Klaine, Clemson Univ / Inst of
Environmental Toxicology
A majority of American adults in today’s society are treated for anxiety
with anti-anxiety medications. Some of these prescribed drugs are not
efficiently metabolized by the human body nor removed by wastewater
treatment plants before they reach streams and rivers and so are often
detected in the aquatic environment in trace concentrations. Once present in surface waters, they have the potential to cause adverse effects
to aquatic organisms, including both behavioral and brain chemistry
changes. Previous work has shown that upon exposure to 150µg/L
fluoxetine, a selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor antidepressant, hybrid
striped bass (M. saxatilis x M. chrysops) brain serotonin levels decreased
by almost 50% over six days. This study also correlated depressed brain
serotonin levels with behavioral alterations that decreased an organism’s
ecological fitness, specifically the ability of the organism to capture its
prey. Similarly, other studies have suggested that fluoxetine along with
other anxiety medications including diazepam and buspirone have the
ability to alter an organism’s anxiety behaviors. However, these studies fail to correlate this alteration in behavior with changes in brain
neurotransmitter levels. While anxiety medications are designed to alter
brain neurotransmitter levels, other investigators have suggested that
other contaminants such as metals can also affect brain chemistry. A
previous study has shown that carp exposed to sub-lethal levels of copper over the course of one week experienced decreased brain serotonin
levels in three different parts of the brain. Our study characterized the
effects of fluoxetine, diazepam, buspirone, and copper exposure on brain
chemistry and behavior in the fathead minnow (P. promelas) using the
standard light/dark anxiety behavioral bioassay. At the onset of the
experiment, minnows exposed to acute concentrations of fluoxetine and
copper entered the light side of the tank more than control minnows, but
subsequently showed a decrease in the number of entries to the light side
of the tank indicative of increased anxiety as the experiment proceeded.
Longer exposures showed similar results, indicating a possible transient
effect of these drugs. In addition, this study further elucidates the relationship between brain chemistry and anxiety behaviors in fish.
MP174 Proteomic Analysis in the Marine Fish Epinephelus marginatus Exposed to Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) under
Irradiation
L.M. Salvo, Univ of São Paulo / Biomedical Science Inst Cellular and
Developmental Biology; S. Arijo, A. Medina Lopez, Univ of Malaga / Dept
of Microbiology; D. Severino, Univ of São Paulo / Chemistry Inst; H.C.
Silva de Assis, Univ Federal do Paraná / Pharmacology; J.R. Machado
Cunha da Silva, Univ of São Paulo / Biomedical Science Inst Cellular and
Developmental Biology
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) constitute a diverse class of
hydrophobic organic molecules that are ubiquitous environmental contaminants. Irradiation results in photomodification of PAHs to products
with increased polarity and water solubility and enhanced toxicity relative
to the parent compounds. This study utilized proteomic analysis as a tool
to evaluate and to compare the sublethal effects of PAHs under irradiation on the juvenile marine fish species Epinephelus marginatus. The PAHs
was obtained trough ultrasonication of petroleum and analyzed in Horiba
OCMA 350 to determine its concentration. E. marginatus juveniles
were maintained in the laboratory of the Centre for Marine Biology
of the University of São Paulo, Brazil, were maintained for a period of
acclimatization of 20 days under the following controlled abiotic conditions: photoperiod (12h light/ 12h dark), temperature (23±2 °C), salinity
(34 ‰), acidity (pH= 7.4) and dissolved oxygen (4±2 mg/L). After this
period, the fishes were randomly divided into three groups (Control, C1;
PAHs, PAHs 1; PAHs under irradiation, PAHs 2) of seven individuals each and transferred to aquariums of 140L capacity. Under the same
above mentioned abiotic conditions, the fishes were waterborne exposed
to respective concentration of PAHs, 0.5 ppm for a period of 14 days in
semi-static system. The livers were sampled and placed in RNAlater®.
The 2-D PAGEs were carried out for the proteomic identification, using

liver from five fishes. The 2D-spots with over-expression against control
condition were picked out and identified. Peptides resulting from protein
digestion were analyzed by mass spectrometry (MALDI/ TOF TOF).
Results were compared in the MASCOT DataBase. The analysis indicated the existence of a different protein profile between fish exposed to
petroleum ((hydroxyphenylpyruvate dioxygenase; methyl-CpG b and liver
angiotensinogen 1) and to petroleum irradiated (glutathione S-tranferase;
natural killer and caspase-3). In summary, our study provides direct evidence of the augmented cytotoxicity and genotoxicity of PAHs activated
by irradiation. SUPPORT: FAPESP: 2010-50547/ Malaga University.
Ethical Committee for use of Animals in Research:124-CEUA
MP175 Multiple Biomarkers to Assess the Phototoxicity of Polycyclic
Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) under Irradiation in the Epinephelus
marginatus
L.M. Salvo, F. Costa-Souza, Univ of São Paulo / Dept of Cellular and
Developmental Biology Biomedical Science Inst; G.J. Dias Costa, Falcão
Bauer PrestServ BRAPetro; E.M. Matos, Univ of São Paulo / Biomedical
Science Inst Cellular and Developmental Biology; I.C. Guiloski, H.C. Silva
de Assis, Federal Univ of Paraná / Dept of Pharmacology; J.R. Machado
Cunha da Silva, Univ of São Paulo / Biomedical Science Inst Cellular and
Developmental Biology
The study aims to evaluate the sublethal effects of PAHs irradiated and
non-irradiated through chemichal, biochemical and cellular biomarkers.
Juveniles of E. marginatus were sampledand transported to the laboratory of the Center for Marine Biology , University of São Paulo , Brazil
. After a period of acclimatization under controlled abiotic conditions
, the fish were divided into three groups (control-C1, PAHs -PAHs1,
PAHs under irradiation-(PAH2) and th tested groups wer exposed for
14 days at 0.5 ppm of PAH in the semi- static system. After this period,
the fish were euthanized with benzocaine 2% and the peripheric blood
was sampledby caudal puncture. The blood extension were prepared
and stained with propidium iodide and the images were obtained by
fluorescent microscope Nikon E.1000M for genetic biomarkers. For
biochemical analyses such as activities of catalase supeoxide dismutase
and glutathioneS-transferase the liver of fish was dissected out and
preserved in liquid nitrogen. For chemichal analysis, water and fish bile
were sampled and conditioned in containers at 4 0C and at 20 0C respectively. Posteriorly the samples were analyzed fluorimetrically in a SPEX
Fluorolog 1681, in a synchronous mode in front face analysis angle. The
micronucleus was not detected in the blood but there was significant
difference in the nuclear morphological in the group PAHs2. The activity of the antioxidant enzymes were different in C1 and PHAs1 groups
compared to PAHs2. The same occurred with the amount and classification of PAHs in water and in fish bile The analysis of water of the
HPAs1 experimental group showedphenanthren (0.49ppb);naphthalene
(0.15ppb);anthracene (0.14ppb);pyrene (0.07ppb),benzanthracene
(0.06ppb) and chrysene (0.04 ppb). In the group PAHs2 was observed a
significant increase of these hydrocarbons particularly the benzoanthracene and chrysene (0.26 ppm and 0.13 ppm, respectively).These results
corroborat with the bileanalysis. In our study, irradiation altered the
bioavailability of some components of PAHs, mainly benzoanthracene
which has great relevance to the aquatic organisms toxicity because it is
considered mutagenic and carcinogenic. SUPPORT: FAPESP: 201050547 Ethical Committee for use of Animals in Research:124-CEUA
MP176 Multi-biomarker analyses in endangered Western gray whale
biopsy samples collected off Sakhalin Island
M. Gendron, R. Pezdek, K. Wooten, Texas Tech Univ TIEHH / Dept
of Environmental Toxicology; M.L. Trego, UC Davis / Environmental
Toxicology Dept; N. Kellar, NOAA / National Marine Fisheries Service;
J. Doyle, Purdue Univ; A. DeWoody, Purdue Univ / Dept of Forestry and
Natural Resources; J. Dupont, ExxonMobil Upstream Research Company; T.
O’Hara, Univ of Alaska Fairbanks; J. Bickham, Batelle Memorial Inst; C.
Godard-Codding, Texas Tech Univ TIEHH / Dept of Env Toxicology
The IWC Scientific Committee has emphasized the value of reproductive status, genetic, and stressor analyses for the western gray
whale (Eschrichtius robustus) subpopulation, which is listed as critically
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endangered by the IUCN. Here, we report on 1) the optimization
of progesterone analyses in that species for the purpose of determining reproductive fitness and pregnancy, 2) the molecular sexing of six
individuals biopsied off Sakhalin Island in 2011, and 3) mtDNA control
region (CR) and cytochrome b (cyt b) haplotype sequences. Pregnancy
detection via blubber progesterone analysis has been previously
validated in some cetaceans but not yet in gray whales. Progesterone
assay optimization and validation was performed on blubber samples
collected from stranded adult and juvenile male eastern gray whales.
Multiple 150 mg sections of blubber were analyzed for each animal.
One 150 mg section was used as a positive control and spiked with
300 ng/g of progesterone for each animal. This progesterone spike
level is within the range reported in pregnant cetaceans. Samples were
homogenized using a FastPrep® 24, extracted for steroids, and assayed
for progesterone via ELISA. Extraction efficiency was successfully
optimized and approaches 100% in all cases. Adult male eastern gray
whale total progesterone was 0.62 ng/g, well below levels in pregnant females, as expected. This is also below or near the lowest range
reported in both immature male (minke whale Balenoptera acutorostrata
0.81-3.33 ng/g) and immature female cetaceans (Short-beaked common dolphin Delphinus delphis 0.92-48.2 ng/g, northern right whale
dolphin Lissodelphis borealis 0.98-33.1 ng/g, Pacific white-sided dolphin
Lagenorhynchus obliquidens at 0.11-34.4 ng/g, and minke whale 1.363.43 ng/g). Further optimization is underway for the smaller sample
size inherent to biopsy sampling and will precede Western gray whale
sample analysis. Western gray whale total genomic DNA was extracted
from each biopsy and molecular sexing was determined by amplification of three primer sets via multiplex PCR. One male and five females
with 4 CR haplotypes and 3 cyt b haplotypes were identified. The 4 CR
haplotypes (A, AI, B, E) have all been previously reported in western
gray whales and are also known in eastern gray whales. The minimum
sample size optimization for the above studies allows for additional fitness/stressors analyses.
MP177 Is gene variability affected by teleost fish gender or breeding
strategy?
J.R. Loughery, Univ of New Brunswick / Physiological Sciences; C.J.
Martyniuk, Univ of Florida / Biology
There is active discussion in aquatic toxicology regarding the incorporation of gene expression endpoints in risk assessment and monitoring
efforts as biomarkers of exposure to environmental contaminants and
to screen new chemicals for deleterious effects to wildlife. While many
studies have documented exposures to environmental contaminants
using gene expression analysis, sample sizes have historically been small
and information on individual gene variability lacking. Quantifying
transcript variability is a step towards better study designs and statistical robustness for gene expression studies. The objective of this study
was to investigate variability in mRNA levels of enzymes and receptors
involved in the steroid hormone biosynthesis pathway in gonadal tissues
using a meta-analysis approach to the scientific literature. Variability in
expression data were divided by fish gender and breeding strategy (single
or multiple), and gene product (receptor or enzyme) to determine if these
factors contributed to variability in the gonad. A web of science literature
search yielded 47 peer reviewed articles. Mean, variance estimate (SD or
SEM) and sample size were taken from each article and used to convert
data to coefficient of variation for statistical analyses. Single-spawning
female fish had increased variability in 3β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase
(3β-hsd) and decreased variability in estrogen receptor 1 (esr1) expression
compared to males and multiple-spawning fish. Within single-spawning
females, gene expression of enzymes were more variable than receptors.
No other gene showed significant differences with independent variables.
Overall, there was little evidence that gender and breeding strategy
significantly influenced variability in the steroid biosynthesis pathway.
Additional research into transcripts in single spawning species would
assist to clarify whether or not variability is due to mixed reproductive
stages within this group.
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MP178 Gene Expression Profile of Female Zebrafish (Danio rerio)
Exposed to 17beta-trenbolone
M. See, D.C. Bencic, USEPA / National Exposure Research Laboratory; R.
Wang, USEPA / Ecological Exposure Research Division; D.L. Villeneuve,
USEPA / Mid Continent Ecology Division; G.T. Ankley, USEPA /
National Health and Environmental Effects Research Laboratory; A. Biales,
USEPA / National Exposure Research Laboratory
Apical and molecular end points in model test organisms have been
employed to detect endocrine disrupting chemicals (EDCs) in the environment. Understanding the mechanism of action (MOA) of EDCs in
model test organisms can aid in developing new tools for EDC detection or inform models to predict adverse outcomes. Here we utilize gene
expression microarrays to elucidate the MOA of 17β-trenbolone (TRB)
in the model test organism zebrafish (Danio rerio). Trenbolone acetate
is a growth promoter widely used in large cattle feed operations. TRB,
an active metabolite of trenbolone acetate, has been shown to reduce
fertility, fecundity, alter gonad morphology and alter steroid hormone
levels in telost species. TRB is a known androgen receptor agonist but
the specific MOA remains unclear. In this study, we exposed zebrafish to
3 µg/L TRB in a flow-through system. Samples were collected at 24, 48
and 96 hours. RNA was isolated from ovary, brain and liver, labeled with
a two color Quick Amp two color microarray labeling kit (Agilent) and
hybridized to Agilent zebrafish microarrays (n = 5 per tissue, time point
and treatment. TRB samples were paired with controls). Differentially
expressed genes (DEGs) were identified for each TRB tissue and time
point tested versus control = number of DEGs (FDR); 24 hr ovary = 170
(55%), 48 hr ovary = 212 (25%), 96 hr ovary = 303 (40%), 96 hr brain =
351 (12.5%), and 96 hr liver = 166 (10%). 22 genes were shared between
24 and 48 hr ovaries, 9 genes were shared between 48 and 96 hr ovaries
and 3 genes were shared between 24 and 96 hr ovaries. The DEGs
with a ≥ 1.3 fold change were identified for each condition then used in
Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA). IPA mapped 6, 45 and 6 canonical
pathways to 24, 48 and 96 hr ovaries respectively (p ≤ 0.05) including
hypoxia, oxidative stress, androgen and estrogen metabolism. 5 canonical
pathways were mapped to brain and and 23 to liver (p ≤ 0.05) including
estrogen receptor signaling. To provide more biological context gene set
enrichment analysis (GSEA) was performed with KEGG pathways and
hypothalamus-pituitary-gonad specific gene lists. Ovaries were enriched
for 7 KEGG pathways including p53. Some MOAs of TRB exposure
in zebrafish have been revealed by gene expression microanalysis. These
data further our understanding of androgen receptor agonists in zebrafish and may contribute to computational models of adverse outcomes or
new molecular methods of detection.
MP179 Functionality of aryl hydrocarbon receptors (AhR1 and
AhR2) of white sturgeon and implications for the risk assessment of
dioxin-like compounds
J.A. Doering, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Centre; R. Farmahin,
Environment Canada / National Wildlife Research Centre; S.B. Wiseman,
Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Centre; S.W. Kennedy, Environment
Canada; J.P. Giesy, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Center; M. Hecker,
Univ of Saskatchewan / School of the Environment and Sustainability
Toxicology Centre
Worldwide, populations of sturgeons are endangered, and it is hypothesized that anthropogenic chemicals, including dioxin-like compounds
(DLCs), might be contributing to the observed declines in populations.
DLCs elicit their toxic action through activation of the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR), which is believed to regulate most, if not all,
adverse effects associated with exposure to these chemicals. Currently,
risk assessment of DLCs in fish uses toxic equivalency factors (TEFs)
developed for the World Health Organization (WHO) that are based
on studies of embryo-lethality with salmonids. However, there is a lack
of knowledge regarding the sensitivity of sturgeons to DLCs, and it is
uncertain whether TEFs developed by the WHO are protective of these
fishes. Sturgeons are evolutionarily distinct from salmonids and the
AhRs of sturgeon differ from those of salmonids. Therefore, this study
investigated the sensitivity of white sturgeon (Acipenser transmontanus) to
DLCs in vitro by use of luciferase reporter gene assays using COS-7 cells
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transfected with AhR1 or AhR2 of white sturgeon. Specifically, activation and relative potencies (RePs) of 2,3,7,8-TCDD, 2,3,7,8-PeCDF,
2,3,7,8-TCDF, PCB 126, PCB 77, and PCB 105 were determined for
each AhR. It was demonstrated that white sturgeon express AhR1s and
AhR2s that are both activated by DLCs with EC50s for 2,3,7,8-TCDD
lesser than any other AhR of vertebrates tested to date. Both AhRs of
white sturgeon had RePs for polychlorinated dibenzofurans (PCDFs)
more similar to TEFs for birds, while RePs for polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs) were most similar to TEFs for fishes. When RePs developed
for white sturgeon in this study were compared against TEFs for fishes
used by the WHO by use of measured concentrations of select DLCs
in tissues from white sturgeon in British Columbia, Canada, toxic
equivalencies (TEQs) calculated by use of TEFs were approximately
10-fold lesser than TCDD Equivalents (TCDD-EQs) calculated by
use of RePs developed for white sturgeon. TCDD-EQs calculated for
endangered populations of white sturgeons were within ranges known to
cause adverse effects in other fishes, including other species of sturgeons.
Therefore, TEFs used by the WHO might not adequately protect the
white sturgeon, illuminating the need for additional investigation into
the sensitivity of these fish to DLCs.

concentrations were 1, 50 and 100 mg L-1. The AZT were previously
diluted in ethanol then, two control groups (with and without ethanol)
were used. The exposure system was static with continuous aeration, with
three replicates. After 14 days, samples of the gills and liver of each animal were collected, fixed in glutaraldehyde 2.5%, following conventional
histological processing. Sections (3 µm in thickness) were stained with
toluidine blue (gills) and toluidine blue and basic fuchsine (liver). The
quantification of the histopathological alterations and the histopathology alteration indices (HAI) was calculated. The LC50;48h of the AZT
to O. niloticus was higher than 100 mg L-1. Therefore, this product can
be considered non-toxic to O. niloticus. In the chronic tests no mortality
occurred. In gills, the HAI indicate normal gill structure. In the liver,
cell hypertrophy, nuclear displacement and cytoplasmatic vacuolization were more frequent and the HAI index indicates mild to moderate
damages in fish from negative control; moderate to severe alterations for
positive control group and 100 mg L-1AZT and, severe tissue alterations
for exposure to 1 and 50 mg L-1 AZT. The gill exhibits lower sensibility
to AZT than the liver. The nature of gill and liver alterations indicates
that those can be restored after stopped the ministration of antibiotic.
Financial support: FAPESP Proc. 2011/21552-6.

MP180 Evaluation of oxidative effects by trace metals in Holothuria
grisea
A.D. Cogo, Univ Estadual do Norte Fluminense / Biociência e Biotecnologia;
E.R. Pereira, Univ Vila Velha (UVV) / Ecologia de Ecfossistemas; Z.A.
Cruz, UVV / Ecologia de Ecossistemas
The marine environment is exposed to many contaminants that affect
the health of living beings. The patterns of accumulation of substances
differ among organism and the presence of traces metals in environment
can induce physiological changes, compromising the reproduction and
survival of species. The benthic echinoderm, Holothuria grisea, used in
this study as a test organism, has not yet been evaluated as bioindicator
of environmental pollution. We investigated the toxicity of trace metals through enzymes in target tissues, which undergo changes in their
specific activities, after exposition to agents impacting. The Superoxide
dismutase (SOD), Catalase (CAT) and Glutathione S-Transferase
(GST) were evaluated in respiratory tree, intestine, longitudinal muscle,
gonads and tentacles after 96 h of exposition of the echinoderm to 0.05,
0.075 and 0.1 mg/L of copper; 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2 mg/L of lead and 0.3,
0.4 and 0.5 mg/L of cadmium, in temperature kept at 24 ± 1º C with
a 12h light/12 h dark cycle. The copper, at 0.2 mg/L, brought greatest
alterations on enzymatic activities in all tissues. The metal generated
the GST and CAT inhibition, on respiratory tree, which activities were
brought down to 67.9% and 65.3%, respectively. However, in the intestine and muscles, the answer was more significant for the SOD (25.5%
and 24.0%). The influence of copper (0.1 mg/L) was characterized by the
GST inhibition on respiratory tree (60.0%), of the CAT on respiratory
tree and gonads (55.7% and 55.6%) and the SOD in the intestine (32.1%).
The cadmium (0.5mg/L) was more significant for the CAT of muscles
and tentacles, with inhibitory values of 34.9% and 31.6%, respectively.
These results confirm the alterations in oxidative state of Holothuria grisea
when exposed to traces metals.

MP182 Developmental expression and benzo[a]pyrene regulation of
immune-related genes in early life stages of the amphibian Xenopus
laevis
M.J. Gallant, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Centre; M.D. Sander, V.
Cowan, Univ of Saskatchewan; N. Hogan, Univ of Prince Edward Island
In light of recent large-scale disease outbreaks in certain amphibian
populations, the need to understand contaminant-induced immunotoxicity is apparent. Cytokines are among the first to respond to viral
pathogens by mounting an inflammatory response and analysis of
cytokine mRNA levels has been used to predict the immunomodulatory
potential of chemicals. In this study, expression of immune-related genes
was characterized during different developmental periods in Xenopus laevis. The stages sampled represent early and late embryogenesis, early, mid
and late prometamorphosis, as well as early and completed metamorphic
climax. Developmental profiles for expression of pro-inflammatory
cytokines, interleukin-1β (IL-1), interferon gamma (IFN-γ) and tumor
necrosis factor α (TNF-α) were established and expressed relative to
EF1α, a control gene. We then assessed the response of these genes
to benzo[a]pyrene, a model polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon and
known immunotoxicant in mammals and fish. Tadpoles were reared to
Nieuwkoop-Faber (NF) stage 44 and exposed for 96 hours to sub-lethal
concentrations (0.5, 5 and 50 μg/L) of benzo[a]pyrene. Individuals were
examined for morphological abnormalities and lengthed. Samples were
also taken to measure gene expression. This research will determine
whether benzo[a]pyrene can elicit changes in immune-related gene
expression, and thus potentially influence the susceptibility of amphibians to opportunistic infections In addition, we anticipate that expression
profiles of immune-related genes could be developed for use as biomarkers for future immunotoxicological studies in amphibians.

MP181 Ecotoxicity and morphological alterations of gills and liver of
Oreochromis niloticus exposed to azithromycin
N.S. Shiogiri, DCF; C.V. Ikefuti, S. Carraschi, C. Cruz, FCAV UNESP;
M.N. Fernandes, Federal Univ of Sao Carlos UFSCar / DCF
The aquaculture is a sector of food production in expansion and the
intensive culture of aquatic organisms is highly vulnerable to infectious
diseases. The intensive use of antibiotics to control bacterial diseases
may cause negative impacts to the aquatic environment. So, the aim of
this study was to evaluate the acute toxicity (LC50;48h) of azithromycin
(AZT) to tilapia, Oreocrhomis niloticus and evaluate the chronic toxicity of AZT to juveniles O. niloticus by analyzing the morphofunctional
alterations in gills and liver. Fish (Wt = 2 - 4 g) were exposed to five
concentrations of AZT and one control with three replicates, in a static
system with aeration to determine LC50;48h. To evaluate the chronic
toxicity were used juveniles of O. niloticus (Wt: 70 - 100 g). The exposure

MP183 Antioxidant responses in Lemna paucicostata following
phenol exposure
E. Choi, S. Kim, H. Kim, A. Park, J. Park, Incheon National Univ; Y. Kim,
Incheon National Univ / Dept of Marine Sciences; T. Han, Incheon National
Univ
Phenolic compounds are known to be harmful to aquatic organisms, and
oxidative stress caused by phenols is considered to be a major contributing factor to aquatic toxicity. To evaluate the effects of phenol on the
aquatic plant Lemna paucicostata, we measured the toxicity of phenol via
growth inhibition and analyzed phenol-induced changes caused by oxidative stress and the antioxidant system. 72 h of phenol exposure caused
a significant reduction in the growth rate of L. paucicostata; concentrations of 1.69 mM ± 0.05 mM, 2.49 ± 0.06 mM, and 4.11 ± 0.14 mM
corresponding to the IC25, IC50, and IC75 values, respectively. Phenol
exposure caused increases in the rate of reactive oxygen species (ROS)
generation without significantly affecting the lipid peroxidation level,
demonstrating that phenol-induced oxidative stress and the presence of
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the antioxidant system protect membrane lipids from severe oxidative
damage. Ascorbate (AsA) was the most abundant and most consumed
antioxidant in phenol-exposed L. paucicostata. Along with the induction
of ascorbate peroxidase activity, this result suggests that AsA is the prime
antioxidant in phenol-exposed L. paucicostata. Remarkable increases
were observed in glutathione (GSH) content and its associated metabolisms, particularly glutathione peroxidase and glutathione reductase, the
enzymes participating in the redox cycling of GSH. These results suggest
that the metabolisms associated with GSH are also important targets of
antioxidant regulation, most likely in conjunction with the AsA-GSH
cycle. The activities of two other H 2O2-scavenging enzymes, catalase
and guaiacol peroxidase, were also increased. A decrease in the activity
of superoxide dismutase, a superoxide-removing enzyme, was observed.
Our results suggest that phenol exposure-induced increases in the
antioxidant system might play important roles in the protection of vital
cellular components against oxidative damage in L. paucicostata.
MP184 Alteration of cytokine gene expression in red snapper and
golden tilefish upon exposure to Deepwater Horizon crude oil and
Corexit 9500
K.L. Deak, Mote Marine Laboratory / Environmental Forensics Lab; C.J.
Walsh, T.A. Sherwood, Mote Marine Laboratory; S.A. Murawski, Univ of
South Florida; D.L. Wetzel, Mote Marine Laboratory
Exposure to crude oil can alter the immune response in fish. Although
the mechanism and magnitude of oil toxicity has yet to be fully
described, toxin-induced modification of cytokine expression may be
a key governing factor. Cytokines are pleiotropic, signaling proteins
secreted by a variety of cell types in response to a stressor. They have
both pro- and anti-inflammatory roles and control the Th1/Th2 balance
in mammals, which in turn determines the type of immune response
and maintains homeostasis. While recent work demonstrates cytokine
modulation upon exposure to crude oil in select fish species, their genetic
properties and expression behavior in red snapper and golden tilefish,
two commercially relevant teleosts in the Gulf of Mexico, have not been
studied. Here, two pro-inflammatory cytokines (IL-1β and TNFα), one
anti-inflammatory cytokine (IL-10), and one chemokine (IL-8) were
cloned, sequenced, and characterized from spleen tissue of red snapper
and golden tilefish. Spleen cell culture was established for red snapper
and cells were exposed to a water hydrocarbon accommodated fraction
(WAF) and a chemically enhanced water WAF (CEWAF; Deepwater
Horizon crude oil + Corexit 9500). Fluctuation in cytokine gene expression was monitored by quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction
(qRT-PCR) over a 96-hour period. The results of this in vitro study
were compared to cytokine gene expression patterns in red snapper and
golden tilefish spleen samples, collected in the vicinity of the Deepwater
Horizon oil spill in August 2013 and 2014. This work demonstrates the
characterization of these cytokines in novel species for the first time,
enhances our understanding of teleost cytokine gene expression, and
presents a possible biomarker for understanding the impact of oil spills
on fishes.
MP185 The Role of Cytochrome P450 Catalyzed Steroid
Biotransformation in Diet of Coral-consuming Fish in Hawaii versus
Australia
A. Maldonado, D. Schlenk, Univ of California Riverside / Dept of
Environmental Sciences; J. Nowicki, ARC Centre of Excellence Coral Reef
studies; M. Nuestro, Univ of California Riverside
Cytochrome P450 monooxygenase (CYP) is the primary enzyme system
responsible for detoxification of xenobiotics including dietary chemicals
and pollutants. CYP was found in higher concentration in butterflyfish that preferentially feed on allelochemically rich corals (specifically
CYP3 and CYP2). Little is known about the biotransformation and
detoxification of allelochemicals derived from dietary products in marine
organisms. Certain species of butterflyfish of the genus Chaetodon have
been shown to feed on several species of chemically-defended corals.
Regulation of CYP may be affected by various factors including age,
sex, reproductive status, diet, species, and environmental conditions.
This study examines the effects of diet on the regulation of CYP in
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butterflyfish in Hawaii versus Australia. The butterflyfish investigated
in this research included Chaetodon kleinii, which consumes chemically
defended soft coral in Australia but facultatively feeds on plankton and
hard corals in Hawaii. C. lunulatus consumes hard coral M. captata in
Australia and hard coral P. lobata in Hawaii. Chaetodon auriga is ageneralist in Hawaii and phylogenetically similar C. vagubundus which is a
generalist in Australia. The CYP3A and CYP2 expression profiles and
catalytic activities were compared between locations to assess induction
in butterflyfish with different feeding strategies. Testosterone hydroxylase (TOH) at the 16 β, 16 α, 6 β positions was higher in C. kleinii and
C. vagubundus from Australia versus Hawaii. These results may indicate
that species consuming soft coral in their diet have significantly more
CYP3 and CYP2 catalytic activity. In addition, for hard coral feeding
C. lunulatus, the higher TOH activities in Hawaii suggest difference in
allelochemical content and potency within the dietary items.
MP186 Androgenic components of pulp mill effluent and their potential to impact reproductive endocrine status in mummichog
R. Rutherford, Wilfrid Laurier Univ / Biology; P. Scott, Environment
Canada; A.L. Lister, Wilfrid Laurier Univ / Dept of Biology; M. Hewitt,
Environment Canada / National Water Research Inst; D. MacLatchy,
Wilfrid Laurier Univ / Canadian Rivers Inst; C. Milestone, Environment
Canada
This study aimed to identify potential endocrine disrupting chemicals
within an in-mill waste stream at Irving Pulp and Paper (IPP) in New
Brunswick, Canada. To assess endocrine disrupting effects on reproductive endocrine status in fish in estuarine environments, adult northern
mummichog (Fundulus heteroclitus macrolepidotus) were exposed to
various concentrations of condensates. Males exposed to 4% v/v whole
condensates had depressed plasma testosterone (T). Physical and chemical fractionation of the condensates showed strong androgenic activity in
the most endocrine active fractions, leading to an exposure with model
androgens to determine if responses elicited from whole condensates
mirrored those from model androgens. Adult mummichog were exposed
to an aromatizable androgen (17α-methyltestosterone; MT) and a nonaromatizable androgen (5α-dihydrotestosterone; DHT) in a short-term
reproductive endocrine bioassay. Fish were exposed to 10 µg/L or 100
µg/L DHT, or 100 ng/L or 1000 ng/L MT for 14 days during gonadal
recrudescence. Female mummichog were impacted to a greater degree
by androgen exposure, with increased plasma T at 100 µg/L DHT,
depressed plasma 17β-estradiol (E2) at both DHT concentrations and at
1000 ng/L MT, as well as depressed in vitro E2 at both MT concentrations and 100 µg/L DHT. Males had depressed plasma T in the 10 µg/L
DHT treatment and depressed in vitro 11-ketotestosterone production
for both MT concentrations and 10 µg/L DHT. Ovarian aromatase gene
expression was induced in females exposed to 1000 ng/L MT. DHT at
100 µg/L increased hepatic vitellogenin-1 (VTG1) expression in males
and depressed VTG1 expression in females. Neither androgen affected
gonadal steroidogenic acute regulatory protein (StAR) nor hepatic
cytochrome P450 (CYP1A, CYP3A) expression in either sex. The
range of responses between sexes provides evidence for modes of actions
and potential impacts of androgens in aquatic receiving environments.
Responses in androgen exposed fish differ from responses in fish exposed
to 4% whole condensates, however, future research should aim to analyze
gene expression of condensate exposed fish so further comparisons can
be made. Condensates are complex mixtures and it may be that estrogenic, anti-androgenic etc. compounds are also present, resulting in
“non-androgenic” responses in fish.
MP187 Comparison of mechanical methods to extract progesterone
from cetacean blubber biopsies
J. Atwood, R. Capobianco, Omni International Inc; K. Catelani, National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
The elucidation of reproductive status in cetacean populations is critical
for understanding the viability of wild marine mammal populations.
However, there is currently limited understanding of wild cetacean
reproductive biology due in large part to the availability of robust
methods to analyze reproductive hormones such as progesterone in field
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situations. Recently Kellar et al demonstrated that progesterone levels
can be measured in blubber biopsy samples collected from free-ranging
dolphins and whales. This approach is advantageous due to its ease of
implementation, non-lethality and increased accuracy over traditional
blood and urine analysis. Herein we evaluate a method of mechanical
extraction of cetacean blubber samples for the extraction and measurement of progesterone levels with the goal of establishing a single high
throughput procedure that can be implemented for larger population
studies. Blubber samples ranging from 50 to 150 mg were collected from
several dolphin and whale species including Delphinus delphis, Lissodelphis
borealis, Lagenorhynchus obliquidens and Globicephala melas. Triplicate
blubber samples were placed in 1.4 mL 100% ethanol and homogenized
using an either a automated multisample bead mill or single use rotor
stator homogenizer, centrifuged and the supernatants were removed.
The samples were dried under compressed air then reconstituted in 1 mL
diethyl ether, dried again and resuspended in 1 mL acetonitrile followed
by the addition of 1 mL hexane. The acetonitrile layer was removed and
evaporated. The final residue was centrifuged at 2,500 rcf for 5 minutes.
Sample concentrations were normalized to starting material amount
by the addition of 150 to 500 µl of phosphate buffered saline (pH 7.5)
containing 1% bovine γ-globulin. Progesterone levels were quantified via
ELISA using a commercially available kit and reported as the quantity
of progesterone per weight of starting material. Progesterone extraction
efficiencies were compared between mechanical homogenization procedures and reproducibility was examined as a function of homogenization
method and starting material quantity.
MP188 Verification of anti-androgenic effects detection method
using Japanese Medaka (Oryzias latipes)
I. Tamura, Integrated Environmental Risk Research Section; H. Takanobu, A.
Nakamura, National Inst for Environmental Studies; T. Iguchi, National Inst
for Basic Biology; N. Tatarazako, National Inst for Environmental Studies
The OECD Test Guideline 229, 230 are used as standard international
tests for detecting endocrine disrupting effects on fish. These can be
detected estrogenic, anti-estrogenic and androgenic effects, but it is
not possible to detect anti-androgenic effects. The OECD Guidance
Document No.148 Androgenised Female Stickleback Screen (AFSS)
was recognized as a test method for detecting anti-androgenic effects
on fish in 2011.This test can detect anti-androgenic effects in a short
term (21days). Although, there is likely to be missed the anti-androgenic
effects based on androgenic effects caused by a different mode of action
from a model androgen dihydrotestosterone. Because, in this method, it
is the evidence of anti-androgenic effects to be produced a male-specific
protein in the female kidney by the simultaneous exposure to a target
anti-androgen and the model androgen. So, we reported a new method
for detecting anti-androgenic effects with a modified short-term reproduction assay (modified TG229), which used the number of papillary
process (P.P.) as one of the endpoint. The modified TG229 could detect
anti-androgenic effects by the exposure at the juvenile stage (6 weeks
after fertilization), which is immature stage before P.P. expression. In
this study, we conducted the Fish sexual development test (FSDT),
which takes a same time from the fertilization till the completion of
the study with the modified TG229, and verified the potential to detect
anti-androgenic effects. The FSDT were conducted in accordance with
OECD Test Guideline 234 using Japanese medaka (Orizyas latipes). 120
eggs at 12h post fertilization were exposed to each test concentration for
10 weeks via a flow-through exposure system. We were used flutamide
as a positive control, and dose were set at 62.5, 125, 250, 500 and 1000
μgl -1.We observed the number of P.P. as the endpoint in addition to total
length, weight, hatching, survival, sex ratio, vitellogenin and genetic
sex. Total length, weight and vitellogenin in male and female fish had
no significant effect. While the number of P.P. in male fish decreased
significantly after exposing flutamide. Therefore, the number of P.P.
in Japanese medaka is one of a useful endpoint for detecting antiandrogenicity. However, we considered modified TG229 is suitable as
an anti-androgenic activity screening. Because TG234 is a long-term (10
weeks), and need many test organisms (minimum 480).

MP189 Transgenerational abnormalities in medaka (Oryzias latipes)
induced by developmental exposure to 17α-ethinylestradiol or bisphenol A
R. Bhandari, F. vom Saal, Univ of Missouri Columbia / Biological Sciences;
D.E. Tillitt, USGS / Columbia Environmental Research Center
Recent studies suggest that environmental estrogenic chemicals induce
structural or physiological abnormalities in the organisms whose
ancestors were directly exposed during critical period of germ cell
development. Bisphenol A (BPA) and 17α-ethinylestradiol (EE2) are
the two ubiquitous estrogenic chemicals present in aquatic environment
in the United States and many other countries. The ability of these two
chemicals to cause later life adverse health outcomes has been previously
demonstrated in various species, including laboratory mice and rats.
Here, we report that exposure of medaka to BPA (100 µg/L) or EE2 (50
ng/L) during the first 8 days of embryonic development caused a significant reduction in fertilization rate in offspring two generations later
and survival of embryo in offspring three generations later. Our present
observations suggest that BPA or EE2 exposures induce transgenerational phenotypes of reproductive impairment and compromised survival
in fish, and that these adverse outcomes may have negative impacts on
population of the fish inhabiting contaminated aquatic environments.
MP190 The hatching success of branchiopod crustaceans from
selected South African pans and the impact that Acid Mine Drainage
has on this success
A. Henri, Univ of Johannesburg / Dpt of Zoology; M. Ferreira, Jeffares
& Green / Zoology Dept; W. Malherbe, North West Univ / Unit for
Environmental Science and Management; J.H. van Vuren, Univ of
Johannesburg / Zoology
Pans are endorheic wetlands, and are abundant in South Africa in a
band from the western Free State into Mpumalanga. The pan environment provides a unique ecosystem in which inhabitants are adapted to
the daily and seasonal fluctuations in physico-chemical conditions due
to the variable inundation period. Branchiopod crustaceans are well
adapted to survive this variability by producing dormant cysts, forming egg banks, which reside in the sediment through the dry phase and
hatch during the next inundation period when conditions are favourable.
Wetlands of this nature are vulnerable to anthropogenic activities, with
an increasing number of wetlands being impacted. One activity of rising
concern is mining. Pans are increasingly used as for the decant of Acid
Mine Drainage (AMD) in areas where mining occurs. A decrease in the
hatching success of these organisms could be detrimental to the biodiversity and ecosystem functioning of these wetlands. Pans were selected
from the North West, Free State and Mpumalanga provinces to conduct
hatching experiments on collected eggs banks. The collected sediment from each pan was inundated with two control solutions of 1000
and 1500 mg/l respectively made up with sea salt. A third solution of
decanted AMD was used to determine hatching success after exposure
to the AMD. The experiments indicated that pans in the North West
had the greatest hatchling abundances and highest diversity of species
followed by the pans from the Free State. Similar hatching success was
noted between the 1000 and 1500 mg/l while the AMD had a negative
impact on the hatching success in all of the provinces. Recovery experiments indicated only a few cysts from pans in the North West were able
to recover and hatch after AMD exposure.
MP191 The effect of residential housing on the percent of intersex
found in largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides)
J.A. Zuiderveen, Columbus State Univ / Biology; A. Manasan, E. Klar,
Columbus State Univ
The occurrence of intersex in fish is a problem that seems to affect
several different species in a number of locations throughout the country. Intersex, specifically male fish producing follicles in their testes, has
been observed in the state of Georgia in both flowing waters (e.g., rivers)
and more stationary waters (e.g., lakes, ponds). In several studies it was
concluded that human input of estrogenic compounds mainly contributed to the advent of this physiological change. To explore this, we took
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largemouth bass from three ponds (< 10 acres each) within 30 miles of
Columbus, Georgia, that had varying amounts of housing around them
(from one having no houses to one being highly residential). At least 10
males from each pond were sacrificed and the gonads removed for histological examination. The number of fish with intersex and the intersex
scores were recorded and compared. The percent of bass with intersex
ranged from 30-33% in all ponds. Chi-square analysis indicated no significant difference between the ponds based on intersex occurrence. The
intersex scores (which among those having intersex were either score as 1,
2 or 4, with none scoring 3) also didn’t seem to be affected by the number
of houses around the pond. Since human impact should be noticeably less
on the pond with no housing (which was assumed as the control), it was
more surprising that all ponds had around 30% fish with intersex than
that they had similar values. This preliminary study seems to indicate that
human addition of estrogenic compounds, at least via wastewaters containing hormones or hormone mimics, may not be the only, or even main,
cause of intersex in largemouth bass. Airborn pollutants, hormones used
for animal care and even natural physiological responses (e.g., overcrowding in small ponds) may need to be examined, in future studies, as driving
forces for intersex occurrence in this species of fish.
MP192 Testicular Oocytes in Smallmouth Bass in Northeastern MN
S.M. Hoheisel, Univ of Minnesota / Integrated Biosciences; J. Olker, Univ of
Minnesota / Natural Resources Research Inst; D.R. Mount, R.D. Johnson
USEPA / ORD NHEERL Mid Continent Ecology Division; P.K. Schoff,
Univ of Minnesota / Natural Resources Research Inst
Field surveys of smallmouth bass (Micropterus dolomieu) have reported
the occurrence of testicular oocytes (TOs) in fish collected across a broad
geographic range. TOs are generally assumed to be a type of abnormal
intersex, and have been suggested as potential indicators of exposure to
endocrine active compounds (EACs). To further evaluate the usefulness of TOs as biomarkers, the developmental biology and “normal”
background TO prevalence needs to be better understood. The St. Louis
River estuary and nearby inland lakes of Northeastern MN were used
to compare the occurrence and severity of TOs in fish collected from
developed and relatively pristine environments, respectively. This poster
describes the results of histopathological analyses of tissues from mature
male smallmouth bass collected during spring and fall 2012 and 2013
from three sites receiving suspected sources of EACs and five sites with
no known EAC sources. Initial evaluations revealed a higher proportion of affected individuals occurring in sites with suspected sources of
EACs. However. relationships between TO occurrence or severity with
fish biometrics were not strong. TO characteristics were consistent with
those reported by other researchers: small numbers of immature (previtellogenic) oocytes located near the central sperm ducts and blood vessels of
otherwise generally healthy testes. Ongoing work is focused on evaluating
various sub-sampling and severity quantification methods, and exploring
correlations between TOs and land-uses affecting the watersheds.
MP193 Testicular oocycte and vitellogenin induction in largemouth
bass (Micropterus salmoides) exposed to 17β-estradiol and poultry
litter at various ages
L.T. Yonkos, Univ of Maryland / Environmental Science and Technology; C.
Kim, A. Leasca, W. Liu, S. Patel, L. Poulsen, S. Shah, T. Throwe, R. Tripu,
Univ of Maryland College Park
The discovery of intersex in the form of testicular oocytes (TO) in male
smallmouth and largemouth bass (Micropterus dolomieu and M. salmoides, respectively) in the Chesapeake Bay watershed has raised concerns
for the aquatic food web and for the quality of regional drinking
water resources. Intersex has been correlated with regional intensity of
anthropogenic activity (e.g., CAFOs, WWTP outfalls) but not causally
linked to any specific endocrine disrupting chemical. Likewise, windows
of particular sensitivity to TO induction are not well understood. To
address this knowledge gap discrete groups of hatchery-reared largemouth bass were exposed at ages of 2-3 months post hatch (mph), 5
mph, 12 mph, and 18 mph for 14 days to aqueous poultry litter mixtures, a 17β-estradiol positive control, and a negative control. At the
end of each exposure period, a subset of fish was sacrificed and plasma
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collected for vitellogenin (Vtg) analysis. Remaining fish were maintained under control conditions to an age of approximately 21 months
before being sacrificed and tissues fixed for histological detection and
enumeration of TO and other gonadal pathology. Adult male fathead
minnows (Pimephales promelas) were also exposed to allow inter-species
comparison of sensitivity to Vtg induction. Histological tissue processing
is not yet complete but a preliminary examination suggests only minimal
occurrence of TO and no apparent treatment effect. Comprehensive
histological results will be presented and discussed. Plasma analysis via
Vtg ELISA found significant induction in mature male fathead minnows
exposed to E2 and the aqueous poultry litter mixture. In contracts, only
minimal Vtg induction was found to have occurred in male largemouth
bass at any exposure age. The implications of this apparent difference in
species sensitivity on utility of the largemouth bass as a model species
will be discussed.
MP194 Single chemicals and binary mixtures – Effects of synthetic
steroids on reproduction in the Fathead Minnow
T.J. Runnalls, S. Kugathas, M. Scholze, J.P. Sumpter, Brunel Univ / Inst for
the Environment
The detection of human pharmaceuticals in the aquatic environment
is becoming more and more common as the sensitivity of methods for
determining them improves. The effect that many of these drugs have on
the aquatic environment is mostly unknown, particularly where mixtures
of chemicals are concerned. From a regulatory point of view it is necessary to assess their environmental impact. Enabling the risk assessment
of environmental mixtures is one of the most complex yet important
issues in ecotoxicology. The overwhelming majority of laboratory-based
ecotoxicology studies have concentrated on the response of organisms
to a single chemical at any one time. Although it is clearly necessary to
understand organismal responses to individual chemicals, this approach
fails to capture the complex chemical situation encountered by animals
in the wild, where many contaminants are present simultaneously. Our
research has involved the use of a series of 45 day, pair-breeding experiments, where adult fathead minnows (Pimephales promelas) were exposed
to steroidal pharmaceuticals from a variety of different drug groups;
estrogens, progestins, androgens and glucocorticoids (for example, levonorgestrel, EE2, trenbolone, beclomethasone). A variety of endpoints
were used, to assess impacts at different levels of biological organisation,
from the reproductive level (egg production) through to the secondary
sexual characteristics (tubercles, fin spot, fatpad), and at the blood level
(hormone analysis, VTG, E2, T). Each compound tested was found to
decrease egg production in a concentration-dependent manner. Many
were extremely potent, where low ng/l concentrations inhibited egg production. In most cases both the sexes were affected, with wide ranging
effects, some sex specific dependant on the level of organisation. With
the binary mixtures of chemicals, some effects were due to a contribution
from both chemicals, whereas, other effects a consequence of only one of
the chemicals in the mixture. Even more mixture experiments are warranted – using more complex mixtures.
MP195 Heterocyclic aromatic hydrocarbons show estrogenic activity
upon metabolization in the ER CALUX assay
M. Brinkmann, S. Maletz, RWTH Aachen Univ / Inst for Environmental
Research; M. Krauss, Helmholtz Centre for Environmental Research
UFZ / Effect Directed Analysis; K. Bluhm, S. Peddinghaus, J. Kuckelkorn,
RWTH Aachen Univ / Inst for Environmental Research; A. Tiehm, Water
Technology Center Karlsruhe / Dept of Environmental Biotechnology; W.
Brack, Helmholtz Centre for Environmental Research UFZ / Effect Directed
Analysis; H. Hollert, RWTH Aachen Univ / Inst for Environmental Research
High concentrations of heterocyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (heteroPAHs) are frequently detected at former industrial facilities where coal
tar-oil was handled, e.g. wood treatment or coke manufacturing plants.
Due to their comparably high water solubility, hetero-PAHs can be
transported over great distances in ground water and form long plumes.
Hetero-PAHs cause a broad range of toxicological effects. Only recently,
it has been shown that fractions of ground water with high estrogenic
potential contained hetero-PAHs and their hydroxylated metabolites. To
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evaluate this preliminary evidence, selected hetero-PAHs were screened
for their estrogenic activity in the lyticase-assisted yeast estrogen screen
(LYES) and the ER CALUX assay. All tested substances were inactive in the LYES. Acridine, xanthene, indole, 2-methylbenzofuran,
2,3-dimethylbenzofuran, dibenzofuran, dibenzothiophene, quinoline
and 6-methylquinoline on the other hand caused a marked response in
the ER CALUX assay, with estradiol equivalence factors (EEFs) ranging
from 2.85 ? 10-7 to 3.18 ? 10-5, thus being comparably potent as other
non-steroidal xenoestrogens (e.g. alkylphenols or bisphenol A). Chemical
analyses revealed that T47Dluc cells metabolize the substances.
Hydroxides and their keto tautomers, sulfates, sulfoxides, and N-oxides
were among the metabolites (tentatively) identified by liquid chromatography-high resolution tandem mass spectrometry (LC-HRMS/MS).
Because of their high concentrations measured in ground water, we conclude that hetero-PAHs and metabolites are a potential risk and should
be the subject of further research.
MP196 Evaluation of Three Lines of Evidence to Determine the
Endocrine Disruption Potential of Tertiary Treated and Disinfected
Wastewater
M.D. Brown, S.S. Thompson, Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County;
C.M. Barton, Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County / Dept of Biology;
E.D. Nelson, Los Angeles Cty Sanitation District; J. Millenbach, Sanitation
Districts of Los Angeles County
An increasing body of evidence indicates that pollutants in the environment can interfere with the normal endocrine function of wildlife and
aquatic organisms. Pollutants of particular concern, termed endocrine
disrupting compounds (EDCs), are those that mimic the effects of
hormones, estrogens, and androgens, which control reproduction and
sexual development. This has become an issue for wastewater utilities
given that wastewater treatment does not completely remove many of
these compounds. The objective of this investigation was to assess the
endocrine disruption potential of tertiary treated wastewater from a
major Southern California Water Reclamation Plant using in vitro and
in vivo bioassays as well as analytical chemistry methods. Wastewater
estrogenicity was assessed using the T47D-KBluc cell culture reporter
gene assay. The in vivo assay performed was the USEPA 21-day fathead
minnow test for assessing reproductive toxicity. The endpoints measured
in the in vivo assay included survival, plasma vitellogenin, fecundity, fertility, gonadosomatic index, and secondary sex characteristics. Analytical
chemistry was conducted using liquid chromatography with tandem
mass spectrometry. Quantified levels of 36 steroid hormones, industrial compounds, and pharmaceuticals and personal care products were
assessed. The 21-day fathead minnow assay was replicated four times and
the data collected from the three lines of analysis was used in a weight of
evidence approach to assess endocrine disruption capacity of the tertiary
treated wastewater. Estrogenicity in the final effluent was low which was
generally confirmed by the steroid analytical chemistry data. Exposure of
male and female fathead minnows to final effluent for 21 days had little
or no impact on the six endpoints evaluated in the four experiments.
Overall, the three lines of evidence were largely in agreement.
MP197 Effects of short time-course exposure to antiandrogen
flutamide on steroidogenesis and gene expression in ovary of female
fathead minnow
R.Y. Milsk; D.L. Villeneuve, USEPA / Mid Continent Ecology Division;
A. Schroeder, USEPA / Water Resources Center; E.J. Perkins, US Army
Engineer Research and Development Center / Environmental Laboratory;
N. Garcia-Reyero, Mississippi State Univ / Inst for Genomics Biocomputing
and Biotechnology; G.T. Ankley, USEPA / National Health and
Environmental Effects Research Laboratory
Because the mechanisms through which antiandrogens disrupt reproduction in fish are not well-characterized, this work sought to identify genes
and pathways affected by antiandrogen exposure, and to compare differentially expressed genes in the fathead minnow (Pimephales promelas) to
those previously reported in zebrafish (Danio rerio). A time course study
with continuous exposure to flutamide, a pharmaceutical antiandrogen,
was conducted in the female fathead minnow. Sexually mature female

fathead minnows were exposed to nominal (target) concentrations of 50
and 500 µg/L flutamide over 1, 2, 4 and 8 d, after which plasma and ex
vivo steroid concentrations were determined. Changes in gene expression were evaluated in female ovary tissue using a custom 15000 feature
fathead minnow microarray. Ex vivo estrogen and testosterone production, as well as plasma estrogen levels, were significantly reduced in fish
exposed to 500 µg/L flutamide for 2 d. For the 1 d exposure, 337 genes
were significantly altered (≥1.3 fold change, P< 0.05) in the 50 µg/L
flutamide treatment group and 238 genes were significantly altered in
the 500 µg/L group, as compared to time-matched controls. For the 2 d
exposure, 337 genes were significantly altered in the 50 µg/L treatment
group and 162 genes were significantly altered in the 500 µg/L group.
In the 4 d exposure, 619 genes were significantly altered in the 50 µg/L
treatment group and 219 genes were significantly altered in the 500 µg/L
group. After pooling the gene expression data across 1, 2 and 4 d time
points and across flutamide concentration level, 491 significantly altered
genes were detected, as compared to pooled controls. Of these 491 genes,
some were found to be in common with genes previously reported to be
altered in female zebrafish exposed to antiandrogens. The identification
of genes and pathways impacted across fish species may aid in potential
biomarker development for reproductive effects associated with antiandrogens. The contents of this abstract neither constitute, nor necessarily
reflect, official USEPA policy.
MP198 Effects of nitrate on steroidogenesis and reproduction in
fathead minnows (Pimephales promelas)
N. Cipoletti, Univ of St Thomas; T. Firkus, Univ of Saint Thomas; J.
Heitzman, Biology; D. Martinovic, Univ of Saint Thomas
Nitrates (NO3-) have been shown to act as endocrine disruptors in
mammals, but mechanisms of disruption in fish are poorly understood.
Mammalian studies indicate that nitrate can be metabolized to nitric
oxide which binds heme in cytochrome P450 enzymes, thereby interfering with steroidogenesis. This project examined whether exposure of
sexually mature fathead minnows (Pimephales promelas) to waterborne
nitrates can alter expression of genes involved in steroidogenesis and
estrogen signaling. We examined changes in abundance of estrogen
receptor (ER), aromatase (CYP19a), 3β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase
(3β-HSD), cholesterol side-chain cleavage enzyme (P450SCC), and
steroidogenic acute regulatory protein (StAR) mRNAs. Male and female
fish (n=10 per treatment/sex combination) were exposed to environmentally relevant concentrations of nitrate (2 mg/L and 9 mg/L sodium
nitrate) for 96 hours, after which fish were euthanized, and liver samples
collected. We extracted total RNA from livers, and used one-step real
time polymerase chain reaction to measure mRNA for genes of interest.
We quantified relative changes among control and treated fish using the
delta delta cycle threshold method. Nitrates had more extensive effects
on females; we observed statistically significant increases in expression of CYP19a, 3β-HSD and P450SCC (One sample t-test, p < 0.1).
CYP19a mRNA was also upregulated in nitrate-exposed males (p < 0.1).
Because increase in CYP19a mRNA could enhance estradiol synthesis (which stimulates vitellogenin (VTG) synthesis) we also measured
VTG mRNA in males. VTG mRNA was significantly increased in
males (2-4 fold, p < 0.1), indicating that nitrate exposure may lead to
increased estradiol levels; positive relationships between nitrate exposure
and circulating estrogens have been observed in alligators. The observed
increases in expression of steroidogenic enzymes may indicate compensatory responses to inhibition of steroidogenic enzyme activity (which has
been demonstrated in mammalian studies) by nitrates. We are currently
conducting a longer-term (14d) exposure to determine whether the
observed changes in steroidogenic enzyme mRNA abundance could lead
to changes in circulating sex steroids and impair fecundity and fertility.
MP199 Effects of Estrogenic Compounds on Cardiac Development in
Zebrafish
G. Diamante, Univ of California Riverside; D. Schlenk, Univ of California
Riverside / Dept of Environmental Sciences
Exposure to 17β-estradiol (E2) caused cardiac edema in developing zebrafish. One potential pathway E2 may disrupt normal heart
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development is via inappropriate binding to the G protein-coupled
estrogen receptor 1 (GPER), leading to altered regulation of secondary messengers, such as cAMP and Ca 2+. This, in turn, can disrupt the
normal function of important transcription factors required for cardiac
development, including GATA4 and NFAT. GATA4 regulates the
expression of Hand2 and Lrrc10, which are involved in heart cell differentiation and development. In addition, NFAT, whose activation is
regulated by intracellular calcium concentration, has also been shown to
interact with GATA4, and regulate transcription during development.
We hypothesized that exposure to E2 can alter the expression of Hand2
and Lrrc10, and the intracellular levels of secondary messengers. To
explore potential molecular mechanisms of cardiac dysfunction, expression of Lrrc10, Hand2 and GPER were examined in zebrafish embryos
following exposure to E2. Embryos were exposed to 0.1μM, 1 μM, 2μM
and 5μM of E2 at 2 hpf and RNA was extracted at 12hpf. E2 exposure
during early embryogenesis showed that mRNA expression of GPER,
Lrrc10 and Hand2 was not altered at 12hpf. Further experiments will be
conducted to determine whether other developmental stages are altered
after exposure and whether second messengers may be affected.
MP200 Development of a High Throughput Method to Assess Effects
of EDCs on Ovarian Function Using Short-Term Culture of Rainbow
Trout Ovarian Follicles
C. Monson, School of Aquatic and Fishery Sciences; I.R. Schultz, Battelle
Northwest Laboratories / Marine Science Laboratory Ecotoxicology Group;
L. Harding, Univ of Washington / School of Aquatic and Fishery Sciences;
P. Swanson, NOAA Fisheries; G. Young, Univ of Washington / School of
Aquatic and Fishery Sciences
A number of chemicals present in wastewater effluent are known to,
or are suspected of causing, disruptions in endocrine system function
at various levels of the brain-pituitary-gonad-liver (BPGL) axis. The
BPGL axis functions to interpret and mediate environmental signals that
ultimately initiate the synthesis and release of sex steroid as well as other
endocrine factors throughout reproductive development. The coordination of these processes at the appropriate time is critical to the generation
of a fertilizable egg, and interruption, disregulation, or other interference
at any particular point in the BPGL axis can lead to decreased egg quality or the impairment of reproductive development, potentially reducing
reproductive fitness. The ability to rapidly screen numerous environmental chemicals for potential effects on reproductive processes in fish
is lacking. This study is part of a larger project using in vitro techniques
to assess the impact of contaminants on all levels of the rainbow trout
BPGL axis. Data generated, combined with toxicokinetic modeling,
will be used to create a computational model that estimates the potential
reproductive dysfunction in the presence of various environmental exposures to these chemicals. In this study, rainbow trout ovarian follicles
are being used because they offer significant advantages over other fish
ovarian models: vitellogenic fish can be obtained year-round, each fish
can yield 2000 or more large ovarian follicles at the same stage that can
be rapidly isolated by dissection, allowing tests of multiple concentrations of several chemicals using a single female. The estrogenic response
of the trout ovarian follicles to pituitary gonadotropins is well characterized, and a sensitive and highly specific immunoassay is available. The
approach being used consists of in vitro exposure of vitellogenic follicles
to a range of concentration of test chemicals alone, followed by a further
time-course challenge with a salmon gonadotropin preparation. Levels
of the key steroid driving vitellogenesis, estradiol-17b, are measured in
media, and ovarian follicles frozen for later analyses of gene expression.
Supported by USEPA-STAR grant R835167.
MP201 Comparative sensitivity of different early life stages of rainbow trout and mountain whitefish
J. Frank, J. Baker, E. Canaria, J.R. Elphick, Nautilus Environmental
Early life stages of salmonids are usually more sensitive to aquatic
contaminants than adult fish are. Toxicity tests that encompass early life
stages from fertilization through to fry are expensive and time consuming to conduct and, consequently, shorter duration tests that capture
potentially sensitive stages (e.g., 7-day embryo development, or 7-day
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swim-up fry growth) are often used for environmental monitoring.
However, the relative sensitivity of these early developmental stages to
different contaminants is not well established. Exposures were conducted with different early life stages of rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus
mykiss) to evaluate their relative sensitivity to three toxicants. Seven day
survival and development/growth tests were conducted with rainbow
trout embryos (directly post-fertilization) and swim-up fry (~0.02g), and
96-hour acute tests were conducted using juvenile (~0.5g) rainbow trout.
All three test types were conducted using a metal (copper), a surfactant
(sodium dodecyl sulphate [SDS]) and an anion (nitrite). The swim-up fry
stage was more sensitive than the embryo stage to copper and nitrite, but
these two stages were generally similar in sensitivity to SDS. In addition,
testing with mountain whitefish (Prosopium williamsoni) was conducted
using SDS and copper, to compare the relative sensitivity of this species
and rainbow trout at the swim-up fry stage. Results of these exposures
indicated that mountain whitefish were similar to or less sensitive than
rainbow trout at this stage of development.
MP202 Toxicokinetics of a Common-Use Insecticide in Resurrected
Daphnia pulicaria Genotypes
A.M. Simpson, Zoology; J.B. Belden, Oklahoma State Univ / Dept of
Zoology; P.D. Jeyasingh, Oklahoma State Univ
Previous research has demonstrated that resurrected genotypes from an
ancestral population of zooplankton, Daphnia pulicaria, have differential
toxicity to the common-use insecticide, chlorpyrifos. Ancient genotypes
(1301-1646 A.D.) were on average more sensitive to this chemical, when
compared to the contemporary genotypes (1967-1977, 2001-2007 A.D.).
This study examined how the toxicokinetics of chlorpyrifos differ in six
of these genotypes. The six genotypes used included the three most tolerant and three most sensitive genotypes in the population, as previously
determined by acute toxicity tests using chlorpyrifos. Uptake, transformation, and elimination of radio-labeled chlorpyrifos (ring-C14) were
determined by exposing the genotypes to a sublethal concentration for
48 hours. Body residues were measured at six time points using Liquid
Scintillation Counting and Liquid Chromatography. The findings of this
study provide insight into the long-term effects of environmental change
on metabolic processes, and their impact on xenobiotic toxicokinetics.
MP203 The Toxicity of the Chitin Synthesis Inhibiting Insecticide
Novaluron to Zooplankton in Mesocosms
P. Mcmanus, Univ of Guelph / School of Environmental Sciences; L.
Furtado, J. Hall, Univ of Guelph
Mosquitoes pose a serious risk to public health around the globe as vectors of human such as the West Nile virus, malaria and dengue fever.
In 2009 there were 225 million cases of malaria worldwide; these cases
resulted in the death of 781 000 people. Consequently, it is extremely
important to control mosquito populations especially at their breeding
sites, i.e., standing water. A number of pesticides including novaluron, a
member of benzoylphenyl urea chemical family, are effective at controlling mosquitoes; however, in many cases reapplication is required to
provide effective season-long control. A new slow-release, wax-based
formulation of novaluron has been developed by Pestalto Inc. to regulate
the release of the active ingredient in standing water allowing for a prolonged mosquito control period. This novaluron formulation was added
to a set of 12000-L mesocosms to measure its efficacy against target
(mosquito larvae) and non-target (zooplankton) species. Mesocosms were
divided into 5 groups: novaluron (0.12%) with added sediment, novaluron (0.12%) without added sediment, novaluron (0.48%) with added
sediment, novaluron (0.48%) without added sediment and no novaluron
with added sediment. Each mesocosm was monitored for a variety of
parameters. The concentration of released novaluron was effective at
providing at least 85% inhibition of adult emergence of Aedes aegypti for
a 120 day period however zooplankton diversity, species richness and
abundance were adversely affected by the presence of the insecticide in a
concentration dependant manner. Added sediment had no effect on the
toxicity of novaluron to zooplankton.
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MP204 Risk assessment of pesticide residues in Clarias gariepinus
and Tilapia zilli from rivers in Southern Nigeria
L.I. Ezemonye, Univ of Benin / Animal and Environmental Biology; O.
Ogbeide, Univ of Benin; I. Tongo, Univ of Benin / Dept of Animal and
Environmental Biology; A. ENUNEKU, Univ of Benin Benin City; E.T.
Ogbomida, National Centre for Energy and Environment / Ecotoxicology
and Environmental Forensics
The concentrations of pesticides residues (α BHC, γ - BHC (lindane),
β- BHC, Heptachlor, Aldrin, Heptachlor Epoxide, Endosulfan I,
Dieldrin, Endrin, Endosulfan II, 4, 4 DDT, Endosulfan Aldehyde,
Endosulfan sulfate, Atrazine, Phosphomethylglycine and Carbamate) in
two fish species (Tilapia zilli and Clarias gariepinus) from selected rivers
(Illushi, Owan and Ogbesse) in Edo State, Nigeria was investigated to
assess the associated human health risks from consumption of contaminated fishes. Fish species were collected for a period of 18 months, and
pesticides residue analyses was carried out using Gas Chromatography
(GC) equipped with Electron Capture Detector (GC-ECD). Mean total
pesticide residues was higher in tissues of the benthic fish, Clarias gariepinus (7.86 µg/g wet weight) compared to the pelagic fish, Tilapia zilli
(4.11 µg/g wet weight). The most dominant pesticide in the fish species
were the BHC’s (α-BHC, γ-BHC (lindane), β-BHC), making up 53%
in Clarias gariepinus and 49% in Tilapia zilli. Although the levels of pesticide residues observed in both fish species were within the permissible
limit set by European Union, estimations of the human health risk using
standard indices (Risk quotient (RQ ), Estimated daily intake (EADI)
and Hazard Index) showed that gamma BHC, Heptachlor, Heptachlor
epoxide, Dieldrin, Endrin, DDT, Endosulfan 1, and Endosulfan
exceeded toxic thresholds, indicating potential toxicity in humans especially children.
MP205 Effects of neonicotinoid pesticides on fish cell lines and their
use as predictors for acute and chronic toxicity to whole animals
J.A. Alexander, M.K. Saran, K.J. Kobes, F.D. Rojas, L.E. Lee, Univ of the
Fraser Valley / Biology
Neonicotinoid (NN) pesticides are novel neuro-active compounds similar to nicotine that are used to control insect pests. Selective disruption
of nicotinic cholinergic receptors present in the central nervous system
(CNS) of insects has been attributed as their main mode of action.
However, similar receptors are present in the CNS and the peripheral
nervous system of vertebrates thus non-target species may be affected
albeit with less effectiveness. Nicotinoids had also been shown to disrupt
cell membranes, induce oxidative stress and alter gene expression, but
this has not been investigated in detail with NN’s. Mounting evidence
is linking the decline of non-target species to wide use of NN’s. This
includes the decline of many amphibians and bees worldwide, that are
being correlated to increasing usage of NN’s, and that has led to recent
restrictions of NN’s use in Europe. Several NN’s have been developed
that are highly stable and persists in the environment. Among these,
imidacloprid, clothianidin, thiamethoxan, acetamiprid, have been widely
available as active ingredients in household and agricultural pesticides.
These NN’s have been detected in water bodies but their effects in fish
have not been studied in detail. The present research evaluated the
above 4 NN’s for acute and chronic toxicity on fish cell lines derived
from immune, neural, epithelial, connective and muscle tissues. Effects
on membrane integrity, metabolic activity, lysosomal function, nuclear
integrity, apoptosis, phagocytosis, mitochondrial morphology and protein synthesis are some of the investigated aspects that will be presented.
MP206 Effect of diet-derived exposures of Palos Verdes, CA (USA)
sediment on uptake of ΣDDT and endocrine endpoints in polychaete
and male hornyhead turbot
J.P. Crago, A. Kupsco, Univ of California Riverside; F. Jia, UC Riverside
/ Dept of Environmental Sciences; J.R. Gully, Sanitation Districts of Los
Angeles / Ocean Monitoring Research Section; J. Gan, D. Schlenk, Univ of
California Riverside / Dept of Environmental Sciences
Benthic fish found within the Palos Verdes (PV) Superfund Site, such as
hornyhead turbot (Pleuronichthys verticalis) have high concentrations of

DDT metabolites (μg/g tissue wt). The goal of this study was to determine the bioavailability of DDT metabolites from PV Shelf sediment
in exposed polychaete worms (N. arenaceodentata) and male hornyhead
turbots fed those exposed worms over a 7-d time period. Polychaete
worms exposed to PV sediment (Site 8C: ΣDDT = 43,815 ng/g dry wt.)
had maximum concentration of ΣDDT after 4 days (3,282 ng/g tissue
wet wt.). Male hornyhead turbot fed 3g/kg and 10g/kg body weight of
exposed polychaete worms for 7 d showed a significant increase respectively in ΣDDT in the liver as compared to the control (735 and 2,435
ng/g tissue wet wt). In comparison, ΣDDT in Palos Verdes male turbot
liver varied widely with an average of 64,286 ng/g tissue wet wt, but a
standard deviation of 70,322 ng/g. There were no significant differences
in plasma estradiol, CYP1A1, vitellogenin, estrogen receptor α and β
mRNA transcripts or gonadal or brain aromatase activity between male
turbots fed PV –exposed worms and non-PV-exposed worms. There was
no difference in molecular transcripts among male turbot in experimentally treated animals, and male turbot caught on Palos Verdes. These data
indicate that in order to mimic site-specific concentrations of ΣDDT,
a longer duration of exposure and/or higher concentration of ΣDDT is
required. (NIEHS Grant No: R01ES20921).
MP207 Bioenergetic indicators of fungicide toxicity in the freshwater
gastropod, Lymnaea stagnalis
B.N. Fidder; E.G. Reategui-Zirena, C.J. Salice, Texas Tech Univ TIEHH
Freshwater gastropods are among the most imperiled invertebrate species: threatened by a number of environmental stressors including a wide
variety of agrochemicals that can be transported to aquatic systems. The
increased use of fungicides in the past decade necessitates a better understanding of the sublethal effects to aquatic organisms. Severe outbreaks
of Asian soybean rust are, in part, responsible for the rise in strobilurin
fungicides, specifically pyraclostrobin, as they are among the only effective means of prevention. The purpose of this study examines behavioral
and biological effects of pyraclostrobin on the freshwater gastropod,
Lymnaea stagnalis. As an inhibitor of mitochondrial respiration, pyraclostrobin has the potential to prevent ATP production and consequently,
affect the feeding rates and bioenergetics of aquatic animals despite its
intended use as a fungicide. To better understand potential effects of
pyraclostrobin on bioenergetics endpoints, we exposed Lymnaea stagnalis
juveniles to sublethal concentrations of pyraclostrobin (5, 10, and 20
µg/L) for 22 days, during which, several bioenergetics and behavioral
endpoints were evaluated. Growth during the study was determined
by differences in wet mass and maximum shell length. Feeding rate
was measured every forty-eight hours as the total amount of organic
lettuce consumed per individual throughout the duration of the study.
Upon termination, energy-based macronutrients (lipids, carbohydrates,
and proteins) were measured to detect sublethal effects manifested as a
potential metabolic change. There was an exposure-dependent decrease
in feeding rate, with control snails having significantly greater feeding
rates compared to snails exposed to 5, 10, and 20 μg/L pyraclostrobin.
Juveniles also exhibited apparent behavioral avoidance of the contaminant by spending more time above the water line. The analysis of
macronutrients showed an exposure-dependent decrease in carbohydrate
content as concentrations increased and an overall decrease in lipid
content compared to the control. Based on this study, it appears the
metabolic effects of pyraclostrobin are not limited to fungi and that this
chemical can impact aquatic animal species. Also, we propose the use
of bioenergetic-based endpoints to assist in quantifying the sublethal
and long-term effects faced by aquatic organisms in the presence of
contaminants.
MP208 Acute toxicity of Cypermethrin on Oreochromis niloticus
and Clarias gariepinus
F.T. Nestor, P.B. Bi Asanga Fai, Univ of Dschang / Animal Biology
Insecticides, particularly pyrethroid insecticides, form the bulk of
pesticides used inCameroon. More and more vegetable farmers are using
these pesticides and since their activities usually take place in the immediate proximity of freshwater bodies, the risk of contamination of these
water bodies and causing undesired effects is high. Series of acute static
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short term bioassays were carried out in this research project to assess the
effect of Cypermethrin, a synthetic pyrethroid insecticide, on the fingerlings of two local fish species: Oreochromis niloticus and Clarias gariepinus.
Entire dose-response relationships were established and the concentration resulting in 50% mortality (LC50) calculated for different exposure
times (24, 48, 72 and 96 h) for each of the two species. We obtained
LC50s that ranged from 23 to 24.5 μg/L for Oreochromis niloticus and
12.4 to 14.98 μg/L for Clarias gariepinus. This shows that Cypermethrin
is highly toxic to both fish species with Clarias gariepinus being more
sensitive. These results agree with published effects of Cypermethrin and
other pyrethroid pesticides which show pyrethroid pesticides to be highly
toxic to fish species, tadpoles and several aquatic invertebrates. We also
observed behavioural responses such as irregular, erratic and darting
swimming movements as well as escaping behaviours in which the fingerlings attempted to jump out of the medium containing Cypermethrin.
In addition, other behaviours such as increased frequenting of the water
surface were observed all of which were sensitive indicators of the effect
of Cypermethrin. It is therefore recommended that this insecticide be
used with caution only by trained farmers in order to prevent contamination of our aquatic ecosystems.
MP209 Toxicity of the novel anti-biofouling agent noradrenaline to
Daphnia magna
A.M. Wormington; K. Blythe, Univ of North Texas; C.L. Overturf, Univ
of North Texas / Dept of Biological Sciences; A. Mount, N. Gohad, Clemson
Univ; A.P. Roberts, Univ of North Texas
Anti-biofouling agents are chemicals used to prevent the accumulation
of organisms on wet surfaces. Noradrenaline (NA), an endogenous hormone, is the active component of novel anti-biofouling agents and acts by
preventing attachment of fouling organisms. In vertebrates, NA is often
dubbed the “fight-or-flight” chemical, yet its action on non-target invertebrates is unknown. The goal of this study was to examine the toxicity of
NA to the zooplankton D. magna and C. dubia. Neonates were exposed
to one of five concentrations of NA during a 96-hr acute toxicity test.
Significant increases in mortality were observed at concentrations greater
than 25 μM in C. dubia and D. magna. A C. dubia reproduction study
found that reproduction was significantly impacted at concentrations
greater than 30 μM, evident by increased time to first brood, decreased
average number of neonates and a reduction in the average number of
broods. In D. magna, NA exposure to concentrations greater than 40 μM
affected molting by increasing the time to first molt as well as decreasing
the average number of molts over 96 hours. It was observed that the NA
solution turned pink after a period of time due to oxidation of the parent
compound. Thus, a second toxicity test was conducted with D. magna
using the oxidized material with similar results. These data indicate
that both NA and its oxidized derivative (adrenochrome) are toxic to D.
magna. Future studies will be aimed at examining toxicity of NA leachates from anti-biofouling composite materials.
MP210 Temperature Effects on TDCPP Uptake and Toxicity in
Amphibian Larvae
A.M. Araujo, R. Warne, Southern Illinois Univ Carbondale / Zoology; D.
Chen, Southern Illinois Univ Carbondale / Cooperative Wildlife Research
Laboratory and Dept of Zoology
Climate change is expected to differentially affect homeostatic processes of most animals, as well as their physiological capacity to mediate
exposure to many interacting natural and anthropogenic stressors.
Temperature shifts combined with increasing levels of contamination,
for instance, might result in increased toxicity of certain contaminants, as
organisms must allocate finite resources towards temperature regulation,
cellular repair, and detoxification. Amphibians might be particularly
sensitive to these interactions because their permeable skin offers little
resistance to contaminant uptake. In addition, since most physiological
changes during amphibian metamorphosis are mediated by hormonal
regulation, temperature facilitated bioaccumulation of endocrine disrupting contaminants might result in altered larval development. One such
endocrine disrupting contaminant is the flame retardant TDCPP (Tris
(1,3-dichloro-2-propyl)phosphate). Currently, presence of TDCPP in
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river waters is frequently detected at concentrations ranging from ng/L
to mg/L, suggesting aquatic species are often exposed to this compound throughout development. Yet, limited information is available on
the thresholds and mechanisms of toxicity of TDCPP under different
environmental conditions. In order to address this issue, we chronically
exposed Xenopus laevis larvae to environmentally relevant concentrations
of TDCPP and monitored survival and developmental rates at different
temperatures until metamorphosis. We used LC-MS/MS to investigate
the effects of warmer temperatures on elimination of TDCPP metabolites from larval and juvenile tissues. Finally, we performed a bacterial
challenge and measured expression of genes central to cellular integrity
and metabolism in individuals post-metamorphosis. We hypothesized
warmer temperatures would increase ventilation and feeding rates in
larvae, which in turn could result in higher exposure to TDCPP and
more pronounced energetic tradeoffs between xenometabolism, growth,
and inflammatory processes.
MP211 Smoking Out Flame Retardants: a Pathway From Indoors to
In-stream
E. Schreder; M.J. La Guardia, Virginia Inst of Marine Science /
Environmental and Aquatic Animal Health
Products in the home are an important source of toxic chemicals to
the environment. Compounds detected in wastewater treatment plant
(WWTP) effluent include flame retardants, plasticizers, personal care
products, detergents, and pharmaceuticals. Of these compounds, some are
used in products that go directly down the drain: triclosan, for example,
an antibacterial agent added to soaps. Others are used in products that
remain in the home, yet they still make their way to WWTPs. Flame
retardants, used in electronics, furniture, and building materials, are
a good example of this category. Their transport to WWTPs and the
aquatic environment was investigated by analyzing household dust and
laundry wastewater in 20 homes in communities near the Columbia River
in Washington State. These media were chosen to test the hypothesis
that dust particles laden with flame retardants collects on clothing and
transfers to laundry water, creating a source to WWTPs. A total of 21
compounds were detected in house dust, including polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs); 2-ethylhexyl-2,3,4,5-tetrabromobenzoate (TBB);
bis(2-ethylhexyl) 3,4,5,6-tetrabromophthalate (TBPH); 1,2-bis(2,4,6,tribromophenoxy)ethane (BTBPE) and decabromodiphenylethane
(DBDPE); hexabromocyclododecane (HBCD); tetrabromobisphenol
A (TBBPA); and three chlorinated organophosphate flame retardants
(ClOPFRs), tris(1,3-dichloro-2-propyl)phosphate (TDCPP), tris(1chloro-2-propyl)phosphate (TCPP), and tris(2-chloroethyl)phosphate
(TCEP). Of the 21 compounds detected in dust, 18 were also detected in
laundry wastewater. ClOPFRs were present at the highest concentrations,
making up 72% of total flame retardant mass in dust and 92% in laundry
wastewater. Apparently, their use patterns, relatively low partitioning
coefficients (e.g. log Kow < 2), and greater water solubility combined to
make this pathway to the aquatic environment particularly important for
these compounds. Flame retardant use in homes was estimated to assess
the likely contribution to waterways via WWTPs. Characteristics of flame
retardants used in products in the home vary, with variables including use
patterns (volume of chemical used, reactive vs. additive application) as well
as partitioning coefficient and water solubility. Literature data and known
concentrations in products were used to create mass balance estimates of
the total quantity of key compounds in products in a typical home and
assess the impacts of specific uses for water pollution.
MP212 Shorter carbon chain perfluorinated compounds are less toxic
to zebrafish embryos
Y. Gao, C.T. Mahapatra, M.S. Sepulveda, Purdue Univ / Dept of Forestry
and Natural Resources
Perfluorinated compounds (PFCs) are emerging organic pollutants and
ubiquitously present in the environment. This is because of their wide
use in many commercial and industrial products. Much research has
been conducted with perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA), an eight-carbon
chain carboxylic acid (C8) which has been identified as an endocrine
disruptor, carcinogen, developmental toxicant, and recently associated
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with hypercholesterolemia in exposed populations. Because of its high
environmental persistence and toxicity, PFOA is being replaced by
shorter carbon chain compounds (C6 and C4). However, little toxicity data exists for these chemicals, in particular for C4. The objective of
this study was to compare the toxicity of C8 to that of C6 and C4. We
exposed zebrafish (Danio rerio) embryos (6 hours post fertilization) to a
range of C8, C6 and C4 concentrations (0.001 to 1,500 ppm) for 96 h.
We report 96 h-LC50 (95%CI) values of 43 (39 - 46), 86 (80 - 91), and
1,375 (1352 - 1397) ppm for C8, C6 and C4, respectively. Embryos died
within the first 24 h after C8 and C6 exposures, whereas C4 caused
mortality only after 72 h of exposure. The 96 h-EC50 for hatching was
22 (19 - 25) and 81 (72 - 90) ppm for C8 and C6, respectively. No effects
on hatching were observed with C4. We also examined changes in the
expression of a selected number of genes involved in vascular development and cholesterol biosynthesis as a way to better understand the
mechanism of toxic action of PFCs. The expression of vegf (vascular
epithelial growth factor) was significantly upregulated at 1,000 ppm C4,
but no differential expression was observed after C8 and C6 exposures.
To study the effect of PFCs on cholesterol biosynthesis, we selected
hmgcs1 (HMG-CoA synthase), cyp51A and cyp39. A significant upregulation of cyp51 expression was observed with C4 at 100 ppm and with
C6 at 10-25 ppm, whereas C8 caused a significant downregulation at
25 ppm. A concentration dependent increase of cyp39 was only observed
with C6 exposure. Our results demonstrate that the order of toxicity of
these PFCs to zebrafish was C8 > C6 > C4. In addition, our preliminary molecular data suggests all three PFCs affected genes involved in
cholesterol biosynthesis with only C4 impacting vegf, but at very high
concentrations. In conclusion, C4 is a promising less toxic alternative for
replacement of C8.
MP213 Nutrient bioavailability in pulp and paper mill effluent: effect
of effluent, dilution water, and bacteria on algal growth and nutrient
concentration
C. Flinders, W. Streblow, D. Cook, A. O’Brien, J. Napack, D. Campbell, R.
Messmer, K. Toller, NCASI
Excess nutrients in streams may contribute to algal growth resulting in
adverse effects such as broad ranges in diurnal oxygen concentrations,
depletion of dissolved oxygen from decaying algae, and proliferation
of nuisance algae. In an effort to protect streams from nutrient-related
effects, USEPA and many states currently target total nitrogen (TN) and
total phosphorus (TP) loadings to aquatic systems. In most cases, these
targets are implemented by developing Total Maximum Daily Loads
(TMDLs) to limit N and P released to surface waters. Because current
methods for TMDLs can include consideration of chemical forms and
reaction rates for N and P species, there is the potential for more scientifically-based TMDL allocations of N and P if their bioavailability for
algal growth is known. Aerobic effluent aging studies have shown that
significant fractions of effluent TN and TP are not readily bioavailable
for plant/algal growth, but these were based on nutrient characterization
and not growth assays. Our study was designed to evaluate bioavailability of effluent N and P for algal growth of Raphidocelis subcapitata
(formerly Selenastrum capricornutum, Pseudokirchneriella subcapita). Using
14-day assays, algal growth was evaluated in terms of particle counts
and fluorescence with respect to effluent exposure, and whether growth
patterns differed in the presence of river water (vs. laboratory water)
and river water bacteria. Effluents and river water were characterized
to determine total suspended and volatile solids, COD, polyphenols,
TOC, and DOC concentrations; while effluents, river water, and test
solutions were characterized to determine ammonia, nitrate/nitrite, TN,
TP, soluble reactive phosphorus, total soluble and reactive phosphorus,
and particulate phosphorus concentrations. Preliminary results of efforts
to evaluate bioavailability of effluent P suggest that the presence of river
water bacteria does not influence algal growth, river water is P-limited,
and that some P in effluent is available for algal growth. Algal growth
and nutrient concentrations with effluent exposure, dilution water type,

and presence of river water bacteria will be discussed in greater detail in
the context of effluent effects and applicability in informing water quality
management.
MP214 Mixtures of Two Novel Brominated Flame Retardants Affect
Fecundity and Transcript Profiles of the HPGL-Axis in Japanese
Medaka
D.M. Saunders, Univ of Saskatchewan / Dept of Toxicology; M. Podaima,
G. Coddling, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Centre; J.P. Giesy, Univ of
Saskatchewan / Western College of Veterinary Medicine; S. Wiseman, Univ
of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Centre
The novel brominated flame retardants (NBFRs), Bis(2-ethylhexyl)2,3,4,5-tetrabromophtalate (TBPH) and 2-ethylhexyl-2,3,4,5
tetrabromobenzoate (TBB) are components of the flame retardant mixture Firemaster 550. Firemaster 550 is a replacement for the PentaBDE
technical mixtures that were used in polyurethane foams, PVC, and
neoprene and both TBPH and TBB have recently been listed as high
production volume chemicals by the USEPA. Despite the detection
of these NBFRs in environmental abiotic and biotic matrices, little is
known about their toxic effects on aquatic organisms. Results of previous
in vitro assays have reported potentials of these NBFRs to modulate
endocrine function through interactions with estrogen and androgen receptors, and alterations to concentrations of 17-β-estradiol and
testosterone. To investigate the potential in vivo endocrine disrupting
effects of these NBFRs a 21-day short term fish reproductive assay with
Japanese Medaka (Oryzias latipes) was conducted. Sixteen fish, 8 male
and 8 female, were fed high (1500:1500 µg/g food) or low (150:150 µg/g
food) doses of a TBPH/TBB mixture. Cumulative production of eggs
was measured as a marker of fecundity while transcriptional profiles of
35 genes along the hypothalamus-pituitary-gonadal-liver axis were also
assessed to determine mechanisms of effects. Cumulative fecundity was
inhibited in fish exposed to the high dose of the TBPH/TBB mixture
and significant changes in transcript profiles of the HPGL axis were
observed. Alterations in transcript abundances of ER-α, ER-β, and
AR-α were observed in the brain and gonad of male medaka, while a
23.5 fold decrease of ER-β was seen in liver of female fish. Significant
changes to transcript abundances of HDLR, HMGR, CYP 17 and
3β-HSD were also observed in the gonad of male medaka, though no
significant changes were observed in the gonads of female fish. The present study provides confirmatory, in vivo evidence of endocrine disrupting
effects observed in screening level assessments of TBPH and TBB.
MP215 Mitigating nutrient runoff through aquatic vegetation:
Successes and not-so-successes
M.T. Moore, USDAARS National Sedimentation Laboratory / Water
Quality and Ecology; R. Kroger, Mississippi State Univ; M.A. Locke,
USDA-ARS National Sedimentation Laboratory / Water Quality and
Ecology Research Unit
Agriculture has come under increased scrutiny over the last two decades
for nutrient contributions to water quality. Within the agriculturallyintensive Mississippi River Basin which drains 41% of the contiguous
United States, significant conservation efforts have focused on management practices that reduce nutrient runoff into aquatic receiving systems
through phytoremediation. Three replicate mesocosms (0.132 m x 0.07m
x 0.66 m) were planted with monocultures of six different aquatic macrophytes. Three additional unvegetated mesocosms served as controls for a
total number of 21 mesocosms. All mesocosms had a hydraulic retention
time (HRT) of 4 h. Over two years, mesocosms were amended once
each summer with sodium nitrate, ammonium sulfate, and potassium
phosphate dibasic to represent nitrogen and phosphorus in agricultural
runoff. A one-time dosing of nitrogen and phosphorus each of two summers was conducted, with outflow samples collected hourly for twice the
system HRT. In the second year, nitrate dosing concentrations were an
order of magnitude higher than the previous year; ammonium dosing
was twice as high as the previous year; and phosphate dosing was 1.5
times as high as the previous year. Due to the increased dose, additional samples beyond twice the HRT were collected at 24 h, 48 h, 72
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h, and 7 d. System retention was calculated using a simple mass balance
approach. Significantly greater ammonium retention in both years was
reported for Myriophyllum aquaticum (parrot feather) versus the control.
Similarly, greater filtered orthophosphorus retention was noted in Typha
latifolia (cattail) mesocosms compared to controls in both years. Several
other significant differences were noted in either the first or second
year, but not both years. No significant differences in nitrate retention
were noted between controls and individual plant species, although
Panicum virgatum (switchgrass) was significantly more efficient than
both Saururus cernuus (lizard’s tail) and Typha latifolia (cattail) in the first
year’s exposure. By examining the nutrient mitigation of different aquatic
macrophytes, scientists can help design phytoremediation systems with
greater impact on improving agricultural runoff water quality.
MP216 Investigation of seasonality influencing fecal indicator bacteria from impaired watersheds in Middle Tennessee
M.A. Stallard, Middle Tennessee State Univ / Molecular Biosciences; A.
Layton, Univ of Tennessee; F. Bailey, Middle Tennessee State Univ
Escherichia coli (E. coli) is considered one of the primary fecal indicator
bacteria (FIB) the Environmental Protection Agency uses to assess water
quality for fecal pathogen impairment in recreational water bodies. One
major limitation of using E. coli as an indicator is the inability to associate fecal sources with their warm-blooded host, thus causing difficulty in
applying appropriate watershed management strategies. Bacteroides spp.,
a potential alternative FIB, have been shown to be highly host specific
for human, equine, and bovine 16S rRNA gene targets. It is imperative
to look at factors such as seasonal patterns and other abiotic parameters
that may affect the presence of FIBs once they leave their host and are
transported to a receiving stream. A long-term watershed study was conducted for three fecal impaired watersheds in Middle Tennessee to assess
seasonality of FIBs. Real-time PCR was used to detect Bacteroides 16S
rRNA gene target concentrations (mg/L) and Colilert culture method
was performed to determine E. coli concentrations (CFU/100mL). An
ANOVA was used to compare seasons for E. coli and Bacteroides concentrations individually. The seasonal pattern between E. coli and Bacteroides
was compared descriptively since the units were not similar. In all three
watersheds, E. coli concentrations were significantly (p) and consistently higher in the summer and lower in the winter months. However,
Bacteroides concentrations were statistically higher in the winter and
lower in the summer in two of the three watersheds. Elucidating factors
that may impact FIB could direct regulatory agencies in choosing optimal
fecal source tracking organisms, as well as to making inferences about the
natural trends for FIBs. In addition, information regarding natural trends
and associated factors could be useful in modeling stormwater runoff.
MP217 Instream water quality monitoring in an agriculturally-dominated watershed in northeast Arkansas
J.L. Bouldin, Arkansas State Univ / Dept of Biological Sciences; M.L. Reba,
USDAARS; T.G. Teague, Arkansas State Univ / College of Agriculture and
Technology
Agricultural conservation practices are intended to reduce contaminant
movement from production fields to adjacent waterways. Watersheds in
the Mississippi River Basin contribute to the hypoxic zone in the Gulf of
Mexico and have been targeted for monitoring of management practices
to reduce sediment and nutrient loading. Adjacent production fields used
to measure efficacy of these practices provides the unique opportunity to
quantify differing contaminant loading. Two years of weekly monitoring
included upstream and downstream of a field incorporating conservation practices (conservation tillage, cover crops and prescription nutrient
application) and a control field (no conservation practices). In year two
of monitoring a significant difference in total suspended solids downstream from the field with conservation practices was measured. Mean
dissolved nitrate values below the treatment field decreased from 0.83 to
0.43 mg/L from year one to year two. The use of on-field conservation
practices is expected to provide water quality improvements in adjacent
receiving streams and ultimately reduces sediment and nutrient loading
to the Gulf of Mexico.
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MP218 Evaluation of Tamoxifen toxicity in the developing embryonic
and larval zebrafish (Danio rerio)
S.M. Bugel, J.K. LaDu, Oregon State Univ / Dept of Environmental and
Molecular Toxicology; R.L. Tanguay, Oregon State Univ / Environmental
Molecular Toxicology
Tamoxifen is a commonly used pharmaceutical that exerts diverse
endocrine activities (estrogen receptor agonism and antagonism). Due
to widespread use in humans, tamoxifen and its metabolites can enter
the aquatic environment and potentially result in adverse endocrine
disrupting effects in aquatic animals. We used zebrafish as an aquatic
vertebrate model to (1) evaluate tamoxifen toxicity to embryonic and
larval stages of development, (2) determine modes of action for developmental toxicity, and (3) characterize anti-estrogenic effects on gene
expression. We hypothesized that developmental toxicity of tamoxifen is
due to an overtly anti-estrogenic mode of action. Briefly, larval zebrafish
were statically exposed from 6 hrs post fertilization (hpf) to 120 hpf and
evaluated for developmental toxicity. We observed widespread necrosis in
the caudal tail tissue by 24 hpf with 10 and 15 µM tamoxifen, and mortality at 120 hpf with continued exposure. However, exposure to 1-5 µM
(NOAEL) did not induce any adverse effects on embryogenesis by 120
hpf. These concentrations correlated with high anti-estrogenic activity.
Exposure to 100 nM 17β-estradiol (E2) from 6-120 hpf induced mRNA
expression of estrogen biomarkers (vtg1, cyp19a1b, lhb), which was
significantly inhibited by co-treatment with 1 µM and 5 µM tamoxifen
(>75% inhibition). We then conducted a window of sensitivity study and
demonstrated that caudal tail necrosis occurs regardless of when tamoxifen treatment is applied (between 24-120 hpf), and is rapidly induced
within 3 hrs of treatment (at 10 µM). Annexin V and fli1-EGFP transgenic zebrafish were used to visualize apoptosis and vascular endothelial
cell invasion, which both occurred concomitantly with tail necrosis at
3, 6 and 12 hrs treatment (treatment applied at 48 hpf). Expression
analysis for a suite of ~50 genes demonstrated high levels of induction for
various genes in the necrotic tail (6 hrs post treatment), including matrix
metallotoproteinases mmp9 and mmp13a, which were induced 127- and
1145-fold, respectively. Co-treatment with 1 mM EDTA (metal chelator) or 100 µM GM6001 (general MMP inhibitor) significantly blocked
the tail necrosis caused by tamoxifen. Overall, our studies demonstrate
that overt toxicity of tamoxifen occurs via an mmp-dependent mechanism, and suggest that non-classical endocrine disrupting effects occur in
addition to the well characterized anti-estrogenic effects.
MP220 Evaluating the Aquatic Toxicity of Four Polyacrylamide
Flocculant Formulations
K.A. Johnson, S.J. Klaine, Clemson Univ / Inst of Environmental Toxicology
A major consequence of changing land use is high erosion rates leading to increased suspended solids and turbidity in nearby water bodies.
Increased turbidity can clog fish gills, decrease feeding rates, alter water
chemistry, and influence the transport of many organic contaminants. In
an effort to decrease these impacts, a wide variety of best management
practices have been implemented, including the addition of polyacrylamide, also known as PAM, to land surfaces. PAM is a group of
polymers that are formed from acrylamide subunits. The arrangement of
these subunits gives rise to either neutral, anionic, or cationic polymers.
The specific ionic character of PAM allows for the enhanced flocculation of various soil types, leading to decreased erosion and increased soil
stability. Surprisingly, little is known about the adverse effects of PAM
on aquatic organisms. Hence, the goal of this study was to determine the
toxicity of four granular PAM products: three anionic and one cationic.
Acute effects were assessed using standard bioassays with Daphnia magna
and Pimephales promelas. Chronic effects were assessed using the standard
3-brood Ceriodaphnia dubia bioassay. Preliminary results indicated that
increased viscosity of PAM solutions does not contribute to loss of dissolved oxygen. Results of this study will provide additional data for the
state of South Carolina in producing better management practices.
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MP221 Environmental safety assessment of steelmaking slag leachate by growth inhibition test with marine diatom Phaeodactylum
tricornutum
T. Fukushima, T. Kato, O. Miki, C. Kosugi, Nippon Steel & Sumitomo
Metal Corporation; T. Kusui, Toyama Prefectural Univ
The use of steelmaking slag as an “environmental material” is being
progressed in coastal area to improve both eutrophic and oligotrophic marine environments by exploiting the characteristics of the slag.
However, regarding its use in coastal area, there are as yet no criteria for
determining which battery of bioassays should be used for assessing its
effect on marine organisms. In the present study, the algae growth inhibition test with marine diatom Phaeodactylum tricornutum was conducted
to assess environmental safety of the slag leachate. Two steelmaking slags
(slag A and B) and a carbonated steelmaking slag treated with carbon
dioxide were used. The free calcium oxide content of slag B was more
than 4 % while the contents of other slags were below 1 %. The leachates
were obtained by shaking the slag with artificial sea water (solid-liquid
ratio: 1:10) for 6 hours at 200 rpm. The all leachates were satisfied the
Japan environmental quality standards for soil contamination. The leachates of slag A and carbonated slag did not inhibit the growth of algae
while the pH of those leachates increased to 9.8 and 9.5, respectively. On
the other hands, the leachate from slag B significantly inhibited the algal
growth. The pH of the leachate was increased up to 12 due to the effect
of calcium oxide. Namely, the free calcium oxide in slag reacts with the
water and calcium hydroxide is formed. In addition, the turbidity was
generated by precipitation of magnesium hydroxide due to magnesium
chloride in sea water was reacted with calcium hydroxide. The inorganic
carbon concentration was also decreased due to the carbonate-based ions
in sea water were precipitated by reaction with calcium hydroxide. Thus,
the concentrations of calcium, magnesium and carbonate-based ions, and
pH were markedly changed in the leachate of slag B. Among those factors, the concentrations of calcium, magnesium and carbonate-based ions
did not inhibit algal growth under the condition of growth inhibition
test. When the leachate from slag B was neutralized to pH 8, the inhibitory effect was not observed. Thus, the increase in pH was the inhibitory
factor of the slag leachate. However, it is noted that the previous reports
suggested the slight increase of pH under real marine environment due
to the dilution. Therefore, this study indicated the slag can be safely used
to improve marine environment with careful control of alkaline leachate.
MP222 Environmental Assessment of 6:2 Fluorotelomer Alcohol
R.A. Hoke, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company / Haskell Global Centers
for Health and Environmental Sciences; A. Samel, DuPont Crop Protection
/ Ecotoxicology; T.L. Sloman, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co; R.C. Buck,
E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co / DuPont Chemicals and Fluoroproducts
The 6:2 fluorotelomer alcohol (6:2 FTOH; 1H, 1H, 2H,
2H-perfluorooctanol) is an important specialty chemical intermediate
in the manufacture of various products. The detection of FTOHs in the
environment (primarily air) has led to broad interest in their environmental fate as well as their mammalian and environmental toxicology.
The ecotoxicity profile of the 8:2 FTOH was previously discussed by
Koch et al. (SETAC 2004) but few aquatic toxicity data have previously
been presented on the 6:2 FTOH. The aquatic hazard data and a brief
summary of the mammalian hazard data for the 6:2 FTOH will be
presented along with the presently known environmental fate data for
the substance. Finally, a comparative evaluation of the environmental
profiles of the 6:2 and 8:2 FTOHs will be discussed including their
physical-chemical properties, environmental fate and effects, and the
potential for bioconcentration/bioaccumulation in aquatic and terrestrial
species with relevant implications for aquatic/terrestrial risk assessments.

MP223 Effect of route of exposure on the toxicity of two azo dyes to
the freshwater amphipod, Hyalella azteca
A.J. Bartlett, V.K. Balakrishnan, L.R. Brown, J. Toito, V. Palabrica,
Environment Canada; J.L. Parrott, Environment Canada / Water Science
and Technology Directorate
Canada’s Chemicals Management Plan (CMP) was implemented by the
federal government in 2006 to regulate chemicals detrimental to human
health and/or the environment. However, few toxicological data are
associated with the 2600 medium-priority chemicals used in industrial
processes that are listed in the CMP. Azo dyes have been identified as
requiring further study due to concerns about environmental persistence,
potential for bioaccumulation, and inherent toxicity to aquatic organisms. Previous studies in our laboratory demonstrated that two azo
dyes, Disperse Yellow 7 (DY7) and Sudan Red G (SRG) were toxic to
Hyalella azteca in water-only exposures, with four-week LC50s of 53-153
μg/L and 26-90 μg/L, respectively (based on nominal concentrations).
However, exposures in aquatic environments will also involve interactions with sediment, which could affect toxicity. The purpose of this
study was to examine the effect of route of exposure (water and sediment
versus water alone) on the toxicity of DY7 and SRG to Hyalella. Chronic
(four-week) spiked-sediment tests were conducted in Imhoff settling
cones containing two groups of amphipods: one group was added to the
main body of the cone (exposed to both water and sediment), and one
group was added to a cage suspended above the sediment (exposed to
water alone). DY7 had a strong effect on amphipod survival, and effects
were similar regardless of route of exposure. LC50s were 170-270 µg/g
and 250-340 µg/g for amphipods exposed to water and sediment, and
water alone, respectively. In contrast, SRG did not cause observable
effects at any test concentration (maximum of 2000 µg/g). This was
unexpected, as DY7 and SRG showed similar toxicity in water-only
tests. However, this discrepancy could be due to differences in binding to sediment: SRG binds to sediment irreversibly, likely reducing its
bioavailability and toxicity to Hyalella, whereas the binding of DY7 is
freely reversible, and a significant portion could have been present in
the aqueous phase, increasing its bioavailability and toxicity to Hyalella.
Results reported here were based on nominal concentrations. Analysis of
water and sediment samples is ongoing, and measured dye concentrations
will be important in interpreting these data. The results of this study will
support environmental risk assessment activities to determine if dyes
could impact freshwater ecosystems downstream of textile dying facilities or municipal wastewater outfalls.
MP224 Comparison of nutrient runoff from agricultural fields receiving traditional versus precision fertilizer application
F.C. Bailey, Middle Tennessee State Univ / Dept of Biology; M.A. Stallard,
Middle Tennessee State Univ / Molecular Biosciences
Edge of field monitoring was undertaken in 2013 in Robertson County,
TN to investigate differences in nutrient runoff from fields receiving
traditional versus precision (variable rate) fertilizer application. For precision fertilizer application, the rate of fertilizer application varied within a
field based on the soil nutrient needs at specific locations. H-flumes and
automated water samplers were installed in April-May, 2013 at two sites
on a single farm in Robertson County, TN. The two sites are approximately 350m apart on the farm, which is located approximately 4.9Km
west of Orlinda, TN and approximately 16Km northeast of Springfield,
TN. Each site is a separate catchment basin that is currently in agricultural production with fertilizer applications occurring periodically.
Traditional fertilizer application is occurring at one site (Traditional)
and precision application of fertilizer is occurring at the other site
(Precision). The Traditional site is a catchment basin of about 3.5 acres
and the Precision site is approximately a 1 acre basin. Samples were
removed from the automated samplers within 24 hours of a storm event
and immediately returned to the laboratory on ice and refrigerated until
analysis for total suspended solids (TSS), orthophosphate, nitrate, nitrite,
and ammonia. Data from flow meters and rain gauges attached to the
H-flumes were used to determine total rainfall during a storm and total
runoff of water from each site. TSS and nutrient data from each sample
were used to determine load of these materials in pounds per acre leaving
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the sites during each event. Nutrient and TSS loads have proven to be
quite variable from the two types of fertilizer applications. Reasons for
differences between the two sites will be discussed as well as implications
for best management practices related to fertilizer application.
MP225 Comparison of acute toxicity of nonylphenol to Ceriodaphnia
dubia and Ceriodaphnia silvestrii
M. Spadoto; T.S. Pinto, C.M. Pompei, M. Miguel, Univ of São Paulo;
L.M. Costa, Federal Univ of São Carlos; C. Botta, Univ of São Paulo /
CRHEA; E.M. Vieira, Univ of São Paulo / Departamento de Química e
Física Molecular
Several chemical compounds are able of promoting endocrine disruption, mimic the action of endogenous hormones and cause damage to
health , affecting the growth and development of organisms exposed
to it. Nonylphenol is among the potential endocrine disrupting chemicals, with significant estrogenicity. It enters the environment through
degradation of ethoxylated nonylphenol present in detergent formulations, emulsifiers, paints, toiletries and spermicides. Nonylphenol is a
compound highly resistant to biodegradation and it can be bioaccumulated in biota. Thus, if performed in the present study, acute toxicity
tests with organisms Ceriodaphnia dubia and Ceriodaphnia silvestrii
exposed to five concentrations of nonylphenol for 48 hours. The freshwater Cladocera genus Ceriodaphnia, are representative of zooplankton,
which Ceriodaphnia silvestrii is native to Brazil, while Ceriodaphnia dubia
is native to temperate environments. The cultivation is easy and the
high sensitivity enable their use in ecotoxicological tests. The Trimmed
Spearman-Karber statistical program was used to estimate EC50. The
test results indicate the sensitivity of Ceriodaphnia dubia to nonylphenol
with EC50 = 0.034 (0.029 - 0.038) mg L-1 and Ceriodaphnia silvestrii
with EC50 = 0.054 (0.047 - 0.060) mg L-1. Comparing the EC50 values
of this study with other ones, we consider that nonylphenol is more
toxic to these cladocerans than for others such as Moina macrocopa EC50
= 0.104 mg L-1, Daphnia magna EC50 = 0.13 mg L-1and Decapoda
Neocaridina denticulate EC50 = 0.22 mg L-1. In addition to the acute
effects detected for the test organisms, NP acts as an endocrine disrupter
can affect the functioning of the metabolism of the same in these lower
EC50 concentrations, acording to show in many studies, thus stronger
action is required for restriction of the use of this compound.
MP226 Assessment of wastewater treatment plant effluent on fish
reproduction utilizing the adverse outcome pathway conceptual
framework
J.E. Cavallin, USEPA; K.M. Jensen, M. Kahl, USEPA / National Health
and Environmental Effects Research Laboratory; D.L. Villeneuve, USEPA /
Mid Continent Ecology Division; K. Nelson, USEPA / Toxic Effects Branch;
R.Y. Milsk; A. Schroeder, USEPA / Water Resources Center; M. Lee, E.
Eid, M. Hughes, USEPA; J. Mayasich, Western Lake Superior Sanitary
District; J.P. Berninger, USEPA / Toxic Effects Characterization Research
Branch; C.A. LaLone, USEPA; G.T. Ankley, USEPA / National Health
and Environmental Effects Research Laboratory
Wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) effluents are a known contributor
of chemical mixture inputs into the environment. Whole effluent testing
guidelines were developed to screen these complex mixtures for acute
toxicity. However, efficient and cost-effective approaches for screening
effluents or surface waters for more subtle, sublethal effects of emerging
contaminants (e.g., endocrine disrupting compounds, pharmaceuticals, and personal care products) are lacking. Effects-based monitoring
using pathway-based endpoints (e.g., gene expression, in vitro bioassays,
biomarkers) holds promise in this regard. However, the challenge of
discriminating adaptive biological change from early warning of potential adverse effects remains. The present research employed a case study
approach to probe this question. In previous years, exposure of adult
fathead minnows to the case study effluent (50%) has resulted in vitellogenin induction and elevated 17β-estradiol concentrations in males.
Estrogenic activity was detected in both the effluent and surface water
proximal to the point of discharge using the T47D-kBluc cell bioassay,
although significant induction of vitellogenin was not detected in male
fathead minnows caged in the receiving water. For the present work, a
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21 d reproduction study using adult fathead minnows was conducted
in a novel flow-through testing system at the WWTP. Breeding pairs
of male and female fathead minnows were exposed to control Lake
Superior water and three dilutions of final treated effluent (5%, 20%, and
100%) with 12 males and 12 females per treatment. A variety of molecular and biochemical endpoints representing key events along established
adverse outcome pathways linking estrogen receptor activation and other
relevant endocrine molecular initiating events to reproductive impairment in fish were examined. Additionally, in order to directly compare
observed biological effects with the chemical composition and in vitro
estrogenic activity of the effluent, several 7 d composite effluent samples
were collected throughout the exposure for chemical and in vitro bioassay analyses. Results of the study provide both further characterization
of the case study effluent with respect to its chemical composition and
biological activities and insights into the significance of pathway-based
effects with regard to predicting adverse reproductive outcomes. The
contents of this presentation do not constitute official USEPA policy.
MP227 Assessing pulp mill recovery using stable isotopes of the
burrowing mayfly (Hexagenia sp.) and the white sucker (Catastomus
commersoni)
H.M. McMahon, UNB / Biology; T. Arciszewski, Univ of New Brunswick;
K.R. Munkittrick, COSIA; K.A. Kidd, Univ of New Brunswick
Nutrients in pulp and paper mill effluent can affect downstream ecosystems by stimulating primary productivity and increasing the growth and
development of benthic invertebrates. Although the impacts of operating pulp mills have been well studied, little research has been done on
the recovery of these river ecosystems following the removal of effluent
inputs. A previously studied bleached kraft mill on the Mattagami River
in northern Ontario closed in 2006, after operating for nearly a century,
providing an opportunity to examine recovery. Stable isotopes of carbon
(d13C) and nitrogen (d15N) were used in a study in the 1990s to determine
the influence of pulp mill effluent on the burrowing mayfly (Hexagenia
sp.) and one of its predators, the white sucker (Catastomus commersoni).
During this period, mayflies and suckers upstream of the mill had lower
d13C values (-34.7 to -27‰; -40 to -31.9‰ respectively) than the same
species downstream of the discharge (-30.4 to -26.5‰; -30.1 to -25.8‰),
likely due to the higher d13C values of the pulp mill effluent (-26.2 to
-24.5‰). In 2012-13, the range of d13C values for the burrowing mayfly
at the downstream site were consistent with the historical values (-32.59
to -24.94 ‰) while the range of the white sucker had become more negative (-44.05 to -28.76‰) than individuals from the same site in the 1990s.
Differences in previous reference sites, exposed sites, and undeveloped
tributaries in the white sucker indicated that depth of sampling might be
influencing the d13C values of the burrowing mayfly. To test this hypothesis, burrowing mayfly samples will be collected in 2014 at different
depths at Mattagami downstream and also downstream of an operating
mill. Results indicate that the effects of pulp mill effluent can no longer
be detected in the Mattagami River, and that recovery of these endpoints
occurred within the 5 years following the mill’s closure.

Integrated Environmental Assessment and
Management General
MP228 Constructed wetlands as alternative tertiary for the removal
of emerging pollutants
J.H. Cardenas, Benemerita Universidad Autónoma de Puebla / Posgrado en
Ciencias Ambientales Inst de Ciencias; A.E. Navarro Frometa, Universidad
Tecnologica de Izucar de Matamoros / Procesos Alimentarios; E. Torres
Ramirez, Benemerita Universidad Autónoma de Puebla / Posgrado en
Ciencias Ambientales Inst de Ciencias
Constructed wetlands (CW) are natural systems with the ability to
remove a larger amount of emerging pollutants (EP) in urban sewage. CW are used to treat domestic wastewater, industrial effluents and
leachates from landfills, among others. These systems remove organic
materials, nutrients, metals and pathogens through a combination of
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biological and physicochemical mechanisms. In order to evaluate the
influence of the basic components on the performance of constructed
wetlands a Latin square (experimental design) with three variables at
three levels was applied. The variables and levels were: type of macrophyte (Phragmites australis, Typha latiffolia, and Cyperus papirus), granular
medium (PM river gravel, and fine a coarse volcanic rock) and hydraulic
residence time (HRT, 1,3 and 5 days) and the responses analyzed were
(removal %) organic load decrease (BOD5) and %EP removal (caffeine
CAF, galaxolide GAL, tonalide TON, alkyl phenols AP, methyldyhidrojasmonate MDJ, naproxen NAP). The polluted water samples were
from secondary treatment unit from Treatment Plant Township, located
in Izúcar de Matamoros, Puebla, México. To assess the %R, samples
(1 L) were taken from the affluent and effluent water of the systems
and filtered, and the aqueous phase was processed separately from the
particulate phase. Solid phase extraction was used for the aqueous phase
(Matamoros et al., 2010), and ultrasound extraction was used for the
particulate phase (Zhang et al., 2006). The extracts from the particulate
phase were purified through column chromatography (Yeasmín et al.,
2011). All extracts were reduced to a convenient volume and kept at
-4oC until chromatographic analysis. All the data were examined using
STATISTICA (ANOVA main effects). Results showed that HRT and
PM have the highest influence on the removal processes, the %R (min/
max values) obtained (BOD5: 65/90%, CAF: 81/96%, GAL:62/96%,
TON: 76/97%, MDJ: 54/92%, AP: 36/92%, NAP: 34/87%) demonstrate
the efficiency of these constructed wetlands to reduce organic load and
EP, which places these systems as potential alternatives as a tertiary
treatment units.
MP229 Overview of Urban Storm Water Treatment Projects in a
Semi-arid Climate
N. David, San Francisco Estuary Inst; L.J. McKee, San Francisco Estuary
Inst / Watershed Program; D. Yee, San Francisco Estuary Inst
The negative impacts of urbanization and increasing impervious surface
area on the hydrology and water quality of watersheds have been well
documented. In urban settings, reductions in contaminant loading to
surface waters can be achieved through the construction of rain gardens,
vegetated swales, infiltration and flow-through planters, curbside extension, or a combination of these techniques often referred to collectively as
Green Infrastructure (GI) or Low Impact Development practices (LID).
Additionally, more conventional structural Best Management Practices
(BMPs) in drainages (e.g., various settling and filter designs) can be
utilized to treat storm water runoff. However, in the San Francisco Bay
Area, a semi-arid region in California, long dry summers may result
in build-up of contaminants over long periods of months followed by
wash-off during an average of just 60 wet winter days. In this type of
environment, Managers are concerned that neither LID nor conventional
structural BMPs will be cost effective for achieving the required load
reductions. To address these concerns, the performance of a variety of
potential LID and structural BMP practices were monitored. The monitoring studies focused on the watersheds of a protected marine reserve
and a public library parking lot with high value for environmental education. As part of these multidisciplinary implementation projects and
studies, storm water samples were collected at eight sites to characterize
contaminant concentrations and loads in areas of the watershed that were
expected to be sources of trace metals, pesticides, hydrocarbons, and
other contaminants stemming mainly from atmospheric deposition. The
results from these studies suggest that, despite the challenging rainfall
patterns, in general rain gardens and vegetated swales can be highly
effective in reducing contaminant loads. Results were similarly encouraging for a group of rarely studied contaminants including dioxin and furan
compounds, polychlorinated biphenyl congeners, and mercury. Results
were less encouraging for the more conventional structural BMPs that
did not incorporate infiltration and that rely only on settling or filtering. Due to the preliminary nature of the results to-date, policy makers
and managers in California are continuing to fund studies exploring the
optimal cost-effective methods for addressing the negative impacts of
urbanization on sensitive coastal resources.

MP230 Trace elements assessment in Brazilian coastal area with influence of oil and gas production activities by using DGT and bivalves
J.M. Souza, Petrobras / Dept of Environmental Monitoring and assessment;
A. Menegário, Univ Estadual Paulista UNESP / CEA; M.G. de Araujo
Jr, Petrobras SA / Dept of Environmental Monitoring and assessment;
R.A. Lourenço, PUC-Rio; E.F. Lima, Petrobras / Dept of Quimica; F.F.
de Oliveira, PUC-Rio; T. Furley, APLYSIA Environmental Research and
Solutions; M.d. Guadalupe, Petrobras
This paper is part of a comprehensive study proposed by Petrobras, the
Brazilian oil company, which main objective was to assess the bioaccumulation of trace elements and PAH in marine organisms due to oil
and gas (O&G) production activities. Active and passive monitoring
were conducted and two scenarios, one for coastal and shallow area and
another for offshore and deep water. Integrated devices for water quality
evaluation such as Diffusive Gradients in Thin Films technique (DGT)
were also considered. Results of trace elements obtained from active
monitoring with deployed bivalves and DGT devices will be presented
here. Field studies were carried out in the Potiguar Basin (Brazil) where
produced water (PW) from O&G production activities is treated in the
continent and discharged into the sea by submarine outfalls at 95,000
m3 day-1. It was conducted four campaigns, half on the dry season and
half on rainy season. Two areas were chosen for the oysters Crassostrea
brasiliana and the DGT devices deployment: one with four stations at
20, 100, 1,000 and 2,000 m from the outfalls influence and another
with two stations at about 12,000 m east of the outfalls (reference area),
with exposure times from 14 to 56 days. The trace elements (As, Cd,
Cr, Cu, Hg, Ni, Pb, V, Zn) results from active monitoring have shown
no influence of O&G production activities in biota tissues, i.e., concentrations near the outfalls were very low and comparable to values
determined in the reference area. The elements levels were associated to
natural background in this environment. Chemical data were compared
to international studies and, in general, presented similar levels to those
observed in Gulf of Mexico and North Sea. Labile concentrations of Cd,
Cu, Ni, Pb e Zn found in seawater near the outfalls by DGT technique were very low (e.g. Cd: 0,005 – 0,025 ng mL-1), being lower than
the limits for Brazilian seawater regulation. They were comparable to
concentrations determined in the reference area, confirming the natural
background and the values obtained with the bivalves from active monitoring. In conclusion, the DGT and bivalves deployed at Potiguar Basin
near the treated PW discharge have shown no influence of produced
water originating trace elements due to O&G production activities.
Also, an important highlight is that through DGT it was possible to
quantify trace elements in seawater in extremely low levels, which is hard
to obtain using conventional sampling techniques.
MP231 Non-Lethal Tissue Sampling in White Sturgeon for Six
Metals
K. Keogh, Ministry of Environment / Env Protection
The tissue sampling project was developed to understand pre-discharge
levels of metals in sturgeon prior to the release of a permitted effluent
to the Fraser River from a local mine. The purpose of the work was to
determine if non-lethal tissue plugs would provide data on metals of
interest and would the results be representative of whole body analysis
which is the standard procedure for fish tissue studies. Tissue samples
from white sturgeon were analyzed for six metals; three (Cd, Mo, Cu)
of which occur in the mine discharge and three (Se, Hg, Zn) of which
can be toxic to fish at higher concentrations. Tissue plugs were collected
in 2007 and 2008, from thirty-one white sturgeon of varying sizes.
Sturgeon sampled were selected to obtain an equal number of samples
between three length divisions; 0 to 140cm, 140cm to 200cm, 200cm
and greater. These length divisions were based on growth phases in white
sturgeon of the middle Fraser River. Twelve sturgeon under 140cm were
sampled which included the six juvenile mortalities; eleven sturgeon
were between 140cm and 200cm; and ten of the sturgeon sampled were
greater than 200cm Analysis of the metals found that Cd and Mo were
not detectable in the muscle plugs or whole body samples. Cu results
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were evenly distributed across the length categories and fish length did
not appear to be a factor in the amount of Cu found in the tissue. Results
for Hg displayed a positive correlation between increasing concentrations
and increasing length. This relationship was reversed for Se concentrations and the smaller fish had higher amounts of Se. Zn results showed
a slight increase in metal concentrations with increased fish length.
Regular plug, replicate plug, and whole body analysis were completed on
the six juvenile mortalities. Replicates were very similar to the regular
plugs and no significant differences were found for all six metals. Se, Cu
and Zn also demonstrated no differences between whole body and plugs.
Whole body Hg concentrations were statistically different than the plugs
but barely and more samples are needed be certain. While the results had
differing trends including some non-detectable metals, the plugs appear
to be a reliable non-lethal option for determining the concentrations of
some metals in white sturgeon.
MP232 Improving the reliability for estimating the health risk of
metals in Chinese herbal medicine
Y. Jiang, College of Resource Science Technology; H. Cao, M. Zhu, X. Zeng,
X. Fan, B. Cui, Beijing Normal Univ
Chinese herbal medicine (CHM) has been used in China for thousands
of years as a safe and effective treatment and healthcare method. With
the increasingly export of CHM, the quality and safety of CHM has
drawn more attention in the world. Many countries have stipulated the
maximum allowable value of heavy metals in CHM, most of which are
determined by referring to the quality standards for foods. However,
the methods of processing and ingesting CHM are different from those
for farm crops, which should be considered to improve the reliability
for estimating human exposure and health risks from heavy metals.
Two things should be noted: (1) CHMs are not consumed daily; (2) the
metals concentration decreases during the processing of CHM. Taking
Panax notoginseng (Burk.) F. H. Chen as an example, P. notoginseng is
consumed in several formulations, e.g. powder and decoction, according
to the Chinese pharmacopoeia (2010 edition). In our study, we investigated both the usage and dosage of medicines containing P. notoginseng
and extraction methods of P. notoginseng in pharmaceutical process from
the Chinese pharmacopoeia. Then we did extracting experiment of six
metals (copper (Cu), lead (Pb), zinc (Zn), cadmium (Cd), nickel (Ni),
chrome (Cr)) and arsenic (As) with water and alcohol. The result showed
that: (1) P. notoginseng intake was 4.18 g day-1 (0.09-15 g day-1); (2)
the dissolvability ratios of seven elements were all below 20% (1.51%19.84%). The P. notoginseng intake is less than half of the recommended
maximum dose of 10 g day-1 used in literature. As a drug, the length of
treatment course was considered as 30 day a-1. As a health-care product,
P. notoginseng intake was about 1-3 g time-1 * 1-2 time day-1 for every day.
The dissolvability ratios of Cr, Ni, Cu, Zn, Cd, Pb and As in water were
8.37%, 12.64%, 13.21%, 8.17%, 19.84%, 13.92% and 10.51%, respectively. The dissolvability ratios of Ni, Cu, Zn, Cd, Pb and As in alcohol
were 1.87%, 1.51%, 5.76%, 5.51%, 2.24% and 3.21%, respectively. Cr can
not be detected after extracted by alcohol. The risk may decrease by one
order of magnitude because of the limited consumption in a short treatment and low dissolvability ratio. Current risk assessment may cause over
estimation without considering specific processing and intake dose.
MP233 Influence of Climate Change on the Pesticide Levels in
Surface Waters of South Korea
M. Park; Y. Lee, Seoul National Univ / Dept of Environmental Studies;
H. Kim; L. Chang, Graduate School of Environmental Studies Seoul
National Univ; K. Kim; D. Lee, Seoul National Univ / Graduate School of
Environmental Studies
The influence of climate change on the levels of pesticide (Butachlor,
Carbofuran, Chlorpyrifos, and Endosulfan) in surface water was assessed
using a region-specific multimedia fate model, KPOP-CC. This model
divided the land surface of South Korea into 703 watersheds based on
the land characteristics including hydrological network, morphometry,
land use, and soil properties. Simulations were performed with 3-hour
meteorological data for the period 1956-2100 under the Representative
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Concentration Pathway (RCP) 8.5 scenario. Annual usage of each
pesticide was estimated from total annual shipment and the application
amount was spatially allocated in proportion to the crop field area of
individual watersheds. Application was assumed to occur during May,
June, July, and August (MJJA). The performance of KPOP-CC was
evaluated by comparing the predicted concentrations in water and soil
with those measured during the period of 1986-2005. Annual average
concentrations for the 4 pesticides in cropland soil showed significant
decreasing trend for the period 2006-2100 due to increase in solid runoff
under the RCP 8.5 conditions. Trends of change in annual average
concentrations in surface water varied in space, but decreased in most
of the watersheds. As occurrence of high concentration as well as the
average concentration has significance to the exposure and risk assessment, change in top 10% of 3-day averaged concentrations (Top10th)
in surface water was analyzed. In contrast to the decreasing trend in
the average concentration, change in Top10th showed a significant
increase in many areas (60%, 63%, 83% and 50% of 703 watersheds for
butachlor, carbofuran, chlorpyrifos and endosulfan, respectively). The
monthly average concentrations in water increased over 10 times under
the RCP 8.5 conditions in some watersheds due to sharp increase in solid
runoff, which was caused by increase in rain intensity (with reduced rain
frequency) especially during MJJA. The characteristics of watershed
also contributed to the increase in the concentration variation, i.e., the
varition increased with the the ratio of cropfield area to volume of receiving water body. The results present significant risk implications to both
human and aquatic ecosystem health by agricultural chemicals under the
climate change conditions.
MP234 Application of thermodynamic activity and fugacity to assess
the environmental risks of phthalate ester mixtures
L. Tupper-Ring, Simon Fraser Univ; S. Otton, Simon Fraser Univ / School
of Resource and Environmental Management; F.A. Gobas, Simon Fraser
Univ / School of Resource and Environmental Management Faculty of
Environment
Phthalate esters (phthalates) are a family of chemical substances with
varying chemical and physical properties which are used as plasticizers
and additives in many consumer products. Because of their wide spread
use, they have been detected in a variety of environmental media and
wildlife species from many locations in the world. While risk assessments for individual phthalates such as DEHP have been conducted
previously, the assessment of the cumulative risks of phthalate ester
mixtures has remained a challenge. The objective of this research is to
perform a cumulative risk assessment of phthalates by using an activity
and fugacity-based approach. This approach aims to express exposure
and toxicity data in terms of thermodynamic quantities (i.e. the fugacity
and activity). An activity and fugacity based risk assessment approach
makes it possible to include exposure and toxicologically significant
concentrations in multiple environmental media in a single risk analysis,
hence providing a greater weight of evidence in the risk analysis. Also,
by expressing exposure and toxicity data for different phthalates into a
common thermodynamic quantity the contribution to the combined toxicity of individual phthalates can be investigated. The research compiled
concentrations (n = 3,721) of 20 phthalate esters in 7 environmental and
5 biological media from a variety of sources. The study also compiled
toxicity data for phthalates. The exposure data revealed that activities of
individual phthalates in environmental media range widely from 10-15
to 101.8, and from 10-9 to 10-2.5 for biological tissues. Exposure activities
of phthalates were compared to activities associated with toxic effects to
conduct risk assessments for both individual and phthalate esters mixtures. The results are discussed in terms of the ability of thermodynamic
quantities to conduct cumulative risk assessments for phthalate esters
mixtures.
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MP235 Flame retardants and other additives in house dust collected
from Japan
G. Suzuki, National Inst for Environmental Studies / Center for Material
Cycles and Waste Management Research; Y. Suzuki, H. Takigami, National
Inst for Environmental Studies; J. Yoshinaga, The Univ of Tokyo; M. Takagi,
National Inst for Environmental Studies; S.F. Nakayama, Centre for
Environmental Health Science
Indoor dust is a sink for contaminants, including plastic additives such
as flame retardants (FRs) and plasticizers, derived from household
products. Numbers studies have pointed out children expose to the contaminants via indoor dust more likely than via other pathways because
they spend most of their time indoor. Japan began a large scale birth
cohort study, namely Japan Environment and Children’s Study (JECS),
in 2011 aiming to involve 100,000 mother-child pair. In the study,
children’s exposure to a wide variety of environmental stressors will be
assessed from during pregnancy until they reach 13 years of age. A pilot
study started 2 years in advance of the JECS study where feasibility and
validity of methodologies used in the JECS. In the pilot study, 55 indoor
dust samples were collected from participants’ households by vacuum
cleaners. Questionnaire was administered to record the number of TVs
and computers, hours of their use, and fire-proof products that may
contain FRs and plasticizers. Vacuum dust samples were sieved with 250
µm mesh. Households were grouped hierarchically according to similarities and differences of the results of questionnaire. Based on hierarchical
clustering, we selected potential three samples with high concentrations
of FRs and plasticizers for the subsequent analysis. Decabromodiphenyl
ether (BDE209), hexabromocyclododecanes (HBCDs), and decabromodiphenyl ethane (DBDPE) were detected at approximately
ppm levels and dominant among measured brominated FRs. Among
phosphorus-containing FRs and plasticizers, tris(2-chloroisopropyl)
phosphates (TCIPPs), tris(2-butoxyethyl) phosphate (TBEOP), tris(1,3dichloroisopropyl)phosphate (TDCIPP), tris(1,3-dichloroisopropyl),
phosphate (TPHP), resorcinolbis(di-2,6-xylyl phosphate) (RDX), and
polyoxyalkylene bis(dichloroalkyl phosphate) (PDCP) were also detected
at ppm levels. Regarding other potential additives, phthalates, shortchain chlorinated paraffins, bisphenol A, noylphenols, and lead were
highlighted in this study because they were also found at 0.2–2,000 ppm
levels. On the other hand, other important pollutants such as chlorinated
compounds such as DDT, dioxins, PCBs, and PAHs were contained
in lower concentrations (ppb levels) compared to FRs and plasticizers.
We prioritized 23 plastic additives including FRs according to the three
sample results and all the 55 indoor dust samples were analyzed to evaluate their detection and concentrations.
MP236 Analysis of Spatial and Temporal Patterns: A Case Study for
Predicted Exposures to Volatiles in Air Using the Mantel Test
M. Shibata, ERM Inc / Risk Services; N. Hausmann, ERM Inc
Geospatial and temporal analysis of environmental concentration data is
fundamental to characterizing potential exposures and risk. The Mantel
test is a nonparametric (distribution-free) technique that may be used to
quantitatively assess the degree of correlation between two sets of spatial
data. The Mantel test has been commonly used in ecological and epidemiological studies to evaluate spatial and temporal clusters of diseases,
community structure before and after a disturbance, geographic and
ecological distances, species association with environmental properties,
and geographic and genetic distances. Because the Mantel test controls
for the added complication of spatial autocorrelation, it is a preferred
alternative to regression and correlation tests that are error prone when
the underlying data have spatial structure. We present a case study using
the Mantel test to support the selection of air monitoring stations. Air
monitoring can be an expensive endeavor and the selection/location
of representative air monitoring stations is a key cost-saving step. The
Mantel test was used to evaluate the spatial and temporal consistency
of concentrations of volatiles in air as predicted using AERMOD and
existing meteorological data. Predicted air concentrations at specific
locations within an area for two different years were translated into two
“distance matrices” (two datasets in which the spatial aspects of the data

are preserved). The Mantel test first evaluates the correlation between the
two matrices (= original correlation). Then it tests the significance of the
original correlation between matrices by comparing it to a distribution of
correlations between the one matrix and the second matrix that has been
repeatedly randomized (permutations). If randomizations resulted in correlations between the two matrices that are as strong as the correlation
with the original matrices, then there is little confidence that the original
correlation is meaningfully different from zero. The Mantel test produces
a statistic (r) that is a measure of the strength of the relationship between
two distance matrices and a p-value that indicates whether the correlation between the two matrices is greater than what is expected by chance
alone. Results of our analyses are presented and implications to the selection of air monitoring stations are discussed.
MP237 Chemotaxonomic Raman spectroscopy investigation of
airborne fungi
E. Cho, S. Jang, Kyung Hee Univ / Applied Chemistry; E. Ochir, U.
Dembereldorj, Soongsil Univ / Dept of Chemistry; C. Lee, Hanyang Univ /
Inst of Environmental and Industrial Medicine; S. Joo, Soongsil Univ / Dept
of Chemistry; S. Yang, Kyung Hee Univ / Dept of Applied Chemistry
Enormous diversity exists in fungi, which cause epidemic diseases and
infections by producing mycotoxins. Conventional fungal identification
methods involve elaborate observations and time-consuming measurements of macroscopic and microscopic morphologies. The drawbacks
with these methods include the need for an experienced investigator and
the length of time taken to process the data. More recently, bioinformatic methods based on sequencing parts of the genome have been used
to analyze fungi or fungal extracts by introducing chemotaxonomical
marker. It is necessary to introduce a novel monitoring method that can
accurately and efficiently identify fungal species. Spectroscopic analysis,
which requires little sample preparation procedures, would meet the
purpose of rapid analysis or identification of fungi. Raman spectroscopy is a molecular fingerprinting technique with several benefits and
advantages such as non-destructive illumination with a quick response
time and facile sample preparation. Only tiny sample amounts are
required to obtain the Raman spectra to make this method suitable to
monitor living organisms. Narrow spectral bandwidths and a low water
background in Raman spectroscopy make this method well suited for the
investigation of biological samples in the presence of complex, watercontaining, and time-varying compositions. With the attachment of a
microscope, a small number of single spores from fungi can be studied
using micro-Raman spectroscopy. Previous works on chemotaxonomic
identification of fungi have mainly focused on unicellular yeasts. In this
work we have performed a Raman spectroscopic study of different fungal
species: ascomycetes and zygomycetes in order to test rapid chemotaxonomic identification by means of a spectroscopic technique. We have
also performed asequence analysis of the internal transcribed spacer
(ITS) regions for fungi to confirm fungal strain. Acknowledgement
This subject is supported by Korea Ministry of Environment as an
‘‘Environmental Health R&D Program.’’
MP238 Identification of sensitive and specific surrogate markers of
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) exposure using blood microRNA
profiling
M. Song; J. Ryu, Korea Inst of Science and Technology
To date, there are no highly sensitive and specific minimally invasive
biomarkers for assessment of environmental toxicants exposure. Because
of the significance of microRNA (miRNA) in various diseases, circulating miRNAs in blood may be unique biomarkers for minimally invasive
prediction of toxicants exposure. We identified and validated characteristic miRNA expression profiles of human whole blood in workers exposed
to volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and compared the usefulness
of miRNA indicator of VOCs with the effectiveness of the already
used urinary biomarkers of occupational exposure. Using a microarray
based approach we screened and detected deregulated miRNAs in their
expression in workers exposed to VOCs (toluene [TOL], xylene [XYL]
and ethylbenzene [EBZ]). Total 169 workers from four dockyards were
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enrolled in current study, and 50 subjects of them were used for miRNA
microarray analysis. We identified 467 miRNAs for TOL, 211 miRNAs
for XYL, and 695 miRNAs for XYL as characteristic discernible exposure indicator, which could discerned each VOC from the control group
with higher accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity than urinary biomarkers.
Current observations from this pilot study point out that the altered levels of circulating miRNAs can be a reliable novel, noninvasive biological
indicator of occupational exposure to VOCs.
MP239 Spatial and Temporal Analysis of Exposures to Volatile
Chemicals in Air Using the Mantel’s Test
M. Shibata, ERM Inc / Risk Services; N. Hausmann, ERM Inc
Geospatial and temporal analysis of environmental concentration data is
fundamental to characterizing potential exposures and risk. The Mantel’s
test is a nonparametric (distribution-free) technique that may be applied
to quantitatively assess the degree of correlation between the two sets
of concentration data. The Mantel test is an alternative to regressing
one matrix against another and skirts the added complication of partial
dependence within each matrix. Using the Mantel’s method, the spatial,
temporal, and concentration information from the two paired data sets is
translated into “distance matrices”. The Mantel first evaluates the correlation between the similarity matrices (= original correlation). The Mantel
then tests the significance of the original correlation between matrices by
evaluating results from repeated randomizations (permutations) of one
matrix and comparison to the unchanged second matrix. If randomizations result in correlations between the two matrices that are as strong as
the correlation with the original matrices, then there is little confidence
that the original correlation is meaningfully different from zero. The
Mantel test reports a correlation statistic (r) and a p-value which can be
compared to a specified level of significance (e.g., α > 0.05). The Mantel’s
statistic (r) is a measure of the strength of the relationship between two
distance matrices and ranges from -1 (perfectly inverse correlation) to +1
(perfectly positive correlation). Use of the Mantel test offers a useful and
quantifiable solution to the challenge of pairwise analyses with spatialtemporal data. A case study evaluating the consistency between 2010 and
2011 modeled ambient air concentrations is provided.
MP240 Integrated Analysis of microRNA and mRNA Expression
Profiles Highlights Aldehydes-induced Inflammatory Responses in
Cells Relevant for Lung Toxicity
M. Song; J. Ryu, Korea Inst of Science and Technology
We have shown that aldehydes impacts bronchial airway gene expression associated with inflammatory responses. In this study, we sought
to determine whether microRNA (miRNA) play a role in regulating
the airway gene expression response to aldehyde exposure. We analyzed
whole genome miRNA and mRNA expression profiles upon 3 aldehydes
(propanal, butanal, and pentanal) exposure of human alveolar epithelial
cells to identify aldehyde-sensitive miRNAs and to characterize the
relationships between miRNAs and expression of candidate cytokinereleased genes, which are activated in response to inflammatory signals.
Microarray analysis identified 15 miRNAs for propanal, 25 miRNAs
for butanal, and 10 miRNAs for pentanal which were differentially
expressed in A549 human alveolar epithelial cells compared with vehicle
control samples. Integrated analyses of miRNA and mRNA expression profiles identified significant miRNA–mRNA correlations. GO
analysis of putative target genes (443 genes for propanal, 2,166 genes for
butanal, and 364 genes for pentanal) showed that the biological category
‘inflammatory response’, ‘cytokine secretion’ and ‘immune response’
were prominently annotated. Moreover, we detected increased level of
interleukin (IL)-6 and IL-8 released in the 3 aldehydes exposure groups.
By integrating the transcriptome and microRNAome expressed by aldehydes, we provide evidence that aldehyde can affect cytokine-induced
toxicity signaling. Therefore, this study demonstrates the added value of
an integrated miRNA–mRNA approach for identifying molecular events
induced by environmental pollutants in an in vitro human model.
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MP242 In vivo-in vitro toxicogenomic comparison of PM2.5-elicited
gene expression in A549 human alveolar cells and BALB/C mouse
lung tissue
J. Ryu, M. Song; S. Jeong, Korea Inst of Science and Technology
Many epidemiological and in vitro studies have shown that particulate
matter 2.5 (PM2.5) is associated with adverse health effects in humans,
especially respiratory morbidity and mortality. The mechanisms for these
effects have been vigorously investigated for many years, but remain
uncertain. Previous studies, we collected PM2.5 samples in Seoul,
Korea, in which pollution results from a high level of automobile traffic
and chemical composition of PM2.5 was analysed. In present study, we
used gene expression profiling and gene ontology (GO) analysis to identify and compare genes whose expression is induced by PM2.5 exposed
A549 human alveolar epithelial cells and BALB/C mouse lung tissue to
evaluated adverse health effects of PM2.5. Although there are differences in expression patterns between in vitro and in vivo models, we
found 5 commonly expressed genes which are regarded as strong potential biomarkers of PM2.5 exposure. Biological function of differentially
expressed genes in in vitro and in vivo exposure models showed similar
patterns. Among them, we found some principal pathways related to the
adverse health effects of PM2.5, such as Metabolism of xenobiotics by
cytochrome P450, MAPK signalling pathway, pathways in cancer, and
retinol metabolism. This report describes changes in gene expression
profiles in in vitro and in vivo lung models in response to exposure to
PM2.5 and relates these gene expression changes to respiratory toxicityrelated pathways. Moreover, novel genes and pathways that could
potentially play a role in the prevention of lung disease due to PM2.5 are
identified.
MP243 Using stochastic stage-structured models to evaluate the
effects of estrogenic exposure on population growth rate in a shortlived fish
D.L. Winkelman, Colorado State Univ / Colorado Cooperative Fish and
Wildlife Research Unit; A.R. Schwindt, Colorado State Univ / Fish Wildlife
and Conservation Biology
Despite the recent use of population models in ecotoxicology, few models
incorporate variance in vital rates or evaluate the importance of variation
on population dynamics. Most approaches rely on deterministic models
and analytical solutions to evaluate effects on Population Growth Rate
(PGR). However, disregarding variation in vital rates may give potentially misleading estimates of PGR. For instance, estimates of PGR
using mean survival and fecundity may be positive; however, variation
in one or both parameters could yield a distribution of PGR indicative
of population decline. Additionally, statistically insignificant effects
on empirically derived vital rates may also be misleading regarding
their effects on PGR, which may show potential declines despite small
differences in vital rates. We developed a stochastic stage-structured
population model in which vital rates were sampled from probability
distributions based on the mean and variance of empirically derived
data. Using this Monte Carlo approach, we developed probability
distributions of PGRs for fish exposed to an environmental estrogen
and compared them to those derived from unexposed control fish. We
also assessed the relationship between stochastic PGR and stochastic
vital rates to estimate the sensitivity of PGR to changes in the vital rates.
Our modeling indicates that estrogens significantly influence stochastic
PGR even though empirical data may indicate that some vital rates are
not influenced by exposure. We also demonstrate that adult fecundity
and juvenile survival are most important for sustaining populations of
fathead minnows (Pimephales promelas), and probably other species with
similar life histories. We recommend the inclusion of stochastic population models with sensitivity analysis as tool for evaluating the effects of
chemical stressors at multiple levels of biological organization.
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MP244 Correlation study of toxicity in duckweed (Lemna paucicostata) and human HL-60 cells exposed to heavy metals
Y. Kim, Incheon National Univ / Dept of Marine Sciences; A. Park, Incheon
National Univ; J. Ryu, Korea Inst of Science and Technology; T. Han,
Incheon National Univ
Duckweed (Lemna paucicostata, L. paucicostata) is one of the most
widely used test species in aquatic ecotoxicity tests. In the present study,
their sensitivities to heavy metals were analyzed using the toxicity
test methods based on relative growth rate, root elongation, effective quantum yield (Fv’/Fm’) and maximum electron transport rate
(ETR max) in L. paucicostata. For a comparative assessment, the cytotoxicity of heavy metals in the human promyelocytic leukemia (HL-60)
cell lines was evaluated based on MTT assay. We have compared the
relative sensitivities of L. paucicostata and the HL-60 cell line to 8
heavy metals (Cd, Co, Ni, Hg, Zn, Pb, Cu, and Cr6+). The toxicity
rank based on EC50 values of relative growth rate and root elongation
in L. paucicostata showed the following trend: Hg (0.517 mg/L, 0.207
mg/L)>Cu>Ni>Cd>Cr6+>Co>Zn>Pb (>200 mg/L, >100 mg/L). The
toxicity data based on EC50 values of chlorophyll a fluorescence in L.
paucicostata showed that Hg was the most toxic and Pb was the least
among the tested heavy metals. The toxicity rank based on IC50 values
of cytotoxicity of HL-60 cell showed the following order: Cr6+ (0.28
mg/L)>Cd (2.48 mg/L)>Co (>5 mg/L)=Cu=Pb=Zn> Hg (nontoxic)=Ni.
It was found that the bioassay using the L. paucicostata was significantly
more sensitive than the MTT assay using the HL-60 cell. Although
in the case of Cr6+, the toxic response in L. paucicostata was contrary to
cytotoxicity of human HL-60 cells, heavy metals, like as Cd and Co
were highly toxic in both models. And using linear regression analysis,
the IC50 in HL-60 cell and ETRmax in L. paucicostata were found to
show rather good correlation (R=0.471) than other parameters, but all
correlation data were not significant. From these results, it support that
the toxicity testing method for environmental risk assessment should be
recommended to using endpoint of more sensitive species through the
comparison of toxic endpoints from various species including human.
Therefore, the ecotoxicity test method using L. paucicostata can be a suitable approach for environmental monitoring of hazardous chemicals.
MP245 Conceptual Framework to Derive Effect-based Trigger
Values for Cell-based In Vitro Bioassays
B.I. Escher, Helmholtz Centre for Environmental Research GmbH UFZ /
Cell Toxicology; P.A. Neale, Griffith Univ / National Research Centre for
Environmental Toxicology Entox; F.D. Leusch, Griffith Univ Smart Water
Research Centre / School of Environment and Smart Water Research Centre
Bioanalytical tools have been applied for monitoring of water quality as well as assessing treatment efficacy of wastewater and advanced
water treatment for many years. Cell-based assays either assess general
cytotoxicity or target a specific mode of toxic action or step on the
toxicity pathway. Comprehensive risk assessment thus requires a battery
of bioassays to cover a range of modes of toxic action and/or toxicity
pathways relevant to the water sample to be tested. Lack of trigger values
and interpretation guidelines have hampered greater adoption in (regulatory) monitoring applications. In this paper we present a conceptual
framework for the derivation of effect-based trigger (EBT) values. We
propose to translate existing chemical guideline values to EBT values.
It must be noted that there is no single EBT value but an individual
EBT value must be defined for each bioassay and each set of guideline
values. Depending on the biological endpoint, we differentiate between
two approaches to define EBT values: (1) For receptor-mediated effects,
where a reference chemical can be defined with clear maximum and minimum potency, the corresponding bioanalytical equivalent concentrations
(BEQ ) can be used to define effect-based trigger BEQ (EBT-BEQ ). (2)
For non-specific toxicity and adaptive stress responses, where the BEQ
concept does not apply, mixture toxicity concepts can be applied to derive
effect concentrations of the sample in units of relative enrichment factors
that equate to the triggers, i.e., effect-based trigger effect concentrations
(EBT-EC). Per definition the EBT-EC must include considerations of
the chemicals’ interaction in mixtures. The proposed approach was tested
with the Australian Drinking Water Guidelines and the Guidelines for

Water Recycling and applied to a set of samples collected at Australian
wastewater, water reclamation and drinking water treatment plants.
EBT-BEQs were derived for a number of endocrine endpoints and in
case of estrogenicity also for several bioassays covering the same mode
of action. EBT-ECs were derived for non-specific cytotoxicity and for
oxidative stress response. All reclaimed and drinking water samples were
compliant with the proposed trigger values. The proposed framework is
an initial step towards the development of effect-based trigger values.
As a next step, the research outcomes must be discussed with competent
authorities in order to implement them in practise.
MP246 Bridging bioavailable extracts with biology to identify toxicants of concern
A.J. Bergmann, Dept of Environmental Molecular Toxicology; C.E. Donald,
R.L. Tanguay, K.A. Anderson Oregon State Univ / Environmental and
Molecular Toxicology
In a contaminated environment, organisms encounter chemicals as
mixtures. To elicit a toxic effect, chemicals must first be available for internalization, have a toxic mode of action, and be at sufficient concentration.
Therefore a minority of compounds are likely responsible for observed
effects. To test this, we use passive sampling to link the freely dissolved
fraction of an environmental mixture to effects in whole organisms.
Specifically, we deployed silicone and polyethylene in the water column of
Oregon’s Portland Harbor Superfund and in the Gulf of Mexico following the Deepwater Horizon oil spill. We analyzed the resulting samples
with gas chromatography and a zebrafish embryo assay. We looked for 62
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), 22 oxygenated PAHs (OPAH),
60 pesticides, and screened for 1182 miscellaneous compounds. The
zebrafish embryo assay tested for early life stage mortality and morphological defects. The contaminant profiles were dominated by PAHs and
we observed OPAHs, pesticides and personal care products. Informed
by chemical and biological results, two complementary approaches that
iteratively test the bioactivity of the samples were applied to identify the
toxicologically relevant components. First, effects-directed analysis (EDA)
simplifies the whole mixture to test unidentified compounds along with
target analytes by fractionation with liquid chromatography. PAHs were
the dominant target compounds in samples from Portland Harbor, but
EDA determined that observed malformations were not due to PAHs.
Tentatively identified toxicants included the herbicide pendimethalin and tonalide, a musk. A component-based analysis (CBA) selects
individual compounds from toxicologically active samples to confirm
tentatively identified toxicants and investigate other-than-additive effects.
Pendimethalin and tonalide, for example, were de-confirmed by testing
each in the zebrafish embryo assay. CBA was further used to identify
greater-than-additive effects of OPAH mixtures observed in samples from
the Gulf of Mexico. By considering bioavailability with passive sampling,
testing for effects in sensitive life stages, and isolating potential toxicants,
this work demonstrates robust approaches to identify toxicants of concern.
MP247 Glucocorticoid receptor (GR) agonist profiling in the effluents from sewage treatment plants in Japan
G. Suzuki, National Inst for Environmental Studies / Center for Material
Cycles and Waste Management Research; K. Sato, Ehime Univ; T. Isobe,
National Inst for Environmental Studies; A. Brouwer, Biodetection Systems
BV; K. Nakayama, Ehime Univ / Center for Marine Env Studies
Glucocorticoids (GCs) are widely used as anti-inflammatory drugs. Our
previous study demonstrated that crude extracts of effluents from sewage treatment plants (STPs) collected in Japan during 2011 and 2012
induced GC receptor (GR) agonistic activities. In this study, we used
GCs-Responsive Chemical-Activated LUciferase gene eXpression assay
(GR-CALUX) to elucidate regional and seasonal differences in GR
agonistic activities of crude extracts of STP effluents in Japan. The STP
effluents were collected in Ehime (1 STP, n = 66) during Apr 2013 and Jan
2014, Kyoto (4 STPs, n = 16) in Mar 2013, and Osaka (3 STPs, n = 18) in
Mar and Nov 2013. The median concentration and range of GR agonistic activities of STP effluents (dexamethasone equivalent [Dex-EQ ]) in
Ehime, Kyoto and Osaka were 55 (15 to 140) ng/L, 50 (< 2.3 to 82) ng/L,
and 62 (14 to 140) ng/L, respectively. There is no big difference among
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cities, but inter-facility differences were observed. Regarding seasonal
differences, GR agonistic activity tends to be comparably high for effluents
collected in the late of January. By using LC-MS/MS, 6 GCs such as
cortisol, prednisolone, 6α-methylprednisolone, dexamethasone/betamethasone, clobetasol propionate, and betamethasone valerate were identified
and quantified in this study and their contributions to the overall GR agonistic activity were estimated using the theoretical Dex-EQs from their
concentrations and their CALUX potencies relative to dexamethasone.
The median (average)-based contributions of the total theoretical DexEQs chemically calculated for 6 GCs to the experimental values were 52%
(53%), 76% (79%), and 2% (55%) for effluents collected in Ehime, Kyoto
and Osaka, respectively. Based on potency and concentration detected
in this study, clobetasol propionate (EC25-based relative potency: 26,
concentration: 0.36 to 4.9 ng/L (n = 100), and detection frequency: 65%)
is the most important causative compounds among 6 GCs detected in this
study. Furthermore, we used semi-micro HPLC fractionation in combination with GR-CALUX assay in order to obtain GR agonist profiling
of crude extracts of effluents. Using LC-MS/MS, causative compounds
other than GCs in the semi-micro HPLC fractionated extracts showing
high activity were determined to be medroxyprogesterone acetate that is
synthetic progestin inducing GR agonistic activity. Our results indicated
that not only GCs but also other pharmaceutical contribute to GR agonistic activity of effluents collected in Japan.
MP248 Assessment of the Toxic Effects of Four Anticancer Drugs in
Plant Bioassays
C.A. Lutterbeck, Leuphana Universitat Lüneburg / Inst of Sustainable and
Environmental Chemistry; D.I. Kern, Ê. Machado, Univ of Santa Cruz
do Sul / Environmental Technology; K. Kümmerer, Leuphana Universitat
Lüneburg / Inst of Sustainable and Environmental Chemistry
Anticancer drugs are discussed as high risk substances in regard of
human health and considered as problematic for the environment. They
can act interfering in the structure and function of the DNA and are recognized, even at low concentrations, as potentially cytotoxic, genotoxic,
mutagenic, carcinogenic or teratogenic substances in non-target organisms. In the present study we evaluated the citotoxicity, genotoxicity,
mutagenicity and phytotoxicity of four commonly used anticancer drugs
(cyclophosphamide (CYC), methotrexate (MTX), 5-fluorouracil (5-FU)
and imatinib mesylate (IM)) using seeds of higher plants. The cytotoxicity, genotoxicity and mutagenicity investigations involved Allium cepa
assays whereas phytotoxicity assesement was performed with Lactuca
sativa. Statistical significant differences in the mitotic indexes (MI)
were observed for MTX, 5-FU and CYC (291.37%, 26.49% and 13.9%
respectively) indicating potential cytotoxic activity of these substances.
Significant chromosome aberrations were registered in cells exposed to
5-FU, CYC and IM (61.75 %, 51.25 % and 36.71 %, respectively) when
compared to the negative control. Furthermore, in comparison to the
negative control (p < 0.0001), MTX was the most mutagenic compound
causing the highest percentage of formation of micronucleated cells
(98.1 %), followed by 5-FU, CYC, and IM (97.8 %, 83.4 % and 81.7 %,
respectively). Besides, an incidence of apoptotic cells was observed for
cells exposed to samples of 5-FU and MTX. Considering the phytotoxicity experiments (root growth inhibition) with L. sativa, MTX showed
to be the most toxic drug (IC25 = 1.07 mg/L), followed by 5-FU, IM and
CYC (with IC25 values at 9.75, 55.34 and 69.85 mg/L). No significant
inhibition of the germination was observed up to the highest concentrations of the anticancer drugs. The germinated seeds of L. sativa that were
exposed to MTX showed a high incidence of died tissue (necrosis) which
was evidenced by the presence of brown and white spots on the roots.
The obtained results show that effects against the plants investigated
occur at relatively high concentrations. However, as long as knowledge
on up-take, persistence and accumulation of these compounds in (aquatic
and terrestrial) plants is not known, the results indicate that further
investigations for additional compounds, parameters and plants are
needed.
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MP249 Assessing risks of complex stressors in a threatened freshwater
delta of international significance
C.B. Choung, Environment CanadaCanadian Rivers Inst / Dept of Biology;
D.J. Baird, Environment Canada / Canadian Rivers Inst
Wetlands are the most threatened of the Earth’s aquatic ecosystems.
They are also ecologically complex, and often occur in remote regions,
and therefore remain very challenging to study. The Wood Buffalo
National Park in Canada includes the world’s largest inland freshwater delta complex - the Peace-Athabasca Delta (PAD), designated a
RAMSAR wetland and a UNESCO World Heritage site. The PAD is
located downstream of the Peace River hydro-electric system and rapidly
expanding mining developments - notably the Athabasca Oil Sands.
New observational systems using environmental DNA and remote
sensing are generating much-needed baseline information on the status
of wetlands within the PAD complex. This presentation will describe
the results of an ongoing effort to develop a comprehensive assessment
of the joint risks posed by key upstream contaminants to wetland biota.
Probability distributions of species-response data and exposure levels
were generated as part of a quantitative Ecological Risk Assessment
following the USEPA framework. Using this approach, the current and
future risks of the upstream contaminants to the health of the deltaic
wetland ecosystems are being identified and quantified.
MP250 Physicochemical characteristics of Igbokoda River,Ondo
state,Nigeria
F.R. Olaniyan, Adeyemi College of Education, Ondo / Biology
IgbokodaRiver is one of the major and important Rivers in Nigeria. It
lies on latitude 4o.40’-5o.00’N and 6o.00’-60-20’E. There is dearth of
information on the limnology, that is physico-chemicalparameters of
the River, however,this research aims at providing baseline information which could be utilized for proper management of Igbokoda River.
Mean water temperature 29.01±1.0 0C, pH 8.18±0.2, DO 6.65±0.1mg/L,
BOD 6.65±0.2 mg/L, 3.61±0.1mg/L, conductivity 142.7±0.2 µscm-1,
and alkalinity 11.82±0.1mg/Lwere within acceptable limits, but BOD
was above the limits at Riverine station (4.0 mg/L) recommended as
unsuitable for aquatic life by W.H.O(1998).The prevailing conditions
revealed that Igbokoda River is polluted at Riverine and outflow stations,
hence need for adequate management.
MP251 Species Sensitivity Distributions: An Evaluation of Methods
Using Triclosan as a Case Study
T.R. Barber, M.J. Bock, ENVIRON International Corp; J.L. Lyndall; M.C.
Capdevielle, Colgate-Palmolive Company / Environmental Occupational
Health Safety Dept; M. Vandeven, Colgate-Palmolive Company
Species sensitivity distributions (SSDs) are composed of multi species
toxicity data, with each data point describing a single species and its
toxicity threshold. Aquatic toxicity data used to develop SSDs usually
represent no-effects data from at least eight but seldom more than 20
families. SSDs are commonly used to develop water quality benchmarks for a variety of chemicals, including the personal care ingredient
triclosan. The 5th percentile of the distribution of no-effects aquatic
toxicity data, referred to as the HC5, can be utilized as a concentration
threshold that is designed to protect ecosystem function, populations
and communities in the natural environment. There are many statistical
methods that can be used to estimate the HC5 and the associated confidence intervals. These methods include non-linear curve fitting, linear
regression, classical distribution fitting, Bayesian distribution fitting, and
non-parametric bootstrapping. However, SSDs often consider a limited
number of species, making any inferences regarding the distribution
of the data largely based on professional judgment and assumptions.
In addition, these calculations are often performed using tools that
were not developed by the user and insulate the user from the underlying methods and assumptions, and therefore may give a false sense of
accuracy. When comparing the fitted SSD to the experimental data, the
plotting position of the experimental data is sensitive to the method used
to calculate percentiles, therefore affecting the assessment of the quality
of the fit. In addition to these methodological concerns, quality review
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of the underlying data may be more or less rigorous, certain functional
groups may be over- or under-represented. These factors can significantly
impact the selection of the final dataset. To provide an illustration of
these issues, SSDs and HC5s were calculated for triclosan using a variety
of methods and based on a variety of data handling practices. Sensitivity
analyses were conducted to understand the significance of methodological considerations as well as the inclusion or exclusion of specific data
points in altering the HC and the appropriateness of the estimated
confidence intervals.
MP252 Updating USEPA’s 1985 Guidelines for Developing Water
Quality Criteria for Toxic Chemicals for the Protection of Aquatic Life
W. Lehmann, USEPA / Health and Ecological Criteria Division OST
OW; C. Flaherty, USEPA; D.R. Mount, USEPA / ORD NHEERL Mid
Continent Ecology Division; K. Gallagher, USEPA / Office of Water
EPA derives water quality criteria for toxic chemicals for the protection
of aquatic life based on the Guidelines for Deriving Numerical National
Water Quality Criteria for the Protection of Aquatic Organisms and Their
Uses (or “Guidelines”), Stephan et al. 1985, pursuant to section 304(a)
of the Clean Water Act. Under this approach, aquatic life criteria are
developed using a genus level sensitivity distribution approach typically
based on laboratory toxicity data from a suite of representative aquatic
organisms. USEPA is currently re-evaluating and updating this method
to reflect current scientific practices, lessons learned from recent criteria
development by USEPA, and prior USEPA Science Advisory Board
reviews on water quality criteria development. The effort to update the
Guidelines will be conducted in an open, transparent process, which
will included opportunity for scientific input from the public. USEPA
will provide an overview of the progress and timeline for the Guidelines
update, a discussion of new and innovative approaches under consideration, and a summary of a public input received on the topic.
MP253 Development of a total dissolved solids (TDS) site-specific
water quality objective for a Canadian diamond mine
P.M. Chapman, C.A. McPherson, Golder Associates Ltd
Laboratory toxicity tests with plankton, benthos, and fish early life stages
were conducted with total dissolved solids (TDS) at an ionic composition
specific to Snap Lake (NWT, Canada), which receives treated effluent from the Snap Lake Diamond Mine. Snap Lake TDS composition
has remained consistent from 2007 to 2014: chloride (45-47%), calcium
(20-21%), sodium (10-11%), sulfate (9%); carbonate (5 -7%), nitrate
(4%), magnesium (2-3%), and minor contributions from potassium and
fluoride. TDS concentrations that resulted in negligible effects (i.e., 10
or 20% effect concentrations) ranged from 560 for Ceriodaphnia dubia to
>1,490 mg/L. All of the effects concentrations except those for cladocerans (C. dubia and Daphnia magna) were unbounded (>1,400 mg/L
TDS); a site specific chronic effects benchmark (CEB) for Snap Lake
TDS was derived by using the lowest negligible effect concentration
for the D. magna (Daphnia are found in Snap Lake, Ceriodaphnia are
not). Cladocerans typically only comprise a few percent of the zooplankton; other plankton all had unbounded effect concentrations. The
testing undertaken is generally applicable to northern freshwaters and
can readily be adapted to other freshwaters either for TDS where ionic
composition does not change or for major ionic components where TDS
composition does change.
MP254 Water Quality in Marine Protected Areas
K.C. Schiff, Southern California Coastal Water Res
The State of California has created 34 water quality marine protected
areas comprising over 1,000 km of shoreline called Areas of Special
Biological Significance (ASBS). While the regulatory mandate for these
water quality protected areas in “no discharge of waste” and “maintenance of natural water quality”, there are nearly 1,700 outfalls that
discharge untreated stormwater into ASBS. This study quantifies natural
water quality along the coast of California following storm events,
and then compares this to water quality in ASBS statewide. Natural
water quality was defined by sampling nearly 300 storms at almost 100

reference sites located near a wide variety of undeveloped watersheds.
Water quality was defined by chemical concentrations, water column
toxicity, bioaccumulation in resident mussels, and biodiversity surveys of
rocky intertidal and subtidal communities. A similar effort was dedicated
to sampling the ocean adjacent to developed watersheds discharging to
ASBS. Statewide, many ASBS in California are maintaining natural
water quality. The most prominent chemicals that exceeded natural water
quality included nutrients and suspended solids, and to a lesser extent
trace metals and PAHs. At the sites with exceedences of natural water
quality, little toxicity was observed in mussel embryo development tests.
Similarly, where bioaccumulative compounds were observed, most could
be traced to local activities such as marinas. Biodiversity surveys also
indicated limited biological community impacts. Ultimately, the State of
California is using the water quality information for ranking and prioritizing ASBS grant funding for management implementation projects.
MP255 Source Water Protection For Drinking Water Production: An
International River Memorandum
I. Brüning, IAWR; P. Stoks, RIWA / Association of River Waterworks
From the seventies of last century the waterworks along the Rhine river
in Europe (International Association of Waterworks in the Rhine basin,
IAWR) have been active in the improvement of the Rhine water quality.
The ultimate goal has always been a source water quality that allows the
production of perfect drinking water using simple treatment only. This
view has also been adopted by the International Rhine Commission
ICPR. Already in 1973 IAWR published a Rhine Memorandum stating
quality demands that would help reach that goal. Interestingly, those
very demands were subsequently used by the European Union as the
basis of a Directive on the abstraction of surface water for drinking water
production (75/440/EC). Several updates of this memorandum were
published over the years. In 2008 other associations of water works,
along the Danube and the Meuse, also endorsed the underlying philosophy and the memorandum was broadened to the Danube-, Meuse- and
Rhine Memorandum. The Commissioner of DG Environment in the
EU, when confronted with this memorandum suggested to include more
European rivers, which provide ground, filtrated water for drinking
water production and in 2013 the International River Memorandum was
published, representing over 170 utilities in 17 European countries, with
well over 115 million consumers. The most important aspects of this
memorandum are quality objectives for not otherwise regulated variables
as groups, and demands and suggestions to (political) decision makers on
the achievement of the desired water quality based on the precautionary
approach. A distinction is made between pollutants that show biological
activity (such as, e.g. pharmaceuticals or biocides) as well as pollutants
for which such information is not available so far (such as many metabolites and degradation products) and other pollutants. The former type
of pollutants should not exceed 0.1 ug/L in the source waters, the latter
group should not exceed 1 ug/L. A motivation based on scientific criteria
for these demands and objectives is also given. The ICPR has recently
reconfirmed its former statement that the Rhine should, ultimately,
allow drinking water production using simple treatment and in the
Netherlands some of the approaches stated in this memorandum have
already been incorporated into legislation.
MP256 Evaluating Potential Aquatic Toxicity of Petroleum
Biodegradation Metabolites Using Groundwater Samples from Fuel
Release Sites
A.K. Tiwary, Chevron / HES; R.I. Magaw, Chevron Energy Technology
Company / HES; D.A. Zemo, Zemo Associates; R.E. Mohler, Chevron
Energy Technology Company / ILT; K. O’Reilly, Exponent; K.A. Synowiec,
Chevron Energy Technology Company
Petroleum hydrocarbons biodegrade in the environment and are converted to polar (non-hydrocarbon) metabolites. These metabolites are
extracted and incorrectly quantified as Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons
(TPH) unless they are removed from the extract prior to analysis
using a silica gel cleanup (SGC). SGC is effective at removing the
polar metabolites from the extract; however, some regulatory agencies are hesitant to adopt this method, citing the unknown nature and
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toxicity of these complex mixtures. Using state-of-the-art non-targeted
GCxGC-MS analyses of groundwater samples from historic fuel release
sites, thousands of polar metabolites were tentatively identified, representing many distinct structural classes of chemicals including acids/
esters, alcohols, phenols, ketones, and aldehydes. The potential toxicity of polar metabolites to aquatic organisms has been investigated as
part of this study. Briefly, upgradient (representing local background
conditions) and downgradient groundwater samples were collected from
several representative biodegrading fuel release sites, and submitted to
a contract laboratory for chronic aquatic toxicity testing using USEPA
test methods 1000 (Fathead Minnow), 1002 (Daphnia) and 1003 (Green
Algae). For the most part, aquatic toxicity observed in upgradient
(background) groundwater samples free of polar metabolites was similar
to that observed in downgradient samples containing polar metabolites.
Data collection from additional sites is ongoing. Preliminary results show
aquatic toxicity in groundwater samples at fuel release sites is primarily
due to background water quality, and not from petroleum biodegradation metabolites. Overall, the complex mixtures of polar metabolites, at
concentrations typically found at petroleum release sites, are unlikely to
pose a significant risk to aquatic life. Results from this study support the
use of SGC for removal of polar metabolites prior to TPH analysis.
MP257 Using Site-Specific Data to Update the Conceptual Site
Model for a Complex Urban Site to Inform the Ecological Risk
Assessment and Remedial Decisions
K.L. Tobiason, Windward Environmental; L. Saban, M. Johns, Windward
Environmental LLC; B.G. Church; R. Law, de maximis inc
A sediment quality triad (SQT) approach is being used to assess risk to
the benthic community as part of a baseline ecological risk assessment
(BERA) for the Lower Passaic River Study Area (LPRSA). The LPRSA
is a 17.4-mile stretch of the Passaic River in a highly urbanized area of
New Jersey that has a dam at one end and is tidally influenced through
Newark Bay at the other. Distinguishing ecological risks resulting
from the release of hazardous substances within the LPRSA from risks
associated with the various other stressors in the system (habitat loss,
fluctuations in salinity, dynamic sediment transport, and high organic
enrichment) is key to development of an effective remedial design. This
presentation will describe the site-specific data collected for the SQT
assessment (benthic community structure, sediment toxicity test data,
and sediment chemistry data), how a closer evaluation of the data has
informed changes to the benthic conceptual site model for the system,
and the methods used to evaluate the three lines of evidence within context of the urban setting. These data and the understanding of the benthic
conceptual site model are key to better informed remedial planning.
MP258 Toxicity Identification Evaluation Techniques for
Determining Sediment Grain Size as a Confounding Factor in
Testing with Eohaustorius estuarius
D.J. Greenstein, S.M. Bay, Southern California Coastal Water Research
Project / Toxicology Dept
The influence of sediment grain size on toxicity to amphipods is an
important concern, but there are few methods developed to investigate
the influence of this factor in contaminated sediments. The Ballona
Wetlands in Marina del Rey, California, USA is a highly modified
urban estuary that was historically used for oil extraction activities. In
the 1960s, dredged material from the building of an adjacent marina was
deposited in the wetlands to a depth of as much as 20 feet. Restoration
plans for the wetlands include removal of the dredged material and reintroduction of tidal exposure to the original sediments. Characterization
of the former surface sediments from core samples detected toxicity
to the amphipods Eohaustorius estuarius, but relatively little chemical
contamination. A toxicity identification evaluation (TIE) study was
conducted to determine the cause of toxicity. Initial testing showed a
high level of toxicity with less than 30% survival at multiple stations.
Observations during test termination indicated that the toxicity might be
due to the highly compacted, fine grained and plastic nature of the sediment. Standard TIE treatments were conducted to determine the role of
organics, metals, and ammonia as causes of toxicity. In addition, novel
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treatments were included to determine if sediment grain size/texture
might be a cause of toxicity. The standard treatments showed no indication that chemical contaminants were the cause of toxicity. Treatments
that increased the grain size and lowered particle adhesion reduced
toxicity. Treatments of control sediment which reduced grain size and
increased adhesion similar to the core sample increased toxicity. This
evidence indicates that the physical characteristics of the sediment were a
more likely cause of toxicity than chemical contamination.
MP259 Aquatic Toxicity and Bioconcentration of
Tetrabromobisphenol A in Aqueous and Spiked Sediment Exposures
to Fish, Algae, and Invertebrates. Part I
C.A. Pittinger, Charles A Pittinger PhD LLC; A.M. Willis, Toxicology
Excellence for Risk Assessment TERA / Zoology
The environmental fate and effects of the high-volume flame retardant
tetrabromobisphenol A (TBBPA) were evaluated in a series of studies conducted from the late 1980’s to 2006, and were sponsored by
the American Chemistry Council. The results were duly reported to
regulatory authorities worldwide for chemical registration purposes,
but the full studies have not been published. This report summarizes 6
acute and 5 chronic toxicity studies of TBBPA, and 3 bioconcentration
studies, with 11 distinct species of fish, invertebrates, and algal/microbial
communities. Two companion reports are being concurrently presented
on TBBPA’s biodegradation and terrestrial toxicity. In the acute studies, 96-hr LC50s were: 0.54 mg/L for the fathead minnow (Pimephales
promelas); 1.1 mg/L for the rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss); and
>0.15 mg/L for the eastern oyster (Crassostrea virginica). The 48-hr EC50
for Daphnia magna was >1.8 mg/L, and the 72-hr EC50 for Selenastrum
was >5.6 mg/L. No toxicity was observed at 15 mg/L in a 3-hr exposure
to activated sludge. In chronic studies using aqueous exposures, the 35-d
NOEC for the fathead minnow was 0.16 mg/L (embryo/larval survival);
the 21-d NOEC for Daphnia magna was 0.30 mg/L (reproduction);
and the 70-d NOEC for the mussel (Mytilus edulis) was 0.017 mg/L
(shell growth). In chronic studies using spiked sediment exposures,
28-day NOECs for the earthworm (Lumbriculus variegatus) were 90 and
254 mg/kg with 2% and 5% sediment organic carbon, respectively. In
other sediment studies, the 28-day NOEC for the amphipod (Hyalella
azteca) was >250 mg/kg (survival), and the 28-day NOEC for the midge
(Chironomus riparius) was 125 mg/kg (emergence and development). In
a 30-day bioconcentration study with fathead minnows, the measured
bioconcentration factor (BCF) for TBBPA was 1200 (+900-1700).
In a 34-day study with eastern oysters, the BCF for TBBPA was 720
(+160). Pronounced effects of sediment adsorption in reducing TBBPA’s
bioavailability were observed in the sediment studies. Effects of variables
such as dosing within solubility limits and differing sensitivities among
toxicity endpoints were weighed in comparing species sensitivities. On
the basis of the toxicity studies summarized here and recent monitoring
data, there appears to be a low risk potential to aquatic organisms from
approved commercial uses of TBBPA.
MP260 Bio-analytical screening of the uptake of sediment-bound
dioxin-like compounds in common roach (Rutilus rutilus)
K. Eichbaum, M. Brinkmann, RWTH Aachen Univ / Inst for
Environmental Research; S. Buchinger, G. Reifferscheid, German Federal
Inst of Hydrology / Dept G Biochemistry Ecotoxicology; L. Nüsser, H.
Hollert, RWTH Aachen Univ / Inst for Environmental Research
Given the complex interactions of re-suspension processes and bioavailability of sediment-bound dioxin-like compounds (DLCs), there is
need for a better integrative understanding of their cause-effect-chain.
Currently, the majority of in vitro studies investigating potential risks of
DLCs only focus on characterizing sediment extracts, thereby disregarding bioavailability, uptake and elimination of these chemicals in vivo.
In this study, animals from an elevated trophic level – Rutilus rutilus
– were exposed to natural sediments of different contamination levels
in an exposure system under concurrent monitoring of physicochemical
parameters. The study’s focus was set on the questions, whether both
sediment contaminant classification and DLC uptake by fish can be
assessed bio-analytically. Therefore, dioxin-like activity was determined
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in extracts from sediment and fish from the in vivo exposure experiments using the in vitro ethoxyresorufin-O-deethylase (EROD) and
Micro EROD assay. In detail, crude extracts, sulphuric acid treated
fractions and fractions either containing polychlorinated dibenzo-pdioxins and dibenzofurans (PCDD/F) or dioxin-like polychlorinated
biphenyls (DL-PCB) were investigated. While the in vitro analysis of
sediment crude extracts was rather unsuitable for a classification of sediment contamination levels, sulphuric acid treated as well as PCDD/F
and DL-PCB fractions could prove distinct differences in contamination levels with Bio-TEQs ranging from 30 to 1,500 pg/g dry weight
of sediment. Concerning the in vitro analysis of fish extracts, an uptake
of sediment borne DLCs through fish could be demonstrated, with
PCDD/F fractions exhibiting the most reproducible results. Thereby,
the uptake of PCDD/Fs in fish during the exposure time of 28 days
increased up to the 3.5-fold amount of PCDD/Fs measured in control
groups. Interestingly, this uptake was independent of both, the contamination level of sediment to which fish was exposed to and the dietary
intake. In summary, the present study could prove the applicability of in
vitro bio-assays as screening tools for the assessment of dioxin-like compounds in sediment and biota. Furthermore, it could identify knowledge
gaps in the cause-effect-chain of DLCs.
MP261 Biotransformation of Tetrabromobisphenol A (TBBPA) in
Freshwater Sediments, Agricultural Soils, and Anaerobic Digester
Sludge. Part II
D.C. McAvoy, Univ of Cincinnati / Environmental Engineering; C.A.
Pittinger, Charles A Pittinger PhD LLC; A.M. Willis, Toxicology Excellence
for Risk Assessment TERA / Zoology
The transformation and biodegradation of tetrabromobisphenol A
(TBBPA) was evaluated by the American Chemistry Council from 1989
to 2006. A summary of six unpublished TBBPA fate studies in freshwater sediments, anaerobic digester sludge, and agricultural soils will
be presented. In anaerobic digester sludge after 120 days, TBBPA was
transformed rapidly (50% disappearance time (DT50)= 19 days) though
little mineralization (1.1%) was observed. In aerobic soils after 6 months,
TBBPA was 18-21% mineralized with 56-76.8% irreversibly bound (not
bioavailable) to soil; the DT50 (loss from mineralization and irreversibly bound to soil) was 5.3-7.7 days. In anaerobic soil after 6 months,
the majority of TBBPA was irreversibly bound with < 4% mineralized
as CH4 and CO2. The two fate studies in agricultural soils demonstrated extensive adsorption to solids. Moreover, the amount of TBBPA
irreversibly bound to soil was correlated with the organic carbon content
of the soils evaluated. In two 102 day TBBPA freshwater sediment tests
(Turkey Creek – TC and Choptank River – CR), the DT50 values for
the water layers were determined to be 16 and 14 days, respectively.
The DT50 values for TC and CR in the sediment layers were 42 and 28
days, respectively. The DT50 values for TBBPA in the whole test systems
for TC and CR were determined to be 28 and 24 days, respectively. In
another 56 day aerobic sediment-water suspension, the DT50 of TBBPA
was determined to be 48 days. Most of the TBBPA in these sediment
systems were irreversibly bound with little mineralization observed in
either test system. Transformation products consisted of three unknown
products and bisphenol A (BPA). Results of these studies are consistent
with previously published studies in demonstrating the rapid transformation and slow mineralization of TBBPA in agricultural soils, freshwater
sediments, and anaerobic digester sludge.
MP262 Calculation of “Industrial Acceptable Daily Usage” of chemical mixtures to protect soil organisms from soil contamination
S. Ikeda, Meiji Univ / Dept of Applied Chemistry; T. Nakamura, Meiji
Univ; M. Kitano, Shukutoku Univ
In the previous study, we have developed a method to calculate Industrial
Acceptable Daily Usage (IADU) of a single chemical substance in order
to protect soil organisms from soil contamination. The IADU means
maximum usage of a chemical substance not exceeding the environmental standards or criteria. If a chemical substance is used below the
IADU value, it may not cause soil contamination. Predicted No-Effect

Concentration (PNEC) is necessary to calculate the IADU. In general,
most PNEC is based onresults of toxicity tests using a single chemical substance. However, many kinds of chemical substances are found
as mixtures in the environment, and the interaction of these chemicals may significantly affect the toxicity of the chemical mixtures. The
IADU values not considering combined toxicity of chemical mixtures
may not sufficiently protect soil organisms from soil contamination.
Therefore, the present study calculated the PNECmix, which means
the PNEC for chemical mixtures, and the IADU taking account of
combined toxicity using the PNECmix. Existing ratio of chemical
substances in the environment varies in the wide range; hence, World
Health Organization/International Programme on Chemical Safety
(WHO/IPCS) framework classifies chemical substances on the basis of
their toxicity mechanism, and assesses the combined toxicity of chemical mixtures. Following the WHO/IPCS framework, 10 chlorinated
hydrocarbons designated by Soil Contamination Countermeasures Act
in Japan (Tetrachloromethane, 1,2-Dichloroethane, 1,1-Dichloroethene,
cis-1,2-Dichloroethene, 1,3-Dichloropropene, Dichloromethane,
Tetrachloroethene, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, 1,1,2-Trichloroethane, and
1,1,2-Trichloroethene) were chosen as candidate chemical substances.
Procedures for the IADU calculation are as follows: First, soil concentration was calculated by using a mathematical model. Second, the
PNECmix was calculated using PNEC of each chemical substance collected from literatures. Finally, the IADU was calculated by comparison
of the calculated concentration with the PNECmix. The IADU values of
some chemicals were found to be smaller, when the combined toxicity of
chemical mixtures was considered. This result indicates that the use of
each chemical substance should be restricted more severely, when plural
chlorinated hydrocarbons are present in the same place simultaneously.
MP263 Effects of the Brominated Flame Retardant
Tetrabromobisphenol-A (TBBPA) on Soil Microorganisms,
Earthworms, and Seedling Emergence. Part III
K.P. Rothenbacher, EPMF; A.M. Willis, Toxicology Excellence for Risk
Assessment TERA / Zoology
The results of three ecotoxicity tests on tetrabromobisphenol–A
(TBBPA) are described: a nitrogen transformation test, an earthworm
survival (28d) and reproduction (56d) test, and a seedling emergence
test. The tests were carried out under GLP conditions according to
OECD guidelines 216, 207, 222, and 208 respectively. No effect of
TBBPA on the nitrogen transformation was observed up to the highest
test concentration. Therefore, the EC10 for this endpoint was determined
to be greater than 1000 mg/kg soil dry weight. No effect on mortality of earthworms was observed up to the highest test concentration.
The 28-day earthworm mortality NOEC was therefore determined
to be 4840 mg /kg soil dry weight. TBBPA did not bioaccumulate in
the worm tissues during the 28-day exposure. The 56-day earthworm
reproduction NOEC value was determined to be 2.11 mg/kg soil dry
weight. The NOEC for seedling growth of soybeans was the highest
concentration tested, or 5000 mg/kg soil dry weight. The most sensitive
endpoint for corn was seedling dry weight, which resulted in a NOEC of
313 mg/kg soil dry weight. The NOEC for both seedling dry weight and
height of cucumber - the most sensitive endpoints – was 20 mg/kg soil
dry weight. The most sensitive endpoints for onion, ryegrass, and tomato
were seedling dry weight and height, which resulted in NOECs of 313
mg/kg, 78 mg/kg, and 313 mg/kg soil dry weight, respectively. Little
information is available in the literature on measured levels of TBBPA in
soil. One study measured levels of TBBPA in Spanish soils of < 0.09-0.3
μg/kg for agricultural soils and < 0.09-32.2 μg/kg dw for soil sampled in
industrialized areas. It is not possible to carry out a risk estimation based
on such limited monitored data. However, it is noted that the measured
levels reported in the above study are orders of magnitude below the
lowest identified NOEC in this study (2.11 TBBPA/kg soil).To our
knowledge, this report, together with the two parallel reports, constitutes the first comprehensive summary in the open literature of industry
data generated on ecotoxicology and fate of TBBPA.
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MP264 Consistency and predictiveness of site-specific terrestrial
invertebrate bioaccumulation factors for polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs) across sites
E.L. Osborn, ARCADIS US Inc; B. Anthony, S.C. Selden, ARCADIS
The relationship between contaminants in soil and in biotic tissues is
one of the primary uncertainties associated with predictive ecological
risk assessments and developing ecologically-based clean up goals for
contaminated terrestrial sites. As clean up goals for terrestrial sites are
commonly developed for soil, the development of these goals ultimately
must make some assumption about the relationship between biotic tissue
and the soil in order to relate a “safe” exposure dose (typically in the form
of mg/kg/day of ingested prey or food) to the soil that will be addressed
in any clean up action. Simplified bioaccumulation factors (BAFs)
derived from the published literature are often used to make these
uptake assumptions. The derivation of such factors, and their relevance
to widespread application for risk management are questionable, and the
implications for risk management and remedial decisions can be substantial. When available, site-specific data can be used to define the uptake
conditions for a particular site and local food web receptors to increase
confidence in the exposure estimates. This presentation compares and
contrasts site-specific BAFs derived for PCBs at several sites to evaluate
consistency in uptake trends, the assumptions/considerations used in the
application of BAFs, and the implications of extrapolating non-sitesspecific BAFs to different receptor types and trophic levels across sites.
Co-located soil and tissue data collected from earthworms and terrestrial
insects were used to derive BAFs based on 1) regression analysis when
significant, or 2) ratios of central tendency. Use of the mean tissue concentration measured over a range of soil concentrations is also evaluated
when no true relationship exists. The BAFs are compared on a site-bysite basis to determine if variability in the BAFs is due to site-specific
differences or uptake conditions that are conserved in terrestrial invertebrates across sites. Several factors that significantly affect calculation
of the final BAF value are also investigated, including segregation by
tissue type, treatment of non-detected values, and inclusion/exclusion of
co-located soil-tissue data from reference locations.
MP265 Toxicity of Metal Mixtures to Oppia nitens and Their
Influence on Tolerance to Benzo(a)pyrene
C. Yeung, R. Nhan,Univ of Saskatchewan / Dept of Soil Science; S.D.
Siciliano, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Group and Dept of Soil Science
Survival and reproduction soil toxicity tests for mite species, Oppia
nitens, are used to for the assessment of soils in boreal ecosystems.
Current soil toxicity tests have only assessed the effects of soils on mites
with only a single contaminant, however in environmental soils, there are
mixtures of pollutants. The objective of this investigation is to determine
if the exposure to metals influences the mite tolerance to hydrocarbons,
specifically Benzo(a)pyrene because these pollutants coexist together
in contaminated environmental soils. The survival and the reproduction of mites (Oppia nitens) can be affected when exposed to metals and
hydrocarbons. Artificial soils spiked with the EC50 (reproduction)
values of copper, cadmium, lead and zinc based on the sensitivity limits
specific to mites and according to the CCME can be serially diluted
into a concentration gradient and will give a dose response curve. This
can be used to determine the highest concentration at which the mites
can survive at. These artificial soils are spiked with liquid standards to
replicate the ratios based off of literature EC50 values. The mites who
survived the highest dose out of all four soils in the first experiment will
be dosed with the EC10 of Benzo(a)pyrene and another fraction dosed
with the EC50 of Benzo(a)pyrene. The predicted results of this investigation is that the combination of pollutants will cause a synergistic effect
and survival rate will be lower for both the EC10 and EC50 of Benzo(a)
pyrene spiked Flin Flon soils.
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MP266 The Chemistry Scoring Index (CSI) and other Hazard
Ranking Tools: Comparing Objectives and Approach
K. Reid, T. Verslycke, T. Bowers, A. Lewis, Gradient; J. Sanders,
Halliburton Inc; D. Tuck, Halliburton Energy Services
The Green Chemistry movement and increasing consumer scrutiny has
prompted many companies to seek approaches that can be used to evaluate their practices and products, with the goal of increasing protection of
human health and the environment. In response, numerous chemical and
product scoring and ranking systems have been developed by stakeholders
over the last decade using both hazard-based and risk-based approaches.
We recently developed a tool for scoring and ranking hazards of products
in its own portfolio, the Chemistry Scoring Index (CSI). The CSI is a
tool that comprehensively scores and ranks hazards to health, safety, and
the environment (HSE) for products used in oil and gas operations, but
could also be applied to any product portfolio. CSI scores are assigned to
products designed for the same use on the basis of product composition,
intrinsic hazard properties, and data availability for each product component. In this poster, we explore how the CSI compares to other available
hazard ranking systems on the basis of approach, key attributes, hazard
categories, and basis of criteria, and present a focused comparison.
MP267 Integrating Information to Develop Dioxin Management
Plans for the San Francisco Bay
D. Yee, San Francisco Estuary Inst
San Francisco Bay is an impaired water body due to concentrations of
polychlorinated dibenzo-dioxins and furans (a.k.a. “dioxins”) in fish at
concentrations that pose risks to human consumers, leading to recommended limits for consumption of fish caught from the Bay. Although
dioxins and furans are not the only nor largest contaminant risk posed
to human fish consumers, e.g., activiy of dioxin-like PCBs is generally higher, dioxin and furan concentrations alone would be sufficient
to warrant consumption warnings. A TMDL for dioxins has not been
developed for San Francisco Bay, but nonetheless, efforts are underway to
collect information to better understand their sources and environmental
processes, in order to develop and evaluate alternatives for managing
their risks. Ambient monitoring of water and sediment in the openwater areas of the Bay suggests widespread contamination, with few
“hot” spots nor distinctive homolog patterns indicating specific sources.
Atmospheric monitoring by the USEPA and California Air Resources
Board also generally do not show distinctive patterns of a specific point
or non-point source. Evidence in sediment cores from intertidal vegetated wetlands also do not suggest a distinct dominant source category,
and indicate a maximum in loading in latter part of the 20th century.
Information on loading pathways such as municipal wastewater and
urban stormwater has also been collected. Together this information will
be used to develop a better integrated understanding of dioxin sources
and fate in the Bay.
MP268 GHS Hazard Assessment of CAS Number-Specific
Compounds with Variable Composition – A Comprehensive
Approach
J. Zhang, A. Lewis, K. Reid, Gradient
The rapidly changing global landscape of environmental regulations
and chemical compliance presents a major challenge for chemical
manufacturers and importers. Increasingly, countries are requiring
hazard identification based on the Globally Harmonized System of
Classification and Labeling (GHS) Guidance. The use of a GHS-based
classification system is complex and calls for a level of expertise in
toxicology and chemistry that was not previously needed to communicate
chemical safety. As part of the hazard assessment process, we identified a
recurring complication regarding hazard assignment for substances with
variable compositional features but share the same Chemical Abstracts
Service (CAS) Registry Number. CAS numbers are unique chemicalspecific identifiers; however, they are not specific to length, size, and
composition. Examples of such compounds include silica, petroleum
distillate, alcohol ethoxylates, and glass oxide. We determined that
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hazard conclusions can vary considerably across the publicly-available
literature for a specific CAS number, and information on the chemical
manufacturing process is often necessary to appropriately assign hazards.
For example, based on the CAS number alone, an evaluation of glass
oxide (CAS No. 65997-17-3) would suggest a potential carcinogenic risk
because this CAS number is classified as a class 1B carcinogen in the
associated Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of
Chemicals (REACH) registration dossier (without any caveats). Such a
classification would potentially trigger significant downstream regulatory
requirements. Based on a targeted investigation into product specifications on particle size, however, we determined that the glass oxide in
question consisted of continuous filament glass fibers with aerodynamic
diameters ranging between 8-26 µm, which are unlikely to deposit in the
alveoli regions of the lungs and thus unlikely to pose carcinogenic risks.
This poster presents examples of complexities associated with assessing
hazards for several compounds with variable compositional features, and
describes a strategy for arriving at well-supported hazard conclusions.
MP269 Evaluation of Certainty and Variability of Risk Estimates using
a Probabilistic Sensitivity Analysis for the LPRSA Baseline ERA
S. Replinger, B.A. Bergquist, L. Saban, M. Johns, Windward
Environmental LLC; R. Law, de maximis inc
As part of the baseline ecological risk assessment (BERA) for the Lower
Passaic River Study Area (LPRSA), a probabilistic sensitivity analysis
was conducted for mink and river otter for select chemicals of concern
(COCs). There were two key objectives for conducting this sensitivity
analysis. The first objective was to further evaluate the hazard quotients
(HQs) calculated for mink and river otter in order to understand whether
they might actually be higher or lower than the deterministic results
once the uncertainty and/or variability associated with the various input
parameters is taken into account. The second objective of this analysis
was to better understand the impact of input parameters on the HQs
and to determine which parameters were key factors in determining the
magnitude of the HQs. This allowed for an evaluation of the sensitivity of the HQs to key assumptions such as the dietary fractions, food
ingestion rate, and chemical concentrations in prey. By further evaluating site-specific exposure assumptions and improving the realism of
the input parameters, the results of this sensitivity analysis was able to
provide information regarding the level of certainty associated with the
risk estimates. This information will used to make more informed risk
management decisions about the ultimate clean-up of the site.
MP270 Ecological Screening Assessment of Substances in the
Certain Organic Flame Retardants Grouping under Canada’s
Chemicals Management Plan
J. Pasternak, J. Ferone; M. Beking, V. Dorais, B. Elliott, M. Jagla, J. Kuo,
K. Yao, Environment Canada
Under the Substance Groupings Initiative of the Chemicals
Management Plan (CMP), the Government of Canada is assessing and
will manage, where appropriate, the human health and ecological risks
associated with nine groups of substances (see: http://www.chemicalsubstanceschimiques.gc.ca/group/index-eng.php). These substances will be
assessed under the provisions of the Canadian Environmental Protection
Act, 1999 (CEPA 1999). One grouping of substances included in this
initiative is the “Certain Organic Flame Retardants” (OFR), composed
of substances having a similar function, i.e. application to materials
to prevent the ignition and spread of fire. The OFR substances were
selected considering: 1) potentially high volume or multiple sources of
exposure from persistent, inherently toxic substances to the environment and/or humans, 2) potential to assist with informed substitution,
3) potential exposure of consumers and children to products treated
with OFRs, and 4) potential risk management efficiencies that could
be achieved through the assessment of flame retardants as a grouping,
if needed. Ten CMP priority substances are currently included: CAS
RN (Chemical Abstract Service Registry Number) 108-78-1; Melamine
1330-78-5; Tricresyl phosphate (TCP) 13560-89-9; Dechlorane Plus
(DP) 13674-84-5; Tris(1-chloropropyl) phosphate (TCPP) 13674-87-8;
Tris(1,3-dichloro-2-propyl) phosphate (TDCPP) 32588-76-4; Ethylene

bis(tetrabromophthalimide) (EBTBP) 3278-89-5; 2,4,6-Tribromophenyl
allyl ether (ATE) 26040-51-7; Bis(2-ethylhexyl)tetrabromophthalate
(TBPH) 183658-27-7; 2-ethyl-1-hexyl 2,3,4,5-tetrabromobenzoate
(TBB) 84852-53-9; Decabromodiphenyl ethane (DBDPE) Stakeholder
engagement for risk assessment data has occurred, including a CEPA
1999 Section 71 Notice (industrial survey). The draft risk assessment
phase is currently under way. This poster describes the status of the
ecological component of the assessments including key methods used
(e.g. analysis of fate, persistence, bioaccumulation, ecotoxicity, and
exposure in Canada; use of experimental, monitoring, environmental
modelling and analogue data), challenges encountered (e.g. evaluation
of very hydrophobic substances), some findings, and the next steps. The
draft assessments will be published for a 60-day public comment period
in early-mid 2015 on the Chemical Substances Website (web link above).
Comments from the public will be considered for the final assessments to
be published in 2016.
MP271 A Chemical Risk Prioritization Scoring Process for the Oil
and Gas Exploration and Production Industry
M.W. Kierski, Exponent/Ecological and Biological ServicesPractice; J.P. Staveley,E.Freeman,J.
Bamford, Exponent; K.M. Koblis, NobleEnergy Inc
The oil and gas industry has been under increased scrutiny for its use
of products containing chemicals during exploration and production.
The media have raised concerns about the chemicals used for hydraulic
fracturing with respect to human health and the environment, and state
and federal agencies have begun issuing decisions on chemical disclosure.
We developed a Chemical Risk Prioritization System (CRPS) to address
these issues and also demonstrate product stewardship. Although chemical risk ranking is a recognized concept, no process has been established
for its use in the oil and gas exploration and production (E&P) industry.
The CRPS presented herein can be used to identify the products containing chemicals that pose the highest potential risks to people and the
environment. The CRPS considers both chemical hazards and exposure
scenarios in determining the relative risk to human health and/or the
environment. This approach identifies the patterns of product use and
exposure of both human and environmental receptors related to activities
throughout the E&P life cycle. A benefit of the CRPS is that it is a consistent, transparent approach tailored to company-specific activities. It
streamlines the identification of products containing chemicals for which
no additional concern is warranted or relative potential risk is minimal.
This allows a more detailed risk assessment to be conducted for a smaller
set of products with higher potential risk. It also informs the company of
products for which little hazard information is available, helping them
to work with their product manufacturers to better characterize product
hazard.
MP272 A tiered, integrated biological and chemical monitoring
framework for contaminants of emerging concern (CECs) in aquatic
ecosystems
K.A. Maruya, N. Dodder, SCCWRP; A.C. Mehinto, Southern California
Coastal Water Research Project / Dept of Toxicology; D. Tadesse, R. Breuer,
K. Larsen, California State Water Resources Control Board
To infuse the best available science into regulatory decisions to protect the integrity of aquatic ecosystems, the State of California Water
Resources Control Board (SWB) tasked the Southern California Coastal
Water Research Project Authority (SCCWRP) to convene and manage
a panel of experts to provide guidance on monitoring of constituents of
emerging concern (CECs). During a three-year process open to public
participation, the Panel adopted and applied a risk-based screening paradigm using available information to identify CECs for initial monitoring
in different receiving water scenarios, recommended development of
better measurement and modeling tools to improve risk assessment, and
outlined an adaptive strategy to respond to changing conditions and new
science. To evaluate these recommendations, the SWB commissioned
SCCWRP to develop pilot study designs and requirements for CECs in
receiving waters statewide. Pilot monitoring questions revolved around
informing risk assessment and, ultimately, management decisions to
protect beneficial uses: (1) what is the occurrence of high priority CECs
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(i.e. industrial and consumer chemicals, pesticides, natural and synthetic
hormones); (2) what are the appropriate endpoints and effects thresholds
for protection of ecosystem and human health; and (3) do the pilot study
data support continued monitoring of CECs identified by the Panel? In
response, SCCWRP is generating design elements and requirements for
targeted CEC monitoring and special studies that are fully responsive
to the Panel’s recommendations. Scenario- and matrix-specific lists of
CECs, minimum reporting limits, frequency and spatial coverage of
sampling are specified for targeted monitoring. Toxicity endpoints of
ecological relevance, measurement sensitivity and precision, and linkage
among screening level (cellular or molecular) responses and higher order
effects are specified in the special study elements. A two-tier strategy
is proposed that takes advantage of cost-effective screening level tools
(i.e. bioanalytical assays, targeted chemical analysis) in directing the
degree to which more involved assessment techniques (e.g. whole organism bioassays, non-targeted chemical analysis) are needed. Remaining
challenges include developing tools that are appropriate and relevant
for both freshwater and marine environments, and harmonizing pilot
study designs and requirements with existing local, regional and national
monitoring efforts.
MP273 Calculating risk change with management actions using
Bayesian networks for the South River, Virginia, USA
A.F. Johns, Western Washington Univ / Inst of Environmental Toxicology;
K. Kolb Ayre, J. Stinson, Western Washington Univ; H. Summers, Integral
Consulting / Inst of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry; W.G. Landis,
Western Washington Univ / Inst of Environmental Toxicology
Ecological managers frequently implement one or more management
options to reduce endpoint risk without the direct integration of a
quantitative risk assessment and evaluation of management alternatives. Throughout the decision making process a manager must consider
multiple stressors as well as stressor interactions and the resulting effects.
In this study, Bayesian networks were used in a relative risk assessment
model framework (BN-RRM) to integrate two management options
into existing risk assessment models for biotic endpoints and water
quality endpoints in the mercury contaminated site, South River, VA.
The two management options assessed were agricultural best management practices and bank stabilization. The primary management goal
expressed by managers is “no regrets.” In other words, managers do not
want to make the site worse in any way, such as reducing mercury levels
at the detriment of habitat, loss of other species, degradation of water
quality, or other environmental parameters. The BNs represent the
expected effects of a management option and the potential for unintended consequences. Agricultural BMPs did not change the skew of
the risk distributions, but aligns with the “no regrets” management focus
because risk did not increase. Bank stabilization management shifted the
risk distribution for smallmouth bass so that there was greater likelihood
of zero risk. The risk distribution for the water quality-fishing endpoint
changed because likelihood of medium and high risk increased. If bank
stabilization is implemented without consideration of Belted Kingfisher
nests, there was 100% likelihood of high risk to the Kingfisher. This
research provides South River managers with a tool that describes risk
change with management. The use of the BN-RRM to calculate risk
change with management alternatives is not specific to the South River.
Similar methodology has been used to evaluate low-impact development management for the Puyallup River Watershed, and invasive
species management techniques for Padilla Bay in Washington State.
Management for these sites is often a long-term process. The BN-RRM
models can be updated with new monitoring data to continually inform
future decisions as part of the adaptive management plan for a site.
MP274 Activity-Based Analysis of the Environmental Toxicity of
Diaryl Phenylenediamines
F.A. Gobas, Simon Fraser Univ / School of Resource and Environmental
Management Faculty of Environment; P. Leber; R. Dailey, Goodyear Tire
and Rubber Company
To illustrate the applicability of a thermodynamic activity-based risk
analysis in the evaluation of the environmental behavior and risks of
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commercial chemicals, a thermodynamic analysis was conducted on toxicity data for the three p-phenylenediamine constituents of POLYSTAY
100® (also known as diaryl-p-phenylenediamine, CAS 68953-84-4,
BENPAT, DAPD). The product is used as an anti-oxidant/antiozonant
stabilizer in rubber products such as tires and conveyor belts. In Canada,
DAPD is considered a UVCB, i.e. a substance of unknown or variable
composition, or complex reaction product or biological material. To better characterize the composition of this product as used in toxicity tests,
we developed a relationship between the nominal DAPD concentrations
and measured concentrations of the phenylenediamine components in
aqueous media as reported in the toxicity studies. This relationship demonstrates that nominal DAPD concentrations greater than approximately
0.18 mg/L can be expected to contain undissolved components. Based on
this “solubility” of DAPD in water, ratios of concentration (C) and “solubility” (S), i.e. C/S, were determined for all reported LC50s, EC50s and
NOECs of DAPD in water, sediment and soil species tested, and were
found to be between 0.7 and 10. These results suggest that the effects of
DAPD observed are likely due to undissolved components in the toxicity
tests. These findings, supported by ancillary observations, indicate that
observed effects of DAPD in these studies likely reflect methodological
artifacts of dosage levels exceeding the solubility in water or the natural
sportive capacity of sediments and soils. Because concentrations above
the solubility can not exist in the environment under normal conditions,
the effects of DAPD observed in toxicity studies cannot be expected to
occur in the environment. A calculation of thermodynamic activities
showed that DAPD does not appear to cause lethality or other effects
at thermodynamic activity levels in the water between 0.01 and 0.09
where toxicity due to non-polar narcosis typically occurs for non-polar
non-metabolizable substances. This suggests that the phenylenediamine components are either poorly absorbed or efficiently metabolized.
Currently available data for aquatic and terrestrial toxicities that contributed to this activity analysis do not indicate that DAPD components
pose adverse ecological effects at environmentally feasible concentrations.
MP275 A Tier II Plant Exposure Estimation Tool
E. Donovan, USEPA; K.V. Garber, USEPA / Office of Pesticide Programs;
C. Peck, USEPA
The United States Environmental Protection Agency’s Office of Pesticide
Programs, Environmental Fate and Effects Division (EFED) is developing a replacement tool for the TerrPlant model, which is used to estimate
pesticide exposures to plants inhabiting terrestrial and wetland habitats.
Conceptually, this model considers transport via spray drift and runoff
from treated areas into and onto adjacent non-target habitats. The
new plant model, Audrey III, makes use of existing models currently
employed for exposure estimates by USEPA, including AgDRIFT, the
Pesticide Root Zone Model (PRZM5), and the Variable Volume Water
Model (VVWM). In Audrey III, the terrestrial exposure model focuses
on a conceptual Terrestrial Plant Exposure Zone (T-PEZ), whose width
is determined by the distance from the edge of field where pesticides
may travel by overland sheet flow and whose depth is determined by the
plant root zone. Within the T-PEZ, exposure is estimated separately for
loading of pesticide entrained in runoff and sorbed to eroded sediment,
and pesticide deposited directly onto foliage by spray drift. For areas
outside of the T-PEZ, exposure is estimated for pesticide transported
via spray drift only. A separate wetland conceptual model in Audrey III
is based on a conceptual Wetland Plant Exposure Zone (W-PEZ), the
dimensions of which will be determined using analyses conducted as part
of the National Wetland Condition Assessment. Similar to the T-PEZ,
concentrations will be estimated based on loading from runoff, sediment
and spray drift; however, the W-PEZ will be modeled as two completely
mixed compartments (variable volume water column and benthos) linked
together via mass-transfer. The aquatic exposure model is also based on
pesticide loading from runoff, erosion and spray drift to relevant aquatic
plant habitats.
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MP276 Using multi-stakeholder groups to conduct collaborative
regulatory and cumulative effects aquatic monitoring: Lessons
learned and challenges ahead
L. Miller, M. Sokal, D. Epps, BC Ministry of Environment
Many waterbodies in British Columbia (BC) are impacted by multiple
point and non-point pollution sources. In response to these pressures,
monitoring activities are often conducted by multiple parties for a
variety of reasons. Industrial companies and municipalities may perform
monitoring as a condition of their effluent discharge permits, operational certificates or liquid waste management plans. Multiple levels of
government may also conduct monitoring to provide information on the
state of the environment for various receptors (e.g., water quality, fish).
There may also be monitoring conducted by concerned public stewardship groups and academic research activities. Some of these activities
may be redundant, and result in a large amount of data that may be used
in a cumulative effects assessment. The BC Ministry of Environment has
successfully brought together stakeholders to collaboratively monitor several different lake and river systems (e.g., Thompson Rivers Monitoring
Partnership, Okanagan Lakes Collaborative Monitoring Program) to
provide high quality, integrated, and timely water quality information.
Several examples of multi-stakeholder monitoring groups in different
stages from lotic and lentic environments will be discussed. Lessons
learned and upcoming challenges will be identified.
MP277 Keeping our eyes on the prize: Re-thinking risk assessment
for improved preliminary remediation goals
C.A. Claytor, GEI Consultants Inc; S.A. Roark, GEI Consultants; R.W.
Gensemer, GEI Consultants / Ecological Division; B. Hermanson, GEI
Consultants Inc; K.B. Bradley, GEI Consultants; D.A. Murray, GEI
Consultants Inc / Environmental Division
In breaking down the concept of “solution-focused risk assessment”, we
suggest the most tangible linkage between the remedy (i.e., the “solution”) and the risk assessment process is in the development of risk-based
preliminary remediation goals (PRGs). As such, a focused discussion
around the question “How can we derive better risk-based PRGs faster
and for less money?” should go a long way towards identifying how we,
as risk assessors, can help advance the ball towards more meaningful risk
management decisions. Our answers to that question will be discussed.
These include technical and procedural suggestions for how to refine the
risk assessment process to only include the most decisional goals, endpoints, and metrics for screening level versus baseline assessments, ideas
for how PRGs can be incorporated into that process more explicitly, and
ways to identify when it might even be necessary to conduct a targeted
study or early action rather than a risk assessment. Related concepts such
as how to better-train risk assessors and at what point in the process
risk assessors should become involved will also be explored. Finally,
although some regulatory programs are already applying some of these
ideas at some sites, our experience with cross- and inter-programmatic
inconsistencies will be highlighted to reinforce the need to consider these
recommendations as less the exception and more the rule.
MP278 Evaluation of Risk to Pollinators Using the US
Environmental Protection Agency’s Pollinator Risk Assessment
Framework: Cyantraniliprole Case Study
M. Radtke, USEPA / Environmental Fate and Effects Division
This poster presents a tiered risk assessment approach for pollinators based on the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (USEPA)
Pollinator Risk Assessment Framework for the registration of cyantraniliprole, a systemic diamide insecticide. The Framework was developed
in collaboration with Canada’s Pesticide Management Regulatory
Agency and the California Department of Environmental Protection in
response to declines in honeybee populations and was publically vetted
during a Scientific Advisory Panel in 2012. Historically, USEPA relied
on acute hazard data and contact exposure to assess pollinator risk. The
Framework provides approaches to assess risk from systemic pesticides;
foliar, soil, and seed applications; and is based on the need for a robust
toxicity dataset that includes acute, chronic, and sub-lethal endpoints

for adult and larval honeybees. To evaluate risk to honeybees, the
Framework relies on: Tier 1: modeled exposure estimates and laboratory
toxicity data (adult and larval honeybee acute and chronic data) Tier 2:
empirical pesticide concentration data from pollen/nectar, and semi-field
studies with honeybees Tier 3: full field studies with honeybees If risk
quotients based on modeled exposure estimates and available toxicity
data at Tier 1 exceed the level of concern (0.4) for honeybees, Tier 2
and/or Tier 3 data may be triggered. Cyantraniliprole is one of the first
chemicals where risk to honeybees was assessed using the Pollinator
Framework. It served as an ideal chemical for the Framework because
of the rich registrant-generated honeybee dataset. A Tier 1 assessment,
based on laboratory acute oral and contact data for adult honeybees,
indicated potential risk concerns for individual bees. At Tier 2, semifield studies showed mortality and other sub-lethal effects; however,
they were transient. Measured cyantraniliprole concentrations in pollen/
nectar were lower than the modeled estimates, and risk did not exceed
the level of concern. Three Tier 3 full field studies were carried through
overwintering and demonstrated no differences in the survival of
cyantraniliprole-exposed hives versus control hives. Overall, the large
dataset and Pollinator Framework guided USEPA in its comprehensive
evaluation of honeybee risk from cyantraniliprole. The Framework also
provided information that enabled USEPA to incorporate appropriate mitigation measures for the safe use of cyantraniliprole in U.S.
agriculture.
MP279 Big picture strategies for big data analysis
B. Duncan, Exponent Inc / Environmental Practice; M. Belisle, Exponent
Inc / EcoSciences Practice
Environmental and ecological data gathering capabilities currently
exceed traditional approaches to data management. Industries, governments, and academics now have to deal with complex, sizeable datasets
(aka big data). In many cases, easily available data are underutilized and
undervalued. Here we discuss some of the limitations, common pitfalls,
available tools, and best practices for successful data solutions. Designing
a meaningful data strategy requires a multifaceted approach which
includes addressing several factors such as driving entity, collection
purpose, baseline, data gaps, structured and unstructured data integration, formatting and technology, normalization, validation/verification,
data analysis, and visualization. The first step in any data-related task,
especially one that is considered within the realm of big data, is to identify the collection entity and purpose of the final deliverable—Who is
using the data and to what end? The next steps should include determining what data are already available and how pre-existing information
can inform current data needs—Can existing datasets be used to fill
data gaps? Serve as a baseline for comparison? Are these data in an
unstructured or structured format? If available information includes
unstructured data, a plan should be formulated to link structured
datasets (e.g., data tables) and unstructured information (e.g. reports,
peer reviewed publications) within the appropriate data management
framework. This framework includes a variety of platform(s) for data
management; the optimal choice will depend on the size and complexity
of the data as well as the capabilities of potential users and the desired
user interface. Once the data have been entered into the platform they
should be subjected to normalization, validation, and verification. If
there are multiple users with access and editing capabilities, it is particularly important to maintain version control. From here, the next step will
be to choose appropriate analytical methods as big data do not always
comply with traditional statistical methods or fulfill the same assumptions. Graphics and other visualization tools should be selected so that
meaningful information can be conveyed without overwhelming the
viewer. Although a particular data strategy may not necessarily include
all of these steps, addressing each one will result in a more effective and
robust data utilization process.
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MP280 Using the Design for the Environment (DfE) Fragrance and
Essential Oil Calculator to Incorporate Natural Products in DfELabeled Products
C. Rudisill, SRC, Inc.; G. Chapman, SRC, Inc.; C. Davies, J. Parker, B.
Drake, USEPA / Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics; J.L. Tunkel,
SRC, Inc. / Environmental Health Analysis
The fragrance chemicals used in consumer and personal care products
can be synthetic substances and/or natural mixtures like essential oils.
The hazards of fragrance chemicals and essential oils have recently
been evaluated under the USEPA’s voluntary DfE program. Partners
must demonstrate that each of the ingredients meets the DfE Standard
Criteria for Fragrance Chemicals in order to use the DfE label.
Assessing essential oils under DfE criteria poses several challenges.
First, essential oils are derived from plant-based feedstocks that produce
variable composition even among oils that are registered and marketed
under a single chemical identity. Secondly, since some of the components
in essential oils are produced synthetically and could also be added to
the fragrance, it’s possible that a formulator could increase the presence of unallowable ingredients when using both synthetic and natural
products in combination. Finally, since DfE limits certain fragrance
ingredients using a slightly different methodology for dermal sensitizers
and repeat dose toxicants, formulating a compliant fragrance can become
a tedious and time-consuming process. The Fragrance and Essential
Oil Calculator was developed to aid stakeholders and specifically
address these and other challenges. Users can enter specific formulation
ingredients using a pre-loaded list of essential oils and discrete chemical substances. The pre-loaded list of essential oils and their associated
components is based on data provided in the International Fragrance
Association (IFRA) Labeling Manual. Users simply enter the percent
of each ingredient used in the fragrance and the percent of fragrance
used in the final product. The identity and amount of all individual
components that originate from both synthetic and natural products are
provided instantly in a three-tiered report. Summary tables display the
amount of the chemical that is expected to be present in the product and
whether that amount meets DfE criteria. A separate user database allows
for the creation of unique essential oil components to account for variants
that differ from the pre-loaded list. This user database also provides a
secure method of developing formulations with proprietary ingredients.
Although the calculator does not replace the review process needed
to obtain the DfE label, it does allow for easier development of DfEcompliant fragrance formulations.
MP281 The Importance of Context in Urban Archaeology: A Case
Study for Using Geotechnical Data to Interpret the Archaeological
Landscape
S. Bumback, AECOM
Recent archaeological investigations in Seattle, Washington, provided an
opportunity to study innovative approaches to archaeological investigations for federal compliance efforts where archaeological sites are
not readily accessible for identification and mitigation prior to project
construction because they are deeply buried and located within contaminated soils. The use of sedimentary and stratigraphic data obtained from
geotechnical investigations can provide important information about the
local geomorphic setting, landscape change over time, and the location
and depth of buried prehistoric surfaces. Geotechnical investigations
provide a unique opportunity to view deeply buried sediments and their
stratigraphic relationships in a way that cannot be seen using traditional
archaeological methods. This information can then be used by archaeologists to assess where archaeological potential is greatest, which can aide
in the identification of archaeological sites. On two recent construction
projects in Seattle, AECOM worked closely with a multidisciplinary
team of sediment transport specialists, geotechnical engineers, and local
tribes to determine the depth of modern and historic fill, the land-use
history of the property, and the likely depths where historic and native
surfaces would be encountered by project ground disturbing activities.
The ability to examine site structure using geotechnical data was essential for accurately interpreting the site and focusing on only those areas
where intact sites were likely. This presentation discusses the benefits of
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developing relevant and appropriately scaled inventory and evaluation
efforts using a multi-disciplinary approach and the necessary methods for
successful implementation.

Linking Science and Social Issues General
MP282 Land Use Practices for Sustainable and Healthy
Communities: Linking Environmental, Health and Social Sciences
to Improve Decisions
B.T. Walton, USEPA / ORD NHEERL; L. Cox, I. Heilke, N. Flanders,
Oak Ridge Inst for Science and Education; M. McCullough, V. Hansen,
USEPA; J. Thomas, USEPA / Office of Sustainable Communities; C.
Walters, McDaniel College / Environmental Science; J. Andrews, S. Jacobs,
Y. Yuan, A. Zimmer, J. Weaver, R. Daniels, T. Moore, USEPA; T. Yuen,
Association of Schools of Public Health; D. Payne-Sturges, B. Rashleigh, M.
Tenbrink, USEPA
Land has figured prominently in the history of environmental protection in the United States and in the history of the USEPA. In 1970, the
USEPA was founded “to protect human health and the environment. .
.by safeguarding the air we breathe, water we drink, and land on which
we live.” Advances in environmental toxicology and chemistry have
been fundamental to the many successes in environmental protection
achieved over the ensuing decades. Today, many of USEPA’s goals for
sustainability cannot be achieved unless land use is afforded attention
commensurate with its importance in shaping ecosystem conditions and
public health. Although the USEPA has limited direct authority over
private and public land use decisions, EPA’s implementation of federal
regulations for pollution control and prevention continue to influence land management and land use practices. Moreover, the EPA has
wrought impressive environmental gains by providing compelling data
and information (eg,Toxic Release Inventory and Energy Star). A bibliography of more than 1400 peer-reviewed publications was compiled and
analyzed to evaluate decision-support tools, trends, and research findings
on land use practices and sustainability. Clearly, urban sprawl remains
one of the most significant pressures leading to loss of natural habitat
and agricultural land, loss of ecosystem services, and negative impacts to
public health and well-being. Compact development affords many benefits because it reduces the urban contribution to energy use and climate
change, lowers the risk of extreme heat events, often generates higher tax
revenues per acre, and reduces the overall footprint of human settlement. On the other hand, compact development can also concentrate
air pollutants in areas where many people live and work and increase
personal injury from traffic accidents. Another disadvantage is that
human displacement due to gentrification can marginalize lower income
groups. We conclude that the conundrum faced by many communities
today comes when demand for available land conflicts with the needs
for essential ecosystem services, healthful living conditions, buildings,
transportation, and aesthetics. Sustainable solutions to contemporary
community problems are more likely when environmental science, landscape ecology, health and social sciences are enjoined to inform land use
decisions. We present evidence to support this conclusion.
MP283 Free, accredited graduate-level training in environmental
and occupational health and medicine: A key for democratizing our
professions
E. Frank, Univ of British Columbia / School of Population and Public
Health; L. Galway, K. Tairyan, Simon Fraser Univ
This presentation will introduce NextGenU.org to the SETAC membership. NextGenU.org is the world’ s first portal to free, accredited
higher education with over 2,000 registered users in 109 countries.
We will demonstrate current and upcoming residency- and graduatelevel trainings in occupational and environmental medicine, preventive
medicine, and public health being launched in 2014 by NextGenU
with the American College of Preventive Medicine, the Association
of Prevention Teaching and Research, Harvard Institute of Lifestyle
Medicine, and others. We will highlight the design and evaluation of a
graduate level course using NextGenU’s environmental health training.
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In 2013, a cohort of graduate-level public health students participated in an environmental and occupational health course using the
flipped classroom design; content for the course was delivered through
NextGenU.org. We examined learning experiences and perceptions
of the NextGenU/Flipped Classroom model and assessed changes in
students’ self-perceived knowledge after participation in the course. We
also compared standard course review and examination scores for the
2013 NextGenU/Flipped Classroom students to previous years when the
environmental and occupational health course was taught with a lecturebased model. Finally, we conducted a focus group session to gain more
in-depth understanding of student learning experiences and perceptions.
Students reported an increase in knowledge and post-course survey and
focus group data revealed positive learning experiences and perceptions
of the NextGenU/Flipped Classroom model. Mean examination scores
for the NextGenU/Flipped classroom students were 88.8% vs 86.4% for
traditional students (2011). On a scale of 1-5 (1= lowest rank), the mean
overall rating for the 2013 NextGenU/Flipped classroom was 4.7/5 compared to prior years’ overall ratings of 3.7 (2012), 4.3 (2011), 4.1 (2010),
and 3.9 (2009). The NextGenU/Flipped classroom students achieved
similar examination scores, but rated their course experience more highly
than students in the traditional lecture-based courses. This case study
illustrates that NextGenU’s free graduate-level courses can be a positive and effective innovation in environmental and occupational health
education. The audience will have a chance to consider opportunities for
collaboration and innovation locally and globally.
MP284 Crowdsourced Toxicology as a mechanism for education and
community outreach
A.S. Kolok, Univ of Nebraska Omaha / Nebraska Watershed Network
There is a long and storied history of environmental outreach that
focuses on water quality. Adopt-a-stream programs, lake monitoring
programs and stream monitoring programs are abundantly distributed
across the United States and world-wide. However, in the era of micropollutants, the measurements that these community organizations can
make have been, until recently, limited in their utility. While measurement such as pH or hardness are easily obtained by non-scientists,
their explanatory power relatively to micropollutants is limited. Recent
advances in analytical chemistry have generated easy to use, rapid
assessment tools that can be used with community groups. One example
is the rapid assessment atrazine strip that discriminates between the
presence and absence of atrazine in water at 3 ppb, the USEPA drinking
water standard. The strip is relatively inexpensive ($10 per strip), easy
to read, and has a short (10 minute) incubation period. The strip can be
used to allow citizen scientists and other community groups to take part
in agrichemical monitoring programs, and the observation that atrazine
covarys with a suite of other herbicides enhances the utility of the strip.
In 2011, we used these strips in a program across the Elkhorn River,
(Nebraska, USA). Over 95 citizen scientists from across the 10,000
square kilometer watershed measured atrazine across the watershed on
a single day, generating a map of atrazine ‘hits’ that varied substantially
across the watershed. This spring (one week after the submission of
this abstract) this project was repeated using citizen scientists scattered
across the Mississippi River watershed from Lake Itasca, Minnesota to
New Orleans, Louisiana, and from Omaha, Nebraska (Missouri River)
to the Owensboro, Kentucky (Ohio River). Over 300 atrazine strips
are being sent to over 67 different community groups, all of which will
be involved in what we believe is the largest coordinated toxicological assessment attempted in the United States. The community groups
are allowed to use various techniques (Twitter, Instagram, email, US
mail) to return their data for incorporationg into a basin-wide map.
The incorporation of information technology and advanced analytical
chemical tools are opening up opportunities for citizen scientists to participate in community-based outreach projects that were unprecedented
just a few years ago. Opportunties for engagement and education are
extraordinary.

Regulatory Directions General
MP285 A Novel Framework for Interpretation of Data from the
Fish Short-Term Reproduction Assay (FSTRA) for the Detection of
Endocrine-Disrupting Chemicals
K.M. Jensen, G.T. Ankley, USEPA / National Health and Environmental
Effects Research Laboratory
The fish short term reproduction assay (FSTRA) is a key component
of the USEPA endocrine disruptor screening program (EDSP). The
FSTRA considers several mechanistic and apical responses in fathead
minnows (Pimephales promelas) to determine whether an unknown
chemical is likely to affect specific pathways in the hypothalamicpituitary-gonadal (HPG) axis. Test chemicals are identified as to their
potential to act as agonists or antagonists of the estrogen or androgen
receptors (ER, AR), or inhibitors of steriodogenic enzymes, through
effects on plasma steroid and vitellogenin (VTG; egg yolk protein)
concentrations, secondary sex characteristics (SSC), gonad size and
histopathology, and egg production. Although the FSTRA was first
described several years ago, recent data generation associated with implementation of the EDSP highlighted the need for more formal guidance
as to evaluation of information from the assay. Herein we describe a
framework for interpretation of FSTRA data relative to perturbation
of HPG pathways of concern to the EDSP. The framework considers
endpoints individually and as suites of physiologically-related responses
relative to pathway identification. Sometimes changes in single endpoints can be highly diagnostic (e.g., induction of VTG in males by ER
agonists; production of male SSCs in females by AR agonists), while in
other instances multiple, related endpoints are needed to reliably assess
pathway perturbation (e.g., AR antagonism; steroid synthesis inhibition).
In addition to description of an interpretive framework, we demonstrate
its practical utility using publically-available FSTRA data for a wide
range of known and hypothesized endocrine-disrupting chemicals. The
contents of this abstract neither constitute, nor necessarily reflect, official
USEPA policy.
MP286 Study of the Concentration Dependence of the
Bioconcentration Factor for fish
Y. Ikenaga, National Inst of Technology and Evaluation / Chemical
Management Center; Y. Sakuratani, National Inst of Technology and
Evaluation
In the OECD Test Guideline 305 for evaluating bioconcentration factor
(BCF) for fish, it have been recommended to evaluate BCF by using
two test concentrations. Recently, new test method “minimized aqueous
exposure fish test (305-II)” was added to the guideline in order to reduce
the number of test fish from a viewpoint of animal protection. In the
305-II test, BCF is evaluated by using one test concentration data. In
this study, we investigated the applicability of one concentration BCF
test by analyzing the concentration dependence of the bioconcentration
factor for fish. The BCF test data for 549 low-molecular-weight chemicals obtained under the Chemical Substances Control Law in Japan
were used for the analysis. The BCFH (the BCF value in the high test
concentration) and the BCFL (the BCF values in the low test concentration) in the data set were compared. For more than 26.4% of chemicals,
BCFL were more than twice BCFH value. However, for the chemicals
that were tested in the concentration lower than its water solubility and
with BCF≥100, the differences between BCFH and BCFL were 1.2%.
Only 4 chemicals with BCFL more than 100 showed the difference
(BCFL - BCFH) more than double. For the 3 chemicals out of the 4
chemicals some concerns on the accuracy of determination were found
when we checked the test report. Therefore, only one case, TetrabutylStannane (BCFH=68, BCFL =219, BCFL/BCFH=3.2), tends to have
higher BCFL value than other chemicals by factors other than the error
of measurement. We need to pay attention for this case. Because the
organotin compound has a protein binding, its bioconcentraion potential
may become higher. Based on the result of the examination, we concluded that the BCF for the low-molecular-weight compounds except for
oregano metallic compounds can be evaluated by one concentration as
long as the test concentration is lower than the water solubility of the test
chemical.
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MP287 Towards an Improved Scheme for the Risk Assessment of
Non-Extractable Residues
G. Sanders, Givaudan International SA / Regulatory Affairs and Product
Safety; G.C. Roberts, ENVIRON UK Ltd / Brixham Environmental
Laboratory; C.V. Eadsforth, Shell International; C. Finnegan, Unilever
/ SEAC Environmental Protection; J. Worden, Shell International; T.
Austin, Shell / Shell Health; D. Letinski, ExxonMobil; R. Oliver, Syngenta
/ Product Metabolism; M. Telscher, Bayer CropScienceEnvironmental Fate
/ Development Environmental Safety; M. Galay Burgos, ECETOC; H.L.
Noble
The formation of Non-Extractable Residues (NER) is a significant
process leading to dissipation in the environment. Currently quantitative information concerning the formation of NER is available for only
a small percentage of substances registered on chemical inventories
(agricultural chemicals and some pharmaceuticals). Regulatory text
pertaining to the evaluation of NER is limited to Europe. The definition
indicates that the relevant fraction of NER does not include fragments
of the parent substance which have been transformed through metabolic
pathways leading to natural products. Traditionally, the regulatory position has been to consider that the entire fraction determined to be NER,
whether present as the parent substance, direct metabolite or biogenically
incorporated, is bioavailable at any given time with potential toxic effects
in the surrounding habitat. This approach leads to an over-estimation of
the potential toxicity and results in a conservative risk assessment since
the fraction remaining non-extracted in the matrix, following relatively
severe extraction, does not represent a fraction which is bioavailable.
ECETOC, the European Centre for Ecotoxicology and Toxicology
of Chemicals, sponsored and reported the work of two scientific Task
Forces aimed at understanding the relationship between extraction
technique and bioavailability (ECETOC Technical Report 117), and
developing interim guidance for the risk assessment of NER (ECETOC
Technical Report 118). Recommendations are made to suggest where
further developments of the risk assessment scheme are needed. A clear
need for additional guidance on how to perform adsorption-desorption
screening and the development of ‘soup tests’ and higher-tier toxicity
simulation tests has been identified. Additionally, a clear requirement
to define and standardise procedures for the quantification of NER in
the conduct of “standard” environmental metabolism studies has been
suggested. Long-term research work has now been funded and instigated
through CEFIC, the European Chemical Industry Council, the background to which will be presented.
MP288 FDA Center for Drug Evaluation and Research: Addressing
Endocrine Disruption Potential of Drugs
R.A. Bloom, J.P. Laurenson, US Food and Drug Administration / Center for
Drug Evaluation and Research
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Center for Drug Evaluation
and Research (CDER) addresses the potential of drugs to disrupt the
endocrine system as part of the pre-clinical toxicology review. A review
of ecological effects following excretion and disposal of drugs into the
environment is also conducted for certain drug applications. For human
health effects, CDER recently announced the availability of a draft
guidance for industry entitled, “Endocrine Disruption Potential of
Drugs: Nonclinical Evaluation.” This draft guidance provides recommendations to sponsors on the parameters that should be routinely
assessed in toxicology studies for investigational new drug applications
(INDs), new drug applications (NDAs), and biologics license applications (BLAs) to determine the potential for a drug to disrupt the
endocrine system. This draft guidance also discusses factors to consider
in determining the need for additional studies to characterize potential endocrine disruptor properties of a drug. Endocrine disruptors are
defined in this guidance as drugs that produce an adverse response in an
organism or its progeny by interfering with some aspect of the endocrine
system. The draft guidance, when finalized, will represent the Agency’s
current thinking on nonclinical evaluation of endocrine disruption
potential of drugs. For ecological effects, CDER is involved with a
number of activities aimed at assessing the potential ecological effects
from pharmaceuticals, including the potential for a drug to disrupt the
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endocrine system and how this potential should be addressed during environmental reviews of drug applications under the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). These efforts include collaborations
both internally with other FDA Centers, and externally with other
Federal agencies and groups. CDER also is prioritizing pharmaceuticals
for research and risk assessments on environmental exposure and effects.
The research and analysis conducted thus far has provided CDER with
new information to consider going forward during drug application
reviews. CDER is continuing to monitor new research to see whether
the conclusions on which CDER’s procedures for compliance with
NEPA are based have changed, and whether and how CDER’s NEPA
guidance should be modified.
MP289 Increasing Transparency in the Science of Risk Assessment:
Independent Peer-Review as a Clear Path Forward
A.M. Willis, Toxicology Excellence for Risk Assessment TERA / Zoology;
D.E. Lee, P. Nance, J. Patterson, Toxicology Excellence for Risk Assessment
The increased interest of the media and public in the science behind risk
assessment and policy decisions highlights the need for transparency,
particularly for issues that impact human health and the environment.
While the use of peer review in human health risk assessment is common, the use in ecological risk assessment is less so. Risk assessments
involve interpretation and application of scientific data to complex
problems, which can often be difficult to communicate clearly to other
scientists, let alone the general public. Given the current situation of
more chemicals in commerce and use than governmental regulatory
agencies can address in a timely way, the responsibility to assess potential
risks is being taken on by parties who may have a financial interest and
hence a conflict of interest. Independent peer review can help ensure the
scientific quality of the work and conclusions when assessments or studies are conducted by those with an interest in the outcome. For example,
recent revisions to the Clean Water Act for cooling water intakes mandate that technical feasibility and benefits-valuation studies (conducted
by applicants) must be independently peer-reviewed prior to submission
to the USEPA. The Office of Management and Budget’s peer review
guidelines require a transparent peer review of “highly influential scientific assessments” developed by government agencies. Using a transparent
and robust peer review process can increase confidence in the results of
a study or assessment by providing evaluation of data and analyses by
diverse groups of independent reviewers with full disclosure of potential
bias or conflict due to affiliation or funding source. In this way, potential
bias from stakeholder funding of studies can be minimized. By its nature
of involving diverse expertise and affiliations, independent peer review
can also result in increased dialogue between industry, government,
academia, and other interested parties, which can increase the credibility and scientific strength of the results. Inclusion of multiple scientific
expertise and stakeholders ensures that no one single entity has significant influence over the conclusions. Steps for maintaining independence
from sponsors, addressing transparency and confliction, and evaluating
bias in reviews are presented as a clear path forward to improving and
encouraging the use of peer review in ecological risk assessment.
MP290 Evaluating the Algal Toxicity of Chelants at the USEPA
under TSCA (Design for the Environment [DfE] and the New
Chemicals Programs)
L.D. Newsome, USEPA OPPT / Risk Assessment Division; C. BaierAnderson, USEPA / Design for the Environment; G. Scarano, USEPA /
Risk Assessment Division; K. Moran, USEPA/OCSPP/OPPT/RAD
The regulatory PMN program is responsible for reviewing new chemicals
prior to their introduction into US commerce. This review includes an
evaluation of the potential for environmental release from manufacture,
processing, formulation and use and potential risks to human health and
the environment. Determining aquatic toxicity (with measured data or
estimation methods) and risk are an important part of the review process.
When both the PMN program and DfE evaluate the same chemical,
USEPA strives for a harmonized approach to hazard/risk estimation
given the different programmatic needs and evaluation criteria. We
examine the evaluation of the algal toxicity of a chelant (tetrasodium
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N,N-bis[carboxylatomethyl)-L-glutamate, or GLDA) which was
considered under both programs. Data are presented that illustrate key
toxicological features that drive decision-making in both programs, and
the questions they raise regarding testing requirements and evaluation.
This case study illustrates how the chemical class of chelating agents are
assessed for aquatic toxicity. Specifically, how toxicity to algae, representing the most sensitive aquatic organisms for these chemicals, can vary
under different ambient conditions, and the basis for considering the
chelant GLDA as a safer alternative. Disclaimer: The views expressed in
this abstract are those of the authors. Mention of trade names or commercial products should not be interpreted as an endorsement by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency. The USEPA gratefully acknowledges
AkzoNobel for allowing the use of their algal toxicity data.
MP291 An Overview of USEPA’s High Production Volume
Chemicals Program
T. Wright, USEPA; A.A. Kennedy, USEPA/OPPTS/OPPT/RAD/ECAB;
A. Kim, USEPA/OCSPP/OPPT/RAD
In 1998, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) launched
the High Production Volume (HPV) Chemicals Challenge Program, a
voluntary initiative aimed at making publicly available screening-level
health and environmental effects information on chemicals manufactured in or imported into the United States in quantities greater than
one million pounds per year. In 2007, the USEPA started developing
screening-level Hazard Characterizations (HC) as the next phase of
the HPV Challenge Program. By 2007, companies pledged to sponsor approximately 1,400 HPV chemicals through the HPV Challenge
Program. Another 860 chemicals were sponsored indirectly through the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Developments Screening
Initial Data Sets Program. In 2008, USEPA developed qualitative
screening-level Risk Characterizations (RCs). The RCs were based on
toxicity data from the HC, a fate characterization that USEPA derived
from the physical-chemical data and environmental fate of the chemical
or category, and an exposure characterization developed from the available information on production, manufacturing, import volumes and
uses of chemicals and characterize the potential environmental, general
population, worker, consumer and child exposures. The RC reports were
used to make Risk-Based Prioritization (RBP) decisions. From 2009
to 2011, USEPA used HPV Challenge Program products to inform
the development of chemical Action Plans, and from 2012 to present,
chemical Work Plans. The methods used to screen and develop the HCs
and RBPs are also being used to inform the New Chemicals Program
screening process, including the use of analog data to inform analysis of
Pre-Manufacture Notice chemicals. For example, data from the HPV
Challenge Program, screened for adequacy, has been incorporated into
the ECOSAR modeling software to continue to inform both existing and new chemical hazard screening and analysis efforts. HC data
for 1,016 chemicals have been used to populate ChemView, USEPA’s
database developed in 2013 to provide the public with health and safety
information, USEPA assessments, and regulatory actions on individual
chemicals. This poster presentation will focus on the issues related to
environmental data that were reviewed to date, such as chemical substance physical-chemical properties and data quality, and how USEPA
has addressed them. Disclaimer: The view in this abstract are those of
the authors and do not represent USEPA policy or endorsement.
MP292 Looking at the USEPA TSCA New Chemicals Review
Process through the Eyes of an Environmental Toxicologist
J.S. Gallagher, A. Kim, USEPA/OCSPP/OPPT/RAD
Mandated by Section 5 of the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA),
USEPA’s New Chemicals Program helps manage potential risk to
human health and the environment from industrial chemicals prior to
their introduction into U.S. commerce. For each new industrial chemical
that a company plans to manufacture or import, an application must be
submitted to USEPA at least 30 (low volume exemption [LVE]) or 90
(pre-manufacture notice [PMN]) days prior to the manufacture of the
chemical and undergo the Agency’s review process. USEPA chemists,
fate and exposure assessors, engineers, environmental toxicologists,

and human health toxicologists manage the Agency’s review process
within the 30 or 90 day clock and reviews approximately 400 LVE
and 600 PMN applications per year. This presentation is focused on
the environmental side of the TSCA New Chemicals Review Process.
Environmental toxicologists review each chemical’s potential ecological hazard based on its physical-chemical properties (e.g., log Kow, water
solubility, Henry’s law constant), submitted ecotoxicity test data (e.g.
48-hr Daphnia magna ecotoxicity test), estimated toxicity data (e.g.,
ECOSAR), analogs, and professional judgment. The acute and chronic
ecological hazard values are reported as concentrations of concern
(COCs). The environmental toxicologist compares the acute and chronic
COCs with the chemical-specific engineering and exposure reports
to assess potential ecological risk. Results of the ecological risk assessment are discussed at a decision meeting with risk managers (FOCUS
meeting). If additional information is necessary to assess risk, the case
undergoes further review (i.e., “standard review”) for a more in-depth
evaluation. USEPA has an open communication policy, where the
submitter can contact USEPA to discuss any issues of concern, before,
during, and after the TSCA New Chemicals Review Process. Current
and future areas of refinement within this process include: updating our
TSCA New Chemical Categories, evaluating difficult to test industrial
chemicals (e.g., high log Kow, low water solubility, high log Koc, nanomaterials), and addressing sediment toxicity testing. Disclaimer: The views
in this abstract are those of the authors and do not represent USEPA
policy or endorsement.
MP293 Assumptions underlying pesticide exposure estimates and risk
assessments
C. Habig, Compliance Services International
EPA conducts several types of exposure assessments to support pesticide risk assessments for terrestrial and aquatic organisms. The exposure
and risk assessment may be contained within the same model or the
exposure assessments may be conducted using a separate model. Several
key assumptions underlie these exposure assessments that are critical
to understanding and interpreting the resulting risk assessments. It is
critical to recognize and understand the implications of these assumptions when interpreting pesticide risk assessments. However, there is
often little to no discussion of these assumptions and the impact of these
assumptions on the risk assessment. This can easily result in misinterpretation of the risk assessment. This presentation discusses some of
the key assumptions underlying several of EPA’s pesticide exposure and
risk assessment models, and the impacts of these assumptions on the
resulting risk assessments. The models discussed include T-REX, used
to evaluate potential exposure and risks to birds and small mammals,
PRZM-EXAMS and PFAM, used to evaluate potential exposure of
freshwater and estuarine-marine organisms, and TERRPLANT, used to
evaluate potential effects on non-target plants. Key assumptions underlying T-REX include assumptions concerning the available diets, the feed
ingestion rates of different sizes of birds and mammals, the percentage
of the diet obtained from a treated area, residue concentrations on feed
items, and the exposure duration required for toxicological effects. For
the aquatic models, some key assumptions include assumptions concerning water body depth, water flow through the modeled water body, the
spatial relationship between the receiving water body and the pesticidetreated area, wind direction during application, mixing and distribution
of pesticide loading in the receiving water body, and the time to response
for non-target organisms. The TERRPLANT model includes assumptions concerning drift of aerial and ground applications, the relationship
between size of the treated area and sensitive areas, and runoff to nearby
untreated areas. Overall, these underlying assumptions have a significant
impact on the model results. Changes to these underlying assumptions
can significantly impact resulting risk assessments so recognizing and
understanding these assumptions is key to properly interpreting the
model results.
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MP294 Assessment of Environmental Hazards for GHS-Based
Hazard Communication
F. Ayala-Fierro, Henkel Consumer Goods Inc / RD Support Services;
H. Hwang, Champion Technologies Inc / Global Product Safety; R.A.
Stackhouse, Sasol North America Inc / Global Product Safety and
Sustainability
The Globally Harmonized System (GHS) is a system to standardize and
harmonize the classification and labeling of chemicals. GHS covers all
hazardous chemicals including chemical substances, products, mixtures,
and preparations. In the US several Government Agencies were involved
including the Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) and the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). USEPA plays
a leading role for GHS health and environmental hazard classification
and labeling. The Environmental Hazards are divided in four basic “harmonized” elements: acute aquatic toxicity; bioaccumulation; degradation,
and chronic aquatic toxicity. OSHA, responsible for workplace safety,
coordinates GHS hazard communication activities through labeling
elements (pictograms, signal words, hazard statements), and Safety Data
Sheets (SDS). The environmental hazards are optional for SDS under
GHS. However, Industry has historically described environmental
hazards under Section 12. Often the environmental section is based on
data modeling rather than product specific data. This work describes
a tiered approach to classify formulated products for environmental
hazards. Product test data, if available, is the preferred approach followed by any available test data for similar mixtures and/or data on the
ingredients. The additivity method is often used when ingredient data is
available. Different sources of information are available including open
sources and commercial applications and might include compilations of
documents or the use of modeling programs. Examples of open sources
of ecological data include (1) USEPA HPV (High Production Volume),
RED (Reregistration Eligibility Decision), and TSCA 8(e) substantial
risk notifications; (2) OECD SIDS (Screening Information Data Set)
and eChemPortal; (3) ECHA (European Chemicals Agency); and (4)
HERA (Human and Environmental Risk Assessment). Examples of
modeling programs that use QSAR tools include the (1) USEPA EPI
Suite, ECOSAR, ECOTOX, ToxCast, TEST, and Chemview; (2)
OECD Toolbox, and (3) SPARC (Automated Reasoning in Chemistry).
A description of these tools will be presented. Examples of substances
classified for environmental hazards, using this tiered approach, will be
provided.
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TP004 A model for the mercury cycle in the Marano-Grado Lagoon
(Italy)
D. Melaku Canu, Oceanography; G. Rosati, C. Solidoro, Istituto Nazionale
di Oceanografia e di Geofisica Sperimentale (OGS) / Dept of Oceanography
Two different modeling tools released by USEPA, SERAFM, a steady
state model, and WASP, a dynamic model, have been used to implement a model that describes the mercury cycle in the Marano-Grado
lagoon. The Marano-Grado Lagoon is a wetland system of about 160
km2 located in the Northern Adriatic Sea (Italy). Its morphology and
biogeochemistry are primarily controlled by exchange with the Adriatic
Sea and by small terrestrial river inputs. The lagoon, as well as the adjacent Adriatic Sea, has been subjected to historical mercury input owed
to mining activities, that have been lead to widespread contamination of
lagoon sediment, water and biota. In addition, a direct load of mercury
has been discharged in the lagoon, during the 45 years of activity, from
a chlor-alkali plant. Available data and information concerning the
mercury input and dynamics in the Lagoon have been collected and
integrated in order to represent the current state of contamination and to
assess model results. The model applications aim at computing mercury budgets within the lagoon and fluxes between the lagoon and the
surrounding systems (watershed, Adriatic Sea, atmosphere). They can
also help improving the insight into the relative importance of different
loading sources and transformation processes on methylmercury concentration and bioavailability. Moreover, models allow to identify major
knowledge gaps and suggestions for further modeling development.
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TP002 Fate and transport of mercury under different hydrologic
regimes in the world largest mining district
J. Loredo, Mining Exploration and Prospecting; E. Garcia, University of
Oviedo / Explotacion y Prospeccion de Minas; J.M. Esbrí, University of
Castilla La Mancha / Inst of Applied Geology Biogeochemistry Laboratory
of Heavy Metals; M.A. Lominchar Izquierdo, R. Millan, CIEMAT /
Department of Environment; P.L. Higueras, University of Castilla La
Mancha / Inst of Applied Geology Biogeochemistry Laboratory of Heavy
Metals
Mercury is a problem in aquatic environments due to their mobility
between the different environmental compartments, its persistence
and toxicity. The study of the mechanisms of transport and the species
present in the water column allows to know the chemical form and the
potential ligands that are basic for the estimation of its potential toxicity, and in the other hand, what happens when Hg travel inside water
column. In Almaden, mercury is widely dispersed in the environment,
on the one hand due to its natural geologic background and moreover
as consequence to the dispersion suffered as result of the long mining activity in the area during over 2000 years. In order to study the
transport mechanisms in the water column and speciation in rivers that
flow through the mining district, 66 samples were taken in two different
hydrological regimes (high flow and low flow) and analyzed by different
techniques. The results showed that most of the mercury is in a particulate form (PHg) which represents the largest percentage of the total Hg,
however, during low flow regime periods, maybe due to redisolution
mechanisms or absorption by suspended clay particles, the dissolved
part (DHg) is markedly increased, reaching in some specific cases to
represent more than one half, of the total mercury (THg) content. In
case of their speciation, the major part of DHg were bound to organic
ligands being the remain part negligible. Hg bound to hydroxyl were
the majority inorganic form due to the water pH near neutral value. The
main form of Hg decrease were precipitation likely for clay suspended

TP003 Amendments mitigating mercury bioavialability in mercury
impacted sediments
P. Schierz, Texas Tech University / Water Resources Center; J.S. Grundy,
P. Bireta, The University of Texas at Austin / Civil Architectural and
Environmental Engineering; L.E. Katz, The University of Texas at Austin
/ Architectural and Environmental Engineering Department EWRE;
D.D. Reible, Texas Tech Univeristy / Department of Civil Environmental
Engineering
In anoxic sediments, inorganic mercury can be transformed into methyl
mercury, primarily by sulfate reducing bacteria. Mercury methylation
rates depend on many factors such as bioavailable mercury sulfide species
determined by the biogeochemistry of the system and dissolved mercury concentration. A thorough understanding of all of these processes
is essential to implementing an effective risk management strategy for
contaminated sediments. In this study, the potential performance of
amendments to increase the effectiveness of conventional sand capping
and in situ treatment was evaluated for mercury contaminated sediments
with different organic carbon levels. Proposed amendments are designed
to enhance the binding of mercury to the solid phase or to encourage the formation of nonreactive Hg complexes. Mercury sorbents and
other materials designed to influence Hg-speciation, including pH can
reduce bioavailable mercury levels and potentially reduce methylation.
Lab experiments and a pilot scale field study were performed to evaluate amendments including sorbents to reduce the amount of bioavailable
mercury and chemical additives to control redox chemistry or interfere
with the production of methyl mercury. Baseline sediment batch slurry as
well as mesocosm experiments with unamended sediments with different
characteristics were performed to evaluate net mercury release and net
methyl mercury production and identify key controlling factors. Sorbents
tested including activated carbon, biochars, organophilic clays while
chemicals considered included FeS to help control redox conditions away
from conditions that tend to maximize methyl mercury production. The
performance of each of the tested materials in controlling mercury availability, redox conditions and net methylation will be presented.
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TP001 Global biogeochemical implications of mercury discharges
from rivers and sediment burial
H.M. Amos, Harvard School of Public Health / Environmental Health; D.J.
Jacob, Harvard Univ; D. Kocman, Jozef Stefan Inst; H.M. Horowitz, Y.
Zhang, Harvard Univ; S. Dutkiewicz, Massachusetts Inst of Technology; M.
Horvat, Jozef Stefan Inst; E. Corbitt, Harvard Univ; E.M. Sunderland,
Harvard School of Public Health
Mercury (Hg) is a neurotoxin that cycles globally in the environment
and bioaccumulates in aquatic food webs. Rivers link anthropogenic Hg
releases on land to marine ecosystems. We estimate global present-day
Hg discharges from rivers to ocean margins based on a compilation of
published observations. We find that the magnitude of total Hg discharges is larger than previously estimated due to accounting for elevated
concentrations in Asian rivers. The fraction reaching the open ocean (i.e.,
not depositing to ocean margin sediments) is also greater than previous
estimates after considering variability in offshore transport across different types of estuaries. Inputs from rivers to the North Atlantic Ocean
have decreased several-fold since the 1970s but increased to the North
Pacific. Our analysis shows these trends in riverine input have large
effects at ocean margins but are small offshore and thus do not explain
observed declines in vertical seawater profiles in the North Atlantic or
increases in the North Pacific. Burial in nearshore marine sediments
represents a major sink in the global Hg biogeochemical cycle that has
not previously been considered. We find that including this sink in a
fully coupled global biogeochemical box model helps to accommodate
the large anthropogenic release of Hg from commercial products recently
added to global inventories. It also implies that natural environmental
Hg levels may be lower than previously estimated, suggesting a larger
relative impact from human activity and a potentially faster timescale
(centuries instead of millennia) for sequestration of anthropogenic Hg
from active cycling.

particulate matter and perhaps due to the increase of carbonates.
Dilution only were important small river areas and in the Tamujar creek
where is the principal form in the tho diferent hydrological regimes.
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TP005 Atmospheric Hg Emissions from Preindustrial Gold and
Silver Extraction in the Americas: A Reevaluation from LakeSediment Archives
C.A. Cooke, Environment; D.R. Engstrom, Science Museum of Minnesota /
St Croix Watershed Research Station; W.F. Fitzgerald, Univ of Connecticut
/ Dept of Marine Sciences; C.H. Lamborg, Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution / Dept of Marine Chemistry and Geochemistry; P.E. Drevnick,
The Univ of Michigan; E.B. Swain, Minnesota Pollution Control Agency;
S.J. Balogh, Metropolitan Council Environmental Services; P.H. Balcom,
Univ of Connecticut / Dept of Marine Sciences
Human activities over the last several centuries have transferred vast
quantities of mercury (Hg) from deep geologic stores to actively-cycling
earth-surface reservoirs, increasing atmospheric Hg deposition worldwide. Understanding the magnitude and fate of these releases is critical to
predicting how rates of atmospheric Hg deposition will respond to future
emission reductions. The most recently-compiled global inventories of
integrated (all-time) anthropogenic Hg releases are dominated by atmospheric emissions from preindustrial gold/silver mining in the Americas.
However, the geophysical evidence for such large early emissions is equivocal, because most reconstructions of past Hg-deposition have been based
on lake-sediment records that cover only the industrial period (1850-present). Here we evaluate historical changes in atmospheric Hg deposition
over the last millennium from a suite of lake-sediment cores collected
from remote regions of the globe. Along with recent measurements of Hg
in the deep ocean, these archives indicate that atmospheric Hg emissions
from early mining were modest as compared to more recent industrialera emissions. Although large quantities of Hg were used to extract New
World gold and silver beginning in the 16th century, a reevaluation of
historical metallurgical methods indicates that most of the Hg employed
was not volatilized, but rather was immobilized in mining waste.
TP006 Biomonitoring of Atmospheric Mercury Pollution using Tree
Bark at the Monte Amiata Mercury Mining District in Southern
Tuscany, Italy
M. Beutel, Washington State Univ / Civil and Environmental Engineering;
L. Chiarantini, V. Rimondi, P. Costagliola, M. Benvenuti, Università di
Firenze; P. Lattanzi, Univ of Cagliari
Mercury (Hg) emissions from active and abandoned cinnabar mines
pose a significant ecological threat to the environment. Much of the
focus at these sites is related to polluted runoff, which can contaminate
downstream water bodies and biota. Less attention has been paid to
quantifying atmospheric Hg pollution at mining sites and assessing the
health effects of atmospheric Hg on humans and wildlife. This study
used tree bark as a biomonitor to evaluate the spatial distribution of
atmospheric Hg pollution at Monte Amiata, Italy, one of five mining regions worldwide (including Almaden, Spain; Idrija, Slovenia;
Huancavelica, Peru; and New Almaden, California) that together
account for two-thirds of the world’s Hg ore deposits. The Monte
Amiata mining district is located in southern Tuscany, and has been
exploited since Etruscan times (ca. 700 BC). In the early 20th century
the district accounted for more than half of the world’s Hg production.
Mining activities ceased in the 1980s. Measurements of atmospheric
concentrations of total gaseous Hg at the mining district have exceeded
1,000 ng/m3, above the Tuscany Region authorities outdoor guideline
of 300 ng/m3, and well above regional background levels of 3-5 ng/m3.
Using flora, such as tree bark, as passive and integrative biomonitors
for atmospheric Hg pollution is simple and inexpensive. The approach
is also conductive to assessing long-term changes in atmospheric Hg
pollution over large spatial scales. Tree bark in particular, with its porous
morphology and lack of metabolic activity, can be an effective adsorbent
of airborne pollutants. Bark samples were collected longitudinally along
10 km of two river corridors moving away from the mining district, one
with extensive Hg pollution as a result of mining activity and another
with little mining impacts. Replicate bark samples were collected, air
dried, and analyzed for water content and total Hg using thermal decomposition, amalgamation, and atomic absorption. Results are expected to
show a pattern of exponential decrease in bark Hg content with distance away from the mine, with the rate of decrease being lower in the
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Hg-impacted stream corridor. The study is expected to show that the
simple collection and analysis of tree bark is useful in accessing spatial
patterns of atmospheric Hg pollution at polluted sites. This information can then be used to develop and optimize monitoring programs to
further assess Hg contamination in air, soil and water.
TP007 Mercury accumulation in sediments and seabird feathers from
the Antarctic Peninsula
K.P. Calle Delgado, O. Alvarado, Escuela Superior Politecnica del Litoral /
Facultad de Ingeniería Marítima Ciencias Biologicas Oceanicas y Recursos
Naturales; L. Monserrate, J.M. Cevallos, Escuela Superior Politecnica del
Litoral / Centro de Investigaciones Biotecnologicas del Ecuador; N. Calle,
Simon Fraser Univeristy; J. Alava, Simon Fraser Univ / School of Resource
and Environmental Management
Global cycling and deposition of mercury in remote areas of the world
continue being an issue of concern. With the aim to assess the impact
of mercury in the Antarctic Peninsula, ecotoxicological research was
conducted in Barrientos and Greenwich Island during the Antarctic
summers 2012 and 2013. Sampling for this study was done during the
XVI and XVII Ecuadorian-Antarctic expeditions to Ecuador’s Scientific
Station “Pedro Vicente Maldonado” at the Antarctic Peninsula carried
out by the Ecuadorian Antarctic Institute (INAE). The objectives were
to assess: a) total mercury (THg) concentrations in sediment samples;
b) mercury bioaccumulation in feathers of Antarctic seabirds, including
the brown skua (Catharacta lonnbergi), gentoo penguin (Pygocelys papua)
and chinstrap penguin (P. antarctica); and, c) Biomagnification (BMF =
predator/prey) and Biota Sediment Accumulation (BSAF = skuas/sediment) Factors. Sediments and feathers samples were analyzed via atomic
absorption spectrophotometry using a Direct Mercury Analyzer (DMA80). Despite mercury concentrations in sediments were relatively low
(THg means ranging 0.040–0.060 mg/kg dw in 2012 and 0.06–0.20
mg/kg in 2013), mercury concentrations were significantly higher in
brown skuas (THg mean ±SD = 2.90 ± 2.60 mg/kg dw) and gentoo penguins (1.80 ± 0.80 mg/kg dw) than in chinstrap penguins (0.80 ± 0.40
mg/kg dw) in 2012, and significantly higher in skuas (1.80 ±1.0 mg/kg
dw) than in both penguin species (0.50 ± 0.20 mg/kg dw and 0.24 ± 0.01
mg/kg dw in gentoo and chinstrap penguins) in 2013. BMFs indicated
that skuas exhibited 2.0 –7.5 times mercury concentrations relative to
those detected in penguins, suggesting trophic transfer of THg, while
BSAF values suggested a temporal decrease of 18.0% from 2012 to 2013.
Lack of significant differences in THg concentrations among sampled
sites indicated a common global source rather than local or regional
sources (i.e. international military and research stations in the Antarctic
Peninsula). Long-range environmental transport comprising both atmospheric and oceanic processes is the likely route of entry of mercury into
the marine environment of the Antarctic Peninsula and its wildlife.
TP008 A survey of mercury in air and precipitation across Canada
A. Cole, A. Steffen, Environment Canada / Air Quality Processes Research
Section; C. Eckley, Environmental Protection Agency; J. Narayan,
Environment Canada / Air Quality Processes Research Section; M. Pilote,
Environment Canada / Aquatic Contaminants Research Division; R.
Tordon, Environment Canada; J. Graydon, V. St Louis, Univ of Alberta /
Dept of Biological Sciences
The Minamata Convention includes a commitment to monitor mercury (Hg) in various media and continue to study its cycling in the
environment. Since the bulk of anthropogenic emissions of Hg are to
the atmosphere, and atmospheric concentrations respond quickly to
changes in those emissions, reliable monitoring data of atmospheric Hg
will form a necessary component of tracking changes in global emissions under the Convention as well as providing context for interpreting
ecosystem responses. Measurements of Hg in precipitation and of
speciated atmospheric Hg also provide important data on wet and dry
deposition of Hg to ecosystems for closing Hg budgets and validating
models. As part of a Canadian Mercury Science Assessment, up-to-date
atmospheric and precipitation Hg measurements from across Canada
were gathered and analyzed. The results update long-term trends of
Hg in air and precipitation and include new measurements, such as the
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first report of patterns and trends in speciated atmospheric Hg (gaseous
elemental mercury - GEM, reactive gaseous mercury - RGM, and total
particulate mercury - TPM) at several sites. This analysis revealed higher
air concentrations and wet deposition of Hg in the vicinity of local and
regional emission sources, and lower air concentrations of Hg at maritime sites compared to continental sites. Diel and seasonal patterns in
atmospheric GEM, RGM and TPM concentrations reflected differences
in the relative contributions of anthropogenic emissions, photo-induced
surface emissions, chemistry, deposition and mixing. Concentrations of
GEM decreased at rates ranging from -0.9% to -3.3% per year at all sites
where measurements began in the 1990s, while concentrations of total
Hg in precipitation declined up to -3.7% per year. Long-term trends in
RGM and TPM were less certain due to shorter measurement periods
and low concentrations, however, in spring at the high Arctic site (Alert)
when RGM and TPM concentrations were high, concentrations of both
increased by 7-10% per year. These concentration and wet deposition data
improve our current understanding of surface-atmosphere exchanges of
Hg and also provide a baseline for monitoring the response of concentrations, chemistry and deposition of Hg in Canada to national and global
emission reduction strategies.
TP009 Mercury Volatilization from Coastal Wetland Sites in Canada
and Portugal
N.J. O’Driscoll, Acadia Univ / Dept of Earth and Enviromental Science; S.
Justino, Acadia Univ; G. McArthur, St Francis Xavier Univ; J. Canario,
Inst Superior Técnico / Centro de Química Estrutural; D. Risk, St Francis
Xavier Univ / Earth Sciences; R. Tordon, Environment Canada
This presentation explores research examining the effects of radiation, tidal inundation, and vegetation on in situ volatilization fluxes of
gaseous elemental mercury from coastal wetlands in both Nova Scotia
(Bay of Fundy) and Portugal (Tagus Estuary). Mercury fluxes were
measured in situ over diurnal cycles at each site using modifications of
a Teflon dynamic flux chamber. In Nova Scotia fluxes ranged from -0.5
to 5 ng m-2 hr-1 with peak daily fluxes near solar noon and negligible
fluxes at night. A rain event allowed for a comparison of the efficiency of
radiation-induced flux between pre-rain and post-rain periods, showing that the efficiency was halved in the post-rain period. There was also
a noticeable hysteresis effect due to tidal inundation. In addition, the
response time of Hg flux to solar radiation decreased from pre-rain (40
minute lag) to post-rain (negligible lab) measurements. Air temperature
and tide height were identified to be of secondary importance to Hg
fluxes. Overall, our Nova Scotia results indicate that sediment moisture
is an important variable determining the extent (and mechanism) of
photochemical reduction and flux processes in coastal wetlands. Mercury
flux measurements from vegetation at the low contamination site in
Portugal ranged between -1.3 and 1.5 ng m-2 hr-1 as compared to -28
and 21 ng m-2 hr-1 at the highly contaminated industry site on the Tagus
Estuary. The flux data did not show a diurnal relationship at these sites.
An examination of the gaseous elemental mercury (GEM) in air concentration data showed that a diurnal pattern of GEM was observed at the
Alcochete site with maximum GEM concentrations (~3.4 ng m3) occurring at mid-day and high correlations with solar radiation. In contrast
the GEM data from the industry site showed very high GEM values
(>18 ng m3) occurring for consistent periods during the night. The high
GEM concentrations were also found to correlate with low wind speeds.
Together this data suggests that a local mercury source may be increasing
GEM during the nights as the wind speed decreases.
TP010 A passive air sampler for precise, spatially distributed atmospheric elemental mercury monitoring and source characterisation
D.S. McLagan, Univ of Toronto Scarborough / Chemistry; C. Mitchell,
Y.D. Lei, P. Huang, Univ of Toronto Scarborough / Dept of Physical and
Environmental Sciences; H. Hung, Environment Canada / Air Quality
Processes Research Section; A. Steffen, Environment Canada; F. Wania, Univ
of Toronto at Scarborough / Dept of Physical and Environmental Sciences
Mercury as a contaminant is under international scientific and regulatory scrutiny due to its adverse effects on human health. These effects
are caused largely by consumption of bioaccumulative methylmercury

in seafood. However, it is in the gaseous elemental form (GEM;
atmospheric lifetime ~1 year) that mercury is globally distributed. The
Minamata Convention, which aims to reduce mercury emissions globally, has created the need for an economical way to monitor atmospheric
GEM concentrations, including at long-term monitoring at remote and
hard-to-access sites. We are presently developing and testing a passive air
sampler (PAS) aimed at addressing this need. Additionally, the sampler
has the potential to allow for cost-effective mapping of GEM concentrations in source areas at high spatial resolution. The sampler consists
of a stainless steel mesh cylinder filled with activated carbon sorbents
(Calgon Carbon) placed in a commercially produced radial diffusive
barrier and housed in a PET external windshield, which doubles as a
storage and transport container. Initially, two activated carbon sorbents
were tested: HGR, a sulphur-impregnated activated carbon, and F400,
a virgin activated carbon. Linear uptake, especially for HGR activated
carbon, was observed over a 3 month indoor calibration and uptake
experiment, in which multiple PASs were deployed for increasingly
longer periods of time alongside an automated sampler that continuously recorded GEM concentrations. The observed sampling rates were
0.125±0.025 and 0.079±0.023 m3·day-1 for HGR and F400 carbon
sorbents respectively. HGR was chosen as the most appropriate sorbent
with which to move the prototype forward and a preliminary model
quantifying the rate of molecular diffusion of GEM through the PAS
estimated the sampling rate (0.064 m3·day-1) to be half of the observed
rate for this sorbent. Future work will include the characterisation of the
sampler’s uptake kinetics and uptake capacity and their dependence on
factors such as temperature, wind speed, relative humidity, and ambient
GEM concentrations.
TP011 Past and current monitoring of mercury in freshwater fish from
Manitoba, Canada
W. Jansen, NorthSouth Consultants
Monitoring of mercury concentrations in fish from Manitoba waterbodies has a 43-year history. Alarmed by reports of high concentrations
in fish from the Saskatchewan River, Federal Fisheries institutions
established a Manitoba fish mercury monitoring program in November
1969. The confirmation of elevated (>0.5 ppm) mercury concentrations
led to the incineration of harvested fish and the temporary closure of
commercial fisheries. Pulp-and paper mills and chlor-alkali plants in
Saskatchewan and Ontario were believed to be the source of the mercury contamination. The monitoring of muscle mercury in commercial
fish species from Manitoba waters has continued until recently by the
Canadian Food Inspection Agency, although at progressively reduced
intensity. An additional fish mercury monitoring program was instituted in 1982: The flooding of several riverine lakes as a consequence of
hydroelectric developments in northern Manitoba in the mid-1970s led
to a rise in fish mercury concentrations that threatened the health of local
fish consumers and the viability of fisheries. A Federal-Provincial agreement requested the monitoring of mercury in species commonly eaten
by local residents from affected lakes and a reference lake. The agreement was terminated after 1989, but mercury monitoring of four focal
species was continued between 1992 and 2005 under the partnership
of DFO, Manitoba Department of Natural Resources, and Manitoba
Hydro. Subsequent collection of fish mercury data by Manitoba Water
Stewardship and under Manitoba Hydro’s “Future Developments
Project” continued the long-term records for several lakes. Finally,
since 2009 fish mercury has been included in the “Coordinated Aquatic
Monitoring Program” (CAMP), a collaborative effort by Manitoba
Water Stewardship and Manitoba Hydro to assess the health of aquatic
ecosystems within the Hydro system. Under CAMP, mercury concentrations in Northern Pike (Esox lucius) and Walleye (Sander vitreus), Lake
Whitefish (Coregonus clupeaformis), and Yellow Perch (Perca flavescens)
from several waterbodies in each of seven regions within the Province
are monitored every three years, with yearly monitoring occurring in one
system lake and one reference lake. Until 2013, almost 80,000 muscle
mercury concentrations from 41 species and 358 waterbodies have been
included in the Manitoba fish mercury database. Some long-term patterns of mercury concentrations in piscivorous and omnivorous species
will be discussed.
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TP012 Automated mercury measurements in 250 mL samples for
lower detection limits
J.E. Creswell, J. Metz, Brooks Rand Instruments; C. Davies, Brooks Rand
Labs
Most mercury aqueous analyzers measure 25 to 50 mL samples. The
sample size is a compromise between sample volume and autosampler
capacity. Because most instruments measure mercury or mercury species
by pre-concentrating all or most of the mercury in solution onto a trap
prior to analysis, the larger the sample volume, the lower the detection
limit can potentially be. Although the detection limits achievable in 25
to 50 mL samples are suitable for most matrices, (0.03 ng/L and 0.002
ng/L in Brooks Rand Instruments’ automated total mercury and methylmercury systems, respectively) for certain ultra-low samples such as
open ocean seawater, snow, or unpolluted stream water, lower limits are
required. For this reason, we modified our analytical systems to accommodate larger sample bottles, allowing the analysis of up to 200 mL
of sample at a time and batches of up to 15 samples. The result is lower
detection limits for both total mercury and methylmercury analysis. An
additional benefit of the larger bottles is the ability to run challenging
samples at a greater dilution in order to overcome matrix interferences.
This new tool has the potential to greatly increase the efficiency of the
analysis of large samples and to aid in our understanding of mercury biogeochemistry in complex and challenging sample matrices. We present
total mercury and methylmercury analytical data, photos, and required
modifications to analytical parameters.
TP013 Mercury Concentrations in Red-winged Blackbirds (Agelaius
phoeniceus) from Prairie Pothole Region Wetlands
J. Wolfe, M. Brigham, B.D. Hall, Univ of Regina / Biology
Within the Saskatchewan Prairie Pothole Region (PPR), little research
has focused on the movement of mercury (Hg) from aquatic to terrestrial systems and the resulting exposure to insectivorous passerines.
Wetlands provide a favourable site for the conversion of inorganic Hg
into methylmercury (MeHg), a potent neurotoxin that is capable of
biomagnification. High, environmentally-relevant MeHg concentrations
can cause detrimental effects to passerines, including altered behaviour,
changes in sex ratios, and reduced reproductive success. However, PPR
wetlands are also important nesting sites for breeding birds, such as
the Red-winged Blackbird (Agelaius phoeniceus) (hereafter red-wings),
which puts them at risk of MeHg biomagnification. Our objectives
were to (1) provide a pilot survey of total Hg (THg) concentrations in
red-wing from wetlands in the Saskatchewan PPR, (2) compare THg
concentrations in red-wings to that in dragonfly larvae, a well-studied
autochthonous bioindicator, and (3) evaluate red-wing blood, feather,
and egg THg concentrations as Hg proxies. Overall, results from blood
and eggs suggest that these tissues are more responsive to finer-scale
changes in dietary MeHg; whereas dragonfly larvae THg concentrations
represent average Hg exposure over multiple seasons. Likewise, feather
THg concentrations show previous exposure, and decouple from blood
concentrations with shifts in diet. Our study emphasizes the importance
to understanding the movement of MeHg through the food web as well
as the organism when using Hg bioindicators.
TP014 Ultrastructural Alterations in Yellow Perch (Perca flavescens)
from a Biological Mercury Hotspot in Nova Scotia, Canada
A. Mueller, RWTH Aachen Univ; M. Brinkmann, RWTH Aachen Univ
Inst for Environmenta / Inst for Environmental Research; L.A. Baumann,
Univ of Bern / Centre for Fish an Wildlife Health; A. Stojiljkovic, M.
Stoffel, Univ of Bern; H. Segner, Univ of Bern / Centre for Fish and Wildlife
Health; K.A. Kidd, Univ of New Brunswick; H. Hollert, RWTH Aachen
Univ / Inst for Environmental Research
Kejimkujik National Park and National Historic Site (KNPNHS) is
a remote area in Nova Scotia, Canada without direct anthropogenic
pollution. However due to high concentrations of methyl mercury
(MeHg) found in yellow perch (Perca flavescens)it is known as a biological
mercury (Hg) “hotspot”. A former study in KNP has shown an increased
prevalence of macrophage aggregates (MA) in tissues (liver, kidney,
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spleen) from individuals with high Hg concentrations, suggesting a
negative impact of Hg on yellow perch at the cellular level. Therefore
the objective was to study whether the liver of yellow perch might show
ultrastructural alterations or pathological changes in correlation with Hg
concentrations found in these fish. To achieve this, yellow perch were
collected in the fall of 2013 from 5 lakes representing a wide range in Hg
concentrations. Livers from 4 fish per lake were perfused (glutardialdehyde, paraform-aldehyde, polyvinylpyrrolidone) and tissue was sampled
for histopathology and electron microscopy. The IN Cell Analyzer (GE
Healthcare Life Sciences) was used to measure the area of the MA in the
livers. The relative tissue area occupied with MA was calculated as MA
area [µm 2]/ total section area [µm 2]. MA were observed in the livers
from all fish and a positive correlation for total muscle Hg and relative
area of MA was observed (R 2: 0.56). Neither length nor weight of fish
(R 2: 0.096 and 0.094) correlated with the average relative area of MA.
The ultrastructural analysis of hepatocytes indicated that the lysosomes
were larger and more abundant in fish with higher Hg content. The significant positive correlation of macrophage aggregates and total muscle
Hg content as well as the non-significant correlation of MA and length,
as an indicator for age, confirm the findings of the earlier study: The
health of the yellow perch inhabiting KNP was adversely affected by Hg
at the cellular level. Additionally the effect of lysosome proliferation seen
at the ultrastructural level in fish with high Hg muscle content strengthens this theory and indicates that Hg is detoxified in the hepatocytes
through the lysosomes. Therefore the lysosome proliferation itself might
lead to an increased cellular turn-over rate, which results in higher
phagocytic activity seen in the increased prevalence of MA.
TP015 Mercury volatilization from Arctic snow – The influence of
UV, snow age, and temperature
E.A. Mann, Dept of Environmental Science; M. Mallory, Acadia Univ /
Biology; S. Ziegler, Memorial Univ of Newfoundland; T. Avery, Acadia
Univ / Biology; R. Tordon, Environment Canada; N.J. O’Driscoll, Acadia
Univ / Dept of Earth and Enviromental Science
Mercury moves to the Arctic atmosphere via atmospheric transport, and
then to surface environments through deposition processes, like snowfall
and dry deposition. Mercury deposited to the snowpack is subject to
photo-chemical reactions that may cause elemental mercury (Hg(0)) to
form and volatilize back to the atmosphere. Volatilization of mercury
from the snowpack may be dependent on incident solar radiation and
temperature. Hg(0) flux from snow to air was measured in situ with concurrent measurements of incident solar radiation and both atmospheric
and snowpack temperature to quantify these relationships. Flux measurements were undertaken from 20 to 28 March 2013 in Resolute Bay,
NU, Canada, using a Teflon flux chamber with a Tekran 2537B Mercury
Vapour Analyser to measure Hg(0) concentrations. A Davis Weather
Station measured air temperature every 10 min, and HOBO probes
were buried 5 to 10 cm below the snow surface to measure surface snow
temperature every 5 min. An OceanOptics USB 4000 spectroradiometer
was used to measure incident solar radiation every 5 min. Using a generalised additive model (GAM), it was determined that snow temperature
and the age of snow covered by the chamber significantly influenced the
flux of Hg(0) from snow. In addition, with higher intensities of incident
UV (280 – 400 nm) radiation, greater flux of Hg(0) from snow was
observed. Snow from Resolute Bay was also collected and shipped to
Acadia University NS, Canada to determine temperature dependence of
mercury photoreactions in snow. Snow was irradiated with 4.65 W·m-2
of UV radiation using a LuzChem photoreactor, and subjected to a range
of temperatures (-2 to -20 °C). The reduction of mercury in snow was
monitored using a Tekran 2537 and the kinetics of mercury reduction
determined at each temperature, assuming pseudo-first order kinetics. It
was determined that temperature did not significantly influence Hg photoreduction kinetics in the controlled laboratory experiment, until the
experimental temperature was above -5 °C and snow melted completely
during irradiation.
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TP016 Monitoring of seasonal shifts in DOM phototransformation
potential in temperate freshwater lakes: Implications for mercury
photodemethylation
S. Klapstein, Acadia Univ / Earth Environmental Science; D. Risk,
St Francis Xavier Univ / Earth Sciences; S. Ziegler, Memorial Univ
of Newfoundland; N.J. O’Driscoll, Acadia Univ / Dept of Earth and
Enviromental Science
Methylmercury bioaccumulation and subsequent effects on biota is of
serious concern in some remote ecosystems such as Southwestern Nova
Scotia. Sources of mercury in this area include bedrock and atmospheric deposition. While much is known about mercury methylation
in freshwater, much less is known about mercury demethylation. The
loss of methylmercury from the water column of lakes is dependent on
several processes including deposition to sediments and demethylation.
In lake water columns, microbial demethylation is very slow, therefore
mercury demethylation is primarily driven by photodemethylation. To
better quantify lake photodemethylation potential we must determine
a) the availability of solar radiation with depth in the water column and,
b) the variation in photoactive compounds such as chromophoric DOM
(CDOM). Freshwater lakes in Kejimkujik National Park with a wide
range of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) concentrations were chosen as
study sites. Floating sensors were installed in two lakes to continuously
monitor UV, photosynthetically active radiation (PAR), and temperature at three depths (10, 20, and 50 cm) in each lake water column.
Measurements were recorded every 15 minutes over a four-month period
from June 20-November 2, 2013. The depth of 95% UV attenuation
was 40-50 cm in the lower DOC lake compared to 10-20 cm in the
higher DOC lake. Lake water was also collected, filtered to 0.45 μm,
and continuously irradiated in a Luzchem photoreactor using 47 W/m2
UVA radiation for 24 hours. Subsamples were analyzed at multiple time
points for UV-visible absorbance, dissolved organic carbon (DOC), and
dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) concentrations. The absorbance losses at
350 nm and the photoreactivity of the water to UV were highly dependent
on the DOC concentration (R 2=0.97). This trend was consistent across
the season, as the DOC concentration increased into the fall, the photoreactivity of the lake water also increased. Total DOC losses over the 24
hours were not always significant however, spectral slopes (S275-295 and
S350-400) and slope ratios (SR) did increase significantly during irradiation experiments suggesting a decrease in high molecular weight relative
to low molecular weight CDOM with UV exposure. Overall, these field
study and lab experiment results indicate that solar radiation may be limited within lakes and this limitation could affect the potential for CDOM
phototransformation and ultimately mercury photodemethylation.
TP017 Influences of temperature and carbon loading on methylmercury bioavailability in estuaries
V.F. Taylor, Dartmouth College; B.P. Jackson, Dartmouth College / Dept of
Earth Sciences; K. Buckman, C.Y. Chen, Dartmouth College; R.P. Mason, P.
Balcom, Univ of Connecticut
Climate change is predicted to elevate water temperature and cause
increases in nutrient and carbon loading in coastal marine ecosystems.
In this study, effects of differences in temperature and organic carbon
were investigated in field and laboratory experiments. Field sampling was
conducted at two sites at each of three different latitudes (Chesapeake
Bay, MD, Long Island Sound, CT and Mount Desert Island, ME),
with varying sediment organic matter at each site. Geochemical
analyses included Hg speciation in sediment, porewater and surface
water. Primary producers, and primary and secondary consumers
were collected from benthic and pelagic zones in the intertidal zone of
estuaries. Porewater concentrations of methylmercury were higher at
subsites with high vs. low organic carbon concentrations in the sediment.
Bioaccumulation factors between Fundulus heteroclitus and suspended
particulate were higher for sub-sites with low carbon vs. high carbon,
for at least one site at each latitude. While laboratory experiments have
shown increased uptake of Hg by biota (L. plumulosus and Fundulus
heteroclitus) with increased water temperature, trends are less clear in field
studies, due to confounding biogeochemical factors.

TP018 Biophysical probing of halophyte Photosystem II changes
induced by Hg and MeHg exposure
B. Duarte, Faculdade de Ciências da Univ de Lisboa / Centro de
Oceanografia; T. Cabrita, R. Mendes, IPMA IP; H. Hintelmann, Trent
Univ / Dept of Chemistry; M. Caçador, Faculdade de Ciências da Univ de
Lisboa / Centro de Oceanografia; J. Canario, Inst Superior Técnico / Centro
de Química Estrutural
Salt marshes ecosystems, as one of the types of wetlands, are of great
ecological importance. Since these ecosystems are located largely near
or alongside estuaries, are often exposed and considered as natural sink
of heavy metals from industrial and urban sewage. Despite the fact that
some species from salt marshes can withstand some degree of contamination, excessive concentration of metals in the soil can not only cause
damages in the plants, but also be potentially harmful to human health,
through food chain. Mercury (Hg) is a globally dispersed pollutant that
exists in several different forms in salt marshes. One of the most toxic
forms is methylmercury (MeHg), a neurotoxin that accumulates in
aquatic organisms and biomagnified in the food web to concentrations
which result in adverse effects in reproduction and neural development in
fishes and mammals. Halimione portulacoides is one of the most abundant
halophytes in European salt marshes, being at the base of the food web
as a primary producer, but also known as an efficient Hg phytoremediator. To study the effect of MeHg and Hg in this halophyte physiology,
adult plants were exposed to two Hg stable isotopes, Me202Hg and
202Hg. Uptake and translocation within the plant organs were assessed
using both tracers during a 17 day time period. Simultaneously, the halophyte photobiology and anti-oxidative defences were also monitored. The
electronic energy fluxes showed that exposed plants have a lower capacity
to absorb and trap light energy in the photosystems. Nevertheless, all
the trapped energy was efficiently used in the production of electron
movement and thus in chemical energy production. An increase in the
quinone pool available for reduction within the chloroplast as well as
a loss of connectivity between the PSII antennae, were also observed
in Hg-exposed individuals. This was reflected in an increase of the
Chl b content concomitantly with an enhancement in some protective
carotenoids. Although some photochemical processes were negatively
affected, H. portulacoides showed protective mechanisms to counteract
Hg toxic effects at the photosystem level.
TP019 Using a minimally invasive sample to determine the burden of
total mercury in the American alligator and assess risk associated with
human consumption
F. Nilsen, National Inst of Standards and Technology / Medical Univ
of South Carolina; A. Brunell, T. Lange, Florida Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Commission; J.P. Delaney, Deseret Ranches of Florida; S.
Long, National Inst of Standards and Technology / Analytical Chemistry
Division; L. Guillette, Medical Univ of South Carolina
The harvest and consumption of the American alligator (Alligator mississippiensis) is an important economic industry, generating approximately
$1 billion dollars in Florida during 2012. Alligator is a gourmet and
healthy meat option with high protein and low fat content, making it
desirable. Farm-raised alligators are fed a controlled diet, whereas wild
alligators, that are hunted recreationally, consume wild prey and are
subject to bioaccumulation of environmental contaminants. In the southeastern United States, environmental contamination by mercury has been
a historic problem due to local sources such as coal- and oil-fired power
plants. In the 1990’s, the sale of wild-harvested alligator meat from the
Water Conservation Areas was banned in Florida due to high concentrations of mercury in the meat. Although mercury levels dropped during
the 1990’s as a result of changes in local inputs, continual monitoring for
human safety purposes is desirable because of the potential of Florida’s
wetlands to accumulate and methylate mercury. However, the large
scale harvest and testing of alligator tissues for this purpose is costly and
time consuming. This study identifies a non-lethal sample that can be
collected from free ranging or harvested alligators which can be used to
determine the mercury content in alligator meat that will be consumed.
Total mercury (THg) was measured for whole blood, scute, liver and
muscle tissue using a Milestone DMA-80 Direct Mercury Analyzer. A
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positive correlation was found between the tissues, demonstrating that
scute can be used to determine the mercury content for blood and muscle, with a high correlation coefficient (>0.90). The correlation between
scute and liver is less precise, due to the storage of inorganic mercury
in the liver and not in the other tissues. Due to the high variability in
the collection method for the scute samples, a consistent protocol for
subsampling and analysis was determined. Using the consistent protocol
for analysis, an accurate measurement of the scute can be a good proxy
for mercury concentrations in alligator muscle tissue.
TP020 Trophic Transfer of Mercury in a Subtropical Coral Reef Food
Web
C. Lienhardt, M.L. Parsons, D.G. Rumbold, Florida Gulf Coast Univ /
Depart of Marine and Ecological Sciences
Mercury (Hg) is a pollutant of global concern as concentrations of
methylmercury, the toxic and bioaccumulative form of Hg, biomagnifies through food webs to levels high enough to pose environmental
and human health risks. Coral reefs are comprised of complex food
webs containing a high number of lateral or horizontal links that do
not always end in top predators, which likely influences the efficiency of
trophic transfer. As part of a larger study investigating trophic transfer
of ciguatoxins, we determined concentrations of mercury and stable
isotopes of nitrogen (δ15N) and carbon (δ13C) in 256 samples of invertebrates (8 species) and fishes (45 species) collected at reefs near Long Key,
Florida to assess the efficiency of trophic transfer of Hg through a coral
reef food web. The relationship between mercury and δ15N was used to
estimate biomagnification integrated across the entire food web (i.e.,
food web magnification factor). The results of this study will be presented
and discussed in comparison to similar work completed recently in a
near-coastal, non-reef food web and ongoing work in two estuaries of
South Florida, as well as to other published studies.
TP021 Fate of Total Mercury and Methylmercury in Atmospheric
Rainwater
A. Won, M. Kim, K. Zoh, Seoul National Univ / Dept of Environmental
Health
Although relatively low levels of MeHg are found in waters, MeHg has
the ability to bio-accumulate in the aquatic food chain, resulting in levels
of MeHg in fish consumed by humans that exceed health guideline.
Among the various water compartments, mercury species including
methylmercury (MeHg) in rainwaters plays an important role in the
global mercury (Hg) cycle, including transport from atmosphere into
water by wet deposition process. However, there are only few studies which measured mercury species in rain waters. In this study, the
measurement of total mercury (THg) and MeHg in rainwaters was
performed. The rainwater samples were collected with a modified MIC-B
sampler in Seoul, Korea from July 2013 to January 2014. The results
showed that average concentrations of THg and MeHg in rainwater
samples were 14.14 ± 9.43 ng L-1 (ranging from 2.64 to 31.54 ng L-1) and
0.046 ± 0.04 ng L-1 (rangingfrom 0.003 to 0.153 ng L-1), respectively.
Also, the relationships between Hg content and rain event characteristics
such as total precipitation amounts and antecedent dry days were examined. The negative linear correlation between rainfall amount and MeHg
concentrations was observed (r2=0.19) (p < 0.05), indicating that MeHg
levels in rainwaters decreased as rainfall amounts increased. This result
might be due to “wash-out” effect of MeHg from the atmosphere during
the early stage of rain event. However, there was no statistically significant difference between rainfall amounts and THg concentrations.
TP022 Effect of DOM-fraction on photo-demethylation of MeHg in
water
M. Kim, Seoul National Univ / Dept of Environmental Health; A. Won,
B. Moon, Seoul National Univ; K. Zoh, Seoul National Univ / Dept of
Environmental Health
Methylmercury (MeHg) has been generally known as the species responsible for the toxicity of mercury due to its greater trophic transfer than
inorganic mercury in higher organisms. The fate (i.e., bioaccumulation,
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and sorption to soils and sediments) of MeHg depends on the dissolved
organic matter (DOM) content. DOM is a heterogeneous mixture of
organic compounds derived from microbial, plant and animal decompositions that can vary in concentration, composition and quality between
aquatic systems. DOM is known to be highly correlated with MeHg level
and facilitates its transport in aquatic systems. However, there is still lack
of knowledge regarding how MeHg binding changes with molecular size
of DOM. The structure of DOM can be directly related to its ability to
bind mercury (Hg). The objective of this study is to examine the relationship between MeHg photo-decomposition and individual molecular
size fractions of humic acid. Humic acid was fractionated using dialysis
experiment into four molecular size classes; MW < 3500, 3500< MW <
7000, 7000 < MW< 10,000, and MW >10,000 Da. MeHg photo-decomposition experiments were conducted under UV-A irradiation (λ=365
nm). The solutions were shaken after addition of MeHg (20 ng L-1) and
four molecular size classes of humic acid (2 mg L-1), then immediately
distributed into eight acid-cleaned quartz cells (50mL each) with little
to no headspace inside, and sealed by the silicone septum. One cell at a
specific time (i.e., 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 90 and 120 min) was taken out for the
analysis of MeHg concentration. The results showed that, the photodecomposition rate of MeHg decreased with increasing molecular size of
humic acid. The linear relationship between MeHg photo-decomposition
rate and molecular size of humic acid was obtained. This result implies
that MeHg preferentially binds to low molecular weight DOM fraction
(MW < 3,500 Da) in the humic acid extracts during MeHg photo-degradation. Small free amino acids degradation products and fragments of
aromatic humic substances may have increased binding preference for Hg
due to sulfur containing functional groups.
TP023 Effects of Biochar on Mercury Uptake and Toxicity in
Earthworms and Plants
J. Flanders, S. Thakali, URS Corp; R.G. Stahl, E. I. du Pont de Nemours
and Company / Corp Remediation
Biochar amendment is a promising remedial option for Hg-impacted
soils, but the potential to reduce Hg bioaccumulation by plants and
soil invertebrates and potential unintended consequences are not well
understood. The effects of biochar on Hg bioaccumulation by earthworms (Eisenia fetida) and plants [wheat (Triticum aestivum), soybeans
(Glycine max) and radish (Raphanus sativus)], and potential adverse effects
of biochar addition to soils were investigated. Soils with concentrations of 57 mg/kg and < 0.1 mg/kg total mercury (THg) were amended
with biochar (at 5% or 10% dry weight) and used in toxicity tests with
E. fetida and the plants following the Office of Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD) test protocols. Several metals in the high
THg soil (Cu, Mn, Zn) exceeded relevant ecological effects thresholds
for soils. Effects endpoints included survival, growth, and reproduction
in E. fetida and growth (seedling emergence, shoot height, and biomass) in plants. Following toxicity tests, adult and juvenile E. fetida and
plants were collected for THg and methylmercury (MeHg) analysis. No
apparent biochar-related adverse effects were observed on the mortality, growth, or reproduction in E. fetida. Adult mortality in the high
THg soil was reduced from > 30% in the 0% biochar control to 0% in
the 5% and 10% biochar treatments. E. fetida growth was also greater
in the high THg soil. MeHg concentrations in juvenile E. fetida were
lower in biochar treatments than in controls in both soils. In adult E.
fetida, MeHg was reduced in biochar treatments in the low THg soil.
Biochar appeared to have no adverse effects on plant growth and mercury
concentrations in plants were unaffected. Soil MeHg concentrations
decreased over the study duration in the high THg soil. The degree of
decline correlated with the concentration of biochar, suggesting biocharrelated inhibition of Hg methylation. However, in the background soil
MeHg concentration increased by 50% to 95% in biochar treatments
compared to the control, with the degree of increase inversely correlated
with the biochar concentration, suggesting that biochar reduced mercury
methylation at low THg concentrations. The study results indicate that
biochar amendment has no adverse effects on E. fetida or plants, and
likely reduces mercury or metal-related E. fetida mortality. Additionally,
biochar may reduce MeHg bioaccumulation in juvenile E. fetida.
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TP024 Mercury Accumulation and Speciation in Atlantic Stingray
(Dasyatis sabina) from Indian River Lagoon, Florida, USA
B. Soulen; D.H. Adams, Cape Canaveral Scientific Inc / Fish and Wildlife
Research Inst; A.P. Roberts, Univ of North Texas
Mercury (Hg) deposited into aquatic sediments can be converted into the
more toxic form methylmercury (MeHg) by microbial activity. Atlantic
stingrays (Dasyatis sabina) are benthic feeders mainly consuming invertebrates and, to a lesser extent, small fishes. Few studies have examined
Hg levels in stingray species. Atlantic stingrays are an estuarine and
nearshore species found along the coastal regions of the southeastern
U.S., and occur in multiple habitat types. This study aimed to quantify
mercury and mercury species (Hg (II) and MeHg) in Atlantic stingray
tissues from Indian River Lagoon (IRL); a 250 km long estuary that has
been experiencing decreasing water quality. Muscle and liver samples
were collected from 29 stingrays, then lyophilized and homogenized for
analysis. Total Hg concentrations for both tissues and MeHg concentrations in the liver were determined using combustion atomic absorption
spectrometry with a direct Hg analyzer (Milestone-DMA 80). Total Hg
concentrations in stingray muscle were significantly positively correlated
(r2 = 0.60, p < 0.001) with disk width. Mean total Hg in the muscle
tissue (0.56±0.30 mg/kg dw) was found to be significantly higher (p <
0.001) than mean total Hg in the liver (0.25±0.24 mg/kg dw). MeHg in
liver tissues ranged from 0.1% to 99% of the total Hg found. There was
a positive relationship (r2 = 0.74) between % MeHg in the liver and the
ratio of muscle Hg to liver Hg. Stingrays with low % MeHg in the liver
distributed proportionally less mercury to the muscle. This indicates that
metabolism (demethylation) of mercury in the liver may decrease systemic circulation of methylmercury and lead to sequestration of Hg (II)
in the liver. These results show that Atlantic stingray from IRL overall
have Hg concentrations that fall below the level known to have toxic
effects in marine fish species (2.5 mg\kg dw).
TP025 Mercury Accumulation and Speciation in the Livers of Marine
and Freshwater Fish Species
B. Soulen; D.H. Adams, Cape Canaveral Scientific Inc / Fish and Wildlife
Research Inst; B.D. Barst, Eau Terre Environnement; J.D. Smith, Univ
of North Texas; P.E. Drevnick, Université Du Québec / INRS-ETE; M.
Chumchal, Texas Christian Univ; A.P. Roberts, Univ of North Texas
Mercury is a global contaminant that is atmospherically deposited from
a variety of anthropogenic and natural sources. In aquatic systems,
bacteria convert inorganic mercury (Hg (II)) into the more bioaccumulative and toxic form methylmercury (MeHg). Fish store mercury mainly
in muscle, liver and kidney tissues, with small amounts found in brain
tissues. In the liver, MeHg is metabolized (demethylated) to form Hg
(II). In many fish species, it is unknown if there is a threshold concentration at which demethylation occurs or whether demethylation is rate
limited. It has been postulated that phylogenetic differences among
fishes in immune organization may determine demethylation potential
and thus the ability of a species to distribute mercury amongst tissues.
The objective of this study was to examine mercury accumulation and
speciation in several marine and freshwater fish species. Liver and muscle
tissue samples were taken and total mercury concentrations determined
using a Milestone DMA-80 direct Hg analyzer. Toluene extraction was
used to remove MeHg from liver tissues and determine concentrations of
MeHg and Hg (II). A percent MeHg was calculated for each individual
as well as a ratio of total muscle mercury to total liver mercury as a proxy
for examining sequestration tissues. These results will add important
information to the knowledge of how phylogeny influences mercury
demethylation and the kinetics of mercury demethylation in fish.
TP026 Total mercury concentrations in hatched eggshells of critically
endangered Wattled Crane (Bugeranus carunculatus) in South Africa
A.P. Daso, Univ of Pretoria / Dept of Chemistry; J.O. Okonkwo, R. Jansen,
J.D. Brandao, Tshwane Univ of Technology / Dept of Environmental Water
and Earth Sciences; A. Kotze, National Zoological Garden of South Africa
Globally, the avian populations face enormous threats via their exposure
to harmful environmental pollutants. Exposure to elevated mercury

(Hg) could induce serious reproductive and neurobehavioural dysfunctions, which can ultimately influence their population. Mercury residues
in avian tissues, especially in eggs may be explored to provide useful
information. In this study, we determined the concentrations of the total
Hg in hatched eggshells of the threatened Wattled Crane populations.
A total of six (N=6) samples were collected from nesting areas within the
KwaZulu-Natal Province, South Africa. The eggshells were acid digested
under reflux and their total Hg concentrations were determined using
cold-vapour atomic absorption spectrophotometry. The observed total Hg
levels for the Wattled Crane samples ranged from 14.84 to 36.37 µg/g
dw. Generally, all the measured total Hg concentration for the Wattled
Crane samples exceed the lowest observed adverse effect level (LOAEL)
of 0.5 µg/g wet weight (ww) established for avian species. An assessment
of the potential ecological risks revealed that they might be susceptible to
adverse effects associated with Hg, including lower hatchability, reduced
clutch size, and reproductive failures, amongst others. Consequently, we
conclude that the exposure of these birds to elevated Hg may be playing
some contributory roles to their present population decline.
TP027 Using Mercury Speciation Analysis to Evaluate a WWTP
Tertiary Treatment Iron Coated Sand Technology
S.R. Dent, CDM Smith Inc.; M. Beutel, Washington State Univ / Civil
Environmental Engineering; G. Moller, Univ of Idaho / Food Research
Center
The use of mercury (Hg) in industrial applications and the levels of Hg in
wastes have been declining significantly over the past 40 years. Although
significant measures have been taken to reduce the release of the toxic
metal into the environment, nearly one-third of fresh water bodies in
the US have elevated Hg concentrations in fish tissue over the USEPA
consumption guideline for Hg of 300 µg/kg wet weight. Currently, in
an effort to reduce the anthropogenic load of Hg to the Great Lakes
Region, the Great Lakes Initiative has implemented a strict wastewater discharge limit of 1.3 ng/L for Hg. Waste water treatment plants
(WWTPs) often see reductions in Hg load up to 97 to 99% with existing
primary and secondary treatment processes. However, when influent Hg
concentrations exceed 100 ng/L, meeting the 1.3 ng/L standard becomes
problematic. This study focused on a Hg mass balance and species transformation evaluation of a WWTP tertiary treatment technology, located
in Hayden ID, which utilizes iron coated sand to polish post-secondary
wastewater streams. The tertiary treatment has two effluent streams, one
of the polished wastewater effluent, and the other a spent iron sludge that
was re-circulated to the oxidative ditch in the WWTP. A full treatment
system mass balance was performed at each node of the WWTP process
for total Hg (THg), and a speciation analysis was performed at each
node of the tertiary treatment process consisting of THg, methylmercury
(MeHg), and reactive Hg. Above average, ~99.9%, removal efficiencies
were observed through the primary and secondary treatment processes
of the WWTP. The tertiary treatment was successful in polishing the
resulting waste stream for overall THg and MeHg, with 50% and 25%
post primary reductions, respectively. Conversely, an increase in reactive
Hg was observed through the tertiary treatment of approximately 25%.
This presentation discusses the potential benefits of incorporating Hg
speciation into WWTP process evaluations, in particular the MeHg and
reactive Hg fractions which have larger implications on aquatic ecosystem health than overall THg load.
TP028 From the Sierra Nevada to the Sea: A Five-Year Statewide
Survey of Mercury in Fish in California
J.A. Davis, J. Ross, San Francisco Estuary Inst; G. Ichikawa, California
Dept of Fish and Wildlife; A. Bonnema, W. Heim, Moss Landing Marine
Laboratories
The California State Water Resources Control Board’s Surface Water
Ambient Monitoring Program (SWAMP) has established a new
statewide bioaccumulation monitoring program. The program began
with a two-year screening survey of bioaccumulation in fish in lakes
and reservoirs in 2007 and 2008, followed by a two-year survey of the
coast in 2009 and 2010, and a survey of rivers and streams in 2011. This
survey represents the first systematic, statewide effort to characterize
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the impact of contaminants on safe consumption of fish that are caught
from California waters. The survey analyzed 8,956 fish from 403 fishing
locations, and documented widespread, and in some cases severe, impact
of methylmercury on the fishing beneficial use. Methylmercury is the
contaminant that poses the greatest concern for consumers of fish caught
in California water bodies. A significant proportion of the locations
sampled in each water body class had a species that exceeded a California
no consumption threshold of 0.44 ppm, ranging from a high of 37% of
the locations on the coast to a low of 13% of the river and stream locations. Variation among species was considerable: in many cases, other
less-contaminated species were present alongside the species with high
concentrations so that some degree of safe fish consumption is possible
at the vast majority of locations. Regions with uniformly high concentrations included the North Coast, the Bay-Delta, the Coast Range in the
Bay Area, and the Sierra Nevada foothills. High concentrations were less
prevalent but still common in southern California. The high concentrations in the Bay-Delta region and the Sierra foothills suggest the
importance of the legacy of historic mercury and gold mining. On the
other hand, high concentrations on the North and Central coasts suggest the possible importance of atmospheric inputs. Overall, the survey
results suggest that due to the combination of these and other sources
methylmercury contamination can be a problem anywhere in California
that long-lived, resident, predatory fish are present. This survey has
provided an extensive, comprehensive, robust, and well-documented
body of observations that can provide a strong foundation for assessment
of long-term trends driven by state control programs, changes in global
emissions, or climate change.
TP029 Using stable isotopes to trace mercury transfer across a salinity
gradient within the Husky Lakes, Northwest Territories, Canada
N. Gantner, Univ of Northern British Columbia; J. Gareis, D. Ross, Aurora
Research Inst; B. Dimock, H. Hintelmann, Trent Univ
Mercury can accumulate in apex-predator fish muscle to concentrations exceeding those considered safe for subsistence consumption by
humans. Fish species such as Lake trout are typical apex-predators of
Arctic lakes and can be a significant source of food for local indigenous
peoples. The influence of abiotic factors and biological parameters on
Hg accumulation in apex-predators are not well understood. Further,
a good understanding of sources of Hg to and processes within water
column and food webs is still lacking. Our study aims to investigate
the interactions of water column, food webs and Hg transfer in aquatic
systems along a salinity gradient in the Inuvialuit Settlement Region
(Canada). The selected Husky Lakes, Yaya, and Noell Lake ecosystems
represent a range of water column and ecological characteristics, as well
as Hg delivery (marine-, riverine- or freshwater-derived). We investigate
how those characteristics affect Hg transfer and fractionation. All lakes
are frequented by the Inuvialuit communities Inuvik and Tuktoyaktuk
for subsistence fishing. Sampling includes surface water, benthic and
pelagic invertebrates, tissues from harvested fishes, and non-target fishes.
Biological parameters of fishes (age, length, weight, diet) are recorded
and invertebrates separated by species. Sample analysis includes total Hg
(THg), monomethylHg (MeHg), and stable isotopes of carbon (δ13C),
nitrogen (δ15N), and Hg (δxHg) and otolith microchemistry. Hg IRs are
analyzed by multi-collector inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (MC-ICP/MS). Hg mass independent fractionation (MIF; Δ199Hg)
and mass dependent fractionation (MDF; δ202Hg) was calculated and
evaluated against conditions in the water column, food web transfer and
the potentially difference in Hg delivery. We demonstrate that MIF
varies in Lake Trout from different lakes up to ~2‰; We will present
new results from this multidisciplinary study and discuss our preliminary
findings with particular focus on implications for future research efforts
in a changing Arctic environment.
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TP030 Spatial and temporal trends of mercury in lake ecosystems in
northern Manitoba, Canada; the influence of smelters
M. Evans, Aquatic Contaminants Research Division; D.C. Muir, J.L.
Kirk, J. Keating, K. Painter, Environment Canada / Aquatic Contaminants
Research Division; R. Balthasar, H. Hintelmann, Trent Univ / Dept of
Chemistry
The Flin Flon smelter in northern Manitoba began operation in the late
1920s, releasing an estimated 19.9 t/yr of mercury to the atmosphere over
1928-1993, and 1.4 t/yr over 1995-2000 (when emission controls were
implemented), with emissions from the stack ending when the smelter
closed in 2010; emissions of Hg deposited on the landscape continue.
Here we report on our 2009-2013 food web and sediment core investigations of a series of lakes located up to 110 km from the smelter to assess
1) temporal trends in Hg with reductions in emission rates, and 2) spatial
patterns in Hg concentrations in predatory fish and the factors affecting these patterns. Hg concentrations in surface sediments remain high
averaging 2,843-10,771 ng/g in lakes located within 7 km of the smelter,
256-981 ng/g in lakes 7-40 km from the smelter, and 186-286 ng/g in
lakes more than 70 km away. However, Hg concentrations in northern
pike were low (< 0.3 µg/g) in lakes located in close proximity to the
smelter; high selenium concentrations in lake sediments may have inhibited Hg methylation and uptake rates. Hg concentrations in pike were
highest in lakes in the NW where periodic acidic conditions may have
favored Hg methylation. Hg fluxes in sediment cores began increasing in
the ~1930s, peaked in the late 1980s-early 2000s, reaching up to 6,529
µg/m 2/yr in lakes near the smelter; post-2000 rates decreased dramatically to 540-3,914 mg/m 2/yr in lakes within 7 km of the smelter, but
remained high. Despite the decline in Hg emission and flux rates, Hg
concentrations in pike generally were higher than in 1982; lake pH was
higher. This suggests that other factors, possibly associated with climate
change, may have affected an increase in Hg methylation rates despite
substantial reductions in emission rates and an increase in lake pH. Our
preliminary investigation of Hg isotopes is providing new insights into
Hg pathways.
TP031 Remediation strategies for mercury contamination in
Hodgdon Pond, Acadia National Park:the use of zero-valent iron and
granular activated carbon
A. Lewis, Univ of Maine; A. Amirbahman, Univ of Maine / Civil and
Environmental Enginnering; T. Huntington, M. Marvin-DiPasquale, USGS
Wetlands are well-known hotspots for storing mercury (Hg) and
converting it to its more toxic form, methylmercury (MeHg). MeHg is
subsequently released into adjacent water bodies and taken up by fish.
In 2010-2012, an expansive survey of more than 125 lakes and ponds in
Maine suggested that fish with the highest MeHg burdens were found
in waters with a large wetland contribution. Among these systems,
Hodgdon Pond, Acadia National Park, Maine, had the highest levels of
fish MeHg due to the large proportion of adjacent wetlands. As such,
a sustainable remediation of wetlands with respect to Hg contamination is of public interest. The objective of this work was to determine if
the use of zero-valent iron (ZVI) and granular activated carbon (GAC)
application are appropriate MeHg remediation strategies for the wetland
system. Twelve mesocosms were constructed in the inundated fringing
wetland of Hodgdon Pond, and ZVI and GAC were applied as treatments. Sediment and porewater samples were collected at different times,
and analyzed for relevant parameters. Results indicate that both ZVI and
GAC significantly (p < 0.01) lower the concentration of MeHg in porewater, and that more ~2 more MeHg is present in porewater in summer
than fall due to plant activity and temperature. A set of laboratory experiments was also conducted using intact sediment clumps and plants from
adjacent wetland to Hodgdon Pond. Twelve microcosms were assembled
from this material and incubated in the lab with overlying Hodgdon
Pond water; ZVI and GAC treatments were applied. Approximately ten
snails (Lymnaea. stagnalis) were added to each microcosm and sacrificed
after 28 days. Results for porewater and sediment corroborate trends seen
in the field, and snail tissue results indicate that snails in microcosms
treated with ZVI and GAC take up less MeHg than snails in control
microcosms.
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Evaluating Ionogenic Chemicals: Moving Beyond
PBT Criteria
TP032 Experts Workshop on the Ecotoxicological Risk Assessment
of Ionizable Organic Chemicals: Environmental Fate and Transport
Workgroup
T. Gouin, Unilever / Safety and Environmental Assurance Centre; M.
Bonnell, Environment Canada; M. Lam, Environmental Stewardship and
Sustainability Organization
There is a growing need to develop analytical methods and tools that
can be applied to assess the environmental risks associated with charged,
polar, and ionisable organic chemicals, such as those used as surface
active chemicals, biocides, and active pharmaceutical ingredients.
Ionisation of an organic chemical can lead to a change in the sorption
behaviour of a chemical, with anionic compounds possibly having lower
sorption and cationics experiencing higher binding affinity, relative to
their neutral counterparts. Changes in sorption behaviour will have
a direct influence on bioavailability. Modelling the freely dissolved
concentration is further complicated by the role of salinity and pH on the
sorption of ionised chemicals to organic matter, but also to clay minerals.
Changes in pH can also result in substantial differences in ecotoxicological effects, implying the need to determine pH-specific toxicity data. As
part of an experts workshop on the ecotoxicological risk aassessment of
ionisable organic chemicals, factors influencing the sorption behaviour,
and hence the bioavailability of these chemicals was investigated. Here
we present a summary of the key questions addressed by the environmental fate and transport workgroup, who focused primarily on the
mechanisms influencing bioavailability. Key questions addressed include
an assessment of the primary physicochemical properties that influence
environmental distribution, limitations and relevance of organic carbonwater partitioning, the role of bound residues and the importance with
respect to bioavailability and distribution, the role of counterions/ionic
strength and pH, and an assessment of the appropriateness of current
testing methods for applicability to ionisable organics, and recommendations regarding the development of models that can be used to better
estimate environmental fate and distribution.
TP033 Experts Workshop on the Ecotoxicological Risk Assessment
of Ionizable Organic Chemicals: Bioaccumulation/ADME
J.M. Armitage, Univ of Toronto Scarborough / Dept of Physical and
Environmental Sciences; G. Rattray, Health Canada / Environmental
Impact Initiative Division; J.W. Nichols, USEPA / ORD NHEERL Mid
Continent Ecology Division
The bioaccumulation potential of neutral organic chemicals (e.g., PCBs,
DDT, brominated flame retardants) has received a great deal of attention from scientists in the field of environment toxicology and chemistry
over the past four decades. Regulations based on our understanding of
the behaviour of such compounds have also been established (e.g., PBT
criteria). Beginning with the detection of perfluoroalkylated acids (e.g.,
PFOA, PFOS) and various pharmaceuticals in the environment and
biota in the past decade, there has been a growing recognition of the
need to better understand and characterize the bioaccumulation potential
of ionizable organic chemicals (IOCs), i.e., compounds that can exist
in neutral and charged form in the environment. The bioaccumulation
potential of IOCs was the focus of one of the work groups assembled as
part of the “Experts Workshop on the Ecotoxicological Risk Assessment
of Ionizable Organic Chemicals: Towards a Science-Based Framework
for Chemical Assessment” (November 5th-7th, 2014). The main objective
of the work group was to address questions on the foundation issues that
influence the uptake, distribution, metabolism and elimination of IOCs
within organisms. The purpose of this presentation is to communicate
the main findings, discussion points and data gaps pertaining to these
topics identified by the work group. Key issues include the limitations of
current testing strategies for IOCs, the applicability of available modeling tools and the utility of current regulatory schemes for assessing and
prioritizing the multitude of chemicals which have ionizable functional
groups.

TP034 Experts Workshop on the Ecotoxicological Risk Assessment
of Ionizable Organic Chemicals: Ecotoxicology
B.I. Escher, Helmholtz Centre for Environmental Research GmbH UFZ /
Cell Toxicology; B.W. Brooks, Baylor Univ / Dept of Environmental Science;
T.W. Valenti, Syngenta Crop Protection LLC / Environmental Safety; D.J.
Caldwell, Johnson & Johnson; T.R. Henry, USEPA / Office of Pollution
Prevention and Toxics
The ecotoxicological effects of ionizable organic chemicals (IOCs), i.e.,
compounds that can exist in neutral and charged form in the environment, depend very much on their speciation because toxicokinetics,
toxicodynamics and even mode of action for IOCs can be strongly influenced by the pH and speciation. For example, the important mechanism
of toxicity of uncoupling of oxidative and photophosphorylation entirely
depends on the interplay between the neutral and charged species of
weak lipophilic acids. Studies with aquatic organisms have also demonstrated pH-dependent potency; which were attributed to differences in
ionization state that influenced uptake, and ultimately effects. In some
instances, ionization state is already considered by regulatory agencies (e.g. ammonia, pentachlorophenol) to establish toxicity thresholds.
The substantial difference in potency among neutral and charged forms
of some IOCs suggest that ecotoxicity of IOCs could be modelled as
a mixture effect of all species involved. The ecotoxicological effects of
IOCs were the focus of one of the work groups assembled as part of
the “Experts Workshop on the Ecotoxicological Risk Assessment of
Ionizable Organic Chemicals: Towards a Science-Based Framework for
Chemical Assessment” (November 5th-7th, 2014). The main objective
of the work group was to discuss how speciation of IOCs may influence
their ecotoxicity. The purpose of this presentation is to communicate the
main findings, discussion points and data gaps pertaining to these topics
identified by the work group. Key issues include: 1) limitations of current
ecotoxicity testing strategies for IOCs, 2) applicability of existing toxicity
data, and 3) the utility of current prospective and retrospective regulatory
regimes for assessing and prioritizing IOCs. *The views expressed in this
abstract are those of the author and do not represent USEPA policy or
endorsement.
TP035 Environmental partitioning of positively charged organic
micropollutants: medium dependent sorption coefficients?
S. Droge, Utrecht Univ / IRAS Toxicology; Y. Chen, Utrecht Univ / Inst
for Risk Assessment Sciences / IRAS Toxicology; J. Hermens, Utrecht Univ /
IRAS Toxicology
Ionogenic compounds are challenging micropollutants to perform adequate environmental risk assessment for. Traditional partitioning models
are optimized for, and calibrated with, neutral chemicals. They focus
predominantly on octanol-water relationships for sorption to soil organic
matter and lipid/cell membranes. The sorption processes between ionogenic compounds and environmental substrates, however, strongly differ
from those for neutral compounds. Partly this concerns ionic interactions
that are not covered with Kow relationships. Since most environmental
systems are predominantly negatively charged, it is not surprising that
particulary charged bases sorb strong to both soil organic matter and
phyllosilicate clay minerals, much stronger than Kow (or Dow) predictions. Many important classes of pharmaceuticals, illicit drugs, natural
alkaloids and toxins are bases with a pKa between ~8-10, so improving
partition modeling based on detailed mechanical insight in the sorption
process is urgently needed. The process is often referred to as sorption
to negatively charged “cation-exchange” sites, but, what is this process
actually? Why and how is cation-exchange influenced by medium conditions, and can we therefore apply single (intrinsic) sorption coefficients ?
How does the surrounding of a negatively charged sorption site influence
the affinity? Charged bases also sorb relatively strong to phospholipids.
Is this also cation-exchange? What are differences between negatively
charged organic matter and a zwitterionic phospholipid, and what can
we learn from sorption models for heavy metals? And can proteins be
treated in a similar way? Some examples presented in this presentation
for cationic surfactants, metals, and basic pharmaceuticals suggest the
need to include “electrostatic attraction” in addition to “intrinsic sorption affinities” at cation-exchange sorption sites. This should shed more
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light on the comparisons of sorption affinities to different environmental
substrates. It should also facilitate the construction of more consistent
data sets, which are urgently needed to better understand the influence
of nonionic interactions of charged micropollutants at different environmental substrates.
TP036 Simulating the bioaccumulation behaviour of the neutral
organic chemical hexachlorobenzene and its ionogenic metabolite,
pentachlorophenol, in mammals
J.M. Armitage, Univ of Toronto Scarborough / Dept of Physical and
Environmental Sciences; J.A. Arnot, ARC Arnot Research & Consulting
/ Dept of Physical Environmental Science; F. Wania, Univ of Toronto at
Scarborough / Dept of Physical and Environmental Sciences
Hexachlorobenzene (HCB) and pentachlorophenol (PCP) are two
well-known organic contaminants that have been widely detected in
the environment and biota. HCB is listed under Annex A and C of the
Stockholm Convention whereas PCP (and its salts and esters) is currently
under review for possible listing. The main biotransformation pathways
of HCB in rodents have been characterized previously; HCB can be conjugated with glutathione (and subsequently further transformed to other
metabolites such as pentachlorobenzenethiol) or hydroxylated to form
PCP (and subsequently transformed to other metabolites such as tetrachlorohydroquinone). An often overlooked aspect of the fate/transport
and bioaccumulation behaviour of PCP is that it is an organic acid with a
pKa of approximately 4.7. Accordingly, the molecule is > 99% charged at
the physiological pH of 7.4. The main objective of this study is to simulate the bioaccumulation behaviour of HCB and PCP using a generic
Physiologically-Based Pharmacokinetic (PBPK) model. The PBPK
model distinguishes between storage lipids (e.g. adipose), phospholipids
(i.e., membranes), plasma proteins (e.g., albumin) and structural proteins
in the description of the sorption capacity of tissues. Biotransformation
rate constants for HCB and PCP are estimated using a recently published approach. The organism is assumed to be exposed solely to HCB
via the diet and then the pharmacokinetics of the parent compound
(HCB) and its metabolites (PCP and others) are simulated over time.
The internal tissue distribution, elimination pathways and kinetics and
other metrics of bioaccumulation behaviour (e.g., Apparent volume of
distribution, V D) are then compared and contrasted. The model output
demonstrates the key differences between the bioaccumulation behaviour
of neutral and ionogenic organic chemicals in biota.

Ecological Consequences of Exposure to
Pharmaceuticals from Wastewater Treatment and
Manufacturing Effluents
TP037 Pharmaceuticals in the EU – Regulatory developments and
derivation of environmental quality standards
C. Moermond, E. Smit, RIVM / Centre for Safety of Substances and
Products; P.V. Vlaardingen, RIVM / Expert Centre for Substances
Within the EU, marketing of human and veterinary pharmaceuticals is
regulated by their respective EU Directives. The authorisation process
includes the performance of an environmental risk assessment (ERA).
Results of this ERA are taken into account in the benefit/risk analysis
and the resulting decision on authorisation for veterinary pharmaceuticals, but not for human pharmaceuticals. Next to the authorisation
frameworks, the EU Water Framework Directive (WFD) deals with
the protection of the aquatic environment against adverse effects of
micropollutants. During the last revision of the European list of priority
substances under the WFD, several pharmaceuticals have been considered. After the political debate they were not listed on the priority
substances list because not enough monitoring data were present to
substantiate prioritisation and/or information on environmental effects
was missing. Three pharmaceuticals (ethinylestradiol, estradiol and
diclofenac) were placed on a so-called European watchlist. Member
states should collect monitoring data for these watchlist-compounds
during the coming years to prepare for the next round of identifying
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priority substances. As a result of the negotiations, the EU Commission
will come with a strategy on pharmaceuticals in the environment within
the next two years. Within the Netherlands, four pharmaceuticals (carbamazepine, metformin, metoprolol, and amidotrizoic acid) have been
placed on a national watchlist. To put monitoring data into perspective
for the coming revision of the priority substances list, environmental
quality standards (EQSs) need to be derived according to the WFDmethodology. For these four compounds, we attempted to derive EQSs,
considering direct ecotoxicity, secondary poisoning, human consumption
of fishery products and the use of water for drinking water abstraction.
For amidotrizoic acid no EQSs could be derived due to a lack of data.
The relatively low EQS values for carbamazepine (0.50 µg/L) indicate
a potential problem with surface water quality in the Netherlands. In
general, a lack of access to original study reports hampered a sound
derivation of quality standards. We make a plea that pharmaceutical
companies and competent authorities provide all information necessary, when needed to derive environmental quality standards for
pharmaceuticals.
TP038 Analysis of Commercially Available Produce for
Pharmaceuticals and Personal Care Products
S.L. Nason, Univ of Wisconsin Madison / Environmental Chemistry and
Technology Program; E.L. Miller, Univ of Wisconsin Madison / Molecular
and Environmental Toxicology Center; C. Hedman, Wisconsin State /
Wisconsin State Laboratory of Hygiene; K. Karthikeyan, Univ of Wisconsin
Madison / Biological Systems Engineering; J.A. Pedersen, Univ of Wisconsin
Madison
Municipal wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) effluents typically
contain many pharmaceuticals and personal care products (PPCPs).
In arid and semi-arid areas of the U.S. and other countries, treated
wastewater may be used for irrigation, either directly or indirectly (e.g.,
water withdrawals from WWTP effluent-dominated streams), which
results in the exposure of crop plants to PPCPs. Experimental studies
have demonstrated the potential for plants to take up a variety of PPCPs
and translocate them to above-ground tissues. To our knowledge, the
presence of detectable levels of PPCPs in the edible portions of commercially grown crops in North America has not been reported. Assessing
human exposure to PPCPs in crops requires the analysis of commercially
grown produce. We tested a variety of crops sourced from regions where
effluent irrigation is practiced for the presence of 16 selected PPCPs.
Crops investigated were strawberries, iceberg lettuce, spinach, celery,
kale, swiss chard, and onions. Produce was obtained from supermarkets
and from a farm stand. Analytes were selected based on their occurrence
in WWTP effluent and included carbamazepine, naproxen, ofloxacin,
diphenhydramine, and others. Analysis was completed using a novel,
simplified method for detecting PPCPs in plant matrices. Sequential
neutral-acid-base accelerated solvent extraction was used with minimal
clean-up prior to sample analysis. Compounds were separated by singleinjection high performance liquid chromatography, and detected on a
triple quadrupole mass spectrometer with electrospray ionization and
polarity switching. Most previous published methods require solid phase
extraction clean up and multiple injections to analyze a full range of
acidic, zwitterionic, neutral, and basic compounds. Our method is simpler and more easily automated, but achieves similar recoveries. Limits of
quantification were below 5 ng/g with most below 1 ng/g. Results from
the survey of the aforementioned crops will be presented.
TP039 Risk evaluation of glucocorticoids discharged from sewage
treatment plants in Japan: Effects on the responses to bacterial infection in fish
K. Nakayama, Ehime Univ / Center for Marine Env Studies; K. Sato, H.
Ikeda, D. Imajuku, S. Kitamura, Ehime Univ; T. Isobe, National Inst for
Environmental Studies; G. Suzuki, National Inst for Environmental Studies
/ Center for Material Cycles and Waste Management Research
Natural and synthetic glucocorticoids (GCs), used as anti-inflammatory
drugs, have been detected from the surface waters and the effluents of
sewage treatment plants. It is known that high concentration of GC
suppresses immune function in fish, which can be induced by profound
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stress. In the present study, in order to assess whether low concentration
of synthetic glucocorticoids causes the immune suppressive effects and the
subsequent infectious disease in fish, we analyzed the effects of clobetasol propionate on the responses to infection of a pathogenic bacterium
(Aeromonas sp.) in common carp (Cyprinus carpio). Fish were intraperitoneally injected with Aeromonas at 1.6 × 106 cells/fish, and control fish
were injected with only culture medium. After infection, each group
was divided into two subgroups. One subgroup was exposed to 1 µg/L
clobetasol propionate for 7 days, and another one was kept in contaminant-free water. Aeromonas infection caused 20% mortality, although
GC exposure to infected fish reduced mortality rate (0%). In addition,
Aeromonas infected group showed the increase of kidney weight and of
leukocyte numbers in peripheral blood, which were the typical responses
to bacterial infection. However, the weight of kidney and the number
of leukocytes in infected fish kept with GC contaminated water were
not different from those in control fish. None of these endpoints were
affected in fish exposed to GC without Aeromonas infection. These results
indicated that relatively low level of GC might suppress excess inflammation caused by bacterial infection rather than causing immunotoxic effects
in carp. According to our GC monitoring study, clobetasol propionate
was detected at ≤4.3 ng/L from the effluents of sewage treatment plants
in Japan. Even the sums of GC-like activities were less than 140 ng
dexamethasone-equivalent/L. Taken together with the present and previous studies testing GC effects on fish, GCs and GC-like compounds at
environmentally relevant level may not cause adverse effects on fish.
TP040 Predictability of mixture toxicity of pharmaceuticals at environmental relevant concentration to three aquatic organisms
H. Watanabe, National Inst for Environmental Studies / Center for
Environmental Risk Research; I. Tamura, Integrated Environmental Risk
Research Section; R. Abe, H. Takanobu, A. Nakamura, National Inst for
Environmental Studies / Center for Environmental Risk Research; T.
Suzuki, Water Quality; A. Hirose, National Inst of Health Sciences; T.
Nishimura, National Inst of Health Sciences / Division of Environmental
Chemistry; N. Tatarazako, National Inst for Environmental Studies /
Environmental Risk
Development of environmental risk assessment guideline for pharmaceuticals is urgent issue in Japan. The draft guideline only deals with
the assessment of each pharmaceutical before use; however, it is necessary to consider mixture toxicity of pharmaceuticals after discharge into
receiving waters. In this study, we evaluated the single and the mixture
toxicity of ten pharmaceuticals using three short-term chronic toxicity tests: algal growth inhibition test (Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata), a
daphnid reproduction test (Ceriodaphnia dubia), a fish short-term toxicity
test on embryo and sac-fry stages (Danio rerio). Ten pharmaceuticals ((±)
sulpiride, clarithromycin, diphenhydramine HCl, bezafibrate, acetaminophen, ketoprofen, phenytoin, etodolac, crotamiton, epinastine
HCl) were mixed at 100 to 30,000 times maximum detected concentration in the urban river in Tokyo, and a series of diluted solutions was also
subjected to the toxicity tests. On the basis of the concentration–response
relationships of the single compounds, the mixture toxicity of the ten
compounds was estimated by the concepts of concentration addition
(CA) and independent action (IA). The mixture toxicity was expected
to be best predictable by IA than CA because the ten pharmaceuticals,
except for three antipyretics, acetaminophen, ketoprofen, and etodolac,
have different mode of action. However, the predictions according to
CA and IA were nearly identical for the algae and the daphnid because
one pharmaceutical, clarithromycin for the algae and diphenhydramine
HCl for the daphnid, was suspected to affect each test species predominantly in the predictions. Actually, experimental data of the mixture
for the algae was fairly good described by the predictions, whereas both
predictions slightly underestimated the observed toxicity of the mixture
to the daphnid. In the fish test, the toxicity predicted by CA was higher
than that predicted by IA, and the experimental data of the mixture
was observed between two dose-response curves described by CA and
IA. In the two predictions, diphenhydramine HCl and ketoprofen were
suspected as primary toxicants to zebrafish. This experiment suggested
that the toxicity of the ten pharmaceuticals in the environmental relevant

mixture ratio can be predicted based on the toxicity of single compounds
using the concepts of either CA or IA since a few compounds were considered to be primary toxicants to each test species.
TP041 Assessing biological effects of municipal wastewater effluent
using the fathead minnow reproductive bioassay
K.B. Steeves, S. Hanson, Toxicology Centre; T. Bagatim, Univ of
Saskatchewan / School of Environment and Sustainability; S.B.
Wiseman, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Centre; P.D. Jones, Univ of
Saskatchewan / School of Environment and Sustainability; J.P. Giesy, Univ
of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Center; F. Price, Prairie Northern Regional
Chapter; N. Hogan, Univ of Prince Edward Island; M. Hecker, Univ of
Saskatchewan / School of the Environment and Sustainability Toxicology
Centre
The potential impact of municipal wastewater effluents (MWWE) on
aquatic ecosystems is one of the growing environmental concerns in
Saskatchewan. The growth of many cities in the province has lead to an
increased amount of wastewater that must be processed placing greater
demands on current capacities of wastewater treatment plants. Many
of the receiving aquatic systems are small, and at times of low flow, the
make-up of the water can be 100% discharged effluent. In addition to
biological waste, MWWE contains a number of emerging contaminants, such as pharmaceutical and personal care products (PCPP), and
wastewater treatment facilities are often not equipped with technology
that can successfully remove these contaminants from the wastewater. This has the potential to affect the local aquatic organisms. In this
context, there is particular concern with regard to contaminants that
are considered endocrine disrupting compounds (EDCs). EDCs can
adversely affect growth, reproduction, and survival of aquatic organisms,
which can result in alterations to populations living in the receiving environments. The goal of this project was to determine using the USEPA
short-term fish reproductive bioassay assay, the effects of MWWEs on
the endocrine system of hatchery-raised fathead minnow (Pimephales
promelas) exposed in the laboratory to effluents collected from both
the Regina and Saskatoon wastewater treatment plants. The endocrine
disrupting effects were assessed using various reproductive measurements
(number of eggs, fertilization success), as well as morphological, histopathological, and molecular/biochemical indicators in both male and
female fish. This study assessed the endocrine disrupting potential of the
MWWE discharged into Saskatchewan aquatic systems and provided
critical information regarding the particular toxicological risks associated
with ineffective removal of EDCs from MWWEs. (Funded by CWN)
TP042 Assessing potential endocrine disrupting effects of municipal
effluents on fathead minnow (Pimephales promelas) populations in
Southern Saskatchewan
S. Hanson, Toxicology Centre; T. Bagatim, Univ of Saskatchewan / School
of Environment and Sustainability; K.B. Steeves, Toxicology Centre; S.B.
Wiseman, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Centre; N. Hogan, Univ of
Prince Edward Island; F. Price, Prairie Northern Regional Chapter; P.D.
Jones, Univ of Saskatchewan / School of Environment and Sustainability;
J.P. Giesy, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Center; M. Hecker, Univ of
Saskatchewan / School of the Environment and Sustainability Toxicology
Centre
The province of Saskatchewan is experiencing a dramatic increase in
population growth, resulting in a greater release of municipal wastewater
effluents (MWWEs) into local water bodies. There is concern regarding the impact of contaminants in this effluent, particularly endocrine
disrupting compounds (EDCs). This is because conventional wastewater
treatment technologies are often incomplete or inefficient at removing
pharmaceuticals and personal care products (PCPPs), naturally occurring hormones as well as other toxins and contaminants with endocrine
disrupting capabilities from the wastewater. Many of these contaminants
were shown to have effects on growth, development and reproduction
effects of aquatic organisms. There is particular concern about water
bodies in the southern prairies as they may be at a greater risk of contamination with EDCs as the receiving water bodies are often small and can
consist of up to 100% effluent during dry seasons. Therefore, the aim of
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this project was to assess the potential endocrine effects of MWWEs on
wild fathead minnow (Pimephales promelas) populations downstream of
two WWTPs in Saskatchewan, namely in Wascana Creek, an effluent
dominated stream in the City of Regina, and the South Saskatchewan
River in the vicinity of the City of Saskatoon. Fish were collected up- and
downstream of the wastewater treatment plants in early summer and
fall during 2014 to investigate potential impacts at several stages of the
reproductive cycle. The impact of municipal wastewater on overall fish
health, focusing on reproductive effects were evaluated through histopathology, secondary sexual characteristics, ovosomatic indices as well as sex
ratios and biochemical and molecular biomarkers. Successful completion
of this study will help in characterizing the potential endocrine effects
occurring in local fish populations exposed to MWWEs in Southern
Saskatchewan, and thus, will inform future needs for developing more
efficient and effective approaches for eliminating EDC’s from MWWEs.
TP043 Bioassay-directed characterization of endocrine-disrupting
potencies of municipal effluents in Canada
T. Bagatim, Univ of Saskatchewan / School of Environment and
Sustainability; S. Hanson, K. Steeves, S.B. Wiseman, Univ of Saskatchewan
/ Toxicology Centre; N. Hogan, Univ of Prince Edward Island; F. Price,
Prairie Northern Regional Chapter; P.D. Jones, Univ of Saskatchewan /
School of Environment and Sustainability; J.P. Giesy, Univ of Saskatchewan
/ Toxicology Center; M. Hecker, Univ of Saskatchewan / School of the
Environment and Sustainability Toxicology Centre
In recent years, there has been increasing concern regarding the contribution of municipal wastewater effluents (MWWEs) to the exposure with
endocrine disrupting chemicals (EDCs) in surface waters. Conventional
treatment technologies are frequently incomplete or inefficient at removing pharmaceuticals and personal care products, as well as other toxins
and naturally occurring hormones with endocrine disrupting properties
from wastewater. The potential for these chemicals to adversely affect
wildlife and human health has led to national and international regulatory
bodies establishing new policies and frameworks to better characterize
and monitor the risks posed by EDC’s. Although Canada has initiated
first steps with the aim to establish standardized testing and monitoring criteria for EDC’s in the environment, our understanding of the
contribution of effluents from wastewater treatment plants (WWTP’s)
to environmental endocrine disruption in Canadian surface waters is
incomplete at best. Therefore, the aim of this project is to investigate the
effectiveness and efficiency of Canadian WWTP’s with regard to removing EDC’s from MWWEs. Specifically, influents and effluents from six
WWTP’s in Saskatchewan, Ontario and Quebec will be analyzed for
the presence of (anti-)estrogenic, (anti-)androgenic, and steroidogenesis
disrupting properties using an in vitro test battery. Endocrine potentials
will be assessed using the T47D-KBluc ((anti-)estrogenicity), MDAkb2
((anti-)androgenicity), and H295R Steroidogenesis Assay (steroidogenesis
disruption). The detection of specific biological in vitro potentials will
inform targeted chemical analysis of suspected EDCs with the aim to
pinpoint causative agents in wastewater. Samples were/will be collected
during winter, spring, summer and fall in 2014 and 2015 to investigate
the influence of climatic conditions on removal efficiency of EDCs from
wastewater. Through the proposed bioassay-directed analysis, this project
will characterize the efficiency of current WWTP technologies across
Canada to eliminate emerging contaminants of concern, and thus, will
inform future needs for developing more efficient, economical and effective approaches for removing EDC’s from MWWEs.
TP044 Qualitative in vitro assessment of neuroendocrine-activity of
wastewater treatment plant effluents
J. Heitzman, Biology; D. Martinovic, Univ of Saint Thomas
Wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) effluents are one of the most
important points of entry of neuroendocrine-active pharmaceuticals
(NAP) into the aquatic environment. Monoamine oxidase (MAO)
modulators are NAPs of special interest as they have a potential to alter
availability and metabolism of serotonin and dopamine; which both play
an important role in regulation of fish behavior and reproduction. The
objectives of this study were to: 1) evaluate the potential of commercially
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available MAO assays for detecting/quantifying total MAO modulatory
activity in complex environmental mixtures, and 2) to survey 30 effluents
representing a variety of WWTP sizes and treatment technology types
for MAO modulatory activity. Solid-phase (C18) extracted samples of
WWTP effluents (n=8) were tested at four dilutions (1-1000 x), either
alone or with an addition of MAO-A inhibitor clorgyline ranging from
1.0 x 10-3 to 10-15 M. A two-step MAO-Glo assay (Promega, WI, USA)
was used to test a potential of the WWTP effluents to suppress activity
of: 1) purified mammalian MAO-A enzyme and 2) fish MAO (A and
B) enzymes in goldfish brain extracts. Our pilot data for eight WWTP
effluents indicates that that MAO-Glo assay is capable of detecting
environmentally relevant concentrations of MAO inhibitors (i.e., 10-12
M clorgyline) in the context of complex environmental matrices such
as WWTP effluents. Both, mammalian and fish-based MAO activity
assays indicated that WWTP effluents can suppress MAO activity; 25%
of tested effluents suppressed mammalian MAO–A, and 85% suppressed
fish MAO (A/B) activity below EC90 for clorgyline standard. We are
currently evaluating whether fish and mammalian MAOs have differing
sensitivities to neuroendocrine chemicals found in the WWTP effluents,
and completing quantitative assessment of MAO modulatory activity for
30 WWTP effluents.
TP045 Effects of tricocarban n,n-diethyl-meta-toluamide and a
mixture of pharmaceuticals and personal care products on fathead
minnows (Pimephales promelas)
J.E. Zenobio, Purdue Univ / Dept of Forestry and Natural Resources; B.C.
Sanchez, L.C. Archuleta, US Fish and Wildlife Service / Environmental
Contaminants Program; M.S. Sepulveda, Purdue Univ / Dept of Forestry
and Natural Resources
Pharmaceuticals and personal care products (PPCPs) have been detected
widely in aquatic ecosystems, but little is known about their mechanisms
of toxicity. We exposed adult fathead minnows (Pimephales promelas) for 48 h to triclocarban (1.4 µg/L), N,N-diethylmeta-toluamide
(DEET; 0.6 µg/L), or a mixture of PPCPs consisting of atenolol (1.5
µg/L), caffeine (0.25 µg/L), diphenhydramine (0.1 µg/L), gemfibrozil
(1.5 µg/L), ibuprofen (0.4 µg/L), naproxen (1.6 µg/L), triclosan (2.3
µg/L), progesterone (0.2 µg/L), triclocarban (1.4 µg/L), and DEET (0.6
µg/L). Quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction revealed an
upregulation in vitellogenin (vtg) in livers of females and males exposed
to triclocarban. Also, an upregulation of hepatic lipoprotein lipase (lpl)
and a downregulation of androgen receptor (ar) and steroidogenic acute
regulatory protein (star) were observed in testes. The group treated with
DEET only showed a significant decrease in ar in females. In contrast,
the PPCP mixture downregulated vtg in females and males and expression of estrogen receptor alpha (era), star, and thyroid hormone receptor
alpha 1 (thra1) in testes. The authors’ results show that the molecular
estrogenic effects of triclocarban are eliminated (males) or reversed
(females) when dosed in conjunction with several other PPCP, once
again demonstrating that results from single exposures could be vastly
different from those observed with mixtures.
TP046 Subchronic effects of acetaminophen in freshwater fish
I.C. Guiloski, Federal Univ of Paraná / Dept of Pharmacology; S.M. Cirio,
Paraná Evangelic Faculty; L.L. Piancini, M.M. Cestari, Federal Univ of
Paraná / Dept of Genetics; H.C. Silva de Assis, UFPR / Pharmacology
Pharmacologically active substances used to treat human and animal
illnesses can enter the aquatic environment via effluents from wastewater
treatment plants. Frequently, drugs have been found in water bodies as
the anti-inflammatory drugs. The non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
(NSAIDs), as acetaminophen, belong to a group of the most commonly
prescribed drugs. This study aimed to evaluate the biochemical, genetic
and morphological effects after subchronic exposure to acetaminophen in South America fish, Rhamdia quelen. Fish were exposed to
environmentally concentrations of acetaminophen (0.25 and 2.5 µg/L)
in a semi-static bioassay. After 21 days of exposure, the animals were
anesthetized and the blood was taken to genotoxic analysis by piscine
micronucleus and comet test. The biochemical biomarkers as activities
of superoxide dismutase (SOD), catalase (CAT), glutathione peroxidase
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(GPx), ethoxyresorufin-O deetilase (EROD), glutathione S-transferase
(GST) and the concentration of reduced glutathione (GSH), lipoperoxidation (LPO), protein carbonylation (PCO) were analyzed in the liver.
Morphological alterations were analyzed in the liver and kidney as well
as genotoxic effects. The exposure of Rhamdia quelen to acetaminophen
increased the superoxide dismutase activity and protein carbonylation
at 2.5 µg/L. The biotransformation enzymes EROD and GST were
inhibited. Therefore, no changes were observed in the GPX, CAT, GSH
and LPO in both concentrations of acetaminophen. Micronuclei were
not different to the control group. DNA damage was observed only at
the lowest concentration in liver cells by comet assay. Discrete histopathologic lesions observed in liver were congestion centrilobular, peri
and multifocal hepatitis in both concentrations of acetaminophen. The
severity of injuries in kidney increased to moderate according to the concentration of acetaminophen. Lesions as diffuse glomerular congestion
and hydropic degeneration in tubular cells were observed suggesting an
imbalance in the cytoplasmic membrane osmotic gradient control. These
results suggest that a long-term exposure to acetaminophen in the environment can cause nephro-and hepatotoxicity in fish R. quelen. Financial
support CNPq/CAPES/Fundação Araucária
TP047 Influence of diltiazem on fathead minnow responses across
dissolved oxygen gradients
G.N. Saari, B. Du, S.P. Haddad, Baylor Univ / Environmental Science;
K. Chambliss, Baylor Univ; J. Corrales, B.W. Brooks, Baylor Univ / Dept of
Environmental Science
Water resources in arid to semi-arid regions are stressed by water
shortages resulting from population growth and drought. Such growing populations and climatic changes influence contaminant and water
chemistry dynamics in urban inland waters where flows can be dominated by or even dependent on wastewater treatment plant discharge. In
these urbanizing watersheds, interacting stressors such as hypoxia and
urban environmental contaminants (e.g., pharmaceuticals) can affect
fish physiology and adverse outcomes of fish populations. With approximately 70% of all pharmaceutical being ionizable, they are subjected to
bioavailability alterations from pH. Further, recent field observations
from our group identified diltiazem, a calcium channel blocker and
vasodilator used to treat high blood pressure, in fish plasma exceeding
human therapeutic doses (e.g., Cmax). Thus, the objective of this study
was to examine individual and interactive effects of diltiazem across
dissolved oxygen gradients. Diltiazem treatment levels were selected
based on predictions of water exposure resulting in internal plasma levels
in fish approaching or exceeding mammalian therapeutic levels. Using
reconstituted hard water at pH 8.3, toxicity tests were then conducted
with fathead minnows to investigate the effects of diltiazem and
hypoxia. Additionally, this study aimed to define the interactive effects
of environmentally relevant diltiazem exposures under different dissolved
oxygen gradients. Specific toxicity endpoints included mortality and
incidence of cardiovascular malfunction and post-hatch morphological deformities such as reduced heart rate, pericardial edema, decreased
peripheral vascular circulation, and spinal curvature.
TP048 Immunosuppression effects in nitric oxide production of
diclofenac in a freshwater fish
J.L. Ribas, Federal Univ of Paraná / Pharmacology; D.B. Simmons,
Environment Canada / Aquatic Contaminants Research Division Dept
of Biology; J.P. Sherry, Environment Canada / Water Science Technology
Directorate; H.C. Silva de Assis, UFPR / Pharmacology
Pharmaceutical compounds have been identified as emerging contaminants in aquatic ecosystems. Diclofenac [DIC] has been identified as one
of the most pharmaceutically active compounds present in the aquatic
environment. In this study, the toxic effects of diclofenac on nitric oxide
(NO) production was evaluated. Male (20) and female (20) fish Rhamdia
quelen were exposed to 3 concentrations [0.2, 2 and 20 g.L-1] of DIC and
a negative control group of filtered water. A static renewal design was
employed, where one third of the water volume in each tank was replaced
twice daily in order to maintain the diclofenac concentration. After 14
days of exposure, the fish were anesthetized and blood was taken from

caudal vein. The plasma proteome was analyzed by liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry. Peptide intensities were calculated
from extracted ion chromatograms (~ chromatographic peak area) as
a measure of relative protein expression . Kruskal-wallis, followed by
Dunn’s post-hoc test was applied to determine statistically significant (a
= 0.05) differences in protein expression between treatments. In males,
expression of phospholipase C gamma [Plc gamma], kinase kinase
kinase 3 [Mkk], nuclear factor of Kappa light polypeptide [Nf-kb],
1-phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase [Pi3k], activator protein-1 [Ap1] and the
NO synthase inducible protein were significantly inhibited. In females,
diclofenac significantly inhibited the proteins NF-kB, toll like receptor 2 (Tlr2) and serine/theronine-protein kinase (AKt) in all exposure
concentrations. In contrast to females however, expression of AKt was
significantly increased in the male fish exposed to 20 µg/L of diclofenac.
There was no significant difference in PLC gamma and Mekk expression in females exposed to diclofenac. The mechanism of NO production
was inhibited, and we observed sex-specific differences in the expression of proteins related to NO productions. Financial support: CNPq
andCAPES
TP049 Uptake of Pharmaceuticals by Corbicula fluminea in an
Effluent-Dependent Experimental Stream Mesocosm Study
S.R. Burket, Baylor Univ / Environmental Science; M.V. Wright, Baylor
Univ; L.F. Baker, Baylor Univ / Dept of Environmental Sciences; C.K.
Chambliss, Baylor Univ / Chemistry and Biochemistry; R.S. King,
Baylor Univ / Biology; C.W. Matson, B.W. Brooks, Baylor Univ / Dept of
Environmental Science
Instream flows of urban ecosystems, particularly in arid and semiarid regions, are increasingly dominated or dependent on return flows
from wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) effluent. Pharmaceuticals
from WWTP effluent are known to bioaccumulate in fish residing in
these streams; invertebrate bioaccumulation of these compounds is less
defined. Although considered a nuisance species, Corbicula fluminea, an
invasive freshwater bivalve, exhibits characteristics analogous to model
organisms used for biomonitoring studies (e.g., broad distribution, rapid
growth rate, high fecundity, ease of collection and transport, short
acclimation periods). The goal of this study was to examine C. fluminea
bioaccumulation and uptake kinetics of select target analytes during a
replicated outdoor stream mesocosm study at the Baylor Experimental
Aquatic Research (BEAR) facility. Municipal effluent, which was supplied from the Waco Metropolitan Area Regional Sewerage System,
served as the stream flow source water. C. fluminea were subsampled on
initial study days 0 (5 November 2013), 1, 3, and 8 prior to application of
nanomaterial dosing, then again sampled through time until a nanomaterial study concluded on 20 December 2013. Whole tissue homogenates
were analyzed by isotope dilution LC/MSMS. Data were compared to
prior field surveys and in situ caged studies of effluent-dependent wadeable streams in Texas, USA. The field survey of an effluent-dependent
wadeable stream indicated bioaccumulation of the antidepressant sertraline differed with C. fluminea size; tissue concentrations reached 170 µg/
kg in small (0.07±0.01 g) and medium (0.21±0.02 g) size classes, which
was exceeded by the larger Unionidae Utterbackia imbecillis (290±140 µg/
kg). Likewise, for in situ caged C. fluminea exposed to WWTP effluent,
sertraline tissue concentrations reached 220.43 (±72.19) µg/kg. In the
current outdoor stream mesocosm study, we observed differential bioaccumulation of various pharmaceuticals. Therefore, C. fluminea served
as a robust model for understanding bivalve bioaccumulation in aquatic
ecosystems.
TP050 Uptake, Bioaccumulation and Depuration of 14C-labeled
17-α-ethinylestradiol and 4-nonylphenol in Organs of the Marine
Bivalve, Mytilus edulis L
B.J. Duphily, B.J. Blalock, H.C. Poynton, W.E. Robinson, Univ of
Massachusetts Boston / School for the Environment
A variety of Endocrine Disrupting Compounds (EDCs) enter coastal
environments primarily from the effluents of Waste Water Treatment
Facilities, and have become ubiquitious in marine surface waters,
sediments and biota. Because they are usually present in water at
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concentrations near or below the detection limits of most analytical
techniques, new detection and assessment tools are clearly needed. We
are currently working on the development of a new biomonitoring tool,
the Coastal Biosensors for Endocrine Disruption (C-BED) Assay that
is specific for two of the most widely detected EDCs in coastal environments, 17-α-ethinylestradiol (EE2) and 4-nonylphenol (4NP), using the
commonly used indicator species, the blue mussel Mytilus edulis. As an
initial step in developing this Assay, we conducted uptake, bioaccumulation and depuration experiments using 3.4 nM of 14C-labeled EE2 and
254 nM of 14C-labeled 4NP. Mussels were sampled periodically during
the 38 d exposure and the 35 d depuration periods, and 6 tissues were
individually assayed (cell-free blood plasma, posterior adductor muscle,
gill, digestive gland (DG), gonad and remaining viscera) by liquid scintillation counting after solubilization and decoloration. Uptake of both
EE2 and 4NP was curvilinear over the 38 day exposure, with bioburdens showing initial signs of approaching steady state at day 38. Tissue
concentrations generally followed the same pattern for both compounds:
DG > gill ≥remaining viscera > gonad > adductor > plasma. Depuration
rates varied considerably among the tissues. For example, EE2 displayed
a long half-life in gill tissue (222.8 d) whereas blood plasma’s half-life
was brief (8.9 d). 4NP displayed a considerably smaller range of halflives in its tissues (i.e. from 20.4 days in plasma to 57.5 days in the gill).
Based on our multicompartmental model, blood plasma appears to play
an important role in both uptake and depuration, receiving EDCs from
the gill during uptake and delivering EDCs back to the gill during
depuration. Binding of EDCs to plasma proteins serves to elevate the
concentration of both EDCs in the plasma well above that found in the
seawater.
TP051 Validation of Eastern Oysters as Biomonitors of
Pharmaceutical Pollution in the Georgia Estuarine Environment
D.W. Brew, M.C. Black, Univ of Georgia / Dept of Environmental Health
Science
As populations in coastal zones continue to increase, anthropogenic
sources of pharmaceuticals in estuarine and marine environments will
be an increasingly complex problem. Georgia has approximately onethird of the eastern U.S.’s salt marshes, essential habitats and nursery
grounds for the majority of Georgia’s economically vital fish and shellfish
populations. Pharmaceuticals can exert significant effects on physiological systems at ng to µg/L concentrations, putting organisms in
these sensitive estuarine areas at risk to toxic effects from increased or
prolonged exposures. Pharmaceuticals in the Brunswick and Duplin
Rivers (Brunswick and Sapelo Island, GA) were quantified in tissues of
the eastern oyster (Crassostrea virginica) collected from native oyster beds
at sites selected to provide a gradient of presumed exposures based on
septic tank densities. Samples from one month have been collected and
analyzed; bimonthly sampling and analysis will continue for 12 months.
Target analytes include: atenolol, diphenhydramine, caffeine, carbamazepine, triclocarban, and N, N-diethyl-meta-toluamide. Condition indices
for individual oysters were calculated based on the ratio of dry tissue
mass to empty shell cavity space and results suggest that oysters from the
Duplin River are the more robust population. Differences in individual
pharmaceutical concentrations detected in oyster tissues from both
Brunswick and Duplin River sites were highly non-significant among all
sample sites (p = 0.5048; 0.7662) and between the two rivers (p =0.4935),
indicating roughly uniform pharmaceutical exposures. Tissue concentrations (± SD) of caffeine were the highest among analytes (226 ng/g ±
203), followed by diphenhydramine (78 ng/g ± 138), N,N-diethyl-metatoluamide (71 ng/g ± 40), atenolol (15 ng/g ±23), triclocarban (5 ng/g
±7) and carbamazepine (0.51 ng/g ± 0.14). For oysters sampled in June
2014, metabolomic analyses will be conducted and related to concentrations of pharmaceuticals in tissues. Through use of an adverse outcomes
pathway, results will infer population level impacts due to pharmaceutical exposure. Results of this research will demonstrate linkages among
pharmaceutical accumulation patterns, metabolomics and environmental
health indicators to estimate the ecological risk of pharmaceuticals to
oysters in these estuaries and provide techniques that can be applied in
other estuarine environments.
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TP052 Bioconcentration pattern in biofluids of fish exposed to carbamazepine, sildenafil and their mixtures
Y. Elorriaga, A.E. Ronco, Universidad Nacional de La Plata CONICET /
Centro de Investigaciones del Medio Ambiente Facultad de Ciencias Exactas;
P. Carriquiriborde, Faculty of Exacts Sciences Unversidad Nacional de La
Plata / Chemistry
Sewages are the main source of environmental pharmaceuticals and
concern exist on the potential impact of these emerging pollutants on
the aquatic ecosystems. Complex mixtures of several pharmaceuticals
are commonly found in sewages. In particular, carbamazepine was
found as the most ubiquitous drug in sewages, but it is not alone; it
is always accompanied by many other pharmaceuticals such as sildenafil. Understanding the accumulation of pharmaceuticals in aquatic
organisms is important to develop models for predicting exposure and
assessing potential environmental risks. In particular, the bioaccumulation of pharmaceuticals mixtures was little explored. In the present study
the accumulation pattern of these two pharmaceuticals in the plasma
and bile of the common carp (Cyprinus carpio) was assessed under single
and combined exposures. Fish juveniles were waterborne exposed to
single and combined environmentally (0,042 µM) and pharmacologically
(0,042 mM) relevant equimolar concentrations y of carbamazepine and
sildenafil during 96h. Bile and plasma were treated with the same volume of cold acetonitrile and centrifuged 10.000g for 15 min. Supernants
were analyzed by HPLC-MS using electrospray ionization in positive
mode and analyzed in full scan. Extracted ion areas for each compound
in the bile and plasma of fish under each treatment and in the respective
water samples were compared. In fish exposed to the pharmacological levels, concentrations of carbamazepine and sildenafil in the plasma
of single exposed fish were around 10 and 20 times lower than in the
water, respectively. On the other hand, in fish exposed to the mixture
concentrations in the plasma were similar of that in the water for both
compounds. In the bile concentrations were always in the same order of
magnitude than in the water for both compounds. In addition, relative
concentrations of carbamazepine and sildenafil were 1.5 in the plasma
and 0.7 in the bile independently of the single or combine exposure. At
the environmental relevant exposure level sildenafil was detectable but
not quantifiable, so samples will further run using single ion mode to
enhance sensitivity. Results not only shed light on the accumulation of
the studied pharmaceuticals but also indicate different bioconcentration
patterns between single and combined exposures.
TP053 Measured and Predicted Fish Plasma Concentrations of
Ionizable Pharmaceuticals in Texas Estuaries
W.C. Scott, S.P. Haddad, B.W. Brooks, Baylor Univ / Dept of
Environmental Science
Tidally influenced rivers are dynamic aquatic systems subject to significant spatial and temporal fluctuations in water chemistry. Because
approximately 70% of all pharmaceuticals are ionizable and subject to
bioavailability alterations from pH spatiotemporal variability in ambient
pH can influence the site-specific bioconcentration of ionizable pharmaceuticals leading to uncertainty in ecological risk assessments. Tidally
influenced urban rivers are increasingly dominated by upstream effluent
inflows carrying complex mixtures of contaminants. We related spatial
and temporal fluctuations in pH and aqueous concentrations of pharmaceuticals in Texas estuaries to predicted fish plasma concentrations
(FPC) of select pharmaceuticals, using measured water concentrations
and pH adjusted logDliposome:water. For this study, we specifically compared predicted fish plasma concentrations (FPC) of pharmaceuticals
to measured levels from fish collected in the field. Predicted ranges of
mean site-specific predicted FPC of diphenhydramine and diltiazem
were 5.8 - 95.2 and 0.5 - 31.1 ng/L respectively, but measured FPC of
diphenhydramine and diltiazem were 2.00 and 30.79 μg/L, respectively.
We then compared human therapeutic plasma concentrations of the
pharmaceuticals to these predicted and observed FPC. In some sites
(Buffalo Bayou, Houston, Texas, USA) during select sampling events,
diltiazem in fish plasma exceeded human therapeutic plasma doses
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(Cmax), indicating therapeutic hazards to fish. This study highlights
the importance and challenges of understanding therapeutic hazards of
pharmaceuticals in tidally influenced urban rivers.
TP054 The multi-generational impact of select pharmaceutical mixtures on Florida flagfish (Jordanella floridae)
L. Beyger, Univ of Ontario Inst of Technology; J. Guchardi, Univ of Ontario
Inst of Technology / Faculty of Science Aquatic Toxicology; D.A. Holdway,
Univ of Ontario Inst of Tech / Science
Pharmaceuticals and Personal Care Products are frequently detected in
the environment, due to their high level of use and ease of access (Santos
et al., 2010). Of those pharmaceuticals, non-steroidal anti-inflammatories and estradiol are commonly identified. More knowledge regarding
the impacts of environmentally relevant concentrations of such pharmaceuticals on fish reproduction over multiple generations is required.
A study using Florida flagfish (Jordanella floridae) breeding harems was
conducted to monitor the multi-generational reproductive effects of
exposure to ibuprofen (0.1 – 10 µg/L), naproxen (0.1 – 10 µg/L), and
17α-ethynylestradiol (0.1 - 10 ng/L) in mixtures. Flagfish were placed
into breeding harems with 2 males and 4 females per treatment in triplicate alongside controls. The experiment was conducted in 70 L aquaria,
the parental generation underwent a pre-exposure, and exposure phase,
and the F1 larval offspring were collected and continually exposed and
reared to adults. Reproductive endpoints of fertilization, hatchability and
egg production were of particular interest and monitored for both sets
of breeding harems. Results will be presented pending analysis. While
reproductive effects are well known for many of the pharmaceuticals
alone, much less work has been completed on mixtures, and very few
studies have evaluated the multi-generational effects of such mixtures.
TP055 Presence and effects of pharmaceutical and personal care
products on the Baca National Wildlife Refuge, Colorado
J.E. Zenobio, Purdue Univ / Dept of Forestry and Natural Resources; B.C.
Sanchez, US Fish and Wildlife Service / Environmental Contaminants
Program; J.K. Leet, Univ of South Carolina / Environmental Health
Sciences; L.C. Archuleta, US Fish and Wildlife Service / Environmental
Contaminants Program; M.S. Sepulveda, Purdue Univ / Dept of Forestry
and Natural Resources
Pharmaceuticals and personal care products (PPCPs) in surface and
ground waters have raised concerns due to the difficulty to remove them
by conventional water treatments and their potential effects to aquatic
organisms. These chemicals appear in mixtures at very low concentrations thus making their detection and quantification difficult. Polar
organic chemical integrative samplers (POCIS) concentrate trace levels
of chemicals over time increasing method sensitivity and thus represent
a cost-effective screening tool for biomonitoring studies for use in ecological risk assessment. The Baca National Wildlife Refuge (BNWR),
Colorado, is home for several endemic threatened fish species, including
Rio Grande chub (Gila pandora). The objectives of this study were to
(1) determine the types and concentrations of PPCPs in the Refuge, (2)
compare and contrast two methods (grab and POCIS) for the quantification of PPCPs from surface water, and (3) determine effects due to
PPCP exposure in native fish. Between 2011 and 2013, 141 PPCPs were
quantified from water using a combination of grab samples and POCIS.
Although no PPCPs were detected from the grab samples, high concentrations of N,N-Diethyl-meta-toluamide (DEET) and triclosan were
detected in all fish sites. Adult fathead minnows (Pimephales promelas)
and Rio Grande chubs of both sexes were collected in 2011 and 2012.
Several biological responses were observed in both species from creeks
contaminated with PPCPs; however the presence of PPCPs in the reference site did not allow for valid data comparison and interpretation. We
conclude that POCIS is a sensitive method for the detection and quantification of PPCPs in small streams and for identification of reference
sites. Appropriate “reference” sites need to be identified at the BNWR
for follow-up studies with native fish.

TP056 Influence of transport barriers on the uptake of pharmaceutical and personal care products via plant roots
E.L. Miller, Univ of Wisconsin Madison / Molecular and Environmental
Toxicology Center; S.L. Nason, Univ of Wisconsin Madison /
Environmental Chemistry and Technology Program; C. Hedman, Wisconsin
State / Wisconsin State Laboratory of Hygiene; K. Karthikeyan, Univ of
Wisconsin Madison / Biological Systems Engineering; J.A. Pedersen, Univ of
Wisconsin Madison
A growing body of literature indicates that crops irrigated with
reclaimed wastewater or grown in biosolids-amended soils may take up
pharmaceutical and personal care products (PPCPs) through their roots.
However, the uptake pathways followed by PPCPs are not well understood. Root uptake of water and solutes can occur by both symplastic
(through cells) and apoplastic (through the intercellular space) routes.
Translocation from roots to above-ground tissues requires contaminants
to enter the transpiration stream. The Casparian strip, the waxy structure
lining the endodermis, acts as a barrier to uptake into the transpiration
stream by blocking the space between cells surrounding the vasculature.
Therefore, compounds taken up by the apoplastic route must enter the
symplast at least once to cross the Casparian strip and enter the xylem or
phloem, whereas those transported by the symplastic route do not have
an additional barrier in their path to the transpiration stream. Current
models for uptake of organic contaminants assume completely passive
uptake and do not differentiate between apoplastic and symplastic routes.
We are using Arabidopsis thaliana mutants to investigate the influence
of transport barriers on uptake route of selected PPCPs with varying
physicochemical properties. We are comparing uptake into roots and
above-ground tissues of wild-type and mutant A. thaliana to test the
hypotheses the degree of PPCP uptake via the apoplastic route deceases
with increasing thickness and integrity of the Casparian strip. We
further hypothesize that bioaccumulation increases with compound lipophilicity and with the fraction of ionizable PPCPs in the neutral form
by influencing their ability to pass the Casparian strip. Mutants we are
using include esb1, which produces twice the amount of suberin as wildtype plants, and gpat5-1 and gpat5-2, which produce half the amount
of suberin as wild-type plants. A. thaliana are grown on liquid nutrient
solution spiked with 100 µg/L of the PPCPs for 5 weeks prior to harvest
and analysis of tissues. PPCPs are extracted from plant tissue using
sequential neutral-acid-base accelerated solvent extraction and detected
and quantified by liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry.

Interactive Platform: Ecological Consequences
of Exposure to Pharmaceuticals from Wastewater
Treatment and Manufacturing Effluents
TP057 Prediction of Partition Coefficients of Pharmaceuticals in
Sewage Sludge using Partial Least Squares and Artificial Neural
Network Models
L. Berthod, Astrazeneca Univ of Portsmouth; G.C. Roberts, ENVIRON
UK Ltd / Brixham Environmental Laboratory; A. Sharpe, AstraZeneca
UK; G.A. Mills, Univ of Portsmouth / Pharmacy and biomedical sciences; D.
Whitley, Univ of Portsmouth
Presentation type: Platform presentation Key Words: Active pharmaceutical ingredients, Partial Least Squares, Artificial Neural Network,
Sewage sludge Concerns over the presence of active pharmaceutical
ingredients (APIs) in the environment have grown recently. Some APIs
are biodegraded effectively in waste water treatment plants but others
sorb onto sludges that are often subsequently applied to land. It is important to know how APIs will partition between the sludge and aqueous
phases to determine their fate in the environment. As the number of
APIs grows, experimental measurements of sludge-water partition
coefficients (Kd) are not always possible and predictive models are often
used in environmental risk assessments. Models for Kd based on the
n-octanol/water partition coefficient (Kow) have been developed for soil
and extended to sewage sludge. These are optimised mainly for neutral
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organic chemicals; few consider ionic substances. In this study, Partial
Least Squares (PLS) and Bayesian artificial neural network (ANN)
models were evaluated for their accuracy in predicting Kd values for
neutral, basic, acidic and Zwitterionic APIs. Literature values were used
to develop the models based on a range of molecular descriptors, and
their predictive ability was assessed on an external test set of compounds
excluded from the model-building process. The performance of the linear
PLS and non-linear ANN models are discussed, comparing their predictive ability and interpretability. The results showed that PLS models gave
more information on key descriptors, easing mechanistic interpretations,
while ANNs produced more accurate predictions.
TP058 A model to predict the adverse effects of SSRI antidepressants
on fish brain chemistry and predation behavior
L.E. Sweet, Clemson Univ / Inst of Environmental Toxicology
CUENTOX; W. Bridges, Clemson Univ / Dept of Mathematical Sciences;
J.H. Bisesi, Univ of Florida / Environmental and Global Health; N.
Tharayil, Clemson Univ; S.J. Klaine, Clemson Univ / Inst of Environmental
Toxicology CUENTOX
Widespread use of antidepressant pharmaceuticals and their incomplete
removal has led to the detection of these compounds in the aquatic
environment. Our previous research has shown that aqueous exposure
to serotonin reuptake transporter targeting antidepressants decreases
brain serotonin levels in hybrid striped bass (Morone saxatilis x. M.
chrysops). Further, exposure to these antidepressants also increases the
time it takes a predator (the hybrid striped bass) to capture four prey (P.
promelas). Finally, we have demonstrated that this negative relationship
between brain serotonin levels and time to capture prey is quantitative
and provides evidence of additivity with an antidepressant mixture. The
objective of this work was to develop a model to predict changes in brain
serotonin levels and time to capture prey upon exposure to an environmentally relevant mixture of antidepressants. The model was developed
using previous data from exposure to venlafaxine and fluoxetine in a
multiple regression model on JMP. The statistically significant predictor variables for the model were each antidepressant’s binding affinity
(p=0.05), plasma concentration (p<.0002), and the interactive effect of
binding affinity*plasma concentration (p=0.004). Plasma antidepressant concentrations were first predicted using a previously developed fish
plasma model, and then actual antidepressant plasma concentrations
were incorporated into the SSRI model. The resulting SSRI model was
able to fit venlafaxine and fluoxetine’s data by predicting the change
in brain serotonin (R2= 0.64) and predatory behavior (R2=0.59). This
model was then utilized to predict an environmentally relevant SSRI
mixture of fluoxetine, sertraline, and citalopram, assuming additivity.
The mixture experiment was then performed to validate the model. The
goal of this work is to utilize the model to accurately predict potential
effects of SSRI mixtures in the environment.
TP059 Assessing Biomagnification of Sertraline and Triclocarban in
the Cuyahoga River
L. Thomas, TeamStaff Government Solutions; M.M. Schultz, College of
Wooster / Dept of Chemistry; H.I. Schoenfuss, St Cloud State Univ
Much remains to be learned regarding the extent of occurrence, movement, and ultimate fate of contaminants of emerging concern (CECs)
in watersheds. These substances, which include steroid hormones, their
mimics, as well as pharmaceuticals and personal care products, could
pose a threat to the health of organisms that reside in these water bodies
and ultimately to human health. Although most CECs are measured
at very low concentrations in the environment, bioaccumulation and
biomagnification may amplify their health risk substantially. In order
to gain a better understanding of the presence and biological fate of
CECs in a watershed, we assessed the premise that tissue concentrations of sertraline and triclocarban, two common CECs with different
modes-of-action, will increase throughout the trophic cascade as a result
of bioaccumulation processes. Primary producers/consumers (algae
and zooplankton), secondary consumers (minnows and bluegill), and
apex predators (largemouth bass), were each collected from the upper
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and lower reaches of the Cuyahoga River, Ohio, a tributary to Lake
Erie. Brain and liver tissues were excised from all fish specimens. Both
these tissues plus the whole primary producer/consumer samples (water
removed) were extracted using a methanol/formic acid solution and
sonicator. The reconstituted extracts were analyzed using liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC/MS/MS). Fifteen primary
producer/consumer samples (6 from water column, 3 from above sediment, and 6 from material off rocks), six minnow samples (lower reach),
twenty-four bluegill samples (12 from upper reach and 12 from lower
reach), and thirty-three largemouth bass samples (20 from upper reach
and 13 from lower reach) were used for the tissue extraction procedure.
Spectrometry was used to detect concentrations of sertraline (antidepressant pharmaceutical) and triclocarban (anti-microbial agent) in the tissue
extracts, and using these results bioaccumulation factors (BAFs) were
determined. Sertraline was detected in almost all of the samples, and
mean concentrations of sertraline were higher in both the bass liver and
brain tissues versus the bluegill liver and brain tissues. Detailed interpretation of these results along with additional field collections will provide
useful information for addressing the movement and ultimate fate of
sertraline and triclocarban in the Cuyahoga River.
TP060 Effects of disinfected and non-disinfected municipal wastewater (primary treatment) effluent on mussels (Mytilus trossulus):
Potential genotoxic and carcinogenic effects.
K. Vassilenko, Keystone Environmental Ltd; F. Feretti, Univ of British
Columbia / Chemical and Biological Engineering; C. Harley, Univ of
British Columbia / Dept of Zoology; S. Baldwin, Univ of British Columbia /
Chemical and Biological Engineering
The health effects of municipal wastewater on marine mussels were
tested using a set of mussel-based biomarkers for genotoxicity and carcinogenicity. Mussels (Mytilus trossulus) collected from a West Vancouver
beach were exposed in the laboratory to disinfected and non-disinfected
municipal effluent (primary treatment) mixed with seawater in various
environmentally relevant proportions. Cells of mussel hemolymph were
used to assess DNA damage, aneuploidy formation, micro-nuclei formation and the appearance of neoplastic cells. Two sets of experiments were
performed: Experiment 1 was performed in the period from August to
October 2012 and disinfected effluents were tested. Experiment 2 was
performed in the period from November to December 2012 and at this
time non-disinfected effluents were tested. Both exposure experiments
were performed with static weekly water replacement and constant
aeration at 12oC. At the end of each experiment (after seven weeks of
exposure) the amount of DNA breaks was significantly higher in treatments with two highest concentrations of wastewater (1/63 and 1/7
dilutions) compared to the control. Also, higher numbers of animals with
neoplasia were detected in all three treatments (1/250, 1/63 and 1/7 dilutions) than the control for disinfected effluents. A dose response effect
was observed for two end points: DNA breaks and neoplasia formation. An effect of the effluent type (disinfected vs. non-disinfected) was
observed for DNA breaks only. No clear trend of micro-nuclei or aneuploidy formation was detected. The results of these exposures strongly
suggest genotoxic and carcinogenic effects associated with the presence
of both types effluents. The effluent component(s) responsible for the
observed mussel health effects and its pathways and transformation in
the receiving environment need to be identified to ensure the protection
of wildlife and human health.
TP061 Impact of pharmaceuticals (single compounds and mixtures)
on harbor seal B lymphocytes
C. Kleinert, M. Mournier, INRS-Institut Armand-Frappier; S. De Guise,
Univ of Connecticut; M. Fournier, INRS-Institut Armand-Frappier
Evidence is accumulating about the multiple adverse effects of pharmaceuticals found in municipal effluents on organisms in the environment.
Although being less persistent than e.g. PCBs, their constant reintroduction from human consummation necessitates risk assessment on wild
specimen. The purpose of this study was to identify the immunotoxic
and genotoxic effect of these products on immune cells of harbor seals
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(Phoca vitulina) in vitro. A phocine B lymphoma cell line (11B7501) was
exposed to selected pharmaceutical products. Compounds of interest
were analgesics (ibuprofen, naproxen), psychoactive substances (carbamazepine, paroxetin), antibiotics (erythromycin, sulfamethoxazol,
trimethoprim) and 17α-ethynylestradiol, gemfibrozil and caffeine.
Compounds were tested separate and in mixtures. Our results demonstrated that at concentrations found in surface waters in the environment,
the 11B7501 cell line did not display significant inhibition in cellular
function. Further experiments revealed effects in both lymphoblastic
proliferation and cell cycle and apoptosis for several compounds at higher
concentrations (25 mg/L to 50 mg/L). Mixture of active compounds
seemed to strongly aggravate the effects found, pointing towards synergistic effects. Phagocytosis did not show a significant change across the
concentration range tested. We conclude that lymphoblastic proliferation
seemed to be the most sensitive assay to detect an immunotoxic effect of
pharmaceuticals in seal lymphocytes. Supported by the Canada Research
Chair in Immunotoxicology (MF) and NSERC Strategic Grant. CK was
supported by fellowships from the German Academic Exchange Service
(DAAD) and the Fondation universitaire Armand-Frappier.
TP062 Protein expression related to leukocyte migration after exposure to diclofenac in Neotropical fish
J.L. Ribas, Federal Univ of Paraná / Pharmacology; D.B. Simmons,
Environment Canada / Aquatic Contaminants Research Division Dept
of Biology; J.P. Sherry, Environment Canada / Water Science Technology
Directorate; H.C. Silva de Assis, UFPR / Pharmacology
The inflammatory reaction enables an organism to defend itself against
infection. The migration of leukocytes from the vascular system to sites
of pathogenic exposure is a key event in the process of inflammation. In
the present study, the effect of diclofenac [DIC] on leukocyte migration proteins was evaluated in a neotropical fish, Rhamdia quelen. Male
(20) and female (20) fish were exposed to 3 concentrations [0.2, 2 and
20 µg/L] of DIC and to filtered water as a negative control group for
each sex. One third of the water volume in each tank was replaced twice
daily in order to maintain the diclofenac concentration. After 14 days of
exposure, the fish were anesthetized and blood was taken from caudal
vein. The plasma proteins were analyzed using liquid chromatography
tandem mass spectrometry in a shotgun proteomic approach to elucidate
the leukocyte migration inhibition mechanism. Peptide intensities
were used as a measure of protein expression, and were calculated from
extracted ion chromatograms, or the sum of the precursor m/z abundance from the ms scans (~ chromatographic peak area). The data were
analyzed by Kruskal-Wallis, followed by Dunn’s post-hoc test (a = 0.05).
There were various proteins involved in cell migration detected in the
plasma of Rhamdia quelen. In male fish, the expression of Chemokine
receptor 4 protein (Cxcr4) (20.0 µg/L), Integrin alpha 1 (Itga1) (0.2, 2.0
and 20.0 µg/L), Radixin (Rdx) (0.2, 2.0 and 20.0 µg/L), and Matrix
Metallopeptidase 17 (membrane-inserted, Mmp17) (0.2, 2.0 and 20.0
µg/L) was inhibited. In female fish, the expression of Cxcr4 (0.2, 2.0
and 20.0 µg/L), Itga1 (0.2, 2.0 and 20.0 µg/L), Rdx (2.0 and 20.0
µg/L), Mmp17 (2.0 and 20.0 µg/L), and Mmp1 (2.0 and 20.0 µg/L) was
decreased. Inhibition of protein expression for these particular proteins
may have been responsible for the observed decrease in leukocyte migration, and suggests that exspoure to DIC at environmentally relevant
doses can result in immunosuppression in fish. Financial support:
CNPq andCAPES.
TP063 Waterborne fluoxetine exposure induces up-regulation of
hepatic microRNAs in Carassius auratus
B.E. Cameron, P.M. Craig, T.W. Moon, V.L. Trudeau, Univ of Ottawa /
Biology
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small non-coding RNAs that negatively
regulate mRNA abundance and translation and contribute to the
epigenetic control of gene expression. Hormones and endocrine disrupting chemicals can regulate physiological processes by altering miRNA
production. Fluoxetine (FLX), a selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitor
(SSRI) and the active ingredient in Prozac, is found in the environment and disrupts feeding, stress, and reproduction in fish by acting

on SERT, the serotonin reuptake transporter protein in the brain and
liver. Female goldfish were exposed to environmentally relevant levels
of FLX (0, 0.5, and 1 μg/L) for 7 days and six previously identified
FLX-targeted miRNAs in the liver were investigated. These miRNAs,
dre-let-7d, dre-miR-22b, dre-miR-140-5p, dre-miR-210-5p, dre-miR301a and dre-miR-457b are associated with the negative regulation of
anabolic metabolism pathways in zebrafish (Danio rerio). These pathways
include adipogenesis, cholesterol biosynthesis, triacylglycerol synthesis, and insulin signaling. These miRNAs were chosen due to the close
phylogenetic relationship of goldfish and zebrafish. Following a weeklong waterborne exposure to FLX, all six miRNAs were significantly
increased in goldfish liver (p< 0.05) at the highest FLX treatment. These
findings contribute to a better understanding of the mechanism of action
of FLX on goldfish liver metabolism. While the miRNA sequences are
well conserved across species, their mRNA targets may be less conserved
and therefore the specific mRNA sequence targets in goldfish remain to
be identified. Funded by NSERC, OGS and the University of Ottawa
Research Chair Program.
TP064 Out of the wild: A comparison of reproductive responses of
native fish in field and laboratory to wastewater effluent exposure.
M. Fuzzen, Univ of Waterloo / Biology; G. Tetreault, Univ of Waterloo
/ Aquatic Ecosystem Protection Research Division; M.E. McMaster,
Environment Canada / National Water Research Inst; M.R. Servos, Univ of
Waterloo / Dept of Biology
The Grand River, located in the area of Kitchener-Waterloo, Ontario,
Canada, is the receiving body of over 30 municipal wastewater treatment
plants (MWWTPs) servicing close to one million people. Recent studies
have shown that male rainbow darter (Etheostoma caereluem) residing
downstream of some of these MWWTPs have impaired steroid production and high incidence and severity of intersex. Additionally, a previous
study showed that fertilization success and embryo survival to hatch
were impaired at sites surrounding the MWWTP. While wastewater is
known to cause endocrine disruption and impair reproductive success,
there are many confounding factors present in the system that could also
be responsible for these effects. Therefore a controlled laboratory experiment was conducted in order to determine whether feminizing agents
in the wastewater are responsible for impaired reproduction in rainbow
darter. Male and female rainbow darters were exposed to varying concentrations of wastewater effluent, or to ethinyl estradiol for three weeks.
Total egg production, fertilization success, embryo survival, steroid production and gene expression of liver vitellogenin were measured. Results
suggest that decreases in health measures do not directly correlate with
an individuals’ ability to successfully reproduce.

Avian Species as Indicators of Environmental
Pollution and Health: Contaminant Exposure, Fate
and Effects
TP065 Development of a Tissue Co-culture model of the Chicken
Hypothalamus-Pituitary-Gonadal-Liver (HPG-L) axis for in vitro
toxicological evaluation
K. Mittal, McGill Univ / Dept of Natural Resource Sciences; T.K.
Johnston, US Army Corps of Engineers; N. Basu, McGill Univ / Dept of
Environmental Health Sciences
Exposure to Endocrine Disrupting Chemicals (EDCs) such as pesticides and industrial chemicals can cause changes in reproductive
physiology, neuroendocrinology and metabolism. The HPG-L axis
is an essential reproductive pathway responsible for development
and function of the reproductive organs and controlling behaviors of
reproduction. Disruptions in this pathway can cause severe endocrine
imbalance and sex-ratio disturbances, which could have population
level impacts. Field- and whole-organismal studies have shown that
EDCs adversely affect avian species such as chickens, quails and bald
eagles. While offering compelling evidence of harm, organismal studies
involve sacrificing a large number of animals, are time consuming and
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expensive. In recent years there has been great interest in developing
in vitro systems to study biologically relevant disturbances in interconnected pathways composed of complex biochemical interactions and
small molecules that control communication between cells. Among
the various in vitro approaches being explored, tissue explants show
great promise. For example, explants from neonatal rats and embryonic
chicken retina had superior histology, showed remarkable retention of
architecture and were more similar to freshly isolated tissue than 2-D
cell culture. Given the promise of tissue explants as an alternate in vitro
model, the objective of this study is to establish and sustain an explant
co-culture of the chicken HPG-L axis. Tissues from white leghorn
chicken embryos day 19 were sectioned and cultured at pH 7.4, 37°C
and 5% CO2 in DMEM, IMDM and Medium 199. Media was changed
daily, every other day and weekly. Tissue viability was assessed by MTT
assay on day 1 and at the end of the culture period (day 12). Cultures
with greater than 80% viability on day 12 were considered successful.
Preliminary data suggests that DMEM with every other day media
change was best suited for hypothalamus and liver, whereas DMEM
with weekly media change was best suited for gonads. Studies to assess
functionality of the tissues and establish the co-culture are ongoing.
Following the establishment of suitable culture conditions, tissues will
be dosed with a range of EDCs. Understanding the effects of contaminants on the HPG-L axis is important in determining the detrimental
effects that EDCs have on humans and wildlife at organismal levels,
and this in vitro model could serve as a valuable screening tool to study
these interactions.
TP066 Assessment of long-term effects following in ovo exposure to
an organophosphate flame retardant, tris (2-butoxyethyl) phosphate,
in zebra finches
M.L. Eng, Simon Fraser Univ; R.J. Letcher, Environment Canada /
Ecotoxicology and Wildlife Health Division; T.D. Williams, Simon Fraser
Univ / Biological Sciences; J.E. Elliott, Environment Canada / Science
Technology Branch
Production and use of organophosphate (triester) flame retardants
(OPFRs) has increased as a result of the phasing out of other flame
retardants such as polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs). TBOEP
is an OPFR that is currently used as a plasticizer, lubricant and flame
retardant. Recent investigations have shown repeated detection of
TBOEP in birds, fish, and the environment. Despite the widespread
use of OPFRs and their detection in wildlife, very little is known of
their metabolic processes or toxicological effects. The objectives of the
present study were (1) to assess the embryonic metabolism of TBOEP,
and (2) to assess the effects of in ovo exposure to TBOEP on survival,
development and reproduction in a model songbird species, the zebra
finch (Taeniopygia guttata). To assess embryonic metabolism of TBOEP,
zebra finch embryos were exposed to TBOEP via egg injection. Either
a vehicle control (DMSO) or 50 µg TBOEP/g egg was injected into
the albumin the day the egg was laid. A subset of eggs was collected
at several time points over the 14 day incubation period (3 eggs per
dose group on each of day 0, 5, 10 and 14 of incubation), and the whole
contents of the eggs were assessed for TBOEP concentrations. For
the study of long-term effects, eggs were injected with DMSO only,
0.01, 1, 10 or 50 µg TBOEP/g egg, and then raised to sexual maturity.
There were no significant differences between concentrations in day 0
(unincubated) eggs compared to day 5 and day 10 eggs, however day 14
eggs had significantly lower concentrations of TBOEP, which suggests
that TBOEP metabolism in zebra finches embryos occurs primarily
during late incubation. Just prior to hatch, 28% of the parent TBOEP
compound remained. In the study of long-term effects, Overall hatching success was 80% (134/168), and overall fledging success was 85%
(93/109). There was no effect of TBOEP dose on hatching success or on
fledging success. Chick growth was also not affected by TBOEP dose.
To further investigate potential effects of TBOEP at the whole organism level, breeding trials of zebra finches exposed to TBOEP in ovo
are in progress, and we aim to measure additional endpoints including
effects on reproduction and physiology.
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TP067 The snow goose (Chen caerulescens) as biomonitor of environmental genotoxicity
M.C. Martinez-Quintanilla, Universidad Juarez del Estado de Durango /
Facultad de Medicina Veterinaria y Zootecnia; M.E. Pereda, Universidad
Juarez del Estado de Durango / FMVZ; O. Torres-Bugarin, Universidad
Autonoma de Guadalajara / Programa Internacional de la Facultad de
Medicina; J.M. Salas-Pacheco, Universidad Juarez del Estado de Durango
/ Inst de Investigaciones Cientificas; J.H. Martinez-Guerrero, Universidad
Juarez del Estado de Durango / Facultad de Medicina Veterinaria y Zootecnia
Waterfowls, shorebirds and seabirds can be used as biomonitors; this is
due to the fact that they are integral components of these environments,
they operate in different places of the food webs and have different levels
of response to environmental changes, including from light physiological
effects to deformation or death of individuals, which makes them excellent monitors of environmental stress. The objectives of this study were to
evaluate the heterophil /lymphocyte relationship (H/L), the frequency of
micronucleated erythrocytes (MNEs) and of nuclear prolongations (NP)
in blood to propose that the snow goose (Chen caerulescens) be considered
as an environmental biomonitor. Blood samples from 18 individuals of
snow goose were collected during the hunting season 2012-2013 in a
wetland near the city of Durango, Mexico. With the blood drawn three
blood smears were prepared from each organism. To obtain the H/L
ratio of each sample, the Wright-Giemsa staining was employed and
200 leukocytes were observed under a compound microscope (100X);
for the MNE and NP test, a blood smear was stained with acridine
orange and 10,000 erythrocytes (ET) were observed per organism using
a fluorescence microscope (100X). The average ratio of H/L was 0.41
± 0.17, a value that is in the reference range of different species of birds
and is close to that reported by other authors for this species. MNE
average was 2.63±1.45. Two organisms did not present MNE and in
others it was possible identify up to 5 MNE/10,000 ET. The observed
PN in organisms of snow goose was of 249.25 ± 89.74, higher value
than those reported for other bird species. H/L ratio is important to
know the health status and immune condition of birds. NP formation is
related to the origin of the formation of MNE. Recently the NPs have
been described as potential biomarkers of genotoxic agents and could be
used as a marker for assessing exposures to these substances; however,
this type of structures have not been described in species with nucleated
erythrocytes nor in waterfowl, so the presence of PN could serve as a
complementary measure to the frequency of MNE to assess genotoxicity
in species with nucleated erythrocytes. Considering the above, the snow
goose can be used as an environmental biomonitor of genotoxicity by its
sensitivity to the tests of H/L ratio, MNE and NP.
TP068 Is diazinon used as antiparasitic in sheep a threat for bearded
vultures?
R. Mateo, UCLM CSIC / Inst de Investigacion en Recursos Cinegeticos; I.S.
Sánchez-Barbudo, P.R. Camarero, UCLM CSIC
Wildlife poisoning can occur under different circumstances, including the
misuse, abuse or illegal use of biocides and pesticides. In Spain, poisoning of predatory and scavenger species has been commonly associated
with the illegal use of pesticides to kill predators, especially wolf by
farmers and fox by game-keepers. However, accidental exposures could
be underscored if the investigation schemes are focused on the identification of illegal poisonings. Here we present data regarding the exposure
of bearded vulture (Gypaetus barbatus) to external antiparasitics in Spain,
as a case of potential threat by accidental exposure and poisoning of the
endangered European population of this species. We have studied 24
suspected poisonings of bearded vultures and the breeding failure of
one pair in Aragon (NE Spain) between 2006 and 2013. This study is
part of a larger monitoring of wildlife poisonings (n=462) performed in
the provinces of the Pyrenees in Spain. As evidences were found that
external antiparasitics used on livestock were a probable cause of some of
these poisonings, 24 feet of pork and 116 feet of lamb were analysed by
GC-MS. Brain acetylcholinesterase (AchE) activity was measured in the
brain when this sample was available. Poisoning was diagnosed in 16.7%
of bearded vultures, mainly by diazinon related to lamb feet consumption,
and in several cases with a significant inhibition of brain AChE. Other
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species of scavengers, like Egyptian vulture (Neophron percnopterus),
showed much higher frequencies of poisoning (76.7%), especially by
intentional poisonings. Pork feet had no residues of external antiparasitics,
but lamb feet showed residues of diazinon, pirimiphos-methyl, chlorpyrifos, fenthion, permethrin or cypermethrin, with occurrences varying
among slaughterhouses (up to 100%). Washing the feet with water
significantly reduced the levels of external antiparasitics, so this measure
was regularly adopted to reduce the risk of exposure in the managed feeding sites. In some cases, lamb feet contained up to 618 ng/g of diazinon,
which can give a toxicity-exposure ratio below 5. Moreover, mean concentrations of diazinon in lamb feet were above the levels that can affect
thermoregulation in sub-acutely exposed birds, especially nestlings.

Assessing Risks of Pesticides to Federally Listed
(Threatened and Endangered) Species at a National
Level

and multiple years of NASS Quick Stats. The approach accounts for
potential misclassification of crop classes in the CDL by incorporating
NASS’ accuracy assessment information by state, year, and crop. Within
the probabilistic method, the NLCD provides additional information
to incorporate into the CDL crop probability through an adjustment
based on the NLCD accuracy assessment data, using the principles of
the Bayes’ Theorem. Finally, crop probabilities are scaled at the state
level by comparing against NASS surveys (Census of Agriculture and
Quick Stats) of reported planted acres by crop. To test this new method,
soybean’s footprint was assessed. The resulting soybean probabilistic
crop footprint matched (within the error bounds) the average soybean
acreage reported in NASS Quick Stats. In contrast, the standard method
using only NLCD resulted in soybean acreage that is over four times the
NASS acreage reported for that period. The probabilistic crop use site
footprint methodology allows for a more comprehensive, representative,
and realistic understanding of the pesticide potential use sites and can be
used in national scale assessment of endangered species co-occurrence,
proximity, and other spatial analyses.

TP069 Aggregating, validating, and portraying species location data
for use in national level pesticide risk assessment
B.D. McGaughey, Compliance Services International; A.R. Frank,
Compliance Services International; T. Hall, Bayer CropScience /
Environmental Toxicology and Risk Assessment; D. Campbell, Syngenta
Since 1997, the FIFRA Endangered Species Task Force (FESTF) has
been researching methods to aggregate and collect data that will assist
USEPA’s Office of Pesticide Programs (USEPA-OPP) in the conduct
of FIFRA risk assessments on endangered species, and which would
be acceptable to either the USDI Fish and Wildlife Services or USDC
National Marine Fisheries Service (collectively, the Services) when such
risk assessments become an element in the Endangered Species Act
consultation process. While FESTF has gathered a tremendous amount
of data, and has developed methods for their application, quality assurance, management and updating, a clear regulatory pathway to provide
an outlet for use of these resources is only now beginning to unfold
under guidance given by the National Academy of Sciences panel on
FIFRA and ESA risk assessment. FESTF will discuss in this presentation the challenge of applying information to an assessment when such
information varies based on the species of interest, the scale of spatial
data available and the actual observations and attributes recorded for
the species. FESTF will explore how these data change over time, the
improvements and refinements that may be developed for these data over
time, and data and technology trends that could shape data collection
and use in the future.

TP071 Implementing national-scale proximity analyses with efficiency and reliability
J. Amos, Waterborne Environmental Incorporated; V. Sclater, C.M. Holmes,
Waterborne Environmental Inc
The scope of performing a risk assessment for all Threatened and
Endangered species across the county for each pesticide registration
action is daunting. The scale, both geographically, temporally, and the
sheer number of species, presents a challenge. Add to this the fact that
data sets and approaches will be refined moving forward, but that current
registration efforts cannot be delayed. To effectively perform proximity
analyses at Step 1, a process which is computationally efficient, technically accurate for the scale, and robust enough to handle changing data
sets must be developed. This presentation will demonstrate an approach
to address these challenges. Using authoritative geospatial data from
government sources, a national potential pesticide use site layer is generated which can be readily updated as new data are released annually. The
potential pesticide use site layer is used in a framework that allows for
flexible action area definition and subsequent national proximity analysis
of 100’s of species at a time. By using existing automation and scripting
methods within ArcGIS and SQL Server, the framework can be reapplied as needed (such as availability of newer data), and also provides
a source of documentation at each step of the process. The national-level
aspects of this approach will be discussed, and examples will illustrate
how the results can be used to inform decision making within Step 1, or
refine and focus needs at subsequent steps.

TP070 A probabilistic crop-footprint approach to characterize
potential pesticide use sites for endangered species assessments at the
national scale
J. Bang, Syngenta Crop Protection / Environmental Safety; K. Budreski,
Stone Environmental Inc; M.F. Winchell, Stone Environmental Inc /
Environmental Systems Modeling; L. Padilla, Stone Environmental Inc
A methodology for developing probabilistic crop use site footprints to
estimate the likelihood of pesticide use was tested at the national scale
and compared to alternative methods. The probabilistic aspect of the
approach accounts for annual crop rotations and the uncertainty in
remotely sensed crop and land cover datasets. The crop use site footprints
currently recommended by USEPA (and currently used by the FIFRA
Endangered Species Task Force (FESTF)) are derived primarily from
the National Land Cover Dataset (NLCD) Cultivated Cropland and/or
Pasture/Hay classes from a snapshot in time to represent the crop use site
footprint for an agricultural pesticide. This current approach will greatly
over-predict the crop footprint in most cases in the representation of
individual crops, represents a single point in time, and does not account
for the uncertainty in land cover dataset classifications. The probabilistic
crop use site footprint approach incorporates all available information
from the National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS) Cropland
Data Layer (CDL) for the most recent 5 years, the National Land
Cover Dataset (NLCD,2006), the 2007 NASS Census of Agriculture,

TP072 Advancing effective screening and probabilistic approaches in
endangered species risk assessments
M.E. Kern, Waterborne Environmental Inc / Ecotoxicology; K.E. Kapo,
C.M. Holmes, N. Snyder, Waterborne Environmental Inc; G.A. Hancock,
Waterborne Environmental Inc / Ecotoxicology; J. Amos, Waterborne
Environmental Incorporated
The confluence of the protection goals of the Federal Insecticide,
Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) and the Endangered Species
Act (ESA) presents many challenges for environmental risk assessment
for pesticide registrations. A deterministic approach has traditionally
been used for FIFRA national scale assessments where point estimates
of exposure and effects are used to produce risk quotients which are compared against arbitrary levels of concern (LOC). This approach allows
for relative toxicity, exposure and risk comparisons across chemicals,
and may include both screening level and refined approaches allowing the assessor to focus on taxonomic groups of concern. Under ESA,
the assessment methods employed are under rapid development with
a focus on the protection of individual organisms and species populations. These developments have been influenced largely by the National
Research Council (NRC) committee recommendations (2013) which
were interpreted into an interim approach outlined by the United States
Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s National Marine
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Fisheries Service, and the U. S. Department of Agriculture. The NRC
recommendations included a preference for probabilistic over deterministic approaches for risk assessment for endangered species to enable the
evaluation of likelihood and magnitude of risk across species. However,
given the practical challenge of national-scale assessments and high
numbers of species to consider, effective screening techniques are still
needed to direct risk assessment and risk management resources to the
species at greatest potential risk relative to a stressor of interest. We
explore various applications of screening and probabilistic approaches
throughout the risk assessment process to effectively target taxonomic
groups and species of potential concern and evaluate and characterize
risk. These methods employ data evaluation and filtering techniques
(including proximity analysis), weight of evidence approaches for qualitative and quantitative data and methods for including uncertainty in the
assessment. The objective is to advance the risk assessment process for
listed threatened and endangered species by providing a more comprehensive and practical perspective on species risk as compared to
traditional approaches.
TP073 Use of Risk Quotient and Probabilistic Approaches to Assess
Risks of Pesticides to Birds
K.V. Garber, USEPA / Office of Pesticide Programs; M.A. Etterson, USEPA
/ ORD NHEERL Mid Continent Ecology Division; E.W. Odenkirchen,
USEPA / OCSPP/OPP/EFED; B.P. Anderson, USEPA / Environmental
Fate and Effects Division
When conducting ecological risk assessments for pesticides, the United
States Environmental Protection Agency typically relies upon the risk
quotient (RQ ). This approach is intended to be conservative in nature,
making assumptions related to exposure and effects that are intended to
represent upper bounds of the range of available data. One major limitation of the RQ approach is that it does not explicitly describe the risk
associated with exposure to the pesticide for assessed animals or plants.
However, risk can be estimated using a more refined approach that is
probabilistic in nature, relying on probability distributions to describe
variables that influence exposure and potential effects. Such probabilistic
models will also allow estimation of the degree of confidence a risk assessor should place on a given risk estimate. This poster discusses the two
approaches, using RQs and a probabilistic examination of the risks of
diazinon (an organophosphate insecticide) to endangered and threatened
species of birds. The analysis relies upon RQ-based models that independently consider conservative exposures through diet, drinking water,
inhalation and dermal contact. In contrast, the Terrestrial Investigation
Model (TIM), which is a probabilistic model, integrates these exposure
routes and considers movement of birds on and off of treated fields as
well as a range of sensitivities in individual birds. Further refinements
to potential reproductive effects can be considered using the MCnest
model, which considers how the intersection of pesticide exposure at
sensitive points in species-specific reproductive cycles may influence the
fecundity of birds.
TP074 Application of Web-ICE to assess risks of national pesticide
registrations to federally listed (threatened and endangered) species
E. Donovan, USEPA; S. Raimondo, USEPA / Gulf Ecology Division; K.V.
Garber, USEPA / Office of Pesticide Programs; M.G. Barron, USEPA / Gulf
Ecology Division
The National Academy of Science (NAS) recently recommended
exploration of predictive tools, such as interspecies correlation estimation (ICE), to estimate acute toxicity values for listed species and support
development of species sensitivity distributions (SSDs). We explored the
ability of the Web-based Interspecies Correlation Estimation (WebICE) tool to predict acute toxicity values for listed species based on
available toxicity data for a suite of standard test species. We will present
the results of this analysis for predicting listed species acute toxicity
based on use of species, genus and family level models within Web-ICE.
As part of this analysis, the Web-ICE Rules of Thumb from Raimondo
et al. (2010), which are intended to be guidelines regarding the application of best professional judgement to help identify robust ICE models
and predictions of acute toxicity, were re-evaluated. The Rules of Thumb
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were derived from trends or approximations based on data containing
considerable variability, and were not intended to be definitive limits.
Additionally, some of the Rules were derived from the results of a leaveone-out cross-validation analysis that used all models. In this method,
each pair of acute toxicity values for surrogate and predicted taxa were
systematically removed from the original model, while the remaining
data were used to estimate the toxicity of the removed predicted taxa.
The cross-validation approach has recently been demonstrated to underrepresent robustness of models with small sample sizes (N< 10). We
will present a re-evaluation of these Rules using a new analysis of model
validation results. In summary, model and prediction properties (Mean
square error, MSE; R 2; confidence intervals) are the only endpoints for
which we recommend limits be applied; all others endpoints should be
used as weight-of evidence.
TP075 Application of approaches for assessing pesticide risks to
bees to listed terrestrial invertebrates and developing a listed species
knowledgebase
K.V. Garber, USEPA / Office of Pesticide Programs; C. Myers, USEPA /
OCSPP OPP BEAD; E.W. Odenkirchen, D. Schuler, USEPA / OCSPP
OPP EFED
Recently, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA),
in collaboration with Canada’s Pest Management Regulatory Authority
(PMRA) and the California Department of Pesticide Regulation
(CDPR), developed a method for assessing risks of pesticides to bees.
This approach relies heavily upon honey bees (Apis mellifera) to derive
estimates of exposure and estimate potential toxicological effects. Like
many other taxa (e.g., birds), honey bees are used in risk assessments as
a surrogate for native bees and other insect pollinators. In this approach,
there are two primary routes of exposure for bees: contact and dietary
(consumption of contaminated pollen and nectar). The characterization
of exposure relies on the species’ life history and dietary requirements.
Toxicity data for individual honey bees and colonies are used to establish
measures of effects. In order to apply the bee risk assessment approach to
assessments for species of terrestrial invertebrates that are not bees, such
as federally listed endangered and threatened species, attributes concerning the biology, life history, and feeding habits of listed species were
collected into a database. This presentation describes the available biological and life history data for listed terrestrial invertebrates. A review of
this database identified other dietary strategies (e.g., chewing plants) that
are not covered by the current risk assessment methodology. This presentation also describes alternative methods for estimating exposure to listed
species of terrestrial invertebrates that are dissimilar to honey bees such
that contact and dietary based exposure estimation is modified. In addition, consideration is given to techniques for exploring the uncertainties
associated with using honey bees as surrogates for assessing the toxicity
of pesticides to listed species of terrestrial invertebrates.
TP076 Conservation of lepidopteran ecdysteroid receptor provides
evidence for butterfly susceptibility to diacylhydrazine and bisacylhydrazine chemicals
C.A. LaLone, USEPA; D.L. Villeneuve, USEPA / Mid Continent Ecology
Division; K.V. Garber, USEPA / Office of Pesticide Programs; K. Tollefsen,
NIVA / Ecotoxicology and Risk Assessment; G.T. Ankley, USEPA / National
Health and Environmental Effects Research Laboratory
Diacylhydrazine (DAH) and bisacylhydrazine (BAH) chemicals (e.g.,
methoxyfenozide and tebufenozide, respectively), also known as moulting–accelerating compounds, act as agonists of the ecdysteroid receptor
(EcR), and have been used as selective insecticides for pests within the
order Lepidoptera (e.g., armyworms, moths, budworms). Using the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Sequence Alignment to Predict
Across Species Susceptibility (SeqAPASS) tool we examined the structural conservation of the EcR across species. Consistent with current
literature, the primary amino acid sequence and ligand-binding domain
for EcR were well conserved across invertebrates, however examination
of key amino acids understood to be important for docking of DAH and
BAH structures to insect EcR revealed potentially important crossspecies differences. Predictions from the SeqAPASS analysis indicate
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that hymenopteran species (e.g., honey bee, bumble bee) are less likely
to be susceptible to these chemicals than some other insects. Conversely,
due to the amino acid sequence similarity across lepidopteran species,
particularly at residue positions identified as important for proper EcR
conformation during DAH and BAH binding, SeqAPASS data predict
relative intrinsic susceptibility to be likely for three butterfly species
(i.e., all those with available EcR sequence data), including the monarch
butterfly (Danaus plexippus). This suggest that further research may be
needed to examine the effects of these pesticides on butterfly species,
some of which may be endangered. The contents of this abstract neither
constitute nor reflect official USEPA policy.
TP077 Assessing the potential risk of Isoxaflutole use on soybeans to
threatened and endangered species
M.G. Dobbs, Bayer CropScience / Environmental Toxicology and
Risk Assessment; A.R. Frank, Compliance Services International; D.
Campana, Compliance Services International / Risk Assessment; J. Amos,
Waterborne Environmental Incorporated; R. Sur, Bayer CropScience LP
/ Environmental Safety; T. Hall, Bayer CropScience / Environmental
Toxicology and Risk Assessment; C.M. Holmes, Waterborne Environmental
Inc
Isoxaflutole is a selective early season herbicide for use at rates up to 105 g
ai/ha for control of a wide range of weeds in corn and herbicide tolerant soybeans. While the environmental profile and potential risks of
Isoxaflutole have been well characterized as part of the standard FIFRA
regulatory process, the ongoing developments in how the USEPA and
its sister agencies (FWS, NMFS and USDA) are evaluating the risks of
pesticides to threatened and endangered (T&E) species has prompted this
assessment. Isoxaflutole provides a good case study to evaluate evolving
endangered species assessment methods because it exhibits relatively low
toxicity/risk to most non-target species except terrestrial plants, has a rich
data set for terrestrial plants, and is used on a limited number of major
crops. The assessment consists of multiple components utilizing the best
available information: 1) An initial screening level risk assessment was
done to identify the broad groups of taxa at potential risk. 2) All potential use sites were defined spatially and T&E species that co-occur were
identified. 3) Where species location and critical habitat information were
available, a proximity analysis to the use sites was performed. 4) Species
biology information was utilized to further narrow the focus of the
assessment to those species occurrences most likely at potential risk from
Isoxaflutole use. 5) The potential for off-site movement of Isoxaflutole and
its metabolites was evaluated in the context of the best available effects
thresholds. 6) The potential for indirect effects to T&E species that rely
on plants was evaluated utilizing the available data set of greenhouse and
field non-target plant studies, along with species biology information.
Based on a conservative screening level ecological risk assessment, T&E
aquatic invertebrates, fish, frogs, birds, and wild mammals are unlikely to
be at risk from the use of Isoxaflutole. As an herbicide Isoxaflutole does
exhibit some toxicity to plants, therefore risk to T&E terrestrial plants
was evaluated in greater detail as described above.

The Use of Selenium Bioaccumulation Information
to Support Site-Specific Guidelines and Objectives
TP078 Selenium Bioaccumulation Patterns in Tissue and Otoliths
for Fish from Wastewater Exposure and Reference Sites
R.J. Reash, American Electric Power; L. Friedrich, Stantec Consultants Ltd
The temporal sequence of selenium uptake by fish exposed to selenium
(Se) and other trace elements can be a factor in assessing compliance
with tissue-threshold criteria. During 2013, a total of 11 species of fish
were collected at power plant wastewater receiving streams and proximal reference sites. Fish tissue samples (mostly muscle) were collected
in fish residing in fly ash- or FGD (flue gas desulfurization)-influenced
receiving streams. The otoliths of each fish were excised, prepared in the
laboratory, and analyzed for Se content using laser ablation-inductively
coupled plasma-mass spectrometry. All fish were aged by the scale or

otolith cross-section method. Maximum fillet Se concentrations for fish
from reference sites ranged from 1.69 mg/kg dry wt. (channel catfish)
to 5.8 mg/kg (hybrid striped bass). Maximum fillet Se for fish from
exposure sites ranged from 4.86 mg/kg (longear sunfish) to 40.44 mg/
kg dry wt. (bluegill). Four fillet samples in fish collected from exposure
sites had Se levels exceeding USEPA’s draft muscle tissue criterion to
protect against reproductive effects (11.8 mg/kg dry wt.). One reference
site fillet sample exceeded the muscle criterion, however the otolith Se
concentration profile strongly suggested that the fish migrated there from
a nearby exposure site. In general, for fish having moderate or high fillet
Se content (> 6.0 mg/kg dry wt.), the otolith Se content either peaked
in recent (up to previous 6 months) time intervals, or the Se content
indicated a long-term increase in Se exposure. Our study demonstrated a
relatively close association between tissue Se levels and (relatively recent)
otolith Se levels.
TP079 Considerations for Evaluating an Averaging Period for
Selenium Bioaccumulation
P.R. Paquin, Hydroqual; R. Bubnyte, HDR Incorporated
An expedient approach for evaluating uptake and trophic transfer
of selenium (Se) is to sequentially apply an enrichment factor (EF =
periphyton Se/waterborne Se) and then trophic transfer factors (TTF
= predator Se/prey Se) to estimate food web Se concentrations from
waterborne Se concentrations. An important aspect of this evaluation is related to the choice of an appropriate time period to use when
associating waterborne to periphyton concentrations, or prey to predator
concentrations. Resulting Se accumulation levels in periphyton, prey, or
predator, are then used to assess the potential for adverse effects on biota.
It is implicitly assumed in this approach that the dependent variable
(biota selenium concentration) is a function of the independent variable (waterborne or prey selenium concentration). This may be true to a
greater or lesser degree, depending on the strength of the tie between the
exposure concentrations that are associated with tissue Se residues. For
example, a waterborne concentration might be based upon measurement
of either a single grab sample collected in association with a biota sample,
or a longer-term (e.g., seasonal, annual) average concentration. Use of
a synoptic grab sample result may be misleading if concentrations are
variable over time and a grab sample taken at the time of biota sampling
is very different from the long-term average of preceding concentrations.
Alternatively, use of annual average waterborne selenium concentrations
may seem advantageous if calculation of an annual average makes use of
a relatively robust dataset, from which time-variability can also be estimated. However, this approach may inadvertently lead to a different bias
in estimates of relevant exposure concentrations if measurements farremoved in time have a negligible influence on biota Se measurements
to be used in the risk assessment. Similar considerations apply when
associating a dietary prey concentration with a predator concentration
when evaluating a TTF. A rationale for estimating defensible waterborne
or dietary Se exposure concentrations to be associated with biota tissue
concentrations will be presented. The approach is based upon consideration of selenium bioaccumulation kinetics. Some important advantages
and limitations of the approach will be noted.
TP080 Selenium Bioaccumulation Monitoring toward Development
of a Site-specific Objective for the Newport Bay Watershed
E.R. Byron, G.M. Santolo, H.M. Ohlendorf, CH2M HILL
Groundwater-related discharges in the San Diego Creek/Newport Bay
watershed in Orange County, California have the potential to adversely
affect surface waters and biota within the watershed and would not
comply with established total maximum daily loads (TMDLs) for the
watershed. The Newport Bay watershed consists of about 152 square
miles (394 square kilometers) bounded by mountains on three sides and
the Pacific Ocean on the other. Runoff from these mountains enters
Newport Bay via San Diego Creek, which contributes about 85% of the
freshwater flow to the Bay. Due to the semi-arid climate of the region,
selenium is readily concentrated by weathering and evaporation in the
process of soil formation and alluvial fan deposition. Groundwater drainage with remobilized selenium from a historical terminal marsh (known
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as the “Swamp of the Frogs” before the 1930s) enters urban stormwater
channels that in turn discharge to San Diego Creek. Dissolved selenium concentrations in San Diego Creek and its tributaries often exceed
chronic freshwater toxicity criteria. Biological sampling of aquatic
biota (such as water-column and benthic invertebrates and fish) and the
eggs of aquatic-dependent birds (such as black-necked stilts, American
avocets, American coots, and pied-billed grebes) has been conducted in
the watershed since 2004 in conjunction with sampling of sediment and
monitoring of waterborne selenium concentrations to develop bioaccumulation relationships that can be used to develop a site-specific
objective for selenium in the watershed. Biota sampling has focused
on instream as well as off-channel freshwater habitats where invertebrates and fish (primarily introduced warm-water species) as well as
aquatic-dependent birds (primarily shorebirds, coots, and grebes) live. In
addition, sampling has included eggs of piscivorous birds (Forster’s terns
and black skimmers) and shorebirds nesting in the Bay near the mouth
of San Diego Creek. Selenium bioaccumulation has been observed in all
biota tested, although effects in fish and birds have not been observed.
Nevertheless, it is expected that the site-specific objective will include
target values for selenium concentrations in whole-body fish and in bird
eggs. Results of the biota analyses and the resulting bioaccumulation
relationships will be described.
TP081 Biokinetic food chain modeling of waterborne selenium pulses
into lotic waters: Implications for acute water quality criteria
S.M. Pargee, GEI Consultants Inc; D.K. DeForest, Windward
Environmental LLC; C.A. Claytor, GEI Consultants Inc; S.P. Canton, GEI
Consultants Inc / Ecological Division; K.V. Brix, Univ of British Columbia
/ Zoology
The USEPA’s current acute selenium (Se) criterion for aquatic life is
based on the concentration of Se in the water column. However, it is
possible that this criterion may not protect aquatic life from dietborne
chronic Se toxicity that could result from high-Se pulse events. A
biokinetic Se bioaccumulation model based on food chain modeling was
previously developed by Brix and DeForest (2008) to evaluate the water
column concentrations and durations of Se pulses that would result in a
given whole-body fish tissue Se concentration. Our objective was to use
data from new Se biokinetic studies and data for additional species to
develop an updated biokinetic food chain Se model that could be used
to predict fish tissue Se concentrations resulting from Se pulses. In addition, we assessed whether a model could be used to derive an acute water
column-based Se criterion that is protective of a chronic fish tissue-based
criterion. Recently, the State of Kentucky adopted a chronic whole-body
fish tissue Se criterion of 8.6 µg/g dw. This criterion was developed following USEPA guidelines for criteria development and sets a precedent
for a whole-body fish tissue Se criterion that may be adopted in other
states; therefore, this threshold was used in the current evaluation. Inputs
to the model included background water column Se concentrations,
water column Se concentrations during pulse events, and the duration of
each pulse event. The model was then used to evaluate pulse Se concentrations predicted to result in the whole-body fish Se threshold over
various pulse durations (1-hr, 24-hr, and 96-hr).
TP082 Laboratory-based methods to measure bioconcentration of
selenium and application to development of site-specific water quality
guidelines
J.R. Elphick, B.P. Lo; H.C. Bailey, Nautilus Environmental
Risk to aquatic organisms related to selenium exposure is primarily
associated with dietary-derived body burdens of organic selenium in
egg-laying vertebrates and other organisms. However, accumulation of
inorganic dissolved selenium into the food web exhibits considerable
variability among sites, which confounds the assessment of environmental risk of dissolved selenium. The vast majority of the site-specific
difference in selenium accumulation in food webs is associated with differences in the uptake rate of inorganic selenium into primary producers
(often referred to as the Kd, or the enrichment factor). Laboratory-based
test methods were developed to measure uptake of inorganic selenium
under varying water quality conditions into three freshwater primary
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producers: a floating aquatic macrophyte (Lemna minor), a unicellular
green alga (Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata), and a branching aquatic moss
(Fontinalis antipyretica). These procedures were further used to evaluate
the effect of sulphate on uptake of selenate and to measure differences
in selenium uptake between sites with differing water chemistries. The
results of these tests provide useful information to assist with predicting
the uptake of inorganic selenium across a range of water quality conditions and to develop site specific water quality objectives for selenium.
TP083 Development and Application of Selenium Food Chain
Modelling at a Proposed Metal Mine in British Columbia
L. Shelley, Rescan Environmental Services / Toxicology Group; G.
Zandpour, ERM Rescan / Toxicology Group; C. Burns, ERM Rescan /
Fisheries Group; E. Miller, B. Murphy, Seabridge Gold; C. Pelletier, ERM
Rescan
The Kerr-Sulphurets-Mitchell (KSM) Project is a proposed gold-copper
mine located in the coastal mountains of northwestern British Columbia
(BC), approximately 950 km northwest of Vancouver and 65 km
northwest of Stewart, BC. The KSM Project entered the Environmental
Assessment (EA) review process in July 2013. Naturally-elevated
selenium (Se) concentrations, water quality predictions, and comments
received during the EA review process have identified Se as a potential
contaminant of concern. To characterize potential risks that Se may
pose to the aquatic receiving environment, an understanding of Se’s fate,
transport, and bioaccumulation is necessary. A considerable number of
water samples collected downstream of the proposed Mine Site area have
Se concentrations that naturally exceed the BC water quality guidelines
(2 µg/L), but Se fish tissue residues were below the BC tissue residue
guideline of 4 mg/kg dw. In contrast, in creeks downstream of the
proposed Tailing Management Facility Se concentrations were typically below the BC water quality guideline but Se tissue residues in fish
were greater than the BC tissue residue guideline. Attempts at bioaccumulation modelling based on water and fish Se concentrations, which
is common practice for many proposed and active mines in BC, had
limited success since selenium bioaccumulation in fish (relative to water
concentrations) under baseline conditions was quite variable across the
Project area. Therefore, an ecosystem-scale food web bioaccumulation
model, originally developed by Presser and Luoma (2010), was applied at
the KSM Project to characterize Se fate and transport through water to
higher trophic level aquatic organisms. This approach uses site-specific
physical, chemical, and biological characteristics, including Se speciation, bioavailability, and bioaccumulation through diet. The preliminary
model developed for the KSM Project will be presented and is based
on field data that was co-collected from multiple environmental media
or biota including water, periphyton, benthic organisms, and several
fish species. This model will ultimately be used to predict Se fish tissue
residue concentrations based on predicted Se water concentrations, which
will aid with the refinement of a science- and risk-based Se management
plan, including the development of appropriate Se site-specific objectives
for the Project.
TP084 Selenium Partitioning between Water and Fish Tissue
in Freshwater Systems: Development of Water-based Selenium
Screening Guidelines
D.K. DeForest, Windward Environmental LLC; K.V. Brix, Univ of British
Columbia / Zoology; J.R. Elphick, Nautilus Environmental; C.J. Rickwood,
Natural Resources Canada; A.M. deBruyn, Golder Associates Ltd; L.M.
Tear, Windward Environmental LLC; G. Gilron, Borealis Environmental
Consulting; S.A. Hughes, Shell Health – Americas; B.J. Adams, Rio Tinto /
Product Stewardship
There is a general consensus that fish tissue selenium (Se) concentrations, especially in fish eggs, are most appropriate for evaluating whether
Se concentrations in an aquatic system may be posing an unacceptable
risk to fish. However, although a fish tissue-based Se guideline is more
broadly applicable across sites than a water-based Se guideline, there is
still often a need to translate the fish tissue Se guideline to a water Se
guideline on a site-specific basis because water Se concentrations can
be more readily monitored and regulated. Further, in order to mitigate
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against the need to assess Se risks only based on sampling of fish tissue,
it is useful to derive water-based Se screening guidelines that, when not
exceeded, are strongly indicative of a low Se risk potential. A multi-step
modeling approach was used to translate a fish tissue Se toxicity threshold of 20 µg/g dw (based on a best-fitting species sensitivity distribution
model) back to surface water Se screening guidelines. We identified key
areas of uncertainty related to the partitioning of Se between water and
fish tissue in freshwater systems, including: (1) the influence of water
chemistry on the enrichment factor (EF; bioconcentration of Se from
water to a “particulate” at the base of the food web); (2) variability in the
EF among particulate types; (3) variability in the invertebrate trophic
transfer factor (TTFinvert) among species and diets; (4) variability in
fish TTFs (TTFfish ) among species and diets; and, (5) variability in the
maternal transfer of Se to eggs. Selenium bioconcentration and trophic
transfer studies were conducted in order to augment existing datasets.
Quantile regression analysis at each step of the multi-step model was
used to derive generic water Se screening guidelines of 5.4 and 2.1 µg/L
for lotic and lentic water bodies, respectively. If mean water Se concentrations at a lotic or lentic site do not exceed their respective water Se
screening guidelines, the probability is low that mean fish egg or ovary
Se concentrations would exceed a Se tissue guideline of 20 µg/g dw. In
addition, a sulphate-dependent water Se screening guideline was derived
for selenate-dependent waters, as increasing sulphate concentrations
reduce the bioavailability of selenate in aquatic food webs.
TP085 Bioaccumulation and toxicity of inorganic selenium in
Hyalella azteca: The impacts of different water chemistry exposures
L.A. Milne, Univ of Waterloo / Dept of Biology; W.P. Norwood,
Environment Canada / Aquatic Contaminants Research Division; D.
Dixon, Univ of Waterloo
Although selenium is an essential element for animals, like other
essential metals and metalloids, there can be toxic effects above required
concentrations. For many aquatic species, the toxicity of organic Se can
be quite potent; however, inorganic waterborne forms can also cause
toxicity. As part of the Canadian government’s Chemicals Management
Plan, it is of interest to determine the effect that different water chemistry conditions (pH, alkalinity, and dissolved organic carbon) have on
mortality, growth, and bioaccumulation in acute (7-day) and chronic (28day) sodium selenite (Na 2SeO3) exposures. These tests were conducted
in soft water using the epibenthic amphipod Hyalella azteca. In addition, both sodium selenite and sodium selenate (Na 2SeO4) were tested
in moderately hard water under fixed water chemistry conditions (pH,
alkalinity and DOC were not varied) in acute and chronic exposures in
order to compare the two forms of selenium. Selenite was found to be
more toxic than selenate in moderately hard water exposures, but with no
significant difference in lethal body concentrations. The high alkalinity exposures (115 mg/L CaCO3) in moderately soft water were not
significantly more toxic than exposures in moderately hard water with an
alkalinity of 85 mg/L CaCO3; however, the bioconcentration factor was
two times greater in soft water. Increasing concentrations of dissolved
organic carbon from a natural source increased mortality compared to
other exposures. The lethal body concentration of Se in these high DOC
treatments was significantly lower than in other exposures and growth
was significantly lower compared to controls.
TP086 Translating Dietary Selenium Effects Thresholds for Rainbow
Trout to Aqueous Site Performance Objectives
E. Costa, A. Atkinson, Golder Associates Ltd; J. Baker, J.R. Elphick,
Nautilus Environmental; A.M. deBruyn, Golder Associates Ltd
Selenium toxicity to fish occurs via accumulation of dietary selenium
in tissues, rather than through direct contact with surface water. Thus,
toxicity data are most appropriately related to tissue or dietary selenium
concentrations. However, site selenium management is more practically
based on aqueous concentrations. We developed an aqueous selenium
site performance objective for a stream that provides habitat for juvenile
rainbow trout. Juvenile fish were fed for 60 days with Lumbriculus worms
containing a range of dietary selenium concentrations (control, 7.1, 10.7,
19.5 and 31.8 mg/kg dry weight). Fish were sampled on days 15, 30,

45 and 60 to assess growth, morphology, and tissue selenium concentrations. Mortality was recorded daily. Dietary thresholds for growth
effects were then translated into aqueous selenium concentrations. This
translation was accomplished using a site-specific bioaccumulation model
derived from paired invertebrate and aqueous selenium data from the
site and the surrounding region. The resulting site performance objective
represents an aqueous selenium concentration that, if not exceeded, will
result in invertebrate tissue selenium concentrations lower than dietary
concentrations associated with adverse effects to juvenile rainbow trout.
TP087 Ecological screening assessment of selenium under the
Government of Canada’s Chemicals Management Plan: Approaches
considered for the assessment
M. Sauve, A. Gosselin, Environment Canada
Under the Substance Groupings Initiative of the Chemicals
Management Plan (CMP), the Government of Canada assessing and
will manage, where appropriate, the human health and ecological risks
associated with nine groups of substances. These groups of substances
are being assessed under the provisions of the Canadian Environmental
Protection Act, 1999 (CEPA 1999). One grouping of substances included
in this initiative is the “Selenium and selenium-containing substances”.
In order to characterize ecological risks to aquatic ecosystems, the
approach currently considered to assess the effects of selenium on aquatic
organisms is based on critical tissue residues since they are an indicator of selenium bioavailability and also represent accumulation from
multiple exposure pathways (e.g., water and diet). In terms of exposure,
bioaccumulation data may also allow the transformation of environmental concentrations of selenium into predicted tissue concentrations and
hence contribute to the risk characterization of all sectors of interest from
a regulatory perspective. This presentation will focus on the challenges of
adopting a tissues residues approach in a national ecological assessment.
TP088 A conservative seasonal selenium monitoring concept
M. Wilson, M.Y. Armstead, L. Keller, Marshall Univ / Integrated Science
and Technology
As selenium bioaccumulates through the aquatic food chain, the
selenium concentrations can vary across and within trophic levels in
response to site-specific variables and seasonality. Furthermore, the
seasonal trends in selenium concentrations vary within the trophic levels
depending on life history of principal components of each trophic level.
Trends in selenium peaks at various trophic levels do not show concurrent elevations adding variability to predictions from one trophic level
to the next. The USEPA has recently proposed tissue selenium criteria,
which is a more direct measure of selenium toxicity. A trophic transfer
model may be used to develop a relationship between water column
and fish tissue concentration. A dataset comprised of water, periphyton,
benthic macroinvertebrates, crayfish, and fish, collected monthly for one
year from three mining-influenced streams, was used to identify methods
to improve model predictability and maximize data utility. Seasonal
multipliers in the model improve predictability when monitoring is conducted in seasons other than the spring, however, the research suggests
selenium modeling of the spring season fish tissue concentration enables
a conservative approach to monitoring. Additionally, minimum numbers
of samples and optimal times for sampling are discussed from evaluating predictability of model outcome utilizing sub-sets of the database to
inform the model.
TP089 Connecting fish tissue selenium concentrations to site-specific
water criteria in a dynamic estuary: The case of Sacramento splittail
A.R. Stewart, USGS / Water Resources Division; A.E. Kleckner, F. Feyrer,
USGS; R. Johnson, Cramer Fish Sciences
Establishing an appropriate guideline for selenium (Se) requires an
understanding of processes controlling the bioavailability of aqueous
Se to the base of the aquatic food web and its transfer to higher trophic
levels most at risk for Se toxicity. A site-specific guideline must go a
step further and take into consideration environmental conditions that
influence this transfer from water into the food web that may mitigate
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or enhance Se risk, such as spatiotemporal variability in exposures and
ecology of the resident species. Here we identify several key factors
controlling the transfer of Se from water through an invasive clam
Potamocorbula amurensis to a migratory native fish Sacramento splittail in
the San Francisco Bay and Delta ecosystem. First, Sacramento splittail
showed a significant difference in tissue Se concentrations depending on
size as well as time spent foraging in the estuary. On average, individuals
>150 mm in length had 1.5 times more Se in their tissues than individuals < 150 mm. Sulfur isotope ratios indicated that these differences were
linked to an ontogenetic shift in splittail diets to include the clam P.
amurensis found in the estuarine portions of the Bay. Second, clam Se
concentrations were spatially variable, with the highest concentrations
focused in the northern reach of San Francisco Bay, nearest Carquinez
Strait and Suisun Bay, resulting in variable dietary exposures depending
on where the splittail were feeding within the Bay. A third important
factor was the influence of freshwater inflow on seasonal and interannual variation in Se bioaccumulation by clams whereby the highest
concentrations in clams were observed in the late fall and early winter,
just prior to spawning of several native fish species, as well as in years of
low freshwater inflow. The effect of variable freshwater inflow on aqueous Se concentrations accounted for up to two-fold differences in clam
Se. Collectively, these factors highlight the importance of considering
both ecology (foraging location and diet) and hydrology/hydrodynamics
(e.g. freshwater inflow) in determining the timing and potential range
of aqueous Se concentrations and how that translates into Se dietary
exposures and risk to native species.

Benign by Design – Replacing Toxic Chemicals
TP090 Screening and Prioritization of Perfluorinated Chemicals and
Personal Care Products in QSARINS-Chem
P. Gramatica, Univ of Insubria / QSAR Res Unit Environ Chem Ecotox
Dep Theoretical Applied Sciences DiSTA; N. Chirico, Univ of Insubria /
QSAR Research UnitDept of Theoretical and Applied Sciences; A. Sangion,
DiSTA; S. Cassani, Univ of Insubria / DiSTA
The screening and the prioritization of hazardous chemicals is a useful
procedure for the identification of critical substances and the optimization of experimental tests. This procedure became of particular relevance
within the REACH regulation, which encourages the use of alternative
in silico methods. Among these methods, QSAR models can predict
missing data for the unknown activities and properties, necessary to
prioritize existing or not yet synthesized chemicals. The prioritization
of two classes of emerging pollutants (Poly- and Perfluorinated compounds, PFCs, and Personal Care Products, PCPs) is summarized in
this poster. The interest on PFCs and PCPs is mainly due to the huge
lack of information for the majority of these compounds. Regarding
PFCs, the QSA(P)R models for the prediction of PBT Index, inhalation and oral toxicity in Rat and Mouse, vapor pressure and solubility
in water, implemented in the new version of the software QSARINS
(QSARINS-Chem module), were applied to 770 PFCs, verifying the
belonging of each chemical to the Applicability Domain (AD) of the
models. Excluding the general PBT Index, the latter five models were
specifically developed for the PFCs class. The PCP ingredients have
highly heterogeneous chemical structures and very different properties. A large number of chemicals (more than 550), such as flavor and
fragrance agents, parabens, phthalates and UV filters have been screened
for their cumulative PBT behavior (PBT Index, acute toxicity on P.
promelas and soil sorption on organic carbon (Koc) by the corresponding
models implemented in QSARINS-Chem, using also some chemometric method as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and MultiCriteria
Decision Making (MCDM). These new data availability can be used
in screening and ranking approaches to prioritize the most hazardous
compounds, focusing the necessary experimental tests only on the highlighted PFCs and PCPs.
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TP091 Screening and prioritization of chemicals in the context
of REACH: The cumulative PBT Index model implemented in
QSARINS
P. Gramatica, Univ of Insubria / QSAR Res Unit Environ Chem Ecotox
Dep Theoretical Applied Sciences DiSTA; A. Sangion, DiSTA; S. Cassani,
Univ of Insubria / DiSTA
The limited availability of comprehensive data for Persistence,
Bioaccumulation and Toxicity (PBT) of chemicals is a serious hindrance in the assignment of any chemical to the category of PBTs or
vPvB, chemicals that require an authorization in REACH for their use
and additionally plans for safer alternatives. In the context of screening and prioritization tools for PBT-assessment, explicitly required in
REACH regulation, the cumulative PBT Index model, implemented
in QSARINS (QSAR-INSUBRIA), a new software for the development and validation of multiple linear regression (MLR) Quantitative
Structure-Activity Relationship (QSAR) models by Genetic AlgorithmOrdinary least Squares (GA-OLS), offers a new holistic approach to
identify chemicals with cumulative PBT properties, directly from their
molecular structure. In this study the Insubria-PBT Index in QSARINS
has been applied to screen and prioritize big datasets containing large
variety of chemicals of environmental concern with heterogeneous
molecular structure. Particular attention has been taken in the study
and definition of the Applicability Domain of the model, using different approaches such as Descriptors Range, Leverage, and Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) of the modeling molecular descriptors, in
order to propose reliable predictions. The results of this study, which is
based only on the molecular structure features and is not dependent on
single threshold values for P, B and T, have been compared with those
obtained by the on-line US-EPA PBT profiler and in other published
screening studies. A good agreement among various approaches has been
found, supporting the need of a consensus approach in these identification studies. The discrepancies have been highlighted and commented.
Moreover, a priority list containing the most dangerous compounds has
been drafted identifying the common structural features among the
potential PBT chemicals. The PBT Index implemented in QSARINS
has demonstrated to be a practical and reliable solution for PBTidentification, immediately from the chemical structure, thus even before
the synthesis, in a benign by design approach.
TP092 How Feasible is Greener Drug Design?
J.R. Snape, AstraZeneca UK Ltd / AstraZeneca Global Environment
The issue of pharmaceuticals in the environment (PIE) has received
significant coverage in the last decade, both in the academic literature
and the wider media. The issue, however, is not a purely recent one.
Reviews on PIE have appeared for at least 3 decades, and some have
included remarkably prescient content. As early as 1981, a number of
pharmaceutical-derived compounds were detected in the River Lee
in the United Kingdom. More recent reviews of the literature shows
that a wealth of data now exists on PIE and that residues of active
pharmaceutical ingredients (API) are widespread, albeit mostly at
very low levels, in the aquatic environment. Recent discussions within
Europe have resulted in three two pharmaceuticals (diclofenac and 17
alpha-ethinylestradiol) and a natural estrogen (17 beta-estradiol) being
included within a Watch List so that Europe-wide monitoring data can
be obtained about the wider presence of these chemicals in the environment. Consequently, most risk management options are aiming to
reduce the environmental burden of pharmaceuticals in the environment
by exploring the efficacy of end of pipe tertiary treatment technologies
to remove pharmaceuticals and other chemical from sewage effluent.
Parallel to these end-of-pipe technological solutions, some stakeholders
are exploring the feasibility of greener drug design i.e. designing active
pharmaceutical ingredients that are biodegradable, non-bioaccumulative
and less toxic. This presentation will discuss the challenges faced with
designing greener drugs, together with some experimental work validating medium- to high- throughput ecotoxicology assays. Microplate
assays using green algae, cyanobacteria and rotifers predicted the final
EC50 and NOEC values for each of the pharmaceuticals obtained in
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the standard OECD 201 and 211 test guidelines with a high degree
of accuracy. They also resolved the relative toxicity of each API. Other
screening assays have been developed to predict the partitioning behaviour, fish gill and gut cell uptake, and fish hepatic metabolism of drugs.
The availability of these assays may assist with (i) screening the environmental properties of drugs earlier in drug discovery and development,
(ii) the development of predictive in silico tools and (iii) the screening
and prioritisation of the large number of legacy drug products for which
little or no data exist.
TP093 High throughput screening tests for the identification of
persistent chemicals
T. Martin, Newcastle Univ; A. Goodhead, Promega UK Ltd; J.R. Snape,
AstraZeneca UK Ltd / AstraZeneca Global Environment; R. Davenport,
Newcastle Univ
Regulatory emphasis has shifted recently towards hazard identification and prioritising chemicals which are persistent, bioaccumulative
and toxic (PBT): since chemicals with these properties have previously
been shown to be most harmful to human health and the environment.
Biodegradation is one of the most important fate processes determining
persistence and has historically been assessed using highly prescribed,
stringent, standardised tests termed Ready Biodegradability Tests
(RBTs). In their current guise, RBTs are ineffective as screens for
persistency. They are subject to high amounts of variation and produce a
large number of fails, many of which can be considered false negatives.
The Registration Evaluation Authorisation and restriction of CHemicals
(REACH) adopted in principle a number of enhancements to existing
screening studies, proposed by the European Centre for Ecotoxicology
and Toxicology of Chemicals (ECETOC), to enable a more effective prioritisation on persistence. The suggested enhancements include
increasing test volume, increasing inoculum concentration and extending test duration with a view to delivering a screening test positioned
between primary screening studies (RBTs) and higher tier studies (e.g.
simulation tests). The present study discusses the development and
validation of an enhanced screening test capable of identifiying chemicals which are liable to persist in the environment. The principles of the
enhanced screening test were subsequently applied to a miniaturised
96 well plate format to produce a High Throughput Biodegradation
Screening Test (HT-BST) allowing for a more rapid, less resource
intense, characterisation of chemical persistency. The identification of
those chemicals which are liable to persist earlier in the development
process will minimise their continued exposure to the environment
and permit a greater focus on further testing for those compounds
which are required to exhibit some persistency to fulfill their purpose.
The combined application of high throughput screening methods and
molecular techniques to facilitate future chemical assessments will also
be discussed.
TP094 No-man’s Land: New Chemicals at the Boundaries of Aquatic
Toxicity SAR models and Test Methods
C.A. Staples, Assessment Technologies Inc; D.E. Strother, ToxSolve LLC;
M.C. Harrass, Elevance Renewable Sciences
Use of bio-based materials to replace similar petroleum-based products is one focus of greener chemistry. New bio-based chemicals may
require ecotoxicological testing to support product registrations. For
two such novel unsaturated fatty acid methyl esters, ECOSAR modeling suggested acute toxicity at or below water solubility limits, but the
underlying training data were not especially relevant. Laboratory tests
established that physico-chemical properties should allow ecotoxicological testing using standardized guidelines from USEPA and OECD.
However, acute fish, daphnid and algal testing showed rapid and virtually complete disappearance of the test materials within 24 hrs, making
the exposure highly variable and problematic. Using the geometric
mean of measured concentrations and analytical quantitation limits,
findings resulted in classification of the substances as hazardous for the
environment (i.e., acute endpoint < 1 mg/L, a bright line for classifications). Based on measured initial concentrations, the same results would
not lead to classification. An extensive research effort ensued to identify

the major pathways of chemical disappearance, including sorption to
biofilm, photolysis, pH adjustment, hydrolysis, volatilization, sampling
tools, and media composition. Individual pathways showed some influence on rates of disappearance, but no single factor appeared dominant.
Chronic flow-through tests were conducted with daphnia, and neither
substance showed any adverse effects. However, the materials continued
to disappear rapidly in the system, even though flow rates were maximized. Both chemicals met ready biodegradability testing in separate
studies, and are not expected to bioaccumulate. Based on the available data, the observed rapid disappearance appears to be an inherent
property of the tested chemicals. Disappearance in the environment is
generally heralded as a good property for a “green” chemical; however,
these studies show how new chemicals may be penalized by standard
test methods, including those designed for “difficult-to-test” substances.
When the exposure profile repeatedly demonstrates rapid disappearance in controlled laboratory experiments, the use of measured initial
concentrations to describe effect levels appears justified in chemical
assessment.
TP095 Designing Safer Chemicals for Consumer Products:
Implications of a Functional Use Perspective
C. Rudisill, SRC, Inc.; L. Morlacci, SRC, Inc.; M. Adams, C. BaierAnderson, USEPA / Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics USEPA
OPPT; B. Drake, USEPA; J.L. Tunkel, SRC, Inc. / Environmental Health
Analysis
Designing safer chemicals for formulated products requires a careful
balance between environmental health, safety, and product functionality.
The end-user perspective is vital to successfully replacing toxic chemicals,
as well as other life cycle considerations. The USEPA’s Design for the
Environment (DfE) branch has identified many safer alternatives to the
typical ingredient palette used in consumer products. Using standard
criteria for specific functional classes, there are over 650 chemicals on
the Safer Chemical Ingredient List (SCIL). These chemicals represent
substances used in DfE-labeled products and meet rigorous criteria for
ecological and human health effects. However, chemicals in certain
functional classes pose special challenges because only a limited number
of chemicals meet both the safety standard and product performance
needs. For example, certain siloxane defoamers are crucial to product
function and favored because of low surface tension and high thermal
stability. However, they are persistent and are toxic to aquatic organisms.
Inorganic phosphates, successfully phased out as detergent builders,
are still used as oxidant stabilizers. They are strictly limited in DfElabeled products due to eutrophication potential in aquatic and estuarial
ecosystems and are allowed only for the purposes of stabilizing oxidation
systems. Preservatives offer another unique challenge because they must
exhibit some cellular toxicity in order to be effective at limiting microbial
contamination. In this presentation, the technical challenges to increasing the number of safer chemical ingredients will be discussed from both
an environmental hazard and functional use perspective. The chemical
hazard data of common chemical ingredients used as defoamers, oxidant
stabilizers, and preservatives will be examined in relation to the p-chem
properties and molecular attributes that influence their effectiveness
in consumer products. This comparison would be helpful in advancing
chemical design that maintains product function without introducing
ecological or human health hazards.

Assessing Contaminant Effects in Multi-Stress
Ecosystems
TP096 Sediment as a Surrogate for Multiple Stressors in Freshwater
Ecosystems: Digging Deeper to Reveal the Nature of Benthic
Invertebrate Impairments
H.L. Govenor, L.H. Krometis, W.C. Hession, Virginia Tech / Biological
Systems Engineering
Benthic macroinvertebrate community assessments can indicate cumulative effects of multiple stressors on aquatic habitats. Sediment is the
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most commonly identified stressor of impaired benthic communities in
Virginia. The nature of this stress is inferred to be physical, as the limited
available sediment data have generally not supported a chemically-based
impairment. However, the mechanistic nature of the stressor effect
is not clear. Sediment is associated with a variety of parameters, both
directly (e.g., embeddedness, bank stability, grain size) and indirectly
(e.g., vegetative cover, land use, habitat quality, channel flow, dissolved
oxygen). Moreover, sediment impacts on the individual populations that
compose benthic communities are variable. Sediment Total Maximum
Daily Loads (TMDLs) define loading limits, most frequently based on a
reference watershed approach. This approach, based purely on sediment
quantity, may not address the underlying nature of the impairments.
This paper presents a summary of the basis for sediment impairment
determinations and associated TMDLs over the history of water quality
monitoring in Virginia. Multiple stressors associated with sediment are
identified, along with data that suggest the underlying nature of biological impairments. From this review, key data gaps are identified and
recommendations are made for future research that can contribute to a
more mechanistic understanding of the nature of sediment impairments.
Such understanding may contribute to the effectiveness of water resource
management practices.
TP097 Quantification of sediment toxicity and benthic community condition in an integrated environmental assessment in the St.
Thomas East End Reserves
S.I. Hartwell, NOAA / Bioeffects Projects / National Status Trends
Program; T. Pait, A. Mason, D. Apeti, R. Warner, NOAA NOS NCCOS /
National Status Trends Program
The St. Thomas East End Reserves, or STEER is a collection of Marine
Reserves and Wildlife Sanctuaries located on the southeastern end of
the island of St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands. NOAA’s National Centers
for Coastal Ocean Science initiated a project to develop an integrated
assessment of chemical contaminants, bioeffects and a biological survey
of the STEER. The information generated from this assessment is
being used to establish a baseline of conditions, so that managers can
understand not only the status, but also specific challenges that exist to
improve the ecological functioning of the STEER. In this phase of the
project, a battery of sediment toxicity bioassays were conducted to assess
whole sediment, pore water, and organic sediment extracts from 24 sites
in the STEER. There was a gradient of toxicity from Mangrove Lagoon
and Benner Bay, in the western portion of the study area, to the eastern
areas. This correlated with contaminant concentrations. Gradients of
diversity and species richness were seen from low in the west to higher
in the eastern areas. One station in Mangrove Lagoon only had 4 species
and 5 organisms in total. While average diversity and species richness
was lower in Mangrove Lagoon and Benner Bay than the other areas,
abundance varied throughout the study area. Two different multivariate analyses revealed two site groups and three species groups. The site
groups divided cleanly between Mangrove Lagoon and Benner Bay
vs the other sampled areas. Species in the former were generally rarely
found or completely absent in the other areas.
TP098 Benthic indices, pollutants and sediment quality guidelines
as criteria to assess the environmental quality in the southern Gulf of
Mexico
N. Santibanez, G. Kuk-Dzul, J. Montero-Muñoz, G. Gold-Bouchot, D.S.
Valdez, P. Ardisson, CINVESTAV-IPN Unidad Merida / Marine Resources
The environmental dynamics in the southern Gulf of Mexico (sGM) is
thought to be significantly influenced by river discharges, which carry
chemical substances and terrigenous materials toward the sea, producing
a sedimentological transition from calcareous to terrigenous sediments.
Therefore, the aim of this paper is to assess the environmental quality of the sGM using benthic indices, pollutants and sediment quality
guidelines. A total of 97 sampling sites were analyzed in 2012, which
correspond to five ecological zones according to sediment type and salinity: marine-terrigenous, polyhaline-terrigenous, oligohaline-terrigenous,
mixed, and calcareous sediments. Macrobenthic infauna was collected
by means of a Hessler-Sandia Box Corer and a Smith-McIntyre grab,
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according to depth and sediment type. Four sediment cores 10 cm in
diameter were collected at each site; three of them were used to macrofauna analysis and one of them to determine hydrocarbons and metals.
In this study, two biotic indices were calculated to assess the environmental quality (EQ ) in the sGM: AMBI and BENTIX. Concentrations
of persistent organic pollutants recorded in the sediment samples
were assessed in the light of the sediment quality guidelines (SQGs)
Effect-Range-Low (ERL), Effect-Range-Median (ERM), ThresholdEffects-Level (TEL) and Probable-Effects-Level (PEL). Benthic
infauna was not observed in 46% of the sampling sites, some of which,
particularly those situated near of the oil platforms, exceeded SQGs for
Dibenz[a,h]anthracene. From the faunistic point of view, 90% and 65%
of the recorded species were assigned, respectively, to one AMBI and
BENTIX ecological group. According to the benthic indices results, the
EQ ranged from poor to high; however, some sites that exceeded SQGs
were classified with poor to moderate EQ. Pollutants that exceeded
SQGs were Benz[a]anthracene and Dibenz[a,h]anthracene in oligohaline-terrigenous sediments; Dibenz[a,h]anthracene, total hydrocarbons
and lead in mixed sediments, and only lead in calcareous sediments.
Although iron concentrations were five times higher than ERM in some
sites of terrigenous and mixed sediments, these stations were classified
with moderate to good EQ. In conclusion, the use of benthic indices
altogether with pollutants can be used to evaluate the EQ of marine
nearshore areas; besides, it was observed that pollutants exceeding SQGs
were different in the five established ecological zones.
TP099 Quantification of chemical contaminants as part of an
integrated environmental assessment in the St. Thomas East End
Reserves, St. Thomas, USVI
A.S. Pait, NOAA / National Centers for Coastal Ocean Science Center
for Coastal Monitoring and Assessment; S.I. Hartwell, NOAA / Bioeffects
Projects / National Status Trends Program; A. Mason, NOAA National
Ocean Service; D.A. Apeti, NOAA / National Centers for Coastal Ocean
Science Center for Coastal Monitoring and Assessment; R. Warner, NOAA
National Ocean Service / National Centers for Coastal Ocean Science Center
for Coastal Monitoring and Assessment
The St. Thomas East End Reserves, or STEER is a collection of Marine
Reserves and Wildlife Sanctuaries located on the southeastern end of
the island of St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands. NOAA’s National Centers
for Coastal Ocean Science initiated a project to develop an integrated
assessment of chemical contaminants, bioeffects and a biological survey
of the STEER. The information generated from this assessment is
being used to establish a baseline of conditions, so that managers can
understand not only the status, but also specific challenges that exist
to improve the ecological functioning of the STEER. In this phase of
the project, 185 chemical contaminants, including a number of organic
(e.g., hydrocarbons and pesticides) and inorganic (e.g., metals) compounds were analyzed from 24 sites in the STEER. Higher levels of
chemical contaminants were found in Mangrove Lagoon and Benner
Bay in the western portion of the study area than in the eastern areas.
The concentrations of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), DDT (dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane), chlordane, zinc, copper, lead and mercury
were above a NOAA sediment quality guideline at one or more sites,
indicating impacts may be present in more sensitive species or life stages
in the benthic environment. Copper at one site in Benner Bay, however,
was above a NOAA guideline (ERM) indicating that effects on benthic
organisms were likely. The boat hull antifoulant ingredient tributyltin or
TBT, was found at the third highest concentration in NOAA’s National
Status and Trends (NS&T) Program data base.
TP100 Quantification of sediment tri-butyl tin (TBT) in sediment
cores in an integrated environmental assessment in the St. Thomas
East End Reserves
S.I. Hartwell, D. Apeti, T. Pait, NOAA NOS NCCOS / National Status
Trends Program
The St. Thomas East End Reserves, or STEER is a collection of Marine
Reserves and Wildlife Sanctuaries located on the southeastern end
of the island of St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands. NOAA’s National
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Centers for Coastal Ocean Science initiated a project to develop an integrated assessment of chemical contaminants, bioeffects and a biological
survey of the STEER. The information generated from this assessment
is being used to establish baseline conditions, so that managers can
understand not only the status, but also specific challenges that exist to
improve the ecological functioning of the STEER. In this phase of the
project, sediment cores and surface samples were collected to map concentrations of TBT and assess trends through time in Benner Bay which
is heavily used by recreational boats. TBT bottom paint is still used in
portions of the Caribbean. There was a strong, decreasing gradient of
TBT leading away from the marinas, but with a possible recent spill
site outside the marinas. Concentrations in all cores indicated higher
concentrations in the past 20-50 years according to Pb210 dating. Peak
concentrations of TBT at depth in the cores were in excess of 5,000 ppb
(as ng Sn/gm dry).
TP101 Amplicon sequencing disentangles the effect of field manipulated press and pulse disturbances on sediment community responses
S.C. Birrer, Evolution and Ecology Research Centre; K.A. Dafforn, Univ of
New South Wales / Evolution and Ecology Reserach Centre; M.Y. Sun, Univ
of New South Wales / BEES; J. Potts, P. Scanes, NSW Office of Environment
and Heritage; B.P. Kelaher, Southern Cross Univ / National Marine Science
Centre and Centre for Coastal Biogeochemistry Researchy; S.L. Simpson,
CSIRO Land and Water / Centre for Environmental Contaminants
Research; P. Steinberg, Univ of New South Wales / Centre of Marine
BioInnovation; E.L. Johnston, Univ of New South Wales / Evolution and
Ecology Research Centre
Estuaries are being subjected to increasing pressure from contamination. The environmental stress caused by aquatic contaminants can be
sub-divided into two categories: press and pulse disturbances. Press
disturbances describe the constant input of contaminants through shipping and industrial discharge. This constant input poses a continuous
stress on estuarine ecosystems. However, the volume of these inputs is
often low, allowing for biodegradation and possible adaptation to the
contaminant levels. In contrast, pulse disturbances may involve very
high loads of contaminants in a short time period, such as a large run-off
event. This leads to high stress levels and potentially very large impacts to
of estuarine organisms. Unravelling the combined influence of press and
pulse disturbances on estuarine sediment communities and processes is a
research priority for effective estuarine management. We investigated the
resistance of microbial communities and sediment processes to press and
pulse disturbances caused by input of heavy metals and nutrients; two of
the most abundant and thus most influential contaminants in estuarine
systems. We mixed field collected sediments with fertilizer to create a
gradient of metal contamination and organic enrichment. We deployed
these sediments subtidally in recruitment containers for three months.
We then simulated a nutrient pulse and left the containers in the field for
another month. The sediment microbial communities were characterised
through sequencing of 16S and 18S rRNA genes. The active members
of the community were determined by sequencing RNA in addition to
DNA of every sample. Sediments were incubated to measure sediment
processes including primary productivity and community respiration.
Preliminary results showed that estuarine sediment communities seem
to be reasonably resilient to nutrient pulses and that press disturbances
are the driving force behind changes in microbial community structure
and functioning. Our results demonstrate the potential of microbial
communities to resist to pulse disturbances attributed to contaminant
stressors and indicate that estuarine ecosystem management may need
greater focus on press disturbances as the source of microbial community
changes.

TP102 In situ Storm Water Impact Assessment in San Diego Bay,
CA, USA
C. Stransky, AMEC Earth Environmental / Aquatic Sciences; G.H. Rosen,
SPAWAR Systems Center / Energy and Environmental Sustainability;
M.A. Colvin, SPAWAR Systems Center Pacific; R.E. Dolecal, SPAWAR
Systems Center San Diego / Environmental Sciences Branch; A. Cibor,
Nautilus Environmental; K.J. Tait, AMEC Environment & Infrastructure
/ Aquatic Sciences
Many NPDES Permits, including that for Naval Base San Diego in
San Diego, CA, USA require monitoring of storm water runoff by
collecting a first-flush grab sample at end-of-pipe which test organisms are then exposed to in a laboratory for a duration of up to 7 days
depending on the test species and method. This methodology fails to
accurately characterize a realistic exposure that will occur during a storm
event as chemistry and physical parameters will vary substantially over
time depending on a wide range of environmental factors and conditions during rainfall events. In situ monitoring can thus provide a more
integrated and environmentally realistic assessment of bioavailability and
toxicity of contaminants associated with these time-varying stressors. A
demonstration of in situ toxicity testing with the Sediment Ecotoxicity
Assessment Ring (SEA Ring) technology was conducted during a large
storm event occurring in March, 2014 in San Diego Bay at several locations near a major freshwater inlet, Chollas Creek, and near and distant
from storm water outfalls along Naval Base San Diego. SEA Rings
were suspended in the water column at multiple depths at several sites to
assess impacts that may be related to vertical stratification of freshwater
entering a marine environment. Four marine species were tested: 1) the
Mediterranean mussel Mytilus galloprovincialis; 2) giant kelp Macrocystis
pyrifera; 3) mysid shrimp Americamysis bahia; and 4) the polychaete
Neanthes arenaceodentata. Continuous salinity and temperature profiles
were also recorded in each SEA Ring. In addition, multiple storm water
grab samples were collected at each station for concurrent laboratorybased toxicity tests and analysis of common storm water contaminants of
concern (copper, zinc, and PAHs). Diffusive gradient thin film (DGT)
passive samplers were deployed within and outside each SEA Ring for
an integrated time-weighted concentration of several trace metals. Using
a multiple line-of-evidence approach, preliminary results suggest that
despite elevated chemistry and toxicity in storm water grab samples from
outfalls and urban runoff from adjacent Chollas Creek, little to no effect
was apparent in nearby marine receiving waters in situ that could be
attributed to measured storm water constituents of concern. The in situ
methodology demonstrated here shows great promise as a tool supporting more realistic assessments related to storm water impacts in dynamic
receiving water environments.
TP103 Validation of water quality criteria for metals using field
evidence
A. Peters, WCA Environment Ltd
There is a requirement for quality standard derived under the WFD to
be compared with evidence from field studies. The same principle can
also be applied to any chemical substance for which a robust ecological
threshold (e.g. PNEC, WQC) has been derived, for example through
the derivation of a Species Sensitivity Distribution. Several different
approaches towards performing these types of assessments are outlined,
including examples of real assessments. The advantages and limitations
of various assessment approaches are considered for both whole community assessments and assessments that are targeted at particularly
sensitive organisms. In order to evaluate relationships between metal
exposures and benthic community metrics, the bioavailability of the
metals must be calculated for each site. Several approaches can be taken
towards the assessment of PNEC values, including simplistic assessments of ecological quality at different exposure levels and the derivation
of limiting functions (comparable to a traditional dose response relationship). Assessments can be based on the whole community, subsets of
the community, groups of taxa, or an individual taxon. Analyses based
at the level of the whole community may lack the sensitivity to identify
slight effects on particularly sensitive species or families. Reducing the
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diversity of organisms assessed increases the uncertainty in the assessment, particularly for reference based methods. Approaches towards the
identification of those taxa that should be considered as sensitive to a
particular pollutant will be considered.

Ecological Models for Assessing the Risks of
Chemicals and Other Stressors – Part 1: From
Molecules to Individuals
TP104 Population modeling of threatened and endangered species: A
review of available models to assess the risks of pesticides
J. Vavra, Univ of Nebraska–Lincoln / School of Biological Sciences; N. Galic,
Alterra Wageningen UR / School of Biological Sciences; R.A. Pastorok,
Integral Consulting Inc; P. Thorbek, Syngenta / Environmetal Safety; V.E.
Forbes, Univ of Nebraska Lincoln / School of Biological Sciences
In April 2014, CropLife America organized a Science Forum to gain
a better understanding of the current status of population models and
how they could be used in ecological risk assessments and, in particular,
endangered species assessments for pesticides in the United States. As
part of this exercise, we reviewed the literature on existing population
models to consider the availability of different classes of population
models for implementation in this context, the likely availability of
parameters for model input, and the practicality of implementing the
models for large-scale risk assessments (e.g., in cases where the risk
assessments need to be conducted at the national level, where the species are widely distributed, and/or where multiple populations of the
species need to be assessed). This presentation will provide the results
and conclusions of our literature review. Our overall aim is to use this
information to develop recommendations that will assist USEPA, the
National Marine Fisheries Service, Fish and Wildlife Service, and
USDA with implementation of population modeling in future ecological
and endangered species risk assessments for pesticides.
TP105 AIST-MeRAM: A user-friendly software embedded the data
and techniques for ecological risk assessment and management of
chemicals
B. Lin, National Inst of Advanced Industrial Science / Research Inst of
Science for Safety and Sustaintability; R. Ogikami, AIST Tsukuba West; Y.
Meng, Beijing Normal Univ; M. Kamo, W. Naito, AIST Tsukuba West
Chemical substances, which enrich our lives could be “troublesome
environmental pollutants” unless handled properly. In recent years,
there have been growing social needs for ecological risk assessment/
management of chemical substances to address Chemical Substances
Control Law (Kashinhou) and REACH Legislation as well as biodiversity conservation. However, risk assessment is a complicated procedure,
requiring enormous time and a high level of expertise. Furthermore, risk
assessment methodologies have been rapidly evolving in recent years,
shifting from traditional impact assessment at the organism level to more
ecologically relevant assessments such as “species sensitivity distribution”
or “population-level effect modeling”. For these reasons, ecological risk
assessment of chemical substances is considered “something difficult/
impossible for those with little assessment experience and cumbersome/complicated for practitioners”. In order to break this status quo
in risk assessment, we have developed a risk assessment/management
tool (AIST-MeRAM), which is not only easy to use for non-specialists,
but also is capable of conducting various assessments efficiently to meet
the purpose/scenario and degree of preciseness in chemical management. Figure 1 shows the functions and features of AIST-MeRAM.
All of the methodologies of ecological risk assessment including Hazard
Quotient, Species Sensitivity Distribution, and Population-Level Impact
Assessments, together with all of the ecotoxicity test data are embedded with an easy-to-use interface. The demonstration of the tool will be
introduced on the meeting.
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TP106 An Individual Based Model of the Eurasian minnow, a regionally endangered species in agricultural landscapes
L. Ibrahim, Inst for Environmental Research RWTH Aachen; C.R.
Hazlerigg, Imperial College / Division of Biology; T.G. Preuss, Bayer
CropScience / Inst for Environmental Research; V. Grimm, Helmholtz
Centre for Environmental Research UFZ / Dept of Ecological Modeling; U.
Hommen, Fraunhofer IME
We present an individual-based model for the Eurasian minnow
Phoxinus phoxinus, a ‘least concern’ species in the IUCN list, which is
regionally considered ‘endangered’ in Germany. The purpose of this
model is to reproduce the field population dynamics of the Eurasian
minnow in edge-of-field streams in the European temperate region with
the ultimate aim to allow population-level risk assessment of pesticides
in edge-of-field water bodies especially when sub-lethal effects are
possible. The model species was carefully selected for this purpose to
be a vulnerable representative of the field situation in terms of potential exposure to pesticides and population resilience to possible adverse
effects of pesticides on reproduction. The model handles the minnow
population dynamics by accounting for individual variabilityand the
effect of population density on individual growth and of habitat preference and reproductive behavior on individual survival. Model design and
parameterization are based on field data and demographic patterns which
had been reported since 1940 and till this day, for minnow populations
in general while focusing on temperate populations. Before the model
can be used to extrapolate from results of ecotoxicological tests to field
population it is first important to test the IBM on patterns observed for
unaffected populations in the field so that pesticide case studies later can
reflect potential effects with a certain degree of confidence. The poster
presents the model description and model testing following the TRACE
protocol.
TP107 Data mining strategies for species life history characteristics
to support population modeling in endangered species risk assessment
K.E. Kapo, Waterborne Environmental Inc; M.E. Kern, G.A. Hancock,
Waterborne Environmental Inc / Ecotoxicology; M. Andrus, C.M. Holmes, J.
Amos, N. Snyder, Waterborne Environmental Inc
Population modeling has been identified as a valuable tool to support risk
assessment of listed threatened and endangered species. While a variety
of population (and more generally, ecological) modeling approaches and
platforms exist, their application is frequently limited to a small number
of specific species having an abundance of toxicity and life history data
available in the literature and/or generated in parallel to the development
of a particular model. Conversely, national-scale endangered species
assessment may initially identify a large number of species that may be
potentially impacted based on an initial proximity assessment of species locations and chemical exposure. This disparity points to the need
for evaluating similarities in available life history characteristics across
multiple species to identify relevant groupings of species as well as the
data-rich species (endangered or non-endangered) which are the most
appropriate surrogates for one or more endangered species of interest for
a given risk scenario in population modeling. Starting with high-level
taxonomic classifications and using a combination of data synthesis and
quantitative clustering techniques, we demonstrate an approach for organizing available basic life history information to “drill down” to species
characteristics and groupings most relevant to a given risk scenario, and/
or a given species of interest. This process can yield useful information
to optimize the design and implementation of population modeling (and
the risk assessment process in general) by providing a systematic means
to focus technical resources on species of greatest relevance to the goals
of a particular assessment. While further evaluation and data collection from literature and other sources is often a necessary component in
the development of population models, this process can be made more
efficient through the application of effective filtering tools.
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Fate and Effects of Metals: Marine Concerns
TP108 Evaluation of heavy metal excretion in saltwort (Batis maritima) from Galveston Bay, Texas
C.L. Howard, Univ of Houston Clear Lake / Dept of Biological
Environmental Sciences
Tidal wetlands are among the most productive ecosystems in North
America. Along the northern Gulf of Mexico, the perennial halophyte
Batis maritima (saltwort or pickleweed) is common in salt flats associated with estuarine wetlands. As an adaptation to the high salinities
characteristic of salt flat sediments, B. maritima shunts salts to specific
leaves on the plant, which then drop off, reducing the salt concentration
in the plant. Salt excretion as a mechanism for reducing heavy metal
burdens has been investigated in other halophytes, but not in saltwort,
although Batis populations are found in areas variously contaminated
with a number of different heavy metals. The objective of this study
was to identify and quantify six heavy metals (Pb, Cd, As, Cu, Zn and
Sn) in Batis collected from 10 sites along Galveston Bay that varied
in the type, extent and history of heavy metal contamination. Twelve
plants and three sediment samples were collected from each site. Field
parameters, growth metrics and chlorophyll (SPAD-1500) data were
recorded on site. Leaves, shoots, roots and sediments were acid digested,
and metal concentrations were determined by ICP. Plants from different
sites exhibited heavy metal patterns similar to the sediments in which
they were growing. The salt leaves from all plants contained significantly
higher concentrations of metals than did the other plant tissues or the
sediments, indicating the Batis maritima can concentrate and remove
heavy metals via its salt leaves.
TP109 Salinity and dissolved organic matter modulation of metal toxicity to the hydroid Eudendrium carneum
J. Duncan, E. Newman, R. Nasir, K. Livingstone, Wilfrid Laurier Univ;
S.D. Smith, Wilfrid Laurier Univ / Dept of Chemistry; J. McGeer, Wilfrid
Laurier Univ / Dept of Biology
In comparisons to freshwater and marine environments there is a general
lack of information on the toxicity of metals in estuarine environments.
The goal of this research was to improve the understanding of the effect
of salinity and dissolved organic matter (DOM) on the toxicity of Cu,
Zn and Ni to the hydroid Eudendrium carneum. In general, hydroid are
an understudied organism in terms of potential environmental impacts of
metals in estuarine and marine environments. Applying methodologies
developed for freshwater hydra, a 48 h toxicity test that measured the
lethal and sublethal response to exposure using a scoring system based on
hydranth and tentacle morphology. The lethality endpoint was associated with complete regression and disintegration of individuals while
the sublethal endpoint was tentacle regression. Small groups (typically
8-12) of hydranths were exposed (in duplicate or triplicate) to either Cu,
Zn or Ni and the influence of salinity (15 ppt to 35 ppt) or DOM was
examined. In general E. carneum tend to be relatively sensitive to Cu,
Zn and Ni with effect concentrations falling within the lower half of the
species sensitivity distributions. LC50 values at 25 ppt salinity were 31.3
ug Cu/L (95% CI of 25.8 to 37.8), 248 ug Zn/L (136 to 454), and 267 ug
Ni/L (223 to 320). Cu but not Ni toxicity tended to be higher at lower
salinity, at 15 ppt the LC50 for Cu declined to 19.1 (13.5-26.9) ug/L.
Dissolved organic matter provided significant protection against Cuand
Ni toxicity. Results are discussed in terms of the development of biotic
ligand approaches for predicting toxicity. This research is funded by
NSERC through a CRD grant in partnership with ICA, CDA, ILZRO,
NiPERA, IZA, Teck, Vale and Xstrata Zinc.
TP110 Copper speciation and binding by natural organic matter in
marine waters at ambient and acidified pH
R.C. Santore, HDR Inc; R.M. Santore, East Syracuse Minoa HS; S.D.
Smith, Wilfrid Laurier Univ / Dept of Chemistry
The bioavailability and toxicity of copper to aquatic organisms in marine
and estuarine systems can be strongly affected by the presence of natural
organic matter (NOM). The chemical binding of copper by NOM has

been extensively studied in marine waters, which are well buffered at
pH values near 8.0, and data from these studies have been useful in the
development and testing of the marine biotic ligand model (BLM) for
copper. Speciation data and chemical modeling using the BLM show
that copper complexes with NOM are the dominant chemical species
in natural marine and estuarine waters. The importance of NOM in
determining copper bioavailability has been confirmed in toxicity tests
with sensitive marine organisms such as Mytilus that show a strongly
protective effect of NOM against copper toxicity. In reduced pH conditions NOM binding sites may become partially protonated, thereby
reducing the potential for binding with copper and other metals. The
influence of pH on the chemistry and metal complexation of NOM has
been measured in freshwater and incorporated in general speciation
models. Similar pH effects on marine NOM are expected, but there
have been no published measurements of the effects of variable pH on
the metal binding behavior of marine NOM. The effects of pH on the
metal binding capacity of marine NOM may be important in estuaries,
where the influence of both marine and freshwater sources may result in
wider variation in pH than are typically seen in marine waters, and may
also be important in ocean acidification scenarios. For this work, marine
samples were titrated at fixed pH with copper to measure the chemical
speciation and NOM binding of the metal. Titrations were performed at
the ambient pH of the sample (7.9) and in a series of adjusted pHs covering a range down to pH 6.3. Free copper ion was measured by a cupric
ion-selective electrode. Results show that copper binding by NOM was
reduced when the pH of the sample was lowered, thereby increasing the
amount of free copper. The observed chemical changes suggest that copper bioavailability and toxicity in marine waters will increase when pH is
reduced, and are consistent with BLM simulations for these same range
in conditions. These results will be important for testing the ability of
bioavailability models like the BLM to account for the effects of changing pH on metal toxicity.
TP111 Environmental and biological factors affecting metal remobilization and toxicity in estuaries
A.A. de Souza Machado, Ecophysiology and Aquaculture; K. Spencer, Queen
Mary Univ of London / Geography; W. Kloas, Leibniz–Inst of Freshwater
Ecology and Inland Fisheries; C. Zarfl, Univ of Osnabrueck / Ecophysiology
and Aquaculture
Metal mobilization, transport and toxicity are rarely studied in combination. We reviewed the literature regarding these topics, and present here
an overview on factors affecting fate and effects of metals in estuaries.
This results in a conceptual model describing estuarine physical, chemical and biological interactions related to the non-conservative metal
behavior. Sources of particulate and dissolved metal into the estuary are
river transport, anthropogenic activities, surface run-off, coastal and
groundwater pathways and atmospheric deposition. Then metal distribution is subject to typical stratified circulation, from 1D barotropic river
flow to 3D geophysic and baroclinic flow at sea endmember. Water table
level and organisms in tidal flats also alter metal mobilization by shifting
sediment redox conditions and porewater constitution. The non-conservative metal behavior is similarly explained by the prevailing salinity
gradient. Anions such as chloride can solubilize adsorbed metals by
forming metal complexes. Cations displace adsorbed metal by competing
for binding sites. Thus, salinity increases dissolved metal, often considered to be bioavailable. Salinity-related competing ions for sites of uptake
and toxicity in organisms might have protective effects tought. Organism
distribution, osmoregulation and enantiostasis settings also depend on
salinity. Saltwater organisms might osmoconform, in freshwater they
mostly osmoregulate, while at intermediate salinities both strategies
occur. Thus, metal toxicity mechanisms related to iono-osmoregulation
disfunction in freshwater are less known in estuarine-marine conditions. Increase in the ionic strength of water can cause floculation and
sedimentation processes (e.g. maxima turbidity formation), altering the
distribution and residence time of contaminated sediments. Water and
sediment residence times influence the mass balance of metal and set the
conditions for phytoplankton growth. In turn, phytoplankton sequester
metal from water column by ad- and absorption, decreasing the dissolved
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fraction but increasing potential food-related exposure routes. This is
worrying to the estuarine nursery areas, where larvae (the most sensitive
life stage of several species) feed on plankton. In conclusion, environmental and biological dynamics are coordinating the fate and potential
effects of metals in estuaries, and attempts to postulate site-specific water
criteria must consider such interactions.
TP112 Carbonic anhydrase as a biomarker of copper exposure in
marine organisms
A. Bianchini, Univ Federal do Rio Grande FURG / Inst de Ciências
Biológicas
Acute copper toxicity in freshwater fish and invertebrates is described to
be mainly associated with ionic and osmotic disturbances. In this case,
the assessment of Na+/K+-ATPase activity inhibition induced by copper
exposure has been considered as an important and reliable tool to predict
copper toxicity, as well as to understand the mechanism involved in the
acute toxicity of this metal. On the other hand, a biomarker with similar
potential has not been reported for marine organisms exposed to copper.
As described for freshwater fish and invertebrates, copper exposure can
induce ionoregulatory, respiratory, acid-base and nitrogenous excretion
disturbances in marine organisms. At this point, it is worth to note that
carbonic anhydrase is a metalloenzyme that catalyzes the reversible reaction of CO2 hydration thus generating H+ and HCO3-. Therefore, it is
involved in ionoregulation, respiration, acid-base regulation and nitrogenous excretion in marine organisms. Also, it has been described as an
essencial enzyme associated with the acquisition of inorganic carbon for
the calcification process in several groups of marine organisms. Recent
studies from our laboratory and other research groups have reported that
copper exposure can affect the expression of the gene encoding for this
enzyme and/or the enzyme activity itself, thus leading to physiological
disturbances, such as change in the calcification rate, and even acute
toxicity. Therefore, the aim of the present study is to review the effects of
copper exposure on the carbonic anhydrase activity in several groups of
marine organisms, including fish and invertebrates (foraminifers, corals,
sea anemones, crustaceans and mollusks), as well as to discuss the use of
the carbonic anhydrase activity measurement as a potential and reliable
biomarker of copper exposure in marine organisms. Financial support:
IDRC, ICA and Brazilian CNPq and CAPES.
TP113 Effect of salinity on the olfactory toxicity of copper to juvenile
salmon
F.C. Sommers, E.M. Mudrock, J.S. Labenia, D.H. Baldwin, NOAA
Fisheries / Northwest Fisheries Science Center
Copper is a ubiquitous contaminant of aquatic systems in urban and
agricultural areas throughout the United States. In estuaries, for
example, elevated ambient copper concentrations result from a multitude of anthropogenic sources including inflow from rivers, urban and
non-urban runoff, anti-fouling marine coatings, urban wastewater,
and industrial discharge. These processes make copper exposure to fish
residing in these aquatic habitats a widespread concern. In fish, sublethal
exposures to dissolved copper can impair peripheral sensory systems
(e.g. mechanosensation and olfaction). For example, freshwater studies
have shown that copper can be toxic to fish olfactory receptor neurons at
concentrations as low as 5 ppb. Inhibition of olfactory function is highly
correlated with reduced ability to respond to an olfactory alarm cue that
triggers anti-predation behavior in juvenile salmon. However, published
studies on copper neurotoxicity to peripheral sensory systems have
thus far been conducted in freshwater. The olfactory toxicity of copper
can be affected by water chemistry parameters (particularly dissolved
organic carbon). The extent to which copper olfactory toxicity changes
as salmon transition from freshwater to seawater, however, is a source of
uncertainty. Given this uncertainty, it is difficult to extrapolate freshwater effects thresholds for copper olfactory toxicity to salmon present
in estuarine and marine waters. The increased salinity may interact with
dissolved copper and reduce toxicity. Additionally, differences in the
biology of freshwater-phase and seawater-phase juvenile salmon may
affect the olfactory toxicity of copper. To address these uncertainties,
electro-olfactogram recordings (EOGs) were performed on juvenile
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salmon before and after transitioning to seawater. The impact of copper
was determined by comparing responses to the amino acid L-serine
obtained before and after 30-minute exposures to dissolved copper.
Copper exposures were done in freshwater using freshwater-phase
salmon, seawater (32 ppt salinity) using seawater-phase salmon, and
estuarine water (10 ppt salinity) using both freshwater- and seawaterphase salmon. The results of these exposures will be presented here and
begin to address the impact that changes in salinity and physiology may
have on the olfactory toxicity of copper as salmon transition from freshwater to seawater.
TP114 Interspecific differences of metal accumulation in estuarine
oysters: implications for biomonitoring
K. Pan, K. Lam, W. Wang, Hong Kong Univ of Science and Technology /
Division of Life Science
Oysters are widely used as biomonitors of coastal and estuarine contamination. We conducted a field investigation in 2013 to assess the metal
concentrations in the oysters collected from the Pearl River Estuary in
South China. Large geographical variations of metal concentrations were
observed in the oysters. Significant positive relationships were found
between the oyster metal concentrations (Crassostrea hongkongensis) and
the labile dissolved metal concentrations (Cd, Cu, and Zn), indicating
the potential of using this species to monitor the metal contamination
in the estuarine environment. Contrasting metal concentrations were
also observed in different oyster species. For example, the concentrations
of Cd, Zn, Cu, Ni, and Cr in C. hongkongensis were statistically higher
than those in the co-existing species Ostrea pestigris. Saccostrea cucullata
contained significantly higher concentrations of Cu and Ag than Ostrea
glomerata, and the latter had higher Ni and Cr concentrations than the
former. While the geographical variations were largely dependent on the
changes of metal bioavailability in different sites, the interspecific concentrations may be a result of specific differences in the metal biokinetics.
This study clearly demonstrates the importance of specific identifications
(systematics) in oyster biomonitoring programmes.
TP115 Dynamics of Habitat Quality in Relation to Otolith and
Somatic Indices Of Two Commercially Important Fish Species From
Lagos and EPE Lagoons, Nigeria
A.V. Chukwuka, A.O. Adeogun, Univ of Ibadan Nigeria / Dept of Zoology
The relationship between habitat quality and measurable indices of
health of two important fish species in Lagos and Epe lagoons was
evaluated due to the importance of this environment as foraging and
breeding sites of fishes. Surface water and sediment of Lagos lagoon
(Ikorodu) (LGK) and Epe lagoon (ELG) were sampled from March
2010-March 2012 and analyzed for trace metals. Granulometric properties were measured for sediment. Indices of habitat quality; Pollution
Load Index (PLI), Contamination-Factor (CF), Index of geo-accumulation (Igeo) and Potential Ecological Risk (PER) were computed for trace
metal levels in sediment. Condition factor and somatic variables (body
weight (BW), standard length (SL) and Pre-orbital length (PrOL))
of Oreochromis niloticus (n=1050) and Chrysichthys nigrodigitatus
(n=900) were measured. Otolith shape descriptors (aspect-ratio, formfactor and rectangularity) were computed. Trace metals (Fe, Pb and Cd)
in LGK and ELG were lower in surface water, while trace metals in
sediment and were higher than baseline values. The PLI showed LGK
(1.41) as more polluted than ELG (0.92) with higher values in rainy
than dry season. The CF and Igeo indicated an enrichment of 3-fold
and 6-fold for Pb and Cd in LGK sediment. Cadmium in sediment
showed the highest risk (61.4% and 49.5%) of the total risk due to metal
contamination in LGK and ELG. Granulometric parameters accounted
for the highest variation in PCA (32.70%). Condition factor, BW,
SL and PrOL of C. nigrodigitatus from ELG were higher (1.08±0.1;
69.0±9.4g; 14.7±4.2cm; 1.22±0.3cm) than LGK (1.0±0.1; 343.7±18.7g;
12.3±2.7cm; 3.9±0.9cm; 1.2±0.2cm) and a similar trend was recorded in
O .niloticus (ELG; 1.5±0.2; 76.7±10.2g; 12.1±6.2cm; 1.11±0.3cm) and
LGK (1.4±0.1, 45.4±10.4g, 10.4±5.9cm; 1.08±0.3cm). Higher rectangularity and shorter pre-orbital length were recorded in DA for C.
nigrodigitatus from LGK and a higher aspect-ratio in O.niloticus from
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LGK implied slower fish growth. A higher PER and CF for Cadmium
in LGK compared to ELG indicated that LGK is significantly polluted
and is reflected in the lower values of fish condition factor and somatic
indices. High rectangularity and aspect ratio reflects non-proportional
linear growth of the otolith and indicates slower growth rate in fish due
to pollution.

Fate and Effects of Metals: Regulatory and Risk
Assessment Perspective
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TP116 Sodium arsenite induced reproductive dysfunctions in female
Wistar rats at low concentrations
S.S. Hundal, M. Mehta, Punjab Agricultural Univ / Dept of Zoology
Arsenic, one of the most potent environmental contaminant, variously
contaminates the aquatic ecosystem to which humans, wildlife and
other organisms are inevitably exposed. Arsenic exposure frequently
leads to reproductive failures by disrupting the rat ovarian and uterine
histology, hormonal integrity and synthesis of various components of
the rat ovary and uterus, possibly by generating reactive oxygen species. The present study therefore was performed to investigate the sub
chronic effect of sodium arsenite on reproductive organs using female
Wistar rats as an experimental model. Mature female rats were divided
in to 4 groups of 12 animals each. Group I received distilled water and
served as control where as other three groups received sodium arsenite
as a source of arsenic at 10, 30 and 50 µg/L concentration dissolved in
distilled water and had free assess to water. The study was carried out for
60 days, with one half of the rats sacrificed after 30 and the remainder
after 60 days of arsenic exposure. On completion of the experiment, the
animals were sacrificed under mild ether anaesthesia; the reproductive
organs were collected, weighed and processed for analysis. One of the
ovary and uterus from each animal was processed for histological and
morphometrical observations while the other for biochemical estimations. Hematoxylin–eosin staining was used to evaluate changes in the
ovarian and uterine histology. Histomorphometrical examination of
ovarian serial sections showed a significant increase in ovarian surface
epithelium and follicular atresia in treated animals (P≤0.05) with respect
to their control. A significant decrease (P≤ 0.05) in uterine myometrium
thickness along with regression of endometrial glands was observed at
higher dose groups at both time intervals. In addition, daily examination
of the vaginal smear showed a disruption in estrous cycle with prolonged
diestrous and metestrous phases. A significant increase (P≤0.05) in the
levels of lipid peroxidation, one of the markers for oxidative stress along
with decrease in the activities of antioxidant enzymes in ovarian tissue of
treated animals was observed. The results from biochemical and histological examination revealed that sub chronic exposure of sodium arsenite
at low concentrations causes degenerative changes in reproductive organs
and induces oxidative stress in female rats. This indicates that exposure
to levels lower than permissible may not be classified as safe exposure.
TP117 Methylmercury-Selenium Molar Ratios are Direct
Determinants of Mercury Toxicity
N.V. Ralston, Energy & Environmental Research Center
Maternal seafood consumption is associated with substantial improvements in child IQ , but also results in exposure to methylmercury
(MeHg), which becomes neurotoxic at high concentrations. Because
MeHg is a soft electrophile, it forms highly stable covalent bonds with
Se, the most potent intracellular nucleophile. Since Se-dependent
enzymes (selenoenzymes) require Se for synthesis of selenocysteine
(Sec), the 21st genetically encoded amino acid, high MeHg exposures
impair Se-physiology in two ways: Although MeHg initially binds to
cellular thiomolecules including various substrates for selenoenzymes,
these “suicide substrates” deploy MeHg into close proximity with the
Sec in the selenoenzyme active site and irreversibly inhibit its activities.
Furthermore, since each Hg atom sequesters a Se atom in an insoluble
mercury selenide (HgSe), high MeHg exposures steadily diminish the
amount of Se available in the cell. Loss of small amounts of Se to Hg

binding does not impair selenoenzyme activities, but continual attrition of tissue Se reserves following high MeHg exposures can eventally
diminish synthesis of all selenoenzymes. Since the brain requires these
enzymes to prevent and reverse oxidative damage as well as perform
other essential functions such as regulate intracellular thyroid hormone and calcium status, cellular damage and dysregulation increase
as selenoenzyme synthesis diminishes. Seafood safety warnings are
primarily based on a study of a sentinel population in the Faroe Islands
whose MeHg exposures primarily (~85%) arose from eating pilot whale
meats which are uniquely high in MeHg and are one of the few seafoods
that contain far more Hg than Se (Hg:Se molar ratio 4:1). Therefore, its
consumption diminishes the amount of Se available to transit through
maternal and placental tissues to reach the fetal brain. Children in the
Faroes would have been more substantially harmed if their mothers
had not also been eating Se-rich ocean fish which offset their losses of
Se to Hg binding. Since eating ocean fish with low Hg:Se molar ratios
improves rather than harms child IQ outcomes, this information needs
to be shared with consumers to enable them to make better informed
food choices. In contrast, because MeHg bioaccumulation in freshwater
fish is greatest in areas where environmental Se availability is poor, locations with high Hg, low Se fish, need to be identified since eating them
may be associated with greater risks than was previously anticipated.
TP118 Links between molecular biomarkers in clams (Ruditapes
philippinarum) of in situ exposure and trace metal speciation as measured by DGT approach
Z. Wang, Inst of Urban Environment Chinese Academy of Sciences;
C. Yan, Key Laboratory of Urban Environment and Health / Inst of
Urban Environment; C.D. Vulpe, Univ of California Berkeley / Dept of
Nutritional Sciences and Toxicology
Because of the complexity of heterogeneous sediments, the chemical
speciation and mobility of metals are not in steady state and even in
dynamic conditions, which resulted in high variability of contaminant
bioavailability. Chemical analyses or traditional tests had disadvantages of inaccuracy for sediment contamination characteristics and risk
assessments, scientifically representing a worst case scenario in terms
of complex exposure dynamics. In this presentation, through powerful
experimental designs and field-based manipulations of in situ exposure and kinetic DGT approach, relevant scientific issues and toxic
mechanisms were explored. Understanding the degree of pollution and
geochemical characteristics of the entire sediment matrix, the devised
in situ testing chambers were simultaneously exposed in deployment
sites combining the DGT and caged clam Ruditapes philippinarum, the
dynamic exchanges, translocation and mobilization of metals were then
clarified among the “particles, pore water, exposed organism” interface of
sediments through measuring relevant dynamic parameters and resultant
induced fluxes of metals during experimental procedures. Integrating
the measurement of a wide battery of biomarkers, dynamic changing
process of metal bioavailability in sediments were assessed, then their
interactions were established between exposure and biological effects.
Furthermore, variations of transcript expression of functional genes in
the choice of contaminant-specific biomarkers were obtained through
high throughput oligo-DNA Microarray and quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (Q-RT-PCR) in order to elucidate
the mechanistic understanding of biological responses of cellular and
molecular biomarkers. Simultaneously, the approach of in situ evaluation
combining DGT is proposing to be established considering the consistency of framework as protocols among sediment chemistry, contaminant
bioavailability and adverse effects, which provide a robust tool to support
more comprehensive processes of sediment risk assessment, thus significantly improve accuracy and ecological relevancy in complex exposure
situation.(The authors gratefully acknowledge financial supports of
this research by Grant No. 21377125/B070403 to Dr. Wang from
National Nature Science Foundation of China (NSFC) and File No.
201204910004 from the Chinese Scholar Council (CSC) for supporting
his stay at University of California, Berkeley as visiting Scholar)
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TP119 Probabilistic Assessment of Environmental Exposure to Zinc
and Associated Risks in Wastewater Treatment Plant Mixing Zones
in the United States
P. Sun, The Procter & Gamble Co; S.D. Dyer, K. McDonough, T.W.
Federle, The Procter & Gamble Company / Environmental Stewardship and
Sustainability
The objective of this work was to conduct a probabilistic environmental
risk assessment for zinc metal in the United States focusing on mixing zones downstream from municipal wastewater treatment plants
(WWTPs) that receive predominantly domestic wastewater. Zinc and
water hardness concentrations were measured in effluent samples collected from 44 municipal WWTPs across the U.S. These data agreed
very well with historical data from the U.S.EPA Permit Compliance
System (PCS) and the Integrated Compliance Information System–
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (ICIS-NPDES). In
addition, zinc concentrations were measured in sewage sludge. In all
cases, concentrations were lower than USEPA zinc limit for sludge,
which is 2800 mg/kg dry weight. Measured effluent concentrations of
zinc and hardness from the 44 sites as well as the USEPA databases
were fit to various statistical distributions. Distributions of WWTP
mixing zones at low flow (7Q10) were obtained from the iSTREEM
model (www.iSTREEM.org). Zinc, hardness values, and mixing zone
distributions were then combined via Monte Carlo analysis to provide
probabilistic estimates of zinc concentrations below WWTPs and their
relationship to USEPA-based water quality criteria. In each iteration, a
zinc concentration in a mixing zone for a randomly selected dilution scenario was estimated based upon the combined concentrations of zinc in
a random effluent from the distribution and randomly selected receiving
water. In a similar fashion, hardness values in the same mixing zone were
generated and used to calculate the water quality criteria for zinc in that
same scenario using USEPA’s hardness-based water quality criteria. In
the end, this analysis method provided probabilistic estimates of mixing
zone concentrations of zinc and the proportion that exceed water quality
criteria. The results indicated that the concentrations of zinc in WWTP
mixing zones are below the water quality criteria for the vast majority of
scenarios even under low flow conditions.
TP120 A Novel Biologically-Based Indicator for Assessing DamageRecovery Switch-Like Behavior in Fish
W. Chen, C. Liao, National Taiwan Univ / Dept of Bioenvironmental
Systems Engineering
One of the important issues in ecotoxicological modeling is to model
appropriately what the mechanisms are responsible for reversible-irreversible responses while organisms exposed to contaminants. Irreversible
responses are crucial for development, because they provide directionality for the process. It is recognized that irreversible responses are due to
systems-level feedback and this systems-level view of irreversibility is
supported by many experimental observations. Biological systems that
are more sensitive to environmental stimulus are called ultrasensitivity
in that ultrasensitive regulatory steps can be characterized by a Hill-type
dose-response curve. A transient stimulus into a self-sustaining, irreversible response can be converted potentially by positive feedback loops.
Positive feedback is often associated with uncontrolled processes. Positive
feedback is defined as a set of regulatory steps that feeds the output
signal back to the input. If signaling output activity increases, positive
feedback will further increase input levels.The purpose of this paper was
to employ analytical numerical methods incorporating with published
data to investigate biological switching and recovery dynamics as the
basis for a susceptibility-based biomonitoring strategy design in fish in
response to pulsed waterborne copper (Cu). We developed a framework
to explore the dynamics of damage and recovery in fish in response to a
mathematically designed pulsed waterborne Cu dynamics. A toxicokinetic/toxicodynamic (TK/TD) with a positive damage feedback model
was used to examine the complex mechanisms of pulsed Cu susceptibility in fish. A risk assessment strategy was also implemented based on the
present approach. Results showed that ultrasensitivity appeared in whole
body, gills, muscle, liver, and kidney with Hill coefficients of ≥ 7, 4, 7, 5,
and 5, respectively, at Cu of 3 mg L-1, dilution rateof 0.05 h-1, and dosing
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interval of 72 h, indicating that the positive damage feedback mechanism has been triggered. Our results revealed that the Hill coefficient of
gill can be served as a sensitive indicator. We suggest that damage-time
profile derived Hill coefficient of tissue could be used as a novel biologically-based risk indicator for assessing damage-recovery switch behavior
in fish in response to fluctuating or pulsed metals.
TP121 Anatomy of a giant: Constructing and deconstructing ten
years of sublethal toxicity data from metal mines in Canada
L.A. Van der Vliet, Environment Canada / Ecotoxicology and Wildlife
Health Division; C. Tessier, Environment Canada / Environmental Effects
Monitoring; L.N. Taylor, Environment Canada / Ecotoxicology and Wildlife
Health Division
The environmental effects monitoring program for metal mines in
Canada has reached its 10 year milestone, and with that milestone comes
10 years of sublethal toxicity data. Metal mine effluent from precious
metal, base metal, uranium, rare earth, and iron ore mines have been
evaluated for sublethal toxicity using an aquatic plant (Lemna minor,
frond number and dry weight), an aquatic invertebrate (Ceriodaphnia
dubia, reproduction), a fish (Pimephales promelas) and an algae
(Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata), or salt water equivalents. Combining
different data visualization techniques and a critical interpretation of
data set size, we organized roughly 6800 data points and asked questions
which both construct and deconstruct. Did observed toxicity change over
time? Did different mine sectors show different trends in toxicity? Was
there a consistent ranking of species responsiveness to mine effluents?
Was there evidence of stimulatory effects in effluents? These questions
form the backbone of the data giant. Basic data diagnostics also revealed
how disregarding the importance of data set size could have been the
Achilles heel of this project, and why precise surgical analysis of the
stimulation data is not possible.

Selenium and Mines
TP122 Multi-species analysis of the dose-response curve for selenium
toxicity to fish
E. Costa, K. Dawe, A.M. deBruyn, Golder Associates Ltd
Some previous analyses have concluded that many (or all) fish species
have similar sensitivity to selenium, with a threshold for reproductive
toxicity near 20 mg/kg dry weight in eggs. These conclusions are typically based on a comparison of EC10s among species. However, EC10s
for selenium are challenging to estimate with precision. Dose-response
curves for selenium tend to be steep, but responses at low egg selenium
concentrations are often quite variable. This results in elevated uncertainty in the slope of the curve and correspondingly wide confidence
intervals. Our analysis combined information from multiple fish species
to attempt to refine estimates of dose-response slopes and reduce confidence intervals around fitted curves. We also tested for differences in
sensitivity among species by comparing EC50s. We obtained raw toxicity
data for 12 fish species and used logistic regression to fit dose-response
curves. We then tested for differences in slope and EC50 among species.
We discuss the evidence for differences in sensitivity among species, and
we evaluate the feasibility of deriving a universal dose-response slope for
all fish species.
TP123 Bioaccumulation of selenium through the food chain: Water Lemna minor – Pomacea paludosa
T.C. Hoang, Loyola Univ Chicago / Inst of Environment and Sustainability;
A. Ahmed, Loyola Univ Chicago
Selenium (Se) has been used as a fungicide in sugar cane growth in
South Florida for many decades. The long-term use of Se in these environments has led to an increase in Se concentrations in the soil. Under
the Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan, thousands of acres of
agricultural lands will be flooded to create wetland habitats and water
reservoirs. Flooding lands will result in Se desorption from soils to water
and would affect aquatic organisms. Aquatic plants such as duckweed
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(Lemna minor), inhabitants of these systems, can accumulate Se which
then can be transferred via predation to higher trophic levels. The objective of this study is to study how Se transfers through different levels of
the food chain (water-duckweed – apple snails(Pomacea paludosa). Under
standard laboratory conditions, duckweed was exposed to three different concentrations of Se (100 µg/L, 500 ug/L, 1000 ug/L) for 2 weeks.
Apple snails were fed with Se contaminated duckweed for 28 days.
During the course of the study, apple snails and duckweed were collected
at different time intervals for Se analysis. This study found that Se was
bioaccumulated from water to duckweed and apple snails. Se concentrations in duckweed increased with Se treatment concentration and ranged
from 1 mg/kg dw (control) to 431 mg/kg dw. Concentration of Se in the
snail soft tissue increased with increasing Se duckweed concentration
and ranged from 0.77 mg/kg dw (control, day 0) to 206 mg/kg dw. In
general, Se concentration in the snail soft tissue increased with exposure
time.
TP124 Does Selenium Protect Against Toxicity of Mercury: A
Comparative Study with Rainbow Trout and Brook Trout
J. Decker, L. Brinkmann, Univ of Lethbridge; K. Wang, Univ of Manitoba /
Centre for Earth Observation Science Dept of Environment and Geography;
F. Price, Prairie Northern Regional Chapter
Selenium (Se) is an essential element; however, at concentrations
slightly above the homeostatic requirement it becomes toxic. There
is some evidence that Se has antagonistic interactions with mercury
(Hg), a non-essential toxic element that biomagnifies in the food chain
and accumulates in fish. The concern over Hg contamination of fish,
together with recent evidence suggesting that its interaction with Se
may protect against the toxicity of Hg, led to proposals that adding Se
to Hg-contaminated aquatic systems could decrease Hg concentrations.
The goal of our study is to characterize the effects of mixtures of Se and
Hg on rainbow trout and brook trout under controlled laboratory conditions. Fish were exposed to Se (Se-methionine) through diet for 28 days;
they were injected with a single dose of Hg (HgCl 2) on day 14. Liver
and muscle Se and Hg concentrations, tank water Hg, body weight and
length, lipid content, liver reduced glutathione (GSH) and lipid peroxidation (LPO), plasma T3 and T4 were measured at Day 0 and Day 28.
Fish species-specific differences in Hg retention, as estimated by tank
water and tissue Hg were detected, as well as differences in oxidative
stress endpoints. Moreover, in rainbow trout, the tank water Hg concentrations indicate higher clearance of Hg in the fish exposed to Hg alone
compared to fish exposed to Se-Hg mixtures. Preliminary data (n=5)
on Se and Hg tissue concentrations suggest greater Hg retention in the
muscle of rainbow trout with increasing Se exposure; this trend was not
observed in brook trout. Furthermore, in both species GSH and LPO
levels were higher in fish exposed to Hg alone compared to fish exposed
to Hg and high Se. Analysis of the physiological data are in progress.
The differences observed thus far suggest Se-Hg interactions occur and
Se does protect against the toxicity of Hg.
TP125 Is Oxidative Stress the Main Driver of Selenium Toxicity in
Juvenile White Sturgeon (Acipenser transmontanus)?
J. Zee, Univ of Saskatchewan / School of Environment and Sustainability;
S. Patterson, S.B. Wiseman, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Centre; D.
Gagnon, M. Hecker, Univ of Saskatchewan / School of the Environment and
Sustainability Toxicology Centre
Many species of sturgeon have experienced significant population
declines and poor recruitment over the past decades, which have led
to many populations being listed as endangered. While the reasons for
these declines are not yet fully understood, the benthic lifestyle, longevity, and delayed sexual maturation of many sturgeons likely render them
particularly susceptible to factors such as habitat alteration and exposure
to contaminants. Toxicity studies have shown white sturgeon (Acipenser
transmontanus) to be one of the most sensitive species of fish to pollutants
such as metals and dioxin-like chemicals. Among metals, selenium (Se)
is of particular concern, especially in its more bioavailable form selenomethionine (SeMeth). It is hypothesized that increased releases of Se
to aquatic environments have contributed in part to sturgeon declines;

however, to date little is known about its specific effects. Therefore, the
aim of this study was to investigate the toxicity of dietary SeMeth to
juvenile white sturgeon and to link physiological effects to key molecular
events of toxicity. Oxidative stress in liver tissue was focused on as it was
hypothesized to be a primary mode of toxicity. Specifically, 4 year old
white sturgeon were exposed for 72 days to 1, 5, 25 or 100 ug SeMeth
(dm) per g food. Doses were chosen to range over a necessary Se intake
level, current environmentally relevant intakes and an intake representing predicted increases of Se release. Se was found to accumulate in
a dose dependent manner in tissues. Histology of the liver showed a
significant and dose-dependent increase in macrophage aggregations and
decrease of energy stores and cell size. Results of a lipid hydroperoxide
assay were not significant which shed doubt on oxidative stress being the
main driver of toxicity. Real time PCR was used to examine changes in
oxidative stress markers. A full transcriptome analysis using Illumina
MiSeq technology was conducted to elucidate the molecular mode(s) of
toxicity of SeMeth. Approximately 2000 transcripts were down-regulated, and 900 up-regulated by >2 fold. Taken together the data makes a
strong case for the sensitivity of white sturgeon to Se accumulation and
indicates a general suppression of health due to toxic levels of exposure.
Ongoing analysis of unbiased gene expression data will shed light on the
specific pathways by which SeMeth affects white sturgeon.

Ultra-Low Detection Techniques for Hydrophobic
Organic Contaminants in Water and Sediment
TP126 Developing a passive sampling method for measurement of
fipronil and its degradates in water
Y. Hong, Univ of California Riverside / Environmental Sciences; W. Lao, D.
Tsukada, K.A. Maruya, Southern California Coast Water Research Project;
J. Gan, Univ of California Riverside
Fipronil is a widely used phenylpyrazole insecticide in both agricultural
and urban areas. Fipronil and its three major degradates, fipronil-sulfide,
fipronil-desulfinyl, and fipronil-sulfone, have been found at low ng/L
levels in many waterways. Currently, risk assessment of fipronil and its
degradates in surface aquatic systems is generally hampered by a lack of
effective approaches to monitor their ultralow-level occurrence. Passive
sampling could be a useful tool to measure fipronil and its degradates
at ultralow levels and to also determine the freely dissolved or timeweighted concentrations in situ. The goal of this study was to develop
a passive sampling method using plastic membranes. Preliminary tests
showed materials with medium polarity were promising to be used
in passive samplers for fipronil measurement. Three types of plastic
materials including acrylic, nylon-6, and polyvinyl chloride films were
evaluated and compared with polyethylene for their solvent compatibility,
loading capacities and time to reach equilibrium. The best film material will then be calibrated in fresh water under laboratory conditions.
Suitable performance reference compounds for fipronil will be identified and used to exam isotropic characteristics of the passive sampling
material. The new passive sampler will be deployed in local waterways
subject to discharge of treated wastewater effluent and stormwater/urban
runoff to validate its applicability for in situ sampling. This study aims to
identify and pre-calibrate a rigorous and innovative method that could
be adopted for monitoring of fipronil and its degradates in the aquatic
environment.
TP127 Incorporating Bioavailability into the Ecological Risk
Assessment of PAHs in Soil
R.E. Zajac-Fay, CH2M HILL; D. Shea, North Carolina State Univ /
Dept of Biology
Passive sampling devices (PSDs) have been developed to allow for
the quantification of freely dissolved concentrations of contaminants,
including polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in soil. Laboratory
and field based comparison studies suggest that PSD sampling methods provide a better estimate of internal concentrations in organisms,
allowing for improved risk assessments of contaminated sediments. This
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study assessed PAH bioaccumulation in earthworms (E. fetida) from two
different PAH sources, Southern Louisiana Crude and Bakken North
Dakota Crude, in both a laboratory and field setting. Samples were
collected and analyzed using both traditional extraction methods and
polyoxymethylene (POM) passive sampling devices, and data from each
method was compared against actual internal PAH concentration in
earthworms. The POM samplers consistently predicted the actual internal concentrations within a factor of 10 for each of the experiments. The
traditional extraction methods, which assumes equilibrium partitioning between soil organic carbon and water, proved less precise and less
accurate than the POM method because it consistently over-predicted
internal concentrations by a factor of 100 to 10,000 and is therefore an
overly conservative method for predicting PAH bioaccumulation. These
results indicate that POM samplers in both laboratory and field settings
have a potential to more accurately predict bioavailability in organisms in
PAH-contaminated soils, allowing for more accurate risk assessments.
TP128 Passive Equilibrium Sampling of Hydrophobic Organic
Contaminants in Sediment
A. Jahnke, Stockholm Univ / Dept of Applied Environmental Science ITM;
K.A. Maenpaa, Univ of Eastern Finland / Dept of Biology; G. Witt, HAW
Hamburg / Dept of Environmental Engineering; S. Schaefer, German
Federal Inst of Hydrology / Biochemistry Ecotoxicology; P. Mayer, Technical
Univ of Denmark / Dept of Environmental Engineering
Hydrophobic organic contaminants (HOCs) reaching the aquatic
environment are largely stored in sediments. The exposure risk of contaminated sediments is challenging to assess since traditional exhaustive
extraction methods capture both the freely dissolved and the bound fractions. Contrarily, only the freely dissolved concentration (Cfree) represents
the effective concentration for diffusive uptake and partitioning. Passive
equilibrium sampling approaches can deliver Cfree, e.g. glass jars with
µm-thin silicone coatings on the inner vertical walls for equilibration in
the laboratory [1] and a device housing a number of silicone-coated fibers
for in situ equilibration [2]. In both cases, the parallel sampling with
varying silicone thicknesses can be applied to indicate valid equilibrium
sampling, avoiding tedious time series measurements. The measured
equilibrium partitioning concentrations in the silicone (C Sil) can be used
directly, e.g. for the assessment of spatial trends or comparison with
C Sil from other media such as biota [3]. Moreover, C Sil can be divided
by silicone/water partition ratios [4] to yield Cfree. In order to evaluate
HOC levels in biota, concentrations in model lipids at thermodynamic
equilibrium with the sediment (C Sed,lip) can be calculated as the product
of C Sil and lipid/silicone partition ratios [5], which has been done in several studies with limnic and marine sediments [3,6-7]. The C Sed,lip data
can then be compared with lipid-normalized concentrations in aquatic
organisms or regulatory thresholds. Furthermore, chemical activities (a)
can be calculated for field sediments as the product of C Sil and analytespecific activity ratios and assessed in terms of baseline toxicity [8]. This
overview poster shows that silicone-based passive equilibrium sampling
has proven to be a straightforward, precise and sensitive approach to
determine the effective concentrations of HOCs relevant in risk assessment that may be useful for sediment management decision-making.
References. [1] Reichenberg et al. Chem. Cent. J. 2008 2:8; [2] Witt et
al. Environ. Sci. Technol. 2013 47:7830; [3] Jahnke et al. Environ. Sci.:
Processes Impacts 2014, 16, 464-472; [4] Smedes et al. Environ. Sci.
Technol. 2009 43:7047; [5] Jahnke et al. Chemosphere 2008 73:1575; [6]
Mäenpää et al. Environ. Sci. Technol. 2011 45:1041; [7] Jahnke et al.
Environ. Sci. Technol. 2012 46:10114, [8] Mayer et al. Integr. Environ.
Assess. Manag. 2014, 10, 197-209.
TP129 Assessing the use of performance reference compound-based
kinetic models in passive samplers using synchronous fluorescence
R.G. Adams, Loyola Marymount Univ / Civil Engineering Environmental
Science; A.S. Joyce, Univ of Southern California / Chemistry; L. Griffin,
Loyola Marymount Univ / Civil Engineering Environmental Science; O.
Slosser, Loyola Marymount Univ / Civil and Environmental Engineering
Passive samplers have been effectively used to measure the freelydissolved concentrations of hydrophobic organic contaminants in
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natural waters. Because rates of chemical uptake vary due to molecular
size and ambient water conditions, including water boundary layer
(WBL) thickness, the time to equilibrium is both compound- and water
condition-specific. The use of pre-added performance reference compounds (PRCs) can be used to correct for this resulting disequilibrium.
Assuming the rates of absorption and desorption for the PRC and the
analyte of interest are the same, kinetic models [e.g., physically based,
one-dimensional Fickian diffusion and empirically-based, first-order
kinetics] have been used to correct for disequilibrium. In situ field
measurements typically allow for limited (two) concentration measurements over time. In this study, synchronous fluorescence was used to
measure multiple (20 – 30) absorption and desorption concentrations of
phenanthrene and calculate first-order rate constants for phenanthrene
in low-density polyethylene (PE) passive samplers in laboratory studies.
Absorption and desorption first-order rate constants were in good agreement (0.2% difference). In subsequent laboratory experiments, PE was
spun at varying speeds (0, 45, 60 rpm) in order to vary the WBL thickness and the desorption rates for pre-added pyrene and absorption rates
for phenanthrene and benzo(a)pyrene were measured using synchronous
fluorescence. As expected, first-order rate constants 1) increased as WBL
thickness decreased and 2) increased as molecular weight decreased. This
work demonstrates the impact of water current and WBL thickness on
the rate of chemical uptake by passive samplers. Finally, a Numerical
Fickian Diffusion (NFD) model was used to estimate the WBL thickness based on PRC desorption measurements and NFD model results
were compared to chemical absorption measurements using synchronous
fluorescence. These results suggest that using PRCs with a NFD model is
an appropriate method for disequilibrium correction to passive sampling
measurements in aquatic environments.
TP130 A Simultaneous Analysis of PBDEs, OH-BDEs, and MeOBDEs and the Partitioning in Human Breast Milk and Serum
D.M. Butryn, Chemistry; M. Gross, State Univ of New York Buffalo /
Analytical Environmental Chemistry; C. Lai-Har, State Univ of New
York Buffalo; B. Mcgarrigle, J. Olson, State Univ of New York Buffalo /
Toxicology and Pharmacology; D. Aga, State Univ of New York Buffalo /
Analytical Environmental Chemistry
A simplified analytical method has been developed for a continuous or “one-shot” analysis of determining trace levels of twenty-one
polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs), sixteen hydroxylated-BDEs
(OH-BDEs), and fifteen methoxylated-BDEs (MeO-BDEs) in human
breast milk and serum by gas chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (GC-MS/MS). Optimal approaches towards increasing extraction
efficiency and minimizing sample preparation steps and instrumental
analysis time is described here. Samples were extracted via pressurized
liquid extraction (PLE) and derivatized using N-(t-butryldimethylsilyl)N-methyltrifluoroacetamide (MTBSTFA) prior to GC analysis. A
programmable temperature vaporizer injector along with a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer in selected reaction monitoring (SRM) mode
allows for the ability to have low detection limits with high selectivity
for isobaric compounds in the environment. Five paired breast milk
and serum samples were analyzed to demonstrate the applicability of
the method that will facilitate the understanding of the partitioning
of BDEs in the body. Results showed that 85% of all targeted PBDEs,
OH-BDEs accumulate in serum rather than breast milk. ∑OH-BDEs
targeted ranged from 81-3,540 pg/g lipid weight and 29-69 pg/g lipid
weight in serum and breast milk, respectively. The dominant OH-BDEs
consisted of 6’-OH-BDE-99, 5-OH-BDE-47, 6-OH-BDE-87,
2’-OH-BDE-68, 6-OH-BDE-47 and 4-OH-BDE-90. No MeO-BDEs
were detected in the paired samples. Typical analytical methods include
fractionation of the neutral and phenolic analytes prior to derivatization,
and/or analysis using more than one instrument or detector. For the first
time, a GC-MS/MS equipped with a PTV injector has proven its ability
to detect low pg/g levels of all PBDEs, OH-BDEs, and MeO-BDEs of
human milk and serum simultaneously.
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TP131 Using POM to assess Partitioning, Bioavailability,
Bioaccumulation and Toxicity of PAHs, Oxy-PAHs and N-PACs in
Historically Contaminated Soil
H.H. Arp, NGI; S. Lundstedt, Umea Univ / Dept of Chemistry; S. Josefsson,
Swedish Univ of Agricultural Sciences / Dept of Aquatic Sciences and
Assessment; G. Cornelissen, NGI; A. Enell, Swedish Geotechnical Inst (SGI);
A. Allard, IVL Swedish Environmental Research Inst; D. Berggren-Kleja,
SGI
Accounting for bioavailability would improve risk assessments and
guidelines for contaminated soils. Herein it is presented a chemical method involving the passive sampler polyoxymethylene (POM)
to assess bioavailability of a diverse set of native polycyclic aromatic
compounds (PACs) including polycyclic aromatic hydrocabons
(PAHs), oxygenated PAHs (oxy-PAHs) and nitrogen containing PACs
(N-PACs), to the worm Enchytraeus crypticus in historically contaminated soil. In addition, mortality and reproduction of this species was
assessed, to examine possible relationships between chemical bioavailability, bioaccumulation and toxicity. The best parameter to assess PAC
bioavailability, the freely-dissolved porewater concentrations, Cpw,
was determined using POM passive samplers, and the obtained values
matched very well with a model that was validated for over 40 historically contaminated soils and 400 contaminated sediments. This model
assumes that organic carbon normalized partitioning coefficients, KTOC,
for PACs in contaminated soils is similar to coal tar partitioning coefficients. Black carbon (BC) model prediction of partitioning exhibited
excessive scatter. Regarding bioaccumulation, POM-derived Cpw, when
combined with liposome-water partition coefficients, corresponded very
well with measured worm lipid concentrations (within an order of magnitude 85% of the time for all PACs and soil). Correlations between lipid
PAC concentrations and toxicity were difficult to isolate. No enhanced
mortality was observed in the test soils, and reproducibility was to some
extent influenced by metal concentrations and soil texture in addition to
soil and lipid PAC content. Nevertheless, the good correlation between
POM-derived and measured Cpw and lipid bioaccumulation further
verifies that the POM passive sampler approach could be used to assess
bioavailability in risk assessment in soils, or further improve existing
guidelines to more realistically assess risk.
TP132 Monitoring plant protection substances with passive sampling
E. Roex, J. de Weert, F. Smedes, DELTARES
Plant Protection Products (PPP) are abundantly used in agriculture
and are emitted to surface waters via e.g. drift, run-off and drainage
with a discontinuous emission pattern. Regular monitoring of these
substances is done by grab sampling. However, a grab sample is a
snapshot and not representative when substances have a discontinuous
emission pattern. Besides, environmental quality standards for PPP
are generally relative low and detection limits using grab sampling are
often insufficient to confirm compliance to these standards. Applying
passive sampling techniques can overcome these two shortcomings.
This technique integrates concentrations over time and enables measurements of low concentration as these devices sample a much larger
water volume compared to grab sampling. Passive samplers consist of
adsorption material with a high affinity for the substances of interest
and can be deployed in surface water for a period of time (weeks or
months). This makes this approach in the long run more cost-effective
than grab sampling en facilitates monitoring of water quality in remote
areas. In various studies carried out in collaboration with various water
boards in the Netherlands, two types of passive samplers, silicon rubber
samplers and speedisks, were applied for monitoring organic miropollutants. Besides, conventional grab samples were taken. The silicon
rubber samples the freely dissolved concentration through a diffusiondriven process, while the speedisk acts as an adsorption sampler. The
focus within most of these studies was on PPP’s, but also other organic
contaminants like PAHs, flame retardants and pharmaceuticals were
analyzed. Silicon rubber was used for the more hydrophobic and
speedisk for the hydrophilic compounds. Samples were exposed to
effluents of wastewater treatment plants, in ditches during application
of PPP’s on the field, and in surface waters along measures to improve

the water quality. Many compounds could be determined in very low
concentrations and mostly well below environmental quality standards.
Compared with grab samples, the amount of substances with passive
sampling was much higher, stressing the added value of this technique.
In the presentation results will be presented of the application of passive samplers in the various studies and the pros and cons of the two
different techniques we used will be discussed.
TP133 Incorporating performance reference compounds (PRCs) for
passive sampling of organic contaminants using solid phase microextraction (SPME)
W. Lao, D. Tsukada, K.A. Maruya, Southern California Coastal Water
Research Project
Solid phase microextraction (SPME) has been used in measurement
of aqueous-phase hydrophobic organic chemicals (HOCs) in equilibrium passive sampling mode for over a decade. However, the extent
of equilibrium achieved using SPME has not been well established,
especially in field applications. The goal of this study was to characterize
the extent of equilibrium achieved by SPME samplers by incorporating
performance reference compounds (PRCs) into existing equilibriummode passive sampling methods. Three different reusable SPME fibers
[100-µm polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), 85-µm polyacrylate (PA),
and 65-µm PDMS- divinylbenzene (PDMS-DVB) copolymer] were
evaluated for loading capacity of 108 individual PAHs, PCBs, PBDEs,
pyrethroids, fipronil and organochlorine pesticides. The PDMS and PA
fibers were found to be more efficient than the PDMS-DVB copolymer
in sorbing most targeted HOCs. The loading of PRCs into PDMS
was optimized in a series of experiments that utilized different loading
solvent systems, agitation energy and loading time. Suitable parameters
were identified for loading PRCs at low (< 300pg) and high (< 5000
pg) concentrations. Isotropy for sorption and desorption of 12 different PRCs was confirmed using a paired, co-exposure approach. SPME
fibers pre-loaded with PRCs were co-deployed with polyethylene (PE)
film passive samplers (also pre-loaded with the same PRCs) in the
ocean off Santa Barbara, CA (USA) for 35 days. The PRC residuals
indicated that low molecular weight PAHs (acenaphthylene-d10 and
phenanthrene-d10) achieved equilibrium (>90%), high molecular weight
PAHs (chrysene-d12 and perylene-d12) achieved 70-50% equilibrium,
six PCB congeners representing Cl 3 to Cl7 homologs achieved 65-20%
equilibrium, and DDMU and 13C p,p’-DDE achieved 40% and 25%
equilibrium, respectively. The extents of equilibrium achieved on the
SPME fiber were in general less than that achieved with the PE. A
non-equilibrium correction factor relationship was deduced for the other
targeted compounds based on the conditions encountered during this
field exposure.

Mechanisms for Uptake and Toxicity of Engineered
Nanomaterials
TP134 Comparative Study of the Toxic Effects and Mechanisms
Induced by Copper Oxide Nanoparticles and Copper Ions
S. Jang, Kyung Hee Univ / Dept of Applied Chemistry; M. Oh, E. Cho, S.
Yang, Kyung Hee Univ / Applied Chemistry
Copper oxide nanoparticles (CuO-NPs) have received much attention
for their wide applications in nanoelectronics, nanophotonics, chemical
sensing, and biological imaging. Despite the widespread use of CuONPs, the precise toxic mechanisms for CuO-NPs have not been clearly
elucidated yet. Although numerous groups report on possible toxic effect
of CuO nanoparticles on human and environment, limited information
is available on the mechanism of toxicity. Some contradictory data have
been reported. Several groups have carried out in vitro cell-based studies
to clarify the toxicity mechanism of CuO nanoparticles. Some groups
reported that CuO could release toxic Copperion and released Copper
ion might be more toxic than CuO nanoparticles. On the other hand,
other groups claimed that the toxicity is originated from the reactive
oxygen species (ROS) which is related with the characteristics of CuO
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nanoparticles. In this study, we have investigated the effect of released
Copper ions on the cytotoxicity and gene expression in human-derived
neuroblastoma cells (SH-SY5Y). We have characterized the physicochemical properties including size, surface chemistry, aggregation of
CuO nanoparticles and their relationship with cytotoxicity. We tried to
use a chelating agent to control extracellular and intracellular Copper.
Furthermore, our study indicated that the expression level of metalbinding proteins such as metallothioneins was significantly increased
in CuO-NPs treated cells. Overall, our study supposed that the cytotoxicity of CuO-NPs have a correlation with the relative contribution
of released Copper ions. We have also observed the production of
ROS to investigate the mechanism of cell death induced by the CuONPs. Acknowledgement This research was supported by the National
Research Foundation of Korea Grant funded by the Korean Government
(No. 20132145).
TP135 The effects of toxicity induced by interaction of surface-modified silver nanoparticles with proteins
S. Song, S. Jang, E. Cho, S. Yang, Kyung Hee Univ / Applied Chemistry
Silver nanoparticles (Ag-NPs) are, largely due to their antimicrobial properties, the most commonly used engineered nanoparticles in
commercialized products. They are used in medical devices, consumer
products such as cosmetics, clothing, household products, room sprays
and even in food products. Accordingly, the in vitro toxicity of Ag-NPs
has been evaluated in a wide range of studies according to the widespread
use of Ag-NPs but there is still a lack of consistent and reliable information. These nanoparticles may combine with biomolecules such as diverse
proteins in a biological and physiological fluid. The adsorption of proteins
on the nanoparticle surface is of particular importance. It is reported
that the formation of nanoparticle-protein complexes has a unique
properties and fate in a biological medium. Recently, although there
are many ongoing evaluations in the research field of nanotoxicology or
nanomedicine are still insufficient. Therefore, in this study, we tried to
investigate the cellular effects of Ag-NPs-serum protein interaction on
human liver cells (HepG2), and to characterize the physico-chemical
properties (particle size, shape, surface chemistry and aggregation of
surface charge) of surface-modified Ag-NPs with a positive, negative
charge and serum protein in cell culture medium, respectively. In order
to prepare each surface-modified Ag-NPs, we have synthesized Ag-NPs
using PVP (Polyvinylpyrrolidone), PEI (Polyethylenimine, branched),
L-Serine and Citrate. We have also studied the effects of surface-modified Ag-NPs-protein interaction on gene expression pattern in HepG2
cell line. Acknowledgement This research was supported by the National
Research Foundation of Korea Grant funded by the Korean Government
(No. 20132145).
TP136 Toxicogenomic responses of the model legume Medicago
truncatula to nanomaterials (Ag, TiO2 and ZnO) in aged biosolids
amended soil
C. Chen, Plant and Soil Sciences; O.V. Tsyusko, Univ of Kentucky / Dept of
Plant Soil Sciences; J.M. Unrine, J.D. Judy, Univ of Kentucky; R. Lewis,
D.H. McNear, P. Bertsch, Univ of Kentucky / Plant and Soil Sciences
Several recent studies have indicated that manufactured nanomaterials
(MNMs) are entering waste water treatment plants (WWTP) where
they partition largely to sewage sludge. Sewage sludge is often applied to
agricultural soils in the form of biosolids. In this study, control biosolids
(control-BS), a mixture of Ag, ZnO and TiO2 MNMs biosolids (nanoBS) and a corresponding bulk metals biosolids (bulk-BS) were sampled
from pilot WWTP at Cranfield University, amended to a natural sandy
loam from the United Kingdom and aged for six months outdoors in
lysimeters. Metal speciation as determined by X-ray absorption near edge
structure spectroscopy (XANES) was similar in both nano-BS and bulkBS. We investigated the effects of exposure to control, nano or bulk aged
BS amended soil on a model legume Medicago trancatula. After growing
plants for 30 days in the biosolid amended soils, significant inhibition
of nodulation occurred in response to nano-BS treatment as compared
to control and bulk-BS treatment. Subsequently, global gene expression
profiling revealed distinct responses to the nano-BS treatment, while
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gene expression patterns were very similar between bulk- and controlBS. Interestingly, 1120 and 2282 genes were significantly differentially
expressed in the M. truncatula’sshoots and roots, respectively, after exposure to nano-BS, while in bulk-BS only 122 and 45 genes were affected
in the shoots and roots, respectively. The expression levels for four shootspecific genes (IFR, F3H, GST and P450) and five root-specific genes
(MTP, MTR, PEROX, NADPH and ACC_Oxidase) were validated
independently with qRT-PCR. It is noteworthy that nano-BS exposure
induced expression profiles that were very different from bulk or control
profiles despite the lack of difference found in the metal speciation in
nano- and bulk-BS amended soils as measured by XANES. Overall,
this study supports the hypothesis that MNMs accumulated in aged BS
amended soil have a different mode of toxic action than metals taken up
from bulk-BS amended soil.
TP137 Biological consequences of silver nanoparticle interactions
with endocrine disrupting compounds: A mixtures approach
J.A. Bonventre, S.L. Harper, Oregon State Univ / Dept of Environmental
and Molecular Toxicology
The addition of nanoparticles (NPs) into our environment poses a
challenge to current risk assessment practices because of the unknown
ways in which NPs could modify the effective toxicities of contaminant
mixtures. We evaluated the toxicological impact of silver nanoparticles
(AgNPs) on model endocrine disrupting chemicals (EDCs) as a representative class of environmental contaminants. The embryonic zebrafish
model was used as an in vivo screening tool to assess the toxicities of
binary mixtures of AgNP and EDCs. The results of this study suggest that concomitant exposure to a low nominal concentration of 2nm
AgNP (2ppm) shifted the dose responses of the model EDCs. When
zebrafish embryos were exposed to 2.5-50μM Bisphenol-A (BPA) with
or without AgNPs, there was a significant increase in mortality in the
mixture compared to BPA alone, with no significant mortality in the
AgNP alone treatment. The toxicity observed in the mixture appeared to
be synergistic. At day 5, exposure to AgNP alone significantly decreased
heart rate compare to solvent control, while 10μM BPA alone did not
(126.3, 151.8, and 147.8 beats/min, respectively). However, heart rates
were significantly lower in the BPA+AgNP than in the other three treatments (96.6 beats/min), indicating the NP/EDC toxicity was greater
than would be expected with either contaminant alone. Similar results
were observed with Tamoxifen(Tam)/AgNP mixtures; there was a
significant increase in mortality at 10μM Tam+AgNP (41%) compared
to solvent control, but not with Tam or AgNP alone. The calculated
EC50 for pericardial edema was 21.7μM for Tam alone, but was 6.1μM
for Tam+AgNP treatments. Therefore, the paucity of information on
the consequences of NP/chemical interactions with living systems is an
immediate concern. Our data suggest that biological impacts of NPs
or chemicals could be altered by aggregate exposure, and highlight the
need to better understand more realistic complex exposure scenarios to
improve risk assessment.
TP138 Avoidance of Ag Nanoparticles by earthworms, Eisenia fetida
J.J. Scott-Fordsmand, Aarhus Univ / Dept of Bioscience Terrestrial Ecology;
M.J. Amorim, Univ de Aveiro / Dept of Biology and CESAM; J. Mariyadas,
Aarhus Univ / Departement of Bioscience
Earthworms are key sentinel organisms playing an important role in
improving the soil structure. Here we tested the avoidance behaviour
of earthworms, Eisenia fetida to silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs). Silver
nanoparticles are widely used in a range of consumer products mainly
as antibacterial agents and thus causes potential risk to the environment
once these particles are released into the environment. In our tests, we
were able to show that the earthworms avoided commercially fabricated
silver nanoparticles in a dose and time dependent manner. The earthworms were exposed to 3 nanoparticles: NM300K, Ag (PVP Coated),
Ag (Non Coated) and a soluble salt AgNO3; the avoidance behaviour
was noted for different time intervals. Immediate avoidance at 24 hours
was observed for the highest concentrations for all the test substances
and, periodical avoidance was observed for other concentrations. The
avoidance behaviour could not be explained by the release of silver ions in
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the soil-solution. Although, Ag-ions release (if any) may still have had an
influence on behaviour the present results suggests that the earthworms
perceive the presence of actual nanoparticles in the soil. Our results
suggest that, earthworms avoid the soil spiked with nanoparticles as the
concentration increases also with respect to time.
TP139 Bioassay order to study the cell enthronement carbonnanotubes (CNTs) of different origins
R.R. Castro, UVV / Ciencias Biologicas; S.P. Irazusta, Faculdade de
Tecnologia de Sorocaba / Farmacia; Z.A. Cruz, UVV / Ecologia de
Ecossistemas; R.R. Azevedo Junior, V.C. Souza, UVV; E.C. Oliveira, H.J.
Ceragioli, V. Baranauskas, UNICAMP
The use of CNTs in biological essays has been an exciting research
practice as a resource for diagnosis, disease treatment and its toxiceffect. Toxicity and pathogenicity are discussed in biological tests with
CNTs. In order to suppress the unwanted effects of CNTs they have
been tested as “ Multi-Walled “ (MWCNTs) coated with PEGylate
the MWCNTs-PEGylate which is a nontoxic and traceable compound.
For this compound MWNTCs-PEGylate remarks will be focused on
the biodistribution with the ability to permeate the tissues and organs
(enthronement) and their locations. To study the biodistribution a
comparative model with two MWNTCs-PEGlate was tested: NTL
- Helix Material Solutions-USA and NT1 - Lab Semiconductors,
Instruments and Photonics (FEEC / UNICAMP-SP-BR) by injecting
in the subconjuntive orbital of the Harder gland in groups (I and I I)
“BALB / C” mice in a single dose of NTL or NT1 200μg/mL in PBS:
group I) NTL solution+1% Pluronic and group II) NT1 solution+1%
Pluronic. In the control group, vehicle PBS+1% Pluronic was injected.
After 72 hours, the “Balb / C” were euthanized, dissected Harder’s
glands and spleen samples, were processed for histology staining with
HE. The spleen was assessed as testimony body of the control group
and the enthronement of the Pluronic-MWNTCs-PEGlate blood and
lymphatic circulation, and the histologic finding of CNT composite
in splenic macrophages. In the harderian gland as secretory epithelial
model (fractions: lipid, glycemic and protein). The CNTs composite was
tracked and analyzed in tissue volume by stereological 5 method with
a honeycomb lattice (each hex = microarea = 17.64 μm 2composition:
eyepiece 10x / objective 40x) the values of the variables (groups I and
II) were compared by analysis of the coefficient of correlation at level
r< 0.05 (PMCC = Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient). In
preliminary histological analysis of harderian secretory epithelium was
determined to enthronement capacity SWNTC-Pluronic and recorded
positive micro-areas. Then the values of stereology of the experimental
groups were compared in the analysis of the resulting PMCC r= 0.196
(@0.20) at level 0.05. This value for “PMCC r” technically indicates
a positive correlation, but it demonstrates poor value between the
variables being close to zero. We conclude that it can not be considered
a significant difference in the enthronement of the two compounds
tested.
TP140 Modeling TiO2 nanoparticle phototoxicity: Does the BunsenRoscoe photochemical law apply?
S. Li, USEPA / Environmental Toxicology; R.J. Erickson, USEPA / ORD
NHEERL Mid Continent Ecology Division; L. WALLIS, USEPA; S.A.
Diamond, NanoSafe Inc / Midwest Division; D.J. Hoff, Ecotoxicology
Analysis Research / Mid Continent Ecology Division
As a semiconductor with wide band gap energy, TiO2 nanoparticles
(nano-TiO2) are highly photoactive. Recently efforts have been addressing phototoxicity of nano-TiO2. However, an effective dosimetry model
for the phototoxicity of nanomaterials that incorporates both direct UV
and photo-activated chemical toxicity has not yet been developed. In
this study, a set of H. azteca toxicitybioassays at multiple light intensities
and nano-TiO2 concentrations, and with multiple diel light cycles was
conducted to test the applicability of the Bunsen-Roscoe photochemical
law for nano-TiO2 phototoxicity, and the relative importance of direct
UV and nano-TiO2 phototoxic effects. These efforts demonstrated (a)
adherence to the Bunsen-Roscoe law for the reciprocity of light intensity
and time, (b) no evidence of damage repair/recovery during dark periods,

(c) a lack of proportionality of effects to environmental nano-TiO2 concentrations, and (d) a need to consider the joint effects of photo-activated
nano-TiO2 toxicity and direct UV exposure for this species.

Environmental Applications of Next-Generation
and Alternative Assessment: Challenges and
Opportunities
TP141 Application of a custom-designed microarray to examine the
transcriptome of hornyhead turbot exposed to environmental mixtures of PCBs and PBDEs
A.C. Mehinto, D. Vidal-Dorsch, Southern California Coastal Water
Research Project / Toxicology; A. Loguinov, Univ of California Berkeley;
J.R. Gully, Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County / Ocean Monitoring
Research Section; C. Vulpe, Univ of California Berkeley / Nutritional
Sciences and Toxicology; S.M. Bay, Southern California Coastal Water
Research Project / Toxicology Dept
The hornyhead turbot is a marine flatfish commonly found near outfalls of wastewater effluents along the coast of Southern California.
Hornyhead turbot is being considered as a sentinel species to monitor the
effects of currently discharged and legacy contaminants in the aquatic
environment. We have developed a high density microarray with over
80% of the probes annotated and representing important pathways such
as cell cycle, cell death and reproduction. In this study, we evaluated
its potential as a molecular toxicity evaluation tool by investigating the
transcriptomic effects of a polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) mixture and
a polybrominated diphenyl ester (PBDE) mixture in laboratory-exposed
fish, comparing the results to field collected fish. A 96-hour laboratory
exposure was conducted using hornyhead turbot collected from Dana
Point, a far field site without a major wastewater outfall. After a 6-week
acclimation period, fish were subjected to one of the following treatments: non-injected seawater control, peanut oil injection control, 0.5
mg/kg or 5 mg/kg of PBDEs injection, or 1 mg/kg or 10 mg/kg PCBs
injection. The results indicate that PCBs- and PBDEs-exposure induced
very different gene expression changes with no clear dose dependent
effects. However, both treatments appeared to target similar pathways
including heat shock stress response and oxidative stress. Comparisons
of the laboratory-exposed fish with fish collected from Dana Point and
a contaminated site revealed few similarities in the expression profiles.
This suggests that other contaminants or non-chemical related factors
contributed to our results. Chemical analyses will be conducted in the
liver in order to better relate specific genes changes to the presence of
specific classes of contaminants.
TP142 Towards improving biomarkers of water quality using
metagenomics
T. Van Rossum, M.A. Peabody, Simon Fraser Univ / Dept of Molecular
Biology and Biochemistry; M.I. Uyaguari Diaz, X.A. Tian, K. Cronin,
M.A. Croxen, Univ of British Columbia; A. Crisan, British Columbia
Centre for Disease Control; M.R. Laird, R. Lo, Simon Fraser Univ; W.W.
Hsiao, C.A. Suttle, N.A. Prystajecky, J.L. Isaac-Renton, P.K. Tang, Univ of
British Columbia; F.S. Brinkman, Simon Fraser Univ
Detection and/or enumeration of culturable Escherichia coli have been
used as a biological marker of fecal contamination for decades. This test
is well established, widely used and demonstrates the value of using a
microbial indicator for environmental assessment. However, culturebased methods such as this are slow, can be inaccurate, and lack the
specificity required to identify sources of contamination. Using metagenomic sequencing, we are profiling microbial taxa and genes across
differentially contaminated freshwater samples, in order to identify
genetic features that could be used as more specific biomarkers of
contamination from fecal matter as well as agricultural- and urban-associated runoff. We have collected a year of monthly river water samples
from seven sites in protected, urban, and agricultural watersheds around
the southwestern coast of Canada. For each sample, we have recorded
physical, chemical and biological water quality data and processed
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samples to target protists, fungi, bacteria and viruses. By sequencing
both phylogenetic marker genes and shotgun metagenomic DNA, we are
surveying the taxa and genes present in each sample to compile biological
feature profiles. Using this data, we performed a preliminary analysis to
identify temporally stable taxa and genes that can differentiate between
an impacted and an unimpacted site. To next identify features that are
differential along gradients of contamination, we are now using statistics and machine learning to look for predictive relationships between
our genetically-derived biological feature profiles and both indexes of
contamination as well as specific environmental variables. Based on these
relationships, we will develop a panel of quantitative polymerase chain
reaction (qPCR) biomarkers to assess water quality. Because these new
tests will measure the abundances of multiple biomarkers using molecular methods, instead of only E. coli levels by culturing, they not only have
the potential to more accurately measure fecal contamination levels but
may also identify more diverse forms of contamination and their likely
sources. This work demonstrates how new community-level microbiome
sequencing can be leveraged to improve existing applications of biomarkers for environmental monitoring.
TP143 Transcriptome dynamics in benzo[a]pyrene exposed Hydra
S. Yum, Korea Inst of Ocean Science and Technology / South Sea
Environment Research; S. Woo, Korea Inst of Ocean Science and Technology
Transcriptome dynamics induced by Benzo[a]pyrene (BaP) acute
toxicity in Hydra magnipapillata was evaluated. The median lethal concentrations of the animals (LC50) were determined to be 78.5 mg/L,
53.6 mg/L and 28.9 mg/L after exposure to BaP for 24 h, 48 h and 72
h, respectively. Morphological responses of hydra polyps to 50 mg/L
of BaP by exposure time were observed. Differential gene expression
profiling of the hydra polyp was performed with a cDNA microarray
after exposure to 500 µg/L of BaP (about 1/100 of 48-h LC50) for 4
h, 12 h, 24 h, and 48 h to understand the changes in the acute toxicity
by exposure time. The gene expression levels of molecular chaperones,
antioxidative enzyme were altered at the early phase of the exposure.
Transcription of the genes related to development, tumorigenesis,
apoptosis, and necrosis were affected by the 4 h BaP exposure group.
After 12 h exposure, developmental process, inflammatory process,
calcium metabolism, innate immune and sodium-potassium channel related metabolism in hydra polyp seemed to be affected since the
transcription of the genes which related to those biological process
were induced or repressed by BaP exposure. Neurotransmission might
be suppressed; tumorigenesis and DNA damage might be induced in
24 h BaP exposed hydra group. Finally, carcinogenesis, DNA damage and protein degradation process seemed to be induced after 48 h
exposure, on the other hand, cell differentiation might be suppressed in
same experimental group. In conclusion, exploration of the transcriptional changes in environmental chemical exposed experimental model
organisms based on DNA microarray analysis could provide various
kinds of the merits by adding the predictive value to the conventional
toxicological analysis.
TP144 Assessment of the toxicogenomic potential of complex
industrial wastewater effluents in zebrafish using RNA sequence-bysynthesis technology and qPCR
L. Nuesser, RWTH Aachen Univ / Inst for Environmental Research; C.
Hug, W. Brack, Helmholtz Centre for Environmental Research UFZ /
EffectDirected Analysis; M. Hecker, Univ of Saskatchewan / School of
the Environment and Sustainability Toxicology Centre; S.B. Wiseman,
S. Patterson, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Centre; J. Zee, Univ of
Saskatchewan / School of Environment and Sustainability; T. Seiler, RWTH
Aachen Univ / Inst for Environmental Research Biology V; H. Hollert,
RWTH Aachen Univ / Inst for Environmental Research
Effluents from wastewater treatment plants represent a major source
for discharge of pollutants of anthropogenic origin into the environment. The aim of this study was to characterize the potential toxicity of
effluents from the municipal treatment plant Bitterfeld-Wolfen, which
treats wastewater of 18 communities and the Bitterfeld-Wolfen chemical
park. The treatment plant is located in Bitterfeld-Wolfen near Leipzig
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and discards its effluents into the riverine Mulde. A water sample of
the effluent was extracted by solid phase extraction and investigated for
acute and mechanism specific toxicity in earlier studies. Genotoxicity,
cytotoxicity, dioxin-like activity and estrogenic potential was detected in
vitro. For the present study, the sample showing the highest mutagenic
potential in the Ames Fluctuation assay was selected for investigation of
molecular and cellular responses in embryos of the zebrafish (Danio rerio)
and thus detecting the toxicity potential of the sample in vivo. RNAseq
was used to quantify changes in gene expression across the entire
transcriptome of embryos of Danio rerio exposed to the effluent extract
for 120 h. Approximately 10% of the transcriptome of zebrafish larvae
exposed to the wastewater effluent extract was significantly up- or downregulated by at least 2-fold. The profile of gene expression supports effect
data for this sample or samples from the same site in earlier studies.
Up-regulation of the tumor protein p53 gene (4.1 fold-change relative to
solvent control) and the suppression of tumorgenicity 14 gene (3.5 foldchange relative to solvent control) indicates genotoxic potential of the
sample. The marked induction of Ah-R mediated CYP1s corresponds
with earlier studies where samples from the same site induced dioxin-like
activity in vitro. Further evaluation including a relationship/correlational
analysis of sublethal effects and gene expression data was performed to
identify specific toxicity pathways that could lead to biological relevant
effects in fish. Based on whole transcriptome results a set of genes was
selected for quantification of gene expression by use of quantitative real
time PCR (qPCR) to validate and confirm the hypotheses that were
generated based on the initial RNAseq for embryos exposed to three
concentrations (10-, 5- and 1-fold concentration factor) of effluent.
TP145 Applying environmental metabolomics to assess biological
impacts of wastewater treatment plants across several Great Lakes
areas of concern
J.M. Davis, USEPA / National Exposure Research Laboratory; T.W.
Collette, Ecosystems Research Division; D.R. Ekman, USEPA / National
Exposure Research Laboratory; Q. Teng, USEPA / National Exposure
Research Lab; G.T. Ankley, USEPA / National Health and Environmental
Effects Research Laboratory; J.P. Berninger, USEPA / Toxic Effects
Characterization Research Branch; J.E. Cavallin, USEPA; K.M. Jensen,
M. Kahl, USEPA / National Health and Environmental Effects Research
Laboratory; A. Schroeder, USEPA / Water Resources Center; D.L.
Villeneuve, USEPA / Mid Continent Ecology Division
Considerable resources have been dedicated to remediating the ecological
impacts of environmental contaminants on the Great Lakes and other
aquatic ecosystems, yet there exists a continuing need for additional
biologically-based tools for monitoring success. Profiling of endogenous
metabolites (i.e., metabolomics) may be one such tool as it has proven
effective for assessing biological impacts of contaminant exposure in
numerous laboratory-based studies. In contrast, there are fewer examples
of metabolomic studies assessing contaminant modes of action and biological impacts of multiple contaminants and stressors in a field-setting.
Here, we present results from a large field-based study that spanned
a number of Great Lakes areas of concern (AOC). Fathead minnows
(Pimephales promelas) were caged at multiple locations throughout each
AOC, including locations near wastewater treatment plant outflows. We
used 1H-NMR spectroscopy to measure endogenous polar metabolites in
fish livers and analyzed the chemical composition of water samples collected in parallel at these sites. By comparing concomitant changes in the
relative abundances of hepatic metabolites and the chemical composition
of water samples, we assessed whether metabolite profiles differed among
sites and how differences may be related to contaminant levels. Results
from this study indicated that profiles of endogenous metabolites from
fish deployed near wastewater treatment plants differed from those measured in reference fish. Such differences were partially related to changes
in contaminant concentrations, suggesting that field-based metabolite
profiling of caged fathead minnows may be an effective tool for biologically-based exposure monitoring of aquatic ecosystems.
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TP146 Interlaboratory comparability of microarray data
D. Vidal-Dorsch, S.M. Bay, Southern California Coastal Water Research
Project / Toxicology Dept; S. Moore, B. Layton, SCCWRP; A.C. Mehinto,
Southern California Coastal Water Research Project / Dept of Toxicology; C.
Vulpe, Univ of California Berkeley / Nutritional Sciences and Toxicology;
M. Brown-Augustine, A. Loguinov, UC Berkeley; H.C. Poynton, Univ of
Massachusetts Boston / School for the Environment; N. Reyero, Mississippi
State Univ; E.J. Perkins, US Army Engineer Research and Development
Center / Environmental Laboratory; L. Escalon, US Army / USACE; N.D.
Denslow, R.C. Colli-Dula, Univ of Florida / Physiological Sciences; T.
Doan, S. Shukradas, Agilent Technologies; J. Bruno, Environment Cananda;
B. Lorraine, P. Jackman, M. Bauer, Environment Canada
Toxicity tests with marine amphipods, such as Eohaustorius estuarius, are
widely used for sediment quality assessment and in regulatory programs. Detection of sediment contamination impacts has the potential
to prompt remedial action, which would require a determination of the
contaminants causing the impact. Limited information is provided by
traditional toxicity test and analytical chemistry. Molecular TIEs have
been investigated as a tool to determine the cause of toxicity; however,
little work has been done to demonstrate the reproducibility of results,
which is a critical element in its adoption as an assessment tool. This
study investigated microarray technology reproducibility and different
analysis that impact differential gene expression. A 15K E. estuarius
custom gene microarray was used to evaluate reproducibility of microarray analyses across six laboratories. Amphipods were exposed (10-d) to
cyfluthrin-spiked or control sediments. Results showed that probe intensity signals were comparable among laboratories. Aliquots of the same
RNA extracts analyzed by the different laboratories showed a high correlation, indicating good interlaboratory agreement. Gene expression data
concordance ranged from 0.4 to 0.7. Microarray gene expression data was
to a degree reproducible across and within laboratories; however, several
factors affected data comparability (e.g., instruments and protocols used,
personnel expertise). Despite variability caused these factors, a subset of
genes was consistently differentially expressed across all laboratories. A
higher degree of data agreement was observed in differentially expressed
genes with a fold change > 2. The reproducibility of results, given that
certain factors are controlled, indicates that molecular TIE’s are a viable
test tool for determining contaminant impacts on aquatic organisms.
TP147 An ecotoxicoproteomic approach (SELDI-TOF MS) to
biomarker discovery in Ephemera orientalis exposed to the mixture of
various contaminant
H. Mo, Division of Environmental Science and Ecological Engineering; Y.
Kim, Korea Univ; Y. Lee, Korea Univ; J. Wee, Division of Environmental
Science and Ecological Engineering; K. Cho, Korea Univ / Division of
Environmental
Proteomics may help to detect subtle pollution-related changes, such as
responses to mixture pollution at low concentrations, where clear signs
of toxicity are absent. Also proteomics provide potential in the discovery
of new sensitive biomarkers for environmental pollution. We utilized
SELDI-TOF MS (surface enhanced laser desorption/ionization time-offlight mass spectrometry) to analyze the proteomic profile of Ephemera
orientalis exposed to heavy metals (lead, mercury, copper, cadmium and
chromium), pesticides (emamectin benzoate, endosulfan, cypermethrin,
mancozeb and paraquat dichloride), and pharmaceuticals (acetaminophen and sulfamethoxazole). Several highly significant biomarkers were
selected to make a model of classification analysis. Data sets obtained
from E. orientalis exposed pollutants were investigated for differential
protein expression by SELDI-TOF MS and decision tree classification.
Decision tree model was developed with training set, and then validated
with test set from profiling data of E. orientalis. Machine learning techniques provide a promising approach to process the information from
mass spectrometry data. Even thought the identification of protein would
be ideal, class discrimination does not need it. In the future, this decision
tree model would be validated with various levels of contaminants to
apply field samples.

TP148 Quantitative Changes in the Phosphoproteome in the
Brains of Male Fathead Minnows Exposed to Ethinyl Estradiol and
Levonogestrol using iTRAQ
L.C. Smith, Univ of Florida / Dept of Physiological Sciences; C.M. Lavelle,
Physiological Sciences; C. Silva-Sanchez, Univ of Florida / Interdisciplinary
Center for Biotechnology Research; N.D. Denslow, Univ of Florida
/ Physiological Sciences; T. Sabo-Attwood, Univ of Florida / Dept of
Environmental Global Health
Significant strides have been made in determining the molecular mode
of action of environmental contaminants due to advancements in the
“omics” disciplines. Only recently have post-translational modifications of proteins, specifically phosphorylation state, been shown to be
altered by contaminants in fish. Phosphorylation changes of receptors,
kinases and phosphatases can affect signaling cascades responsive to
contaminants. The study of protein phosphorylation in ecotoxicology has
traditionally been limited to 2-Dimensional Gel Electrophoresis (2-DE)
methods which do not offer site specific information of phosphorylation
events; a limitation of 2-DE as the function of a phosphoprotein is largely
determined by the site at which it is phosphorylated. To date, non-gel
based methods such as mass spectrometry (MS) have been employed in
ecotoxicology to evaluate contaminant-mediated changes in the levels
of specific biomarkers or quantification of global proteome changes;
however, alternate MS-based methods have emerged that allow for
identification of site-specific changes in the phosphoproteome. Successful
phosphoproteomic studies require extensive method development and
optimization. As such, our group sought to determine the adequate
amount of starting material, balancing cost and sensitivity, to optimize
a phosphopeptide enrichment method to maximize phosphoproteome
coverage, and to compare labeling workflows using the Isobaric Tagging
for Relative and Absolute Quantification (iTRAQ ) method. To address
these questions, we aqueously exposed 27 male fathead minnows to
constituents of the birth control pill, either 5 ng/L ethinyl estradiol or
100 ng/L levonogestrel, or vehicle control for 30 minutes. Brains were
isolated and protein extracts from 3 fish were pooled for iTRAQ labeling
and phosphopeptide enrichment (n=3 per treatment). We determined
that increasing the amount of starting material by pooling samples
increased the amount of peptide matches, that iTRAQ labeling efficiency
is enhanced when performed prior to enrichment, and that enrichment is
more efficient when the labeled peptide mixture is passed through TiO2
and ZrO2 microcolumns. These optimized phosphoproteomic methods
support investigations of rapid signaling cascades mediated by protein
phosphorylation/dephosphorylation events in response to environmental
contaminants. Overall, analysis of the phosphoproteome is a powerful
tool in elucidating mechanisms of action of toxicants.

Coal Mining in BC: Ecological Effects and ScienceBased Management
TP149 Selenium Remediating Potential of Three Plant Species at an
Active Coal Mine in Northeastern BC
C. Szucs, Royal Roads Univ; M. Dodd, Royal Roads Univ / School of
Environment Sustainability
Phytoremediation could be an economical and sustainable solution
for the reduction of pollutants in areas with low-to-medium levels of
contamination. This paper presents the results of investigations into the
potential for cattail (Typha latifolia), willow (Salix spp.) and sedge (Carex
lenticularis.) to hyperaccumulate selenium concentrations in wastewater
from an active coal mine in northeastern British Columbia. The plants
were grown in different containment bins which were watered as needed
based on plant requirements and environmental conditions using water
collected from the mine settling ponds containing elevated levels of
selenium (0.04 – 0.27 mg/L). Water from an un-impacted creek near
the mine site was used for the control bins. The initial and final concentrations of total metals including Se in water, soil, and plant tissues
(roots and shoots) were determined following which the biological
accumulation coefficient (BAC), biological transfer coefficient (BTC)
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and biological concentration factor (BCF) were calculated. Selenium
concentrations in the tissues of the plants grown in the control bins
ranged from < 0.10 - 0.48 mg/kg compared to 0.13 - 4.1 mg/kg for the
plant grown in the contaminated bins: the concentrations were up to 6.8
times higher in the plants irrigated with the wastewater compared to the
control samples. The BCF, BAC and BCF values indicated the phytoextraction and phytostabilization potential for the plants. The highest
BCF values were sedge = 3.56, cattail = 5.41 for willow = 2.07. The data
suggested the plants could be used to stabilize Se however none of the
three plant species studied were deemed to be hyperaccumulators. This
observation was perhaps due to the short growing season of three months
used in this study due to climatic conditions at the mine site since hyperaccumulators have been proven to be more effective after longer growing
periods. Further studies including the use of chelating agents such as
EDTA which have been shown to increase metal translocation into plant
tissue thereby improving overall phytoextraction and hyperaccumulation
efficiency would be beneficial to areas in Northern Canada with short
growing seasons by maximizing bioavailability.
TP150 The Development of Science-Based Effects Benchmarks for
Nitrite: Application to Mine Sites in Northern Canada
M.M. Goertzen; A. Martin, R. Goldblatt, Lorax Environmental Services Ltd
Nitrite is an intermediate product in the oxidation of ammonia to nitrate,
and can be present at elevated concentrations in mine-related drainages
in association with the use of nitrogen-based explosives. In mine settings
characterized by long water residence times under oxic conditions (as in
aerobic waste rock dumps or large settling ponds), nitrite concentrations
are typically low due to oxidation of reduced N forms to nitrate. Under
certain conditions, however, elevated nitrite concentrations can exist in
both mine-site discharges and in local water courses. This can occur for
mine waters characterized by suboxic conditions (as in stratified pit lakes
or underground workings) where low Eh conditions sustain elevated levels
of nitrite in site discharges. Under these circumstances, levels of nitrite in
aerobic receiving water courses can exceed British Columbia water quality
guidelines for protection of freshwater aquatic life (BCWQGs) where
low Eh effluents are discharged directly to the environment in absence of
sufficient residence time to promote nitrite oxidation. The potential for
adverse effects to aquatic resources resulting from nitrite exposure was
examined at a mine site in northern Canada where the factors described
above contribute to elevated nitrite concentrations in receiving water
courses. This was achieved via the development of Science-Based Effect
Benchmarks following guidance provided by the British Columbia
Ministry of Environment. Generic BCWQGs (as maximum and 30-day
average concentration guidelines) for nitrite are based on the sensitivity of
fish species and may therefore be considered over-protective for systems in
which fish are absent. Further, the nitrite toxicity dataset used to generate the current BCWQGs for nitrite has been updated since guideline
development in 1986, warranting the re-examination of potential risks to
aquatic life associated with guideline exceedances in both systems with
and without fish. Site-specific application of the proposed nitrite benchmarks indicates nitrite levels observed in the receiving environment of the
mine studied present a low risk of adverse effect to sensitive biota, despite
BCWQG exceedances.

Scientific Approaches and Strategies to Support
Restoring Beneficial Uses and Delisting Great Lakes
Areas of Concern
TP151 Polychlorinated biphenyl distribution and bioavailability in a
Southern Illinois lake: Application of a Tenax model
M.C. Archer, M.J. Lydy, Southern Illinois Univ Carbondale / Center for
Fisheries, Aquaculture, and Aquatic Sciences; A.D. Harwood, Southern
Illinois Univ / Dept of Natural Sciences
Persistent organic pollutants (POPs), such as polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs), are a concern to environmental and human health. Previous
studies have suggested the presence of PCBs in both sediment and
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bluegill from Campus Lake in Southern Illinois. The primary objective
of the current study was to evaluate the distribution and bioavailability
of PCBs in Campus Lake. After examination of lake-wide sediment
concentrations, a single PCB hotspot was identified within the lake. This
hotspot was then further investigated through sediment extractions,
laboratory-based bioassays, and Tenax extractions. In addition, several
species across different trophic levels were collected from the lake and
analyzed for the presence of PCBs. Species included tetrignathad spiders, emerging insects, bluegill (male and female), largemouth bass, and
channel catfish. The data from these studies revealed that PCBs from
Campus Lake are bioavailable to organisms inhabiting the lake, and that
there was a relationship between animal tissue concentrations and Tenax
concentrations. The ultimate goal of this research was to apply Tenax
concentrations to an existing food-web model to assess the applicability
of Tenax to evaluate the accumulation of PCBs from Campus Lake.
TP152 Standardized assessments indicate benthos and plankton communities are consistently unimpaired in areas of concern across New
York, USA
B.P. Baldigo, USGS; B. Duffy, New York State Dept of Environmental
Conservation; S. George, USGS / New York Water Science Center
In 1972, the United States and Canada committed to restore the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of Great Lakes ecosystems under
the first Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement. During subsequent
amendments, parts of the St. Lawrence River, Rochester Embayment,
Eighteenmile Creek, Buffalo River, and Niagara River were designated
as Areas of Concern (AOCs) due to multiple beneficial-use impairments
(BUIs), including degraded plankton and benthic invertebrate (benthos)
communities. Elimination of contaminant sources, habitat restoration,
contaminant-remediation, and natural cleansing since the 1970s may
have reduced toxicity of water and sediments and alleviated impacts on
resident biological assemblages. Further, contemporary water-quality
issues at the watershed scale (e.g., non-point source pollution) may now
pose a greater threat to water and sediment quality than legacy industrial
pollutants. Between 2011 and present, the US Geological Survey and
NY State Department of Environmental Conservation used a consistent sampling design (comparing conditions at AOC sites to those at
non-AOC control sites) to assess plankton and benthos BUIs in the St.
Lawrence River and Rochester Embayment AOCs. Comparable studies
have just begun in the Eighteenmile Creek and Niagara River AOCs;
and a 2016 investigation is planned for the Buffalo River AOC. Acute
and chronic toxicity of waters at AOC and control sites were assessed
using the growth of the green algae Selenastrum capricornutum, and
survival and reproductive capacity of the water flea Ceriodaphnia
dubia using standard US Environmental Protection (USEPA) toxicity tests. The quality of bed sediments at AOC and control sites was
assessed by the condition of macroinvertebrate communities (New York
State Biological Assessment Profile) and the growth and survival of the
midge Chironomus dilutus using USEPA sediment-toxicity tests. Toxicity
results and community analyses indicate that ambient waters and sediments from most AOC sites should not significantly impair the health of
resident plankton and benthic macroinvertebrate communities. Findings
from these relatively simple, standardized toxicity and community
assessments generally show that criteria for removing plankton and benthos BUIs have been attained in multiple AOCs across New York.
TP153 Toxicity testing of remediated Grand Calumet River sediments with the amphipod H. azteca, the midge C. dilutus and the
mussel L. siliquoidea
R.A. Consbrock, C.G. Ingersoll, USGS / Columbia Environmental Research
Center; J.R. Smith, Indiana Dept of Environmental Mgmt / Office Land
Quality Legal Counsel; D.W. Sparks, US Fish and Wildlife Service
Sediments in the Grand Calumet River (GCR; located south of Lake
Michigan) contaminated with high concentrations of metals and organic
compounds were remediated between 2005 and 2012. In 2013, wholesediment toxicity tests were conducted with the amphipod Hyalella
azteca, the midge Chironomus dilutus and the mussel Lampsilis siliquoidea
to help determine the effectiveness of the remediation. A total of 21 site
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sediments were tested, including 11 non-remediated and 10 remediated sites. Additionally, West Bearskin Lake sediment and quartz sand
were used as control sediments. All 21 sites were tested with amphipods
in 28-day short-term exposures and with midge in 10-day short-term
exposures measuring effects on survival, weight and biomass. The 10
remediated sites were also tested in long-term exposures with amphipods and midge (42-day reproduction testing with amphipods and about
50-day emergence testing with midge) and in 28-day exposures with
mussels. Remediated sediments have improved, as demonstrated by 1)
successful amphipod and midge survival and growth and 2) reduced
concentrations of metals and organic contaminants. However, some
of the remediated sediments were still moderately contaminated and
sublethal effects on growth, reproduction, or emergence were observed.
Reproduction of amphipods, emergence of midge, and toxicity testing
with mussels were more sensitive endpoints for identifying toxicity in the
sediments compared to the traditional amphipod or midge endpoints of
survival, weight and biomass. Data from macroinvertebrate community
surveys, fish community surveys, fish tissue sampling and habitat quality
sampled will be used along with sediment toxicity testing in 2015 and in
2017 to continue monitoring the effectiveness of the sediment remediation and to assess the potential for delisting of the GCR as a Great Lakes
Area of Concern.
TP154 A New Perspective in the Use of Enzyme in Environmental
Remediation
O. Otitoju, Federal Univ Wukari / Dept of Biochemistry; I.N. Onwurah,
Univ of Nigeria / Biochemistry
Large amounts of chemically different dyes are used for various industrial applications such as textile dying, paper and pulp, leather and
plastics. Textile dyes represent a major class of organic pollutants that are
found in the waste effluent discharged by industries. Among the textile
dyes, azo dyes accounts for 60 - 70% of all the textile dyestuffs used and
show the largest spectrum of colours. The discharge of azo dyes into
water bodies present human and ecological risks, since both the original
dyes and their biotransformation products can show toxic effects, some
causing DNA damage. The treatment of dye wastewater involves chemical and physical methods such as adsorption, coagulation and oxidation.
All these methods have different decolourisation capabilities, operating
speed and proven to be costly while producing large amounts of sludge.
In this work, enzymatic approach was used in the decolourisation/
degradation of textile and other industrial important dyes present in
wastewater. This strategy involving the use of partially purified cabbage
peroxidise was used to produce 30-85% decolourisation of 7 azo dyes,
namely trypan blue, azo blue 5, azo brilliant black, azo yellow 6, azo
citrus red 2, azo pink and azo purple. This was explicitly observed by the
decrease in concentration and colour disappearance (spectral reading) in
the dye solutions under study.

Recent Advances in Sustainable Chemicals
Alternatives Assessment
TP155 How to avoid dangerous alternative to banned chemicals in
benign by design approach: screening of Flame Retardants by cumulative PBT Index in QSARINS
P. Gramatica, Univ of Insubria / QSAR Res Unit Environ Chem Ecotox
Dep Theoretical Applied Sciences DiSTA; A. Sangion, DiSTA; S. Cassani,
Univ of Insubria / DiSTA
During the last decades, Brominated Flame Retardants (BFRs) are
widely used in various industrial products in order to prevent or slow
down a fire. The use of some of these BFRs, such as polybrominated
diphenyl ethers (PBDEs), is now restricted or prohibited under various
legislations, due to their hazardous properties regarding Persistence,
Bioaccumulation and Toxicity (PBT properties). PBDEs are nowadays
replaced by other different New Flame Retardants (NFRs), such as new
BFRs (NBFRs) or OPFRs (OrganoPhosphorous Flame Retardants).

Nevertheless, the information about the chemical properties of these
substitutes are often not available and these substances were commercialized without complete information regarding the PBT properties,
that are based on long-term behaviors and require complex, expensive,
prolonged experiments. However, the PBT assessment is expressly
required in the context of REACH regulation and PBT chemicals
require an authorization. In this study, several new compounds, proposed
and used as ”safer alternatives” to PBDEs, such as NBFRs and OPFRs,
were analyzed with multivariate evaluation tools and screened with the
cumulative PBT Index model, implemented in QSARINS (QSARINSUBRIA), a new software for the development and validation of
multiple linear regression (MLR-OLS) Quantitative Structure-Activity
Relationship (QSAR) models. A rigorous check of the chemicals that
are included in the model Applicability Domain, and for this reason
with the most reliable predictions, has been done. The results, obtained
directly from the chemical structure for the three properties altogether,
have been compared with those obtained by the US-EPA PBT profiler
and a good agreement among the two different approaches was found,
supporting the utility of a consensus approach in these screenings. A
priority list of the most dangerous chemicals has been proposed, highlighting that some substitute-compounds are detected as intrinsically
hazardous for their PBT properties. Moreover, this study also shows that
the PBT Index model could be a valid decision-making tool in the socioeconomic assessment (SEA) to evaluate appropriate and safer substitutes,
immediately from the chemical design, in a benign by design approach,
thus avoiding unnecessary and expensive synthesis and tests.
TP156 Flame retardants used in flexible polyurethane foam: USEPA
alternatives assessment update
J. Rhoades, M. Kawa, SRC, Inc.; E.T. Lavoie, USEPA / Office of Pollution
Prevention and Toxics; C. Baier-Anderson, USEPA / Design for the
Environment; J.L. Tunkel, SRC, Inc. / Environmental Health Analysis
In 2003, the USEPA’s Design for the Environment (DfE) program convened the first multi-stakeholder partnership to undertake an assessment
of viable alternatives to the flame retardant, pentabromodiphenyl ether
(pentaBDE). PentaBDE was widely used as an additive to furniture foam
and other items to meet flammability requirements. However, concerns
over possible environmental and public health impacts led to a voluntary
phase-out of the chemical by the sole U.S. manufacturer in 2004. DfE
published a draft report in 2005, “DfE Alternatives Assessment for
flame retardants in flexible polyurethane foam” as a result of the multistakeholder partnership to help identify and encourage the use of safer
alternatives. This report assessed the human health and environmental
profiles of 15 alternatives to pentaBDE (3 discrete and 12 proprietary
compounds). This report was updated in 2014 as a result of several
developments that had occurred: (1) DfE had developed and published
updated hazard criteria (2011) that encompassed transparent thresholds
for a 5-tiered hazard designation, (2) a large number of new experimental studies were published for the alternatives, (3) stakeholder, political,
consumer and media interests’ made assessment of FRs important ;
(4) updated flame retardancy standards for upholstered furniture were
promulgated; and (5) marketplace changes resulted in the offering of new
alternatives as well as the removal of others. DfE updated the original
2005 report to provide the most current information to inform decision
making. DfE identified and evaluated 16 flame retardant chemicals and
3 mixtures in the updated report including Firemaster® 550, chloroalkyl
phosphates, aryl phosphate esters, inorganics and new to market blends.
The results demonstrated widely varying hazard profiles and included
several chemicals that appear to have preferable hazard profiles. An
analysis of the draft results from the updated report will be presented.
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Fate, Transport, Detection and Characterization of
Nanomaterials
TP157 Silver, titanium dioxide and iron (III) oxide nanoparticle
release from plastics
A. Mackevica, M.E. Olsson, Technical Univ of Denmark / Dept of
Environmental Engineering; S.F. Hansen, Technical Univ of Denmark
DTU / DTU Environment
The knowledge concerning exposure to nanoparticles (NP) is very
limited due to the fact that most research has been focusing on effects
exerted by nanoparticles rather than characterization of potential
exposure. Various nanomaterials are used in a wide range of consumer
products, including personal care products, appliances and different household items. During the life cycle of these products, there is a
potential of release of nanoparticles from the product matrix, which can
lead to human and environmental exposure. The quantification of NP
release could allow consumer exposure estimation using guidelines such
as those developed by European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) and the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA). This study is addressing silver and titanium dioxide NP release from food storage containers,
iron (III) oxide NP from polyethylene granulates and silver NP from
toothbrushes. The migration rates from food storage containers and polyethylene granulates were investigated following European Commission
Directive 97/48/EC for articles intended to be in contact with food.
Experimental setup involved incubating products for 10 days at 40°C
with three different food simulants (Milli-Q water, 10% ethanol, and
3% acetic acid). The release of silver from toothbrushes was assessed following ISO guideline 11609:2010. The total amount of silver, titanium
and iron in selected products and migration solutions was quantified by
ICP-MS analysis, and the size of the migrated particles was investigated
by single particle ICP-MS and TEM imaging coupled with EDS. The
preliminary results show that silver and titanium NP have the potential
to migrate from the food storage containers, having the highest release
rates into acetic acid. Measured iron release did not exceed background
concentrations, indicating no or very limited release. The size of particles
released ranged from around 10 to more than 200 nm in diameter (by
TEM-EDS). Further qualitative (size) and quantitative (concentration)
analysis of the released NP will be performed in order to perform nanospecific exposure assessment based on highest tier models as described by
ECHA and the USEPA.
TP158 Effect of Phosphate on Dissolution, Aggregation, and Toxicity
of ZnO Nanoparticles
M. Lim, H. Jung, S. Hong, Y. Hwang, Korea Inst of Toxicology KIT
Zinc oxide (ZnO) nanoparticles are widely used as an additive in numerous materials and products including plastics, ceramics, glass, cement,
lubricants, paints, ointments, adhesives, sealants, pigments, batteries,
ferrites, fire retardants, and first aid tapes. With ZnO increasingly being
manufactured and used for these applications, those nanoparticles will be
released into natural and engineered aquatic systems during production,
transport and use. However, research investigating the fate and transport
of ZnO is still very limited. The fate and transport of ZnO in aquatic
environments is controlled by their dissolution and aggregation behaviors.
In this study, we investigate the effect of phosphate on dissolution and
aggregation of ZnO nanoparticles in aqueous environment. And the toxicity experiments were performed using the pristine and transformed ZnO
NPs by phosphate. Daphnia magna (D. magna) are used as a bioindicator
testing and ecotoxicological research. The zinc phosphate crystalline could
be formed by reaction between Zn2+ and PO43- at pH 6. The phosphate
ions adsorbed onto the surface of ZnO to block the dissolution of zinc
ions at pH 8. High concentration of phosphate was found to substantially hinder the aggregation of ZnO NPs thus able to stabilize the ZnO
nanoparticles in water system. High concentration of phosphate caused
the low immobilization of D. Magna both pH 6 and 8 experiments. The
results of this study show the importance of phosphate ion on the dissolution, aggregation and toxicity effects of ZnO NPs in aquatic system.
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TP159 Presence and distribution of silver nanoparticles under estuarine conditions:
M. Millour, Université du Québec Rimouski; É. Pelletier, Univ of Quebec
Rimouski / ISMER-UQAR; J. Gagné, Université du Québec Rimouski
Most of the applications of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) are in food
packaging materials, odour-resistant textiles, electronics and household appliances, cosmetics and medical devices. The use of probabilistic
method can predict environmental concentrations between 1 and
10 ng.L-1 in surface waters. However, these predicted environmental
concentrations (PEC) will increase with the exponential development
phase of silver nanomaterials Yet, the environmental consequences of a
potential release of the new engineered materials into pristine or urban
environments are largely unknown. The behaviour of nanoparticles in
the environment is expected to be related not only to the physical and
chemical properties of the engineered nanomaterials, but also, and
perhaps predominantly, to the characteristics of the receiving environment. Recent studies have shown that AgNPs can interact strongly with
natural organic matter (NOM) and such interactions depending on salt
concentration and ion charge. The aim of this study was to characterize
the stability and speciation of AgNPs in solutions with specific composition of nanopure and natural waters. In a first series of experiments,
AgNPs were added to nanopure water. The nanoparticles were stable,
with the same hydrodynamic diameter for a long period of time. The
addition of natural organic matter (NOM) to nanopure water did not
change the stability of AgNPs. When AgNPs where added to solutions of high ionic strength we observed aggregate formation on a short
period. This auto-aggregation could induce the settling of AgNPs. In
a high ionic strength medium, such as estuarine waters, the presence
of NOM modified the aggregation kinetic of AgNPs, but not the final
size of the aggregates. In a second series of experiments, we reproduced
realistic estuarine conditions in mesocosms of 3 m3. In the absence of
AgNPs, the surface freshwater showed a bimodal distribution of hydrodynamic diameters for natural particles present in the mesocosms. The
first population of particles was observed around 100 nm and the second
one showed hydrodynamic diameters around 520 nm. When AgNPs
were added, the particle distribution and aggregate sizes changed. A
population of particles with hydrodynamic diameter near 68 nm was
clearly observed. The presence of this population of nanoparticles was
assigned to free AgNPs instead to natural particles. These studies indicate that the behaviour of AgNPs in natural water was highly dynamic.
TP160 Detection of carbon nanotube concentrations in biological
samples using a microwave-induced heating method
A.M. Parra, Environmental Toxicology; F. Irin, Texas Tech Univ /
Dept of Chemical Engineering; B. Shrestha, Texas Tech Univ / Dept of
Environmental Toxicology; M.A. Saed, Texas Tech Univ / Dept of Electrical
and Computer Engineering; M. Green, Texas Tech Univ / Dept of Chemical
Engineering; J.E. Cañas-Carrell, Texas Tech Univ / Environmental
Toxicology
Carbon nanotube applications are expanding across many industries
and are projected to increase. With the increase in use and the lack of
current regulations, it is critical to assess exposure to carbon nanotubes
in terrestrial and aquatic systems. Currently, the number of methods
available to quantify carbon nanotubes are limited. Microwave-induced
heating can be used to measure carbon nanotube concentrations in
biological samples. Uptake of multi-walled carbon nanotubes and single
walled nanotubes has been observed in corn plants and aquatic organisms. Plants exposed to various forms of carbon nanotubes in soil were
taken up into roots at concentrations of < 18 µg/g and translocated above
ground portions at lower concentrations in a 40 d uptake study. Uptake
was not dose-dependent, however concentrations varied between carbon
nanotube functionalization. Microwave-induced heating is a novel
approach to quantifying carbon nanotubes in biological samples and can
be used to address human and environmental risk assessment.
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TP161 A Pilot Study of Nanoparticle Characteristics in Halifax
Regional Municipality (HRM), Nova Scotia Ambient Air
J. Kim, M. Seaboyer, N. Farias, X. Yang, J. Guernsey, J. Yakobi, Dalhousie
Univ / Dept of Community Health and Epidemiology
Nanoparticles (NPs) are receiving increasing attention due to their
ubiquitous presence in ambient air, occupational settings and consumer
products and from emerging evidence of strong associations between
ultrafine particle exposure and cardiovascular morbidity/mortality. Airborne NPs are of particular concern because they are readily
suspended in ambient air and can enter the body through inhalation.
However, few systematic investigations have been reported which have
characterized NP concentrations in the ambient air likely due to lack of
availability of routine monitoring and spatial heterogeneity of NPs. The
primary objective of this study was to characterize the concentration gradients of NPs and other air pollutants in HRM, Nova Scotia (Canada).
We conducted this pilot study in HRM (population ~400,000) in which
has relatively low reported background Criterion Air Contaminant. A
mobile air quality monitoring campaign was conducted on various streets
during the “SWITCH: Open Street Sundays” event where several streets
were closed temporarily on Sundays to vehicles, allowing access only to
walkers, runners and cyclists to promote alternative modes of transportation. Air quality data on temporarily traffic-free streets were collected
along the SWITCH route during a 2-hr sampling session (11:40 AM
- 1:40 PM) using a mobile air quality monitoring platform equipped
with measurement devices that monitor total NP number counts (TSI
Condensation Particle Counter, 0.01 to 1.0 µm diameter), particulate
matter (PM 2.5) mass (TSI DustTrak), O3 (2b Technologies) and CO/
CO2 levels (TSI Q-Trak). Additional samplings were conducted along
the identical SWITCH route during the same time frame on a regular
weekday and Sunday (vehicles allowed) to compare the air quality on
days when vehicles were present. Our data show that total NP number
concentration was significantly lower (P< 0.01) on a SWITCH event
(median 1,927 pt/cm3) than a regular weekday or Sunday (6, 255 and
6,589 pt/cm3, respectively). We also found significantly decreased levels
of PM 2.5 on a SWITCH day (1 µg/m3 vs. 7 µg/m3). No significant differences were found in CO, CO2 or O3 concentrations on sampling days.
Our results indicate that vehicle-free pedestrian zones have a potentially
positive environmental health impact. A mobile NP monitoring in
HRM is ongoing to support the development of air quality strategies
that would ultimately reduce the risk for NP exposures.

TP163 Optimizing an experimental system for assessing the copper
released into aquatic systems from commercial liquid and micronized
pressure treated lumber
A.N. Parks, M.A. Cashman, M.G. Cantwell, D.R. Katz, K.T. Ho, R.M.
Burgess, USEPA / Atlantic Ecology Division
The fate and effects of pristine engineered metal nanomaterials (ENMs)
in simplified systems have been widely studied; however, little is known
about the potential release and impact of metal ENMs from consumer
goods, especially lumber which has been treated with micronized copper.
Micronized copper treatment solutions contain copper complexes that
range in size from nano- to micro-particles, and are used in lumber to
prevent microbial degradation and fouling. In this work, the goal was
to design and optimize experimental conditions to determine the rate,
concentration, and form of copper released from several commerciallyavailable pressure-treated lumber samples exposed to an aqueous system.
Lumber tested included untreated Southern Yellow Pine (SYP) as the
control, SYP treated with micronized copper azole (MCA) at 0.06 and
0.15 pounds per cubic foot (pcf), alkaline copper quaternary (ACQ )
at 0.019 and 0.6 pcf, and chromated copper arsenate (CCA) at 2.5 pcf.
Of the different chemical treatments, only MCA included micronized
copper complexes which are expected to minimize or reduce the release
of copper into the environment over time. In contrast, older treatments like ACQ and CCA are expected to release copper more readily.
Other experimental parameters tested included salinity (0, 1, 10, and 30
ppt filtered seawater), lumber form (sawdust versus wood blocks), and
lumber orientation (e.g., minimally agitated sawdust, vigorously agitated
sawdust, floating blocks, and submerged blocks). The optimal experimental system included 2 cm wood cubes cut from the outer surface of
the lumber submerged in 230 mL of media (0, 1, 10, and 30 ppt filtered
seawater) in high density polyethylene bottles, and mixed on a shaker
table at 110 rpm for a minimum of 28 days. Water samples were taken at
eight hours, one day, two days, seven days, fourteen days, and twentyeight days. Subsamples included unfiltered water, and water filtered
through a 0.45 µm polyethersulfone (PES) syringe filter and a 0.1 µm
PES syringe filter, which were analyzed using ICP-AES to determine
the total, colloidal (< 0.45 µm subsample), and nano+ionic copper (< 0.1
µm subsample). Unfiltered water samples were also analyzed using a
copper-selective electrode. This experimental system will allow for the
conduct of comparative studies to determine the relative risk to aquatic
systems associated with each type of copper treated lumber.

TP162 Impacts of fulvic acids in light and dark conditions on silver
nanoparticle characteristics
R.M. Sofield, Huxley College of the Environment; C. San, Western
Washington Univ / Huxley College of the Environment
Previous work on the toxicity of citrate coated silver nanoparticles to
Daphnia magna showed that 2.5 mg/L of Suwannee river fulvic acids
decreased toxicity approximately 4 fold when compared to no added
fulvic acids and in 48 hours of light. In complete darkness, however, the
presence of fulvic acids had no effect on the LC50 of the nanoparticles.
Extensive characterization of citrate coated Ag nanoparticles in the
presence and absence of fulvic acids and in light and dark conditions was
completed to explain the effects of fulvic acids and light conditions on
toxicity. All characterizations were conducted on nanoparticle samples
dissolved in synthetic hard water with no added chloride at the beginning, 24 hours and 48 hours. Sample conditions included presence and
absence of fulvic acids and 48 hours of light or dark. Polymer membrane
ion selective electrodes were used to assess the silver ion concentration.
Size distribution was determined with single particle ICP-MS analysis
and digital light scattering. The sedimentation in different waters was
measured with UV-Vis spectroscopy. Finally a TEM was used to assess
morphology. Based on the DLS measurements and UV-Vis spectroscopy, there is no different in size distribution or sedimentation rates. The
results of the remaining characterization techniques will be presented.

TP164 Estimation of ENM release from EOL consumer products in
solid waste streams in Europe
L. Heggelund, Danish Technical Univ / Dept of Environmental
Engineering; A. Boldrin, Technical Univ of Denmark DTU / Dept of
Environmental Engineering; S.F. Hansen, Technical Univ of Denmark
DTU / DTU Environment; T.F. Astrup, Technical Univ of Denmark DTU
/ Dept of Environmental Engineering
There is a need for more information regarding release of engineered
nanomaterial (ENM) from consumer products. Little research has
been done to determine actual ENM emissions from consumer uses of
nano-enabled products. ENM release is expected to occur both during
manufacturing and throughout the lifecycle of the products. In this study,
we focus on ENMs present in end-of-life (EOL) consumer products
entering solid waste streams in Europe. In our preliminary work we
mapped all the consumer products known to be available on the European
marked and included in the Danish nanoproduct inventory (www.
nanodb.dk). For each product, we assigned an appropriate waste material fraction according to its prominent matrix material, and found the
following 10 waste material fractions: glass, textile, “dirty plastic”, electronic, batteries, residual waste, metal, bulky, hazardous /spray cans and
wood. We found that nanosilver was ubiquitous in solid waste fractions,
corresponding well with its wide range of commercial applications. In
contrast, CNTs, silicon and bamboo charcoal were only present in one or
two fractions. Our results also indicated that “dirty plastic” was the most
diverse waste fraction, comprising a variety of both nanoproducts and
–materials. Based on the detailed mapping of ENMs in products and the
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linking of these products to specific waste fractions, we carry out specific
analysis of the potential for release of ENMs during waste management.
Preliminary results indicate that textile and residual waste fractions may
be critical and important sources for release of ENMs to the environment.
The information gathered and analyzed is then combined with a product market analysis of representative ENMs to estimate the amount of
ENM associated with each waste fraction. Ultimately, we will show how
the results can feed into a stepwise environmental exposure assessment
framework recently proposed by Boldrin et al. (2014). Besides a quantification of nanowaste amounts, the framework includes an evaluation of: 1)
matrix properties and nanowaste treatment process, 2) physicochemical
properties of the nanowaste and 3) transformation processes and ENP
release. Our approach ensures that results depict environmentally relevant
and realistic scenarios of ENM release from EOL consumer products.
The results may aid the environmental and human health risk assessment
of nanowaste, and assist future regulatory and management decisions.
TP165 Effects of the variation of ionic strength and dissolved oxygen
content on aggregation and dissolution of bare and organic coated
silver nanoparticles
G. Bardaxoglou, Université du Québec Rimouski; É. Pelletier, Univ of
Quebec Rimouski / ISMER-UQAR
Among engineered nanomaterials currently added to consumer and
industrial products, silver nanoparticles (AgNP) are increasingly used
as an antimicrobial agent in clothing, food storage containers, pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, electronics, and optical devices. The release of
AgNP from these products during their use, particularly during clothes
washing, introduces AgNP into environmental compartments, including
riverine and coastal waters. Little is yet known about the dissolution/
precipitation process of AgNP in the aquatic environment and most
studies to observe dissolution of AgNP have been conducted in freshwater or in reconstructed saline water. This research pays attention to the
auto-aggregation and dissolution/precipitation of AgNP with different
coating types: uncoated, coated with citrate and coated with poly(allyl)
amine (PAAm), in different types of waters (nanopure, fresh and estuarine waters), and with dissolved oxygen saturation or depletion near the
hypoxic level (< 3mg.L-1). AgNPs were synthesized in our laboratory
and suspensions were purified by dialysis (10 kDa) and/or ultrafiltration (30 kDa). AgNP sizes, determined by TEM, ranged between 19
and 36 nm following the coating used. Experiments were conducted in
HDPE bottles (very low adsorption capacity) for 16 days in dark at 7
oC. Dissolution was determined by analysing total silver in supernatant
solutions after ultracentrifugation at 50 000g for 20 min. Main results
show that auto-aggregation occurred in all water samples, particularly in
estuarine water (up to 600 nm), and with all types of coating. Silver ions
adsorbed on surface of coated AgNP during preparation were quickly
released when in contact with low ionic strength waters, but were slowly
re-adsorbed mainly on AgNP surface. The dissolution of AgNP differed
with coating, types of water, but low level of dissolved oxygen did not
play a determining role. Dissolution in seawater happened faster for
citrate-coated AgNP (45-60%) than PAAm-coated ones (20-25%), and
seems to achieve a plateau after a few days for bare AgNP (about 5%).
These results highlight the complex fate of silver nanoparticles in natural
waters and contribute to a conceptual model where chemical reactions at
the surface of AgNP are key factors to explain pathways taken by AgNP
from fresh water to coastal waters.
TP166 The Antioxidant Activity of Lanthanide Nanoparticles Relates
to Their Elemental Periodicity
Z. ZHOU, Oregon State Univ / CBEE; A.C. Anderson, Oregon State Univ
/ Chemistry; B.J. Harper, S.L. Harper, Oregon State Univ / EMT
Lanthanide metal oxide nanoparticles (LnOxNPs) are being exploited
for a broad range of applications including catalysis, energy conversion
and storage, gas sensors, and fuel cells. Despite the numerous promising applications of LnOxNPs, design rules for developing materials with
optimal antioxidant electrochemistry are not yet defined. In addition,
the increased usage of these rare earth metals as nanoparticles will
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inevitably increase environmental and human exposures. Given that
some LnOxNPs have been shown to have potential to either induce or
scavenge free radicals, there is an immediate need to rapidly assess the
physicochemical behavior of these materials in order to prioritize hazard
testing and identify physicochemical characteristics predictive of antioxidative reactivity. In this study, the Trolox Equivalent Antioxidant
Capacity (TEAC) assay was used to determine the redox behavior of
eight LnOxNPs. We hypothesized that the antioxidant capacity (AOC)
of the NPs was related to their basic elemental periodicity. We predicted
that the AOC per unit surface area (AOC/area) of the LnOxNPs was a
function of their valance state, the number of unpaired electrons of 4f
orbital, ionic radius, band gap, ionization energy, lanthanum-oxygen
bond length and electronegativity. Two methods were employed to
assess AOC/Area of LnOxNP. In the first method, NPs were added to
a pre-formed radical solution or 2) NPs were added before the radical
formation was initiated by hydrogen peroxide. Our results show that only
CeO2NP has significantly different AOCs based on both methods; no
significance was observed from the others. Moreover, there is a reduction
of AOC/area of CeO2NP, Nd 2O3NP, TbO2/Tb2O3NP, Ho2O3NP using
the first method after 8 minutes. During the entire reaction time, AOC/
area of NP was negatively related to the amount of unpaired electrons
in 4f orbital and lanthanum crystal ionic radius, implying that there is
correlation between redox property of LnOxNPs and periodicity of their
constituent atoms. Ultimately, the ability to predict simple NP chemical activity from their constituent atom properties will be an important
protocol in designing nanomaterials for specific needs.
TP167 Fate of dissolved and nanoparticulate silver in fresh and brackish waters using a radiolabeling technique
É. Pelletier, Univ of Quebec Rimouski / ISMER-UQAR; I. Desbiens, C.
Rouleau, Université du Québec Rimouski
The chemistry of silver nanoparticles (AgNP) in natural waters is far
more complex than first expected with the presence of poorly characterized dissolved and particulate organic matter and natural inorganic
colloids (< 450 nm). Basic data such as adsorption/desorption coefficients
and aggregation/attachment efficiencies are not available and cannot
be predicted theoretically. In an attempt to provide new data on the
adsorption/desorption of silver ions (Ag+) and aggregation/attachment
of AgNP in natural waters with added clay particles, a series of laboratory experiments was conducted using gamma-emitting 110m Ag as a
radiotracer to prepare citrate-coated 110m AgNP (20 nm) and solutions
containing free ions 110m Ag+. Very early mixing process of river waters
(containing Ag+ or AgNP, dissolved organic matter and clay suspension
(Na-Montmorillonite Swy-2)) with coastal waters was mimicked by
adding between 0.3 and 4% of natural unfiltered coastal waters (29 PSU)
to the freshwater suspension and the % retention of 110m Ag on 0.45 µm
MCE filter was determined as a function of time. Desorption of Ag+
and disaggregation/dissolution of AgNP were determined by adding a
few mg of clay particles (previously exposed to 110m Ag+ or 110m AgNP in
freshwater for 18 to 24h) to river, brackish and coastal waters and amount
of 110m Ag was determined in filtrates as a function of time. As expected,
the % adsorption of 110m Ag+ on clay particles and filter decreased sharply
(from 75 to 10%) as ionic strength increased slowly at the beginning of
the mixing with coastal waters due to the formation of silver chlorocomplexes. However, the addition of only 0.3% of coastal waters to
freshwater suspension of AgNP induced a strong and quick aggregation/
attachment to clay particles and over 80% of 110m AgNP were recovered
on filters with no obvious changes with time. When clay particles with
already adsorbed 110m Ag+ are added to river and brackish waters, a large
proportion (65-90%) of labelled silver is recovered in filtrates indicating an important desorption even in freshwater. Similarly, when clay
particles with already adsorbed 110m AgNP are added to river, brackish
and coastal waters, between 75 to 90% of labelled 110m Ag is recovered in
filtrates indicating an important disaggregation of AgNP going trough
filter and/or a dissolution process during the 24h adsorption period.
These data are being incorporated in a model of the environmental fate of
AgNP at the river/ocean frontier.
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TP168 Liquid Nebulization-Differential Mobility-Microscopy
Approach to Evaluate Nanoparticles in Environmentally-Relevant
Water Matrices
B.T. Mader, 3M Company / Environmental Laboratory; M.E. Ellefson,
S.T. Wolf, 3M Company
A liquid nebulization-differential mobility analysis method (LN/
DMA) was used in conjunction with Scanning Transmission Electron
Microscopy (STEM) and Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) for
the evaluation of engineered nanoparticles (ENPs) in environmentally
relevant aqueous matrices. The LN/DMA method was used to measure
the size distribution and quantitative number concentration of ENPs in
aqueous solutions; however the method alone cannot be used to directly
determine the morphology and chemical composition of the ENPs. The
LNS/DMA system was used in conjunction with an electrostatic based
sampler; ENPs were aerosolized from aqueous media and deposited onto
TEM grids for further evaluation of their morphology, size, and chemical composition using spectroscopic analysis techniques (TEM, STEM,
EDS). To further evaluate the method, NIST-traceable reference
materials were spiked into several aqueous matrices; aqueous media used
in ecotoxicology testing, semiconductor grade ultra pure water, groundwater, and an industrial wastewater. For samples with significant signal
to noise, the mean measured particle diameters of the reference materials
were within the expected NIST-traceable size range for the materials.
The method was also able to discern ENPs from other materials and
non-volatile residues present in the native aqueous solutions as well as to
evaluate agglomerates. The optimum sampling parameters for the collection of ENPs onto TEM media by this method will also be discussed.
Overall this method is particularly well suited for dose verification in
ecotoxicology studies as well to support the studies of ENP behavior
in other aqueous matrices including manufacturing emissions and raw
product analysis.

Weighing the Evidence: Frameworks and Process
TP169 Application of Activity in Risk Assessment and Criteria
Development for Petroleum Hydrocarbon Mixtures
M.A. Crawford; F.A. Gobas, Simon Fraser Univ / School of Resource and
Environmental Management Faculty of Environment
Petroleum hydrocarbons (PHCs) are a group of chemicals present in
the environment from both natural and anthropogenic sources, and are
typically present as mixtures of multiple PHCs. Each PHC has its own
physical-chemical properties that determine its distribution between the
different environmental compartments (e.g., water and sediment). An
organism’s exposure to PHCs is evaluated by measuring the chemical
concentration in many different environmental compartments, including sediment, soil, water, or tissue. The potential risk to aquatic and
terrestrial organisms can be evaluated by comparing their environmental
exposure to the medium-specific concentrations associated with various
effects (e.g., LC50). However, describing this risk or developing criteria
for PHC mixtures can be a challenge because toxicity data are often
reported for individual PHCs, often in a single medium (e.g. water) and
for a limited number of species. Toxicity data for the variety of unique
PHC mixtures that organisms are exposed to in the environment are
limited. This research explores the use of thermodynamic activity to
describe the exposure and toxicity of individual and mixtures of PHCs
in various environmental media. Activity (a unitless ratio describing how
close chemical concentrations are to saturation in a particular medium)
provides a method for normalizing exposure concentration and toxicity
data using chemical- and media-specific properties. Activity allows data
to be expressed in the same units, regardless of chemical, media, or species, and therefore allows direct comparison of a variety of exposure and
toxicity data. This research expresses toxicity data for individual PHCs
and environmentally-relevant complex mixtures of PHCs as activity, to
see if there is a common activity associated with effects, regardless of the
PHC or mixture composition. This activity-based approach is explored
as a way to enhance the weight-of-evidence available to inform risk
assessment and criteria development for PHCs and PHC mixtures.

TP170 Supplemental Data to Aid in Weight of Evidence (WoE)
Determinations
S. Marty, The Dow Chemical Company; E.M. Mihaich, ER; K.K. Coady,
The Dow Chemical Company / Toxicology Environmental Research and
Consulting; L. Zorrilla, Bayer CropScience LP; B. Neal, Exponent Inc /
Center for Toxicology and Mechanistic Biology; T. Scown, DuPont Crop
Protection; B. Riffle, F. Hess, BASF Corporation
Any weight of evidence (WoE) assessment may leave some residual
uncertainty unless the toxicity datasets are highly consistent and data
gaps are minimal. Targeted studies that address data inconsistencies or
fill data gaps can strengthen WoE and improve confidence in subsequent
decision making. In the USEPA’s Endocrine Disruption Screening
Program (EDSP), WoE is of critical importance as it is applied to: 1)
previous toxicity data (‘Other Scientifically Relevant Information’) to
determine whether there is sufficient evidence to eliminate the need for
additional screening assays to demonstrate potential endocrine activity; and 2) results of the EDSP Tier 1 battery to determine whether
Tier 2 testing is necessary in the event potential activity is found. WoE
may be challenging because modifications in endocrine signaling may
be due to direct effects (e.g., receptor-mediated interactions) or indirect
effects (e.g., systemic toxicity); thus, there are uncertainties in determining potential endocrine activity, especially when using data from apical
studies. Targeted supplemental data may improve the confidence of the
WoE assessment, particularly if an endocrine mode of action (MoA) can
be identified or is not supported by the data. For this project, supplemental data options are proposed, which may: 1) focus Tier 1 screening on
specific areas of potential endocrine activity; 2) aid in interpretation of
Tier 1 assay results; 3) assist in the determination of primary endocrine
activity; 4) tailor follow-up or Tier 2 tests for the particular MoA; and
5) facilitate interpretation of Tier 2 results; thereby, generating data
most relevant for risk assessment. Options for developing supplemental
data are organized around endocrine signaling pathways: estrogenicity,
antiestrogenicity, androgenicity, antiandrogenicity and thyroid perturbations. For each pathway, supplemental study options are proposed to
address areas of uncertainty; however, not every endocrine perturbation
scenario is covered and stakeholders must determine, based on existing
data (i.e., consistency, specificity, relevance) whether supplemental data
could improve the WoE analysis.
TP171 Weight of Evidence Assessment for Determining the
Relevance of the Endocrine Activity for Alkylphenols in Human
Health and Environmental Assessments
K.K. Coady, J. Klapacz, The Dow Chemical Company / Toxicology
Environmental Research and Consulting; T.G. Osimitz, Science Strategies
LLC / President; C.A. Staples, Assessment Technologies Inc; B. Losey
Nonylphenol (NP) and octylphenol (OP) are data rich chemicals with a
wealth of available molecular, toxicological, and exposure data. NP and
OP exhibit weak estrogenic-like activity with potencies generally ranging from 1,000 to 1,000,000-fold weaker than the endogenous estrogen,
estradiol. However, multiple lines of evidence indicate that NP and OP
have other relevant modes of action in biological systems apart from just
weak endocrine activity. Because of the vast data set that is available for
NP and OP, a weight of evidence approach was undertaken in order to
determine the relevance of the weak estrogenic activity of NP and OP in
the context of assessing risk for both humans and environmental organisms. An evaluation of the genomic and high through-put molecular
responses, as well as the in vivo toxicological data sets for NP and OP
demonstrates that other modes of action, apart from endocrine activity,
are influential in both human health and environmental hazard assessment of these compounds. This is particularly apparent when examining
the effects in higher-tiered, definitive toxicity tests (chronic, multigenerational in vivo studies with apical endpoints), which indicate that the
weak estrogenic activity of NP and OP does not predict the entire suite
of observed adverse effects. Furthermore, the weak estrogenic activity
of these compounds is not definitively linked to the critical effect (point
of departure) in both mammalian and non-mammalian hazard assessments. This analysis suggests that apical effects observed, for example, in
Tier 2 or Tier-2 type tests may not always be reflective of an endocrine
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mode of action, particularly in the case of industrial compounds that are
not designed to have a specific biological activity. Concentrations of NP
detected in human biomonitoring studies are orders of magnitude below
levels of concern for human health, and the great majority of concentrations of NP and OP in the environment are below levels of concern for
environmental organisms. These weight of evidence case studies with NP
and OP illustrate the need to incorporate the concepts of potency, critical
effect, exposure, and risk to support decision-making regarding determinations of endocrine disruption and assessments of human health and
environmental impacts.
TP172 Weight of Evidence Assessment of Mine-Related Chemical
Toxicity and Nutrient Enhancement
R. Stevenson, P.M. Chapman, Golder Associates Ltd
The Snap Lake Diamond Mine (NWT, Canada) discharges treated
effluent containing both contaminants capable of causing toxicity (e.g.,
total dissolved solids) and nutrients capable of enrichment. The strength
of evidence for either nutrient enrichment or toxicological impairment
in Snap Lake was determined based on a weight of evidence (WOE)
integration of nutrient and toxicant exposure with measurements of field
biological responses in plankton, benthic invertebrates, and fish. The
WOE framework indicated a link between nutrient releases to Snap
Lake as a result of mine activities, stimulation of phytoplankton, and a
resulting moderate-level shift in the phytoplankton community. There
was also evidence of this nutrient enrichment transferring through the
food chain as increased food supply to benthic invertebrates with higher
densities of some dominant taxa in Snap Lake. There was no evidence
of enrichment transferring to the fish community. In contrast, there
was also evidence, albeit weaker, of possible toxicological impairment of
zooplankton and benthic invertebrates, resulting from increases in the
concentrations of some substances in water and sediment. The evidence
for toxicological impairment was considered uncertain because the
observed responses could also have been caused by increased predation or
a change in food supply. There was no evidence of adverse effects to the
structure and function of the Snap Lake ecosystem. This WOE framework is applicable to other situations where both nutrient enrichment
and toxicological impairment are possible.
TP173 Assessing the Ecological Impacts of Trace Organics Using a
Weight of Evidence Framework
G.A. Burton, J.M. Daley, Univ of Michigan / School of Natural Resources
and Environment
The complexity of ecosystems often makes it difficult for community
impact assessments to detect the ecological effects of anthropogenic
activities and to relate these changes to stressor exposure. While many
biomonitoring approaches can measure environmental impacts on biological communities they often fail to establish a strong stressor-causality
link. A weight of evidence (WOE) approach can be a useful tool in
establishing a causal link between a stressor and biotic life impairments
by utilizing a combination of physical, chemical and biological characterizations. We apply a WOE approach to assess the potential of trace
organic compounds (TOrC) risks (including personal care products and
pharmaceuticals) at multiple field demonstration sites. Sites were selected
following an initial impact assessment of each location (ie. having known
aquatic impairments, stressors aside from TOrCs, and WWTP inputs).
A rigorous sampling method was developed to account for multiple lines
of evidence and includes an assessment of the chemical loadings, water
quality parameters (ie. NH3, DO, metals, suspended solids, pH, total
and dissolved organic carbon), habitat quality, benthic macroinvertebrate
and fish community metrics, endocrine disruption and other biochemical
and genomic responses using in situ caged fish, and an in situ Toxicity
Identification Evaluation (isTIE) approach. This isTIE separates out
TOrC related toxicity from other potential toxics (ie. ammonia, nonpolar
organics, metals) and assesses which ecosystem compartments (ie. overlying waters, porewaters) are most toxic. The use of this WOE framework
in combination with robust models, provides a powerful tool in establishing a causality link and in assessing whether TOrC concentrations
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from effluent discharges and their receiving waters are likely to cause an
adverse effect on aquatic populations and whether the observed impacts
on aquatic populations are likely caused by TOrCs and/or other stressors.
TP174 An in situ toxicity identification evaluation method to assess
the risk of trace organic exposures in the context of co-occurring
stressors
J.M. Daley, A.J. Steigmeyer, A. Harrison, M.L. Hudson, G.A. Burton,
Univ of Michigan / School of Natural Resources Environment
It is difficult to assess the toxicity of a single stressor when multiple
stressors coexist. The toxicity identification evaluation (TIE) approach
is a biological, fractionation based approach that systematically identifies causes of toxicity. The TIE process consists of a series of laboratory
manipulations that characterize toxicants into broad categories (i.e.
nonionic organics, metals, ammonia) followed by acute toxicity testing
and chemical analyses. While laboratory tests are useful at controlling
for variability, they have limitations in that they are subject to manipulation artifacts and unrealistic exposure conditions. We implemented an
in situ TIE approach to assess the relative importance of trace organic
compounds (TOrC) (including pharmaceuticals and personal care products), in context with other stressors at multiple field locations. The in
situ nature of this approach allows for more realistic exposure conditions
and reduced manipulation artifacts. Is-TIE devices were placed downstream of WWTP discharges to selectively fractionate which chemical
groups the aquatic organisms are exposed to in both the surface and pore
waters. Devices were equipped with an organism exposure chamber and
a smaller chamber filled with a suite of resin treatments used to modify
the water passing through the organism chamber. Following field experimentation, this approach also combined both whole organism endpoints
and in situ exposure biomarkers and the use of high resolution mass
spectrometry for accurate analyses of TOrCs. The use of this Is-TIE
approach allows for a better understanding of the potential toxicity risks
of TOrCs, and helps define this toxicity in relation to other (i.e. physical,
chemical, biological) known causes of ecological impairment.

Bioavailability and Bioaccessibility: Critical Tools
For Risk Management Decisions
TP175 Implementation of bioavailability based water quality standards for metals in Europe
A. Peters, WCA Environment Ltd
The scientific rationale for the development and application of Biotic
Ligand Models (BLMs) has been established for some time. The application of these models within regulatory frameworks in Europe has been
much more difficult, despite the fact that taking account of bioavailability due to water hardness in water quality standards is not new. The
key barriers to the application of these approaches have been a lack of
understanding, the complexity of performing calculations, a lack of
information on the supporting parameters required for assessment, and
uncertainty over how to deal with conditions which are outside of the
model validation boundaries. In order to address these issues simplified versions of the BLMs were developed which are able to provide
estimates of the quality standard for specific conditions based on limited
information, and within automated laboratory systems if necessary.
This presentation explains how the various challenges to the practical implementation of BLMs within regulatory frameworks have been
addressed, and include examples of how different stages of the assessment are approached by different regulatory regimes throughout Europe.
The use of a tiered approach towards compliance assessment ensures that
the requirement for monitoring of additional supporting parameters at
a given site can be identified according to the risk posed at that site. The
approaches taken when the water chemistry conditions are outside of the
models validation boundaries represents a particularly difficult regulatory
challenge, and examples of how these situations are addressed by some of
the regulatory authorities are included.
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TP176 Bioaccessibility of Rare Earth Elements: Preliminary Results
using an in vitro Bioaccessibility Assay and the Need for Future
Research
M. Sanborn, AECOM; M. Dodd, Royal Roads Univ; M. Rankin, R.
Robitaille, C. Audet, AECOM
Bioavailability of ingested inorganic substances associated with environmental matrices (e.g., soil, diet) plays an important role in understanding
and estimating risks to human receptors for which oral exposure applies.
Incorporation of bioaccessibility as a surrogate measure of bioavailability
in quantitative human health risk assessment can significantly reduce
uncertainties and improve calculated risk estimates, provided bioaccessibility estimates are generated from scientifically rigorous and validated
analytical methods. The rare earth metals (REM) are used in nickel-,
cobalt- and iron-base superalloys as well as many green technologies
which we rely on daily. The increasing demand for REMs coupled with
China’s decision to reduce/cease export has resulted in increased interest
in development of REM deposits globally, and particularly in Canada.
Consequently, there is a growing need for prospective environmental
risk assessment in support of mining environmental approvals, and such
risk estimates of REM human exposure will benefit from improved
understanding of REM bioavailability/bioaccessibility In this paper we
present bioaccessibility estimates for a series of 14 REMs from samples of
minable ore and weathered soils as determined using an in vitro bioaccessibility assay (IVBA) based on USEPA standard operating protocols.
Bioaccessibility estimates of REMs from minable ore and waste rock
were very low (Mean = 8% bioaccessible). Bioaccessibility of REMs from
weathered soil samples was higher (mean = 22%). REMs showed little
variation in bioaccessibility across the series of 14 elements or within
matrices. The mean bioaccessibility values for the REMs were generally lower compared to the bioaccessibility of arsenic and lead in the
same samples. The low bioaccessibility estimates reported here, and the
significant influence of bioaccessibility on the potential dose to human
receptors provides suggest this field of research warrants further attention
to support both prospective and retrospective human health risk assessment. Ideally the IVBA extraction procedure would be validated using in
vivo studies and optimization of extraction conditions in the in vitro test.
TP177 Bioavailability of Heavy Metals and Polycyclic Aromatic
Hydrocarbons (PAHs) in Shallow Pond Sediment
K.D. Hallinger, L. Colburn, G. Demers, ERM
A record of decision (ROD) involving excavation of sediment across
a 15-acre pond was established (“lodged”) by the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) for Operable Unit 4 (Pond
sediment) at a Superfund Site in 2011. The ROD included sediment
clean-up levels (CULs) for polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)
and metals based on limited site-specific effects data for benthic organisms, and, as a result, the CULs were thought to be highly conservative
and overly protective. Following issuance of the ROD, a bioavailability
study was conducted as part of a pre-design investigation (PDI) to
evaluate the potential site-specific effects of PAHs and metals on aquatic
biota associated with the sediment. Bioavailability of constituents of
concern (COC) in sediment was initially assessed using the Solid-Phase
Microextraction (SPME) method for 34 PAHs in pore water (PAH-34
method) and the acid-volatile sulfide (AVS)/simultaneously-extracted
metals (SEM) method for metals in the sediment matrix. Based on
results of these tests, which indicated limited bioavailability of COCs,
toxicity testing was conducted at select locations. Results of the evaluation confirmed limited bioavailability of COCs to aquatic biota residing
in sediments of the Pond, and an absence of COC-related adverse effects
based on comparisons to a reference site. USEPA conducted additional
evaluation based on these results and concurred with the findings that
adverse effects are negligible. Based on the results of the bioavailability
evaluation, USEPA agreed that excavation of sediment from the Pond
was unnecessary, with the exception of a small area near the shoreline,
and that an Explanation of Significant Difference (ESD) would be
prepared to amend the ROD and change the selected remedy. The ESD
documents the changes to the ROD and site-specific remedial approach
based on ERM’s PDI sampling activities and bioavailability evaluation.

TP178 Bioaccessibility and Speciation Results for Arsenic in Soil
Used to Determine Site-specific Relative Bioavailability in Human
Health Risk Assessment
G.C. Hoeger, Environmental Science Assessment and Planning; B.H. Magee,
ARCADIS; S. Replinger, Windward Environmental LLC
In support of human health risk assessments of arsenic in environmental
media (soil, sediment, sludge, etc.), determination of site-specific relative
bioavailability (RBA) for arsenic allows for a better estimate of potential
risks associated with exposures. RBA is defined as the ratio of the absolute bioavailability of a chemical in an environmental exposure medium
(soil, sediment, sludge, etc.) to the absolute bioavailability of the same
chemical in the reference medium used in the study to establish regulatory toxicity values, which is drinking water for the arsenic oral cancer
slope factor and reference dose. In December 2012, the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) published a default RBA
for arsenic in soil of 60%, but recommended that a site-specific RBA for
arsenic is preferable to the default, because arsenic bioavailability in soil/
sediment can be highly variable depending on the chemical form of the
arsenic and the physical/chemical characteristics of the arsenic-bearing
particles in the soil/sediment matrix. Based on recent guidance from
USEPA Region 8, site-specific RBAs for arsenic in soil and sediment
can be estimated from invitro bioaccessibility (IVBA) testing supported
by arsenic speciation using electron microprobe analysis (EMPA). This
guidance was used to collect data as part of a remedial investigation to
evaluate the potential application of site-specific arsenic RBA in human
health risk assessment. Soil samples were collected from two distinct
areas of interest across the site for arsenic IVBA and speciation analyses.
Analytical results from these samples indicated no correlation between
IVBA and total arsenic concentrations; however, a correlation was noted
between arsenic speciation and IVBA results. Differences in arsenic
speciation existed among soil/sediment samples from the two areas of
interest. The mass of arsenic in samples from the first area of interest
(Area 1) was comprised of a variety of arsenic species, whereas soil/sediment samples from the second area of interest (Area 2) were comprised
almost exclusively of arsenic trioxide (86 – 99%). All the soil samples
from Area 1 and one soil/sediment sample from Area 2 with mixed arsenic species had IVBA results ranging from 27% to 45%, while the Area
2 samples dominated by arsenic trioxide had IVBA results ranging from
2% to 20%. Relationships between arsenic speciation data, IVBA results,
and site-specific RBA estimates will be discussed.
TP179 The role of thermodynamics and metal exposure on mammalian bioavailability of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)
K.J. James, S.D. Siciliano, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Group and
Dept of Soil Science
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are a group of hydrophobic
organic chemicals which are commonly found in soil and are known to
be carcinogenic. Approximately 25 PAH contaminated soils have been
collected from around the world and the bioavailability of various PAHs
has been determined using the in vivo juvenile swine model. The soils
have a wide range of properties, including organic carbon content, metal
concentrations, and PAH concentrations. Due to the organic nature of
PAHs, thermodynamics is suspected to play a significant role in PAH
bioavailability and the organic carbon is predominately responsible for
governing the thermodynamic response. Soils are primarily composed
of metals, therefore they will contain many different metals at varying
concentrations. Both heavy metals and trace metals have the potential to
interact with cellular biochemical mechanisms associated with PAHs,
including metabolism and transportation. In this study, the role of thermodynamics and metal exposure is examined to further understand the
bioavailability of PAHs in soil.
TP180 Uptake of metals from contaminated soils into berries
C. LaCoste, Fisheries and Oceans Canada; F. d’Eon
The consumption of berries grown on contaminated soils is continually
identified in conceptual exposure models as a potential exposure route
for human and ecological receptors. Berries can be challenging to sample
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due to time constraints of growing seasons, accessibility of sufficient
sample size, and cost. Metals can present significant human and ecological health risks, but there is a paucity of guidance relating to their uptake
into berries. A compilation of coupled soil and berry data from various
studies did not indicate clear linear relationships between concentrations of metals in the soil (Cd, Cu, Pb, Ni, Zn) and those found in
corresponding plant tissue, suggesting potential barriers to uptake or the
presence of non-linear uptake relationships. We conduct a greenhouse
experiment in which 135 pots of strawberry plants are grown in soil with
varying levels of metals contamination, and we examine the uptake and
bioavailability of these metals to the plants.
TP181 Incremental Sampling Methodology Impact on Metals
Bioavailability Assessments
B. Swope, M.A. Colvin, SPAWAR Systems Center Pacific; R.E. Dolecal,
SPAWAR Systems Center San Diego / Environmental Sciences Branch; J.
Clausen, US Army Corps of Engineers; A. Obraztsova, SPAWAR Systems
Center Pacific
Incremental Sampling Methodology (ISM) aims at generating a more
representative sample of contaminant concentrations from a study site
by focusing more on field efforts to increase the total sample coverage
for a given area. Samples are processed under various manipulations
(including milling) to create a single homogenized sample that is then
analyzed for the constituents of concern. It is unknown whether the ISM
protocols may introduce a positive bias in metal extraction efficiencies,
subsequently making contaminants more bioavailable during toxicity
and bioaccumulation studies. To address this data gap, the bioavailability and toxicity of copper (Cu), lead (Pb), antimony (Sb) and zinc (Zn)
in soils that underwent the milling protocols associated with ISM were
evaluated with simultaneous toxicological, chemical, and novel bioavailability assessment techniques. Samples tested included uncontaminated
and metals contaminated soils that underwent grain size partitioning
prior to testing, for a total of 16 samples. This approach allowed for an
evaluation of whether the act of milling to a fine particle size increased
the exposure and bioavailability of metals to test organisms used in the
bioassays. Toxicological measurements included laboratory bioaccumulation and toxicity testing using the lumriculid earthworm (Eisenia fetida)
encompassing multiple endpoints. Chemical assessment of soils samples
included ICP-MS analysis on both bulk soil analysis for metals as well
as using the Physiological based extraction technique (PBET) as an
alternate digestion methodology to understand the human health risk
of metals in the soils. In addition, Diffusive Gradients in Thin Films
(DGTs) were used as an additional line of evidence to understand the
bioavailability of metals in the soil samples. Results from the study will
be presented.
TP182 Measuring Changes to Nutrient and Persistent Organic
Pollutant Bioavailability from Preparing Marine Mammal Blubber
for Human Consumption
M.J. Binnington, UTSC Dept Physical Environmental Sciences / Physical
Environmental Sciences; L.L. Loseto, Fisheries and Oceans Canada / Dept of
Zoology; S.K. Ostertag, Fisheries and Oceans Canada; L.H. Chan, Univ of
Ottawa / Biology; Y.D. Lei, Univ of Toronto Scarborough / Dept of Physical
and Environmental Sciences; F. Wania, Univ of Toronto at Scarborough /
Dept of Physical and Environmental Sciences
Marine mammal traditional foods (TFs) consumed by indigenous Arctic
humans represent excellent sources of many nutrients, including omega-3
fatty acids (FAs). Unfortunately, these TFs also strongly contribute to
these populations’ high persistent organic pollutant (POP) exposure
susceptibility. Though food preparation is known to cause appreciable
changes to nutrient and POP concentrations in fish, little is known
regarding the effects of preparation on marine mammal TFs. We will
present methodology and preliminary results from investigating the
impact of preparation methods on the concentrations of omega-3 FAs
and POPs in TFs from one specific marine mammal: beluga blubber
and muktuk (blubber/skin). To explore these issues, we are collecting
fresh beluga blubber samples during the 2014 summer hunting season in
Tuktoyaktuk, Northwest Territories, followed by subsequent sampling
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of the same individual(s) after each step in the preparation process.
Our initial analyses focus on select nutrients (FAs – docosahexaenoic
acid and eicosapentaenoic acid) and neutral POPs (polychlorinated
biphenyls, dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane, hexachlorobenzene, and
hexachlorocyclohexane). We will utilize traditional lipid extraction
and gas chromatography/mass spectrometry methods to quantify FA
and POP concentrations in blubber tissue throughout the preparation
process. However, we are additionally adopting an equilibrium tissue
passive sampling technique, based on the negligible depletion - solid
phase microextraction (nd-SPME) approach, to also determine blubber
fugacities and fugacity capacities. Specifically, insertion of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) thin-film discs directly into blubber provides a means
to assess blubber total POP storage capacity in addition to concentration data. Further, we expect that observed blubber phase separation
caused by preparation processes to cause the resultant distinct oily liquid
and solid phases to possess significantly different FA content and POP
concentrations. Ultimately, we hypothesize that preparation methods
will appreciably impact nutrient and POP levels in beluga blubber/
muktuk, and hope that study results may help establish specific dietary
recommendations to maximize nutrient intake while minimizing POP
exposure from these popular TFs.

Advanced Analytical Methods for Contaminant
Discovery
TP183 Analysis of Fungicide Body Residues via the QuEChERS
(Quick, Easy, Cheap, Effective, Rugged and Safe) Method and HighThroughput GC/MS Parameters
S.A. Morrison, J.B. Belden, Oklahoma State Univ / Dept of Zoology
Pesticide residue monitoring laboratories are required to quickly analyze
numerous samples; often involving multi-class, multi-residue methods.
Protocols that streamline dispersion, extraction, and cleanup of environmental samples (specifically tissues) offer obvious benefits for keeping
pace with the latest developments of agriculture chemicals and new
legislation. The QuEChERS (quick, easy, cheap, effective, rugged, and
safe) method was developed for this purpose; providing the removal of
matrix components such as sugars, organic and fatty acids, and polar pigments while simultaneously extracting a broad range of target analytes.
However, preliminary attempts to use this method have revealed some
matrix effects that buffer the breakdown of some analytes (namely the
fungicide pyraclostrobin) during GC/MS analysis. Without the use of
matrix matched standards, breakdown of the parent molecule changes
the quantitation by a factor of two, thus preventing proper calibration
between extracted samples and standards lacking matrix constituents.
Although the QuEChERS method is effective at removing many constituents from the tissue matrix, sterols (i.e. cholesterol) are not removed.
These sterols seem to have a matrix stabilizing effect on pyraclostrobin
and therefore have the potential to be used as analyte protectants. Based
on the retention times of the matrix constituents, it is believed that they
are providing inlet stabilization of target analytes rather than on column
stabilization. QuEChERS extraction coupled with utilizing cholesterol
as an analyte protectant is a promising approach for measurement of
pyraclostrobin in tissue and may be important for other analytes that are
sensitive to inlet or column degradation.
TP184 Bioaccumulation of Stentorin, the Causative Agent for
Discolored (Purple) Eggs and Ovaries in Blue Catfish (Ictalurus
furcatus) from Lake Eufaula, OK
R. Gale, D.M. Papoulias; C.J. Schmitt, D.A. Alvarez, USGS CERC /
Columbia Environmental Research Center
First reported in 2006, reddish to purple discolored eggs have been
observed in the ovaries of hundreds of young female blue catfish
(Ictalurus furcatus) from Lake Eufaula. Eggs from this species are normally cream to light yellow in color. This phenomenon raised immediate
concerns for human health and questions about the status of the Lake’s
fisheries and the potential for environmental contamination. Reports of
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purple eggs were limited to the northern arm of Lake Eufaula, receiving
waters from the Canadian and Deep-Fork Rivers. Numbers of reports
peaked in 2007-2008, then declined through 2009-2010, and finally are
no longer reported. The causative agent was isolated and confirmed as
stentorin (1,3,4,6,8,10,11,13-octahydroxy-2 ,5-diisopropyl-phenanthro[
1,10,9,8,o,p,q,r,a]perylene-7,14-dione) the pigment associated with the
photoreceptor protein of the protozoan Stentor coeruleus. This strongly
orange-red fluorescent pigment was found in all tissues, blood and fluids,
but most concentrated in lipids (ovaries and eggs). An extremely large
WWTP incident and several subsequent industrial releases prior to 2006
are posed as a plausible scenario for the blooming of S. coeruleus in the
subsequent recovery-zone of the spill, followed by accumulation of stentorin in invertebrates and larval fishes consumed by young female blue
catfish, and resulting in the discoloration of their ovaries and eggs.
TP185 Quantitative Analysis of Cinnam aldehyde, Cinnamyl alcohol, and Salicyl aldehyde in Commercial biopesticides Containing
Cinnamon extract Using GC
B. Park, S. Lim, NAAS RDA / Chemical Safety; J. Lee, J. Kim, G. Choi,
NAAS RDA
In an environment-friendly agriculture, plant extracts have been
perceived as a substitute material of synthetic pesticide. The
Environment-friendly Agriculture Promotion Act of Korea has approved
cinnamon extract as an indicator material for the production of commercial biopesticides. Thirteen commercial biopesticides containing
cinnamon extract have been marketed locally. However, the analytical
method for the quality control of these biopesticides containing cinnamon extract has not been studied. Cartridge clean-up method for the
determination of cinnam aldehyde, cinnamyl alcohol and salicyl aldehyde
in biopesticides containing cinnamon extract was developed and validated by gas chromatography (GC). The clean-up method was optimized
with HLB SPE cartridges for the bioactive substance in biopesticides
from cinnamon, and the eluate was analyzed to quantify the cinnam aldehyde, cinnamyl alcohol and salicyl aldehyde contents by GC.
The developed method was validated and the LOQ was determined.
Recovered contents of cinnam aldehyde, cinnamyl alcohol and salicyl
aldehyde were 0.139, 0.067, and 0.062 mg L-1 and 84.2, 86.5, and 82.1%,
respectively. Among the 13 commercial biopesticides, the contents of
cinnam aldehyde, cinnamyl alcohol and salicyl aldehyde were analyzed
using the developed method. Results showed that contents of cinnam
aldehyde, cinnamyl alcohol and salicyl aldehyde were 0.06-17.37%,
<LOD-0.01%, and <LOD, respectively. The developed method for the
quantification of cinnam aldehyde, cinnamyl alcohol and salicyl aldehyde
contributes to the manufacture and quality control of the commercial
biopesticides containing cinnamon extract.
TP186 SignificanceCharacterizing bitumen presence in environmental samples Using Comprehensive GcxGc –Time of Flight Mass
Spectrometry(GCxGC-TOFMS)
S.O. Sojinu, Exposure and Biomonitoring Division; Y. Naude, E. Rohwer,
Univ of Pretoria / Dept of Chemistry
Bitumen and bitumen impacted soil and water samples were investigated for their relative chemical composition using GCxGC-TOFMS.
The results reveal the presence of significant compounds which could
serve as traces for bitumen impacted soils and water. Major alkanes
like 3-methyl pentane; 2,2,4- trimethyl pentane; 1,3,5- trimethyl
adamantane; 2,6,10-Dodecane; 2-ethyl-2,2-dimethyl pentane were
tentatively identified and are likely potent makers in forensic assessment of bitumen contamination while the presence of the aromatic
compounds: 1,2-benzenedicarboxylic acid, diisooctyl ester; 1,2-dimethyl
propyl benzene; 1,2,4-benzenetricarboxylic acid(1,2-dimethyl)ester;
1,3-bezenedicarboxylic acid, 5-(1.1-dimethyl ethyl);1,2-benzenediol,
3,5-bis(1,1-dimethylehyl);1,3-dimethyl benzene; 1,2-benzenedicarboxylic acid, mono(2-ethylhexyl) ester; 1,3-dimethylbutyl benzene;
2,4-dimethyl benzo(H)quinolone will further confirm the bitumen
contamination of the area. A host of other compounds were identified
majorly in the bitumen samples. This study benchmarks likely controversy between bitumen and crude oil impacted environmental samples.

TP187 Distinguishing PCB Isomeric Congeners with their Gas
Chromatographic and Mass Spectrometric Ortho Effect
L.I. Osemwengie, W.G. Sovocool, USEPA / Environmental Sciences
Division
Some polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) are well known endocrine
disrupting compounds. Distinguishing co-eluting isomeric PCBs by
conventional gas chromatographic runs during environmental monitoring, is a daunting task. However, as a means of distinguishing some
of the 209 PCB isomeric congeners, commercially available standards
provided an opportunity to test all 209 PCB congeners for their mass
spectrometric ortho effects, i.e., the percent enhancement of the [M-Cl]+
ion abundances, relative to the molecular ion [M+.] abundances for PCB
congeners having chlorines in the 2,2’- and 2,2’,6- substituted positions. This work confirmed substantial ortho effects for 84 congeners
from di- to nona- chlorinated PCBs. The ortho effect values calculated as
[M-Cl]+ / [M+.] x 100 ranged from 17% to 94%. This study also found
that much smaller ortho effects were observed for PCBs with four ortho
chlorines (2,2’,6,6’-substitution), for two ortho chlorines on the same
ring (2,6-substitution), and for one ortho chlorine (2-substitution), or
no ortho chlorines. The ortho effect was also shown to increase for 3- or
meta-substitution, increase by a smaller amount for 5- substitution, and
decrease considerably for 4- or para-substitution on the biphenyl ring.
Comparison with the NIST 08 and NIST 05 Mass Spectral Libraries
showed similar trends, with a few exceptions, that established the value
of the ortho effect for proofing library entries. Gas chromatographic studies confirmed previously recognized chromatographic ortho effects on
elution and ring substitution/retention order correlations. The order of
elution was combined with the measured mass spectrometric ortho effects
to test the combination as an additional PCB isomer distinguishing tool
for environmental analysis, standards verification, and library proofing.
TP188 A novel multi-step mass spectrometry method to screen PFOS
precursors in sludge samples
H. Peng; J. Hu, Peking Univ
Untargetedly screening chemicals is important to discovery new pollutants, however, there is limited available method adapted to complicated
environmental matrices with low concentrations of target pollutants.
This study used perfluorooctanesulfonate (PFOS) as a case to establish a
multi-step mass spectrometry method to untargetedly screen precursors
of PFOS. Based on the fact that PFOS precursors produced character
fragment ion at m/z 525.97, we developed an iterative data independent
method (DIA) using high resolution mass spectrometry UPLC-QTOF. By iteratively narrowing down the isolation window to < 5 Da, we
observed three dominated peaks in extracted sludge samples based on
m/z 525.97 in MS2 spectra. Then we used in-house R script to calculate the precursor ions of these peaks based on chromatographic elution
profiles and correlation analysis, and the m/z values were determined to
be 1775.0179 and 1202.9722 respectively. Based on MS/MS fragments,
isotope distribution and high-resolution m/z values of the precursor ions,
we determined the chemicals to be SPAPs, whose presence was further
confirmed by commercial technical products FC-807. Based on the mass
spectrometry information and purified standard from FC-807, we established a MRM method using triple quadrupole and sample pretreatment
method in sludge samples. monoSPAP, diSPAP and triSPAP were firstly
reported in sludge samples at 0-0.8 ng/g dw, 12.2-49.2 ng/g dw, and
13.3-42.1 ng/g dw. It is interesting to note that the concentrations were
higher than those of PFOS (10.6-24.6 ng/g dw), indicating the significance of SPAPs as potential precursors of PFOS. To further investigate
the potential role of SPAPs as PFOS precursors, we exposed diSPAP
to Japanese medaka (Oryzias latipes) in water for 10 days followed by
10 days of depuration. Production of PFOS was observed via a multistep metabolism routes from diSPAP, confirming the role of diSPAP
as PFOS precursors. This study reported novel precursors of PFOS in
sludge samples based on a new multi-step mass spectrometry method,
which could be applied to untargetedly screen other new pollutants in
environmental matrices.
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Issues in Risk Assessment and Regulation of
Manufactured Nanomaterials
TP189 Risk Assessment for Ecotoxicological Effects of nano-TiO2:
Effects of Two Key Environmental Modifying Factors
S.A. Diamond, NanoSafe Inc / Midwest Division; H. Ma, Univ of
Wisconsin Milwaukee / Zilber School of Public Health; S. Li, USEPA /
Environmental Toxicology; J.K. Stanley, US Army Engineer Research and
Development Center / Environmental Laboratory; L. Wallis, USEPA
ORD NHEERL / MED; A.J. Kennedy, US Army Engineer Research and
Development Center / Environmental Laboratory
Under laboratory conditions nano-TiO2 typically exhibits low toxicity
in aquatic assays. Higher-order effects, e.g. mortality, growth, etc. either
occur at 100s of mg/L, or are reported as “no response” at these level.
These findings suggest relatively low nano-TiO2 risk in natural waters.
In contrast, bioassays that incorporate solar radiation (SR: or a reasonable surrogate) indicate that nano-TiO2 toxicity can be increased by as
much as four orders of magnitude. The mechanism of action, phototoxicity, involves interaction of photon energy with TiO2 and the production
of reactive oxygen species (ROS). Its predictive metrology requires
dosimetry of both TiO2 mass concentration and photon dose (intensity
x duration). When these metrics are employed it is possible to compare
exposure-response information from bioassays to estimates of TiO2 and
photon exposure in natural waters, where exposure to SR varies dramatically. We will use our previously-published bioassay data and selected
surveys of SR penetration in natural waters to demonstrate how risk
of phototoxic effects can be estimated. For example, the results of our
D.magna bioassays predict the phototoxicity-based 48-h LC50 to be 29.8
(95% CI: 24.8–35.1) mg TiO2/L at UVA irradiance of 1,700 uW/cm2
applied for 4h per day. Based on average surface SR and water column
attenuation for an example water body (Stryker Bay, Duluth Harbor
Minnesota, USA) estimates of field exposure suggest that the laboratory
LC50 would be exceeded only in the top 1 cm of surface waters. For more
transparent waters, e.g. Lake Superior near shore, the estimate extends
to 10 to 30 cm depths. The assumptions underlying these estimates are
numerous, and will be discussed. Notable among these is the assumption
that dissolved organic carbon (DOC) functions only as an attenuator of
SR. However, our preliminary results suggest that DOC also quenches
ROS, a mechanisms that may explain up to 80% of its reduction of
phototoxicity. Estimates of these effects on phototoxicity risk will be presented. Other literature estimates of phototoxicity will also be discussed,
in particular the uncertainty of photon dosimetry and TiO2 exposure
assumptions. The outcomes of this effort will be linked to an adaptive
guidance application tool suite, NanoExPERT, that simplifies acquisition of fate and toxicology information to assist hazard estimations. The
incorporation of these results into NanoExPERT will be described.
TP190 Ecotoxicology Hazard Characterization and Environmental
Risk Assessment of Manufactured Nanomaterials
E.R. Salinas, BASF SE / Experimental Toxicology and Ecology
Nanotechnology is one of the key enabling technologies of the 21st
century and is bringing forward advances in product performance to
provide sustainable solutions addressing societal needs. This presentation
discusses the challenges facing industry and regulators in assuring the
accurate characterization of ecotoxicological hazard and the use of those
data in meaningful environmental risk assessment.
TP191 From Cradle-to-Grave at the Nanoscale: Gaps in US
Regulatory Oversight along the Nanomaterial Life Cycle
C.E. Beaudrie; M. Kandlikar, Univ of British Columbia / Inst for
Resources Environment and Sustainability Liu Inst for Global Issues; T.
Satterfield, Univ of British Columbia / Inst for Resources Environment and
Sustainability
Engineered nanomaterials (ENMs) promise great benefits for society, yet
our knowledge of potential risks and best practices for regulation are still
in their infancy. Toward the end of better practices, this paper analyzes
U.S. federal environmental, health, and safety (EHS) regulations using a
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life cycle framework. It evaluates their adequacy as applied to ENMs to
identify gaps through which emerging nanomaterials may escape regulation from initial production to end-of-life. High scientific uncertainty,
a lack of EHS and product data, inappropriately designed exemptions
and thresholds, and limited agency resources are a challenge to both the
applicability and adequacy of current regulations. The result is that some
forms of engineered nanomaterials may escape federal oversight and
rigorous risk review at one or more stages along their life cycle, with the
largest gaps occurring at the postmarket stages, and at points of ENM
release to the environment. Oversight can be improved through pending
regulatory reforms, increased research and development for the monitoring, control, and analysis of environmental and end-of-life releases,
introduction of periodic re-evaluation of ENM risks, and fostering a
“bottom-up” stewardship approach to the responsible management of
risks from engineered nanomaterials.
TP192 Recent Progress in Efforts to Standardize Hazard Testing of
Nanomaterials for Regulatory Purposes
A.J. Kennedy, US Army Engineer Research and Development Center /
Environmental Laboratory; S.A. Diamond, NanoSafe Inc / Midwest
Division; E.J. Petersen, National Inst of Standards and Technology
The unique purported properties of nanomaterials present challenges
for risk assessment and regulatory practices including the estimation of
exposure and hazard. It is unlikely that the hazard of nanomaterials will
be reliably predicted based on available toxicity information, or testing
procedures developed for “traditional” contaminants. Further, current
testing guidelines tailored for soluble chemicals, e.g. the internationally
harmonized Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) guidelines, do not address many issues specific to nanomaterials. There is clear need for nanomaterial-specific, consistent, and
defensible testing guidance and approaches. Here, we present two related
efforts; one that addresses the need for guidance in standard toxicity
testing; another that develops tools to facilitate analysis of fate, exposure potential, and estimation of dose-response relationships. The first
effort is development of an OECD guidance document identifying and
addressing the key inadequacies in current aquatic toxicity test guidelines
for assessing hazard potential to pelagic and sediment organisms. This
discussion will include outcomes of a recent expert workshop. The second
effort is the ongoing development of a web-based adaptive guidance
application involving tiered-based testing of nanotechnology products.
This web application considers the need for testing, potentials for release
and exposure, fate and transport, and hazard assessment. This effort is
connected to currently available nanomaterial-specific guidance methods
to resolve a consistent risk assessment approach for nanotechnologies.
The application will elucidate when particular experiments and available
standardized methods (OECD, ISO, ASTM) are relevant. Linked to
this adaptive guidance application is a tool suite (NanoExPERT) that
simplifies acquisition of fate and toxicology information to assist hazard
estimations. Tools in the suite include DLVO calculators, a particle
dissolution estimator, and multiple toxicity visualization applications.
Toxicity thresholds also consider impacts of environmental mitigating
factors, and alternative surface area and particle number dose metrics.
The outcome of these efforts is expected to significantly advance the
transition from basic nanomaterial science to an informed risk management process.
TP193 Potential Nanomaterial Enhanced Conflicts
H. Lützhøft, Technical Univ of Denmark; N. Hartmann, S. Hansen,
Technical Univ of Denmark / Dept of Environmental Engineering; A. Baun,
DTU Environment / Dept of Environmental Engineering and Occupational
Safety and Health
Nanomaterials are widely emerging contaminants in the society due to
an increased and wider application of nanomaterials in consumer goods
and other commodities. Just as with traditional chemicals, nanomaterials
can be released to the environment during production, application and
disposal. For traditional chemicals the current paradigm for evaluating
the risks associated with their application is to establish the predicted
environmental concentration (PEC) to be compared with a predicted no
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effect concentration (PNEC), where a ratio above 1 indicate potential
negative impacts on the environment. Currently, no well-established and
well-proved approach for PNEC estimation is developed for nanomaterials and regulators presently advocate for using the paradigm for
traditional chemicals. The EU chemical legislation, REACH, suggests
two ways to derive PNEC values: the Assessment Factor (AF) approach
and the Species Sensitivity Distribution (SSD). In short, the AF
approach identifies the lowest no observed effect concentration (NOEC)
for the tested organisms among the base set at three trophic levels and
applies an appropriate AF, whereas the SSD requires NOEC values from
at least 10 organisms from across eight taxonomic groups. If nanomaterials were not fundamentally different from traditional soluble chemicals
this would be straight forward. However, from a physico-chemical
perspective there are many differences as a result of the particulate
nature of nanomaterials, e.g. degree of dissolution and agglomeration,
thus challenging the quantification of the exposure concentrations. There
may additionally be nanomaterials having nanomatrial specific mode
of actions. This potentially questions the validity of the current test
protocols established for traditional chemicals, when it comes to dealing
with nanomaterials. Are the current test protocols thus a guarantee for
valid effect data? Is the current risk assessment framework for traditional
chemicals valid for nanomaterials? Within this work we have investigated the current practice for deriving PNEC values for traditional
chemicals and its validity for nanomaterials. Several examples will be
given on how data selection results in different PNEC values. The work
will further present alternative ways to derive PNEC values for nanomaterials and suggest a best practice for the time being, bearing in mind the
current difficulties and limitations among the established effect data.
TP194 Carbon Nanotube (CNT) Nanomaterial Ecological Risk
Assessment Trends, and Recent Protocol Needs as seen under the
Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA)
P. Sayre, USEPA OPPT
Over 160 nanomaterial submissions received under TSCA to date show
trends in the categories of materials reviewed for commercialization:
carbon-based materials dominate, with smaller proportions of metal
oxides, heterogeneous materials, and metals. The majority of materials seen thus far are carbon nanotubes (CNTs). Estimates of receiving
water concentrations for traditional chemicals are often provided by
computerized algorithms which are not parameterized for nanomaterials.
As a result, bounding estimates are used which are based on worst-case
scenarios that assume no retention in wastewater treatment facilities. In
order to provide more realistic estimates, relatively simple testing protocols are under consideration for estimating partitioning of nanomaterials
between sludge and water phases. Additional fate decision tree approaches
may assist in determining fate of nanomaterials in receiving waters. The
aquatic toxicity of nanomaterials should also be considered in the context
of a decision tree framework that accounts for the limited solubility of
many nanomaterials such as CNTs. Traditional chemicals reviewed under
TSCA often are evaluated using measured data or estimates of toxicity to
fish, daphnids, and algae. CNT data indicate that adjustments to this base
set of data may be needed, with regard to both toxicity estimates and testing procedures. Data from selected toxicity studies will be presented that
indicate standard testing protocol adjustments are evolving for nanomaterials, and the resulting data from these studies may reveal trends in CNT
toxicities that are useful in a regulatory context.

Fate and Effects of Nano-Scale Materials: RealWorld Scenarios, Case Studies and Challenges
TP195 Nano-Scale Particles and Municipal Waste Incinerators:
Synthesis, Emissions, Fate, and Effects
D.R. Johnson, ConestogaRovers Associates / Environmental Laboratory
Municipal waste incineration (MWI) is an increasingly beneficial
alternative for waste management, e.g., reduced landfill space and greenhouse gas production, heat and energy generation. The public, however,

has deep concerns regarding the emissions that escape the pollution
control technologies, particularly particles that fall in the nano-scale
range. These nanoparticles (NPs) are either released from products with
embedded NPs or are generated by incomplete combustion during the
incineration process. Different incineration processes are likely to produce different amounts of NPs, with gasification MWIs producing less
NPs due to the low temperature, low oxygen, slow combustion process
compared to traditional MWIs. Chemical physicochemical properties
drive the fate of NPs within MWIs, such as boiling point (BP) which
dictates metal volatility. NPs often aggregate, leading to deposition with
bottom ash. Volatilized metals in flue gas condense and form complex
NP mixtures. Metals with low BPs contribute more to smaller NPs
(50-200 nm diameter) while metals with high BPs contribute more to
larger NPs (>200 nm). Pollution control technologies are able to capture
>99.9% of released NPs, with dry emissions technologies more efficient
than wet emissions technologies. The resultant total particle counts
released consist of 91-95% NPs. However, quantifying atmospheric
NPs from MWI is difficult due to the prevalence of NPs from other
anthropogenic sources (e.g., transportation, industry), complex atmospheric chemistry, and weather conditions. However, studies show that
NPs released from MWI are often at concentrations lower than those
emitted by transportation sources (e.g., diesel vehicles) or those seen in
indoor micro-environments (e.g., home cooking with gas ranges). The
smaller particle size result in increasing particle number concentrations
with increasing airway generation, with NPs depositing in the alveolar
sac where gas:blood exchange occurs. Interestingly, high NP concentrations are detected in lungs from relatively clean locations and not just
in polluted atmospheres. NP toxicity is dependent upon particle size,
composition, dose, route of exposure, and environmental factors. It is
difficult epidemiologically to differentiate adverse health effects due to
MWI (20-30% of atmospheric NP content) due to the prevalence of NPs
in ambient air due to transportation sources (>50%). Further research
is needed to differentiate personal exposures and effects of NPs from
incinerators.
TP196 Nanoparticles generation, distribution and exposure measurements at one of the largest Zambian copper mines
P. Mwaanga, Copperbelt Univ / Environmental Engineering
Occupational exposure to respirable silica dust is associated with the risk
of contracting respiratory diseases, such as silicosis, tuberculosis, chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), and lung cancer. The respirable
silica dust may comprise a range of particles sizes, including those in the
nano-range. The aim of this study was to measure the occurrence and
distribution of nanoparticles (NPs), including occupational exposure
of workers to NPs in the selected scheduled areas in one of Zambia’s
largest copper mines. We investigated the occurrence and distribution
of NPs in the respirable dust emissions from several mining operations
such as underground mining, crushing and milling, concentrators and
smelters. The NPs were further chemically characterized and quantified. The respirable dust samples were collected on both 5 μm and 0.2
μm PVC filters using Gil Air 5 sampling pumps with a nylon cyclone
pre-selector for respirable particulates. The results of the two different pore sized PVC filters were compared for significance difference in
terms of mass concentrations, elemental composition and quantitation.
The mass concentrations of collected NPs/microparticles were determined gravimetrically. The scan electron microscope (SEM) fitted with
energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) detector was used to measure
particle sizes and elemental composition. The Fourier transform infra-red
spectroscopy (FTIR) was used to identify the crystalline silica and the
inductively coupled plasma - optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES)
was used to determine the elemental composition and quantification. The
results showed that a large proportion of particles captured ranged from
nano - lower micro-sizes. The chemical composition of NPs depended
on the source, thus mining and crushing and milling sites showed high
siliceous content. The respirable dust emissions from the smelter operations showed substantial metal contents in comparison to other sites.
The results further showed that there was significant (p< 0.05) difference
between 5 μm and 0.2 μm PVC filters in terms mass concentrations,
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elemental composition and quantitation of captured particles. Overall,
these results suggest that the adverse health outcomes associated with
respirable dust may be caused by NPs and lower range microparticles,
which cannot be captured by the ordinary personal protective equipment
and clothing (PPEC) provided to workers.
TP197 Nanosilver Coated Socks and their Toxicity to Zebrafish
(Danio rerio) Embryos
J. Gao, M.S. Sepulveda, Purdue Univ / Dept of Forestry and Natural
Resources
Silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) have found practical applications in various consumer products. However, no data is available on the toxicity
of AgNPs released from these commercial products. In this study, we
quantified total silver released from socks into washwater by inductively
coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) and determined the
presence of AgNPs using transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
Then we exposed zebrafish (Danio rerio) embryos to either this leachate (“sock-AgNP”) or to the ultracentrifugate (“spun-AgNP”) that
was free of AgNPs and compared their toxicity to ionic silver (Ag+).
Our data suggests that AgNPs do get released into the washwater, and
ultracentrifugation eliminated AgNPs but did not decrease total silver
concentrations, suggesting that most of the silver in the sock-AgNP
solution was in the ionic form. All embryos died during the first 24 h
when exposed to undiluted sock-AgNP and spun-AgNP solutions resulting in significantly lower LC50 values (0.14 and 0.26 mg/L) compared
to AgNO3 (0.80 mg/L). Similarly, at 72 hpf, both sock-derived solutions
were more potent at affecting hatching and inducing abnormal development. These results suggest that sock-AgNP and spun-AgNP solutions
were equally more toxic compared to AgNO3. Previous studies have
consistently shown the opposite, i.e., AgNPs are about 10 times less toxic
than Ag+. All together our results show that the high toxicity induced by
the leachate of these socks is likely not caused by AgNPs or Ag+, but by
unknown chemical(s). More studies are needed that evaluate the toxicity
of the myriad of AgNP-coated commercial products that are now estimated to be close to 1,628.
TP198 Release of nanosized copper particles from an antifouling
paint
A.S. Adeleye, A.A. Keller, Univ of California Santa Barbara / Bren School of
Environmental Science and Management
Copper compounds are one of the most-used biocides in antifouling
paints; and release of copper from painted ship/boat hulls into water
bodies may have serious toxic effects on aquatic life. In this study we
monitored (for a year) the release of different size fractions of copper from wood and aluminum surfaces painted with a copper-based
antifouling paint into pure water, estuarine water, and seawater. Change
in water pH over time and effect of paint drying time (short, normal,
and long) were also monitored. XRD analysis showed that main phase
of copper present in the paint is cubic Cu 2O. Particles in paint were also
characterized via ICP-AES, SEM with EDS, dynamic light scattering,
and UV-Vis spectrophotometry. Cu species released into media were
fractionated by size into two major groups: (1) greater than 200 nm, and
(2) less than 200 nm. The latter group was further subdivided into ions
and nanoparticles from 60 days onward. In estuarine and seawater, a
higher fraction of Cu released from painted wood was less than 200 nm
with 9 – 40% being nanosized. Cunano/Cu< 200nm from painted aluminum
was as high as 59%. In general, the fraction of nanosized Cu detected
in media decreased over time probably due to dissolution. Release of Cu
from both wood and aluminum surfaces increased with salinity (seawater > estuarine > DI) due to increased complexation (dissolution) of
Cu 2O particles in the presence of increased Cl- ions. When aluminum
surfaces were dried for the normal time, concentration of Cu detected in
DI, estuarine and seawater was 10.0, 18.5, and 41.9 mg/L respectively
after 180 days. Between the two surfaces studied release of Cu from
wood was higher than from aluminum by several factors. 259.4 mg/L
Cu was detected after 180 days in seawater into which painted wood
was kept compared to 41.9 mg/L detected when the painted surface was
aluminum. This study provides useful insight into how end-user behavior
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(paint drying time), type of surface painted, and water chemistry may
affect leaching rate of various sizes fractions of potentially toxic Cu species from antifouling paints.
TP199 Occurrence and potential health effects of nano-sized TiO2 in
a food additive
H. Ma, Univ of Wisconsin Milwaukee / Zilber School of Public Health; L.
WALLIS, USEPA; S.A. Diamond, NanoSafe Inc / Midwest Division; S.
Li, USEPA / Environmental Toxicology; D.J. Hoff, Ecotoxicology Analysis
Research / Mid Continent Ecology Division
Titanium dioxide (TiO2) has been traditionally used as a food additive
due to its excellent “whiting” property. Although bulk TiO2 (in micro
size) is generally considered to be safe for human and ecosystem health,
recent studies have found that significant portion of those bulk TiO2
fall in the nano range (i.e., < 100 nm) and those nano-sized particles
may pose unforeseen health risks for human and ecological species.
Inhalation, ingestion or absorption of nano TiO2 particles can cause cell
damage, induce lung injury, penetrate the blood-brain barrier, damage the liver and kidney and potentially cause cancer. However, little
is known about the potential adverse effects of those nano-sized TiO2
contained in food additives. To help fill this knowledge gap, the current
study investigated the potential toxicological effects of a commercially
available food additive TiO2 as compared to the industrial materials nano
TiO2 (P25) and bulk TiO2. Physico-chemical characterization of the
three materials including particle size distribution and crystal structure
were performed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), asymmetric flow field-flow fractionation combined with inductively coupled
plasma mass spectrometry (AF4-ICPMS), and x-ray diffraction (XRD).
Photoactivity of the materials was determined using a fluorescence based
assay. Potential toxicological effects were evaluated using the nematode
C. elegans as a model. The endpoints used include lethality, reproduction,
growth, and gene expression. Both photoinduced and non photoinduced
toxicity were assessed by conducting exposure with or without environmentally relevant UV radiation. Our results indicate that over 10% of
the food additive TiO2 has particle size below 100 nm. The industrial
nano TiO2 P25 had the greatest photoactivity and photoinduced toxicity
in the nematodes, followed by the food additive TiO2, and lastly the
bulk TiO2. For non photoinduced toxicity, none of the three materials
caused significant toxic effects in C. elegans in terms of lethality, growth,
and reproduction. However, both P25 and food additive TiO2 induced
significant changes in gene expression in the nematodes, which may have
significant health implications. Our results suggest that nanoparticles
contained in TiO2 food additives have the potential to cause adverse
health effects, and more extensive studies are needed to better understand potential human health impact of those nanoparticles contained in
food additives.
TP200 Characterizing the effects of TiO2 nanoparticles on Daphnia
magna under natural conditions
J. Coral, S.J. Klaine, Clemson Univ / Inst of Environmental Toxicology
CUENTOX; C. Kitchens, Clemson Univ / Chemical Biomolecular
Engineering
Production of TiO2 nanoparticles is anticipated to exceed 2,000,000 tons
by 2020. Many applications of TiO2 nanoparticles, such as paints, result
in leaching into water and wastewater systems. Recent research has demonstrated that the toxicity of anatase configured TiO2 nanoparticles is
orders of magnitude higher under ultraviolet light compared to fluorescent
light. The creation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) may ultimately be the
cause for this increased toxicity. To elucidate the formation of ROS in the
aquatic solution of TiO2 nanoparticles activated by UV light, fluorescent
spectroscopy was used to characterize the types of ROS and quantify the
concentrations that developed over time. Using this approach allowed D.
magna toxicity curves to be based on the amount of ROS rather than the
amount of TIO2 in solution. Further, the addition of NOM significantly
decreases the toxicity of these UV-activated particles. This decrease in
toxicity is apparently due to the ROS reacting with the NOM. Through
NOM characterization we will quantify this effect.
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TP201 The biological effects and toxic mechanisms of Ag nanoparticles to marine datom Skeletonema costatum and bivalve Ruditapes
philippinarum
B. Wang, T. Jiang, M. Diao, J. Pan, Ocean Univ of China; J. Pan, Ocean
Univ of China / College of Environmental Sci Engineering
The growing commercial applications had brought silver nanoparticles
(AgNPs) as an important emerging contaminant, especially in coastal
environment. This research investigated the effect of AgNPs toward two
marine organisms (diatom: Skeletonema costatum and bivalve: Ruditapes
philippinarum), and ionic silver was also comparatively investigated.
Exposures to silver nanoparticles were performed in parallel with
exposures to Ag+ at three nominal concentrations (10 μg/L, 100 μg/L
and 500 μg/L), lasted 2 days (Skeletonema costatum) and 7 days (Ruditapes
philippinarum). AgNPs released around 30% of Ag+ into the exposure
medium, and more Ag accumulated in the ionic silver treatment. In
comparison with control treatment (seawater only), in the three concentrations expose medium of Ag+, the activity of SOD and CAT did not
vary significantly (p < 0.05), while for AgNPs, the activity of those two
enzymes were induced by ??x in 10 μg/L and 100 μg/L treatments (p
>0.05) and were inhibited in 500 μg/L (p < 0.05) for SOD. For GST, the
activity was inhibited significantly (p < 0.05) in all three concentrations,
and there were no difference between the two exposures. Considering
the oxidative stress enzyme activity levels and Ag+ released from AgNPs,
the released Ag+ could not fully explain the observed toxicity, it is suggested that a shared effect of AgNP and released silver was responsible
for the toxicity and the toxicity of ionic silver was mainly because of the
accumulation in Ruditapes philippinarum.
TP202 What silver nanoparticles and singlewalled nanotubes tell us
about marine invertebrates integrative immune response?
A. Magesky, É. Pelletier, Université du Québec à Rimouski UQAR /
Oceanography ISMER
Sea urchins often form large and conspicuous assemblages in the benthic
environment, acting like agents of biological disturbance and drivers
of community structure. Following metamorphosis, the newly settled
sea urchin juveniles usually face a hostile environment in their life
cycle, which causes physiological stress, diseases and high mortality.
As the immune system is supposed to ensure host survival, invertebrate
immunity becomes an interesting tool for investigating both natural and
anthropogenic stressors. In order to understand how sea urchin juveniles
undertake the chemical stress induced by organic coated silver nanoparticles, functionalized singlewalled carbon nanotubes and dissolved silver,
we performed acute and subchronic exposures with sublethal concentrations (100 µg/L Ag+/nanosilver; 10µg/L/carbon nanotubes) and recovery
experiments. We tested several experimental conditions: with and without phytoplankton, different ionic strength and two cohorts of juveniles
of S. droebachiensis. Bioaccumulation of silver was carried out at 1, 24 and
96 h using ICP-MS. The mechanisms underlying the xenobiotic resistance were investigated by observations of the coelomocytes in confocal
microscopy (in vivo) and by Western blotting (Hsp70 and 60) at 12, 24
and 48 h. Molecular probes tracked cellular migrations at 12, 24 and 48
h. The red spherule pigment cells were quantified by spectrophotometry
to numerically support these findings. Our analysis showed that these
pigment cells are mobilized in a short period of time (12 h) after silver
exposure and agglomerate massively (48 h) depending on the cohorts and
how aged juveniles are. Silver nanoparticles can trigger the same cellular
response only in subchronic experiments. The same conditions give rise
to edema at 12 and 24 h and especially for silver (w/wo carbon nanotubes). On another hand, the maximum molecular chaperones expression
is reached at 48 h and it is more intense under nanosilver contamination.
Almost all the animals recovered from final contamination after three
weeks. Taken together, these results strongly suggest a complex and
integrated immunological response under different chemical stress conditions close to real coastal habitat and provide new information about
effects of nanomaterials in invertebrate immunity.

Fate and Effects of Metals: Assessing the Amount,
Attenuation and Availability from Diffuse Sources
and Stormwater
TP203 Toxicokinetically based differences in copper bioaccumulation
dynamics for tilapia in response to environmental variability
C. Liao, W. Chen, Y. Cheng, National Taiwan Univ / Dept of
Bioenvironmental Systems Engineering
One of major challenges in ecotoxicology is to understand changes in
environmental variability that imposes aquatic organisms in response
to altered disturbance regimes and temporal patterns of waterborne
toxicants. The purpose of this study was combining mechanistic and
statistical, as well as models-based data analyses of acute and chronic
pulsed copper (Cu) accumulation to systematically understand the organ/
tissue-dependent toxicokinetics and correlations among Cu burden in
different organs/tissues. Here we used tilapia (Oreochromis mossambicus)
as an animal model to investigate the degree of transfer, distribution
dynamics, and bioaccumulation mechanisms under the pulsed acute and
chronic Cu exposures. We developed a pulse Cu-tilapia physiologicallybased pharmacokinetic (PBPK) dynamic model that successfully predict
bioaccumulation dynamics in response to environmental variabilityinduced non-uniform exposures based on an organ/tissue-dependent
scale characteristics of their ecophysiological traits. Our study found that
Cu accumulation in liver, stomach, and intestine were strongly depending on the exposure pulse characteristics such as frequency and duration
and not on concentration (i.e., amplitude). We also showed that BCF
is dependent on the pulse duration and frequency. We suggest that it
was not possible to determine the adequate PBPK model based on fits
to the data alone; however, by studying model predictions we could
discard models that fail to take time-dependent partition coefficients
and metabolic as well as elimination rates into account. Moreover, the
general patterns of Cu bioaccumulation in tilapia, we believe, serviceably
accurate. Our study implicates that the overall control design for aquatic
organisms in response to pulse toxicant exposure depends on quantitative
system characteristics that can be achieved by controlling pulse frequency and duration. We conclude that our systems-level approach helps
revealing how previously known toxicokinetics under pulsed conditions
are combined to interpret ecophysiological responses to environmental
variability and could discern the key organ/tissue that regulates the
pulsed Cu exposure events. In a broader context, our study established a
direct link between acute/chronic exposure measurements and a dynamic
model that is to be explored more comprehensively in the future.
TP204 Metals in South Carolina Streams: Statewide, Ecoregion, and
Ecobasin Relationships to Land Cover
A.J. Jones, Clemson Univ / Inst of Environmental Toxicology; E.R.
Carraway, Clemson Univ / Environmental Engineering Earth Sciences; C.
Marion, M. Scott, South Carolina Dept of Natural Resources
Anthropogenic activities have been shown to have deleterious effects on
aquatic habitats, and these changes in land use/cover could be indicative of changes in aquatic chemistry. At present, little data is available
concerning the overall quality of small aquatic ecosystems in South
Carolina. The data presented here comprises the elemental contamination results from a study conducted with the South Carolina Department
of Natural Resources of wadeable streams in South Carolina. The
objectives of the research presented herein are to determine elemental
concentrations in aqueous and sediment phase of small watersheds in
SC, and to determine potential relationships between elemental observations and watershed land cover classes. South Carolina is a diverse state
with two distinct geographical and ecological areas – the upstate and
the coastal plain – and it contains eight United States Environmental
Protection Agency ecoregions and seven major watersheds. This research
employs data from over 200 randomly selected small catchments in both
ecological areas of South Carolina. United States Geological Survey
National Land Cover Data Set (NLCD) was used to determine the land
cover for each sampled watershed. Water and sediment samples were collected and analyzed using ICP-MS, and ICP-AES. Analytes of interest
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include aluminum, cadmium, chromium, copper, iron, lead, manganese,
nickel, silver, zinc and many others. Linear regression was used to correlate dissolved metals individually with land use activities in individual
and combined watersheds. Results indicate that changes in land use can
change pollutant loads and impact the quality of the stream. Cadmium,
copper, lead, nickel, sulfur and zinc all have positive relationships
with increasing urban land cover in individual ecobasins, while each
metal also exhibits negative correlations with increasing forest cover.
Interestingly, calcium and magnesium decreased with increasing urban
cover in the upstate, however the opposite was observed in the coastal
plain. The majority of the elemental relationships observed were with
urban and forest land cover, however many were observed with grassland, agriculture and wetland covers. This indicates that urban cover may
play an important role in elemental contamination across the ecobasins
and ecoregions observed to have significant relationships.

SC, which are most impacted by urbanization and development. Al
concentrations were highest in WIT and LR, and the land surrounding
these rivers is dominated by forested areas. Metal content in macrophytes
reflected metal concentrations in the water and were at least three orders
of magnitude higher than any other trophic level, with Bryophytes containing the highest metal concentrations. The biological diversity of each
sampling site was calculated using Shannon-Weiner and Simpson’s Index
of Diversity. All streams were found to be of similar community structure, likely due to the substantial filtration provided by the macrophytes
present. This study provides insight into the fate and effects of metals in
river ecosystems with varying degrees of anthropogenic impact.

TP205 Effects of non-native trout on mercury bioaccumulation in
aquatic communities of remote alpine lakes
A. Pfleeger, Fisheries and Wildlife; C. Eagles-smith, USGS FRESC; S.
Fradkin, Olympic National Park
Mercury (Hg) contamination is a global conservation threat to freshwater ecosystems, commonly detected in even the most pristine remote
lakes of Olympic National Park (ONP). Mercury contamination in
alpine lakes can impair the health of sensitive ecological communities already subjected to multiple stressors, such as climate change and
non-native fish introductions. The pathway of Hg bioaccumulation in
lake systems is dependent upon many factors, including atmospheric
deposition, wetting-drying cycles, primary productivity, and food web
structure. Food web structure is particularly important in systems that
have introduced species because of changes in energy flow and trophic
linkages. In order to study these changes we are measuring Hg bioaccumulation in alpine lakes across ONP to evaluate the effects of fishes
on Hg bioaccumulation in historically fishless lakes. We hypothesize
that the effect of non-native trout species will rearrange the food-web
structure by altering trophic levels, energy flow, and thus Hg bioaccumulation. Specifically, introduced fish compete with native amphibians
for their prey base, forcing amphibians to change their foraging ecology.
As result, we predict Hg to be different in amphibian species in fishcontaining lakes versus fishless lakes. To address these questions, we
have sampled organisms spanning multiple trophic levels from numerous
lakes in ONP, where fish are either present or absent. Preliminary data
indicate that Hg levels in fish from ONP are at or near human health
consumption advisory. Additionally, we have developed a nonlethal
index of salamander whole body Hg concentrations using tail clips,
reducing the need for future destructive sampling. Ultimately, we plan to
compare food web structure and energy flow in these lakes using stable
isotope analysis and calorimetry. We anticipate that our results will help
resource managers better evaluate the potential impacts of Hg and nonnative fishes on aquatic communities and will facilitate conservation of
these important ecosystems.

TP207 Monitoring Copper Concentrations in Freshwater Marinas
K.J. Rader, Mutch Associates LLC; R.F. Carbonaro, Mutch Associates LLC /
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Copper-based antifouling paint (AFP) is used on vessel hulls, boat
bottoms, and other marine surfaces to inhibit the growth of undesirable
aquatic organisms. We conducted a targeted monitoring study to gather
information on dissolved copper concentrations present in freshwater
marinas where AFP is used. Emphasis was placed on obtaining data
from marinas in different geographic regions of the United States rather
than generating an extensive temporal dataset for a single location.
Data generated by this study will be used in a future study to validate or
“ground truth” simulated copper concentrations generated by the chemical fate model MAMPEC for a generalized freshwater marina scenario.
Surface water samples were collected from five marinas on freshwater
lakes in New York and Kentucky. Three samples were collected from
within the marina at a depth of approximately one meter. Clean metal
sampling techniques were utilized. Samples were analyzed for dissolved
copper and the additional water quality parameters necessary to generate copper water quality criteria using both hardness equations and the
Biotic Ligand Model (BLM). Three samples were collected in a similar
fashion at locations away from vessels to serve as local reference site
(LRS) samples and analyzed for dissolved copper. Similar data collected
from four freshwater marinas in California by the California USEPA
Department of Pesticide Regulation in 2006 were combined with the
newly collected data to yield a dataset of nine marinas across three states
in different parts of the United States. Concentrations from the marina
samples ranged from < 0.1 µg/L to 4.6 µg/L. Concentrations for LRS
samples ranged from < 0.1 µg/L to 2.3 µg/L. Although dissolved copper
concentrations appear elevated within the marinas relative to local reference sites, they are within the range of typical freshwaters. Consequently,
they do not constitute a cause for concern. The spatial extent of elevated
concentrations is limited since the data indicate that copper concentrations decrease to background levels at (or very near) the mouth of the
marinas. Averaged dissolved copper concentrations measured at the nine
marinas were generally below the hardness-based and BLM acute and
chronic criteria values. This suggests that the potential for copper toxicity
in these systems is very limited and further supports the conclusion that
the dissolved copper within the marinas is not a cause for concern.

TP206 Assessment of heavy metal contamination in the biota of four
rivers with varying degrees of human impact
G.K. Bielmyer, Valdosta State Univ / Dept of Biology; P.P. Patel, Valdosta
State Univ; C.G. Duckworth, Valdosta State Univ / Biology; E.L.
Schumacher, M.N. Waters, Valdosta State Univ
Changing land use may influence river ecosystems to varying degrees.
Metal pollution in aquatic environments is a reported consequence of
elevated anthropogenic inputs, particularly from densely populated areas.
The objectives of this study were to quantify metal (aluminum, Al; cadmium, Cd; copper, Cu; nickel, Ni; lead, Pb) concentrations in the water
and biota of four streams (One Mile Branch, OMB; Sugar Creek, SC;
Withlacoochee River, WIT; Little River, LR) in South Georgia, each
with varying levels of anthropogenic impact. Additionally, macrophytes,
invertebrates, and fish were identified to assess biodiversity at each site.
Metal concentrations in the three trophic levels differed among sites
and species, correlating to differences in land use surrounding the rivers.
The highest metal concentrations (except Al) were found in OMB and

TP208 Attenuation of Copper in Runoff from Copper Roofing
Materials by Two Stormwater Best Management Practices
B. Labarre, Towson Univ / Environmental Science; S.M. Lev, Towson
Univ / Urban Environmental Biogeochemistry Laboratory; D.R. Ownby,
Towson Univ / Chemistry; K.J. Rader, Mutch Associates LLC; R.E. Casey,
Towson Univ / Chemistry
Within the last 20 years, concerns have been raised by regulators over
diffuse and non-point sources of metals including releases from copper
roofs during storm events. A copper roof runoff tool is in development
for use by regulators and other stakeholders to quantify the potential
ecological impacts of copper roof runoff in receiving waters. It considers three key components of copper runoff fate and transport: 1) copper
emission from roofs during rain events; 2) copper attenuation in runoff
prior to reaching receiving waters; and 3) copper bioavailability and fate
in receiving waters. Understanding attenuation processes between the
downspout and receiving water represents a current data gap. The goal
of this study is to evaluate the potential for two common stormwater
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management practices to attenuate copper in runoff originating from a
copper roof and therefore contribute to filling this data gap in the copper
roof runoff tool. A 10 x 20 ft copper roof structure was built along with
two different types of stormwater best management practices (BMPs):
two biofiltration swales and two bioretention planter boxes. Designs were
based on criteria in the Stormwater Management manual for Western
Washington. The roof was sectioned into quarters, each draining into
one of the BMPs. Stormwater was sampled using flow-weighted composite techniques. The BMPs consistently remove approximately 88-99%
of copper (total and dissolved fractions) for storms analyzed thus far.
Total copper concentrations in BMP influent averaged over 1200 µg/L
while BMP outflows averaged 68 µg/L for planters and 28 µg/L for
swales. Compared to roof runoff, water exiting the BMPs had increased
concentrations of copper-binding ligands, principally dissolved organic
carbon. Because stormwater pH can also influence the bioavailability and
toxicity of copper, we evaluated several pH measurement techniques for
use in low ionic strength waters and characterized the effect of technique
on measured pH values. We found that the most precise and accurate
technique increased measured pH values by an average of 1 pH unit for
stormwater samples. These BMPs are clearly improving water quality
and additional improvements may be possible through modified scaling
of the BMP to roof ratio. This attenuation data, when integrated into
the copper roof runoff tool, will allow more accurate assessment of the
potential impacts in receiving waters.
TP209 Stormwater Best Management Practices Decrease the Toxicity
of Copper Roof Runoff
B. Labarre, Towson Univ / Environmental Science; S.M. Lev, Towson
Univ / Urban Environmental Biogeochemistry Laboratory; D.R. Ownby,
Towson Univ / Chemistry; K.J. Rader, Mutch Associates LLC; R.E. Casey,
Towson Univ / Chemistry
A copper roof runoff tool is in development for use by regulators and
other stakeholders to quantify the potential ecological impacts of copper
roof runoff in receiving waters. It considers three key components of
copper runoff fate and transport: 1) copper emission from roofs during
rain events; 2) copper attenuation in runoff prior to reaching receiving
waters; and 3) copper bioavailability and fate in receiving waters. In order
to address data gaps in the last component, this study examined factors
influencing copper bioavailability and toxicity in a stormwater treatment
system and utilized both laboratory bioassays and modeling with the
biotic ligand model (BLM). A 10 x 20 ft copper roof structure was built
along with two biofiltration swales and two bioretention planters. Runoff
samples were collected monthly from the roof downspouts and from the
outlets of the swales and planter boxes. For a subset of these storms, toxicity tests of stormwater were performed with Daphnia magna neonates.
Stormwater toxicity testing can result in poor survival due to the low
ionic strength of runoff that has not interacted substantially with soils
or mixed with surface water. Utilizing cultures adapted to low hardness
resulted in greater survival in reference stormwater not originating from
the copper roof. In toxicity tests using these adapted cultures, no survival
was observed in copper roof runoff samples taken from the downspout
(i.e., treatment structure influent). Survival from the planter box and
swale outlets was ~95% and ~97%, respectively. At the end of Year 1,
an earthworm avoidance assay [ISO 17512-1:2008(E)] was performed
for soils from the swales and planter boxes. Five out of six sites sampled
showed no avoidance response. Modeled D. magna LC50 values for the
influent averaged 8 µg/L, while the swale and planter box outlets averaged 145 µg/L. This indicates a decrease in copper bioavailability and
potential toxicity as water passed through the swale and planter boxes.
Based on a sensitivity analysis, modeled toxicity was found to be strongly
dependent on pH. This is critical since measured pH values in low ionic
strength stormwater can vary based on the technique used. These results
indicate that the swales and planter boxes can improve water quality
prior to stormwater encountering biological receptors. These data, when
integrated into the copper roof runoff tool, will allow more accurate
assessment of potential impacts in receiving waters.

TP210 Are neurotoxic metals in highway stormwater runoff bioavailable to fish?
J. McIntyre, Puyallup Research Extension Center; D. Baldwin, NOAA
NMFS / Northwest Fisheries Science Center; B. Belgrad, Univ of South
Carolina; N.L. Scholz, NOAA Fisheries / Northwest Fisheries Science
Center
Urban road runoff contains elevated concentrations of dissolved metals and other contaminants that are acutely toxic to aquatic animals.
Dissolved copper is particularly neurotoxic to aquatic animals, including fish, impacting peripheral sensory systems following minutes to
hours of exposure. Runoff was collected from an urban highway in
Seattle, WA, USA during distinct storm events. Neurotoxicity was
tested using larval zebrafish (Danio rerio) and juvenile coho salmon
(Oncorhynchus kisutch). Zebrafish (3-4 days old) were exposed to laboratory control water, highway runoff, or highway runoff spiked with
dissolved copper for 3 h followed by 5-min immersion in DASPEI dye.
Neurotoxicity was noted by decreased fluorescence of sensory neurons
at the O2 neuromast relative to zebrafish exposed to clean laboratory
water. The olfactory system of juvenile coho (4 months) was exposed
to hatchery water for 30 min, followed by 30-min of highway runoff,
and then another 30-min of hatchery water. An odorant, L-serine,
was pulsed into the background water every 5 min. Neurotoxicity was
noted as a decrease in the electrical olfactogram response to L-serine
compared to initial responses in hatchery water. Exposure to highway runoff did not result in neurotoxicity, whereas runoff spiked with
dissolved copper was neurotoxic at sufficiently high concentrations.
We found that metals in highway runoff were not bioavailable to the
sensory systems of zebrafish or juvenile coho salmon, likely due to the
presence of elevated organic matter.
TP211 Toxicity Identification Evaluation (TIE) of Urban Stream
Water for Coho Pre-spawn Mortality
J.A. Colton, King Cty Dept of Nat Resources / Water and Land Resources
Division; E. Ostergaard, King County Dept of Natural Resources
The acute mortality of adult coho salmon prior to spawning is a longterm problem in the Pacific Northwest that researchers have been
documenting and investigating for more than 10 years. The specific
phenomenon of “pre-spawn mortality” refers to rapid onset of symptoms in coho associated with storm event runoff in urban streams that
results in death. No other co-occurring salmon species in streams
appear to be affected. King County has previously conducted studies to
characterize water chemistry of baseflow and storm events during coho
spawning periods in urban streams. Measured chemicals were not above
Washington State Water Quality Standards, but many metals showed
increased concentrations with storm flow while calcium and other ions
decreased. To further investigate potential metals toxicity, King County
conducted a chemistry and toxicity study in 2012. Water samples were
collected from Miller Creek, south of Seattle, where a volunteer group
conducts annual pre-spawn mortality monitoring. Eight time-series grab
samples during two storm events and two baseflow grab samples were
collected in Miller Creek. Volunteers observed coho pre-spawn mortality
in Miller Creek during the same coho season. All samples were analyzed
for conventional parameters, minerals, and the dissolved metals arsenic,
cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, nickel, silver, and zinc. Bioassays
were conducted on storm samples using Daphnia pulex (water flea) and
Pimephales promelas (fathead minnow) to identify samples causing toxicity. A toxicity identification evaluation (TIE) was conducted on the one
sample associated with D. pulex mortality. This poster will summarize
the results of this study and how it contributes to the understanding of
coho pre-spawn mortality.
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Environmental or Analytical Chemistry General
TP212 Using polyethylene passive samplers and caged bivalves to
measure hydrophobic contaminants of concern in Santa Monica Bay
and Los Angeles Harbor, USA
A.S. Joyce, Univ of Southern California / Chemistry; M. Pirogovsky, Univ
of Southern California; W. Lao, D. Tsukada, Southern California Coastal
Water Research Project; R.G. Adams, Loyola Marymount Univ; C.L. Cash,
City of Los Angeles / Environmental Monitoring Division; J.F. Haw, Univ
of Southern California / Dept of Chemistry; K.A. Maruya, SCCWRP
Low-density polyethylene (PE) passive samplers and caged mussels were
co-deployed in the coastal marine environment in Southern California to
measure dissolved concentrations of hydrophobic organic contaminants
(HOCs), including DDT and its metabolites, polychlorinated biphenyl
(PCB) congeners, and polybrominated flame retardants. Estimated seawater concentrations were corrected for non-attainment of equilibrium
using pre-loaded performance reference compounds (PRCs. They ranged
up to 100 pg/L for PCBs and polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs);
1000 pg/L for p,p’-DDE; and 450 pg/L for DDMU and DDNU.
Concentrations of DDTs and PCBs increased with increasing depth,
suggesting that bed sediments were the source of these HOCs to the
water column along the 60-m isobath in Santa Monica Bay. In contrast,
near-surface and near-bottom seawater concentrations at two stations in
Los Angeles Harbor did not vary appreciably and were several-fold lower
than those measured in Santa Monica Bay. Accumulation in caged mussels strongly correlated with accumulation by PE samplers, suggesting
that PE samplers represent a viable alternative to bivalves for monitoring
and assessment of HOCs in coastal and marine ecosystems.
TP213 How Can Results from Year-Round Passive Samplers Fill
Data Gaps Left by Springtime Grab Samples and Inform Salmon
Habitat Restoration Efforts?
J. Morace, US Geological Society / Oregon Water Science Center; W. Temple,
USGS
The Hood River drains the northern side of Mt. Hood in Oregon and
joins the Columbia River at the City of Hood River. Major land uses
in the Hood River basin are agriculture and forestry. Historically, the
Hood River and its tributaries served as important spawning and rearing streams for salmonids, three of which are listed as threatened under
the U.S. Endangered Species Act in response to declining populations:
bull trout, steelhead, and Chinook salmon. Water-quality impairment
has been identified as a contributor to the population decline. To begin
to address impaired water quality related to agricultural activities, the
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality initiated a pesticide
steward partnership (PSP) in the Hood River basin in 1999. Working
in conjunction with growers, agricultural extension agents, the soil and
water conservation district, watershed council, the Confederated Tribes
of Warm Springs, and Oregon Department of Agriculture, the PSP
seeks to “identify problems and improve water quality associated with
pesticide use at the local level.” Monitoring has continued during the
last decade as growers have implemented best management practices to
try to minimize the offsite movement of pesticides and to reduce negative impacts to nontarget organisms. USGS Scientific-Investigations
Report 2011-5068 reviewed the first decade of pesticide data from the
Hood River PSP and identified information gaps, such as analyzing
pesticides that are used in the basin but have not been measured yet and
analyzing pesticides year-round. The typical sampling performed as
part of the PSP Program focused sampling during the spring application and early summer time period. From March 2011 to March 2012,
passive samplers were deployed in two streams to analyze for pesticides,
fungicides, pyrethroids, legacy organochlorine compounds, PBDEs, and
total PCBs. Over 20 compounds were found year-round in one of the
streams, including DDT and other legacy organochlorine compounds
and the fungicides boscalid and pyrimethanil. DDT concentrations were
high enough to exceed Oregon water-quality criteria for aquatic life and
human health. Year-round sampling results open up new considerations
when evaluating water-quality conditions for salmonid health.
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TP214 Increasing Extraction Efficiency of Wet samples using a Novel
New Polymer during Accelerated Solvent Extraction
C. Fisher, Thermo Fisher Scientific / Ion Chromatography and Sample Prep;
P.R. Perati, Thermo Fisher Scientific / Product Management
Accelerated solvent extraction (ASE) is a high-temperature and highpressure extraction technique that is widely used for sample extractions
in the environmental, chemical and food analysis industries. Extraction
efficiencies when extracting volatile or semi volatile analytes from wet
solids are often low, as the analyte of interest may partition between the
extracting solvent and the water phase. Traditional pre or post extraction
methods of heat evaporation cannot be used for volatile and semi-volatile
compounds. Drying techniques that involve mixing the wet samples
with an inorganic salt that has a high affinity for the aqueous phase are
unsuitable for in-cell extractions. Drying methods with inorganic salts
suffer from the limitations of clumping or precipitation making post
extraction clean-up difficult. Off-line drying methods like freeze drying
are extremely tedious and time consuming. This study presents the use
of a novel new polymer designed to remove moisture from wet samples
like soil, tissue and food products and increase the extraction efficiency
of volatile and semi volatile compounds. The polymer has a high capacity for water removal and does not suffer from some of the limitations
of clumping or precipitation observed in some of the traditional drying methods. Data showing recoveries of organochlorine pesticides,
polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins, polychlorinated dibenzofurans,
polychlorinated biphenyls and fat in different matrices will be presented.
TP215 New Stationary Phases for Large Volume SPE
C. Fisher, Thermo Fisher Scientific / Ion Chromatography and Sample Prep;
P.R. Perati, Thermo Fisher Scientific / Product Management
Five new polymeric stationary phases were developed for large sample
volume solid phase extraction (SPE). The phase chemistries include
a hydrophilic reversed phase material as well as mixed mode, strong
and weak, anion and cation exchange. Base particles are grafted
with polymeric and monomeric moieties to achieve a useful balance
between reversed phase and ion exchange capacities. The hydrophilic
reversed phase material bears specific functionality to retain polyphenolic and azo-containing species thru a charge transfer mechanism
and H-bonding. This allows the retention of such species as humic
acids along with the ability to elute other organic species using conventional reversed phase techniques. These new resins are formatted to
be compatible with sample volumes larger than 20 mL in automated
SPE instrumentation. Several applications will be shown. The targets
include triclosan, a popular but very hydrophobic bactericide, anionic
and cationic surfactants, the weak base atenolol and others with specific
advantage for the phases. Recoveries greater than 95% for sample volumes of 20-200 mL at loading flow rates of 5-30 mL/min in different
matrices ranging from tap water, surface waters to the ASTM formulation of wastewater were observed. Comparisons illustrating the right
choice of bed weight to minimize cost will also be presented.
TP216 Quantitative Analysis of PAH and NPAH Sorption to
Polystyrene 96-Well Plates
A.C. Chlebowski, Oregon State Univ / Dept of Environmental and
Molecular Toxicology; S. Simonich, Oregon State Univ / Depts of Chemistry
and Environmental Molecular Toxicology; R.L. Tanguay, Oregon State
Univ / Environmental Molecular Toxicology
Polystyrene 96-well plates are the standard exposure vessel used when
conducting toxicity tests with zebrafish (Danio rerio), as well as for
in vitro testing. However, the nature of polystyrene as a hydrocarbon
polymer has led to concern that hydrophobic analytes, such as polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), may sorb to the polystyrene. This could
lead to an underestimation of toxicity, due to lower PAH concentrations in the zebrafish exposure solution. The purpose of this study was
to understand and quantify the sorptive behavior of PAHs and nitrated
PAHS (NPAHs) to polystyrene 96-well plates, in the absence of zebrafish embryos. To maximize the relevancy to zebrafish toxicity screens, the
methodology used was as similar to a zebrafish exposure experiment as
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possible. Following a five-day exposure period under the same conditions as a zebrafish toxicity screen, the polystyrene plates were extracted
three times with organic solvent, and the rinses were analyzed using gas
chromatography mass spectrometry (GC/MS). The uncoated polystyrene
plate typically used for zebrafish testing (Falcon® Microtest™ tissue
culture plate) was compared to a commercially-available glass plate
(obtained from Cayman Chemical). PAH sorption to the glass plate was
significantly higher than to the polystyrene plates, particularly for larger
PAHs, likely due to the rough surface of the glass plates, resulting in
a high surface area inside the wells of the plate. We then repeated the
experiment at two concentrations relevant to zebrafish toxicity testing,
with a select set of PAHs and NPAHs. We determined that the sorption
was significantly greater for the NPAHs than for the respective parent
PAHs for all but one PAH/NPAH combination (pyrene /1,6-dinitropyrene at the high exposure concentration). Additionally, the higher
exposure concentration did not consistently result in a greater degree
of sorption than the low exposure concentration. The average percent
sorption for the PAHs was 24.1-38.2 and 4.5-46.1 at the high and low
concentrations, respectively, and 20.1-86.2 and 41.9-95.8 for the NPAHs
at the high and low concentrations, respectively. This indicates the need
for better understanding of the sorptive behavior of hydrophobic compounds to plastics such as polystyrene, as well as the need to be able to
account for sorptive losses during zebrafish exposures.
TP217 Trans-Pacific + Regional transport of PAHs to sites in
Oregon, USA
S. Lafontaine, Dept of Chemistry; J.E. Schrlau, Oregon State Univ /
Environmental and Molecular Toxicology; J. Butler, Confederated Tribes
of the Umatilla Indian Reservation; B. Harper, Confederated Tribes of the
Umatilla Indian Reservation and Oregon State Univ / College of Public
Health and Human Sciences; S. Harris, Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla
Indian Reservation; A. Harding, Oregon State Univ / College of Public
Health and Human Sciences; S. Simonich, Oregon State Univ / Depts of
Chemistry and Environmental and Molecular Toxicology
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are a class of semi-volatile
organic pollutants (SOCs) that are formed during incomplete combustion of natural and anthropogenic sources, including forest fires and coal
combustion. PAHs are emitted into the atmosphere sorbed onto particulate matter of the size 2.5 μm (PM 2.5). During atmospheric transport,
these particle-bound PAHs react with other atmospheric pollutants (O3,
.OH and .NO ) to form nitrated and oxygenated PAH derivatives. These
3
PAH derivatives have been shown to contribute a significant portion of
the overall mutagenicity of PM 2.5. Currently, the world’s largest emitter
of PAHs is China. This is a concern because the trans-Pacific transport
of PAHs from Asia the Pacific Northwest has been observed. During
the springs of 2010 and 2011 a high volume air sampler was used to
collect atmospheric PM 2.5 samples at two sites in the Pacific Northwest:
1. Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla in Pendleton, OR (954 m asl)
and 2. Mount Bachelor Observatory in Bend, OR (2763 m asl). Gas
chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS) was used to analyze for
the concentrations of PAHs, OPAHs, OHPAHs, and NPAHs on the
PM 2.5 collected in the ambient air samples. NOAA’s (Hybrid SingleParticle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory) HYSPLIT model, principle
component analysis, and PAH diagnostic ratios were used for source
apportionment to identify both the regional and trans-Pacific sources
that impact the two sites.
TP218 Simultaneous multimedia deployment of rapidly equilibrating
thin-film passive samplers in a coastal marine ecosystem
L. Guo, National Univ of Singapore / Dept of Chemistry; V. Leow Hwee
Teng, National Univ of Singapore / Dept of Civil and Environmental
Engineering; H. Lee, National Univ of Singapore / Dept of Chemistry; B.C.
Kelly, National Univ of Singapore / Civil Environmental Engineering
Passive samplers have been widely used as a simple, cost-effective
approach for determination of freely dissolved contaminant concentrations in environmental media. In the present study we simultaneously
deployed rapidly equilibrating thin-film passive samplers in three
compartments of a coastal marine ecosystem, air, water and bottom

sediments. The passive samplers used consisted of thin ethylene vinyl
acetate (EVA) films coated on 150 mm glass fiber filters. A range of
hydrophobic organic contaminants, including polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs), organochlorine pesticides (OCPs), brominated flame retardants
(BFRs) and synthetic musks were investigated. Gas chromatography
triple-quadrupole tandem mass spectrometry (GC-QQQ-MS/MS)
was used to measure target analytes sequestered on the field deployed
passive samplers. Equilibrium was confirmed by simultaneous deployment and analysis of two sets of samplers having a distinct 3:1 polymer
ratio (V/V). Measured concentrations for the equilibrated samplers
(CEVA), along with the polymer-media partition coefficients (K EVA-AIR,
K EVA-WATER, K EVA-SEDIMENT) were used to estimate in situ contaminant
concentrations. Further, chemical fugacity in the equilibrated samplers
(f, pPa) was determined from the concentration (CEVA, mol.m3) and the
fugacity capacity of EVA (Z, mol/m3.pPa), as f = C/Z. In many cases,
in situ equilibration was apparent, as a statistically significant 3:1 mass
sequestration ratio of target analytes was observed in the two film thicknesses. Estimated concentrations in the coastal marine system ranged
from 0.1 to 50 pg/m3 in air, 0.001 to 1 ng/L in water and 0.01 to 5 ng/g
in sediments. Concentrations are in good agreement with data obtained
by analysis of conventional grab samples. In some cases, the apparent
chemical fugacities were comparable between compartments, whereas in
other cases chemical fugacities were significantly different. For example,
the fugacity of PCB 77 in air (0.58 ± 0.34 pPa) and water (0.46 ± 0.42
pPa) were equivalent, suggesting equilibrium between these compartments. Conversely, the fugacity of PCB 77 in sediments (19.8 ±11.5 pPa)
was significantly higher (p < 0.01), indicating a disequilibrium and net
transport from sediments to the water column. This study demonstrates
that simultaneous multimedia deployment of passive samplers can elicit
good chemical concentration data, as well as important information
regarding contaminant sources, distribution and transport kinetics.
TP219 Development of passive dosing for petroleum hydrocarbons
within environmental media
P. Hernik, Univ of Saskatchewan / Dept of Soil Science; K.J. James, S.D.
Siciliano, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Group and Dept of Soil Science
Liquid-liquid extraction of petroleum hydrocarbons (PHCs) is an
extensive process which takes many hours to extract a limited number of
samples. In an attempt to develop an alternative to liquid-liquid extraction we investigate the partitioning between PHCs and silicone, using
silicone rods and medical grade silica gel. Silicone (rods and gel) has been
previously applied for the extraction of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
from various media, including water, soil and simulated intestinal fluids
and here we attempt to replicate those results with PHCs. In the first
experiment we optimize the loading of PHCs onto silicone using various
solvents and solvent mixtures, from which we can determine the affinity
silicone has for PHCs. Next we will use a variety of solvents to optimize
the extraction efficiency of PHCs from silicone. Finally we investigate
the partitioning between PHCs, silicone, and various environmental
media to determine if PHC-silicone extraction is a suitable technique to
replace standard liquid-liquid-extractions.
TP220 Alternative Groundwater Sampling Technique – By Diffusion
K.J. Mierau, R. Sherrill, Sage Environmental Consulting
Traditional groundwater sampling techniques utilize costly and labor
intensive purging procedures. The Polyethylene Diffusion Bag (PDB)
samplers offer a new option to collecting groundwater samples with less
expense and reduced wastes. PDB samplers are low-density polyethylene
bags containing deionized water which are used to interface and collect
volatile organic (VOC) water samples from groundwater wells by diffusion instead of mechanical removal. In a case study at a Texas refinery,
both the traditional purge and sample methods and PDB samplers were
utilized for collection of VOC groundwater samples from ten wells.
The PDB sampler was placed below the groundwater level within a well
screen at a specific depth and left in-place under natural flow conditions.
After sufficient residence-time, which was dependent on the analytical constituent(s), the PDBs were removed and contents discharged
directly into the analysis vials for standard VOC analysis. The case study
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successfully showed that comparative results were within 90 percent
confidence between the purge samplers and the PBD sampler with an
average range of 7 percent difference for benzene and a 3 percent difference for 1,2 DCE. Although the PDB technology was first developed in
the late 1990s, it has recently received wide acceptance by regulators for
use in groundwater sampling, especially by the USEPA and by numerous State regulatory agencies. Advantages of the PDB samplers over the
traditional purge and sample methods include: a) the ability to isolate
specific flow-zones within the aquifer to determine actual contaminate
flow; b) a greater accuracy in determining the concentrations of VOCs
in the groundwater; and c) since the procedure eliminates the need for
labor-intensive purging, purge-water management and disposal, significant savings can occur for the sampling program. The results of the case
study indicate that as a whole, the PDB sampler, can be an acceptable
regulatory methodology for use in groundwater monitoring programs.
TP221 Long-term monitoring of petroleum derived polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons using passive air sampler after the Hebei Spirit oil
spill
J. An, U. Yim, S. Ha, M. Kim, W. Shim, Korea Inst of Ocean Science and
Technology / Oil and POPs research group
The Hebei Spirit oil spill in December 7th, 2007 was the biggest oil spill
in Korea. Approximately 10,900 tons of crude oil (mixtures of Kuwait
Export Crude, Iranian Heavy Crude, and UAE Upper Zakum Crude)
were spilled and polluted 375 km of coastline. Thirty percents of total
mass of crude oil, mostly volatile hydrocarbons were evaporated at the
initial stage of spill. Harner type passive air samplers (PAS) consisting
of polyurethane foam have been widely used for assessing air concentrations of semi-volatile organic compounds such as PAHs.In the present
study, PAS were deployed at spill sites (Gaemok-port and Mallipo) and
reference site (Mageum-ri) for one year after the spill on monthly basis.
EPA priority PAHs and alkylated PAHs were measured. Concentrations
of 15 PAHs were similar to those reported at reference site. On the other
hand, concentrations of alkylated PAHs measured at spill sites were
significantly higher than that of a reference site right after the spill. In
particular, the concentrations and profiles of alkylated phenanthrenes
and dibenzothiophenes exhibited strong influence of petroleum derived
PAHs inputs. PAHs double ratio using alkylated phenanthrenes and
dibenzothiophenes identified petrogenic input source and further implicated environmental fate of volatile fractions of spilled oil. This study
demonstrated that PAS is useful tool for spatially resolved and time
integrated monitoring of oil spill originated atmospheric PAHs.
TP222 Determination of Paraben by DLLME-UPLC-ESI-MS on
Mogi River-SP-Brazil
C.A. Galinaro, Univ de São Paulo / Chemistry; E.M. Vieira, Univ de
São Paulo / Departamento de Quimica e Fisica Molecular, E. F. Rodrigues
Gomes, Univ de São Paulo
Parabens are preservatives extensively used to prevent microbial growth
in many common care products. Most parabens were frequently found in
river water at concentrations reaching from ng L-1 to mg L-1, and their
levels depended mainly on the extent of water dilution resulting from
rainfall. Discharge of treated wastewater effluent into the river course
was found to be the main cause of water contamination with parabens.1
Dispersive liquid-liquid microextraction (DLLME) is an analytical
technique, based in the dispersion of extraction solvent assisted with a
disperser solvent within an aqueous solution that generates a very high
contact area between the aqueous phase and the extraction solvent.2
The present study reports an application of a DLLME-UPLC-ESI-MS
method for the simultaneous separation and determination of four
paraben preservatives (methyl-, ethyl-, propyl-, and n-butyl-paraben),
in surface water on Mogi River region, in São Paulo state, Brazil. The
select ion monitoring and the mass was [M-H]-: C8H18O3, 151,40007;
C9H10O3, 165,05572; C10H12O3, 179,07137 e C11H14O3, 193,08702.
The surface water samples collected from Mogi River region present a median content of 8.37μg L-1 for methylparaben, 10.11μg L-1 for
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ethylparaben, 15.20μg L-1 for propylparaben, and 9.66μg L-1 for butylparaben. Acknoledgment: This work was supported by CNPq, CAPES,
and FAPESP.
TP223 Optimized Integrated Method for the Simultaneous Analysis
of Brominated and Chlorinated Dioxins and Furans
D.H. Tarrant, California Environmental Protection Agency / Dept of Toxic
Substances Control; F. Brown, J. Dhaliwal, R. Sarala, C. Ho, M. Petreas, J.
Park, California Environmental Protection Agency / Dept of Toxic Substance
Control Environmental Chemistry Laboratory
Brominated dioxins primarily originate from combustion processes
and via photolytic and thermal transformations of polybrominated
diphenyl ethers (PBDEs). We developed an integrated method for the
simultaneous analysis of chlorinated and brominated dioxins and furans
(PCDDs/Fs and PBDDs/Fs) to measure these chemicals in residential
and fire station dust. Dust samples were spiked with native and labeled
internal standards, extracted by accelerated solvent extraction (ASE),
and cleaned-up using silica (Supelco® multi-layered silica column),
and carbon columns (Supelco® Dual-layer Carbon Reversible Tube).
PCDDs/Fs and PBDDs/Fs were analyzed on a Thermo Fisher Scientific
DFS® High Resolution Magnetic Sector (HRMS) Mass Spectrometer
using a RestekRTX® 2 (60m X 25mm ID, 0.25 mm film thickness) and
Agilent J&W DB-5MS (15m X 0.025mm ID, 0.10 um film thickness
) respectively. Advantages of the integrated method over the USEPA
1613 method include: analysis of both PCDD/F and PBDD/F’s by
one method; reduction of extraction and cleanup time by two days,
reduction of rotary evaporation steps in half, elimination of alumina
cleanup, and integration of three separate column cleanup steps into one
integrated cleanup. In addition, the MDLs for the integrated method
for chlorinated compounds were generally lower than those reported
by USEPA 1613. Although analysis of samples cleaned-up with silver
nitrate (pre-packed in the multi-layer silica columns) showed a slight
reduction (10-20%) in recoveries of PBDDs/Fs, our recovery results were
minimally affected since we use isotope dilution. Samples spiked at the
mid and high levels of our calibration curve showed precisions within
reasonable error ranges.
TP224 The determination of trace concentrations of oxygen, nitrogen
and water in gaseous samples by the PDHID
I. Viden, E. Baraj, Inst of Chemical Technology Prague
The pulsed discharge helium ionization detector is a very sensitive,
universal detector. The ionization source is based on a pulsed discharge
in helium, creating a helium continuum with energy ranging from 13.5
to 18.0 eV. The principal mode of ionization is photoionization making it
in addition a nondestructive detector which allows using it in connection
with other detectors if necessary. PDHID is suitable for the analysis of
organic and inorganic compounds giving it a broad range of applications.
One of the main applications is the analysis of impurities in gaseous
samples. Probably the most important step of the whole analytical process when determining extremely low concentrations of small-molecular
substances is, in addition to a continuous rinse, to secure the tightness
of the whole sampling and injection routes (connecting capillaries,
vents, injectors). This is very important especially when the compounds
of interest are oxygen and nitrogen. Due to the effect of air diffusion
not only during sampling but also analysis it is crucial to have sufficient
amount of sample to perform a minimum of 8-10 injections. The column
of choice for oxygen and nitrogen determination was ShinCarbon
(Restek). During the analysis of certified gaseous samples containing
among other substances oxygen and nitrogen in helium a decrease of the
peak area from the first injection to the second for oxygen and nitrogen
of 61% and 55%, respectively, was observed. After the tenth injection
area response for nitrogen and oxygen was for both over 96% lower. All
the other compounds in the standards (hydrogen, methane, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide) did not show any changes in response during
the successive injections. One of the analyzed real samples was hydrogen
from alkaline water electrolysis. The analyzed concentrations of methane
and carbon monoxide were as low as 0.05 and 19.6 ppm, respectively.
Another application of the PDHID is the analysis of water in gaseous
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samples. Water can be a very problematic compound. The column used
for the analysis should be able to create symmetric peaks with no tailing
and not to have the tendency of the memory effect. Our column of choice
was HS-B (Restek). Water determination is very important for instance
for halones present in fire extinguishers where the water limits concentration is 10 ppm. Acknowledgement: The results were supported by the
TACR – alfa Project TA03020850 of Czech Republic.
TP225 The Importance of Quality Control in Validating
Concentrations of Contaminants of Emerging Concern in Source and
Treated Drinking Water Samples
A.L. Batt, USEPA / National Exposure Research Laboratory; E.T. Furlong,
USGS / National Water Quality Laboratory; H. Mash, USEPA / Office of
Reasearch and Development NRMRL; S.T. Glassmeyer, USEPA / Office of
Research and Development; D.W. Kolpin, USGS
A national scale survey of 251 chemical contaminants in source and
finished drinking water was conducted at 25 drinking water treatment
plants across the U.S. To address the necessity of using multiple methods
in determining a broad array of CECs, we designed a quality assurance/
quality control program which allowed us to assess and compare the
relative performance of the methods used. Of the 251 contaminants measured, 44 compounds were determined in two or more different methods,
and are representative of several classes of pharmaceuticals, personal care
products, steroids, hormones, and antimicrobials. This results of this study
include: data from a combination of ambient environmental and fortified matrix spike samples, three independent laboratories conducting six
analytical methods, and results from the broadest array of water types
collected and preserved under a nationally consistent protocol. Every
sample was collected in triplicate. The first was analyzed as a primary
sample, the second as a duplicate to monitor intra method reproducibility,
and the third was used as a matrix spike to monitor matrix enhancement
or suppression. Laboratory and field blanks were also analyzed to monitor
possible sample contamination. Overall method performance was first
assessed by comparing spiked recoveries in distilled water, source water,
and treated water over a two year period of time. Of the 44 compounds
included in the methods comparison, 22 were detected in either the
source or finished drinking water. In general, the results between the
methods displayed good agreement. Carbamazepine was measured in
four different methods, and displayed excellent agreement in both quantitative frequency of detection (28% in source and 8% in finished water)
and measured concentrations (up to 57 ng/L). The biggest influence in
differences in frequency of detection among the remaining analytes was a
result of the varying detection limits between the technologies applied. In
addition to the 251 chemical contaminants included in the survey, there
were another 48 compounds measured that did not consistently meet
predetermined quality standards and environmental data was not reported
for these compounds. An overview of which methodology did not seem
suitable for these analytes is included, and the need to exclude these analytes based on overall method performance demonstrates the importance
of the additional QA/QC protocols.
TP226 Evaluation of the I3- Method to Confirm Hydrogen Peroxide
Exposures
C.M. Kinley, J.H. Rodgers, Clemson Univ / School of Agricultural Forest
and Environmental Sciences
In order to make accurate predictions about target and non-target species
responses to algaecide exposures, reliable methods are needed to confirm
exposures. The focus of this research was to evaluate the I3- method
(Klassen et al. 1994) to measure hydrogen peroxide (H2O2)exposures
associated with applications of an SCP-based algaecide. To prepare a
standard curve, nominal H2O2 concentrations were mixed with deionized
water. A reagent solution and a buffer solution were added to each of the
samples, and tri-iodide was measured after five minutes. Absorbances of
samples were measured with a spectrophotometer at 351nm. The method
detection limit (0.2 mg H2O2/L) was calculated as the lowest H2O2
concentration eliciting absorbance significantly different from the method
blank (reagent and buffer solutions and deionized water)(p=0.0025). The
upper method detection limit (7.5 mg H2O2/L) was the concentration

that elicited a measured absorbance of 1.0. To evaluate this method for
field applicability, measurements of H2O2 were taken in a field water,
and in solutions containing prokaryotic algae (Microcystis aeruginosa and
Planktothrix agardhii) and a eukaryotic alga (Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata) at cell densities of 104, 105, and 106 cells per mL in order to discern
if interferences due to turbidity and algae would affect the accuracy
of exposure measurements. Turbidity and cell densities of 106 cells/
mL and greater in field waters may interfere with the measurement of
H2O2. To evaluate the effects of storage conditions on the accuracy of
measurements, samples were stored in a range of light and temperature
conditions over a period of four days. Measurements of samples stored in
dark refrigeration and on ice remained stable over 4 days, while measurements of samples stored in direct sunlight were different after 1 day. The
I3- method can accurately measure H2O2 exposures in deionized water,
field water, and also with planktonic algae at lower cell densities (104 – 105
cells/mL) from 0.2 mg/L to 7.5 mg/L. Samples with high turbidity or cell
densities greater than 105 cells/mL can be filtered before measurement. If
H2O2 concentrations in samples cannot be measured immediately after
exposure, samples can be stored at cool temperatures and in the absence of
light to obtain accurate measurements.
TP227 Analysis of trace pesticides in water with disk-based SPE and
large volume injection
E.A. Souza-Silva, Maxxam Analytics International Corporation /
Scientific Services; V. Leung, Horizon Technology Inc; H.L. Lord, Maxxam
Analytics International Corporation / Scientific Services; J. Fenster, Horizon
Technology Inc; M. Cojocar, Maxxam Analytics International Corporation /
Scientific Services; M. Ebitson, Horizon Technology Inc; T. Obal, Maxxam
Analytics International Corporation / Scientific Services
In many jurisdictions, regulatory limits for trace pesticides in water,
which provide appropriate protection for environment and human
health, push the limits of technical feasibility for laboratory analysis.
We have identified several pesticides for which this seems to be the case
for environmental protection in Canada. To address this issue we have
investigated the use of solid phase extraction (SPE) discs in combination
with large volume injection (LVI), to obtain maximal sample clean-up
and pre-concentration prior to instrumental analysis by GC/MS. Others
have reported similar SPE studies with LVI to achieve low ng/L reporting of pesticides in water,1 although sub-ng/L are required in Canada
for some pesticides and jurisdictions. This poster presents the results
of this effort, and describes the challenges encountered and solutions
developed to overcome them. A disc-based SPE system was selected to
avoid fouling and plugging of SPE cartridges that can occur when sediment or colloid laden samples are processed. Various sorbents, sample
modification and solvent washing and eluting strategies were evaluated, along with an evaluation of the extract pre-concentration stage to
minimize loss of volatiles. SPE extract volume reduction for complete
solvent exchange was not possible due to the potential for loss of the
more volatile pesticides, so the make-up of the SPE extract after partial
volume reduction had to be calculated, and LVI parameters optimized
based on the resulting binary mixture of solvents. Further optimization
steps involved selecting appropriate vial septa, injector septa, extraction
and injection solvents, and sample processing hardware to minimize the
levels of interferences such as siloxanes and plasticisers in GC injection solutions. In the end, low to sub-ng/L limits of quantification were
obtained for all target pesticides, including permethrins, deltamethrin
and chlorpyrifos, which are some of the more technically challenging
pesticides under Canadian water quality guidelines. 1 Erger, C. et al.
2013, Anal. Bioanal. Chem. 405: 5215-5223.
TP228 Determination and Reduction of Background Cotinine using
a Sensitive Liquid Chromatography Electrospray Ionization Tandem
Mass Spectrometry Method
A.M. MacDonald, D.W. Kinniburgh, Alberta Centre for Toxicology /
Physiology and Pharmacology
Tobacco smoking is the leading cause of preventable death, according to
the Centers for Disease Control. Nicotine is the main addictive ingredient in tobacco smoke, which is extensively metabolized to cotinine in
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vivo. Cotinine has a significantly longer half-life (18-20h) than nicotine
(1-2h) and is therefore used frequently as a biomarker for active and
passive nicotine exposure. The concentration of serum cotinine in active
smokers is greater than 10 ng /mL, while the concentration in nonsmokers not heavily exposed to tobacco smoke is less than 1 ng/mL.
Nicotine is known to linger on surfaces, and nicotine can be oxidized to
cotinine in vitro. This can result in a background level of cotinine, which
may contribute to detected levels in real samples if the concentration
is low. The Alberta Biomonitoring Program examines the exposure of
subpopulations of the province of Alberta to a large suite of environmental chemicals, including tobacco smoke by monitoring serum cotinine.
A sensitive method has been developed and validated for the determination of cotinine in serum. The method is based on protein precipitation
and solid phase extraction (SPE) followed by liquid chromatography
(LC) coupled to electrospray ionization tandem mass spectrometry
(ESI-MSMS). The required sample volume is 200 μL. With a limit of
quantitation below 0.1 ng/mL, this method can distinguish nonsmokers from active smokers. Bovine serum was validated and used during
method development to reduce the background. However, cotinine was
still present at detectable levels in the processed blanks. The source of the
background cotinine was investigated. The use of a syringe filter resulted
in 4 times more background cotinine in the blanks than when no filter
was used. However, a filter was required in order to keep the chromatographic column clean. Washing the filters in methanol resulted in a 1.4
times decrease in the background cotinine concentration in the serum
blanks than when an unwashed filter was used. The capability of various
solvents at reducing background cotinine was also investigated. Rinsing
the SPE manifold with 78:20:2 dichloromethane: isopropyl alcohol:
ammonium hydroxide resulted in a twofold decrease in cotinine in the
bovine serum blanks than when methanol was used. The most effective
methods for reducing cotinine in the serum blanks are highlighted.
TP229 Analytical Method Development and Improvement for
Detection of Multi-Classes of Disinfection By-Products in Water and
Produce
W. Lee, Georgia Tech / Environmental Engineering; C. Huang, Georgia Inst
of Technology / School of Civil and Environmental Engineering
Chorine-containing disinfectants are widely used in the processing of
fresh and fresh-cut produce to reduce food-borne microbial risks, reduce
spoilage, and improve quality and shelf-life. However, there are several
limitations to these disinfectants. One of the main concerns is the
reactivity of chlorine with organic substances to generate carcinogenic
and mutagenic disinfection by-products (DBPs) such as trihalomethanes
and haloacetic acids. At the same time, the side reactions that lead to
DBPs formation can consume disinfectants and thus lower their efficacy
in inactivating pathogens, thereby increasing the chances of microbial
contamination in the food products. Despite the widespread use of
chlorine-based disinfectants in food processing, data are quite limited
regarding the formation, identities and quantities of DBPs generated as
food residues or in the processing water. Although the analytical methods for many DBPs have been well established in drinking water and
wastewater, there has been relatively little information in produce and
food processing water particularly for new DBPs of emerging concerns.
In this study, we established the analytical methods for 35 regulated
and emerging DBPs in produce processing water and produce. These
DBPs were selected by their high frequency of detection in national
drinking water surveys and higher health concern due to more potent
toxicity. Four different methods are being developed and each method
is capable of analyzing multiple DBPs simultaneously, thus allowing screening for a wide range of DBPs. For 26 different halogenated
volatiles and haloacetic acids, liquid-liquid extraction (LLE) is used
before GC/ECD analysis. Nitrosamines are analyzed by GC/MS with
large volume injection, and also with LLE before the analysis. LC/MS
is used for haloquinolones with solid phase extraction. Screening tests of
fresh vegetables and fruits before and after treatment with free chlorine
will be performed and the results will be used to determine the “high
priority” DBPs. Overall, this study addresses the food industry’s need
for robust and sensitive analytical methods to examine the formation of
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conventional and emerging DBPs in food. The methods will be useful
tools for better monitoring and control strategy development for DBPs in
food products.
TP230 Environmental or Analytical Chemistry
M.J. Perkins, J.A. Field, Oregon State Univ / Environmental and Molecular
Toxicology
Approximately 7 million liters of Corexit were applied in the Gulf
of Mexico (GOM) in response to the Deepwater Horizon incident
of 2010. It has been suggested that DOSS, the anionic surfactant in
Corexit 9500 and 9527, should undergo rapid dispersion and degradation in the GOM. Yet it is possible that DOSS is persistent in GOM
sediments close to the original site of application. A high throughput
analytical method for the extraction of DOSS from marine sediments
using simple sonication and offline extract cleanup is presented. Whole
method capabilities are demonstrated for the quantification of DOSS in
organic solvent extract by large volume injection (300 uL) LC-ESI-MS/
MS using select sediment cores collected in the GOM at sites close
to the original site of Corexit application. The analysis of sediments
collected in 2012 demonstrates that DOSS is persistent in GOM sediments three years after the original application.
TP231 Optimized extraction and determination of arsenic speciation in traditional Chinese herbal medicine panax notogensing by
HPLC-HG-AFS
X. Zeng, College of Resource Science Technology; H. Cao, Y. Jiang, X.
Fan, M. Zhu, B. Cui, Beijing Normal Univ / College of Resource Science
Technology
Arsenic is a carcinogenic element and exists in nature in different speciation, including inorganic species such as arsenate[As(V)],
arsenite[As(III)], and organic species such as monomethylarsonic
acid(MMA), dimethylarsonic acid(DMA). Usually the inorganic arsenic
is more toxic than organic arsenic, especially arsenite. Panax notogensing (Burk.) F.H.Chen is a precious traditional Chinese herbal medicine,
which is mainly grown in Yunnan, southwest of China. Excessive arsenic
in P. notogensing poses a threat to human health. In order to accurately
assess the health risk of P. notogening, it is necessary to analyze the
speciation of arsenic in it. The purpose of this study is to optimize the
extraction conditions so as to extract different speciation of arsenic in
P. notogensing and to detect them by HPLC-HG-AFS. Three extraction methods of microwave, sonication, vibration and two extractants of
methanol and water mixture and HNO3 were used. The extraction time,
temperature, power, rotational speed, the amount and ratio of extractant
were adjusted to improve the extraction rate. HPLC-HG-AFS method
was applied to separate and detect As(III)?As(V)?MMA?DMA in the
extract. The pH of mobile phase, flow rate and reductant concentration were optimized to ensure the LOD and complete separation of the
four arsenic species. The results showed that by sonication and vibration
extraction the extraction efficiency of organic arsenic was low even below
the LOD. Only by microwave extraction, all of four arsenic species can be
detected in P. notogensing. The content of As(III)?As(V)?MMA?DMA
in P .notogensing was 0.013?0.0049?0.0029?0.0005 mg/kg respectively.
Among the four As species, As (III) was the main species (62.4%), and
DMA was the least (2.2%).
TP232 Potential Bias in Arsenic Speciation Results for Tissues
Prepared by USEPA Method 1632
I.R. Joslin, Brooks Rand Labs / Mercury Lab; A. Carter, M. Briscoe, Brooks
Rand Labs
There are two digestion procedures for tissue samples described in
USEPA Method 1632A for the determination of arsenic species, including dimethylarsinic acid (DMAs): a sodium hydroxide (NaOH) digestion
and a hydrochloric acid digestion. Previously available certified reference
materials (CRM) were only certified for total arsenic, such as DORM-3
(fish protein), DOLT-4 (dogfish liver), and TORT-2 (lobster hepatopancreas). As these CRMs were not certified for different arsenic species,
for quality control purposes, tissue samples were prepared with a blank
spike (laboratory fortified blank) to ensure no analyte loss or conversion
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occurred during the sample digestion procedure. Recently, more tissue
CRMs have been certified for arsenic species: TORT-3 (lobster hepatopancreas), BCR-627 (tuna fish), and NIST 1568b (rice flour), among
others. The use of these new CRMs for arsenic speciation analysis has
resulted in a finding that the NaOH tissue digestion procedure described
in USEPA Method 1632A is not appropriate for the analysis of DMAs
for two reasons: 1) it consistently results in a low bias for plant-based
tissues (such as rice), and 2) it consistently produces a rather high bias for
many marine tissues that contain the arsenic species arsenobetaine. A
comparison of the two digestion methods described in USEPA Method
1632A will be presented, including results from blank spikes, matrix
spikes, CRMs, and various tissue samples. Additionally, data for the
tissue samples analyzed by USEPA Method 1632A will be compared to
results from a method that couples anion chromatography to ICP-MS.
TP233 Arsenic Absorption in Lettuce
C. Custer, Lewis–Clark State College; H. Henson-Ramsey, P. Buckley,
Lewis–Clark State College / Natural Sciences and Mathematics
Arsenic contaminated water supplies exist globally and present current
challenges in the Northwest. In Idaho, dangerous concentrations of
arsenic in ground water range from 80 ppb to 32,000 ppb, far from the
10 ppb allowed for potable water (Welch). Arsenic is carcinogenic and
ingestion of food or water at levels greater than 50 ppb have been shown
to increase the chances of getting cancer (Jiang). The purpose of this
study is to determine absorption rates and accumulation of arsenic into
lettuce from contaminated waters, then to determine if a safe consummation rate exists for the contaminated lettuce. To carry out this study, three
groups of lettuce, each group consisting of three plants, will be exposed
to arsenic solutions at 0 ppb, 10 ppb and 40 ppb over a twenty-four day
period. As the plants are exposed to the arsenic at set intervals, leaves
will be taken and analyzed at the same time in order to determine the
absorption rate and accumulation of arsenic. The arsenic will be extracted
from the plant material using metal grade nitric acid, with an arsenic
concentration of < 4 ppb, and an atomic absorption spectrophotometer
to determine arsenic concentrations. Jiang, J.-Q.; Ashekuzzaman, S.M.;
Jiang, A.; Sharifuzzaman, S.M.; Chowdhury, S.R. Arsenic Contaminated
Groundwater and Its Treatment Options in Bangladesh. Int. J. Environ.
Res. Public Health 2013, 10, 18-46. Welch, A. H., Lico, M. S. and
Hughes, J. L. (1988), Arsenic in Ground Water of the Western United
States. Ground Water, 26: 333–347. doi: 10.1111/j.1745-6584.1988.
tb00397.x
TP234 Heavy metals accumulation in plants growing around an
e-waste disposal site in Lagos City, Nigeria
A.O. Bankole, Basel Convention Coordinating Center for Training for
West Africa Sub Region / Chemistry; O. Osibanjo, Univ of Ibadan Nigeria
/ Chemistry; D.V. Perez, Embrapa Meio Ambiente / EMBRAPA; J.M.
Godoy, PUC-Rio / Chemistry
Heavy metal bioaccumulation in plants resulting from indiscriminate
electronic waste disposal is a cause of serious concern due to the hazardous nature of e-waste. In this study an assessment is made to investigate
the possible contamination by heavy metals in seven plants growing on
and around an e-waste disposal site in Lagos state, western Nigeria.
Samples of plants were collected for heavy metals ( Cu, Ni, Cd, Cr, Zn
and Pb) and analysed by flame atomic absorption spectrophotometry.
Preliminary analytical results of the soils on the disposal site indicated
significantly elevated concentrations of toxic heavy metals, above the
Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO) critical toxic levels. The
results of plant analysis in this work revealed that only three plant species
out of the seven different species accumulated significant concentrations of Zn, Cd and Cr in their root and shoot and therefore met some
of the conditions to be classified as accumulators. The accumulators
were Kylinga pumila, Amaranthus spinosous and Alternantera sessilis while
Cyperus dissiformis emerged as the only plant specie with a hyperaccumulator potential for Cu. Furthermore, the study showed that the
accumulators and hyperaccumulator under controlled conditions,can be
used for phytoremediation of the site.

TP235 Bioaccessibility of Cu, Pb and Zn in brass Ilco keys
M. Renfrow, R. Uhlorn, Lewis–Clark State College; H.L. Henson-Ramsey,
Lewis–Clark State College / Division of Natural Sciences; P. Buckley,
Lewis–Clark State College
Infants will gnaw on any available item. Metals present in common
house keys may present a hazard to infants if they are made bioavailable by saliva contact. For this pilot project, brass keys made by the Ilco
company will be used. The three most abundant metals in the brass Ilco
keys are copper, lead and zinc as determined in a composition report
published by Kaba Ilco Corporation.. Copper yielded an average composition by weight of 59-61.5% per key and lead yielded approximately 1.5%
of the total composition by weight of the key, and zinc makes up most of
the remainder (36.19-38.69%). Miscellaneous other metals are present
in very low amounts. These 3 metals were chosen both because they are
the primary metals present in the keys, but also because they all have the
capacity to be toxic when ingested. 10 brass Ilco keys will be analyzed for
metal composition and compared to reported values. The digestion of the
brass Ilco key will be done using nitric acid and 2-5% H 2O2 at 90°C. The
samples will be analyzed using a Graphite Furnace Atomic Absorption
instrument. The bioavailability of these metals in the keys will be further
tested using synthesized saliva. 20 keys, one-half brand new and onehalf “used”, will be placed into synthesized saliva for 30 minutes. The
synthesized saliva will contain primarily of the dissolved components:
CO32-, Cl-, K+, Na+, PO43-. The pH of the synthesized saliva will be
approximately 6.8-7.0, and an average temperature of 37°C to mimic the
conditions during mastication. The saliva will be analyzed for metals
using the same methodology mentioned above.
TP236 Deposition of Polycyclic Aromatic Compounds in Snow in the
Athabasca Oil Sands Area of Alberta, Canada
C. Manzano, D.C. Muir, J.L. Kirk, Environment Canada / Aquatic
Contaminants Research Division; C. Teixeira, Environment Canada /
Aquatic Ecosystem Protection Research Division; S. May, Environment
Canada / Air Quality Research Division; X. Wang, Environment Canada
/ Aquatic Contaminants Research Division; J. Charland, Environment
Canada / Air Quality Research Division
Atmospheric deposition has been identified as an important source of
polyaromatic compounds (PACs) in the Oil Sands (OS) Region (Kelly et
al PNAS, 2009). Sources include OS bitumen upgraders, dust from open
pit mining and land disturbances. This study was designed to confirm
previous measurements, examine deposition up to 200 km from upgraders
and mines, and assess sources using PAC patterns, ratios and characteristic compounds. Snow was collected in March 2011, 2012 and 2013 at
maximum snowpack depth and stored in sealed polypropylene buckets.
Melted snow (4-5 L) was filtered and extracted using XAD-2 (dissolved
phase) and pressurized solvent extraction with DCM (particulate phase).
Extracts were analysed for 55 PACs (29 unsubstituted (unPAC), 21
alkylated (aPAC), 5 dibenzothiophenes (DBTs)) by GC-MS. Results
were assessed by distance from a near-field site designated “KAR6A”,
located on the Athabasca River close to upgrading and mining facilities.
The proportion of total (Σ)PACs in particles was higher in near-field sites
(87%) and significantly decreased with distance from KAR6A (r=-0.77,
p< 0.05). ΣPAC fluxes followed a non-linear exponential decay function (R 2=0.72, p< 0.05) and ranged from 25 μg/m2 at the farthest sites
(PAD sites) and ~15,000 ug/m2 for the near-field sites (2 received 400
μg/m2 and ~100 km2 over 3,000 μg/m2 of ΣPACs during a 4 months
sampling period. The ΣPAC deposition within 50 km of KAR6A was
then estimated to be 3,600 kg for ΣPACs in 4 months. PAC profiles
were dominated by aPACs in all sampling sites, while DBT percentages
significantly decreased with distance from KAR6A (r=-0.39, p< 0.05)
from 24.5±9.6% for near-field sites to 10.6±7.2% for the PAD sites. PAC
molecular ratios varied with distance from KAR6A suggesting a stronger
petrogenic influence at sites closer to KAR6A while a more pyrogenic
influence at more distant sites. GC×GC/ToF-MS was also used to
analyze selected sites and identify other PACs that may be characteristic
of specific sources, i.e. mining dust or upgrading processes. Variability
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in PAC loadings were best explained by distance (57%, p< 0.05) from
KAR6A or PAC concentrations measured in snow (97%, p< 0.05) rather
than by snow density, wind direction or wind speed (< 10%, p< 0.05).
TP237 Dynamic modelling of metals in soils of UK and Chinese
catchments
S. Lofts, Centre for Ecology Hydrology / Shore Section; L. Xu, Chinese
Academy of Sciences / Research Center for Eco-environmental Sciences; E.
Tipping, A. Lawlor, NERC Centre for Ecology and Hydrology / Lancaster
Environment Centre; L. Shotbolt, Queen Mary Univ of London / School of
Geography; Y. Lu, Chinese Academy of Sciences / Research Center for EcoEnvironmental Sciences
Strongly particle–reactive contaminants such as metals may exhibit
highly accumulative behaviour when input to soils. This may cause
exceedence of threshold concentrations for risk, for example for ecological effects or for crop metal content, if accumulation continues for a
sufficiently long period. Since remediation of soils contaminated beyond
threshold metal concentrations is likely to be costly and technically difficult, there is a need for tools to predict present and future accumulation
of metals given future projections of inputs. The Intermediate Dynamic
Model for Metals (IDMM) is an intermediate complexity model for
describing and predicting metal accumulation and loss in topsoils over
timescales of decades to centuries. The model combines mechanistic
and empirical submodels for metal speciation, partitioning and aging
in soils to predict solid phase and porewater metal speciation, leaching
losses and plant uptake in response to time–varying inputs. The model
has been applied both to a set of upland UK catchments, and to the
Guanting reservoir catchment of northern China. The latter scenario
presents a strongly contrasting environment, in terms of precipitation
and soil chemistry, to the UK catchments. The model is driven by time
series inputs of metals, starting from a pristine ‘steady state’ where input
and output metal fluxes are in balance. Following estimation of historic
metal inputs, particularly from atmospheric deposition, the model is able
to make robust predictions of present day topsoil metal pools (within a
factor of three of observations). The model thus provides a useful tool for
predicting future trajectories of metal concentrations in topsoil, allowing
assessment of potential risks due to varying scenarios of metal inputs.
TP238 Development of n-hexane soil quality guidelines for human
health and environmental protection
J. Campbell, S. Ranganathan, A. Knafla, Equilibrium Environmental Inc
n-Hexane (CAS# 110-54-3) is a straight-chain saturated aliphatic hydrocarbon, a component of natural gas and crude oil, which is often found
at contaminated sites. Toxic effects of n-hexane include neurotoxicity,
visual system toxicity, and reproductive toxicity, predominantly through
inhalation and oral exposures. The toxicological database regarding the
oral toxicity of n-hexane to humans was considered insufficient, and
there were no Canadian Environmental Quality Guidelines identifying acceptable concentrations of n-hexane in water, sediment, soil, or
tissue residue. Equilibrium Environmental Inc. developed an interim
oral tolerable daily intake for Health Canada, and soil quality guidelines
for Environment Canada, based on the available scientific data. An
interim oral tolerable daily intake (TDI) of 0.1 mg/kg bw per day was
estimated from subchronic rat studies, considering neurotoxicity (motor
nerve conduction velocity and mixed nerve conduction velocity). There
were insufficient data to derive environmental guidelines for direct soil
contact, soil nutrient and energy cycling, and irrigation watering pathways. A provisional environmental soil quality guideline of 75 mg/kg
for both fine and coarse soil was calculated for soil and food ingestion by
primary consumers, based on avian study. The provisional guidelines for
freshwater life protection of 11.6 mg/kg for coarse soil and 12.3 mg/kg
for coarse and fine soil were based on Toxicity Reference Value (TRV) of
0.125 mg/L derived from available aquatic toxicity studies. The soil quality guidelines for livestock watering (9,391 mg/kg for fine soil and 10,749
mg/kg for coarse soil) were calculated based on chicken weight and water
consumption rate. These provisional guidelines and TDI served as a new
scientific ground for the final soil quality guideline (SQGF) for n-hexane
for human health and environmental protection.
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TP239 Development of Multibox Quantitative Water Air Sediment
Interaction (QWASI) Model for the Fate and Transport of
Decamethylcyclopentasiloxane (D5)
J. Kim, Dow Corning Corporation; D.E. Powell, Dow Corning Corporation
/ Health and Environmental Sciences
Fate in aquatic environments is determined by multiple processes including volatilization, sedimentation, advection and hydrolysis that take
place competitively in the water compartment. The conventional one-box
Quantitative Water Air Sediment Interaction (QWASI) model has been
widely used to predict average concentrations of a target compound in
water and sediment. Although the model outcomes are useful to further
evaluate average exposure concentrations, horizontal and vertical concentration gradients are known to exist in aquatic environments. Since the
conventional one-box QWASI model assumes complete mixing and does
not allow concentration gradients to exist, the model was revised on a
spreadsheet platform that included multiple boxes so that realistic environmental parameters could be incorporated and used to more accurately
define the model environment. Each box of the model has all the physical and chemical processes used in the conventional QWASI model, with
adjacent boxes being linked across the vertical and horizontal planes by
specifying advective flow patterns and flow rates of water from one box
to another. Water and sediment fugacities are solved simultaneously by
employing matrix operations across the mass balance equations for each
box. The newly developed model was applied to Tokyo Bay in Japan,
which was defined using a total of 15 boxes: 11 in the surface layer and 4
in the bottom layer. For the modeling of decamethylcyclopentasiloxane
(D5), a major compound used in personal care products, we determined
seasonal residual currents and D5 emission rates via wastewater treatment plants associated with Tokyo Bay. Model results demonstrated
that D5 concentrations in water and sediment were greatest in the inner
Tokyo Bay area because of point-source emissions from wastewater treatment. The horizontal and vertical concentration gradients were much
larger in spring and summer because of slow water exchange between
the surface and bottom layers in the Bay. Concentration gradients were
smaller in autumn and winter because of rapid water exchange between
the layers. Average concentrations were influenced to a lesser degree by
flow patterns. The main removal mechanisms of D5 in Tokyo Bay were
volatilization and hydrolysis, whose combined removal rates were 72% ~
84% of the D5 emission rate. Rates of volatilization and hydrolysis were
greater in spring and summer than the other seasons, resulting in a lower
overall mass in water and sediment.
TP240 Co-elution of Contaminant Drivers at Cleanup Sites and the
Role of Consilience
J. Knox, L.K. Johnson, Pacific Groundwater Group (PGG)
It is not news to analytical chemists that some isomers co-elute with
other compounds and thus analytical results may need further scrutiny.
However, once a data package passes its data validation, it may be used
by cleanup decision makers as if concentrations are actual. Because environmental investigations and cleanups require Consilience (the synthesis
of knowledge from different specialized fields of human endeavor),
final cleanup decisions may be made without consideration of analytical
uncertainty. Contaminants that are cleanup drivers, yet have analytical interferences include 2,4-Dimethylphenol, benzofluoranthenes, and
PCB aroclor and congeners. The poster discusses typical coelution/
quantification problems in analytical chemistry, toxicology of compounds
that co-elute, and gives an example of how quantitation errors can lead to
spatial analytical errors and thus errors in cleanup decisions.
TP241 Removal of perfluorinated compounds in selected rivers in
Cape Town using leaf lifters and commercial activated carbon
B.O. Fagbayigbo, Cape Peninsula Univ of Technology / Environmental
Health and Occupational Studies; B.O. Opeolu, Cape Peninsula Univ of
Technology / Faculty of Applied Sciences
In the recent times, fresh water resources have been facing a major pollution threat as a result of intrusion of different of organic contaminants
such as perfluorinated compounds. This may result in loss of natural
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regeneration capacity of water body and an increase in the cost of water
treatment. It is therefore important to protect the surface water from
pollution by ensuring efficient waste water and effluent treatment from
different sources before discharging into surface water. In this study,
the use of activated carbon from waste leave biomass of Vitis vinefera
and commercial activated carbon were investigated in order to evaluate
their characteristic efficiency as adsorbents for removal of PFCs from
water. V. vinifera leave biomass debris was collected from wine farmland
in Stellenbosch, Western Cape South Africa. The leave biomas was air
dried, pulverized, and treated with varied concentrations (0.1, 0.5 and
1M) of Phosphoric acid H3SO4 and Potassium hydroxide KOH, and
carbonized under N2 gas at 550 0C. Batch experiments were carried out
to obtain adsorption equilibrium isotherms and kinetics with spiked
standards of perfluorinated compound in a solution. The effect of concentration, pH and adsorbent dosage on the removal efficiency of the PFCs
was tested on the langmuir and frendluich isotherm models. The kinetics
of adsorption was also evaluated and discussed using the first order and
second order rate equation.
TP242 Metal levels in sediment, water and fish in effluent receiving
peri-urban dams in Bulawayo, Zimbabwe
C. Teta, C. Ndwabe, L.L. Mahlangu, National Univ of Science and
Technology / Environmental Science and Health
Peri-urban water bodies are at high risk of ecological damage as they are
the first entry point of urban pollutants. In this study we investigated
heavy metal contamination of peri-urban water bodies due to rampant
effluent discharges in the semi-arid City of Bulawayo, Zimbabwe.
Concentrations of cadmium, lead, chromium, copper, Iron and nickel
were measured in sediment, water and fish (Oreochromis mossambicus) collected from effluent receiving dams (Khami Dam, Upper Umguza Dam
and Lower Umguza Dam), located downstream of effluent discharge
zones of Bulawayo City, and compared to a relatively pristine upstream
dam (Hillside Dam). Water quality parameters such as conductivity and
total dissolved solids distinctly indicated pollution burden of effluent
receiving dams in contrast to the control dam. Levels of heavy metals in
sediment and water in effluent receiving dams were unusually high with
contamination factors relative to control dam ranging from 1.5-20.8.
Upper Umguza Dam, which directly receives mostly industrial effluent,
urban runoff, and sewage plant effluent, had the highest metal contamination levels for both water and sediment. Fish liver, gills and muscle
had high concentrations of metals, particularly, lead and cadmium,
which exceeded safe limits. The results of these studies could represent
the trend of effects of poor waste management in developing countries.
The results of the studies suggest that the effects of water pollution in
arid and semi-arid regions could be highly magnified due to low dilution
factors of the pollutants in environmental water bodies. The results of
this study may have significant negative implications for aquatic organisms and for human health through fish consumption.
TP243 Maternal transfer in bioaccumulation of propranolol to
Daphnia magna
T. Jeong, I. Kim; J. Park, S. Kim, Gwangju Inst of Science and Technology
The human drug is potential toxic agent to aquatic ecosystem due to
continuous and large consumption as well as its high biological reactivity. Most of the drugs have low bioaccumulation capability and they are
designed to be well excreted from body. This property lowers possibility
of side effect to both of human and non-target organism. However, some
of them have considerable hydrophobicity and plasma concentrations
higher than expected are being reported from bioaccumulation researches.
Additionally, several researches revealed maternal transfer contributes
to bioaccumulation of pollutants by delivering chemical from adult to
egg reproduced. Propranolol that is a widely used β-adrenergic receptor
blocker is one of compounds containing relatively high log Kow (3.48) and
acute toxicity to invertebrate. It is found that propranolol has a BCF value
up to above 100 in propranolol solution of ug/L concentration. Because
of the potency for bioaccumulation, whether maternal transfer accelerates
bioaccumulation of propranolol should be investigated. This study focuses
to study on effect of maternal transfer to bioaccumulation of propranolol

at environmentally relevant concentration level during enough long exposure time. Single and multigenerational exposure period were covered to
define effect of maternal transfer on bioaccumulation. Daphnia magna
was used as a test organism and 20 to 30 Daphnia magna (triplicate) were
exposed to propranolol in 2 liter of culturing media. The exposure concentration of propranolol was 5ng/L, 500ng/L, and 50µg/L and exposure
has been maintained until 8th generation in multigenerational exposure
test. Single generational test to define uptake and depuration rate was
conducted separately by using same exposure design. Body samples from
each test set were harvested at the end of generation and were flash frozen
by liquid nitrogen. The samples were stored in refrigerator at -70? until
chemical analysis. Plasma concentration comparison test to confirm
maternal transfer effect between groups experienced and unexperienced
propranolol exposure during egg incubation period was also conducted.
From previous studies, it is expected that plasma concentration of
propranolol increase following generation increase and maternal transfer
largely contribute to the bioaccumulation.
TP244 Isomer-Specific Air-Water Partitioning of Perfluorooctanoic
Acid
H. Jin; J.W. Martin, Univ of Alberta / Laboratory Medicine and Pathology;
L. Zhu, Nankai Univ / Environmental Science
Knowledge of isomer-specific water-air partitioning of perfluoroalkyl carboxylic acids (PFCAs) is vital for source tracking, and for
understanding their atmospheric transport and fate. It is known that perfluoroalkyl-chain branching can affect the physico-chemical properties
of PFCAs, such as pKa, which might further influence their partitioning
behaviors between water and air. Here we adopted a static equilibrium
method to investigate the transfer of PFCAs, including the isomerspecific transport of perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA), from water to air.
Results suggested that under steady-state at pH 0.3, the proportion of
iso-, 5m-, and 4m-PFOA were significantly (p< 0.05) higher in the gas
phase compared to linear PFOA, compared with their original values
in the water phase. In contrast, 3m-PFOA was more associated with
water at steady-state, compared to linear PFOA. The percentage of total
branched PFOA isomers in the gas phase was not significantly (p>0.05)
different from that in the water phase. At pH 7.3, C4-C12 PFCAs were
not volatilized, and the proportion of individual PFOA isomers in the
water phase was not significantly changed. Perfluoroalkane sulfonic acid
(PFOS) was used as a negative control at both pH and was exclusively
recovered in the water phase. Our results on the isomer-specific transport
of PFOA may provide a new tool for tracing the source of PFCA contamination detected in the atmosphere or in remote regions.
TP245 Hydrolysis of benzobicyclon and benzobicyclon hydrolysate
under simulated California rice field conditions
K. Williams, Univ of California Davis / Dept of Agricultural and
Environmental Chemistry; R.S. Tjeerdema, Univ of California Davis /
Environmental Toxicology
Resistance of several weeds to current herbicides remains a prevalent
issue impacting California rice production. Herbicides with alternative
modes of action, such as benzobicyclon, are currently being sought to
combat recalcitrant weeds. Benzobicyclon, a pro-herbicide, undergoes
hydrolysis to form benzobicyclon hydrolysate, the active herbicide, in
both the environment and in plants. Benzobicyclon hydrolysate inhibits
the enzyme hydroxyphenylpyruvate dioxygenase (HPPD), subsequently
halting the production of a carotenoid precursor within the plant. The
loss of carotenoids results in the degradation of chlorophyll and ultimately plant death. Though benzobicyclon is anticipated to aid rice weed
removal, the fate of benzobicyclon and its hydrolysate in the rice field
remains unknown. In this study we will attempt to discern hydrolytic
degradation rates of benzobicyclon and benzobicyclon hydrolysate
under simulated California rice field conditions. The hydrolytic rates
will be characterized in both rice field water and DI water, adjusted to
several different pH units, using a shaking water bath at 25 and 37 oC.
Benzobicylon is hypothesized to hydrolyze rapidly to form benzobicyclon
hydrolysate, while benzobicyclon hydrolysate is predicted to be relatively
resistant to hydrolysis.
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TP246 Oxidative Metabolism of BDE-47 and BDE-100: Implication
of Polymorphisms in Human CYP2B6
M.S. Gross, Univ at Buffalo / Chemistry; S.T. Singleton, B.P. McGarrigle,
J.R. Olson, Univ at Buffalo / Dept of Pharmacology and Toxicology; D.S.
Aga, Univ at Buffalo / Dept of Chemistry
Extensive use of polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs) as additive
flame-retardants in numerous consumer products has resulted in their
presence as ubiquitous environmental contaminants. PBDEs have been
shown to undergo oxidative metabolism into hydroxylated PBDEs
(OH-BDEs) via cytochrome P450s (CYPs), which may add considerably
to their neurotoxic potential. Human CYP2B6 has been identified as the
primary enzyme responsible for the biotransformation of 2,2’,4,4’-tetrabromodiphenyl ether (BDE-47), 2,2’,4,4’,5-pentabromodiphenyl
ether (BDE-99), and 2,2’,4,4’,6-pentabromodiphenyl ether (BDE-100).
Furthermore, human CYP2B6 is known to be highly polymorphic,
resulting in up to a 100-fold interindividual variability in CYP2B6 activity. The objectives of this study were to comparatively characterize the
in vitro metabolism of BDE-47 and BDE-100, two of the most abundant PBDEs found in humans, by recombinant polymorphic variants
of human CYP2B6. BDE-47 or BDE-100 were individually incubated with variants of CYP2B6 (CYP2B6*4, CYP2B6*5, CYP2B6*6,
CYP2B6*7, and CYP2B6*18) and the formation of hydroxylated
metabolites was monitored. Derivatization of OH-BDE metabolites into
their methoxylated equivalents (MeO-BDEs) allowed for analysis to be
completed using gas chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (GCMS/MS). Beyond variable exposure of humans to PBDEs, our results
suggest that genetic polymorphisms of CYP2B6 may contribute to the
interindividual variability in the body burden of PBDEs and the formation of potentially toxic metabolites. (Supported in part by NIEHS,
grant #ES021554)
TP247 Triclosan Transformation Products: Environmental Risk
Evaluation
M.J. Bock, T.R. Barber, P.C. Fuchsman, ENVIRON International
Corp; M.C. Capdevielle, Colgate-Palmolive Company / Environmental
Occupational Health Safety Dept; R. Hartsook, Colgate-Palmolive Company
The use of personal care products has led to an increase in the numbers
and quantities of chemicals discharged to domestic wastewater. A variety
of chemical transformations may occur during wastewater treatment,
and the creation of different chemical species during treatment and post
discharge can present additional challenges in assessing environmental
impacts. Triclosan is a broad-spectrum antibacterial compound that
is widely used in a variety of clinical settings and consumer products.
The primary disposal pathway for triclosan is down-the-drain disposal,
followed by wastewater treatment. Greater than 95% of the triclosan
in wastewater is removed by a typical wastewater treatment plant, with
residual quantities released in the effluent. Transformation products
formed during treatment may also be released. We reviewed reported
potential triclosan transformation pathways and products, reviewed
treatment technologies, compiled environmental exposure data, and
evaluated the toxicological significance to aquatic organisms. Potential
mechanisms for generating transformation products include UV irradiance/photolysis, thermal decomposition, ozonolysis, chlorination,
chemical oxidation, sonication and biologically mediated reactions.
Theoretically, these processes may produce a variety of intermediate
products, such as certain chlorinated triclosan derivatives and certain
dioxins. The triclosan transformation products are not related to the
dioxin congeners substituted in the 2,3,7, and 8 positions and do not
show “dioxin-like” toxicity. In fact, the triclosan-derived dioxin congeners are rapidly metabolized and do not bioaccumulate in fish, such that
their potential to cause toxicity to mammals, birds, and fish is minimal.
Thus, although they share the name “dioxin” with certain highly toxic
compounds, the dioxin congeners derived from triclosan are not of significant environmental concern.
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TP248 Hydrolysis and photo-degradation of trifloxystrobin in aqueous medium
Y. Zhang, Key Laboratory of Environmental Biotechnology
Hydrolysis of trifloxystrobin was investigated in pH4 - pH10 aqueous solutions at 25, 40 and 50°C. Its photochemical experiments in
acidic, neutral, alkaline solutions and 1.0-10 mg/L HA solutions were
conducted. Trifloxystrobin hydrolytic rate was first-order with respect
to hydroxide ion concentration. For each 10 temperature rising, the
rate constant for hydrolysis increased 2-4 times. The photolytic T1/2 of
trifloxystrobin at pH4, 7, and 9 was 13.0, 11.9 and 4.3 hr respectively.
In the 1-10 mg/L HA solutions, the photodegradation rate constants
corrected for light screening of trifloxystrbin were 0.0592-0.0577 hr-1,
basically decreasing with the HA concentration increasing. It was concluded that in the aqueous solution, the key nucleophilic reaction partner
was hydroxyl ions. Raise of temperature could accerlate hydrolysis of
trifloxystrobin. The hydrolysis could accelerate the photolysis of trifloxystrobin and light screening had an effect on the photodegradation rate
constants of trifloxystrobin.
TP249 Photodegradation of Clothianidin Under Simulated
California Rice Field Conditions
R.A. Mulligan, Univ of California Davis; R.S. Tjeerdema, Univ of
California Davis / Environmental Toxicology
Clothianidin is currently registered for pre- and post-flood aerial application in California rice fields for control of the rice seed midge, Cricotopus
sylvestris, and rice water weevil, Lissorhoptrus oryzophilus. The primary
objective was to characterize the photodegradation under simulated
California rice field conditions and to evaluate the significance of direct
and indirect photolysis in its fate and dissipation. Degradation studies
were carried out with clothianidin dissolved in natural water samples
collected the Sacramento River and from rice fields in Davis, California
and exposed to natural and artificial light source. A standard p-nitroanisole (PNA) and pyridine actinometer was used to monitor was used to
monitor solar irradiance. Preliminary studies carried out under artificial
light show a pseudo first order rate constant for direct photolysis of 0.02
min-1. N-(2-chlorothiazol-5-ylmethyl)-N’-methyl urea (TZMU) was the
major degradation product indicating aqueous photolysis of clothianidin
proceeds via photo oxidation of the methyl urea moiety.
TP250 Photochemical Degradation of a Mixed Solution of Propyl and
Butylparaben, Identification of By-Products and Evaluation of Their
Estrogenic Activities
C.A. Galinaro, F.E. Gomes, G.T. Filho, Univ of São Paulo / Chemistry
Parabens are extensively used as preservatives in foods, cosmetics,
pharmaceuticals, and many other products. Its presence in natural water
samples brings great concern to the scientific community, since these
preservatives mimic or disrupt hormone function in humans and aquatic
animals. In this class, propyl (PrP) and butylparabens (BuP) stand out
with due to their wide usesand estrogenic activities. Studies indicate that
they alter the male reproductive system of various animals, decreasing
the amount of semen, testosterone levels, and the tail of sperm.Besides
these reproductive factors, they arealso toxic to aquatic organisms.
Ultraviolet (UV) light irradiation is an established method for drinkingwater disinfection and a growing technology for wastewater purification.
Thus, in this contribution, we studied the photodegradation of a mixed
solution of BuP and PrP (each analyte, 20mg), identified the by-products
of degradation, and evaluated their estrogenic activity inbiological cells
of the type MCF-7. The results show a degradation of more than 90%
of the mixture in a time of 1 hour occurring preferentially in acidic
medium. The degradation was monitored by UV-VIS spectroscopy and
HPLC / UV using methanol / water / acetic acid (300:200:2 - v / v)as
the mobile phaseat a flow rate of 0.5 ml / min on a C18 column (4.6 mm
ID x 25 cm 5μg) at 40 ° C. The by-products were identifiedusing mass
spectrometry (MS) and assay of estrogenic activity will be the E-screen.
Acknoledgment:Capes e Fapesp
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TP251 Controllable synthesis of Bi2MoO6 and effect of metamorphous surface structure on photocatalytic activities for paracetamol
S. Wang, Nankai Univ; L. Zhu, Nankai Univ
In this work, orthorhombic Bi 2MoO6 particles with high visible-light
photocatalytic activity for paracetamol (APAP) have been controllably
synthesized via a facile solvothermal and calcination process without adding any surfactant. The crystallographic planes of Bi 2MoO6
nanosheets can be selectively obtained by adjusting the pH value of the
solvothermal precursor, the samples were characterized by X-ray powder
diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), selected area electron diffraction
(SAED), UV-Vis diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (UV–vis DRS) and
X-Ray photoelectron spectrometer methods (XPS). The photocatalysis
tests indicated that the sample from pH value 7 precursor perform the
most excellent photocatalytic property on degradation of APAP under
visible light irradiation. In spite of they does not exist any chemisorption
or physical adsorption, approximately 40% of the APAP was degraded
by the optimal catalyst with the bias of orientations of 0 1 0 crystallographic plane after 8 hours of simulated solar light irradiation, while the
degradation efficiency was below 10% when catalysed by samples with
the bias of orientations of 0 0 1 crystallographic plane obtained from
other pH value 7 precursor. But, after 300 0C calcining muffle furnace
for 7 hours, with a metamorphous surface structure, the photocatalytic
activity for APAP of the prior optimal catalyst was greatly enhanced,
more than 75% of the APAP was degraded. The mineralization ability of
calcined samples to APAP was evaluated by monitoring the changes of
TOC, the removal of TOC reached up to 60%, and the catalyst activity
did not change after a series of repeated experiments. The photoresponses of ITO/ Bi 2MoO6 electrodes in on-off cycles under visible light
irradiation were examined and the photocurrent intensity generated
by Bi 2MoO6 with 300 0C calcination electrode was higher than that
induced by Bi 2MoO6, suggesting more efficient separation of photogenerated electron–hole pairs in a metamorphous surface structure. The main
reactive species involved in the photocatalytic degradation of APAP
were identified, showing that hydroxyl radicals and holes were mainly
responsible for the APAP photodegradation by orthorhombic Bi 2MoO6.
These results broaden and deepen the fundamental understanding of
photochemistry of paracetamol in the Bi 2MoO6 systerm.
TP252 Impact of climate change on the photochemistry and bioavailability of coastal water systems in Southern California
J. Bowen, Chapman Univ / School of Earth and Environmental Sciences
The production of chromophoric dissolved organic matter (CDOM)
in coastal water systems by phytoplankton and terrigeneous sources
provides a natural layer of protection for organisms thriving in these
coastal systems. In aerobic waters, photochemical and oxidative processing increases within the system; in anaerobic waters, organic matter
biodegradation increases, yielding greater amounts of humic substance.
In this study, the chemical composition and source of CDOM was used
as an indicator of the type of chemical and biological activity taking
place in the Southern California coastal water system. Various plant
species senesce and degrade in coastal water systems, via land runoff and
within the water ecosystem. With increased drought water levels and UV
radiation, there was an increase in the degradation of terrestrial plants
into tyrosine-like protein and aquatic plants into terrestrial humics in
coastal waters. The degradation of these plant species in this study was
analyzed under various UV radiation wavelength and intensity, aerobic and anaerobic conditions, pH, and temperature. Each sample was
analyzed using absorbance and 3D excitation-emission matrix (EEM)
fluorescence spectroscopy. The presence of terrestrial humic peaks A and
C, tryptophan-type peak T, and tyrosine-type peak B in the EEM spectra was analyzed to determine the production or degradation of humic
substances with each coastal plant species and under specific conditions.
The characterization and transformation of CDOM in these water
systems suggest increased photodegradation with UV radiation intensity
and specific dependences on the input of coastal plant species.

TP253 Debromination of BDE 99 and BDE 153 in Juvenile
Whitemouth Croaker
J. Leonel, Federal Univ of Bahia / Dept of Oceanography; M.C. Pieroni,
FURG; G. Fillmann, Univ Federal do Rio Grande / Inst of Oceanography
PBDEs are brominated flame retardants that have been widely used in
large selection of commercial and industrial applications. Several articles
suggest that some PBDEs, such as BDE 99, can be metabolized by fish,
leading to appreciable accumulation of less brominated congeners. Carps,
for example, readily debrominate BDE 99 to BDE 47 while salmons
slowly debrominate BDE 99 to BDE 49. In this study two independent dietary expositions were conducted using Whitemouth Croaker
(Micropogonias furnieri), an important specie in the Brazilian fishery
industry, to BDE 99 and BDE 153. They were exposed to artificially
contaminated food during 30 days (100 ng/day/fish of PBDEs) followed
by 30 depuration days. Individuals were sampled (fish and muscle) at
days 0, 1, 5, 10, 15, 30, 41 and 60. Both BDE 99 and BDE 153 were
detected after 24 hours in the liver. At the same time, BDE 47 was also
identify in the samples, even though fish were not exposure to that congener, suggesting that it was a debromination product of BDE 99. On
the other hand, BDE 153 only appeared in muscle after 5 days and liver
after 30 days of exposition.
TP254 Contamination of indoor dust and exposure assessment for pet
animals by personal care products
T. Kunisue, Tottori Univ / Center for Marine Environmental Studies
CMES; A. Ishida, Tottori Univ; R. Tanoue, Ehime Univ / Center for
Marine Environmental Studies CMES; Y. Okamoto, Tottori Univ; S.
Tanabe, Ehime Univ / Center for Marine Environmental Studies CMES
Personal care products (PCPs) such as perfumes, cosmetics, and lotions
contain a variety of chemicals that potentially disturb hormonal functions. Although their exposure route for humans is believed to be mainly
due to dermal absorption, it has been recently reported that several
compounds in PCPs were detected in indoor dust. Therefore, infants who
almost never use PCPs may be also exposed to these chemicals via dust
ingestion. However, little information on PCP pollution in the indoor
environment and no exposure assessment for infants are available in
Japan. In this study, we attempted to elucidate contamination status of
PCPs in indoor dust and to assess their exposure for pet dogs and cats
which were utilized as bioindicators for infants. Methylparaben (MeP),
ethylparaben (EtP), propylparaben (PrP), butylparaben (BuP), triclosan
(TCS), and triclocarban (TCC) were analyzed in house and laboratory
dust, pet food, and pet serum samples collected in Tottori city, Japan,
using LC-MS/MS. These PCP compounds were detected in all the
dust samples analyzed, and MeP showed the highest concentrations,
followed by PrP > TCS > EtP > TCC > BuP. The PCP concentrations
in house dust samples of women living alone were relatively high, with
significantly higher levels of MeP, compared to those of men who live
alone, while relatively low levels of these compounds were found in the
dust samples from experimental laboratories in which PCPs are scarcely
used. These results indicate that the indoor environment is polluted with
the use of PCPs. MeP, EtP, and PrP were also detected in serum samples
collected from indoor dogs and cats, with the highest concentration of
PrP. Considering that PrP was not detected in any pet food samples
analyzed, these indoor pets might be exposed to this compound via dust
ingestion. However, higher levels of MeP than PrP were observed in the
dust samples from the houses in which the pet dogs and cats were kept.
These observations imply the differences of in vivo kinetics and/or binding affinity to blood proteins between MeP and PrP, in these animals.
Given the relatively higher estrogenic activity of PrP among parabens,
detailed investigations on blood levels and health risks of these PCP
compounds are needed for infants.
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TP255 Organophosphate Flame Retardants in Car Indoor
Environment
M. Tokumura, Yokohama National Univ / Faculty of Environment and
Information Sciences; R. Hatayama, K. Uduka, Yokohama National Univ;
K. Tatsu, T. Naito, T. Takeda, Isuzu Advanced Engineering Center; S.
Masunaga, Yokohama National Univ / Faculty of Environ Information Sci
Most people in modern societies spend approximately 90% of their time
indoors. Among indoor environments, a car indoor environment has
become increasingly essential, since a car has become the main form of
transportation in our society. People spend 5% of their time in the car,
which proportion is next to home and office. The air in the car cabin is
polluted by the emission of organic compounds from interior materials
within the car. In the car, carpets, paints, plastics and foam in the car
seat can be an air pollution sources. In the car interior materials, organophosphate flame retardants (OPFRs) are added to prevent fire hazards.
Nature of the car cabin construction, high surface area compared to
small air volume, easily leads to the increase of the chemical concentration emitted from car interior materials. Because OPFRs possess toxicity
such as delayed neurotoxicity, carcinogenicity and brain degenerative
lesions, high concentration of OPFRs may cause adverse health effects on
passengers. In this study, the concentrations of OPFRs in the gas phase
and in dust were measured in 26 unoccupied cars. As target OPFRs,
2-ethylhexyldiphenyl phosphate (EHDP), tris(2-butoxyethyl) phosphate
(TBEP), tris(n-butyl) phosphate (TBP), tris(2-chloroethyl) phosphate
(TCEP), o-tricresyl phosphate (o-TCP), p-tricresyl phosphate (p-TCP),
tris(1-chloro-2-propyl) phosphate (TCPP), tris(1,3-dichchloroisopropyl)
phosphate (TDCPP), tris(ethyl) phosphate (TEP), tris(2-ethylhexyl)
phosphate (TEHP), tris(propyl) phosphate (TPrP), tris(phenyl)
phosphate (TPP) were selected. In the air in car cabins, TCPP was the
most frequently detected (100%) and had the highest concentration
(mean concentration of 178.5 ng/m3; highest concentration of 1502 ng/
m3) among the OPFRs measured in this study. The results of OPFRs
concentration in dust collected from car cabins show that TCPP, TCEP,
TBP, and TBEP were detected with high frequency (< 50%). TBEP
showed the highest mean concentration in dust (86.8 mg/g). Due to
low-volatility of OPFRs, OPFRs prefer dust rather than the gas phase.
Therefore, various OPFRs were detected in dust.
TP256 Elucidating the effects of alternative flame retardants, TBB
and TBPH on thyroid hormone synthesis, steroidogenesis, and estrogen receptor binding
J. Jung, D. Jung, K. Choi, Seoul National Univ / School of Public Health
TBB (2-ethylhexyl-2,3,4,5-tetrabromobenzoate) and TBPH (2-ethylhexyl-2,3,4,5-tetrabromophthalate) are compounds widely used as flame
retardants in several commercial products, e.g., Firemaster® 550, BZ-45,
and DP-54. Both have been detected in various environments such
as indoor dust, atmosphere, municipal sewage, sediment, and even in
wildlife. Since TBB and TBPH are highly lipophilic (LogKow 8.75 and
11.95, respectively), they have been suspected to accumulate and persist in
the body. However, limited information is available on their toxicological
mechanisms as endocrine disruptors. Therefore we sought to investigate
whether these chemicals have adverse impacts on endocrine system
including thyroid and sex hormone regulations. To this end, we exposed
TBB and TBPH to GH3 (rat pituitary cell), H295R (human adrenocortical carcinoma cell), and MVLN (human breast cancer cell), which are
model systems for in vitro assessment of endocrine disruption. Exposure
concentrations were determined by performing cell viability test. In GH3,
exposure to TBB (0.05, 0.5, 5, and 50 mg/L) and TBPH (0.5, 5, 50, and
500 mg/L) changed the mRNA expression of TSHβ, TRα, and TRβ
genes involved in thyroid hormone synthesis. In general, exposure to
TBB caused the decreasing trends in mostmRNA levels and the transcription of TRα significantly decreased at the highest concentration (50
mg/L). TBPH also changed the mRNA expressions though it was not
significant. In H295R exposed to 0.00001, 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, and
1 mg/L of TBB, estradiol production significantly increased in a dosedependent manner. MVLN was also employed to elucidate the estrogenic
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effect of TBB and TBPH with affinity for estrogen receptor. The results
of this study contribute to the general understanding of endocrine disrupting potential of TBB and TBPH and its related mechanisms.
TP257 Gene expression analysis of saturated aliphatic aldehydes reveals
carbon number-specific molecules involved in pulmonary toxicity
M. Song; Y. Cho, J. Ryu, Korea Inst of Science and Technology
The aim of this study was to determine the transcriptomic responses and
identify specific molecular signatures of Low-molecular-weight saturated
aliphatic aldehydes (LSAAs). To evaluate the change in gene expression
levels, A549 human alveolar epithelial cells were exposed to six LSAAs
(propanal, butanal, pentanal, hexanal, heptanal, and octanal) for 48 h.
Through clustering analysis of gene expression profiles, we found that
the low carbon number group (LCG), relating to propanal, butanal, and
pentanal, was distinguished from the high carbon number group (HCG),
relating to hexanal, heptanal, and octanal. Also, transcriptomic profiling
shows higher sensitivity to gene alteration in LCG exposure group than
HCG group. Supervised analysis revealed 703 LCG specific genes and
55 HCG specific genes. After Gene Ontology (GO) analysis on LCG
specific genes, we determined several key pathways which are known as
related to increase pulmonary toxicity such as cytokine-cytokine receptor
interaction and chemokine signaling pathway. But we did not find pulmonary toxicity-related pathways through GO analysis on HCG specific
genes. Genes that are expressed in only low carbon LSAAs exposure
group were regarded as biomarker of aldehydes-induced pulmonary
toxicity. In conclusion, this study describes changes in gene expression profiles in in vitro respiratory system in response to exposure to 6
LSAAs with different carbon number and relates these gene expression
changes to pulmonary toxicity related pathways. Moreover, novel carbon
number-specific genes and pathways can be more widely implemented in
combination with more traditional technique for assessment and prediction of exposure to environmental toxicants.
TP258 Comparing predicted and measured concentrations of neurological drugs in the effluents of selected health institutions
M. Herrmann, Leuphana Univ of Lüneburg / Inst of Sustainable and
Environmental Chemistry; O. Olsson, Leuphana Univ of Lüneburg / Inst of
Sustainable and Environmental Chemistry; K. Kümmerer, Leuphana Univ
of Lüneburg / Inst of Sustainable and Environmental Chemistry
Due to demographic change human population gets more affected
to neurological diseases. This is accompanied by an increasing use of
neurological drugs (NDs). There is a discussion about wastewater sources
from households and health institutions (HIs) as major contributors of
active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) in influents of sewage treatment plants (STPs). Recently, strategies are requested to extend the
focus from end of pipe solutions at STPs to integration of strategies for
reducing pollution at the source. To address this research question, this
study demonstrates that the calculation of predicted wastewater concentrations (PWWCs) in HIs could be a feasible approach to identify point
sources and their potential API contributions. PWWCs of six highly
consumed NDs (pregabalin, gabapentin, levetiracetam, amisulpride,
doxepin and quetiapine) were calculated by means of consumption data
of a psychiatry, a nursing home and a general hospital, the corresponding
not-metabolized fraction for the APIs and the annual water consumption within the years 2010 and 2012. A range for PWWC was given
with respect to interindividual differences in human metabolism and
consumption variations during investigated years. Additionally, these
selected APIs were analytically quantified in the HIs’ effluents for three
different seasons of the year to validate PWWC. Samples were taken
every two hours during the day to obtain 24 h-mixed samples. Analytical
quantification was conducted by SPE-LC-MS/MS with the standard
addition method to compensate varying matrix effects. Analytically measured concentrations for APIs were almost congruent with PWWCs.
The predicted range for five APIs was mostly less than one order of magnitude different from analytical results. Only PWWCs of Gabapentin
were estimated up to almost 40 times higher. Since only Gabapentin
was estimated wrong, this indicates that analytical measurements could
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occasionally lead to incorrect evaluations. The prediction of effluent
concentrations by using institutions’ drug consumption data and water
uptake, seems to be a powerful method to identify API concentrations
in effluents of HIs and their contribution of pharmaceutical residues to
influents of STPs. Additionally, it is more easily feasible compared to
sampling and analytical measurements, which are expensive and time
consuming. Nevertheless, further research has to be done to confirm this
method by covering a higher amount of consumed drugs.

ENMs including measurement of impurities, implementation of steps
to minimize changes to the ENMs during storage, inclusion of a set
of experimental controls (e.g., to assess impacts of nutrient depletion,
ENM specific effects, impurities in ENM formulation, desorbed surface
coatings, the dispersion process, and direct interference of ENM with
toxicity assays), and use of orthogonal measurement methods when available to assess ENMs fate and distribution in organisms.

TP259 Effect of green tea extract on hepatotoxic effect of ionic and
nano sized copper in male Wistar rats
K.A. Abdou, Beni Suef Univ / Toxicology
Tea is one of the most popular beverages consumed worldwide and green
tea is a popular neutraceutical as an antioxidant. The present investigation has been designed to evaluate effect of green tea extract (GTE) on
the hepatotoxic effect of ionic copper and nano sized copper particles in
adult male Wistar rats. Six groups of rats, 10 animals each, were used in
this study, control, Cu, Cu+GTE, NCu, (N Cu+GTE) and (GTE). Rats
received a daily dose of distilled water, 30 mg copper sulphate pentahydrate / kg.bwt via oral gavage, 30 mg copper sulphate pentahydrate /
kg.bwt via oral gavage plus 5g green tea extract / L in drinking water,
40 mg nano sized copper particles suspension / kg.bwt via oral gavage,
40 nano sized copper particles suspension mg/ kg.bwt via oral gavage
plus 5g green tea extract / L in drinking water and 5g green tea extract
/ L in drinking water for two months. Five rats were randomly selected
from each group and sacrificed. Administration of ionic and nano copper
induces marked effect on liver function in the treated group compared to
control. Co-administration of ionic and nano copper and GTE attenuates the toxic and inhibitory effect of ionic and nano copper alone on
ALT, cholesterol, total bilirubin, triglyceride , SOD, LPO and GSH.
Administration of ionic and nano copper induces significant increase
in Cu and Fe concentrations in liver and Cu and Zn in blood as well as
significant decrease in Zn concentration in liver and Fe concentrations
in blood compared with control values. Co-administration of ionic and
nano copper and GTE induced decrease in Cu and Fe and increase in
Zn concentrations in liver and decrease in Cu and Zn and increase in
Fe concentrations in blood compared with copper intoxicated groups.
These results were confirmed by microscopic examination of the cellular
structure of the liver cells of treated rats while, the hepatic damage was
significantly reduced in animals received Cu and GTE. In conclusion,
the present study suggests that green tea extract may be useful in combating the hepatic damage due to Cu oxicity. However, this is limited
study in concentration and duration. More investigation is needed to
understand the effect of various concentration of GTE and the chronic
effect of exposure.

TP261 PCBs in Consumer Products
A. Stone, Washington State Dept of Ecology / Hazardous Waste and Toxics
Reduction; H. Davies, Washington State Dept of Ecology
The Washington State Department of Ecology (Ecology) evaluated the
presence of PCBs in general consumer products likely to contain PCBs
as a contaminant due to the inadvertent production of PCBs in the
manufacturing process. Products known to contain PCBs as contaminants include paints, newspapers, glossy magazines, cereal boxes, yellow
plastic bags, etc. Four specific PCBs (PCB-11, -206, -208 and -209)
were selected for evaluation. These 4 PCB congeners are not historically
a major constituent in Aroclor mixtures and are believed to be result
of inadvertent PCB creation. The goals of this study were to 1) evaluate the level of PCBs in various consumer products, and 2) confirm the
continued presence and potential environmental release of PCBs within
Washington State. 68 products were tested for PCBs and 74 samples
were submitted for analysis. PCB-11 was found in 66% of the samples
tested. An additional 2% of the samples tested reported PCB-11 results
as estimates near the reporting limit and are likely contain PCB-11.
PCB-206 and -208 are not present in a majority of the products tested.
One sample contained both PCB-206 and -208 while 7 contained
PCB-209. One product, a green phthalocyanine-based colorant used
to color white paint, contained all four PCBs and is the only sample to
contain PCB-206 and -208 at detectable levels. It also had the highest
level of reported PCBs with PCB-209 at 320 ppb. The samples results
were separated into five product categories including packaging, paper
products, paints and paint colorants, caulks and a miscellaneous category.
PCB-11 was found in all product categories in the range of 1 to 45 ppb.
These results confirm the presence of PCB contamination in consumer
products. Packaging and paper products sampled contain PCBs, particularly PCB-11. Caulks currently on sale may not be a significant PCB
source although PCB-11 was found in one caulk that changed from pink
to white during curing. Only a small number of caulks on the market
were tested and further evaluation of this type of product is warranted.
Additional testing of other products such as clothing, cosmetics, soaps
and hand sanitizers and household cleaning products is needed to evaluate other potential PCB sources. Products containing yellow, green and
white pigments particularly warrant additional sampling.

TP260 Identification and avoidance of potential artifacts in nanomaterial ecotoxicity measurements
E.J. Petersen, National Inst of Standards and Technology; T.B. Henry,
Heriot Watt Univ / School of Life Sciences; J.C. White, J. Hawthorne, CT
Agricultural Experiment Station / Analytical Chemistry
Novel physicochemistries of engineered nanomaterials (ENMs) offer
considerable commercial potential for new products and processes, but
also the possibility of unforeseen and negative consequences upon ENM
release into the environment. Investigations of ENM ecotoxicity have
revealed that the unique properties of ENMs and a lack of appropriate
test methods can lead to results that are inaccurate or not reproducible.
The occurrence of spurious results or misinterpretations of results from
ENM toxicity tests (defined here as experimental artifacts) that are
unique to investigations of ENMs (as opposed to traditional toxicants)
have been reported, but have not yet been systemically reviewed. Our
objective in this manuscript is to highlight artifacts that can occur at
each step of ecotoxicity testing: procurement or synthesis of the ENMs
and assessment of potential toxic impurities such as metals or endotoxins, ENM storage, dispersion of the ENMs in the test medium, direct
interference with assay reagents and indirect effects such as nutrient
depletion during the assay, and assessment of the ENM biodistribution in organisms. We recommend thorough characterization of initial

TP262 Study of accumulation of PCBs and DDT in the Alepisaurus
ferox washed ashore in Suruga bay, Shizuoka, Japan
T. Masuda, School of Earth and Environmental Science; H. Ishii, Tokai
Univ Graduate School / School of Marine Science and Technology; N.
Akiyama, Y. Ishihara, H. Saito, Tokai Univ Graduate School / School of
Earth and Environmental Science; T. Horie, Tokai Univ / School of Marine
Science and Technology
Poly chlorinated biphenyls(PCBs)and Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroetha
ne(DDT)were detected in the liver, kidney, intestines, genital glands
and muscles of Alepisaurus ferox washed ashore in Suruga bay, Shizuoka,
Japan from 2008 to 2011. The highest levels of PCB concentration was
detected from the liver (10-1700ng/g lipid wt.) and the concentration
decreased in order with muscles (50-870ng/g lipid wt.), intestines (10860ng/g lipid wt.), kidney (20-450ng/g lipid wt.), and genital glands
(40-240ng/g lipid wt.). And also a high level of DDT concentration
was detected in the liver (10-1760ng/g lipid wt.) and the concentration decreased in order with muscles (20-770ng/g lipid wt.), intestines
(10-720ng/g lipid wt.), kidney (20-320ng/g lipid wt.), and genital glands
(10-110ng/g lipid wt.). It has been suggested that pollution spreads in the
deep-sea of Suruga bay. In this study, the PCB concentration correlated
to the DDT concentration for all organs in Alepisaurus ferox, but there
was no correlation between the PCB concentration and fish length. The
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contaminations level in the liver of Alepisaurus ferox washed ashore in this
study were lower than the concentration in the livers of sharks (PCBs:
290-11000ng/g, DDT: 70-2000ng/g lipid wt.) which inhabit the same
Suruga bay. Moreover, the concentrations of PCBs and DDT in the
Alepisaurus ferox were similarly lower than the muscles of other deepsea fish. All the Alepisaurus ferox washed ashore in the Suruga bay were
juvenile fish, and it is thought that the contamination level is lower than
adult fish. It will be necessary to analyze an adult of Alepisaurus ferox in
the future.

Remediation/Restoration General
TP263 Reductive Degradation of 1,2-Dichloroethane Using ZeroValent Aluminum and Magnesium Metal Particles: Effects of Acid,
Base and Salt Conditions
C. Walecka-Hutchison, The Dow Chemical Company / Toxicology
Environmental Research Consulting; Y. Chai, The Dow Chemcial Company
The use of zero-valent iron (ZVI) to reductively dehalogenate a wide
array of chlorinated organic compounds has proven to be a successful technology for in situ remediation of contaminated groundwater.
However, ZVI has shown to be ineffective at remediating 1,2-dichloroethane (1,2-DCA), a widespread groundwater contaminant, likely
because of the metal’s relatively low reducing potential (Eo Fe2+/Fe =
-0.44 V). Aluminum (Al) and magnesium (Mg) metals are stronger
reducing agents relative to ZVI (standard reduction potentials of -1.66
and -2.37 V, respectively) and have been evaluated for potential to
serve as more thermodynamically-favorable reductants of 1,2-DCA.
Laboratory experiments with appropriately activated Al metal powders
have demonstrated the ability to reductively dechlorinate 1,2-DCA to
ethene. However, one potential barrier to implementation of Al and Mg
in reductive dechlorination reactions is the formation of oxide/hydroxide
layers on the metal surface. Various metal particle sizes, activation pretreatments, solution pH, and pitting corrosion agents are shown to have
effects on the rate and extent of 1,2-DCA dechlorination in laboratory
experiments. While still in early stages of refinement, reductive dehalogenation using zero-valent Al and Mg metals may hold promise as a
potential alternative treatment technology for management of 1,2-DCA
contamination in groundwater.
TP264 Effect of Salinity on Phragmites australis in a Restored Salt
Marsh in Rhode Island
D.M. Champlin, USEPA / Atlantic Ecology Division; G. Thursby, J. Serbst,
USEPA
Tidal wetlands have undergone extensive degradation throughout the
years because of interference with tidal flow from construction, dredging, and invasion of non-native plants such Phragmites australis. In 1956,
a 4-lane highway was constructed in Galilee, Rhode Island, USA,
crossing the 60-hectare salt marsh known as the Galilee Bird Sanctuary.
Construction of this highway greatly restricted tidal flow to the southern
portion of the marsh. Subsequently, P. australis became the dominant
species, and existed in three distinct stands (short, medium and tall)
depending on the degree of freshwater input. In an effort to restore tidal
water, eliminate existing P. australis, and restore native salt marsh species, full tidal flow was restored in 1997 with the construction of two sets
of culverts and creation of a tidal channel network. During the summers
of 1998 and 1999, we monitored the effect of the newly introduced salt
water on the three distinct stands of P.australis. Plants in all three stands
declined substantially. Each year following the restoration to the present,
we revisited the marsh to evaluate conditions and to compare further
changes that have occurred since the restoration was fully completed.
The restored full tidal flow and reduction in the growth and number of
P.australis, in all three areas has resulted in the recovery of native salt
marsh habitat that existed prior to road construction.
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TP265 Immobilization of laccase produced by Pycnoporus sanguineus for reuse in the remediation of phenolic compounds
L.F. Garcia, Federal Univ of Goiás / Pharmacy; M.F. Santiago, UFG / FF;
E.D. Gil, Federal Univ of Goiás / Pharmacy
Every day, tons of inappropriately treated sewage, industrial and agricultural residues are thrown in waters all over the world, having a negative
impact in the aquatic environment. The phenolic compounds, used in
industrial activities, are released as waste in sewage systems and need
to be removed or biotransformed into more innoxious compounds. The
Brazilian legislation, CONAMA 357 resolution, sets boundaries on the
presence of different classes of these compounds. The phenolic compounds can be oxidized enzymatically into quinone derivatives. Laccase
(EC 1.10.3.2) is an enzyme produced mainly by fungi of white decomposition, which contains copper, and catalyzes the oxidation of phenolic
substrates by coupling the reduction of O2 to water. The goal of this
study is to evaluate the reutilization of the immobilized enzyme in beads
de alginato for remediation of the catechol model. In this study, the
laccase was produced by the fungus Pycnoporus sanguineus in medium of
1,25% malt extract, supplemented with 0,0005% CuSO4 and 50 mg.L-1
2,5-xylidine. For the immobilization and reutilization of the enzyme,
calcium alginate 2% and the gross extract of the fungus cultivation were
used. The presence of the laccase was previously confirmed by enzymatic
assay with syringaldazine. The mixture of enzymatic extract and alginate
was dropped into a solution containing CaCl2 2%, for formation of
beads. After that, the beads with immobilized enzyme were immersed in
0.5% chitosan solution prepared in acetic acid 0.1 M, in order to improve
the mechanical resistance. The enzymatic activity, in broad range of pH,
as well as variable temperature conditions were evaluated for both, the
immobilized and free enzyme. Thus, a optimum pH of 5.0 was obtained
for free and immobilized enzyme, whereas the temperature of 40°C and
25 °C were obtained for free and immobilized enzyme, respectively.
Indeed, these results enable the application of immobilized enzyme at
room temperature. The reuse performance was testified by means of 10
enzymatic cycles of 5 minutes, performed under agitation. The reaction
medium consisting of 4.5 mL of pH 5.0 0.05M acetate buffer and 0.5
mL of 0.1 M catechol solution. Hence, the reuse assay shown that even
after 7 cycles, the enzymatic activity remained stable, than decreasing
slowly until the last test. It can be concluded that the present study was
effective for immobilization of laccase enzyme against catechol oxidation.
TP266 Informing stormwater BMP selection: Targeted sampling to
characterize storm basin discharges
H.H. Blischke, A. Davidson, GSI Water Solutions Inc
Stormwater samples are routinely collected from an Oregon industrial
facility’s stormwater outfalls in accordance with the site’s National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 1200-Z Storm
Water Discharge permit. A vault fitted with eight crushed leaf filters is located upstream of the outfall to treat whole basin discharges.
Concentrations of zinc up to 310 µg/L and in exceedance of the new
2012 NPDES 1200-Z benchmark limit (120 µg/L) were detected in
several of the NPDES samples during the 2012 and 2013 rainy seasons.
After the initial exceedances, targeted stormwater samples were collected throughout the drainage basin area to locate sources of zinc and
identify opportunities for additional best management practices (BMPs).
Several older galvanized steel roofs draining to the basin conveyance
system through downspouts were identified as significant sources of
zinc. Additionally, concentrations of TSS entering the basin conveyance system were observed to clog the existing downstream stormwater
filters. After a review of multiple treatment technologies, a combination
of downspout filtration through industrial rain gardens and solids control
through catch basin inserts was determined to be the most cost effective remedial option for reducing zinc in whole basin discharges. The
proposed remedy was implemented in early April 2014, and performance
stormwater samples, including a sample from the outfall, were collected
on April 17th, 2014. The industrial rain gardens are reducing 99 percent
of zinc from the galvanized roof. The downstream crushed leaf filters
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are removing 55 percent of the zinc remaining. Performance monitoring
samples indicate that the installed BMPs are effectively reducing zinc
below the NPDES benchmark limit in whole basin discharges.
TP267 PAH-Contaminated Sediments: Remediation Challenges
J.C. Lemay, D.B. Mayfield, K. Herman, T.A. Verslycke, Gradient
Sediment contamination can result in challenging and costly remediation
of hazardous waste sites. At these sites, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs) are often chemicals of concern driving sediment remediation
due to potential ecological risks to the benthic community. Exposure
and risks to higher-trophic level ecological receptors are generally
lower due to the intrinsic environmental fate and toxicity properties of
PAHs. Similarly, human exposures are generally not risk drivers due to
reduced exposure frequency of recreator and trespasser scenarios and the
limited foodweb transfer potential of PAHs. There are several technical and remediation challenges that are often encountered at sediment
PAH sites. For example, there is currently no consensus on what PAH
congeners to analyze (e.g., typical target lists contain 13, 16, 17, or 34
PAH congeners), how to calculate total PAH concentrations, and what
toxicity benchmarks to use. Also, analysis of other groups of PAHs for
forensic analyses, such as alkylated, oxygenated and sulfonated PAHs, is
becoming more prevalent and poses challenges for risk assessors due to
limited available toxicity information for these other PAH groups. The
limited toxicity information increases uncertainty in the risk assessment
and potentially results in perceived risks by regulators and/or the public.
Another key challenge is how results of the risk assessment are translated
into sediment remediation goals that appropriately incorporate chemical attenuation, bioavailability, toxicity of detected congeners and PAH
groups, and uncertainties identified in the risk assessment. Inadequate
incorporation of these issues can result in arbitrary and costly remediation that does not take advantage of the information collected during the
risk assessment. To explore these issues, we reviewed sediment clean-up
goals from 21 PAH-contaminated sites to examine current practices
related to selecting sediment remedial objectives. Our evaluation demonstrates that consideration of these issues early on in study design can
result in more cost-effective, yet still protective, remedial outcomes.
TP268 Bioaccumulation in Florida Apple Snails (Pomacea paludosa)
Exposed to Copper Contaminated Soils
J.M. Allen, Formation Environmental; M.C. Lewis, Formation
Environmental LLC; B. Westmark, Environmental Consulting and
Technology; R. Kukleski, R. Taylor, South Florida Water Mgmt District
Florida apple snails were raised in an array of 8 ft. by 15 ft. mesocosm
cells designed to mimic shallow Stormwater Treatment Areas (STAs)
and other water resource projects used by the South Florida Water
Management District (SFWMD) as part of the Everglades Restoration
project. Former agricultural lands are commonly converted by the
SFWMD into aquatic and semi-aquatic habitats for water quality
improvement and water distribution purposes. Of particular concern
in south Florida is the accumulation of copper, which is widely used
as a fungicide in citrus agriculture, into the Florida apple snail. The
apple snail serves as the primary food source for the federally endangered Everglade snail kite (Rostrhamus sociabilis plumbeus) and has been
shown to rapidly accumulate copper to very high concentrations (>
2,000 mg/kg). Soils were obtained from three separate former citrus
groves containing copper from 100 – 120 mg/kg and placed into six
mesocosm cells. Three cells for each treatment were designated as flow
through cells and six from each treatment were designated as no flow
cells. Soils from a fourth citrus grove containing lower concentrations
of copper (approx.. 35 mg/kg) were placed into two cells, one flow and
one no flow, as a field reference. All cells were flooded and allowed to
equilibrate for 70-days prior to the initiation of flow through period
in all cells that lasted 151 days. The startup period was used to mimic
the startup of an STA following construction. At the conclusion of the
startup period, juvenile snails were added to each mesocosm cell, flow
was stopped in the no flow cells, and the cells were then periodically
sampled for 370 days. Copper concentrations in water, sediment, vascular plants, periphyton, and apple snails were monitored periodically

throughout the duration of the study. The results of the mesocosm study
will be used by the Interagency South Florida Copper Working Group
in order to develop better risk management strategies in order to balance
risks to the Everglade snail kite with the benefits of large-scale habitat
creation.
TP269 Hypericum Perforatum as a healing remedy against memory
loss and Alzheimer’s (experimental study in mice)
K. Zerrouki, Univ of Motaganem / Biology; N. Djebli, Univ of Mostaganem
/ Laboratory of Pharmacognosy & Api Phytotherapy
Neurodegenerative diseases of the human brain comprise a variety
of disorders that affect an in-creasing percentage of the population.
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a complex, multifactorial, heterogeneous
mental illness, which is characterized by an age-dependent loss of
memory and an impairment of multiple cognitive functions, but this 10
last years it concern the population most and most young. It is the most
common type of dementia in the ageing population due to a severe loss
of cholinergic neurons in selected brain area. In traditional medicine,
numerous plants have been used to treat cognitive disorders, including
neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease. In traditional
medicine, numerous plants have been used to treat cognitive disorders,
including neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease.
Hypericum perforatum has traditionally been used as an external antiinflammatory and healing remedy for the treatment of swellings, wounds
and burns, diseases of the alimentary tract and psychological disorders.
It is currently of great interest due to new and important therapeutic
applications. The in vivo activity studies in Swiss mice were determined
by using behavioral, memory tests and Histological study. According to
statistic tests results that may be relevant to the treatment of cognitive
disorders.
TP270 An evaluative model for assessing fate and effects of contaminants in engineered wetlands
A.M. Cancelli, Simon Fraser Univ / Toxicology; F.A. Gobas, Simon Fraser
Univ / School of Resource and Environmental Management
A multimedia contaminant fate model, coupled with the Arnot and
Gobas (2004) food-web bioaccumulation model is presented for engineered wetlands designed to treat wastewater and improve wastewater
quality. The model calculates indices for contaminant transport and
transformation to assess the chemical remediation capacity of wetlands
for contaminants of various physicochemical properties in three different
engineered wetland designs, i.e., free water surface flow, horizontal subsurface flow, and vertical subsurface flow. The model provides temporal
dynamic and steady-state estimations of the (i) environmental distribution of contaminants in aquatic systems; (ii) uptake, translocation and
biotransformation of contaminants in vegetation; (iii) bioaccumulation in
aquatic biota of wetlands; and (iv) risk evaluation of contaminant toxicity
to resident biota. The main purpose of the model is to explore wetland
remediation as an option for in situ treatment of wastewater at industrial
sites, including oil-sands and mining sites. The main attributes examined
by the model are contaminant removal efficiency and environmental
safety to flora and fauna of the wetlands as a function of wetland design
specifications. Because of the current lack of data to field test the model,
the model is applied in an evaluative fashion to investigate the potential
for wetland treatment of various contaminants. Simulations are provided
for pyrene, arsenic and a naphthenic acid in all three engineered wetland
designs. The results show distinct differences in the ability of wetlands
to remove these contaminants from wastewater. The removal efficiency
of arsenic and pyrene in free water surface flow wetlands was found to
be high but much lower for naphthenic acids. All three contaminants
experienced the largest removal efficiency in free water surface flow wetlands with similar design specifications. While field data are needed to
calibrate and confirm model predictions, the evaluative model presented
in this study can provide useful insights that can guide further studies for
designing and monitoring the effectiveness of engineered wetlands for
wastewater reclamation purposes.
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TP271 Enhanced Wetland Systems for the Attenuation of Selenium:
A Case Study on the Source and Fate of Selenium within a Wetland in
the Western US
S.B. Skigen, GEI Consultants; S.P. Canton, GEI Consultants Inc /
Ecological Division
The feasibility of utilizing constructed and naturally enhanced wetlands
to remediate selenium-laden drainage water has been under study for
quite some time. While constructed wetlands have been more intensely
studied, naturally enhancing previously existing systems is not as common a practice. The use of such naturally occurring wetlands for selenium
attenuation is a viable, low-impact, sustainable, and often more affordable treatment option than the construction of large wastewater facilities,
especially when selenium concentrations are largely in response to pulses
moving through the system, induced as a result of spring snowmelt. The
effectiveness of existing siltation structures used for treating runoff can
be measurably enhanced by routing effluent through a well-vegetated,
dissipated, non-channelized system. Wetlands that have been degraded
over time can be enhanced through non-structural methods to encourage
further development of effective vegetative cover and subsequent biomass
accumulation while minimizing channelization. Greater consideration
should be given to the passive role of wetlands in the treatment of selenium sources. The source and fate of selenium within wetlands, as well as
a case study from the western United States will be presented.

Aquatic Toxicology and Ecology General: Part 2
TP273 Fate of silver nanomaterials in freshwater microcosms (2L) in
realistic conditions
G. Triffault-Bouchet, Centre dexpertise en analyse environnementale du
Québec / Écotoxicologie et évaluation du risque; N. Gruyer, C. Bastien, N.
Dassylva, K. Racine, Centre dexpertise en analyse environnementale du
Québec; É. Pelletier, Institut des Sciences de la mer de Rimouski
The use of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) in consumer and medical products is still growing while their fate in aquatic environments from their
industrial and domestic sources remains undetermined. Moreover, few
studies have been conducted in real and complex environmental matrices
compared to artificial matrices. A large number of factors indeed could
interfere simultaneously in AgNPs behaviour, including biodisponibility,
bioaccumulation and toxicity, O2 concentration, ionic strength, Cl- concentration, pH, natural organic matter (NOM), cysteine, etc. This study
aims to: 1) assess AgNPs partitioning (water, NOM, sediment, organisms) in freshwater systems under realistic conditions: natural water and
sediment, environmental concentrations (0.1–10 mg/l); 2) explore the
links between silver speciation and silver bioavailability towards aquatic
organisms. Experiments were conducted in simple (standard toxicity
assay) and complex conditions (2-L laboratory microcosms) with algae,
duckweeds, daphnids, amphipods and chironomids, with natural freshwater and sediment. Different sizes and types of AgNPs were studied:
10 nm and 45 nm, coated by citrate, Pamm and PVP. Particles in water
samples were separated on the basis on their size using ultrafiltration
membranes and dissolved silver was determined in filtered water. Total
silver in water, sediment and organisms was quantified by ICP-MS
(DL = 0.001 mg/l). Survival, growth and reproduction of organisms
were monitored during the 21 days of experiment. The conference will
present total Ag partitioning in microcosms and its effects on organisms
while they were exposed in complex media. Data will be compared with
results of the standard toxicity assays.
TP274 Evaluating the toxicity of Midwestern USA stream sediments
with Hyalella azteca, Chironomus dilutus, and Lampsilis siliquoidea
N.E. Kemble, USGS Biological Resources Division / Columbia
Environmental Research Center; J.P. Hughes, C.G. Ingersoll, B.L. King,
USGS / Columbia Environmental Research Center; P.W. Moran, USGS
/ Washington Water Science Ctr; P.C. Van Metre, D.T. Button, J.W. Frey,
USGS; L.H. Nowell, USGS / California Water Science Center
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Relationships between biological conditions and concentrations of contaminants, pesticides, nutrients, and sediment in streams and rivers of
the Midwestern Corn Belt Region (IA, IL, IN, KS, KY, MN, MO, NE,
OH, SD, WI) of the United States were evaluated by conducting wholesediment exposures. A total of 99 sediment samples representative of an
agricultural gradient were collected in the summer of 2013 as part of the
US Geological Survey’s National Water-Quality Assessment Program
(NAWQA). The sediments were tested in two rounds in accordance with
ASTM and USEPA methods for conducting sediment toxicity or water
toxicity tests with the amphipod Hyalella azteca (28-d exposure), the
midge Chironomus dilutus (10-d exposure), and the mussel Lampsilis siliquoidea (fatmucket; 28-d exposure). Toxicity endpoints included survival,
weight, and biomass. All 99 sediment samples were tested with amphipods and midge and 49 sediment samples were tested with mussels.
Mean control survival at the end of the exposures met ASTM or USEPA
test acceptability criteria with the exception of mean mussel control survival in Round 2. Statistical comparison to the control identified 24% of
the sediments (24 of 99 sites) as toxic to at least one species, as indicated
by a significant reduction in test metric compared to the control sediment. Amphipod exposures identified 8% (8 of 99 sites) of the sediment
samples as toxic. Midge exposures identified 11% (11 of 99 sites) of the
sediments as toxic. Mussel exposures identified 42% (10 of 24 sites) of
the sediments as toxic. Development of a reference envelope approach
to compare organism response to reference sediments is ongoing along
comparisons between sediment toxicity and sediment chemistry.
TP275 Differential Accumulation of Coal Combustion Waste
Contaminants In Stream Organisms
D.E. Fletcher, A.H. Lindell, G.L. Mills, J.V. McArthur, Univ of Georgia /
Savannah River Ecology Laboratory
Trophic position and body size variably influence accumulation of
contaminants. These factors interact with organismal biology and ecology to influence uptake and/or efflux of contaminants and ultimately
accumulation. We compared contaminant accumulation of organisms
ranging from herbivorous invertebrates to large predatory fishes in a
coal combustion waste contaminated stream. Our study stream received
effluents from a coal fired power plant and its associated ash basins for
over 50 years. Trace element analyses assessed accumulation of six elements (Hg, Se, As, Pb, Cd, and Ni) of known ecotoxicological concern.
We further evaluated trophic level and carbon sources employing stable
isotope analyses (C and N). A total of 17 taxa and 344 samples were
analyzed. Lower trophic levels included filter and deposit feeding clams
as well as biofilm scraping mayflies. Four families and eight genera of
dragonfly nymphs represented predatory invertebrates. Four species of
catfishes (Ictaluridae) were included that range in maximum size from 79
to 6,870 g. Additionally, three species of predatory fishes (bowfin, largemouth bass, and longnose gar) were analyzed that ranged in maximum
size from 2,012 to 3,913 g. Analyzed samples were stratified across the
broadest size ranges of each taxa available in our study stream. Higher
concentrations of Hg generally accumulated in fishes than invertebrates.
Within fishes concentrations increased with both body size and trophic
level. Within the invertebrates correlations to trophic position were
driven by the clams accumulating more than the other taxa. Higher
concentrations of Se accumulated in the invertebrates than most fishes
and variably within vertebrates and invertebrates. Biological differences
between invertebrates and vertebrates influenced accumulation of most
elements, but particularly As, Pb, Cd, and Ni. Higher concentrations
of all four elements accumulated in the invertebrates than fishes, except
for longnose gar that accumulated the highest average As concentration
across all taxa. Within the invertebrates the herbivores accumulated
higher concentrations of Cd. Additionally, the mayfly accumulated
notably higher concentrations of Pb than all other taxa. In contrast,
sprawler dragonflies accumulated markedly higher concentrations of Ni.
Differences in contaminant bioaccumulation varied among trophic levels
with observed patterns influenced by body size and divergence in biology
and ecology of our study taxa.
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TP276 The Role of Benthic Ecology in Assessing Baseline Ecological
Risks in an Urban Estuary
B.G. Church; K.L. Tobiason, Windward Environmental; L. Saban, M.
Johns, Windward Environmental LLC; R. Law, de maximis inc
Windward Environmental has been collecting biological data for the
Cooperating Parties Group (CPG) over the last few years as part of the
baseline ecological risk assessment (BERA) for the Lower Passaic River
Study Area (LPRSA), an urban tidal estuary that has been influenced
by industrial activities. As part of the BERA, USEPA and CPG agreed
to the use of a sediment quality triad approach to assessing chemical
risk to the benthic invertebrate community in the LPRSA. The analysis of benthic invertebrate community data, although a complex and
involved process, is important for characterizing current conditions (e.g.,
development of the conceptual site model), evaluating those conditions
relative to other urban reference areas, and predicting post-remediation
conditions for cleanup sites, which can in turn inform remedial decision
making. Examples of LPRSA benthic invertebrate data that have been
investigated include community structure metrics, species life histories
and strategies (e.g., feeding guilds, tolerance to organic enrichment or
low dissolved oxygen), and community stability (or successional stage)
as it relates to physical forces such as erosion or deposition. The benthic
invertebrate community of the LPRSA is influenced by several natural environmental gradients, some of which have been altered through
urbanization, in addition to potential chemical stressors. Sediment
remediation alternatives such as dredging and capping are unlikely to
substantially improve the benthic community condition in the LPRSA
because of the influence of natural and urban drivers of the community,
which will not (or cannot) be addressed through remediation.
TP277 Differential trophic position accumulation of select contaminants of emerging concern in an urban bayou, Houston, Texas, USA
B. Du, S.P. Haddad, Baylor Univ / Environmental Science; W.C. Scott,
Dept of Environmental Science; S.R. Burket, Baylor Univ / Environmental
Science; C. Breed, Baylor Univ / Dept of Environmental Science Center for
Spatial Research; M. Kelly, L. Broach, TCEQ; B.W. Brooks, Baylor Univ /
Dept of Environmental Science; K. Chambliss, Baylor Univ
Though pharmaceuticals and other contaminants of emerging concern
(CEC) occur in inland surface waters and accumulate in aquatic organisms, an understanding of bioaccumulation of many CECs and the
associated risks to different trophic positions remain poorly understood
in coastal systems. During the summer of 2012 and 2013, we examined
the occurrence of CECs in different aquatic species collected downstream of a major municipal wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) in
Houston, Texas, USA. This WWTP discharges ~200 million gallons of
reclaimed wastewater daily to Buffalo Bayou, which is tidally influenced
and flows to Galveston Bay. Isotope dilution LC/MSMS was used for the
quantitation of target CECs in water and tissue samples; various target
compounds were observed in multiple aquatic species (invertebrates,
fish) during both years. IR/MS was employed to obtain stable isotope
data.. The R package Stable Isotope Analysis in R (SIAR) was used to
characterize functional feeding chains based on stable isotope signatures
and help characterize the food web. Lastly trophic magnification factors
(TMFs) were calculated by regressing trophic position and CEC concentrations to examine whether target CECs result in trophic magnification
or trophic dilution in this urban coastal ecosystem. Our findings highlight
the importance of characterizing bioaccumulation pathways of ionizable
pharmaceuticals and other CECs by different aquatic organisms in urbanizing coastal ecosystems. Such considerations will be important during
future ecological risk assessments of ionizable CECs.
TP278 Composition of the Fish and Benthic Invertebrate
Community in an Urban Estuary
J. Parker, B.G. Church; L. Saban, M. Johns, Windward Environmental
LLC; R. Law, de maximis inc
Seasonal fish and benthic invertebrate community surveys were conducted as part of a baseline ecological risk assessment (BERA) for the
Lower Passaic River Study Area (LPRSA), a large urban estuary located

in New Jersey. The majority of fish collected (87%) were classified as
benthic omnivores or invertivores/omnivores. The remaining fish caught
were classified as planktivores (8%), invertivores/piscivores (3%) or
piscivores (1%). These data indicate that the LPRSA fish community is
primarily a benthic-dominated food chain, as a large percentage of the
fish species found are predominately benthic feeders. The benthic community in the LPRSA is dominated by detritivores and deposit feeders
that utilize the top 1 to 2 cm of the sediment bed, which is consistent
with the redox potential discontinuity (RPD) depth and confirmed by
sediment profile imaging. The shallow RPD depth is consistent with
heavy organic loading from combined sewer overflow (CSO) discharges
and other urban runoff into the river as well as periodic phytoplankton
blooms. The benthic community also utilize the unconsolidated sediment
layer (i.e., the fluff layer) contributed largely by turbidity associated with
the salt wedge, sediment re-suspension, CSO discharges and urban runoff. Thus, it would be expected that uptake of contaminants in fish tissues
will reflect concentrations in benthic invertebrate tissues, which in turn
are expected to reflect the concentrations of contaminants in shallow
sediment (i.e., < 2 cm in depth) or fluff layer, rather than deeper bedded
sediment (up to 15 cm in depth). The LPRSA fish community is typical
of disturbed systems, with a shorter, simpler food chain with benthic
omnivores exploiting the settling solids coming from the impervious
surfaces and CSOs of the surrounding watershed.
TP279 The Lower Passaic River Study Area RI/FS Ecological Risk
Assessment: Development of Surface Water TRVs Using SpeciesSensitivity Distributions (SSDs)
S.M. Katka, Windward Environmental; S. Sloan-Evans, M.G. Luxon, L.
Saban, Windward Environmental LLC; R. Law, de maximis inc
Exposure of aquatic organisms to surface water is one line of evidence
evaluated in the baseline ecological risk assessment for the Lower Passaic
River Study Area (LPRSA), a large urban river located in New Jersey for
which a Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study (RI/FS) is currently
being conducted. Baseline ecological risks should be estimated using
toxicity thresholds that are established using the most current relevant
toxicological literature, rather than using generic ecological thresholds or
thresholds based on toxicity data that are no longer current, as baseline risk assessments provide information to support remedial clean-up
decisions. Consequently, surface water toxicity threshold values (TRVs)
protective of aquatic life were developed using a species-sensitivity distribution (SSD) approach where sufficient toxicological data were available.
The use of a SSD approach integrates available toxicological data for various species to derive a concentration that is protective of a predetermined
percentage of a group of species. As far as practicable, chronic surface
water TRVs were developed consistent with US Ecological Protection
Agency (USEPA) ambient water quality criteria (AWQC) methodology,
but were based on the most up-to-date and relevant toxicity data from
the literature. Where SSDs were developed, the surface water TRV was
selected as the 5th percentile concentration (intended to be protective
95% of the aquatic species) of the best-fit curve identified using @Risk
software. The selected surface water TRVs are intended to be protective
of aquatic organisms present in the LPRSA.
TP280 The application of a macro-invertebrate trait database as bioindicator for salinity and pesticides in South Africa
W. Malherbe, V. Wepener, NorthWest Univ / Unit for Environmental
Sciences and Management; J.H. van Vuren, Univ of Johannesburg / Zoology
Many aquatic ecosystems are subjected to numerous organic pollutants
that include pesticides. Salinisation is also increasingly becoming a problem in many countries due to various sources of pollution entering the
aquatic environment. The assessment of these various pollutants is often
problematic as chemical monitoring are either insufficient or not specific
while the analysis cost can also be problematic. Therefore, bioindicators
like macro-invertebrates are often used to determine the current state of
aquatic ecosystems. These indicators often come with various advantages
and disadvantages but the main disadvantage is that the indicators often
do not show a specific response to a specific impact in a field setting.
A bioindicator system making use of macro-invertebrate traits that is
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pesticide and salinity specific was therefore developed in Europe and
Australia to overcome some of these challenges. The system, called
SPEAR (SPEcies At Risk), has been applied as an indicator to link
pesticide exposure and effects to insecticide toxicity. The various SPEAR
system indices were applied to macro-invertebrate datasets from various
localities with the aim to determine the applicability and effectiveness
of the bioindicator. It was aimed to determine if the trait databases for
Europe and Australia are applicable and effective to link pesticide exposure and salinity to changes in the macro-inverterbate community. The
SPEAR systems indicated differing results when using the European
and Australian databases with the Australian database indicating poorer
ecological condition. The potential influences from environmental factors
like habitat, nutrients and salinity on the macro-invertebrate communities were also investigated. The differences in the SPEAR system results
for the different databases can possibly be attributed to the differing
sensitivities of macro-invertebrates between the two continents. It may
also be that the Australian and European databases are not representative of the macro-invertebrate sensitivities to pesticides in this particular
region. Overall, the SPEARpesticide indicator showed significant promise
for pesticide specific applications but further research would be needed
for the SPEARsalinity indicator.
TP281 Is there any significant correlation among basic water quality
indexes and ecotoxicity of riverwater samples in Japan?
H. Yamamoto, The Univ of Tokushima / Faculty of Integrated Art Science;
S. Nishiie, M. Enyama, S. Motoie, The Univ of Tokushima; I. Tamura,
National Inst for Environmental Studies; N. Tatarazako, National Inst for
Environmental Studies / Environmental Risk
Riverwater samples were monthly collected from Yoshino River watershed area, Tokushima, Japan, over a period over one and a half years
and short-term chronic toxicity tests were conducted for whole water
samples using zebrafish (Danio rerio), Ceriodaphnia dubia, and a green
alga (Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata). In addition to these ecotoxicological tests, Microtox test was conducted and the basic water quality
indexes such as BOD, COD, ammonia, and hardnewss were determined.
Correlation coefficients between all of these parameters including both
ecotoxicological and chemical were determined to find out the overall
trends of the indexes. The principal component analyses were conducted
for both the correlation between water quality indexes and spatial and
temporal variation of the sampling. As a result, the frequency of detecting toxicity for at least one species was approximately 30% in the Yoshino
River watershed area while the frequency of detection was slightly higher
for more highly populated area in Yodo River watershed area in Kyoto/
Osaka, Japan. Algal and cladoceran toxicity was detected mostly in
agricultural season of paddy fields. As far as the correlation between the
parameters, relatively high correlations were found between daphnia toxicity and electric conductivity as well as that between BOD, COD, and
ammonium nitrogen. In contrast, weak seasonal trend was also found
mainly due to the relatively frequent detection of ecotoxicity in agricultural season as well as the spatial trend within and among the watershed
area. We are planning to extend this research to wider area and the other
water quality/ecotoxicity indeces as well as applying to the other areas
such as Tokyo metropolitan area.
TP282 Reconstructing long-term limnological trends in phytoplankton and toxin production using paleogenomics and next generation
sequencing
T.J. Tse, S. Wiseman, M. Hecker, J.P. Giesy, L.E. Doig, Univ of
Saskatchewan / Toxicology Centre; H. Wheater, Univ of Saskatchewan
/ Global Inst for Water Security; P.D. Jones, Univ of Saskatchewan /
Toxicology Centre
Water quality in many lakes and reservoirs is prone to degradation due
to blooms of native or invasive cyanobacterial species some of which
can produce harmful biotoxins. Ancient or ‘fossil’ DNA released from
prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells can be protected against degradation
by its adsorption on soil or sediment colloids, sand particles, minerals
and organic matrices. Adsorption of DNA to sediments can produce
an archive of limnological history within an aquatic system, proving
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advantageous for lakes or reservoirs for which long-term monitoring data
is nonexistent or whose history is unknown. Genomic DNA (gDNA)
and toxin-producing gene sequences released during cell death can be
captured within the sediment record providing important information
regarding the historical emergence of nuisance phytoplankton species,
and the genes involved in toxin production. Conserved ribosomal DNA
(rDNA) regions, 16S rDNA and 18S rDNA can provide taxonomical
identification of cyanobacteria and eukaryotic phytoplankton species,
respectively. Therefore, the aim of this study was to construct a simplified
method to rapidly and accurately qualify and quantify historical trends
in phytoplankton community composition and to investigate past and
potential future biotoxin production through the identification of toxinproducing genes (e.g. myc and sxt genes). Sediment cores from two lakes
in Saskatchewan Canada, Buffalo Pound Lake (eutrophic) and Lake
Diefenbaker (mesotrophic), were used as case studies. DNA extraction
and purification methodologies were developed, in conjunction with
next generation sequencing (e.g. Illumina MiSeq Sequence-by-Synthesis
Sytems). DNA concentrations (ng g-1 wet weight of sediment) ranged
from 1580 to 13743 (Gardiner arm, Lake Diefenbaker), 4641 to 16762
(Qu’Appelle Arm, Lake Diefenbaker) and 6104 to 20419 (Buffalo Pound
Lake). Higher concentrations of gDNA were observed in the more recent
sediments, with a declining trend as a function of vertical depth within
each core. The extracted gDNA was then subjected to a 1% agarose gel,
and the resulting band sizes revealed DNA of >10 000bp. Restriction
enzyme digestion is currently applied to excise the conservative regions
before sequencing using a Nextera sequencing kit provided by Illumina.
TP283 Photodegradation of Methotrexate and 5-Fluorouracil:
Ecotoxicological Studies Before and After Treatment
C.A. Lutterbeck, Leuphana Univ Lüneburg / Inst of Sustainable and
Environmental Chemistry; Ê. Machado, Univ of Santa Cruz do Sul /
Graduate Program in Environmental Technology; K. Kümmerer, Leuphana
Univ Lüneburg / Inst of Sustainable and Environmental Chemistry
Anticancer drugs are discussed as high risk substances in regard of
human health and considered as problematic for the environment
because of their poor biodegradability and toxicological properties.
Methotrexate (MTX) and 5-Fluorouracil (5-FU) are antimetabolites
that among the most consumed anticancer drugs around the world. Both
compounds have been detected in various environmental compartments
in the range from ng/L to µg/L. The present study aimed to evaluate the
degradation and mineralization of MTX and 5-FU under UV photolysis
and asses the toxicities of the compounds before and after the treatments.
The photodegradation experiments were performed in 600 mL photoreactor with a medium-pressure mercury lamp (TQ150) and an initial
concentration of 20 mg/L during 256 min. The primary elimination of
the parent compounds was monitored by LC-MS analysis whereas the
mineralization was measured with a TOC analyzer. A new method with
the luminescent bacteria Vibrio fischeri that allows the determination of
three different endpoints (acute luminescence inhibition after 30 min,
chronic luminescence inhibition after 24 h and growth inhibition after
14 h) was adopted in the ecotoxicological assays. Although 5-FU has
been completely degraded after 32 min, a mineralization of only 18 %
was achieved at the end of 256 min. The results of ecotoxicological assays
indicated a high reduction in the chronic toxicity of the 5-FU samples
submitted to the photochemical treatment (50 % to 5 %). Regarding
MTX, the parent compound was totally removed after 128 min and
mineralization of 30 % was measured after 256 min. A significant
decrease of the growth inhibition was observed in the samples of MTX
that underwent UV photolysis (40 % to 6.3 %). In conclusion, our study
showed that the photochemical treatment efficiently degraded the parent
compounds of MTX and 5-FU. Nevertheless, only a little mineralization
was achieved at the end of the reactions for both compounds, indicating
the formation of transformation products (TP's). The mixture of photo
TP’s was less toxic than the parent compound and therefore the UV
photolysis can be considered an interesting alternative to reduce the toxic
effects of both compounds. Further studies should be conducted in order
to identify and elucidate the structures of the transformation products.
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TP284 Persistent Organic Pollutants in Stream Sediments from
Southern Ontario, Canada
S. Chaudhuri, Conservation Ontario; P. Helm, R. Fletcher, E. Reiner, P.
Welsh, Ontario Ministry of Environment; R. Dyer, Ministry of Northern
Development and Mines; M. Millar, Conservation Ontario
Stream sediment samples, collected from 513 sites covering approximately 95 000 km 2 of Southern Ontario Canada, were analyzed for over
300 organic compounds. Compound classes included polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs), polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), polybrominated diphenylethers (PBDEs), perfluoralkyl compounds (PFCs),
organochlorine pesticides (OCPs), polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins
(PCDDs), polychlorinated dibenzofurans (PCDFs), polychlorinated
naphthalenes (PCNs), and Dioxin-like PCBs (dlPCBs). Loss-onignition and particle size analysis was also completed for all samples.
Individual site concentrations were compared against provincial and
federal sediment quality guidelines, and median concentrations for total
compound sums ranged from a minimum of less than 0.1 ng/g (for total
PCNs) to a maximum of roughly 150 ng/g (for total PAHs). Multivariate
statistical techniques along with spatial statistics using GIS were also
employed to explore the distribution, patterns, and possible sources
of compound class sums and individual compounds across the region.
Relationships between site concentrations and geographic features (e.g.
population and land use classification) were also investigated.
TP285 Using the mayfly Centroptilium triangulifer in an aquatic
toxicity testing program to better assess species sensitivity to crop
protection products
A. Samel, DuPont Crop Protection / Ecotoxicology
Aquatic toxicity testing for protecting or setting freshwater quality criteria have been based on results from predominantly fish and non-insect
invertebrates (i.e., Daphnia magna, Ceriodaphnia dubia, Hyalella azteca)
bioassay studies. Only a few species of sediment-dwelling aquatic insects
have been routinely used in bioassay studies (i.e., Chironomus, tentans,
C. riparius, Hexagenia rigida, H. limbata). Mayflies are an abundant and
diverse group of aquatic insects found in most natural streams and rivers
worldwide, and are generally considered to be sensitive to environmental
perturbation relative to other aquatic insects and non-insects. The mayfly
Centroptilium triangulifer has several characteristics that make it well
suited as a bioassay organism. It has a relatively short egg and larval stage
and can be readily cultured under laboratory conditions. The species
is widely distributed and reproduces as parthogenetic clones. Toxicity
testing with chlordane was previously conducted and reported. New data
presented includes results from 48-hour acute toxicity tests with different
classes of crop protection products. The 48-hour LC/EC50 values were
compared with results from 48-hour acute toxicity studies with Daphnia
magna. The EC50 values for C. triangulifer and D. magna were equivalent
in most cases. When addressing risk to aquatic fauna, data from studies
with additional test organisms, like C. triangulifer can augment an existing toxicity database based on regulatory core test organisms (i.e., fish,
Daphnia sp., Chironomus sp.) for new or existing chemicals The data can
also be used for developing species sensitivity curves for new or existing
chemicals.
TP286 Refining test conditions for conducting water and sediment
laboratory toxicity tests with juvenile freshwater mussels
J.L. Kunz, C.G. Ingersoll, N. Wang, USGS / Columbia Environmental
Research Center
Over the past decade, our laboratory has conducted more than thirty
4-week water-only toxicity tests and 4-week sediment toxicity tests. Tests
have included 5 species of freshwater mussel, each starting with about
2-month-old juveniles. Control survival of mussels in these 4-week water
or sediment tests has typically exceeded the ASTM E2455 test acceptability criterion of >80% survival, established for conducting water-only
exposures with juvenile mussels. However, the ASTM standard does
not provide a test acceptability criterion for growth. Although >5-fold
increases in dry weight of mussels has been observed in some of these
exposures, growth of controls has been inconsistent in some water or

sediment tests. Because growth of juvenile freshwater mussels is often a
more sensitive endpoint than survival, consistency in growth across studies is critical to accurately assess mussel responses to contaminants. Our
preliminary experiments with juvenile mussels under control conditions
indicated improved growth over 4 week- to 90-day water-only exposures
with the addition of sand in test chambers, weekly replacement of test
chambers, and increased feeding frequency. Additional studies are being
conducted for 4, 8, and 12 weeks to further refine test conditions to
maximize control survival and growth of juvenile mussels. Conditions
being evaluated in this ongoing study include (1) Flow-through versus
static-renewal of water, (2) Varied daily feeding levels, food types, and
feeding frequencies, (3) Water-only exposures with and without a sand
substrate, (4) Recirculation of water within exposure chambers, and (5)
Replacement of control sediment every 4 weeks during 12week sediment
exposures. The results of this study will be used to recommend revisions to ASTM methods for conducting 4-week water-only toxicity tests
with juvenile mussels and to help draft ASTM methods for conducting
sediment toxicity tests with juvenile mussels. Refining the ASTM wateronly test may also allow for improved performance of juvenile mussels in
longer (e.g., 12 week) mussel exposures.
TP287 Gulf Killifish (Fundulus grandis) Aquaculture and Utility as a
Toxicological Model
B.E. Finch, Oregon State Univ / Environmental and Molecular Toxicology;
A.J. Edgington, Exponent Inc; M.C. Sroufe, Oregon State Univ; B.A.
Stubblefield, Oregon State Univ / Environmental and Molecular Toxicology
Gulf killifish (Fundulus grandis) have the potential to be a toxicological model for examining effects of contaminants in the Gulf of Mexico
marine environment. Gulf killifish are hardy and tolerant to large
variations in temperature and salinity, making them an ideal organism for laboratory culture and testing. Gulf killifish are ubiquitous
along the southern coast of the U.S., specifically along the Gulf of
Mexico. Gulf killifish are suspected to have high site fidelity and prefer
marshes for spawning and maturation, thereby rendering embryos and
larvae susceptible to contaminants in near-shore habitats. To become a
standardized test model, culturing methods need to be easily adopted in
the laboratory and the organism must be ecologically and/or economically relevant. Killifish species are important indicators of environmental
health because of their relative sensitivity to organic contaminants and
importance as a food source for higher trophic organisms. Aquaculture
of Gulf killifish is not well characterized; therefore, there is a need to
develop techniques in establishing cultures and optimizing production.
For this study, adult fish were captured off the Gulf coast of Florida.
Brood male:female ratios, temperature, and salinity were optimized and
egg collection methods were developed using a standardized breeding
substrate. Reference toxicity data validated these methods and resulted in
stable and viable larvae for use in toxicological studies. The present study
provides guidance for optimizing conditions and techniques with this
emerging toxicological model. Salinity of 10 g/L and a temperature of
25°C resulted in the fastest mean time-to-hatch and good overall hatching success. Abundant egg production was attained through maintaining
6:2 ratios of adult female to male Gulf killifish. Gulf killifish development was found to coincide with Atlantic killifish, a well-characterized
and established toxicity model. In conclusion, Gulf killifish represent an
ideal toxicological model for the Gulf of Mexico region.
TP288 Evaluation of Proposed Ecotoxicological Testing Guidelines
Using Mysids to Determine Endocrine Disruptive Effects
S. Hicks, J. Aufderheide, ABC Laboratories; R. Kropp, Battelle; R. Hall, L.
Touart, USEPA
The testing and assessment of chemicals for endocrine disruption has
been a priority of the United States Environmental Protection Agency
(USEPA) and regulatory authorities in Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD) member countries. The
USEPA has adopted a two-tiered approach as part of the Endocrine
Disruptor Screening Program, with Tier 1 tests focusing on screening
chemicals for potential endocrine activity and Tier 2 for confirmation
and characterization of specific endocrine activity identified in Tier 1.
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Tier 2 testing focuses on the partial or multi-generation-life-cycle of
several animal groups. The proposed mysid two-generation test is an in
vivo Tier 2 assay providing an invertebrate model for a sexually reproducing species that could be detrimentally affected by endocrine active
substances. Study protocols were developed following the OECD Draft
Proposal for a New Guideline; Mysid Two-Generation Test Guideline,
drafted August 2006. Assays conducted at ABC Laboratories will be
compared to recommended acceptance and performance criteria presented in the revised test guideline. The performance of control mysids
during two assays utilizing the self-starting siphons and guideline-specified feeding regime did not meet all acceptability criteria. Specifically,
average total of young produced per control F0-female mysid was less
than nine and in one instance the number of control F0-female mysid
producing young was less than 75%. Six additional assays were performed using a diet of enriched brine shrimp nauplii offered to mysids
ad libitum and without self-starting siphons. Control mysids during
these six assays did meet the test acceptability criteria. The challenges
experienced during testing will be presented along with steps taken
to overcome some of these challenges. Recommended revisions to the
draft guideline were made at the conclusion of testing and some of these
recommendations which have been incorporated into the most recent
version of the draft OCSPP 890 and OECD Mysid Two-Generation
Test New Test Guideline drafted July 2013 will be discussed. This
abstract does not necessarily reflect USEPA policy.
TP289 Development of a freshwater copepod chronic toxicity test
E.M. Marus, K.L. Pearcy, H.C. Bailey, J.R. Elphick, Nautilus
Environmental
Chronic toxicity test methods were developed for a freshwater copepod, Cyclops vernalis. This presentation summarizes the test conditions
and endpoints employed in the test, as well as presenting results from
exposures to a range of concentrations of total dissolved solids (TDS)
and from a reference toxicant exposure. Survival and growth were useful
endpoints from the test. A low rate of reproduction was also observed
in the test; however, this endpoint tended to be variable as a result of
differences in gender ratios and mating between the replicates. The
TDS solution exhibited no adverse effect up to and including the highest nominal test concentration of 1500 mg/L; growth appeared to be
enhanced in intermediate test concentrations relative to the control. The
test provides a useful alternative to conducting tests with cladocerans,
such as Ceriodaphnia dubia and Daphnia magna, for systems in which
copepods predominate.
TP290 Comparison of toxicity bioassessments using various endpoints in Ulva pertusa Kjellman (Chlorophyceae)
M. Kim, H. Choi, S. Choi, Y. Kim, T. Han, Incheon National Univ
Ulva pertusa, the marine green macroalga, generally undergoes sporulation by releasing its cell components into the surroundings such as
chloroplast, nucleus, etc. However, the reproductive process is inhibited
or delayed in the presence of various stress factors including aquatic
toxicants. Therefore, inhibition of sporulation has been used as a tool in
ecotoxicological assessments of natural waters and wastewaters. In the
present study, effects of a 96h exposure to heavy metal, one of the most
common environmental toxicants, on the sporulation of U. pertusa were
assessed in comparison with other physiological parameters, namely,
absorbance values and pigmentcontent. There was two significant
endpoints from each parameters, 438nm absorbance and Chl a + Chl b /
Carotenoids content. The EC50 values was 0.333±0.268 (Sporulation),
0.128±0.057 (Absorbance values) in cooper, and 3.084±0.731
(Sporulation), 3.169±1.510 (Chl a + Chl b / Carotenoids) in chromium,
respectively.
TP291 Ranking of biomarkers for environmental monitoring
N. Hanson, EnviroPlanning / Dept of Plant and Environmental Sciences
Environmental monitoring of chemicals is performed to provide
information about the distribution of chemicals in the environment and
their temporal trends. Biomarkers have been used in environmental
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monitoring and assessment around the world to detect exposure to and
effects of chemicals. Many different biomarkers have been used or are
under development, and they all have different strengths and weaknesses. Here, it is evaluated if the biomarkers that are freqeuently used in
monitoring provide usefull information for environmental management.
The biomarkers were given scores for five properties that were considered important for environmental monitoring. Those were specificity
for chemicals, ecological relevance, ability to provide early warning,
ability to detect different types of chemicals and mixtures, current status
in environmental monitoring, and feasibility of the analysis. Based
on the properties, the biomarkers were then ranked for usefulness in
environmental monitoring. As different properties are valued in different monitoring scenarios, three different rankings of biomarkers were
created. In the different rankings, higher weight was put on ecological
relevance, ability to detect mixture effects, or ability to act as an early
warning signal.
TP292 Limit values for biomarkers in fish - Different limits for different assessment types
N. Hanson, EnviroPlanning / Dept of Plant and Environmental Sciences; Å.
Larsson, L. Förlin, Univ of Gothenburg
Biological markers (biomarkers) in fish are biochemical and/or physiological changes that frequently have been used for environmental
assessments, includin routine monitoring and recipient control. Because
of the natural variability (temporal as well as spatial) in biological
endpoints, it has often been argued that it is not possible to use limit
values. Instead, local reference sites are always needed for comparison.
In the present study, 25 years of fish monitoring data from the Baltic sea
were examined to determine if it is possible to use limit values for the
biomarkers EROD (ethoxyresorufin-O-deethylase) and vitellogenin.
EROD is sensitive to dioxin like organic contaminants while vitellogenin reacts to estrogenic chemicals. From the data, it was possible to
determine natural variation for both biomarkers. From these distributions, limit values for recipient control throughout the Baltic could be
determined. However, these limit values cannot be used to assess the
reference sites themselfes. For this, another approach is necessary. Here,
the biomarkers were compared to responses at higher levels of biological organization. Limit values for reference sites were then set so that no
effects at higher levels were seen. The resulting limit values were lower
than those for recipient control. This is logical as an industry should not
be held responsible for high background contamination. The use of limit
values can reduce costs in environmental assessments. Furthermore, it is
less likely that different assessors will reach different conclusions.
TP293 Development of tissue and dietary TRVs using species-sensitivity distributions to assess ecological risks in the Lower Passaic
River Study Area
B.A. Bergquist, Windward Environmental LLC; S.M. Katka, Windward
Environmental; S.T. Sloan-Evans, Windward Environmental LLC / Dept
of Environmental Sciences; M. Luxon, L. Saban, M. Johns, Windward
Environmental LLC; R. Law, de maximis inc
Risks to fish, birds, and mammals were evaluated using several lines of
evidence in the baseline ecological risk assessment for the Lower Passaic
River Study Area (LPRSA), a large urban river located in New Jersey for
which an RI/FS is currently being conducted. Tissue-residue thresholds were developed for fish tissue and bird egg tissue and dietary dose
thresholds were developed for birds and mammals. In developing these
thresholds, an attempt was made to move beyond the use of no-observed
adverse effect levels (NOAELs) and lowest-observed adverse effect levels
(LOAELs) for each chemical of potential ecological concern (COPECs),
and to instead incorporate the use of species-sensitivity distributions
(SSD) or dose-response curves if sufficient data were available. A
thorough review of the primary literature was conducted to ensure the
inclusion of all relevant and up-to-date toxicity data for each COPEC.
TRVs were generated using an SSD approach if chronic data were
available for at least five species. The use of a SSD approach integrates
available toxicological data for various species to derive a concentration
that is protective of a predetermined percentage of a group of species.
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Where SSDs were developed, the TRV was selected as the 5th percentile concentration (intended to be protective 95% of the aquatic species)
of the best-fit curve identified using @Risk software. If toxicity data
were insufficient for derivation of an SSD, data were evaluated for the
potential derivation of a TRV based on a dose-response relationship. This
approach provided a more robust evaluation of potential risks compared
to the method of selecting the lowest effect level reported for any species,
therefore providing better information to support risk management decisions for the LPRSA.
TP294 Learning Shifts the Curve: Amphibians Are Sometimes More
Sensitive Than Their Risk Assessment Surrogates
C.B. Aubee, USEPA / Office of Pesticide Programs; S. Glaberman, USEPA
Ecological risk of chemical exposure to aquatic-phase amphibians is historically evaluated by comparing estimated environmental concentrations
in surface water to surrogate toxicity data from standard freshwater fish
species. Recently published meta-analyses of fish and amphibian ecotoxicity data conclude that amphibians are generally no more sensitive than
fish. However, these analyses are limited because the amphibian data
reported in the peer-reviewed literature are variable both with respect to
experimental design and test species. We compared fish early life stage
toxicity data to amphibian metamorphosis data generated using a single,
model species (Xenopus laevis) under standardized test conditions. The
preliminary results suggest that, under the conditions tested, developing amphibians may be affected by certain chemical exposures at lower
aquatic test concentrations than those which cause adverse effects in early
life stage fish. This reinforces the value of using multiple lines of evidence
to inform risk characterization for taxonomic groups represented by surrogates in regulatory testing. Disclaimer: This abstract has been subjected
to review by USEPA’s Office of Pesticide Programs and was approved for
submission. Approval does not signify that the contents reflect the views
of USEPA, nor does mention of trade names or commercial products
consitute endorsement or recommendation for use.
TP295 Species Sensitivity Distributions for Non-Target Plant
Studies
J.W. Green, DuPont / Applied Statistics Group
Species Sensitivity Distributions (SSDs) are increasingly requested by
regulatory authorities, especially in the EU, as part of product registration submissions. There is some inconsistency among country regulators
as to requirements and acceptable methods of fitting and interpreting
SSDs, specifically estimating the concentration hazardous to no more
than 5% of exposed species (HC5). A comparison will be made of the
median HC5 and lower bound HC5 calculations. Specifically, the variability of the lower bound HC5 will be shown to greatly exceed that of
the median HC5 estimate. It has become common in EU registrations
to reject species data for SSD purposes if the data do not conform to the
log-normal distribution. There is no scientific basis for this requirement
and it will be shown that the log-normal is not always appropriate and
the consequence of mis-specifiying the distribution can be an seriously misleading HC5 value. The EUFRAM work of several years ago
recommended capturing uncertainty as well as variability, but some
software packages ignore this and report unrealistically short confidence
intervals. Datasets used for SSDs often contain censored values (e.g.,
EC50>100 ppm). Some EU regulatory authorities do not accept censored
values. There is no scientific basis for such action and there have long
been known mathematically correct ways to include censored values
in fitting a distribution. That approach will be described and has been
implemented in proprietary software, but only recently has a software
package been widely available that implements this approach. That
package, MOSAIC, and several other software packages for fitting a
SSD and estimating HC5, such as ETX, BurrliOZ, and SSD Master
will be discussed and compared. Finally, some attention will be given to
the number of non-target plant species needed for SSD fitting. While
the focus of this presentation is on non-target plant studies, the issues
presented apply to all SSD work.

TP296 Comparison of Sub-lethal Sediment Toxicity Test Methods
Used to Interpret Sediment Quality Objectives for California’s Bays
and Estuaries
C.E. Pottios, County Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County / San Jose
Creek Laboratories; C.M. Barton, County Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles
County / Dept of Biology; S.S. Thompson, Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles
County
In California, the implementation of sediment quality objectives (SQOs)
was adopted in 2008 by the California State Water Resources Control
Board for enclosed bays and estuaries. The SQO framework takes a
multiple line of evidence (LOE) approach integrating sediment toxicity,
benthic community condition, and sediment chemistry. The requirements for the sediment toxicity LOE requires, at a minimum, the use of
one short-term survival toxicity test method and one sub-lethal toxicity test method. Results for each of the methods are given independent
toxicity categories (nontoxic, low toxicity, moderate toxicity, or high
toxicity). A final LOE result is calculated from the average of all toxicity
methods conducted. Two sub-lethal toxicity test methods are acceptable under SQO guidelines - the 28 day Neanthes arenaceodentata (NA)
growth test using whole sediment, and the 48 hour embryo development
test using Mytilus galloprovincialis (MG) at the sediment-water interface.
While there are many technical differences in running these two methods, little is known about the differences between the toxicity category
results, how each of these results compare to the final LOE result, and
the relative statistical sensitivity of each of these methods. To address
these questions, 17 sediment samples along the Southern California
Bight were collected and tested using both sub-lethal methods. Results
indicated that the toxicity categories for the NA sub-lethal tests were
generally higher (i.e. more toxic) than for the MGsub-lethal tests. In
addition, when the final LOE category resulted in a nontoxic response,
the toxicity categories for each of the sub-lethal methods were similar.
Conversely, when the final LOE category resulted in a toxic response,
the toxicity categories for each of the sub-lethal methods were more
variable and typically different. Furthermore, the NA method generally
exhibited a lower pMSD value than the MG method. This is an indication that the within-test variability is smaller in the NA method making
for an increased statistical power to detect a toxic effect. With the short
testing turnaround time, the MG sub-lethal test tends to be the more
favorable test to conduct; however, results have indicated that conducting both tests could provide a more robust overview of sediment toxicity
assessment.
TP297 Soil and Sediment Testing of Very Hydrophobic, Low
Solubility Organic Substances
G.E. Bragin, ExxonMobil Biomedical Sciences Inc / Environmental
Sciences Division; L.K. Low, ExxonMobil Biomedical Sciences / Toxicology
Environmental Sciences Dept; M. Leon Paumen, ExxonMobil Biomedical
Sciences / TES Division; A.D. Redman, Exxon Mobil Biomedical Sciences;
J. Butler, ExxonMobil Biomedical Sciences Inc / Environmental Toxicology
and Chemistry Laboratory; D. Letinski, ExxonMobil Biomedical Sciences
Inc; C. Sutherland, ExxonMobil Biomedical Sciences Inc / Toxicology and
Environmental Science; B. Kelley, T. Parkerton, ExxonMobil Biomedical
Sciences Inc
Due to the hydrophobic nature of most petroleum and petrochemical
products, these substances will tend to distribute and adsorb to soil and
sediment once released to the environment. Recent regulations in Europe
and China are requiring soil and sediment toxicity tests for product hazard characterization. One major challenge is the use of total substance
concentration in soil and sediment which do not reflect the fraction that
is bioavailable and hence relevant for risk evaluation. Further, standard
test guidelines do not clearly address equilibration of the substance with
the soil/sediment media; and standard dosing methods do not incorporate time for equilibration, or address the appropriate test concentrations
for very hydrophobic substances needed to demonstrate an acceptable
no effect level. Long term soil and sediment toxicity testing with plants,
earthworms, and blackworms has been performed on non-ionic non
polar hydrophobic organic substances. Based on chemical structure,
high log Kow (>10) and very low water solubility (< 0.02 mg/L), these
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substances would not be bioavailable, and hence, would not be expected
to cause adverse effects to soil/sediment organisms owing to low solubility in pore water. However, testing these materials at standard elevated
concentrations and without equilibration leads to a greater chance
of causing physical effects on these organisms, which only confound
interpretation of findings. No long-term effects were observed when
testing followed an aging period after spiking, and a lower spiked soil /
sediment exposure concentration of 100 mg/kg. The contrasting results
demonstrate a need to allow for partitioning, and use more relevant
concentrations to ensure generation of data that facilitate sound environmental assessment of hydrophobic chemical substances.
TP298 Proposing a Basis on Deviation from the Chemical Mixture
Models
J. Takeshita, AIST / RISS; M. Seki, Chemicals Evaluation and Research
Inst Japan; M. Kamo, Advanced Industrial Science and Technology; K.
Kubota, Chemicals Evaluation and Research Inst Japan
Although the present risk assessment/management for chemicals is
largely based on single substances, an assessment/management which
takes into account the effects of chemical mixtures is also recognized as
important. The existence of interactions is a key to understand the effect
of chemical mixtures. If there is an interaction for given more than two
chemicals, there needs special cares to predict the toxic effects of chemical mixtures. When there is no interaction, two standard models are
applied to predict the toxicities. One is a “Concentration Addition (CA)”
and the other is an “Independent Action (IA)”. In general, the former
is thought to be valid for chemicals having the same or similar mode
of action, while the latter assumes that components of a mixture have
different mode of actions and each effect would work independently.
Once it turns out that these models can be applied for a toxic effect of
mixture, the risk assessment becomes relatively easy. A problem is that
there is no clear criterion to judge if we can use these model or not.
Because any models cannot make perfect prediction, there are deviations
between predicted and observed values. We need a way to identify how
much deviations would violate the use of CA and/or IA. In this talk,
we develop a statistical method to reveal what the significant deviations
are for chemical mixtures. First, we give an outline of estimation errors
related to derivations of concentration-response curves from single chemicals. In this talk, we assume log-logit models for concentration-response
curves. This is because statistical properties such as variances and covariances of model parameters have been well investigated and confidential
intervals for predictions are easily calculated. Second, we present a basis
of deviation from CA and IA. Finally, we apply our statistical method
for a result of a binary mixture experimental study.
TP299 Comparing assessment models to evaluate the environmental
safety of personal care products
A.M. Carrao, Kao USA / RD; J. Avalos, F A. Simion, Kao USA; M.
Yamane, Kao Corporation / Safety Science; T. Suzuki, Kao Corporation
Personal care product (PCP) manufacturers, including small and
medium sized enterprises (SME’s), are facing growing pressures to perform product environmental assessments. There are several approaches
for conducting environmental assessments; however, there is no widely
accepted method(s) for formulated PCP’s. This poster takes the first step
to evaluate the most commonly accepted methods available to industry
in order to identify those methods that are most suitable to PCP’s. We
compared available methods used to evaluate the environmental safety
of chemicals and included the complex (e.g. environmental monitoring)
and the simple (e.g. quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR)).
Acute aquatic toxicity of mixtures was chosen for further comparison due to the precedents set by the Globally Harmonized System of
Classification and Labelling of Chemicals. Additionally, acute aquatic
toxicity is the initial step in environmental assessments. Next, using
eight representative PCP’s, the theoretical acute aquatic toxicity of each
product was estimated by calculating the EC50 of the formulation using
component QSAR data and component experimental data. We then
performed acute aquatic toxicity on the products according to OECD
202 (Daphnia sp. Acute Immobilisation Test) for comparison. The
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experimental results for the eight products had EC50 values >35 mg/L
(no more than moderately toxic). The majority of the estimated toxicity
results based on component QSAR data was driven by water insoluble
chemicals and therefore may be an unreliable assessment. Six of the eight
estimated EC50 values were < 0.1 mg/L and a gross over estimation of
toxicity when compared to the experimental EC50 values of the products.
The other two estimated EC50 values significantly underestimated toxicity. The estimated toxicity results using component experimental data
were not driven as strongly by one chemical and all the results were >10
mg/L. In addition, this method did not overestimate the acute toxicity to
the degree of the QSAR method and did not underestimate in any of the
cases. Still, this method was conservative when compared to the experimental data of the formulas. While experimental data of the formulation
is the preferred method for estimating product level acute aquatic toxicity, the next best alternative for SME’s is to estimate the acute aquatic
toxicity based on experimental data of the components.
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Exposure and Effects of Environmental Stressors to
Bees
WP001 Workshop Summary: Bumble Bee Ecotoxicology and Risk
Assessment
A.R. Cabrera, Bayer CropScience LP / Pollinator Safety; M.T. Almanza,
Bayer CropScience AG; C. Cutler, Dalhousie Univ / Dept of Environmental
Sciences; D.L. Fischer, Bayer CropScience / Environmental Safety; S.
Hinarejos, Sumitomo Chemical Agro Europe SAS / Registration Regulatory
Affairs; G. Lewis, JSC International Ltd; D. Nigro, Bayer CropScience;
A.W. Olmstead, Bayer CropScience / Environmental Toxicology and Risk
Assessment; J. Overmyer, Syngenta Crop Protection LLC / Environmental
Safety; D. Potter, Univ of Kentucky / Dept of Entomology; N.E. Raine,
Univ of Guelph / School of Environmental Sciences; C. Stanley-Stahr, Univ
of Florida / Entomology; H. Thompson, Syngenta / Environmental Safety; J.
Van der Steen, Wageningen UR
Declines of bumble bees and other pollinator populations in Europe and
North America are of concern because of their critical role for crop production and biodiversity maintenance. Although the consensus among
scientists is that the interaction of many factors including habitat loss,
forage scarcity, diseases, parasites and pesticides potentially plays a role
in causing these declines, pesticides have received considerable public
attention and scrutiny. In response, regulatory agencies have introduced
more stringent pollinator testing requirements for registration and reregistration of plant protection products, to ensure the risks to pollinators
are minimized. Guidelines for testing bumble bees in regulatory studies
are not yet available and there is a pressing need to develop suitable
protocols for routine higher tier studies with these non-Apis, social bees.
To meet this need, Bayer CropScience, Syngenta Crop Protection and
Valent U.S.A. Corporation organized a workshop bringing together a
global team of bumble bee ecotoxicology experts to discuss and develop
draft protocols for both semi-field (Tier II) and field (Tier III) studies.
The workshop was held May 8-9, 2014 at the Bayer Bee Care Center, in
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina. The participants represented
academic, consulting, and industry scientists from Europe, Canada,
United States and Brazil. The workshop identified a clear protection
goal and generated proposals for basic experimental designs, relevant
measurements and endpoints for both semi-field (tunnel) and field
tests. The workshop participants intend to disseminate this information
as widely as possible to researchers and regulatory scientists will help
advance the development of protocol guidelines based on these initial
recommendations.
WP002 Pyrethroid-Induced Oxidative Stress and Disease
Intolerance in a Model Social Insect
L. Jenson, Entomology; D. Swale, Vanderbilt Medical Center /
Anesthesiology; T.D. Anderson, Virginia Tech / Entomology
The honey bee, Apis mellifera L., is the most widely managed crop pollinator in the United States providing the agricultural industry with
the sustainability and economic viability needed to satisfy the food and
fiber needs of society. The pollination services of managed bee colonies
accounts for ca. $14 billion in annual crop production. This number
exceeds ca. $220 billion worldwide. The availability of healthy bee
colonies for pollination is therefore crucial to agriculture. The decline
of managed bee colonies has become a nationally recognized problem,
demanding attention from both the scientific community and the beekeeping industry. One of primary perceived problems for the decline of
managed bee colonies is the excessive use of insecticides in the United
States. Another perceived problem for the reduced number of managed
bee colonies is infectious disease intolerance, based on recent survey
results from beekeeping operations in the United States. Our recent
studies provide evidence that pyrethroid insecticide exposures elicit
oxidative stress damage in bees and, in turn, may affect the infectious
disease tolerance of these individuals. There are several gaps in our
knowledge with respect to the physiological mechanisms responsible for
oxidative stress resistance and disease tolerance in managed bee colonies
exposed to pyrethroid insecticides. Here, we will summarize our research

findings related to the pyrethroid-mediated oxidative stress, infectious
disease intolerance, and ion channel-dependent regulation of pathogen
infection of bees. These data will be discussed to advance our understanding of the effects of insecticide exposures on the mechanisms that
protect bees against oxidative stress and infectious disease in an effort to
improve the health and productivity of managed bee colonies.
WP003 Reducing sampling bias in honeybee monitoring studies
M. Wang, WSC Scientific GmbH / Dept Efate Modelling
Since colony collapse disorder (CCD) has become a public issue in
recent years, a number of new methods have been tested to obtain large
amounts of reliable, quantitative data for risk assessment and to understand possible causes of CCD. Especially the use of digital photography
has become a wide spread method to evaluate either the brood development or the development of entire colonies under field conditions over
weeks or months. Without efficient computer methods, the analysis of
large data bases of images is not practical. Therefore, only single combs
are usually evaluated manually. However, while computer methods do
make it possible to analyze large quantities of data, they also include
a small measurement error. Using power analysis, we compare conventional and computer methods in order to reveal which test is more
accurate and how to obtain the most reliable results from monitoring
studies.
WP004 New methods to assess forager losses in honeybees
M. Wang, WSC Scientific GmbH / Dept Efate Modelling
In the context of colony collapse disorder (CCD) forager losses by
pesticide use has been widely discussed. Currently, the fate of foragers
exposed to toxicants is based on manual marking of individual honeybees, which are observed when they leave a hive, when they subsequently
reach a foraging station and when they return to the hive. Since this
method is rather labor intensive, we explored methods using video analysis in order to measure the number of foragers leaving the hive and return
from foraging trips. While the methods are still in an experimental
stage, they show that large numbers of foragers can be analyzed, and also
diurnal patterns of activity can be studied.

Emergent Pollutants
WP005 Diurnal, daily, and seasonal variations of volatile methylsiloxanes in a sewage treatment plant from Saitama, Japan
Y. Horii, K. Minomo, K. Nojiri, Center for Environmental Science in
Saitama; H. Tsurumi, T. Aoki, Saitama Sewage Systems Agency
A part of volatile methylsiloxanes (VMS) is recently identified as priority
chemicals for environmental risk assessment due to their persistence in
the environment and bioaccumulative potency. Sewage treatment plants
(STPs) can be a potential of major source of VMS in the water environment, because personal care products and cosmetics are the important
market for VMS directly used in the products. In this study, we
investigated the concentration profiles and diurnal, daily, and seasonal
variations of cyclic and linear VMS in a STP from Saitama, Japan. VMS
concentrations were measured in the STP that serves a population of
320,000. For diurnal investigation, influent and effluent were taken in
every 2 h using auto samplers. For daily investigation, composite samples
of influent and effluent were prepared in 7 continuous days. For seasonal
investigation, grab samples of effluent and river water samples including
upstream and downstream water were collected in every month during
January to December, 2013. The water samples were analyzed by purge
trap extraction- solvent elution- GC/MS method developed in our lab.
In diurnal investigation, the concentrations of sum of VMS in the influent and effluent varied from 8400 to 17000 ng/L and 630 to 930 ng/L,
respectively. The 2 h fluxes in influent were estimated to be from 89 to
206 g, and the higher fluxes were found during night time. A distinct
diurnal variation of VMS concentration in the influent was observed,
but was not apparent those in the effluent. Further, no significant variation was found in the concentrations of influent and effluent in daily
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investigation. Both in the influent and effluent, D5 was the predominant
at >80%, followed by D6 and D4 (or D3 in effluent). Linear VMS were
trace level or near detection limit. Based on the cumulative volume of
effluent and the concentrations of VMS obtained from diurnal investigation, estimated discharge of total VMS to the river was 92 g/day.
Removal efficiency of VMS in the STP was 94%. In seasonal investigation, the concentrations of VMS in effluent, upstream and downstream
river waters varied from 420 to 1700 ng/L, 37 to 280 ng/L, and 120 to
590 ng/L, respectively. Mean concentration of VMS in the downstream
was two times higher than those in upstream, indicating STP effluent is
one of point source of VMS in the water environment. Seasonal variation
of VMS related to river water volume and/or temperature was found in
the river water samples.

for 5 communities in Ontario, Canada indicated that this compound
was consistently detected at high ng/L concentrations in raw water and
persisted through the treatment process. Using the two types of POCIS,
we monitored both sucralose and acesulfame in Presqu’Ile Bay in Lake
Ontario, Canada and determined that these compounds were distributed
in a pattern reflecting the discharge from a municipal sewage lagoon.
Finally, we monitored for sucralose and acesulfame in groundwater from
Barbados, West Indies and found evidence of wastewater contamination
of the aquifer in this karst limestone region. Overall, these data indicate
that sucralose and acesulfame can be used to trace contamination from
wastewater in surface water, groundwater and drinking water.

WP006 Development of a rapid LC-Time of flight mass spectrometry method for screening of trace naphthenic acids in aqueous
environments
D. Shang, Environment Canada; M. Haberl, CARO Analytical Services /
Organic Chemistry; B. Coates, CARO Analytical Services
Over the past 20 years, oil sands exploration and processing in Canada
have grown steadily, leading to the development of intensive large-scale
operations in Alberta, Canada. Naphthenic acids (NAs), a complex
mixture of aliphatic and alicyclic carboxylic acids, are by-products of oil
sands processing and are known to be toxic. While Oil Sands Processing
Water (OSPW) is contained in tailings ponds, potential seepage and
leaking of OSPW and its contaminants into surrounding surface water
systems is a concern. The ability to quantify NAs and their isomers
in OSPW surrounding water is essential for monitoring these spills.
Unfortunately, quantification of NAs and their isomers is challenging
due to the complexity of the NA mixtures, the lack of commercially
available standards, and interference from naturally occurring NA
compounds. Techniques such as FT-IR and GC/MS are currently used
to analyze NAs, but are limited by poor sensitivity and specificity in the
case of FT-IR and long sample preparation and instrument run time
for GC/MS. To tackle these issues, a rapid LC/QTof MS method was
developed which can quickly quantify NAs in surface water with much
better sensitivity and specificity than current methods. This method uses
large volume injection, ESI negative mode and a Poroshell LC column to
improve the method limits of detection (LOD) and quantitation (LOQ ).
The method is robust and has no complicated sample preparation steps.
The Method Detection Limit (MDL) is 0.005 mg/L (5 ppb) and Low
Limit of Quantitation (LLOQ ) of 0.02 mg/L (20 ppb), both for surface
water. The developed method was tested with samples from the oil sands
producing region, and demonstrated its applicability for fast screening of
surface water samples. This is the first very rapid LC/QTof MS method
using large volume single column direct injection for quantitative determination of naphthenic acids in surface water.

WP008 Siloxanes: Quantifying a New Emmergent Pollutant in
Water and Air
B. Coates, CARO Analytical Services; J. Duddridge, CARO Analytical
Services / Organic Chemistry
Siloxanes are a class of anthropogenic chemicals having a multitude of
applications in the production of household, automotive, construction,
and personal care products. An additional key role is as intermediates
in the production of silicon polymers. Due to their widespread use,
siloxanes have been receiving notable attention as emerging organic
contaminants in the environment over the past two decades. Issues of
primary concern include toxicity, as well as, the destructive impact they
have on biogas combustion equipment. The highest loading of Siloxanes
in the environment has been found at landfill sites, wastewater treatment plants and their surrounding areas (Wang et al, 2012). This is not
to say that Siloxane contamination is not of concern in other areas. In
their 2013 paper, Yucuis et al reported detecting the cyclic Siloxane D5
in indoor and outdoor air in various residential and commercial settings.
Siloxanes are proving to be ubiquitous environmental contaminants,
being detected at trace levels in even the most remote locations (Wang
et al., 2012, Yucuis et al., 2013). While Siloxanes are not currently regulated, Environment Canada has recently published a notice announcing
the requirement for preparation and implementation of pollution prevention plans in respect to D4 in industrial effluents. D4 has been identified
by Environment Canada and Health Canada as potentially having “longterm harmful effects on the environment or its biological diversity”,
and as meeting the criteria of a persistent chemical in the environment
(Environment Canada, 2012). Additionally, D4 was recently added
to a list of chemicals for further review by the USEPA for 2013-2014,
which could lead to regulations under the Toxic Substances Control Act
(Yucuis et al., 2013) From an analytical perspective, there are a plethora
of possible approaches to sampling, extracting, and detecting Siloxanes
in the various environmental matrices they exist in. With the intention
of building upon success from similar projects, CARO has developed
methods for the analysis of Siloxanes in both air and water based on
accredited methods for the analysis of VOCs in these matrices.

WP007 Artificial Sweeteners as Tracers of Wastewater
Contamination
C.D. Metcalfe, T. Sultana, Trent Univ / Environmental and Resource Studies
Artificial sweeteners are present in large quantities in sugar free beverages and foods and some products are not metabolized once ingested.
Two artificial sweetener compounds, acesulfame and sucralose are persistent through wastewater treatment processes and may persist for months
or years in aquatic ecosystems. Thus, these compounds can be used as
tracers of wastewater contamination of surface water, groundwater and
drinking water. In this study, we developed methods to analyze sucralose and acesulfame in aquatic matrixes using solid phase extraction and
liquid chromatography with tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS).
In order to use polar organic chemical integrative samplers (POCIS) as
passive samplers for monitoring these compounds, we determined the
sampling rate (Rs) for sucralose in standard POCIS with HLB sorbent,
and also determined sampling rates for acesulfame using a new solid sorbent. Concentrations of sucralose were in the high µg/L range in effluent
from a municipal wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) discharging into
the Grand River, ON, Canada, as well as in the river downstream of the
discharge. Monitoring of sucralose in raw and treated drinking water

WP009 Occurrence and phase distribution of PBDEs, hexabromocyclododecanes (HBCDs) and tetrabromobisphenol A (TBBPA) in
landfill leachate
A.P. Daso, E.R. Rohwer, P.B. Forbes, Univ of Pretoria / Dept of Chemistry;
J.O. Okonkwo, Tshwane Univ of Technology / Dept of Environmental Water
and Earth Sciences
In this on-going study, the occurrence and phase distribution of novel
brominated flame retardants, namely polybrominated diphenyl ethers
(PBDEs), hexabromocyclododecanes (HBCDs) as well as tetrabromobisphenol A in leachate samples collected from different landfill
sites within the Gauteng Province, South Africa were investigated.
The leachate samples were filtered and subsequently extracted with
ENVI™-18 cartridges. Similarly, the suspended solids retained on the
filters were separately extracted using ultrasonication-assisted extraction
technique. Extracts obtained from both procedures were purified on
Florisil column employing organic solvents with varying polarities for
the elution of the target compounds. The fraction containing the more
polar constituents (TBBPA and HBCDs) was derivatised with appropriate silylating reagent to improve their chromatographic behaviours. Upon
the completion of the derivatisation step, both fractions were combined
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and analysed with the gas chromatography mass spectrometry (GCMS). Presently, the results of this study are inconclusive and we hope to
present the entire findings to the wider scientific community during the
forthcoming meeting.
WP010 Chiral brominated flame retardants in indoor air and dust
F. Wong, Stockholm Univ / ITM; S. Newton, Dept of Applied
Environmental Science ITM; C. de Wit, ITM Stockhom Univ
Organic flame retardants (FRs) are a class of indoor contaminants
of much concern due to their widespread use in consumer products
and potential adverse effects on human health. Since the phase-out of
polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs), use of alternative FRs (e.g.
non-PBDE brominated FRs) has increased in recent years. Although
these alternative FRs are already used, knowledge about their environmental levels, transport and human exposure is very limited.
Chiral compounds offer advantages for following exposure pathways
and metabolism because of their ability to distinguish racemic (newly
released) and non-racemic (metabolically altered) sources. In this study,
we investigate the potential of using chiral FR to trace the human
exposure pathway of alpha-tetrabromoethylcyclohexane (a-TBECH) in
indoor environment. Indoor air samples are collected from homes and
offices in Stockholm, Sweden and the enantiomers of a-TBECH is characterized and expressed as enantiomer fraction (EF). EF equals to the
area of the first eluting enantiomer over the sum of the first and second
eluting enantiomer. EF = 0.500 indicates racemic and EF ≠ 0.5 indicates
non-racemic signature. EFs of indoor air show slightly non-racemic
signature with EF = 0.528±0.015 (n = 7), while EFs of the technical
standard is racemic, with EF = 0.500±0.008 (n = 3). This implies that
a-TBECH found in indoor air may have undergone microbial degradation since enzymes have preference to process one of the enantiomer.
We hypothesize that a-TBECH may be emitted from dust since this is
likely where enantioselective degradation occurs. Ongoing work is to
quantify the levels of a-TBECH in dust and indoor air, and to characterize their enantimeric signature. Our work will help to better understand
the transport pathway of FRs from consumer products (e.g. furniture,
electronics) to dust, indoor air and eventually to human.
WP011 Validation analysis of oxytetracycline by HPLC-DAD in
water to freshwater ecosystems
H. Janke, Federal Univ of Sao Carlos / DEBE; Z. Dahroug, Federal Univ of
Sao Carlos UFSCar; C.A. Calinaro, E.M. Vieira, Univ of São Paulo USP;
M.R. Seleghim, Federal Univ of Sao Carlos UFSCar
Oxitetracycline (OTC) is one of the most used antimicrobial substances
in human therapy or for veterinary purpose as growth promoter and
diseases prevention. Like other antibiotics the major sources of OTC to
the environment are pharmaceutical industry effluents, wastewater and
effluents from wastewater treatment plants, direct discharge of animal
excreta and feces and direct use of the drug applied to the water body in
aquaculture activities. OTC enters the aquatic environment in its parent and metabolite forms and it is considered one of the most emerging
pollutants of concern because of its probable effects to aquatic biota. The
aim of this study was to establish a sensible methodology for the analysis
of oxytetracycline in superficial water of impacted aquatic environments
by high-performance liquid cromatographic method with diode-array
detection (HPLC-DAD). The sample preparation was carried out using
100 ml doped water with different OTC concentrations added to 0,02
M Na 2EDTA and adjusted to 3.4 pH. The extraction was done using
Strata-X (200 mg 3 ml) cartridges conditioned with 5 ml of methanol
and 5 ml of ultrapure water at pH 4.0. The cartridges were washed with
2 mL of 2 % methanol and dried under vacuum for 5 minutes. The
elution was done with 5 mL of methanol. The extract was dried with
compressed air and reconstituted to 1 mL with EDTA buffer (0.0375
mol L-1anhydrous sodium acetate, 0.0175 mol L-1 calcium chloride
heptahydrate, 0.0125 mol L-1 sodium EDTA) at pH 7.0. The OTC concentration was carried out using HPLC-DAD at 380 nm, with a Zorbax
SB C-18 column and an isocratic pumping of the mobile phase composed of EDTA buffer pH 7.0 as aqueous phase and an organic phase of
methanol, 60:40 v/v. The method was validated with good linearity (r2>

0,999) over the range of 0.05 mg L-1 to 5 mg L-1. The relative standard
deviation (RSD) was lower than 1,46 %. The limit of detection (LOD)
and the limit of quantification (LOQ ) found were 0.002 mg L-1 and
0.006 mg L-1, respectively. The extraction method was also validated
with good linearity (r2> 0,99) and RSD lower than 1,77 %. The overall
recovery results ranged from 81.7 to 101.06 %. The method was applied
to water samples analysis of the main river that runs along São Carlos
(SP-Brazil) rural and urban areas. All samples showed no residual of
OTC in the analysis.
WP012 Contamination from formerly used defense sites and atmospheric deposition on St. Lawrence Island, Alaska
F.A. von Hippel, Univ of Alaska Anchorage / Dept of Biological Sciences;
P.K. Miller, Alaska Community Action on Toxics; D. Dillon, L. Smayda,
Univ of Alaska Anchorage / Biological Sciences; J. Gologergen, H. Zimmer,
Alaska Community Action on Toxics; D. Carpenter, Univ at Albany SUNY;
L. Buck, Univ of Alaska Anchorage
Alaska has hundreds of formerly used defense sites (FUDS), many of
which are located in close proximity to Alaska Native villages in remote
parts of the state. Some communities have raised concerns that legacy
contaminants from FUDS may be contaminating their lands, water
sources and traditional foods. Because Alaska Natives rely heavily on
subsistence harvest of top carnivores and long-lived mammals such as
baleen whales, they ingest unsafe quantities of contaminants that have
bioaccumulated and biomagnified in the lipid-rich arctic food web.
Here we report results of congener-specific levels of legacy contaminants
(PCBs and organochlorine pesticides) and emerging contaminants
(PBDEs and PFCs) in freshwater fish (ninespine stickleback and
Alaska blackfish) from FUDS on St. Lawrence Island in the Bering
Sea. Elevated levels of PCBs were detected in fish from Northeast
Cape, while elevated PBDE levels were found in fish from the village
of Gambell. Congener-specific profiles indicate both global and local
sources of contamination. We relate contaminant levels to disruption
of the sex steroid and thyroid endocrine axes. Our data reveal that both
local (via FUDS) and distant (via global distillation) contaminant sources
pose a health risk to local inhabitants, and that detailed characterization
of FUDS is important to prioritize cleanup efforts.
WP013 Batch and Column Transport Studies of Environmental Fate
of 3-nitro-1,2,4-triazol-5-one (NTO) in Soils
N. Mark, Univ of Arizona / Soil Water and Environmental Science; J.
Arthur, K. Dontsova, M. Brusseau, Univ of Arizona; S. Taylor, US Army
Corps of Engineers
NTO (3-nitro-1,2,4-triazol-5-one) is one of the new explosive compounds used in insensitive munitions (IM) and developed to replace
traditional explosives, TNT and RDX. Data on NTO fate and transport
is needed to determine its environmental behavior and potential for
groundwater contamination. In this study, we measured how NTO in
solution interacts with different types of soil and related soil properties
to transport and fate behavior. In all experiments, NTO concentration was quantified using Dionex Ultimate 3000 high performance
liquid chromatograph (HPLC) equipped with a diode array detector.
Uncontaminated soils having a wide range of properties were collected
on military installations across the United States and used in our experiments. First, we conducted a series of kinetic and equilibrium batch soil
sorption experiments. Adsorption coefficients (Kds) measured for NTO
in a range of soils in batch experiments were less than 1 cm3 g-1. There
was a highly significant negative relationship between measured NTO
adsorption coefficients and soil pH (P = 0.00011). In kinetic experiments, first order transformation rate estimates ranged between 0.0004
h-1 and 0.0221 h-1. NTO transformation rates correlated positively with
organic carbon (OC) in the soil (P = 0.02), and lower NTO recovery was
observed in untreated versus sterilized samples for samples with high
OC soil. This suggests that NTO is being biodegraded, possibly with
OC acting as a substrate. We also conducted saturated column transport
experiments under steady-state and transient conditions. Concentrations
of NTO as well as a conservative tracer (bromide) used to characterize
water flow through the columns were determined in the column effluent
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and used to construct breakthrough curves. The adsorption equilibrium
HYDRUS-1D model best described NTO transport in studied soils,
suggesting that contribution of non-equilibrium processes was small.
Some soils had breakthrough curves that indicated an increase in the
transformation rate as a function of time and showed low recovery after
24 hour flow interruption at steady-state, possibly indicating microbial
growth. Batch and column adsorption coefficients (Kd) correlated well (P
= 0.000576). Overall, results indicate that NTO experienced adsorption
and transformation in soils. NTO was weakly adsorbed, with adsorption coefficients lower than measured for RDX, the traditional explosive
compound NTO is replacing.
WP014 Determination of Diphenylamine Antioxidants in
Wastewater / Biosolids and Sediment
Z. Zhang, WTC; C.H. Marvin, Environment Canada; S. Smyth,
Environment Canada / Water Science Technology Directorate; E. Sverko,
Environment Canada
Diphenylamine derivatives are widely used as antioxidant additives
in vehicle engine oils, commercial/industrial lubricants and rubber
products. These substances were identified as a high priority for screening assessment and were included in the challenge because they were
found to meet the ecological categorization criteria for persistence,
bioaccumulation potential and inherent toxicity to aquatic organisms,
and the presence in the environment results primarily from human
activity. There are no existing environment measurements of these
substances in any media. In this study, we developed a method for the
determination of 17 diphenylamine antioxidants: diphenylamine (DPA),
isopropyl-diphenylamine (IP-DPA), dimethyl-acridan (DM-AD),
isopropyl-dimethyl-acridine (IPDM-AD), diisopropyl-diphenylamine
(DIP-DPA), diisopropyl-dimethyl-acridine (DIPDM-AD), two
Styrenated-diphenylamine (S-DPA) isomers, isooctyl-diphenylamine
(IO-DPA), three isooctyl-styrenated-diphenylamine (IOS-DPA)
isomers, diisooctyl-diphenylamine (DIO-DPA), diisooctyl-styrenateddiphenylamine (DIOS-DPA), N,N’-diphenyl-p-phenylenediamine
(DPPD), N-phenyl-N’-(o-tolyl)-p-phenylenediamine (PTPD), and
N,N’-di-(o-tolyl)-p-phenylenediamine (DTPD) in wastewater, biosolids
and sediment samples using gas chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (GC-MS/MS). Recoveries of all the target compounds spiked
at 100- and 1000-ng levels (n=6) in sediment, effluent, influent and
biosolids and passed through the entire analytical procedure ranged from
60.5% to 122%, with a relative standard deviation (RSD) of 1.62-24.0%.
The methods were applied to the analysis of influent, effluent and biosolids samples, the sum of all the diphenylamine derivatives were 58.3-721,
1.48-27.1 ng L-1 and 226-1202 ng g-1 dw (median: 104, 4.69 ng L-1 and
278 ng g-1 dw), respectively. Nine sediment samples collected in Ontario
Canada contained the sum concentrations of the target compounds
ranged 1-1062 ng g-1 dw. To our knowledge, this is the first work to
report the determination of diphenylamine antioxidants in environment
samples.
WP016 Perinatal Concentrations of Bisphenol A (BPA), BPA
Metabolites and BPA Alternatives in Paired Maternal and Cord
Serum
J. Liu, Univ of Alberta; J. Li, Y. Wu, China National Center For Food
Safety Risk Assessment; J.W. Martin, Univ of Alberta / Laboratory Medicine
and Pathology
Bisphenol A (BPA) is an endocrine disrupting chemical to which
humans are exposed, and concerns have been raised about its effects on
the developing fetus and children. However, the maternal-fetal transfer
of BPA and its metabolites have not been well examined in humans, and
even less is known for BPA alternatives, such as bisphenol S (BPS). Here,
61 paired samples of maternal and cord sera were collected in two cities
(Beijing, Shijiazhuang) in China during 2012-2013. These were analyzed
for total BPA, free BPA, 3 major BPA metabolites, and 3 BPA alternatives using solid phase extraction and liquid chromatography/tandem
mass spectrometry, with and without pretreatment by β-glucuronidase.
Maternal blood samples were collected 1 or 2 days prior to parturition,
while the cord blood was collected immediately after birth. Quality
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control tests showed no degradation of BPA metabolites during sampling, storage and analysis, and no target analytes were detected in
needles, tubing, blood collection tubes, pipettes or serum containers. A
stable and low procedural blank free BPA concentration was subtracted
during quantification. Total BPA (< 0.12-1.87 ng/mL; < 0.12-4.26 ng/
mL), BPA-sulfate (< 0.01-1.70 ng/mL; < 0.01-4.27 ng/mL) and BPAglucuronide (< 0.01-0.76 ng/mL; < 0.01-1.21 ng/mL) were frequently
detected in maternal and cord serum, but the detection frequency of
free BPA was relatively low, especially in cord serum (8%). Total BPA
concentrations (measured after β-glucuronidase treratment) were significantly correlated in maternal and cord serum (p< 0.01, r=0.30). Maternal
free BPA concentrations were moderately correlated with cord total BPA
(p< 0.01, r=0.19) and cord BPA-sulfate (p=0.01, r=0.18). Among 3 BPA
alternatives, only BPS was detectable, and only in 4 maternal sera (<
0.03-0.07 ng/mL) and 7 cord sera (< 0.03-0.12 ng/mL).The presence of
free BPA in serum has been disputed, but correlations between free BPA
in maternal serum and total BPA/BPA-sulfate in cord serum are suggestive that low maternal free BPA measurements, like these, are a relevant
source of prenatal exposure. Nevertheless, placental or fetal metabolism
acted to lower the exposure of free-BPA, and current exposure to BPA
alternatives was lower than for BPA. Monitoring both free and total
BPA in maternal samples, especially at earlier stages of pregnancy, could
provide additional relevant information for risk assessment.
WP018 Determination of (4-Methylcyclohexyl)methanol Isomers
in Water Samples from the 2014 Elk River, West Virginia, Chemical
Spill
W.T. Foreman, USGS / National Water Quality Laboratory; D.L. Rose,
D.B. Chambers, A.S. Crain, USGS; H. Thakellapalli, K.K. Wang, West
Virginia Univ
A heated purge-and-trap (H-P&T) GC/MS method was used to
determine the cis- and trans-isomers of (4-methylcyclohexyl)methanol
(4-MCHM), the reported major component of the Crude MCHM/
DowanolTM PPh (propylene glycol phenyl ether) material spilled into
the Elk River in Charleston, West Virginia, on January 9, 2014. NMR
measurements established the isomeric composition of the 4-MCHM
analytical standard, which allowed us to definitively assign trans4-MCHM as eluting from the GC before cis-4-MCHM. Method
detection limits were 0.16-µg/L trans-, 0.28-µg/L cis-, and 0.4-µg/L
TOTAL (total response of isomers) 4-MCHM. Hydrochloric acid
preserved Elk River samples collected ≤3.2-km downstream from the
spill on Jan. 15 had low (≤2.9 µg/L TOTAL) 4-MCHM, whereas the
isomers were not detected in unpreserved samples collected two days earlier at the same sites. Similar 4-MCHM concentrations (mean 4.8±0.5
µg/L TOTAL) occurred for samples of the Ohio River at Louisville,
Kentucky, on Jan. 17, ~590-km downstream from the spill, suggesting
that the portion of the spill plume sampled was well mixed throughout
the river by the time it reached Louisville. TOTAL 4-MCHM concentrations in USGS Charleston office tap water decreased from 129-µg/L
4-MCHM on Jan. 27 to 2.2 µg/L on Feb. 3, but remained detectable
in samples collected through Feb. 25 (last collection) indicating some
persistence of MCHM within the water distribution system. Estimated
concentrations in the spill source material were 491-g/L trans- and
277-g/L cis-4-MCHM, the sum constituting 84% of the source material
assuming its density equaled 4-MCHM, or 77% if the density was 1
g/L. The reported percentage range of 4-MCHM in Crude MCHM
only is 68–89%. A smaller peak co-eluting shoulder with cis-4-MCHM
was observed in the Ohio River and some tap water samples, and in a
dilution of the source spill material in reagent water having a TOTAL
4-MCHM concentration similar to the Ohio River samples. Upon
H-P&T GC/MS analysis of a 40-times greater concentration of the spill
material, the co-eluting shoulder peak, plus another peak eluting 0.4
minutes later, were observed as large peaks that were tentatively identified as isomers of methyl 4-methylcyclohexanecarboxylate, a reported
~5% component of Crude MCHM. Note: Any use of trade, product, or
firm names is for descriptive purposes only and does not imply endorsement by the U.S. Government.
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Alternative Methods for Evaluating Aquatic Toxicity:
New Methods, Endpoints and Testing Strategies
WP019 Uptake, efflux and metabolism of pharmaceuticals at the gill:
A primary gill cell culture model
L.C. Stott, S. Schnell, C. Hogstrand, Kings College London / Division of
Diabetes and Nutritional Sciences; S.F. Owen, AstraZeneca / Safety Health
Environment; N.R. Bury, Kings College London / Division of Diabetes and
Nutritional Sciences
Many thousands of fish are used in regulatory bioconcentration tests to
assess the uptake of xenobiotics from the aquatic environment. In order
to replace or reduce these numbers an effective and realistic in vitro
screen is required. The gills of fish are continuously bathed in water and
are a principle site of both xenobiotic uptake and efflux. The current
study uses a two-compartment in vitro rainbow trout primary gill cell
system, which forms a polarised epithelium with high transepithelial
electrical resistance (TEER; >20 K? cm-2) and low paracellular permeability, as in vivo. Importantly, the model is able to withstand apical
freshwater application, and so is a useful tool in studying the behaviour
of xenobiotics in freshwater and how they may cross the gill. Xenobiotic
transport assays of seven pharmaceuticals showed that all were transported across the gill epithelium in both directions; uptake and efflux.
Further studies investigating pH and concentration dependent transport,
as well as using known inhibitors of drug transport proteins, revealed
that for some xenobiotics, facilitated transport appears to be a route of
their uptake and efflux. Analysis of the freshwater and basal medium
revealed the loss of parent compound and the formation of a metabolite;
evidence the gill provides ‘first-pass’ metabolism for some xenobiotic
compounds. Crucially, in vitro transport using this primary gill cell
system correlates with predicted in silico and measured in vivo plasma
concentrations, further validating the use of this model, with transport
and metabolic processes mimicking in vivo. We therefore present the
model as a potential complement or surrogate to refine, reduce or replace
the numbers of fish used in bioconcentration studies.
WP020 A novel molecular biomarker for early prediction of the effects
of exposure to endocrine disrupting chemicals in Japanese medaka
Oryzias latipes
A. Abdelmoneim,C.T. Mahapatra, M.S. Sepulveda, Purdue Univ / Dept of
Forestry and Natural Resources
Endocrine disrupting chemicals (EDCs) interfere with the functioning of the endocrine system and cause reproductive and developmental
disturbances in aquatic animals. In teleosts, sex differentiation is
controlled by several genes whose expression could easily be impacted by
exposure to EDCs, causing the development of intersex or complete sex
reversal in extreme cases. To understand the molecular effects of EDCs
on these genes, we are using Japanese medaka as a model, where sex is
chromosomally determined. We studied the developmental expression
of four genes, involved in sex differentiation during early development:
ovarian structure protein 1 (osp1); aromatase (cyp19a); vitellogenin
(vtg) and estrogen receptor alpha (esr1). The transcripts of these genes
were detected as early as 5 dpf (days post fertilization) in both genders;
however starting at 12 dpf, a significant up-regulation was observed in
females showing ~26, ~18, and ~22 fold increase in expression of osp1, vtg
and cyp19a respectively, when compared to males of the same age. Our
results are in agreement with reports indicating that oogenesis begins
at ~15 dpf in female Japanese medaka. Western blot analysis of OSP1
protein in adult male and female gonad lysate, showed higher level of this
protein in the ovary and no detectable amount in the testis. Additionally,
to evaluate how estrogenic and androgenic EDCs alter the expression
pattern of osp1, we exposed 15 dpf male and female Japanese medaka
to 10 ng/L of 17α-ethinylestradiol (EE2) and 17ß-trenbolone (TRB)
respectively, for a period of 10 days. A significant down-regulation
in the expression of osp1 was recorded in females exposed to TRB,
predicting the development of spermatogenic nests in the ovaries of
those TRB exposed females when grown to 60 dpf. EE2 exposed males
showed a significant delay in gonadal maturation, but no up-regulation

in the expression of osp1 was recorded. Overall, our results support the
hypothesis that osp1 gene is a sex-specific gene that is highly expressed
in females and has the potential to be an early molecular biomarker for
prediction of the effects of EDCs on fish.
WP021 Sucralose Molecular Marker of PPCPs in Water
J. Hendricks, J.J. Harwood, Tennessee Technological Univ / Chemistry
Molecular markers have been used to indicate the sources of pollutants
in water. We are extending this application to use molecular markers to
indicate the presence of trace pharmaceuticals and personal care products
(PPCPs). Specifically, whether the artificial sweetener sucralose might
be used as a marker of the presence of estrogens (estrone, 17β-estradiol
and 17α-ethinylestradiol), and of pharmaceuticals (carbamazepine) in
waters. Carbamazepine is frequently detected in water bodies. According
to Paulo et al. (2012), approximately 30% is unchanged and subsequently
discharged through the feces. The compound is so frequently found in
wastewater treatment effluent that it has itself been suggested as a molecular marker. Sucralose is now found in wastewater, groundwater, surface
water and drinking water. Due to its stability, ubiquitous occurance and
relatively high environmental concentrations, it is considered one of the
most promising molecular markers of wastewater. Fortuitously, these
common PPCPs of concern and sucralose can all be analyzed in a single
analysis by LC-MS. The compounds are separated with the common
ODS stationary phase and ammonium acetate/acetonitrile/water eluent.
The electrospray LC-MS interface sufficiently ionizes all the compounds
for analysis. In the coming months, we will test for a correlation between
the concentration of sucralose with the presence and concentrations of
the estrogens and carbamazepine in the wastewater treatment influent
and effluent of three cities having various populations. Grab samples will
be collected and analyzed at the beginning and end of two one month
periods. POCIS samplers will be installed for the duration of these
periods, and will be extracted and analyzed for the compounds. The
results of this initial study will indicate whether estrogen and carbamazepine levels may be correlated to the molecular marker sucralose. It
will demonstrate the use of LC-MS to simultaneously analyze for all
these compounds with minimal sample preparation. It will also test the
use of POCIS samplers for collecting the compounds in wastewater
influents and effluents. If successful, this approach could be extended to
find correlations between sucralose concentration and other PPCP’s in
the aqueous environment.
WP022 Development of biomonitoring tool based on lysosomal
response and lysosomal proteomic in Saccharomyces cerevisiae
N. Nguyen, Chonbuk National Univ / Bioprocess Engineering; Y. Kim,
Chungbuk National Univ / Dept of Microbiology; J. Min, Chonbuk National
Univ / Division of Chemical Engineering
The effect of 2 kinds of chemicals (reactive oxygen species (ROS) and
non-oxidative stress-causing (NOSC) reagents on S. cerevisiae was
determined in this study. More precisely, oxidative stress was mediated
by pesticides and heavy metals; whereas non-oxidative stress effect was
caused by treatment with pharmaceutic chemicals. Previously, oxidative
stress was reported to alter yeast lysosomal enzymes, thus, intracellular
lysosomes can be used as a monitoring tool to detect oxidative stresses
impact on yeast. Simultaneously, non-oxidative stress effect was expected
to be recognized by lysosome as well. The ability of lysosomes to detect
toxicity was evaluated using confocal microscope after staining lysosomes
with LysoTracker. The results indicated that each chemical has its own
optimal concentration at which the signal corresponding to lysosomal
response reached the peak without inhibiting yeast cells’ growth.
Therefore, this method was confirmed to be able to detect toxic chemicals at their sub-lethal doses. Additionally, the expressions of lysosomal
enzymes of S. cerevisiae under the effects of these toxic substances were
examined using two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (2-DE) method and
provided a better awareness into toxic impact on cell, as well as screened
some specific biomarkers for each toxic chemical. These biomarkers were
fused with different expressing fluorescent proteins to construct new
recombinant yeasts which can detect specific toxicity or general toxicity.
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WP023 Organotypic cultures open new avenues of research in reptilian toxicology
K. Campasino, The Inst of Environmental and Human Health TIEHH /
Dept of Environmental Toxicology
Organotypic culture refers to the in vitro method where organ slices are
cultured as opposed to the more familiar cell culture method, where only
individual cells of a specific type are grown. Its benefits include preserved tissue architecture and the simultaneous culture of all the tissue’s
cells and extracellular matrix. Organotypic culture is well established in
mammalian toxicology but has not yet been validated in reptilian species.
Here we report on the validation of organotypic skin slices’ viability up
to 96h in the loggerhead (Caretta caretta) sea turtle (n=8, NOAA Sea
Turtle Facility in Galveston, Texas). Mammalian studies indicate that
culture time and media components are key variables that can affect
the viability of organotypic cultures and their suitability for toxicology
studies. We tested viability of the skin slices after 24, 48, 72, and 96h
of culture in media with and without fetal bovine serum (FBS). Most
in vitro mammalian toxicology studies with organotypic cultures are
performed within these time frames. Three endpoints were analyzed to
assess viability at each time point: (1) the ability to grow cell cultures
from the slices, (2) the amount of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) released
into culture media, and (3) the internal potassium (K+) content of the
slices as measured by flame atomic absorption spectrometry (FAAS).
Immediately after each time point, media was collected for LDH
analyses and a small portion (≤8.6 mg) from each slice was collected for
internal K+ analysis while the remainder was explanted to create cell
cultures. Fibroblast cultures were successfully grown from all organotypic cultures demonstrating viability at the end of all culture times.
LDH analyses indicated no detectable LDH release in serum free media,
a sign of cell membrane integrity, while the presence of 10% FBS in the
culture affected LDH detection as expected from mammalian studies.
Paired FAAS analyses and cell cultures revealed that a K+ content in tissue slices ranging from 90 to 893ug K+/g tissue is indicative of viability
in reptiles. All sea turtles are listed as Endangered by the International
Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN). This
research indicates that organotypic culture provides a viable non-lethal
alternative to traditional toxicity testing in species where in vivo studies
are prohibited. Analyses of loggerhead skin organotypic slices exposed to
marine contaminants are underway.
WP024 Three-dimensional fish tissue culture: An alternative model
to better understand bioaccumulation in ecotoxicology?
M. Baron, Plymouth Univ / School of Biological Sciences
Due to their potential for inducing both short and long-term biological
effects in aquatic organisms, with particular concern as to their potential to bio-accumulate in tissue, the study of pharmaceuticals and there
implications for environmental risk assessment have gained increasing
attention. In addition, there have been extensive calls from regulations
such as REACh to avoid unnecessary testing on animals, instead utlising
existing information from standard and non-standard methods, in vitro
methods, in silico methods, read-across, and weight-of-evidence in an
integrated testing strategy for assessing the bio-accumulative potential
of a substance (ECHA 2011). While in vitro systems do not fully replace
the requirement for in vivo studies, they can be useful adjunct models
with a higher throughput that can support the ecotoxicological evaluation of the potential risk of aquatic pollutants, offering an alternative
to animal testing. Three-dimensional tissue models in particular, offer
additional functionality over conventional in vitro cultures, where
defined in vivo like tissue architecture and good cell-cell and cell-matrix
interactions are longer-lived. As such they can be developed to offer a
new in vitro screening tool for environmental toxicological monitoring. We recently developed and characterised a methodology to produce
primary liver spheroids from rainbow trout that provides long term
cultures (≥40 d). Here we report the development of a substrate depletion assay, utilising liver spheroids that can determine the rate at which
parent pharmaceuticals are metabolised over an acute exposure period (≤
72 h). Pharmaceuticals were selected on the basis of their physicochemical properties, existing comparable datasets and known toxicity profile.
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The system was fully characterised and validated with the non-selective
β-blocker propranolol to establish a positive control compound and substrate depletion rates were subsequently calculated for pharmaceuticals.
Metabolism data was then incorporated into established pharmacokinetic models and compared with in vivo bioconcentration data for
fish. Cytochrome p450 homology between fish and mammals was also
compared and predictions of metabolism in fish based on ‘read-across’ to
human metabolism data were calculated. The results compare well with
data sourced from the literature, suggesting that this new model is worthy of further dedicated study for its application in accumulation studies.
WP025 Gene expression variation in Hyalella azteca laboratory
populations under standardized conditions
K. Major, H.C. Poynton, Univ of Massachusetts Boston / School for the
Environment
Although Hyalella azteca has been widely used as a model laboratory
organism in sediment toxicity tests, there is a lack of genetic data available for the strain used by most North American laboratories. However,
the H. azteca genome is currently being sequenced, and once assembled,
will provide a platform for the union of ‘omic methods and more traditional toxicity testing methods. Because of its importance in sediment
testing and its epibenthic nature, H. azteca has been proposed for use
in water-only toxicity tests. To that end, a group of government and
academic laboratories in the United States and Canada have reviewed
and refined current USEPA and ASTM 42-day reproductive toxicity
test guidelines to provide specific direction on water-only test methods
for H. azteca. In so doing, this group also coordinated an interlaboratory round-robin test to evaluate the 42-day reproductive water-only
test. Of the diverse laboratories that participated in the testing of the
proposed methods, twelve sampled 10-day old H. azteca from the test
and preserved them for gene expression analysis. These samples provide
a unique opportunity to assess the variability of gene expression in H.
azteca reared under the same standardized conditions, but from different laboratories across North America. RNAseq will be used to assess
the differences in gene expression and potential genetic variability that
occurs across laboratory populations. This work will provide the basis for
the incorporation of ‘omics methods into the framework of standardized
toxicity methods, with the ultimate goal of being able to understand the
changes in gene expression that occur in this ecologically and toxicologically important amphipod, particularly in relation to toxicant stress.
WP026 Cell Culture and Cytotoxicity Studies in Chelonians: A Review
S.J. Webb, Dept of Environmental Toxicology The Inst of Environmental and
Human Health TIEHH; C.A. Godard, Texas Tech Univ / Environmental
Toxicology The Inst of Environmental and Human Health TIEHH
Chemical pollution is of great concern for declining reptilian populations.
For endangered Chelonian species, there are limited options for the study
of toxicological effects of contaminants. Cell culture has been used and
trusted in human medical and pharmacological research for many years,
but is still in its infancy in herpetological and specifically in Chelonian
research. Here, we present a review of the published cell culture methodology and research in this taxon. Cell culture has been attempted for four
species of freshwater turtle (Chrysemys picta, Terrepene carolina, Podocnemis
unifilis, P. expansa) and three species of marine turtle (Chelonia mydas,
Caretta caretta, Eretmochelys imbricata). This review surveys the various growth conditions and cell characteristics that have been tested for
chelonian cells, including culture establishment, incubation temperature,
growth media, serum concentration, and growth substrate. Growth temperatures ranged from 3-37.5°C with an optimal range of 25-30°C. Cell
cultures from embryos and other various tissues were successfully established using both tissue disaggregation and tissue explants. A wide range
of culture media types were successful in supporting cell proliferation.
Serum concentrations tested ranged from 2 to 20%, with 10% being the
most common percentage utilized. Growth surface coatings were tested
only in the loggerhead sea turtle (C. caretta), with tissue-culture treated
flasks showing optimal cell proliferation. Additionally, karyotypes were
commonly analyzed in sea turtle cell culture studies. Normal karyotypes
in all species investigated showed 2N=55 or 56, depending on the study.
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To date, there have been limited toxicological studies using cell cultures.
Most studies have used immortal cell lines derived from fibropapillomous
lesions in one green sea turtle, developed by Lu and colleagues (1999),
and have looked at the effects of heavy metals and organochlorines.
Additionally, recent research has used primary cell cultures from loggerhead sea turtle to look at effects of polychlorinated biphenyls, polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons, and perfluorinated compounds. Cell culture can
provide a much-needed model for toxicological studies in Chelonian
species, however, growth conditions must be optimized and regulated
for these cells before testing can occur. The data reported so far provide a
valuable starting point for research to this end.
WP027 Development of Quantitative Structure Activity
Relationships to Predict Toxicity of Fluorochemicals to Aquatic
Organisms
J.L. Newsted, Natural Resource Technology
Over the last 12 to 15 years, a concentrated effort has been made to
identify and quantify fluorinated compounds in the aquatic and terrestrial environments. Initially, these programs focused on perfluoroalkyl
sulfonic acids (PFSAs) and perfluorocarboxylic acid (PFCAs). However,
as analytical methods and instrumentation have improved, the number
of fluorinated classes that have been identified in environmental matrices
has increase dramatically to include fluorotelomers, polyfluorinated
phosphate esters (PAPs) and perfluorophosphonates (PFPAs). In contrast, the assessment of the potential risks these fluorochemicals pose to
aquatic organisms and wildlife has progressed much more slowly. With
the exception of perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS) and perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) few fluorochemicals have been tested sufficiently to
support ecological risk assessment. One means to address this lack of
data is to develop quantitative structure activity relations (QSAR) that
can be used to screen and rank the fluorochemicals as to their potential
environmental risks. Studies have shown that within different classes
of fluorochemicals, the toxicity to aquatic organisms tend to increase
with the length of the fluorinated carbon chain. However, branching, inclusion of heteroatoms and differences in terminal functional
groups in the non-fluorinated portion of theses compound can also alter
toxicity making it difficult to predict toxicity across the various classes
of fluorochemicals. To address this issue, a systematic evaluation of
available ecotoxicological data for fluorochemicals was conducted. For
fluorochemicals with adequate toxicological data, molecular descriptors
were determined that included topographical, geometrical, electrostatic,
and quantum chemical endpoints. QSAR models were developed using
multiple linear regression (MLR) and principal component analyses
(PCA) methodologies. Results from the analyses show that predictive
toxicity models can be developed to predict toxicity to aquatic orgnanisms for fluorochemicals. Results from these analyses will be presented
and uncertainties and additional areas of research will be discussed.
WP028 The RTgill-W1 cell line assay to predict fish acute toxicity:
Results of a round-robin study
K. Schirmer, Eawag / Environmental Toxicology; M. Knöbel, Eawag Swiss
Federal Inst of Aquatic Science and Technology / Environmental Toxicology
We aim to establish alternatives to toxicity tests with fish for chemical
risk assessment and product development. One recent development has
been the rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) gill cell line, RTgill-W1,
assay to predict fish acute toxicity. Based on pre-defined selection
criteria, 34 organic industrial chemicals were tested and compared to
the acute toxicity reported for these same chemicals in the USEPA
fathead minnow data base. The toxicity of the majority of test chemicals
was within a 10-fold range from the line of unity of the cell line versus
the acute fish lethality if true exposure concentrations were taken into
account (Tanneberger et al., ES&T, 44 (12), 4775-4781 and 47(2):
1110-1119). Moreover, the outcome of the cell line assay compared very
well to results obtained in the zebrafish embryo toxicity test, which
has meanwhile been accepted as the OECD test guideline 236. These
findings provided the impetus to start bringing the RTgill-W1 cell
line assay as a potential animal replacement method to the same level
of international acceptance. To evaluate the transferability as well as

within- and between-laboratory reproducibility, we initiated an international round-robin test, which is kindly supported by CEFIC-LRI/UK
NC3Rs and all participants. Seven laboratories are involved in testing
cell line assay performance: Givaudan (Switzerland), P&G (USA), the
Food and Environment Research Agency (fera, UK), Vito-ABS team
(Belgium), RECETOX (Czech Republic), NIVA (Norway), and eawag
(Switzerland) as lead laboratory. Quantification of chemical exposure
concentrations for all tests will be performed at IRAS Institute Utrecht
(The Netherlands). A detailed standard operating procedure has been
prepared; it has been submitted to the European Union Reference
Laboratory for Alternatives to Animal Testing (EURL ECVAM) and
distributed to all participating laboratories, which were also trained
at eawag according to the protocol. All laboratories have established
the culturing of the RTgill-W1 cell line and testing of the reference
chemical, 3,4-dichloroaniline. Once this testing round is finished and
evaluated, an additional five chemicals, covering different modes of toxic
action, toxicity to fish and physico-chemical properties will be analyzed
for their toxicity to the RTgill-W1 cell line. The presentation will focus
on the results of this validation study.
WP029 Potential pathogenicity of heterotrophic plate count bacteria that are used as an indicator of water quality fit for human
consumption
S. Horn, NorthWest Univ / Zoology; R. Pieters, North West Univ /
Environmental Sciences and Management; C. Bezuidenhout, NorthWest
Univ / Microbiology Dept
The heterotrophic plate count (HPC) method is used to evaluate bacterial water quality. According to South African water quality guidelines,
drinking water may not contain more than a 1 000 colony forming units
per milliliter of water (CFU)/ml. There is mounting evidence suggesting that HPC bacteria may be hazardous to humans with compromised,
underdeveloped, and weakened immune systems. In this study the
pathogenic potential of HPC bacteria was investigated. HPCs from
borehole water were enumerated, tested for haemolytic properties, as
well as the production of various extracellular enzymes associated with
virulence. HuTu-80 cells acted as a model for the human intestine and
were exposed to the potentially pathogenic HPC isolates to determine
their effects on the viability of the human cells. The isolates were exposed
to different dilutions of simulated gastric fluid (SGF) to evaluate its
effect on the viability of bacteria. Gastric fluids act as a defence mechanism when water is ingested. Antibiotic resistant potential of each isolate
was determined by the Kirby-Bauer disk diffusion method. Half of the
samples exceeded the microbial water quality guideline and the highest
count was 292 350 CFU/ml. Twenty seven percent of the HPC were
α- or β-haemolytic. Subsequent analysis revealed the production of:
DNase in 72%, proteinase in 40%, lipase and lecithinase in 29% and
hyaluronidase and chondroitinase in 25%. Almost all the isolates were
toxic to the human intestinal cells to varying degrees. Several isolates
survived exposure to SGF and showed resistance against selected antibiotics. A pathogen score was calculated for each isolate based on the
results of this study. Bacillus cereus had the highest pathogen index with
declining pathogenicity as follows: Alcaligenes faecalis > B. thuringiensis
> Bacillus pumilus > Pseudomonas sp. > Brevibacillus > Aeromonas taiwanesis > Aeromonas hydrophila > Bacillus subtilis > Bacillus sp. The results of
this study demonstrated that standard water quality tests are insufficient
to provide protection against the effects of certain pathogenic HPC bacteria especially for humans with already challenged immune systems.
WP030 Invading the “dirty waters” of urban harbors: Quantifying
invasive tunicate tolerance to marine pollution
K.L. Osborne, H. Poynton, Univ of Massachusetts Boston / School for the
Environment
Invasive marine tunicates pose a significant threat to recipient communities as a result of strong competition for resources, decreasing native
biodiversity, and fouling of commercially valuable species. Botrylloides
violaceus was introduced to the Gulf of Maine (GOM) via commercial
shipping activities in the 1980’s. Originating from Asian waters, this
species has spread and established along coastlines around the world.
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Since its introduction into the GOM, B. violaceus has become increasingly dominant in a number of systems along the New England coast.
Alternatively, Botryllus schlosseri is an invasive tunicate that has been
documented in the GOM for well over 100 years. This species has been
slowly increasing its range northward, thus continuing in its invasive
nature to spread and proliferate into native systems, but at a much slower
rate than that of B. violaceus. Both of these species are able to establish
and proliferate in urban harbors despite these often being heavily polluted environments. Therefore, the goal of this research is to understand
their tolerance to pollution and the role it may play in invasion success.
Our first research aim is to identify sensitive life stages and endpoints
of these invaders to pollution. We will establish standard methods for
short-term toxicity bioassays using copper, tributyltin, benzene, and
azamethiphos as model contaminants, and identify endpoints that are
reliable, cost-effective measures of toxicity to invasive colonial ascidians.
Threshold values (e.g. LC/EC50) will then be compared with reported
sensitivities of native species such as Mytilus edulis to determine the
relative tolerance of invasive colonial ascidians with that of indigenous
biofouling community members.
WP031 Tracking and Quantifying Chemical Fate in Leptocheirus
plumulosus Using Fluorescently Labeled Hydrocarbons and Confocal
Laser Microscopy Techniques
G.L. McMennamy, MI SWACO / Analytical; K.D. Nguyen, MI Drilling
Fluids / Quality Assurance; K.P. Hoelscher, A. Risen, MI SWACO
Benthic organisms are used for sediment toxicity testing as a critical
component of discharge requirements for USEPA National Pollution
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits, such as those for
off-shore drilling in the United States Gulf of Mexico. The focus of this
study was to develop a method to quantify concentrations of chemicals
in different regions of the body in the sediment toxicity model organism
Leptocheirus plumulosus. In previous work fluorescently labeled hydrocarbons were successfully used to demonstrate the presence of these
chemicals in L. plumulosus. In the present study, confocal laser microscopy
techniques and NIS-Elements software were used to quantify the amount
of labeled chemical present in specific physiological regions or systems,
such as parts of the circulatory, respiratory, and digestive systems. This
microscopy method allows researchers to take snap shots of cross sections
of an organism and assemble them into a 3-dimensional image to assess
the organism without the need for dissection, mounting and staining.
During the present study, 3-dimensional images have been constructed,
and using the NIS-Elements software, fluorescence has been quantified
within different physiological systems. Additional research will be needed
to evaluate the implications of the chemical fates within the organism.
WP032 Improving the Amphibian Metamorphosis Assay: Experience
with a Time-to-Stage Design
L.S. Ortego, A.W. Olmstead, Bayer CropScience / Environmental Toxicology
and Risk Assessment; C. Banman, SynTech Research / Ecotoxicology; T. Hall,
Bayer CropScience / Environmental Toxicology and Risk Assessment
The performance of the Amphibian Metamorphosis Assay (AMA)
that is included in the USEPA Endocrine Screening Program (EDSP;
Guideline number OCSPP 890.1100) has recently been evaluated by a
Science Advisory Panel (SAP) convened by the USEPA. The current
guideline is designed as a 21-day test. It is highly desired that the tadpoles
do not reach NF stage 60 by day 21, which assumes some synchronicity in egg development. The SAP evaluated a subset of AMA testing
results collected so far, and questions were raised as to how to account for
differential tadpole growth rates, metamorphosis timing and development of the thyroid during the test since the animals will be at various
stages of development when sampling occurs at fixed time points. These
endpoints are not independent and will influence the interpretation of
the study endpoints (e.g., snout-vent length, hind limb length, thyroid
histology) which are taken at fixed times during the study (Day 7 and Day
21). When a test compound has the potential for an effect on amphibian
metamorphosis, data analysis is confounded by the fact that numerous labs have had difficulty in the synchronicity of metamorphosis and
obtaining an appropriate distribution of developmental stages. And when
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this occurs pre- and post-NF stage 60 frogs cannot be compared due to
dramatic morphological remodeling that takes place during climax, nor
is it appropriate to compare thyroid histology in developing organisms
across non-stage matched tadpoles. An alternative test design has been
developed that will control for these interactions. In the alternative design,
experimental set-up, acclimation, initiation, and daily observations are
similar to the current guideline. Day 7 endpoints are the same (hind limb
length, snout vent length, wet body weight, and developmental stage).
However post-day 7, tadpoles are observed daily and those having both
forelimbs erupted (NF developmental stage 58) will be removed from the
test tanks, endpoints measured (as noted on Day 7) and tadpoles processed
for histological analysis. In this study sodium perchorate was used as the
model thyroid active substance to enable comparison previous AMA
studies using this compound. The new test design will allow appropriate
comparisons of endpoints across the same developmental stage, and hence
allow for a more robust analysis and interpretation of the study results.
WP033 Validation of a Laparoscopic Method for Collecting Testis
from Largemouth Bass for Non-Lethal Detection of Intersex
(Testicular Oocytes)
A.H. MacLeod, Environmental Science and Technology; L.T. Yonkos, Univ
of Maryland / Environmental Science and Technology
The appearance of intersex in wild fish populations has received
considerable attention in the scientific literature and public media.
Characterizing the health status of a fish population often requires tissue
collection for histopathology and/or contaminant analysis. To date, the
tools available for such collection either require sacrificing the fish for tissue dissection or complex and invasive surgery with long post-operative
holding times and a high likelihood of infection and subsequent lethality. Considering many fish populations are already threatened through
over-exploitation, habitat modification, contaminant-impacts, and
competition from invasive species, the additional burden associated with
research-related collection is often difficult to justify. This makes development of an effective non-lethal monitoring technique paramount. To
that end, we are examining the efficacy of endoscopy via the genital pore
(laparoscopy) as a non-lethal, minimally-invasive sampling technique for
collection of largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides) gonadal tissue for
the detection of testicular oocytes (TO). Laparoscopic insertion into the
body cavity allows testis tissue collection via biopsy without penetration
through the body wall. The method has been demonstrated previously to
be effective for non-lethal gender identification by allowing internal visualization and biopsy of gonadal tissue with high survival, rapid healing,
and minimal infection. Our research expands on previous efforts by collecting multiple testis biopsies (n=5) with the purpose of quantifying TO
prevalence and severity. This will be accomplished in four non-sequential
phases: (1) Model Development: determination of testis biopsy number
and size necessary to quantitatively establish TO prevalence and severity; (2) Recovery and Healing: determination of post-operative survival
and healing following multiple-biopsy tissue collection; (3) Spawning
Capability: determination of post-operative spawning capability; and (4)
Field Validation: comparison of non-lethal laparoscopic tissue collection
and conventional tissue dissection for efficacy of detecting TO in native
fish collected from regional waters with a history of high intersex prevalence. Preliminary results indicate 28 days post-surgery, survival is high
(>80%) as is healing based on integrity of the urinary bladder (>90%).
On-going activities, and future applications will be presented.
WP034 High-throughput approaches to screening ecotoxicological
hazards of substances
C.M. Lehman, K.L. Hutchinson, H.L. Kan, The Dow Chemical Company /
Toxicology Environmental Research and Consulting
Guideline-driven evaluations of acute aquatic toxicity can be costly, time
consuming, and resource (e.g, space, animals) intensive, especially when
employed in screening of large numbers of substances coming from combinatorial synthesis and high-throughput product development research.
New technologies are enabling more rapid and cost-efficient screening of
substances using fewer organisms, less laboratory space, and minimized
quantities of tested substances. Implementation of these screening tools
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allows identification of least hazardous and most efficacious development
candidates early in the product development process, and can build large
experimental datasets for the support and development of QSAR models
and/or read-across evaluations. Datasets from historical guideline testing
of substances for acute toxicity to fish, daphnids, and algae (i.e., the acute
‘three-pack’) indicate that the algal growth inhibition endpoint is more
sensitive than acute fish and daphnid lethality 43.5% of the time. As a
result, the EC50 and NOEC values for algae growth inhibition will most
often drive regulatory environmental hazard and risk characterizations.
For this reason, a miniaturized alga growth inhibition assay has been
developed, where algal cells are inoculated, grown, and counted directly
in 24- or 96-well titer plates. Alga inoculation, growth, and enumeration
parameters were validated against performance of conventional shakingflask culturing and particle counting techniques, and demonstrated that
indirect cell counts via fluorometry produced equivalent growth rate and
total biomass performance to that determined from direct particle (e.g,.
Coulter) counting. Side- by-side assays were conducted with a reference
toxicant, zinc sulfate, which indicated no difference between EC50 and
NOEC values generated in a well-plate vs. traditional shaking flask
cultures. Preliminary investigations of conducting similar well platebased screening assays for both fish (whole embryo lethality) and daphnia
(immobilization) show promise towards a goal of conducting a ‘threepack’ acute aquatic toxicity screen in high-throughput mode.

health or the ecosystem is expected. The tool can act as a substantive
supplement to QSAR models or to provide a screening assessment when
QSARs are not available. With this objective, a comprehensive database
was developed based on internal P&G studies on a large number of
diverse chemicals, supplemented by publically available information on
the same chemical structures. The database covered all relevant aspects
of acute and chronic endpoints to algae, invertebrates and fish and these
detailed summarizations allowed the assessment of all relevant experimental variables. Chemicals were categorized by CASNO, functional use,
chemical category, and when possible probable mode of action. The final
database consists of several thousand unique studies of several hundred
unique CASNOs and chemical functionalities. Database quality was
assessed and compiled to allow the application of TTC for a substance of
unknown toxicity that fit within the chemical class or functional group.
Comparisons of TTC values to QSAR predictions for well-described
chemical entities were undertaken as a comparative analysis. Use of TTC
values can help avoid unnecessary toxicity testing, will reduce time, cost
and animal use and allow prioritization of testing to those substances with
the greatest potential to adversely affect the environment.

WP035 Adaptation of dried blood spot bioanalytical technique to
measure pharmaceuticals in fathead minnow
A.N. Perkins, M.R. Lee, K.J. Ruterbories, Eli Lilly and Company; S.
Gallagher, Wildlife International Ltd
Dried blood spot (DBS) bioanalysis is increasingly used in mammalian
pharmacokinetic studies in order to reduce numbers of animals needed
and to simplify the processing, storage, and transfer of bioanalytical
samples. Here, taking advantage of the small required sample sizes (< 20
uL), we describe an adaptation of the DBS technique to a small fish species, fathead minnow (P. promelas). Adult fish were exposed to a high and
low concentration of a pharmaceutical in a flow through aqueous system
for 14 days. Two males and two females were sampled at each time point
(Days 1, 3, 7 and 14) at each concentration (a total of 32 fish). At the sampling time point, fish were anesthetized and blood collected in EDTA- or
heparin-treated hematocrit tubes. The blood in the tube was immediately spotted in duplicate on the DBS card with a minimum of 15 uL of
whole blood. Spots were allowed to dry and then the cards were stored at
ambient temperature until samples from all time points were collected. A
total of 32 samples were analyzed. For analysis, a precise area of the dried
blood spot was punched out, extracted and analyzed by HPLC/MS.
Concentrations were calculated based on a standard curve of dried blood
spots of fortified carp (C. carpio) blood. The pharmacokinetics of uptake
of the pharmaceutical into blood were analyzed and the blood concentrations were compared to the concentrations in water on the sampling time
points. The potential applications of the technique in fish are discussed.
Benefits of the small sample sizes enabled by the DBS technique include
sampling and analysis of individual fish rather than pooled fish increasing
the understanding of variation. The simplified processing and storage of
the technique would be extremely useful in field sampling where it is more
difficult to centrifuge blood samples and store them on ice. For larger fish,
the technique could be used to take non-invasive repeated blood samples
in an individual fish to reduce numbers needed.

WP037 Exposure-Dose Relationships in Aquatic Toxicity:
Interaction of Test Design, Modifying Factors, and Dose Surrogates
L.S. McCarty, LS McCarty Scientific Research Consulting; D. Mackay,
Trent Univ; J.A. Arnot, ARC Arnot Research & Consulting / Dept of
Physical Environmental Science
Although interest in new testing methods continues unabated, the issue
of whether current methods are adequate for the increasingly sophisticated objectives of modern regulatory toxicology does not receive much
scrutiny. To this end the relationship between exposure-based metrics,
such as LC50, and organism-based metrics, such as Critical Body Residue
(CBR), as indicators of chemical toxicity is evaluated. A simple onecompartment toxicokinetic mass-balance model for water-exposed fish
is employed with a series of hypothetical organic chemicals (log Kow 0
to 8). The influence of several toxicity modifying factors is examined for
fixed-duration and steady-state exposures. The results show that standard
toxicity tests such as the LC50, are strongly influenced by modifying
factors such as hydrophobicity, exposure duration, body size, lipid content,
metabolic biotransformation and mode of action. Although the nature and
degree of influence varies, it can be significant, up to ~1,000 to ~10,000
times between fixed duration and steady-state LC50s. Dominance of the
whole-body concentration by the hydrophilic organism phase for low Log
Kow chemicals and by the nontarget hydrophobic organism subphase
for high log Kow chemicals can further confound LC50-CBR50 dose
surrogate relationships. These influences are not addressed in standard
aquatic testing. Consequently, standard aquatic toxicity test metrics such
as LC50s are not consistent dose surrogates and may be inappropriate for
the basic toxicological task of comparing the relative toxicity of chemicals.
Dose metrics such as CBR are preferable. However, as they are also dose
surrogates, there are still constraints, not the least of which is the lack of
toxicokinetic and CBR data collection in standard testing. Testing protocols changes, including the use of models in advance of empirical testing,
are needed to improve efficiency and effectiveness and clarify confounding
toxicity modifying factor influences. This will assist in linking empirical
measurements of LC50s and CBRs, two different but related indicators of
aquatic toxicity and thereby improve understanding of the large existing
database of aquatic toxicity test results.

WP036 Development and Completion of Threshold of Toxicological
Concern (TTC) Database for use in Hazard Assessment
J.L. Brill, S.E. Belanger, The Procter & Gamble Company / Environmental
Stewardship and Sustainability Organization; G. Carr; A. Beasley, Middle
Tennessee State Univ / Biology
Threshold of toxicological concern (TTC) is a conservative sciencebased tool used to assess potential health and environmental hazards
for substances where toxicity data is lacking. TTC is a risk assessment
tool for evaluating substances with few or no toxicity data potentially
allowing for the establishment of an exposure level (no-effect threshold
concentration) for chemicals, below which no significant risk to human

WP038 Predicted No Effect Concentrations (PNECs) Should Not Be
Based on Results From a Single Toxicity Test
P.M. Chapman, Golder Associates Ltd; J.R. Elphick, Nautilus
Environmental
Predicted no effect concentrations (PNECs) typically represent worstcase exposures (e.g., are derived based on naïve test species, with minimal
if any consideration of exposure and toxicity modifying factors). They
form the basis for screening level chemical risk assessments: if the ratio
of the predicted environmental concentration (PEC) divided by the
PNEC is greater than one, potential risk exists. Although PNECs may
comprise the geometric mean of more than one test result when there are
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multiple comparable records for a single species (for which test conditions,
endpoints, effects, and duration are consistent), they are most typically
comprise of a single toxicity test result. We provide a case study as to why
PNECs should not be based on an individual toxicity test. Daphnia magna
were exposed for 21 days to a range of total dissolved solids concentrations, with a maximum nominal exposure concentration of 1,500 mg/L
TDS. This testing was part of a battery of testing undertaken to determine a site-specific water quality objective for TDS that would comprise
a regulatory limit. The most sensitive test organism, and thus the one
on which the regulatory limit would be based, was D. magna. The first
IC20 derived with this test was 684 mg/L TDS. A total of five tests were
conducted by two laboratories, resulting in IC20 values ranging from 684
to >1477 mg/L TDS. The flatness of the concentration-response curve
enhanced the likelihood of seeing differences between tests as a result
of chance alone. These results emphasize the reality that each toxicity test does not provide a “line in the sand” number, but rather a range
of numbers. PNECs need to be derived based on this reality, as well as
considering the shape of the concentration-response curve.
WP039 Ecotoxicological Threshold of Concern (eco-TTC):
Development of an approach to assist environmental hazard
assessment
M.R. Embry, ILSI Health Environmental Sciences Inst HE; S.E. Belanger,
The Procter & Gamble Company / Environmental Stewardship and
Sustainability Organization; K.K. Coady, The Dow Chemical Company /
Toxicology Environmental Research and Consulting; D. De Zwart, RIVM
/ Centre for Sustainability Environment and Health; B. Farr, ILSI Health
Environmental Sciences Inst; S. Gutsell, Unilever / SEAC; M. Halder,
European Commission Joint Research Centre / DG Joint Research Centre
IHCP EURL ECVAM; H. Sanderson, Aarhus Univ / Environmental
Science; R.M. Sternberg, USEPA / Environmental Fate and Effects
Division; P.W. Wilson, Sanofi US Inc / Health Safety and Environment
The need for rapid and predictive methods to address aquatic hazard
of diverse untested substances remains a constant challenge for risk
assessors in spite of the presence of large international chemical management programs. In addition, to fill the known gaps will require flexible
approaches that do not involve the use of large numbers of vertebrate test
animals (fish, amphibians, birds, etc.). An approach that has been highly
successful in human safety to meet similar objectives is the Threshold
for Toxicological Concern (TTC) concept. TTCs set de minimis values
below which exposure is unlikely to be of concern based upon structural
characteristics of the candidate chemical and existing toxicity data in an
identified database. TTC approaches have only recently been explored
in environmental assessments. A consistent challenge in the development and exploration of TTC approaches has been in the establishment
of coherent databases that could ultimately yield interpretable results,
identify boundary conditions for use and that set the stage for adoption and regulatory acceptance. Development of an ecotoxicological
threshold of concern (eco-TTC) will require a focus on how to perform
hazard extrapolation of diverse taxa across trophic levels, the importance of mode of action, and whether safe concentrations for ecosystems
estimated from acute or chronic toxicity data are equally useful and in
what contexts. This poster will provide an overview of the theoretical
basis for developing an eco-TTC with an initial exploration for chemical
assessment and likely boundary conditions for use. An international collaboration under the ILSI Health and Environmental Sciences Institute
has been established to address challenges related to developing and
applying useful eco-TTC concepts.
WP040 Evaluation of the relationship between NOEC and EC10/
EC20 values using a Daphnia chronic ecotoxicology dataset
A. Beasley, Middle Tennessee State Univ / Biology; J.L. Brill, S.E. Belanger,
Procter & Gamble Co. / Environmental Stewardship and Sustainability
Organization; R.R. Otter, Middle Tennessee State Univ / Biology
The hypothesis-based no effect concentration (NOEC) and regressionbased point estimate effect concentration (ECx, where x represents a
percent inhibition relative to control) values are common statistical
approaches to summarize ecotoxicological effects. These measurement
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endpoints are intended to be predictive of effect to an exposed population. Controversy over the NOEC model has prompted a shift towards
discontinued use of the NOEC in favor of the ECx. However, consensus
on which x% effect is the best surrogate for the NOEC has not been
reached. This x% should strike a balance between practical and protective; high enough to allow reliable effect calculation but low enough to
ensure protection of the population. Historically, 10% and 20% effect
concentrations have been treated as a partner to the NOEC. Given the
importance of these measurements to ecotoxicology, further understanding of the relationships between NOEC and EC10/EC20 is crucial. In
this study, a comprehensive dataset of Daphnia chronic toxicity test
records was compiled to analyze the strength and significance of overall
relationships between NOEC/ EC10 and NOEC/ EC20. The impact of
endpoint choice (e.g., mortality, growth, reproduction) on the relationships between NOEC/ EC10 and NOEC/ EC20 was evaluated, as well as
the influence of adherence to certain test parameters (e.g. pH, temperature, test strategy). Meta-analysis revealed that overall the NOEC was
more strongly associated with the EC10 as opposed tothe EC20. Mortality
endpoints were most sensitive 51% of the time with a variety of reproductive endpoints comprising the remainder, underscoring the value
of using more than one endpoint to evaluate toxic effect. Evaluation of
test parameter influence on the NOEC/ECx relationship showed that
the strictness and adherence to test parameter guidelines affected the
strength of the NOEC/EC10 association. This suggests that variability
introduced by test implementation increased variability in ECx calculation. In summary, this meta-analysis revealed that the EC10 and NOEC
are morequantitatively interchangeablethan the NOEC and theEC20.
Practically, this would simplify regulatory implementation of the ECx,
although some influence on environmental hazard predictions would still
exist. Recommendationsbased on this analysis included refinement and
mandatory reporting of test parameters for pH and hardness to minimize
variability in ECx calculation.
WP041 Examining Immune Adverse Outcome Pathways and
Alternative Endpoints of Relevance to Aquatic Toxicology and
Ecological Risk Assessment
J. Corrales, Baylor Univ / Environmental Science; B. Brooks, Baylor Univ
Adverse effects on the immune system by environmental contaminants, including, pesticides, industrial chemicals, food additives, and
pharmaceuticals, can result in an increased susceptibility to infection,
disease, and ultimately population decline. The possible manifestations
of immunotoxicity include: reduced resistance to bacterial, viral, or parasitic infectious diseases; more frequent virus-associated malignancies;
increased susceptibility to allergy or idiopathic autoimmune diseases;
drug-induced hypersensitivity; and drug-induced autoimmunity. The
field of immunotoxicology originated in the 1970s but primarily emphasized on human health effects alone. In addition, it was only as recent as
2000 that the USEPA established an expert working group to formulate
developmental immunotoxicology test guidelines, which was prompted
by initial evidence that differential susceptibility exists between the
adult and young. The embryo and developing young have proved to be
more sensitive to immunotoxic insult than the adult. Conventionally,
imunocompetence in response to xenobiotics has focused on immunopathology, immune function, and host resistance in mammalian models.
Occasionally, similar immunotocixity studies in non-mammalian species
and wildlife are performed and have proven to result on similar adverse
impacts. However, the shortage of peer-reviewed information concerning
the immunotoxicity of xenobiotics on environmentally relevant species and lack of standardized aquatic immunotoxicology methods has
precluded inclusion of such adverse outcomes in ecological risk assessments. Moreover, little regulatory guidance is given on the selection of
proper test designs to characterize impacts on the immune system of fish
and other aquatic vertebrates. Therefore, there is a need for determining
which immunotoxicity studies have been done to date and how future
studies can incorporate standard methods. Here we critically review the
current state of aquatic immunotoxicological studies and identify optimal
or new methods, endpoints, and strategies to more robustly assess host
resistance adverse outcomes relevant to ecological risk assessment.
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WP042 Using mesocosms to rank the impacts of environmental
stressors on stream periphyton community structure and function
K.J. Kulacki, Exponent Inc / EcoSciences; D. Costello, Kent State Univ /
Biological Sciences; M. McCarthy, Univ of Michigan; S. Tiegs, Oakland
Univ / Biological Sciences; B. Cardinale, Univ of Michigan / School of
Natural Resources and Environment
Many freshwater environments experience a barrage of physical, chemical, and biological stresses from both natural and anthropogenic sources.
In streams, a wide variety of stressors can have detrimental effects on
the structure and function of stream biofilms; however, we seldom have
quantitative measures to tell us which of these stressors are most important. Here we report the results of a mesocosm experiment in which we
quantified and ranked the impacts of seven common stressors on the
structure and function of stream benthic periphyton (increased temperature, species extinctions, sedimentation, nitrogen, phosphorus, the
herbicide Roundup®, and road salt). We collected water and periphyton
from the Huron River in Ann Arbor, MI, USA, and inoculated 96 13-L
recirculating laboratory stream mesocosms. To these mesocosms, we
imposed six increasing levels of each stressor, and left twelve mesocosms
unaltered to serve as controls. After algal communities reached steady
state (circa 50 days), we sampled streams to determine the effects of each
stressor on algal community composition, rates of primary production,
and C:N:P stoichiometry of the biofilm. We used canonical correspondence analysis to evaluate the effects of the stressors on the diversity
and composition of periphyton, and an Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC) model selection approach to produce quantitative estimates of
stressor effects across a range of concentrations, and directly compare
these effects on each response variable. The herbicide and the species
extinction treatments had the largest impacts on biofilm community
composition. Herbicide, species extinction, and temperature all ranked
highly in effects on primary production and biofilm stoichiometry. Select
stressors, including road salt and sediment loading, had relatively weak
impacts on stream benthic community composition. Our study represents one way to perform environmental ‘triage’, and complements other
ways of prioritizing stream management efforts in the face of limited
time and resources.
WP043 A glimpse through the keyhole: The use of rapid assessment
analytical tools in landscape toxicology
A.S. Kolok, Univ of Nebraska Omaha / Nebraska Watershed Network
Modern toxicological tools, both chemical and biological, are characterized by a few salient characteristics. Modern chemical tools have
enhanced resolution (parts per trillion and beyond!), while modern
biological tools (-omics technologies) generate massive volumes of information, necessitating bioinformatics approaches. Landscape toxicological
issues, such as watershed wide contamination have their own set of characteristics. The contaminants can be spread over vast geographies and can
be subject to pronounced temporal and spatial variability in occurrence,
diversity, duration and concentration. When modern analytical tools are
used to generate data associated with landscape toxicological issues, there
can be a striking disconnect. The highest power tool is meaningless if it
is employed in the wrong time or at the wrong location. Experimental
designs will greatly benefit from the incorporation of stratified random
testing, in which the analytical efforts are strategically brought to bear on
the issue at the most opportune time. Current developments in analytical chemistry have created rapid assessment tools, often based upon
enzyme immunoassays, that are powerful, detecting contaminants in the
parts per billion range. Like preganacy testers, these tools only generate
presence or abence, data, however the discriminating concentation can
be environmentally valuable. One such detection strip that we have used
with marked success is the commercially available atrazine detection
strip. The strip can descriminate the presence or absence of atrazine at
the USEPA drinking water standard of 3 ppb. We have been using the
atrazine strip to elucidate the occurrence of the spring agrichemical
pulse in the Elkhorn River, Nebraska. By doing so we have been able to
employ a stratified-random system for collecting high quality chemical
and biological data. By comparing the results of the strips with chemical profiles generated with GC-MS, we have substantiated that atrazine

can act as a sentinel compound, indicating the presence of a number of
differnet chemcials. Furthermore, we have found considerable variability
in the temporal and spatial variability of agrichemicals. By employing
rapid assessment tools, we have saved considerable time and cost and has
considerably eased graduate student anxiety in the face of a very heterogenous chemical environment.
WP044 Assessing variation within an agrichemical pulse by on-site,
serial exposure of fathead minnows in the Elkhorn River, Nebraska,
USA
J.M. Ali, Univ of Nebraska Medical Center / Environmental Agricultural
and Occupational Health; A.S. Kolok, Univ of Nebraska Omaha / Nebraska
Watershed Network
In the Midwestern United States, waterways such as the Elkhorn River
experience an annual spring pulse of runoff that carries sediments,
nutrients and organic compounds downstream. The inherent complexity
of these systems makes it difficult to elucidate relationships among river
discharge, contaminant load in Elkhorn River water, and toxicological
effects within the spring agricultural pulse. The objective of our study
was to identify potential relationships between changes in the physiochemical environment of the Elkhorn River and endocrine disruption
in female fathead minnows. A serial deployment of fish was maintained
in on-site exposure mesocosms at the Elkhorn River Research Station
throughout the spring pulse. It was hypothesized that periods of elevated
river discharge, would lead to elevated levels of agrichemicals in the
water, and subsequent adverse impacts on the exposed fish. The start of
the spring pulse was determined using commercially available atrazine
strips that detected atrazine when concentrations exceed 3 ppb. Once
the pulse began, five serial 7-d exposures were conducted. Agrichemicals
peaked during the first and second weeks of the pulse, with a smaller
peak occurring during week 4, but were not directly associated with runoff events (as estimated from river discharge). The impact of the runoff
on the fish (as determined through alterations in hepatic gene expression)
was most evident during weeks 2 and 4, occurring during the periods
when the concentration of agrichemicals in the water was increasing.
During the five-week pulse period, it is likely that sediment, both in the
river and in the mesocosms, impacted the overall interaction between
fish and agrichemicals.
WP045 Application of a Dissolution Test Method to Determine the
Aquatic Toxicity Potential of Coal Leachates to Marine Life
L. Minella, S. Hall, A. Winton, ENVIRON; T.L. Horsley, ENVIRON
International Corporation
Due to increased regulatory oversight of materials shipped in international waters (e.g., MARPOL shipping regulations), bulk materials such
as coal and metal ores are being evaluated for their potential to exert
aquatic toxicity in the event of a spill. Utilizing recognized methodologies for preparation of elution and dissolution test materials, seven- to
28-day dissolution tests were conducted with various bituminous
and sub-bituminous coals and coked coal in a standard saltwater test
medium. Test solutions were analyzed for dissolved-phase (0.22 micro
filtered) polycylic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), priority pollutant
metals, and various additional inorganic materials known to be present
in coal (e.g., iron, manganese, boron). Low detection level techniques
were utilized to insure detection of contaminants at concentrations below
chronic aquatic life criteria. Dissolved-phase toxicant concentrations
were compared to chronic water quality criteria for marine organisms.
No differences in leaching of PAHs or inorganic materials were observed
for the various coals tested, and leaching of all materials was negligible.
None of the toxicants evaluated were present at concentrations exceeding chronic water quality criteria for marine organisms. The low toxicity
potential of coal leachates was also confirmed by direct toxicity testing
of shrimp (Americamysis bahia) and fish (sheepshead minnow, Cyprinodon
variegates).
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WP046 Responses of Planktothrix agardhii and Pseudokirchneriella
subcapitata to copper sulfate (CuSO4 5H2O) and a chelated copper
compound (Cutrine®-Ultra)
A. Calomeni, J.H. Rodgers, Clemson Univ / School of Agricultural Forest
and Environmental Sciences
Reliable algal viability measures are needed to predict responses of algae
to phytotoxic exposures. Non-axenic laboratory cultures of Planktothrix
agardhiii (P. agardhii) and Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata (P. subcapitata)
were exposed to a series of concentrations of CuSO4•5H 2O (0.1-0.5
and 1.0-8.0 mg Cu/L ) and Cutrine®-Ultra (0.05-0.25 and 1.0-8.0 mg
Cu/L) in 7d static non-renewal laboratory toxicity experiments. Algal
viability measures in terms of cell density, uptake of mortal stain (erythrosin b), chlorophyll a concentration, pheophytin a concentration and
respiration (measured as 2-(p-iodophenyl)-3-(p-nitrophenyl)-5-phenyl
tetrazolium formazan absorbance (INT)) were measured every 24 h for
the duration of the experiment. The time and concentration required to
achieve algal control, 96h EC50s, potency slopes and doubling times were
calculated from algal responses if algal viability measures were accurate
and precise. Cell densities and erythrosin b stained cells had sufficient
accuracy and precision to differentiate responses of P. agardhii and P.
subcapitata from resident algae while chlorophyll a concentrations and
INT formazan absorbances did not discriminate. In this study, pheophytin a concentrations lack precision and accuracy. P. agardhii was an
order of magnitude more sensitive than P. subcapitata and Cutrine®-Ultra
was more than twice as potent as CuSO4•5H 2O. This laboratory study
demonstrates the difference in relative sensitivity of P. agardhii and P.
subcapitata to CuSO4•5H 2O and Cutrine®-Ultra. Individual algal viability measures, cell density and erythrosin b staining provided accurate
and precise information regarding the viability of both prokaryotic and
eukaryotic algae in mixed laboratory cultures.
WP047 Acute and Chronic Effects of Bromide to Ceriodaphnia
T.L. Horsley, R.E. Lockwood, ENVIRON International Corp / Dept of
Ecotoxicology
Various forms of bromide are found in many industrial waste water effluents and waste streams. Limited data are available related to the acute
and chronic toxicity of bromide (Br) to freshwater invertebrates such as
Ceriodaphnia dubia (C. dubia) a commonly tested freshwater invertebrate
known to be sensitive to a wide range of toxicants. Therefore, studies
were conducted using synthetic laboratory water that was spiked with
known concentrations of sodium bromide (NaBr) to determine the acute
and chronic toxicity of bromide to C. dubia over test durations of 48
hours to 7 days. Non-linear responses were observed between acute and
chronic toxicity to C. dubia. Analytical data were also collected concurrently with the toxicity testing to ensure expected levels of bromide in
the tests. Assessing bromide toxicity to C. dubia is important in order to
determine the impact of bromide in wastewaters discharged under the
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) and subject
to Whole Effluent Toxicity (WET) limits.
WP048 Behavioral Toxicity of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons
and Pyrethroid Compounds in Daphnia magna
A. Giri, Assam Univ / Life Science Bioinformatics; M.C. Brown-Augustine,
C. Vulpe, Univ of California Berkeley / Nutritional Sciences and Toxicology
Chemical contamination continues to be a global concern and costeffective, rapid, and sensitive methods to assess impacts on environmental
health are urgently needed. Traditionally the toxicity of aquatic pollutants is evaluated by acute and chronic toxicity tests which assess gross
lethality and reproductive outcomes. As many toxicants are present in the
environment at concentrations below those causing significant mortality, it is important to consider sub-lethal toxicities, such as organismal
behavior, which could affect their fitness in an ecological context. Major
hurdles in behavior assessment include lack of suitable test organisms
with well-defined behavioral patterns as well as robust technology for
reliable quantitative measurement of behavior. In the present study, we
used a purpose built video tracking system from Viewpoint Behavior
Technology to evaluate the behavior of Daphnia magna exposed to a range
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of sub-lethal concentrations (1.25, 2.5, 5, 10 and 20% of LC50 value) of
4 PAHs (Benzo-a-pyrene, Pyrene, Phenanthrene, and Fluoranthesne)
and 2 pyrethroid compounds (Cyfluthrin and Permethrin). We developed
quantitative indices of swimming performance in D. magna including
swimming pattern and speed for different time points (1 and 24h post
treatment). We found a dose responsive alteration in the swimming
performance in D. magna for all the toxicants tested. We have designated the toxicant concentration at which the swimming performance is
changed by 50% of the control value as the behavioral change 50 (BC50).
We compared our results to 24 hr acute LC50 values and found that
BC50 values ranged between 3.29% and 34.86% of the respective LC50
values. Interestingly, we noted that pyrethroids and PAHs exhibited
distinct swimming patterns suggesting that behavior could be used to
infer chemical class and mechanistic relationships. We have correlated the
behavioral data with both physiological (heart rate) and molecular (gene
expression) endpoints. Together our results suggest that behavioral assessment could be of significant utility in determining the sub-lethal toxicity
of environmental contaminants to Daphnia magna.
WP049 A bioenergetics-based perspective on understanding sublethal effects of toxicants in the freshwater snail, Lymnaea stagnalis
E.G. Reategui-Zirena, B.N. Fidder, C.J. Salice, Texas Tech Univ TIEHH /
Dept of Environmental Toxicology
A major goal in ecotoxicology is to develop a predictive understanding
of how toxicants may impact natural populations. Bioenergetics-based
approaches such as the application of Dynamic Energy Budget Theory
hold promise for developing an overarching framework for understanding
responses to toxicants. Here, we explore the use of several bioenergeticsbased endpoints to understand sublethal responses to cadmium (Cd) and
tributyltin (TBT) in the freshwater snail, Lymnaea stagnalis. Cadmium is
toxic and ubiquitous in natural environments, while TBT is a widespread
antifouling agent, but their sublethal effects are not well understood. We
evaluated feeding and growth rate, behavior and macronutrient content
in Lymnaea stagnalis exposed to either Cd or TBT and fed diets differing
in nutritional content. Hatchlings were fed either lettuce or turtle pellets,
and exposed to 5, 10, and 20 ppb Cd for 12 days; and 0.25, 0.5 and 1.0
ppb TBT for 14 days. Length and weight were measured at the start and
end of the test. The amount of food eaten and behavior (number of snails
above waterline and on the food) were determined every two days. Total
lipids, proteins and carbohydrates were biochemically measured at test
end. For sensitivity, snails were fed different diets for 2 weeks and then
exposed to high concentrations of either Cd or TBT. For Cd, growth
coefficients based on length and weight were significantly higher for
snails fed pellets. In addition, snails fed pellets and exposed to higher Cd
had significantly smaller growth coefficients than those exposed to lower
Cd. For feeding rate, there was an interaction between treatment and
time for both diets suggesting that the feeding rates were changing over
time in different ways among the treatment levels. Total carbohydrates
and lipids were higher for snails fed pellets while the protein content was
not significantly affected by Cd or diets. Even though snails fed pellets
grew faster, contrary to expectations they were more sensitive to Cd
compared to those fed lettuce. For TBT, analyses are ongoing; however,
for both diets, snails exposed to TBT had a lower feeding rate and were
smaller compared to the control. In addition, the individuals appeared to
be more sensitive to TBT than to Cd since all of them died at the highest
concentration. This study presents several bioenergetics-based endpoints
that may be used to better detect and understand potential ecotoxicity of
chemical stressors to freshwater gastropods.
WP050 Wet Weather Receiving Water Evaluation of the Devil’s Slide
Area in ASBS #29 in La Jolla, CA
K.J. Tait, AMEC Environment & Infrastructure / Aquatic Sciences; C.
Stransky, AMEC Earth Environmental / Aquatic Sciences; A. Cibor,
Nautilus Environmental / Aquatic Toxicology; R. Kolb, D. Wells, City of
San Diego / Storm Water Dept
This study evaluated the chemical, physical, and toxicological impacts
related to storm water runoff in immediate marine receiving waters
within ASBS #29, in La Jolla, CA. The Devil’s Slide area of ASBS #29
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consists of a shallow flat rocky intertidal area surrounded by sandstone
cliffs, where a single 36-inch storm water outfall pipe and smaller drainages enter the area during periods of runoff. When a storm occurs at
low tide, the rocky intertidal habitat may experience direct exposure to
freshwater and associated contaminants. Our goal was to better understand potential impacts to intertidal biological communities due to storm
water runoff.Monitoring was conducted during two storm events (2012
and 2013) where in situ toxicity tests were performed using embryos of
the purple sea urchin (Strongylocentrotus purpuratus) and the local kelp
shrimp (Holmesimysis costata) during both storms and the Mediterranean
mussel Mytilus galloprovincialis in 2013 only. Concurrent laboratory
toxicity tests were conducted on the receiving water samples collected
throughout each storm event at each monitoring location using a suite
of species, including the organisms exposed in the field. This provided
a valuable comparison between the in situ exposures and standard
laboratory test methods. We have concluded that: (1) mixing of storm
water from in the immediate receiving waters is spatially and temporally
dynamic, (2) the duration and magnitude of the freshwater plumes was
limited beyond the intertidal zone, (3) in situ tests proved extremely
valuable as a method to better assess potential impacts due to actual
exposures in the field and also to evaluate the predictive ability of laboratory-based tests, (4) high survival of mysids and normal development of
embryos in one or more field replicates at receiving water locations 186A, 186-B, and Dike Rock provided a strong line of evidence suggesting
limited potential for toxic impacts in the receiving water due to storm
water-related contaminants, and (5) effects observed in the tide pool
locations in situ could be attributed to freshwater alone due to exposure
durations and magnitude of lowered salinity below documented tolerance
thresholds, contrasting with the conclusion derived from lab-based tests
which identified cationic metals and synthetic pyrethroids as a cause
for toxicity due to a continuous exposure of test organisms to a single
salinity-adjusted freshwater grab sample with elevated contaminant
concentrations.
WP051 C. dubia whole effluent toxicity (WET) test failure can be
caused by biological interference
J. Kubitz, A. Bonin, Cardno Entrix / Natural Resources and Health Sciences
WET testing is used to monitor compliance with the Clean Water Act
under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
permitting system for the discharge of treated wastewater (effluent) in
the US. WET testing programs typically include a schedule for routinely
exposing a sensitive crustacean and a sensitive fish life stage to treated
effluent. WET testing is used in combination with numeric limits to
ensure that wastewater discharges do not adversely affect the resident
aquatic, estuarine or marine species and communities in the receiving
water bodies. WET testing is especially useful as confirmation that
mixtures of substances are non-toxic, especially if the effluent contains
substances for which there is insufficient information to calculate allowable discharge limits with the confidence that comes with the water
quality standards process. When toxicity is expressed through WET
test failure, the Toxicity Reduction Evaluation (TRE) and Toxicity
Identification Evaluation (TIE) processes are used to identify the sources
of chemical toxicity, so the changes that will result in non-toxic effluent
and protection of the environment can be identified and implemented.
The TRE and TIE processes are focused on chemical stressors in
effluents. However, WET testing is a biological process that can also
be adversely affected by biological stressors in effluent samples. The
available TIE guidance documents contain scant information regarding the diagnosis and treatment of biological stressors on WET testing,
yet it is not uncommon for organisms in the testing system to cause the
test organisms to fail to achieve the performance required for NPDES
permit compliance. The WET testing procedures are also not adequate
for identifying when a test has been rendered invalid by the introduction
of biological stressors from the effluent sampling train. Under the present
system, there is potential for some facilities to incur significant costs
to deal with test failures that result from biological interferences that
are potentially baffling to diagnose using current guidance, and do not
pose a threat to the environment. In this presentation we summarize the

literature and guidance regarding the identification of pathogenic interference for WET tests with fish and recommend a diagnostic process for
identification of epibiont interference in WET tests with crustaceans.
WP052 A Modified Test Method to Conduct In Situ Toxicity Tests
with Giant Kelp - Performance Results for Storm Water Exposures in
Marine Receiving Water
A. Cibor, K. Payne, Nautilus Environmental / Aquatic Toxicology; C.
Stransky, AMEC Environment & Infrastructure Inc / Aquatic Sciences;
G. Rosen, SPAWAR Systems Center Pacific / Energy and Environmental
Sustainability
Under the current USEPA germination and germ-tube growth test
method for the giant kelp, Macrocystis pyrifera, zoospores are released
from the sporophylls (reproductive kelp blades), and then directly
exposed to a test sample and concurrent reference toxicant for a period
of 48 hours. Because the zoospores are mobile and microscopic, it is
extremely difficult to conduct real-time in situ exposures where desired
to better characterize dynamic environments (i.e. storm water plumes).
In this study, sporophylls were exposed to clean filtered seawater and a
range of copper concentrations in seawater for a period of 48 hours prior
to zoospore release. The initial pilot study included kelp blades exposed
to copper in the laboratory setting, and the zoospores subsequently
released into laboratory seawater. Follow up studies using SEA-Ring™
technology developed by SPAWAR and in collaboration with AMEC
repeated this method and were expanded to include in situ blade
exposure during storm events to the receiving environment at UCSD’s
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, and at Naval Base San Diego.
Zoospores from the field exposed blades were ultimately released into
clean seawater and also a copper chloride dilution series in the laboratory
and allowed to grow-out for 48 hours. Results indicate that density of
spore release, germination rate, and germ-tube mean length of zoospores
from field-exposed sporophylls show a typical dose response to increasing concentrations of copper. Additionally, laboratory and field exposures
exhibited similar sensitivity to one another. The study confirms that in
situ exposure of Macrocystis pyrifera for toxicity testing is possible at the
sporophyll level and may have future implications in storm water or other
projects that may benefit from in situ monitoring methods.

Improving Research Quality to Increase Relevance
and Use in Regulatory Decision-Making
WP053 Data Quality Assurance in a Changing Regulatory
Framework
C. Mancini, D. McCue, URS Corp; S. Thakali, URS; R.G. Stahl, E.I.
DuPont de Nemours and Company / Corp Remediation; A. Guiseppi-Elie,
Corporate Remediation Group
Investigation and remediation of industrial facilities can be performed
under a number of regulatory programs. Authority and regulatory
requirements may change during the course of the project, making planning, and data quality documentation critical to its long term usefulness
and acceptability. On-site investigations of historical mercury releases
from the Former DuPont Waynesboro, VA Site have been performed
under a RCRA Hazardous Waste Permit for Corrective Action (Permit)
since September 1998. Until this year, off-site investigations associated
with the Site were directed under a Consent Decree executed in 2005
between DuPont, the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC),
and the Sierra Club. In 2013, when all requirements of the Consent
Decree were satisfied, oversight of the off-site, South River components was included under a modification to the existing on-site RCRA
permit. Extensive data collection from the South River study area that
was required, reviewed and approved solely by the NRDC has been
performed over the last 10 years by the South River Science Team. With
the transition of the off-site program to a state lead RCRA program in
February 2014, it has become necessary to develop RCRA documents
required under the Act. Existing data are required to satisfy RCRA
Data Quality guidelines before they can be used for risk or remedial
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decision-making purposes through a retrospective data quality assessment (RDQA). The RDQA includes identification and assessment of
23 elements agreed upon by DuPont and VADEQ , including Sampling
Design and Rationale, Analytical Standard Operating Procedures, and
Data Usability Assessment. Sampling programs that produced data being
used in the ecological and human health risk assessments are evaluated
for the 23 elements and supported by a Data Quality Checklist and a
Data Usability Review. The RDQA process has highlighted the need
for consistent record keeping and database management for long-term
projects to ensure the appropriate use of analytical data.

of collecting field-condition data from ground and airborne instrumentation as well as technologies to aggregate, analyze, and distribute
these data -- including cloud computing resources, distributed database
systems, and mobile computing applications. This work is part of a long
term objective to develop a framework of innovative science, 21st century
technologies, and efficient data modeling that contributes to the efficient
use of pesticides and other environmental chemicals -- at the same time
increasing effectiveness, decreasing cost, and mitigating detrimental
environmental impacts.

WP054 Expansion of USEPA/OPPT testing strategy to include sediment testing for assessing exposure and risk to industrial chemicals
K.M. Eisenreich, USEPA / Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics;
K. Moran, USEPA / OCSPP/OPPT/RAD; L. Libelo, USEPA; K.G.
Sappington, USEPA / Office of Pesticide Programs; K. Gallagher, USEPA /
Office of Water
The USEPA Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics (OPPT) is
responsible for implementing the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA)
to prevent unreasonable risks of industrial chemicals in the United States.
Environmental toxicity studies conducted under TSCA Section 5 authority have historically focused on aquatic water column toxicity tests. This
focus on dissolved phase water column testing fails to address potential
exposure to low solubility chemicals that partition to sediment. In order
to better screen new or existing chemicals that partition to sediment,
efforts have been initiated to characterize exposure and risk in this compartment for substances that have traditionally been considered “difficult
to test substances” using aquatic toxicology protocols. Data collection
and testing strategies for industrial chemicals will vary depending on
chemical specific physical-chemical properties and partitioning parameters. Distribution potential and measured values for partition between
dissolved, particulate and sediment phases will be used to determine
chemical specific testing strategies. The type of tests required may include
water column, sediment testing, or a combination of water column and
sediment based on an evaluation of the likelihood of chemical exposure
in aquatic ecosystems, the extent the chemical partitions to particle
solids and sediment, the degree of persistence in the aquatic environment
(including persistence in the sediment), and the potential toxicological
relevance of exposure concentrations. By adding a strategy which may
include sediment testing, chemicals with low solubility and high log
Kow that tend to partition to the sediment will be tested in the appropriate compartments. It is expected that this new approach will provide
more useful exposure and toxicity data while avoiding inappropriate test
requirements. Disclaimer: The views expressed in this abstract are those
of the authors and do not represent Agency policy or endorsement.

Interactive Platform: Evaluating Endocrine
Disrupting Chemicals: Identifying Species Differences
and Approaches for Cross-Species Extrapolation

Making Confident Environmental Decisions in
an Uncertain World: Some Challenges and Useful
Approaches
WP055 Pesticide Fate Modeling in the Age of Big Data
M.R. Yoder, Univ of California Davis / Physics; R.A. Mulligan, Univ of
California Davis
The age of “Big Data” is upon us, and with it climate change, increasing population densities, water shortages, and a number of factors that
contribute to crop stress, increased cost of food production, and various
environmental concerns. Sustainability mandates that pesticide management, agricultural practices, and general land management processes
need to be smarter and guided by the best available data and science.
In this work, we discuss the roles of computer simulations, “Big Data”,
and burgeoning 21st century technologies to model the transportation,
degradation, and general fate of pesticides (and other chemicals) in the
environment. In particular, we discuss fate models of the neonicotinoid pesticide Clothianidin, and we introduce computer simulations to
model its transportation and degradation in California rice fields and
the greater Sacramento Valley watershed. We further discuss methods
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WP056 Differences in anti-androgenic response to phthalates in
human, rat, and mouse fetal testis model systems
D.J. Spade, Brown Univ / Center for Environmental and Human
Toxicology; K. Boekelheide, Brown Univ / Pathology Laboratory Medicine
Phthalate exposure in humans is hypothesized to contribute to a suite
of adverse male reproductive endpoints collectively referred to as the
Testicular Dysgenesis Syndrome (TDS). The TDS endpoints include
cryptorchidism, hypospadias, testicular cancer, and reduced sperm
counts, all of which can be influenced by altered androgen signaling.
While phthalates are clearly anti-androgenic in adult males, multiple
studies have found that rat fetal testis is more sensitive to the antiandrogenic effects of phthalates than human or mouse fetal testis, raising
questions about the link between fetal phthalate exposure and TDS endpoints. In a human fetal testis xenotransplantation model, we found that
a high dose of di-n-butyl phthalate (DBP) does not significantly reduce
host serum testosterone or the weights of host accessory sex organs, while
the CYP17 inhibitor abiraterone acetate does. This supports previous
xenotransplant study results indicating that DBP reduces the expression
of genes related to testosterone biosynthesis in rat fetal testis, but not the
human fetal testis. However, phthalate exposure consistently results in an
increase in multinucleated germ cells across species, indicating that the
seminiferous cord cells may be a target for phthalates through mechanisms other than androgen signaling. The long-term impact of these
seminiferous cord effects should be explored further.
WP057 Temperature as a critical factor in evaluating thyroid hormone disruption in frog wildlife
A. Hammond, N. Veldhoen, Univ of Victoria; C.C. Helbing, Univ of
Victoria / Dept of Biochemistry Microbiology
Thyroid hormones (THs) and substances that disrupt their action can
be found as contaminants in municipal wastewater effluents. THs are
important in regulating a diverse range of biological processes in vertebrates. In frog tadpoles, THs are essential for their metamorphosis into
froglets and exposure to THs can induce a precocious metamorphosis.
TH-dependent metamorphosis of the North American bullfrog (Rana
catesbeiana) does not naturally occur at low environmental temperatures
(4-6°C) and exposure to the TH, 3,5,3’-triiodothyronine (T3), does
not induce precocious metamorphosis as it would at higher, permissive temperatures (20-25°C). Although tadpoles exposed to T3 at low
temperature essentially clear the hormone after 60-80 days, the cells
retain a memory such that when the animal is transferred to a permissive
temperature it rapidly executes the metamorphic gene expression program. We investigated the role of known and candidate direct-response
genes in forming this memory. Low temperature prolonged the initiation
phase of the metamorphic gene expression program in both tail fin and
back skin tissue, as certain direct-response genes were induced within
48 hours of T3 exposure at low temperature while others were induced
within 8 days of exposure. These findings indicate that temperature
is an important factor to consider in evaluating endocrine disruption.
Morphological endpoints may not be sufficient in determining disruption
to TH action while molecular endpoints indicative of early steps in the
genetic program may serve as better indicators.
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WP058 A role for both soluble and membrane estrogen receptors in
reproductive processes in fish
T. Sabo-Attwood, Univ of Florida / Dept of Environmental Global Health;
G.A. Dominguez, Univ of Wisconsin Milwaukee / School of Freshwater
Sciences; J.H. Bisesi, Univ of Florida / Environmental and Global Health; S.
Jayasinghe, N.D. Denslow, Univ of Florida / Physiological Sciences
Two essential processes for proper egg development in oviparous animals
include the synthesis of Vtg, a phospho-lipoglycoprotein that is a precursor molecule of egg yolk, and its subsequent uptake into developing
oocytes. The hormonal driving mechanisms of Vtg synthesis have been
extensively studied and are well demonstrated to be under control of
estradiol (E2) which acts through soluble estrogen receptors (ERs) (Esr1,
Esr2a, Esr2b), nuclear transcription factors that stimulate hepatocytes
to synthesize Vtg. However, recent experiments performed by our group
suggest that the membrane estrogen receptor (GPER) also contributes
to the transcription of Vtg through non-genomic mechanisms. For these
studies, fathead minnows were exposed to 5, 30 and 100 ng G1/L, a
specific agonist of GPER. Vtg1 mRNA expression increased in a doseresponsive manner in both females and males, suggesting that GPER
may contribute in regulating the expression of this transcript. Once Vtg
is synthesized it is released into the bloodstream and subsequently incorporated into oocytes via the vitellogenin receptor (Vtgr), a low density
lipoprotein cell surface receptor. To investigate the role of ERs in the
transcriptional regulation of the Vtgr, cultured pre-vitellogenic follicles
were isolated from juvenile largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides,
LMB) in the presence of insulin or IGF-1 (previously shown to induce
Vtgr expression) with E2. Results of these experimets show that E2
repressed insulin- or IGF-1-induced Vtgr expression. To further assess
the direct contribution of estrogen receptors (ERs) on Vtgr transcriptional control, using reporter assays and EMSA analysis, we show that
this E2-mediated repression of the Vtgr occurs primarily through LMB
Esr1 by interacting with ERE and/or SP1 DNA response elements of
the Vtgr promoter region. Interestingly, these results were seen for E2
and the potent xenoestrogen ethinylestradiol but not bisphenol-A. Based
on new data showing similar expression profiles of GPER and Vtgr in
gonadal tissues we are now pursuing investigations to unravel the potential contribution of GPER in the regulation of the Vtgr which would
have an impact on yolk uptake in fish. Overall our results suggest that
both genomic and non-genomic pathways influence vital reproductive
processes in fish and that membrane receptor molecular initiating events
should be considered when defining normal and disrupted endocrine
mechanisms of action by xenoestrogens.
WP059 Challenges and approaches in comparative omics across fish
species
C.J. Martyniuk, Univ of Florida / Biology; A. Cowie, Univ of New
Brunswick
Endocrine disruption can occur through multiple molecular signaling pathways in aquatic vertebrates. Using case studies from teleost
fishes, we present some comparative omics approaches. In the example
of quantitative proteomics, there remains significant discrepancies
for protein sequence information in fish. For example, species such as
Oryzias latipes and Takifugu rubripes have advanced tremendously in
terms of protein information (600-700% increase, NCBInr database) in
the past three years while other species have lagged behind. Re-analysis
of protein datasets has yielded an increase of 11% for proteins identified in the brain when spectral data was analyzed two years later. This
strategy may be useful in meta-analyses approaches. We have previously
shown that support vector machine learning is useful for categorizing chemical mode of action across species using the pesticide linuron
as an example. We suggest it may be more useful to use standardized
languages (i.e. gene ontology) when using these classification algorithms as this circumvents differences in species gene nomenclature.
We also present data from a meta-analysis across fish species exposed
to the methyl mercury. The objective of this meta-analysis is to discover
de novo networks for molecular functions and diseases using omics
data from multiple species. We used this dataset to test our hypothesis
that methyl mercury regulates genes involved in the oxidative stress

response. The methodology used was to (1) extract microarray data from
Gene Expression Omnibus, (2) analyse microarray data using GEO2R,
and (3) mine data for transcripts related to oxidative stress genes.
There were 12 microarray datasets utilized from five species; zebrafish
(Danio rerio), largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides), rainbow trout
(Oncorhynchus mykiss), yellow perch (Perca flavescans) and goldfish
(Carassius auratus). We selected 7 transcripts involved in oxidative stress
and found that, based on these transcripts, our meta-analysis did not
support the hypothesis that MeHg preferentially alters genes involved
in oxidative stress; however there are additional factors that are likely
to influence meta-analyses of omics datasets such as these. It is not
yet clear how much of the transcriptional and proteomic response to
environmental pollutants are conserved across species but omics data are
becoming available at a significant rate, and these approaches may offer
insight into the conservation of omics responses.
WP060 Cross-species extrapolation of an adverse outcome pathway
for ecdysteroid receptor activation
C.A. LaLone, USEPA; D.L. Villeneuve, USEPA / Midcontinent Ecology
Division; G.T. Ankley, USEPA / National Health and Environmental
Effects Research Laboratory; I. Sylte, University of Tromso; T. Hogaasen, K.
Tollefsen, Norwegian Inst for Water Research
Different invertebrate nuclear receptors serve as targets for a variety of
environmental contaminants. One of these is the ecdysteroid receptor
(EcR). Due to the important role of this nuclear receptor in regulating development and reproduction in invertebrates, particularly during
the molting process, literature mining and focused toxicity studies are
underway to construct an adverse outcome pathway (AOP) for EcR
activation leading to developmental and reproductive dysfunction, and
mortality using the cladoceran, Daphnia magna, as a model species. A
key element of this AOP development activity is defining the taxonomic
domain of applicability beyond cladocerans. To efficiently address
this component, the Sequence Alignment to Predict Across Species
Susceptibility (SeqAPASS) tool allows for a streamlined evaluation of
protein conservation across species through examination of primary
amino acid sequence (including ortholog detection), the ligand binding
domain, and individual residue alignments to predict relative intrinsic
susceptibility. The individual amino acid residue alignments for EcR
were conducted using information obtained from homology models and
molecular docking studies. SeqAPASS results provide evidence of EcR
conservation across branchiopoda, insecta, chilopoda, arachnida, malacostraca, and maxillopoda organism classes, therefore aiding in defining
the taxonomic domain of the putative AOP. The contents of this abstract
neither constitute nor reflect official USEPA policy.
WP061 Investigating veterinary medicines as xenoestrogens using in
silico techniques
F. Bowker, S. McEldowney, University of Westminster / Science and
Technology
Veterinary medicines (VMs) can enter freshwater environments in
a number of ways. This includes direct exposure through accidental
spillage and disposal and indirect entry by leaching from manure and
runoff after treatment. Many compounds used in animal treatments have
ecotoxic properties that may have a chronic e.g. reproductive or possibly
lethal effect when they come into contact with non-target organisms.
Traditional ecotoxicology tests to determine chemical effects on freshwater organisms often use organisms that are unrepresentative of the
natural exposed population. Molecular docking has been proposed as an
alternative method to examine the chronic effects of VMs on non-target
organisms. The aim of this study is to investigate the xenoestrogenic
effects of VMs using molecular docking. Oestrogen receptor alpha
(ERα) of the freshwater fish Onchrynchus mykiss, Danio rerio and the
amphibian Xenopus laevis and the marine species Salmo salar, Gasterosteus
aculeatus and Crassatrea gigas have been modelled using SWISSMODEL. Using the open source software AutoDock,high throughput
screening of a number of selected VMs and some of their metabolites
along with natural and synthetic oestrogens, and known xenoestrogens were docked to the modelled ERα’s. The natural and synthetic
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oestrogens and dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT) had higher
binding affinities to O. mykiss and D. rerio ERα than to X. laevis ERα,
whereas the affinity of biphenol A (BPA) was the same for the ERα of all
three species. These results were comparable with in vitro tests. A VM
metabolite 3 phenoxybenzoic acid (3PBA) had a higher binding affinity
than BPA in X. laevis ERαhowever 3PBA did not bind as strongly to
the ERα of O. mykiss and D. rerio. In vitro tests indicate that 3PBA is an
ERα agonist, which is not easily detected using AutoDock.AutoDock
appears to be useful tool for indicating which compounds may cause
xenoestrogenic or anti-xenoestrogenic effects to specific species, this
must however be confirmed by wet work. The results indicate that 3PBA
may cause greater effects to the freshwater amphibian X. laevis than to
O. mykiss and D. rerio demonstrating the need for more selective testing,
underlining the potential use of molecular docking in designing intelligent ecotoxicology tests.
WP062 Considerations in Use of the EPA’s ToxCast Data for
Environmental Toxicology
K.A. Houck, National Center for Computational Toxicology; S. Mosher, S.
Frady, J. Liu, J. Phuong, D. Filer, R. Judson, M. Martin, J. Wambaugh, P.
Kothiya, USEPA; J.A. Franzosa, Oregon State University / National Center
for Computational Toxicology; S. Padilla, USEPA / ISTD
The USEPA has developed the ToxCast program to prioritize chemicals for selective toxicity testing. ToxCast relies on extensive bioactivity
profiling using a panel of biochemical and cellular assays that measure
chemicals effects on potential molecular initiating events and key signaling pathways. Using chemicals that have in vitro bioactivity profiles and
known in vivo outcomes, models have been developed to predict in vivo
adverse endpoints. These models are then applied to chemicals lacking
in vivo testing to predict possible effects. To date over 2000 chemicals
have been tested in over 600 assay component endpoints with models
developed for a number of important health effects such as endocrine
disruption, developmental toxicity, reproductive toxicity and cancer. The
program has focused on human toxicity and 95% of the assays, biochemical and cellular, utilize cells and proteins of human origin. Using the
ToxCast approach to support chemical prioritization for ecological health
presents an opportunity to build upon the learnings from the program.
Biochemical assays generally have only a single protein target; sequence
similarity analyses can suggest the likelihood of chemicals affecting orthologous targets in other species. However, the actual potency
comparisons are likely to be challenging since even small sequence differences could be important determinants of affinity. Cellular assays, in
particular those involving complex pathways, will be difficult to analyze
for all possible nodes of chemical interactions in the pathway across
species. Still, the ToxCast data can differentiate chemicals into high
and low bioactivity classes which may be used across species for chemical prioritization. We tested that hypothesis using the model organism
Danio rerio and compared bioactivity from a zebrafish development assay
with assays of human origin. Results show that while intrinsic bioactivity
is important, prioritization rankings can vary greatly, at least partly due
to differences in internal dose. Incorporation of more extensive bioactivity profiling of diverse ecological species may be required to broaden the
ToxCast approach to better assess environmental health effects. This
abstract does not necessarily reflect EPA policy.
WP063 Performance of 4-tert-octylphenol in Tier 2 Endocrine
Disruptor Screening Assays and Ramifications for Environmental
Hazard Assessment
K.K. Coady, The Dow Chemical Company / Toxicology Environmental
Research and Consulting; C.A. Staples, Assessment Technologies Inc; B. Losey
Long-term or multigenerational tests included in Tier 2 of the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency’s Endocrine Disrupter Screening
Program (EDSP) are intended to identify and establish a quantitative, dose-response relationship for any adverse effects that might result
from chemical interactions with the endocrine system. These new Tier
2 tests are being developed to assess chemicals with potential endocrine
activity due to concerns that existing OECD/USEPA guideline toxicity tests may not detect adverse effects originating from an endocrine
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mode of action. Because 4-tert-octylphenol (OP) has weak estrogenic
activity via binding to the nuclear estrogen receptor, this compound
was ring-tested as a weak estrogenic compound in several long-term/
multi-generational toxicity tests under development for Tier 2 of the
EDSP. The no observable effect concentrations (NOEC) and lowest
observable effect concentrations (LOEC) were determined for OP based
on ring testing results for the medaka multigenerational test, the larval
amphibian growth and development assay, and the mysid shrimp two
generation toxicity test. The NOECs and LOECs from these Tier 2 tests
were compared to NOEC and LOEC values from the existing environmental toxicity database for OP. The Tier 2 ring test results did not have
a significant effect on the predicted no effect concentration for OP, but
the novel endpoints and species assessed in the Tier 2 tests did add to the
data set and increase confidence in the existing OP hazard assessment.
There was uncertainty in determining NOEC and LOEC values from
the OP ring tests of the mysid shrimp two generation toxicity test. Thus,
additional guidance and/or alterations to the test design may be needed
for this test to be useful for regulatory toxicity testing.

Evaluating Endocrine Disrupting Chemicals:
Identifying Species Differences and Approaches for
Cross-Species Extrapolation
WP064 Revealing a critical mode of action for thyroid hormones:
Implications for endocrine disruption in vertebrates
S.K. Maher, P. Wojnarowicz, T. Ichu, N. Veldhoen, L. Lu, M. Lesperance,
Univ of Victoria; C.R. Propper, Northern Arizona Univ; C.C. Helbing,
Univ of Victoria / Dept of Biochemistry Microbiology
Thyroid hormones (THs) are important for development, health, and
well-being of all vertebrates. Disruption of TH action can lead to
serious consequences such as improper brain function, cardiovascular
disease, and, in frogs, abnormal metamorphosis from a tadpole to a frog.
Virtually every tissue is a target for TH action in the frog tadpole and,
according to the current view of TH action, L-thyroxine (T4) released
from the thyroid gland acts primarily as a ‘transport form’ or prohormone for conversion to the more bioactive 3,5,3’-triiodothyronine(T3)
by tissue-specific deiodinases. T3 is thought to be required for binding to TH receptors (TRs) to initiate changes in transcription of target
genes. However not all tissues have deiodinase activity, so how do they
respond to TH? The current study compared the responses of brain,
liver, tail fin, back skin, and intestine to T3 and T4 in premetamorphic Rana catesbeiana tadpoles. Previous studies have shown that T4 is
capable of binding to TRs with 5-fold lower affinity compared to T3.
Therefore, in non-saturating conditions, 5X greater concentration of T4
should elicit a response similar to a matched concentration of T3, if T4
is acting directly on the TR. We established the dose-response profiles
in premetamorphic tadpoles exogenously exposed to either T3 (0.01,
0.1, 1, 10, 25, and 50 nM) or a matched 5-fold higher concentration of
T4 (5XT4; 0.05, 0.5, 5, 50, 125, and 250 nM) of several classic thyroid
hormone-responsive mRNA transcripts in these tissues and found that,
in most cases, these transcripts were responsive to either hormone.
While some transcript profiles were consistent with an enhanced T4
response that could be due to conversion to T3 via deiodinases, the vast
majority of transcripts showed superimposable response curves that were
indistinguishable by non-linear regression. Moreover, the relative effect
of T3 and T4 on a per gene basis was not consistent within a tissue suggesting multiple modes of action are at play within a given tissue. The
experimental design and data of the present study challenge the general
view that T4 must act as a prohormone and provide strong evidence that
T4 itself can affect transcript levels of target genes in an autonomous
fashion. Understanding the relationship and activity of the THs is essential for identifying endocrine disruption effects and differential tissue
sensitivities.
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WP065 Competitive Interactions In Vitro of Organophosphate
Triester Flame Retardants and Diester Metabolites With
Recombinant Human Transthyretin
K.L. Wooding, Intrinsik Environmental Sciences Inc / Dept of Biology;
W.G. Willmore, Carleton Univ / Dept of Biology; R.J. Letcher, Environment
Canada / Ecotoxicology and Wildlife Health Division
Organophosphate triester flame retardants (OPFRs) have been used in
plastics, foams and textiles for decades, and consumption has increased
in recent years with the phase-out of polybrominated diphenyl ethers
(PBDEs). OPFRs have been found to accumulate in both indoor and
outdoor environments where humans and wildlife may be exposed, and
recently several OPFRs were detected in Great Lakes herring gulls
collected from 1990 to 2010. While little is known about the toxicity of
OPFRs, a variety of potential effects have been observed (e.g., suspected
carcinogenicity, cholinesterase inhibition), likely due to differences in
molecular structure between compounds. Increasing evidence exists that
some OPFRs may be capable of disturbing thyroid homeostasis, which
is one of the toxicological concerns of PBDEs and especially hydroxyPBDE metabolites. This study investigates the ability of five OPFRs:
tris(1-chloro-2-propyl) phosphate (TCIPP), tris(1,3-dichloro-2-propyl)
phosphate (TDCIPP), tris(2-butoxyethyl) phosphate (TBOEP), triethyl
phosphate (TEP), and tris(2-ethylhexyl) phosphate (TEHP) to competitively displace thyroid hormones (THs) from transport proteins.
Perturbance of TH transport is one considered mechanism of action that
may affect thyroid function. To test this, an in vitro radio-ligand binding assay is employed using recombinant human transthyretin (TTR)
protein. Using a range of concentrations for each test compound, size
exclusion chromatography separates free and protein-bound radiolabelled
TH (where an increase in free TH indicates stronger xenobiotic competitive binding efficacy). Protein binding curves are used to calculate
competitive binding potencies of each OPFR for TTR. In addition to
triester parent compounds, the competitive binding efficacies of diester
metabolites are also investigated, which are commonly detected as major
metabolic products of OPFRs. OPFRs exhibit a range of competitive
binding potencies due to variations in molecular structure, and early evidence indicates that the hydroxylated diester metabolites are more potent
competitors for TH transport proteins than their corresponding triesters.
This research is part of a broader study that includes an investigation of
the competitive interactions of OPFRs with recombinant herring gull
TTR to inform the development of an avian adverse outcome pathway
framework for exposure and effects of OPFRs.

Bioassays For DNA Damage Detection
WP066 DNA damage in oysters (Crassostrea virginica) from the Gulf
of Mexico, a base line study in case of an oil spill
P. Ramirez Romero, UAM Iztapalapa / Hidrobiologia; M. del Carmen
Guzman Martinez, Universidad Autonoma Metropolitana / Dept of
Hidrobiologia; G. Barrera-Escorcia, Universidad Autonoma Metropolitana
/ Hidrobiologia; L.G. Elizalde Ramirez, J.E. Padilla Torres, UAM
Iztapalapa / Hidrobiologia
After the uncertainty caused by the BP Oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico, a
coastal ecosystems evaluation was ordered by the Mexican Government
in order to have an ecological baseline so that future oil spill effects could
be demonstrated through different kinds of evidence. Oil spill effects on
aquatic organisms have been evaluated through biomarkers such as DNA
damage. The objective of this study was to develop a base line of DNA
damage for the oyster Crassostrea virgnica. Five Mexican coastal lagoons
were chosen where two samplings were carried out. In the laboratory
gills were dissected and the comet assay was used to evaluate DNA
damage. An exploratory data analysis was performed and comparisons
were done with Kruskal-Wallis test. The average tail length was 8.64
(3.49 SD); variances (23.41) indicated high data dispersion. 37.5% of
the samples were not normal and Bartlett test rejected homoscedasticity. Even though organisms were chosen within a range of size, their tail
lengths were not similar among them (p< 0.01), except for one site on

one sampling. There was no similarity among samples taken in different collections or among lagoons. This analysis was performed with and
without extreme cases, obtaining the same results. DNA damage showed
the following pattern in the first sampling Alvarado > Pueblo Viejo >
Terminos > Tamiahua > Carmen Machona, and in the second sampling
Pueblo Viejo > Carmen Machona > Terminos = Alvarado > Tamiahua.
The central tendency values obtained represent the DNA damage base
line for these oysters.
WP067 DNA damage from oil contaminated marine sediment by
comet assay – Hebei sprit oil spill, Taean
H. Jeong, H. Lee, G. Kim, Gyeongsang National Univ / Dept of Marine
Environmental Engineering; S. Hong, Seoul National Univ / Division of
Environmental Science and Ecological Engineering; J. Khim, Korea Univ /
School of Earth and Environmental Sciences; W. Shim, Korea Inst of Ocean
Science and Technology / Oil and POPs research group
After the Hebei Spirit oil spill Korea in 2007, the Comet assay was
applied using fish (Oplegnathus fasciatus) blood cell to detect the
genotoxicity of the marine sediments collected from Taean area, Korea
in September 2013. In addition to Soxhlet extraction, TENAX extraction method was conducted to determine the genotoxicity caused by oil
contaminated sediment and also to assess the bioavailability of residual
oil adsorbed onto sediments. Using silica gel column and HPLC,
total extracts were divided to three fraction; F1, F2 and F3 contained
aliphatic compounds, aromatic compounds and polar compounds,
respectively. The highest DNA damage was shown in Gureumpo (DNA
Tail Moment - fold induction 6.7) followed by Shinduri (5.4) and
Euhang (2.6). The DNA damage had a positive correlation with PAH
concentration in sediment. Unexpectedly, F1 fraction showed higher
DNA damage rather than F2 fraction. DNA damage of F2 fraction was
lower than the sum of those in six F2 subfractions, indicating there may
be a antagonism between genotoxic compounds in F2 subfraction. There
was no difference on DNA damage between seawater and freshwater
used in Tenax extraction method. Even though Tenax extraction showed
a lower DNA damage than Soxhlet extraction, it showed a possibility to
induce genotoxicity in a organism exposed to oil contaminated sediment
in five years after the Hebei Spirit oil spill incident.
WP068 Genotoxicity of fluoranthene and benzo[α]pyrene in Artemia
franciscana
M. del Carmen Guzman Martinez, Universidad Autonoma Metropolitana
/ Dept of Hidrobiologia; P. Ramirez Romero, UAM Iztapalapa /
Hidrobiologia; K. Davalos de la Cruz, M.d. Aguilar Santamaria, UAM
Iztapalapa / Ciencias de la Salud
It is well known that there is a wide diversity of chemical agents in
the environment that can damage the DNA of organisms. Polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are among the major pollutants produced
naturally and through domestic and industrial activities. The concentration of these compounds in the environment has increased beyond
natural sources. Artemia franciscana has been a useful experimental model
in Ecotoxicology. In this work the effect of exposure to fluoranthene
and benzo[α]pyrene on the DNA of A. franciscana was assessed using
the comet assay. Metanauplii were exposed for 48 h to two different
concentrations of each of the hydrocarbons followed by maceration to
obtain cell suspensions for single cell electrophoresis. Results showed
that benzo[α]pyrene is significantly more toxic than fluoranthene since
the proportion of damaged cells is higher and DNA average migration
length longer. Migration length in the control group ranged from 17
to 60 micrometers while in the organisms exposed to fluoranthene and
benzo[α] pyrene it reached up to 100 micrometers. It is quite important
to keep attention on the toxic effects of these compounds considering
that the concentrations tested in this experiment were sub lethal.
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WP069 Acute Toxicity and Cytogenotoxic Response of Clarias gariepinus and Allium cepa to Process Water
J. Olomukoro, Univ of Benin City, Nigeria / Animal and Environmental
Biology; O.A. Anani, Univ of Benin City, Nigeria / Dept of Animal and
Environmental Biology; D.I. Olorunfemi, Univ of Benin City, Nigeria /
Plant Biology Biotechnology
Environmental degradation of the oil-rich Niger Delta region has been
wanton with dire health, social and economic consequences for its
peoples for over three decades. This study examined the potential acute
toxicity and cyto-genotoxic effects of process water constituents of oil
and gas from Ogboinbiri in Bayelsa State, Nigeria using acute toxicity
and micronucleus (MN) in peripheral erythrocytes of Clarias gariepinus
and root growth anomalies and chromosome aberration in Allium cepa
as monitoring systems.The physiochemical and heavy metal analysis
carried on the effluent showed that the effluent had an unpleasant odour
and slightly alkaline with pH value of 7.72, total hardness of 8.12mg/l
while the amount of sodium and phosphate were considered high at
105.53mg/l and 90.67mg/L of the water sample. Lead has a concentration of 0.13mg/l, while cadmium and aluminum were not present in
the wastewater. The A. cepa and micronucleus assay of C. gariepinus
were respectively carried out on 0.5, 1.0, 2.5, 5.0 and 10% and 2.0, 4.0,
6.0, 8.0, 10% respectively of the process water revealed significant (p<
0.05) concentration-dependant inhibition of onion root growth, mitotic
index, and induction of chromosomal aberrations in the onion and fish
micronucleus assays compared to the negative control. The acute toxicity carried on fish was used to determine the 96 h lethal concentration
(LC50) value of process water. The probit of mortality against log concentration of C. gariepinus at 96 h was determined at 5.89%Lwith the lower
and upper limits of 4%/L and 7.78%/L respectively, at 95% confidence
limit. The mean frequencies of the peripheral erythrocytes were significant at p< 0.05. Results of this study showed that the tested effluent was
a potentially cytogenotoxic agent and germ cell mutagen and may induce
adverse health effects in exposed individuals. Appropriate measures
should be put in place for the treatment of the wastewater before discharge into water bodies to avoid cytogenetic changes in aquatic lives.
WP070 Molecular Evaluation of Cytogenetic Effects of Produced
Water on Meristematic Root Tips of Allium cepa
D.I. Olorunfemi, Univ of Benin City, Nigeria / Plant Biology Biotechnology;
P.O. Olorunfemi, Univ of Benin City, Nigeria
In this study, the genotoxic effects of produced water obtained from
Brass Terminal in Bayelsa State of Nigeria was examined. Root tip
meristems of Allium cepa L. were exposed to 1, 5, 10, 25 and 50 %
(v/v; wastewater/tap water) produced water. Results obtained from
physicochemical analysis of the wastewater revealed that it was turbid and characterised by high chloride content and conductivity. The
concentrations of Pb, Fe, Zn and Ni in the wastewater exceeded set
limits for effluent discharge by the National Environmental Standards
and Regulation Enforcement Agency (NESREA) and United States
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA). Compared with the
control, root tip cells of A. cepa processed in the wastewater for 48 h cytogenetic studies by the aceto-orcein squash technique induced a variety
of chromatid and chromosome structural aberrations notably stickiness,
C-mitosis and micronuclei. Mitotic index decreased with increase in
concentration. DNA-RAPD fingerprinting demonstrated polymorphic
numbers of genetic bands compared with the control. The results suggest
that the produced water is clastogenic and mutagenic.
WP071 Use of Amaranthus hybridus and Allium cepa plants to evaluate the cytotoxic and genotoxic effects of acid mine soil
A.C. Udebuani, U.E. Nwogu, Federal Univ of Technology Owerri / Dept of
Biotechnology; I.N. Onwurah, Univ of Nigeria / Biochemistry
Ishiagu in Ebonyi State, Southeast Nigerian is known for its longstanding historical, unsustainable and indiscriminate mining activities.
This investigation was conducted to evaluate the cumulative effects of
these mining activities on the soil ecosystem in terms of the cytotoxic
and genotoxic nature of the water leachates from the acid mine soil
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sample, using Allium cepa and Amaranthus hybridus plants. Proportions
of acid mine soil samples and uncontaminated soil samples (from control
site) were mixed to give various percentage treatments of 0, 0.5, 1.0, 5.0,
10.0 and 20.0% contaminations and then thoroughly shaken with equal
volume of sterilised tap water. Seedlings of Allium cepa and Amaranthus
hybridus were grown in the resulting soil slurries for 48 hours and their
roots and leaves analysed, using standard laboratory procedures. Using
height as one of the growth parameters, Amaranthus hybridus showed
consistent increase in plant height and number of leaves for the control
(0% contamination) as against the mine contaminated soil samples (0.520.0%), which had lower values. The chlorophyll content was higher in
Amaranthus hybridus plants in control (0.719mg/g) compared to the ones
in mine contaminated soil samples (0.584 – 0.681mg/g). Crude protein
extract was 25.60% compared to the values grown in mine contaminated
soil samples (17.48 – 23.10%). Molecular analysis of Allium cepa roots
revealed different chromosomal aberrations ranging from stickiness,
bridge vagrant, laggard, polar deviation and spindle disturbed root cells
meristem which were not found in the control. The highest percentage
of total aberrant cell (96.8%) was observed in A. cepa grown in 20% mine
contaminated soil sample. Soil analysis using absorption spectroscopy
(AAS) showed significantly higher concentrations of arsenic, cadmium, chromium, copper, iron, zinc and lead in the mined soil samples
compared to the uncontaminated control soil samples. These findings
indicate that mined soils of Ishiagu are laden with a mix of toxic metals
which might have concerted or synergistic deleterious effect that could
endanger consumers of agricultural products from this area, particularly
if these metals bioaccumulate in these farm produce. Hence real time
field assessment is required to complement this laboratory analysis in
order to ensure safety of consumer of agricultural produce from this area.
WP072 Evaluation of the Cytogenotoxic Characteristics of Ash
Leachate from a Hospital Incinerator Using Allium cepa Assay
A. Osunde, D. Olorunfemi, E. Edosomwan, Univ of Benin City, Nigeria
Hospital incinerator ash from a hospital in Benin City was simulated
using American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Category-A
procedure. The physical and chemical characteristics were determined
by methods outlined by American Public Health Association while the
atomic absorption spectrophotometer was used to estimate the heavy
metals. Nitrates, phosphates and zinc were high when compared with
Federal Ministry of Environment and World Health Organisation
(WHO) standards. The genotoxicity screening of the simulated leachates
was carried out using harvested root tips of Allium cepa processed for
cytological observation using the aceto-orcein squash technique after
cultivation in the leachates for 48 h. Compared to the control, there
was gross root growth inhibition and significant (p< 0.05) concentration-dependent decrease in the mitotic index. The leachates induced
statistically significant (p< 0.05) chromosomal aberrations; vagrant and
stickiness being the most observed. The findings in this study suggest
that continuous accumulation of the hospital ash in the environment may
have significant health implications. The need to monitor the activities
of hospital waste management to ensure that waste is properly disposed
cannot be overemphasized.
WP073 Application of the Comet Assay for environmental monitoring of genotoxicity in native fish populations
J. Meier, NCOA co USEPA / NERL Ecological Exposure Research
Division; J.M. Lazorchak, P. Wernsing, USEPA / Office of Research and
Development; M.A. Mills, USEPA; P. Baumann, USGS
The Comet assay is widely used for measuring genotoxicity in a variety
of cell types in both laboratory and field studies. We have been applying
the method as a biomarker of exposure of select fish species to environmental pollutants at various locations in the United States, including five
tributaries to Lake Erie in Ohio, ponds on Cape Cod, Massachusetts,
the Reedy River in South Carolina and the Little Scioto River in Central
Ohio. The objectives of these studies varied but included assessing
the ability of the method to predict tumors and external anomalies in
bullheads, source tracking of pollutants from an urban watershed, and
integrating biological and chemical endpoints for evaluating effectiveness
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of dredging of contaminated sediments. A key component of these
various studies was incorporating appropriate reference sites for comparison to contaminated sites. In some cases, Comet assay results provided
supporting data for recommending further action by environmental
managers. Temporal comparisons (e.g. pre- vs post-dredging) revealed
some of the limitations of the method. Our experience with field application of the method will be discussed in the context of lessons learned.
Conclusions regarding usefulness and limitations of the method, and
recommendations for future application will also be presented.
WP074 Mutagenecity Assessment of Automobile Mechanic
Workshop Soil Leachate Using Allium test
A. Ngozi, Univ of Nigeria Nsukka Nigeria / Dept Of Plant Sci
Biotechnology; G. Alege, E. Okose, Univ of Nigeria Nsukka Nigeria
Chemical and bioassay were conducted to assess the mutagenic potential
of soil leachete from automobile mechanic workshop. The soil samples
were collected from three auto mechanic workshops at three locations
each. These were main point of contamination (Location 1), 50cm away
from the point of contamination (Location 2) and 100cm away from the
point of contamination (Location 3). The chemical analysis of the soil
leachate showed the presence of potential mutagenic heavy metals like
Zink, Copper, Cadium and Lead. Zink and Cadium had concentrations
higher than recommended environmental standards by FEPA, USEPA
and WHO. Cyanide was also found present in high concentration in the
leachete. Bioassay was conducted using the common onion of the purple
variety. The macroassay of the root growth parameter showed significant
reduction in the number of roots at different locations. The microassay
showed a decrease in percentage mitotic index (MI%) across the locations with mean values of 9.17%, 9.75% and 22.02% for locations 1, 2 and
3 respectively. The leachate concentrations also had significant effects
on the number of abnormal dividing cells. Chromosomal aberrations
observed ranged from mild C-mitosis to anaphase bridge and nuclei
abnormalities. The potential mutagenic effects of heavy metals and other
complex mixtures in automobile mechanic workshops, which enter into
arable lands and water bodies through run off, are discussed.
WP075 Municipal solid waste leachates induced micronucleus and
nuclear abnormalities in Clarias gariepinus and Coturnix japonica
C. ALIMBA, A. BAKARE, Univ of Ibadan Nigeria
Municipal solid waste landfills in most developing countries are
unsanitary and generate leachates which are capable of contaminating the environment and increasing genetic instability in vertebrates.
Information on leachate induced DNA damage in Pisces and Aves
is limited. In this study, we investigated the cytogenotoxic effects of
Olusosun and Aba-Eku municipal landfill leachate (5–50 % concentrations) exposure in Clarias gariepinus (catfish) and Coturnix japonica
(Japanese quail) using the micronucleus (MN) assay. Leachates significantly (p< 0.05) increased MN induction in blood erythrocytes,
kidney and gill cells of C. gariepinus and in blood erythrocytes and bone
marrow cells of C. japonica. It also significantly (p< 0.05) increased
nuclear abnormalities in peripheral erythrocytes of C. gariepinus and
C. japonica compared to the negative control groups. Physico-chemical
analysis of the leachates revealed higher concentrations of Chemical
oxygen demand, Biochemical oxygen demand, sulphates, Cadmium,
Chromium, Arsenate, Copper, Lead and Manganese than permissible
limits. The interactions of these and other unidentified toxic constituents of the leachates induced the observed cytogenotoxic effects. These
finding shows the potential of landfill leachates to induced DNA damage
in vertebrates. Genetic instability has been associated with decrease cell
survival or transformation, cancer formation and reproductive anomalies.
This is of significance to animal and human populations in Nigeria and
other countries where solid waste management is ineffective or lacking.

Emerging Contaminants from Anthropogenic
Activities: Trends and Impacts
WP076 Eight Years of Monitoring of Decabromodiphenylether in the
European Environment: Birds, Sewage Sludge and Sediments
J. de Boer, H. Leslie, VU Univ Inst for Environmental Studies / IVM
The objective of this study was to follow the concentrations of decabromodiphenylether (BDE209) in various environmental matrices over
the time period 2005-2012. The matrices selected for study included
predatory birds - eggs of the sparrowhawk (Accipiter nisus) from the UK
and glaucous gull (Larus hyperboreus) from the Norwegian Arctic (Bear
Island), sewage sludge - collected from sewage treatment plants (STPs)
in the UK, Ireland and the Netherlands, representing both domestic and
industrial wastewater, including STPs receiving influents from industries
known to use flame retardants, and surface sediments from sites in the
UK, Netherlands, Ireland, Germany and France, including sites near
point and diffuse sources. All extracts were analysed by GC/ECNI-MS.
Of the four matrices in this study, sewage sludge consistently had the
highest BDE209 concentrations. No increasing or decreasing trend in
the BDE209 levels in sparrowhawk eggs is observed. Glaucous gull
eggs have BDE209 concentrations that are generally lower than found
in the sparrowhawk eggs. Concentrations of BDE209 are on the order
of 20 times higher in UK and Irish sewage sludge than in Dutch sewage sludge. A maximum BDE209 concentration of 14,900 ng/g dry
weight, or 34,900 ng/g on organic carbon basis was found. In sediment, low levels of BDE209 observed in samples from the Elbe, Ems
(Germany) Seine (France), Tees Bay and Outer Humber (UK). Dublin
Harbour (Ireland) sediments exhibited intermediate BDE209 concentrations while the sediments sampled in the Western Scheldt (Netherlands),
Liverpool Bay and River Mersey (UK) showed by far the highest concentrations of BDE209 of all sediment locations included in the study. The
lower brominated BDEs 28, 47, 99, 100, and 153 were detected in all
sparrowhawk egg and glaucous gull egg samples, as well as in all sewage
sludge samples. NonaBDEs were also found in the bird egg samples. The
authors gratefully acknowledge G.W. Gabrielsen of the Norwegian Polar
Institute for providing the glaucous gull egg samples, R.F. Shore and
L.A. Walker of the Centre for Ecology and Hydrology for their continued efforts in coordinating the search for the sparrowhawk egg samples
and CEFAS (UK) colleagues for assistance in sampling and analysis.
WP077 Persistence and Bioaccumulation of the Flame Retardant
Decabromodiphenyl Ether in Freshwater Lakes
D. Orihel, Univ of Winnipeg / Dept of Biology; D.C. Muir, Environment
Canada / Aquatic Contaminants Research Division
Currently, the flame retardant decabromodiphenyl ether (DecaBDE) is
being considered for inclusion as a persistent organic pollutant (POP)
under the Stockholm Convention. To qualify as a POP, DecaBDE
must be persistent in the environment, undergo long-range transport,
accumulate in living organisms, and be toxic to wildlife and humans. An
urgent knowledge gap in the risk profile of DecaBDE being compiled
for this global treaty is the persistence and bioaccumulation of decaBDE
in aquatic ecosystems. This issue is complicated by the potential for
DecaBDE to degrade into polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs)
with fewer bromine atoms, as these breakdown products are generally
more bioavailable and toxic than their parent compound. Over four
years, we conducted a series of DecaBDE dosing experiments using
micro- and mesocosms in a freshwater lake at the Experimental Lakes
Area, Ontario, Canada. In our first experiment, we tracked the fate of
13C-decaBDE added to sediment cores incubated in the lake for up to
a month to quantify the debromination rate of DecaBDE and identify
degradation products produced under natural conditions. In our second
experiment, we added DecaBDE to sediments in an enclosed area of a
lake to monitor the migration and transformation of this chemical and
its degradation products in lake sediments over two years. In our third
experiment, we added different doses of DecaBDE to four 10 m-diameter mesocosms in the littoral zone of a lake. Mesocosms were open to
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the atmosphere and sediments and were stocked with age-1 yellow perch
(Perca flavescens). PBDE concentrations in water, suspended particles,
periphyton, zooplankton, benthos, and perch were monitored over 2
years. In this presentation, we will provide a synthesis of our experimental findings within the context of the ‘persistence’ and ‘bioaccumulation’
screening criteria of POPs under the Stockholm Convention.
WP078 Fate of 4,4’-Methylenedianiline (MDA) in Freshwater and
Estuarine Aquatic Environments
R.J. West, The Dow Chemical Company / Toxicology and Environmental
Research Consulting; K. Carpenter, A. Ponizovsky, E. Schaefer, Wildlife
International
The 4,4’-methylenedianiline (MDA) substance is a chemical intermediate used in the manufacture of polyisocyanate substances, which are used
to produce polyurethanes. The fate of MDA was evaluated in characteristically diverse estuarine and freshwater water/sediment systems, to
determine influence of varied sediment and water compositions, native
microbial populations, and oxidation/reduction potential on pathways, rates, and extents of dissipation therein. Degradation of MDA
was evaluated under both biologically-active and abiotic (autoclaved)
conditions. MDA labeled with [14C] was incubated in water/sediment
test systems for up to 100 d. Incubation in waters without sediments
was performed under aerobic conditions, to determine the role of
sediment-mediated reactions in the aquatic fate and lifetime of MDA.
Half-lives for primary degradation of MDA in sediment-free freshwater
and estuarine samples were approximately 7.5 and 11.1 d, respectively.
Losses of MDA in abiotic water samples over 92 d were < 50% of the
initial applied concentration, and yields of 14CO2 in viable samples were
between 12 and 26% of the theoretical maximum yields. These results
indicate that native microorganisms having no known prior exposure to
the substance were capable of mineralizing MDA. In aerobic freshwater
and estuarine water/sediment systems the half-lives of MDA were from
3.1 - 5.8 d, respectively. Degradation under anaerobic conditions was
slower, with half-lives of 10 – 21 d. By the end of the test a minor portion
(8.4 - to 18.6%) of applied [14C] was distributed across metabolites found
in the aqueous layers, while most of [14C] radioactivity (53.7% to 90.2%)
was found as unextractable residues in the sediment phases. These results
are consistent with demonstrated reactivity of primary aromatic amines
with natural organic matter, and with the inherent biodegradability of
MDA demonstrated in biodegradation screening tests. Although the
substance has failed to pass standardized tests of ready biodegradability
(e.g., OECD 301), the results presented here demonstrate that MDA is
not persistent in surface water or sediment compartments, according to
current PBT classification criteria. The fate of MDA is governed by concurrent biotic and abiotic degradation processes, which appear to have
remarkably low variability in their rates/extents across a diverse range of
limnological conditions.
WP079 Occurrence of brominated and organophosphorus flame
retardants in wastewater treatment plants
J. Cristale, IDAEA-CSIC; S. Lacorte, IDAEA-CSIC / Environmental
Chemistry
After bans on the use of polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs)
in Europe, the use of other flame retardants (FRs) has increased, but
little is known on their fate and risks to the environment. Wastewater
treatment plants (WWTPs) receive urban and industrial wastewaters,
which contain high amounts of FR. Simultaneous determination of
different FR families in WWTPs (water and sludge) is necessary in
order to identify compounds potentially harmful to the environment.
In this study, ten organophosphorus flame retardants (OPFRs), nine
new brominated flame retardants (NBFRs) and eight PBDEs were
determined by GC-EI-MS/MS in influents, effluents and sludge from
5 WWTPs located in Catalunya (Spain). All OPFRs were detected in
WWTP influents and most of them in the effluents. Bis(2-ethylhexyl)
tetrabromophthalate (BEH-TEBP) was the only brominated FR
detected in influents, but was not detected in the effluents. Contrarily,
tris(2-choroethyl) phosphate (TCEP), tris(2-chloroisopropyl) phosphate
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(TCIPP), tris(2,3-dichloropropyl) phosphate (TDCPP) were very
resistant to the treatment. A removal from 28% to 95% was observed for
tris(2-butoxyethyl) phosphate (TBOEP), tris(butyl) phosphate (TNBP),
tris(isobutyl) phosphate (TIBP) and tris(phenyl) phosphate (TPHP),
while tris(2-ethylhexyl) phosphate (TEHP), 2-ethylhexyl diphenyl
phosphate (EHDP) and tris(methylphenyl) phosphate (TMPP) were not
detected in the majority of effluent samples. TCIPP and TBOEP were
the most abundant compounds in the effluents, with average concentrations of 3.0 µg L-1 and 1.6 µg L-1, respectively. Considering the water
treated in each WWTP and the average concentration of OPFRs in the
effluents, about 3 tonnes year-1 of ΣOPFRs were estimated to be annually
discharged to waters only considering these five WWTPs. Accumulation
of OPFRs, PBDEs (BDE-47, BDE-99 and BDE-209), decabromodiphenyl ethane (DBDPE) and BEH-TEBP was observed in most of
sludge samples at µg – mg kg-1 levels. In many countries, large amounts
of sludge are applied to soil for agricultural purposes. Thus, these results
indicate that WWTP do not eliminate most FR, where the most polar
are discharged by the effluents whereas the most lipophylic are adsorbed
to sludge. Therefore, WWTP are considered an important source of FR
to the environment, with potential negative effects both for the aquatic
and terrestrial ecosystems.
WP080 Spatiotemporal trends of PBDEs and their replacements in
the Great Lakes atmosphere
L. Liu, Indiana Univ; A. Salamova, M. Venier, R.A. Hites, Indiana Univ /
School of Public Environmental Affairs
Air (vapor and particle) and precipitation samples collected every 12 days
at five sites around the Great Lakes from 2005 to 2012 (inclusive) within
the Integrated Atmospheric Deposition Network (IADN) were analyzed
for polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs) and alternative flame
retardants including pentabromoethyl benzene (PBEB), 1,2-bis(2,4,6tribromophenoxy)ethane (TBE), decabromodiphenylethane (DBDPE),
2-ethylhexyl-2,3,4,5-tetrabromobenzoate (TBB), bis(2-ethylhexyl)tetrabromo-phthalate (TBPH), and Dechlorane Plus (DP). The
concentrations of almost all of these flame retardants were positively
related to the number of people living or working within a 25 km radius
of the sampling site. Among brominated compounds, the only exceptions
were HBB and PBEB, the concentrations of which were relatively high
at Sturgeon Point and Eagle Harbor, respectively. DP levels were also
highest at Sturgeon Point, which is located near the DP manufacturing
plant. A multiple linear regression model was applied to determine the
temporal trends of the concentrations of these compounds in each of
the three phases. The temporal trends of these concentrations are highly
variable. Strong correlations are also found between the concentrations of some PBDE congeners (e.g., BDE-209) and their replacements
(DBDPE), suggesting similar sources of these chemicals.
WP081 Naphthenic Acids in Coastal Sediments after the Hebei
Spirit Oil Spill: A Potential Indicator for Oil Contamination
Y. Wan, Peking Univ / College of Urban Environmental Sciences; B. Wang,
Peking Univ; J. Khim, School of Earth and Environmental Sciences/
Research Inst of Oceanography; S. Hong, Seoul National Univ / Division of
Environmental Science and Ecological Engineering; W. Shim, Korea Inst of
Ocean Science and Technology / Oil and POPs research group; J. Hu, Peking
Univ / College of Urban Environmental Sciences
Naphthenic acids (NAs) as toxic components in most petroleum sources
are suspected to be one of the major pollutants in the aquatic environment following oil spills, and the polarity and persistence of NAs make
it a potential indicator for oil contamination. However, the contamination and potential effects of pollutants in oil spill affected areas remain
unknown. To investigate NAs in oil spill affected areas, a sensitive
method was first established for analysis of NAs, together with oxyNAs in sediment samples by UPLC-QTOF-MS. Then the method was
applied to determine the NA mixtures in crude oil, weathered oil, and
sediments from the spilled sites after the Hebei Spirit oil spill, Taean,
South Korea (Dec. 2007). Concentrations of NAs, O-3-NAs, and
O-4-NAs were found to be 7.8-130, 3.6-44, and 0.8-20 mg kg(-1) dw in
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sediments from the Taean area, respectively, which were much greater
than those measured in the reference sites of Manlipo and Anmyundo
beaches. Concentrations of NAs were 50-100 times greater than those
(0.077-2.5 mg kg(-1) dw) of PAHs in the same sediment samples, thus
the ecological risk of NAs in oil spill affected areas deserves more attention. The sedimentary profiles of. oil-derived NAs and background NAs
centered around compounds with 21-35 and 12-21 carbons, respectively,
indicating that the crude-derived NA mixtures originating from the
2007 oil spill were persistent. Acyclic NAsn=5-20 were easily degraded
compared to cyclic NAsn=21-41 during the oil weathering processes, and
the ratio of oxy-NAsn=21-41 relative to NAsn=21-41, could be a novel
index to estimate the degree of oil weathering in sediments. Altogether,
the persistent oil-derived NAsn=21-41 could be used as a potential
indicator for oil-specific contamination, as such compounds would not be
much affected by the properties of coastal sediments possibly due to the
high sorption of the negatively charged compounds (NAs) in sediment.
WP082 Size-distribution of n-alkanes in estuarine sediment and suspended particulate matter: implications for environmental behavior
organic pollutants
W. Chen Chou; E.Y. Zeng, Guangzhou Inst of Geochemistry / State Key Lab
of Organic Geochem
Two of the carriers for hydrophobic organic pollutants in aquatic environment are the suspended particulate matter (SPM) and sediment with
different sizes. The size distributions of organic pollutants in SPM and
sediment are used to determine those sources and effects on the water
quality by sedimentation and re-suspension. Hailing Bay is a typical aquaculture zone located on Guangdong Province, China. Human
activities, such as aquaculture and ship boarding, have brought a huge
amount of organic pollutants to input this area. Thus the concentration of
organic pollutants, e.g. n-alkanes and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
in Hailing Bay were higher than those in other areas, which provides a
great stage for understanding the distribution and environmental fate of
organic pollutants in different size-fraction of SPM and sediment. The
present study selected Hailing Bay as studied area, collected and separated the SPM and sediment in different size-fraction, and analyzed the
size distribution and accumulation of n-alkanes in SPM and sediment.
The samples were studied in five grain size fractions for sediment (from
Φ< 2000 μm to Φ< 30 μm) and three grain size fractions for SPM (from
Φ> 63 μm to Φ< 30 μm). The study illustrates that the type of organic
matter and the source and structure of pollutants play an important role
in n-alkane distribution in different grain size particles in SPM and
sediments fractions. The contents of n-C31 in fine-size fraction of SPM
were higher than those in sediment on the sampling site, which indicated
that water current and grain size of particulate matter are the chief contributor of bed-sediment re-suspension and the pollutants released from
sediments. Additionally, the major peak of n-alkane transferred from the
n-C17 in SPM to the n-C31 in sediment. This result indicated that the
n-alkanes in SPM and sediment on the same sampling site were derived
from the algae and terrestrial plant, respectively. It implicated that only
original source but not the input way (sedimentation or re-suspension)
of n-alkanes would be just obtained from analysis of target compounds
in sediment. Therefore, the environmental fate of n-alkanes would be
greatly discussed through the size distribution of n-alkanes in SPM
and sediment meanwhile considering the water current, sedimentary
environment and biodegradation or biotransformation of short chain
n-alkanes.
WP083 Size-resolved distribution of PBDEs in household dust
particles
K.E. Richman, C. Young, Memorial Univ of Newfoundland / Chemistry
Polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs) are a class of halogenated
organic molecules that were used as flame retardants and added in large
quantities to polyurethane foam, textiles, and electronics. Although
mostly phased out of production, commercial products containing
PBDEs are still in use. PBDE flame retardants are not chemically bound
to a product, but rather physically mixed in with a polymer. PBDE emissions likely occur during both the manufacture and disposal process, and

by volatilization during product use. The physical-chemical properties
of many PBDE congeners make them persistent and bioaccumulative,
and they can act as endocrine disruptors. Routes of human exposure
to PBDEs are poorly understood. Dietary intake of animal products
and ingestion of house dust have been identified as major exposure
pathways. House dust is a complex matrix with variable composition
and size, in which environmental pollutants are known to accumulate
through commercial product deterioration and off-gassing. It is possible
that house dust could act as a human exposure source via inhalation as
well as ingestion. Understanding the size fractions to which PBDEs are
sorbed in dust is essential to determining likelihood of PBDE uptake by
inhalation. Dust particles with a diameter less than 10 µm (PM10) can
reach the tracheobronchial and pulmonary regions of the human respiratory tract, while inhaled particles with larger diameters are trapped and
removed by mucus and cilia. Particles less than 2.5 µm (PM 2.5) reach the
gas-exchanging alveolar region and are considered respirable. Particles
of less than 0.5 µm diameter can reach the lung surface through rapid
Brownian diffusion, where they may be taken up directly by the tissue. In
addition to differences in deposition within the lungs, particle size also
affects wet and dry deposition rates in the atmosphere, where PBDEs in
the outside environment are subject to environmental fate processes and
possibly long-range transport. This research aims to determine the size
distribution of indoor air particles containing PBDEs. Samples were collected from households with an inertial cascade impactor that separates
ambient particles into 14 size fractions, and PBDE content in each sizefractionated sample were analysed by GC/MS. Trends in particle size
distribution of PBDE concentrations in indoor air and the implications
for human inhalation exposure will be presented.
WP084 Alternative Flame Retardants in San Francisco Bay
R. Sutton, San Francisco Estuary Inst; D. Chen, Southern Illinois Univ
Carbondale / Chemistry; M.D. Sedlak, San Francisco Estuary Inst
The state of California has implemented unique flammability standards
for consumer products. In response to nationwide phase-outs of polybrominated diphenyl ether (PBDE) flame retardants, manufacturers began
to substitute other flame retardant chemicals in their products in order
to meet these standards. Little is known about many of the diverse array
of bromine-, chlorine-, and phosphate-containing compounds that have
replaced PBDEs. Some of these chemicals have been in use for decades,
while others are new. Some exhibit aquatic toxicity or endocrinedisrupting properties in laboratory tests. In recent studies, the Regional
Monitoring Program for Water Quality in San Francisco Bay (RMP)
has detected some of these alternative flame retardants in samples of Bay
water, sediment, and biota. Typically, they are found in lower concentrations than PBDEs. The levels observed have been below the effects
thresholds that exist for a few of these compounds, but for most of these
chemicals the potential risks are unknown. Starting in 2014, changes
to California’s flammability standards may lessen the use of chemical
flame retardants in some types of consumer goods, and therefore possibly
reduce contamination in the Bay. Preliminary results from a new survey
of alternative flame retardants in Bay water, stormwater, wastewater
treatment plant (WWTP) effluent, sediment, and harbor seal blubber
are presented.
WP085 Physiological Implications of Environmental Azo Dye
Exposure in Clostridium perfringens
J. Morrison, G. John, Oklahoma State Univ / Microbiology and Molecular
Genetics
Azo dyes are anthropogenic artificial colorants characterized by the
presence of a double nitrogen (azo) bond and are used to dye everything
from food products to pharmaceuticals to textiles. Because of the way
these compounds are utilized in the dying process, they are commonly
found as environmental pollutants and are recalcitrant in nature. In the
environment, microorganisms are known to produce an azoreductase
enzyme, which is capable of reducing the azo bond. In many cases, this
results in the production of carcinogenic aromatic amines. Clostridium
perfringens, a strictly anaerobic microorganism found in the soil, has
been shown to produce this enzyme. The effect of azo dye exposure on C.
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perfringens cells is largely unknown, as well as whether the azoreductase
performs its function intracellularly or extracellularly. This study serves
to fill a gap in the literature regarding the effects of azo dyes on the
physiological state of this important bacterium. A variety of common azo
dyes with varying characteristics were examined for their effect on the
physiology and kinetics of reduction under varying nutrient conditions.
Effects of azo dyes on the cell wall were also examined to understand cell
permeability of proteins and dyes. It was found that the presence of azo
dyes increases C. perfringens generation time. C. perfringens is capable
of reducing a large variety of azo dyes of different sizes and polarities,
suggesting the presence of multiple azoreductase enzymes. Through
exposure to azo dyes, it was determined that, when in the presence of
sulfonated (negatively-charged) azo dyes, C. perfringens cells rapidly
release proteins into the extracellular environment. Following protein
translocation, the extracellular environment shows high enzymatic activity against azo dyes. Western blotting confirms that an azoreductase is
released upon this exposure. It is hypothesized that this rapid release of
azoreductase is the result of anionic effects of the sulfonated azo dyes on
the Gram-positive cell wall. A study of C. perfringens protoplasts shows
that, prior to azo dye exposure, the azoreductase is localized to the periplasmic region. The results of this study serve to provide an important
link between environmental azo dye exposure and the physiological state
of Clostridium perfringens cells.

due to their low peak intensities under MS/MS mode. The quantification ions for E3, E3-D4, 17α-EE2, and 17α-EE2-13C2 were m/z 504,
m/z 508, m/z 425, and m/z 427, respectively. Plants, grown hydroponically, were exposed to target compounds via the roots only (simulating
subsurface irrigation) or foliage only (simulating overhead irrigation).
Results indicate that E1, E2, E3, and 17α-EE2 all accumulated in
lettuce to some degree. The concentrations of E2, E3, and 17α-EE2 in
leaves from the root exposure treatments were 176.09, 23.3, 21.6 µg kg-1.
Foliar exposure resulted in concentrations of 209.94 µg kg-1 (E2), 54.8
µg kg-1 (E3), and 23.8 µg kg-1 (17α-EE2). All of the compounds were
also detected in tomato fruit. Concentrations of E2, E3, and 17α-EE2 in
tomatoes from the root exposure treatments were 88.94, 18.8, and 20.9
µg kg-1, respectively; while the same constituent concentrations from the
foliar exposure treatments were 90.84, 46.4, 29.9 µg kg-1, respectively.
Bioaccumulation of E1 was quite different than the other compounds. In
this case, E2 was the primary compound detected in plants exposed to
E1, suggesting that E1 is transformed into E2 in the plant. E2 concentrations in the edible parts of the crops exposed to E1 (including foliar
and root exposure) ranged from 38.62 to 99.44 µg kg-1. These worst-case
scenario results indicate that humans may potentially be exposed to these
compounds through consumption of crops grown using contaminated
reclaimed water. However, more research is needed to determine the
effects of soil on bioavailability.

WP087 Dolphins as sentinels for sediment perfluoroalkyl substances
(PFASs) contamination in estuarine areas of Charleston, SC
P.A. Fair, NOAA National Ocean Service; L. Balthis, NOAA; K. Kannan,
New York State Dept of Health / Wadsworth Center Dept of Health; A.O. De
Silva, Q. Wu; K. French, Environment Canada; M. Houde, Environment
Canada / Centre SaintLAurent; D.C. Muir, Environment Canada /
Aquatic Contaminants Research Division; C. Spencer, Environment Canada
/ Water Science Technology Directorate; G. Bossart, Georgia Aquarium; N.D.
Henry, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Perfluoroalkyl substances (PFASs) bioaccumulate in marine food webs
resulting in high concentrations in top trophic-level sentinel species such
as marine mammals. Some of the highest PFAS levels, on the same order
of magnitude to occupationally exposed humans, have been found in
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) inhabiting the Charleston, SC
estuarine areas. Urban areas are sources of PFAS in the environment,
although little is known about specific point sources and distribution
of PFASs. Using a stratified, random design we collected sediment
samples (n=36) from Charleston Harbor and the Ashley and Cooper
Rivers, in SC. Of the 12 congeners measured (PFBS, PFHS, PFOS,
PFDS, PFOSA, PFHA, PFHpA, PFOA, PFNA, PFDA, PFUnDA,
PFDoDA), PFOS had the highest levels (mean 1.52 ng/g, range 0.09
- 7.37 ng/g dw), followed by PFDA (mean 0.83 ng/g; range 0.06 - 4.76
ng/g dw) and PFOA (mean 0.42 ng/g; range 0.02 - 2.52 ng/g dw).
PFOS levels in sediments at 19 of 36 sites (representing 52% of the study
area) exceeded the published median PFOS sediment concentration of
0.535 ng/g. Sediment and wildlife are important monitoring elements
for aquatic ecosystems. Understanding pathways, sources and effects of
PFASs is crucial to reducing levels in urbanized coastal areas.

WP089 Persistent Organic Pollutants in Fish from Alaska and
Western National Parks and their Contaminant Health Thresholds
J.E. Schrlau, Oregon State Univ / Environmental and Molecular Toxicology;
C.M. Flanagan Pritz, National Park Service / Air Resources Division; S.
Massey Simonich, Oregon State Univ; T. Blett, National Park Service / Air
Resources Division
Concentrations of persistent organic pollutants (POPs) in fish collected
from remote, high-elevation ecosystems of U.S. national parks (NP) are
a potential ecological and human health concern. Based on the findings
of the Western Airborne Contaminants Assessment Project (WACAP),
the contaminant load in fish was further investigated in a total of 128
fish from eight NPs including Rocky Mountain NP, Great Sand Dunes
NP & Preserve, Yosemite NP, Sequoia & Kings Canyon NPs, Lassen
Volcanic NP, Katmai NP & Preserve, Lake Clark NP & Preserve, and
Wrangell-St. Elias NP & Preserve between 2006 and 2011. WACAP
fish (an additional 133 fish), collected between 2003 and 2005, were also
included to account for 31 total water bodies sampled in 14 parks. No fish
SOC concentration in any park exceeded the threshold for recreational
fish consumption. However, historic-use pesticides dieldrin, p,p’dichlorodiphenylethene (p,p’-DDE), and/or Σchlordanes (cis-chlordane,
trans-chlordane, cis-nonachlor, and trans-nonachlor) had concentrations
in individual fish that exceeded the USEPA guidelines for subsistence
fish consumption and wildlife (kingfisher) health thresholds in 13 out
of 14 parks. Concentrations of current-use pesticides were higher in
parks located in the Rocky Mountains and Sierra Nevada regions while
historic-use pesticides were higher in Alaskan parks. These data contribute to the identification of regions and/or water bodies within national
parks with potential risk to wildlife and human health.

WP088 Bioaccumulation of Steroid Hormones in Food Crops
through Irrigation with Reclaimed Water
J. Lu, J. Wu, P. Stoffella, Univ of Florida IFAS; P.C. Wilson, Univ of
Florida IFAS / Soil and Water Science
The bioaccumulation of steroid hormones (from reclaimed irrigation
water) in lettuce and tomato was investigated using an isotope dilution
method. Target compounds included: β-estradiol (E2), estrone (E1),
estriol (E3), and 17α-ethinylestradiol (17α-EE2). E2, and E1 were
analyzed by gas chromatography with tandem mass spectrometry (MS/
MS). The precursor ions for E2 and its’ internal standard (E2-13C6)
were m/z 416 and m/z 422 while the product ions used for quantification
were 285+326 and 288+332, respectively. The precursor ions for E1 and
its’ internal standard (E1-13C6) were m/z 342 and m/z 348, respectively;
and the product ions used for quantification were m/z 257 and m/z 260.
E3 and 17α-EE2 were analyzed in selected ion monitoring (SIM) mode

WP090 Optimizing silicone for co-deployment with low-density
polyethylene passive sampling
S.G. O’Connell, Oregon State Univ / Environmental and Molecular
Toxicology; M.A. McCartney, Oregon State Univ; L.B. Paulik, Oregon
State Univ / Environmental and Molecular Toxicology; S.E. Allan,
Environmental and Molecular Toxicology; L.G. Tidwell, Oregon State Univ
/ Environmental Molecular Toxicology; G. Wilson, Oregon State Univ; K.A.
Anderson, Oregon State Univ / Environmental Molecular Toxicology
While a wide range of potential polymers exist for passive sampling,
there are advantages for using a particular material over another. One
of the most used samplers consists of low-density polyethylene (LDPE)
tubing, but there may be limitations with sequestering compounds
with lower Kow values with this polymer. However, by using silicone,
target analytes with lower log Kow values can be more easily monitored
in environmental media. Methods were optimized to use silicone as
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a passive sampler, and five silicone polymers were compared in a field
deployment within the Portland Harbor Superfund, OR. Following
that field optimization, a second field study was conducted to examine polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and oxygenated-PAHs
(OPAHs) between the most optimal silicone polymer from the previous
deployment and LDPE. OPAHs represent a sensitive range of chemical properties to compare polymers (log Kow 0.2-5.3). In total, 17 PAHs
and 7 OPAHs were sequestered and compared using mass normalized
polymer concentrations (ng/g polymer), and calculated water values
(ng/L). Despite over 7-fold differences between polymer concentrations,
calculated water values were similar (3.5-fold or less) for both compound
classes, and would have resulted in a similar spatial analysis of Portland
Harbor if either polymer was used. More interestingly, individual contributions of OPAHs differed dramatically between silicone and LDPE,
with silicone sequestering more individual OPAHs consistently than
LDPE. Differences in individual presence or absence of OPAHs could
become important as more toxicological data becomes available for this
emerging compound class. Overall, this work highlights the necessity of
using optimized polymers and methods for environmental monitoring.
WP091 Resident Inhalation Exposure to Airborne Particle-Bound
Halogenated Flame Retardants in a Typical E-waste Recycling Zone
P. Luo, State Key Laboratory of Organic Geochemistry; L. Bao, State Key
Laboratory of Organic Geochemistry / Chinese Academy of Sciences; C.F.
Wu, State Key Laboratory of Environmental Criteria and Risk Assessment;
S. Li, Environment Canada / Air Quality Research Division; E.Y. Zeng,
Guangzhou Inst of Geochemistry / State Key Lab of Organic Geochem
Because inhalation of pollutants is an important exposure route for
causing human health hazards and particle-bound pollutants are sizedependent, sample collection and exposure assessment must take into
account particle size distribution. Such information is scarce, particularly
for residents dwelling within e-waste recycling zones where abundant
atmospheric halogenated flame retardants (HFRs) commonly used in
electronic/electrical devices have been widely reported. Atmospheric
size-fractioned particle samples were collected using a 10-stage MicroOrifice Uniform Deposit Impactor from an e-waste recycling zone in
South China. The overall concentrations of particle-bound HFRs in
the e-waste recycling zone were at high levels in the world, suggesting
e-waste recycling activities may be a significant emission source of HFRs.
HFRs were not mainly associated with fine particles (< 1.8 μm). Dust
resuspension, particles accumulation and volatility of HFRs were the
important factors influencing size distribution of individual HFR. The
estimated dry deposition fluxes were about twice of the wet deposition
fluxes and the total deposition fluxes of particle-bound HFRs were 3200
ng m-2 d-1. The deposition efficiencies and fluxes of size-fractioned HFRs
in the human respiratory tract were estimated using the International
Commission on Radiological Protection deposition model. The majority
of HFRs was found to deposit in the head airways, with coarse particles
(> 1.8 μm) contributed the most (69−91%). Conversely, fine particles were
dominant in the alveolar region (62−80%). The estimated total hazard
quotient of particle-bound HFRs was 5.6 × 10-4 (95% CI: 3.8 × 10-4−8.8
× 10-4). In addition, incremental lifetime cancer risk induced by BDE-209
was 1.36 × 10-10 (95% CI: 7.3 × 10-11−2.3 × 10-10), much lower than the
Safe Acceptable Range (1.0 × 10 −6−1.0 × 10 −4) established by the United
States Environmental Protection Agency. These results indicate that the
potential health risk from inhalation exposure to particle-bound HFRs
for residents dwelling in the e-waste recycling zone was low.
WP092 Ecological Risk Assessment of Antidepressant and β-blocker
Human Metabolites and Transformation Products in EffluentDominated Fluvial Systems
A.K. Brown, J.K. Challis, Univ of Manitoba / Chemistry; C.S. Wong, Univ
of Winnipeg / Richardson College for the Environment; M.L. Hanson, Univ
of Manitoba / Dept of Environment and Geography
Beta-blockers (i.e., atenolol, metoprolol, propranolol) and selective
serotonin reuptake inhibitors (i.e., citalopram, fluoxetine, fluvoxamine,
paroxetine, and sertraline) are two major classes of pharmaceuticals that

are used worldwide. Human metabolites and transformation products
(TPs) of these pharmaceuticals due to photolysis and biodegradation
could pose a threat to aquatic organisms, especially in effluent- dominated surface waters. Therefore, a probabilistic ecological risk assessment
was conducted using a conservative, first-tier hazard quotient approach.
To this end, the pharmacokinetic literature, the University of Minnesota
Biocatalysis/ Biodegradation Database Pathway Prediction System
aerobic microbial degradation software, and photolysis literature pertaining to these compounds were used to determine the most likely TPs
formed via human metabolism, aerobic biodegradation, and photolysis.
Monitoring data from North American and European surface waters
receiving human wastewater inputs were the basis of the exposure
characterisation. We assumed a conservative 1:1 parent to TP production
ratio (i.e., all converted), except for the TPs norfluoxetine and desmethylsertraline (where sufficient monitoring data exists). The USEPA’s
EPISuite software was used to predict physicochemical properties (KOW
and solubility) and we used estimated acute and chronic toxicities to
aquatic organisms from ECOSAR v1.1. Hazard quotients, calculated
using the 95th percentile of exposure, ranged from 10-11 to 10-3. This
exercise suggests little to no environmental risk is likely in surface waters
receiving wastewater inputs from these various TPs.

Fate and Effects of Metals: Aquatic Biological
Perspective – BLM
WP093 Field versus Laboratory Toxicity Testing with Hyalella
azteca, Metal Bioaccumulation and Use of the MEAM and BLM
Models to Identify Causes of Effects
H. Sonnenberg, Environmental Services; L.D. Ramilo, Stantec /
Environmental Services; J. Keene, M. Stephenson, Stantec Consulting Ltd /
Environmental Services
An integrated assessment with multiple lines of evidence and modeling
approaches was carried out to assess metal bioavailability and causes of
effects on downstream benthic invertebrate communities due to metal
mine effluent exposure. Testing included extensive water and sediment chemistry, benthic community composition, toxicity testing using
Hyalella (lab and field), metal bioaccumulation in wild, laboratory and
field exposed Hyalella. The Metal Effects Addition Model (MEAM) and
Biotic Ligand Model (BLM) were applied and results were compared.
Several elements (Cd, Cu, Pb, Zn and Se) in wild Hyalella from the surrounding area were found to be close to the Lethal Body Concentrations
(LBCs) established in the literature. The near field area (60-75% effluent)
was devoid of Hyalella and the far field area was moderately impacted
(30-40%). Site water and sediment were collected from these areas and a
reference location to conduct toxicity tests in cages deployed in the field
and in the laboratory. Hyalella were used in a 3x3 factorial design using
control sediment, reference site sediment and contaminated sediment,
each with overlying water consisting of lab water, reference site water or
site exposure water. Upon test termination, metals in Hyalella from all
treatments were analyzed. Laboratory toxicity tests indicated that both
site collected receiving water and sediments from the near field area were
toxic to Hyalella azteca. Comparison to LBCs indicated that copper in
the creek water was sufficiently elevated to elicit chronic toxicity. In the
far field area, neither the site receiving water nor the sediment appeared
to be responsible for toxicity despite the fact that at this location, the
abundance of wild Hyalella in benthic invertebrate communities was
significantly reduced. Based on the metal concentrations in caged field
Hyalella specimens, only zinc reached concentrations high enough to
elicit chronic toxicity and overlying water was also the predominant route
of exposure. Based on site specific chemical speciation modeling and
the biotic ligand model (BLM), overall metal toxicity was predicted to
decrease in the order of Cu > Zn > Cd, however, the new metal effects
addition model (MEAM) (Norwood, 2013) provided additional insight
regarding prediction of toxicity from exposure to mixtures of metals.
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WP094 Silver speciation in synthetic and natural aquatic systems
A. Peters, WCA Environment Ltd; G. Merrington, UK Environment
Agency; S.D. Smith, Wilfrid Laurier Univ / Dept of Chemistry; R. van
Egmond; S. Lofts, Centre for Ecology Hydrology / Shore Section; M.
Alshammari, Wilfred Laurier Univ
The acute toxicity of silver to aquatic organisms has been extensively
tested, and biotic ligand models have been developed for both fish and
invertebrates. However when validated there were limitations to their
performance. The chronic toxicity of silver has been much less well
studied, and the factors modifying bioavailability (i.e. interactions with
complexing ligands) are not sufficiently well understood to enable robust
models to be developed. Silver is known to form strong complexes
with both natural organic matter (e.g. humic and fulvic acids), reduced
sulfide ligands (e.g. free sulfide S2-), and also with thiol compounds (e.g
cysteine). Attempts to understand the speciation of silver in ecotoxicity tests have revealed significant limitations in our ability to predict
silver speciation under different water chemistry conditions. The relative
importance of the different strong silver-complexing ligand types, as well
as uncertainties regarding their concentrations in natural systems, means
that a meaningful interpretation of the existing chronic ecotoxicity data
for silver in terms of biotic ligand model approaches is not currently possible. The reasons for these uncertainties, and the approaches which may
be taken to address them, will be outlined. The key aims of this study are
to determine silver speciation in a range of aqueous systems, from simple
well defined systems with individual ligands to complex systems with
multiple ligands. This information will be used to determine how well
WHAM VII predicts Ag complexation in receiving waters in relation to
variable DOM-sulfide and free sulfide concentrations, and to calibrate
and validate WHAM VII for the prediction of silver speciation in natural systems if necessary. This may require that sulfide ligands and their
silver complexes are explicitly included in model calculations. Whilst it is
clear that dissolved silver can be highly toxic to some aquatic organisms,
a better understanding of the conditions which are likely to result in
toxicity to organisms and ecosystems would lead to considerable advances
in understanding the potential risks from silver in surface waters.
WP095 Influence of water quality on zinc toxicity to the Florida apple
snail (Pomacea paludosa) and sensitivity of freshwater snails to zinc
T.C. Hoang, Loyola Univ Chicago / Inst of Environment and Sustainability;
X. Tong, Northwestern Univ / Dept of Environmental Engineering and
Science; B. Khan, Loyola Univ Chicago
The present study characterized the influence of water quality characteristics on zinc (Zn) toxicity to the Florida apple snail (Pomacea paludosa)
and the sensitivity of freshwater snails to Zn. Standard 96-h renewal
acute toxicity tests were conducted with Zn and juvenile P. paludosa
under various water hardness, pH, dissolved organic carbon (DOC), and
alkalinity. Median lethal effect concentrations (96-h LC50s) were determined for each toxicity test. No observed effect concentration (NOEC)
and lowest observed effect concentration (LOEC) were also determined.
Results of the present study showed that Zn toxicity to P. paludosa
decreased linearly with increasing hardness, pH and DOC. These
results are useful for development of a Biotic Ligand Model (BLM)
for P. paludosa and Zn. Similar to 96-h LC50, NOEC and LOEC also
increased with increasing water quality characteristics. Zinc acute toxicity data were collected from the literature for 11 freshwater snail species
in a wide range of water quality characteristics for the species sensitivity
distribution analysis. The results showed P. paludosa is the most sensitive to Zn regardless of water quality characteristics. The present study
also suggested that aqueous Zn(OH)2 can be bioavailable to P. paludosa.
Therefore, the BLM should take aqueous Zn(OH)2 into consideration for
bioavailability when applied to snails. Additional studies should be conducted to further support development of a snail BLM and its potential
use for setting water quality guidelines for Zn and freshwater organisms,
especially in the temperate environments.
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WP096 Development of BLM for Japanese Domestic Species
M. Kamo, Advanced Industrial Science and Technology; J. Ha, Toyama
Prefectural Univ / Dept of Environmental Engineering; W. Pelle, Faculty
of Agricutlure Kyushu Univ; M. Sakamoto, Toyama Prefectural Univ; Y.
Oshima, Faculty of Agricutlure Kyushu Univ / Faculty of Agriculture
Toxicities of metals vary depending on water chemistry. It is important
to predict such varying toxicities to conduct ecological risk assessments.
The biotic ligand model (BLM) is now recognized as a powerful tool
to predict toxicities of metals for aquatic organisms. Various versions of
BLM have been developed; however, applications for Japanese domestic
species are quite rare. In this study, we aim to develop copper BLMs
for aquatic species that live in Japan. The BLM is mainly developed in
EU and USA where water hardness is relatively high. Water hardness in
Japan is quite low (generally about 25 mg/L as CaCO3). There is a possibility that BLM parameters estimated in previous studies are not directly
applied for aquatic species in Japan, and therefore parameters need to be
newly estimated. Aquatic species we selected are Daphnia galeata, and
Medaka Fish (Oryzias latipes). For D. galeata, 48-hours toxicity tests
are conducted in test water having four different calcium concentrations and four different magnesium concentrations. As is previously
reported, half lethal concentrations (LC50) go up when concentrations
of calcium and magnesium are increased -- indicating that these cations
have a protective effect against the toxicity of copper. The LC50 is
about 2 ug/L at the lowest calcium concentration. The LC50 is about 8
times higher in the highest calcium concentration. LC50 at the highest
magnesium concentration is only 2 times higher than that in the lowest
magnesium concentration. The result suggests that calcium has stronger
protective effects than magnesium. By using these results of toxicity
tests, BLM parameters (affinity constants) are estimated. Differences in
predicted and observed LC50 are within a factor of 2, and it is concluded
that BLM for the species is successfully developed. Similarly for fish,
96-hours toxicity tests are conducted, and BLM parameters for the species are estimated. Again the protective effect of calcium is stronger than
that of magnesium. The predicted and observed LC50 are also within
a factor of 2, and it is concluded that BLM for the fish is also successfully developed. Validations are conducted using lab and natural water in
Japan. Results of the validation will be also reported.
WP097 Toxicity of ternary mixtures of nickel, copper, zinc and cadmium to Daphnia magna
E. Traudt, Colorado School of Mines; J.F. Ranville, Colorado School of Mines
/ Chemistry and Geochemistry; J. Williamson, Chemistry and Geochemistry;
S. Smith, Colorado School of Mines; J.S. Meyer, ARCADIS
Potentially toxic metals including nickel, zinc and copper are often
present in the natural water systems due to a variety of point and nonpoint sources, leading to mixture toxicity that is difficult to predict. To
further develop multi-metal toxicity models, the toxicity of Ni and Cd
were tested in ternary combinations with Cu and Zn. Previously we
performed toxicity tests with binary metal mixtures of Ni and (1) Cd,
which is considerably more toxic than Ni, (2) Cu, which is less toxic than
Cd but more toxic than Ni, and (3) Zn, which has a toxicity threshold
similar to Ni. Although sub-lethal concentrations of Ni protected against
the toxicity of Cd, greater-than-additive toxicity occurred in binary
mixtures of Cu and Ni; and response-additive toxicity occurred in binary
combinations of Ni and Zn. We hypothesize that these results provide
evidence for the competition among the metals for binding to biological
ligands and/or dissolved organic matter; however, the effectiveness of
each mechanism is unknown when a mixture contains more than two
metals. To analyze the interactions, we exposed Daphnia magna neonates
to the individual metals (Cd, Cu, Ni, Zn) and in ternary combinations
in standard 48-h toxicity tests conducted in USEPA moderately hard
reconstituted water with 3 mg DOC/L added as Suwannee River fulvic
acid. For these ternary mixtures, two metals were held constant at specified concentrations while the third metal was varied through a series
that ranged from nonlethal to lethal concentrations. In ternary mixtures
with Ni, Cd and Cu, greater-than-additive effects ‘overshadowed’ the
protective effect that had previously been observed between Ni and Cd.
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Similarly, Cd-Ni-Zn mixtures produced response-additive toxicity that
once again overshadowed the protective mechanisms evident in Cd-Ni
and Cd-Zn mixtures. These findings illustrate potential competition of
toxic mechanisms between various metal mixtures.
WP098 Comparison of Hardness-Based and Biotic Ligand Model
Water Quality Criteria for Copper and Zinc in Streams near Los
Alamos National Laboratories
S.A. Tobiason, Windward Environmental; A. Groffman, Los Alamos
National Laboratory; D. DeForest, Windward Environmental LLC; A.
White, P. Mark, Los Alamos National Laboratory; N. Lewis, Windward
Environmental LLC; D. Cuthbertson, A. Lavadie, Los Alamos National
Laboratory
In 2007, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) released
nationally recommended copper water quality criteria (WQC) for aquatic
life based on the Biotic Ligand Model (BLM). BLM-based WQC for
zinc have been submitted to the USEPA. Although the New Mexico
water quality standards were updated in 2010 to allow copper BLMbased WQC on a site specific basis, the hardness-based copper WQC
remain the default statewide standard. Understanding metal bioavailability is critical for implementing WQC in NPDES permits and gleaning
a better understanding of immediate complex environmental conditions.
BLM parameters were analyzed in 36 filtered samples collected during
wet weather periods in 2013 from 19 locations representing 12 assessment units (AUs) in ephemeral, intermittent, and perennial streams near
Los Alamos National Laboratories (LANL), New Mexico. Acute and
chronic copper and zinc instantaneous water quality criteria (IWQC)
were compared using the BLM and hardness based WQC. Running the
BLM at 10 and 20°C to bracket missing temperature data showed an
average of only 3 to 4% relative difference between acute copper and zinc
BLM-based IWQC. Overall, BLM-based criteria values (T=10°C) were
3 to 8 fold greater than hardness-based IWQC for copper and zinc. The
BLM-based acute copper IWQC ranged from 3.4 to 361 µg/L while the
hardness-based acute IWQC ranged from 0.5 to 12.4 µg/L. Meanwhile,
acute zinc BLM-based IWQC ranged from 167 to 1,138 µg/L, while
hardness-based acute IWQC for zinc ranged from 6 to 149 µg/L. In all
cases the toxicity units (observed Cu or Zn/BLM IWQC) values were
less than one, indicating observed copper and zinc concentrations did not
exceed respective BLM-based criteria levels. These findings indicate that
bioavailable copper and zinc concentrations estimated by the BLM are
much lower and more representative than those considered in hardnessbased WQC. In addition, these results suggest that in many cases the
hardness-based WQC are over protective, lacking the resolution inherent
to the BLM to represent complex aquatic environmental conditions and
diverse geochemistry. Consequently, the NPDES permits and state water
quality assessments affecting LANL using hardness-based WQC (often
assuming 30 mg/L hardness) would result in more accurate management
actions if based on the BLM for copper and zinc. Los Alamos Unlimited
Release LA-UR-14-22881

Emerging Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances
WP099 Spatio-temporal variations of perfluoroctane sulfonate
(PFOS) and perfluorooctane acid (PFOA) in selected top-soils
around Cape Town environment
O.S. Olatunji, Cape Peninsula Univ of Technology / Chemistry; B.O.
Opeolu, Cape Peninsula Univ of Technology / Faculty of Applied Sciences;
O.S. Fatoki, B.J. XIMBA, Cape Peninsula Univ of Technology / Chemistry
This study investigates the concentration levels of perfluoroctane sulfonate
(PFOS) and perfluorooctane acid (PFOA) in top-soils collected from
selected areas around Cape Town. Soil samples were randomly collected from Milnerton(CTMn), Sea point(CTSp), Maitland(CTMt),
Bellville(CTBv) and Khayelitsha(CTKl) residential environments.
Perfluoroctane sulfonate (PFOS) and perfluorooctane acid (PFOA) were
extracted from the soil samples into methanol using standard methods.
This was followed by the extracts clean-up using Solid Phase Extraction
(SPE) technique. The extracts in methanol were analysed for PFOS and

PFOA using Liquid Chromatography coupled with Mass Spectrometer
(LC-MS). The results showed that the concentrations of PFOS and
PFOA in the soils were variable with top-soils collected from CTKl
having the highest levels of the PFOS and PFOA, while the least concentrations were detected in soils from CTMn. The concentrations of PFOS
and PFOA in the soils collected from CTMn, CTSp, CTMt, CTBv
and CTKl ranged 0.01-2.65 µg/kg; 0.02-3.18 µg/kg; 1.87-4.30 µg/kg;
0.91-2.23 µg/kg; and 4.20-10.13 µg/kg, respectively; and 0.13-1.07 µg/
kg; 0.29-2.09 µg/kg; 1.067-3.32 µg/kg; 1.35-2.68 µg/kg; and 3.54-6.32
µg/kg, respectively. Significant difference (p>0.05) exist between the
levels of PFOS and PFOA detected in all location except for CTMn and
CTSp which were not significantly different (P< 0.05) from each other.
Time trend assessment also revealed that the mineralization of PFOS
and PFOA was low, and this probably accounts for the seasonal variations in the top-soil concentration load. The soil load of PFOS and PFOA
appeared to be linked with population distribution and human activities.
WP100 Improved capability for the quantification of polyfluoroalkyl
chemicals in human serum
K. Kato, NCEH; A. Patel, V. Nanchev, X. Ye, A.M. Calafat, Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
Polyfluoroalkyl chemicals (PFCs), including perfluorooctane sulfonate
(PFOS) and perfluorooctanoate (PFOA), persist in humans and the
environment and have been detected worldwide. Exposure to PFOS and
PFOA in the general population is widespread, although demographic,
geographic, and temporal differences exist. PFOS and PFOA are used in
a wide variety of industrial and consumer products. The electrochemical
fluorination (ECF) manufacturing method used from the 1950s until
the early 2000s to produce PFCs including PFOA, and PFOS and its
precursors yielded branched and linear isomers. By contrast, telomerization produces almost exclusively linear compounds. The structural isomer
patterns of PFOA and PFOS in humans may be useful for understanding routes and sources of exposure. In this study, we improved our
existing analytical method to permit the concurrent quantification of 19
PFCs, including both linear and branched isomers of PFOS and PFOA.
The method uses on-line solid phase extraction (SPE) coupled with
high-performance liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry
(HPLC-MS/MS). After dilution with formic acid, 19 PFCs, including
n-PFOS, n-PFOA, and branched PFOS and PFOA isomer mixtures,
present in 50 μL of serum were retained and concentrated on the SPE
column, separated from each other and from other serum components by
HPLC, and detected by isotope-dilution MS/MS. Results and discussion The best separation of linear and branched isomers of PFOA and
PFOS was achieved by using two Chromolith® HighResolution RP-18e
(4.6 × 100 mm) (Merck KGaA, Germany) columns for the HPLC
separation and one HySphere C8-SE (7mM) cartridge (Spark Holland
Inc., The Netherlands) as SPE column. Compared with the previous
method, we now can quantitate six more analytes, including linear and
branched isomers of PFOA and PFOS, within 18 min, with minimum
sample preparation. The limits of detection for all PFCs were in low ppb
levels. The PFOA and PFOS concentrations in 100 human sera obtained
using the previous method1 and the sum of concentration of PFOA and
isomers of PFOS using the present method matched well (R 2>0.99). 1.
Kato, K.; Basden, B. J.; Needham, L. L.; Calafat, A. M. J. Chromatogr. A
2011, (1218), 2133-2137.
WP101 Transcriptional and cellular responses of the green alga
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii to perfluoroalkyl phosphonic acids
D. Sanchez Llano, Univ of Quebec in Montreal / Dept of Biological Sciences;
M. Houde, Environment Canada / Centre SaintLAurent; A.O. De Silva,
Environment Canada; J. Verreault, Université du Québec à Montréal /
Biological Sciences
Perfluoroalkyl phosphonic acids (PFPAs), a new class of perfluoroalkyl substances used primarily in the industrial sector as surfactants,
were recently detected in surface water and wastewater treatment plant
effluents. Toxicological effects of PFPAs have as yet not been investigated in aquatic organisms. The objective of the present study was to
evaluate the effects of perfluorooctylphosphonic acid (C8-PFPA) and
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perfluorodecylphosphonic acid (C10-PFPA) exposure on Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii at environmentally-relevant concentrations (31-250 μg L-1)
using genomic tools (qRT-PCR), and physiological (cellular viability)
and biochemical approaches (reactive oxygen species (ROS) production and lipid peroxidation). After 72 hr of exposure, no differences
were observed in cellular viability for any of the two perfluorochemicals.
Moreover, after 72 hr of exposure to C10-PFPA, ROS concentrations
were significantly increased (36% and 25.6% at 125 and 250 µg/L,
respectively), which was also observed for lipid peroxidation (measured
as malondialdehyde levels) (35.5% and 35.7% at 125 and 250 μg/L,
respectively). C8-PFPA exposure did not impact ROS production
and lipid peroxidation in this alga. To get insights into the molecular
response and modes of action of PFPA toxicity, qRT-PCR-based assays
were performed to analyze the transcription of genes related to antioxidant responses including superoxide dismutase (SOD-1), glutathione
peroxidase (GPX), catalase (CAT), glutathioneS-transferase (GST),
and ascorbate peroxidase (APX I). Genomicanalyses revealed that the
transcription of CAT and APX I was up-regulated for all the C10-PFPA
concentrations. In addition, PFPAs were detected in St. Lawrence River
surface water samples with concentrations of C8-PFPA ranging from
250 to 850 pg/L and 380 to 650 pg/L for C10-PFPA. This study supports the increasing prevalence of PFPAs in the aquatic environment
and suggests potential impacts of PFPA exposure on the antioxidant
defensive system in C. reinhardtii.
WP102 In Vitro Metabolic Formation of Perfluoroalkyl Sulfonamides
from Copolymer Surfactants of Pre- and Post-2002 Scotchgard Fabric
Protector Products
R.J. Letcher, Environment Canada / Ecotoxicology and Wildlife Health
Division; S. Chu, Environment Canada / Ecotoxicology and Wildlife Health
Division Wildlife and Landscape Science Directorate Science and Technology
Branch
Currently there is a scientific debate on whether fluorinated polymers
(or copolymers) are a source as a result of their degradation and subsequent formation to perfluorinated carboxylic acids (PFCAs) and
perfluorinated alkane sulfonates (PFSAs). The present study investigated
whether commercially available fluorinated copolymer surfactants, such
as Scotchgard fabric protector (3M Company), can be metabolically
degraded, using a model microsomal in vitro assay (Wistar-Han rats liver
microsomes), and with concomitant formation of PFCAs, PFASs, and/
or their precursors. The results showed that the main in vitro metabolite
from the pre-2002 product was perfluorooctane sulfonamide (FOSA),
and coincident with the detection of the major fabric protectorcomponents, which contains the N-ethyl-perfluorooctanesulfonyl chemical
moiety (C8F17SO2N(C2H5)-). The main in vitro metabolite of the
post-2002 product was perfluorobutane sulfonamide (FBSA), which
was coincident with the detection of the major fabric protectorcomponents, and contains the N-methyl-perfluorobutanesulfonyl chemical
moiety (C4F 9SO2N(CH3)-). FOSA or FBSA metabolite concentrations
increased over the 0 to 60 min microsomal incubation period. However,
concentrations of their small molecule precursors such as alkylated
FOSAs or FBSAs were not detectable (<LODs). Thus, the FOSA or
FBSA metabolites were derived from the copolymer itself rather than
non-reacted reagents in the Scotchgard products. This result is consistent
with reports of high concentrations of PFASs detected in the plasma of
persons in households where Scotchgard products are heavily used.
WP103 Concentrations of perfluorinated compounds in freshwater
food webs in the Canadian high Arctic
K.A. Kidd, Univ of New Brunswick; G.L. Lescord, Univ of New Brunswick
Saint John / Biology Dept; A.O. De Silva, Environment Canada; C.
Spencer, Environment Canada / Water Science Technology Directorate; M.
Williamson, Environment Canada; X. Wang, D.C. Muir, Environment
Canada / Aquatic Contaminants Research Division
Polyfluorinated chemicals (PFCs) are found in the high Arctic because
of long range atmospheric transport and local contamination from
their use at airports but their fate in aquatic food webs at high latitudes is poorly understood. Herein we compared the concentrations of
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perfluorocarboxylic acids (PFCAs), perfluorosulfonates (PFSAs), and
fluorotelomers (FTS) in Arctic char (Salvelinus alpinus), benthic chironomids, zooplankton, water and sediments collected from six High Arctic
lakes near Resolute Bay, Nunavut, Canada in the summers of 2010 and
2011. Relative trophic position and carbon sources of the biota were
characterized using δ15N and δ13C, respectively, to assess whether PFCs
biomagnified and were affected by habitat use. Two of these lakes are
known to be locally contaminated by a small airport and the others are
believed to be contaminated mainly by long-range transport and deposition. Total PFC concentrations in adult Arctic char (27 and 121 ng/g
ww) and chironomids (366 to 430 ng/g ww) from the lakes near the airport were much higher than the same taxa (0.3 to 3.7 and 12 to 19 ng/g
ww, respectively) from the atmospherically-contaminated lakes. Habitat
use affected the dominant PFCs in the biota. PFNA and PFOS dominated in Arctic char and sediment-dwelling chironomids (their main
prey according to δ13C), similar to patterns in sediments, while lower
chain acids, PFTrA, PFBS, and PFDS dominated in pelagic zooplankton and water. No evidence of PFC biomagnification was found as there
were negative relationships between total PFC concentrations (and total
PFCAs, total PFSAs, and PFOS) and δ15N values (indicative of trophic
position) in these six food webs. Overall, we found that habitat use, but
not trophic level, and local point sources of contamination are important
determinants of PFCs in freshwater biota in the Canadian Arctic.
WP104 Perfluorophosphinates and Other Perfluorinated Acids in
Northern Pike and Double-Crested Cormorants
A.O. De Silva, Environment Canada; M. Houde, Environment Canada /
Centre Saint L’Aurent; S.R. de Solla, Environment Canada / Ecotoxicology
and Wildlife Health Division; C. Spencer, D. Ho, M. Al Tarhuni, L.E.
King, Environment Canada; R.A. Lavoie, Queen’s Univ / Biology
Perfluorophosphinates (PFPIA), perfluorophosphonates (PFPA), and
polyfluorophosphoric acid diesters (diPAP) were measured in plasma of
northern pike (Esox lucius) and double-crested cormorants (Phalacrocorax
auritus). Pike were sampled at two locations upstream and downstream
of Montréal in the St. Lawrence River, Canada. Cormorants were
sampled from colonies throughout the lower Great Lakes: Pier 27 and
Farr Island (Hamilton Harbour, Lake Ontario), Scotch Bonnet Island
(Lake Ontario), Mohawk Island (Lake Erie), Lake Nipissing and Bergin
Island (St. Lawrence River). The PFPAs and diPAPs were below detection limits in every sample, but PFPIA were always detected. To our
knowledge, this is the first report of PFPIA in fish and bird plasma.
Concentrations were statistically higher in fish from Ilet Vert (IV), a
site downstream of the island of Montréal and its wastewater treatment
plant (WWTP) outfall compared to the upstream reference site, Lac
des Deux Montagnes (LDM). The dominant congeners were 6:8 PFPIA
(0.27 ±0.097 ng/g in LDM and 0.56 ±0.36 ng/g in IV) followed by 6:6
PFPIA (0.058 ±0.031 ng/g in LDM and 0.20 ±0.14 ng/g in IV) with
less frequent detection and lower concentrations of 8:8 and 6:10 PFPIA.
There are few reports of PFPIAs in wildlife for comparison; however,
PFPIA in pike plasma from this study were higher than in lake trout
fillet from Lake Ontario and Lake Erie. The PFPIA levels in cormorants
were higher than in pike. In Hamilton Harbour, total PFPIA (∑PFPIA)
was 5.9 ± 0.88 ng/g (1.8± 0.37 ng/g 6:6 PFPIA and 3.6 ±0.48 ng/g 6:8
PFPIA). The lowest cormorant concentrations were from Bergin Island,
0.51 ± 0.083 ng/g ∑PFPIA. The source of PFPIAs in these organisms is unknown. Cormorants are obligate piscivores, whereas pike are
more opportunistic and their diet is not limited to fish. However, lab
studies have suggested that PFPIAs are not bioaccumulative and can
be readily metabolized and excreted by organisms. Short-term dietary
habits and point sources may be factors and less so, trophic position.
For example, PFPIA concentrations were significantly correlated with
carbon stable isotope ratio 13C/12C (δ13C) for pike in LDM, suggesting
elevated PFPIA with benthic feeding strategies. This research indicates
that PFPIAs are widely present in fish and birds albeit at concentrations
lower than perfluorocarboxylates and perfluorosulfonates.
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WP105 Potential for ocean-atmosphere interactions to contribute to
long range transport of perfluorinated acids
C.J. Young, Memorial Univ / Dept of Chemistry; R. Di Lorenzo, X. Li, J.
MacInnis, Memorial Univ
Perfluorinated acids (PFAs) are found ubiquitously in the environment,
including in remote regions where local sources do not exist. Long-range
transport can occur through three mechanisms: i) transport through
ocean currents; ii) atmospheric transport and oxidation of volatile
precursors; and iii) aerosol-mediated transport. Numerous modelling
and measurement studies have examined the first two mechanisms, but
relatively little work has examined the third. The surface of the ocean is
covered by the sea-surface microlayer, which is enriched in surfactants
and other organics. Ocean wave action leads to the production of aerosols. Small aerosols emitted through this action are enriched in organics
and other components of the sea-surface microlayer. Furthermore, these
aerosols can have atmospheric lifetimes of one week or more, allowing
for long-range transport. Water and size-resolved aerosol samples were
collected along coastal Newfoundland to examine the potential of the
ocean to contribute to long-range transport of PFAs. Measurements and
implications will be discussed.
WP106 A direct injection LCMSMS whole water method for the
analysis of polyfluorinated compounds from AFFF-affected aqueous
samples
B. Chandramouli, AXYS Analytical Services Ltd; M.B. Woudneh, AXYS
Analytical Services Ltd / RD Chemist; C. Hamilton, AXYS Analytical
Services Ltd / Client Services
Sites affected by the deployment of aqueous film forming foams (AFFF)
represent a significant source of fluorinated compounds in the environment. The widespread use of foams containing substances of concern like
PFOS at airports and other sites increases the need for rapid site characterization and assessment of the scale of contaminant spread. Samples
affected by AFFF deployment have high surfactant levels that can lead
to sampling heterogeneities. A small-volume direct injection method was
developed to provide isotope-dilution quantitative analysis for perfluorinated compounds of concern. The method is currently applicable to 10
perfluorocarboxylic acids (PFCA), 3 perfluorosulfonic acids (PFCS) and
perfluorooctanesulfonamide (PFOSA). The LC-MS/MS method uses
isotope dilution for quantitation where available and surrogate quantification elsewhere. The method uses 0.75 ml or less of sample and achieves
detection of analytes at approximately 30 ng/L. Method development included tests on optimal solvent conditions for the LC-MS/MS
analysis. Validation included accuracy, precision, subsampling variation
and limit of detection and quantitation estimates. Three different types
of AFFF affected samples were tested at three different vial sampling
depths in triplicate to assess both horizontal and vertical sampling variation. This direct injection technique was compared with whole sample
dissolved phase SPE analysis to assess the effects of subsampling and
potential particulate inclusion on analyte levels in the sample. Based
on the comparison, the direct injection analysis can be used as a good
alternative for dissolved phase-SPE analysis at detection levels that are
appropriate for quick and accurate site characterization.
WP107 Dynamic toxicokinetic modeling of direct and indirect
(precursor) exposure to perfluorooctanoic acid in professional ski wax
technicians
M. Gomis, Stockholm Univ / ITM; R. Vestergren, Norwegian Inst for
Air Research / Analytical Environmental Chemistry; H. Nilsson, Orebro
Univ / ManTechnologyEnvironment MTM Research Centre; I.T. Cousins,
Stockholm Univ / The Dept of Applied Environmental Science ITM
Perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) is a highly persistent contaminant which
is ubiquitously present in humans from all over the world. Due to anionic
and amphiphilic properties, PFOA accumulates primarily in blood and
liver rather than adipose tissues and elimination is counted in years.
The body burden of PFOA in the background exposed human populations is thought to be a combination of both direct exposure to PFOA
and indirect exposure via internal metabolism of precursor compounds

including 8:2 fluorotelomer alcohol (8:2 FTOH). However, the relative importance of direct and indirect exposure remains widely debated.
Even though metabolism yields of PFOA from 8:2 FTOH have been
determined in vitro and in vivo, it is uncertain how appropriate it is to
extrapolate these metabolism yields to humans in realistic exposure scenarios. In this study, a one-compartment, dynamic toxicokinetic model is
developed to model the blood concentration of PFOA as a result of both
direct and indirect exposure. The model was evaluated against a unique
data set for ski wax technicians who received a highly elevated exposure
to both PFOA and 8:2 FTOH during two successive cross-country
skiing seasons. Overall, the model was able to accurately reproduce the
temporal variations of PFOA in blood of individual ski wax technicians, using the PFOA intake derived from measurements of PFOA
and FTOH in air and dust in the technician’s working environment as
input data. The model was, however, less accurate for technicians with
high initial blood concentrations of PFOA (i.e. for those technicians
who had worked several seasons prior to the two seasons studied). Model
estimated metabolism yields for conversion of 8:2 FTOH to PFOA
ranged between 0.01 and 0.00001 and displayed large inter-individual
variability. In spite of the large uncertainty associated with the estimated
contribution of FTOH metabolism to the body burden of PFOA, the
metabolism yield of PFOA from 8:2 FTOH metabolism is estimated
to be < 0.01, which is of the same magnitude used in previous exposure
modelling studies.
WP108 Indirect Photolysis of a Fluorinated Surfactant and
Byproduct in Synthetic Field Water Solutions
L. Trouborst, S.A. Mabury, Univ of Toronto / Dept of Chemistry
It is known that a sizable fraction of total organofluorine in environmental samples is unidentified and thus not screened for. It is suspected that
aqueous film forming foams (AFFFs), which often contain proprietary
fluorinated surfactants, contribute to a large number of infrequently
or never before quantified organofluorine species. AFFFs are used in
firefighting and thus can readily enter the aquatic ecosystem after release.
Various studies have examined the presence and biotransformation of
AFFF-derived fluorinated surfactants in biotic and abiotic matrices. One
recently discovered fluorinated surfactant, 6:2 fluorotelomer sulfonamide
alkylbetaine (6:2 FTAB), has been detected in multiple foam samples
taken from firefighting sites in Ontario, Canada. Another fluorinated
surfactant, 6:2 fluorotelomer sulfonamide alkylamine (6:2 FTAA), was
detected alongside 6:2 FTAB. It is known that 6:2 FTAA is a synthetic
intermediate and degradation byproduct of 6:2 FTAB. The present
investigation studied the fate of both 6:2 FTAB and 6:2 FTAA upon
aqueous photolysis. Specifically, the effects of indirect photolysis were
examined using synthetic field water solutions composed of environmentally relevant radical producers and scavengers. Both the kinetics and
products of the photolysis were determined. It was hypothesized that the
surfactants degrade to produce fluorotelomer species, specifically fluorotelomer alcohols, sulfonates, and carboxylic acids. These species are of
concern since they can all degrade to various perfluorinated acids, which
are known environmental contaminants.
WP109 Can the use of silanized filters reduce artefacts associated
with active air sampling of perfluorinated alkyl acids?
J.H. Johansson, U. Berger, U. Sellstrom, I.T. Cousins, Stockholm Univ / The
Dept of Applied Environmental Science ITM
Perfluorinated alkyl acids (PFAAs) have been detected in wildlife
samples even in remote areas such as the Arctic, although they are
predominately used and emitted in industrialized countries. Despite the
fact that there has been much recent research focused on PFAAs and
that a number of theories to explain their long-range transport have been
proposed, many questions remain concerning their environmental fate.
Without better determining the environmental cycling behavior of these
compounds our ability to understand their fate, transport, exposure and
risk will remain hindered. Gas-particle partitioning is a key parameter
that can currently not be determined in a reliable way. Gaseous PFAAs
have been found to irreversibly bind to glass fiber filters (GFFs) under
laboratory conditions, indicating an incorrect measure of the gas-particle
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distribution in studies that used PFAAs sorbed on GFFs as a measure
of the particle-bound fraction. Consequently, the use of traditional
air-sampling methods to study PFAAs has been questioned. Arp &
Goss (2008) suggested that silanization reduces the sorption of gaseous
PFAAs to different filter materials. We are undertaking experimental
work to test the approach suggested by Arp & Goss under ambient
outdoor-air conditions at environmentally relevant analyte concentrations. An apparatus was designed and constructed to closely simulate
a high-volume air sampler, although with additional features allowing
introduction of gaseous test compounds into an air stream stripped from
particles. The set-up enables investigation of the sorption of gaseous test
compounds to filter media, eliminating any contribution from particles.
The results of our first experiments, undertaken only for perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA), confirm that gaseous PFOA sorbs to untreated
GFFs, as previously suggested by Arp and Goss. Furthermore, tentative
findings show breakthrough at trace-level loadings. This has implications
for air sampling of PFAAs, as it indicates that what is sorbed on filters
in high volume air sampling is not a measure of only the particle-bound
PFAAs, nor the total amount of PFAAs in the sampled air. We intend
to develop a method that can successfully be applied to separate airborne
PFAAs bound to particles from those dissolved in the gas phase.
WP110 Assessing the environmental risks of short-chain per- and
polyfluoroalkyl substances: What did we learn from the assessment of
long-chain homologues?
L. Vierke, Federal Environment Agency; J. Kassner, C. Staude, A.
Biegel-Engler, Federal Environment Agency Germany; C. Schulte,
Umweltbundesamt / Chemicals
Long-chain perfluorocarboxylic acids (PFCAs), like perfluorooctanoic
acid (PFOA), are persistent and bioaccumulative. At least some are
additionally toxic. Therefore, PFOA and C11-14 PFCAs are listed as
substances of very high concern on the candidate list of the European
chemicals regulation REACH. Data usually used for the assessment of
chemicals did not sufficiently address the risk arising from environmental exposure of long-chain PFCAs. For example the bioaccumulation
potential of PFOA is shown by monitoring data from biota and humans
but not by results from standard bioconcentration studies. Germany and
Norway are proposing to restrict the manufacturing, use and import
of articles which contain PFOA or PFOA-related substances in the
European Union. PFOA-related substances might degrade to PFOA
in the environment and have a chain of seven or eight fully fluorinated
C-atoms, for example the respective fluorotelomer alcohols (FTOHs),
fluorotelomer iodides (FTIs) and polyfluorophosphates (PAPs). Industry
is moving to chemicals with shorter chains, which might be termed as
emerging contaminants. Already today, short-chain PFCAs are found
increasingly in different environmental media. Aim of this presentation is to use the knowledge of the assessment and risk management of
long-chain per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFASs) to assess the
risk of short-chain PFASs and to identify research or regulatory needs.
Environmental exposure with short-chain PFCAs is of concern due to
their persistency and their mobility especially in the aqueous environment. There are indications that short-chain PFCAs may accumulate
in organisms to a lesser extent compared to long-chain PFCAs.
Nevertheless, data from research shows that short-chain PFCAs are
frequently found in human blood due to exposure via the environment,
e.g. drinking water or indoor air. To the best of our knowledge no comprehensive assessment of the available data on (eco-)toxicity is publically
available. To effectively address these concerns use patterns of shortchain PFASs need to be known. From registrations under REACH it
can be seen that precursors of short-chain PFCAs, such as FTOHs,
FTIs or PAPs are produced and used. More knowledge on environmental effects and fate of these relevant substances is needed. Overall,
the experiences from the assessment of long-chain PFCAs need to be
considered and advanced when investigating and assessing the environmental risk of short chain PFASs.
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WP111 Estimating human exposure to PFOS isomers and PFCA
homologues: The relative importance of direct and precursor exposure
W.A. Gebbink, ITM Stockhom Univ / Dept of Applied Environmental
Science ITM; U. Berger, I.T. Cousins, Stockholm Univ / The Dept of Applied
Environmental Science ITM
The contribution of precursor compounds as an indirect human exposure
pathway for perfluorooctane sulfonic acid (PFOS) and perfluorooctanoic
acid (PFOA) has previously been estimated. However, since this previous
estimate was undertaken, more literature data have become available on
precursors in human exposure media, as well as data on PFOS and precursor isomers. In this study we reexamined the precursor contribution to
PFOS and PFOA exposure through four major exposure pathways (dust,
diet, drinking water and air), and additionally estimated the precursor
contribution to human exposure to PFOS isomers (linear versus sumbranched) and other perfluoroalkyl carboxylic acid (PFCA) homologues
(perfluorobutanoic acid (PFBA), perfluorohexanoic acid (PFHxA), perfluorodecanoic acid (PFDA) and perfluorododecanoic acid (PFDoDA)).
The estimated daily intakes (sum of direct and precursor exposure) for
the general adult population in industrialized countries were highest for
PFOS (90-2289 pg/kg/d, range represents estimated intakes in a lowand high-exposure scenario) and PFOA (49-2876 pg/kg/d), followed by
PFHxA (15-516 pg/kg/d) and PFDA (24-649 pg/kg/d), while the lowest
daily intakes were estimated for PFBA (6-189 pg/kg/d) and PFDoDA
(23-179 pg/kg/d). The precursor contribution to the individual PFAA
daily intakes was estimated to be 11-30% for PFOS, 0.1-2.5% for PFBA,
3.6-34% for PFHxA, 12-67% for PFOA, 5.2-67% for PFDA, and 0.725% for PFDoDA (range represents estimated precursor contribution in a
low- and high-exposure scenario). For PFOS, direct exposure via diet was
the major exposure pathway regardless of exposure scenario. For PFCAs,
the dominant exposure pathways were dependent on perfluoroalkyl chain
length and exposure scenario. The isomer pattern of total PFOS daily
intakes (direct and precursor exposure) was estimated to be enriched
with linear PFOS relative to technical PFOS. An enrichment of linear
isomers in human intake is contradictory to the observed enrichment of
branched PFOS isomers in recent human serum monitoring studies and
suggests that either external exposure is not fully understood (e.g. there
are unknown precursors, missing or poorly quantified external exposure
pathways) and/or that there is an incomplete understanding of the human
pharmacokinetic processes of PFOS, its precursors and intermediates that
transform the isomer pattern in human serum.
WP112 Ultra-fast analysis of selected PFASs in environmental
matrices using laser diode thermal desorption (LDTD) coupled to
Q-Exactive Orbitrap
G. Munoz, LPTC-EPOC CNRS; S. Vo Duy, Univ of Montreal / Dept of
Chemistry; H. Budzinski, P. Labadie, Univ of Bordeaux / UMR EPOC
Equipe LPTC; J. Liu, McGill Univ / Chesapeake Biological Laboratory; S.
Sauvé, Universite de Montreal
A high-throughput, ultra-fast analysis technique for the quantification
of 19 selected poly- and perfluoroalkyl substances (PFASs) in water
and sediment is reported, all target molecules being analyzed in a 20-s
single run with the use of Laser Diode Thermal Desorption Atmospheric
Pressure Chemical Ionization (LDTD/APCI) technology coupled with
a Q-Exactive Orbitrap mass spectrometer. One of the most immediate
benefits of the LDTD interface resides in its ultra-fast analysis, since no
chromatographic separation is needed. Analytical runs are thus reduced
by about twenty to fifty-fold compared with the conventional LC-MS/
MS method. Sample desorption is achieved with a focalized IR laser indirectly vaporizing analytes by thermal transfer. Desorbed analytes are then
carried to the corona discharge region to be ionized, before transmission
into the MS inlet. The optimization scheme combined both one-factorat-a-time methods and experimental designs. LDTD optimal settings
were achieved by combining a high laser power and low carrier gas flow,
and mass spectrometry parameters were simultaneously investigated in a
three-factor, three-level Box Behnken design. Environmentally relevant
method detection limits (LOD) were reported, falling in the range 0.3 – 4
ng L-1 in the waste water matrix, and 0.03 – 2 ng g-1 dw in the sediment.
The method was successfully applied to a selection of environmental
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samples, including wastewater samples in 7 locations across Canada, as
well as sediments and surface water samples from the St. Lawrence River,
providing insights into the degree of PFAS contamination in this area.
Target compounds were unequivocally detected in several wastewater
influents (< LOD – 23 ng L-1 in the dissolved phase and < LOD – 74 ng
g-1 dw in the suspended particulate matter), as well as in surface waters
from the Montreal area, albeit at lower concentrations (< LOD – 0.8 ng
L-1). The LDTD/APCI-Orbitrap method proved reliable, with values
close to those obtained with LC/HESI-Orbitrap, yet could not discriminate between different PFAS isomers and exhibited more variability.
However, eliminating the chromatographic step prior to MS analysis
reduced solvent consumption and potential contamination risk from
Teflon tubings, noise level, and analysis times, making it an economic
alternative for high-throughput sample screening.
WP113 Partitioning behavior, bioaccumulation, and biomagnification of perfluorinated acids in an estuarine ecosystem: The case-study
of the Gironde estuary
G. Munoz, LPTC-EPOC CNRS; V. Bocquet, Univ of Bordeaux; H.
Budzinski, Univ of Bordeaux / UMR EPOC Equipe LPTC; J. Lobry, J.
Selleslagh, Irstea UR EPBX; M.P. Babut, Irstea / Water; P. Labadie, Univ
of Bordeaux / LPTC UMR EPOC
Over the past 15 years, there has been a flurry of research activities in
the analysis of poly- and perfluoroalkyl substances (PFASs) in water,
sediments and wildlife, due to their persistent, bioaccumulative, and
toxic properties. Although several PFASs have been reported to biomagnify along food webs, critical knowledge gaps still remain, especially in
estuarine ecosystems which provide a nursery and spawning area for many
wildlife species. To date, most studies on PFAS biomagnification have
been conducted in lakes or coastal marine environments, but none yet in
estuaries, in spite of their great ecological significance. Located in the
South West of France, the Gironde estuary was selected as our study site
because of its ecological value, being home to the largest assemblage of
diadromous amphihaline fish in Western Europe. It is also subject to high
turbidity levels (> 1 g.L-1), which may affect PFAS partitioning behavior
as well as biota exposure pathways. Water, sediment and a wide range of
biota samples (n = 155) were therefore collected at selected locations in
this estuary (May-October 2012). Biota samples included benthic invertebrates, zooplankton (copepods, mysids), shrimps, and several fish species
– grey mullet, meagre, seabass and sole. The contamination of biota was
therefore assessed for top predators but also for several taxa at the bottom
of the food web, whose PFAS contamination remains poorly documented.
The relationship between the contamination of biota and that of abiotic
compartments was quantitatively assessed through the calculation of
bioaccumulation factors (BAFs) and biota to sediment accumulation factors (BASFs). Biomagnification factors (BMFs) and trophic magnification
factors (TMFs) were also determined to quantify PFAS transfer within
the food web. In view of the high number of values that fell below detection limits, specific statistical treatments taking into account non-detects
were implemented, leading to more accurate calculation of descriptive
statistics, correlations between compounds, and TMFs. In addition, a
one-year monitoring study was conducted in the middle estuary (October
2012–October 2013, monthly) in order to investigate the potential factors
controlling PFAS partitioning behavior between the dissolved phase
and suspended particulate matter (i.e. temperature, salinity, particulate
and dissolved organic carbon). The temporal variation of zooplankton
contamination was also addressed in this study.
WP114 Meta-analysis of information on the identity and PBT properties of fluorinated alternatives to long-chain perfluoroalkyl acids
(PFAAs) and precursors
Z. Wang, Swiss Federal Inst of Technology / Inst for Chemical and
Bioengeneering; I.T. Cousins, Stockholm Univ / The Dept of Applied
Environmental Science ITM; M. Scheringer, K. Hungerbühler, ETH Zurich
/ Inst for Chemical and Bioengineering
Since the year 2002 long-chain perfluoroalkyl acids (PFAAs) and their
precursors in various industrial and consumer applications have been
replaced with alternative substances. To date, a considerable amount of

information on replacements including chemical identities and/or PBT
(persistence, bioaccumulation potential and toxicity) properties has
been made available. However, this information has been scattered over
numerous documents in the public domain (and often not in the peerreviewed scientific literature) and, therefore, is not easy to retrieve, which
hampers proactive risk assessment and management of these replacements. In this study, we focus on analyzing available information on
the chemical identity and/or PBT properties of alternatives that are also
fluorinated substances. First, we identify over 20 fluorinated substances
that are applied in [i] fluoropolymer production, [ii] surface treatment of
textile, leather and carpets, [iii] surface treatment of food contact materials, [iv] metal plating, [v] fire-fighting foams, and [vi] other commercial
and consumer products. Many of the identified fluorinated alternatives
are functionalized perfluoropolyethers such as perfluoroether carboxylic
acids (PFECAs) and perfluoroether sulfonic acids (PFESAs). Second, a
meta-analysis of available knowledge on these substances is conducted,
including persistence, bioaccumulation potential, toxicity, environmental releases, fate and transport, and exposure of biota and humans. The
meta-analysis indicates that there will be increasing, but largely uncharacterized risks associated with many fluorinated alternatives. These
increasing risks are mostly unknown due to a lack of accessible data on
exposure and toxicity for these substances. It is apparent, however, that
many fluorinated alternatives have high ultimate persistence and this
environmental persistence combined with high mobility results in a high
potential for long-range transport. We highlight three major data gaps
that must be filled to perform informative risk assessments. In addition, we provide guidance on what further steps are needed to tackle the
remaining issues regarding the safety of fluorinated alternatives through
cooperation among all stakeholders (industry, regulators, academic scientists and the public).
WP115 Identification of overlooked sources contributing to the
occurrence of C4–C14 perfluoroalkyl carboxylic acids (PFCAs) in the
environment and biota
Z. Wang, Swiss Federal Inst of Technology / Inst for Chemical and
Bioengeneering; I.T. Cousins, Stockholm Univ / The Dept of Applied
Environmental Science ITM; M. Scheringer, ETH Zuerich / Inst for
Chemical and Bioengineering; R.C. Buck, E I duPont de Nemours Co Inc
/ DuPont Chemicals and Fluoroproducts; K. Hungerbühler, ETH Zurich /
Inst for Chemical and Bioengineering
Previous research has shown that the occurrence of C4 –C14 perfluoroalkyl carboxylic acids (PFCAs) in certain environmental and biotic media
cannot be fully explained by the current understanding of emissions that
occur during the life-cycle of products based on perfluorooctanoic acid
(PFOA), perfluorononanoic acid (PFNA), and precursor substances
derived from perfluorooctane sulfonyl fluoride (POSF) and fluorotelomer
raw materials. For example, the levels of perfluorobutanoic acid (PFBA)
in open ocean surface water largely exceed emission estimates from the
four sources mentioned above. In this study, we identify eleven additional
sources of PFCAs that have been overlooked in the past, namely: [i]
PFCAs released as ingredients or impurities, e.g., historical and current
use of PFBA, perfluorohexanoic acid (PFHxA) and their derivatives; [ii]
PFCAs formed as degradation products, e.g., atmospheric degradation of
certain hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) and hydrofluoroethers (HFEs); [iii]
sources from which PFCAs are released as both impurities and degradation products, e.g., historical and current use of perfluorobutane sulfonyl
fluoride (PBSF)- and perfluorohexane sulfonyl fluoride (PHxSF)-based
products. Available information confirms that these sources were active
in the past or are still active today. Although we cannot quantify the
emissions from these sources, our analysis shows that some of the sources
may have emitted significant quantities of PFCAs in the past, whereas
others may be significant emission sources in the long-term. Some of
these unquantified sources may release branched PFCAs into the environment and influence the ratios of linear and branched PFCA isomers
in certain regions, whereas others may lead to previously unidentified
human exposure routes for PFCAs. In this poster, we highlight critical
knowledge and data gaps regarding these sources as a basis for future
research.
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WP116 Species-specific bioaccumulation of perfluoroalkyl acids
(PFAAs) in intertidal organisms of the west coast of South Korea
J. Khim, Korea Univ / School of Earth and Environmental Sciences; S.
Hong, Seoul National Univ / Division of Environmental Science and
Ecological Engineering; T. Wang, Research Center for Eco-Environmental
Sciences; J.E. Naile, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Centre; J. Park, B.
Kwon, S. Song, Seoul National Univ; J. Ryu, Anyang Univ; G. Codling,
Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology; P.D. Jones, Univ of Saskatchewan
/ School of Environment and Sustainability; Y. Lu, Chinese Academy of
Sciences; J.P. Giesy, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Center
Year-round monitoring for perfluoroalkyl acids (PFAAs) in west coast of
South Korea targeting long-term changes in water and coastal organisms has been conducted since 2008. In this study, we present the most
recent 5-years of accumulated data and scrutinize the relationship
between concentrations in water and biota highlighting bioaccumulation
characteristics. Twelve individual PFAAs in samples of water (n = 43)
and biota (n = 59) were quantified by use of HPLC–MS/MS after solid
phase extraction. In recent years, concentrations of PFAAs in water have
been generally decreasing, but the profiles of relative concentrations of
individual PFAAs varies among location and year. Bioaccumulation of
PFAAs in various organisms including fishes, bivalves, crabs, gastropods, shrimps, starfish, and polychaetes varied among species. However,
overall bioaccumulation of PFAAs was dependent on corresponding
concentrations of PFAAs in water within an area. In organ-specific
distributions of PFAAs, greater concentrations of PFAAs were found
in intestine of fish (green eel goby). This result suggests that PFAAs
are mainly accumulated via dietary exposure, while greater concentrations were found in gill and intestine of bivalve (e.g., oyster) which
suggests both waterborne and dietary exposures to these organisms.
Concentrations of PFAAs in biota did not decrease over time (2008
to 2010), indicating that continuing bioaccumulation followed by slow
degradation or excretion of PFAAs accumulated in biota. Overall,
spatio-temporal distributions of PFAAs in water and bioaccumulation
characteristics seemed to be associated with recent restrictions of PFOSbased products and uses of PFBS-based substitutes.
WP117 Sorption of cationic and zwitterionic per- and polyfluoroalkyl
substances to top soil
K. Barzen-Hanson, Chemistry; M. Kleber, Oregon State Univ / Dept of Soil
Science; J. Field, Oregon State Univ / Dept of Environmental and Molecular
Toxicology
Routine discharge of aqueous film-forming foams (AFFF) at U.S.
military bases during fire fighter training resulted in elevated concentrations of per- and polyfluorinated alkyl substances (PFAS) in the
groundwater. Newly identified cationic and zwitterionic PFAS present in AFFF formulations are not characterized with respect to their
sorption (partitioning) behavior and subsurface transport. The sorption
of cationic and zwitterionic PFAS was investigated using experimental
parameters optimized for top soil conditions. Optimization experiments
were conducted using three commercial AFFF formulations (3M, Ansul,
National Foam) approved for US military use. Kinetic experiments using
top soils with varying organic carbon, iron oxide content, and cation
exchange capacity resulted in shorter equilibration times than previously reported (10 days) for perfluoroalkyl carboxylates and sulfonates.
A shorter equilibration time minimizes the sorption of longer-chained
PFAS to the vial walls. Soil water ratios of 1g soil: 10 mL water and 2g
soil: 10 mL water were found to not over or under deplete the aqueous
phase concentrations of cationic and zwitterionic PFAS. Sorption of
cationic and zwitterionic PFAS from commercial AFFF formulations
demonstrated an incremental increase in partition coefficient as the chain
length of the fluorinated tail increased. The influence of organic carbon
and cation exchange capacity on the sorption of cationic and zwitterionic PFAS to top soil will be discussed. The determination of partition
coefficients and their dependence on organic carbon and cation exchange
capacity will aid in the development of models to predict the behavior of
cationic and zwitterionic PFAS in top soil and subsurface environments.
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WP118 An Overview of Field and Laboratory Research to Inform
Ecological Risk Assessments of Perfluorooctane Sulfonate
A.D. Olson, Texas Tech Univ / Environmental Toxicology; M.A.
Funkhouser, Texas Tech Univ / TIEHH; H.A. Lanza, R.S. Cochran, E.G.
Reategui-Zirena, Texas Tech Univ / TIEHH / Environmental Toxicology;
T.A. Anderson, Texas Tech Univ / Environmental Toxicology; C.J. Salice,
Towson Univ / Biological Sciences Environmental Science
Perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS) is a surfactant that was used in
common household items for its flame resistant properties until it was
voluntarily phased out in the U.S. in 2002 due to concerns about potential environmental and human health effects. Perfluorooctane sulfonate
was also a component of Aqueous Film Forming Foams (AFFFs), used
heavily for controlling fires, particularly with aircraft. Hence, PFOS has
been detected in a large number of waterways and animal tissues and
was recently listed as a contaminant of emerging concern by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency. Here we report results from laboratory, field and modeling-based research designed to inform an ecological
risk assessment on a U.S. Air Force Base where AFFFs were used heavily
in fire-fighting training. To begin, we conducted a series of acute and
chronic toxicity studies on invertebrate aquatic animals. Freshwater gastropods such as Lymnaea stagnalis and Physa pomilia appear to be among
the least sensitive aquatic animals to PFOS (96-hour LC50s ranging from
160 mg/L to 200 mg/L and a 14-day LC50 of approximately 95 mg/L)
while we found contrastingly high sensitivity in crayfish with a 28-day
LC50 of 0.167 mg/L. In all cases, PFOS is more toxic under chronic
exposure conditions; because PFOS is persistent, understanding chronic
toxicity is critically important. Ongoing studies with L. stagnalis, fish
such as Gambusia affinis, and mosquitoes (chosen because Chironomids,
another dipteran, were previously shown to be the most sensitive species)
will provide added insight into potential ecological effects. In particular,
our current studies of PFOS toxicity focus on sub-lethal effects including
alterations in feeding rate and metabolism during chronic PFOS exposure. To better understand exposure and accumulation of PFOS in aquatic
organisms, we developed a one-compartment uptake model parameterized
from several studies. Since PFOS may biomagnify, stable isotope analysis
was conducted on field specimens to add a trophic level factor to improve
the model. Predicted fish tissue concentrations have matched both data in
the literature and gathered in the field. The data generated by this project
will provide needed information to improve ecological risk estimates.
Importantly we also provide a framework for both ecological and human
health risk assessments for other sites contaminated with PFOS.
WP119 Riverine Emission of Perfluoroalkyl and Polyfluoroalkyl
Substances in China
T. Wang, MTM Research Center; H. Zhang, Research Center for EcoEnvironmental Sciences / Chinese Academy of Sciences; D. Herzke,
Norwegian Inst for Air Research; R. Vestergren, Norwegian Inst for Air
Research / Analytical Environmental Chemistry; G. Jiang, RCEES
Some perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFASs) have been
of high environmental and public health concern due to their persistence towards environmental degradation and high bioaccumulation
potential in wildlife and humans. In this study, we analyzed selected
PFAAs and other PFASs in coastal rivers in China and estimated the
discharge of these compounds to the ocean from the rivers. The selected
rivers included in this study are Daliao, Liao, Daling, Xiaoling, Luan,
Yongding, Hai, Yellow, Jia, Yangtze, Huangpu, Qiantang, Yong, Jiao,
Ou, Min, Jin, Jiulong and Pearl River. Their combined discharges were
estimated to be roughly 37000 m3/s (based on annual averages), which
represented about 70% of the total estuarine discharge in China. The
analyzed PFASs are: PFBA, PFPeA, PFHxA, PFHpA, PFOA, PFNA,
PFDA, PFBS, PFHxS, PFOS, F-53B and 6-2FTS. The samples were
first filtered and the dissolved phase was quantified using an internal
standard method. Only the linear isomers were quantified. The preliminary results showed that most of the compounds were detected in
all samples except for PFBS (detection frequency 47%), PFHxS (26%),
F-53B (68%) and 6-2 FTS (37%). Initial data showed that the mean levels ranged from 0.3 ng/L to 58.4 ng/L whereas the median levels ranged
from below detection limit to 3.9 ng/L. Very high levels of PFBA (827
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ng/L), PFBS (873 ng/L) and PFOA (440 ng/L) were found in Daling
River which flows through a fluorochemical industry park located at the
upstream. Elevated levels of PFOA were also found in Huangpu (268
ng/L) and Qiantang River (211 ng/L). We also found F-53B, a PFOS
alternative which is used in chrome plating industry, in several rivers
indicating its widespread usage and potential environmental persistence.
The total mass flux of PFOA from the rivers was estimated to be around
24 tonnes/y, with the Yangtze River as the main contributor. The flux
of PFOS was around 3.6 tonnes/y whereas PFBA and PFBS were at
4.9 and 3.2 tonnes/y, respectively. It is considered that point sources
contributed to most of the emissions of these compounds. This study will
be helpful for further research on the environmental fate of these compounds and for stakeholders to control and regulate the emissions.
WP120 Implications of Tissue Specific Partitioning of Perfluorinated
Compounds on Fish Condition Sampled Near Barksdale Air Force
Base, Louisiana
H.A. Lanza, R.S. Cochran, A.D. Olson, Texas Tech Univ / TIEHH /
Environmental Toxicology; J.F. Mudge, Univ of New Brunswick Saint John
/ Biology; B.R. Blackwell, USEPA; M.A. Funkhouser, Texas Tech Univ
/ TIEHH; C.J. Salice, Towson Univ / Biological Sciences Environmental
Science; T. Anderson, Texas Tech Univ / Environmental Toxicology
Perfluorinated compounds (PFCs) have received increased attention due
to their recent classification as emerging contaminants of concern by the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. PFCs are long-chained carbon
compounds saturated with fluorine and containing a hydrophilic head
group, resulting in unique properties that make them excellent grease
and stain resistors, as well as components in Aqueous Film Forming
Foams (AFFFs). However, the presence of both the lipophilic backbone
and hydrophilic head group also facilitates their ability to bioaccumulate in protein-rich regions such as the liver, brain, and in serum. PFCs
are ubiquitous in the environment and accumulation in biota has been
documented globally. The current study looks to establish a relationship
between overall fish condition in relation to partitioning of six emerging
PFCs to tissues including muscle, gonads, liver, and gills. Accumulation
of PFCs in fish may adversely affect fish condition index. A relationship
between PFC concentration and relative organ size may also indicate
adverse effects on fish. For instance, an increase in liver size could be
indicative of up-regulated metabolism as a result of exposure, while variation in gonad size could suggest a hormetic effect. Fish were collected near
Barksdale Air Force Base in Bossier City, Louisiana, where fire-fighting
trainings were historically conducted using AFFFs containing PFCs such
as perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS). Individual fish were sampled opportunistically in June, August, and November of 2013, and March 2014.
Fish weighing over 30 g wet weight (n = 61) were dissected and PFCs
were extracted from tissues via the QuEChERS method. Analysis was
completed via Triple Stage Quadrupole LC/MS. PFOS was the major
quantifiable PFC and concentrations varied by organ and by location of
collection. Perfluorohexane sulfonate (PFHxS) and perfluorononanoic
acid (PFNA) were detected frequently, but generally remained below the
limit of quantification. Relationships between tissue PFC concentration
and biological endpoints were variable among fish species, sampling location and sampling time. These results have implications for fish health in
ecosystems with historic use of PFCs. Additionally, this data has human
health implications due to the potential transfer of PFCs to humans
through diet, particularly through ingestion of muscle tissue. This study is
part of a larger ecological risk assessment of PFCs at Barksdale AFB.
WP121 The Use of in situ Passive Samplers as Surrogates for Fish at
Barksdale Air Force Base, Louisiana
R.S. Cochran, Environmental Toxicology; H.A. Lanza, The Inst of
Environmental and Human Health / Environmental Toxicology; J.
Mudge, Texas Tech Univ / Environmental Toxicology; B.R. Blackwell,
USEPA; A.D. Olson, Texas Tech Univ / Environmental Toxicology; M.A.
Funkhouser, Texas Tech Univ / TIEHH; C.J. Salice, Towson Univ /
Biological Sciences Environmental Science; T. Anderson, Texas Tech Univ /
Environmental Toxicology

Perfluorinated compounds (PFCs) are anthropogenic chemicals that
have been used in Aqueous Film Forming Foam (AFFF) as well as stainresistant and water-repellent materials. These ubiquitous compounds are
becoming of increased concern due to their environmental persistence.
Previous results from collection of fish, water, and sediment showed that
the bayous near the Barksdale Air Force Base in Bossier City, Louisiana
are contaminated with low levels of PFCs from runoff and groundwater
infiltration from areas where AFFF was used for fire training. There is a
need for sampling techniques that can measure concentrations of PFCs
over time to ensure accurate estimates of bioavailability to aquatic organisms and predict bioconcentrations in fish. Previous work from our lab
evaluated several designs of passive samplers for measuring the uptake
of known concentrations of PFCs in a lab scenario. After analyzing the
data, two designs were decided upon to be deployed in the bayous near
Barksdale Air Force Base. The equilibrium sediment passive sampler
designed in this study consists of 9-mL wells filled with milli-Q™
water (MQH 2O) and covered with a polyethersulfone membrane. An
accumulative water column passive sampler was developed using regenerated cellulose dialysis membrane containing 0.25 g trioleate per foot.
These passive samplers were deployed in select areas in the bayous for 6
week intervals. The results from the deployment of these two sampler
types have been compared to co-located fish samples to demonstrate how
passive sampling can be used to evaluate potential exposure of aquatic
organisms to PFCs in the bayou. The sediment and water column passive
samplers will also serve as surrogates for sediment-dwelling and pelagic
fish, respectively, providing a less environmentally invasive technique
compared to fish sampling and will allow for measurements over time.
This study contributes to our larger study on the environmental fate and
impacts of PFCs in aquatic environments.

Interactive Platform: Approaches for Inferring
Associations Between Chemical Exposures and
Biological Effects for Field-Exposed Organisms
WP122 Ultrastructural changes in the Leydig cells of adult male
Japanese quails exposed to environmental pollutant, DBP at prepubertal phase
U. Muhammed Bello, Univ of Pretoria / Dept of Anatomy and Physiology
Several xenobiotics including the environmentally active, chemical pollutants i.e. di-butyl phthalate (DBP) and its metabolites are potential
reproductive toxicants, with pronounced adverse effects on male reproductive function in humans and wildlife. In recent years, the OECD
has undertaken many efforts to improve the methods for identification
and characterization of effects of potential EDCs on reproduction in the
avian species. It is well established that spermatogenesis is particularly
sensitive to that several environmental pollutants, including DBP. In
mammalian rat model, phthalates are known to induce a suite of testicular injury and provoking atrophy, and altering Leydig cell function.
Despite extensive research into environmental influences on the male
reproductive health, the experimental evidence linking direct phthalates’
chronic exposure to reproductive health of the Leydig cells in the avian
species are either poorly understood or unknown. In the present study,
we investigated the adverse effects of a continuous 30-day oral administration of DBP on the testis(Leydig cells) exposed at pre-pubertal stage,
using transmission electron-microscope (TEM). At Ultrastructural level,
there were no evident cytoarchitectural abnormalities in the Leydig cells
of DBP-treated low dose (i.e. 1mg- & 10mgkgbwt) and medium dose
(50mg/kgbwt) groups. However, obvious ultrastructural changes were
observed in the Leydig cells at 200mg/kgbwt and 400mg/kgbwt high
dose groups. These included Leydig cell which appear to be reduced in
size and the nuclear envelope showed heterochromatin, deep indentations and becomes pleomorphic. Also, the cytoplasm appears to be dense
and contained numerous large lipid droplets. In addition, the cytoplasmic
organelles, including sERand mitochondria were few. The mitochondria
cristae appear to be swollen and poorly defined especially in all the DBPtreated groups as compared to that of control group. Our data showed
that prepubertal exposure to DBP resulted in alterations of Leydig cell
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architecture at ultrastructural level, in a dose-dependent manner. In
conclusion, the Leydig cells alteration due to DBP toxicity, could lead to
alterations in the Leydig cell steroidogenic machinery via the disruption
of several key enzymes involved in testicular steroidogenesis pathway.
The present experimental evidence may contribute to the understanding
of the mechanism of phthalate-induced toxicity in the avian species.
WP123 Bioaccumulation of organochlorine contaminants and
EROD activity in southern California round stingrays exposed to
planar aromatic compounds
K. Lyons, Univ of Calgary / Dept of Biological Science; R. Lavado, Univ
of California Riverside; D. Schlenk, Univ of California Riverside / Dept of
Environmental Sciences; C.G. Lowe, California State Univ Long Beach /
Biological Sciences
While contaminant concentrations have been reported for elasmobranchs around the world, none have examined bioaccumulation patterns
across male and female age classes. The round stingray (Urobatis halleri)
is a local benthic species that forages near areas of high organochlorine contamination and represents a good elasmobranch model. PCBs,
DDT, and chlordanes were measured in juvenile and adult male and
female stingrays from areas in southern California and a nearby offshore
island, Santa Catalina. After maturity, summed contaminant concentrations significantly increased with size for adult males and females.
Male and female stingrays collected from Santa Catalina Island had
significantly lower concentrations that were approximately five times
less than mainland animals. Potential toxicity effects mediated through
activation of the Aryl-hydrocarbon receptor were explored through
ethoxyresorufin-O-deethylase (EROD) activity assays. Mainland male
stingrays exhibited significantly greater EROD activities than Catalina
males while female stingrays from both locations were comparable and
lower than mainland males. Our results suggest that PCBs and/or other
structurally-related contaminants may be inducing a biological response
in mainland males but not females possibly due to a dampening effect of
estradiol; however, exact physiological repercussions of exposure remain
to be determined.
WP124 In Situ Exposure of West Slope Cutthroat Trout
(Oncorhynchus clarkii lewisi) to Amphibole Asbestos at the Libby,
Montana Superfund Site
S.C. Robinson, Golder Associates / Toxicology Risk Assessment; J.M. Clark,
Golder Associates Inc / Environmental Sciences; C. Bailes, Golder Associates;
M. Garner, Northwest ZooPath; J.S. Volosin, Anchor QEA
Field studies were conducted to evaluate the potential effects of Libby
Amphibole asbestos (LA) exposure of westslope cutthroat trout (WCT;
Oncorhynchus clarkii lewisi) as part of the remedial investigation being
performed by EPA in Operable Unit 3 (the Libby mine site) of the Libby
Asbestos Superfund Site, Libby, Montana. The purpose of these in situ
studies was to evaluate if water-borne LA in Site creeks adversely affects
early and juvenile life stages of WCT. Two evaluations were performed
using in situ exposure methods: (i) exposure of hatchery-supplied WCT
eyed-eggs and (ii) exposure of hatchery-supplied WCT young-of-the
year. The endpoints evaluated in these studies included egg hatching
success, alevin and young-of-the-year mortality, and the frequency and
severity of gross external abnormalities. A third evaluation looked at the
overall health of captured WCT, rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) and
cutbow hybrid trout in two size classes (65 WP125 Wild Yellow Perch (Perca flavescens) Oxidative Stress
Induced by Cadmium and Low Selenium Exposures
D. Ponton, Institut National de la Recherche Scientifique / Eau Terre et
Environnement; L. Hare, INRS-ETE; P.G. Campbell, Université du
Québec INRS / INRS Eau Terre Environnement
Yellow perch (Perca flavescens) collected from lakes in the mining regions
of Sudbury (ON) and Rouyn-Noranda (QC) display wide ranges in
their concentrations of trace elements (Cd, Cu, Ni, Se, Tl and Zn).
To determine if these fish are suffering oxidative stress, we measured
the concentrations of glutathione (GSH), its disulfide (GSSG) and
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malondialdehyde (MDA). We conclude that 44% of the individuals
collected from eight lakes were at risk of cellular oxidative stress and
lipid peroxidation. However, selenium appears to act as an antioxidant
because higher fish selenium concentrations were coincident with lower
proportions of GSSG as opposed to GSH and lower concentrations of
MDA. Furthermore, fish suffering oxidative stress had higher proportions of some trace metals (Cd and Zn) in sensitive subcellular fractions
(organelles and heat-denatured proteins), which suggests that oxidative
stress causes the release of these metals from metal-binding proteins and
that Cd further exacerbates the negative effects of the low Se exposure.
WP126 Factors affecting the health and fitness of juvenile winter
flounder: Links between cellular and population level data
A.E. McElroy, Stony Brook Univ / School of Marine and Atmospheric
Science; L.A. Hice-Dunton, Delaware Dept of Natural Resources / Delaware
National Estuarine Research Reserve; M.G. Frisk, Stony Brook Univ /
Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Science; M.D. Fast, Univ
of Prince Edward Island / Dept of Pathology and Microbiology Atlantic
Veterinary College; R.M. Cerrato, Stony Brook Univ / School of Marine
and Atmospheric Science; B.K. Gallagher, Univ of Maryland / Chesapeake
Biological Laboratory
Populations of inshore adult and juvenile winter flounder are at record
lows in New York waters, and survival of post-settlement juveniles in
shallow coastal estuaries is likely a bottleneck to successful recruitment
and recovery from previous overfishing. In a two year field assessment
conducted across six sites on the South Shore of Long Island representing a gradient in population density and sewage inputs, we sought to
identify factors contributing to mortality and reduced growth in flounder
by assessing population status, individual condition and growth, expression of genes associated with contaminant exposure, immune response
and glucose and glycogen metabolism and environmental variables such
as temperature, salinity and dissolved oxygen. Relationships among
variables assessed were complex, in most cases requiring detailed multivariate analysis to discern relationships. Overall, population status is
poor with high levels of mortality and extensive inbreeding. Principal
components analysis and hierarchical linear models demonstrated significant associations between growth and various condition factors, age,
and expression of genes associated with contaminant exposure, immune
response, and glucose and glycogen metabolism.
WP128 Evaluating the effects of uranium mining on benthic invertebrate communities in the Athabasca Basin of Northern Saskatchewan
B. Kilgour, Kilgour Associates Ltd; M. McKee, B. Dowsley, Canadian
Nuclear Safety Commission
Regional reference locations were used to assess benthic invertebrate
(benthic) communities downstream of five active uranium mines and/or
mills in the Athabasca Basin of Northern Saskatchewan. Taxa richness
was the only benthic metric that showed any consistent exposure effect
due to uranium mining and/or milling. The lower number of taxa did
not indicate a significant or unreasonable risk to the environment, but
rather was an expected or predicted response. Benthic richness z-scores
were strongly correlated with about half of the measured sediment contaminants and always negatively, such that richness was lower in lakes
that had sediments with higher concentrations of measured metals and
radionuclides. Richness z-scores were most strongly negatively associated with selenium and uranium concentrations. The general decreasing
trend in richness z-scores was consistent for both reference and exposure
lakes, implying that there is a natural background influence of metals
and radionuclide concentrations on benthic taxon richness. The results
indicate the value of benthic community monitoring programs supported
by comprehensive monitoring of sediment chemistry. Taxa richness was
the most sensitive benthic metric for monitoring community impacts
downstream of uranium mine and mill effluents. The application of the
reference condition approach for identifying impacted benthic communities that differ significantly from natural regional compositions ensures
efficient application of regulatory and mitigative resources on contaminants and sites of greatest concern.
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WP129 Bayesian Uncertainty Analysis of Invertebrate Sediment
Toxicity Assessment
J. Toll, L.B. Read, L. Tear, Windward Environmental LLC; N.A.
Musgrove, GeoEngineers
A quantitative assessment of the likelihood that bioassays were correctly
classified was conducted using a Bayesian likelihood method to calculate
the probability that each bioassay sample was assigned to the correct
toxicity category. The likelihood calculation quantifies the conditional
probability that a particular mean, µ1, is the true mean response for the
sample given the observed replicate data, and accounts for the variance
in bioassay replicates as well as the uncertainty in the magnitude of the
mean control response. The intent was to quantify the probability that
the true control-normalized sample mean fell between the reference
envelope toxicity thresholds (REVs) indicated by the control-normalized sample mean. The calculation of likelihoods used individual test
replicates divided by the negative control mean response. The normal
likelihood is a simplifying assumption chosen to demonstrate the
effects of replicate variance on certainty around point estimates of the
mean toxic response. Biomass residuals were strongly normal. Survival
residuals were slightly less normal but still provide good estimates of the
uncertainty about the mean survival response. For sampling locations
that were classified as non-toxic (L0) because the mean control-adjusted
response exceeded the REV, the probability that the classification was
correct was always greater than 50% and usually greater than 80%.
Sampling locations classified as highly toxic also had greater than 50%
probability of being correctly classified and, in most cases, greater than
80% probability. Sampling locations that were classified as having
low toxicity (L1) had a 27 to 93% chance of being correctly classified,
although very few samples had probabilities > 80% of being correctly
classified. Sampling locations classified L2 had a 27 to 89% chance of
being correctly classified, with few samples having > 80% chance of
being correctly classified. This analysis demonstrates the inherent uncertainty in toxicity classification. The uncertainty is due to variability in the
responses in both the test and the control replicates, which results in low
power for the statistical significance test, uncertainty in the severity of
the response, or both, particularly for benthic toxicity models based on
the L2 or moderate toxicity category and the Hyalella biomass endpoint.

Approaches for Inferring Associations Between
Chemical Exposures and Biological Effects for FieldExposed Organisms
WP130 Development of Chemical-Gene/Pathway Networks for
Predicting Potential Biological Effects Due to Chemical Exposures at
a Great Lakes Area of Concern
A. Schroeder, USEPA / Water Resources Center; G. Ankley, USEPA / Mid
Continent Ecology Division; J. Berninger, National Research Council; J.
Cavallin, ORISE; C. LaLone, Univ of Minnesota / Water Resources Center;
K. Lee, USGS / Minnesota Water Science Center; M. Lee, E. Durhan,
E. Eid, USEPA / Mid Continent Ecology Division; N. Garcia-Reyero,
Mississippi State Univ / Inst for Genomics Biocomputing and Biotechnology;
M. Hughes, K. Jensen, USEPA / Mid Continent Ecology Division; Z.
Jorgenson, US Fish and Widlife Service / Ecological Services; M. Kahl, E.
Makynen, USEPA / Mid Continent Ecology Division; E. Perkins, US
Army Corps of Engineers ERDC / Environmental Laboratory; K. Stevens,
ORISE; D. Villeneuve, USEPA / Mid Continent Ecology Division
Assessing the potential biological impacts of chemical mixtures in
aquatic environments is a challenge. Instrumental analyses of site waters
provide insights into the occurrence of contaminants, however limited
information about possible effects. Conversely, biological measurements
in animals exposed to mixtures in the environment offer information for
potential effects, but do not provide information about chemicals causing
the effect. Due to the limitations of each approach separately, integration
of analytical and biological measurements can enhance mixture characterization. We developed chemical-gene/pathway interaction networks
to predict biological responses of fathead minnows to environmental

mixtures at Great Lakes Areas of Concern (AOCs). Caged fathead
minnows (Pimephales promelas) were deployed for four days within the
Detroit River AOC; near three waste water treatment plants and an
upstream reference site. Grab samples of ambient water were collected at
each location by grab sampling, and a suite of CECs including wastewater indicators (e.g., caffeine, cholesterol), human pharmaceuticals,
and steroid hormones were analyzed. Of the 137 analytes measured,
31 to 66 were detected at any particular location. The Comparative
Toxicogenomics Database (CTD; http://ctdbase.org) was used to identify known interactions between chemicals detected and the top 20 genes
modulated by the chemical. Further, CTD was used to identify KEGG
pathways associated with the chemicals. Cytoscape was used to visualize chemical-gene/pathway interaction networks for each location. Liver
samples from the caged fish were used for subsequent gene expression
analyses using microarrays to compare the predicted responses from
the networks with those observed in vivo. This approach illustrates a
method for integrating analytical and biological measurements to assess
the effects of complex mixtures in the environment. The contents of this
abstract neither constitute, nor necessarily reflect, official USEPA policy.
WP131 Linking Observed Biological Adverse Effects to
Contaminant and/or Pedological Variables in Soils
G.L. Stephenson, Stantec Consulting Ltd / Environmental Services; M.
Whitfield-Aslund, Intrinsik Environment Sciences Inc; R. Angell, Stantec
Consultants Ltd; K. Bessie, Tetra Tech EBA
PLS is a multivariate statistical method that can be applied to model the
relationship between a multivariate predictor matrix (X) and a response
matrix (Y). Analogous to simple linear regression models, PLS provides an assessment of the strength of the relationship between X and Y
(i.e., the percent of variation in Y that can be explained in terms of the
variation of X), and can also be used as a foundation for predicting the
‘Y-values’ of future unknown observations based on their known X-data
(which can be measured). PLS modeling was investigated to determine
if the approach could be used to predict traditional ecotoxicological
endpoints such as survival, growth and reproduction for key ecological receptors from multivariate soil property information that can be
measured using strictly chemical techniques (e.g., physical properties and
contaminant concentrations). Three data sets were examined independently to provide an initial indication of the utility of this approach. The
preliminary analysis to investigate the use of the PLS multiple regression
approach with leave-one-class-out cross-validation for SSRO development demonstrated that it is possible to link multivariate soil properties
and contaminants to certain ecotoxicity endpoints and/or provide support in a weight of evidence for causality. However, the analyses also
highlights at this time that the predictive power of these models is likely
to be inadequate for soils with soil properties that vary substantially from
the soils used to build the initial model. This could be a function of the
small sample size that might be overcome by increasing the number of
site soils in the model building exercise and an opportunity to establish model selection criteria. Therefore, there are two possible avenues
going forward: 1) further analysis using additional data for a variety
of soil types; and/or 2) further assessment of the ability of the “better”
models (e.g. red clover root dry mass, red clover shoot dry mass, and red
clover shoot length) to predict toxicity endpoints in new soil samples.
Alternatively, a model averaging approach might be investigated to
improve the utility and application of the models to other soil types.
WP132 Bioassay- versus Analytically-Derived Estrogen Equivalents:
Ramifications for Monitoring
B.R. Blackwell, USEPA; J.P. Berninger, USEPA / Toxic Effects
Characterization Research Branch; J.E. Cavallin, M. Hughes, USEPA;
Z. Jorgenson, US Fish and Wildlife Service; A. Schroeder, USEPA / Water
Resources Center; D.L. Villeneuve, USEPA / Mid Continent Ecology
Division; G.T. Ankley, USEPA / National Health and Environmental
Effects Research Laboratory
Due to concern for possible endocrine-related effects on aquatic
vertebrates, environmental estrogens (EEs) are a growing focus of
surface water contaminant monitoring programs. Some efforts utilize
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measurement of a targeted set of chemicals known to act as estrogen
receptor (ER) agonists, while others have used bioassay-based approaches
to provide integrated measures of “estrogenic activity” at a given site. As
part of an ongoing effort to develop effects-based monitoring tools suitable for routine use, studies were conducted at several Great Lakes Areas
of Concern (AOCs), including the Detroit River (MI), Maumee River
(OH), lower Fox River/Green Bay (WI), Milwaukee River/Estuary
(WI) and St. Louis River/Duluth Harbor (MN). These sites feature a
variety of point and non-point inputs of contaminants, including wastewater treatment plants (WWTP), which are a well established source of
EEs. A number of methods were used to assess the occurrence of EEs,
including determination of targeted gene expression (e.g., vitellogenin,
ERα) in caged fish, in vitro measurement of estrogenic activity of water
using a T47D-KBluc assay, which employs a cell line stably-transfected
with a human ERα-luciferase reporter gene construct, and analytical quantification of known EEs (e.g., estriol, estrone, 17β-estradiol,
17α-ethinylestradiol, bisphenol A, nonylphenol, octylphenol) in grab
and composite water samples. Samples from different locations within
the AOCs frequently exhibited estrogenic activity in vitro (often in the
vicinity of the WWTPs). Bioassay-based activity was compared with
detectable concentrations of EEs, which varied substantially across the
sites/locations. The results highlight the need for monitoring programs to
integrate biological and analytical approaches for the effective detection
of EEs. This abstract does not necessarily reflect USEPA policy.
WP133 Assessment of Phoslock® Application Impacts on
Phytoplanktonic and Benthic Communities of an Urban Eutrophic
Reservoir
A.E. Sueitt, A.A. Mozeto, Federal Univ of Sao Carlos / Chemistry
Phoslock® is used to immobilize orthophosphate (RSP) and variable responses were reported about its toxicity to aquatic organisms.
Mesocosm experiments were conducted at Ibirité reservoir (an urban
eutrophic environment - SE Brazil) aiming at assessing the impacts of
such technology on phytoplanktonic and benthic communities. RSP
concentrations were determined periodically during 600 hours in the
water column and at the end of such period in the interstitial water.
The effect of treatment on phytoplankton and benthic macroinvertebrates was evaluated by community structure analysis. Results point
out to great reductions in RSP concentrations (84% in water column;
79% in sediment-water interface; 58% in interstitial water). Regarding
phytoplanktonic community, 21 taxa were identified: Cyanophyceae
(5), Chlorophyceae (10), Zygnemaphyceae (2), Euglenophyceae (2) and
Bacillariophyceae (2). Lower density of phytoplankton was observed
just after treatment. Flocculation and sedimentation processes caused
by treatment explain such drop. After 600 hours phytoplankton density
increased, but there was a change in the community structure: the
number of organisms belonging to Cyanophyceae decreased (82% in
water column; 99% in sediment-water interface) and an increase in
Chlorophyceae and Euglenophyceae could be observed. Probably, the
initial sedimentation of cells combined to drastic reduction of RSP
concentrations ensured the reduction of cyanobacteria activity allowing
the reinstatement of benign classes. Phoslock® application also interfered
in the richness of benthic community: among the four taxa identified
in controls (Oligochaeta, Chironomidae, Ancilidae and Planariidae),
only Chironomidae persisted in treated mesocosms after 600 h.
Chironomidae utilize fine particles in the construction of cases and
tubes, while fine suspended solids deposition and the generation of more
consolidated sediment may negatively affect other groups; thus, product’s
application may favor some taxa at the expense of others. Considering
that Ibirité reservoir’s phytoplanktonic and benthic organisms are mostly
tolerant to pollution and typical of impacted environments it is expected
that Phoslock® application provokes a shift in communities structure,
increasing complexity of trophic interactions and consequently the
degree of ecosystem’s resilience in long-term, after natural recovery reset
flora and fauna impaired by treatment.
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WP134 Assessing shipping-mediated impacts and environmental
quality within the Grand Harbour, Valletta (Maltese Islands, Central
Mediterranean)
T. Romeo, ISPRA Institute for Environmental Protection and Research /
Sustainable Use of Resources; M. D’Alessandro, Univ of Messina; S. Giuliani,
ISPRA Inst for Environmental Protection and Research; A. Deidun, Univ of
Malta; A. Mazzola, ARPA Sicilia; P. Consoli, A. Martino, V. Esposito, P.
Vivona, S. Macchia, D. Sartori, ISPRA Inst for Environmental Protection
and Research; G. Valastro, ARPA Sicilia; F. Andaloro, ISPRA Inst for
Environmental Protection and Research
Shipping traffic has an impact on the marine environment and biodiversity. Within the framework of the BIODIVALUE project, co-financed
by the EU through a regional funding programme involving Malta and
Sicily, an assessment of shipping-mediated impacts on the water column,
sediments and the macrobenthos within the port environment has been
conducted. The major industrial port in the Maltese Islands – the Grand
Harbour – was chosen for this purpose. During June 2013, the soft
bottom in-fauna of the port was sampled by means of a van Veen grab
(with a total of 20 replicate samples at 6 different sampling stations), with
collected sediment being also characterised for granulometric properties,
heavy metal (Ni, Zn, Cu, Cd, Hg, Pb), PCB, PAH and plastic debris
content. Evaluation of the biological impact of such pollution, using a
rapid and sensitive method to obtain specific information on sediment
toxicity, was conducted through the application of a bioassay battery
composed of bacterial species Vibrio fischeri (Microtox system), the sea
urchin Paracentrotus lividus and the crustacean Corophium orientale.
Fouling communities within the same ports were sampled by means
of scraping. Multivariate analysis were performed using PRIMER6
&PERMANOVA+ (Anderson, 2008; Clarke and Warwick, 2001).
Granulometric analysis show homogeneous results in all stations with
the predominance of very fine sand (silt). For PCBs, identified congeners
were represented by highly chlorinated PCB species and values < 5 μg/
Kg d.w. have been recorded. Sampling stations MP01, MP04 and MP05
represented higher concentrations of Hg, Cu, Pb, As, Ni, Cr. At the
same stations high levels of ΣPAHs have been detected and high toxicity
levels for P.lividus were recorded in every stations. C. Orientale bioassay
showed a critical condition in several tested sample whereas microtox
test recorded slight toxicity only at MPBN1 and MPBN4 station. The
macrozoobenthic infauna was composed predominantly of polychaetes
(F=88,89 %), molluscs (F=72,22%) and crustaceans (F=55,56%). A total
of 1385 specimens belonging to 41 families were recorded. Cirratulidae,
Corbulidae, Spionidae and Capitellidae were the most abundant families. Station MP04 shows the lowest value of biodiversity (H’=0). Micro,
macro and plastic fragments have been detected. All these results are
indicative of a degraded port marine environment as a result of multifarious human activities within the same port.
WP135 Effects of two sterilant herbicides on the growth and microcystin production of microcystis aeruginosa at environmental relevant
concentrations
Q. Zhang, Environmental Science; M. Zhao, Zhejiang Univ of Technology
In recent years, the large use of agricultural pesticides poses a new threat
to the aquatic environment. Among them, glyphosate and glufosinate
attracted great concerns since the plant area of genetically modified
(GM) crops that are tolerant to these herbicides increased rapidly.
However, few studies have focused on the possible link between the
use of these sterilant herbicides and the outbreak of algae blooms. In
this study, we selected the cyanobacterium Microcystis aeruginosa
FACHB-905 as a model organism, effects of glyphosate and glufosinate
on the growth and microcystin production of microcystis aeruginosa
at environmental relevant concentrations were evaluated. Our results
shown low concentrations of glyphosate and glufosinate will stimulate
the growth of Microcystis aeruginos. High concentrations of glufosinate
inhibited the growth of algal cells with significantly elevating the malondialdehyde (MDA) content and cell membrane electrolyte leakage (EL)
rate. The contents of intra-microsystin-LR (intra-MC-LR) and extramicrosystin -LR (extra-MC-LR) were also affected by glyphosate and
glufosinate. High concentrations of glufosinate (5 and 10 ppm) inhibits
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total-microsystin-LR (total-MC-LR) content after 48 h exposure. The
total-MC–LR content of single cell has nearly no change at low concentrations glufosinate (0.5 mg/L and 1 mg/L) exposure. The increase of
total-MC-LR content is due to the increase of the number of algal cells
at low level of glufosinate. Interestingly, the content of extra-MC-LR
of single cell increased showing capacity of toxin-releasing of single cell
enhanced at 0.5 and 1 mg/L glufosinate exposure after 96 h. For glyphosate, total-MC-LR and intra-MC-LR were significant increased after
exposure at 0.2 ppm-2 ppm glyphosate. The increased of total-MC-LR
mainly due to effects of glyphosate on cell density of microcystis aeruginosa. Data provided here reveals that low level of pesticides may play as a
potential environmental risk factor in aquatic systems and should aroused
great concerns.
WP136 A case study of newly designed air lift loop reactor with ability
to eliminate the toxicity of ammonia in high level ammonia wastewater treatment
D.g. Jiang, H. Yu, Nankai Univ
Numerous kinds of wastewater which with high ammonia concentration
are usually difficult to be treated by using traditional biological method,
because of the toxicity of high level ammonia, nitrate and nitrite to
zoogloea system. To lighten this problem, the reactor volume and back
flow must be increased, and brings the weakness of larger area covered
and more energy cost simultaneously. In this research, a new kind of
multi-tube air-lift loop reactor with small area covered was designed,
built and well operated. The multi-tube air-lift loop reactor was designed
as 15 meters high and 17 meters in diameter, 3405m³ in total volume.
204 draft tubes with 10 meters high and 200 millimeters in diameter
were evenly installed in it, with a 100 millimeter distance from the
bottom. In each draft tube three 1 meter long micropore aeration hoses
were set from the above deep. Wastewater was pumped into the bottom
continuously through water distributing device. The reactor was operated
in batch mode which controlled by programmable logic controller. In the
aeration process, air blower made density difference between inside and
outside of all the draft tubes. That made all the mixture cycled in the
reactor. In every batch time wastewater was mixed with activated sludge
at the bottom and lifted in the draft tubes to the aeration area where the
dissolved oxygen concentration between 1.5~2.5mg/L. Then the mixture
flowed down outside the draft tubes to the bottom where the dissolved
oxygen concentration below 0.5mg/L. When sedimentation began, the
aeration process stopped and activated sludge settled down then effluent
was discharged from outlet pipe which set 10 meters high on the side
of reactor. 10 ton seed sludge from sewage wastewater treatment plant
was added into the reactor to start this process. After debugging, the
application showed that with NH4+-N loading rate at 0.05kgNH4+N/(kgMLSS·d), the removal rate of total nitrogen was 95%. TN was
removed in the simultaneous nitrification denitrification way and nearly
zero NO2- and NO3- accumulated in the process. This reactor slowed
down high ammonia concentration toxicity effectively by reflecting in
realizing excellent total nitrogen and organic compound removal rate and
meanwhile solved the trouble of available area lacking.

Remedy Effectiveness Assessments and Monitoring
Contaminated Sediment Remediation
WP137 Utilization of caged dreissenid mussels for source tracking
contaminants in Great Lakes Areas of Concern by NCCOS Mussel
Watch Program
A.P. Jacob, NOOA/NCCOS/CCI; K.L. Kimbrough, NOAA/NCCOS
Mussel Watch Program; E. Johnson, NOAA/NCCOS/CCMA; E.
Davenport, NOAA; R. Klaper, Univ of Wisconsin Milwaukee / School of
Freshwater Sciences; N. Neureuther, Univ of Wisconsin Milwaukee
The National Centers for Coastal Ocean Science Mussel Watch Program
has been monitoring contaminants in the Great Lakes using dreissenid
mussels as indicator organisms since 1992. Aligning with the focus of
Great Lakes Restoration Initiative to clean up Areas of Concern (AOC),

Mussel Watch expanded its monitoring efforts in 2009 to include all
U.S. AOCs. A basin wide monitoring of AOCs and long-term Mussel
Watch sites was completed in 2010 using in situ mussels found in harbor
and near shore areas. Following this basin wide assessment, Mussel
Watch incorporated new techniques and approaches for enhanced site
assessments including the deployment of caged mussels to source track
contaminants in areas where extant mussels beds are not found and the
use of effects-based monitoring to complement body burden measurements. Our caged mussel study in multiple AOCs have yielded results
that aid in distinguishing localized areas of contamination as evidenced
by elevated concentrations of bioavailable contaminants in mussel tissue.
Enhanced Mussel Watch efforts can thus aid resource managers and
policy makers in making informed management decisions and legislative
actions and contribute to the overall restoration of the Great Lakes.
WP138 Fish Monitoring, Fox River, Wisconsin
J. Hahnenberg, USEPA / Superfund
Initial results for long-term monitoring after sediment remediation at the
Fox River PCB cleanup indicate substantial reduction of PCB concentrations in fish. A long-term monitoring plan specifies how monitoring will
be conducted after dredging and capping. Specific considerations for fish
monitoring include: monitoring stations locations, processing procedures, collection methods, collection times, and species and size. Initial
reults show PCB concentration reductions in fish from about 50 per cent
to greater than 90 per cent.
WP139 Microtox bioassay of treated effluents from remediation processes for explosive-contaminated soils
S. Oh, H. Yoon, Univ of Ulsan / Dept of Civil and Environmental
Engineering; D. Kim, Kongju National Univ
Soils and sediments near military sites where training regularly occurs
are vulnerable to contamination from toxic nitro explosives such as
2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) and hexahydro-1,3,5-trinitro-1,3,5-triazine
(RDX). In order to clean up the explosive-contaminated soils, several options have been investigated and evaluated ex-situ remediation
processes, including, alkaline hydrolysis, subcritical water degradation,
zero-valent iron (Fe(0)) reduction, and Fe(0)-assisted Fenton oxidation. Currently the selection of the most effective treatment option is an
important task to be done for filed application. In this study, we evaluated toxicity of treated solutions using Microtox bioassay. Kinetically,
using 4 remediation options, explosives were rapidly degraded from
contaminated soils. Under optimal conditions, the explosives were
completely destroyed within 1-2 h. According to Microtox bioassay, after
complete degradation of explosives by alkaline hydrolysis, treated solutions did not show any decrease of toxicity, suggesting that hydrolytic
products may still be toxic. Similarly, the Fe(0) reduction process did not
significantly affect the removal of toxicity due to toxicity of reduction
products. In contrast, subcritical water degradation and Fe(0)-assisted
Fenton oxidation markedly reduced the toxicity of explosives. When
toxic metal (e.g., Pb in shooting ranges) was co-existed with explosives, toxicity still remained after complete degradation of explosives
by subcritical water degradation and Fe(0)-assisted Fenton oxidation,
indicating that additional treatment may be needed. Our results suggest that, besides removal/degradation of toxic explosives, reduction of
toxicity after treatment should be evaluated to select a practical option to
remedial explosive-contaminated soils.
WP140 Methodological development for geochemical analysis of
AMD-contaminated stream sediments, with implications for recovery
J. Williamson, Chemistry and Geochemistry; J.F. Ranville, Colorado
School of Mines / Chemistry and Geochemistry; J.S. Meyer, ARCADIS; R.
Pastorinho, Univ de Aveiro
The environmental effects of acid mine drainage (AMD) on surface
waters are not only limited to the water column but also extend to the
underlying sediments. Increased metal concentrations resulting from
AMD can adversely affect aquatic biota and functional integrity of a
stream/river ecosystem. Assessment of remediation success requires a
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multi-disciplinary approach including geochemistry, aquatic ecology,
and toxicology. We have been developing in situ and ex-situ methods
for examining the geochemical and biological conditions of AMDcontaminated sediments. The study site, the North Fork of Clear Creek
(NFCC) in central Colorado, currently has poor water quality, contaminated sediment, and a minimal population of benthic invertebrates
downstream from several AMD inputs. To understand this system better, we evaluated methods to examine the deposition rate and kinetics of
release of metal-oxides in the sediment. Trays filled with stones/cobbles
were placed in a contaminated stretch of stream to accumulate AMD
metal contamination for one month. The trays were then collected in
order to examine metal desorption rates and speciation using both field
and laboratory techniques. In situ results, obtained by moving the trays
to an upstream reference site, indicated that the sediment did not recover
to uncontaminated conditions in the same amount of time allowed
for deposition. Ex-situ laboratory desorption experiments were also
performed to obtain water-column results. Certain metals, for example
iron and copper, tended to associate with each other during precipitation
and desorption/dissolution. In situ toxicity tests, using caged organisms
were also performed. Data from these geochemical experiments were
integrated with the observed toxicological responses to better understand
metal bioavailability in AMD. This study highlights that a multi-disciplinary approach is needed to encompass all of the variables that affect
sediment and aquatic invertebrate communities.
WP141 Metal uptake in Zea mays planted in crude oil polluted soil
samples
O. Otitoju, Federal Univ Wukari / Dept of Biochemistry; O.E. Ikechukwu,
Univ of Nigeria Nsukka / Biochemistry
Soil pollution of arable farmland has a serious effect on the productivity
dynamics, therefore enrichment of contaminated soil with salts of Mg2+,
Ca2+ and K+ may increase the rate of bioremediation of polluted soil.
Soil samples were collected and spiked with different concentrations of
Bony light crude oil (3400, 3600 and 3800g) and salts of Mg, Ca and K.
Zea mays were planted in the polluted spiked and unspiked soil samples.
Total biomass, metal uptake, total petroleum hydrocarbon and germination rate were determined using standard methods. The result showed
that soil Ca, K, and Mg concentration increased at the rate of 83%, 160%
and 91% respectively. Biomass concentration showed a general significant
(p< 0.05) decrease in all the groups (5%, 10% and 20%) compared with
the control (spiked an unspiked soil samples). The 20% group showed
the least biomass concentration followed by the 5% and 10% groups.
Nutrient uptake showed that 20% groups had the highest concentration in the plant tissues; there was an inverse relationship between metal
uptake and crude oil concentration. Comparism of bioaccumulation
factor (BAF) showed that K had the highest percentage accumulation
followed by Ca and Mg. Bioremediation capacity of Zea mays showed
that 4g, 2.6g and 1.42g of crude oil were remediated at 5%, 10% and 20%
respectively. Spiking of crude oil contaminated soil with essential metals
(Ca, K, and Mg) may increase the bioremediation capacities of Z. mays.
WP142 Kinetics of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon extraction from
sediment by granular activated carbon
M.I. Rakowska, Wageningen Univ; D. Kupryianchyk, Norwegian
Geotechnical Inst / Dept of Environmental Technology; M. Smit,
Wageningen Univ; A.A. Koelmans, Wageningen Univ / Aquatic Ecology
and Water Quality Management Group; T. Grotenhuis, H. Rijnaarts,
Wageningen Univ / SubDept of Environmental Technology
Addition of activated carbon (AC) and biochar to sediments and soils
contaminated with hydrophobic organic compounds (HOCs) has
received considerable attention in the past years for the possibility of in
situ site remediation. AC application to contaminated sediments leads
to a substantial improvement of marine and freshwater habitats as a
means of reducing freely dissolved HOCs in the sediment pore water and
bioaccumulation of HOCs in biota. Alternatively, sorbent amendments
may involve active ex situ treatment methods such as mixing of granular
AC (GAC) with the contaminated sediment, followed by subsequent
removal of the contaminant loaded GAC (sediment stripping). Sediment
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stripping with GAC can be the method of choice if the cleaned sediment can be reused as construction material or for land application. The
efficiency of the remediation method using GAC largely depends on
the rate by which contaminants are transferred from the sediment to
the surface of GAC. Kinetic parameters for binding polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (13 EPA PAH) to GAC in mixed sediment-GAC
systems were determined using a tiered first-order multi-compartment
model approach. The sediment selected was highly contaminated, thus
representing a ‘hot spot’ remediation site. First, parameters for PAH
desorption from sediment were calibrated using data from systems with
50% (by weight) GAC acting as an infinite sink. Second, the estimated
parameters were used as fixed input to obtain GAC uptake kinetic
parameters in sediment slurries with 4% GAC, representing the ex situ
remediation scenario. PAH uptake rate constants (kGAC) by GAC ranged
from 0.44 to 0.0005 d-1 whereas, GAC sorption coefficients (KGAC)
ranged from 105.57 to 108.57 L kg-1. The resulting kinetic data showed
that 4% GAC would effectively reduce pore water concentration of PAH
with lower octanol-water partition coefficients (KOW ) i.e. fluorene, phenanthrene, anthracene and fluoranthene within days, which is sufficiently
fast given the characteristic ex situ remediation mixing times of days.
The results showed that the apparent rate constants for PAH adsorption
to GAC can also be obtained very accurately using a first-order kinetic
model with one GAC compartment. The derived KGAC values are infinite time extrapolations based on a time series with 10 data points up to
126 d, and thus may better reflect the actual affinities in the presence of
sediment organic matter.
WP143 Evaluation of Activated Carbon Treatment Technologies in a
PCB-Contaminated Wetland
J.A. Bleiler, AECOM; K. Gardner, Univ of New Hampshire
Remediation of contaminated sediments from wetlands traditionally
has involved excavation of wetland sediments (hydric soils) and off-site
transport of excavated materials for treatment and disposal. This type of
remediation is both ecologically destructive and expensive, and restoration of ecological systems can be challenging. This ongoing program
investigates an alternative remedial approach that allows targeted in situ
remediation of wetlands through the application of activated carbonbased sequestration agents, a technology that has the potential to reduce
costs tremendously with the added benefit of minimizing impacts on
ecosystem components. A field demonstration project was recently
completed at a PCB-contaminated coastal Mid-Atlantic USA site to
evaluate the efficacy of delivering activated carbon (AC) to wetlands
using different application technologies. Three treatment technologies,
as well as inert sand caps and “no treatment” controls, were included
in the study. Performance in the field application was gauged through
several measures of reduction of contaminant bioavailability (e.g., pore
water evaluation and bioaccumulation studies) following addition of the
sequestration agents. Monitoring samples were collected at twenty treatment test plots prior to the field demonstration, and at six and twelve
months following amendment application. Reductions in sediment
porewater concentrations were observed for both dry broadcast and slurry
delivered amendments. A porewater increase in PCB concentrations
was observed in the sand control plots. A similar trend was observed in
laboratory bioaccumulation studies. Partition coefficients increased for
both pore water and tissue up to 12 months post application. Studies
to evaluate the health of hydrophytic vegetation following amendment
application and potential impacts of amendment addition on nutrient
uptake indicated that the plant community was generally un-impaired
by any of the amendment applications, and that nutrient uptake might
increase following AC application. The findings of this program suggest
that in situ activated carbon technologies represent a viable and costeffective remedial alternative for contaminated wetlands; however, the
findings were not conclusive in demonstrating effective reductions in
bioavailability. Additional longer term field monitoring is needed at this
Site to demonstrate conclusively that AC permanently sequesters PCBs
in wetland settings.
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WP144 Fate of PCBs in Sediment After Application of an Activated
Carbon Amendment at an Active Naval Shipyard
M.M. Grover, J.M. Conder, ENVIRON International Corporation;
G.H. Rosen, SPAWAR Systems Center / Energy and Environmental
Sustainability; V.J. Kirtay, SPAWARSYSCEN San Diego / Energy and
Environmental Sustainability; B. Chadwick, SPAWAR Systems Center San
Diego; V.S. Magar, ENVIRON / Ecology Sediment Management
As part of the demonstration of in situ sediment remediation treatment
with reactive amendments, two to three inches of AquaGate+PAC™
(a composite aggregate coated with activated carbon) was placed on a
0.5-acre target area to reduce polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) bioavailability in sediment containing PCBs at concentrations of 29 to 351 ng/g
underneath and adjacent to Pier 7 of the Puget Sound Naval Shipyard &
Intermediate Maintenance Facility in Bremerton, Washington. As part
of the performance objectives for this demonstration, concentrations of
PCBs were measured in benthic invertebrate tissue, sediment porewater,
and sediment at nine stations which received amendment both prior to
and ten months following the amendment placement. The concentration
of total PCBs in organisms (2-week in situ bioaccumulation exposures)
decreased approximately 80%. The concentration of total PCBs in
Macoma nasuta (bivalve) significantly decreased on average by 74%, from
an average concentration of 930 to 250 ng total PCBs/g, lipid weight
(lw). Total PCBs in Nephtys caecoides (polychaete) significantly decreased
on average by 87%, from an average concentration of 2100 to 280 ng
total PCBs/g, lw. In concurrence with the bioaccumulation results, the
concentration of total freely-dissolved tetra-, penta-, and hexachlorinated
biphenyls in surface sediment porewater decreased by 90% (from an
average concentration of 0.165 to 0.017 ng total PCBs/L). The decrease
in concentrations observed in the bioaccumulation and porewater results
indicates the remedy was effective in reducing PCB availability in surface
sediments. The primary mechanism associated with this reduction in
PCB availability was assumed to be absorption of PCBs to the activated
carbon amendment, which was confirmed to increase total organic carbon
content in the top 10 cm of sediment from approximately 3-4% to 7-9%.
WP145 Geospatial Analysis of Contaminated-Sediments and Water
Quality in the Spring River Watershed
M. Niazi, USEPA / Office of Research and Development
The Tri-State Mining District (TSMD) of southwestern Missouri,
southeastern Kansas, and northeastern Oklahoma has been the center
of mining activities to extract ores containing lead, zinc, cadmium and
other metals for decades. Transport of remaining debris from mining activities via overland runoff led to the listing of Spring River as
an impaired surface water. A Geospatial Statistical Platform (GSP)
analysis was conducted as part of an integrated modeling system to
investigate fate and transport of heavy metals in the overland flow and
stream network for The Spring River Watershed comprising approximately 6,000 km 2. The primary goal of developing the GSP analysis was
to help to characterize the Spring River Watershed and particularly to
identify hotspots, water and sediment contamination by heavy metals
(cadmium, zinc and lead) where concentration of the metals exceeds the
standard levels. To do this, over 2,500 water quality and sediment data,
water column and sediment, collected from 2005 through 2007 in the
Spring River Watershed were analyzed. The patterns of localization and
distribution of hotspots are examined utilizing geospatial techniques
to demonstrate the influence of spatial and/or temporal factors in their
formation. Assessment of spatial clustering of heavy metal concentrations in water and sediment was performed following geospatial
statistical approaches (e.g., Moran’s I method of spatial autocorrelation, Getis-Ord Gi* statistics and point Kernel density functions). The
distribution of heavy metal concentrations in water and sediment as a
whole show a clustered nature while the comparison of spatial-temporal
break ups indicates random distribution in certain segments of tributaries. The Kernel density surface, estimated from the results of hotspot
analysis delineates the stream segments as well as isolated zones where
the hotspots are concentrated. The results can be effectively used for
watershed-scale and in-stream modeling simulations for adopting effective planning for restoration purposes.

WP146 The Use of Risk Assessment Throughout the Stages of Land
Development: Planning to Clean-Up
J.M. Diamond, Tetra Tech, Inc.; M.S. Bowersox, Tetra Tech, Inc. /
Laboratory Dept; G.H. Drendel, Tetra Tech, Inc.
The use of risk assessment prior to a planned activity can be a costly
venture, but it can be fruitful in providing an assessment of the potential
risks. In many instances the assessment of ecological risk prior to land
development may demonstrate no potential risk or a substantial risk,
but how relevant can the assessment be prior to the planned activity?
A risk assessment completed prior to development should be used to
rank the potential impacts, so that specific mitigation measures can be
prioritized and developed for those risks identified as potentially high.
These mitigation measures may help reduce residual risks to as low as
possible. Although the results of the risk assessment may indicate some
activities as being higher potential risk than others, the inputs to the
risk assessment, including toxicity reference values and bioaccumulation
factors, may need to be revised at every phase of the project, including
clean-up. Toxicity reference values can come from multiple source of
literature, while bioaccumulation factors are typically literature-based or
site-specific. Many times these values are initially conservative literaturebased values that were not developed under the same conditions as the
site in question. By revisiting and developing site-specific input values,
the conclusions of the risk assessment can be tailored to a particular site.
A site-specific risk assessment with refined inputs can then be used to
develop much more appropriate clean-up goals.
WP147 Using Risk Assessment for Due Diligence in PerformanceBased Remediation
B.K. Hope, CH2M HILL
In a performance-based remediation contract a contractor’s revenue is
based on reaching certain standards of performance. These standards
include, among others, numerical remedial action objectives (RAOs)
which are typically derived from site-specific human health and ecological risk assessments conducted during the remedial investigation.
A contractor’s remedial design (and its implementation) must achieve
these numerical RAOs within the budget and schedule dictated by their
contract. Because these RAOs are typically memorialized in a regulatory
decision document (such as a Record of Decision (ROD)), remediation
engineers are tempted to treat them as fixed, non-negotiable points of
departure for their remedial designs. There may also be the belief that
a regulatory document indemnifies the contractor from any shortcomings in the numerical RAOs. These are risky suppositions. Because the
clean-up of a contaminated site can play out over many years, today’s
performance-based remediation contractor may be relying on numerical
RAOs developed long ago by a different contractor using assumptions or
parameters (such as toxicity values) that may no longer apply. And, while
recordkeeping is typically voluminous, it is not necessarily absolute and
the actual basis for any given numerical RAO may be obscured by the
mists of time. Achieving a RAO that is no longer deemed protective or
failing to achieve one that is unachievable because it’s based on flawed
assumptions are some of the business risks inherent in performancebased remediation contracting. Unless indemnification is assured,
avoiding or minimizing these risks requires performing due diligence by
attempting to understand the provenance and currency of any numerical RAOs prior to entering into a contract. This presentation will briefly
explore the use of risk assessment methods for performing due diligence
on numerical RAOs and present both successful and cautionary case
studies of the application of these techniques to actual sites.
WP148 Phytoremediation of PCB co-contamination in transformer
oil using Chromolaena odorata
R.O. ANYASI, Univ of South Africa / Environmental Sciences
Phytoremediation ability of Chromolaena odorata to PCB from soil
treated with transformer oil co-contaminated with Aroclor 1260 was
investigated in this study. Chromolaena odorata plants were transplanted
into one kilogram of soil contained in 1L pots differently containing
100, 200, and 500 ppm of transformer oil (T/O), co-contaminated with
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100 ppm of Aroclor. Treatment was done in two microcosm; direct
contamination and soil culture method. The experiments were monitored, observing various agronomic procedures and watered daily at 70%
moisture field capacity. Measured plant growth parameters showed that
C. odorata growth was differently affected by the different concentrations of transformer oil. The level of inhibition of the oil to plant growth
increased with concentration. At the end of six weeks of growth, plants
showed a diminished effect in T/O amended soil to the parameters
tested. Plants size was increased by 1.4, 0.46 and -1.0 % in direct treatment and 17.01, 6.09 and 1.08 % in soil culture at the 100, 200 and 500
ppm respectively. Untreated control showed 43.07 % increase. Inhibition
effects of transformer oil on other growth parameters were severe and
such effects were observed in the leaf numbers and root length. Leaf
colour was pale green in T/O samples but middle green in untreated control. Slight PCB recovery was observed in the root tissues of C. odorata
but the plant caused a high reduction of 66.6, 53.2, 41.5 % and 77.3, 74.7,
58.8 % of soil PCB at both treatments with their respective concentration of oil. However, unplanted control was reduced by 21.4 and 16.7 %
in the two treatments at 100 ppm of oil. This study has shown that with
improved agronomic practices, there is possibility of phytoremediation of
soil PCB from PCB contained transformer oil contaminated soil using
Chromolaena odorata, hence should be optimized in the field.
WP149 Simulation of Lateral Migration of Heavy Metal in
Huangjiang watershed, Guangxi Province
Q.P. Wei, CAS; L. Mei, Univ of China; Z.X. Yong, Y. Jun, Univ of China
/ CAS
The problem of soil pollution became increasingly serious, It was a crucial
problem for soil pollution treating to predict the tendency of soil heavy
metal transportation. This paper introduced many vertical migration and
lateral transfer model and finally choosed the SWAT model. Based on
discussion the effect to simulation such as heavy metal species, fractions, soil physical chemical properties and the type of land use, heavy
metal transportation equation was constructed to predict the soil heavy
metal migrated precisely. Taking the huanjiang watershed in Hechi
city, guangxi province for example, the NASH coefficient and R 2 of
the model respectively reached 0.87 and 0.82, and the average relatively
error was 13.23%. This reflected that the accuracy of the model was very
high. The result reflected: The transportation in 265.5km 2 of As, Zn,
Cd, Pb in the study area of 2013 respectively was 90kg, 230kg, 0.7kg
and 120kg, this may have some different risk to the downstream. Based
on the data, we can find out that, Model method needed to be improved
In the following aspects, the factors that impacted the soil heavy metal
transportation and the scale of shapefile used to simulation and so on,
must be compared and filtrated, Through the above improvement, we can
improve of the accuracy of the soil heavy metal transportation.

Current-Use Pesticides – Our Evolving
Understanding of Occurrence, Toxicity and
Ecological Effects
WP150 Evaluation of Differences in Results from New and Older
Analytical Methods Are Important for Long-Term Studies of the
Effects of Pesticides in Streams
M.W. Sandstrom, USGS / National Water Quality Laboratory; J.D.
Martin, USGS / Indiana Water Science Center; J.E. Norman, USGS
A new direct aqueous injection-liquid chromatography/tandem mass
spectrometry (DAI LC-MS/MS) method for determination of currentuse pesticide compounds was compared to two existing analytical
methods to provide a basis for comparing data over time. One of the
emerging issues related to understanding toxicity of current-use pesticides in the environment is the development of new analytical methods
for measuring new registered pesticides or complex mixtures of pesticide compounds, including degradates. While new methods provide
improvements in sensitivity, simplified sample processing, and can
measure a wider array of pesticide compounds than existing methods, it
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is important to quantify the differences in results from new and existing
methods for long-term studies of the effects of pesticides. Environmental
samples, a matrix spike, and spike replicate samples, were collected 2 to
6 times from each of 47 streams sites between May and September 2012
and analyzed by the DAI LC-MS/MS and two existing methods. The
sites selected are routinely used by the U.S. Geological Survey’s National
Water Quality Assessment Program and reflect a range of watershed
size and land-use conditions throughout the U.S. The DAI LC-MS/
MS method uses direct injection of a filtered 100-µL water sample into
the instrument. The two existing methods use gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry (GC/MS) and LC/MS for analysis, and both require solidphase extraction of a 1-L water sample for sample preparation. Sixty
pesticide compounds were analyzed by both LC-MS/MS and GC/MS
methods, and 38 pesticide compounds were analyzed by both LC-MS/
MS and LC/MS methods. There were statistically significant differences
in environmental concentrations determined by the three methods for
some compounds. Nearly all the pesticide compounds had statistically
significant differences in spike recovery, although the recovery was closer
to 100 percent for the DAI LC-MS/MS method. Agreement between
methods in the number of detections found at low concentrations also
was variable for some compounds due to different detection levels or
matrix interferences. These results indicate that simply merging new and
old pesticide data for long-term analysis will be inappropriate for some
pesticide compounds and assessment questions. It will be important to
collect a sufficient number and type of quality-control samples to understand and quantify those differences.
WP151 Measurements of pesticide soil-air partition coefficients:
towards improved volatilization and pesticide fate modeling
C.L. Davie-Martin, Dept of Chemistry; K.J. Hageman, Univ of Otago /
Chemistry; Y. Chin, The Ohio State Univ / Dept of Geological Sciences; V.
Rougé, Ecole Nationale Superieure de Chimie de Rennes
Environmental fate models often use partition coefficients to investigate the fate and distribution of pesticides in the environment. Most
pesticides are applied directly to soil and/or plant surfaces and as such,
soil is an important medium governing pesticide fate. Frequently, pesticide distribution in soils is described using soil-air partition coefficient
(Ksoil-air) values. Although Ksoil-air values have been measured for most of
the historic-use organochlorine pesticides, there are no measured values
for current-use pesticides and the validity of using estimation equations
developed for other chemical classes is not known. Most of the estimation equations available in the literature were derived from small subsets
of compounds and it is therefore questionable whether these equations
are appropriate for use with a structurally diverse set of current-use pesticides. In this work, a solid-phase fugacity meter was used to measure
Ksoil-air values for 13 current- and 9 historic-use pesticides from different
soils (e.g., arid and volcanic) under a variety of environmentally relevant
temperature (10-35 ºC) and relative humidity (30-100%) conditions.
Briefly, the procedure involved passing a stream of nitrogen through a
portion of contaminated soil at a flow rate slow enough for equilibrium
to be established between pesticides trapped in the soil matrix and the
nitrogen. Concentrations of pesticides in the soil and nitrogen, which
was used as a proxy for air, were then measured and combined to obtain
values of Ksoil-air. Measured Ksoil-air values agreed well with those in the
literature for a selection of organochlorine pesticides when normalization
to soil organic carbon content was performed. Using this data, we investigated the extent to which temperature affects partitioning in different
soils (through calculation of the internal energies of soil-to-air transfer)
and gained insights into the impact of relative humidity conditions
and soil type on pesticide fate in soils. Our ultimate goal is to use these
measurements to derive a predictive equation for pesticide Ksoil-air values
based on the combined influence of pesticide-specific octanol-air partition coefficients (Koctanol-air) and environmental conditions, including
temperature, relative humidity, and soil organic carbon content. Such an
equation would allow for more accurate modeling of pesticide volatilization and fate of current-use pesticides.
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WP152 Enantiomer specific measurements of current-use pesticides
in aquatic systems
E.M. Ulrich, USEPA / Methods Development and Applications Branch;
L. McMillan, National Caucus & Center on Black Aging, Inc; Q. Wang,
USEPA; T. Albertson, Caltest Analytical Laboratory; G. Cho, California
Dept of Fish and Wildlife; K.M. Kuivila, USGS; W. Lao, Southern
California Coastal Water Research Project; S. Peoples, California Dept of
Pesticide Regulation; R. Reif, Univ of California Riverside / Environmental
Sciences; P.L. TenBrook, USEPA
Research has shown that current-use pesticides can enter urban and
agricultural watersheds and adversely affect aquatic organisms. A
potential cause may be higher concentrations of the more toxic pesticide
enantiomer present in the pesticide mixture. The presence of pesticide
enantiomers is dictated by the formulation (e.g., racemic or enriched),
transport and degradation rates (usually stereoselective if biotic, nonselective if abiotic) which can vary between the mirror images. We
developed a new GC/MS method for stereoisomer-specific analysis of
the current-use pesticides fipronil, cis-bifenthrin, cis-permethrin, cypermethrin, and cyfluthrin. Single enantiomer standards were obtained for
the first four compounds to allow a direct link to enantiomer toxicity.
The method was applied to several different sets of extracts including
lab dosed salmon and various environmental media (concrete runoff,
sediment, river-, surface-, storm-, and waste- water) that were collected
from California aquatic systems. Preliminary data in dosed fish shows
that cis-bifenthrin enantiomer fractions (EF) are statistically different
from racemic standards (P < 0.001). The EF for standards ranges 0.4660.521 and 0.378-0.490 for fish, with all but 3 of 23 fish samples having
EFs lower than standards. In a study of runoff from concrete where both
bifenthrin and permethrin were applied, preliminary EFs were calculated
for 12 and 22 samples, respectively, out of 28 total. Bifenthrin EFs were
not statistically different than racemic standards (P>0.21), however,
cis-permethrin EFs were statistically different (P < 0.005) than racemic standards with 7 of 22 sample EFs outside the range for standards.
Complete analysis of the data will give indications whether chirality may
explain adverse impacts in aquatic systems.
WP153 Occurrence and Non-Target Effects of Fungicides in Three
Agricultural Areas in the United States
T. Reilly, K.L. Smalling, USGS; E.R. Wilson, Boise State Univ
Fungicides are used to control the outbreak of persistent and historically
significant plant diseases (late blight) and newer plant diseases (Asian
soybean rust) which are potentially devastating if not controlled. Unlike
other pesticides, multiple fungicides are often applied as prophylactic
crop protectants upwards of ten times per season, but typically at lower
application rates than herbicides or insecticides. Although fungicides
are widely used, relatively little is known about their occurrence, fate,
transport, and potential effects in the aquatic environment. Fungicides
were measured in surface water, shallow groundwater, and soils at sites
in Idaho, Maine, and Wisconsin. At least one fungicide was detected
in 75% of the surface water (n=60) and 58% of the groundwater
(n=12) samples. Twelve fungicides were detected in either surface- or
groundwater samples including boscalid (72%), azoxystrobin (51%),
pyraclostrobin (40%), chlorothalonil (38%) and pyrimethanil (28%). In
2011, a follow-up study of shallow groundwater and soils on a research
farm in Hancock, Wisconsin was conducted and 3 fungicides (chlorothalonil, boscalid, metalaxyl,) were detected in samples from these wells
with maximum concentrations from 0.01 to 0.6 µg/L. Chlorothalonil,
boscalid, pyraclostrobin, imazalil, fenhexamide and pyrimethanil were
detected in soils with maximum concentrations ranging from 1.2 to
278 ng/g (dry weight). In Southern Idaho, fungicides were measured in
black fly larval tissue, and their symbiotic gut fungi were assessed for
non-target effects. In agricultural sites, fungicides were detected in up to
92% of the water samples with a maximum concentration of 205 ng/L
(imazalil). The fungicides azoxystrobin, boscalid, imazalil and pyraclostrobin were detected in more than 60% of black fly tissue samples from
agricultural sites at concentrations up to 0.84 μg/g. No fungicides were
detected in water or tissue samples from reference sites. Gut fungi were

observed to have significantly lower percent infestation, density, and
spore production in agricultural sites compared to reference sites. These
results demonstrate that fungicides applied to field crops can persist in
soils and reach surface- and groundwater with detection frequencies and
concentrations comparable to commonly-used herbicides and insecticides. Fungicides accumulate in tissue and have the potential to affect
non-target fungal communities.
WP154 Fungicicdes impact organic matter decomposition in streams
at global scale
J.J. Rasmussen, Aarhus Univ / Bioscience; N. Cedergreen, Univ of
Copenhagen / Dept of Plant and Environmental Sciences; M. Liess, UFZ
Center for Environmental Research / Dept of SystemEcotoxicology; U.S.
McKnight, Technical Univ of Denmark DTU / Environmental Engineering;
M. Bjergager, Copenhagen Univ; R. Schaefer, Univ of Koblenz–Landau;
B.J. Kefford, Univ of Canberra / Dept of Environmental Science; J. Kreuger,
Swedish Univ of Agricultural Science / Centre for Chemical Pesticides; M.
Stenrod, Bioforsk; W.A. Battaglin, K.L. Smalling, T. Reilly, USGS; D.
Fernández, Univ Koblenz-Landau / Quantitative Landscape Ecology; B.
Kronvang, Aarhus Univ
Pollution from insecticides and herbicides are increasingly considered as
significant risks to organisms and ecosystems, however, fungicides have
received little attention. This is surprising as fungicides target microorganisms, which are pivotal for several ecosystem processes such as
nutrient cycling and organic matter decomposition. Data on fungicide
occurrence in water from 123 streams (primarily agricultural catchments)
and 4 continents was compiled, and we examined whether fungicide
pollution threatens microorganisms and affects organic matter decomposition. We found a 50% reduction in organic matter decomposition
in more than 50% of the streams that may be attributed to fungicides.
Existing literature containing fungicide occurrence data from streams
and microbial leaf litter decomposition was used to establish thresholds
for fungicide effects on microorganisms and organic matter decomposition. Especially the strobilurin, triazole and imidazole fungicides
were responsible for high fungicide toxicity in water samples. These
compounds comprised approximately 60% of total fungicide concentrations but contributed with 97% of the total toxicity to microorganisms.
In consequence, we call for increased attention regarding these groups
of compounds. The reduction has profound implications for the carbon
cycle in stream ecosystem.
WP155 Pesticide Occurrence in Streams in the Midwestern United
States in 2013
P.C. Van Metre, U S Geological Survey; M.W. Sandstrom, USGS / National
Water Quality Laboratory; L.H. Nowell, USGS / California Water Science
Center; B.J. Mahler, USGS / Water Mission Area; J.W. Frey, M.L. Hladik,
R. Gilliom, USGS
The U.S. Geological Survey assessed stream quality in the Midwestern
United States in 2013 in cooperation with the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (USEPA). The goals were to characterize water-quality stressors—contaminants, nutrients, stream flow, temperature, and
sediment—and ecological conditions in streams across the Midwest and
to determine the relative effects of these stressors on aquatic organisms in
the streams. One-hundred wadeable streams were sampled 12 times over
14 weeks during the spring and summer across parts of 11 states. Water
samples were analyzed for about 240 pesticides and pesticide degradates
by using a recently developed direct aqueous injection liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC/MSMS) method, making this
one of the most extensive short-term characterizations of pesticides in
U.S. streams at the regional scale. The sampling period concluded with
an assessment of habitat, ecology (fish, benthic invertebrates, and algal
communities), and bed sediment chemistry (including pesticides) and
toxicity at all 100 sampling sites. The spatial and temporal distribution of
detected compounds in comparison to the surrounding land use will be
presented.
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WP156 Continuous pesticide monitoring in the Pudding Sub Basin,
Oregon – Critical habitat for Pacific salmonids
P.K. Janney, J.J. Jenkins, K.J. Anderson, Oregon State Univ / Dept of
Environmental and Molecular Toxicology
Pacific Northwest and California freshwater resources are key elements in the life history and ecology of Pacific salmon and steelhead
(Oncorhynchus sp.). In addition to overfishing, critical habit degradation and loss has been identified as contributing to population decline,
resulting in 26 evolutionarily significant units (ESUs) listed as threatened or endangered under the Endangered Species Act. Water quality
degradation is a major concern, including the impact of pesticide use
practices in urban, rights of way, agricultural, and forestry landscapes
within watersheds that comprise much of the Pacific salmonid freshwater habitat. Aquatic risk assessment is generally focused on the
individual and requires information on an organism’s susceptibility to
a chemical stressor and behaviors that determines exposure, as well
as the chemical(s) use or discharge pattern and environmental fate.
Characterizing risks to Pacific salmonids necessary to assess population
level impacts requires complex spatial and temporal information on life
history and ecology, as well as pesticide use patterns and environmental
fate. This study was conducted in the Pudding River basin, Oregon,
which contains critical habitat designated for the Upper Willamette
River Chinook and Steelhead ESUs. From June 2010 to October 2011 a
low-density polyethylene passive sampling device (PSD) was deployed at
5 watershed pour points to continuously measure pesticides in freshwater environments characterized as off-channel habitats or shallow water
environments that may be preferentially used by juvenile salmonids.
Current-use pesticides collected by PSDs are compared to concurrent
and historical grab-sample pesticide monitoring data. The potential
impact of the co-occurance of pesticides and juvenile salmonids and their
food web in shallow water and off-channel habitats will be discussed.

WP158 The Stream Pollution Trends (SPoT) Monitoring Program:
Pyrethroid Pesticides in California Watersheds
K. Siegler, B.M. Phillips, Univ of California Davis / Environmental
Toxicology; B. Anderson, J. Voorhees, M. Petersen, J. Rego, Univ
of California Davis; R.S. Tjeerdema, Univ of California Davis /
Environmental Toxicology; R. Breuer, K. Larsen, D. Tadesse, State Water
Resources Control Board
As part of the Surface Water Ambient Monitoring Program (SWAMP),
the Stream Pollution Trends program (SPoT) monitors changes in
water quality and land use in major California watersheds. The three
primary goals are to determine long-term trends in stream contaminant
concentrations and effects statewide, to relate water quality indicators
to land-use characteristics and management efforts, and to establish a
network of sites throughout California that can be used in collaboration with other monitoring programs. Sediment samples, collected
annually, are analyzed for toxicity, pesticides, trace metals, and organic
compounds. Urban pyrethroid use has been increasing in California, and
concentrations of pyrethroid pesticides at SPoT sites increased significantly between 2008 and 2012, particularly at urban sites. Bifenthrin
was measured in 69% of the samples. A consistent percentage of sites
demonstrated sediment toxicity to Hyalella azteca between 2008-2012
(15-26%). Occurrence of toxicity was significantly related to concentrations of pyrethroids, particularly in urban watersheds. The occurrence
of toxicity increased significantly when samples were tested at a colder
temperature, indicating pyrethroids contributed to the observed toxicity. SPoT has partnered with the California Department of Pesticide
Regulation to monitor pyrethroid concentrations following a 2012
regulation limiting use and application. SPoT has continued to adapt to
pesticides of emerging concern by adding fipronil to the analyte list in
2013, and is considering monitoring water chemistry for imidacloprid in
2015.

WP157 Elevated water temperature increases the toxicity of pesticide
mixtures to juvenile coho salmon
C.A. Laetz, NOAA / Northwest Fisheries Science Center; D.H. Baldwin,
Northwest Fisheries Science Center NMFS; J. Stark, Washington State Univ
Puyallup; N. Scholz, Northwest Fisheries Science Center NMFS
Pesticide mixtures and elevated temperatures are stressors that commonly co-occur in freshwater habitats that support Pacific salmon. Of
particular concern are organophosphate (OP) insecticides, which are
potent neurotoxins used in agricultural and urban areas. Certain OP
combinations produce synergistic inhibition of the neurological enzyme
acetylcholinesterase (AChE) as well as disruption of swimming behavior in juvenile salmon. The metabolic activation and detoxification of
OPs involve temperature-sensitive enzymatic processes, and thus the
degree of toxicity may vary with ambient water temperature. Here we
assess the influence of water temperature, ranging from 12 to 21 oC, on
the toxicity of ethoprop and malathion, alone and in combination, to
juvenile coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch). A mixture of ethoprop (0.9
µg/L) and malathion (0.75 µg/L) produced synergistic AChE inhibition
at 12 oC, and the degree of neurotoxicity nearly doubled with a modest
temperature increase to 18 oC. Slightly lower concentrations of ethoprop
(0.5 µg/L) combined with malathion (0.4 µg/L) did not inhibit brain
AChE activity but did produce a temperature-dependent reduction in
liver carboxylesterase (CaE). The activity of CaE was very sensitive to the
inhibitory effects of ethoprop alone and both ethoprop-malathion combinations across all temperatures. Our findings highlight the potential for
non-chemical stressors to increase the relative toxicity of OP mixtures
to fish. Surface temperatures currently exceed water quality criteria in
many western freshwater habitats, and summer thermal extremes are
expected to become more frequent and extreme in a changing climate.
These trends reinforce the importance of pollution reduction strategies to
enhance ongoing salmon conservation and recovery efforts.

WP159 The Effects of Exposure to the Pyrethroid Pesticide
Permethrin on an Endangered Fish Species; the Delta Smelt
(Hypomesus transpacificus)
K. Jeffries, L.M. Komoroske, UC Davis; I. Werner, Eawag: Swiss Centre
for Applied Ecotoxicology / Dept of Anatomy Physiology and Cell Biology; J.
Truong, N.A. Fangue, UC Davis; R.E. Connon, Univ of California Davis /
School of Veterinary Medicine
Many fishes are chronically exposed to compounds in the environment that may have unknown physiological consequences. However,
research on the effects of exposure to contaminants is often conducted
on well-studied relatively stress tolerant species, whose responses may be
dramatically different than more ecologically-relevant species or species
of conservation concern. We examined the cellular effects of exposure to
permethrin, a heavily used pyrethroid pesticide, on a critically endangered fish in California, U.S.A., the delta smelt. We chronically exposed
larval delta smelt (43 days old) to permethrin at concentrations of 1.25,
2.5, 5 and 10 μg/L, along with a solvent control, for 96 h. Mortality
was observed at the highest exposure concentrations of 5 and 10 μg/L.
We developed a delta smelt oligonucleotide 4x44K microarray (Agilent)
and used this in combination with qPCR assessments to identify the
transcriptome-wide effects of permethrin on delta smelt. We detected
the differential expression of 3343 microarray features with elevated
expression of genes involved in protein degradation and apoptosis with
increasing exposure concentration. Functional analysis indicated that
processes involved in protein degradation, metabolic processes, apoptosis
and several signaling cascades were affected by exposure to permethrin.
Relatively few features (i.e., 69) were differentially expressed at the lowest exposure concentration. This pattern was confirmed with the qPCR
assays as we detected no change in expression or decreased expression
at 1.25 μg/L followed by dose-response increase in expression of genes
involved in protein degradation and apoptosis. These results are consistent with non-monotonic response patterns to contaminant exposure and
demonstrate the cellular effects of a widely used pesticide on a sensitive
ecologically-relevant fish species.
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WP160 The effects of early-life bifenthrin exposure on gene expression in Menidia beryllina
R. Diaz; S.M. Brander, Univ of North Carolina Wilmington / Dept of
Biology Marine Biology
Pyrethroid pesticides are now widely used and found in urban and
agricultural runoff. The pyrethroid bifenthrin is a highly toxic pesticide,
used primarily for residential pest control, that disrupts normal endocrine activity in fishes at low concentrations. Larval fish are particularly
sensitive to such exposures, particularly during the period of sexual
differentiation. Furthermore, studies have shown that bifenthrin’s
endocrine-disrupting effects can differ depending on salinity. As such,
we exposed larval Menidia beryllina, a model euryhaline fishthat sexually differentiates between 7-21 dph, to 1 ng/L of either bifenthrin,
4-hydroxy bifenthrin (common metabolite), ethinylestradiol, or a methanol control for seven days. All treatments were run at both 5 and 20 ppt
to examine effects at brackish and estuarine salinities, both of which
are inhabited by M. beryllina. We then examined whether genes that
underlie sex determination such as brain and gonadal aromatase, and
genes that underlie somatic growth such as thyroid receptor, retinoic acid
receptor and retinoic X receptor were differentially expressed between
these treatments. Results indicate that bifenthrin has effects on this
early life stage of Menidia beryllina that may carry through to adulthood.
These findings in concert with other studies on bifenthrin’s impacts
many have implications for population-level effects as well.
WP161 Occurrence of neonicotinoid insecticides in playa wetlands
and potential effects to waterfowl food sources
K.L. Kohl, Texas Tech Univ / TIEHH; J.F. Mudge, Univ of New
Brunswick Saint John / Biology; T. Bilbo, Texas Tech Univ; T.A. Anderson,
Texas Tech Univ / Environmental Toxicology; C.J. Salice, Towson Univ /
Biological Sciences Environmental Science
Neonicotinoids, a class of insecticides that preferentially bind to insect
nicotinic acetylcholine receptors, causing failure of neurons and insect
death, dominate the insecticide market both in agricultural and residential
use, representing nearly twenty-five percent of the global market. Watersoluble neonicotinoid insecticides pose a possible risk to invertebrate
communities in lakes and wetlands that depend on agricultural runoff
as an important water source. Playa wetlands are the dominant water
bodies in the High Plains and provide important seasonal habitats for
many migratory waterfowl species, including mallards, northern pintails
and green-winged teal, and the aquatic macroinvertebrate communities
residing in these ecosystems are key food sources for waterfowl. This study
seeks to improve understanding of the potential risks of neonicotinoids
to aquatic macroinvertebrates, and indirectly to the waterfowl consuming
them, by assessing the occurrence of neonicotinoids in sediment and water
samples in ephemeral playa wetlands. An additional objective of this study
was to evaluate the aquatic toxicity of neonicotinoids to mosquito larvae,
and determine how frequently the observed environmental neonicotinoid concentrations were above levels which are considered toxic to an
important waterfowl food source. We measured neonicotinoid concentrations in playa wetlands in West Texas over the course of one summer. We
also conducted 24, 48, and 72 hour toxicity tests for the commonly used
neonicotinoids clothianidin and thiamethoxam on fourth instar larvae of
Aedes aegypti. We observed mosquito mortality at neonicotinoid concentrations comparable to the higher end of concentrations observed in West
Texas playa wetlands. Although the focus of neonicotinoid research has
mainly been concerned with effects on pollinators, other potential impacts
of neonicotinoids, such as how declines in macroinvertibrate communities
may impact migratory waterfowl species, merit additional research.
WP162 Seed treatments as a source of current-use pesticides to the
environment
K.L. Smalling, M.L. Hladik, USGS; J. Teerlink, USGS / California Water
Science Center; K.M. Kuivila, USGS
The addition of materials to seeds to improve crop production has been
practiced for more than 4,000 years, and recently treatments containing
fungicides and insecticides to protect a variety of crops from pests and

fungal outbreaks have been introduced. Recent studies conducted by
the US Geological Survey documented the occurrence of pesticides in
surface water samples including the fungicide imazalil used primarily on
winter wheat, and three neonicotinoids insecticides (chlothianidin, imidacloprid and thiomethoxam), suggesting off-field transport of pesticides
from treated seeds. Detailed information on the fate of pesticides and
seed coating formulations associated with treated seeds has not yet been
described in the literature, and the relative contributions of these pesticides to the environment is unknown. The leaching of pesticides from
treated seeds through irrigation and/or precipitation is a likely source to
underlying groundwater and nearby surface water. Alternatively, sorption
to organic carbon (and minerals) in the soil has the potential to reduce
off-field transport, thereby increasing retention time in the soil, which
could have negative impacts on microbial communities. Laboratory
studies using 2 varieties of corn and 3 varieties of soybean seeds were
designed to characterize the leaching potential of pesticides associated
with treated seeds and subsequent sorption in different types of soil.
Initial experiments indicated that 24-71 % of the total available pesticide
mass was leached from the seeds after exposure to water for up to 24
hours, and pesticide leaching was inversely related to log Kow. Metalaxyl,
a fungicide present in all seeds tested, exhibited a range of partitioning
into the aqueous phase (33-65 %) indicating that the seed coatings and/
or other inert ingredients present in different seed types may play a role
in the partitioning behavior. The results of this study will contribute to
our understanding of the transport of pesticides from seed coatings to
surface and groundwater. Future studies will address effects of pesticides
on birds and upland fowl by direct ingestion of treated seeds and on soil
microbial/fungal communities in direct contact with planted seeds.
WP163 Response of a prairie zooplankton community following
exposure to the insecticide thiamethoxam in wetland mesocosms
C. Lobson, D. Seburn, Univ of Manitoba / Dept of Environment and
Geography; H. Vu, Univ of Winnipeg / Richardson College for the
Environment; M. White, Minnow Environmental; B. Hann, Univ of
Manitoba / Dept of Biological Sciences; C.S. Wong, Univ of Winnipeg /
Richardson College for the Environment; M.L. Hanson, Univ of Manitoba /
Dept of Environment and Geography
Thiamethoxam is a neonicotinoid insecticide that is measured consistently in wetlands across the Canadian Prairies. The effects of
thiamethoxam on non-target organisms in shallow wetland ecosystems
have not been well characterized. To this end, we characterized the
effects and recovery of a single-pulse application of thiamethoxam over a
range of concentrations of 0, 25, 50, 100, 250, and 500 μg?L-1 (n=3 each)
on a representative wetland zooplankton community in outdoor 3500-L
mesocosms. The mesocosms were sampled for zooplankton using activity
traps on days -7, -1, 1, 4, 7, 14, 28 and 56; and basic water chemistry
parameters, including the dissipation of thiamethoxam from the water
column, were measured over the same time frame. The mean half-life of
thiamethoxam across all treatments was four days in the water column,
with dissipation attributed to photolysis and some biotransformation, and
was below the detection limit (LOD= 0.08 μg?L-1) for most mesocosms
by day 56. There were no statistically significant differences from controls
in zooplankton abundance or diversity measures at any of the concentrations for any of the sample days. Based on this study, a significant
ecological hazard does not appear likely for wetland zooplankton with
regard to thiamethoxam at currently measured environmental concentrations on the Canadian Prairies.
WP164 Assessing the Effects of Thiamethoxam on Aquatic
Organisms in an Outdoor Microcosm Study
J. Overmyer, Syngenta Crop Protection LLC / Environmental Safety; P.F.
Hoekstra, Syngenta Canada / Regulatory and Biological Assessment; M.J.
Hamer, Syngenta
An outdoor pond microcosm study was conducted to investigate the
effects of thiamethoxam on communities of freshwater organisms.
The test systems were rectangular, varied-depth microcosms containing approximately 1300 L of water over 10 cm of sediment and stocked
with macrophytes and invertebrates. Communities were allowed to
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establish in the microcosms for a period of 12 weeks before test material
application. The replicated study design consisted of five treatments of
thiamethoxam formulated as a WG at nominal concentrations of 100,
30, 10, 3 and 1 µg ai/L and an untreated control. A single application of
thiamethoxam was made to the microcosms by direct addition followed
by thorough mixing to distribute the test material throughout the water
column. Physicochemical properties of the water and measurements of
phytoplankton, zooplankton and macroinvertebrate communities were
recorded for up to 93 days after application. Initial measured concentrations of thiamethoxam in the microcosms were between 81 and 130%
of nominal (mean 99%). Thiamethoxam concentrations declined rapidly
following application with treatment means ranging from 34% to 60% of
applied after 3 days. Concentrations were at or below 0.6 µg ai/L in all
microcosms after 21 days. Multivariate analysis was employed to identify
any treatment-related changes in community structure. Analysis of
variance was also used to look at population-level differences for selected
taxa; those not analysed were considered to be either too variable in
occurrence or not abundant enough to permit meaningful conclusions to
be drawn. No long-term effects on physicochemical parameters or communities of phytoplankton, zooplankton and macroinvertebrates were
observed at any of the treatment levels. An isolated effect on emerging
chironomids was observed at 100 µg ai/L. The rapid natural dissipation
of thiamethoxam in the microcosms as compared to laboratory-based
tests, where concentrations are maintained throughout the test, is the
likely explanation for effects seen in laboratory tests not being observed
in this study. The only statistically significant treatment related effect
was considered to be on chironomids at a single time-point at 100 µg
ai/L. As this effect was not considered to be ecologically relevant, 100 µg
ai/L was considered to be the No Observed Ecologically Adverse Effect
Concentration (NOEAEC) and 30 µg ai/L was defined as the overall
community No Observed Effect Concentration (NOEC).

propanil, and linuron), and trichlorocarbanilide (a chemical used in the
cosmetic industry as antibacterial and antifungal substance). 3,4-DCA
is a toxic compound detected in surface waters, which is of biological
concern because it tends to accumulate in the environment due to its low
biodegradability. In this study, the effects of 3,4-DCA were studied in
two ubiquitous microalgae: Scenedesmus incrassatulus and Ankistrodesmus
falcatus; these were selected because of their differences in the type of
growth (colonial vs. single cells), shape, and size (A. falcatus is larger
and has an acicular shape whereas S. incrassatulus grows as a coenobium
of paired cells). Axenic cultures of both strains were grown in EPA
medium and exposed separately to different 3,4-DCA concentrations
during 96 h to determine the IC50, following USEPA method 1003.0.
After this, both microalgae were exposed separately to selected 3,4-DCA
concentrations equivalent to the IC20, IC50, and IC70 during 96 h, determining the content of chlorophylls, carotenes, carbohydrates, lipids, and
protein. At the end of the test, we searched for morphological effects.
A. falcatus was more sensitive (IC50 = 0.341 mg L-1) than S. incrassatulus
(IC50 = 6.789 mg L-1). Photosynthetic pigments content was significantly
reduced by the two higher 3,4-DCA concentrations in both microalgae.
Macromolecules content was also significantly affected, but the pattern
was different in both species of microalgae. In A. falcatus, an increase in
protein content per cell was observed with all the 3,4-DCA concentrations, whereas in S. incrassatulus, a concentration-related decrease was
recorded. Morphological effects and affectation in the number of cells
per coenobium were also observed in S. incrassatulus. Results indicated
that the response of the studied phytoplankton algae to this toxicant is
species-dependent; hence, effects on species richness could be expected
when exposed to 3,4-DCA. Moreover, the high toxicity of this byproduct of herbicides and pharmaceuticals to algae is relevant; hence, effects
in the structure of aquatic communities could be expected. Therefore,
regulatory measures to prevent ecological effects are required.

WP165 Ecological risk assessment of neonicotinoids and other systemic pesticides on paddy field in Japan: a 3-year project
T.I. Hayashi, A. Kasai, National Inst for Environmental Studies; S.
Hisamatsu, Ehime Univ; J.E. Boulangé, H. Watanabe, Tokyo Univ of
Agriculture and Technology; K. Hidaka, Ehime Univ; K. Goka, National
Inst for Environmental Studies
In Japan, neonicotinoids mainly applied to rice paddy fields. There are
about 250000 km2 of paddy field in Japan, and these provide broad
wetland-like habitats for rural biological communities. Endemic biodiversity in Japan is realized on these paddy fields providing many species
with essential habitats to survive and reproduce. From the 1990s, the
use of systemic pesticides those are applied via nursery boxes for young
rice plant has been increasing in Japan. The shipping volume of these
pesticides in Japan increased to about 400 ton in 2011. Although the
application amount is getting huge, ecological risk of these pesticide,
especially those on biological community within paddy fields, has hardly
been assessed in Japan. Given the increased concern for ecological risk
of neonicotinoids and other pesticides in western countries and Japan,
we started a 3-year (2013-2015) project that consists of following 4
subprojects; (1) Ecotoxicological research by experimental paddy-field
mesocosm and laboratory exposure test. (2) Ecological field research
of real paddy fields those applied with different systemic pesticides. (3)
Development of compartment fate and transport models of systemic pesticides in paddy fields. (4) Integration of effect and exposure assessment
and development of management methods. In this project, we focused
on four popular systemic pesticides (clothianidin, imidachloprid, fipronil
and chlorantraniliprole) in Japan.

WP167 Use of Menidia berylina to determine impacts of exposure to
endocrine disrupting chemicals in the SSJ Delta
B. Cole, Univ of Califorina Davis; S.M. Brander, Univ of North Carolina
Wilmington / Dept of Biology and Marine Biology; K. Jeffries, Univ of
Califorina Davis; R.E. Connon, Univ of California Davis / School of
Veterinary Medicine; G.N. Cherr, Univ of Calfornia Davis / Bodega Marine
Laboratory
Populations of pelagic organisms in the Sacramento-San Joaquin (SSJ)
Delta and other estuaries have been declining for several decades. Fish
populations in estuarine areas are subjected to particularly high levels
of a wide range of anthropogenic disturbances due to large population centers near coasts. We aimed to determine effects of endocrine
disrupting chemicals (EDCs) on Inland Silverside, Menidia berylina,
and further develop this species as a model molecular and genetic species
for toxicological assessments. EDCs, on entering aquatic environments,
have the unintended consequence of interfering with the natural process
of hormone signaling or function. We have developed molecular and
biochemical tools for assessing these impacts in Menidia, a family that
is found in waterways throughout the US and can tolerate a wide range
of salinities and environmental conditions, thus making it an excellent
choice for studying EDCs. In this study we have monitored the changes
in gene expression and protein translation in wild populations of M. berylina in the SSJ Delta, near Sacramento, CA over the course of 2 years.
We also outplanted naive, lab-reared fish to sites in the SSJ Delta numerous times over the course of 1 year. Using a newly developed microarray
for Menidia, as well as quantitative PCR on a suite of endocrine-related
genes and ELISA to choriogenin protein, we have found that there are
significant changes in hormonally regulated gene and protein expression
in Silversides in the Delta, and that there is the potential for an impact
on fish populations. Results indicate that rivers throughout the SSJ Delta
elicited different responses, in terms of gene and protein expression,
from each other as well as from control fish. Results were indicative of
exposure to EDCs. There were impacts at all times of the year, however
the greatest disturbance was observed in the winter months. This is likely
due to increased runoff during the rainy season in that region. The incorporation of temporal aspects into the study was crucial to understanding

WP166 Comparing the sensitivity to 3,4-dichloroaniline of two
microalgae species. Analysis of biochemical and morphological effects
F. Martínez-Jerónimo, Escuela Nacional de Ciencias Biológicas IPN /
Laboratory of Experimental Hydrobiology; S. Guerra-Martínez, Inst
Politecnico Nacional / Dept of Zoology
3,4-Dichloroaniline (3,4-DCA ) is a chlorinated aniline widely used for
the synthesis of herbicides, azo dyes, and pharmaceuticals. This aromatic
amine is also a degradation byproduct of herbicides (such as diuron,
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the impacts of EDCs because the types of chemicals input into the Delta
change as different crops are grown and as weather conditions vary
throughout the year.
WP168 Multiple stressors over multiple generations: Assessing the
combined impact of climate change and endocrine disruptors
B. DeCourten, Univ of North Carolina Wilmington / Biology and Marine
Biology; R.E. Connon, Univ of California Davis / School of Veterinary
Medicine; S.M. Brander, Univ of North Carolina Wilmington / Dept of
Biology Marine Biology
Understanding anthropogenic environmental impacts such as climate change and pollution is essential for preserving biodiversity and
maintaining suitable water quality in aquatic ecosystems. As human
populations increase it is likely that these impacts will become increasingly prevalent. The pesticide bifenthrin is a known estrogenic endocrine
disrupting compound (EDC) found in urban and agricultural runoff.
Little is known about how elevated temperatures associated with climate
change may affect the estrogenic activity of bifenthrin. Organisms
with temperature dependent sex determination (TSD), such as Menidia
beryllina are particularly sensitive to both changes in temperature and
EDC exposure, which may be exacerbated by climate change. This study
investigates the combined effects of temperature and Bifenthrin exposure
on reproductive output in M. beryllina. Fish were exposed to bifenthrin,
ethinylestraodiol (EE2, positive control) and a solvent control at 22 C
and 30 C for 21 days prior to spawning trials. During spawning trials
fish were allowed to spawn for 48 hours. Eggs were removed and counted
to determine reproductive output and fertilization rates. We hypothesized that the reproductive output would decrease following bifenthrin
exposure, with higher temperatures showing the strongest effect. This
study will continue for multiple generations to determine if M. beryllina
are able to adapt to these stressors. Bifenthrin will likely have different
effects on sexual development depending on experimental temperatures in organisms with TSD, ultimately skewing the populations’ sex
ratio. We expect that a skewed sex ratio will result in further alteration
of reproductive output and fertilization rates. In addition, data will be
collected from each generation to assess gene expression, growth and
survival. Findings from this study can be used to assess the risk EDCs in
areas susceptible to temperature increases. Multigenerational studies are
necessary to determine the potential long term effects of chemical and
temperature exposures on wild fish populations.
WP169 Acute and chronic effects of the pesticide carbofuran to rotifer
Philodina roseola Ehrenberg , 1830
R.A. Moreira, A.S. Manzano, Federal Univ of Sao Carlos; M. Spadoto; O.
Rocha, Federal Univ of Sao Carlos
Aquatic ecosystems are currently subject to many threats as they are also
temporary or final recipients of large quantity and variety of pollutants.
In view of this, especially when there is close proximity between an
agro-ecosystem and aquatic environments, the risks of contamination
are eminent. The goals of this study were to evaluate the effects of acute
and chronic toxicity of Furadan® 350 SC, a commercial product whose
active ingredient is the carbofuran, using as test organism the species
Philodina roseola Ehrenberg, 1830 (Rotifera Bdelloidea). Toxicity tests
were carried out using the following nominal concentrations of the
product 48.22; 57.86; 69.43; 83.52 and 100 mg L- 1 for acute toxicity tests
and 0.04; 0.09; 0.19; 0.39; 0.78; 1.56 and 3.12 mg L- 1 for chronic toxicity tests. Acute toxicity tests were repeated 5 times and chronic toxicity
tests twice. The bioassays lasted 48 hours for acute tests with exposure
of 10 juveniles of P. roseola in each replicate and 4 days duration for the
chronic toxicity tests with juveniles individually exposed. The Trimmed
Spearman-Karber statistical program was used to estimate (EC50) and
data from chronic toxicity test were analyzed with the TOXSTAT 3.3
program. The average value for the EC50 - 48-h Furadan ® 350 SC
was 89.32 ± 6.52 mg L- 1 for the acute toxicity. For chronic toxicity,
our results evidenced the hormesis phenomena by increasing fecundity
for females exposed to 3.12 mg L-1 in the first test (F7, 68 = 10.513, P
< 0.05 and those exposed to the concentrations 1.56 and 3.12 mg L-1,

in the second test,which significantly stimulated egg producion (F7,
69 = 25.363, P < 0.05). Although P. roseola has not demonstrated high
sensitivity to the pesticide tested, when compared to other species, this
species was not immune to its toxic effects. Because Rotifera is a major
component group of zooplankton in most freshwater aquatic ecosystems
and due to the proven fact that a given species may be less sensitive to
a compound but extremely sensitive to others, P. roseola should be, in
future studies, subjected to further toxicity testing regarding numerous
toxic agents. We could conclude that the dose-response of P. roseola to
chronic exposure of this pesticide involved the occurrence of a different
type of hormesis, whose mode of action needs further investigation.
WP170 Comparative toxicity of insecticides, fungicides and herbicides widely used in the Pampas (Argentina) on the “Pejerrey”
(Odontesthes bonariensis)
V. López Aca, P.V. Gonzalez, Universidad Nacional de La Plata CONICET
/ Centro de Investigaciones del Medio Ambiente Facultad de Ciencias
Exactas; P. Carriquiriborde, Faculty of Exacts Sciences Unversidad Nacional
de La Plata / Chemistry
A marked agriculture intensification in the Pampas Argentina has been
observed in the last ten years. Such intensification was accompanied
of a shaped increased in the use of pesticide. In a recent SETAC-LA
workshop the need of information for local species was remarked. In the
present study the acute toxicity of 4 insecticides (endosulfan, chlorpyrifos, λ-cyhalothrine, imidacloprid), 2 fungicides (epoxiconazole,
tebuconazole) and 2 herbicides (atrazine, glyphosate), together with the
synergist piperonyl butoxide, all broadly used in the region were assessed
on the regionally emblematic species “Pejerrey” (Odontesthes bonariensis). Ninety-six hour standardized bioassay were run at least three times
using 15-30 day old fish in La Plata dechlorinated tap water. Mortality
was recorded and the 24, 48, 72, and 96h LC50 were estimated using
the Probit analysis. The toxicity (in µg/L a.i.) as the 48h LC50 (confident interval) for the nine assessed pesticides in decreasing order was
λ-cyhalothrine 0.09 (0.06-0.14), endosulfan 0.85 (0.47-3.80), chlorpyrifos 15.0 (5.21-179), epoxiconazole 1,170 (780-1,860), piperonyl butoxide
5,680 (3,310-9,740) and imidacloprid 166,000 (149,000-185,000). No
values were obtained for tebuconazole and the two herbicides at 48h.
Accordingly with the 96h LC50 the toxicity rank was λ-cyhalothrine
0.02 (0.010-0.023), endosulfan 0.29 (0.12-0.71), chlorpyrifos 1.73 (0.963.11), epoxiconazole 40 (5-150), piperonyl butoxide 740 (250-2,230),
tebuconazole 1,600 (640-3,990), atrazine 7,070 (5,540-9,020), imidacloprid 64,840 (52,450-80,160) and glyphosate 440,000 (25,600-876,700).
This information will be useful as input for ecotoxicological risk assessment of pesticides in the region as well as guide for conducting further
toxicological studies on pesticides with this emblematic species.
WP171 Baseline levels and trophic transfer of organochlorine pesticides in biota from a sub tropical floodplain in Africa
N.J. Smit, NorthWest Univ / Environmental Sciences and Management;
J.J. Van Vuren, C. Edwards, Univ of Johannesburg / Dept of Zoology; Y.
Ikenaka, Hokkaido Univ / Dept of Environmental Veterinary Sciences; M.
Ishizuka, Hokkaido Univ / Laboratory of Toxicology Dept of Environmental
Veterinary Sciences; J. Caramin, L. Bervoets, Univ of Antwerp / Dept of
Biology; V. Wepener, North-West Univ / Unit for Environmental Sciences
and Management
The present study aimed to evaluate the occurrence of organochlorine
pesticides (OCPs: DDT, HCH, chlordanes, HCB) in fish from the
subtropical Phongolo floodplain in North Eastern South Africa and to
investigate their trophic transfer through the aquatic food web using
nitrogen stable isotope ratios. To our knowledge studies on trophic
transfer and biomagnification profiles of OCPs using δ15N are scarce
in subtropical regions. Data were collected during September 2013 (low
flow period) and April 2014 (high flow period) from five fish species
representing different functional feeding groups. These were Oreochromis
mossambicus (omnivore), Clarias gariepinus (omnivore), Synodontis zambezensis (insectivore), Hydrocynus vittatus (piscivore) and Tilapia rendalii
(herbivore). All of these species are important in the local subsistance
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fishery. Fish were collected with electrofishing, small and large seine
nets, passive fyke net traps as well as fishing rods. Sampled fish were
temporarily kept in containers provided with battery operated air blowers to supply oxygen to the fish as they were transported back to a field
labortory for dissection. Muscle tissue samples were wrapped in aluminium, foil stored at -20°C and analysed for OCPs and stabile isotopes
following standard techniques. In general OCP levels in the fish were
low, with exception of total DDT levels found in Hydrocynus vittatus (11
ng/g ww) and HCB levels found in Tilapia rendalii (3.5 ng/g ww) both
from the April 2013 survey. Based on minimum risk level criteria formulated by ATSDR, the consumption of Synodontis zambezensis, Hydrocynus
vittatus and Tilapia rendalii,OCPs pose a potential risk to humans.
Stable isotope ratio data showed that as expected the piscivore, H. vittatus is at the highest trophic level, followed by S. zambezensis and C.
gariepinus. Surprisingly, the omnivorous O. mossambicus and herbivorous
T. rendalii, fell within the same trophic level, which warrants further
research into their feeding habits. Results on the trophic transfer of the
OCPs showed that with increasing trophic levels, a significant increase
in total DDT was observed. Trophic magnification factors were higher
than 1, indicating that biomagnification occurs through the trophic food
web. This study is the first of its kind from this region of Africa.
WP172 Pesticide pollution on the Bejucos River and its posible effects
on the squirrel Spermophilus adocetus
G. Barrera-Escorcia, Universidad Autonoma Metropolitana / Hidrobiologia;
M. Muñoz-Najera, Universidad Autonoma del Estado de Mexico /
Educacion para la salud
Population growth, industrial and agricultural development have
increased the demand for water resources and has affected their quality. The modification of natural conditions also affects wildlife that
depends on water resources. A study in the town of Bejucos, Tejupilco
Municipality, State of Mexico, was conducted to determine the pollution
level of the Bejucos River and the possible effects of contaminants on
the squirrel Spermophilus adocetus; agricultural and cattle raising activities are performed in the neighborhood as well as tourism and fishing.
Wastewater and garbage are deposited on two sites on the river. Water
was analyzed in contrasting seasons; physicochemical parameters and
nutrients (temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen, nitrites, nitrates, ammonia,
phosphorus, oxygen dioxide), as well as pollutants (detergents, paraquat,
2.4D, cadmium and sanitary quality) were determined; specimens of
squirrel were collected to obtain liver, testicle and ovarian tissues for
histological analysis. In those sites where wastewater and garbage are
deposited, nutrients and physicochemical parameters showed alterations.
In spite of low BOD levels, the water sanitary quality was bad. High concentrations of paraquat and 2,4D were detected. Squirrels collected in the
area of highest contamination of the river showed acute inflammation of
the liver and the presence of spermatids, sperm and oocytes that were not
present in the specimens from the rest of the sampling localities, which
did not show spermatogenesis. These results suggest a mismatch in the
reproductive development, possibly as a result of herbicide exposure.
WP173 Pesticide Stewardship Partnerships in Oregon: Using monitoring data to focus watershed improvements
L.A. Pillsbury, Oregon Dept of Environmental Quality / Laboratory
Environmental Assessment; K. Masterson, Oregon Dept of Environmental
Quality / Environmental Solutions; J. Crown, Oregon Dept of
Environmental Quality / Watershed Management; S. Riley, Oregon Dept of
Agriculture; A. Hamel, Oregon Dept of Environmental Quality / Laboratory
Environmental Assessment
The Pesticide Stewardship Partnerships are on-going monitoring programs in 7 watersheds in the State of Oregon. In 2013, water samples
collected from 35 sampling stations were analyzed for more than 120
different pesticides. Stations were sampled frequently during local spray
application seasons. On average, watersheds with the majority of land
use as forested or single crop agriculture showed the lowest number of
unique chemicals detected. In contrast, mixed use and high crop diversity watersheds had the highest number of unique chemicals detected. In
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these watersheds, more than 60% of samples contain 5 or more different pesticides. One watershed had 45 different pesticides detected in
2013. Herbicides are the most frequently detected group. In 2013, the
detection frequencies for 2,6-dichlorobenzamide (dichlobenil degradate) and diuron were 62% and 59%, respectively, across all watersheds
sampled. Commonly detected insecticides include carbaryl, imidacloprid, and chlorpyrifos. Although the analyte list is limited with respect
to fungicides, propiconazole, pyraclostrobin and chlorothalonil were
found. In some cases, concentrations of individual pesticides approach
or exceed aquatic life benchmarks. However, most often, pesticides exist
as mixtures with more than one being detected at a single location at
levels typically below relevant standards or benchmarks. Concentrations
also vary through the season with application rates and schedules.
This program is based on partnerships between the Department of
Environmental Quality, other state agencies, and local groups and its
goal is measurable environmental improvements in the watersheds. The
implementation of voluntary actions such as best management practices
by growers, educational outreach to the public, and pesticide collection events lead to these improvements. The success of this program has
been demonstrated in single commodity agricultural locations, with
significant reductions in concentrations of chlorpyrifos, malathion, and
diuron occurring after monitoring began. This success has recently led to
its expansion. In 2014, two new watersheds will be added and sediment
and groundwater samples will be collected on a limited basis. Additional
analytes will be added including pyrethroids in sediment and glyphosate
in water. Agencies are focusing their efforts on strategies for producing
measurable water quality improvements in watersheds with a complex
array of intensive land uses.
WP174 Strategies for reducing toxicity in stormwater and agriculture
runoff
B.S. Anderson, B.M. Phillips, Univ of California Davis / Dept of
Environmental Toxicology; J. Voorhees, Univ of California Davis / MPSL
Environmental Toxicology; M. Petersen, Univ of California Davis; J. Rego,
Univ of Califorina Davis; K. Siegler, R.S. Tjeerdema, Univ of California
Davis / Environmental Toxicology; M. Cahn, Univ of California Davis /
UC Cooperative Extension; R. Budd, California EPA / Dept of Pesticide
Regulation
The State of California has incorporated aquatic toxicity monitoring into
programs designed to regulate storm water and agriculture irrigation
runoff. Evidence to date has suggested that much of the toxicity detected
in these two sources of non-point source pollution is due to current use
pesticides. As sources of these pesticides are identified, regional water
quality regulators are encouraging development and adoption of management practices to reduce loading of pesticides and other contaminants
in runoff, with the goal of having non-toxic surface waters. Practices
investigated for treating irrigation runoff in row crop agriculture include
vegetated drainage ditches, compost mats, and activated carbon. In
trials with simulated runoff dosed with 3 ug/L chlorpyrifos, pesticide
concentrations were reduced 25% with compost, 82% with vegetation,
and 96% with carbon. Trials combining these practices will be evaluated
to determine whether chlorpyrifos can be reduced below 25 ng/L, the
regulatory goal for this pesticide based on toxicity to Ceriodaphnia dubia.
Methods to reduce contaminant loading in urban storm water include
treating parking lot run-off with bioswales. Preliminary assessments of
bioswales in three urban settings showed that storm water toxicity to the
amphipod Hyalella azteca was significantly reduced after treatment with
these structures. While the bioswales were effective at reducing metals,
particulates and some organic chemical constituents, some current use
pesticides were not reduced. For example, the phenylpyrazole fipronil
and it’s degradates were not reduced by the bioswales. These results
demonstrate the efficacy of management practices to reduce toxicity
associated with non-point source pollution and suggest areas where
refinement of techniques may be required to address emerging chemical
classes such as phenylpyrazoles and neonicotinoids.
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WP175 Does habitat management explain multi-scale biodiversity
patterns in altered ecosystems?
J.G. Suski, Texas Tech Univ / Dept of Biological Sciences; C.J. Salice, Towson
Univ / Biological Sciences Environmental Science; C.M. Swan, Univ of
Maryland Baltimore County / Dept of Geography and Environmental Science
Urban environments continue to expand, and alter environmental
characteristics that can serve as novel habitat at different spatial scales.
Stormwater ponds are common in urban landscapes, and serve as
functional habitat for many organisms. Humans often manage ponds for
aesthetic reasons, but the implications of such management for biodiversity are unknown. Aquashade is a registered pesticide that absorbs
sunlight within the water column to inhibit primary production and is
added to many ponds to improve clarity. Ponds also receive nutrients
from fertilized yards, parks and waterfowl feces. We were interested in
the zooplankton community dynamics of managed ponds, where nutrient loading is likely occurring and primary productivity is limited due to
Aquashade application. We hypothesized that: (1) Aquashade acts as an
environmental filter that constrains zooplankton community composition by altering their food base, (2) nutrients increase primary production
in the absence of Aquashade, altering composition of zooplankton, and
(3) dispersal increases local zooplankton diversity but decreases compositional turnover among ponds. To address our hypotheses we conducted
a full-factorial experiment using mesocosms with two Aquashade
treatments (present, absent), two nutrient treatments, (supplemented,
unsupplemented) and two dispersal treatments (dispersal, no-dispersal).
Our results suggest Aquashade and dispersal increase local diversity, but
decreases compositional shifts of zooplankton communities between
ponds. Management of algae significantly through use of Aquashade
constrains assemblage structure in space and may enhance local diversity,
but reduce compositional turnover among ponds, suggesting a mechanism by which diversity is maintained in built ecosystems.

Interactive Platform: Current-Use Pesticides – Our
Evolving Understanding of Occurrence, Toxicity and
Ecological Effects
WP176 New paradigms to evaluate the fate of modern pesticides used
in urban and suburban environments: Where we’ve been and where do
we need to go
K. Armbrust, Louisiana State Univ / Environmental Sciences School of the
Coast and Environment
Pesticides used in urban and suburban settings are continuing to evolve
as new classes of compounds become available. At the same time the
population is continuing to increase on a percentage basis within urban
and suburban areas in general, and specifically within coastal areas.
Generally a suburban use pattern (e.g. turf and ornamental label) in
not enough to carry the market for a particular compound so products
used in suburban settings are typically “add-on” labels to the primary
market for the particular active ingredient. As an example, atrazine is
the common herbicide found in “Weed-and-Feed” products used on
southern lawns, however its major market use is as a corn herbicide.
Additionally, as a product nears the end of its patent life it is not uncommon to begin to see these new uses in suburban settings. Various issues
arising from the use of products in these settings can have unintentional
consequences. For example accumulation of certain auxin turf herbicides
in grass have been shown to cause damage to shrubs and trees when
the clippings from turf or manure from cattle feeding on treated hay is
used have been used in mulches. Previous research with chlorothalonil
and chlorpyrifos has shown that uses of these products in the unique
manufactured environments of residential lawns and golf course greens
can lead to situations where relatively large quantities are transported
into aquatic ecosystems on a consistent basis, resulting in consistent
detections of these compounds and their degradation products in receiving waters and sediment. New evaluation methods for measuring fate
processes in thatch, within sediment-water systems incorporating sunlight, as well as in seawater can be useful to better characterize the fate

of newer modern pesticides in inland and coastal areas. Such research
is timely and can be applicable to non-pesticidal products (e.g. pharmaceutical and personal care products) was well as the human population
density is dramatically increasing within global coastal environments.
WP177 Comparative Toxicity Assessments of Current-Use Pesticides
in Estuarine Biota
M.H. Fulton, National Ocean Service / NOS/NCCOS/CCEHBR; M.E.
DeLorenzo, NOAA / NOS/NCCOS/CCEHBR; P.B. Key, K.W. Chung,
National Ocean Service / NOS/NCCOS/CCEHBR
Significant amounts of insecticides, herbicides and fungicides are used
in the coastal zone for mosquito control and on crops, lawns, home gardens, and golf courses. Pesticides have the potential to reach the aquatic
environment through spray drift, nonpoint source runoff, misapplication, or the leaching of antifouling pesticides from boat hulls. In order to
holistically evaluate the potential effects of these compounds in estuarine
ecosystems, the toxicity potential of these compounds must be evaluated
in species representing diverse taxa and trophic levels. In this study, we
examined the comparative toxicity of 12 individual current-use pesticides
representing six different chemical classes (triazine herbicide, chlorinated
fungicide, conazole fungicide, pyrethroid insecticide, neonicotinoid
insecticide, phenylpyrazole insecticide) in three model estuarine organisms: larval and adult grass shrimp (Palaemonetes pugio), the juvenile hard
clam (Mercenaria mercenaria), and a green algae (Dunaliella tertiolecta)
using standard 96 h laboratory bioassay protocols. Results indicated
species-specific differences in sensitivity, with herbicides having the
greatest toxicity to algae and insecticides having the greatest toxicity to
grass shrimp. Differences in toxicity were found between larval and adult
life stages of the grass shrimp. The presence of sediment in grass shrimp
exposures generally decreased pesticide toxicity. The data yielded some
pesticides with a wide range of toxicity across taxa (e.g. irgarol, a triazine
antifoulant), whereas other pesticides had more similar toxicity across
taxa (e.g. chlorothalonil, a chlorinated fungicide). A comparative hazard
assessment was conducted for all compounds and species using the
toxicity data and estimated environmental concentrations. The findings
demonstrate the importance of multi-species testing in the development
of risk assessments for current-use pesticides in coastal waters.
WP178 Marine Test Species Sensitivity Study to Pulsed Salinity
Exposures, Pyrethroid Pesticides, and Copper in an Area of Special
Biological Significance
P. Arth, A. Cibor, Nautilus Environmental / Aquatic Toxicology; C.
Stransky, AMEC Earth Environmental / Aquatic Sciences; R. Kolb, City of
San Diego / Transportation Storm Water; D. Wells, A. Sonksen, City of San
Diego
Previous studies to evaluate receiving water impacts in an open coast
rocky intertidal area referred to as Devil’s Slide in La Jolla, California
provided valuable information indicating that water quality conditions
are supportive of sensitive biological communities in the nearshore
environment, even during large storm events. The greatest potential
impact in this designated Area of Special Biological Significance (ASBS)
appears to be related to runoff which directly affects intertidal communities for short durations while the tide is low. Potential stressors include
a combination of low salinity and chemical constituents in the runoff.
Pyrethroid pesticides and copper have been identified as constituents
of primary concern based on measured concentrations in storm water
runoff and concentrations in a tide pool that is inundated with fresh
water at low tide. There is a substantial lack of toxicity data documenting the effects of pyrethroids to marine species. There is also a general
lack of data on the duration of freshwater and toxicant exposure that
marine species can tolerate in pulses. This study expands upon the prior
screening level assessments conducted at Nautilus Environmental to
better refine dose tolerances under varying timed exposure scenarios. A
better understanding of the tolerance of marine species to these pulsed
exposures is critical to understanding whether freshwater alone, or in
combination with toxicants such as copper and pyrethroid pesticides may
be problematic for intertidal communities. This information is also critical to better understand toxic responses observed using more realistic in
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situ monitoring methods as opposed to laboratory testing where samples
can be salted before testing, and exposures occur continuously to a condition that is only transient in the environment during storm water runoff.
WP179 Bifenthrin as endocrine disruptor in fishes: effects at the
molecular, reproductive, and population levels
S.M. Brander, Univ of North Carolina Wilmington / Dept of Biology
Marine Biology; K. Jeffries, B. Cole, Univ of Califorina Davis; B.
DeCourten, Univ of North Carolina Wilmington / Biology and Marine
Biology; J.W. White, Univ of North Carolina Wilmington; N.A. Fangue,
Univ of California Davis; R.E. Connon, Univ of California Davis / School
of Veterinary Medicine
Bifenthrin, now one of the most commonly used pyrethroid pesticides, is
known to act as both an estrogen receptor agonist and antagonist at the
pptr concentrations commonly present in aquatic ecosystems. As such,
our work with Menidia beryllina, an established estuarine model species
that frequently encounters pyrethroids in stormwater run-off and effluent,
seeks to further elucidate the mechanisms by which environmentally
relevant concentrations of bifenthrin interfere with endocrine signaling in
fish and to link this to changes at higher biological scales. At the molecular level, we conducted 14d exposures with juveniles (60 day old) to three
pptr concentrations of bifenthrin (0.5, 5, 50 ng/L) and evaluated global
gene expression via an oligo array specifically designed for M. beryllina.
At the reproductive level, we exposed adult M. beryllina to 0.5 ng/L
bifenthrin for 21 days, collecting eggs each morning. Analytical chemistry was conducted to confirm all exposure concentrations. Analyses of
oligo array results and of qPCR for specific genes indicates that low pptr
concentrations of bifenthrin causes significant differential expression of
genes related to reproduction and immune function, with indications
that longer term exposure could lead to carcinogenesis. Mechanistically,
it appears that bifenthrin alters sterodogenesis with more specific effects
on estrogen and androgen signaling. These findings are supported by
results of the 21 day spawning assay, which resulted in a 30% reduction
(ANOVA, p < 0.05) in fertilized egg output from bifenthrin-treated
animals. Modeling approaches predict that such a perturbation would
cause a significant decline in a putative population over time, dependent
on the degree of masculinization or feminization potentially caused by
bifenthrin exposure. Currently work is underway to determine whether
M. beryllina exposed during the larval period of sex determination have
an altered sex ratio upon adulthood. This suite of experiments will quantify the impact of bifenthrin on multiple life stages and allow for better
ecological risk assessment of this now ubiquitous pesticide.
WP180 Maternal transfer of pyrethroid pesticides in dolphins from
Brazil
M.B. Alonso, Biophysics Inst Federal Univ of Rio de Janeiro Brazil
/ Radioisotopes lab; M. Feo, IDAEA CSIC Barcelona; C. Corcellas,
IDAEA / Dept of Environmental Chemistry; C. Bertozzi, J. Marigo,
Projeto Biopesca; L. Flach, Projeto BotoCinza; A. Meirelles, V. Carvalho,
AQUASIS; A. Azevedo, J. Lailson-Brito, Rio de Janeiro State Univ /
Aquatic Mammal and Bioindicator Laboratory; J.P. Torres, O. Malm,
Federal Univ of Rio de Janeiro / Biophysics Inst; E. Eljarrat, IDAEA-CSIC
/ Dept of Environmental Chemistry; D. Barcelo, IIQAB-CSIC / Dept of
Environmental Chemistry
Pyrethroids are hydrophobic pesticides that are applied in agriculture
as well as for consumer purposes, e.g. for vector control, in gardens,
for pets and other domesticated animals. Previous studies suggested
carcinogenic, neurotoxic, immunosuppressive and reproductive potential toxicity from pyrethroids exposure in mammals. The aim of this
work was to investigate the occurrence of pyrethroid insecticides in
samples of mother-fetus pairs of Franciscana and Guiana dolphins from
Brazilian coast, South Atlantic. This is the first attempt to determine
the levels of these emerging pollutants in marine mammals in order to
verify the maternal transfer. Trace pyrethroid analysis was performed
using GC-NCI–MS–MS. Pyrethroids were detected in all 44 samples
analyzed in this study, which included blubber and muscle of female and
fetus, as well as placenta, milk and umbilical cord tissue. The highest concentration was found in the muscle of a fetus (6,640 ng/g lipid),
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followed by the blubber of the same individual (1,970 ng/g lw) and in
the placenta and cordon (1,810 ng/g/lw and 1,080 ng/g lw, respectively).
It is interesting to note that the concentration in foetuses blubber were
one order of magnitude higher than that measured in mothers’ blubber
(p< 0.01), leading us to believe that calves would probably be subject to
the toxic effects of these pesticides during their development. Across
the various tissues analysed, pyrethroid concentrations were highest in
muscle (p< 0.01), a fact that had never been described before for mammals. Total pyrethroid concentrations were inversely proportional to lipid
content of the samples. Permethrin was predominant, detected in 98% of
the dolphin tissues samples from Brazilian coast at concentrations ranging from below LOD (a blubber sample from a mother) to 5,280 ng/g lw
(a muscle sample from a fetus), followed by cypermethrin (up to 890 ng/g
lw). We hypothesized that pyrethroids are more easily transferred from
blubber of the mother to the offspring compared with transfer from the
mother’s muscle tissue. These data showed that high levels of pyrethroids
could be transferred from mothers to fetus during pregnancy in dolphins.
WP181 Fipronil Water Pollution and Its Urban Sources
K.D. Moran, TDC Environmental LLC
Urban insect control market changes, partly in response to regulatory
actions addressing widespread aquatic toxicity from pyrethroid insecticides, are causing professional and non-professional pesticide users to
shift to new pesticide chemicals. The first alternative to pyrethroids to
gain significant urban market share in California is fipronil. California
fipronil sales nearly tripled from 2003 to 2011. Recent monitoring
has revealed the presence of fipronil and its degradates in urban runoff, municipal wastewater treatment plant effluent, and in both water
and sediment in rivers, streams, and estuaries. Measured fipronil and
degradate concentrations are reaching—and in some cases exceeding—
concentrations known to cause toxicity to sensitive aquatic organisms.
In California, fipronil is used for structural pest control and pet treatments; it is not approved for agricultural use. Except in the Coachella
Valley (Palm Springs region), fipronil may not be used on landscaping in
California. Based on fipronil use patterns, urban drainage designs, monitoring data, and environmental fate data, the most likely source (outdoor
structural pest control) and pathways for fipronil to move into urban
runoff are relatively clear. Further exploration is needed to determine the
major source for fipronil flowing into municipal wastewater treatment
plants, which may relate to pet treatments and/or structural pest control
applications, uses not typically considered likely to entail discharges to
the sewer system.
WP182 Occurrence of Current Use Pesticides in the Atmosphere of
Agricultural Regions
R.J. Raina-Fulton, Univ of Regina / Dept of Chemistry Biochemistry;
N. Alzahrani, Univ of Regina / Chemistry Biochemistry; N. Dunn, Univ
of Regina / Dept of Chemistry Biochemistry; E. Smith, L. Yang, Univ of
Regina / Chemistry Biochemistry
There are over 500 pesticides currently registered for use in North
America and they have the potential to be transported long distances
in the atmosphere in the particle and gas phase. This presentation will
highlight some of the challenges searching for pesticides and their
transformation products up in the atmosphere. The current study began
a new phase in 2012 to examine the occurrence of current use pesticides
in the atmosphere in three agricultural regions including the Lower
Fraser Valley and Okanagan Valley in British Columbia, and Prairies.
Due to the need to examine transport of pesticides on a regional and
long-range atmospheric transport scale and often similarities between
Canadian and United States agricultural regions in close proximity
to each other we also included sampling sites in the United States in
Washington, Montana, and North Dakota. A description of the 11 field
sites across these agricultural regions in North America will be provided
along with preliminary data from selected sites. Key pesticides found in
the atmosphere have included carbaryl, diuron, chlorpyrifos, malathion,
diazinon, endosulfan, pre-emergent herbicides (in prairies), azoles, and
pyrethroids. We observed atmospheric levels of carbaryl in regions with
orchards and vinyards up to 10400 pg/m3 with highest levels in early
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June coinciding with period of application for apple thinning. Suprisingly
we also observed in the Canadian Okanagan region significant levels
of diuron in the atmosphere which is not used locally or regionally and
examination of other potential sources is underway. Also presented will
be long term seasonal trends in selected regions for organophosphorus
pesticides or pre-emergent herbicides (trifluralin, triallate, ethalfluralin) with updates on annual shifts in atmospheric concentrations. For
some pesticides we have observed changes in atmospheric concentration
seasonal maximum (both time of season and magnitude) with changes
in growing season as expected with climate shifts. Atmospheric levels of
endosulfan are higher in western agricultural regions than in the prairies
and some more recent data currently under analysis will be presented. In
addition preliminary information on the analysis of neoniciotinoids and
pyrethroid pesticides in atmospheric samples will also be presented.
WP183 Dust particles as a source for pesticide contamination of
urban streams
J. Gan, Univ of California Riverside / Dept of Environmental Science; J.
Richards, Univ of California Riverside; W. Jiang, California Environmental
Protection Agency / Dept of Pesticide Regulation
Pesticides are heavily used in urban environments for pest management. The urban applications of pesticides have been shown to lead to
offsite transport through runoff, contributing to contamination of urban
surface waters and adverse ecological effects. Many studies to date have
shown that urban use pesticides, such as pyrethroids and fipronil, occur
ubiquitously in urban streams and sediments. Further studies have demonstrated that the main transport process consists of pesticides associated
with dust particles. Therefore, two separate dust surveys were conducted
in residential areas of Riverside, CA and Orange County, CA, to
determine the distribution of nine pyrethroids, and fipronil and its three
degradates in street dust during different times of the year. At 60 houses,
dust samples were taken by vacuuming a known area of the driveway, the
street next to the gutter, and the sidewalk next to the lawn. Dust samples
were weighed, extracted through repeated sonication, and analyzed via
GC-MS/MS. At least one pesticide was detected in 99% of the dust
samples collected, with 75% of the samples containing 5 or more pesticides. For the pyrethroids, bifenthrin was the most commonly detected
followed by permethrin, cyfluthrin, and cypermethrin. Fipronil and
its degradates were less widely detected, with the degradation products
often being found at higher concentrations than the parent compound. In
general, temporal trends showed increasing pesticide concentrations in
dust throughout the spring, summer, and fall with the largest concentrations occurring just before winter rains. We further carried out controlled
experiments to determine the origination of pesticides in dust particles,
by treating clean concrete surfaces with pesticides and then exposing the
treated concrete surfaces with dust particles, dosing dust particles and
contacting them with clean concrete surfaces, and treating dusty surfaces
with pesticides. The treated surfaces were analyzed for pesticides in the
dust as well as potential for generating pesticide-contaminated runoff.
We will provide a summary overview of our findings to highlight the
importance of dust particles as carriers of pesticides in residential runoff.
Our findings suggest that mitigation practices for reducing pesticide
runoff should consider dust abatement or retention.

Challenges Facing the Next Generation of Risk
Assessment
WP184 Chemical activity for integrated chemical assessment
J.A. Arnot, ARC Arnot Research & Consulting / Dept of Physical
Environmental Science; P. Mayer, Technical Univ of Denmark / Dept
of Environmental Engineering; S.N. Schmidt, Aarhus Univ / Dept of
Environmental Science; J.M. Armitage, Univ of Toronto Scarborough / Dept
of Physical and Environmental Sciences; T. Gouin, Unilever / Safety and
Environmental Assurance Centre; L.S. McCarty, LS McCarty Scientific
Research Consulting; D. Mackay, Trent Univ

Regulations are being applied to evaluate thousands of chemicals for
their potential hazard, exposure and risk to ecological receptors and
humans. It is not feasible to measure all chemicals for all toxicological
endpoints and there is a recognized need to reduce animal testing. It is
also not possible to measure and monitor all chemicals in all physical
and biological compartments in the environment for exposure and risk
assessment. Models and Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationships
(QSARs) are required to screen and prioritize chemicals and complement toxicity testing and monitoring programs. Screening methods
include the traditional application of a wide variety of Persistent,
Bioaccumulation and Toxicity (PBT) criteria against measured and
predicted chemical properties. New alternative methods include high
throughput in vitro methods for hazard-based prioritization (e.g., Tox21,
ToxCast) and multi-media mass balance exposure models for exposurebased prioritization (e.g., ExpoCast, ExpoDat), and the results combined
for risk-based prioritization. There are challenges using various measures
and extrapolating in vitro toxicity data for risk assessment and the variety
of programs, methods, units and criteria has created a quagmire for
chemical assessment. Here we show how chemical activity can be used
to simplify and integrate hazard, exposure and risk assessment including in vitro and in vivo testing for biological perturbations (effects) and
monitoring and mass balance models for exposure. Chemical activity
relates to chemical concentration, fugacity, and chemical potential and
it is also an equilibrium criterion. Understanding the equilibrium status
of a chemical is particularly insightful when interpreting chemical levels
in multimedia systems such as the environment and in in vitro and in
vivo laboratory testing. Following the proposed activity-based framework
all hazard (in vitro, in vivo toxicity) data and monitoring (exposure) are
expressed in the same units as a “common currency” thus facilitating the
application of information across media and assessment objectives. We
also show how the chemical activity approach can be incorporated into
additional initiatives (e.g., adverse outcome pathways), thus integrating
key sources of information used in ecotoxicology and human health in a
cohesive common framework.
WP185 Reproducibility of Chemical Potency Across Orthogonal In
Vitro High Throughput Screening Assays
E.E. Yost, North Carolina State Univ / National Center for Environmental
Assessment; L. Burgoon, USEPA / National Center for Environmental
Assessment
Recent high throughput in vitro chemical screening (HTS) initiatives
(e.g., ToxCast and Tox21) may be used to support future human and
environmental risk assessments. Adverse outcome pathways (AOPs)
will serve as a scaffold to achieve these goals. To support risk assessment using the AOP framework, we envision the use of orthogonal
HTS assays, which are multiple assays that measure a molecular or
cellular key event in different ways. Orthogonal assays provide weight
of evidence for chemical perturbation of a key event within an AOP,
and may be used to infer the associated dose. However, to be useful, the
uncertainty associated with the potency measures by orthogonal assays
must be understood. Here, a pilot study was conducted to examine the
reproducibility of chemical potency across a suite of orthogonal assays
at the same key event, focusing initially on chemicals that perturb the
estrogen signaling pathway via binding and transactivation of the human
estrogen receptor alpha (hERα). The NCBI PubChem database was
used to identify potencies of 11 different chemicals in three orthogonal
assays: 1) a radioligand binding assay that reports binding to the ligand
binding domain (LBD) of the hERα; 2) a cell-based assay (Invitrogen
ER-alpha-UAS-bla GripTite™) that reports activation of an hERα
LBD/Gal4 DNA binding domain fusion protein; and 3) a cell-based
assay (BG1-Luc-4E2) that reports activation of endogenous full-length
hERα. Variability in the reported potencies for each chemical was characterized by the residuals, with a mean calculated residual of -3.4x10-16
across chemicals. Bootstrap analysis indicated that, overall, potencies
within a chemical were largely reproducible across assays, with a mean
estimated residual of 5.8x10-3 (95% confidence interval from -1.6 to
2.1). Note that reproducible assays should have a mean estimated residual
close to 0. While the sample size of this pilot was small, these data
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provide suggestive evidence that these orthogonal assays may be able to
estimate a quantitative hazard level with relatively little uncertainty. We
are expanding the scope of our work based on these results to include
more chemicals and additional key events in other biological pathways.
The views expressed in this abstract are those of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect the views or policies of the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency. Mention of trade names or commercial products does
not constitute endorsement or recommendation for use.
WP186 Concerned about the T in PBT? Ask what fugacity and activity can do for you!
D. Mackay, Trent Univ; J.A. Arnot, ARC Arnot Research & Consulting /
Dept of Physical Environmental Science; T. Gouin, Unilever / Safety and
Environmental Assurance Centre; P. Mayer, Technical Univ of Denmark /
Dept of Environmental Engineering; S.N. Schmidt, Aarhus Univ / Dept of
Environmental Science; J.M. Armitage, Univ of Toronto Scarborough / Dept
of Physical and Environmental Sciences
The poster will take a novel and unconventional Q &A structure by
posing a number of questions and responding with answers in the form
of text illustrated by figures and numerical examples. Paper copies of the
poster will be available for later “take-home” study. It will address the
following questions: Q. What are fugacity and chemical activity? A. We
present definitions and explanations Q. How are they related to concentrations? A. Explanation of how partition coefficients, vapor pressure and
solubilities are used to obtain Z values enabling concentrations to be converted to fugacities and activities. We show numerically the conversion
from concentration to fugacity and then to activity. Q. How is activity
related to toxicity and who figured this out? A. Outline the “Ferguson
hypothesis” based on the earlier narcosis work of Overton and Meyer.
Q. Does this apply to all toxic modes of action? A. Show how activity
is directly related to toxicity, but for other modes of action additional
information is needed. Q. Does it apply to ions? A. We explain the difference between chemical activity for organics and ionic activity for ions.
Q. What organisms have been tested to demonstrate this relationship?
A. We provide a list. Q. Can mixtures be addressed? A. Give an example
of a successful application to PAHs. Q. Can activity help in monitoring
contaminant levels in the lab and the environment by passive sampling?
A. We describe the applications of passive sampling phases to measuring
activities. Q. I have some multimedia monitoring data for a chemical.
How can I calculate media fugacities and activities and their proximity to
toxic levels? A. We give an example Q. Where can I get more information? A. We provide a comprehensive list of references and other sources.

Advancing Adverse Outcome Pathways for
Integrated Toxicology and Regulatory Applications
WP187 Conceptualizing Adverse Outcome Pathways for
Cyclooxygenase Inhibitors
A.C. Mehinto, Southern California Coastal Water Research Project / Dept
of Toxicology; N.D. Denslow, Univ of Florida / Physiological Sciences;
D.L. Villeneuve, USEPA / Mid Continent Ecology Division; G.T. Ankley,
USEPA / National Health and Environmental Effects Research Laboratory;
D. Martinovic, Univ of Saint Thomas
Prostaglandins are a class of hormones important for the regulation of
gonadal steroidogenesis and ovulation in vertebrates. In fish they are
also used as pheromones; they are released by ovulating females and
are important for the initiation and synchronization of male reproductive behaviors. Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory pharmaceuticals are
designed to inhibit cyclooxygenase (COX) enzymes which catalyze prostaglandin synthesis. Effects of COX inhibitors on fish physiology, and
molecular mechanisms of their action (MOA) are not well understood.
In the present study, we examined effects of a waterborne, short-term
exposure (96 h) to three COX inhibitors (indomethacin (IN), ibuprofen
(IB) and celecoxib (CX)) on gene expression in the ovaries of sexually
mature fathead minnows (n=8), using commercially available oligonucleotide microarrays (4 x15K platform). Differentially expressed genes were
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identified (t-test, p < 0.01), and functional analyses performed to determine enriched Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG)
pathways and Gene Ontology (GO) categories. When compared to
control, exposure to IB and CX resulted in differential expression of
comparable numbers of genes (IB = 433, CX= 545). In contrast, 2558
genes were differentially expressed in IN-treated fish. Despite the small
number of differentially expressed genes in common (n=24), these genes
enriched seven common biological processes; two of these are known
to be modulated by prostaglandins - sodium ion transport and muscle
contraction. KEGG pathway analyses show that INDO had extensive
effects on oocyte meiosis and muscle contraction processes, which is
consistent with physiological roles of prostaglandins in the fish ovary.
Transcriptomic data was congruent with apical endpoint data - INDO
caused severe suppression in plasma prostaglandin F2 alpha concentrations, and reduced ovarian COX activity, whereas IBU and CELE did
not. Ovulation status, chemical treatment, and their interaction did not
have statistically significant effect on circulating vitellogenin. These findings will be used for development of adverse outcome pathways for this
important, yet understudied, class of endocrine-active chemicals.
WP188 AOPs and Reverse Toxicokinetics: Estimating Internal Dose
Metrics from Environmental Exposures
I.R. Schultz, Battelle Northwest Laboratories / Marine Science Laboratory
Ecotoxicology Group; W. Hayton, The Ohio State Univ
Understanding chemical dosimetry in addition to dose-response relationships is an important part of the AOP process. Reverse toxicokinetics
(TK) is the process of estimating hypothetical environmental exposures
necessary to achieve a specific target organ concentration of adverse
concern. For many contaminants that lack animal test data, reverse TK
analysis will need to rely on QSAR and readily obtainable physiological information along with in vitro based approaches to estimate target
organ dosimetry. Previously, we studied the TK of the lipophilic herbicide Trifluralin (TF) in fish with a focus on allometric, interspecies and
environmental (temperature, hypoxia) effects. Our approach has been
to characterize the uptake, distribution and excretion of TF using water
exposures, intravascular dosing and compartmental models. This allowed
quantitative estimation of important TK parameters such as uptake
clearance, apparent volume of distribution and clearance due to biotransformation and non-metabolic pathways. Allometric studies used rainbow
trout varying in body size from 0.2 – 3400 g. Interspecies differences
used seven different freshwater species of similar body size and exposure
conditions. Environmental effects were studied in sheepshead minnows, an estuarine species tolerant of wide extremes of water conditions.
This included temperature extremes (10oC – 35oC), salinity extremes
(up to 60 PPT) and mild to severe hypoxia (25-40% oxygen saturation). The in vivo results were then compared to separately measured
oxygen consumption rates, total lipid content, plasma protein binding
and in vitro biotransformation rates obtained from liver homogenates,
to evaluate whether these physiological and biochemical parameters
along with published physicochemical properties of TF can be used to
predict differences in the in vivo determined toxicokinetic parameters.
The strongest correlations were observed between uptake clearance and
oxygen consumption and metabolic clearance and in vitro biotransformation estimates. Predicting the volume of distribution was difficult in part
because changes in total body lipid content did not consistently reflect
changes in distribution or overall bioconcentration. The results from
this and past studies with TF can be used to help develop strategies for
estimating internal dose levels based on QSAR, in vitro and known fish
physiology data.
WP189 Application of an Adverse Outcome Pathway to Elucidate
Observations of Intersex Fish in the Environment
A.H. MacLeod, Environmental Science and Technology; W.E. Hillwalker,
Exponent / Dept of Environmental Molecular Toxicology; L.T. Yonkos, Univ
of Maryland / Environmental Science and Technology
Native fish populations are exposed to environmental stressors, including chemical mixtures from anthropogenic sources, throughout their
lifecycle. Recently, U.S. Geological Survey scientists have reported the
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presence of vitellogenin in blood plasma and immature female germ cells
(oocytes) in testes of male bass species at levels above baseline within
the Chesapeake Bay Watershed, USA. It is uncertain whether the bass
populations are at risk from gender ratio alterations but efforts to elucidate the relationship between the observed intersex characteristics and
exposure to endocrine disrupting chemicals in anthropogenic waste in
the watershed is ongoing. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s
(USEPA) Endocrine Disruption Screening Program (EDSP) utilizes
high throughput assays and risk-based adverse outcome pathways (AOP)
to screen candidate chemicals for potential to interact with the endocrine
system. The high throughput suite of in vitro and in vivo assays have
been developed by regulatory, industrial and academic organizations to
evaluate threshold-level observations of molecular, cellular, histopathological or apical endpoints associated with an endocrine disrupting AOP.
For intersex characteristics in fish, the hypothalamus-pituitary-gonadal
(HPG) axis has been proposed as the AOP linking exposure to a toxicant along biological organizations from macro-molecular interactions to
an adverse response at the population level. For this presentation, high
throughput assays and data associated with the HPG axis are identified
and ranked relative to intersex characteristics in order to evaluate the
capability of the EDSP screening process to capture real world intersex
characteristics observations in fish exposed to environmentally relevant
chemical mixtures.
WP190 AOP-Xplorer: an online database and visualization tool for
Adverse Outcome Pathways
T. Habib, Environmental Laboratory; N. Vinas, Mississippi State Univ;
E.J. Perkins, US Army Engineer Research and Development Center /
Environmental Laboratory
The exponential growth of biological data being made available in the
public domain is challenging the scientific community with an increasing
need for infrastructure to organize, store, analyze, explore and present
the data in the proper context. An adverse outcome pathway (AOP) is
a complex chain of causally linked events happening at different levels
of biological organization that can lead to an adverse effect. The AOPs
have been proposed as a conceptual framework to support both ecological and human health risk assessment. As the concept evolves and is
rapidly being accepted and incorporated by many scientific and regulatory organizations, there is a need to develop tools that can help with
the visualization and exploration of AOPs, particularly in the context
of interconnected AOPs, or AOP networks. Here, we developed the
“AOP-Xplorer”, a tool that allows AOP storage and development. It also
provides biologist-friendly visualization of curated adverse effects in a
network view, using data from the literature as well as in-house curators. The AOP-Xplorer tool is an attempt to capture the causality and
relationship between molecular initiating events, key events, and adverse
outcomes, as well as the connectivity of those components. The tool
provides contextual details such as ‘upstream cause’, ‘downstream effect’,
‘associated pathways’, ‘species affected’, and ‘experimental methods’ in a
web browser, which can be searched based on several parameters, such
as chemical initiator, key events, or adverse outcomes. Search results
also provide likely paths between the chemicals or key events of interest
to adverse effects as linked pathways using cytoscape tools. It will also
provide the data export option in various formats, such as tab-delimited
or XML based graph file format that can be imported into Cytoscape
for further analysis. AOP-Xplorer allows both scientists and regulators
to systematically associate key events and link them into interconnected
networks, which we define as AOP networks.
WP191 Linking toxicity and adaptive responses across the transcriptome, proteome and phenotype of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii
exposed to silver
S. Pillai, Eawag; R. Behra, Eawag / Dept of Environmental Toxicology; H.
Nestler, Eawag; M.J. Suter, Eawag / Dept of Environmental Toxicology; L.
Sigg, K. Schirmer, Eawag / Environmental Toxicology
Understanding mechanistic and cellular events underlying a toxicological outcome allows the prediction of impact of environmental stressors
on organisms living in different habitats. A systems based approach aids

in characterizing molecular events, and thereby the cellular pathways,
that have been perturbed. However, mapping just adverse outcomes of a
toxicant in an organism falls short of describing the stress response that
is mounted to maintain homeostasis on perturbations and may confer
resistance to the toxic insult. Silver is a toxicant which is a potential
threat to aquatic organisms, at least partly due to the increasing use of
silver-based nanomaterials, which release free silver ions. In this study,
we have derived a mechanistic understanding of the temporal dynamics and pathways involved in toxicity, detoxification and repair in the
unicellular green algae, Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, exposed to silver.
Mechanistic understanding was accomplished by studying the effects of
silver at the transcriptome, proteome and cellular level of the algae. The
initiating event is the binding and translocation across the cell membrane
of silver ions by copper transporters. Silver accumulates in the cells very
fast and reaches concentrations more than 1000 times higher than present in the water. Almost immediately, the cells lose energy and reduce
photosynthesis and growth but at the same time mount an enormous,
temporal stress response. Of the roughly 15,000 genes and 4,000 proteins that we were able to analyze, more than 1000 responded to combat
the stress in an intricate interplay of toxicity and detoxification. An
example of toxicity was perturbations in the copper transport system. On
the other hand, cells mount a defense response to combat oxidative stress
and to eliminate silver via efflux transporters. Taken together, regulation
of genes and proteins allowed the algae to partly recover, for example, to
resume photosynthesis, but not regain full growth or eliminate the silver
from the cells. These results reveal a certain resilience of the cells to silver
exposure but raise concern about the transfer of silver through algae in
the aquatic food chain and the fitness of algae if exposed to silver for
extended times.
WP192 Effects of 6-OH-BDE-47, 6-MeO-BDE-47 and BDE-47 on
receptor-associated mRNA expression in zebrafish embryos/larvae
X. Zheng, Nanjing Univ; S. Tang, School of Environment and
Sustainability; H. Liu, Nanjing Univ; S.B. Wiseman, Univ of
Saskatchewan; M. Hecker, Univ of Saskatchewan / School of the
Environment and Sustainability Toxicology Centre
2,2’,4,4’-Tetrabromodiphenyl ether (BDE-47), 6-hydroxy-tetrabromodiphenyl ether (6-OH-BDE-47) and 6-methoxy-tetrabromodiphenyl ether
(6-MeO-BDE-47) are the most detected isomers of polybrominated
diphenyl ether (PBDE), OH-BDEs and MeO-BDEs in aquatic organisms. It has been reported that they have reproductive toxicities as well as
endocrine disrupting effects. BDE-47 has been shown to induce endocrine disruption through receptors mediated pathways. However, these
studies were mainly based on mammalian cell lines. Moreover, currently
the studies about the derivatives of BDE-47 are very limited. In the
present study, an in vivo screening approach was developed in order to
evaluate and compare the impacts of 6-OH-BDE-47, 6-MeO-BDE-47
and BDE-47 on receptor-associated gene expression in zebrafish
embryos/larvae. Our RT-PCR data revealed that the expressions of
genes in eight receptor pathways including androgen receptor (AR), aryl
hydrocarbon receptor (AhR), peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor alpha (PPARα), pregnane x receptor (PxR), estrogenic receptors
(ERs), thyroid hormone receptor alpha (TRα), glucocorticoid receptor
(GR), and mineralocorticoid receptor (MR) were altered in general. The
expression patterns of these gene pathways were different among three
compounds. More specifically, 6-OH-BDE-47 exposure altered transcriptional profiles mostly in AhR, ER and MR receptor pathways, while
6-MeO-BDE-47 performed a stronger endocrine-disrupting potency
compared with BDE-47, and both AR and GR pathways were the main
targets. Taken together, our results demonstrated that 6-OH-BDE-47,
6-MeO-BDE-47 and BDE-47 elicited different patterns of gene expression in receptor-mediated pathways, which furthers our knowledge
regarding their different mechanisms of endocrine disrupting effects in
aquatic vertebrates.
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WP193 Development of Adverse Outcome Pathways for Endocrine
Disruption in Daphnia Magna
Y. Song, Norwegian Inst for Water Research NIVA / Ecotoxicology and
Risk Management; M. Cronin, Liverpool John Moores Univ; Ø. Evensen,
Norwegian Univ of Life Sciences; F. Falciani, Univ of Liverpool; T.
Høgåsen, Norwegian Inst for Water Research; T. Iguchi, National Inst for
Basic Biology; K. Lang ford, A. Lillicrap, Norwegian Inst for Water Research;
E.J. Perkins, US Army Engineer Research and Development Center; B.
Salbu, Norwegian Univ of Life Sciences; I. Sylte, Univ of Tromsø; K.
Thomas, Norwegian Inst for Water Research; N.G. Vinas, Mississippi State
Univ; K. Tollefsen, Norwegian Inst for Water Research
A number of exogenous compounds have the potential to interfere
with the endocrine system of animals and may perturb vital endocrine
processes to a degree causing an adverse effect (outcome) on ecologically relevant endpoints such as growth, development and reproduction.
These endocrine disrupting (ED) effects have been well characterized
in aquatic vertebrates and mammals due to a well-defined endocrine
system and substantial research effort in the last decades, but knowledge
on ED effects in a larger range of species are still poorly characterized.
Lack of knowledge on ED effects in invertebrates is currently a major
limiting factor to properly perform risk assessment of endocrine disrupting chemicals (EDCs) across taxa. The present project aims to develop
and evaluate adverse outcome pathways (AOPs) for ED in the freshwater crustacean Daphnia magna by linking responses at the molecular
level with adverse outcomes (AOs) relevant for regulatory processes. A
literature survey was performed first to collect existing knowledge of
ED effects on D. magna or closely related crustaceans. Putative AOPs
were assembeled to identify knowledge gaps prior to experimental studies. Computational and experimental methods were additionally used
to identify possible ED targets in D. magna and discover novel EDCs
in crustaceans for subsequent verification of potential mode of action
(MoA). In vivo exposure studies were then conducted with standardized
test protocols, modified to accommodate sampling and toxicogenomics
analysis, functional and apical toxicity endpoints that potentially perturb
key molecular inititating events (MiEs), key events (KEs) and AOs of
regulatory relevance. A custom D.magna oligoarray was deveploped to
study the stress-responses at the transcriptomic level and to characterize potential MoAs of selected EDCs. In these experimetnal studies,
juvenile D. magna were exposed to the endogenous crustaceans hormones methyl farnesoate and 20-hydroxyecdysone and the two pesticides
fenoxycarb and fenarimol that are known to interfere with the normal
function of the endocrine system in D. magna. Results from chemica
exposure were compared with the reference hormones to obtain relative
efficacy and potency of their ED effects. More in-depth characterization
of the ED MoAs were obtained by transcriptomic analysis. The present
project used several advanced tools to link the MiEs to adversity in D.
magna and may inform future hazard and risk assessment of EDCs.

Fish Consumption as a Driver of Risk Management
Decisions and Human Health-Based Water Quality
Criteria
WP194 A Literature Review of Inorganic Arsenic in Seafood and Its
Implication in Dietary Intake Analyses
G.I. Greenberg, H. Lynch, A. Lewis, Gradient Corporation
Seafood contributes the greatest fraction of total arsenic to the diet for
both humans and piscivorous ecological receptors. Most of the arsenic in
food consists of organic forms with low toxicity and only a small percent
of arsenic in food is inorganic arsenic, which is more toxic. The number of
studies measuring inorganic arsenic concentration in seafood has increased
dramatically in recent years. This change is mainly due to the recognition
that inorganic (and not total) arsenic is the most important form for understanding human health and ecological risk, as well as to improved methods
for measuring inorganic arsenic in food matrices. Many state and national
risk assessments have recognized that equating the bioaccumulation of
total arsenic to that of inorganic arsenic is inappropriate. In the absence of
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a comprehensive assessment of inorganic arsenic in fish (by species, region,
or other factors), agencies have used an inorganic arsenic correction factor,
ranging from 3% to upwards of 30%, to account for inorganic arsenic
fractions in fish and other seafood. The adjustments, which have little
justification can significantly impact the evaluation of potential human
and ecological risks. We compiled a database of arsenic measurements in
seafood (almost 5,000 unique data points) from 93 studies. We divided
seafood into three categories: fish, seaweed/algae, and other seafood (e.g.,
bivalves, crabs, shrimp, squid, lobster) and focused primarily on studies
that reported both inorganic and total arsenic concentrations. The percent
of inorganic arsenic varied by food group (higher values in seaweed/algae
versus fish and seafood). In fish and seafood, inorganic arsenic accounted
for 0.001% to 58% of the total arsenic concentrations with higher concentrations ranging from 0.061% to 91%, in seaweed/algae. As expected, the
percent of inorganic arsenic is higher when concentrations are presented in
dry weight versus wet weight. The applicability of our analysis is limited,
however, by uncertainties introduced by ambiguous descriptions of study
methodology and inconsistencies in available data. Despite these limitations, the average amount of inorganic arsenic in fish and seafood was 3%
to 4%, comparable to the lower end of the generic factors typically used.
Consequently, applying a generic factor to account for inorganic arsenic
in fish/seafood could overestimate risks from fish or seafood ingestion for
both human and ecological receptors.
WP195 Mercury, Selenium, and Arsenic in Ohio River Fish
Collected near Coal-Fired Power Plants: Evaluation of Fish
Consumption Risks
R.J. Reash, American Electric Power
Many coal-fired electric generating facilities are discharging higher loads
of bioaccumulative trace elements to receiving streams due to the installation of flue gas desulfurization (FGD) air pollution control units. There
are regulatory concerns of this new source of trace elements concerning
food web bioaccumulation. Total As, Hg, and Se, and methymercury
(MeHg), were measured in fish skin-off fillet or whole body composite samples. Samples were collected from six species representing three
trophic levels. All fish were collected near coal-fired power plants, most
of which were operating FGD units. Geometric mean fillet total Hg
concentrations ranged between 0.123 mg/kg wet wt. (channel catfish)
to 0.412 mg/kg (freshwater drum) whereas geometric mean fillet MeHg
concentrations ranged between 0.091 mg/kg (hybrid striped bass) to 0.305
mg/kg (freshwater drum). Geometric mean fillet Se concentrations for all
species were < 3.30 mg/kg dry wt., well below USEPA’s draft muscle tissue threshold to protect against reproductive effects (11.8 mg/kg). All but
eight fillet samples had a total As concentration < 1.0 mg/kg dry wt. For
all species evaluated, the median Se to Hg molar ratio exceeded 1.0. The
calculated selenium health benefit value, a measure of the potential protective effect of Se, was > 4 for all species. Thus, the potential health risks
of consuming Ohio River fish due to mercury content were well offset by
an adequate Se content. Overall, the Ohio River does not possess physical,
chemical, and hydrological attributes associated with high net methylation
rates. Moreover, the relatively low Se concentrations in fish tissue strongly
suggest that the Ohio River has more lotic properties than lentic.
WP196 An Assessment of the Lower Willamette Coupled Sediment
and Food Web Model: Predicting Future Concentrations of Total
PCBs in Fish Tissue
F. Wolf, RETIA USA Legacy Site Services LLC; B.R. DeShields, Integral
Consulting Inc
This poster presents an assessment of the performance of a combined
sediment recovery and food web model (the Model) used to predict PCB
concentrations in fish tissue at a large sediment-related Superfund Site
located near the mouth of the Willamette River in Portland Oregon.
The Model has been identified as an important tool in remedial action
decision-making related to the site. A chief advantage of the Model is
its ability to explicitly evaluate the role of natural recovery in sediments
on fish tissue concentrations and therefore provide insights on mitigative
effects associated with potential risks to human health. The performance
of the Model was assessed based on the comparison of predicted and
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empirical fish tissue PCB concentrations using well-established qualitative and quantitative procedures under a weight of evidence framework.
Based on this assessment, the Model performs well in its ability to predict
PCB concentrations in fish tissue within the boundaries of the model
domain. However, the Model is sensitive to sediment surface-weighted
average concentrations and starting surface water concentrations. Based
on these findings, additional field sampling focused on addressing these
parameter sensitivities may further benefit the performance of the model.
WP197 Let Them Eat Fish: Addressing Conservatism in
Environmental Risk Assessment
B.R. DeShields, Integral Consulting Inc; F. Wolf, RETIA USA Legacy Site
Services LLC
Recent trends in risk-based assessments and remedy decision-making
are towards the use of highly conservative and often unrealistic assumptions of exposure and toxicity. These include: upper bound fish and other
dietary consumption rates based on the extreme end of the consumer
population (i.e., subsistence fishing); conservative uptake/bioaccumulation models that are not correlated with actual media and tissue data;
conservative toxicity assumptions; and conservative and often unrealistic
assumptions about patterns of spatial exposure. The utilization of these
compounded conservative assumptions in setting cleanup goals and defining the spatial extent of remedies can lead to cleanup plans that are costly,
both in terms of remedy expense and community and habitat impact,
and infeasible in terms of successful implementation. Furthermore, the
relative risk reduction associated with these proposed remedies based on
these unrealistic assumptions may be marginal at best and are very likely
provide questionable cost-benefit compared to what can be achieved with
a less aggressive remedy. This presentation will provide an evaluation of
these conservative assumptions in the context of remedy decisions, including a quantitative comparison of risk reductions likely to be achieved by
different remedy decisions and an assessment of relative risk.

Recent Advances and Trends in Perfluorochemical
Research
WP198 Morphometric and gene expression changes due to perfluorinated compound (PFOS, PFNA, PFOA) exposure to embryonic
zebrafish (Danio rerio)
C.E. Greenfield, Rutgers Univ / Environmental Science; K.R. Cooper,
Rutgers Univ / Dept of Biochemistry and Microbiology
Polyfluorinated compounds (PFC) are a class of anthropogenic, persistent
and toxic chemicals. PFCs are detected worldwide and consist of fluorinated carbon chains of varying length, terminal groups, and industrial
uses. Previous zebrafish studies in the literature as well as our own studies
have shown that exposure to these chemicals resulted in chemical specific
developmental defects and reduced survivorship. It was hypothesized that
sub-lethal embryonic zebrafish exposure to PFOS, PFNA, or PFOA will
result in different responses in regards to development and gene expression. Zebrafish were exposed to PFOS (0, 0.02, 0.2, 2.0 µM), PFOA
(0, 0.2, 2.0, 10 µM) and PFNA (0, 0.2, 2.0, 20 µM) for five days post
fertilization. Total body length was significantly decreased after PFOS
(0.2 µM, 2.0 µM) and PFNA (20 µM) exposure. Interoccular distance
and yolk sac size were significantly decreased in PFOS at all doses, while
PFOA resulted in a significant increase (10 µM) of both measurements.
PFNA caused a significant increase of yolk sac size (2.0 µM). PFOS
caused a significant increase in expression of Slco2b1 (organic anion
transporter), TcF3a (striated muscle development) and Wnt 5b (calcium
modulation). PFNA exposure resulted in a significant decrease in expression of Slco2b1 and Wnt 5b, and a significant increase of expression of
TcF3a. PFOA exposure resulted in a significant increase in expression of
TcF3a. PFOS, PFNA, and PFOA exposure using a modified OECD 212
protocol resulted in dissimilar responses in terms of both morphometric
measurements and gene expression, with PFNA being the most toxic,
followed by PFOS and then PFOA. (NJAES 01201)

WP199 Identification of Perfluorooctane Sulfonate Binding Protein
in the Plasma of Takifugu rubripes
M. Honda, Wadsworth Center New York State Dept of Health; A. Muta, T.
Akasaka, Y. Shimasaki, Kyushu Univ / Faculty of Agriculture; K. Kannan,
New York State Dept of Health / Wadsworth Center; Y. Oshima, Faculty of
Agricutlure Kyushu Univ / Faculty of Agriculture
It is well known that perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS) preferentially
accumulates in the plasma of wildlife and humans. Although earlier
studies have suggested that this was due to binding of PFOS to a plasma
protein, definite characterization of the protein in in vivo exposure studies
was not conducted thus far. In this study, we conducted both in vitro and
in vivo experiments to identify PFOS binding protein in the blood of
puffer fish. For the in vivo studies, PFOS was administered intraperitoneally to tiger puffer fish, Takifugu rubripes, and the plasma was separated
by ammonium sulfate fractionation. High concentrations of PFOS were
found in the 65–70% ammonium sulfate fraction (8.4 ng-PFOS/mg-protein). After SDS-PAGE and N-terminal amino acid sequence analysis,
the PFOS-binding protein was identified as an apolipoprotein A-I, which
was confirmed on the basis of a significant correlation to the PFOS concentration in each fraction. For the in vitro studies, the plasma samples
fractionated by ammonium sulfate from untreated puffer fish were
subjected to PFOS binding assay by the equilibrium dialysis method. The
results further confirmed that the 60–65% ammonium sulfate fraction
showed a high PFOS-binding ratio, similar to that found from in vivo
studies. We demonstrated that PFOS is likely bound to an apolipoprotein
A-I in the plasma of tiger pufferfish in both in vivo and in vitro studies.
WP200 Perfluorinated Acids (PFAAs) emitted by pointsources into
the Norwegian Environment- Two Case Studies: public airports and
a small town
D. Herzke, NILU Norwegian Inst for Air Research / Environmental
Chemistry; R. Vestergren, NILU Norwegian Inst for Air Research; T. Wang,
RCEES CAS; B. Moe, S. Hanssen, NINA; R. Barret, Univ of Tromsø
PFAAs are pollutants known to be taken up by animals and plants and
can already be found in a very broad variety of human dietary items.
PFAAs have been used in Norway in a broad number of applications
with emissions not well understood. The project was aiming to investigate the impact of PFAA emissions from defined point sources into the
surrounding environment. Norwegian public airports have been shown
to have caused considerable PFAA emissions in the past decades due
to the use of aqueous film forming foams (AFFF) containing considerable amounts of PFAAs. Three locations were chosen, representing
emissions into the marine and freshwater environment (Trondheim,
Evenes and Tromso). To assess the environmental impact eggs of marine
birds (Common Eider, Eurasian oystercatcher and common gull) were
collected both at reference locations and on the airports. Additionally,
marine and freshwater fish as well as water and sediment samples were
collected. In the region of Trondheim, agricultural samples were taken
including grain, potatoes, soil and water. To assess the diffuse PFAA
point-sources of an average Norwegian city, typical AFFF emitting
locations were sampled (firefighting station, hospital helicopter landing cite, WWTP effluents). High PFAA levels were found in samples
collected close to the selected airports, especially the soil samples close to
the Tromso airport and the Tromso firefighting station (sumPFAAs 28
ng/g and 37.7 ng/g respectively). Bird eggs collected on the airport area
showed elevated PFAA levels too, compared to reference sites (Tromso:
PFOS 241 ng/g and 40.4 ng/g ww, airport and reference site).
WP201 Multigenerational Effects of Perfluorooctanesulfonate
(PFOS) on Reproduction and Development in Medaka
D.J. Fort, M. Mathis, C.E. Fort, H.M. Fort, Fort Environmental
Laboratories Inc; P.D. Guiney, J.A. Weeks, S. C. Johnson & Son, Inc. /
Environmental Safety
Exposure of Xenopus laevis to perfluorooctanesulfonate (PFOS) during
development in the proposed USEPA Endocrine Disruptor Screening
Program (EDSP) Tier II Larval Amphibian Growth and Development
Assay (LAGDA) was previously found to increase the proportion of
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phenotypic males and reduce plasma vitellogenin (VTG) levels in
larval and 10 weeks post-metamorphosis frogs. The proposed USEPA
Endocrine Disruptor Screening Program (EDSP) Tier II Medaka
Multigeneration Assay (MMA) was used to further evaluate the developmental and reproductive toxicity of PFOS (< 0.0 [control], 0.25, 0.50,
and 1.0 mg PFOS/L) under flow-through exposure conditions through
three generations (F0-F2) for a total of 26 weeks. F0 generation endpoints included survival, reproductive fecundity, and gonado-somatic
index (GSI). F1generation endpoints included hatching, survival, growth,
secondary sexual characteristics, phenotypic and genotypic sex, plasma
VTG, reproductive fecundity, GSI, and gonad histopathology. F2
generation endpoints included hatching, survival, secondary sexual characteristics, phenotypic and genotypic sex, and plasma VTG. Reproductive
fecundity and female GSI were reduced in the F0 adults exposed to 0.5
and 1.0 mg PFOS/L. In the F1 generation, masculinization of secondary
sexual characteristics, alteration of phenotypic and genotypic sex ratios
toward the male phenotype, decreased female plasma VTG, reproductive fecundity, decreased female GSI, and gonad histopathology were
observed in the 0.5 and 1.0 mg PFOS/L. F1 hatching and growth were
not affected. In the F2 generation, masculinization of secondary sexual
characteristics and phenotypic and genotypic sex, and decreased female
plasma VTG was noted at each PFOS concentration tested. These results
further demonstrate the anti-estrogenic effects of PFOS in medaka.
WP202 Enhanced Elimination of Perfluorooctane Sulfonate
by Menstruating Women: Evidence from Population-based
Pharmacokinetic Modeling
F. Wong, M. MacLeod, Stockholm Univ / ITM Dept of Applied
Environmental Science; J. Mueller, Entox / National Research Centre for
Environmental Toxicology Entox; I.T. Cousins, Stockholm Univ / ITM
Dept of Applied Environmental Science
Human biomonitoring studies have shown that concentrations of
perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS) in men are higher than in women.
To date, there have been few studies focusing on sex differences in the
elimination of PFOS. We investigate sex differences in elimination of
PFOS by fitting a novel population-based pharmacokinetic model to
cross-sectional datasets from the US National Health and Nutrition
Examination Survey (NHANES) from 1999 to 2012, and derive human
first-order elimination rate constants (kE) for PFOS. kE is expressed as
a half-life (t 1/2) where t 1/2 = ln 2/kE. The model accounts for populatoin
lifetime changes in PFOS intake, body weight, and menstruation rate.
Hence, the half-life that we derived is intrinsic which represents baseline
elimination. It is chemical-specific and is constant within a population
regardless of an individual’s ongoing exposure, body weight and sex. We
also examine a hypothetical scenario for women that excludes menstruation as a loss process, and compare kE to the intrinsic kE for men and
women. The modeled intrinsic elimination half-life for men is 4.7 years
and the modeled elimination half-life for women in the hypothetical scenario when they do not menstruate is 3.7 years. The intrinsic elimination
half-life for women when menstruation is included in the model is 4.0
years. Women eliminate PFOS 1.2 times faster than men. Menstruation
accounts for 30% of the differences in the elimination rate of PFOS
between men and women. Other sex-specific elimination routes such
as renal clearance, or uncertainties in our modeling may explain the
remaining differences between men and women. In our modeling, we
also re-construct the historical intake trend of PFOS and found that
the peak intake is 3.9 ng/kg-bw/day during 1990 to 1998. The results of
our case-study for PFOS provide guidance for developing biomonitoring strategies aimed at understanding exposure and pharmacokinetics of
chemicals of emerging concern. Our work is continued to analyze other
perfluorinated chemicals such as the perfluorohexane sulfonic acids.
WP203 Adsorption of perfluoroalkyl acids onto activated carbon:
Effect of carbon properties and solution chemistry
Y. Zhi, McGill Univ / Civil Engineering; J. Liu, McGill Univ / Chesapeake
Biological Laboratory
Perfluoroalkyl acids (PFAAs), such as perfluorooctane sulfonic (PFOS)
and carboxylic acids (PFOA) have attracted considerable attention
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as a major category of contaminants of emerging concerns because of
widespread detection in various environmental compartments and risks
to humans and wildlife. Recent studies have demonstrated that sorption
onto activated carbon (AC) is an effective, convenient, and economical
approach to remove PFAAs from aqueous media. However, there is a
knowledge gap on how to choose AC for a particular treatment scenario.
Therefore, the removal of PFOS and PFOA by a series of commercial
ACs is systemically investigated in the study and the effect of carbon type
and properties is evaluated alongside solution chemistry. Batch sorption experiments are conducted and sorption kinetics and isotherms are
examined. Sorbents under evaluation include coal-based granular AC
(FILTRASORB 400), coal-based powdered AC (BL),wood-based granular ACs (WVB 14x35 and Bio Nuchar),wood-based powdered AC (Aqua
Nuchar),coconut shell-based AC (AquaCarb 1240 C), and activated
carbon fibers (ACFs, Kynol). A number of ACs are also surface-modified
through heat and chemical treatment. The sorbents are characterized in
terms of elemental composition, pore size and distribution, point of zero
charge (PZC), and various surface functional groups. Sorption kinetics
results show that the equilibrium time ranges from 1 h for ACFs, 50 h
for coal-based and coconut shell-based ACs, and to 250 h for wood-based
AC. This demonstrates that both AC pore structure and surface chemistry
significantly influence the sorption velocity. Parameters from Langmuir
isotherms suggest that adsorption of the PFAAs onto activated carbon is
controlled by both physical and chemical interactions. Physical interactions are discussed based on the performance of three ACFs of different
pore sizes. Chemical interactions are discussed with regards to different
surface functional groups and PZC and before and after surface chemistry
modification. Less polar carbon in general has greater affinity to PFOS
and PFOA, whereas specific interactions may play a role when carbon surface is strongly functionalized. The PFAAs can also engage electrostatic
interactions in addition to non-specific van der Waals with carbon surface.
The impact of solution chemistry (pH and cations) on removal is assessed.
The ACs with best performance are suggested.
WP204 Evaluating Poly/Perfluoroalkyl Substances in Commercial
Biosolids-based Fertilizers
M.L. Mashtare, Purdue Univ / Dept of Agronomy; J.R. Hemmerling,
Purdue Univ / School of Chemical Engineering; A.W. Zull, L.S. Lee, Purdue
Univ / Dept of Agronomy
The detection of poly/perfluoroalkyl substances (PFASs, used in non-stick
cookware, stain-resistant fabric, food packaging, paints, fire-fighting
foam, industrial surfactants, emulsifiers, etc.) in municipal wastewater
treatment plant (MWWTP) residuals and biosolids has raised concern
due to evidence of their persistence, risk of bioaccumulation, and potential negative impact on human and ecological health. Little is known,
however, about the occurrence of PFASs in commercial biosolids-based
fertilizers (CBBFs), despite their increased availability and use on urban
and suburban lands (e.g., gardens, lawns, parks). The purpose of this study
was to quantify the concentration of PFASs in 10 CBBFs and compare
them to 5 non-biosolid-based fertilizers (NBBFs) and municipal biosolids
received from 2 MWWTPs. All CBBFs, NBBFs, and municipal biosolids were used as received and characterized prior to use (e.g., nutrients,
total organic-C, C/N ratio, pH, EC, etc.). PFASs and precursors,
including the disubstituted polyfluoroalkyl phosphates, saturated and
unsaturated perfluorocarboxylates, perfluorinated sulfonates, perfluorinated sulfonamidoacetic acids, and fluorotelomer alcohols, were targeted.
Total perfluoroalkyl acid precursor concentrations were estimated using
a precursor oxidation assay. Surrogate and internal standards were used
to correct for extraction efficiencies and matrix effects. All extracts were
analyzed on an LC/MS/MS or LC/QTOF.
WP205 Microbial degradation of key components of aqueous film
forming foams in aerobic soil
S. Mejia, McGill Univ / Civil Engineering and Applied Mechanics; S. Vo
Duy, Univ of Montreal / Chemistry; S. Sauvé, Universite de Montreal; J.
Liu, McGill Univ / Chesapeake Biological Laboratory
Aqueous Film Forming Foams (AFFFs), which are used to extinguish hydrocarbon fires at oil refineries, military bases, airports and
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firefighting training facilities, contain significant levels of fluorinated
surfactants. Contamination by a range of polyfluoroalkyl substances
has been observed in AFFF-impacted sites, either by fire accidents or
training activities. The exact composition of AFFFs varies between
manufacturers and batches. Due to this variation and the commercial
nature of AFFFs, it is not possible to know their exact composition,
complicating the assessment of their environmental fate. However,
certain components of AFFFs have been identified in several contaminated sites, including perfluoroalkyl and fluorotelomer based surfactants,
with betaine, amine oxide, quaternary ammonium, and other functionalities. Such components are hypothesized to be significant long-term
sources to perfluoroalkyl acids (e.g., PFOS and PFOA) due to their
biodegradation potential, which however has not been confirmed.
Therefore, the biotransformation of two such compounds patented for
their use in AFFFs was studied: N,N,N-Trimethyl[(perflorooctanesulfo
namido)propyl] ammonium iodide [F(CF 2)8SO2NH(CH 2)3N+(CH3)3]
and N,N,N-Trimethyl[(perflorooctaneamido)propyl] ammonium iodide
[F(CF 2)7CONH(CH 2)3N+(CH3)3]. Biodegradation experiments were
conducted in batch microcosms consisting of soil spiked with a single
fluorinated surfactant. Soils were exhaustively extracted with acetonitrile
at different times. The concentration of parent compounds was measured
using liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry to estimate the
transformation kinetics. Degradation products were identified using
a Q-Exactive Orbitrap mass spectrometer and further quantified if
authentic standards were available. The mass balance was determined by
measuring total fluorine levels. The study of single components provides
an important insight to the evaluation of the environmental fate of
AFFFs in surface and subsurface environments, much needed for proper
assessment, management and remediation of contaminated soil and
groundwater.
WP206 Emission of perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS) and perfluorooctanoate (PFOA) in the Tokyo-Bay catchment basin, Japan in
2004–2010
T. Sakurai, National Inst for Environmental Studies / Center for
Environmental Risk Research; S. Serizawa, National Inst for
Environmental Studies; J. Kobayashi, Prefectural Univ of Kumamoto;
K. Kodama, National Inst for Env Studies / Center for Environmental
Risk Research; J. Lee, Southeast Sea Fisheries Research Inst; H. Maki,
Y. Imaizumi, N. Suzuki, National Inst for Environmental Studies; T.
Horiguchi, National Inst for Environ Studies / Center for Environmental
Risk Research; H. Shiraishi, National Inst for Environmental Studies
We estimated temporal trends of emission rates of PFOS and PFOA in
the catchment basin of Tokyo Bay, Japan, between February 2004 and
February 2011, based on measured concentrations of these compounds in
the bay water. Temporal trends of their emission rates to the environment
are an important basis for evaluating the occurrence, fate, and reduction of emission of these compounds, but such trends are still not readily
available on a regional scale. Relatively low vapor pressure and high
water solubility of these compounds suggest that surface water would be
a suitable medium to monitor their emission to the environment. Tokyo
Bay is among the water bodies in Japan most impacted by anthropogenic
activities, with one of the world’s most populous areas in the catchment
basin. We collected water samples quarterly from the upper and lower
water layers at 20 (Feb 2004–Feb 2007) or 4 (May 2005–Feb 2011)
sampling stations in the bay. Seasonal water samplings were necessary to
grasp 3-dimensional distributions of these compounds in the bay because
the seawater structure of the bay changes seasonally. PFOS and PFOA in
purified concentrated extract of the samples were identified and quantified
by using a liquid chromatograph connected to a tandem mass spectrometer. Salinity of the sampled water was recorded. We applied a simple
mixing model to the measured concentrations to estimate average concentrations of these compounds in the freshwater inflow to the bay based on a
relationship of their concentrations and salinity. The estimated concentrations in the freshwater inflow at each sampling were multiplied with an
estimated rate of the freshwater inflow and divided by an estimated population in the catchment basin to derive per-caput emission rates of these
compounds in the catchment basin. The emission estimates included both

house-hold and industrial emissions. Complicated water system in the
catchment basin including water intake at weirs in major rivers and flood
management was carefully considered in the calculation. We observed no
apparent linear trends of the per-caput emission rates of these compounds
during 2004–2006, and a decrease after 2006 for both compounds. The
yearly average of the per-caput emission rate of PFOS decreased from 83
µg/d in 2004 to 13 µg/d in 2010, and that of PFOA decreased from 230
µg/d in 2004 to 28 µg/d in 2010. The decrease reflected reduction in the
use of these compounds and their precursors in the catchment basin.

Canadian Oil Sands: Advancements in the
Ecotoxicology of Process-Affected Materials and
Analytical Detection Methodologies
WP207 Assessing the mechanistic toxicity of oil sands process
affected waters (OSPW) using a genome wide live cell array reporter
system
G. Morandi, H. Alharbi, Univ of Saskatchewan / Dept of Veterinary
and Biomedical Sciences and Toxicology Centre; R. Mankidy, Univ of
Saskatchewan Toxicology Centre; A. dos Santos Pereira, J. Martin, Univ of
Alberta / Div of Analytical and Envionmental Toxicology Dept of Laboratory
Medicine and Pathology; J. Giesy, S. Wiseman, Univ of Saskatchewan / Dept
of Veterinary and Biomedical Sciences and Toxicology Centre
Oil sands process-affected water (OSPW), produced during the extraction of bitumen in the surface-mining oil sands industry in Alberta,
Canada, is acutely and chronicly toxic to aquatic organisms. It is known
that organic compounds that are dissolved in the OSPW are responsible
for most toxic effects, but knowledge of the specific chemicals that cause
this toxicity, or the associated mechanism(s) of toxicity, is very limited.
Using a bioassay effects directed analysis approach, the dissolved organic
fraction of OSPW was fractionated in three stages, with each stage
involving identification of the toxic fraction by relevant toxicity screening such as the Microtox® assay, the fathead minnow embryotoxicity
assay, and the Chironomus dilutus 96h acute toxicity assay. Relationships
between the toxicity of each fraction, gene induction, and mechanism
of toxicity were then examined by use of the Escherichia coli K-12 strain
MG1655 gene reporter live cell array. This test system has been adapted
to monitor the expression of greater than 1800 genes by use of transcriptional activity of the associated promoters coupled to a green fluorescent
protein. Effects on gene expression of toxic fractions of OSPW were
identified and used to construct a mechanistic profile of exposure to
fractions of OSPW, and to relate the findings to chemical species in each
fraction, determined by HPLC-Orbitrap mass spectrometry.
WP208 Chemical Characterization of Oil Sands Acid Extractable
Organics Fractions and Associated Toxicity to Oryzias latipes
A.E. Bauer, Univ of Waterloo / Biology; R.A. Frank, Environment Canada
/ ACRD; M. Hewitt, Environment Canada / National Water Research
Inst; J.V. Headley, Environment Canada / AEPRD; K. Peru, Environment
Canada; A.J. Farwell, D. Dixon, Univ of Waterloo / Dept of Biology
Alberta, Canada holds the third largest reserve of oil worldwide next to
Saudi Arabia and the largest deposit of oil sands encompassing 140,200
km 2. Following the mining, upgrading, and refining of oil sand, a waste
mixture, termed tailings, is produced that contains trace metals, high
salinity, and dissolved organic compounds. The Alberta Environmental
Protection and Enhancement Act (AEPEA) prohibits the release of tailings waste into the natural environment and requires that lease sites be
reclaimed to a state comparable to the undisturbed natural environment.
As a result, industrial leases are storing tailings in large ponds with the
expectation of turning them into viable habitat as part of a reclamation
strategy. Acid extractable organics (AEO) have been identified as among
the most toxic components of oil sands tailings and are therefore a target
contaminant for tailings pond reclamation strategies. Current literature
suggests that lower molecular weight naphthenic acids (a subgroup of
AEO) are more toxic than higher molecular weight naphthenic acids.
The following study involves the utilization of AEO fractions and their
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relative toxicities to determine if toxicity to fish is also related to molecular weight. Five distillate fractions of AEO extracted from oil sands
process water were characterized using electrospray ionization high-resolution mass spectrometry (ESI-HRMS) and synchronous fluorescence
spectroscopy. The five fractions displayed increasing mean molecular
weight with increasing distillation temperature. Further chemical analysis indicated that with increasing mean molecular weight was an increase
in relative abundance of nitrogen-, sulfur-, and oxygen-containing ions,
number of double-bond equivalents, and degree of aromaticity. NA
fractions were subject to embryo/larval bioassays using Oryzias latipes
(Japanese medaka). Japanese medaka bioassays indicated that low-mid
molecular weight fractions (160oC, 190oC) were more acutely toxic, and
caused a greater reduction in hatch length than higher molecular weight
fractions and the lowest molecular weight fraction (220oC, >220oC and
130 º C). When fraction LC50s were compared to the whole NAE, the
mid molecular weight fractions (160oC, 190 oC) appeared most similar
to the whole NA. Because the survival of fish species is vital to the reclamation of oil sands tailings ponds this study is important in the context
of tailings remediation.
WP209 Genotoxicity and Mutagenicity of Oil Sands Process Water
Extractable Organics
N.C. Zetouni, Univ of Alberta / Laboratory Medicine and Pathology; A.
Siraki, Univ of Alberta / Faculty of Pharmacy Pharmaceutical Sciences; M.
Weinfeld, Univ of Alberta / Cross Cancer Inst; J.W. Martin, Univ of Alberta
/ Laboratory Medicine and Pathology
Oil sands process-affected water (OSPW) is a by-product of the hot
alkaline water extraction process used in the surface mining oil sands
industry in northern Alberta. The toxicity of OSPW is attributable to an
unresolved complex mixture of toxic organic compounds that includes
organic acids, neutral compounds, and bases. The objective of this study
was to evaluate the genotoxicity of OSPW total acid extractable organics
(TAEOs) by the SOS Chromotest™ (E. coli PQ37) and mutagenicity by
the classical AMES test(S. Typhimurium TA98 and TA100) with and
without hepatic S9. In separate tests, fractions of the organics (neutral,
acid, and base extractables) were also tested to attribute the toxicity to
specific chemical classes. Genotoxicity tests showed a dose-dependent
increasing effect for TAEOs, but only at concentrations corresponding
to full-strength OSPW and above, where cytotoxicity was also evident.
Metabolic activation by hepatic S9 increased the genotoxic response,
implying that bioactivation was important. In AMES testing of TAEOs,
a dose-dependent increase in mutagencitiy was observed at concentrations corresponding to 50% of full strength OSPW TAEOs and higher,
and the effect was pronounced with hepatic S9. Most genotoxicity and
mutagenicity was present in the acid and neutral extractable fractions,
but not in the base extractable fraction. In conclusion, OSPW TAEOs
had a detectable genotoxic and mutagenic potential in bacteria models,
and further testing may be justified in higher organisms.
WP210 Is oxidative stress a mechanism of toxicity of oil sands process
affected water?
S.B. Wiseman, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Centre; Y. He, Univ
of Alberta; G. Morandi, R. Mankidy, H. Alharbi, Univ of Saskatchewan
/ Toxicology Centre; A. dos Santos Pereira, Univ of Alberta / Division of
Analytical and Environmental Toxicology; J.W. Martin, Univ of Alberta
/ Laboratory Medicine and Pathology; J.P. Giesy, Univ of Saskatchewan /
Toxicology Center
Mechanisms of acute toxicity of oil sands process-affected water
(OSPW) are not known. Because naphthenic acids (NAs) - a major
component of OSPW - are surfactants, it has been proposed that
acute toxicity might be caused by narcosis, but this mechanism has not
been validated. A potential mechanism of toxicity of OSPW is oxidative stress. In livers from adult fathead minnows exposed to OSPW,
as well as in embryos of fathead minnows exposed to OSPW, abundances of transcripts of genes related to the response to oxidative stress
were greater than in controls. Also, concentrations of reactive oxygen
species (ROS) were significantly greater in embryos of fathead minnows exposed to fresh OSPW. In the non-biting midge fly, Chironomus
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dilutus, abundances of transcripts of genes related to the response to
oxidative stress, and peroxidation of lipids, was greater in larvae exposed
to OSPW. Because each of these effects are attenuated by removing
dissolved organic compounds from OSPW by use of activated carbon
the effects can be attributed to dissolved organic chemicals. As part of
an effects directed analysis to identify organic chemicals dissolved in
OSPW that cause acute toxicity, OSPW was fractionated sequentially
into neutral-, acid-, and base-extractable fractions. The neutralextractable fraction, but not the acid- or base-extractable fractions,
was acutely toxic to larvae of fathead minnows and Chironomus dilutus.
In Chironomus dilutus peroxidation of lipids was greater only in larvae
exposed to the neutral-extractable fraction. Species of compounds in
each fraction were determined by use HPLC-Orbitrap mass spectrometry according to heteroatom empirical formula class in negative (-) and
positive (+) ionization. The neutral-extractable fraction had most of the
NAs (O2- species), which have been suggested to be the toxic constituents of OSPW. However, the neutral-extractable fraction had greater
concentrations of O2+ species that are non-NAs, as well as SO+, SO2+,
NO+, or NO2+ species. The evidence suggests that OSPW causes oxidative stress due to chemicals that are extractable from OSPW at neutral
pH, but the specific chemicals responsible are not known. Definitive
assays are being conducted to determine whether oxidative stress is a
mechanism of acute toxicity, and additional fractionation is being conducted to determine the chemical(s) that cause this effect.
WP211 Inhibition of multi-xenobiotic resistance (MXR/MDR)
efflux activity as a potential mechanism of toxicity of oil sands process
affected water
H. Alharbi, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Centre; D.M. Saunders,
Univ of Saskatchewan / Dept of Toxicology; J.W. Martin, Univ of Alberta /
Laboratory Medicine and Pathology; A. dos Santos Pereira, Univ of Alberta
/ Division of Analytical and Environmental Toxicology; J.P. Giesy, Univ of
Saskatchewan / Toxicology Center; S.B. Wiseman, Univ of Saskatchewan /
Toxicology Centre
The mechanism of toxicity of oil sands process-affected water (OSPW)
has not been elucidated. Many organic chemicals dissolved in OSPW,
including naphthenic acids (NAs), are surfactants. Disruption of membrane bound transporter proteins, in particular carrier-mediated efflux
proteins such as ATP binding cassette transporters (ABC proteins), is
one mechanism by which surfactants exert toxic effects. Therefore, it was
hypothesised that organic chemicals dissolved in OPSW might exert
adverse effects on aquatic organisms by inhibition of ABC proteins. To
investigate this hypothesis the effects of dissolved organic chemicals in
OSPW from (Base Mine Lake) on the activity of ABC proteins was
investigated in the fry life-stage of Japanese medaka. Dissolved organic
chemicals in OSPW were fractionated into acidic, basic, and neutral
fractions by use of mixed-mode sorbents. Equal volumes of each fraction
were pooled as a surrogate for the dissolved organic phase of OSPW. The
lipophilic dye Calcein-AM, which enters cells by passive diffusion and is
enzymatically activated to a fluorescent metabolite that is exported from
cells via ABC proteins, was used to monitor activity of these proteins.
In fry of Japanese medaka exposed to MK571, an inhibitor of multidrug
resistance associated proteins (MRP) (member of the ABC family of
proteins) the accumulation of Calcein -AM was 2.5 fold change (± 0.14).
In fry exposed to neutral, basic, or acidic fractions of OSPW, accumulation of Calcein -AM was 2.2 (± 0.16), 0.9 (± 0.29), and 1.3 (± 0.70)-fold
greater than in fry exposed only to Calcein -AM. These results suggest
that chemicals in the neutral fraction had the greatest effects on MRP
activity. The chemical composition of fractions was determine by use
of HPLC-LTQ-Orbitrap MS in ESI+ and ESI- mode. The abundance
of nitrogenous compounds (mainly NO) was greatest in neutral and
basic fractions and lowest in the acidic fraction, while carboxylic acids
abundance was higher in acidic, but lower in both neutral and basic.
Taken together, the results suggest that elimination process of potential
toxic metabolites from cells of organisms exposed to OSPW might be
inhibited. The environmental significance of inhibition of this important
class of proteins is being investigated.
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WP212 Sublethal effects of caged freshwater mussels in the oil sand
development area
F. Gagne, Environment Canada / Emerging Methods; C. Andre, A.
Bruneau, Environment Canada; E. Lacaze, INRS Institut ArmandFrappier; C. Gagnon, Environment Canada / Centre SaintLAurent; M.
Fournier, INRSIAF; J.L. Parrott, Environment Canada / Water Science
and Technology Directorate; J.P. Sherry, Environment Canada / Water
Science Technology Directorate
The purpose of this study was to examine the health status of freshwater
mussels placed in cages upstream and downstream the oil sand development area in the Athabasca River (Alberta, Canada). Mussels were
caged for 30 days (September-October in 2012) at sites upstream and
downstream the oil sand area and a reference site outside the natural OS
deposit sector located some 200 km upstream the Athabasca River. The
mussels were then analyzed for possible impacts on the immune system,
xenobiotic biotransformation and DNA damage. Preliminary results
revealed that mussels placed at sites downstream showed increased DNA
damage and increased phagocytosis activity. The data also showed that
mussels located upstream the OS development area but downstream
Fort McMurray were similar to the mussels located at the remote reference site outside the OS deposits area which suggests that the observed
impacts were not attributed to the natural OS deposits in this sector.
Further research are planned in 2013 with additional mussel caging
activity at the Steepbank and Athabasca rivers to better understand the
impacts of industrial extraction activities in respect to the natural background effects of an OS rich area.
WP213 Effects of metal-PAH mixtures on the survival, accumulation
of metals, and ROS production in Hyalella azteca
P.T. Gauthier, Natural Resources Management; W.P. Norwood,
Environment Canada / Aquatic Contaminants Research Division; E.E.
Prepas, Lakehead Univ / Dept of Natural Resources Management; G.G.
Pyle, Univ of Lethbridge / Biological Sciences
Global resource extraction and processing has led to the ubiquitous
occurrence of metals and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) in
freshwater and coastal ecosystems. The ecological risks associated with
metal-PAH mixtures remain underexplored, and what little information
there is on the potential for these contaminants to produce non-additive
effects (i.e., antagonistic or potentiated) suggests that potentiated cotoxicity is as common as strictly additive co-toxicity. In order to gain an
understanding of metal-PAH co-toxicity, assays using whole-organism
endpoints (e.g., mortality) must be conducted to determine if the mixture
is non-additive. In cases where non-additive outcomes are discovered,
cellular assays must follow to explore the underlying mechanisms
amounting to the observed non-additive co-toxicity. Accordingly,
we conducted acute water-only mortality assays using the amphipod,
Hyalella azteca, exposed to binary mixtures of metals (Cu, Cd, Ni and
V) and PAHs (phenanthrene and phenanthrenequinone). For mortality assays, we used a 3-dimensional isobole model-based approach to
compare the observed mortality in juvenile amphipods to the expected
additive mortality based on concentration addition (CA) and effects
addition (EA) mixtures theories. In scenarios where non-additive toxicity was observed, we tested for altered metal accumulation and reactive
oxygenated species (ROS) production in vivo. For bioaccumulation
assays, we collected amphipods following isobole experiments for tissue
analysis to measure if the presence of PAHs increased the accumulation
of the co-exposed metal. For ROS assays, we dyed pre-exposed amphipods with dichlorofluorescein and compared ROS fluorescence in binary
and unary exposures. We found that the additive nature of the mixtures
differed by which metal and PAH were mixed, as well as by the mixture
ratio at which they were tested. Copper and phenanthrenequinone
produced the greatest potentiated lethality out of the 8 binary mixtures
tested. Metal accumulation and ROS analyses revealed that the presence
of PAHs both attenuated and enhanced the absorption of metals and
production of ROS depending on the binary mixture and mixture ratio.

WP214 Acute Aqueous Toxicity Models for Vanadium under
Different Surface Water Chemistry Conditions Representative of the
Alberta Oil Sands Mining Region
E. Gillio Meina, K. Liber, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Centre
Alberta’s oil sands industry generates approx. 8.5 million tonnes of coke
yearly, which contain up to 5 % of vanadium (V) by weight. Recent
investigations have explored the use of coke as a sorbent to reduce
concentrations of organic chemicals in oil sands process water (OSPW).
Unfortunately, in the process V is released from the coke and can
increase in “treated” OSPW to levels up to 7 mg/L of V. Little work
has been done to understand how common water quality variables can
affect toxicity of V to aquatic organisms. Here the potential for adverse
effects of V to aquatic organisms is described by developing site-specific
relationships that model how different characteristics of surface waters
affect V toxicity to Daphnia pulex. Also, V speciation will be modeled
to better understand the effects of key constituents of OSPW on the
toxicity of V. Results to date indicate that an increase in pH resulted in a
threshold relationship, where toxicity increased between pH 6 and 7, but
then leveled off, which could be related to an increase in the proportion of H 2VO4- and HVO4-2. In addition, an increase in alkalinity (100
to 600 mg/L CaCO3), and in sulphate (30 to 300mg/L) concentration
raised the LC50 to D. pulex by 0.4 and 0.3 mg/L, respectively. However,
changes in water hardness (70 to 140 mg/L CaCO3) and chloride (10 to
120 mg/L) did not have a modifying effect.
WP215 PAHs in the lake and river sediments of the oil sands development area; concentration, composition, trends, and diagnostic ratios
M. Evans, Aquatic Contaminants Research Division; D. de Boer, Univ of
Saskatchewan / Dept of Geography and Planning; K. Janzen, Environment
Canada / Aquatic Contaminants Research Division; M. Davies, Hatfield
Consultants; D.C. Muir, J.L. Kirk, Environment Canada / Aquatic
Contaminants Research Division; R. Hazewinkel, Alberta Environment
and Sustainable Resource Development
Monitoring programs (e.g., RAMP) designed to detect the impacts of
oil sands operations on PAH concentrations in the sediments of the
Athabasca River, downstream water bodies, and lakes under atmospheric influences, face several challenges including: 1) an abundance
of natural sources of exposed bitumen along river and tributary banks;
2) sediment mobility in the tributaries, river and delta, and; 3) Ekman
sampling which collects several centimeters of sediment accumulation
over an uncertain period. While sediment core studies provide detailed
long-term records of PAH deposition to lake sediments, such sediment
sampling is less suitable for mobile environments. Here we synthesize
the available published and unpublished data to investigate the influence
of oil sands operations with a focus on the Athabasca River delta, Lake
Athabasca, and four lakes in the immediate development area. First, the
entire RAMP sediment record was analyzed and the upper 5% of sites
in the PAH concentration frequency distribution examined to investigate potential industry influences and to characterize PAH profiles of
exposed bitumen. There was no trend of increase in PAH surface sediment concentrations in the Athabasca delta and lake; diagnostic ratios
were similar to bitumen. High suspended sediment flow (including sediments eroded from naturally occurring bitumen beds), sediment mobility
in the delta, and distances (ca. 150-200 km) from the developments,
limit the ability to detect downstream trends. Two lakes (Isadore’s,
Shipyard) located on the Athabasca River flood plain and below the
higher-elevation developments, had diagnostic ratios similar to bitumen and Athabasca delta sediments. No temporal trends (1999-present)
were evident in Isadore’s Lake surface sediments and PAH concentrations were similar to the delta; PAH concentrations at Shipyard Lake,
located downslope of the Suncor, Millennium and Steepbank complex
were high (up to 9,000 ng/g) indicating significant localized impact.
PAH concentrations were substantially lower in two upland lakes (Kearl,
McClelland); PAH ratios in upper sediments were more characteristics
of combustion sources. Trends of PAH increase were not strongly evident
in surface sediment monitoring of these lakes, but was evident in a core
from Kearl Lake.
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WP216 Species-environment associations of zooplankton communities in boreal lakes in the vicinity of Athabasca oil sands operations
M. Anas, Univ of Regina / Dept of Biology; M. Evans, Aquatic
Contaminants Research Division; R. Hazewinkel, Alberta Environment
and Sustainable Resource Development; D. Andrews, Western Resource
Solutions; B. Wissel, Univ of Regina / Dept of Biology
The fast pace and unprecedented scale of development of the oil sands
industry in western Canada has raised concerns of potential acidification
and eutrophication of adjacent aquatic systems. We used zooplankton
communities as indicators of ecological quality to evaluate the potential influence of acidifying/eutrophying emissions from the Athabasca
oil-sand region (AOSR) on boreal lakes in northern Alberta. Forty-two
lakes representing six physio-geographic regions (among which two were
considered as baseline regions) were surveyed for zooplankton and water
chemistry parameters annually from 2008 to 2011. Clear deviations in
water chemistry parameters and crustacean zooplankton composition of
test regions from those of baseline regions were not apparent, while we
observed some differences among four test regions. A major proportion of
the lakes were inhabited by species typical of fishless, bog-type lakes, i.e.,
Daphnia pulex, Aglodiaptomus leptopus and Chaoborus americanus. Speciesenvironmental relationships were somewhat similar in 2009 and 2011,
while 2008 deviated from other survey years. In 2009 and 2011, higher
concentrations of NO3-, SO42- and Al were positively related to D. pulex
and A. leptopus abundances. It is possible that these lakes were receiving
relatively higher loads of these chemicals from dominant wetlands in
their catchments. Our results did not provide evidence of acid-stress to
zooplankton in these lakes, not surprising given the greater geological
buffering capacity of the region which is provided by the higher DOC
concentrations of these lakes and possible adaptations of bog lake zooplankton communities to sustain acid-stress under natural conditions.

Wildlife Ecotoxicology
WP217 Estimating the Surface Area of Birds: Using the Homing
Pigeon (Columba livia) As A Model
C.R. Perez, J. Moye, C.A. Pritsos, Univ of Nevada / Agriculture Nutrition
and Veterinary Sciences
Estimation of the surface area of the avian body is valuable for studies in
thermoregulation, metabolism, and flight mechanics. Furthermore, avian
surface area is also crucial in assessing degree of external exposure to
environmental pollutants such as oil and other surface-active organic contaminants from leakages and large-scale spills. The previous use of frozen
carcasses for surface area estimations prevents the ability to modify the
posture of the bird. Previous attempts to assess the surface area of avian
species have often used materials to wrap closely around the skin surfaces
of the bird in a perching position which does not take into account the
surface area of the bird’s wings. The surface area of six live homing
pigeons in the fully extended flight position was estimated using a noninvasive method. An equation was derived to estimate the total surface area
of a pigeon based on its’ body weight. A pigeon’s surface area in the fully
extended flight position is approximately 4 times larger than the surface
area of a pigeon in the perching position. This is mostly attributable to the
fact that the surface area of the extended wings was found to be the most
dominant factor in the estimation of the total surface area. This suggests
that using the surface area of a bird in the perching position will highly
underestimate the total surface area because the area of the extended
wings and tail are ignored. Consequently, when assessing the level of
exposure to surface-active environmental contaminants, the underestimation of percentage of total body surface area covered could result in an
inaccurate representation of the biological impact of that exposure. The
surface area of a bird is dependent on its’ physical position, and therefore,
the fully extended flight position exhibits the maximum area of a bird
and should be considered the true surface area of a bird. This research was
funded in part by the Nevada Agricultural Experiment Station and by the
United States Department of Interior’s (DOI) Natural Resource Damage
Assessment for the Deepwater Horizon/Mississippi Canyon 252 Oil
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Spill. The views expressed in the article are the author’s and do not necessarily represent those of the DOI. Use of trade, product, or firm names
does not imply endorsement by the United States Government.”
WP218 Acute toxicity of three current-use pesticides to Acris
Blanchardi
P.W. Cusaac, W.H. Mimbs, B. Fingerlin, J.B. Belden, Oklahoma State Univ
/ Dept of Zoology; L.M. Smith, Oklahoma State Univ; S.T. McMurry,
Oklahoma State Univ / Dept of Zoology
Use of strobilurin fungicides on row crop agriculture has increased in the
last decade. These fungicides are most commonly aerially applied, and
often in combination with other biocides (e.g., pyrethroid insecticides).
Exposure of non-target organisms to multiple pesticides via drift and/
or incidental overspray is likely during routine treatment of row crop
agriculture. Depressional wetlands are often associated with row crop
agriculture and are used by amphibians for breeding and development.
Further, amphibians likely inhabit the surrounding upland after emerging
from natal wetlands, so amphibians have high risk of exposure to multiple
pesticides during routine treatment of row crop agriculture. We investigated the acute toxicity of two strobilurin fungicides, Headline EC® and
Headline AMP®, and Sniper®, a pyrethroid insecticide, to Blanchard’s
Cricket Frogs (Acris blanchardi). Headline EC® and Headline AMP®
were acutely toxic at or near environmentally relevant concentrations,
whereas Sniper® was only acutely toxic at unrealistically high concentrations. The potential exposure and effects in amphibians occupying
cropland during routine application of these pesticides will be discussed.
WP219 Effect of exposure endosulfan on sperm morphology and
seminiferous tubules in rat (Rattus norvegicus L.) Wistar
K. Oginawati, ITB / Environmental Engineering
Alleged prohibited use of organochlorine insecticides that have been
used by farmers in the Upper Citarum river basin West Java, Indonesia,
nowadays especially in the area of agriculture and plantations. The
purpose of this study was to determine the seminiferous tubulus and
structural abnormalities of sperm (Rattus norvegicus L.) male Wistar
induced by endosulfan . This study has been done as experimental
method in the laboratory with two variations concentration of the
endosulfan exposure and control. This study showed that the used of
endosulfan as organochlorine insecticide has influence bad effect on
sperm quality and testicular tissues such which is showed that the sperm
shape abnormalities and testicular tissue damage. The results of this
study showed that the most abundant group of sperm head abnormalities
was 0.188 ppm endosulfan. Sperm tail abnormalities are most numerous
in 0188 ppm endosulfan group. The diameter of the seminiferous tubules
found degeneration. The most abundant group of degeneration seminiferous tubules diameter was 0.188 ppm endosulfan with 15786.26 μm.
WP220 Passerine Acute Oral Dose Study Update 2014
T.B. Fredricks, Monsanto Company / Zoology; K. Brugger, DuPont Crop
Protection; T. Carro, DuPont Crop Protection / Environmental Safety
Assessment; M. Christ, SynTech Research Laboratory Services; P.J. Edwards;
K.S. Henry, Syngenta Crop Protection LLC / Ecological Sciences; W.E.
Hillwalker, Exponent / Dept of Environmental Molecular Toxicology; M.E.
Kern, Waterborne Environmental Inc / Ecotoxicology; D.R. Moore, Intrinsik
Environmental Sciences Inc; S.R. Mortensen, BASF Corporation; J.P.
Staveley, Exponent
In the 1980s and 1990s, songbirds (passerine species) were hypothesized
to be more sensitive to chemical stressors than the species recommended
in conventional acute and dietary exposure protocols (quail, pheasants,
ducks). If true, then the regulatory framework for protecting songbirds
might not be sufficiently protective. In 2007, a new pesticide registration
requirement to provide acute oral toxicity data for a songbird species was
introduced in the United States. Pesticide registrants and contract laboratories worked to fulfill the requirement by adapting existing protocols
to specific needs of small-bodied birds (e.g. species selection, animal
husbandry, reduced fasting period, and optimized dose administration
to reduce regurgitation). Available studies show that songbirds generally
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have a similar sensitivity compared to traditional test species; however,
in a few cases songbirds are more sensitive. In addition, songbirds can
naturally regurgitate at will when a test material is unpalatable and
are much more prone to regurgitate compared to the conventional test
species. Despite years of work refining the study methods, regurgitation
can remain a significant barrier to completing a valid study that fulfils
this data requirement. The main dilemma is determining the appropriate secondary study design to deal with birds that regurgitate the acute
oral dose. Guidance proposes the options of: categorizing each bird that
regurgitates as a mortality for calculation of LD50; use of NOEC for
regurgitation as equivalent to LD50 endpoint, selecting another passerine
species and conducting a second oral acute study, or conducting a dietary
exposure study to estimate a lethal dietary dose over several days’ exposure. In some cases, regurgitation occurs (with the birds surviving) at all
doses with multiple species, and therefore an LD50 cannot be calculated.
Furthermore, dietary exposure may not alleviate the regurgitation
response, resulting in avoidance of the treated food in the lab, which can
lead to an indirect effect of starvation of the animals. In this scenario,
high toxicity and high risk is presumed because of this natural response
to unpalatable food. In addition, considering animal welfare concerns we
question the added benefit of acute toxicity testing on passerine species
in risk assessment. Regulatory impacts of these different study scenarios
are considered in light of USEPA OCSPP methods for risk assessment.
WP221 Improving reptile risk assessment: dermal toxicity methodology and relationship to avian toxicity data
S.M. Weir, Savannah River Ecology Laboratory / Environmental
Toxicology; S. Yu, Texas Tech Univ / Dept of Environmental Toxicology;
L.G. Talent, Oklahoma State Univ; J.D. Maul, T. Anderson, Texas Tech
Univ / Environmental Toxicology; C.J. Salice, Towson Univ / Biological
Sciences Environmental Science
Reptile ecological risk assessment is currently limited by a lack of toxicity
data for reptiles, and little knowledge of contaminant exposure. Recent
advances in the use of the Western fence lizard (Sceloporus occidentalis)
as a model organism creates opportunities for filling important data
gaps. One of the main reasons reptiles continue to remain underutilized
is based, in part, on the lack of standardized test protocols for reptiles
stemming from nonexistent regulatory requirements for reptile toxicity
testing. We present methodological advances and data focused on building and refining a standardized toxicity test (oral and dermal exposure)
for the Western fence lizard. We provide baseline oral and dermal LD50
data for 4 pesticides using the up-down method. We then focus on a
single pesticide (lambda-cyhalothrin) for further investigations for the
effect of methodological changes on dermal toxicity. The baseline dermal
LD50 (95% CI) for lambda-cyhalothrin to the fence lizards was 17.5
(12.24-48.2) µg/g. Dosing on the dorsal surface (LD50 = 237.3 [175-550]
µg/g) and the addition of the basking lamp (LD50 = 175 [122.9-482]
µg/g) both significantly increased the LD50 compared to baseline
methods. Changing the solvent from acetone to propylene glycol created
dosing issues as solubility became a problem at doses of 175 µg/g and
above. We were still able to estimate an LD50 of 84.15 (37.04-293) µg/g
which was not a significant increase in toxicity compared to the baseline
LD50. Results suggest a standardized methodology is needed for reptile
toxicity in order to make collected toxicity data comparable across studies. Finally, we compare reptile LD50 data currently available to avian
LD50 values in order to determine to what extent reptile and avian toxicity values are correlated. We found that using all data available resulted
in a very poor relationship between reptile and avian toxicity. When we
used only pesticides with known toxicity (some LD50s were recorded as
“greater than” the highest dose tested), a strong relationship was found
between reptile and avian toxicity. Results suggest that if more reptile
toxicity data were available, a predictive relationship between reptiles
and birds may be possible, but it may need to be organized by mode of
action or chemical class (e.g. organophosphate insecticides, all rodenticides, etc).

WP222 Quantification of eleven thyroid hormones and metabolites in
plasma and tissue: method development and case studies from wildlife
M. Hansen, Univ of California Berkeley / Civil Environmental Engineering
Integrative Biology; D.L. Sedlak, Univ of California Berkeley / Civil and
Environmental Engineering; T.B. Hayes, Univ of California Berkeley /
Dept of Integrative Biology
Thyroid hormones (THs), such as thyroxine (T4) and 3,3’,5-triiodothyronine (T3), are vital in numerous physiological processes, e.g. embryonic
development, metabolism, cell differentiation and proliferation, cognitive
development, and thermogenesis. Circulating THs in plasma are typically in low ppt-levels, and can be used as a diagnostic tool during e.g.
pregnancy, or for hypothyroidism, hyperthyroidism and endocrine disruption diagnosis. Many factors control circulating levels of the bioactive
TH (T3), consequently not only T4 and T3 measurements are vital, but
also so-called inactive THs and metabolites are necessary for a comprehensive description of homeostasis. In the present work we walkthrough
the analytical method development and validation process of a LC-MS/
MS method to determine eleven thyroid hormones and metabolites in
minute amounts of plasma and animal tissue. Unbound (free) and total
TH concentrations in blood and plasma are reflected upon. Lastly, the
method is applied in case studies such as a controlled tadpole exposure
study and wildlife samples.
WP224 Biomonitoring of metal accumulation by sea turtle; semiquantitative ICP-MS analysis as a screening tool to identify potential
targets
C.A. Villa, Univ of Queensland / National Research Centre for
Environmental Toxicology Entox; S. Finlayson, Government of Queensland
/ Health Services Support Agency; C. Limpus, Government of Queensland
/ Dept of Environment and Heritage Protection; C. Gaus, National Res
Centre for Environmental Toxicology / Public Health Dept
Green sea turtles (Chelonia mydas) are candidate bioindicators of marine
habitat contamination by metals. The monitoring tissues available
from free ranging turtles are, however, restricted to minimally invasive
sampling techniques; often only small volumes of blood. A recent review
of reptile ecotoxicology identified Cd, Hg, Pb, Cu, and Zn as the most
commonly reported elements. While these are generally toxicologically important in many organisms, only limited information exists to
develop priorities for monitoring marine turtles. Analysing large sets
of elements by fully quantitative ICP-MS analysis is limited by signal
interferences from polyatomic ions and sample matrix, often requiring
separate calibration and injection. A screening method would therefore
be invaluable for identifying potentially elevated levels of elements which
are not commonly targeted for monitoring. Therefore, we aimed to test
and validate an approach to allow preliminary screening of sea turtle
blood for multiple elements, using an ICP-MS based semiquantitative
approach. While semiquantitative ICP-MS analysis can encompass a
large number of elements, its validation typically requires high sample
volume and Certified Reference Material (CRM) of the sample matrix
to be validated, which are not available for turtle blood. We therefore
first analysed spiked turtle blood using fully quantitative ICP-MS and
compared the results to spiked human blood CRM to test for differences
in the instrument’s response between these two matrices. The difference
of percentage recovery (%REC) for 10 spiked elements (Cr, Mn, Co,
Cu, As, Cd, Pt, Hg, Pb, and U) was 4%, indicating that the behaviour
of human and turtle blood in the ICP-MS was essentially identical.
The semiquantitative analysis in turtle blood could then be validated
against fully quantitative ICP-MS analysis of five levels of human blood
CRMs. The semiquantitative analyses of turtle blood differed from fully
quantitative analysis by less than 30% for 22 (Na, Mg, K, Ca, Ti, V, Cr,
Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, As, Se, Sr, Mo, Cd, Sb, Ba, Pb, and Bi) out
of a total of 25 elements, which is within the accuracy for SQ analysis
of other matrices. Our results demonstrate that in the case of green sea
turtles, semiquantitative ICP-MS analysis can be easily applied using
human CRMs to screen blood samples. This can inform priorities for
subsequent targeted monitoring of metals in different sea turtle foraging
regions.
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Terresrial or Wildlife Toxicology and Ecology General
WP226 Using the cytochrome P450 (CYP2C45) gene to explain differential sensitivity to rodenticides in barn owls (Tyto alba)
A.C. Huang, Forest Conservation Sciences; J.E. Elliott, Environment
Canada / Science Technology Branch; K. Martin, UBC
Second-generation anticoagulant rodenticides (SGARs) are widely
employed in urban and rural farmlands. While warfarin (first-generation
anticoagulant rodenticides) and SGARs both have the same inhibition mechanism by disrupting the Vitamin K cycle, SGARs are more
acutely toxic. Consequently, avian predators that hunt extensively for
small rodents - such as barn owls (Tyto alba) – are inevitably at a greater
risk of secondary poisoning from the now widespread use of SGARs.
Although 0.1 mg/kg of SGAR residues in liver has been suggested to
be associated with increased probability of poisoning risk, tolerance to
rodenticide appears to be highly variable among individuals for any given
avian species. Some individuals with 0.100 – 0.337 mg/kg of SGAR
residue detected in their livers exhibited no evident signs of hemorrhaging, whereas some birds with < 0.100 mg/kg were diagnosed as suffering
from acute hemorrhaging as the cause of death. Currently there is limited understanding of any possible genetic basis for the apparent variation
in rodenticide sensitivity in avian species. In this study, we used the cytochrome P450 (CYP2C45) gene – a homologue of the human CYP2C9
gene in avian species – to determine whether single point mutations in
this gene are associated with differential susceptibility to rodenticide
in barn owls. Specific mutations in the polymorphic CYP2C9 gene in
humans are known to be responsible for different dosage requirements
for patients treated with warfarin. To date, using primers designed from
the chicken CYP2C45 gene, we have sequenced approximately 80% of
the gene from three randomly chosen barn owls: 5 exons (685 base pairs)
and 4 intron regions (1655 base pairs). Preliminary data showed that
there are 9 polymorphic sites in the introns, but none in the exon regions
amongst the three individuals. We propose to sequence 40-50 more barn
owl samples with the already available necropsy and rodenticide residue
data. Given that this study is able to identify single-point mutations in
the CYP2C45 gene that are associated with varying levels of tolerance to
rodenticide, it may create a basis for future genetic studies on other birds
of prey at risk of secondary poisoning from SGAR as well.
WP227 Use of Ecological Risk Assessment Methods to Evaluate
Potential Causes of Wildlife Mortality in Oil Exploration Areas in
Sub-Saharan Africa
C.E. Mach, Ecology and Environment Inc / Dept of Environmental
Sciences; S. Lahm, M. Thurber, L. Flynn, J. Izaguirre, M. Mato, Ecology
and Environment Inc
Development of energy resources in remote, undeveloped areas of Africa
has the potential to result in conflicts with wildlife, especially when
development occurs in national parks or wildlife refuges where wildlife
habitats are of high quality and wildlife are abundant. Such a situation exists in areas in Sub-Saharan Africa where several international
energy firms are working with local governments to develop oil and gas
resources. This poster will describe a case study that evaluated evidence
regarding the possible causes of death of a pregnant lioness (Panthera
leo) found on an oil well drilling pad in an area of active oil exploration
in a country in Sub-Saharan Africa. Preliminary chemical analyses of
spring water collected from a pool on the pad surface and of fluids from
the dead lioness identified phenols. These observations lead to accusations that the oil company contaminated the pad with phenols and was
therefore responsible for the death of the lioness. To investigate this possibility, ecological risk assessment methods were used to quantify lioness
exposure to phenolic substances at the site and provide quantitative
estimates of risk, with an emphasis on whether exposure levels may have
been close to or greater than levels that would cause acute lethal effects.
This poster will describe the site setting, conceptual site model, study
design, exposure and risk estimation methods and results, uncertainties,
and study conclusions.
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WP228 The initiation and regulation of avian migratory fat deposition and how contamination affects pre-migratory fuelling in
shorebirds
K. Bianchini, C. Morrissey, Univ of Saskatchewan Toxicology Centre
Most birds rely exclusively on endogenous fat stores to fuel migratory
endurance flight. However, the environmental and endogenous mechanisms responsible for pre-migratory fuelling are not fully understood.
Migrant shorebirds, like the sanderling (Calidris alba), are superlative
fuelers, capable of more than doubling their mass during a single premigratory event. Currently, however, many shorebirds exhibit lower
refuelling rates and some fail to reach threshold departure masses, which
may be contributing to shorebird declines. It is possible that stopover
location contamination is hindering pre-migratory fuelling. Oil spills
and urban pollution, for example, contribute to significant contamination levels at key stopover locations in the Gulf of Mexico, along the
Central Flyway. My objectives are to 1) determine the mechanisms that
stimulate and regulate pre-migratory fuelling, 2) investigate whether
dioxin-like chemical (DLC) exposure affects pre-migratory fat deposition, and 3) evaluate the mechanisms for toxicity on gluconeogenesis and
lipogenesis. I will compare Sanderlings from two stopover points in the
migratory flyway: Chaplin Lake, SK, a relatively uncontaminated location, and multiple sites in the Gulf Coast, Louisiana, Texas and Mexico,
which are subjected to reoccurring oil spills and DLC contamination. I
will screen for plasma metabolites, use cell culture assays, and perform
a captive dosing study to reveal how pre-migratory fuelling is initiated
and regulated and to determine how contamination affects pre-migratory
fuelling events.
WP229 Seasonal levels of persistent organic pollutants in resident
and migratory songbirds from North and Central America
A.R. Maldonado, M.A. Mora, Texas A&M Univ / Wildlife and Fisheries
Sciences; J.L. Sericano, Texas A&M Univ / Geochemical and Environmental
Research Group
Migratory songbirds have seen significant population declines over the
past few decades; however, the impact of environmental contaminants
on these declines is poorly understood. Due to their annual movements, migrants may be exposed to a wide range of pollutants over
large geographic areas. Migratory songbirds may provide a framework
for understanding broad scale-scenarios of contaminant accumulation,
whereas resident birds can only provide information on local background
contamination. Persistent organic pollutant (POP) concentrations were
determined in whole-body homogenates of resident and migratory songbirds collected from three locations in North and Central America from
2011 to 2013. Samples were collected at sites located in Texas during the
fall (September-November) and spring (April-May) migration periods.
Additionally, birds were also collected while on their wintering grounds
(December-March) in Yucatán, Mexico and Costa Rica. Polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs) and organochlorine (OCs) pesticides were detected in
all samples. Preliminary results show that migrants (range = 12.8-513
ng/g d.w.) had higher levels of ΣPCBs compared to residents (range =
3.8-23.2 ng/g d.w.) at all locations implying that migratory birds were
exposed to and retained most of the accumulated PCBs. The PCB
profiles, with homologs having 6, 7, and 5 chlorines, in that order, being
generally the highest, in migratory and resident songbirds were comparable suggesting that, in spite of the different concentration levels observed,
the accumulation preference of PCB congeners is similar. Preliminary
results also indicate that Spring migrant songbirds collected in Texas
yielded a much larger ΣDDT concentration (166 ng/g d.w.; mostly
detected as p,p’ DDE), possible due to their feeding activities in tropical
regions where DDT was extensively used in the control of many different pests, than birds captured during the Fall (15.5 ng/g d.w.) which are
presumably migrating from the northern United States. Although this
is an ongoing study, the observed differences in contaminant concentrations suggest that migration, exposing songbirds to different habitats, has
a significant impact on contaminant accumulation.
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WP230 Interspecies differences of PBDEs metabolic capacity and
excretion in the dog and cat
K. Nomiyama, Y. Nagano, Ehime Univ / Center for Marine Environmental
Studies CMES; H. Mizukawa, Hokkaido Univ / Graduate School
of Veterinary Medicine; S. Nakatsu, Nakatsu Veterinary Surgery; K.
Takaguchi, S. Tanabe, Ehime Univ / Center for Marine Environmental
Studies CMES
Carnivorous species are known to have a higher metabolic capacity to
organohalogen compounds. However, previous study showed that pet
dogs have higher organohalogen metabolic and elimination capacities than pet cats, and found higher concentrations of PBDEs in cats
than in dogs. Moreover, these results suggested that increases of feline
hyperthyroidism are related to increased PBDE exposure. These interesting observations suggest the need for studies on the organohalogen
metabolites residual levels in these species. The present study elucidated
residual levels and patterns of PBDEs and their potential metabolites
(OH-PBDEs and bromophenols) as well as the species-specific metabolic
capacities by analyzing the biological tissues (blood, liver, brain and
bile) of dogs and cats. Biological tissues of stray cats and stray dogs were
collected from dead in the street due to traffic accident related traumas.
The mean concentrations (pg g-1 wet wt. base ± SD) of PBDEs in liver
were 1400 ± 1300 pg g-1 in dogs and 20000 ± 29000 pg g-1 in cat. PBDE
congener pattern in dogs and cats showed high proportion of BDE209.
Of the 28 OH-PBDEs congeners monitored, only two congeners
(2′OH-BDE68 and 6OH-BDE47 of natural origin) were measured
above the LOQ in both species. The residual levels of OH-PBDEs in
the liver were 15 ± 16 pg g-1 in dogs and 990 ± 2100 pg g-1 in cats. In
contrast, residual levels of OH-PBDEs in the bile were 760 ± 520 pg g-1
in dogs and 6300 ± 3700 pg g-1 in cats. 6OH-BDE47 and 2´OH-BDE68
were dominant in the bile, and 4´OH-BDE17, 2´OH-BDE28,
3OH-BDE47, 5OH-BDE47, and 4´OH-BDE49 were detected as minor
isomers at concentrations in the dogs. In the bile of cats, 3’OH-BDE28,
3OH-BDE47 and 5OH-BDE47 were detected as minor isomers. These
minor OH-PBDEs could be the metabolites of BDE47. However, these
metabolites of BDE47 were not detected in the liver and blood of both
species. In addition, residual levels of bromophenols in the bile were 1
order magnitude higher than in liver of both species. These results suggest that PBDEs metabolites might be mainly excreted through bile. In
previous study, it was suggested that the cat may have weak capacities
for elimination of phenolic metabolites because of lack of glucuronate
conjugation capacity. These results suggest the cats might be high-risk of
hydroxylated metabolites.
WP231 Enantioselectivity in Health Risk Assessment of DDT
Q. Zhang, Environmental Science; M. Zhao, Zhejiang Univ of Technology
The continued uses of dichlordiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT) for indoor
vector control in some developing countries and it’s persistence have
recently fueled intensive research on its health risk to living organism.
Recently, our group gives a comprehensive research on the health risk
of DDT. Results as followed: First, p,p’-DDT at low doses promoted
the proliferation of colon cancer cells through Wnt/β-catenin signaling,
which is independent on ER-mediated pathway. This result was confirmed in a mouse xenografted model. Second, p,p’-DDE could induce
neuron cell apoptosis at high dose by induced several apoptotic genes.
Among them, the TNF family was significantly induced. Intracellular
signaling pathway modulator TNFα was a potential target genes in
DDE-induced neuron toxicity. Third, results of the enantioselective neuron cytotoxicity of chiral molecular o,p’-DDT and o,p’-DDD shown that
R-enantiomer is the more detrimental stereostructure for both o,p′-DDT
and o,p′-DDD. Our research implied that health risk assessment of DDT
should be focused on two folds. Firstly, investigate on the effects of low
dose residue in the developed country, such as endocrine disruption and
cancer-related suffering. Secondly, high dose exposure in the developing countries where DDT is still sprayed should also be considered. We
appealed to give a multi-endpoints assessment and target searching for
DDT. While, for the chiral molecular, the health risk assessment should
transition from achiral into the enantioselective investigation.

WP232 Survey of Aflatoxin Contamination in Deer Corn Purchased
throughout the Rolling Plains of Texas
N.R. Dunham, S.T. Peper, M. McManus, S. Pappas, R.J. Kendall, Texas
Tech Univ
Supplemental feeding with corn to attract white-tail deer (Odocoileus
virginianus) is a common practice throughout Texas. Other species,
including Northern Bobwhites (Colinus virginianus), are commonly seen
feeding around supplemental deer feeders. In many cases, supplemental feeding continues year-round so feed supply stores always have it in
stock. Fluctuating weather and improper storage of these bags of corn
can lead to or amplify aflatoxin contamination, which can be toxic at
as low as 100ppb when ingested by Northern Bobwhites. Aflatoxin is a
fungal metabolite that is produced by strains of mold and is known to be
carcinogenic. Each bag of deer corn is tested for aflatoxin prior to being
sold and guaranteed that there is < 20ppb of aflatoxin per bag. Due to the
subsequent decline of bobwhites throughout West Texas, particularly the
Rolling Plains which held large numbers of bobwhites, there has been
interest in finding factors, such as toxins that could be linked to their
decline. In this study, we purchased and sampled 3 bags of deer corn
from 1 store per county in 19 counties (171 total bags) throughout the
Rolling Plains of West Texas to determine if the aflatoxin contamination
level was higher than 20ppb and if aflatoxin contamination could be a
contributing factor to the decline of bobwhites in West Texas. Three bags
of corn were purchased from 1 store in each county and each individual
bag was sampled three times (Top, Middle, Bottom). Aflatoxin contamination was determined using a FluoroQuant Alfa Test Kit. The top,
middle, and bottom sample of each bag were averaged to get the average
total per bag. Individual samples ranged from 0-59.13ppb while the
average aflatoxin contamination in one bag was only 18.10ppb, which is
lower than the acceptable level. All three bags per store were averaged to
get a store average and the highest recorded store average was 6.57ppb.
With the aflatoxin contamination levels being so low throughout all of
the Rolling Plains, it is unlikely that the corn used in these supplemental
feeders is causing any acute toxicity to the Northern Bobwhites that are
exposed. Further research needs to be conducted to determine if the
production of aflatoxin will increase when being stored long-term in
supplemental feeding systems.
WP233 Sequencing and De Novo Assembly of the Chinese Lizard
Eremias argus Transcriptome Using the Illumina GAIIx Method
W. Li, Key Laboratory of Environmental Biotechnology; L. Zhu, Beijing
Fisheries Research Institue / Beijing Academy of Agriculture and Forestry
Sciences; H. Wang, Research Center for Eco-Environmental Sciences, Chinese
Academy of Sciences / Key Laboratory of Environmental Biotechnology
Reptile is one of the important parts in ecosystem, whereas its population is declining. Studies showed fecundity decline caused by the
endocrine disrupting due to pesticide use might be the key reason for
its low population density. Lizard is currently one of the most economically important terrestrial species in China and has been used as a test
organism in many environmental studies. However, the lack of genomic
resources, such as sequenced genome, expressed sequence tags (ESTs)
and transcriptome sequences has hindered the research on reptile toxicology. Recent advances in large-scale RNA-Seq enable generation of
genomic resources in a short time, and provide large expression datasets
for functional genomic analysis. With the largest amount currently
used in our country, the increasing use of benzoylphenyl ureas (BPUs)
pesticides to wipe out locusts in grasslands, but little information about
their endocrine disrupting effects on reptiles was reported. In this
research, we selected native species Eremias argusas a model reptile and
develop functional genes database of endocrine systems using the nextgeneration sequencing technology. More than 20, 00,000 high-quality
reads were generated based on the raw data, and 109,467 unigenes with
a mean length of 713 bp were assembled using the Velvet and Oases
software. All of the assembly unigenes were annotated by running
BLASTx and BLASTn similarity searches on the Nt, Nr, Swiss-Prot,
COG and KEGG databases. In addition, the Clusters of Orthologous
Groups (COGs), Gene Ontology (GO) terms and Kyoto Encyclopedia
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of Gene and Genome (KEGG) annotations were also assigned to each
unigene transcript. To provide a preliminary verification of the assembly
and annotation results, and search for potential environmental pollution
biomarkers, endocrine system functional genes (e.g. thyroid hormone
receptor, 17β-HSD, 3β-HSD, deiodinase I and III genes) were cloned
and identified. Expressions of the selected genes following BPUs exposure confirmed that the genes are indeed linked to endocrine disruption.
The Eremias argus transcriptome advances the underlying molecular
understanding of this lizard, provides a basis for further exploration of
Eremias argus as an environmental test organism and promotes further
studies on other reptile organisms.
WP234 Rodent control user behavior among farmers and the risk of
non-target species exposure in Delta British Columbia
S. Hindmarch, Environment Canada / Science and Technology; C. Terpsma,
Delta Farmland and Wildlife Trust; J.E. Elliott, Environment Canada /
Science Technology Branch
The agricultural land in southwestern British Columbia Canada has
traditionally been used for pasture and hay production, but over the
last 50 years first vegetable production and then berry production has
increased. Greenhouses and berry fields require more intensive rodent
control than grass fields. In particular, blueberry farmers use rodenticides
extensively in their berry fields to control for field voles. The conversion from grassland to berry production has in all likelihood increased
the output of anticoagulant rodenticides (ARs) into the agricultural
landscape. The new PMRA regulations effective as of January 2013 will
restrict the usage of the more toxic second generation anticoagulant
rodenticides (SGARs) in Canada, but farmers are still allowed to use
these compounds on their farms and there is currently no AR usage
monitoring program in British Columbia. Consequently there is no data
on end user behaviour and whether farmers are adhering to the new
regulations are unknown. Our objectives were to assess the usage of ARs
on farmland in Delta and evaluate the role farmers have in the output of
ARs into the agricultural landscape. We were also interesting in evaluating the current knowledge level on the correct application of ARs given
the new SGAR regulatory changes. In total, 120 farmers were surveyed
and 94.4% of the respondents used ARs to suppress rodent populations.
The two main reasons for conducting rodent control among farmers
were property damage on their own property (26.3%), and preventive
rodent control required by stringent food safety laws (24.6%). Among all
farmers surveyed, the most commonly used rodenticide was brodifacoum
(36.6%) followed by bromadiolone (19.5%) and warfarin (17.1%). Overall,
the most common incidence of misuse among farmers using ARs was the
application of products containing brodifacoum or difethialone outdoors
(28.1%). All but one farmer was aware that rodenticides may negatively
affect wildlife, and 48.6% percent were quite concerned about harming
non-target wildlife, including pets. The documented unintentional misuse, especially among berry producers, demonstrates the need for more
outreach and readily available information on what types of products can
be used in specific locations (i.e. inside, outside, fields, fence lines) and
instructions for safe and effective application. Contacting and working
with farm suppliers may assist in ensuring that this information reaches
all farmers.
WP235 Mink Habitat Analysis for the Lower Passaic River Study
Area Baseline Ecological Risk Assessment
M.G. Luxon, B.A. Bergquist, L. Marsh, L. Saban, M. Johns, Windward
Environmental LLC; R. Law, de maximis inc
The Lower Passaic River Study Area (LPRSA) encompasses the lower
17.4 miles of the Passaic River, within a highly developed and industrialized area. Development along the shoreline has substantially reduced the
amount and quality of available habitat for wildlife. Mink were identified
as a receptor of concern because of their potential dietary exposure to
chemicals from the Passaic River through ingestion of aquatic organisms. However, there has been very little evidence to indicate that mink
are present in the study area. Mink tracks were observed within the
LPRSA on one occasion during sampling activities at the far upstream
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end of the LPRSA near Dundee Dam, but no other observations of mink
have been reported within the LPRSA. Because of the apparent lack of
dense, wooded vegetation preferred by mink, a detailed habitat analysis
was conducted to determine the number of mink that could be supported
by the available habitat in the LPRSA. The first step in the analysis was
to use land use and land cover data, aerial photos, and field observations
in a geographic information system (GIS) to evaluate the quantity and
quality of mink habitat along the LPRSA. In the second step, literature
data on mink habitat use and population density were used to estimate
the number of mink that might occupy the available habitat. In the final
step, land cover GIS data were used to estimate the approximate area
needed to support a minimum viable population. The results of the habitat analysis showed that there is insufficient tree and shrub cover along
the LPRSA to provide the minimum amount of habitat needed within
the maximum home range to support even a single reproducing female
mink. In order to support a minimum viable population of mink, habitat
from an area extending more than 7 mi outward in all directions would
be needed in addition to LPRSA habitat. The contribution of LPRSA
habitat to the total amount of habitat in this area was determined to
negligible.
WP236 Effects of glyphosate on fatty acid composition of two
Collembola species under different herbicide aging time and
temperature
J. Wee, Division of Environmental Science and Ecological Engineering; Y.
Lee, Korea Univ; Y. Kim, Korea Univ; H. Mo, Division of Environmental
Science and Ecological Engineering; K. Cho, Korea Univ / Division of
Environmental
Climate change has the potential of a powerful effect on the environmental fate and behavior of toxicant. A greater metabolic activity at
the higher temperature results in an increase in the rate of uptake and
degradation of toxic compound. Therefore, the research of temperature
effect on toxicity is needed to understand the change of toxic effect
under climate change. The response of Paronychiurus kimi and Paranura
rosea (Collembola) to glyphosate-based herbicide (Geunsami™) were
evaluated at different temperatures (20?, 25?) and aging time (7, 15 days).
Survived adults and hatched juveniles were counted after 28-day exposures in artificial soil spiked with 1, 5, 50, 100, 500 mg/kg of herbicide in
different temperature and aging time conditions. Also fatty acid composition of P. kimi and P. rosea was analyzed following the procedures given
by the Sherlock Microbial Identification System (MIDI Inc., Newark,
DE). Temperature and aging time did not influence the reproduction of
P. kimi and P. rosea. Fatty acid composition was different between species
and temperature, but was little affected by aging time. This result shows
that soil temperature affect the physiological response of P. kimi and P.
rosea and degradation of herbicides.
WP237 An Evaluation of the Dietary LD50 for Risk Characterization
and Implications for Designing Toxicity Tests for Passerine Species
W.E. Hillwalker, Exponent / Dept of Environmental Molecular
Toxicology; J.P. Staveley, Exponent; J.P. Carbone, Exponent Inc / Chemical
Regulationand Food Safety; M.J. Schocken, Exponent Inc / Registration
Chemistry Dept
The relatively recent requirement by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA) for acute oral toxicity data for passerine (songbird)
species in the submission for registration of pesticides poses many
challenges to both the registrant and the Agency. Particularly critical is
study design and interpretation of the study results during risk characterization. Due to the high incidence of regurgitation doses in oral
studies with passerine species, USEPA published a guidance document
in 2012 that allows the registrant to conduct a sub-acute dietary test
with passerine species. Based on the guidance, the sub-acute dietary
concentration endpoint (LC50) would be converted to a dietary dose
endpoint (dietary LD50 or LDD50) after adjusting for body weights and
feeding rates for use in the risk assessment. It has become apparent that
the design of a typical dietary study based on the standardized toxicity
guideline (OCSPP 850.2200), does not fulfill the guideline requirements
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or risk characterization assumptions when used to derive an LDD50. This
is primarily due to a 4-fold difference in the amount of food small birds
eat in the wild compared to what passerines eat in the laboratory well
as the 10-fold uncertainty factory applied to the listed species level of
concern (LOC) used in risk assessment. Test concentration selection and
consumption rate conversions are evaluated relative to USEPA toxicity
test guidance documents and exposure modeling assumptions to illustrate the disconnect. Regulatory impacts for passerine acute toxicity data
requirements are considered within the context of USEPA’s ecological
risk assessment framework under FIFRA.
WP238 An Evaluation of USEPA Passerine Acute Toxicity Test
Guidance and Their Applicability in Real World Scenarios
W.E. Hillwalker, Exponent / Dept of Environmental Molecular Toxicology;
L.C. Mezin, SePRO Corporation / Registration Regularory Affairs; L.W.
Brewer, Smithers Viscient LLC / Dept of Wildlife Toxicology
In 2007, The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) started
to require acute oral toxicity data for passerine (characterized as songbird) species in the submission for registration of pesticides. One of
the biggest challenges has been occurrence of regurgitation during oral
exposure by both capsule and gavage methods. A follow-up guidance
document was published in 2012 by USEPA regarding the interpretation of regurgitation in oral studies. Specifically, singular regurgitation
observations may be utilized just like an LC50 value as an acute endpoint
for risk characterization purposes. There has been much discussion
about the validity of considering regurgitation observed in the laboratory setting as an acute endpoint when it is likely an evolved mechanism
rather than a response to toxicity. Recent communications with USEPA
indicate they consider regurgitation to be an indicator of starvation,
an endpoint of concern for small birds with limited territories or home
ranges and migrating species impacted by an inability to access (or
retain) edible food, especially prior to, during, and/or immediately after
migration. This presentation will evaluate passerine species food requirements, energy budget variability, physiological performance and habitat
ranges relative to pesticide treated environments. Regulatory impacts of
the exposure and effect assumptions are considered within the context of
USEPA’s ecological risk assessment framework under FIFRA.
WP239 Effects of Biochar Feedstock and Pyrolysis Temperature on
Growth of Corn, Soybean, Lettuce and Carrot
D. Olszyk, M.G. Johnson, USEPA / NHEERL-WED; T. Shiroyama, Sen
Environ Emp Program; J. Novak, K. Cantrell, D. Watts, USDA ARS /
CPRC
Biochar, the carbon-rich material remaining after pyrolysis of cellulosic feedstocks, has potential as a soil amendment to sequester carbon,
and improve soil water-holding capacity and nutrient retention thereby
benefiting plant growth. However, biochar produced from some feedstocks could adversely affect plant growth or result in unwanted residual
materials in plants. To determine potential effects of different biochar
products on crops, we conducted a soil-biochar-plant greenhouse study
with corn (Zea mays), soybean (Glycine max), lettuce (Lactuca sativa) and
carrot (Daucus carota). Plants were grown in two South Carolina fertility
poor soils (Norfolk and Coxville soil series), with biochar added to the
soil at 1% by weight (≈ 20 t/ha). Biochar was produced from 6 feedstocks
(pine chips, poultry litter, swine solids, switchgrass, and two blends of
pine chips and poultry litter); with biochar from each feedstock made by
pyrolysis at 350, 500 and 700 C. Crops responded differently based on
soil and biochar feedstock, with few effects due to pyrolysis temperature.
Among the responses noted: poultry litter alone and/or some mixtures of
poultry litter and pine chips increased lettuce shoot and root dry weights
in both soils, and corn shoot dry weight in the Coxville soil. Poultry litter
from lower temperature pyrolysis decreased soybean shoot dry weight in
the Norfolk soil, and soybean root dry weight and pod dry weight and
number in both soils. Poultry litter also decreased carrot shoot, tap root
and diffuse root dry weights for the Coxville soil. Swine solids and some
blends of pine chips and poultry litter increased lettuce root and shoot dry
weights for both soils, and carrot shoot, taproot and diffuse root growth,

and soybean pod number for the Norfolk soil. The different responses to
the higher nutrient biochar feedstocks (i.e., poultry litter and swine solids)
were likely associated with N, K and P requirements of different crops.
Future chemical analyses will focus on effects of biochar feedstocks on
plant nutrients and polycyclic hydrocarbon concentrations of plant tissues.
Further characterization of soil physical and chemical properties will
provide guidance for biochar use and application rates, and indicate other
potential benefits/risks associated with using particular types of biochar as
a soil amendment for Coastal Plain agriculture soils.
WP240 Assessment of embryotoxicity and post-hatching development and long-term effects following in ovo exposure to methyl
mercury in zebra finches
M. Yu, M. Eng, Simon Fraser Univ / Biology; J. Elliott, Envionment
Canada; T. Williams, Simon Fraser Univ
Mercury is a pervasive environmental contaminant found in terrestrial
and aquatic environments as inorganic mercury and as the more toxic
organic methylmercury (MeHg). Field and captive avian dosing studies
have reported adverse reproductive, neurological, and behavioral effects
from MeHg exposure. Many studies have been done on the effects of
MeHg exposure in waterbirds and poultry; however, the effects of MeHg
in passerine birds are less well understood. The objectives of the current
study were (1) to assess embryotoxic effects of in ovo exposure to MeHg,
and (2) to assess post-hatching effects of in ovo exposure to MeHg on
survival, development, behavior, and reproduction in a model songbird
species, the zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata). To assess the embryotoxic
effects of in ovo exposure to MeHg, zebra finch embryos were exposed
to MeHg via egg injection. Treatment groups included a vehicle control
(filtered ddH 2O), sham control, uninjected control, high dose (3.2 µg
Hg/g egg), or low dose (0.2 µg Hg/g egg). Eggs were injected into the
albumin the day they showed evidence of fertility (day 3 of incubation).
Following injection, eggs were returned to the nest and monitored to
record hatching success, chick growth, fledging success, and hematology (blood samples collected at 15 and 30 days of age). Hatching success
was significantly lower in both the high dose (53%) and low dose (64%)
compared to the control (100%), sham (83%) and uninjected (81%) treatment groups. There was no effect of treatment on fledging success, which
was 90% (70/78) overall. Chick growth, hematocrit, and hemoglobin
were also not affected by MeHg dose. In order to study potential longterm effects of embryonic exposure to MeHg, surviving chicks have been
raised to sexual maturity, and breeding and mating trials will be conducted to assess effects on behavior, reproductive success, and physiology.
WP241 Biomonitoring of metal accumulation by sea turtle; semiquantitative ICP-MS analysis as a screening tool to identify potential
targets
C.A. Villa, Univ of Queensland / National Research Centre for
Environmental Toxicology Entox; S. Finlayson, Government of Queensland
/ Dept of Health; C. Limpus, Government of Queensland / Dept of the
Environment and Heritage Protection; C. Gaus, National Res Centre for
Environmental Toxicology / Public Health Dept
Green sea turtles (Chelonia mydas) are candidate bioindicators of marine
habitat contamination by metals. The monitoring tissues available
from free ranging turtles are, however, restricted to minimally invasive
sampling techniques; often only small volumes of blood. A recent review
of reptile ecotoxicology identified Cd, Hg, Pb, Cu, and Zn as the most
commonly reported elements. While these are generally toxicologically important in many organisms, only limited information exists to
develop priorities for monitoring marine turtles. Analysing large sets
of elements by fully quantitative ICP-MS analysis is limited by signal
interferences from polyatomic ions and sample matrix, often requiring
separate calibration and injection. A screening method would therefore
be invaluable for identifying potentially elevated levels of elements which
are not commonly targeted for monitoring. Therefore, we aimed to test
and validate an approach to allow preliminary screening of sea turtle
blood for multiple elements, using an ICP-MS based semiquantitative
approach. While semiquantitative ICP-MS analysis can encompass a
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large number of elements, its validation typically requires high sample
volume and Certified Reference Material (CRM) of the sample matrix
to be validated, which are not available for turtle blood. We therefore
first analysed spiked turtle blood using fully quantitative ICP-MS and
compared the results to spiked human blood CRM to test for differences
in the instrument’s response between these two matrices. The difference
of percentage recovery (%REC) for 10 spiked elements (Cr, Mn, Co,
Cu, As, Cd, Pt, Hg, Pb, and U) was 4%, indicating that the behaviour
of human and turtle blood in the ICP-MS was essentially identical.
The semiquantitative analysis in turtle blood could then be validated
against fully quantitative ICP-MS analysis of five levels of human blood
CRMs. The semiquantitative analyses of turtle blood differed from fully
quantitative analysis by less than 30% for 22 (Na, Mg, K, Ca, Ti, V, Cr,
Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, As, Se, Sr, Mo, Cd, Sb, Ba, Pb, and Bi) out
of a total of 25 elements, which is within the accuracy for SQ analysis
of other matrices. Our results demonstrate that in the case of green sea
turtles, semiquantitative ICP-MS analysis can be easily applied using
human CRMs to screen blood samples. This can inform priorities for
subsequent targeted monitoring of metals in different sea turtle foraging
regions.
WP242 Developing a Study Design to Assess Bioaccessibility of
Metals to Terrestrial Birds
J. Holder, B. Bjorkman, ERM
Ecological risk assessments generally assume that the total concentration
of a metal in soil is 100% bioavailable. However, in most natural systems,
the bioaccessible fraction of the metal in soil is significantly less than
100%. Thus, the assumption that 100% of a metal in soil is bioaccessible
is conservative. For ecological receptors that receive a significant portion
of their daily dose through ingestion of contaminated food, this initial
conservatism becomes compounded when incidental soil ingestion and
ingestion of contaminated prey items all assume 100% bioavailability.
For over 20 years, the challenges associated with addressing metals bioaccessibility have been recognized by scientists, and in vivo and in vitro
methodologies have been developed – especially for mammalian systems.
However, avian systems have been less well studied, although physiologically-based extraction tests (PBET) have been conducted on waterfowl
exposed to lead, and bioaccessibility studies for the American robin have
been conducted with lead-contaminated soil and prey. This presentation
will provide an overview of the challenges associated with evaluating
metals uptake and we will offer a strategy on how to address bioaccessibility of metals for terrestrial bird species. The development of a model,
the identification of the important model parameters and potential data
that can be used as model parameters will be presented. The utility of
such a model for metals other than lead will also be addressed.
WP243 Is it Safe for Bambi to Graze?: Modelled De Novo Ecological
No-effect Soil Concentrations of Metals and Hydrocarbons for
Wildlife Ungulates
J. Trowell; S.M. Bard, Keystone Environmental Ltd
There is limited guidance available on determining if soils, particularly remediated soils or naturally mineralized soils that exceed current
generic guidelines, are safe or not for grazing ungulates. To fulfill the
site-specific protection goal of no adverse effects to wildlife ungulates
(using white-tailed deer as a model species) through grazing exposure (specifically ingestion of vegetation and soil), de novo guidelines
(Ecological No-effect Soil Concentrations) of 19 metals and 17 polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons were derived. Dose-based, mammalian
wildlife toxicity reference values for each constituent were derived from
no-observed adverse effect levels, with study selection based on a priority system that focused on literature regarding constituent toxicity first
to ruminants; where that was lacking, then studies on herbivores; and
in absence of other data, rodent studies were selected. Dose modelling
using literature values was used to calculate ingestion rate and daily oral
dose of metals and hydrocarbons from (1) soil and grass and (2) soil and
all vegetation. The no-effect soil concentration of the constituent that
would not pose a risk to deer (i.e. assuming that the hazard quotient was
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equal to one) was calculated by determining the ratio of toxicity reference
value over the daily dietary intake. Since baseline literature values were
used in the dose modelling, the model can be further refined by incorporating the biology of the receptor (seasonality of diet and exposure,
range) into the dose modelling equation.
WP244 Metal accumulation and biomarker response in lichens from
the Pacific Northwest Rail Corridor in Bellingham, Washington
A. Kelley, J.L. Johnson, Western Washington Univ / Huxley College of the
Environment; R.M. Sofield, Huxley College of the Environment
Epiphytic lichens are useful biomonitors of air quality because they have
a high surface area and acquire nutrients only through direct exposure
to the atmosphere. While the impacts of train air pollution are a current
topic of interest, there are few studies that exploit biomonitors to investigate air pollution from railroad point sources. In this study the lichen
Ramalina farinacea was harvested from a site without known sources of
air pollution in Bellingham, Washington and transplanted onto trees
directly adjacent to the railroad in the Chuckanut region of the Pacific
Northwest Rail Corridor (PNWRC) for a 105-day duration between
July and October 2013. Transplants were deployed to three regions with
distinct tree canopy cover patterns and arranged into height gradients
to survey the impact of train exhaust plumes and particulate matter on
oxidative stress, chlorophyll degradation, membrane stability and heavy
metal accumulation. There were no significant differences between the
deployment heights for any of the measurements. No significant differences compared to baseline reference lichens were observed for oxidative
stress and chlorophyll degradation. Membrane integrity did significantly
change over the deployment period. Additionally, significant correlations existed for membrane integrity and Fe, Mo, and Ni (p< 0.001).
Qualitative effects, such as visible damage to thalli and color changes
were evident in lichens deployed along the PNWRC. Lichen community structure in forested areas bordering the railroad was qualitatively
surveyed and suggests that resident lichens were less diverse, had a lower
overall biomass, and exhibited reduced size compared to Ramalina farinacea at the collection site.
WP245 Multi-Dose Assessment of Reproductive and Developmental
Sensitivity to Methylmercury in the Homing Pigeon (Columba livia)
K. McGlamery, J. Moye, Univ of Nevada Reno / Agriculture Nutrition and
Veterinary Sciences; C.A. Pritsos, Univ of Nevada / Agriculture Nutrition
and Veterinary Sciences
Mercury is a common toxic heavy metal contaminant found in many
ecosystems. Much of its presence and persistence in the environment is
attributed to the use of organomercurials as fungicidal seed treatments
or from mining activities. Avian species are among the most vulnerable
species exposed to these toxic compounds and are particularly sensitive reproductively. Detrimental impacts of environmental mercury
contamination on avian physiology and reproduction have been extensively researched using lethally toxic levels. More relevant assessments
of environmental exposures will generate data more relevant to our
understanding the impact of chronic exposure on avian population,
thus aiding organizations in the assessment of the biological damage
occurring and the formation of Natural Resource Damage Assessments.
This study was designed to examine the impact of low-level exposures
to methylmercury on breeding homing pigeons (Columba livia), at levels
lower than those known to cause behavioral abnormalities in adults, and
evaluate developmental and reproductive effects upon offspring produced from three sequential rounds of breeding. Homing pigeons have
previously been established as a surrogate model for free-living birds
and were utilized in this study. Two groups of breeding pairs of homing
pigeons, as well as offspring produced, were dosed with methylmercury
(II) hydroxide via drinking water at concentrations of 7.0 mg/L and 3.5
mg/L, with several reproductive and developmental parameters being
evaluated over the course of three successive breeding rounds including
fertility, reproductive success, and chick survival to 10 weeks. Fertility
and reproductive success was reduced for all three breeding rounds in the
exposed group with controls having near or equal to 100 percent success
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in both parameters, and effects were sequentially more severe through
each round of breeding. At the lower dose, however, reproductive effects
were reduced for each round when compared to the higher dose, suggesting a dose-response relationship from exposure. Additionally, time
to fledge was delayed in all three breeding rounds. Results suggest that
extended low-level exposure may result in deleterious effects on reproduction and chick development, especially to indigenous species of birds
that do not exhibit migratory behavior. This study was funded by the
Nevada Agricultural Experiment Station and a Univ. of Nevada General
Undergraduate Research Award.
WP246 Proteomic Analysis of Cerebellum of Marmoset Treated with
Methylmercury
Y. Shao, NRES Program; M. Yamamoto, National Inst for Minamata
Disease; L. Chan, Univ of Ottawa
Methylmercury (MeHg) is a well-known environmental toxicant. The
cerebellum has been identified as the target region of MeHg toxicity;
however, the mechanisms of MeHg toxicity in this region are still not
fully understood. The aim of this study is identification of the proteins
and biochemical pathways affected by MeHg in the cerebellum of the
common marmoset (Callithrix jacchus) brain using proteomic techniques. Three marmosets were administered orally daily with MeHg
chloride (MeHgCl:L-cysteine = 1:1,1.5 mg Hg/kg body weight) for
two weeks, followed by two weeks without treatment. Three common marmosets were administrated with the same concentration of
L-cysteine solution as control. The brains were quickly removed and were
flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C. Upon analyses, portions of cerebellum were digested and the peptides were analysed using
high-performance liquid chromatography/electrospray ionization tandem
mass spectrometry (HPLC-ESI-MS/MS). A total of 1006 proteins were
identified in the cerebellum. There were 102 proteins (10%) changed
(statistical difference) in the MeHg-treated marmoset cerebellum, and
the plasma membrane associated proteins were affected proportionally
more than the other cellular components. Functional enrichment analysis assigned the changed proteins into 6 groups, and the leading term in
each group are as follows: regulation of synaptic transmission, glutamate
receptor signaling pathway, positive regulation of cAMP biosynthetic
process, regulation of exocytosis, sarcoplasmic reticulum calcium ion
transport and actin filament capping. Pathway analysis using Ingenuity
Pathway Analysis software predicted that Calcium Transport I is the
most significant changed pathway in MeHg-treated marmoset cerebellum. Four proteins (DLG4, SLC17A7, SLC8A1 and GRIA2) were
validated using Western blot, and the results were in agreement with
the proteomic analysis. The present study is the first report of the whole
proteome expression of MeHg neurotoxicity in the cerebellum of primates. Our results showed that MeHg-treated cerebellum displayed the
multi-variance in cellular functions and toxicity pathways. Regulations
of synaptic transmission were the most significant function affected in
MeHg-treated cerebellum. The novel proteins/genes found in this study
provide the new insights for understanding MeHg neurotoxicity.
WP247 Risk assessment for horses exposed to saline water using a
Dietary Cation-Anion Difference (DCAD) approach
A. Fikart; N. Healey, M. Finley, Azimuth Consulting Group Partnership
As part of an ecological/agricultural risk assessment, the risks to the
health of horses exposed to saline soils and surface water (via drinking)
was assessed. One line of evidence (LOE) for this assessment included
the evaluation of the potential for acid-base imbalance in the blood by
calculating the Dietary Cation-Anion Difference (DCAD). The maintenance of a stable pH in bodily fluids is essential to life. Normal blood pH
is 7.4 and values outside of the range of 7.25 to 7.5 can alter the tertiary
structure of proteins and cause acute and severe toxic effects (e.g. uncompensated metabolic acidosis or alkalosis). Milder perturbations of blood
pH can cause compensated acidosis or alkalosis. The primary dietary
determinants of blood pH are sodium, potassium, chloride, and sulphur
(usually in the form of sulphate). The relative amounts of these cations
and anions in the diet are used to assess the potential for acid-base
imbalance by calculating the DCAD. For this work, DCAD for horses

was evaluated by: (1) deriving a “safe” DCAD value from the literature
and comparing it to other published DCAD values; (2) calculating and
plotting site-specific DCAD values (assuming horses are foraging on
local grasses), with and without factoring in use of salt-contaminated
surface water as drinking water; and (3) evaluating how the addition of
the salt-contaminated drinking water drives the direction of the DCAD
values relative to the safe value.
WP248 Selenium concentrations in non-breeding sandpipers exceed
thresholds for toxicity risks
T. St. Clair, Hemmera Envirochem Inc
Trace element concentrations were measured in Pacific Dunlin (Calidris
alpina pacifica) stopping-over in the Fraser River Estuary of British
Columbia during migration to breeding grounds. Concentrations of
cadmium, copper, and zinc were measured in Dunlin kidneys along with
copper, lead, mercury, selenium and zinc in feathers. Selenium concentrations in feathers of many individuals (range: 2.1 - 14.0 µg/g) were at
levels associated with toxicity risks (> 5 µg/g). Tissue concentrations of
other measured elements were below toxicity risk thresholds. A review
of studies reporting selenium concentrations in Calidris spp. sandpipers reveals broad and consistent exceedance of toxicity risk thresholds
outside of the breeding season. Birds are particularly sensitive to
selenium toxicity during egg development. Selenium concentrations
above toxicity thresholds have been shown to reduce egg hatchability
and to cause embryo deformities in waterfowl (e.g. Black-necked Stilt
(Himantopus mexicanus)). Thus, reduced selenium exposure at breeding
sites could mitigate the potentially toxic concentrations observed in tissues of migrating and non-breeding sandpipers. Selenium exposure and
concentrations of selenium in breeding populations of Dunlin and other
sandpipers are largely unknown. Future studies of selenium concentrations in breeding sandpipers and eggs from failed nests are recommended
to assess potential impacts on reproductive success.
WP249 Spatial distribution of heavy metals in grizzly bears and black
bears from British Columbia, Canada
M. Noel, Stantec Consulting Ltd; C. Darimont, Univ of Victoria; J.
Christensen, Stantec Consulting Ltd
Black bears (Ursus americanus) are widely distributed across British
Columbia (BC) with a current estimate of 120,000 to 160,000 individuals. Conversely, the BC grizzly bear (Ursus arctos) population has only
an estimated 15,000 individuals and is designated as “Species of Special
Concern” by the Committee of the Status of Endangered Wildlife in
Canada. Both species, however, continue to face many threats to survival
and reproductive success as a result of habitat loss, salmon population
collapse, climate change and other human-caused mortalities such as
sport hunting, poaching and vehicle-collision. Trace metals are known to
cause a variety of adverse health effects and, if present in terrestrial and
aquatic food webs of BC, could represent an additional threat to grizzly and black bears. In the present study, we investigated, for the first
time, the accumulation of 23 trace metals in the hair of 82 grizzly bears
and 39 black bears sampled across BC. Stable isotope analyses were also
performed to gather dietary information. GIS analyses enabled us to
evaluate habitat conditions and anthropogenic features that might influence metal exposure. Coastal grizzly bears had the highest total metal
levels (1134.5±233.8 µg/g) followed by interior grizzly bears (675.6±68.2
µg/g) and black bears (517.1±65.2 µg/g) (p< 0.001). Principal component
analyses revealed a clear clustering between coastal grizzly bears, interior
grizzly bears and black bears. Coastal grizzly bears were positively associated with mercury, copper, uranium and vanadium along factor 2 (12% of
the total variance) which was correlated with the percentage of salmon/
meat consumed (r2=0.25;p< 0.001). These results suggest that these
four metals are characteristic of a marine signal associated with the consumption of salmon. Along factor 1 (22% of the total variance), interior
grizzly bears clustered along the axis positively associated with lead, cadmium, aluminum and cobalt while black bears were positively associated
with zinc. It is important to notice that even though inhabiting the same
region as grizzly bears, black bears showed a different metal signature
suggesting that different bear species are using different ecological niches.
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This study provides, for the first time, data on trace metal accumulation
in the two species of bears present in BC, information that is valuable for
the conservation of these two iconic species of BC.
WP250 Testing For Associations Between Hemotozoa Infection and
Mercury In Wading Bird Nestlings
A.L. Bryan, C.N. Love, G.L. Mills, Univ of Georgia / SREL; R.
Borkhataria, Univ of Florida / Everglades Research; S.L. Lance, Univ of
Georgia / Savannah River Ecology Laboratory
Several wading bird species in the southeastern United States have a
history of infection by hematozoa/avian malaria as well as mercury
accumulation through their diet and thus may be exposed to two, generally sublethal yet chronic stressors. We analyzed nestling wading birds
(n=171) of varying size and trophic position from the southeastern U.S.,
as well as a smaller sample (n=23) of older, free-ranging birds, to examine
for potential inter-relationships between infection by hematozoa, and
Hg uptake. PCR analyses indicated only a single nestling tested positive for hematozoa (Plasmodium/Haemoproteus) whereas 9 (39%) of the
older wading birds tested positive and sequencing indicated that they
were infected with Plasmodium There was no association between Hg
and malaria infection for nestlings. The older birds exhibited a possible
malaria/Hg association, but it may be confounded by their greater potential exposure period and/or movements of these birds.
WP251 Toxicity of Molybdenum to Northern Bobwhite Quails
(Colinus virginianus)
A.K. Tiwary, Chevron / HES; J.M. Stafford, Smithers Viscient; C.E.
Lambert, Intrinsik; C.L. Murray-Gulde, Chevron Environmental
Management Co
There is lack of data on the toxicity of relevant forms of molybdenum
(Mo) to ground dwelling birds. Modeled avian data of unclear origins
have previously led to soil remediation goals as low as 54 mg/kg Mo. A
Quail feeding study was conducted to provide quality data for developing a scientifically robust remediation goal for Mo as it pertains to
ground dwelling avian species. Sodium molybdate dihydrate is a highly
bioavailable Mo form typically used in animal bioassays. However,
molybdenum disulfide (less bioavailable form) is naturally occurring in
ores, and is often found in ore processing facilities and impacted soils
around it. A comparative 30-day dietary study was carried out in 9-day
old Northern Bobwhite Quails using 0, 420, 700, 1200, 2000, 3000 mg
Mo (as sodium molybdate dihydrate), and 700, 2000, 5000 mg Mo (as
molybdenum disulfide)/kg feed (diet). Each group consisted of 12 birds.
After 30 days of treatment, half the birds in each group were sacrificed
and necropsied. Remaining birds were sacrificed following a 5-day
post-treatment (recovery) period where the birds were fed clean feed. All
birds were observed daily for mortality, general condition, overt signs of
toxicity and abnormal behavior. During the study, no treatment-related
mortality occurred and no abnormal behavior was observed in any of the
treatment groups. Compared to the control group, proportional body
weight gain was significantly reduced in the 2000 and 3000 Mo (as
sodium molybdate dihydrate)/kg feed groups. However, by the end of
the 5-day post-treatment (recovery) period, this reduction was no longer
significant. There was no significant difference in proportional weight
gain among any of the Mo (as molybdenum disulfide)/kg feed groups
and the control group. No statistically significant gross or microscopic
lesions were found in any of the treatment groups. Tissue molybdenum
concentrations (Serum, Liver, Kidney, and Bone) were significantly
higher in groups given Mo as sodium molybdate dihydrate compared
either to control groups or to treatment groups given Mo as molybdenum
disulfide. The No-Observed-Adverse-Effect Concentration (NOAEC)
was 1200 mg/kg Mo as sodium molybdate dihydrate, and ≥ 5000 mg/kg
Mo as molybdenum disulfide. Similarly, the Lowest-Observed-AdverseEffect-Concentration (LOAEC) was 2000 mg/kg Mo as sodium
molybdate dihydrate, and ≥ 5000 mg/kg Mo as molybdenum disulfide,
consistent with the lower bioavailability of the latter.
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WP252 Potential enhancement of microplastics on metal uptake in
earthworm (Lumbricus terrestris)
T. Nguyen, Loyola Univ Chicago; T.C. Hoang, Loyola Univ Chicago / Inst
of Environment and Sustainability
Most microplastics study focused on the harmful effects in the marine
ecosystem. Previous studies have found that microplastics are small
enough to be ingested by organisms and moved up the food chain. In
addition, microplastics absorbed a variety of pollutants on their surfaces.
This screening study examined the effect of microplastics on the accumulation of cadmium, copper, zinc, and nickel by Lumbricus terrestris.
Organisms were exposed to control soil and metal contaminated soil that
was spiked with microplastics for 28 days based on the standard bioassay.
Earthworm tissues were collected on days 0, 4, and 28 for metal analysis.
Results of this study revealed potential enhancement of microplastics
on metal uptake in earthworms on day 14. The uptake appeared to be
saturated on day 28 regardless the presence of microplastics. Due to none
additive effect of metals, such as Zn protects organisms from Cd toxicity,
the effect on metal uptake in this study may be confounded by the metal
mixtures. Research with individual metals and higher concentration
of microplastics are being conducted. Results will be presented at the
meeting.

Ecological Models for Assessing the Risks of
Chemicals and Other Stressors – Part 2: From
Individuals to Populations
WP253 Development of a dynamic energy budget modeling approach
to investigate the effects of temperature and resource limitation on
mercury bioaccumulation
B.W. Clark, USEPA / Atlantic Ecology Division; K.L. Buckman,
Dartmouth College; D.H. Miller, USEPA / Mid Continent Ecology
Division; D.M. Champlin, USEPA / Atlantic Ecology Division; C.Y. Chen,
Dartmouth College / Dept of Biological Sciences; D.E. Nacci, USEPA /
Atlantic Ecology Division
Dynamic energy budget (DEB) theory provides a generalizable and
broadly applicable framework to connect sublethal toxic effects on
individuals to changes in population persistence and growth. We are
developing growth and bioaccumulation studies that contribute to a
DEB model, which allows joint acquisition and interpretation of chemical exposure and stressor effect information in a format that readily
translates into demographic rate changes. Ultimately, we plan to develop
a framework that connects molecular mechanistic information (i.e., transcriptomic and genomic changes) via a DEB model to population level
fitness. As a test case, we are studying the effects of temperature and
resource availability on mercury (Hg) accumulation in the estuarine fish
Fundulus heteroclitus (mummichog). Methylmercury (MeHg), a potent
neurotoxin and global contaminant, readily accumulates in marine food
webs and remains a concern for human exposure through consumption
of seafood. Furthermore, warming temperatures, as are occurring with
global climate change, may increase MeHg production and bioaccumulation. Increased temperature may result in increased food consumption
and an associated increase in MeHg accumulation. However, higher
temperatures may also lead to increased growth and reduced MeHg
accumulation through somatic growth dilution. Work by Dijkstra et al.
(PLoS ONE 8(3):e58401) suggested that Hg accumulation increased
with temperature, but further study is needed to understand the
interaction between temperature, food availability, growth rate, and
bioaccumulation. We have begun parameterization of a DEB growth
model using juvenile mummichog (1 g) held at 27°C for 28 days. In addition, we tested the effects of holding density (1 or 4 fish), feeding rate
(3.3% or 10% dry body weight/day), and the use of internally implanted
passive integrated transponder (PIT) tags to gather growth data for
individual fish held in groups. The PIT tags did not affect growth. Fish
held in a group and fed the low feed rate grew about 50% less than all
other treatment groups, suggesting a behavioral interaction with feeding
rate. Group-held fish fed the low feed rate also accumulated less MeHg
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(398.6±34.7 ng/g vs. 514.2±48.5 ng/g). This study will aid in understanding the effects of temperature and growth rate on Hg bioaccumulation
and contribute to development of a DEB testing framework in an ecological model with an extensive toxicological and genomic background.
WP254 Considerations for Ecological Model Development and
Implementation: A Risk Assessor’s Perspective
C.B. Aubee, K.V. Garber, A.R. Kanarek, USEPA / Office of Pesticide
Programs
Research scientists and ecological modelers often wish to provide data
and tools that will inform and improve risk assessment. However, they
may lack information on the practical constraints of the regulatory
risk assessment paradigm. In April 2014, the National Institute for
Mathematical and Biological Synthesis (NIMBioS) hosted an investigative workshop on the use of predictive systems models in ecological
risk assessment. Workshop participants identified a need for enhanced
communication between researchers, modelers, and risk assessors, to
support the strategic development and evaluation of potentially useful
models. We present common questions and issues that arise when a new
tool or technique is considered for use in a regulatory assessment regime,
from a risk assessor’s perspective. These considerations may help focus
future discussions of model development. Disclaimer: This abstract was
subjected to review by USEPA’s Office of Pesticide Programs and was
approved for submission. Approval does not signify that the contents
reflect the views of USEPA. Mention of trade names or commercial
products does not constitute endorsement or recommendation for use.

Aquatic Toxicology and Ecology General: Part 3
WP255 Evaluating bioavailability of exposures to crude oil using passively dosed, physically and chemically dispersed WAFs
A.D. Redman, D.J. Letinski, ExxonMobil Biomedical Sciences, Inc; J.
Butler, ExxonMobil Biomedical Sciences, Inc. / Environmental Toxicology
and Chemistry Laboratory; T. Parkerton, ExxonMobil Biomedical Sciences,
Inc.; G.E. Bragin, ExxonMobil Biomedical Sciences, Inc. / Environmental
Sciences Division; T. Knarr, ExxonMobil Biomedical Sciences, Inc. /
Toxicology Environmental Science
The bioavailability of petroleum substances to aquatic organisms is
complex and depends on the dissolved phase composition and concentration of hydrocarbon constituents. The bioavailability is affected by the
composition of the oil and the effective oil-in-water loading. Further,
various preparation methods that rely on water accommodated fractions
(WAF)s e.g., high energy, chemical dispersant, have the potential to
generate oil droplets that could potentially affect the bioavailability of
aquatic organism exposures. A testing program was designed to investigate the bioavailability of a crude oil in 2-d toxicity tests with Daphnia
magna using three different dosing methods that yield different oil
droplet concentrations: passive dosing (e.g., oil in silicon tubing), physical
dispersion (e.g. 35% vortex) and chemical dispersion (e.g. physical mixing
with dispersant). The presence of droplet oil was confirmed visually using
fluorescence microscopy and the droplet concentration was inferred using
extended PAH analysis. Bioavailability was evaluated by quantifying the
dissolved hydrocarbons using passive samplers, as well as by modeling
the predicted dissolved concentrations from the composition of speciated
hydrocarbons measured in water using PETROTOX. This calculation
considered the potential replenishment of dissolved hydrocarbons from
oil droplets in the test system. Results confirm that passive dosing provides a convenient method to characterize dissolved phase hydrocarbon
exposures that was consistent with the model predicted values. Modeled
toxic units and passive sampler measurements were found to provide a
common, improved basis for evaluating exposure-toxicity relationships
across dosing methods. This work also indicates that oil droplets mediate
toxicity indirectly through buffering of dissolved hydrocarbon concentrations rather than through direct fouling of test organisms.

WP256 Simulated effects and response to oil exposure in an estuarine
fish species
J.A. Awkerman, S. Raimondo, R.L. Hemmer, M.G. Barron, USEPA / Gulf
Ecology Division
Experimental toxicity data alone lack ecological relevance to assess
more realistic situations, such as variable exposure to a contaminant
and long-term impact. Evaluating the implications of sublethal effects
or behavioral response to exposure requires multi-year, population-level
simulations. Interpreting effects within the appropriate context depends
on spatial and temporal variability in exposure concentration as well as
seasonal fluctuations in vital rates and behavior of the organism. We
collected experimental data to determine dose-dependent effects of oiled
sediment on sheepshead minnow (Cyprinodon variegatus) and used these
data to parameterize population models. Concentration-dependent
effects were projected using location-specific, categorical coastal oiling
assessments around Barataria Bay following the Deepwater Horizon oil
spill. Density-dependent population models included nonlethal effects
of oil exposure on growth and reproduction as observed in controlled
experiments. Spatially explicit models simulated post-spill population
dynamics according to three scenarios: no oil exposure, reduced growth
and fecundity as a result of oil exposure, and avoidance response to oiled
habitat. Reduced growth and fecundity in oiled habitat resulted in shortterm population decline. Avoidance behavior prevented some effects
of oil exposure; however, reduced habitat availability in oiled areas still
decreased fish populations temporarily.
WP257 Effects of weathered Macondo well oil applied to soils and
aboveground tissues on Spartina alterniflora survival and growth
J.M. Willis, M.W. Hester, Univ of Louisiana at Lafayette / Biology
We examined how the exposure of aboveground tissues and adjacent soils
to weathered Macondo well oil impacted Spartina alterniflora survival,
photosynthetic processes, and integrated growth responses. Additionally,
we evaluated how soil oiling altered key biogeochemical indicators,
including soil redox potential and the interstitial concentration of sulfides,
phosphorus, and ammonium. Both oiling of aboveground tissues and the
adjacent soil surface were significantly deleterious to Spartina alterniflora
health. Complete coating of aboveground tissues with oil significantly
reduced light-adapted chlorophyll fluorescence shortly after the initiation of the study, regardless of soil oiling. Although net CO2 assimilation
tended to be lower with complete oiling of aboveground tissues at the
conclusion of the study, this effect was likely diminished by the production of new aboveground tissue over the course of the study. However,
complete coating of plant tissues with oil significantly decreased total and
live aboveground biomass at harvest. Soil oiling significantly impacted
Spartina alterniflora health, with both net CO2 assimilation rate and the
percentage of live stems significantly reduced at the midpoint of the study.
Near complete mortality of aboveground tissues occurred in treatments
exposed to soil oiling by harvest. Interstitial ammonium and phosphorus
were significantly elevated in the soil oiling treatment compared to the
control at the conclusion of the study, likely as a result of reduced plant
growth. Soil redox potential was poised significantly higher in the soil oiling treatment than in the control at the study’s conclusion, although both
treatments displayed moderate soil reduction (< 20 mV). Interestingly,
total interstitial sulfides were significantly elevated in mesocosms experiencing soil oiling by the conclusion of the study, suggesting that soil gas
exchange was impeded by the application of oil. These results indicate
that the oiling of either aboveground plant tissues or soils impact Spartina
alterniflora ecophysiology and integratedgrowth responses, as well as
important salt marsh biogeochemical processes.
WP258 Effect of Crude Oil Spill Incident in Owasa Oil Palm
Plantation, Abia State, Nigeria on the Socio-Economic Activities of
the Community
A.I. Onwurah, A.C. Okoye, Nnamdi Azikiwe Univ / Dept of Environmtal
Management; I.N. Onwurah, Univ of Nigeria / Biochemistry
The socio-economic conditions of the Owaza community in Ukwa West
LGA of Abia State, Nigeria 17 years after the crude oil spill into their
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oil palm plantation were examined. In order to find out whether any
significant socio-economic effect of the massive oil spill that occurred in
October 03, 1996 is still effective, we applied ecosystem-based analysis
of the palm oil plantation that was greatly affected, as well as questionnaire-based decision management (QDM) framework. An assessment of
the impact was based on the observed changes in relevant valued ecosystem components (VECs), using biochemical end point parameters from
both laboratory and field study of the spill environment, multiple-linesof-evidence approach and consideration of the relevant information from
the Department of Petroleum Resources in Nigeria that regulates the
activities of the oil industries. The toxicity of the spilled oil was evaluated using lumbricus species (earthworms) and diazotrophic bacterium
Azotobacter vinelandiifound in that environment. Exposure of earthworms to the crude oil-contaminated soil samples taken from the palm
plantation three months and after one year of the spill resulted in 58 – 72
% death and significant loss in weight in those surviving after 96 hours.
Relatively very low number distribution of earthworms was observed
in the oil polluted plantation when compared with control and with
significant bioaccumulation of the PHC in the earthworms. There was a
significant reduction in nitrogenfixation in the oil-contaminated oil palm
plantation soil cores and distribution of Azotobacter vinelandii. The socioeconomic effect of the oil spill on the Owaza community was based on
the data pooled from the structured questionnaire on the social activities such as football, swimming and effect on the economy based on the
yield of the major cash crops from the oil palm plantation as well as other
economic factors. Due to the dynamic nature of the Owaza community,
as it is about 15km to a highly developed city, Port Harcourt in Rivers
State, the socio-economic effect of the 1996 Owaza oil spill was largely
eliminated in the first 5 years. It is therefore concluded that although
ecosystem structure of their palm oil plantation was highly impacted, the
community quickly recovered socio-economically.
WP259 Changes in the mass percent contribution of the individual
Corexit surfactants during the generation of a dispersed-oil-WAF
M.J. Perkins, J.A. Field, Oregon State Univ / Environmental and Molecular
Toxicology
The surfactant components of Coexit 9500 and 9527 include the anionic
surfactant Bis-2-(ethylhexyl)sulfosuccinate, and the non-ionic surfactants
Tween 80, Tween 85, and Span 80. Additionally, both Corexit formulations contain both isomers of the ethyhexyl sulfosuccinate monoesters
(α/β-EHSS), a synthetic impurity and abiotic hydrolysis product of
DOSS. The generation of a dispersed oil WAF is a common strategy in
conducting microcosm and ecotoxicity studies using dispersed oil. During
the formation of a dispersed oil WAF, some of the Corexit surfactant
components are associated with the free-phase-oil rather than the WAF.
Typically, the free-phase-oil is discarded and the WAF is used for further
experimentation. This WAF may be entirely depleted in the non-ionic
Corexit surfactants while the diagnostic ratio of DOSS to EHSS is
greatly inflated in favor of EHSS. EHSS contributes less than 0.62
percent of the total surfactant mass in Corexit 9500 and 9527, but has
been observed to make up more than 49 percent of the Corexit surfactant
mass in a dispersed oil WAF immediately after WAF generation. These
changes have implications for the need for the quantitative analysis of the
individual surfactant components of Corexit for time course laboratory
studies. Additionally, under actual application in an oil spill, the fraction
of Corexit surfactants associated with free-phase-oil is an important fraction not captured by many microcosm and ecotoxicology experiments.
WP260 Select effects of hydrocarbon exposure on zebrafish
embryogenesis
D. Philibert, K.B. Tierney, Univ of Alberta / Biological Sciences
The release of hydrocarbons into water systems through oil spills in
the Gulf of Mexico and the tailings ponds in the oil sands projects in
Northern Alberta are a result large oil extraction projects. Both of the
oil related environmental hazards pose a threat to early fish development
through napthenic acids (NAs) and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs) induced toxicity. Embryos are more susceptible to the toxic
effects of low concentrations of NAs and PAHs shortly after fertilization.
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Both PAHs and NAs cause a wide range of developmental abnormalities that range from slower hatch rates to increased incidence of cardiac
edema and larval death. This study examined the effect that NA and
PAH mixtures had on the development of zebrafish embryos. Survival,
incidence of deformities, hatch rate, heart rate, burst swim activity,
indicators of stress and basal activity were examined in exposed embryos
over the course of the first 7 days of development. After 7 days fish were
raised to adulthood assessment of adult swim physiology. The results
from the study suggests that hydrocarbon exposure can cause a range of
morphological abnormalities in embryos and that these abnormalities
may persist into adulthood effecting the survival and reproductive fitness
of adult fish. Our current studies will look into the persistence of hydrocarbon effects into adulthood, to confirm that the effects seen in embryos
have an impact on the fish as adults.
WP261 Determining the Effects of Oiled Sediment on Fish Life-Cycle
Endpoints using the Sheepshead Minnow (Cyprinodon variegatus)
R.L. Hemmer, C.R. Jackson, USEPA / Gulf Ecology Division; J. Krzykwa,
USEPA; A. Almario, J.A. Awkerman, M.G. Barron, S. Raimondo, USEPA
/ Gulf Ecology Division
Determination of long-term effects of exposure to crude oil is critical for
ascertaining population-level risk following spill events. A 19-week lifecycle experiment was conducted with the estuarine sheepshead minnow
exposed to natural sediment spiked with weathered Louisiana Sweet
Crude (LSC) oil. The sediment was spiked at nominal concentrations
of 2.5, 5.0, 10.0, 20.0, and 40.0 g oil/kg wet sediment for comparison
with un-oiled sediment control and seawater (no sediment) control.
Newly hatched larvae (F0) reared through the reproductively active adult
phase were exposed to the oiled sediments and controls throughout their
development. F1 embryos were collected, incubated and hatched in clean
water to determine if parental full life-cycle exposure to oil pollutants
could potentially produce trans-generational effects. Growth, survival,
and reproduction of F0, and embryo survival of F1 were assessed during
the study. For the F0 generation, standard length for the 29 day post
hatch (dph) larvae in all treatments was significantly smaller than the
sediment controls and wet weight showed a significant difference at 5.0
g/kg and higher. However, at 92 and 132 dph, the LOEC for standard
length was 5.0 and 10.0 g/kg, respectively, whereas the LOEC for wet
weight for both time periods was 5.0 g/kg. Significant reduction in F0
fecundity occurred at concentrations of 20 and 40 g/kg. Hatch rate of the
F1 embryos was reduced only at the highest concentration. Information
from this study will assist in developing population models for evaluating
risk to benthic spawning fish species exposed to oiled sediments.
WP262 The effect of bioturbation by the ghost shrimp
Lepidophthalmus louisianensis on hydrocarbon degradation and
distribution
A. Kascak, N. Dab Adhikary, A. Chistoserdov, F. Louka, P.L. Klerks, Univ
of Louisiana at Lafayette / Dept of Biology
The Deepwater Horizon oil spill was the largest accidental release of
crude oil in US history. This oil washed ashore along large areas of the
northeast Gulf coast. Endemic to the oiled sediments are many organisms including sediment bioturbators and hydrocarbon-degrading
bacteria. The ecosystem engineer Lepidophthalmus louisianensis, a mud
shrimp, is one of these bioturbators. These organisms not only move
sediment, but also affect the amount of nutrients as well as the redox
potential surrounding the burrow. The burrow itself represents an area
with relatively stable conditions and potentially more nutrients and
oxygen supply when compared to surface sediment and non-bioturbated
sediment. This may affect the composition and metabolic activity of
the bacterial community in the sediment, and thus affect the rate of
hydrocarbon degradation. We are testing this in microcosms consisting
of thirty-gallon tanks filled with sediment and water from Bay St. Louis,
MS. This summer we will conduct three experiments in which oil will be
introduced at the sediment-water interface of the mesocosms. The first
experiment will compare oil re-distribution (among water, surface sediment and subsurface sediment) between mesocosms with ghost shrimp
and those without them. The second and third experiments will study
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the influence of temperature on oil re-distribution and on bioturbator activity (with the latter using luminophores as an intact tracer for
quantifying the rate of bioturbation). Results of these experiments will
be presented at the meeting.
WP263 Assessing effects of stormwater discharges on darters
S. Ciparis, Virginia Tech / Fish and Wildlife Conservation; J. Jones, S.
Lingenfelser, US Fish and Wildlife Service
The Roanoke logperch (Percina rex) is an endangered species of darter
that inhabits a highly urbanized reach of the Roanoke River, in the
city of Salem, Virginia. Within the city limits, hundreds of stormwater
outfalls are located along the Roanoke River and its tributaries. The main
objective of this pilot study was to assess the potential impact of stormwater outfalls on the health of Roanoke logperch, using a common darter
species as a surrogate. A secondary objective was to develop methodology
for the use of darters in fish health assessments and in situ toxicity tests,
as they are rarely included in these types of studies despite their ecological importance. Five study sites were selected, including an upstream
reference site above the city’s stormwater influence and four downstream
sites impacted by stormwater discharges. Fantail darters (Etheostoma
flabellare) were collected far upstream of the study reach and were caged
at each site for a two week period during March 2014 that encompassed
two major rain events. Fish were dissected at the end of the deployment
and individual tissues were analyzed for several biochemical parameters.
Activities of enzymes involved in ion regulation, neutralization of reactive oxygen species, contaminant detoxification, and metabolism were
measured. Water samples collected during periods of active stormwater
discharge showed an increase in specific conductivity at downstream sites
compared to the reference site. A significant increase in Na+,K+-ATPase
at downstream sites relative to the upstream reference site paralleled the
observed increase in specific conductivity during storm events. These data
suggest that stormwater can affect the physiology of darters inhabiting the
urbanized reach of the Roanoke River. Analysis of additional biochemical
endpoints will provide additional information about classes of contaminants which are of particular concern in stormwater. Implications for
stormwater management and the Roanoke logperch will also be discussed.
WP264 Size- and Length-Dependent Toxicity of Silver
Nanomaterials to Glyptotendipes tokunagai
S. Choi; J. Park, Korea Inst of Toxicology / Center for Environmental
Biotechnology; J. Jung, Korea Univ
Silver nanomaterials have different physicochemical properties depending on particle size and surface charge in addition to their shape, which
in turn largely affects their toxicity to aquatic organisms. In particular
the sedimentation of nanomaterials results in adverse effects on benthic
organisms, thus this study aims to evaluate the physicochemical propertice
of silver nanomaterials on their toxicity to a midge species, Glyptotendipes
tokunagai. In this study, silver nanoparticles (50, 100, 150 nm AgNPs)
and silver nanowires (10 µm, 20 µm AgNWs) coated with polyvinyl
pyrrolidone (PVP) were used, and their physicochemical properties and
acute toxicity were evaluated using third instar larvae of G. tokunagai. All
AgNPs and AgNWs were found to be stable for 48 h under water-only
condition, and silver ion release was not significant to cause acute toxicity
to G. tokunagai. The uptake of larger (150 nm AgNPs) and longer (20 µm
AgNWs) nanomaterials were greater than smaller and shorter ones. These
findings suggest that uptake tendency of species have affect to bioaccumulation of nanometrials, which needs to be further studied with uptake
mechanisms between nanomaterials and various species.
WP265 Non-lesions, Misdiagnoses, Missed Diagnoses, and Other
Interpretive Challenges in Fish Histopathology Studies
J.C. Wolf, Experimental Pathology Labs Inc; W.A. Baumgartner,
Mississippi State Univ; V.S. Blazer, USGS; A.C. Camus, Univ of Georgia;
J. Engelhardt, Experimental Pathology Laboratories Inc; J.W. Fournie,
USEPA; S. Frasca Jr, Univ of Connecticut; D.B. Groman, Univ of Prince
Edward Island; M. Kent, Oregon State Univ; L.H. Khoo, Mississippi State
Univ; J.M. Law, North Carolina State Univ; E. Lombardini, Armed Forces

Research Inst of Medical Sciences; C. Ruehl-Fehlert, Bayer HealthCare AG;
H. Segner, Univ of Bern / Centre for Fish and Wildlife Health; S.A. Smith,
Virginia Tech; J.M. Spitsbergen, Oregon State Univ; K. Weber, AnaPath
GmbH / Pathology; M.J. Wolfe, Experimental Pathology Laboratories Inc
Differentiating salient histopathologic changes from normal anatomic
features or tissue artifacts can be especially challenging for the novice
fish pathologist. Consequently, findings of questionable accuracy may
be reported inadvertently. The objectives of this project were to identify
specific morphologic findings in commonly examined fish tissues that
are frequently either misdiagnosed or underdiagnosed, and to illustrate
such findings through the use of photomicrographic examples. A number
of highly-trained, veteran fish pathologists were tasked with assembling
lists of histopathologic diagnoses that often appeared questionable
based on evaluations of published morphologic descriptions and figure
illustrations. For the current project, photomicrographic examples of
normal and abnormal specimens were acquired from the personal slide
collections of the authors, or obtained by permission from prior studies.
Histopathologic findings that appeared to be commonly over-diagnosed
or misdiagnosed in the literature included nine types of gill diagnoses,
six kidney diagnoses, four liver diagnoses, and five additional diagnoses
in various other tissues. Additionally, the authors identified nine types
of findings that tend to be under-reported. Histopathology continues to
be a valuable tool for investigating the morphologic features and extent
of both naturally-occurring and experimentally-induced disease. The
authors describe practical measures that can be instituted to safeguard
against the publication of dubious histopathologic results. The fundamental goal of this effort is to elevate the science and practice of fish
histopathology, which has become an increasingly important discipline
in fields that include basic biomedical research, aquaculture, environmental resource management, and ecotoxicology.
WP266 A Novel Approach to Contaminant-Related Health
Assessment in Marine Mammals
M.L. Trego, UC Davis / Environmental Toxicology Dept; E. Hoh, San
Diego State Univ; N. Dodder, SCCWRP; K.N. Catelani, C.D. Allen, N.M.
Kellar, NOAA Fisheries Services / Southwest Fisheries Science Center; R.L.
Lewison, San Diego State Univ
Environmental pollutants in marine mammals have been correlated
with changes in endocrine hormones, such as testosterone and cortisol,
which are commonly associated with reproductive health and stress
response. Despite many toxicological studies characterizing differences
in serum hormone levels with changes in contaminant concentrations, existing research has been unable to link contaminant exposure
to changes in endocrine biomarkers and demographic parameters (i.e.
vital rates) in situ. These studies typically target up to a handful of
known toxic chemicals without examining uncharacterized or unknown,
potentially toxic contaminants of emerging concern (CECs). As such,
standard techniques do not allow for the early detection of CECs before
they pose a significant health risk. An innovative technique that uses
comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography coupled to timeof-flight mass spectrometry (GC×GC/TOF-MS) enables the detection
of contaminants with a non-targeted analytical approach. Additionally,
quantification of hormones in blubber has the ability to assess endocrine health in free-ranging marine mammals. We integrated these two
established molecular methods for the first time to validate the use of
this approach for contaminant risk-assessment in marine mammals. We
are currently identifying a broad range of contaminants in the blubber
of bycaught male short-beaked common dolphins (Delphinus delphis)
of known reproductive status from the Southern California Bight. The
analytical results will then be compared with three hormone biomarkers
(cortisol, progesterone, and testosterone). The application of this novel
approach to marine mammal contaminant risk-assessment will allow for
the identification of newly emerging CECs in the southern California
region and a more complete assessment of the total body burden of
contaminants in marine mammals. When combined with other known
diagnostics of cellular function, this approach can provide new information on the mechanistic link between contaminant exposure and
population level health in free-ranging marine mammals.
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WP267 Effect of acclimation on sensitivity of Ceriodaphnia dubia to
major ions and TDS
K. Pearcy, E. Marus, J.R. Elphick, Nautilus Environmental
Ceriodaphnia dubia is a widely used for evaluating the toxicity of
individual contaminants and industrial effluents in North America,
and elsewhere. This species is among the most sensitive tested species for a wide range of toxicants, including major ions such as chloride
and sulphate, as well as total dissolved solids (TDS) in general. In this
study, chronic toxicity tests were performed evaluating the survival and
reproduction of C. dubia in exposures to individual salts (e.g., NaCl,
Na 2SO4) and blends of major ions to establish whether this species could
acclimatize to higher ionic strength when exposed over multiple generations. The results suggest that the balance of major ions is important in
determining whether this species is capable of acclimatizing to elevated
concentrations of TDS.
WP268 Reasonable Potential and Sensitivity Analysis for Ammonia
for a Municipal Wastewater Treatment Plant
N. Lewis, Windward Environmental LLC; S.A. Tobiason, Windward
Environmental; D. Leaf, A. Bacon, Three Rivers Regional Wastewater
Authority
The discharge of pollutants to waterways is regulated by National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits. Often, data
for effluent and the receiving water are used to determine if water quality
based effluent limits (WQBELs) are needed in NPDES permits in order
to prevent exceedances of applicable water quality criteria (WQC). This
process is typically called the “reasonable potential analysis” (RPA). In
Washington State, the RPA employs a spreadsheet based on USEPA’s
1991Technical Support Document for Water Quality-based Toxics
Control. The RPA requires ambient and effluent data for the pollutant
of concern, the WQC, and dilution factors. RPA outcomes are either
a “yes” or “no”, answering whether WQBELs are needed. Data were
collected to conduct an RPA for ammonia at the municipal wastewater treatment plant operated by the Three Rivers Regional Wastewater
Authority (Kelso, Washington). This 26 mgd facility discharges treated
wastewater to the Columbia River. In 2008, the plant implemented a
new biosolids pasteurization process that reduced effluent ammonia
concentrations significantly. While ambient data from a prior receiving
water study indicated no need for WQBELs during the winter months,
data for summer months suggested the RPA outcome was sensitive and
that additional confirmation data were needed. Accordingly, beginning in April 2013, weekly samples were collected from the Columbia
River upstream from the outfall through October, then again in March
and April of 2014. These samples were analyzed for temperature, pH,
and ammonia, while ambient pH and temperature were recorded at
15-minute intervals for several days each month to characterize diurnal
variations (ammonia WQC depend on ambient pH and temperature
data). The RPA also used the established dilution factors and effluent
ammonia concentrations for the period after the 2008 biosolids process
change. The RPA outcomes were evaluated to determine the sensitivity
to season definitions (e.g., wet, dry, spring, summer and fall), use of grab
vs. continuous pH and temperature data, and the use of calculated vs.
estimated 95th percentile effluent ammonia. Overall, the new data indicated no reasonable potential would exist across various seasonal time
frames and combinations of variables. What-if analyses showed that only
unrealistic conditions would change the outcome of the RPA. Therefore,
the study showed WQBELs are not needed for ammonia in the NPDES
permit for this WWTP.
WP269 Acute toxicity of copper and zinc to the tropical freshwater
Cladoceran Macrothrix flabelligera
M. Spadoto; M.A. Proença, Federal Univ of Sao Carlos; D.C. Schiavone,
Univ of São Paulo; R.A. Moreira, Federal Univ of Sao Carlos; T.S. Pinto,
Univ of São Paulo; E.M. Vieira, Sao Paulo Univ / Departamento de
Quimica e Fisica Molecular; O. Rocha, Federal Univ of Sao Carlos
The metals come from natural geological features and its release into
the environment can be accelerated by mining and mineral processing,
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fossil fuels burning and urban life. The toxicity of a metal depends on its
chemical properties, as well as environmental factors such as adsorption,
complexation and precipitation. The use of metals such as copper and
zinc is essential for agriculture, as well as other metals as crop micronutrients (cadmium, lead and mercury), however, they may be toxic for the
living beings, even in relatively small quantities. The acute toxicity of
copper (Cu ) and zinc (Zn ) for a tropical freshwater zooplankton species,
the cladoceran Macrothrix flabelligera was determined by exposing its
neonates to these metals, for a period of 48 hours. The tests consisted
on the exposure of the individuals to five concentrations of ZnSO4
and CuSO4 and control. Copper concentrations varied between 0.78
and 3.00 µg L-1, while zinc between 27.9 and 79.4 µg L-1. We used the
sodium chloride as a reference substance for tracking test-organisms suitability. The evaluated effect measured by EC50 with the use of Priprobit
1.63 statistical software, indicated that copper was more toxic to M.
flabelligera EC50 = 1.4 (1.3 - 1.5) µg L<sup style=”font-family: ‘times new
roman’, times;”>1</sup> than zinc EC<sub style=”font-family: ‘times
new roman’, times;”>50</sub> = 46.5 (42.2 - 51.0) µg L<sup style=”fontfamily: ‘times new roman’, times;”>-1</sup>. To better assess the modes
of action of compounds in various environments it is necessary to select
sensitive and representative organisms from different ecosystems, not just
the already recognized standard species. Some cladocerans are widely
used for the ease of species cultivation, their short cycle life and high
sensitivity, but do not always have ecological relevance to all toxicity
studies and environments. Thus, the use of new tropical species, as M.
flabelligera, rather than using only the standard species in toxicity studies
is needed, in order to better characterize the risk of the presence of some
compounds in particular environments.
WP270 The use of the system dynamics model in a DEB-IBM framework: a case study for copper toxicity on Daphnia magna
Y. Kim, Korea Univ; H. Mo, Korea Univ / Division of Environmental
Science and Ecological Engineering; Y. Lee, Korea Univ; J. Wee, K. Cho,
Korea Univ / Division of Environmental Science and Ecological Engineering
Environmental risk assessment aims to estimate the impacts of various
stressors on populations and communities in the environment. However,
most of the exposure tests conducted under the laboratory level. This gap
between the controlled condition of the experiments and the complexity
of the field situation can lead to the misestimation of stress effects. For
this reason, dynamic model approach in ecology that including integrated
mechanistic understanding has become important. Various platforms have
been used to conduct the dynamic modelling work, but system dynamics
model (SDM) tools were not widely utilized. The SDM can be used to
design a complex model and have strong points such as model monitoring
and systemic understanding. The overall objective of this case study was to
simulate the chronic toxicity of copper on Daphnia magna using dynamic
energy budget theory (DEB) with the individual based model (IBM).
The model construction was conducted using the Powersim(R) software
which is one of the system dynamics tool. The SDM includes toxic effects
on allocation of reserve, structure, and maturity energy in the D. magna
and IBM module for estimating population density. Model calibration
and verification were performed using data sets obtained from a laboratory experiment that include growth, maturity and survival measurement
data of D. magna during copper exposure. The simulation results show
that the response of D. magna under copper exposure was well estimated
by toxicity module. Overall, the results show the SDM based on DEBIBM can be used as a useful tool for evaluating long-term metal toxicity
on D. magna population with more mechanistic description.
WP271 Daphnia magna immobilization assay application to toxicity
of metal nitrate and the effect of chelate in medium
T. Abe, Tsuruoka Nat College of Technology / Dept of Chemical and
Biological Engineering; M. Suwa, S. Ito, Tsuruoka National College of
Technology
Various metal salts exist in environment, their come from not only
natural source but also artificial source. We expect that the metal salts
also affect organisms (for example the metal ion). Since metal nitrate
is one of the forms which are stabilized as for a metal salt. And nitrate
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salts play important role in nitrogen cycle. Therefore, the toxic strength
of metal nitrate is investigated by Daphnia magna immobilization assay.
Lithium nitrate (LiNO3), sodium nitrate (NaNO3), potassium nitrate
(KNO3) rubidium nitrate (RbNO3) , and Cesium nitrate (CsNO3) are
used as test reagent. D. magna immobilization test was carried out based
on OECD Guidelines for the Testing of Chemicals (TG202). 20 neonates within 24 hours old were placed into M4 medium (exposure and
control) under constant temperature (20±2?). The neonates were observed
at 24 and 48 hours after exposure and the number of affected and
survived neonates were recorded. The EC50 in M4 medium was 17.5 mg
LiNO3 / L, 1200 mg NaNO3 / L, 309 mg KNO3 / L, 41.1 mg RbNO3
/ L, and 32.7 mg CsNO3 / L. The EC50 in M4 medium without EDTA
was 89.0 mgLiNO3 / L, 5694 mg NaNO3 / L, 710 mg KNO3 / L, 175
mg RbNO3 / L, and 93.2 mg CsNO3 / L. These results did not correlate
with chelate formation constant (logK f ) because of nitrate effect.
WP272 Multiple constituent toxicity identification evaluation using
Ceriodaphnia dubia in a storm water sample from the Tijuana River
P. Arth, H.C. Bailey, A. Cibor, Nautilus Environmental / Aquatic Toxicology
Acute toxicity was identified to Ceriodaphnia dubia in a wet weather sample collected from the Tijuana River as part of a county-wide monitoring
program. Samples from the Tijuana River are subject to influence from
multiple sources across the United States and Mexico border, presenting a challenge in experimental design and interpretation of data when a
toxicity identification evaluation (TIE) is performed. The TIE conducted
on this sample used a novel approach of treatment dilutions combined
with pH reduction and stabilization to reduce the potential of ammonia masking other sources of toxicity. The pH reduction applied to the
sample reduced the concentration of the unionized fraction by >20-fold,
thus eliminating any contribution of ammonia to toxicity and facilitating interpretation of other treatments. Results of the TIE manipulations
suggested that a significant portion of the toxicity was attributable to
an organic compound, likely a pyrethroid pesticide. A shorter carbon
chain (octyl) solid phase extraction (SPE) column was used to enhance
recovery of non-polar organics. Elution and subsequent dilution of the
SPE column extract allowed for quantification of toxic units (TUs)
attributable to the organic fraction. Follow up work with extracts from
SPE columns treated with piperonyl butoxide (PBO) and carboxyl esterase (CEE) was used to determine whether pyrethroid pesticides were
responsible for toxicity isolated in the organic fraction.
WP273 Trace Element Accumulation in Dragonfly Nymphs (Anax
sp.) in a Wetland Constructed for Cu and Zn Effluent Treatment
A.H. Lindell, G.L. Mills, D.E. Fletcher, Univ of Georgia / Savannah River
Ecology Laboratory
Dragonfly adults and their aquatic immature stages are an important part
of food webs and also provide a link between aquatic and terrestrial components. Our previous work in a stream receiving coal combustion waste
indicated that dragonfly nymphs accumulate coal-ash contaminants
such as Cu and Zn. Our present study is investigating dragonfly nymphs
inhabiting a constructed wetland system. Our study sites are located at
the H-02 wetland system, a constructed wetland created to treat the
building process and storm runoff water from H-area on the Department
of Energy’s Savannah River Site, Aiken SC. Constructed wetlands play
an important role in the SRS environmental plan to achieve both federal
and state regulatory compliance for the discharge of effluent waters. The
H-02 wetlands were built to remove trace metals, primarily Cu and Zn,
from the water before releasing it into Upper Three Runs. The system
consists of a retention basin, two wetland treatment cells, an effluent
pool, and a discharge stream. The abundance of dragonfly nymphs in the
constructed wetland system presents a risk of incorporation of contaminants into the aquatic food web and subsequent export of contaminants
from this system by flying adults. We are evaluating contaminant
accumulation in dragonfly nymphs from six sites distributed throughout
the H-02 wetland system and from two reference sites. Here we present
data on Anax sp., one of the more abundant odonate nymphs found in
the wetland system. Body length, head capsule width, and dry body mass
were recorded for each individual. A total of 305 collected individuals

were incorporated into 128 composite samples based on size classes
developed from length frequency analysis. Whole body concentrations of
21 elements (Cu, Zn, Pb, Be, B, Mg, Al, V, Cr, Fe, Mn, Co, Ni, As, Se,
Sr, Cd, Sb, Ba, Tl, and U) were determined for each composite. Many
elements accumulated to only low levels in Anax sp. However, accumulation of some elements differed not only between the H-02 wetland and
reference sites but among sites within the wetland system.
WP274 Assessment of Copper and Ammonia as Threats to the
Recovery of Imperiled Freshwater Mussels
J.N. Moore, US Fish and Wildlife Service / Interior; E. Buttermore, S.
Choy, J. Bettaso, B. Hosler, E. Olson, T. Smith, L.L. Williams, US Fish and
Wildlife Service
More than 70% of native freshwater mussels (Unionoida) species are
listed as endangered, threatened, or species of special concern. Recent
laboratory investigations have demonstrated that the juvenile life-stages
of freshwater mussels are among the most sensitive organisms ever tested
for ammonia, copper and major ion toxicity. Water quality monitoring
samples are typically collected from overlying surface water; however,
juvenile mussels burrow into the sediment and feed by filtering pore
water. In 2013, sediment pore water and collocated overlying surface
water were sampled from three rivers in Michigan; additional sampling will be conducted in Minnesota, and Wisconsin, USA in 2014.
Measured concentrations of ammonia, copper and major ions were
compared to toxicity thresholds determined in laboratory studies and
to aquatic life criteria to determine where exceedances occur. Further,
the relationship between the contaminant concentrations in pore water
and in the overlying surface water was determined. Results from this
continuing study will identify and prioritize threats to freshwater mussels
and add information to the USFWS Midwest Region Freshwater Mussel
Threats Geospatial Database. This database will delineate mussel threats
in an easily accessible and interpretable manner, help guide recovery
efforts, and identify potential restoration, reintroduction, and augmentation sites for listed mussel species.
WP275 Effects of Freshwater Mussels on Mercury Contamination of
Aquatic Food Webs
B.N. Tweedy, Oklahoma Biological Survey / Biology; B. Sansom, C.C.
Vaughn, Univ of Oklahoma / Biology
Global mercury (Hg) contamination of aquatic ecosystems is a leading
environmental issue. Inorganic Hg deposited in watersheds is washed
into the sediments of waterbodies where it is converted into highly toxic
methyl mercury (MeHg). MeHg released from the sediments enters
aquatic food webs where it biomagnifies, negatively affecting the health
of wildlife and posing a risk to human health through consumption
of contaminated fish. Understanding factors that regulate the production and release of methylmercury into food webs is a critical part of
understanding and managing this problem. Unionid mussels are widely
distributed across eastern North America, a region with high levels of
Hg deposition. Mussels are known to drive many ecosystem functions
and serve as an important link between the water column and sediment
in many freshwater systems through their feeding, excretion, and burrowing activities and therefore mussels likely play an important role in
the movement and conversion of Hg into MeHg in contaminated ecosystems. This connection has not been studied. During the summer of 2013
we conducted a study in Southeastern Oklahoma in the Kiamichi River,
a known hotspot of both Hg contamination and mussel abundance. We
sampled Hg in benthic invertebrates, mussels, and fish, along with various abiotic variables, at ten sites, five with dense mussel beds and five of
similar habitat lacking mussels. We found no evidence of differences in
contamination in fish between mussel and non-mussel sites. Invertebrate
biomass was too low to be analyzed for Hg. Follow up studies are being
conducted at the mesocosm scale are currently underway to examine the
problem in a more controlled setting.
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WP276 Investigating the Impacts of Developmental Mercury
Exposure in C. elegans
L. Wyatt, W. Pan, J. Meyer, Duke Univ
Understanding the impacts of developmental mercury exposure is
important because mercury is globally distributed and many populations,
including US coastal populations, regularly consume seafood. Cognitive
and other neurological impairments in children occur at low doses and
it is possible that other developing systems are also impacted by early
exposure. Our research focuses on investigating the impacts of earlylife mercury exposure on developmental and later-life outcomes in both
humans impacted by mercury from regional gold mining and the model
organism Caenorhabditis elegans. Adverse impacts on growth and brood
size have been observed in C. elegans resulting from mercury exposure and
our aims are to better understand the 1) generational, 2) genotoxic, and
3) immunotoxic impacts of mercury exposure during early larval stages.
Initial results suggest that impairments in brood size and generation time
are recovered in the F1 generation. Concerning genotoxic endpoints following acute and chronic mercury exposure, reductions in both nuclear
DNA and mitochondrial DNA copy number were observed following
chronic HgCl2 exposure. Mercury has been observed to impact both the
innate and adaptive immune systems in other animal systems. By using C.
elegans, which only has an innate immune system, we aim to investigate
the impacts of mercury exposure on innate immunity through measuring survival on pathogenic bacteria. Additionally, in a Peruvian region
impacted by gold mining we will assess the historical use of mercury in
the region and the impact of prenatal mercury exposure on child immune
function. The presented data are preliminary results from our studies.
WP277 Mercury and arsenic in aquatic biota from Lake Nahuel Huapi
(Patagonia, Argentina) associated with a significant volcano eruption
M. Arcagni, R. Juncos, Centro Atómico Bariloche / Laboratorio de
Análisis por Activación Neutrónica; L.M. Campbell, Saint Mary’s Univ
/ Environmental Science; A. Rizzo, M.A. Arribére, S. Ribeiro Guevara,
Centro Atómico Bariloche / Laboratorio de Análisis por Activación
Neutrónica
Globally, volcanic emissions are known to be one of the major natural
sources of trace elements, such as Hg and As to the atmosphere and via
deposition. We investigated the impact of a significant 2011 volcanic
eruption from the the Puyehue Cordon Caulle volcanic complex in
northern Patagonia with resultant pyroclastic material being deposited
on Lake Nahuel Huapi 100 kilometers away. Lake Nahuel Huapi, the
largest and deepest lake in North Patagonia, was being investigated for
metal contamination prior to this eruption. The entire lake surface (557
km 2) was completely covered in tephras and other pyroclastic deposits for
several months. As a result, we were able to undertake a before-and-after
study of patterns in As and Hg in the Nahuel Huapi aquatic food web.
Samples were processed in the laboratory, freeze dried and analyzed by
Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis in the RA-6 research nuclear
reactor (Centro Atómico Bariloche, Argentina). Stable nitrogen isotope
(δ15N) analyses were also performed to assess the trophic level of the
organisms within the food web. As expected, [Hg] were higher in the
non-native salmonids, which presented the highest trophic level, than in
its prey (crustaceans, insect larvae, small fish). On the contrary, native
Creole Perch had different trends compared to its preferred prey (crayfish). Zooplankton presented the highest [Hg] of all the food web. No
differences were observed in the [Hg] in fish, crustaceans, mussels, and
zooplankton before and after the eruption. However, lower [Hg] were
recorded in snails and insect larvae after the eruption. Varying [As] were
observed in the different organisms sampled, with [As] decreasing with
increasing trophic level indicating food web dilution. Before the volcanic
eruption, zooplankton presented higher [As] than their main predator,
the Small Puyen. Among invertebrates, mollusks had the highest values
suggesting As uptake from sediments. Omnivorous decapods had intermediate [As] and predatory fish had the lowest values, with the native
Creole Perch having higher [As] than introduced salmonids. After the
volcanic eruption [As] increased in zooplankton and decreased in snails,
mussels, and Creole Perch, probably due to changes in food availability
and therefore As availability.
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WP278 Mercury accumulation in fish from two reservoirs of the
amazon hydro plants small (PCHs) in the Mato Grosso and Rondônia
states, Brazil
A.A. Ignacio, Univ do Estado de Mato Grosso / Ciencias Biologicas; E.C.
Cebalho, UNEMAT / Pos Graduação Ciência Ambiental; M.D. Filho,
UNEMAT / POS Graduação em Ciêncas Ambientais
Studies of mercury contamination in fish from reservoirs Amazon
show that the flood of available soil Hg existing aquatic biota and thus
ultimately infect human populations. In order to contribute to studies
related to mercury in reservoirs of Small Hydropower (SHP), the present
study aims to evaluate the concentration of total mercury (THg ) in fish
in the reservoirs of SHP Cabixi I (C1) and Cabixi II (C2) (MT / RO)
and possible effect of the dam. The shells C1 and C2 have a flooded area
of 19 and there is 6:48, with approximately 17 and 10 years respectively
flooding, both installed in the catchment area of River Guapore. Fish
tank C1 were sampled in the dry season. C2 in the reservoir fish were
sampled upstream and downstream of the dam during periods of flood
and drought. THg concentrations were determined by atomic absorption spectrometry with cold vapor Hg Flow Injection Mercury System
(FIMS). Of the 185 fish analyzed, none contained THg concentrations
in your muscles above 500 ug.kg- 1 limit recommended by WHO. The
concentrations of THg between astyanax sp. upstream and downstream
of the dam C2 showed significant differences with accumulation of THg
in the reservoir. The concentration of THg increased with the standard
length in populations of Astyanax sp., Geophagus sp., And Hoplias lacerdae
the reservoir C2. Reservoir in the population of C1 only Hoplerythrinus
unitaeniatus (Spix, 1824) showed this pattern of accumulation. The
biomagnification was recorded in respect of omnivore - carnivores in
the reservoirs C1 and C2. Concentrations of THg in fish predators and
omnivores did not differ between the reservoirs. SHPs studied no risk
of mercury contamination to humans through the consumption of fish.
However the dam provided the accumulation of Hg upstream reservoir
C2, leading to the conclusion that further studies should be performed to
monitor other regions with small hydro facilities, preferably those with a
history of mining and or newly installed.
WP279 Sublethal Effects of Mercury in Livers of Fish from National
Parks of the Western Great Lakes Region
M.B. Sandheinrich, Univ of Wisconsin La Crosse / Biology; S. Bailey, Univ
of WI La Crosee; R. Haro, Univ of Wisconsin La Crosse / River Studies
Center; K. Rolfhus, Univ of Wisconsin La Crosse; J.G. Wiener, Univ of
Wisconsin La Crosse / River Studies Center
Exposure to methylmercury causes oxidative stress in the tissues of fish
through the formation of radical oxygen species and lipid peroxidation. Lipid peroxidation of membranous organelles produces lipofuscin,
a pigment that accumulates in the liver of fish. Liver pigmentation as
a result of cell damage can be measured spectrophotometrically and
has previously been correlated with total mercury in the liver and axial
muscle of northern pike. We evaluated the effects of methylmercury
on fish health as part of a project assessing the bioaccumulation of
methylmercury in biota from six national parks of the western Great
Lakes region. Our objectives were to determine (1) if fish could be easily
categorized as having low or high concentrations of mercury based solely
on visual inspection of liver color and (2) if the quantity of lipofuscin in
liver was correlated with mercury in the axial muscle of northern pike,
largemouth bass, and smallmouth bass. Without knowing the source of
the fish or the concentration of mercury in the axial muscle, the color of
individual livers was classified as light, intermediate, or dark. Pigment
from livers was extracted with chloroform and measured spectrophotometrically. There was a significant difference in the mean concentration
of mercury in the axial muscle of fish with livers that were classified as
light, intermediate or dark. For example, concentrations of mercury in
northern pike with dark livers were almost two-fold those of pike with
light livers. There was a significant positive relationship between liver
color and concentrations of mercury in the axial muscle of northern
pike and smallmouth bass, but not largemouth bass. Results of this
study suggest that liver color may potentially be used to estimate relative
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concentrations of mercury in fish. There is evidence of deleterious effects
of mercury on fish in several national parks of the Great Lakes region
and that fish species differ in their sensitivity to mercury.
WP280 Sensitivity of spore germination and germ tube elongation of
Saccharina japonica to metal exposure
H. Choi, Incheon National Univ / Division of Life Science; G. Jin,
GreenPioneer; Y. Kim, T. Han, Incheon National Univ
The sensitivity of early life stages of the brown seaweed Saccharina
japonica to six metals (Cd, Cu, Hg, Ni, Pb, Zn) and two waste-water
samples were investigated and a new toxicity bioassay developed. The two
endpoints used were spore germination and germ tube elongation with
an exposure time of 24 h. Optimal test conditions determined for photon
irradiance, pH, salinity and temperature were darkness, pH 8, 35% and
15?, respectively. The toxicity ranking of five metals was: Hg (EC50 of 41
and 42 lg l-1)[Cu (120 and 81 lg l-1)[Ni (2,009 and 1,360 lg l-1)[Zn (3,024
and 3,897 lg l-1)[Pb (4,760 and 4,429 lg l-1)[Cd (15,052 and 7,541 lg l-1)
for germination and germ tube elongation, respectively. The sensitivities
to Cd, Cu and Ni were greater in germ tube elongation than in germination process. When tested against two different waste-water samples
(processed animal and printed circuit board waste-water) values of EC50
were between 21.29 and 32.02% for germination and between 5.33 and
8.98% for germ tube elongation. Despite differences in their chemical
composition, the toxic effects of waste-water samples, as indicated by
EC50 values, did not differ significantly for the same endpoints. The CV
range for both germination and germ tube elongation was between 4.61
and 37.69%, indicating high levels of precision of the tests.
WP281 Assessment of Bioavailability and Toxicity of Heavy Metals
in Biochar Treatment
T. Shim, Korea Univ / Envrionmnetal Science and Ecological Engineering;
J. Jung, Korea Univ
Biochar, a carbon rich residue derived from fast and slow pyrolysis, is
widely used for soil amendment as a remediation technique. Biochars are
promising sorbents for its economic value, and its expectation to become
a replacement of activated carbon. Like activated carbon, biochars are
also available to apply in the aquatic environment, as many studies
have been conducted for in situ sediment remediation using activated
carbon. In this process it is important to evaluate the effects of biochars
on aquatic organisms, but many studies have overlooked these effects.
In this study, copper was used as a model heavy metal toxicant, and the
biochar from Miscanthus sacchariflorus was used as a sorbent and a commercial activated carbon was used as a comparison. Daphnia magna was
used as a model species for toxicity tests following the OECD guideline
202. Kinetic results have shown that Cu sorption reaches a steady state
within 24 h and continues to a slow process, which is confirmed by fitting into two compartment models. The biochar significantly decreased
copper toxicity toward the daphnids by increasing the EC50 value for Cu
from 0.005 to 0.043. Surprisingly, the biochar itself occasionally showed
toxic effects and, moreover, activated carbon itself was toxic to the
daphids. Further studies are under progress to investigate the bioavailability change and toxicity mechanism of Cu in the presence of biochars.

Interactive Platform: The Exposome: A New
Paradigm for Environmental Health and Exposure
Sciences to Identify the Causes of Chronic Human
Disease
WP282 Measuring the individual exposome
A. Macherone, Agilent
The growing realization that 70% to 90% of chronic human diseases
result from exposures to non-genetic factors is influencing a new paradigm that considers the gene × environment matrix and how exposures
affect human health. This new quantity, called the exposome, is defined
as the sum of all exposures over a complete lifetime. The exposome

is the compliment of the genome and considers all of the circulating
chemicals in the human body that are outside of genetic control e.g., pollutants, ionizing radiation, dietary intake, the metabolites of the human
microbiome, existing disease and oxidative stress. Herein is provided a
brief review of the exposome and analytical strategies using untargeted
exposome-wide associated studies followed by targeted studies to identify and link causal exposure pathways to disease.
WP283 The million metabolome: Key to profiling the human chemical experience
D.P. Jones, Emory Univ / Clinical Biomarkers Laboratory Division of
Pulmonary Allergy and Critical Care Medicine; D.I. Walker, Pulmonary
Allergy and Critical Care Medicine; K. Uppal, V.T. Walker, Emory Univ
/ Clinical Biomarkers Laboratory Division of Pulmonary Allergy and
Critical Care Medicine; T. Yu, Emory Univ / Dept of Biostatistics and
Bioinformatics; S. Li, Emory Univ / Clinical Biomarkers Laboratory
Division of Pulmonary Allergy and Critical Care Medicine; K.D. Pennell,
Tufts Univ / Dept of Civil and Environmental Engineering; G.W. Miller,
Emory Univ / Emory Health and Exposome Research Center Dept of
Environmental Health
Sequencing the human genome considerably advanced the understanding
of human disease but did not fully achieve expectations in the identification of genetic polymorphisms underlying risk. Current estimates suggest
that only 10-20% diseases have a strong genetic component, with the
remaining 80-90% attributable to environmental exposures or geneenvironment interactions. As part of the new NIEHS-funded P30 Center
at Emory University and Georgia Tech called the Health and Exposome
Research Center: Understanding Lifetime Exposures (HERCULES),
efforts are underway to profile human chemical exposure, termed the
exposome. This concept, defined as “the cumulative measure of environmental influences and associated biological responses throughout
the lifespan, including exposures from the environment, diet, behavior,
and endogenous processes” will provide collective knowledge on the
role of environmental chemical exposure. Liquid chromatography with
high resolution mass spectrometry (LC-HRMS) and rigorously defined
data extraction algorithms now enables detection of >20,000 unique
features in biological samples. This has provided a significant increase in
coverage from traditional techniques and directly reflects the xenobiotic
body burdern. However, with the > 40,000 different chemicals found in
commercial products, the nutritional metabolome, microbiome, pharmaceuticals, environmental contaminants and metabolites associated with
these categories, the human metabolic profile contains one million unique
chemicals or more. To estimate the feasibility of providing coverage of the
million metabolome, we selected a globally diverse set of human samples
previously analyzed using LC-HRMS and completed a systematic variation of the data extraction criterion. The resulting profiles indicated that
parameter optimization increased the number of features to over 800,000,
with 1/3 present in two out of three analytical replicates and median
replicate CVs < 50%. Combining analytical configurations increased
the number of m/z’s detected, however further identification of unique
features was made challenging by analysis artifacts and redundancies.
The results of this work suggest that a million metabolome is achievable.
As instrumental acquisition capabilities and computing power improve,
routine exposome phenotyping in a manner similarly available for genomics can provide an essential component of understanding environmental
factors and biological response.
WP284 Targeted and non-targeted mass spectrometric strategies to
explore the exposome
M. Lamoree, VU University
In the past decades, Effect-Directed Analysis (EDA) – in which
chemical analytical techniques are combined with (in vitro) bioassays to
identify environmental contaminants capable of causing adverse effects –
has developed into a promising tool for investigative monitoring that can
also be applied to explore the exposome of e.g. wildlife. We have performed EDA on polar bear plasma samples to identify the compounds
responsible for the elevated thyroid hormone (TH)-disrupting potency
measured in the radioligand T4*-TTR binding assay. The extracts were
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analyzed by high resolution time-of-flight mass spectrometry coupled to
liquid chromatography (LC-ToF-MS). Library-based identification was
applied to the full-scan data screening for accurate mass- and isotope
pattern-match between the compound lists and the data files. Out of the
tentatively identified suspects the presence of nonylphenol was confirmed
and the levels in polar bear plasma could be quantified. In addition,
Isotope Cluster Analysis (ICA) was applied to the original LC-ToF-MS
data enabling specific screening of halogenated isotope patterns. This
strategy led us to the successful identification and confirmation of three
(di-)hydroxylated octachlorinated biphenyls. All identified compounds
(i.e. nonylphenol and (di)OH-octaCBs) showed TTR-binding potency
in the bioassay and could explained another ~35% of the total measured
TTR-binding activities in polar bear plasma extracts. For further exploration of the exposome, the identification of unknown compounds may
be complemented by the use of targeted mass spectrometric strategies for
the trace level quantification of known emerging contaminants and their
metabolites such as PFOS, PFOA and secondary DEHP metabolites in
e.g. human matrices. This approach may be used to investigate the early
life exposure to environmental contaminants, as this has been implicated
in altering developmental programming, resulting in possible higher
susceptibility to obesity. The analytical methods developed showed to be
capable of the accurate and robust analysis of extremely low levels ofsecondary DEHP metabolites, PFOS and PFOA in breast milk and cord
plasma samples from birth cohorts, enabling further epidemiological
studies into the relation of prenatal exposure to these endocrine disrupting compounds and the development of obesity later in life.
WP285 Exposomics: A key approach for next generation children’s
environmental health studies
S.F. Nakayama, Centre for Environmental Health Science; T. Isobe, Y.
Suzuki, M. Takagi, National Inst for Environmental Studies / Centre for
Environmental Health Sciences
In recent years, concerns over environmental impacts on children’s health
and development have lead numbers of experimental and epidemiological studies on children’s environmental health. There is accumulating
evidence that early life exposure to harmful environment is related to
later development of diseases and decreased physical and psychological well-being. Although prospective cohort studies conducted in many
countries have reported some associations between environmental factors
and symptoms, to identify the causality between environmental exposure
and children’s health and development is more important. In this regard,
large-scale birth cohort studies involving tens to a hundred thousand
participants and following them up for decades are being conducted in
several countries including Norway, Denmark, France, Japan and United
States. Children are exposed to a variety of environmental stressors
throughout the life course. The exposure assessment must be threedimensional: type, extent and timing of the exposure. Development of
valid and reliable exposomic approach is considered as one of the key
elements for the success of these prospective epidemiological studies.
Since the exposome cannot be measured by a single modality, like the
genome, multidisciplinary approach is warranted. In this presentation,
challenges in our children’s study and our approach towards the solution
will be discussed.
WP286 Non-targeted screening of house dust samples using accurate
mass TOFMS
M.J. Strynar, USEPA / National Exposure Research Laboratory; S. Liang,
R. McMahen, ORISE; A. Richard, USEPA
House dust exists as an environmental repository of chemicals to which
we are exposed in our homes. A growing number of studies have targeted
select persistent organic and inorganic pollutants found in house dust.
Many have concluded that dust exists as an important human exposure
matrix, and additional investigations to determine the chemical content
of house dust would be beneficial. To that end, a non-targeted screening approach was developed to investigate dust samples (n=56) collected
as part of the American Healthy Homes Survey (AHHS). The samples
were extracted with organic solvent via sonication, prepared with solid
phase extraction (SPE) and analyzed via +/- liquid chromatography-time
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of flight mass spectrometry (LC-TOFMS). Accurate mass predictions of
[M-H]-, [M+COOH]-, and [M+H]+ for each molecular formulae were
determined and used as the primary ions of interest to compare against
EPA’s DSSTox chemical database (n=~15,000 unique compounds and
includes: CAS#, chemical name, and molecular formula). Additionally,
generated molecular features were scored based on isotope pattern
matching with found formulae, and only considered if scoring was >90%.
Results will be shown that summarize the chemicals found in the dust,
the frequency of detection, and evidence supporting the tentative identification of these chemicals. .
WP287 The Urinary Diet-derived Exposome in the European
Prospective Investigation on Cancer and Nutrition (EPIC) Cohort
W.M. Edmands, UC Berkeley / School of Public Health; D. Kumar, A.
Scalbert, P. Ferrari, International Agency for Research on Cancer
Dietary biomarkers are increasingly used for validation of dietary
measurements and as a more objective assessment of methods based on
questionnaires to study associations between diet and disease risk. This
biomarker approach utilizes the huge diversity of constituents commonly
found in foods (>27,000 known food constituents in the FooDB database) and after digestive transformation in human biofluids. Untargeted
metabolomic tools of urine samples within the European Prospective
Investigation into Cancer and nutrition cohort (EPIC) should allow
identification of novel dietary markers. A cross-sectional study nested
within EPIC was conducted on 481 subjects for which detailed 24-hr
dietary recalls (24HDRs) and 24-hr urine samples were available for
analysis. Urine samples were first normalised by dilution to the same
specific gravity. Data were acquired using a high-resolution UPLCQTof-MS. An optimised data processing workflow was developed in the
R language which included peak-picking, QC based signal drift correction/filtration (feature RSD < 30%), automated multivariate analysis,
data-dependent MS/MS accurate mass matching and the monoisotopic
mass identification through the screening of on-line and customized
databases (Phenol-Explorer, FooDB, HMDB, MassBank, Metlin). The
efficiency of this fully automated approach for data analysis allowed the
rapid identification of over 2000 unique mass spectral features corresponding to dietary polyphenols, their phase II and gut microbial
metabolites. These biomarkers matched confidence criteria for correlation
to the consumption of a variety of specific foods rich in polyphenols.
They included phenolic compounds originating from coffee, chocolate,
citrus, wine and tea consumption like caffeoylquinic acids, feruloylquinic
acids and phenolic compounds derived from coffee roasting. These
compounds represent routes of chronic human exposure, reflecting in
the overlap of metabolites identified by both acute (24hrDR) and chronic
(FFQ ) dietary measurement instruments, particularly for foods such as
coffee and red wine. These exogenous compounds are readily detected in
the mMolar dose range common to many commonly consumed drugs
and their contribution to human health and disease risk is therefore
certainly greatly underestimated. This rapid and facile biomarker identification approach will be implemented to guide future exposome-wide
association studies (EWAS) in the EPIC and similar cohorts.
WP288 Comprehensive Exposure Assessment of Human
Breast Milk: A Non-targeted Analytical Approach for Organic
Contaminants Identification and Occurrence
S.A. Mackintosh, San Diego State Univ / Public Health; E. Hoh, P.J.
Quintana, San Diego State Univ; C. Chambers, J.H. Kim, M. Leff, Univ of
California San Diego Medical Center
Humans and our living environment have been subjected to thousands of
chemicals that continue to increase as more are introduced every day. The
chemicals currently monitored only represent a small portion of our total
exposure through both natural and anthropogenic processes. The human
exposome represents the totality of these chemical exposures over the
course of an individual’s lifetime and may play a role in human diseases.
Thus characterizing the exposome is critical to provide a holistic view of
environmental exposures. To do this, comprehensive exposure assessment
to mixtures of chemical contaminants is necessary. Breast milk provides exposure information about both the mother and breast fed infant
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making it a unique biological matrix for contaminant monitoring. It is
well known that human breast milk contains persistent organic pollutants
(POPs). Thus additional chemicals from our living environment could
also be accumulating in milk. In this study, a non-targeted analytical
approach was taken to measure a wide range of organic contaminants
in human breast milk utilizing comprehensive two dimensional gas
chromatography coupled to time-of –flight mass spectrometry (GC×GC/
TOF-MS). This technique provides superior separation capabilities,
fast data acquisition rates, and deconvolution analysis to maximize the
number of identified contaminants. In non-targeted analysis, halogenated
organic compounds (HOCs) are a focus group among multiple classes of
organic contaminants due to their hydrophobicity, persistence, potential
to bioaccumulate and exert toxicity. In our previous study, Oceans and
Human Health, hundreds of HOCs including known and novel compounds were identified in dolphin blubber samples. These HOCs will be
examined for their occurrence in human breast milk, as another component of the Oceans and Human Health study. These results will aid in
characterization of chemicals in the exposome originating from exogenous ocean sources with the potential to accumulate in the human body.
WP289 Metabolomics approaches for the characterization of the
human exposome
S.A. Snyder, S. Dagnino, S. Merel, A. Jia, Univ of Arizona / Dept of
Chemical and Environmental Engineering
In the recent years it has been determined that causes of diseases can
be explained only partly by the genome, and that a great percentage of
these causes are related to environmental chemical entities to which the
human is exposed, the Exposome. The exposome represents a very large
amount of compounds. Targeted measurements for chemical profiling
of the exposome is not a suitable option as we do not yet understand its
composition. The use of high resolution mass spectrometry and “omics”
technologies for the characterization of the exposome raises exciting
new avenues of research. The metabolome integrates all interactions
between biochemical entities in cells or tissues and the environment.
Metabolomics approach, offers the possibility to discover new biomarkers
for various exposures and to determine the cause of diseases associated
with environment or lifestyle. Using non-targeted analysis, we developed a metabolomics approach for the characterization of exposure to
environmental contaminants present in water. With the help of modern
analytical technology, especially high resolution time-of-flight mass
spectrometry including GC-QTOF and LC-QTOF, we were able to
conduct un-targeted analysis of cellular metabolites. Analyzing cellular
extracts by mass spectrometry, and by comparing metabolite profiles of
normal and environmental toxicant exposed cultures, enabled us to find
out where and how these toxicants are reacting. With the use of complex
data analysis techniques such as principal components analysis, database
search and other statistical tools, we developed a workflow that can be
further applied to assess the risk of environmental exposure for the general public and contribute to the exposome characterization.
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Multi-Sector Applications of Technical and
Communication Methods for Sustainability
RP001 Life Cycle Assessment to Analyze Engineering Alternatives
for Wastewater Residual Solids Treatment
I. Alyaseri, Southern Illinois Univ Edwardsville / Civil Engineering; J.
Zhou, Civil Engineering
There has been a growing interest in applying a life cycle assessment
(LCA) approach to analyze engineering alternatives for selecting
wastewater treatment process. Although there are approximately 40
journal publications since 1990s about the application of LCA in the
field of wastewater treatment, these studies had been mainly concerned about the liquid treatment aspect of wastewater treatment plants
(WWTP). Given the equal importance of the residual solids treatment
for WWTP, a case study was conducted on a full-scale WWTP in St.
Louis, Missouri. The study focused on the solids handling process of
the WWTP, in which three engineering alternatives were compared
about their environmental impacts through a LCA approach. The study
took an endpoint approach and used plant specific data from the studied
WWTP. The data were supplemented by information from relevant
technical publications. The impact assessment used the eco-indicator 99
method and considered carcinogenicity, respiratory from organics and
in-organics, climate change, radiation, ozone depletion, eco-toxicity,
acidification-eutrophication, minerals and fossil fuel depletion. The
three studied engineering alternatives are dewatering-multiple hearth
incineration-ash to landfill; fluid bed incineration with energy recovery from residual heat; and anaerobic digestion with energy recovery
from biogas. The study found that the most significant environmental
impacts were resulted from fossil fuel depletion, respiratory in-organics,
carcinogens, eco-toxicity, and climate change. The WWTP operation
contributed to the majority of the impacts. Among the three studied
alternatives, based on single score ranking using the eco-indicator 99
method, the order of environmental impact (from high to low) is multiple
hearth incineration, anaerobic digestion, fluid bed incineration. The
study revealed that a decision to choose a most environmentally sound
wastewater process depends on what aspects of the environmental concerns that the decision maker will place the most emphasis. If respiratory
inorganic, carcinogens, and eco-toxicity were the priority concerns, the
fluid bed incineration would be a most desirable alternative. If fossil fuels
and climate change were the top concerns, the anaerobic digestion would
be a better choice. The study reports quantitative results in DALYs (disability adjusted life years) for alternative comparison of the three studied
wastewater residual solids processes.
RP002 Case study: Integrated sustainability metrics for product
system assessment
A. Weisbrod, The Procter & Gamble Company / Global Product Stewardship
The USEPA’s Office of Research and Development and P&G have a
5-year research collaboration to advance the state of the sustainability
science. The focus of the work is to identify and develop new and existing integrated metrics to assess the sustainability of industrial supply
chains. The metrics and supporting methodologies include: Ecological
footprint (biological production) and Emergy (thermodynamics),
Industrial Production System Assessment (IPSA, a standardized allocation method), Green Net Value Added (GNVA, full cost accounting
that includes the value of environmental damages along a supply chain),
Social License Assessment (SLA, human rights and social responsibility), and Fisher Information (system order affected by production and
community dynamics). Each of these indicators of system health or
effects may integrate environmental, social, and economic aspects into
a single unit based on a scientific or economic principle. Consumer
products are used as the test cases. This talk reviews the basic inputs and
results of the integrated metrics for Bounty® paper towel manufacturing
and supply webs. The extensive data that feed into the methods presented in this talk come from two manufacturing sites and represent two
generations of papermaking and converting technologies. Results are
being used to identify potential product and/or production changes that
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could improve environmental profiles, costs, resource use and efficiency.
Results are also used to determine what to communicate about the product and/or processes’ sustainability.
RP003 Streamlined LCA/LCC Case Study: Additive Manufacturing
A. Fisher, GE / Global Research; W.P. Flanagan, General Electric; T.
Rockstroh, General Electric / Aviation
The US Department of Defense (DoD) has recently introduced draft
guidance incorporating streamlined life cycle assessment (LCA) / life
cycle costing (LCC) methodology into the acquisitions process, with the
ultimate intent of enabling purchasing decisions based on total cost of
ownership[i]. Several companies are piloting the proposed DoD methodology in order to evaluate and build capability. The pilot projects are
being conducted as part of a streamlined LCA/LCC workgroup operating under the auspices of the Mission Ready Sustainability Initiative
(MRSI)[ii], a private-sector led effort with a vision of creating a new
generation of mission ready sustainable products and services that generate economic value and address environmental imperatives for the DoD
and the military services. GE Global Research and GE Aviation are
applying the streamlined LCA/LCC methodology to evaluation of additive manufacturing of lever actuating arms that are positioned externally
on the aircraft engine. Traditional lever arm designs are manufactured
via forging & machining processes. Additive manufacturing technologies
offer the potential for novel lever arm designs that result in reduced life
cycle environmental impact and total cost of ownership due to reduced
part weight, net lower raw material consumption, and enhanced performance. A life cycle perspective is particularly important when exploring
options for manufacturing processes. Sustainable manufacturing implies
a focus beyond the manufacturing stage, as the choice of manufacturing
technology can influence environmental impacts across the entire life
cycle of the part, component, product, or system that is being manufactured. LCA and LCC will be essential in understanding the net benefit
and trade-offs associated with moving towards additive manufacturing,
both from an environmental and cost perspective. The specific benefits
and trade-offs may be unique to each application, but the development
and implementation of practical assessment tools will help ensure that
manufacturing capability developments are aligned with the sustainability requirements of our people and our planet. 1: http://www.ndia.org/
Divisions/Divisions/Manufacturing/Documents/319A/7_Yaroschak14801-Sustainability%20in%20Acquis.pdf 2: http://ncdmm-mrsi.org/
RP004 Sustainability Assessment Methodology Taxonomy; A
Determination Table to Find Your Way in the SA Methodology
Landscape
M. Zijp, RIVM / DMG; L. Posthuma, RIVM / Centre for Sustainability
Environment and Health; D. van de Meent, RIVM / Inst of Wetland and
Water Research
Many sustainability assessment methodologies exist and novel concepts
and applications are published in both scientific and grey literature
almost daily. Consequently there have been several attempts to organize,
harmonize or criticize these developments. Until now these attempts
did not result in a systematic approach that can deal with the dynamics,
complexity and diversity on both the question as the answering part of
sustainability assessments. In practice many experts, including ourselves,
are used to apply the assessment methodologies they are familiar with
when an assessment is asked for, without critical analysis if that is the
best way to answer the question and without making the assumptions
and choices that come with the selection of a methodology explicit. As
a consequence, one question on sustainable development might yield a
manifold of answers, depending on the assessment methodology (alias
assessor) chosen. Ideally, the selection of a methodology for answering
a specific sustainability question is performed in a scientific robust way,
such that the same type of questions lead to the same type of answers,
regardless off the analyst to which the question is directed. For this purpose we drafted a determination table for the selection of sustainability
assessment methodologies for answering a specific sustainability question.
The determination table is based on scientific knowledge on sustainability assessment methodologies and tested in two rounds. First, a dummy
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version was tested on case studies in literature, showing what type of
problems and inconsistencies this tool solves. Secondly, an operationalized
version of the tool is tested by analyzing the differences in methodology
selection of experts with and without the tool. The presentation includes a
summary of our analysis on how methodologies differ in general, a short
demonstration of how the determination table works and how it would
lead you in choosing the right type of chemical footprint methodology for
given situation, and, finally, the results of our two test rounds.

Realities of Addressing Contaminated “Legacy Sites”
RP005 The BMI Common Areas in Henderson, Nevada; Battle Born
Restoration and Multi-Use Redevelopment of a Complex Legacy Site
M. Jones; R. Sahu, Basic Remediation Company; L. Farris, The LandWell
Company
In 1941, the BMI complex in Henderson, Nevada was built to produce
magnesium that was needed to build airplane bodies and other materials
critical to World War II. These magnesium production facilities encompassed a massive complex approximately two miles in length. After
the war, the plant was shut down, divided, and privatized. In 1952 the
entire divided complex was sold to several manufacturers. The original
BMI complex and subsequent manufacturers disposed of municipal
and industrial effluent on 2,200 acres of desert land. In 1992, a subsidiary of BMI was created to oversee the largest restoration project of its
kind in Nevada history. Over the past two decades, BMI’s subsidiary
has worked with the Nevada Department of Environmental Protection
and other stakeholders on several framework documents developed to
guide investigation, risk assessment, and remediation activities for the
project. These included remedial and corrective action reports, a closure
plan document, and a complex statistical methodologies report to ensure
adequate and representative post-remediation sampling and analysis over
the entire 2,200 acres. In addition, a comprehensive community involvement and outreach plan was developed to keep the public informed about
the projects progress. This outreach program included periodic newsletters, the construction of an on-site restoration project information center,
and a website dedicated to informing the public about the details of the
project. Full-scale remediation of the site began in 2008. Restoration
work is nearing completion, and construction of the infrastructure for a
master-planned community with residential, open spaces, parks, schools,
and areas for commercial development has begun. This presentation will
provide an overview of this complex legacy site, and perspective on the
challenges encountered during the course of the project.
RP006 Statistical Modeling of a Contaminated River System
J.W. Green, DuPont / Applied Statistics Group
The South River of Virginia has been the site of an intensive study over
the past twelve years due the mercury contamination from a manufacturing operation that ended in 1950. Part of the effort to develop an
understanding of the on-going sources of mercury in the river system,
including surface water, sediment, and numerous species (e.g., bass,
turtles, clams, water fowl, song birds) living in or near the river, has
involved detailed and sometimes novel statistical modeling of the
floodplain, river banks, surface water, sediment, rainfall, storms activity,
and numerous other environmental and biological factors. These models
characterize the current state, allow prediction of the effect of a proposed
remedial action program, and determine sampling plans to monitor the
success of the proposed action. An extensive sample of floodplain soil
mercury levels and soil characterization was followed by a krig model
to estimate soil contamination across the entire floodplain. The output
of that model was one of the inputs used in modeling other aspects of
the river system. An extensive model was developed by the South River
Science Team (SRST) of the loading rate from river bank mercury and
this was another input to the statistical models. Measurement time,
upstream conditions, rainfall, river discharge rate, river gradient, erosion
and deposition rates, submerged aquatic vegetation, land use of adjacent
river bank and floodplain, pore water and tributary mercury levels, and
other factors were incorporated in the models in sometimes novel ways.

Several other statistical modeling methods were used as partial validation of the final models. A mechanistic model was developed by the
SRST which provided general agreement with the main finding of the
statistical models for surface water and sediment mercury. River banks
were identified as the main source of on-going mercury loading of the
river and a pilot project is underway to stabilize the banks in one key
area. The statistical models predict the effect of this project. The predictions will be discussed, but the focus will be on the statistical modeling
methods which may be applicable to other river systems.

Assessing Ecological Risks of Resource Extraction
on Inland Environments: Oil and Gas Extraction and
Coal Mining
RP007 Effect of salinity on the ecosystem function of leaf decomposition: dryland salinity vs. salinity from a coalmine
F.G. Sauer, Univ of Koblenz–Landau / Inst for Environmental Sciences; M.
Bundschuh, Swedish Univ of Agricultural Sciences / Dept of Aquatic Sciences
and Assessment; B.J. Kefford, Univ of Canberra / Dept of Environmental
Science
The decomposition of allochthonous organic matter (AOM) is a critical
ecosystem function in streams and supplies resources to stream organisms. Stressors like salinity can impede the AOM breakdown, thus
potentially impairing ecosystem services. We measured the influence of
salinisation caused by a coalmine and contrast it with dryland salinity
(caused by non-irrigated agriculture) on leaf breakdown using a combination of field and laboratory studies. The sampling sites in the field were
selected to exhibit a gradient of salinity from 40 µS/cm to around 11,000
µS/cm from dryland salinity in the Murrumbidgee River Catchment
and 100 µS/cm to 2,500 µS/cm from the coal mine in the Georges River
Catchment, both in New South Wales, Australia. Dried leaves of River
Red Gum (Eucalyptus camaldulensis), a common Australian riparian
tree, were placed for 5-6 weeks in coarse (accessible to invertebrates and
microorganisms) and fine bags (accessible to microorganisms only). The
results show a significant decrease of leaf breakdown in both types of
bags with increasing salinity from both sources. However, the influence of salinity caused by the coalmine is less than from the dryland.
A laboratory leaching experiment (looking at physicochemical effects
only) revealed a significant higher mass loss over 4 days in water treated
with sodium bicarbonate than in water treated with sodium chloride or
artificial sea water (similar to ionic composotion of the dryland salinity).
Hence the reduced effect of bicarbonate salinity in the laboratory could
be partly due to greater leaching. A 2nd laboratory study is in progress
assessing for the effect of salinity on microbial leaf decomposition
eliminating confounding environmental variables. In this experiment
leaves were inoculated with microbial communities from either a low (40
µS/cm) or a high (11,000 µS/cm) dryland salinity site, in a three factor
orthogonal design- salinity level (100, 1,000 or 10,000 µS/cm), salinity
type (sodium chloride, artificial sea water or sodium bicarbonate) and
microbial community. Preliminary findings with the leaves inoculated
in the high salinity site exhibit a significant higher rate of mass loss in
the water amended by sodium bicarbonate than in the other salt types.
It would appear that the effect of bicarbonate dominated effluents from
the coal mine could have quite different effects on processing of leaf litter
than those from dryland salinity.
RP008 Effects of elevated total dissolved solids on bivalves
J. Allen, USEPA / Office of Research and Development; C.T. Nietch, USEPA
/ Water Supply Water Resources Division; D. Macke, USEPA / Office of
Research and Development; K. Patnode, US Fish and Widlife Service /
Pennsylvania Office; J.M. Lazorchak, USEPA / Office of Research and
Development
A series of experiments were performed to assess the toxicity of different recipes of excess total dissolved solids (TDS) to organisms in
mesocosms. Multiple endpoints were measured across trophic levels. We
report here the effects of four different TDS recipes on bivalve growth
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and behavioral endpoints. The four recipes included 1) a mimic of eastern
deep well brine ion chemistry dominated by Cl- and cations of Na+,
Ca2+, and Sr2+; 2) one reflective of leachate from surface coal mining
dominated by SO42- and HCO3- anions; 3) one that was comprised
of NaHCO3 only, and 4) one that contained NaCl and CaCl2, more
consistent with deicing salts. Exposure TDS concentrations ranged
from 75 to 6284mg/L. Survival and growth were measured before and
after exposure to an ionic gradient for the species Villosa iris (Rainbow
Mussel), Corbicula fluminea (Asiatic Clam), and Lampsilis fasciola
(Wavy Mussel). Gape behavior of C. fluminea was monitored using
proximity sensors for recipes 1, 2, and 3, and V. iris for recipe 4. The
most toxic recipe was number 3, dominated by NaHCO3, followed by 2,
4 and then 1. Based on data presented here, the type of ions associated
with elevated TDS can impact toxicity.
RP009 Developmental toxicity of coal ash leachate and coal combustion residue (CCR) waste streams to embryonic zebrafish (Danio rerio)
J.E. Brandt, Duke Univ / Nicholas School of the Environment Integrated
Toxicology and Environmental Health Program; J.S. Osterberg, Duke Univ /
Nicholas School of the Environment; E. Bernhardt, A. Vengosh, Duke Univ;
R.T. Di Giulio, Duke Univ / Nicholas School of the Environment
The process of combusting coal for energy production generates several
byproducts that are collectively referred to as coal combustion residues
(CCRs). Fly ash and bottom ash are two CCR constituents that are
collected from the combustion chamber before being stored as waste in
settling ash ponds at energy facilities. Occasionally, these waste sources
mix with environmental media due to unexpected catastrophic events
(witness Tennessee Valley Authority Kinston and Duke Energy Dan
River spills). In order to appreciate the impact of these events on aquatic
ecological systems it is important to understand the risk posed by the
contaminating product. Herein, bulk coal ash sourced from the combustion chamber at the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) Kingston plant
was assessed. Previous work demonstrated that different contaminant
profiles are obtained by coal ash leaching experiments under different experimental conditions (e.g. pH, leachant type); these profiles
include arsenic (As), selenium (Se), lead (Pb), barium (Ba), uranium (U),
chromium (Cr), iron (Fe), and manganese (Mn), and are of toxicological
concern. Preliminary assays targeted embryonic development in a zebrafish model (Danio rerio) with an exposure window of 6-120 hours post
fertilization (hpf). Exposures to coal ash leachate prepared with DI water
in a 1:10 ratio at dilutions 100, 50, 10, and 0% were conducted. Further,
both leachate supernatant and whole leachate were evaluated. Toxicity
to exposed embryonic and larval fish manifested in increased incidences
of delayed hatching, yolk sac and pericardial edemas, spinal curvature,
notochord and craniofacial deformity, cardiac underdevelopment, and
mortality. These initial results suggest that organic contaminants may
also be involved and organic chemical analysis of these samples will
explore whether organic contaminants are important to consider in this
context. Additional zebrafish developmental assays will assess the effect
of pH and leachant type on toxicity. Further, coal ash pond effluent and
porewater extracted from receiving water sediments will be studied to
build understanding of chronic toxicological risks. This work was supported by NIEHS Award Number T32ES021432.
RP010 Modeling interactions in major ion toxicity to Ceriodaphnia
dubia
R.J. Erickson, D.R. Mount, USEPA / ORD NHEERL Mid Continent
Ecology Division; T.R. Highland, J.R. Hockett, USEPA; D.J. Hoff,
Ecotoxicology Analysis Research / Mid Continent Ecology Division; C.T.
Jenson, USEPA; T.J. Norberg-King, USEPA / NHEERLMid Continent
Ecology Division; K. Peterson, USEPA
Various anthropogenic activities can cause exposures of freshwater systems to greatly elevated concentrations of major ions (Na, K, Ca, Mg, Cl,
SO4, HCO3) with widely-varying compositions. A data set on the acute
toxicity of single salts and binary salt mixtures to Ceriodaphnia dubia will
be presented to identify issues for modeling the toxicity of major ions.
Key elements of this include the importance of considering chemical
speciation and activity, the existence of both additive and independent
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toxic interactions between ions, multiple mechanisms of action, and
ameliorative effects of some ions on the toxicities of others. Approaches
for modeling the toxicity of major ion mixtures will be presented, and
evaluated using additional toxicity tests with test waters emulating case
studies of elevated ion composition in natural systems. This abstract does
not necessarily reflect USEPA policy.

Harmful Algal Bloom Toxins in Inland Waters:
Environmental Contaminants of Emerging Concern
RP011 Environmental drivers of harmful algal blooms in Canadian
lakes
D. Orihel, Univ of Winnipeg / Dept of Biology; R. Vinebrooke, D. Schindler,
Univ of Alberta / Biological Sciences
Harmful algal blooms occur in nutrient-rich lakes around the world,
diminishing the value of these ecosystems for wildlife and humans. The
overarching goal of our research was to advance our understanding of the
environmental factors leading to blooms of potentially toxic cyanobacteria in shallow eutrophic lakes, in order to guide effective management
strategies to reduce their occurrence. First, we evaluated the nutrient
conditions that lead to elevated levels of microcystins, a hepatotoxin produced by certain cyanobacteria, by consolidating a national database of
nutrient and microcystin concentrations for Canadian lakes. Second, we
tested whether nutrients released from sediments stimulate toxic cyanobacterial blooms by culturing the cyanobacterium Microcystis in overlying
water harvested from incubated lake sediments. Third, we developed and
evaluated a conceptual model to explain the biogeochemical pathways
leading to toxic cyanobacterial blooms in shallow lakes, based on sediment and culture experiments and lake monitoring in a hypereutophic
lake in Alberta, Canada. Fourth, we tested this conceptual model
experimentally by manipulating iron loading to in-lake mesocosms and
examining changes in sediment chemistry, nutrient cycling, algal biomass and community composition, and microcystin concentrations. The
main conclusions of these studies are: (i) microcystins are prevalent in
lakes across Canada, but only under high nutrient conditions and at low
ratios of nitrogen-to-phosphorus; (ii) lake sediments release bioavailable
nutrients that support the growth and toxin production of microcystinproducing cyanobacteria; (iii) toxic blooms of cyanobacteria in shallow
lakes may result from the synergy between iron-deficient sediments
and discontinuous polymixis; (iv) iron loading to lakes inhibits internal
phosphorus loading, decreases algal biomass, discourages the dominance
of cyanobacteria, and reduces microcystin concentrations. This research
reaffirms the need for controlling internal phosphorus loading in shallow
lakes of the Canadian Prairies, and suggests iron treatment may be an
effective remediation strategy to complement external nutrient loading
reductions. More broadly, this research emphasizes the important role
of iron in influencing the trophic status of lakes, and raises concerns for
how sulfur pollution and climate change may be exacerbating the problem of lake eutrophication.
RP012 Cyanobacterial neurotoxins in a Brazilian water supply
Reservoir
S.L. Calado, Federal Univ of Paraná / Laboratory of Environmental
Toxicology; V.F. Magalhães, Federal Univ of Rio de Janeiro; J.
Wojciechowski, Federal Univ of Paraná; H.C. Silva de Assis, UFPR /
Pharmacology
Reservoirs are water bodies formed or modified by human activities in
order to provide drinking water supply, power generation, and recreational uses. However, these activities have caused severe human health
hazards and environmental impacts in the aquatic ecosystems, which are
associated with the eutrophication. This phenomenon results in algae
and cyanobacterial blooms. The cyanobacterial blooms in the reservoirs
affect the health of human population and aquatic communities due
to ability of these microorganisms produce toxins. Alagados Reservoir
(Ponta Grossa, Paraná, South Brazil) provides recreation areas for fishing and boating and supply water for three cities. The aim of this study
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was to monitor the water quality in the Alagados Reservoir, and the
potential toxic effects of cyanotoxins on Geophagus brasiliensis, a fish
species found in this Reservoir. During the period from September
2013 to May 2014 two water and fish samples were collected in the
Alagados Reservoir. Water samples were used to qualitative and quantitative analyses of phytoplankton, and water and fish muscle samples
for quantification analyses of cyanotoxins. Liver, muscle, and brain
tissues from G. brasiliensis were sampled in order to measure the toxicity of cyanobacteria using biomarkers such as activities of glutathione
S-transferase, catalase, and acetylcholinesterase and lipoperoxidation.
Phytoplankton samples showed high dominance and concentration of
Cylindrospermopsis raciborskii (30,000 cel.ml-1), which corresponded to a
value above the recommended limit by Brazilian legislation (20,000 cel.
ml-1). Water quantification analyzes identified the presence of saxitonin (i.e. toxin produced by C. raciborskii) and gonyautoxin 1, 2 and 3
concentrations. Fish analyses are under assessment. Our results suggest
that the Alagados Reservoir integrity is threatened due to the significant cyanotoxins contamination. Thus, it is essential the development of
monitoring strategies in this area, in order to minimize the risks to the
human health and to the aquatic environment. Financial support: CNPq,
CAPES, Fundação Araucária
RP013 Cyanotoxins in the Mobile Bay Basin: An emerging threat to
ecosystem health and resilience
A. Robertson, Univ of South Alabama / Marine Sciences; A. Wilson, Auburn
Univ / School of Fisheries Aquaculture and Aquatic Sciences
Mobile Bay is one of the largest estuarine systems in the US, characterized by high biodiversity and productivity, supporting freshwater and
marine species, and providing a nursery habitat for commercially and
recreationally important fish and shellfish. Harmful cyanobacterial
blooms can thrive in nutrient-enriched estuarine waters and potentially produce a suite of cyanotoxins that can be released into the water,
deposited in sediments, and bioaccumulated in marine organisms. With
conditions of increased light, salinity, stratification, temperature, and
nutrients, the Mobile-Tensaw delta may be a critical zone for toxin
production and environmental release. We identified mixed blooms
of Microcystis spp., Anabaena spp., and Planktothrix spp. in the delta in
summer 2013. These genera were also identified as microcystin producers (>100 µg L-1 total) in freshwater sources in northern Alabama
so this may pose a significant concern for outflow contamination into
Mobile Bay. In this study sentinel solid phase adsorbent toxin tracking
(SPATTs) devices were deployed at six locations within the Mobile Bay
basin. Whole water, sediment, and representative shellfish were collected
and environmental parameters (temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen,
turbidity, and nutrients) taken to provide a baseline of environmental
conditions. SPATTs, water, sediment, and shellfish were extracted and
quantitatively analyzed using enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays
and liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry for microcystins,
cyclindrospermopsins, nodularins, saxitoxins, and anatoxins. These data
will be incorporated into a risk model for this and other natural toxins
in our region and utilized in the management of local water quality and
ecosystem sustainability.
RP014 Characterizing the influence of pH variability in reservoirs on
toxicity from harmful blooms of Prymesium parvum to fish
W.C. Scott, Dept of Environmental Science; B.W. Brooks, Baylor Univ /
Dept of Environmental Science
Since first identified in Texas inland waters in 1985, Prymnesium parvum
has produced devastating harmful algal blooms (HABs) responsible
for fish kills and water resources across North America. Traditionally,
P. parvum HABs primarily occurred in marine systems but are now
increasing in inland waters. Increases in human population and a growing need for water sequestration over the past decade in Texas has led
to inflow reductions, which have correlated with increases in salinity
and pH variability of reservoirs often experiencing HABs. Our research
group has investigated abiotic factors including salinity, light intensity,
pH, inflows, and nutrient enrichment, influencing P. parvum bloom
development and toxicity for the past 9 years. P. parvum toxicity is not

due to a single compound but to a group of compounds. For example,
fatty acid amides (FAAs) were recently identified in P. parvum cultures
and observed to exert toxicity to rainbow trout gill cells. Further, two
fatty acid amides, oleamide and linoleamide, exhibited hemolytic and
cytotoxic effects and displayed pH dependent toxicity to rainbow trout
gill cells between pH 7.5 and 8.5. Previous studies by our research group
and others demonstrate the influence of site-specific pH on ambient
toxicity from P. parvum and HAB development. Preliminary studies by
our lab show that linoleamide was toxic to juvenile Pimephales promelas
with an LC50 of 31.0 mg/L, which was comparable to levels previously
reported to adversely affect rainbow trout gill cells. We then explored the
influence of pH on linoleamide toxicity to fish and compared such observations to extensive water quality monitoring data for pH in different
habitats of reservoirs historically impacted by P. parvum HABs. Results
from this study are anticipated to support future research and management of P. parvum HABs in inland waters.
RP015 A paleolimnological approach to establishing spatial and longterm environmental trends to correct for insufficient environmental
monitoring data
B. Lucas, Univ of Saskatchewan; K. Liber, L.E. Doig, Univ of
Saskatchewan / Toxicology Centre
Anecdotal evidence has suggested that Lake Diefenbaker, a large reservoir in Saskatchewan, Canada, has recently been exhibiting an increased
frequency and severity of algal blooms. Increased eutrophication within
the system would suggest deteriorating water quality and increased
nutrient loading. Due to limited knowledge of initial reservoir conditions
and historical trends in water quality within the system, a paleolimnological approach was employed to reconstruct historical changes in
water quality to fill these knowledge gaps and better understand the
system. Eight sediment cores were collected along a spatial gradient
within Lake Diefenbaker between 2011 and 2012, and sectioned into
1-cm increments. Selected sediment subsections were measured for
total phosphorus (TP), three geochemical species of phosphorus (apatite
inorganic phosphorus, non-apatite inorganic phosphorus (NAIP) and
organic phosphorus (OP)), total organic carbon (TOC), total nitrogen (TN), and the stable isotope values for δ15N. Biological sub-fossil
remains for diatoms and chironomids were also identified to reconstruct
historical aquatic community compositions. Results indicated that at
up-reservoir locations primary productivity and nutrient loading of phosphorus have remained relatively consistent over time based on consistent
sediment core profiles in TOC, TN, the C:N ratio, TP, and δ15N, and
consistent domination of community composition by the diatom species
Stephanodiscus parvus and the chironomid genus Procladius. Downreservoir sediment cores suggested increased primary productivity and
nutrient loading as profiles showed increasing TOC, TN, δ15N, and TP,
and the more biologically relevant phosphorus species (OP and NAIP)
in more recently deposited sediments. The C:N ratio showed a decreasing temporal trend which was consistent with increased autochthonous
organic matter deposition. Both the diatom and chironomid community
compositions showed distinct changes in community structure through
the temporal profile of down-reservoir sediment cores with the diatom species Aulacoseira ambigua and the chironomid tribe Tanytarsini
dominating in more surficial sediments, suggesting increased nutrient
concentrations and primary productivity in more recent years. Results
suggested that different regions along the reservoir have different physical and chemical characteristics that drive the availability of nutrients,
their deposition to sediments and their impacts on historical primary
productivity.
RP016 Cyanobacterial Harmful Algal Blooms: Results from
Wisconsin’s Multi-year Public Health Surveillance Program
D.A. Perkins, C.J. Hedman, Univ of Wisconsin Madison / Wisconsin State
Laboratory of Hygiene; G. LaLiberte, Wisconsin Dept of Natural Resources;
E. Wollenburg, M. Werner, Wisconsin Dept of Health Services / Wisconsin
Division of Public Health
The presence of freshwater harmful algal blooms (HABs) and the
toxins they may produce are of increasing concern in recreational
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and drinking waters due to their potential public health risk. The
Wisconsin Department of Health Services, the Wisconsin Department
of Natural Resources and the Wisconsin State Laboratory of Hygiene
conducted a multi-year surveillance study to measure the public health
burden of cyanobacterial HABs and to better characterize environmental conditions during these blooms. Between 2009 and 2013, the
Wisconsin Department of Health Services received 144 complaints of
human and animal illnesses associated with exposure to HABs. The
most common HAB-related illnesses reported were gastrointestinal
distress, dermal rash, respiratory irritation and cold-like symptoms.
Cyanotoxins were detected in over 56.5% (26 of 46) of the environmental samples analyzed, with microcystin-LR, -LA and -RR being
the most common toxins in Wisconsin surface waters. In July 2013, the
toxin cylindrospermopsin was detected for the first time in Wisconsin
in a sample containing over 5.5 million cells/mL of Aphanizomenon,
Planktothrix and Microcystis. The statewide surveillance program will
continue in Summer 2014 with the addition of regular monitoring at
two popular state park recreational waters for microcystin and nodularin toxins. In addition to collecting health and water quality data, this
surveillance program also expanded outreach to physicians, veterinarians, local lakes associations and the general public in order to: 1)
increase reporting of HAB-related illnesses and 2) increase awareness
of the potential hazards associated with algal blooms. The information
gathered in this surveillance study will enhance our understanding
of the public health burden of HABs and facilitate the development
of prevention measures aimed at reducing exposures to harmful algal
blooms.
RP017 Nodularia blooms in an estuarine lake system, Victoria,
Australia
D. Nugegoda, RMIT Univ / School of Applied Sciences; J.H. Myers, CAPIM
/ CAPIM; G. Allinson, Univ of Melbourne / CAPIM
The Gippsland Lakes, one of Australia’s largest estuarine lake systems,
situated in the south-east of the State of Victoria have experienced
an increase in the frequency and intensity of cyanobacterial blooms,
with four major blooms of Nodularia spumigena since 1995, after only
one significant bloom in the previous 20 years. The Gippsland Lakes
support a range of recreational and commercial activities. They provide
about one-third of the state commercial fishing catch and are home to
a significant recreational fishery. Recent blooms resulted in bans on
the harvesting of shellfish and prawns and the sale and consumption of
finfish. Lost tourism and commercial ventures resulted as public warnings about the recreational use of the water were given.Health alert
levels for algal toxins, specifically nodularin, at which seafood harvesting in Victorian waters was restricted were 250, 1100 and 1500 µg kg-1
for fish, prawns and mussels, respectively. The alert levels were derived
from data on animal studies which established a no-adverse-effectlevel (NOEL) for the hepatotoxin, microcystin LR, as a substitute for
nodularin, since there is limited information relating to the bioaccumulation, bioconcentration and biomagnification of nodularin in
seafood. In this project (funded by the Department of Health, Victoria,
Australia) we conducted a desk-top review of the literature available on
the toxin nodularin and its effect on aquatic organisms, and laboratory
investigations to assess the dietary uptake and depuration of nodularin by Eastern King prawns (Melicertus plebejus) and black bream
(Acanthopagrus butcheri). We also reported on the relationship between
Nodularia cell numbers and nodularin toxin production/water concentrations. Results suggested that at the low, environmentally relevant
exposure concentrations utilised, black bream and eastern king prawns
accumulated very little or no nodularin toxin into liver/viscera and
muscle. Results were compared with the body burdens of nodularin
detected in fish and shellfish from field studies and it is recommended
that measured toxin levels in seafood tissues are used when evaluating
the risk to human health from consumption of nodularin present in
seafood.
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Emerging Contaminants in the Marine
Environment: Presence, Effects, Regulation
RP018 Ubiquitous pollution, potential source and risk assessment of
bisphenol S and its analogues in the aquatic environment from Japan
H. Nakata, Kumamoto Univ / Graduate School of Science and Technology;
S. Watanabe; T. Sakiyama, Osaka City Inst of Public Health and
Environmental Sciences
It has reported that several tens of bisphenol analogues (BPs) have been
manufactured in plastic industries as the alternatives of bisphenol A
(BPA), due to endocrine disrupting effects of BPA in developing stage
of organisms. Bisphenol S (BPS) has been used as developers of thermal
paper in Japan since 2001. Previous studies reported the occurrence and
concentrations of this compound in thermal receipt papers and human
urine samples. This suggests the possibility of ubiquitous contamination
of BPS in human and environment. However, there are little information on the concentrations, potential sources and risk assessment of BPS
and other alternatives of BPA in the aquatic ecosystems. Based on these
background, we analyzed BPS, BPA and other 21 bisphenol analogues
in surface water (n=90), sediments (n=30) and organisms (n=16) collected
from riverine and coastal waters in Japan during 2010 and 2013. BPs
were also analyzed in influents and effluents of wastewater treatment
plant (WWTP) to understand their concentrations and exposure source
into the environment. As the results, BPS and BPA were detected in
all environmental matrices, suggesting their ubiquitous pollution and
extensive distribution. The highest concentrations of BPS were found
in surface water (32 mg/L) and sediment (1.5 mg/g dry wt.) collected
nearby wastewater discharge areas of paper manufacturing plants. BPS
and BPA were also detected in oysters and mussel collected from polluted
sites, which imply the paper manufacturing plant as a potential source
of BPS in Japan. BPS and BPA were detected in all influents and some
effluents of WWTP. This may indicate the presence of these compound
sources in household commodities. Based on BPS concentrations in
surface waters analyzed in this study, it was estimated that approximately
7,200 kg of BPS was annually discharged into aquatic environment. In
case of WWTP, the discharge volume of BPS was calculated as 540 kg/
year, which was one order of magnitude lower than that of paper plant.
To evaluate exposure risk to BPs in aquatic organisms, the ratio of MEC
(measured environmental concentration) and PNEC (predicted no-effect
concentration) (MEC/PNEC) of BPS and BPA were calculated. The
MEC/PNEC ratios of BPS and BPA exceeded some sampling sites
examined in this study. Further investigation on the potential effects and
risks of BPs in aquatic organisms is necessary.
RP019 New Generation Alternative Fuels: Environmental Behaviors
for Fate and Transport Assessment
R. George, SPAWAR Systems Center Pacific / Advanced Systems
Applied Sciences; R.E. Dolecal, SPAWAR Systems Center San Diego /
Environmental Sciences Branch; M. Colvin, SPAWAR Systems Center
Pacific / Energy and Environmental Sustainability; G.H. Rosen, SPAWAR
Systems Center / Energy and Environmental Sustainability
Alternative fuels, like conventional fuels, have potential to be introduced to the marine environment through transport, storage, and spills.
However, the environmental fate and potential effects are not known
for alternative fuels being evaluated and demonstrated for efficacy by
the United States Navy (USN) Fuels Program as sustainable drop-in
replacements. To address this knowledge gap, recent efforts by our team
have focused on laboratory-based direct comparison of conventional
(petroleum-based) fuels and alternative fuels. These alternative fuels
are Hydroprocessed Renewable Jet (Camelina seed-derived; HRJ-5)
and Hydroprocessed Renewable Diesel (algae-derived; HRD-76),
as replacements for petroleum-based jet fuel (JP-5) and ship diesel
(F-76), respectively. Detailed chemical analyses have been performed
on the water-accommodated fractions (WAFs) prepared from seawater
exposure to neat fuels for correlation with toxicity testing using common marine test organisms and endpoints, as reported in a companion
paper presented at this conference. Initial comparisons with conventional
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fuel WAFs indicate that HRJ-5 and HRD-76 WAFs contain decreased
molecular concentrations (3-300X) and different compositions for
alkanes and potentially harmful compounds such as volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) and polycyclic hydrocarbons (PAHs). Subsequent
experiments have focused on natural environmental processes and
potential effects on the bioavailability and toxicity of alternative fuels on
marine life, with the intent to determine the ultimate fate and transport
pathways for newer generation fuels. Natural processes initially being
evaluated include microbial- and photo-degradation. In the latter case,
subsequent to partitioning under normal conditions, degradation via
accelerated UV exposure is being used to evaluate potential for enhanced
toxicity by degradation products that may form in the WAF. Initial
results from UV degradation studies will be presented.
RP020 Size-segregated HOCs contents in field-collected
microplastics
I. Kim, D. Chae, Incheon National Univ / Dept of Biology; S. Kim, Incheon
National Univ / Dept of Marine Science
Microplastic contamination is an emerging issue in conservation of
marine ecosystem. Expanded polystyrene (EPS), one of plastic polymer,
is widely used in marine environment as aquaculture buoy and packing
materials. A number of used EPS is lost and transported via current and
wind to other region. Unlike other plastic debris, these transported EPS
buoy is easily fragmented to smaller particles and is segregated to particles with various sizes from nanometers to micrometers by weathering
on beach where they reached. EPS was known to be a major constituent
(on basis of counted number) of microplastics as well as debris found on
high-stranded line of coastal sand beach. According to a recent study
(abstract No. 301, 24th EU SETAC), considerable amounts of hexabromocyclododecanes (HBCDs) of several mg/g was detected from EPS
buoys. This flame-retardant chemical newly listed-up in the Stockholm
Convention can be easily released to environments (air or seawater) when
EPS is fragmented because HBCD is not chemically bond to EPS but
an additive. This indicates the possibility of EPS as a strong source of
HBCD in marine environments. In this study, we collected EPS particles at each five stations of several sand beaches and sorted EPS with
size as for particles over 1 mm and thereafter measured HBCD contents
in each size group of EPS particles. From this study, we expect to be
able to determine HBCD release rate by weathering (i.e., fragmentation)
under the field condition.
RP021 Assessment of environmental residence times for cyclic volatile methyl siloxanes
N.A. Warner, NILU Norwegian Inst for Air Research / Environmental
Chemistry; G. Almeida, Univ de São Paulo; I.S. Krogseth, Norwegian Inst
for Air Research / Environmental Chemistry; M. Whelan, Univ of Leicester /
Geography; T.A. Hangstad, Akvaplan-niva
Cyclic volatile methyl siloxanes (cVMS) are a class of chemical compounds used in a wide range of industrial and personal care products.
They have an unusual set of properties being both hydrophobic (tend
to partition to organic matter from water) and volatile. Environmental
emissions of cVMS in Europe are estimated in the range of kilo-tonnes
per year and several reports have documented relatively high concentrations in the aquatic environment (due to inputs from wastewater
emissions), particularly in sediments. Resistance to biodegradation
suggests cVMS will be environmentally persistent within the sediment
compartment. However, persistence in sediments may be mitigated by
desorption of cVMS followed by hydrolysis mechanisms and volatilization. Recent model predictions suggest the overall chemical residence
time of cVMS compounds in the global environment to be relatively
short - with half-lives between 1-2 years for octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane
(D4), decamethylcyclopentasiloxane (D5) and dodecamethylcyclohexasiloxane (D6) even in the environmental compartments where persistence
is typically highest (e.g., sediment). However, no experimental data is
available in the peer-reviewed literature to evaluate these predictions.
In addition, environmental persistence (or residence time) of cVMS will
be dependent upon the environment exposed as differences in environmental factors will affect persistence. To address these knowledge gaps,

cVMS removal processes (i.e., degradation, volatilization, and advection)
within both sediment and water compartments were investigated under
realistic environmental conditions using controlled laboratory experiments. Sediment spiked with cVMS (e.g., D4, D5 and D6) was placed in
containers with seawater and exposed to different temperature conditions (5ºC, 12ºC, 20ºC) in environmental chambers. Concentrations of
cVMS in the spiked sediment and the overlying seawater layer were measured over time to assess cVMS removal from contaminated sediment
compartments. Additional experiments to assess impacts of advection
and volatilization processes on cVMS sediment removal were carried
out in parallel under investigated temperature conditions. Results from
degradation experiments will be used to assess which parameters cause
the greatest variation in model simulations and their ability to predict
residence times of cVMS.
RP022 Organic carbon/water partition ratios (Koc) of cyclic volatile
methylsiloxanes (cVMS)
D. Panagopoulos, A. Jahnke, A.H. Kierkegaard, M. MacLeod, Stockhom
Univ / Dept of Applied Environmental Science ITM
The environmental fate of cyclic volatile methylsiloxanes (cVMS) has
recently attracted the attention of environmental chemists and regulators due to their large production volumes, their persistence, and their
potential for bioaccumulation [1]. cVMS degrade within days or weeks
when they are released to the atmosphere [2], but their residence time in
surface waters is substantially longer [1]. cVMS are released to surface
waters, sorbed to suspended particles coming out of wastewater treatment plants, and eventually deposit to the sediment. From the sediment,
cVMS can move to the water and from there volatilize to air or undergo
hydrolysis. Their release from the sediment depends on i) the amount and
the characteristics of the organic carbon present and ii) their partitioning between organic carbon and water [3]. We studied this behaviour
in laboratory experiments and interpreted it with mathematical modelling. In the experiments we used a variety of sorbing materials including
lake sediments and dissolved organic carbon. The solid materials were
first spiked and then immersed into water, while the liquid ones were
first mixed with the water and then spiked. The water was continuously stirred and the headspace was purged by a nitrogen stream, which
carried the cVMS to an ENV+ column. The amount of the chemicals
in the ENV+ was measured at various time points over the course of
the experiment. Aside from cVMS, the materials were also spiked with
1,4-dichlorobenzene, α-hexachlorocyclohexane, and polychlorinated
biphenyls, which were used as benchmarking chemicals to model the
water- and air-side mass transfer coefficients. The data for the benchmarking chemicals acquired from the experiment were used to calibrate
a fugacity-based multimedia model, which in turn was used to estimate
the organic carbon/water partition ratios (KOC) of cVMS. We compared
the Koc values for the cVMS derived from our experiment with other
measurements [3] and QSAR models. References [1] Environment
Canada, 2008. Registry Number 541-02-6. [2] Atkinson R. 1991.
Environ Sci Technol. 25 (5) 863-866. [3] Whelan MJ, Sanders D, van
Egmond R. 2009. Chemosphere. 74 (8) 1111-1116.
RP023 Emerging and Conventional Contaminants in River Waters
Discharging into the Black Sea along the Ukrainian Coast
R.M. Burgess, K.T. Ho, USEPA / Atlantic Ecology Division; M.A.
Cashman, USEPA; I. Konovets, A. Lyashenko, S. Afanasiev, K. ZorinaSakharova, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine / Inst of Hydrobiology
; M. Milyukin, G. Terletska, AV Dumansky Inst of Colloid Chemistry and
Water Chemistry National Academy of Sciences; A. Lyakchovsky, AVBogatsky
PhysicoChemical Inst
The major rivers of Ukraine discharge approximately 8500 m3/s of freshwater into the northern and western portions of the Black Sea. As one
of the largest countries in Europe, Ukraine also has one of the largest
human populations (45,000,000 (2013)), and active heavy and agricultural industries. The presence of a large population and active industries
has resulted in decades of environment contamination, including the
rivers and Black Sea, by conventional contaminants (CCs). Recently,
contamination of the environment by emerging contaminants (ECs) has
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been recognized. In a one year preliminary investigation, concentrations
of an array of emerging and conventional contaminants were measured in
the fall (2012) and spring (2013). Samples were collected from four cities on the Dnieper, Dniester and Southern Bug Rivers nearby to where
they discharged into the Black Sea. Emerging contaminants included
stimulants, antibacterials/antifungals, hormones/estrogens, antibiotics,
and pain relievers. Conventional contaminants included PCBs, PAHs,
DDT and its degradation products, hexachlorobenzene, hexachlorocyclohexane, and metals (Cd, Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb, Zn). For analysis, water
samples were filtered (0.45 µm) prior to extraction to assess the distribution of contaminants between suspended particulate and aqueous phases.
Emerging contaminants were dominated by three categories: stimulants,
antibiotics, and pain relievers. The majority of ECs were present in the
aqueous phase except for the antibacterial/antifungals, while CCs were
associated primarily with suspended particulates. For example, the aqueous ECs ranged in concentration from 0.03 to 1.63 µg/L with suspended
particulate concentrations ranging from non-detected to 0.54 mg/Kg
(dry). All of the organic CCs, dominated by PAHs, were associated
primarily with the suspended particulates. Specifically, concentrations
of PAHs ranged from 95 to 242 µg/L in the suspended particulate phase
and 11 to 164 µg/L in the aqueous phase. Chromium, copper and zinc
were the most abundant toxic metals occurring primarily in the aqueous
phase. Based on our fall and spring sampling scheme, seasonal trends
were not strongly evident for either ECs or CCs. This investigation,
demonstrates the presence of ECs in riverine waters discharging into the
Black Sea suggesting studying their fate and effects in the Black Sea is
worthwhile.
RP024 Enhanced anthropogenic metal dispersal through riverine
runoff to the Jiaozhou Bay, Qingdao, North Yellow Sea
B. Wang, Ocean Univ of China; J. Pan, Ocean Univ of China / College of
Environmental Sci Engineering; T. Jiang, Ocean Univ of China
Abstract Metal pollution had been considered as a ‘traditional’ environmental problem in China to which little attention had been paid, until
phenomenal metal pollution in both the urban and coastal areas appeals
more researches to gain greater understanding of the metal release and
behavior in the environment. Concentrations of Cr, Cu, Zn, As, Cd
and Pb in estuarine and coastal sediments from Jiaozhou Bay, a coastal
embayment that contributes greatly to the national “Shandong Peninsula
Blue Economic Zone Development Plan” in China, were determined to
evaluate the level of contamination. Alarming high metal concentrations
(except As) were observed in estuarine stations of the rivers connecting
to the bay, which were significantly higher than the natural abundance
level, while nearly all selected metal contents in coastal stations were
within their background values. Moreover, geochemical approaches confirm that estuarine zones had more serious anthropogenic contamination
(with the pollution load index of sampled stations from 1.7 to 4.5) and
adverse biological effects (with mean Effects Range-Median quotient
in the range of 0.18−0.42, 21% probability of toxicity) compared with
coastal zones (unpolluted). And assessment for individual element should
be considered both concentration factor and Effect Range-Median
quotient. Finally, results of statistical analysis suggested industrial and
domestic origins from river runoff were the main source of the metal
pollution.
RP025 PBDEs in Japanese common squid (Todarodes pacificus) from
Korean offshore waters and food safety assessment
H. Lee, Gyeongsang National Univ / Dept of Marine Environmental
Engineering; H. Jeong, Gyeongsang National Univ; G. Kim, Gyeongsang
National Univ / Dept of Marine Environmental Engineering
In order to evaluate the PBDE pollution levels in Korean offshore waters,
Japanese common squids (Todarodes pacificus) were collected from the east
and western coasts of the Korean and analyzed for 19 polybrominated
diphenyl ethers (PBDEs) in their mantle and liver tissues. Σ19PBDE concentrations in squid collected from the East Sea and the Yellow Sea were
in the ranges of 0.98-19.10 ng/g lipid weight and 12.53-73.34 ng/g lipid
weight, respectively. The concentrations of PBDEs in the Yellow Sea
were more than two times higher than in the East Sea. This is consistent
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with the high consumption of PBDEs in China and Korea. BDE-47,
-206, -207, -208 and -209 were major congener in mantles from Korean
offshore waters. The major congeners detected in liver were BDE-47 and
-99. The total daily intake of PBDEs was 0.051 ng/kg body weight. The
hazard ratios of PBDEs were lower than unit, indicating that PBDEs
were unlikely to health risks.
RP026 Can beach-collected microplastic pellets be an alternative
matrix to represent the contamination level of HOCs in local marine
environment?
D. Chae, I. Kim, Incheon National Univ / Dept of Biology; S. Kim, Dept of
Marine Science College of Natural Sciences Incheon National Univ / Dept of
Marine Science
Seawater is a medium for marine organisms directly exposed to pollutants. However, it is a great challenge to monitor extensively in time
and space hydrophobic organic chemicals (HOCs) in seawater owing
to difficulties in detection of trivial levels and variation of concentration via currents. Hydrophobic organic chemicals (HOCs) such as
persistent organic pollutants sorbs to the organic matter of solid matrix
in the marine environment. Thus, HOCs in sedentary marine organisms such as mussel and oyster and sediment has been monitored (called
“mussel watch program”) as an alternative to monitor contamination in
marine environment. Recently, “pellet watch program” in which HOCs
adsorbed on microplastic pellets collected at local beaches are measured
is suggested to determine and compare HOCs contamination in coastal
environment because microplastic pellets is known as another organic
matrix to adsorb HOCs in seawater. Unlike sedentary organisms or
bed sediment, however microplastic pellets collected beach sediment
is exposed to air permanently after moved to beach sediment and thus
HOCs on the beach-pellets can experience other fates by evaporation
and/or pellet weathering. Furthermore, residence time of pellets in
seawater before reaching beach can be different locally. This indicates
a possibility for pellet-associated HOCs (mostly, adsorbed HOCs) not
to represent the local contamination status, unlike sedentary organisms
and marine bed sediment which contact with seawater permanently or
semi-diurnally. In this study, we collected the pairs of oyster-mud flat
sediment-pellets from 13 beaches in Incheon/Kyeonggi coast of South
Korea. After sorting pellets with the same size, weathering extent, and
source polymer, HOCs concentration adsorbed on pellets will be compared with those in oyster and bed sediment collected the same beach.
The result is expected to answer to the question of “is pellet-watch still
applicable to HOC monitoring in local-scale marine environment?”.
RP027 Assessment of the fate and transport of perfluoroalkyl acids in
the ocean using a high-resolution global oceanic circulation model
X. Zhang, Harvard School of Public Health / Environmental Health
Sciences; Y. Zhang, Harvard Univ / School of Engineering and Applied
Sciences; E. Sunderland, Harvard School of Public Health / Environmental
Health Sciences
With their unique chemical properties, perfluoroalkyl acids (PFAAs)
have been widely used around the globe. In contrast to traditional persistent organic pollutants, PFAAs are more hydrophilic and they present
ubiquitously in various type of aquatic environment. After released to
the aquatic environment from inland sources (e.g. effluent of wastewater
treatment plants), PFAAs tend to transport along rivers and ultimately
get to the ocean, which is the final sink and an important environmental medium for the long-range global transport of PFAAs. With the
regulations of C8-PFAAs, i.e. perfluorooctane sulfanate (PFOS) and
perfluorooctanoic acids (PFOA), their discharges from continents to
the ocean have been decreasing and the historically discharged PFAAs
accumulated in the deeper ocean around the source regions can become
secondary sources and continue loading PFAAs and posing negative
impact to remote environment such as the Arctic. In order to evaluate
the long-term impact of PFAAs to the Arctic’s vulnerable ecosystem, it is
essential to better quantify the oceanic transport of PFAAs and address
the following questions: (1) What is the quantities of the PFAAs historically discharged to the ocean from inland sources? (2) Once getting to
the ocean from riverine discharge, direct wastewater effluent discharge,
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and atmospheric depositions, what is the quantity of PFAAs that got to
the deeper oceans around the source regions? (3) What are the pathways
and time scales for PFAAs to transport to the Arctic from surface ocean
and deeper ocean as a function of locations? (4) What is the depletion
trend of ocean water concentrations for the regulated PFAAs? (5) How
the differences of physicochemical properties between C8-PFAAs vs.
their replacements affect the long-term impact of PFAAs to the Arctic.
In this study, the abovementioned questions are evaluated with a PFAA
modeling package we developed based on MITgcm, a 3-D high-resolution global oceanic circulation model. In addition, the pros and cons of
the high-resolution circulation models vs. previously used box models in
the studies of long range transport of PFAAs are also discussed.
RP028 Effects of copper nanomaterials on marine benthic
communities
K.T. Ho, R.M. Burgess, USEPA / Atlantic Ecology Division; A. Chariton,
CSIRO Land and Water; L. Portis, Univ of Rhode Island; M. Cashman,
USEPA; D. Proestou, US Dept of Agriculture / Agricultural Research
Service; M.C. Pelletier, USEPA / Office of Research and Development
Atlantic Ecology Division; J. Baguley, Univ of Nevada Reno; A.N. Parks,
USEPA / Atlantic Ecology Division / NRC Postdoctoral Research Associate;
S.L. Simpson, CSIRO Land and Water / Centre for Environmental
Contaminants Research
Copper nanomaterials (CuNMs) are used as an anti-bacterial and
anti-fouling agent in numerous commercial products, including water
purifiers, fungicides, wood and touch surfaces. The widespread use of
copper nanomaterials in consumer products increases the risk for metal
contamination and adverse effects in aquatic environments. Many
information gaps exist on the toxicity of copper nanomaterials in aquatic
ecosystems, particularly in marine environments. Copper azole is a
registered copper nanomaterial wood treatment used in structural lumber
in above-ground, ground contact, fresh and marine water applications.
We exposed field collected marine meio- and macrobenthic communities to copper azole spiked sediment in a novel exposure method that
brings intact benthic cores into the laboratory and exposes the organisms
via surface application of spiked sediments. Treatments included a Field
Control, Laboratory Control, Low CuNM (51.9 mg/kg dry sediment),
High CuNM (519 mg/kg dry sediment) and Dissolved Cu (copper
sulfate at the “High” level). PERMANOVA results of macrofaunal
community analysis indicate differences (p < 0.05) between the Low and
High CuNM treatments, as well as differences between the Laboratory
Control and the High CuNM treatment, and the Laboratory Control
and the Dissolved Cu treatment. Differences were driven by Podocopa
ostracods, the bivalve Gemma gemma and the polychaetes Exogone verugera and Prionospio heterobranchia. Univariate measures were less sensitive
with only the number of individuals (N) supporting the PERMANOVA
results indicating a difference between the Laboratory Control and
both the High Nano-CuNM and Dissolved Cu treatments. Meiofauna
PERMANOVA results were less clear than the macrofaunal results: the
Laboratory Control was different than the Low CuNM treatments (p=
0.04), and marginally different than the High CuNM (p= 0.09) and the
Dissolved Cu treatment ( p= 0.08). As in the macrofaunal results, the
meiofauna univariate measures were not as sensitive, with only evenness
(J’) indicating a difference between the Lab Control and High CuNM.
Differences in the meiofaunal community seem to be largely driven by
nauplii, nematodes, harpacticoids and oligochaetes. This investigation
indicates CuNMs represent a source of risk to marine benthic communities and the ecological effects require further study.
RP029 Ecotoxicity of New Generation Alternative Fuels to Marine
Organisms
G.H. Rosen, SPAWAR Systems Center / Energy and Environmental
Sustainability; R.E. Dolecal, San Diego State Univ Foundation; M. Colvin,
R.D. George, SPAWAR Systems Center Pacific
The United States Navy (USN) is currently demonstrating the viability
of environmentally sustainable alternative fuels to help power aircraft
and surface ships in what is commonly referred to as the ‘Great Green
Fleet’. The environmental fate and effects of these alternative fuels,

potentially introduced to the marine environment through transport,
storage, and spills, however, is unknown. Concurrent laboratory-based
experiments were conducted with both conventional (petroleum-based)
and recently procured alternative fuels under consideration by the USN
Fuels Program. Conventional fuels included petroleum-based jet fuel
(JP-5) and ship diesel (F-76), while alternative equivalents were derived
from Camelina seeds (Hydroprocessed Renewable Jet; HRJ-5) and algae
(Hydroprocessed Renewable Diesel; HRD-76), respectively. For both fuel
categories, the Navy is conducting performance testing as 50/50 blends;
therefore, toxicity tests were conducted with each fuel type separately, and
as mixtures of the relevant conventional and alternative fuels. Toxicity
evaluations and chemical analyses were performed on the water accommodated fractions (WAFs) from neat fuels in seawater. Toxicity tests were
conducted according to standard EPA methods with common marine test
organisms and endpoints, including mysid shrimp (Americamysis bahia)
and topsmelt (Atherinops affinis) larvae in acute tests, and mussel (Mytilus
gallprovincialis) and purple sea urchin (Strongylocentrotus purpuratus)
embryos in chronic/sublethal tests. In addition to standard test conditions, toxicity tests were conducted under UV lighting mimicking solar
radiation in order to determine the potential for photo-enhanced toxicity
of WAFs in seawater. Toxicity results indicate that these alternative fuels
are significantly less toxic to marine organisms, and contain substantially
lower concentrations of harmful compounds such as volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) and polycyclic hydrocarbons (PAHs) relative to
conventional fuel extracts. Pending experiments will further investigate
the effects of natural environmental processes, including microbial- and
photo-degradation, on the bioavailability and toxicity of alternative fuels
on marine life, as well as assess the fate and effects of newer generation
fuels under consideration by the USN.
RP030 Effect-directed analysis and mixture effects of AhR-active
compounds in crude oil and oil-contaminated sediments
S. Hong, Seoul National Univ / Division of Environmental Science
and Ecological Engineering; J. Khim, Korea Univ / School of Earth and
Environmental Sciences; S. Lee, K. Choi, Seoul National Univ / School
of Public Health; G. Kim, Gyeongsang National Univ / Dept of Marine
Environmental Engineering; S. Ha, Korea Inst of Ocean Science and
Technology; U. Yim, Korea Inst of Ocean Science and Technology / Oil &
POPs Research Group; W. Shim, Korea Inst of Ocean Science and Technology;
J. Jung, Korea Univ; J.P. Giesy, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Center
The group of toxicant(s) in crude oil and their contributions to the
potential toxicities remain largely unknown, particularly when entered
into environments by oil spills. The present study isolated and identified
the major AhR-active PAHs compounds in crude oil (Iranian Heavy
Crude) and oil contaminated sediments (collected after the Hebei Spirit
oil spill, HSOS), by use of effect-directed analysis (EDA). The AhRmediated potencies of residual oil in sediments were characterized by a
time-series analysis of year-round sampling considering a weathering
process in situ. As part of study, an enhanced potency balance analysis
was conducted by establishing the novel relative potency values (RePs)
of individual (alkyl)-PAHs (total of 30 compounds) in the H4IIE-luc
bioassay. Chemical fractionation of crude oil resulted in increase of AhRactivities in fractions of aromatics (F2) and resins (F3), and such trend
was also found in sedimentary residual oils. However, the AhR activities
in sediment F3 samples were generally one order of magnitude lower
compared to corresponding F2, indicating major AhR active agonists
were present in F2 fraction. Further, the bioassay of six F2 subfractions indicated the majority of F2 responses could be explained by three
to four ring aromatics and/or chemicals of similar molecular weight
(MW = 166 to 234). Meanwhile, site-specific variations in residual oil
concentrations and AhR activities were clearly observed, but expected
time-dependent decrease of total PAHs concentrations or AhR activities were not evident, probably due to complexity in weathering process
in space and time. In general, the potency balance analysis indicated
that sediment (alkyl)-PAHs explained ca. 18% of the F2 bioassay
TCDD-EQs, with maximum of 44% in Sinduri beach. Alkyl-PAHs
such as C4-phenanthrene, C1-chrysene, and C3-chrysene were found
to be major causative chemicals in sedimentary oil residues. Overall, the
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AhR-activities and antagonistic potential of sedimentary oil residues
tended to decrease with increasing the weathering experience in the field,
thus monitoring and understanding of weathering process would be key
for the post management of oil spill contaminated sites.

Large-Scale Environmental Assessments
RP031 A Probability-Based Assessment of Contaminants in Great
Lakes Fish
L.L. Stahl, USEPA / Office of Water Office of Science and Technology; B.D.
Snyder, Tetra Tech, Inc. / Center for Ecological Sciences; E.W. Murphy, J.
Fisher, E.R. Smith, USEPA / Great Lakes National Program Office; J.B.
Wathen, USEPA / Office of Water Office of Science and Technology; H.B.
McCarty, CSC
EPA’s Office of Water, Great Lakes National Program Office, and Office
of Research and Development collaborated to conduct the first probabilistic survey of fish contamination in the Great Lakes. The Great Lakes
Human Health Fish Tissue Study added a human health component
to the ecological assessments EPA conducted under the statistically
designed National Coastal Condition Assessment (which includes the
Great Lakes). This study involved collecting one fish composite sample
from 157 randomly selected nearshore sites (depths up to 30 m or distances up to 5 km from shore) throughout the five Great Lakes (about
30 sites per lake). The composite samples consisted of five similarly sized
adult fish of the same species that are commonly consumed by humans.
Fillet samples were analyzed for mercury, the full suite of 209 polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), and 52 polybrominated diphenyl ether
congeners (PBDEs). Field crews collected the fish samples for this study
from mid-May through mid-November in 2010. Fish collection yielded
157 composite samples (423 fish) with lake trout, smallmouth bass,
walleye, and Chinook salmon accounting for 67% of the composites. All
of the fillet samples contained detectable levels of mercury, PCBs, and
PBDEs (sum of congeners). The statistically derived median mercury,
PCB, and PBDE concentrations in fillets were 139 ppb, 179 ppb, and 13
ppb, respectively, for the Great Lakes nearshore sampled population of
11,091 km 2 (4,282 mi 2). Maximum measured mercury, PCB, and PBDE
concentrations in fillet tissue were 956 ppb, 2,379 ppb, and 227 ppb,
respectively. The Great Lakes Human Health Fish Tissue Study results
will be compared to previously reported results from EPA’s National
Lake Fish Tissue Study.
RP032 GIS Layer of Standardized Fish Mercury Concentrations
Across Canada Now Available
L.M. Campbell, Saint Mary’s Univ / School of Environmental Studies;
N.M. Burgess, Environment Canada / Science Technology Branch;
D.C. Depew, Queen’s Univ / Biology; M. Little, Saint Mary’s Univ /
Environmental Science
A national GIS layer of standardized fish mercury (Hg) data would
be useful to the scientific community for many types of spatial analyses and modeling. To produce this national GIS layer for Canada, we
first assembled all available fish Hg data across the country and did
quality-assurance checks, which resulted in 387,872 fish Hg records. We
removed all records from sites with known point-source Hg inputs or
from hydroelectric reservoirs. The resulting dataset contained 231,063
records from 3547 locations across Canada from 1967-2010. We used
this data and the USGS National Descriptive Model for Mercury in Fish
(NDMMF) to estimate Hg concentrations in a standard-length (12-cm)
whole yellow perch for each sampling location. The resulting geocoded
dataset of standardized fish Hg concentrations is called the Fish Mercury
Datalayer for Canada, or FIMDAC, and is now available to the scientific
community. FIMDAC can be used for Hg eco-risk assessment, modeling of Hg dynamics and bioaccumulation in aquatic ecosystems, spatial
analysis of Hg biogeochemistry, and as baseline for modeling future Hg
management scenarios and their environmental consequences. FIMDAC
is not appropriate for human health risk assessment, temporal trend
analysis or for setting human consumption guidelines.
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RP033 The Lake Washington PCB/PBDE Study: Pathway
Concentrations and Loadings, Fish Bioaccumulation, Load
Reductions, and Recommendations
R.A. Jack, J.A. Colton, C.L. DeGasperi, C. Greyell, King County Dept of
Natural Resources / Water and Land Resources Division
In 2010, King County was awarded a grant by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (USEPA) to estimate total polychlorinated biphenyl
(tPCB) and total polybrominated diphenylether (tPBDE) loadings to
Lake Washington and from the Lake and Ship Canal to Puget Sound in
Seattle Washington. The field study component of the project analyzed
146 samples for PCBs and PBDEs from 8 different matrices: (1) ambient Lake Washington water, (2) ambient Ship Canal waters, (3) three
streams during both base flow and storm conditions, (4) the Cedar
and Sammamish Rivers, (5) three combined sewer overflow (CSO)
discharges, (6) six stormwater discharges, (7) combined wet and dry
atmospheric deposition, and (8) one highway bridge discharge. Loadings
estimates were developed for local drainages, major rivers, stormwater,
CSOs, highways runoff and bulk (air) deposition. Fate and bioaccumulation models were then used to describe the partitioning of the total PCB
load between lake water, sediment, and biota. These models predicted a
linear relationship between loadings and tissue concentrations. Coupling
the loading, fate and bioaccumulation models predicts that an 85%
loadings reduction is required to reduce tissue concentrations sufficiently
to remove the existing WADOH consumption advisory. To achieve
reductions of this magnitude, a suite of new or emerging treatment
technologies in addition to aggressive source removal efforts to reduce
the urban dome of PCBs in the region are required in the greater Lake
Washington water and airsheds.
RP034 Long-range transport of PCBs with waste: Part 1:
Development of global PCB emission scenarios including exports of
waste towards developing regions
K. Breivik, Norwegian Inst for Air Research; J.M. Armitage, Univ of
Toronto Scarborough / Dept of Physical and Environmental Sciences; A.J.
Sweetman, K.C. Jones, Lancaster Univ / Lancaster Environment Centre
The global production of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) peaked more
than 40 years ago and ceased when the last factories closed in Russia in
1993. Yet, PCBs continue to be omnipresent in the global environment.
While this is partly caused by their environmental persistence, another
key aspect is that most PCBs were used in closed applications with
long use-life expectancies (e.g., capacitors, transformers), which may
cause significant delays between production/use and primary emissions.
Over the last decade, a number of studies have reported surprisingly
high levels of PCBs within or outside developing regions in Asia and
West Africa. As PCBs were never extensively produced nor used in
these regions, this previously led us to hypothesize that there might be
a potential shift in global source regions, attributed to exports of wastes
containing PCBs towards developing regions. If true, it follows that
global emissions cannot be completely estimated, nor fully rationalized,
without considering emissions caused by the global flows of relevant
wastes. In this study, we have therefore updated an existing global
historical PCB emission inventory to account for exports of wastes,
using global flows of e-waste as a proxy for wastes containing PCBs. Our
revised emission scenarios indicate that (i) global emissions may significantly increase as result of exports of wastes in comparison to reference
scenario (i.e. no exports) and (ii) different long-term temporal trends in
emissions within former production and use regions versus developing
regions implicated as importers of wastes are expected. In summary, our
results therefore suggest that exports of wastes may lead to divergent
temporal and spatial patterns of PCBs in the global environment (see
Armitage et al. SETAC Vancouver). Yet, significant uncertainties in
these global emission scenarios (i.e. our hypothesis with regard to the
magnitude, location and timing of PCB emissions) still persist because of
(i) a lack of accurate activity data (flows of relevant wastes), as well as (ii)
studies allowing for accurate emission estimates from informal recycling
and disposal in developing regions.
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RP035 Roads to Consider in Assessments of Resource Extraction
Activities
M.J. Kravitz, USEPA / Office of Research Development NCEA; G. Blair,
ICF International
Natural resource extraction in large undeveloped areas often necessitates
construction of roads that substantially contribute to the environmental
risk of the activity. Based on a scenario of potential mining in a large
virtually roadless salmonid-rich watershed, we consider the risks to
fish habitats and populations associated with a transportation corridor
that would be a component of the mining operation. A 138-km twolane gravel surface all-weather permanent access road would connect a
porphyry copper/gold mine site to a deep-water port from which copper
concentrate would be shipped elsewhere for processing. 113 kilometers
of the road falls within the Kvichak River watershed and would traverse
highly variable, sometimes steep, terrain and soil conditions, and many
streams, rivers, wetlands, and extensive areas with shallow groundwater, all of which drain to Iliamna Lake. Stressors that may contribute
to decreased production of salmon and other fishes include: filling and
alteration of wetlands, ponds and small lakes; stream crossings; hydrological modification; alteration of floodplain connectivity; spillage and
runoff of contaminants and fine sediment; dust deposition; and introduction of invasive species. Risk characterizations for these stressors, and
associated uncertainties are provided where possible. Long-term risks
associated with operation of the road include, 1) Alteration or filling of
approximately 2.3 km 2 of National Wetland Inventory aquatic habitats.
2) Culverts in 36 streams (based on size) of 64 known stream crossings may impede salmonid spawning migrations and other movements.
Assuming typical maintenance practices after mining operations,
approximately 17 of the culverted streams would be entirely or partly
blocked at any time. As a result, salmon passage – and ultimately
production – would be reduced in these streams. 32 of the 36 culverted
streams contain potentially restricted upstream habitat. Approximately
15 of these 32 streams would, as a result of blockage, likely be unable
to support long-term populations of resident species as well as exhibit
reduced salmon passage. 3) Truck accidents may spill highly toxic xanthate or cyanide. 4) Dust production (roughly 6,700 metric tons/yr) from
traffic would reduce habitat quality. Disclaimer: The views expressed in
this presentation are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect
the views and polices of the USEPA.
RP036 Long-range transport of PCBs with waste: Part 2: Simulating
the implications of transboundary waste exports on the fate and exposure to PCBs
J.M. Armitage, F. Wania, Univ of Toronto Scarborough / Dept of Physical
and Environmental Sciences; K. Breivik, Norwegian Inst for Air Research
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) are one of the few classes of chemicals
for which relatively detailed information on production, use and emissions is available. The physical-chemical properties of these compounds
are also reasonably well-characterized. Using these input data, the fate/
transport and human exposure to these contaminants has been simulated
at various spatial and temporal resolutions and compared to available monitoring data. While good agreement between model output
and monitoring data is frequently observed, there are some notable
exceptions. Of particular interest is the number of monitoring studies reporting surprisingly high levels of PCBs within or in proximity
to developing nations in West Africa and South Asia. These observations led to the hypothesis that a substantial shift in PCB emissions has
occurred recently, attributable to the export of wastes containing PCBs
from developed countries (i.e., main historic source regions) to developing regions. Based on this hypothesis, existing historic PCB emission
inventories were updated by Breivik et al. (SETAC Vancouver) using
global flows of e-waste as a proxy for transboundary movement of wastes
containing PCBs. The purpose of this study is to simulate and compare
the global fate and transport of PCBs using the original and revised
emission inventories in order to assess the potential significance of these
waste exports at regional and global scales. To accomplish this task,
we use the BETR Global 2.0 model, a publicly available fate/transport

model which represents the globe as 288 interconnected, multi-compartment zones at a spatial resolution of 15 x 15 degrees. Simulations are
conducted for the period 1930–2100 and output from various locations
and time periods are interpreted in the context of available monitoring
data. Model output is also used to characterize the potential implications of transboundary movement of wastes containing PCBs for human
exposure in countries currently receiving these products.

Temporal Trends of Persistent Organic Chemicals in
the Environment and Biota
RP037 Trophic ecology and contaminant dynamics in the lower trophic levels of Lake Huron’s pelagic food web
L.L. Di Pierdomenico, D. Haffner, Univ of Windsor / Great Lakes Inst for
Environmental Research; G. Paterson, SUNYESF / Dept of Environmental
Forest Biology
This study investigated contaminant and energy dynamics in Lake
Huron’s pelagic food web. This system is in a current state of collapse,
experiencing low fish abundances and a decrease in energy density. The
upper levels of this offshore food web have been well investigated and as
such, this study focused on the zooplankton and forage fish communities
(Coregonus hoyi,Osmerus mordax, Myoxocephalus thompsonii). Due to the
well studied nature of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) in aquatic systems, these lower trophic levels were examined across the three basins of
Lake Huron using PCBs as a tracer to investigate trophic level dynamics.
Foraging behaviour was studied with use of gut content and stable isotope analysis. In addition, lipid content was utilized to determine energy
density. Gut content analysis revealed different feeding behaviours for
Coregonus hoyi among the three basins, the effects of which will be further analyzed using biomagnification factors. Preliminary results show a
shift in PCB composition with an increase in trophic level; more specifically, as trophic position increased, a shift in composition towards more
hydrophobic PCBs was observed. This was associated with the increased
percentage of lipids in the organism, zooplankton 0.94% (±0.58) and forage fish 3.27% (±1.28).
RP038 The use of stable isotopes to explain PCBs load in Golden
Eagles (Haliaeetus albicilla), in the UK
M.G. Pereira, H.K. Grant, E. Potter, L. Walker, R.F. Shore, Centre for
Ecology and Hydrology NERC
Measurements of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) concentrations in the
eggs of golden eagles, a species of high conservation concern in Britain,
have been undertaken as part of the long-term monitoring work of the
UK Predatory Bird Monitoring Scheme (PBMS—http://pbms.ceh.
ac.uk). Eggs were collected from coastal and inland areas and analyses
carried out between 1970 and 2008. Our analyses revealed higher levels
of PCBs in coastal than inland nesting golden eagles. We also found a
significant temporal decline in the levels of PCBs in inland eggs, with
no such trend in the coast. The higher contaminant loadings in coastal
eggs have been attributed to coast-nesting birds preying, at least partly,
on seabirds and being exposed to marine food webs and contaminant
pathways. However, there is no actual information supporting the
assumptions based on the diet’s influence on PCB concentrations in this
specie. We measured stable isotopes (15N, 13C and 34S) in eggs as proxy
indicators to test if intra-specific and temporal differences in PCBs could
be explained by differences in diet. We used δ15N as a marker of trophic
position, δ13C as a marker for the diet and δ34S a marine/terrestrial
marker. The δ15N and δ34S showed a significant temporal increase in
both coastal and inland eggs, suggesting a dietary shift towards a more
marine intake in more recent years. Coastal eggs were also significantly
more enriched in δ34S than those from inland areas, confirming the
assumption that coastal birds have a more marine dietary intake than
inland birds.
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RP039 Organohalogen Compounds in Sediment and Fish Samples
from Riverine and Brackish Waters of Savannah, Georgia, USA
D. Benning field, Murray State Univ / Chemistry and Watershed Studies
Inst; J.P. Richardson, Savannah State Univ / Deparment of Natural
Sciences and Mathematics; K.S. Sajwan, Savannah State Univ / Dept of
Natural Sciences; B.G. Loganathan, Murray State Univ / Dept of Chemistry
Watershed Studies Inst
Organohalogen compounds such as PCBs, chlorinated pesticides and
PBDEs are well known pollutants in the global environment. These
chemicals are persistent, bioaccumulative and toxic and lead to negative
effects on environment, wildlife and human health. Estuaries and coastal
marine ecosystems are considered as the most sensitive to impact of these
pollutants. Objective of this study was to understand the contamination
status of these pollutants in the coastal waters off Savannah, Georgia.
PCB congeners, chlorinated pesticides and PBDEs were analyzed in
sediment and various fish species samples collected from riverine and
brackish waters of Savannah, Georgia. Standard analytical procedures
were followed to determine the concentrations of these contaminants.
Results revealed that detectable levels of PCBs, pesticides and PBDEs
were found in sediments and fish samples from this region. PCBs and
pesticides concentrations in the fish samples were below the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) established limits for human consumption.
RP040 Quantifying the Effect of Dietary Transitions in the North on
Human Exposure to Persistent Organic Pollutants
M.J. Binnington, UTSC / Dept Physical Environmental Sciences; C.L.
Quinn, Golder Associates Ltd / Dept of Physical and Environmental Sciences;
M.S. Curren, Health Canada; J.M. Armitage, Univ of Toronto Scarborough
/ Dept of Physical and Environmental Sciences; J.A. Arnot, ARC Arnot
Research & Consulting / Dept of Physical Environmental Science; L.H.
Chan, Univ of Ottawa / Biology; F. Wania, Univ of Toronto at Scarborough
/ Dept of Physical and Environmental Sciences
For aboriginal human populations in the Arctic, the main route of
persistent organic pollutant (POP) exposure is via traditional food
consumption. Previous work by our group indicated that an ongoing
dietary transition away from traditional foods and toward imported
foods contributes to decreasing POP exposures observed in these populations. To further explore this issue, we utilized the human food chain
bioaccumulation model ACC-Human Arctic to simulate POP intake
in two specific aboriginal populations in Canada’s North (from the
Inuvik region, Northwest Territories and Baffin Island region, Nunavut).
However, prior to conducting calculations, we determined it necessary
to expand the published ACC-Human Arctic modeled food chain (zooplankton → polar cod → ringed seal → humans) by including additional
organisms deemed to be important elements of a traditional Northern
diet (Arctic char, beluga whale, narwhal, caribou, and Canada goose).
Using dietary survey information from initial and follow-up biomonitoring campaigns in Inuvik and Baffin Island, we simulated POP exposures
for each individual study participant. We found that participant birth
year, and the amounts and frequencies of traditional food consumption were the most important predictors of POP exposure. Further,
both declining Arctic environmental POP contamination and reduced
traditional food consumption contributed significantly to the changes in
human POP concentrations between the initial and follow-up studies.
Ultimately, our model approach allowed us to characterize the roles of
POP emission reductions and dietary transitions in influencing historical
POP exposures among two specific Northern communities, and further
underscored the importance of accounting for dietary transition behavior
in future POP biomonitoring within these populations.
RP041 Identification of Organochlorine Insecticides in the Ambient
Air in Agricultural Area in Upper Citarum River
K. Oginawati, ITB / Environmental Engineering; R. Prananditya, M.
Irsyad, M. Marselina, ITB; A.N. Ardiwinata, IPB
Pesticides are one of the pollutants that come from agricultural activities. One of them that commonly used is organochlorine insecticides.
Some organochlorine insecticides belong to persistent organic pollutants
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(POP’s) which is a type of pollutant at issue all over the world due to
its chronic, persistent and bioaccumulative character. Although the use
of this insecticide has been already banned in Indonesia, there are still
farmers who use this insecticide especially in the headwaters of Citarum
watershed, West Java. Research / data sampling will primarily be focused
on the plantation areas because the large use of insecticides in these
areas due to highlyvulnerable commodity. Sampling method is refers to
Determination of Pesticide in Ambient Air using High Volume Sampler
and analyzed with Gas Chromatographic method (USEPA Methods
T04). Parameters measured are Lindan, Heptaklor, Aldrin, Endosulfan,
DDT, Dieldrin, and Endrin. Determining the location of the sampling
point is determined by three criteria: close to the source, a distance of 50
meters from the source, and the distance of 100 meters from the source.
The measurement results showed concentrations of organochlorines were
detected in the range of 0 to 0.119 mg/m3 std for particulate phase and 0
to 0.183 mg/m3 std for the gas phase, with 1 parameter Endrin exceeds
quality standards. Organochlorines spreading was analyzed and converted
into spray modeling with the method of atmospheric dispersion based
on Geographic Information System. Spreading of organochlorines on
air is affected by meteorological factors such as windspeed and direction,
temperature, pressure, humidity, and also particle size of spray drift.

Environmental Chemistry and Toxicology of
Chemicals of Emerging Concern in Large Lakes
RP042 Tetradecabromo-1,4-diphenoxybenzene flame retardant and
breakdown by-products in sediment from the Laurentian Great Lakes
L. Trouborst, Carleton Univ / Dept of Chemistry; S. Chu, Environment
Canada / Ecotoxicology and Wildlife Health Division Wildlife and
Landscape Science Directorate Science and Technology Branch; D. Chen,
Southern Illinois Univ Carbondale / Chemistry; R.J. Letcher, Environment
Canada / Ecotoxicology and Wildlife Health Division
With the regulation and phasing out of PBDEs, industry has and
continues to develop a broader class of replacement non-PBDE
flame retardant (FR) substances. Highly brominated FRs, such
as 2,2’,3,3’,4,4’,5,5’,6,6’-decabromodiphenyl ether (BDE-209), are
known to have more limited bioavailability but are still chemicals of
concern due to their environmental persistence and proven degradation to lower brominated PBDEs, which are more bioaccummulative.
Tetradecabromo-1,4-diphenoxybenzene (TeDB-DiPhOBz) is a brominated FR, and structurally very similar to BDE-209 (an additional
pentabromophenoxy group). TeDB-DiPhOBz may be environmentally
released, although there are no reports in environmental compartments, and can be photolytically degraded to produce lower brominated,
polybrominated-diphenoxybenzenes (PB-DiPhOBzs), which are likely
to be more bioavailable e.g. at the base of affected aquatic food webs.
PB-DiPhOBzs are also suspected to bioaccummulate and may be
precursors to MeO-PB-DiPhOBzs recently reported in Great Lakes
herring gulls. The present study assessed for the presence of TeDBDiPhOBz, PB-DiPhOBzs and MeO-PB-DiPhOBzs in surficial
sediment from selected locations in the Laurentian Great Lakes of North
America. To analyze for possible TeDB-DiPhOBz and PB-DiPhOBzs
(Br13-Br 0), a new analytical method was developed for extraction and
isolation from sediment samples, and subsequent analysis by HPLCsingle quadrupole-time-of-flight-mass spectrometry (LC-Q-TOF-MS).
The method reproducibly recovered 60% of analytes from a sediment
matrix with a method limit of detection of 0.1 ng/g dry weight. Sediment
sample fractions that were obtained and screened by LC-Q-TOF-MS for
TeDB-DiPhOBz, PB-DiPhOBzs and MeO-PB-DiPhOBzs were from
Saginaw Bay in western Lake Huron (n=7), western Lake Erie (n=3), and
southern Lake Huron (open water) (n=5), collected in the summers of
2012 and 2013. None of these species were above their respective detection limits in all of the samples. From these results, it is hypothesized
that TeDB-DiPhOBz and PB-DiPhOBz by-products do not primarily enter the Great Lakes ecosystem through contaminated sediments.
TeDB-DiPhOBz, PB-DiPhOBz and/or MeO-PB-DiPhOBz wildlife
exposure, including herring gulls, may be more terrestrially sourced.
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RP043 Contaminants of Emerging Concern in Herring Gull Eggs
From Colony Sites in the United States Areas of the Laurentian Great
Lakes
G. Su, R.J. Letcher, Environment Canada / Ecotoxicology and Wildlife
Health Division; J.N. Moore, US Fish and Wildlife Service / Interior;
L.L. Williams, US Fish and Wildlife Service; P.A. Martin, Environment
Canada; W.W. Bowerman, Univ of Maryland / Dept of Environmental
Science Technology
For more than 30 years, herring gull (Larus argentatus) eggs have been
collected annually by Environment Canada as part of the Great Lakes
Herring Gull Monitoring Program (GLHGMP) to monitor legacy
contaminants and contaminants of emerging concern (CECs). Over the
last few decades between 5 and 15 of the annually monitored GLHGMP
colony sites have been the focus of recent and retrospective identification
and trends studies on CECs, including polybrominated diphenyl ethers
(PBDEs) and a wide range of replacement flame retardant (PBDE/FRs)
compounds including organophosphates (OPFRs), and also per- and
poly-fluoroalkyl substances (PFASs). The newly revised Great Lakes
Water Quality Agreement (2012) calls for more binational coordination
toward the mutual reduction and elimination and the identification of
CECs. In recent years herring gull eggs have been collected by the U.S.
FWS from U.S. gull colony sites in addition to those sites that are part of
the GLHGMP. The present study investigated a total 75 CECs including 22 PFASs and their precursors, 14 PBDE congeners, 23 non-PBDE
FRs and 16 OPFRs in herring gull eggs collected in 2012 (n=10 for each
site) from 5 colony sites within the U.S. waters of the Great Lakes: 5-Mile
Island (Upper St. Mary’s River), Bellow Island (Lake Michigan), Gull
Island (Lake Superior), Little Charity Island (Lake Huron) and Monroe
(western Lake Erie). OPFR concentrations in gull eggs from all 5 sites
were found at levels ranging from syn- and anti-DP were detectable or
quantifiable with some frequency. PFOS was by far the highest concentration PFAS in all gull eggs from all 5 U.S. sites. In addition to PFOS,
PFHxS and PFDS and C9 to C15 PFCAs were quantifiable. The CEC
results for these 5 U.S. colony sites were generally consistent with the
same CECs reported in gull egg pools collected in 2010 from colony sites
that are part of GLHGMP. This study is contributing to the binational
coordination for CEC monitoring on a Great Lake basinwide basis.
RP044 Metabolites of Organophosphate Flame Retardants in the
Blood Plasma of Herring Gulls (Larus argentatus) from the North
American Great Lakes
A.K. Greaves, G. Su, Carleton Univ / Chemistry; R.J. Letcher, Environment
Canada / Ecotoxicology and Wildlife Health Division
The usage of organophosphate flame retardants (OPFRs) has gained
momentum in the last decade with the phase out of polybrominated
diphenyl ethers (PBDEs). Large amounts of OPFRs have been and continue to be introduced into the environment with estimates of 300,000
tonnes of OPFRs used worldwide in 2006. OPFRs have been reported
in surface and drinking water, and air. Although there continues to be a
dearth of information, low parts-per-billion levels of OPFRs have been
reported in wildlife. Our recent investigations into the body compartment distribution of OPFRs in Great Lakes herring gulls revealed very
low, or non-quantifiable levels of OPFRs in plasma and liver, whereas
levels in fat and eggs are higher. We hypothesized that OPFRs, which
are triesters, are metabolically or abiotically degraded via dealkylation to
alkyl phosphoric acid by-products, which includes OPFR diester phosphoric acids (or just OPFR diesters). It is currently unknown whether
OPFR diesters are present in wildlife. Using our recently developed
analytical method for OPFR diesters, we examined both OPFR triesters
and diesters in the plasma of herring gulls (collected in 2010) from a representative colony site on Chantry Island in Lake Huron. Herring gull
plasma contained quantifiable OPFR triester concentrations of triphenyl
phosphate (TPHP; 1.3 to 4.0 ng/g wet weight), and tris(1-3-dichloro2-propyl) phosphate (TDCIPP; non-detect to 0.41 ng/g ww), as well
as the OPFR diesters, bis(1,3-dichloro-2-propyl) phosphate (BDCIPP;
0.7 to 3.5 ng/g ww), bis-(2-butoxyethyl) phosphate (BBOEP; 0.08 to
29.4 ng/g ww) and di(2-ethylhexyl) phosphate (DEHP; non-detect to
0.18 ng/g ww). To our knowledge, this is the first study to report on or

detect OPFR diester metabolites in any biota, or in any biotic or abiotic
environmental sample, i.e. BDCIPP, BBOEP and DEHP. In all the
present plasma samples, OPFR diester concentrations were consistently
higher than their corresponding OPFR triester concentrations, with
the exception of diphenyl phosphate (DPHP; consistently not detected)
and triphenyl phosphate (TPHP; consistently detected). These findings
strengthen the argument that OPFRs triesters are metabolized to their
diester by-products in wildlife, and for the present gulls helps to explain
why OPFR triesters are found at such low concentrations in Great Lakes
gull tissues and eggs, despite the (reported) orders of magnitude higher
concentrations in Great Lakes air and water samples.
RP045 Mixed halogenated carbazole identification and spatial distribution and temporal trend in the sediments of upper Great Lakes
J. Guo, Univ of Illinois Chicago / School of Public Health; D. Chen, Southern
Illinois Univ Carbondale / Chemistry; A. Li, Z. Li, Univ of Illinois at
Chicago / School of Public Health; P.A. Padiara, K. Rockne, Univ of Illinois
at Chicago; J.P. Giesy, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Center; N.
Sturchio, Univ of Illinois at Chicago / Dept of Earth and Environmental
Sciences MC; D. Potter, Wellington Laboratories; R. Yang, Research Center
for Eco-Environmental Sciences, Chinese Academy of Sciences
A number of halogenated carbazoles were identified to be present in the
Great Lakes sediments. As most of these compounds lack commercially
available reference standards, identification was based on actual mass
determination of characteristic ions using high resolution mass spectrometry, as well as fragmentation patterns under electronic ionization
(EI) and electron capture negative ionization (ECNI) from low and high
resolution mass spectral analysis. A total of 6 detected compounds contain
a common structure of carbazole. They appeared to have a general molecular structure of C12H9-x-y-zCl xBr yIzN. Among them, two compounds
have molecular structures containing one chlorine (Cl) and three bromine
(Br) atoms, whereas another one contains one Cl and four Br. The other
two halogenated carbazoles are C12H4ClBr3IN and C12H4Cl0Br4IN,
respectively. These mixed halogenated carbazoles (MHCs) were reported
in the Great Lakes sediments for the first time. In order to investigate
spatial and temporal distribution of these halogenated carbazoles in Great
Lakes, a total of 112 surface grab samples and 105 segments from 7 cores
collected from Lakes Michigan, Superior and Huron (2010-2012) were
analyzed for residue concentrations. Due to the lack of commercial reference standards, detection and quantification was performed via selected
ion monitoring (SIM) for 79Br_ and 81Br_ , and based on the calibration
curves from 1,3,6,8-tetrabromocarbazole and 3,6-dibromocarbazole.
MHCs were found to be highly abundant in Lake Michigan sediments,
but also present in Lakes Superior and Huron at much lower concentrations. Median concentrations of a total of six MHCs in surface sediments
were 14 ng/g dry weight (dw) in Lake Michigan, 0.72 ng/g dw in Lake
Superior and 0.02 ng/g dw in Lake Huron. Time trends determined by
measuring concentrations of MHCs as a function of depth in Upper
Great Lakes sediment cores indicated that MHCs peaked before the
1920s (165 ng/g dw in one of the cores of Lake Michigan) and the concentrations remained very high even before 1800s (~100 ng/g dw in one
of the cores of Lake Michigan). A suite of dibromo-, tribromo-, tetrabromo- and pentabromo- carbazoles with unknown Br positions were
also identified and semiquantified. The results showed that they exhibited
similar spatial and temporal distribution patterns as MHCs.
RP046 Human health and ecological risk characterization for microcystins in Lake Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada
Z. Lu, Holiday Towers North / Richardson College for the Environment;
M. Nicholson, Univ of Manitoba / Dept of Environment and Geography;
S. Joudan, Univ of Winnipeg / Richardson College for the Environment; E.
Pip, Univ of Winnipeg / Dept of Biology; C.S. Wong, Univ of Winnipeg
/ Richardson College for the Environment and Dept of Chemistry; M.L.
Hanson, Univ of Manitoba / Dept of Environment and Geography
Screening human health and ecological risk assessments for microcystins
in Lake Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada were conducted in the present
study. Concentrations of microcystins, taken from available literature
and government data, as well as open-water measurements using passive
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samplers, were assessed for both temporal (1999-2013) and spatial (nearshore and pelagic) trends. Microcystin concentrations in Lake Winnipeg
were generally very low (< 1 μg/L for most samples) or non-detectable
(n=1005 for both scenarios). The concentrations of microcystins were
greatest in nearshore areas relative to those in pelagic areas, and were
greatest during the summer months. Toxicity thresholds for human
health were based on Health Canada guidelines for drinking water (1.5
μg/L) and recreational water (20 μg/L). Toxicity thresholds for ecological
impacts were based on literature LC50 values for zooplankton (Eurytemora
affinis, 274 μg/L, 24h) and fish (Misgurnus mizolepis, 164.3 μg/L, 7d), as
well as the 5th centile of species sensitivity distributions for invertebrates
24-72hr LC50s (152 μg/L), and chronic toxicity thresholds determined
using fish and invertebrate acute-to-chronic ratios (16 μg/L and 15 μg/L,
respectively). A probabilistic approach, for determining the likelihood
of exceeding the various thresholds, found that the risks of acute toxicity
in humans, fish, and invertebrates, and chronic toxicity in fish are low in
Lake Winnipeg. We recommend that monitoring continue, but that surveillance programs shift from a reactive framework, to a more structured
approach with expanded temporal and spatial sampling.

Pesticide Risks to Biodiversity
RP047 Effect of paraquat and glyphosate on biodiversity of soil invertebrate fauna in a cowpea plot in a tropical ultisol
O.J. Owojori, Obafemi Awolowo Univ / Zoology; E. Babatope, E.I. Ofoezie,
Obafemi Awolowo Univ / Inst of Ecology and Environmeental Studies
The study assessed the effect of one time application of paraquat and
glyphosate used at recommended dosage on the biodiversity of soil
invertebrate fauna in a cowpea plot in southwestern Nigeria. The study
further assessed pesticide induced changes in soil chemical properties and
the relationship between abundance of soil invertebrate fauna and soil
physico-chemical properties. An experimental plot of 19 m by 11 m was
selected and divided into subplots; and the treatments (control, paraquat
and glyphosate) were completely randomised and replicated four times.
Soil invertebrate fauna were collected pre-application at 14, 7 DBA (days
before application), and post-application at ; 7, 14, 30, 60, 90 and 120
DAA (days after application) using pitfall trap and soil core sampling.
Soil core samples were extracted for invertebrates with a modified BerleseTulgren extractor. Sub-samples of each core was taken and analysed for
physico-chemical properties in the laboratory, using standard procedures. Major taxa of soil invertebrate fauna collected during the period
of the study were Collembola, Acarina, Diplopoda, Formicidae, Aranae,
Isoptera, Coleoptera, and Oligocheata, with relative abundance of 59.1%,
15.6%, 10.8%, 8.91%, 2.71%, 2.54%, 0.35% and 0.18% respectively.
Of all soil invertebrates collected, Acarine population was the only one
significantly (p < 0.05) affected by paraquat and glyphosate application.
Pearson’s correlation coefficient revealed a significant positive relationship between soil moisture content and abundance of Aranae, Diplopoda,
Collembola (p < 0.05), and Acarina (p < 0.01). Sodium and calcium ions
were positively correlated (p < 0.01) with Aranae and Diplopoda while
Isoptera only showed significant (p < 0.01) positive correlation with
calcium ion. Organic matter was positively correlated (p < 0.05) with
Aranae, Collembola and Diplopoda (p < 0.01). Phosphorus showed significant positive correlation with Formicidae, Aranae (p < 0.01 ), and with
Isoptera and Collembola (p < 0.05). In contrast, soil temperature and soil
pH showed significant (p < 0.05) negative correlation with Collembola.
Values of most physico-chemical properties did not vary significantly
between the treatment and control plots except sodium ion which significantly (P < 0.05) increased in paraquat treated plots. The study concluded
that paraquat and glyphosate may pose significant threat to Acarina when
used at and more than recommended dosage.
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Modeling and Interpreting Effects of Metals Mixtures
RP048 Chronic toxicity of cadmium and zinc mixtures to Daphnia
magna
E.R. Perez, Loyola Univ Chicago / Environmental Science; T.C. Hoang,
Loyola Univ Chicago / Inst of Environment and Sustainability
The toxicity of metal mixtures has been studied for decades and became
a remarkable interest recently. However, most study looked at the acute
toxicity effect. In the natural environment, metals are usually present
as mixtures of multiple elements and exist for a long period of time.
Therefore, acute toxicity effect may not be always relevant. This study
characterized the chronic toxicity of Cd and Zn mixtures to Daphnia
magna. 28-d toxicity tests were conducted with Zn alone, Cd alone, Cd
and Zn mixtures, and neonate D. magna based on ASTM test methods.
Effect on survival, growth, and reproduction were determined. Results
of this study showed that at low concentrations, Zn protected D. magna
from Cd toxicity. At an exposure concentration of 2.5 µg/L dissolved
Cd, 93% mortality was observed. However, when Zn was added into the
exposure media at concentrations between 5 and 40 µg/L, no significant
mortality compared with the control mortality was found (< 20%). At a
concentration of 320 µg/L dissolved Zn, 100% mortality was observed
for both Zn exposure alone and Zn and Cd mixture exposures. A similar
effect on reproduction of D. magna was also found. With Cd exposure
alone, a significant reduction in total number neonates (159) and the
number of neonates produced per surviving adult per day (0.9) compared
with those of control (503, 2.65) was observed. Addition of Zn into the
exposure media resulted in no significant difference between total number of neonates or the number of neonates produced per surviving adult
per day of control and treatments. In contrast, there was no significant
effect of Zn exposure alone, Cd exposure alone, and Zn and Cd mixture
exposures on growth of D. magna. The average dry weight of surviving
D. magna ranged from 0.192 to 0.278 mg/adult. These results raise a
question could surviving adult D. magna eliminate metals via their off
springs to protect them from metal effect on growth?
RP049 The sublethal and physiological effects of mixed copper and
silver mixtures on rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss)
W. Truong, J. McGeer, Wilfrid Laurier Univ / Biology Dept
The potential for toxicity caused by exposure to metal mixtures has
become an increasingly important area of research in environmental
toxicology. In impacted aquatic environments, the exposure is usually to mixtures rather than individual contaminants and this poses
unique challenges to researchers because little is known about interactions between metals. The aim of this study is to investigate the
sublethal and physiological effects of Cu and Ag mixtures to rainbow
trout (Onchorhynchus mykiss) by examining the interactions in relation
to tissue accumulation. Short-term (6h) static exposures to Cu only
and Ag only were used to characterize gill uptake of individual metals.
Exposure concentrations range from 0.25 to 8 μM and for Ag, 0.005
to 0.04 μM with n=6 at each concentration. Test solutions (10L) were
maintained at a temperature of 10 OC and 288 mg/L CaCO3 hardness in polyethylene containers. Gill burdens, which were measured by
graphite furnace atomic absorption spectroscopy, increased significantly
with exposure, for example for Cu from 68 (control) up to 301 nmol/g
(8 μM Cu exposure). The loading profiles from the separate Cu and
Ag accumulation tests were then used to design appropriate exposure
combinations for acute (96h) and chronic (14d) metal mixture exposures
that would maximize potential interactions. In the longer duration
exposures accumulation to liver, kidney and muscle was assessed to
examine if interactions among metals influence tissue accumulation and
distribution as expected from gill uptake. Physiological impacts and
acclimation responses will also be measured (e.g. ion regulation and
nitrogen waste excretion) as well as swimming ability as a measure of
whole animal performance. It is hypothesized that the uptake of Ag and
Cu from mixtures exposures may be less than additive due to competition since both metals use a Na specific uptake mechanism. This would
also be hypothesized for internalized metals but little is known about
these uptake processes. This project contributes towards improving the
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understanding of metal-metal interactions when present as a mixture,
which can potentially be useful for improving predictions regarding Cu
and Ag toxicity in freshwater ecosystems. Research was supported by the
NSERC Discovery program.
RP050 Nickel and Copper Mixture Toxicity to Sensitive Aquatic
Invertebrates
P. Deshpande; J. McGeer, N. Taylor, Wilfrid Laurier Univ
Industrially important metals such as Cu and Ni are present as mixtures in many lakes, particularly in the Sudbury area. Although they are
essential (i.e. Cu) both are toxic at elevated concentrations in the water.
Toxicity of each of these metals has been studied in isolation and related
to the free ion form, but their mixtures have not. The goal of this study
is to understand Ni2+ and Cu 2+ mixture toxicity to aquatic invertebrate
species Daphnia pulex-pulicaria hybrids and Hyalella azteca in very soft
waters (hardness 3). Testing will follow standard Environment Canada
methods (EPS 1/RM/33 and 11). The objectives are to determine (1) Ni2+
and Cu 2+ mixture toxicity to these invertebrates; (2) the type of mixture
model effects follow; (3) and how toxicity modifying factors (cations and
DOC) influence responses. Particularly with the latter objective a biotic
ligand approach will be developed. These metals are transported across
the respiratory membrane through different mechanisms and therefore
mixture effects are hypothesized to be additive. Ca and Ni are known
to compete for the same uptake mechanism, hence it is expected that it
will mitigate Ni compared to Cu. Acute tests with Ni resulted in EC50
values of 358 µg/L for Hyalella and 2900 µg/L (95% CI 2460-3410 µg/L)
for Daphnia. Cu EC50 values were similar at 6.2 µg/L for Hyalella and
3.7µg/L (3.2-4.4 µg/L) for Daphnia. From the single metal test results,
solutions for mixture testing were designed. Both species have shown an
additive response to mixtures. Bioaccumulation tests will be conducted
to determine relationships between effects and impacts. This research is
supported by a NSERC CRD grant to Laurentian U. with contributions
from Vale, Xstrata, the City of Sudbury and the Ontario MOE.
RP051 Evaluation of Various Approaches for Modeling Metal
Mixture Toxicity
K.J. Farley, Manhattan College / Civil and Environmental Engineering;
J.S. Meyer, ARCADIS
Several models have been developed to describe the effects of metal
mixtures on toxicity to aquatic organisms using the Biotic Ligand
Model (BLM) and WHAM-F TOX. Overall, these models are similar
in structure with free ion activities computed by WHAM, specific or
non-specific binding of metals/cations in or on the organism described
by conventional competitive equilibrium chemistry, and specification
of metal potency factors and/or toxicity response functions to relate
metal accumulation to biological response. Major differences in modeling approaches however do exist and are attributed to various modeling
assumptions (e.g., single versus multiple site types on the organism) and
specific calibration strategies that affected the selection of model parameters. A streamlined version of previous modeling approaches was therefore
developed and applied to multiple datasets and test conditions to examine
key assumptions and calibration strategies that are crucial in modeling
metal-mixture toxicity. Results show that: (i) a single binding site on/
in the organism was a useful and oftentimes sufficient framework for
predicting metal toxicity, (ii) a linear free energy relationship (LFER) for
bidentate binding to negatively-charged oxygen donor groups provided a
good first estimate of competition of metals, protons and major cations at
the binding site, (iii) available data (which typically included metal-exposure concentrations, water chemistry and organism effects) were generally
not sufficient in determining independent estimates of all model calibration parameters, and (iv) selection of a mixture toxicity model (based
on different concentration-addition and response-addition approaches)
played an important role. In moving forward, further efforts are needed to
reduce uncertainties in model calibration. These include development of
better methods to characterize metal binding to toxicologically-relevant
binding sites, targeted exposure studies to help us distinguish differences
in calibration strategies and mixture toxicity models, and further development of LFERs and other tools to help constrain the model calibration.

RP052 The cadmium paradox: Lethal to aquatic insects at low concentrations, but moderated by zinc in ambient freshwater settings?
C.A. Mebane, USGSWRD / NOAA Fisheries Liaison; T.S. Schmidt, USGS
/ Water Resouces Div; L. Balistrieri, US Geological Society
Aquatic insects are ubiquitous in freshwater streams, yet classic aquatic
toxicity tests may seriously underestimate aquatic insects’ sensitivities to
metals relative to apparent effects from field studies. Typically, toxicity
testing and environmental quality guidelines are based on one-at-atime metals exposures, even though metals exposures always occur as
mixtures in the environment. As part of efforts to better understand
the effects of metal mixtures in freshwater systems, we exposed aquatic
insect communities to cadmium (Cd), zinc (Zn), and Cd+Zn mixtures
in stream mesocosms for 30 days. Objectives included: (1) generating
effects data under more natural conditions and environmental exposures
to Cd and Zn than classic beaker tests, yet with more control in the
laboratory than is capable in field exposures, and (2) testing the assumption of additivity for metal-mixture toxicity as well as the performance
of computational toxicity models of metals mixtures. Average test pH,
hardness, and dissolved organic carbon (DOC) were 7.6, 17 mg/L, and
4.3 mg/L, respectively; Zn:Cd mass ratios in mixture tests ranged from
188:1 to 295:1. With Cd, effects concentrations causing 20% reductions
(EC20 estimates) obtained from logistic curve fits included 0.23 µg/L
with 95th percent confidence limits (CL) of 0.06 to 0.41 µg/L for the
mayfly Ephemerella infrequens, 0.46 µg/L (CL 0.2 to 0.73) for overall
Ephemeroptera (mayfly) abundance, and >1 µg/L for Diptera abundance.
With Zn, EC20 estimates were 134 (CL 35 to 233) µg/L for Ephemerella
infrequens abundance, 87 (CL 38 to 137) µg/L for mayfly abundance, and
235 (23-488) µg/L for Diptera abundance. In the Cd+Zn mixtures, Zn
did not increase the apparent toxicity of Cd, or vice versa. Therefore, the
joint toxicities of the mixtures were less-than additive. Biotic ligand (BL)
modeling predicted that in the mixtures Zn outcompeted Cd for binding sites to the BL owing to similar binding affinities, but much greater
concentrations of Zn in solution. Thus, both Cd and Zn were toxic to
aquatic insects; but, in mixtures, the less toxic metal (Zn) displaced the
more toxic (Cd), resulting in less-than-additive toxicity.

Interactive Platform: Fate and Effects of Metals:
Aquatic Biological Perspective
RP054 Biomarkers and Bioenergetics in Yellow Perch: A Weight of
Evidence Approach to Distinguish Habitat Quality versus Metal
Exposure Effects
L.D. Ramilo, H. Sonnenberg, Stantec Consulting / Environmental Services
A control/impact experimental design was used to assess total metal
burdens, metallothionein (MT) concentrations and energetics (triglycerides and glycogen) in livers of Yellow Perch (Perca flavescens) from an
Exposure Area downstream of a mining discharge and two Reference
Areas in Northern Canada. Detailed water and sediment quality data
were collected and all data were used in the development of a weight of
evidence matrix to assess environmental effects of Mining. Increased
growth, survival and decreased reproduction were observed in the
Exposure site Yellow Perch relative to Reference. Due to the intermittent nature of the effluent discharge and relatively low concentration
of effluent (5-20%) in the receiving environment, the causality of the
observed effects to the fish communities due to metal exposure remained
unclear. The objectives of the study were to determine whether effects
were caused by metal exposure or to differences in habitat quality/food
resource availability among sites. Benthic invertebrate community assessments in three previous studies indicated that the communities did not
differ significantly among Exposure and Reference Areas. However differences in vegetation density and a significant difference in Bray Curtis
dissimilarity index were noted. Supporting measurements of water and
sediment quality indicated that Al and Zn were the only two elements
that exceeded Federal and/or Provincial Guidelines. Although it was
substantially below the USEPA whole body threshold limit of 7.91 ug/g
dry weight, Se was the only element that was significantly elevated (3.45
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ug/g dry weight) in Yellow Perch from the Exposure Area relative to
Reference. MT concentrations, triglycerides and glycogen did not differ
significantly between Exposure and Reference fish. Stomach content
analysis did reveal that Yellow Perch in the Exposure Area predominantly fed on Brook Stickleback, whereas fish in the Reference Areas
consumed a more diverse diet comprised of both invertebrates and fish.
The weight of evidence indicated that habitat quality and metal bioaccumulation in fish was similar between Exposure and Reference Areas.
It is possible that increased effects (growth, energy storage) observed in
the Exposure Area fish were more indicative of indirect food-mediated
effects since there was a greater abundance of preferential prey items
(Brook Stickleback) in the Exposure Area compared to the Reference,
resulting in greater overall energy transfer.
RP055 Elucidating the mechanisms of zinc and calcium interaction
on mitochondrial bioenergetics using respirometry and real-time flow
cytometry
M. Sharaf, UPEI / Biomedical Science; M.R. Van den Heuvel, Univ
of Prince Edward Island; D. Stevens, Univ of Prince Edward Island
/ Biomedical Sciences; C. Kamunde, Univ of Prince Edward Island /
Biomedical Sciences Atlantic Veterinary College
Zinc (Zn), an essential trace metal, is a common environmental pollutant
whose toxicity in aquatic organisms is mitigated by calcium (Ca) subsequent to antagonistic interactions of the two elements at the gill surface.
To the best of our knowledge nothing is known about post-absorption
Zn-Ca interactions at internal target sites including the mitochondria.
Because mitochondria are the powerhouses of the cell, effects and
interactions of stressors on these organelles can disturb organismal
energy balance with implications for survival, growth and reproduction.
The present study therefore investigated the interacting effects of Zn
and Ca on mitochondrial bioenergetics in vitro with a view to revealing
the mechanisms that may underlie cellular energy imbalance that can
potentially be caused by these stressors. Mitochondria were isolated from
rainbow trout livers and exposed to 0-100 µM Zn and Ca singly and
in equimolar combinations. The effects on malate-glutamate supported
oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) were assessed. Additionally, realtime flow cytometry was performed to reveal the effect of these stressors
on mitochondrial inner membrane potential (MMP), morphological
status (size and granularity) and reactive oxygen species generation
(ROS). Zn and Ca impaired OXPHOS with Zn being the more potent
OXPHOS toxicant. Interestingly and contrary to our hypothesis that
Ca would protect against Zn-induced mitotoxicity, the two elements
acted synergistically to impair OXPHOS. Real-time flow cytometry
revealed that Ca was more potent than Zn in dissipating MMP and the
metals had either synergistic (low concentrations) or antagonistic (high
concentrations) effects on MMP. The effects of Zn and Ca on mitochondrial morphological status mirrored those on MMP in that Zn caused
mitochondrial shrinkage and protected against the swelling and loss of
granularity caused by Ca. Real-time ROS measurement demonstrated
synergy between Zn and Ca as antioxidants at low concentrations and as
pro-oxidants at high concentrations. Overall, the combined effects of Zn
and Ca on mitochondrial function can neither be predicted from their
individual effects nor extrapolated based on the known mechanisms of
interaction at external epithelial surfaces such as the gills.
RP056 Detoxification of arsenite by humic acid in three algal species
of freshwater bacillariophyta
J. Zhang, Zhejiang Univ / Environmental Science; Y. Ni, Zhejiang Univ;
C.C. Zhang, Univ of Houston Clear Lake / Environmental Sciences
As a unique metalloid, arsenite [As(III)] affects the health of aquatic
environment but its toxicity dependence on the presence of widespread
humic acid (HA) remains largely unknown. Using three species of
freshwater diatoms, the objectives of this study were to (a) determine
HA mediated As(III) toxicity by observing algal growth, contents of
chlorophyll a and reactive oxygen species (ROS), and (b) analyze the
impact of cell wall-bound HA on the cell wall characteristics and As(III)
sorption. Within the environmentally relevant HA concentration range
of 0-20 mg L-1, the effects of HA on arsenite toxicity varied depending
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on different species of diatoms. HA-mediated toxicity reduction was
revealed by an approximate three fold increase of EC50 for Navicula sp.,
and four fold EC50 increase for Nitzschia sp. and Cyclotella sp. As(III)
adsorption on bacillariophyta Nitzschia sp. fit the linear adsorption
model (R 2 = 0.998) with the Henry adsorption constant K H value of
2.35 ± 0.55×10-8 L cell-1; however, at medium to high HA concentrations, arsenite adsorption tends to fit the saturation-type Langmuir
isotherm (R 2 = 0.995) with an estimated adsorption capacity (qm) of 3.31
×10-6 mg cell-1. Morphological data by scanning electron microscopy
revealed a protective HA floccule coating on the cell-walls. A significant
increase (38.5%, p < 0.01) in HA-mediated negative surface charge was
also observed by electrophoretic mobility (EPM) analysis. In addition,
As(III) changed the fluorescence quenching effect of humic acid by three
dimensional fluorescence spectrums (EEMs), and the fluorescence intensity of both larger molecular weight polymer humus (Ex=330-380 nm,
Em=420-460) and the aromatic amino acid substances (Ex=250-250 nm,
Em=430-480 nm) were decreased in the presence of arsenic. Our results
demonstrated that cell wall-bound HA decreased the sorption and toxicity of As(III) in bacillariophyta through the formation of a protective
floccule coating occupying As(III) sorption sites and decreased effective
functional groups capable of binding As(III). This result has an important implication regarding the role of cell-wall-bound humic acid in the
toxic effects of metals/metalloids in aquatic ecosystem.
RP057 Arsenic speciation, arsenic methyltransferase protein
expression and transcriptional profiling in frogs exposed to arsenate
throughout metamorphosis
V.S. Langlois, J. Zhang, L.A. Gibson, M. Button, G. Caumette, Royal
Military College of Canada / Dept of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering;
J.R. Loughery, Univ of New Brunswick / Dept of Biology and Canadian
River Inst; C.J. Martyniuk, Univ of Florida / Center for Environmental
and Human Toxicology Dept of Physiological Sciences; K.J. Reimer, I.
Koch, Royal Military College of Canada / Dept of Chemistry and Chemical
Engineering; W.R. Cullen, Univ of British Columbia / Chemistry
Arsenic is as a potent environmental pollutant. Inorganic arsenic
compounds are more toxic than the organic forms, while arsenite (AsIII)
exhibits higher toxicity than arsenate (AsV ). Arsenic compounds undergo
arsenic (III) methyltransferase (AS3MT)-dependent methylation steps
in cell. Both AsIII and AsV are able to interact with protein, thereby
interfering with normal cellular functions. Additionally, the knowledge on the impact of arsenic exposure to aquatic amphibians is fairly
limited. We, therefore, examined speciation, AS3MT protein expression, and whole genome transcriptomic profile in the Western clawed
frogs (Silurana tropicalis) upon arsenate exposure. Frogs were exposed
from Nieuwkoop-Faber (NF) stage 12 to 66 to three inorganic arsenate
treatments: 0, 0.5 and 1 ppm. High performance liquid chromatography
coupled with inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (HPLCICP-MS) was used to measure arsenic speciation and biotransformation
in frogs. The frog tissues contained tetramethylarsonium ion even at the
earliest stage at which the arsenic could be quantified, NF46, as well
as at later stages. No trimethylarsine oxide was present at stage NF46,
but it was one of the dominant compounds at NF56. Other arsenic
species included inorganic arsenic, dimethylarsinic acid, arsenosugars,
and even traces of arsenobetaine at NF46, a point prior to the embryo
begins to feed. Immunoblotting was used to measure the protein levels
of AS3MT in NF56 and NF66 animals. The results suggested stagedependent protein expression patterns. Both NF56 tadpoles and NF66
frogs showed changes in AS3MT protein level when comparing between
treatments (whole body). Microarray analysis was used to explore the
arsenic-dependent gene expression pattern in the earliest NF stage where
arsenic species could be detected (NF46). Pathway analyses such as gene
set enrichment analysis (GSEA) and sub-network enrichment analysis
(SNEA) were implemented to investigate the molecular consequence
to arsenic exposure in the frogs. Genes related to histone re-modelling,
fatty acid and lipid metabolism, bile acid synthesis and reproduction
were over-represented in arsenate treated animals. Consistent with
what is known about arsenic and oxidative stress, exposure to arsenate
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differentially altered the expression levels of the genes linked to antioxidant defence pathways. Overall, our study demonstrates that arsenate
exposure can affect a variety of biological processes in S. tropicalis.
RP058 Maintaining tissue Se species distribution as a defense mechanism against Hg toxicity in juvenile white sturgeon
S.S. Huang, Univ of California Davis / Biology; S.S. Hung, Univ of
Califorina Davis / Animal Science; L.H. Chan, Univ of Ottawa / Biology
Selenium (Se) has protective effects on organisms from mercury (Hg),
both these elements being prevalent in many industrial watersheds. We
have previously demonstrated that orally intubated selenomethionine
(SeMet) and methylmercury (MeHg) reduced tissue Se accumulation
as well as blood and kidney [Hg]s in juvenile white sturgeon. Although
measuring total [Se] provides information on its accumulation and tissue
distribution in organisms, the identification and quantification of Se
species, however, is more informative of Se metabolism and its bioavailability, particularly in the presence of Hg. In the current study, three
organoseleniums: selenocysteine (SeCys), Se-methyl-selenocysteine
(MSeCys), and SeMet and two inorganic Se species: selenate and
selenite were determined and quantified in the blood (12, 24, 48h) and
tissues (48h) of white sturgeon orally intubated with a single dose of control (carrier), SeMet, MeHg, or their combination (SeHg). When SeMet
is provided, the accumulative/unmodified pathway takes precedent in
most tissue examined. In the presence of MeHg, however, active metabolic transformation and de novo synthesis of biologically active Se forms
are seen in most tissues, as indicated by the gradual increase in blood
SeCys:SeMet ratios and Se metabolites. In the white muscle, mobilization of endogenous Se storage by MeHg is supported by the absence
of tissue SeMet and detectable levels of blood SeMet. In contrast,
co-intubation increased muscle SeMet. The high levels of unknown Se
metabolites and detectable levels of selenite reflect the kidney’s role as the
major excretory organ for Se. Se metabolism is highly regulated in the
organ, as Se speciation was not affected by MeHg or by its co-intubation
with SeMet. Co-intubation of SeMet and MeHg decreased percent liver
SeCys and increased percent SeMet to more than 8 fold than that of the
SeMet group. Unlike other organs examined, exogenous SeMet does not
accumulate as the selenoamino acid in the liver. Our study demonstrated
that in the presence of MeHg, regulating tissue Se speciation is more
important than maintaining total [Se] in major organs of white sturgeon.
RP059 Homeostatic regulation of metal contaminants in a freshwater
fish
R. Harley, Univ of Canterbury / School of Biological Sciences
A number of unusual physiological characteristics have been shown in
inanga (Galaxias maculatus), a freshwater fish found in New Zealand and
much of the Southern Hemisphere. Physiology is critical in determining toxicological responses, yet almost nothing is known regarding
the metal handling capacity of this species. A field-based caging study
was conducted whereby inanga were placed in a range of contaminated
streams along New Zealand’s West Coast. Eleven metals (Al, As, Ag,
Cd, Co, Cu, Cr, Fe, Ni, Pb, and Zn) were measured in fish collected
after 96 hour and 10 day exposures. Results revealed a remarkable ability of inanga to effectively regulate metal body burdens across a range
of contaminated streams with no significant differences in accumulation. Whole body contaminant loads remained relatively constant when
compared with both water and sediment concentrations, with little to
no correlation. Gill, gastrointestinal tract, and liver were also removed
for metal and biomarker analysis. Gill samples displayed significantly
higher Zn concentrations than the rest of the body, suggesting that this
could be an important locus of regulation in this species. Measures of
hepatic catalase activity and lipid peroxidation did not correspond with
metal burdens. Laboratory exposures exhibited similar responses, with
inanga showing an ability to homeostatically regulate body burdens at
concentrations of up to 200 µg/L Zn and 20 mg/L Fe. The mechanisms
underlying the ability of inanga to maintain body metal concentrations
in light of elevated exposure scenarios remain unknown, but it is possible
that the unusual ability of this species to utilise the skin as a physiologically active surface may play a role.

RP060 Phytoremediation of Cadmium by Chara, a Macrophytic
Alga: Uptake and Toxicity Resistance
S.R. Wegst-Uhrich, Univ at Buffalo / Chemistry; M. Asirwitham, O. Lee,
A. Tabbasum, Univ at Buffalo / Dept of Biological Sciences; D.S. Aga, State
Univ of New YorkBuffalo / Dept of Chemistry; M.A. Bisson, Univ at Buffalo
/ Dept of Biological Sciences
Cadmium (Cd), a heavy metal with toxic effects, can be elevated in
the environment through natural and anthropogenic activities. Plantbased cleanup techniques are becoming an increasingly accepted form
of reducing the metal content in contaminated soils. However, limited
studies investigate the uptake of metals from contaminated sediments
and waterways. Chara australis is a macrophytic alga that can accumulate
high levels of Cd from contaminated sediment with minimal observed
toxicity. However, when grown in in a system that also contains an
elevated level of zinc (Zn), less toxicity is observed. This suggests that Zn
may play a protective role against Cd toxicity in Chara. Such protective
evidence is promising for cleanup through phytoextraction as sites are
often co-contaminated with Cd and Zn. A time course study monitoring metal accumulation and stress biomarkers was performed in order to
gain understanding in how Zn protects against Cd toxicity, and how the
Cd uptake is affected. Specifically Cd, Zn, total reactive oxygen species,
reduced glutathione and oxidized glutathione concentrations were measured using inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry, fluorescence,
and liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry. The combined
data sheds light on the uptake of Cd into Chara, and the Chara’s response
to exposure in the presence and absence of Zn.
RP061 Nontraditional use of stable isotope tracers provides new
insights into zinc bioavailability from natural particles
M.N. Croteau, USGS; D.J. Cain, USGS / Water Resources Division; C.
Fuller, USGS
Metal contamination is a complex and ubiquitous environmental issue.
The development of methods to advance the understanding of metal
bioavailability and toxicity is a crucial research need to determine their
risks. Major challenges in understanding the environmental risks of
metals associated with natural particles lie in reducing uncertainties
associated with labeling particles and distinguishing background metals. Application of tracer techniques in novel and nontraditional ways
can help overcoming these limitations. Here, we artificially enriched
the freshwater snail Lymnaea stagnalis with a rare isotope of Zn prior to
assessing Zn bioavailability from Zn-bearing iron and aluminum oxide
particles collected from two acid mine drainage (AMD) impacted rivers,
i.e., the Animas River and the Snake River (Colorado). Specifically, we
exposed snails to synthetic water spiked with Zn that was 94% 67Zn to
increase the relative abundance of this natural occurring isotope in the
snail’s tissues from ~4% to 67%. The isotopically enriched snails were
then exposed to benthic algae mixed with increasing concentrations of
Zn-bearing particles. Reversing the labeling from the “source” (i.e., the
AMD particles) to the “recipient” (i.e., the snails) enabled studying the
particles in their natural state, thus avoiding uncertainties in labelling
the particles. We used 66Zn to trace Zn uptake from the AMD particles
and inferred their bioavailability from calculations of Zn assimilation
into tissues. Zn assimilation from AMD particles ranged from 24 to 30
%, indicating that on average 27% of the particulate Zn was absorbed
by the invertebrate. This demonstrates that inorganic particulate Zn
can be bioavailable, although not as bioavailable as Zn from engineered
ZnO nanoparticles ingested with food (AE ~80%) or organic Zn (i.e.,
Zn internalized by a natural food source) (AE ~80%). The lower Zn
bioavailability of the natural particles is likely related to their complex geochemical structure. For example, copper adsorbed to colloidal
hydrous ferric oxide has been shown to be highly bioavailable to benthic
grazers, in contrast to Cu occluded in particles such as engineered CuO
nanoparticles. Current work aims at characterizing the precise geochemical composition of these two natural particles (AMD and colloidal
hydrous ferric oxide) using spectroscopic and microscopic techniques.
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Fate and Effects of Metals: Aquatic Biological
Perspective
RP062 How are trace elements managed in the cells of Chaoborus
larvae to avoid ill-effects?
M. Rosabal, INRS-ETE / Centre Eau Terre Environnement; S. Mounicou,
LCABIE IPREM UMR 5254 CNRS; L. Hare, Institut National de la
Recherche Scientifique / Centre Eau Terre Environnement; P.G. Campbell,
Université du Québec / INRS Eau Terre Environnement
Larvae of the phantom midge Chaoborus have been proposed as sentinels
to estimate the bioavailable concentrations of trace elements such as
Cd, Ni and Se. Because they can tolerate acidic, metal-contaminated,
environments, in which many other sentinels cannot live, they offer
an opportunity to investigate the metal-handling strategies that allow
them to prosper. Using Chaoborus larvae collected from lakes impacted
by metals, we first determined the subcellular partitioning of Cd and
Ni through a series of steps that included differential centrifugation,
NaOH digestion and thermal shock. The majority (up to 70%) of the
Cd and Ni in larvae was detoxified by thermo-stable, cytosolic ligands.
We then screened these ligands by size-exclusion chromatography
(SEC), followed by elemental mass spectrometry analysis (ICP-MS). The
results revealed that cytosolic ligands with a similar molecular weight
to metallothioneins (4-5 kDa) of the fruit fly (D. melangonaster) are
important for Cd detoxification, whereas for Ni handling other ligands
differing in their molecular weights (Chaoborus larvae in metal-contaminated lakes.
RP063 Toxicity of mixture of metal contaminated sediments on the freshwater bivalve Hyridella australis: Linking
exposure-dose-response
C.P. Marasinghe Wadige, W.A. Maher, A.M. Taylor, Univ of Canberra /
Inst for Applied Ecology
Sediment in aquatic environment acts as a major sink of metal contaminants and has the potential to be released into the water column
trough dredging, changes of physicochemical conditions and feeding
and burrowing activities of benthic biota leading to further contamination of aquatic systems. To evaluate fate and effects of sediment bound
metals, sediment toxicity tests are increasingly being used in laboratory
and field conditions. The exposure-dose-response (EDR) approach has
been proposed as prognostic tool in sediment toxicology studies as it
integrates the chemistry of abiotic matrices with bioaccumulation and
impairment of biological systems. In this study, the freshwater bivalve
Hyridella australis was selected as sentinel organism to use within this
frame work. Previous studies showed clear EDR relationship of H.
australis to single metal spiked sediments under laboratory condition. In
the environment metal are present as metal mixtures, therefore, toxic
effects is not a result of a single metal exposure, but is rather a results of
exposure to mixtures of metals due to toxicological interactions. In this
context, exposure-dose-response relationships of H. australis to mixture
of metal contaminated sediments need to be investigated. This study
is being conducted in parallel to H. australis caged experiments in the
Molonglo River to further understand differences of cause and effects of
same mixture of metal contaminated sediments under environmentally
realistic and laboratory conditions. H. australis were exposed for 28 days
to four different concentrations of mixture of metal contaminated sediments collected from the bivalve caged sites at the Molonglo River. After
28 days of exposure, metal dose will be measured as metals in whole
body and individual tissues. Sub-cellular analysis will be conducted in
hepatopancreas tissues to examine the biologically available and detoxified metal contents. Enzymatic and cellular biomarkers will be measured
as responses of metal toxicity inhepatopancreas tissues.
RP064 Effect of hardness on metal mixture toxicity in Daphnia magna
T. Boloori, Trent Univ / Biological and Environmental Sciences
Due to the industrialization, elevated metal discharge from mines, metal
industries, and also agricultural and municipal waste waters to surface
waters can pose a serious threat to human and ecosystem health. Since
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metals from both naturally occurring and anthropogenic sources are
found as mixtures in the real environment, there is a need to develop
methods to evaluate the toxic effects of metal mixtures to aquatic organisms. On the other hand, there seems to be the confounding effects of
water chemistry variables, like hardness, on metal speciation, which can
also alter the bioavailability of metals, and may ultimately mitigate the
toxicity. Considering the reducing effect of elevated hardness on single
metal acute toxicity in Daphnia magna, a research is conducted to evaluate
the impact of hardness on the acute toxicity of metal mixture, including
Cu, Zn, Cd, and Ni, in this organism. This effect can be resulted from
the competition between the metal of interest and Ca 2+/Mg2+ to bind to
the receptor sites on biological surfaces. In this study, the concentration
of hardness cations and metal of interest in the test medium, as well as in
the whole body of daphnids, is measured with ICP-MS. To predict the
metal mixture toxicity, the additivity model (Concentration Addition
and Response Addition) is used. Based on aqueous and internal metal
concentrations, two sets of CA/RA predictions are calculated which can
be compared to demonstrate the confounding effect of hardness.
RP065 Acute and chronic toxicity of hexavalent chromium to freshwater mussels with or without a co-stressor
N. Wang, C.G. Ingersoll, C.D. Ivey, J.L. Kunz, B.G. Brumbaugh, USGS /
Columbia Environmental Research Center; B.A. Glidewell, Missouri State
Univ; C. Barnhart, Missouri State Univ / Biology; J. Bartoszek, US Fish and
Wildlife Service; B.K. Shephard, USEPA / Office of Env Assessment OEA
The Hanford Reach of the Columbia River in Washington State has
received contaminants from the Department of Energy Hanford Site
(a plutonium production facility) since the 1940s. Potential stressors
at the Hanford Site include hexavalent chromium [Cr(VI)] alone or in
combination with other stressors, such as elevated temperature, nitrate,
and zinc. The objectives of this study were to (1) propagate a native
species (western pearlshell, Margaritifera falcata) for conducting laboratory toxicity tests, and (2) evaluate acute and chronic toxicity of Cr(VI)
to the pearlshell and a commonly tested mussel (fatmucket, Lampsilis
siliquoidea) with or without a co-stressor of temperature, nitrate, or zinc.
Juvenile pearlshell were successfully propagated but grow-out of juveniles
in culture was inconsistent between two years. This poster presents the
results of toxicity testing with the juvenile mussels. Acute 96-hour and
chronic 28-day Cr toxicity tests were conducted at 20°C in diluted well
water at hardness of 70 mg as CaCO3 (representing the water quality of
the Hanford Site) along with three Cr tests under the same test conditions but at a higher temperature (27°C), or with the addition of nitrate
(35 mg NO3/L) or zinc (50 µg Zn/L) in test water. The acute EC50 for
Cr was 919 µg/L for the pearlshell and 456 µg/L for fatmucket at 20°C
without any co-stressor. The EC50s from the tests at 27°C were about
3-fold lower than those at 20°C for both mussel species, whereas the
EC50s from the tests with elevated nitrate or zinc were similar to the
EC50s from the tests without the co-stressor. The results indicate that
(1) fatmucket was more acutely sensitive to Cr than the pearlshell, (2) the
higher temperature of 27°C increased Cr toxicity to both mussels, and
(3) the elevated concentrations of zinc or nitrate did not influence acute
Cr toxicity. The chronic Cr toxicity tests failed due to low control survival (30-70%) of both species by test day 28. Limited data based on the
first 14 days of the chronic tests with higher control survival (pearlshell
60-85% and fatmucket 70-100%) indicated results similar to those in the
acute tests except that elevated nitrate increased the chronic toxicity of
Cr. Repeat chronic testing with fatmucket is underway.
RP066 Effects of chromium (III) and chromium (VI) on the photosynthetic activity in a freshwater green alga
I. Aharchaou, LIEC; E. Battaglia, J. Masfaraud, E. Meux, P. Rousselle,
CNRS and Univ of Lorraine; M. Arab, Univ of Lorraine; D.A. Vignati,
CNRS / LIEC UMR
Chromium exists in the environment in different oxidation states, but
only trivalent and hexavalent chromium have environmental importance in terms of their potential ecotoxicity. In this work, the effects
of Cr(III) and Cr(VI) on the maximum efficiency of the photosystem
II (PSII) were studied in the freshwater green alga Pseudokirchneriella
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subcapitata. Suspensions of about 200,000 cells/mL were treated with
two ranges of chromium concentration: 0 - 2.5 mg/L (range 1) and 0 100 mg/L (range 2). PSII maximum efficiency was estimated through
the ratio Fv/Fm (variable vs. maximum fluorescence), measured after
2, 4, 6 and 24 hours of exposure. For cells exposed to range 1, effects
on the efficiency of PSII were observed only after 24 hours of exposure.
Maximum decrease of Fv/Fm ratio with respect to control was 36% for
Cr (III) and 51% for Cr (VI). In contrast, exposure to range 2 caused
earlier biological responses with a decrease between 10 and 30% of PSII
efficiency after 2 to 6 hours of exposure. The maximal inhibition of the
PSII efficiency after 24 hours was similar (about 70%) for Cr(VI) and
Cr(III). An analytical verification of exposure concentrations in the
test medium showed that filterable (0.22 µm) Cr(III) concentrations in
the range 0.7–2.7 mg/L (analytical values) decreased by more than 90%
after 24 hours, while Cr(VI) levels remained stable. Taking into account
these observations, the nominal concentration of 1.25 mg/L of Cr (III)
having caused 36% of inhibition of PSII at 24 hours was estimated to
correspond to an actual average concentration of 0.48 mg/L Cr (III). At
this calculated concentration, the inhibition caused by Cr (VI) after 24
hours exposure was less than 10%. Analytical determinations for range
2 are underway. For comparison, the IC50 (50% inhibitory concentration) at 72 hours were 60 µg/L and 113 µg/L for Cr (III) and Cr (VI),
respectively. Overall, inhibition of PSII maximum efficiency can be used
to study the effects of chromium on algae. However, correct appreciation of the relative toxicity of Cr(III) and Cr(VI) must carefully consider
Cr(III) behavior in ecotoxicity test media.
RP067 Use of species sensitivity distributions to assess the toxicity of
vanadium to aquatic organisms representative of the Athabasca Oil
Sands region
S.R. Schiffer, L.E. Doig, K. Liber, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Centre
In the Athabasca Oil Sands (AOS) region (Alberta, Canada), vast
volumes of the by-product coke are produced during bitumen upgrading processes and stored on-site of major oil sand operators. Coke
contains elevated concentrations of the metal vanadium (V), which has
been shown in earlier research to leach toxicologically relevant levels
of V into water. Research suggests that coke could potentially expose
aquatic ecosystems in northern Alberta to elevated concentrations of V
depending on future storage and remediation plans for this accumulating
material. Currently there is very little information in the peer-reviewed
literature regarding the toxicity of V to aquatic organisms. Therefore, our
main study objectives are to develop acute and chronic species sensitivity
distributions (SSDs) based on V toxicity to various freshwater organisms
that are either commonly-used laboratory test species, or species more
representative of northern Alberta, in order to estimate a hazardous
concentration threshold for 5% of species tested (HC5) for V. Toxicity
tests were completed using various freshwater algae, aquatic invertebrates
and fish species. Acute and chronic toxicity endpoints for V included
lethality, growth, inhibition of reproduction, and emergence of insects.
To date, acute toxicity (LC50s) for the species tested ranged from 0.60
to 50.1 mg V/L for Ceriodaphnia quadrangula and Chironomus dilutus,
respectively. Sensitive chronic toxicity values (EC50s) included 0.15, 3.7
and 33.9 mg V/L for Daphnia dentifera reproduction, Pseudokirchneriella
subcapitata growth, and C. dilutus emergence, respectively. Currently,
tests are being conducted with field-collected Chironomidae and fish
species. Generated SSDs to date suggest that the Cladocera are the
most sensitive organism tested, and that similar sensitivities have been
observed between standard and comparable field-relevant species. This
research aims not only to improve our understanding of the effects of
V on freshwater organisms, but to also determine if the sensitivity of
aquatic species representative species of the AOS region differ from that
of commonly used laboratory species, and how that could influence the
development of site-specific water quality guidelines for V.

RP068 Developing sentinel mollusc species for toxicity assessment:
Metal exposure, dose and response - laboratory versus field
A.M. Taylor, W.A. Maher, Univ of Canberra / Inst of Applied Ecology; C.P.
Marasinghe Wadige, Univ of Canberra / Inst for Applied Ecology
Sentinel species can be used to detect ecological risks by providing
advanced warning of environmental hazards before loss of species and
ecosystems occur. When assessing the suitability of a species for this
purpose, establishing relationships between exposure, internal dose and
associated biological response is necessary, to understand the organism’s
interaction with a contaminant in its environment. Benthic bivalves
are useful biomonitors of environmental metal contamination as they
accumulate biologically available metals and can give a time-integrated
measure of contamination. Biomarker measurements provide evidence
that organisms have been exposed to contaminants at levels that exceed
their detoxification and repair capacity, establishing the link between
contaminant exposure and ecologically relevant effects. Controlled laboratory exposures, using previously unexposed organisms, are routinely
used in the development of toxicological effects tests. Metal accumulation is influenced by bioavailability via water, sediment and dietary
pathways. This may be influenced by the mode of exposure, which in
turn may affect biological responses. Relationships between tissue dose
and biological responses of the benthic marine bivalve Anadara trapezia
to metal contaminated estuarine sediment from Lake Macquarie, NSW,
and of the freshwater bivalve Hyridella australis to metal contaminated
river sediments from the Molonglo River NSW were evaluated. A comparison of metal accumulation and effects was made between organisms
exposed to the sediments in laboratory aquaria and caged in situ in the
Lake and River. Dose included total metal tissue burden and subcellular
metal distribution to determine metabolically available metal. Effects
biomarkers of oxidative stress, total antioxidant scavenging capacity of
cells and lipid peroxidation along with the cellular integrity biomarker
lysosomal membrane stability were used to examine organism response.
Using laboratory and field comparisons to identify contaminant exposure
and effects relationships in potential sentinel organisms is required to
improve their predictive capability for ecological risk assessment.
RP069 Reproductive effects of chronic waterborne cadmium and copper, singly and in mixture, in fathead minnows (Pimephales promelas)
M.K. Driessnack, J.C. Raine, A. Matthews, Univ of Saskatchewan
Toxicology Centre; J.D. Ouellet, Univ of Saskatchewan / Biology; S. Niyogi,
Biology Toxicology Centre
Chronic waterborne copper (Cu) and cadmium (Cd) in single and mixed
exposures were evaluated for effects on fathead minnow (Pimephales
promelas) reproduction. The main objectives of this study were twofold: (a) to determine whether Cd and Cu in mixture elicit additive or
synergistic response, and (b) to gain insights into the molecular and
physiological underpinnings of reproductive toxicity of Cd and Cu, singly and in mixture. Trios (1 male: 2 female; n=4-5) of fish were exposed
for 21-day to: (i) Control (no added Cu or Cd), (ii) Cu at 80 µg/L (~15%
of 96-hr LC50), (iii) Cd at 6.5 µg/L (~15% of 96-hr LC50), and (iv) Cd
and Cu co-exposure (both at the same concentrations). Reproductive
output (egg production) was significantly reduced by Cu but not by Cd,
interestingly however no spawning events were recorded in fish exposed
to the mixture of Cd and Cu. Metal accumulation in target tissues (liver,
gonad, gill and carcass) increased in both the respective single metals and
metal mixture exposures. No interaction between Cu and Cd accumulation was observed in any tissues in fish exposed to Cu and Cd mixture,
except in the liver where Cu accumulation was significantly reduced
by Cd. The hepatic expression of metallothionein gene was found to
be significantly elevated in fish co-exposed to Cu and Cd compared to
control and Cu or Cd exposed fish. Similarly, the hepatic expression of
genes that have important reproductive functions [vitellogenin, estrogen receptors (ER-α and ER-β)] in female fish exposed to Cu and Cd
mixture were significantly different compared to that in the control or
single metal exposures. ER-α and ER-β were significantly upregulated,
whereas vitellogenin was significantly downregulated in female fish
co-exposed to Cu and Cd. The plasma estradiol level was also found to
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be significantly reduced in female fish exposed to the metal mixture.
Overall, chronic waterborne Cu and Cd in mixture appear to induce
synergistic effects on the reproduction in fathead minnows.
RP070 δ-aminolevulinate dehydratase (ALAD): Gene Expression
Biomarker for Pb-Toxicity in Zebrafish for Environmental
Biomonitoring?
A.J. Olson, Y. Lor, T. Cyphers, T. King Heiden, Univ of Wisconsin La Crosse
/ Biology
The La Crosse River Marsh is the epicenter of numerous educational and
recreational activities including running, biking, and visiting the Myrick
Hixon EcoPark. However, activities from the past have led to a growing
concern for the wildlife and human population who interact on a daily
basis with the marsh. Sediments in the La Crosse River Marsh contain
up to 78xs regulatory levels of lead (Pb) due to legacy contamination
from its prior use as a trap-shooting range. We are completing survey
studies to determine the potential risks that these contaminated sediments pose. Using a combination of field and laboratory studies, we have
shown that the Pb is bioavailable and that the sediments are mildly toxic
to zebrafish embryos. However, the toxicity is not dose-dependent, and
it is not clear whether toxicity is due to Pb. Therefore, we are developing
and validating the use of the expression of d-aminolevulinate dehydratase (ALA-D) in the zebrafish embryo model as a biomarker of lead
exposure. This would help us better assess the potential risks associated
with these Pb-contaminated sediments, and could be used for environmental biomonitoring.
RP071 Characterizing the bioavailability of dissolved uranium to a
freshwater invertebrate
C. Fuller, USGS / National Research Program Western Branch; M.N.
Croteau, USGS; D.J. Cain, USGS / Water Resources Division
With growing world-wide demand for uranium (U) as an energy source,
questions have been raised concerning the human and ecological risks of
U extraction and processing in the United States. Uncertainties in risks
of U mining prompted a 20-year withdrawal of federal lands near Grand
Canyon National Park from future uranium mining to allow further
study, including risks to federal and State listed threated and endangered
species. There is limited information on the relationship between U
speciation and bioavailability, particularly in aquatic animals. Here we
characterize dissolved U uptake to a model freshwater invertebrate (the
snail Lymnaea stagnalis) over exposure concentrations spanning 3-orders
of magnitude (0.001 to 5 mM) in an artificial stream water (ASW) representative of geochemical conditions of Kanab Creek, a perennial stream
in a watershed that drains a portion of the withdrawal area. Aqueous
U speciation in Kanab Creek is dominated by ternary calcium uranyl
carbonate complexes. Upon 24 h exposure, U uptake by L. stagnalis was
linear for environmental concentrations (0.001 to 0.1 µM). The estimated
uptake rate constant, Kuw, was 0.26±.01 L/g/day. Although this Kuw is a
factor of 3 to 5 slower than the Kuw measured for Zn, Cu, Cd and Ag for
this organism, it indicates that dissolved U is bioavailable to this species under these geochemical conditions. Snails demonstrate saturation
uptake kinetics when exposed to higher dissolved U concentrations. The
saturation point (Bmax) was 1.15 µmol/g and site affinity (log K) was 5.1,
indicating that U toxicity is 1-3 orders of magnitude lower than reported
for dissolved exposures to Cu (log K = 8.5), Ag (log K = 7.7) and Cd
(log K = 6.6) for this species. No measurable change in U bioavailability
was observed when dissolved Ca and Mg were removed from the ASW,
thus shifting aqueous speciation to weaker uranyl carbonate complexes.
However, observed physiological stress to L. stagnalis (mucus excretion)
under these conditions complicate the interpretation of the results and
identify the need to minimize stress as a variable in chronic exposure
experiments. Experiments to estimate unidirectional rate constants of
bioaccumulation are planned to test the effect of aqueous U species by
varying inorganic ligands, addition of organic ligands including wellcharacterized natural organic matter, and dietary exposure to U.
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RP072 Distribution and Bioavailability of Trace Metals in Shallow
Sediments from Grand Lake, OK
S.A. Morrison, Dept of Zoology; S. Nikolai, D. Townsend, Grand River
Dam Authority; J.B. Belden, Oklahoma State Univ / Dept of Zoology
The abandoned Tri-State Mining District (TSMD) is a historic superfund site that covers 6,500 km 2 and three states (Kansas, Missouri, and
Oklahoma) and is the source for trace metal loading in Grand Lake
sediments. Despite elevated concentrations of cadmium, lead, and zinc,
no evidence of sediment toxicity has been observed during previous
investigations; however, these investigations were limited to just a few
lake transects with mostly deep water sediments. The lack of toxicity is
likely due to specific water chemistry of the lake including high pH, high
hardness, and frequent anoxic sediments. The current project aims to
develop a more complete metal distribution map with emphasis on shallow water areas (≤ 6 m depth) located in the northern reaches of Grand
Lake where chances of sediment deposition from the TSMD is greatest. Distribution information is important because the shallow areas are
subject to disturbance events (e.g. boat traffic, wave action and dock construction) and have a higher chance of becoming dry during low water
periods. Changes in water chemistry and oxidation state of trace metals
during these disturbance events could cause greater availability resulting
in toxicity, bioaccumulation, and greater lake impacts. Therefore, total
sediment concentrations, amphipod (Hyalella azteca) sediment toxicity
tests, bioaccumulation in pond snails (Helisoma trivolvis), and accumulation in passive samplers will also be used to investigate the influence
highly oxygenated versus anoxic sediments. The results of this research
demonstrates the influence of changes in oxidation on trace metal release
from Grand Lake sediments, (bio)availability, and ultimately toxicity.
RP073 Effect of diet quality on the chronic toxicity of aqueous lead to
the amphipod, Hyalella azteca
J.M. Besser, USGS Biological Resources Division / Columbia Environmental
Research Center; C.D. Ivey, B.G. Brumbaugh, C.G. Ingersoll, USGS /
Columbia Environmental Research Center
The results of chronic toxicity tests can be influenced by the choice of test
conditions, including diet quantity and quality. The results of a previous chronic toxicity test conducted in our laboratory, which reported
that the amphipod, Hyalella azteca, was highly sensitive to aqueous lead
(Pb), have been questioned because controls did not reproduce at the rate
recommended for test acceptability by USEPA or ASTM methods (2
young/female). This concern is representative of broader concerns about
performance of H. azteca fed diets recommended for chronic sediment
tests, notably the yeast-cereal leaf-Trout Chow™ (YCT) diet recommended by USEPA and ASTM sediment test methods. We conducted
a chronic (42-d) toxicity test with H. azteca exposed to Pb in a flowthrough exposure system with moderately hard (100 mg/L hardness)
water. Test solutions were equilibrated for 48 hr before delivery to test
chambers. Amphipods were assigned to three diet treatments: (1) a
suspension of powdered Rabbit Chow™ (RC diet; 5 mg/beaker/d),
similar to that used in the previous study; (2) the standard YCT diet
(1.8 mg/beaker/d); and (3) a new diet under development consisting of
diatoms and powdered Tetramin™ fish food, each fed at increasing rates
during the study (DT diet; up to 2.5 mg/beaker/d of each component).
Concentrations of total Pb and filterable Pb in test beakers were nearly
equal and averaged 50-60% of nominal. Measured Pb concentrations
decreased over time, with greatest decreases in the DT treatment suggesting that addition of greater amounts of organic matter led to greater
sorption of aqueous Pb. Survival, growth, and reproduction of controls
were greatest for the DT treatment and lowest for the RC treatment,
which had unacceptable control survival (39%), little growth, and no
reproduction. Controls in the YCT treatment had acceptable survival
and growth but low reproduction. In the DT treatment, the most sensitive response to Pb was 42-d survival (LC20=13.2 ug/L as filterable Pb),
with minimal effects on growth or reproduction. The YCT treatment
had a similar 42-d LC20 (11.5 ug/L), but effects of Pb on growth,
biomass, and reproduction occurred at substantially lower Pb concentrations. These results support the hypothesis that improved diet quantity/
quality can ameliorate sublethal toxic effects of Pb on H. azteca.
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RP074 Evaluation of Interactive Effects of Metals on Seed
Germination and Bacterial Bioluminescence Activities Based on the
Theory of Probabilities
I. Kong, Univ Yeungnam / Dept of Environmental Engineering; B. Gu, M.
Lee, Yeungnam Univ
The interactive effects of heavy metal binary mixtures on seed germination (36 combinations) and bacterial bioluminescence (60 combinations)
activities were investigated based on the theory of probabilities.
Observed effects of various combinations were compared with expected
effects, which were calculated based on single metal activities. Different
responses and sensitivities were observed depending on the types and
concentrations of mixture metals as well as the organisms tested. In
general, an additive mode of action (observed and expected effects are
nearly same) was most common in the bioluminescence assay, whereas
synergistic and additive inhibition modes were mostly observed in seed
germination. Therefore, the mixture effects of the different bioassays
could not be generalized since they were dependent on the types and
concentrations of chemicals and organisms used.The results indicate that
mixture, rather than single, effects by various bioassays and combinations
may comprise a better strategy for the bioassessment of contaminated
environments.
RP075 Chemodynamic behavior of Thallium in the Slave River,
Northwest Territories, Canada
B.J. Tendler, A. Hill, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Centre;
E. Ohiozebau, Univ of Saskatchewan / School of Environment and
Sustainability; J.P. Giesy, Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Center; E.
Kelly, J. Fresque-Baxter, Environment and Natural Resources; P.D. Jones,
Univ of Saskatchewan / School of Environment and Sustainability
Environmental dynamics and effects of thallium (Tl) are probably the
least understood of any of the metals that occur as contaminants in
aquatic systems. The primary sources of Tl to the environment include
extraction and combustion of fossil fuels and potassium based fertilizers.
Concentrations of Tl in dorsal muscle of certain fishes in the Slave River
were greater than those in the same tissues and species in the Peace and
Athabasca Rivers. Concentrations of metals in muscle tissue were quantified by use of digestion with nitric acid and hydrogen peroxide followed
by use of ICPMS. These greater concentrations of Tl were most noticeable in predatory fishes of higher trophic levels such as northern pike and
walleye, but to a lesser extent in lower trophic level fishes, such as whitefish. Mean concentrations of Tl in muscle of northern pike, stratified
by season, were 16, 7.8, and 11 ug/kg, dry mass (dm), furthest upstream
compared to 55, 39, and 60 ug/kg, dm, furthest downstream. Mean
concentrations of Tl in walleye, stratified by season were 19, 27, and 24
ug/kg, dm, furthest upstream compared to 53, 79, and 89 ug/kg, dm,
furthest downstream. Mean concentrations of Tl in whitefish, stratified
by season were 7.3, 6.9, and 6.3 ug/kg, dm, furthest upstream compared
to 17, 18, and 16 ug/kg, dm, furthest downstream. The presumed source
of Tl in the Slave system is operations in Alberta that are extracting and
upgrading bitumen in oil sands to commercial hydrocarbon products.
However, it is unclear why concentrations of Tl were greater in fishes
from the lower Slave River than those in fishes of the other two rivers. It
is possible that differences in oxidation state or other speciation phenomena that could affect bioavailability occur in the upper Slave River which
could result in differential accumulation efficiencies between the upper
and lower stretches of the Slave River. Investigations into these possible
speciation changes are currently ongoing. The greater concentrations
observed in species of higher trophic level suggests there is potential for
biomagnification of an organic form of Tl, possibly dimethyl thallium.
While concentrations of Tl in tissues of fishes would not be toxic to
the fishes or consumers, including humans, this phenomenon offers an
opportunity to further investigate the environmental chemodynamics of
this poorly understood element.

RP076 The impacts of zinc toxicity on growth and photosynthesis of
an extremophilic alga
P. Mikulic, Monash Univ / Biology; J. Beardall, Monash Univ / School of
Biological Sciences
Extremophilic organisms are found in the harshest conditions on Earth.
Cyanidium caldarium is an extremophilic red alga found in environments with a pH lower than 2.5 and high temperatures, but also in
environments with high levels of metals. Here we report on the effects
of zinc on growth and photosynthesis of C. caldarium and compare
these responses to those of a neutrophilic green alga Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii. C. caldarium tolerated much higher levels of the essential
metal zinc than did C. reinhardtii. Photosynthetic oxygen evolution
was decreased in both species after exposure to sub-toxic and toxic
zinc treatments. However, prior exposure of C. caldarium to moderate,
sub-toxic, levels of zinc, followed by subsequent treatment with high
levels of Zn caused a decrease in the oxygen evolution rate to the same
rate observed in naïve, unexposed cells treated with toxic zinc levels i.e.
prior exposure to Zn did not increase tolerance in photosynthesis. In
contrast, C. reinhardtii previously acclimated to sub-toxic levels of Zn
displayed a higher oxygen evolution rate when exposed to toxic levels of
zinc than did naïve, unexposed cells under the same, toxic, treatment.
Further evidence that the photosynthetic apparatus in C. caldarium
was more affected by Zn toxicity (albeit at higher zinc levels) than in C.
reinhardtii comes from observations that increasing Zn levels decreased
the values of the photosynthetic parameters, Fv/Fm, rETR max, and α in
C. caldarium, but these remained unaffected in C. reinhardtii. Though
pigment content was decreased in both species under Zn treatment,
the ratio of pigments was altered in C. caldarium, which was not the
case in C. reinhardtii. Studies on reactive oxygen species (ROS) levels
and anti-oxidative mechanisms suggest the response of C. reinhardtii
to zinc appeared to be protecting the photosynthetic apparatus at toxic
levels, whilst the anti-oxidative response in C. caldarium was allowing
Cyanidium to grow at much higher levels of zinc than the neutrophile,
but was not protecting its photosynthetic apparatus at these high zinc
concentrations.
RP077 Oxidative stress and genotoxicity produced by mercury on gills
and liver of the common carp (Cyprinus carpio)
M. Galar-Martinez, Laboratory of Aquatic Toxicology Dept of Pharmacy;
L. Gómez-Oliván, Facultad de Química UAEMex; S. Garcia-Medina,
Facultad de Medicina UNAM
Mercury (Hg) is one of the most toxic elements due to its ability to
bioaccumulate, its presence in the environment is given by natural and
anthropogenic emissions as well as re-emission into the atmosphere
of Hg deposited on the surface. This metal has proven to be extremely
harmful, highlighting its neurotoxic effect. Also, several studies have
shown that causes a delay in the cell cycle and that this effect is related
to its affinity to sulfhydryl groups of proteins in the cytoskeleton. The
aim of this study was to evaluate oxidative stress and genotoxic damage by sublethal concentrations of Hg on liver and gills of the common
carp (Cyprinus carpio). To do the test, organisms (n = 6, 3 replicates)
were exposed to 0.005 mg / L (equivalent to maximum allowable limit
for protection of aquatic life, Mexico) for 0, 12, 24, 48, 72 and 96 h,
and subsequently the next biomarkers were evaluated in liver and gills.
In order to assess oxidative stress: degree of lipid peroxidation (LPX),
hydroperoxide (HX) and oxidized proteins (PX) content and activity of
the antioxidant enzymes superoxide dismutase, catalase and glutathion
peroxidase, and to evaluate the genotoxicity: percentage of micronuclei and cell electrophoresis. The obtained results showed that mercury
increases the values of damage biomarkers (LPX, HX and PX) and
modifies the antioxidant status (SOD, CAT and GPX activity) of the
organisms being oxidative stress dependent of time and organ assessed.
On the other hand, the genotoxicity tests demonstrated that mercury
produces damage to DNA only in liver but not in gills.
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RP078 Effects of mercury on the health of wild brown bullhead populations in Kejimkujik National Park, Nova Scotia, Canada
S. Graves; K.A. Kidd, Univ of New Brunswick; K.R. Munkittrick, COSIA
Mercury (Hg) is a global pollutant that is released into the atmosphere
from industrial sources, such as the burning of fossil fuels, and it can
be deposited into lakes far from its point source. In these lakes Hg is
transformed into the organic contaminant, methylHg (MeHg), which
is known to biomagnify through the food web and to negatively impact
the physiology, behaviour and endocrine and immune function of fish
and fish-eating wildlife. This study examined whether the overall health
of wild fish at Kejimkujik National Park (KNP), Nova Scotia, Canada,
known as a biological Hg “hotspot”, is being negatively affected by Hg
exposure. A previous study on yellow perch (Perca flavescens) from lakes
in KNP found that fish with higher total Hg (THg, representative of
MeHg) had greater tissue damage in the liver, spleen and kidney, as
evidenced by macrophage aggregates. Herein we examined whether
this trend was also found for other fishes in these lakes. Brown bullhead (Ameiurus nebulosus) were collected from six lakes (10 males and
10 females per lake) in KNP in September 2013 using fkye nets, were
weighed and measured, liver and spleen were removed for histological
analysis, and muscle was taken for total Hg analysis. Muscle THg of fish
ranged among lakes from (mean ± standard deviation) 0.20 ± 0.05 µg/g
to 0.50 ± 0.16 µg/g wet weight. Liversomatic index (LSI), an indication
of overall health, was significantly lower in males and females from the
higher Hg lakes, and males across all lakes had a significant negative
relationship between muscle THg and LSI. Males from the high Hg
lakes had higher percent cover of MAs in the spleen and liver, as well as
a positive relationship between MAs and individual muscle THg concentrations in both tissues. Similarly, females with higher THg in their
muscle had a higher percent cover of MAs in their liver across all lakes.
These findings suggest that the health of other wild fish species in these
lakes is also being affected by Hg, and that Hg concentrations similar to
or greater than those found in the fish from KNP are of concern for the
health of other populations of wild fishes.
RP079 Development of a laboratory model for examining dietary
selenium and mercury interactions in a simple aquatic food chain
R.R. Garner, Clemson Univ; K.N. Bridges, UNT / Dept of Biology Inst
of Applied Science; P.M. Mach, G.F. Verbeck, A.P. Roberts, Univ of North
Texas
Mercury is a ubiquitous environmental contaminant and occurs in even
remote ecosystems. Recent data has suggested that mercury, at environmentally relevant concentrations, may result in detrimental effects
in fish and wildlife. However, mercury has a high binding affinity for
selenium, and dietary selenium has been postulated to decrease an
organism’s susceptibility to mercury toxicity. Thus, understanding these
mercury/selenium interactions may have important consequences for risk
assessments of mercury toxicity in fish and wildlife. The purpose of this
study was to develop a laboratory model for examining dietary transfer
of selenium from algae to aquatic invertebrates to aquatic vertebrates;
specifically for examining Hg-Se interactions. Selenastrum capricornutum
were grown for 96h while exposed to 10mg/l sodium selenite. Algal cells
were rinsed to remove excess sodium selenite in the exposure medium,
counted, and diluted to a feeding concentration of 3.25x107 cell/ml
according to standard methods. Daphnia magna were fed seleniumexposed algae for a period of 2 weeks; after which adults were removed,
and nauplii were further developed under these same conditions for subsequent generations. Adult fathead minnows (Pimephales promelas) were
fed one of two diets for 14 days: daphnia reared on selenium exposed
algae or control algae. The dietary transfer of selenium was analyzed
at each trophic level through inductively coupled-mass spectroscopy
(ICP-MS). Results from this study will further enhance our understanding of the movement of selenium up the aquatic food chain and of the
antagonistic interactions between dietary selenium and mercury.
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RP080 Cellular biomarker responses in different life history stages of
jellyfish, Aurelia aurita , exposed to various copper concentrations
M. Lowder, B. Khan, Biology; W. Gray, Univ of North Carolina at
Charlotte; A.H. Ringwood, UNC Charlotte / Dept of Biology
Jellyfish are ubiquitous in marine systems, ranging from polar to tropical
oceans and from shallow bays and estuaries to great depths of pelagic
areas. Due in part to the complexity of scyphozoan life histories, even
slight changes in environmental factors can have an effect on fecundity,
growth and development and population fluctuations. Anthropogenic
activities have been suggested as a major cause of increases in gelatinous
communities. These include overfishing, eutrophication, climate change,
and habitat modification. In addition, jellyfish, like other aquatic organisms, are exposed to a host of chemical contaminants in the ambient
environment. Heavy metals, such as copper, are a major anthropogenic
pollutant found throughout aquatic ecosystems. However, there are
few accounts of copper contaminant effects on scyphozoans in terms
of biochemical markers, or reported differences of responses between
polyps, larvae, and adult medusa. We explored a variety of biochemical
markers to evaluate sub-lethal effects in Aurelia aurita when exposed to a
range of copper concentrations, 5ppb to 50ppb, for 72 hrs. Acute toxicity
(mortality) effects were observed at 50ppb in medusabut no significant mortalities were observed in polyps. We found that the lysosomal
destabilization assay was the most sensitive assay when compared to
glutathione and lipid peroxidation. No adverse effects were seen in either
medusae or polyps at 5ppb. Aurelia aurita medusae and polyps exhibited
sub-lethal effects at 25ppb, but the polyps were slightly less sensitive
than the medusae. This suggests that the polyps may be more tolerant
of copper exposures. Decreased sensitivity to copper at this stage of A.
aurita’s life history may contribute to increased jellyfish blooms in recent
decades, as more sensitive species are adversely affected. These results
were compared to other metal-exposed cnidarians to determine differences in metal sensitivity between species. Biochemical markers provide
useful tools in determining molecular responses to contaminants that
may have an affect on A. aurita populations and are valuable for identifying species-specific sensitivities. These tests can then further be used to
assess ecological implications at the community and population levels.
RP081 Effect of Body Length on Metal Concentrations in Tuna and
Mahi-Mahi
J. Dutton, V. Venuti, Adelphi Univ / Environmental Studies Program
Metal accumulation in fish is receiving increasing attention due to the
risk to human health from consuming contaminated seafood. Tuna and
mahi-mahi are pelagic predatory fish and are a popular food source for
humans. Prior studies have shown that fish predominantly accumulate
metals from their diet and can have an elevated body burden of metals
as a result, especially Hg. Metal concentration in fish muscle tissue can
increase over time, so longer, older fish have a higher tissue burden of
a particular metal compared to smaller, younger fish. The objective of
this study was to investigate the relationship between body length and
the concentration of two essential metals (Cu, Zn), three non-essential
metals (Cd, Hg, Pb), and one non-essential metalloid (As) in the muscle
tissue of four species of tuna (albacore, Thunnus alalunga; bigeye, Thunnus
obesus; bluefin, Thunnus thynnus; and yellowfin, Thunnus albacares) and
mahi-mahi (Coryphaena hippurus) using Inductively Coupled Plasma
Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS). Samples were collected from tuna fishing
competitions held on the south shore of Long Island, New York, USA
during August 2013 and the fish were caught 80 to 100 miles offshore.
Results show that there is interspecies variability in the concentration
of each investigated metal. For As, Cd, Cu, Pb, and Zn the relationship
between body length and metal concentration in the muscle tissue varies
among the species. Hg is the only metal to show a positive relationship
between body length and metal concentration in muscle tissue in all
investigated species. Bigeye tuna contain the highest concentration of
Hg and the larger bigeye tuna have an Hg concentration which exceeds
the Food and Drug Administration safety guideline of 1 ppm. All of the
investigated species have a moderate to high level of Hg and should not
be consumed on a regular basis.
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RP082 Use of the Eastern Mud Snail (Ilyanassa obsoleta) as a
Bioindicator of Localized Metal Contamination
J. Dutton, S. Cinquemani, Adelphi Univ / Environmental Studies Program
This study investigated the use of the eastern mud snail (Ilyanassa
obsoleta) as a bioindicator of localized metal contamination at several
locations within the Hempstead Bays and South Oyster Bay on the
south shore of Long Island, New York, USA. The eastern mud snail is a
residential omnivore and detritivore which has been shown to accumulate metals to high concentration. The bays on the south shore of Long
Island are contaminated with metals due to anthropogenic activities
including industrial practices, sewage treatment plants, urban runoff, and
boating practices. Furthermore, these bays have limited connectivity to
the Atlantic Ocean and are therefore poorly flushed, allowing metals to
accumulate in the water and sediment. Organisms living in the bays can
accumulate metals through their diet and from direct contact with the
water, and these metals can be passed up the food web through trophic
transfer. The objective of this study was to investigate the concentration of two essential metals (Cu, Zn), three non-essential metals (Cd,
Hg, and Pb), and one non-essential metalloid (As) in the soft tissue of
eastern mud snails collected from eight locations within the bays using
Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS). The concentration of each metal in the soft tissue was compared between field
sites and concentration factors were calculated on a site-specific basis to
investigate how much more enriched the mud snails were in each metal
compared to the sediment. There is variability in the concentration of
metals in mud snails between the eight sites. Cu and Zn were found at
the highest concentration at all of the investigated sites, whereas Hg was
found at lowest concentration at all sites. Sites with the highest concentration of Cu and Zn in mud snail tissue were located close to marinas.
This study demonstrates that the eastern mud snail can be used as a
bioindicator of localized metal contamination.
RP083 Exposure-dose-response framework for the assessment of
health status of the mine polluted Molonglo River, NSW, Australia
C.P. Marasinghe Wadige, A.M. Taylor, W.A. Maher, Univ of Canberra /
Inst of Applied Ecology
The Molonglo River, downstream of the Captains Flat mining operation formerly supported good habitat for river fauna, but as a result of
mining activities at Captains Flat, the river and surrounding floodplains
were contaminated by metals which reduced the macro-invertebrates
and native fish species in the river. The inputs of metals to the river and
metal contamination in river biota have been studied on several occasions
since remedial works were completed in 1976. Some of these studies
have identified the remobilization of metals from the river sediments as
a major continuing source of metals within the river system. No studies
have integrated the concentrations of metals in sediments (exposure) with
uptake of metals (dose) and toxic effects at biochemical and cellular levels
(response) in benthic biota. In this context, the present study investigated
the bioavailability and toxicity of metals in river sediments to the freshwater bivalve Hyridella australis using exposure-dose-response relationships.
H. australis was chosen as a sentinel organism as they possess many of
the characteristics needed for a good biomonitor, they are sessile, hardy,
tolerant to contaminants and provide sufficient tissues for analyses.
Moreover, laboratory single metal spiked sediment (lead, cadmium and
zinc) toxicity tests conducted with H. australis showed clear exposuredose-response relationships. The river sediments, however, consist of
mixtures of metals; therefore, the effects of exposure to these mixtures
can be additive or antagonistic. In this presentation the exposure-doseresponse relationships of H. australis that were caged at four sites along
a metal contamination gradient in the river will be presented. After 28
days, metal dose was measured in whole soft body and individual tissues.
Sub-cellular localisation of metals in hepatopancreas tissues was examined to identify the biologically available and detoxified metal contents.
The biological responses in terms of enzymatic and cellular biomarkers
were also measured in hepatopancreas tissues.

RP084 Physiological impacts and bioaccumulation of dietary
Cu and Cd in a model tropical teleost, the Tambaqui (Colossoma
macropomum)
G. Cortez Vilarinho, National Inst for Amazonian Research; M. Mussoi
Giacomin, Zoology; K. Castro, R. Duarte, M. Ferreira, V. Almeida-Val,
National Inst for Amazonian Research; C. Wood, McMaster Univ; A. Val,
National Inst for Amazonian Research
The increasing industrial and mining activities in the Amazon basin have
consequently led to elevated metal contamination in the aquatic environment. Given that fish are the main source of animal protein for the local
population, and fish farming activities have exponentially increased, the
understanding of metal bioaccumulation patterns as well as physiological effects of metal contamination in a local model species are of critical
importance. The present study investigated the physiological effects of
chronic dietary Cu and Cd exposures in tambaqui (Colossoma macropomum). Juvenile tambaqui (100 – 150 g) were fed daily to satiation with
pellets containing 500 µg Cu/g food or 500 µg Cd/g food. Fish were
sampled at 10 to 14 and 33 to 36 days of exposure to contaminated diet.
In order to evaluate the physiological effects of dietary Cu and Cd, the
following parameters were analyzed at the 2 different sampling times:
hypoxia tolerance (through loss of equilibrium (LOE) test), metabolic
rate and N-waste (ammonia and urea) excretion at different oxygen
tensions, specific growth rates, hematocrit and hemoglobin concentration in the whole blood, as well as lactate, ions, ammonia, glucose and
cortisol in the plasma. Na+, Cl-, glucose, ammonia and water transport
in 4 different sections (stomach, anterior, mid, and posterior) of the
gut were also assessed, in addition to tissue-specific Cu and Cd bioaccumulation. When compared to fish fed a control diet, fish that were
fed a Cd-contaminated diet showed an increase in hypoxia tolerance
by approximately 2-fold (Ciência sem Fronteiras, INCT-ADAPTA,
FAPEAM, CNPq, NSERC).

Refining Methods for Conducting Laboratory
Whole-Sediment Toxicity Tests
RP085 Inter-lab Testing of Hyalella azteca Water and Sediment
Methods: 3 Results from 10- to 42-d tests Conducted with the New
Water-Only Method
T.J. Norberg-King, USEPA / NHEERL Mid Continent Ecology Division;
J.R. Hockett, USEPA / ORD NHEERL Mid Continent Ecology Division
Duluth; D.R. Mount, USEPA / ORD NHEERL Mid Continent Ecology
Division; C.G. Ingersoll, C.D. Ivey, B.G. Brumbaugh, USGS / Columbia
Environmental Research Center; E. Hammer, USEPA / Region V; D.J.
Soucek, Illinois Natural History Survey; L.N. Taylor, Environment Canada
/ Ecotoxicology and Wildlife Health Division
Over the past four years, USEPA-Duluth, USGS-Columbia, the Illinois
Natural History Survey, and Environment Canada have been conducting studies to refine the USEPA and ASTM International methods for
conducting 10- to 42-d water or sediment toxicity exposures with the
amphipod Hyalella azteca. Notable among these changes is the development of alternate feeding regimes to provide more robust growth and
reproduction, as well as specifications on the composition of overlying
water. To evaluate the effectiveness of these methods across laboratories,
an inter-laboratory study with 25 laboratories was organized with goals
to: 1) Determine whether the proposed new diets and water requirements
will result in strong growth/reproduction of H. azteca in exposures across
a range of laboratories; 2) Determine whether use of the new diets/water
will support increases in minimum control performance criteria in water
or sediment exposures for weight and reproduction; and 3) Determine if
there are other diets or waters that are better than those being proposed.
To accomplish this, a multi-laboratory study with 25 volunteer laboratories tested two recommended diets over quartz sand using an overlying
water containing ≥15 mg Cl/L and ≥0.02 mg Br/L. All labs were asked
to prioritize testing two treatments using the water-only method with
two feeding regimes: 1) a diet of diatoms (Thalassiosira weissflogii) and
and flaked fish food (Tetramin®) with rations of both increased weekly;
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and 2) a diet of the same rations of Tetramin® combined with a fixed
ration of yeast/cereal grass leaves/trout chow (YCT). Participants chose
whether to renew the overlying water daily or use a 3X week water
replacement. Beyond these two basic treatments, participating labs were
also encouraged to test alternate substrates, diets, or waters of interest to
the participating laboratory. Data on survival and growth were collected
at a minimum on days 10, 28 and 42 and reproduction was monitored
through day 42. This presentation will summarize performance of H.
azteca in water-only studies conducted by 25 laboratories. In turn, these
results will be included in the update to the USEPA/ASTM sediment
toxicity test method guidance and to develop new guidance in USEPA/
ASTM for water testing. This abstract does not necessarily reflect
USEPA policy.
RP086 Inter-lab testing of Hyalella azteca water and sediment
methods. 4: Results from 10- to 42-d tests conducted with sediment
substrates
C.D. Ivey, B.G. Brumbaugh, C.G. Ingersoll, USGS / Columbia
Environmental Research Center; E. Hammer, USEPA; D.R. Mount, T.J.
Norberg-King, USEPA / NHEERL Mid Continent Ecology Division;
J.R. Hockett, USEPA / ORD NHEERL Mid Continent Ecology Division
Duluth; D.J. Soucek, Illinois Natural History Survey; L.N. Taylor,
Environment Canada / Ecotoxicology and Wildlife Health Division
Over the past four years, USEPA Duluth, USGS Columbia, the Illinois
Natural History Survey, and Environment Canada have been conducting studies to refine the USEPA and ASTM International methods
for conducting 10- to 42-d water-only or sediment toxicity exposures
with the amphipod Hyalella azteca. Notable among these changes are
the development of alternate feeding regimes to provide more robust
growth and reproduction, as well as specifications on the composition
of overlying water. To evaluate the effectiveness of these methods across
laboratories, an inter-laboratory study involving 25 laboratories was
organized with goals to: (1) determine whether the proposed new diets
and water requirements will result in strong growth/reproduction of H.
azteca in exposures across a range of laboratories, (2) determine whether
use of the new diets/water will support increases in minimum control
performance criteria for weight and reproduction, (3) determine if there
are other diets or waters that are better than those being proposed. The
number of treatments tested in each lab was variable, but all labs were
asked to prioritize two treatments: (1) a diet of diatoms (Thalassiosira)
and flaked fish food (Tetramin™) with rations of both increased weekly;
and (2) a diet of the same rations of Tetramin™ combined with a fixed
ration of yeast/cereal grass leaves/trout chow (YCT). Both diets were to
be tested over a sand substrate and using a water containing ≥15 mg Cl/L
and ≥0.02 mg Br/L. Beyond these two basic treatments, participating
labs were also encouraged to test alternate substrates, diets, or waters of
interest to the participating laboratory. All treatments involved testing
16 replicates beakers, with 4 replicates dedicated to survival and growth
measurement at Day 10, 4 replicates dedicated to survival and growth
measurement at Day 28, and the remaining 8 replicates for measurement
of survival, growth, and reproduction through Day 42. This presentation
will summarize performance of H. azteca in sediment studies conducted
by up to about 8 of the participating laboratories that tested either West
Bearskin control sediment or tested other in-house control sediments.
RP087 You Are What You Eat: The Effectiveness of Three Diets for
Rearing Hyalella azteca, and the Influence of Diet on Organism
Sensitivity
L. Kennedy, Ontario Ministry of the Environment; T. Watson-Leung,
Ontario Ministry of the Environment / Aquatic Toxicology Unit
Diets play an important role in determining the overall health of an
organism, as this may influence the ability to obtain enough healthy
organisms to complete toxicity testing, and possibly alter the organism
response to toxicants. It is crucial to have confidence in the health of
organisms used, in order to be certain that poor health isn’t potentially
biasing any results which are achieved. Three Hyalella azteca cultures
have been reared on three different diets since birth, reflecting the
recommended diets of various investigators. The three diets consisted
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of: fish flake food (Nutrafin®), a mixture of fish flakes supplemented
with the salt water diatom Thalassisira weissflogii , and a mixture of fish
flakes and yeast, trout chow and cerophyl (YCT) . To standardize the
amount of food provided to each culture, an equal caloric content of each
diet was used. Performance of each diet was evaluated through a 42 day,
water only reproduction, growth and survival test. The three diets were
also evaluated through the organism’s response to standard 96 hour toxicity testing with ammonium chloride at three different pH values (8.5,
7.5 and 6.5) as well as at three different temperatures. Toxicity testing
was also conducted with a range of salts and metals to provide further
guidance when deciding upon a standardized Hyalella diet.
RP088 Chronic Sediment Toxicity Testing with the Estuarine
Amphipod Leptocheirus plumulosus; Trials and Tribulations
M.J. Bradley, Smithers Viscient / Sediment Toxicology; C.R. Picard,
Smithers Viscient / Sediment Ecotoxicology; J.D. Farrar, US Army Corps of
Engineers Engineer Research Development Center
For over twenty years, 10-day acute and 28-day chronic test methods
have existed for whole-sediment toxicity testing with the estuarine
amphipod, Leptocheirus plumulosus. These methods have historically been
used as a tool to assess contamination in field collected sediments, but
have also more recently been used for the registration of pesticides under
the US Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA),
in the form of spiked whole-sediment tests. While the 10-day toxicity test has been widely used with consistent success, the 28-day test
method has become the predominant requisite for risk assessments due
to its inherent chronic sub-lethal endpoints. Under the guidance of the
available published test methods ( USEPA 600/R-01/020 and ASTM
E 1367–03 A2), however, persistent difficulties have been experienced
by many contract research organizations (CRO) in achieving acceptable control adult survival following 28 days of exposure. While the
published methods acknowledge that the test is subject to occasional
failures for a variety of specific reasons, it is also stated that the test can
be subject to “inexplicable” failures. Through a series of pilot studies and
a collaborative effort with the US Army Corps of Engineers - Engineer
Research & Development Center, a number of conditions related to
feeding, sediment, water, and organism source were explored to identify
critical variables. Initial findings suggested that the quality of food and
sediment being used were significant factors in successful completion of
the exposure, however, further testing indicated that, within this series
of studies, these variables were not the sole cause of unacceptable test
results. Continued testing has suggested that while an exposure might
be conducted within the range of physical conditions outlined in the test
methods, other ambient physical factors within the laboratory have the
potential to influence organism behavior and can ultimately affect 28-day
survival, as well as growth and reproductive performance. The potential
for exposure endpoints to be influenced by subtle physical factors that are
not described in sufficient detail in the referenced publications illustrates
the need for additional method refinement and validation, particularly if
the chronic test is continued to be required as a regulatory tool.
RP090 Effect of Mixtures on the Acute Toxicity of Metals in
Sediments
E. Park, Harvard Univ / Environmental Health
Many studies using sediments from freshwater and seawater have shown
that sediment characteristics such as the presence of sulfides, organic
carbon, and/or solid particles can modify the bioavailability and thus the
toxicity of metals in sediments. The acid volatile sulfide (AVS)/simultaneously extracted metals (SEM) approach for predicting the toxicity of
metal mixtures in sediments arises from this concept. Metals in sediments do often occur as mixtures, and each metal will have a different
thermodynamic affinity for those different binding phases. The exact
nature of the nominal ‘excess SEM’ in sediments is therefore a function
of the specific mixture of metals and sorbing phases that are present.
To test the impact of metal mixtures in sediments on toxicity, bioavailability and acute toxicity were done on 10-day tests using the estuarine
amphipod Leptocheirus plumulosus. Single metal toxicity tests were conducted with the metals Cd, Cu, and Zn. Cd, Cu, and Zn single toxicities
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to L. plumulosus were consistent with previous studies. However, with
certain metal mixtures, metal bioavailability and toxicity differed from
what would be expected from the summed toxicity of the single metals.
Speciation modeling with the computer software Phreeqc indicated that
certain metal mixtures can either reduce or enhance the overall toxicity
of a metal mixture. The results suggest that competition amongst spiked
metals for binding to sediment phases can protect or enhance toxicity to
benthic organisms. This demonstrates that an understanding of the fundamental chemical reactions that govern the speciation, bioavailability
and subsequent toxicity in sediments may require a refined geochemical
understanding of the underlying mixture.
RP091 Improving metal sediment toxicity testing: Methods for more
environmentally relevant exposures
A. Harrison, Univ of Michigan / School of Natural Resources Environment;
D. Costello, Kent State Univ / Biological Sciences; G.A. Burton,
Univ of Michigan / School of Natural Resources Environment; C.R.
Hammerschmidt, Wright State Univ / Dept of Earth Environmental Sciences
Current metal risk assessment predictions are often based on data from
laboratory experiments that employ artificially amended sediments to
determine metal bioavailability and exposure risk to organisms in contaminated ecosystems. Contaminated sediments in field environments,
however, have demonstrated to be less toxic than their laboratoryamended counterparts at similar metal concentrations. Natural
sediments were homogenized and amended with five concentrations
each of two metals (copper or nickel) and were aged under flow-through
conditions. The aged sediments were then compared to freshly-amended
sediments and field-contaminated sediments in 28-day toxicity bioassays. Results showed metal release to pore and overlying water was lower
from flume-aged and field-contaminated sediments than from freshlyamended sediments. Additionally, growth rates of Hyalella azteca were
higher in the flume-aged and field-contaminated treatments, compared
to the freshly-amended sediments, particularly in the copper amended
sediments. Nickel amended sediments produced lower metal flux and
higher H. azteca growth rates when compared to copper amended sediments. Relatively lower growth rates and higher metal release rates in the
freshly-amended sediments indicate results from standard bioassays may
be conservative with respect to field conditions. Furthermore, sediments
aged under flow-through conditions may be a more ecologically relevant
method of metal toxicity prediction for field-contaminated ecosystems.
RP092 Towards a more rigorous paradigm for conducting sediment
toxicity identification evaluations
H.C. Bailey, Nautilus Environmental; C.A. Curran, Nautilus
Environmental / Research Unit; P. Arth, Nautilus Environmental;
R.W. Gossett, Physis Environmental Laboratories; R.W. Gensemer, GEI
Consultants / Ecological Division
Sediment TIEs are typically conducted to determine specific causes of
toxicity in order to separate naturally occurring toxicants (e.g., ammonia,
hydrogen sulfide) from anthropogenic contaminants, characterize appropriate remediation targets and strategies for specific contaminants, and
identify toxicant sources and responsible parties. However, the level of
rigor applied often varies between studies and, in multiple contaminant
scenarios, it is often problematic to partition contributions of individual
contaminants to overall toxicity. This presentation describes an approach
for working through the TIE process and keeping track of toxic units
(TUs) as the process unfolds; properly conducted, all TUs should be
accounted for. Briefly, the process involves determining the level of
toxicity associated with the whole sediment, conducting a general characterization of cause(s) of toxicity in whole sediment, partitioning the
sources into aqueous and particulate matrices, extracting the sediments,
and adding the extracts back into dilution water. These extracts are then
tested for recovery of toxicity, and subsequent manipulations performed
to isolate toxic fractions that are analyzed using GC/MS to identify
specific constituents potentially associated with toxicity. TUs associated
with these constituents can then be used to determine the likelihood of
actual cause, and whether all toxicity has been accounted for.

RP093 Tiered Testing Approach for Whole-Sediment Toxicity Tests
J. Collins, M.A. Cafarella, Waterborne Environmental Inc / Ecotoxicology
A large majority of recent data call-ins (DCIs) issued by the USEPA for
pesticide registrants have included requirements for chronic sediment
toxicity testing with midge as well as freshwater and marine amphipod
species. Sediment toxicity testing triggers for either acute or chronic studies are currently based predominately on environmental fate data focused
on compound-specific metabolism and partitioning behavior. Biological
data is only used to evaluate risk while determining if chronic sediment
data are needed; however, acute sediment toxicity data are seldom available for such comparisons. While ecotoxicity data from water-only studies
may be leveraged to estimate thresholds for benthic organisms based on
sediment equilibrium partitioning theory; this approach may introduce
substantial uncertainty into ecological risk assessment and is likely most
effectively used as a lower level screening tool. Considering the regulatory
need trending toward increased chronic data requirements for registration,
combined with the technical challenges and resulting resource demand
on laboratory capacity, a pragmatic examination of the testing strategy
appears to be needed. Based on an evaluation of theoretical case studies,
a tiered testing approach is proposed for satisfying sediment toxicity data
requirements mandated by the DCIs. This proposed testing strategy is
intended to let the biology data, as well as environmental fate parameters,
guide testing strategies for specific compounds through targeted ecotoxicity testing and is in ways more representative of the current water-only
testing framework. Applying a tiered testing approach to whole sediment
toxicity testing could allow for exclusion of some chronic studies if they
may not be deemed necessary for a robust ecological risk assessment.
RP094 A Synopsis of Chronic Sediment Toxicity Data for Benthic
Organisms and Agrochemical Products
C.R. Picard, Smithers Viscient / Sediment Ecotoxicology; M.J. Bradley,
Smithers Viscient / Sediment Toxicology
While a large amount of information exists in the scientific literature and
regulatory reports for chemical specific USEPA acute sediment toxicity testing, the database for analogous chronic testing remains relatively
sparse. Smithers Viscient has begun to compile data for chronic sediment testing as a result of the recent influx of data-call-ins issued by the
USEPA for pesticide registration that require these chronic exposures.
The data compilation includes chronic dosed sediment testing with
Chironomus dilutus, Hyalella azteca and Leptocheirus plumulosus following
existing test methods originally adopted to assess the toxicity of field
collected sediment samples. This presentation will summarize the data
generated from at least 47 chronic sediment exposures with agrochemical products assigned to five general chemical classes. Trends in toxicity
across these chemical classes will be examined as well as comparisons of
species and endpoint sensitivity where applicable. As these test methods
were not initially designed to assess chemical specific toxicity, this growing database and experience with chronic sediment tests may be utilized
to improve on the efficacy of the methods and highlight areas where
further method development is needed.

The Fukushima Legacy
RP095 How Radioactive is Our Ocean?
K. Buesseler, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
The triple disaster of the March 11, 2011 earthquake, tsunami, and subsequent radiation releases at Fukushima Dai-ichi were unprecedented events
for the ocean and society. The radioactive releases from Fukushima will
be compared to natural and prior human sources. The fate and transport
of cesium and its uptake by fish and impacts on Japanese fisheries will be
discussed. Although levels of cesium in the ocean and being released from
Fukushima nuclear power plants three years later are a thousand times
lower than in 2011, other isotopes such as strontium-90 are becoming of
greater concern as they are elevated relative to cesium in the groundwater
and storage tanks at the reactor site. Across the Pacific, ocean currents
carrying Fukushima cesium will likely be detectable along the west coast
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of North America at some point in 2014, and though models predict
levels below those considered of human health concern, measurements are
needed. A report will be given on Our Radioactive Ocean (http://ourradioactiveocean.org ), a citizen scientist launched to monitor the arrival of
Fukushima cesium along the west coast over the coming 2-3 years.
RP096 A Marine Food Web Bioaccumulation model for Cesium 137
in the Pacific Northwest
J. Alava, F.A. Gobas, Simon Fraser Univ / School of Resource and
Environmental Management
The Fukushima nuclear accident on 11 March 2011 emerged as a global
threat to the conservation of the Pacific Ocean, human health, and
marine biodiversity. On April 11 (2011), the Fukushima nuclear plant
reached the severity level 7, equivalent to that of the 1986-Chernobyl
nuclear disaster. This accident was defined by the International Atomic
Energy Agency as “a major release of radioactive material with widespread health and environmental effects requiring implementation of
planned and extended countermeasures”. Despite the looming threat of
radiation, there has been scant attention and inadequate radiation monitoring. This is unfortunate, as the potential radioactive contamination of
seafoods through bioaccumulation of radioisotopes (i.e. 137Cs) in marine
and coastal food webs are issues of major concern for the public health
of coastal communities. While releases of 137Cs into the Pacific after the
Fukushima nuclear accident are subject to high degree of dilution in the
ocean, 137Cs activities are also prone to concentrate in marine food-webs.
With the aim to track the long term fate and bioaccumulation of 137Cs in
marine organisms of the Northwest Pacific, we assessed the bioaccumulation potential of 137Cs in a North West Pacific food-web by developing,
applying and testing a simulation time dependent bioaccumulation model
in a marine mammalian food web that includes fish-eating resident killer
whales (Orcinus orca) as the apex predator. The model outcomes showed
that 137Cs can be expected to bioaccumulate gradually over time in the
food web as demonstrated through the use of the slope of the trophic
magnification factor (TMF) for 137Cs, which was significantly higher
than one (TMF > 1.0; p < 0.0001), ranging from 5.0 at 365 days of
simulation to 30 at 10,950 days. From 1 year to 30 years of simulation,
the 137Cs activities predicted in the male killer whale were 6.0 to 182
times 137Cs activities in its major prey (Chinook salmon, Oncorhynchus
tshawytscha). Bioaccumulation of 137Cs was characterized by slow uptake
and elimination rates in upper trophic level organisms and dominance of
dietary consumption in the uptake of 137CS. This modeling work showed
that in addition to the ocean dilution of 137Cs, a magnification of this
radionuclide takes place in the marine food web over time.
RP097 Fukushima fish: An ongoing case study in poor government
risk communication
E. Frank, Univ of British Columbia / School of Population and Public Health
On March 11th 2011, the fifth most powerful earthquake ever recorded
(9.0 magnitude) shook the Tohuko region of Japan, causing tsunami
waves and over 15,500 acute deaths and 6,000 acute injuries. It also
caused severe damage to the structure of the Fukushima Daiichi
Nuclear Power Plant, leading to nuclear leakage and ongoing radioactive
contamination of coastal waters, and eventually the Pacific Ocean. This
has spurred worldwide concern around conservation of marine plants
and animals, human health, and the international production of nuclear
energy. Of particular concern for marine organisms, and subsequently
humans, is radioactive Cesium 134 and 137 contamination, with halflives of 2 and 30 years, respectively. In August 2013, the Tokyo Electric
Power Company reported that of 100 fish samples collected, 64% had
134C concentrations from 3.5-130 Bq·kg-1 wet weight (ww), and 79%
had 137C concentrations ranging from 3.6 to 260 Bq·kg-1 ww. As of
September 30th 2013, the Japanese Fisheries Agency (JFA) reported that
15.5% of the 14,773 samples tested had a radioactive cesium concentration above the Japanese ceiling level of 100 Bq Kg-[EF1] . Although
recent reports suggest a declining trend, coastal and trawl fishing in
Fukushima have been suspended. The Fukushima nuclear accident has
important implications for public and environmental health policy in
North America. The International Pacific Research Center’s models of
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Pacific Ocean currents have suggested that tsunami-debris will reach
North American coastal waters this year. Fukushima-linked radionuclides were already detected already in 2012 in bluefin tuna caught
off the coast of California, and were found in albacore tuna caught off
Oregon in 2011-2012. Though all the concentrations were well below
all national food safety limits, there is the lingering question of the
effects of long-term exposure, bioaccumulation of 137Cs in marine food
webs, and potential health effects on human populations. Despite all of
these concerns, there is currently a paucity of monitoring and publishing
happening by the Canadian and U.S. governments, and a coalition of
concerned public health organizations that has formed to address this.
The aim of this preesntation is to help close the reporting and knowledge
gap that has been identified.
RP098 Assessing environmental risk at a Canadian nuclear research
establishment
A.L. Ethier, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited / Environmental Protection
The Chalk River Laboratories site (the birthplace of nuclear research in
Canada) was established in the mid 1940s and has a history of various
nuclear operations and facilities, primarily related to research. Various
waste management areas for radioactive and non-radioactive wastes are
located within this site, with different construction and operational histories. A number of the older waste management practices have resulted
in sources of environmental contamination, such as ongoing emission to
surface streams and lakes from contaminated groundwater. This presentation will briefly discuss the extensive and well established monitoring
program, but will focus on the Environmental Risk Assessment that was
recently completed for over 50 areas of potential concern at this nuclear
research establishment.
RP099 Naturally-Occurring Radionuclides in Drinking Water are an
Underestimated Public Health Risk
J.A. Jacobus, Minnesota Dept of Health / Environmental Health Division
Health Risk Assessment Unit
The disaster at Fukushima focused a continuing and intense scrutiny
onto anthropogenic radionuclides, their infiltration into far-reaching
ecosystems, and the resulting low-dose radiation exposures and health
concerns on a population-wide level. In many regions of the world,
naturally-occurring radionuclides are an important public health concern.
In Minnesota, many communities rely on deep aquifers that contain
naturally-occurring radioactive daughters of the uranium-238 decay
series. When ingested, these radionuclides deposit ionizing radiation
inside the body. Alpha-emitting radionuclides, such as polonium-210
and radium-226, are especially concerning for drinking water, as alpha
particle radiation is much more potent than gamma/x-ray radiation.
Ingestion of alpha-emitting radionuclides is currently regulated by two
federal drinking water standards- a 15 picocurie per liter (pCi/L) gross
alpha Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL) and a combined 5 pCi/L
radium-226/228 MCL. Both MCLs use the upper end of the acceptable
risk range: a 1:10,000 cancer risk. Critically, the gross alpha MCL is a
crude assessment that only quantifies alpha particle radiation, and not the
specific source radionuclides from which these alpha particles originate.
Specific alpha-emitting radionuclides need to be identified to understand
health risks, as residence time in the body, dose, and tissue-specific radiation effects vary greatly between different radioactive elements. To ensure
adequate protection of public health, specific occurrence information
must be gathered on highly toxic radionuclides that could be producing
alpha particles in drinking water. Polonium-210 is the highest priority, as this radionuclide has the greatest potency and its occurrence in
Minnesota’s drinking water is unknown despite the confirmed presence
of other uranium daughters. A pilot study to determine Polonium-210
levels in groundwater will occur in the summer of 2014. In addition to
occurrence, refined risk assessment guidance is being examined by MDH
for quantifiable alpha emitters in drinking water. Incorporating early life
sensitivity and age-specific water intake rates into radionuclide risk assessment is also needed. While radionuclide risk assessment could be seen as
lagging behind chemical risk assessment, it is the goal of this project to
apply modern techniques to this primeval problem.
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RP100 Thyroid function of British Columbia newborns after the
Fukushima reactor incident in Japan
L. Dix-Cooper, S. Henderson, BC Centre for Disease Control /
Environmental Health Services; G. Sinclair, BC Newborn Screening
Program; T. Kosatsky, BC Centre for Disease Control / Environmental Health
Services
Following the March 2011 meltdown of nuclear materials at the
Fukushima Daiichi reactor in Japan, low levels of radioactive iodine
(131I) were detected around the world, including in British Columbia
(BC). In exploratory analyses, retrospective observational studies found
that in the 3.5 months following Fukushima, incidence of congenital
hypothyroidism (CH) which is plausibly linked to high but not necessarily low levels of 131I, may have risen in West Coast US states (Mangano
& Sherman, 2013) but not in BC (in prep., Dix-Cooper et al, 2014).
However, both of these studies had certain methodological limitations.
Their definition of thyroid function included confirmed CH cases which
are rare and may be due to multiple causes. Baseline time periods to compare thyroid function before and after Fukushima were only 3.5 months,
which is short and unlikely to represent the norm. Grouping births by
every 3.5 month time periods after Fukushima was also insufficient given
131I’s 8-day half-life. Taken together, these limitations may lend results
toward the null. The current study aims to address these methodological challenges as well as consider data quality issues that may influence
results such as laboratory assay changes and the clinical importance of
using of newborn first screen tests only if they occurred between 24 and
72 hours after birth (the majority of babies results were in this timeframe). We examined trends in BC newborn thyroid function bimonthly
and monthly in the one-year time period following Fukushima using
all thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) screen results on a population
bimonthly and monthly basis. Results will be presented for bimonthly
mean TSH concentrations among newborn screens of babies who were
in utero (by first, second and third trimester) before, during, or after the
detection of low levels of 131I in BC air and rainwater.

From Data to Information: Interpretation and
Decision-Making in Life Cycle Assessment
RP101 Life cycle assessment: Brazilian programs
W.H. Motta, IBICT / Information Science PostGraduation Program
In recent years, the debate considering the ecological crisis issues has
gained an indisputable globally centrality. The planet’s ability to meet
this exorbitant amount of raw materials is running out, as well as its
ability to absorb products and waste generated by human activity. The
responsibility for solving these problems is collective, among these
actions has been the adoption of green practices in production and
consumption.This paper aims to present, through a brief descriptive
study the ecological crisis historical and the definitions of green growth
and green production. With the aim of presenting the importance of the
methodology life cycle assessment (LCA) considering the proposal of
green production and mainly describe and point out two proposals ongoing in Brazil, which are designed to allow a broader use of LCA, which
is the Life Cycle Inventory Project for Environmental Competitiveness
of Brazilian Industry (SICV-Brazil) and the Brazilian Program of Life
Cycle Assessment (PBACV).
RP102 Life cycle management: How the brazilian construction
industry can use it
W.H. Motta, IBICT / Information Science PostGraduation Program
This study sought to use the principles and practices proposed by
LCM in the management of solid waste generated by the Brazilian
Construction Industry. The construction industry significantly impacts
the environment due to the amount of inputs used and waste generated
in the construction process. Considering this fact we must think how
to control and manage environmental and social impacts that permeate
their life cycle. The relevance in this sector, lies within a discussion where

one seeks a balance between these parameters in the search for sustainable management. The impact that has the greatest relevance is solid
waste, due to the large amount produced and the environmental impacts
caused by incorrect disposal. This article aims to present a proposal
based on the life cycle management methodology, in order to support
and guide the builder in the management of the waste generated, aiming
to minimize the environmental and social risks related to this phase of
disposal, in this way the life cycle assessment can be applied to construction waste management systems to assess their overall environmental
burdens. In Brazil there is a new law, that will come into effect in August
2014, the national solid waste policy, that will guide the waste management of this sector. The waste generated by the construction industry
vary widely depending on the practices adopted by the segment in
diferent countries and regions, considering Brazil, most of the materials
can be reused in the construction sector itself. The preliminary results
of the research found that using LCM, it is possible to promote a lower
energy consumption and reduced use of material resources. The analysis proposes new ideas for solid waste management in construction by
reinserting the waste as secondary raw materials in production processes.
Due to the large consumption of material resources utilized by the construction industry worldwide, and considering that in Brazil this industry
generates as much as 70% of the total waste in large urban centers, the
proposed LCM will lower the consumption of raw materials and increase
reuse of the waste generated, thus contributing to the implementation of
the National Solid Waste Policy.
RP103 Life cycle assessment of the production of xanthate salts and
their application in ARD mitigation
M. Kunene, Chemical Engineering
Xanthate salts are commonly used as collectors in the mineral processing
of sulphide ores. In more recent studies, xanthate has been used in the
desulphurization flotation of copper sulphide tailings to mitigate acid
rock drainage (ARD) risks, which is a phenomenon that occurs when
reactive sulphurous mineral waste are exposed to water and oxygen.
These salts are produced by Senmin® International (Pty, Ltd) through
the conversion of carbon disulphide at their facility in Sasolburg, South
Africa. In 2010, Senmin® commissioned a new state-of-the-art plant
for the production of carbon disulphide, which has many advantages
over the previous process.This study uses life cycle assessment (LCA)
to identify and compare the “cradle to gate” impacts of the current and
previous carbon disulphide production process, as well as the subsequent
effects of such on xanthate production. The down-stream application of
these salts, insofar as it pertains to the desulphurisation flotation of base
metal sulphide tailings is evaluated using a “gate to grave” approach.
The impacts of the production of xanthate are evaluated using ReCiPe
method. Results have shown that the new carbon disulphide production,
has a significantly lower environmental footprint than the old process,
particularly in terms of climate change, human and ecotoxicity impacts.
This improvement reflects positively on the environmental performance
of the xanthate production. Environmental impacts of xanthate use
for ARD mitigation are assessed using ReCiPe and USEtox methods.
Results indicate that the desulphurisation flotation process results in a
significant decrease in human and eco-toxicity impacts in comparison to
conventional tailings disposal. However, this process has a higher carbon
footprint than conventional tailings treatment, as a result of additional
energy required. Despite the benefits of LCA to evaluating the life cycle
impacts of a process or product, the study has indicated that current
LCA tools are still deficient in terms of their ability to adequately assess
the environmental impacts associated with solid mineral wastes and
ARD generation in particular. Information derived from this study has
been used to identify opportunities for improving environmental performance across the carbon disulphide-xanthate-desulphurisation flotation
process system, and thus playing a key role in guiding further developmental studies in these areas.
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Ecological Risk Assessment of Pyrethroid
Insecticides in Urban and Agricultural Environments
RP104 Evaluation of an Approach for Modeling Transport of
Residential Pyrethroid Applications
S.H. Jackson, BASF Corporation / Stewardship; M.F. Winchell, Stone
Environmental Inc / Environmental Systems Modeling; L. Padilla, Stone
Environmental Inc; G. Mitchell, FMC Agricultural Products
Pyrethroid insecticides have significant residential uses and have been
detected in urban waterways. The sources of unintentional exposures can
often be difficult to determine, hampering stewardship efforts. We calibrated and then used the Storm Water Management Model (SWMM)
in an effort to investigate which factors are most likely to contribute most
to pyrethroid micro-constituents being found in storm drain samples
following residential use and evaluate potential best management practices. Modeling results agreed with PWG and University of California
Extension studies and indicated that historical broadcast applications
to impervious surfaces led to the majority of pyrethroid transport. This
work confirms the value of SWMM as a diagnostic tool for understanding and managing pesticide loss from residential areas. A key part of this
research has resulted in the development of a new residential pesticide
aquatic exposure scenario which improves on currently available regulatory tools and offers promise for use nationwide.
RP105 Development and Testing of an Updated AGRO Model
(AGRO-2014) for Use in Predicting Aquatic and Benthic Pesticide
Concentrations in Ponds
M.F. Winchell, Stone Environmental Inc / Environmental Systems
Modeling; L. Padilla, Stone Environmental Inc; S.H. Jackson, BASF
Corporation / Stewardship; P. Hendley, Phasera Ltd
Highly hydrophobic organic chemicals (HOCs), like pyrethroids,
strongly adsorb to eroded soil and suspended sediment. Consequently,
total suspended solids concentrations in ponds are a major factor in
determining the proportion of these chemicals in the sediment-sorbed
versus the dissolved (bioavailable) state. The AGRO-2008 model
includes a dynamic sediment mass balance, not currently available in
other regulatory exposure models, such as EXAMS. The AGRO-2008
model simulates fluctuating levels of suspended sediment in ponds,
improving prediction of chemical partitioning and giving AGRO a
strong basis for modeling concentrations of HOCs. AGRO-2014 combines the same sediment dynamics as AGRO-2008 with a recalibration
appropriate for smaller water bodies based on pyrethroid field dissipation data. Additional enhancements improve the physical realism of
model input time periods and increase transparency in reporting internal
processes. Simulations of aquatic pyrethroid concentrations in small
water bodies from the updated AGRO-2014 model and other regulatory
exposure models, including EXAMS and the newly available Varying
Volume Surface Water Body Model (VVWM), are compared against
several mesocosm datasets. AGRO-2014 is an effective tool for predicting water column concentrations of HOC compounds.
RP106 A framework for modeling pyrethroid transport to surface
water via runoff/erosion and drift using local scale data at the NHD+
catchment scale
J. Amos, V. Sclater, C.M. Holmes, M. Cheplick, Waterborne Environmental
Inc; P. Hendley, Phasera Ltd; R.L. Jones, Bayer CropScience /
Environmental Safety; S.H. Jackson, BASF Corporation / Stewardship; R.
Underwood, Syngenta Crop Protection
The Pyrethroid Working Group (PWG) has conducted a national
probabilistic refinement of aquatic exposure estimates for agricultural
pyrethroid uses. A spatial modeling framework was developed to
perform probabilistic drift and runoff/erosion transport modeling for
over 2.5 million NHD+ catchments covering the entire conterminous
US , in order to capture the natural variability in weather, soils, cropping and other agronomic/environmental factors. Drift transport was
modeled using information on crop proximity to individual stream
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reaches and deposition fractions based on AgDRIFT/RegDisp models.
Crop location data used for proximity analysis and soil/crop associations were based on the USDA Cropland Data Layer (CDL) from
2008-2012. Chemical mass transported via runoff/erosion was estimated
over 30 years for more than 375,000 unique soil/weather combinations
and ten crops using PRZM modeling for a hypothetical representative
pyrethroid. Other relevant landscape metrics (e.g., length of streams
or number of ponds) or agronomic metrics (e.g., tillage practices) were
also characterized at the NHD+ catchment level. The resulting spatiotemporal databases underpinned several different approaches for novel
probabilistic exposure analyses of the pyrethroids. This framework takes
advantage of automation opportunities within both ArcGIS and SQL
Server in order to process massive amounts of spatial and temporal data
in an efficient and robust manner. This poster will present the overall
framework developed for the PWG, along with specifics on data sources,
processing steps, and results.
RP107 A multi-year temporal and spatial evaluation of pyrethroid
concentrations and biological effects in the lower American River
C. Harbourt, Waterborne Environmental Inc; S.L. Clark, Pacific EcoRisk;
G. Mitchell, FMC Agricultural Products; M.G. Dobbs, Bayer CropScience
/ Environmental Toxicology and Risk Assessment; K.S. Henry, Syngenta
Crop Protection LLC / Ecological Sciences; T. Albertson, Caltest Analytical
Laboratory; G. Goodwin, Waterborne Environmental Inc; A.S. Gantner,
Pacific EcoRisk; A. Barefoot, DuPont Crop Protection
Previous studies of the lower American River reported that grab water
samples collected over a 30-km reach contained pyrethroid insecticides
at concentrations reported to be toxic to the amphipod Hyalella azteca.
Beginning in 2011, we initiated a multi-year monitoring study with the
goal of providing a robust understanding of how pyrethroid concentrations vary spatially and temporally in the lower American River. Water
samples have been collected during 11 rain events and 3 dry events along
multiple cross-river transects and analyzed for pyrethroids. The sampling
design initially included the collection of water samples from multiple
depths, and later transitioned to depth-integrated sampling. Samples
were also collected during special studies, including a boat-drift study
between two key stations, a “loitering” study performed at one transect,
and a multi-day sampling study. In addition, water samples were collected from multiple events for toxicity testing with laboratory-reared
and field-collected H. azteca. The results of these studies will be presented and contrasted to the results of the previous studies. In summary,
pyrethroid concentrations have been found to be episodic, generally low
and highly spatially variable, indicating that caution should be used when
drawing general ecological conclusions based on grab sampling from
river banks.
RP108 Incorporating test system specific partition coefficients (Koc)
for pyrethroids to predict pore water concentrations during sediment
tests
T.W. Valenti, Syngenta Crop Protection LLC / Environmental Safety;
T. Xu, Bayer CropScience; P. Hendley, Phasera Ltd; J.M. Giddings,
Compliance Services International
Pyrethroids are exceptionally hydrophobic and tend to partition onto
particulates and vessel walls rather than remain in the dissolved phase. As
such, sediments are considered potential sinks for pyrethroids in aquatic
environments; these concerns have triggered substantial research exploring the toxicity of spiked and field-collected sediment samples containing
pyrethroids to benthic and epibenthic organisms. Interestingly, pyrethroid concentrations in bulk sediment can be a poor indicator of toxicity
because additional factors may influence partitioning, bioavailability,
and ultimately toxicity; these include intrinsic properties of the sediment
itself or the test system. Ideally, researchers would quantify concentrations in the sediment, overlying water, and pore water during a toxicity
study; however, analytical techniques are not sensitive enough to quantify
freely dissolved pyrethroids in overlying and pore water at biological
effect-relevant concentrations. In the absence of direct measurements,
the equilibrium partitioning theory (EqP) may be applied to predict pore
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water concentrations based on organic carbon (OC)-normalized sediment concentrations using a partition coefficient (Koc). However, this
assumption will introduce uncertainty into the ecological risk assessment because partitioning behavior of pyrethroids may differ between
the sediments and experimental conditions used for ecotoxicity studies
and those used to measure the Koc. For instance, recent research by the
Pyrethroid Working Group (PWG) using Solid Phase Microextraction
(SPME) technology indicates that partitioning behaviors of pyrethroids
measured under standard batch equilibrium guideline study conditions
with 1:100 sediment:water ratios markedly differ from those generated
in systems more representative of experimental units used in sediment
ecotoxicity studies with 1:2 sediment:water ratios. The SPME approach
is advantageous relative to the Liquid-Liquid Extraction (LLE) method
as it estimates the bioavailable fraction of material in “true” solution in
pore water. The critical distinction between KOC-SPME and KOCLLE coefficients is that the latter quantify total pyrethroid in the aqueous
phase, including that adsorbed to dissolved organic matter/micro-particulates. This presentation will discuss how KOC-SPME data may be used
to refine pore water estimates for sediment ecotoxicity studies and how
these refinements may be of use for risk characterization.
RP109 The synergistic effect of piperonyl butoxide (PBO) on the
toxicity of pyrethrins to Hyalella azteca
J.M. Giddings, Compliance Services International; J. Sharp, MGK
Natural pyrethrins and closely related synthetic compounds (pyrethroids)
have been used for many years to control insect pests in residential
and agricultural settings. The use of synergists, including piperonyl
butoxide (PBO), has been explored as a way to substantially reduce the
amount of pyrethrins and pyrethroids needed to maintain insecticidal
potency. PBO inhibits breakdown of pyrethrins and pyrethroids within
the organism so more parent compound remains available at the site of
action. The ratio of pyrethrins/pyrethroid toxicity alone and with PBO
(termed the enhancement factor) is a measure of the synergistic effect. A
series of 4-d water-only acute toxicity tests with the amphipod Hyalella
azteca – one of the most sensitive aquatic species to pyrethrins and
pyrethroids – was performed to quantify the enhancement of pyrethrins
toxicity by PBO. PBO concentrations less than 4 μg/L caused no toxicity
enhancement. PBO concentrations from 4 μg/L to 15 μg/L caused pyrethrins toxicity to increase proportionately, with an enhancement factor of
3.2 at 15 μg/L PBO. Simple bridging studies can be used to extrapolate
from one insecticide in a chemical class to other chemicals in the same
class. These relationships can be used to assess the risk of measured or
predicted co-occurring concentrations of PBO and pyrethrins/pyrethroids in surface waters.

Soil and Water Pollutants’ Assessment, Monitoring
and Remediation
RP110 Removal and mineralization of atrazine from aqueous solution
by microporous mineral sorption and microwave-induced degradation
H. Cheng, Guangzhou Inst of Geochemistry CAS / State Key Laboratory of
Organic Geochemistry; E. Hu, Guangzhou Inst Geochem Chin Acad Sci
Atrazine is one of the most effective and affordable agricultural herbicides, and has been frequently detected in surface water and groundwater
at concentrations up to the μg/L level worldwide. As conventional drinking water treatment processes are rather ineffective at its removal, there
has been significant interest on the development of viable technologies
for removing atrazine and other pesticides from surface water. We have
developed a novel treatment technology that removes organic contaminants from water using microporous mineral sorbents and then induces
the degradation of the contaminants sorbed in mineral micropores (< 2
nm) with microwave irradiation. Experimental results show that minerals
with molecular-dimension pores and hydrophobic surfaces were highly
efficient at sorbing atrazine from aqueous solution. Atrazine confined
in the micropores was subjected to “superheating” under microwave
irradiation, leading to rapid decomposition. The degradation pathway and

infrared spectra suggest the atrazine sorbed in mineral micropores mainly
underwent pyrolysis and could be fully mineralized under continuous
microwave irradiation. Transition metal ions were also exchanged into the
micropores of dealuminated Y zeolites to harness their catalytic activity
in redox reactions. Atrazine sorption in the micropores of the exchanged
zeolites was significantly enhanced, which was attributed to the specific
interactions between the Cu 2+ and atrazine molecules, and the changes
of atrazine speciation in the micropores cased by hydrolysis of Fe3+. As
expected, the introduction of transition metal ions, Cu 2+ and Fe3+, into
the micropores of Y zeolites drastically increased the degradation rates
of the sored atrazine (and its degradation intermediates) under microwave irradiation. The surface species of transition metal ions exchanged
into the mineral micropores are hypothesized to be thermally activated
under microwave irradiation, and subsequently form highly reactive sites
catalyzing degradation of atrazine (and its degradation intermediates).
These findings demonstrate that microporous mineral sorption coupled
with microwave-induced degradation could serve as a simple, economic,
and energy-efficient treatment technology for removal and destruction of
atrazine and other nitrogen-containing pesticides in water.
RP111 Toxicity reduction in drinking water by advanced treatment
with quaternized magnetic microspheres
S. Jia, P. Shi, Nanjing Univ / Environmental Engineering; X. Zhang,
Nanjing Univ / Dept of Environmental Science; Q. Zhou, Nanjing
Univ / School of Environment; R. Ma, B. Wu, Nanjing Univ / Dept of
Environmental Science
Drinking water safety can be affected by various factors including raw
water quality, treatment processes and transportation system. In recent
decades, increasing types of toxic pollutants have been found to occur
in the drinking water sources of many countries along with the rapid
industrial and agricultural development. Recently, magnetic ion exchange
has been considered as a promising technology for advanced treatment
of drinking water due to its high exchange efficiency and rapid clarification. The technology has been proven effective in dissolved organic matter
(DOM) removal and carbonaceous DBPs (C-DBPs) control; however,
few studies focused on toxicity reduction by magnetic ion exchange
technology although other advanced treatment technologies including
advanced oxidation, activated carbon adsorption and membrane filtration have been preliminarily analyzed. This study aimed to compare the
toxicity reduction performance of conventional drinking water treatment
technologies (CT) and an advanced treatment technology (AT) with
quaternized magnetic microspheres (NDMP) based on chemical analyses.
Fluorescence excitation−emission−matrix combined with parallel factor
analysis identified four components in source water of different rivers or
lake, and the abundance of each component differed greatly among the
different samples. Compared with the CT, the AT evidently reduced the
concentrations of dissolved organic carbon, adsorbable organic halogens
(AOX), bromide and disinfection by−products. Toxicological evaluation
indicated that the AT completely eliminated the cytotoxicity, and greatly
reduced the genotoxicity and oxidative stress of all raw water. However,
the CT increased the cytotoxicity of Taihu Lake and the Zhongshan
River water, genotoxicity of Taihu Lake and the Mangshe River water,
as well as the levels of superoxide dismutase and malondialdehyde of the
Mangshe River water. Correlation analysis indicated that the AOX of the
treated samples was significantly correlated with the genotoxicity and glutathione concentration, but exhibited no correlation with either of them
for all the samples. NDMP can effectively remove the chemical pollutants
and reduce toxicity of drinking water, which might be a promising material for advanced drinking water treatment.
RP112 Efficacy of Mussel Shell Power for Attenuating Phosphorous
Flux from Acidic Agricultural Drainage
J. Kim, M. Park, C. Kim, Korea Univ; S. Hyun, Korea Univ /
Environmental Science Ecological Engineering
The applicability of a mussel shell power (MSP, a lime-based waste) as
a filter material in agricultural discharge wetland system was investigated. The efficacy of phosphorus (P) removal by MSP was determined
under batch equilibrium and 1-D seepage setting. In quiescent batch
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system, P removal from aqueous phase was apparent most likely due to
strong affinity of Ca-P complex. Similarly, in 1-D seepage condition, the
attenuation of P flux by passing through MSP filter layer was evident
by both lowering the maximum concentration and retarding the peak
arrival time, and was greater than that expected from batch data due to
the high mass-volume ratio under seepage condition. P flux through a
filter layer becomes lessened when 1) liner thickness was 2-fold, and 2)
seepage velocity was halved. These results indicate the concentrationspecific and rate-limited adsorptive removal of P by MSP. In addition,
a prolonged desorption tailing was observed for all seepage condition; it
was particularly more apparent for a slow seepage velocity, supporting
energetically hysteretic P release during desorption phase. Among the
factors investigated in this study, the greatest attenuation of P flux by
MSP was achieved upon increasing liner thickness. Therefore, for the
design of constructed wetland system to minimize the leaching potential
and the environmental risk of P, optimization of the filter layer thickness
should be considered foremost.
RP113 The contribution of chemical sediment characteristics to an
environmental risk assessment for an agricultural irrigation scheme
in South Africa
W. Malherbe, V. Wepener, North West Univ / Unit for Environmental
Sciences and Management; J.H. van Vuren, Univ of Johannesburg / Zoology
The use of sediment assessments in environmental risk assessments in
South Africa is limited with little published studies available. Sediment
physical and chemical characteristics from a selected South African
irrigation scheme were used to determine the sediment stressors within
the system and to determine whether or not stressors have the potential to contribute to pollutant risk within the system. The information
generated also increases the database of sediment chemical concentrations in South Africa. The sediment condition at various sites along the
Vaalharts Irrigation Scheme (VHIS) was assessed based on physical
and chemical characteristics. Sediment samples were collected on three
sampling surveys from 2007 to 2009. Physical characteristics included
analysis for organic content and grain size. The chemical characteristics
comprised the sequential metal extractions and pesticide analysis within
the sediment samples. Sediment samples from the Harts River showed
increased organic content along the VHIS while some sedimentation was
evident. Chemical analysis indicated no pesticide residues were present
in the sediment. In general, the sediment metal concentrations indicated
lower concentrations than measured at other sites in South Africa. The
sequential extractions indicated that cadmium and manganese were
contained mostly in the soluble phase resulting in a high to very high
risk as measured with the Risk Assessment Code (RAC). A medium risk
was identified for cobalt and zinc concentrations. The high fractions of
cadmium present in the soluble fraction indicated that it is due to anthropogenic enrichment and it is potentially due to phosphate fertilizer that
is generally used in agriculture. Sediment assessments are not routinely
applied in South Africa resulting in very little reference or background
data available for the area. The metal concentrations were generally lower
than other studies in other regions. A low risk for the majority of metals
was identified using the RAC methodology. The study also contributes
to the available knowledge of metal pollution in South Africa.
RP114 Toxicity, bioremediation and monitoring of oil contaminated
soils from mines and mineral processing environments
P. Mwaanga, Copperbelt Univ / Environmental Engineering
Several studies have demonstrated that biostimulation of natural microorganisms in soils can help increase the rate of biodegradation of oils and
hence can minimise water pollution and reduce toxicity to organisms. In
this study, different biostimulation materials or “recipes”- namely, cow
dung, pig dung, NPK fertiliser and NPK fertiliser + gypsum, both with
and without sawdust were used to remediate oil contaminated soils from
mining and mineral processing environments. The different bioremediation materials’ were optimised in terms of pH, moisture and temperature
and their effectiveness in degrading oils were monitored over a period
of 14 weeks. Additionally, the concentrations of relevant heavy metals in the oil contaminated soils were also determined before and after
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bioremediation. Complementary toxicity tests were conducted on the oil
contaminated soils before and after bioremediation using earthworm,
Essen befetida. The endpoints considered were mortality, weight gain and
reproduction. The amounts of oils in soils were determined according to
the USEPA’s method 5520 E and the toxicity tests on Essen befetida were
carried out according to the methods specified by OECD. The results
indicated that NPK fertilizer + gypsum with sawdust was the most
effective in the remediation of soils, recording >95 % reduction in the
oil content. The data also showed that “materials” without sawdust had
lower efficacy in biodegrading oils than those with sawdust. These results
were corroborated by the toxicity data which indicated a drastic reduction in the earthworms’ toxicity for “recipes” with sawdust in comparison
to those without sawdust. However, the concentrations of heavy metals
did not significantly (p> 0.05) reduce in the soils after bioremediation,
suggesting that the toxicity observed before remediation was due to oils
and not heavy metals present. These results suggest that with proper
optimisation, locally available materials can be used to accelerate the rate
of biodegradation of oils in soils.
RP115 Simulation of Lateral Migration of Heavy Metal in
Huangjiang Watershed, Guangxi Province
L. Mei, Univ of Chinese Academy of Sciences
This paper introduced many vertical migration and lateral transfer model
and analysed the feasibility, merit and demerit respectively, and then
choose the SWAT model which was latent as the tool to simulate the soil
heavy metal transportation. Based on discussion the effect to simulation
such as heavy metal species, fractions, soil physical chemical properties and the type of land use, heavy metal transportation equation was
constructed to predict the soil heavy metal migrated precisely. Taking
the huanjiang watershed in hechi city, guangxi province for example,
we sampled and analysed the surface soil, river water and sediment and
then had a calibration to the model, at last, the NASH coefficient and R 2
of the model respectively reached 0.87 and 0.82, this reflected that the
accuracy of the model was very high. The simulation of soil loss amount
reflected that changmei was key area to govern the soil loss, in addition,
the equation of As, Cd, Pb and Zn transport in the soil was constructed
and used to predicted the quantity of heavy metal transportation, and the
average relatively error was 13.23%. The result was that, the quantity of
heavy metal transportation in changmei and the southern of the study
area was the most, therefore, these areas has bigger environment risk to
downstream farmland. The transportation in 265.5km2 of As, Zn, Cd, Pb
in the study area of 2013 respectively was 90kg, 230kg, 0.7kg, 120kg, this
may have some different risk to the downstream. Based on the mentioned
result, this study applies the scenario analysis function of SWAT model
to predict the effect of different soil remediation technologies, and the
prediction result is important to choose the suitable remediation method.
This paper explored the feasibility that using the hydrological model to
simulate the soil heavy metal immigration at small area. Based on the
data, we can find out that, Model method needed to be improved In the
following aspects, the factors that impacted the soil heavy metal transportation and the scale of shapefile used to simulation and so on, must
be compared and filtrated, Through the above improvement , we can
improve of the accuracy of the soil heavy metal transportation.
RP116 Fate of Munitions Constituents in the Environment by the
Influence of the Cesium Charge Sites in Soils
R. Gonzalez, H.E. Allen, D.M. Di Toro, Univ of Delaware / Civil and
Environmental Engineering
The fate of Munitions Constituents in the Environment is governed
by the properties of soils among others and the literature indicates that
organic carbon and clay minerals are the most important soil components
influencing that. The experimental problem to use clay is that, clay is
usually reported based on particle size, not mineralogy. The clay mineral
content is rarely determined; the results for clay-size particles are sometimes used as a surrogate for the content of clay minerals. However, there
can be large differences between these two values. Anderson and Sposito
in 1991 developed a method for measuring the contribution of permanent
and variable surface-charge sites to the net surface charge density in clays,
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based upon the strong preference of permanent-charge sites and low affinity of most variable-charge sites for cesium. This research modified and
refined the experiment of Anderson and Sposito in a novelty way using
the charge cesium information with organic carbon to determine the fate
of MC in soils instead clay size in a model. To do that, we conducted
batch experiments near 1:1 soil to solution ratios reflecting field conditions using a mix of HMX, RDX, nitroglycerine (NG), nitroguanidine
(NQ ), TNT and 2,4-dinitrotoluene as MC. We used twenty-five soils
varied from 5 to 40% clay and 0.04 to 18% total carbon in an experiment
that involved 2 days of adsorption followed by four consecutive desorption steps. The most important observation was that for each MC, even
if they were in a mixture, we successfully predicted the fate of MC in the
environment using the charge cesium data instead the clay size data.

Ecotoxicology and Risk Assessment of Soils
RP117 Fate and Transport of RDX and TNT in Soils – Initial
Validation of Predictive Model
M. Simini, R. Checkai, US Army Edgewood Chemical Biological Ctr
/ Environmental Toxicology; R. Gonzalez, Univ of Delaware / Civil
Environmental Engineering; D.T. Kuo, City Univ of Hong Kong / Civil
and Architectural Engineering; H.E. Allen, D.M. Di Toro, Univ of
Delaware / Civil and Environmental Engineering
We conducted a study to establish initial validation of a reversible and
resistant model of adsorption and desorption of hexahydro-1,3,5-trinitro-1,3,5-triazine (RDX) and 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) in Sassafras
sandy loam (SSL) soil using a flow-through column system. The column
consisted of a 10.0-cm-long by 2.2-cm-internal diameter glass cylinder
fitted with a sintered glass filter and stopcock valve at the bottom, and a
rubber cap on the top. Solutions were de-gassed, then dripped onto the
top of the sandy loam soil column at a fixed flow rate (0.2 mL / min)
using a peristaltic pump, at 22°C. The soil was saturated with an aqueous
electrolyte solution of 0.005 M calcium nitrate and 0.01 M sodium azide
(biocide) for 32 h (~22 pore volumes), followed by an aqueous solution consisting of the electrolyte solution plus 5.5 mg/L RDX, 9 mg/L
TNT, and 10 mg/L chloride (tracer) as sodium chloride, for 24 h. The
drip solution was then switched back to the original aqueous electrolyte
solution for an additional 24 h. Effluent was collected from the bottom of
the column every 30 minutes using an automatic sampler. Every fourth
sample was analyzed by HPLC for RDX and TNT, and by ion chromatography for chloride. Breakthrough curves of flow-through solutions
were plotted for RDX, TNT, and chloride concentrations in effluent /
initial solution concentrations (y axis) vs. Time (x axis). RDX concentrations in the effluent correlated well with the chloride tracer, and peaked
at 100% of the initial concentration. However, TNT concentration
lagged behind the chloride curve and peaked at less than 60% of the initial concentration. Results of this study indicate that in SSL soil, RDX is
not highly adsorbed, and movement is governed mainly by solvation with
little or no adsorption, whereas TNT movement is greatly influenced
by adsorption to soil. These results will be discussed and compared with
regard to the sorption model, developed in another phase of this project.
RP118 Bioconcentration of energetic compounds in earthworms
using aqueous exposure media
R.G. Kuperman, Edgewood Chemical Biological Center; M. Simini, R.
Checkai, US Army Edgewood Chemical Biological Ctr / Environmental
Toxicology; S. Dodard, M. Sarrazin, National Research Council of Canada; J.
Hawari, Biotechnology Research Inst; L. Paquet, National Research Council
Canada; G.I. Sunahara, McGill Univ / NRCBiotechnology Research Inst;
D.M. Di Toro, Univ of Delaware / Civil and Environmental Engineering
We investigated the bioconcentration potential of nitrogen-based
compounds 4-nitroanisole (4-NAN), 3,5-dinitro-o-toluamide
(3,5-DNoTAME), and 2-methoxy-5 nitropyridine (2-M-5-NPYNE)
using earthworm Eisenia fetida exposures in aqueous exposure media in
sand. Separate toxicity studies were conducted prior to bioconcentration studies using a range of chemical concentrations to establish the
sub-lethal exposure conditions for the earthworms. The objectives of the

bioconcentration studies were to: (1) develop an experimental test system
and optimize parameterization for estimating respective bioconcentration potentials of earthworms; (2) apply this experimental model to
establish original bioconcentration data for 4-NAN, 3,5-DNoTAME,
and 2-M-5-NPYNE; and (3) develop mathematical models for predicting the potential bioconcentration and metabolism of new and emerging
munition compounds that partition into soil organisms. Experimental
design includes earthworm exposures to chemicals for up to 14 days in
aqueous media (Römbke medium; 0.08 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl 2, 0.5
mM MgSO4, and 0.8 mM NaHCO3) in the presence of water-washed
coarse sand (0.5-1.0 mm) substrate. Exposure media and substrate in
all test containers were renewed every 2-3 days. Replicates of each test
chemical treatment were harvested after 0, 0.25, 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, and 14
days of exposure. Preliminary results show that concentrations of test
chemicals in respective exposure media remained relatively stable during these independent studies. Tissue analyses revealed a rapid uptake
of each chemical by the earthworms; a steady state was attained within
24 hours from commencement of these exposures. Estimated interim
maximal bioconcentration factors (BCFmax; ml/g) were 7, 12, and 52
for 3,5-DNoTAME, 2-M-5-NPYNE, and 4-NAN, respectively. These
results will contribute to the BCF database being developed for use in
models aimed at predicting environmentally significant parameters for
new munition compounds in soil.
RP119 Developing Site-Specific Soil Clean-up Values for Metals and
Metalloids Protective of Soil Microbial Processes
R.G. Kuperman, Edgewood Chemical Biological Center; S.D. Siciliano,
Univ of Saskatchewan / Toxicology Group and Dept of Soil Science; J.
Roembke, ECT Oekotoxikologie GmbH; K. Oorts, ARCHE
Microorganisms are essential for maintaining soil structure and function,
and sustaining soil fertility. Preservation of long-term biogeochemical cycles is key to sustaining the functioning of terrestrial ecosystems.
Important to achieving this goal is the need for inclusion of microbial
processes in the terrestrial effects assessment for the development of
site-specific Soil Clean-up Values (SCVs). Using microbial toxicity
data available in the European REACH (Registration, Evaluation,
Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals) datasets for the metals Cu,
Zn, Ni, and the metalloid Mo, we developed species sensitivity distributions (SSDs) for soil microbial endpoints. These SSDs were then used
for the derivation of SCVs for these metals and metalloid. For comparison purposes, results from microbial assays were also combined into a
single SSD along with the toxicity data established in soil invertebrate
and plant toxicity tests. Addition of the microbial endpoints to those
for plants and soil invertebrates did not significantly affect the resulting
hazardous concentration (HC) values at HC5 or HC50 levels compared
to the SSD based on data for only plants and invertebrates, but increased
the ecological relevance and robustness of the SSD. The developed
approach can provide site managers and regulators with a risk assessment
tool which allows them to select the specific protection level (HCx) they
wish to use to derive an SCV protective of plants, soil invertebrates, and
critical soil processes. Including microbial endpoints into the SSD, and
the environmental risk assessment in general, makes the assessment more
relevant as this allows consideration of critical soil functions responsible
for maintaining soil fertility and nutrient cycling.
RP120 Method for Developing Site-Specific Soil Clean-up Values
for Metals/Metalloids Protective of Plants, Soil Invertebrates, and
Critical Soil Processes
R. Checkai, US Army Edgewood Chemical Biological Ctr / Environmental
Toxicology; E.J. Van Genderen, International Zinc Association /
Environment; P. Sousa, IMAR-CMA / Dept of Life Sciences Univ of
Coimbra; G.L. Stephenson, Stantec Consulting Ltd / Environmental
Services; E.E. Smolders, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven
Considerable consternation exists regarding the means of transitioning from early screening level stages of Ecological Risk Assessment
(SLERA) through baseline Ecological Risk Assessment (BERA), to
ultimately arrive at soil clean-up values (SCVs) protective of the ecosystem yet conservative of both the environment and the resources available
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for remediation. In the USA, 17 metals and metalloids were found to
be frequently of ecological concern at hazardous waste sites. Therefore
USEPA developed ecological soil screening levels (Eco-SSLs), and those
Eco-SSLs protective of plants and soil invertebrates follow a soil matrix
relative-bioavailability approach to determine which chemicals merit
continuation into the BERA for further investigation. Lacking uniform
guidance for developing SCVs, these Eco-SSLs are still often misinterpreted and misapplied for soil remediation. A new method has been
developed to determine site-specific SCVs for metals and metalloids that
are protective of soil quality, protecting plants/habitat, soil invertebrates,
and critical soil processes when such data are available and included.
This method ensures that SCVs for metals and metalloids, which occur
naturally in the environment, are appropriately protective yet never below
respective site-specific background concentrations in soil. The method
was developed in conjunction with the USEPA for implementation within
the context of the BERA, and involves seven steps: 1) Compile data
that meet selection criteria established for Eco-SSL derivations, but also
include study results that have soil pH or organic matter content outside
Eco-SSL criteria limits, and when available include data for microbial
processes linked to soil fertility or other critical soil processes, 2) sort data
into ECx data sets, expressing data as “total added” concentrations, 3)
apply leaching-aging factor corrections, as is done under European Union
Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals
(REACH) regulations, 4) normalize data sets to a specified soil, based on
best correlations between soil properties and toxicity measurement endpoints, 5) calculate the geometric mean for each species (or soil microbial
soil process), then assemble ECx species sensitivity distributions, 6) select
the percentile-protection for ECx-based distributions, expressed as an
added contaminant limit (ACL), 7) normalize the ACL to site-soil then
add it to background concentration to obtain the site-specific SCV.
RP121 Coming Attraction for the 2015 SETAC North America
Annual Meeting: Return of the Military Sessions
R. Checkai, US Army Edgewood Chemical Biological Ctr / Environmental
Toxicology; D.A. Anders, US Army Installation Management Command
IMCOM / Army Environmental Command AEC; M.S. Johnson, US Army
Inst for Public Health / Toxicology Portfolio
Return of the Military Sessions is planned for the 2015 SETAC North
America Annual Meeting, 1–5 Nov 2015, Salt Lake City, UT, USA:
“Fate, Toxicology, and Risk Assessment of Materials of Interest to the
Military.” Sequestration and restrictions on conference travel caused most
US Dept of Defense (DoD) personnel and many other Federal employees to miss participating in the 2012 SETAC North America Annual
Meeting and with it the Military Sessions (platform and poster), and
these travel restrictions were also the cause for an abeyance of the Military
Sessions in 2013 and 2014. The Military Sessions provide a forum for
scientists to report and discuss most recent research results to government/regulatory, university, industry, and contractor representatives, and
stakeholders, on material-classes of interest or importance to the military
and concerned parties. The Military Sessions, platform and poster, meet
a critical need within SETAC for this type of Government-sponsored/
DoD presentations. The Military Sessions focus on the fate, toxicity,
or risk assessment of “Materials of Interest to the Military” as potential
contaminants in the environment, plus innovative methods developed to
investigate material properties, fate, or effects. The common thread for the
sessions remains the reporting on research that establishes new environmental fate data, or toxicological benchmarks, for “Materials of Interest
to the Military” that present concerns for human health or occur as contaminants in the environment. DoD strategy for protecting human health
and the environment applies a systematic approach to managing natural
resources at installations. It builds on advancements in environmental
chemistry and toxicology to enhance sustainability of natural resources
and improve management practices, while supporting requirements
for maintaining and sustaining military testing, training, and Mission
capabilities. Proactive protection of human health and ecosystems at DoD
installations is in-part achieved by utilizing best-available information
regarding environmental fate and toxicological effects of “Materials of
Interest to the Military,” including data and results for military-unique
materials, emerging threats, and common industrial chemicals.
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RP122 How soil bioindicators can improved environmental risk
assessment : Example of an former mine in south of France
B. Pauget, Univ of Franche Comte UMR UFCCNRS; O. Faure, ENS
des Mines de St-Étienne / Laboratory GéoSciences et Environnement; C.
Villenave, H. Ceremonie, ELISOL Environnement; A. de Vaufleury, Univ
of FrancheComte / Dept of ChronoEnvironment; E. Violi, TESORA; H.
Roussel, ADEME / Urban Brownfield and Polluted Sites; B. Dubearnes,
EAUGEO
Due to the former lead (Pb) and zinc (Zn) extraction activity, the soils of
the site of St Laurent le Minier (south of France) present high concentration in metallic contaminant like arsenic (As), cadmium (Cd), Pb
and Zn. The detection of diseases related to Pb poisoning have led the
authorities to perform a risk assessment which have lead to an usage
restriction. To assess the metal bioavailability and the environmental risk, three bioindication studies have been performed : two using
accumulation bioindicators, the plant community (PhytoMet index) and
the snails (Sum of Excess of Transfer (SET) of metal index) to characterize the phyto- and the zooavailability of the trace element (TE) in soil
and one effect bioindicator based on the soil nematofauna biodiversity.
Results showed that metal bioavailability and effect of soil contamination
on nematodes were not related to the total soil contamination. On the
most contaminated plot, transfers of TE measured by the SET and the
PhytoMet indexes are similar than those measured on the less contaminated plot. In the latter, the biological soil functioning measured by the
nematofauna is close to the one measured on the reference plot. However,
on the highly contaminated settling tanks plots, high transfers (principally on thallium (Tl), Pb and Cd) and risk were identified by the three
bioindicators. These results may lead to a change of the management plan
: the most contaminated plot presenting a low metal bioavailability does
not represent a real threat for the environment and may be remediated by
using cheaper remediation procedure like phytoremediation. The focus
has to be done on the settling tank on which soil have to be managed
in priority. The bioindication studies applied here have highlighted
that “classical” (i.e. chemical) measures are not relevant to assess metal
bioavailability. A management plan only based on total concentration of
TE in soil may present lot of uncertainties. The use of the 3 bioindicators allow a better representation of the transfer and impact of the soil
TE to be obtained, each indicators having its own specificity : PhytoMet
has highlighted the high bioavailability of Zn, the SET has revealed the
very high transfer of Tl and the nematofauna have characterized the soil
functioning. Bioindication studies, integrating all parameters modulating TE transfer, bioavailability and effect, have shown their contribution
to establish a relevant management plan.
RP123 Effects of temperature on the toxicity of dimethoate and chlorpyrifos to the predatory mite Hypoaspis aculeifer and collembolan
Folsomia candida
O.J. Owojori, K. Jegede, Obafemi Awolowo Univ / Dpt of Zoology;
M.A. Badejo, Wesley Univ of Science and Technology; J. Roembke, ECT
Oekotoxikologie GmbH
Pesticide toxicity to soil organisms has been studied to some extent but
most of these studies were conducted under stable temperate conditions.
In order to assess the influence of increased temperature on pesticide
toxicity to soil fauna, specimens of the predatory mite Hypoaspis aculeifer
and the collembolan Folsomia candida were exposed in OECD artificial
soil spiked with a range of concentration of three pesticides (dimethoate
and chlorpyrifos) under varying temperature regimes: 20 0C vs 280C for
the mite and 20 0C vs 260C for the Collembola. The mite and collembolan reproduction tests were carried out following standadised protocols
with adjustment on temperature. Survival and juvenile production were
assessed after 14 and 28 days for the mite and Collembola respectively.
In the mite test, for dimethoate, similar toxic effect on survival and
reproduction was obtained at 20 0C and 280C. However, for chlorpyrifos, similar toxic effect on survival of H. aculeifer (LC50 = 16.3 mg/
kg) occurred at 20 0C and 280C but toxic effect on reproduction was
a factor of 3-4 higher at 280C than at 20 0C. In the collembolan test,
for dimethoate and chlorpyrifos, similar toxic effect on survival was
obtained at 20 0C and 260C but for reproduction, toxic effects were a
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factor of 2-3 higher at 260C than at 20 0C. The results generally showed
that reproduction was a more sensitive parameter than survival and
that increased temperature increased the toxicity of pesticides to the
mites and collembolan. As a result, data generated for risk assesment of
pesticides in temperate regions should be used with caution in tropical
areas. Also in temperate regions, increasing temperature as a result of
climate change may indicate that existing soil quality criteria may require
additional safety measures.
RP124 Photosystem II activity and cell viability in the soil alga
Chlorococcum infusionum exposed to heavy metals-polluted natural
soil extracts
S. Nam, Konkuk Univ; Y. An, Konkuk Univ / Dept of Environmental Science
Algal bioassay with soil extracts could represent soil retention potential and hazard subjected by pollutants available in the soil aqueous
phase. This study assessed the effects of heavy metals on the soil alga
using photosystem II activity and cell viability. Test chemicals were
copper and nickel as primary soil pollutants. Chlorococcum infusionum
of exponentially grown culture was used as a test species. Soil extracts
were prepared from copper and nickel polluted Lufa 2.2 natural soil.
Endpoints were photosystem II activity (e.g. OJIP chlorophyll a fluorescence transient) and cell viability (e.g. cell size and cell granularity).
After 6 days, photosystem II activity was measured by Handy-PEA
after 15 min of dark-adaptation. Cell viability was measured by forward
scatter channel (FSC) and side scatter channel (SSC) of flow cytometer.
Exposure to heavy metals-polluted natural soil extracts significantly
inhibited photosystem II activity and cell viability. OJIP chlorophyll a
fluorescence transient dramatically decreased with the elevated copper
and nickel concentrations. Cell size and cell granularity significantly
reduced similar to OJIP chlorophyll a fluorescence transient. In conclusion, copper and nickel in soil extracts negatively affected the
photosystem II activity and cell viability of soil alga Chlorococcum infusionum. This subject is supported by Korea Ministry of Environment as the
GAIA project (2014000560001).
RP125 Non-chemical technique for isolating the Caenorhabditis
elegans during soil toxicity testing
S. Kim, Konkuk Univ; S. Kim; Y. An, Konkuk Univ / Dept of
Environmental Science
The soil toxicity tests using Caenorhabditis elegans depend on recovering the organisms from the soil. However, the colloidal silica flotation
method that suggested as standard method has the chemical process with
strong vortexing and centrifuging, and these processes can induce the
excessive stress to test organisms. This study investigated the soil-agar
isolation method as a live nematode isolating method from soil. The
test soils containing C. elegans were placed on an agar plate in specific
shape of donut, linear shape, and C-curve. The nematodes were attracted
using microbial food, and the crawled nematodes from test soil were
counted after 0, 0.5, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, and 24 h. The effects of moisture,
ventilation, and food presence were tested to determine the optimal
conditions. A linear arrangement of soil produced nearly 90% recovery
over a 24-h period without physicochemical stress. Copper was chosen
as soil contaminant, and the soil-agar isolation method was performed to
evaluate the soil toxicity of copper. The recovery rate and toxicity value
was comparable to that obtained using colloidal silica flotation. This
study can propose the low-stress recovery method during soil toxicity
assay. This subject is supported by Korea Ministry of Environment as the
GAIA project (2014000560001).
RP126 Effect of silver nanowires on the esterase activity in earthworm coelomocytes
J. Kwak; Y. An, Konkuk Univ / Dept of Environmental Science
Silver nanowire is one-dimensional nanomaterial which has potential applications to medical and industrial area. However, very limited
ecotoxicological researches on nanowires have been reported. In this
study, we investigated the soil acute toxicity of silver nanowire on earthworm Eisenia andrei as well as in vivo cytotoxicity. Diameter of silver

nanowire was 42 nm with 10um length. Soil acute test was conducted
in the OECD standard soil for 14 days. In the in vivo cytotoxicity test,
intracellular esterase activity and reactive oxygen species production
(ROS) were assessed via flow cytometry. As a result, silver nanowire was
negligibly affected to earthworm survival, morphological abnormalities
and burrowing behavior. Intracellular ROS production in the earthworm
coelomocytes exposed silver nanowire was not significantly different
but slight increase trend of ROS was observed compared to controls.
However, significant inhibition of esterase activity was observed in
earthworm coelomocytes. These results indicated that silver nanowire
induced the cytotoxicity to earthworm although earthworm was still
survived. This research has been performed as a cooperation project for
2014 Environmental Risk Assessment of Manufactured Nanomaterials
funded by the Korea Institute of Toxicology (KIT, Korea).
RP127 Avoidance behaviour of Eisenia andrei in natural and tropical
artificial saline soils
T.d. Pinto, M. Spadoto, M.P. Pereira, L.T. de Paula, M.E. Nunes, Univ
of São Paulo USP / São Carlos School of Engineering; E.M. Vieira, Univ of
São Paulo USP / São Carlos Inst of Chemistry
Soil salinisation is an increasing problem in agricultural areas, arid and
semi-arid. Knowing the behavior of soil organisms face to the different
concentrations of salts in different types of soils is a major contribution
to improving the management of these areas. Our experiments were
conducted in laboratory and aimed to evaluate the effects of exposure
to sodium chloride (NaCl) in the behavior of the species Eisenia andrei
(Oligochaeta: Lumbricidae), using tropical artificial soil (TAS) and
natural soil (NS) and comparing their results. Acute avoidance tests
were performed using the species Eisenia andrei in four replicates of
five concentrations of sodium chloride (0.5, 0.9, 1.62, 2.92, and 5.25 g
kg-1) and dual control. The tests lasted 48 hours and were maintained
at 20 ± 2 °C with a 16h photoperiod (light) and 8h (dark). The criteria
for validation of the tests were checked by Fisher’s exact test with p<
0.05, mortality in treatments less than 10% and medium homogeneity in
the distribution of earthworms with dual control (40-60%). The results
showed that the concentration which causes avoidance behavior in 50%
(AC50) and in 20% (AC20) of the population were higher for the TAS
than that obtained for the SN, respectively 0.757 to 0.625 g kg-1. We
used the PriProbit® v1.63 software for the avoidance behavior analysis
of the organisms. Confidence intervals (CI) of the TAS and NS were
respectively (in g kg-1), CI: 0.459 to 1.012 for the AC50 and CI: 0.151 to
0.601 for AC20; CI: 0.349 to 0.874 for AC50 and CI: 0.142 to 0.579 for
AC20, considering p< 0.05. Other authors evaluated the effects of salinity on earthworm E. foetida in standard OECD soil. Avoidance values
(AC50) (g kg-1) were AC50 =1.164; (CI: 0.39 to 1.49). The results support
the hypothesis that, in artificial soils, the concentrations that cause
avoidance behavior in organisms are larger, so the effect is less intense.
The response of Eisenia andrei for avoidance tests has inferred a greater
sensitivity of this species to the natural soil (NS). Furthermore, the
results suggest that the salinity avoidance test can be used as a screening
method suitable for showing the first trends of salt stress on the habitat
function of soils, especially in large areas where salinity is an issue.
RP128 Effect of Soil pH on Plant Toxicity Tests
A.M. Bernhardt, L. Ganser, Tetra Tech, Inc.; T. Brent, US Navy / Naval
Facilities Engineering Command Midwest Crane
Solid Waste Management Unit 16 (SWMU 16), at Naval Support
Activity (NSA) Crane, Crane, Indiana, was used for the renovation,
rework, and breakdown of munitions. The munitions entered kilns at
one end of the building, and were exposed to flame combustion, which
resulted in the destruction of the energetics (propellants, explosives,
and pyrotechnics) contained within the munitions to demilitarize them
through burning or detonation. Ash and slag residues from the incinerators, which contained elevated concentrations of metals, were piled on
the ground. A screening level Ecological Risk Assessment (ERA) for
SWMU 16 concluded that terrestrial plants and/or invertebrates could
be impacted from exposure to antimony, copper, lead, and zinc in soil,
while birds could be impacted from exposure to lead and zinc in soil.
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Toxicity/bioaccumulation tests using surface soil from SWMU 16 were
then conducted to establish site-specific Preliminary Remediation Goals
(PRGs) for these metals. The focus of this poster is on the plant toxicity
tests, where it appeared that the naturally occurring pH levels in several
of the soil samples impacted the results. The two plant toxicity tests
that were conducted included 28-day germination, survival, and growth
tests with Red clover (Trifolium pratense) and ryegrass (Lolium perenne).
Generally, the dose-response relationship between the metals concentrations and the impacts to plants were poor for most endpoints, and the
impacts appeared to be related, at least in part, to soil pH. It was suspected that the ash, which contained high concentrations of metals, may
have had a buffering effect on the soil and helped increase the naturally
occurring low soil pH to more neutral levels. The extent to which pH
might have impacted the plant toxicity tests is unclear, but the observed
toxicity in one sample, which had the greatest metals concentration
was not due to low pH. Therefore, no-observed-effect concentrations
(NOECs) and lowest-observed-effect concentration (LOECs) were
developed for plants based on the growth endpoint. The geometric mean
of the NOECs and LOECs based on impacts to plant growth were
selected as the PRGs. These values are 6.3 mg/kg for antimony, 652 mg/
kg for lead, and 1,716 mg/kg for zinc. The terrestrial plant PRG for copper (253 mg/kg) is the NOEC because a LOEC could not be developed.
All these values are greater than the Eco SSLs for plants.
RP129 Building Predictive Models for Use in Risk Assessment Different Approaches
G.L. Stephenson, Stantec Consulting Ltd / Environmental Services;
B. Zajdlik, Zajdlik Associates; E. Lamb, Univ of Saskatchewan; M.
Hitfield-Aslund, Intrinsik Environment Sciences Inc; S. Siciliano, Univ of
Saskatchewan
The feasibility of two different statistical approaches for assessing the
relationships among soil pedological characteristics, contaminants of
concern and biological effects was investigated in order to build models
that could be applied across sites to predict the effects of either metals or
petroleum hydrocarbons in soil. Structural equation modeling (SEM)
had the advantage of using confirmatory factor analysis to aggregate
multiple toxicity test endpoints into a single latent variable that could
then be incorporated into standard non-linear modeling procedures to
estimate IC25 values. This provided a direct solution to the problem
of reconciling divergent IC estimates from individual endpoints. The
confirmatory factor analysis is uniquely able to identify endpoints that
might not be responding in the same manner as the majority (variables
with weak and/or non-significant loadings on the latent variable). With
this approach we could determine with confidence whether all of the
endpoints are providing equivalent information and, if so, develop a
single IC25 estimate from the latent variable using standard procedures. Data exploration, reduction and modeling methods were used to
model each biological response in light of critical explanatory variables
and then procedures applied to average the models for similar endpoints. The DRAMA approach also was able to reconcile divergent
endpoints with the advantage of objectively addressing issues associated
with multicollinearity and model selection. DRAMA results showed
that non-contaminant variables (e.g., particle-size distribution) were
often more strongly correlated with observed biological responses than
contaminant variables (e.g., PHC concentrations). Both SEM and
DRAMA approaches were used to derive generic equations describing how pedologic variables influence PHC toxicity in order to predict
impacts across sites. Development of cross-site predictive models that
can account for the influence of common environmental factors such as
pedological characteristics are needed for assessment and management of
contaminated lands.
RP130 Total chemical ranking system (Total-CRS) with intergrated
approaches of soil, groundwater and surfacewater CRS systems
S. Kim; H. Yoon, Korea Basic Science Inst; Y. An, Konkuk Univ / Dept of
Environmental Science
The Korean government proposed the chemical ranking system (CRS)
of soil, groundwater, and surface water pollution substances; CROSS
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(Chemical Ranking of Soil pollution Substances), CROWN (Chemical
RAnking of groundwater pollutaNt), and CRAFT (Chemical RAnking
of surFacewater polluTant). They facilitated the scoring and ranking of
contaminant candidates in Korean environment. The CRSs have commonly the four groups of criteria, such as exposure potential, toxicity,
interests, and certainty of data, and total score is 100, 150-120, and 100
for CROSS, CROWN, and CRAFT, respectively. The detailed components of each criterion include bioaccumulation, persistence, human
toxicity, and physicochemical properties of substance, as well as release
accident. However, the other components such as transportability, ecotoxicity, and toxic release inventory need the media-dependent database.
In this study, we investigated how integrate media-dependent CRS
for scoring and ranking of the multi-media pollution substances. We
suggested the additive approach for combining the Korean CRSs with
portioning of 1:1:1 for CROSS, CROWN, and CRAFT, respectively.
This system named as “total CRS”, and verified by ranking the model
substances. Total score was estimated for copper, fluoride, fluorine, and
toluene. This study can support the management of multi-media pollution substances in soil, groundwater, and surface water environments.
This subject is supported by Korea Ministry of Environment as the
GAIA project (2013000530001).
RP131 Graphical Excellence Continued: Considerations when
Presenting Data and Models
W.L. Swanson, R.T. Ryti, Neptune and Company Inc
There is more than one way to make a plot. When presenting data in a
scientific report or journal, the objective should be to use plots that make
interpretation easy, without distortion. “Graphical excellence consists of
complex ideas communicated with clarity, precision and efficiency. (It
conveys to) the viewer the greatest number of ideas in the shortest time
with the least ink in the smallest space.” (Tufte, 1983). What is best way
to summarize data results from multiple media? How can spatial and
temporal trends be captured to help document environmental fate and
transport of contaminants? What is the best way to describe the data
underlying dose-response models and the range of possible models and
parameters? General plot types are discussed and examples provided
to demonstrate which presentation style is most appropriate for a given
situation. The choice of plot will depend on the type and complexity of
the data and the nature of the summary or relationship to be portrayed.
A plot that works for one data set may be a bad choice for another data
set. Examples of good plots and bad plots are taken from literature and
soils-related consulting projects to illustrate the basic ideas.

Assessment and Remediation of Aquatic
Environments in the Pacific Northwest: 1990s to
Present
RP132 Surface Water Evaluation of Contaminants in the Green
River and its Major Tributaries: Potential Sources to the Duwamish
Waterway Superfund Site
D.C. Lester, King County Dept of Natural Resources / Water and Land
Resources Division; D. Williston, King CountyDept Natural Resources and
Parks / DNRP; C. Greyell, King County Dept of Natural Resources / Water
and Land Resources Division; J. Stern, King County Wastewater Treatment
Division / Dept of Natural Resources
PCBs, PAHs and arsenic are the major contaminants of concern in
the Lower Duwamish Waterway (LDW) Superfund Site. In an effort
to understand how upstream sources in the Green River and its major
tributaries may contribute contaminants to the LDW, King County conducted a surface water quality assessment in 2011/2014. The study was
designed to address the following questions: 1) How do the relative contributions of key contaminants differ between baseflow and storm event
conditions? 2) What are the relative spatial differences in key contaminants in the Green River and its major tributaries? In 2011 and 2012,
surface water samples were collected from four major tributaries to the
Green River, as well as two main stem Green River locations. In 2013,
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additional sampling locations were added to better characterize contaminant sources in the upper Green River watershed where contaminant
sources are limited (i.e., geology and atmospheric sources). Three additional sites were added; two sites were located above the Howard Hansen
Dam where there is no access for ocean-going salmon (a potential PCB
source) is limited; a third site was located just below the dam, but above
the most upstream site in the initial sampling effort. Composite baseflow
and storm event samples were collected from each of the 9 locations. All
samples were analyzed for arsenic, PAHs, PCB congeners and conventional parameters. In general, PCB concentrations in samples collected
during the first phase of the study were higher during storm events than
in baseflow conditions. PCB concentrations during storm events tended
to be higher at the three most downstream locations. Some of the highest
arsenic concentrations were detected during baseflow conditions. LPAH
concentrations were variable across sites; HPAH concentrations were
highest at the three most downstream locations. The proposed cleanup
plan for this site includes very low PCB cleanup goals; thus, the impact
of potential contaminant sources in the watershed upstream of the site
will be important as it relates to recontamination of site sediments. Data
from this study will be used as a line of evidence to evaluate upstream
contaminant sources to the LDW, improve the understanding and
nature of these inputs (e.g., influence of storm events), and inform future
source control efforts in the watershed.
RP133 Sediment Risk Assessment, Remediation, and Restoration of
a Former Pulp and Paper Mill on the Southern Coast of BC
A. Wan, S.M. Bard, Keystone Environmental Ltd
A human health and ecological risk assessment of a former pulp and
paper mill, located on the southern coast of British Columbia was undertaken. The risk assessment involved the integration of habitat survey
data, soil, surface/marine water, vapour, sediment, groundwater, and
porewater chemistry data, fate and transport studies, human/ecological
receptor identification, and site-specific exposure assumptions to arrive at
a characterization of risk. The mill was operational from the early 1900s
to 2006, when the mill was decommissioned. The main investigative
effort occurred in 2006-2008, with supplemental data collected in 2013.
Outfalls from the former mill operations discharged into the marine
environment included several classes of chemical substances, including bioaccumulative compounds. As a result, sediment characterization
included quantitative evaluation of metals, polyaromatic hydrocarbons,
chlorinated organic compounds, and organometallics, several of which
were considered to be bioaccumulative. Analysis of various media
samples collected recently indicated that many substances of concern had
declined, relative to their 2006 levels, likely due to dissipative mechanisms that had taken place. In order to assess whether substances in
sediment were accumulating in the food chain, benthic species associated
with sediment (flat fish and Dungeness crabs) were collected and their
tissues analyzed. Risks were evaluated for the benthic community and
up several trophic levels within a food chain model, which included the
fish community, piscivorous birds and mammals, and humans. Despite
the duration of emission, risks were limited to the benthic infauna community as a result of organotin contamination at isolated portions of the
sediment environment, requiring limited dredging for remediation. The
final dredging plan was the product of a collaborative effort between
Keystone Environmental, Environment Canada, and the BC Ministry
of Environment. A total area of 2,442 m 2 (4,912 m3) of sediment
was dredged from the marine benthic environment in three separate
areas in proximity to the Site as recommended by the risk assessment.
Supplemental dredging amounting to 13,000 m 2 (13,070 m3) took place
to remove woodchips, being an unstable habitat, and other debris associated with the previous mill operations. The removal of woodchips and
contaminated sediments is expected to result in a higher quality environment and better hope for recovery in the long run.

RP134 Lack of Effects to Subtidal Infauna from Elevated Metal,
PAH and PCB Contamination in Victoria Harbour – Exploring
Limited Bioavailability
C.E. Mackintosh, P.J. Allard, N. Healey, R.A. Hill, G.S. Mann, Azimuth
Consulting Group; G. Watson, Transport Canada; E. Shankie, Public Works
and Government Services Canada / Environmental Services
As part of a comprehensive multi-year ERA of sediments in Victoria
Harbour (British Columbia), we conducted a sediment quality triad
to evaluate potential effects to marine invertebrate communities from
exposure to very high concentrations of metals (lead), PAHs, and PCBs
in sediments. Previous investigations at the site identified historical
dumping of paint-related product into the marine environment as the
likely source of sediment contamination. Preliminary investigations
showed only low to moderate toxicity to amphipod survival (Eohaustorius
estuarius), and no toxicity in polychaete (Neanthes arenocenadetata) and
bivalve larvae (Mytilus galloprovincialis) tests, from some of the worstcase sediments. More detailed investigations indicated that, despite very
high sediment contaminant concentrations, the subtidal stations did not
show adverse biological effects that could be attributable to contaminants. For the most part, sediment samples were not toxic in laboratory
assays and the structure and function of the benthic community was
similar to reference conditions, with a few exceptions that were attributed to unique substrate conditions or physical sediment disturbance.
A key observation was that paint residue was visible in all samples. This
led to a hypothesis that these agglomerated particles resulted in limited
bioavailability of chemical constituents. Calculation of biota-sedimentaccumulation-factors (BSAFs) for macroinvertebrates and fish also
demonstrated that, although absolute tissue concentrations were higher
near the site, the BSAF ratio was lower than elsewhere in the harbour,
thus suggesting limited bioavailability.
RP135 Iron contamination and toxicity in a tidal environment of the
Pacific Northwest - Tools for post-remediation monitoring
M.L. McConnell, R.A. Hill, P.J. Allard, Azimuth Consulting Group;
B. Pyper, Azimuth Consulting Group Partnership; A. Fikart, Azimuth
Consulting Group
As a result of historical activities at a contaminated site in coastal British
Columbia, acid rock drainage and metal-leaching discharges are migrating from upland to the tidal marine environment. Two large iron-stained
areas are present due to the precipitation of iron as groundwater seeps
into the foreshore. A baseline biological monitoring program was initiated for the marine environment to provide a basis for detecting changes
in contaminant concentrations and biological communities over time,
as a result of future remediation. The monitoring strategy focused on
evaluating direct toxicity and physical effects to marine organisms with
the following tools: porewater chemistry, porewater toxicity and toxicity
identification evaluation, intertidal benthic community, and GIS mapping of iron-stained areas and eelgrass beds. Contamination is highest
in areas of staining and results showed strong relationships between
contamination (particularly dissolved iron) and toxicity in porewater.
Among three porewater toxicity tests, echinoderm fertilization was the
most sensitive test. Toxicity identification evaluation identified dissolved
iron as the most likely cause of toxicity. Since iron staining patterns
appear to shift over time relatively rapidly, staining is likely to be a very
useful first indicator of changes in porewater chemistry and toxicity. For
the purpose of post-remediation monitoring at this site, a 20% acceptable
effect level was used as a rough guide when developing an initial target
value for concentrations of dissolved iron in porewater, based primarily
on the echinoderm fertilization dose-response relationship. This resulted
in an initial porewater chemistry target for dissolved iron of 1,000 ug/L,
which is likely conservative. Our rationale was three-fold: (1) effects on
echinoderm fertilization are likely to be negligible or very low at 1,000
ug/L; (2) the echinoderm test appeared to be the most sensitive of the
tests conducted; and (3) benthic community measures generally did not
show effects until dissolved iron concentrations reach approximately
10,000 ug/L. If concentrations exceed 1,000 ug/L post-remediation,
then further evaluation may be warranted at that time.
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Adaptation to Stressors: Evolutionary and Molecular
Toxicology and Their Potential for Informing
Ecological Risk Assessment
RP136 Screening biomarkers using proteomic profile of Daphnia
magna exposed to lead (II) acetate trihydrate and atrazine
V.V. Le, Chonbuk National Univ South Korea / Bioprocess Engineering; Y.
Kim, Chungbuk National Univ / Dept of Microbiology; J. Min, Chonbuk
National Univ / Division of Chemical Engineering
In these decades, heavy metals and pesticides are main factors causing
water pollution via industrial waste. However, it still exists a limitation of well understanding about how these toxics effect the aquatic
organisms and are there any changes in gene/protein expression due
to environmental stress or not. In this study, acute toxicity tests were
performed according to EPA protocol (2002) to assess the impacts of
Lead (II) acetate trihydrate and Atrazine on aquatic species using a
typical freshwater flea Daphnia magna. Besides, the proteomic profile
of treated D.magna (LC20) was examined with a pH range from 3 to
10 using 2-dimensional gel electrophoresis (2DE) method and then
analyzed with Progenesis software to explore the differentially expressed
proteins (DEPs) compared with control organisms. The results showed
that there were some up- and down- regulated proteins in D.magna
responsed to these toxic chemicals. The changed spots due to each
chemical can be used as novel biomarker candidates to detect these heavy
metal and pesticide. Acknowledgement This work was carried out with
the support of “Cooperative Research Program for agriculture Science
& Technology Development (Project title: Development of Targetspecific Antimicrobial and Neutrializing Agents for Livestock Biological
Hazardous Factors, Project No: PJ01052701)’ Rural Development
Administration, Republic of Korea.
RP137 Effects of UV radiation on hatching, lipid peroxidation,
fatty acid composition, and antioxidant related gene in the copepod
Paracyclopina nana
E. Won, Sungkyunkwan Univ / Dept of Environ Mar Science; Y. Lee,
Hanyang Univ / Dept of Marine Sciences and Convergent Technology; J.
Han, Sungkyunkwan Univ; K. Shin, Hanyang Univ; J. Lee, Hanyang Univ
/ Dept of Chemistry
Ultraviolet (UV) radiation can become an ecological problem due to its
deleterious impact on organisms. To evaluate the effects of UV radiation
on the reproductive physiology and macromolecules in marine zooplankton, several doses of UV radiation were used to treat the copepod
Paracyclopina nana, and we analyzed in vivo endpoints of their life cycle
such as mortality and reproductive parameters with in vitro biochemical biomarkers such as reactiveoxygen species (ROS), the modulated
enzyme activity of glutathione S-transferase (GST) andsuperoxide
dismutase (SOD), and the production of a byproduct of peroxidation
(e.g.malonedialdehyde, MDA). After UV radiation, the survival rate of
P. nana was significantly reduced, and reductions were dose-dependent
in response to UV radiation. Also, egg sac damage and a reduction in
the hatching rate of offspring were observed in UV-irradiated ovigerous
females. According to the assessed biochemical parameters, we found
dosedependent increases in ROS levels and high levels of the lipid peroxidation decomposition product by 2 kJ m-2, implying that P. nana was
under off-balanced status by oxidative stress mediated cellular damage
at high dose of UV radiation. Antioxidant enzyme activities ofGST and
SOD were increased over different doses of UV radiation. To measure UV-induced lipid peroxidation, we found a slight reduction in the
composition of essential fatty acids such as eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA)
and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA). Additionally, antioxidant-associated
genes showed significant up-regulated expression patterns in response to
UV radiation as shown in expression of antioxidant enzymes, suggesting
that these UV radiation was not significantly fatal to P. nana but induce
oxidative stress leading to the impairment in fertilization. These findings
indicate that UV radiation can induce oxidative stress-triggered lipid
peroxidation with modulation of antioxidant enzyme activity, leading
to a significant effect on mortality and reproductive physiology (e.g.
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fecundity). These results demonstrate the involvement of UV radiation
on essential fatty acids and its susceptibility to UV radiation in the copepod P. nana compared to other species.
RP138 Role of miRNAs on Daphnia pulex response to cadmium
exposure
S. Chen, Purdue Univ / Forestry and Natural Resources; K.M. Nichols,
Purdue Univ / Biological Sciences; M.S. Sepulveda, Purdue Univ / Dept of
Forestry and Natural Resources
Daphnia pulex, a widely used toxicological model organism, is known
for its sensitivity and quick response to cadmium (Cd). However, the
underlying molecular mechanisms by which these responses occur are
not completely understood. The objective of this study is to evaluate the
role of miRNAs in Cd-induced stress response in D. pulex. To interrogate the function of D. pulex miRNAs under Cd exposure, we first
predicted 38,113 potential miRNA targeting sites on D. pulex genes’ 3’
UTR. Our next step is to conduct a miRNA microarray based global
approach to identify Cd-responsive D. pulex miRNAs and evaluate the
miRNA-target relationship between Cd-responsive miRNAs and their
target genes. miRNA gene expression will be validated using q-PCR.
Collectively, this research will advance our understanding on the role of
miRNAs in response to heavy metal exposure.
RP139 Are Oxidative Stress Response Genes Predictive of Chronic
Cadmium Exposure in Killifish in a Closed Copper Mine Superfund
Site?
D. Jung, Seoul National School / Inst of Health and Environment;
A. Cravero, R. Lehman, E. Cutting, Mount Desert Island Biological
Laboratory; B.P. Jackson, Dartmouth College / Dept of Earth Sciences; B.A.
Stanton, Dept of Microbiology and Immunology
Callahan Mine Superfund site (Brooksville, ME) is a closed copper
mine currently flooded with seawater. A previous study has shown that
sediments at this site are contaminated with extremely high levels of
metals, and that killifish (Fundulus heteroclitus) at this site have significantly higher metal concentrations in tissues compared to fish collected
from a reference site. Previously, we reported that fish caught at the site
do not differentially express metallothionein (MT) mRNA or mRNA
from genes involved in oxidative stress. This led us to hypothesize that
killifish chronically exposed to metals at this site have altered response
to metal exposure compared to reference site fish. To test our hypothesis,
we collected fish from the Superfund site as well as a nearby reference
site and exposed them in the laboratory to Cd (0, 0.1, 1, and 10 mg/L)
either immediately after transfer, or after over one month of a depuration
period. We measured the mRNA levels of five oxidative stress response
genes (nuclear factor erythroid-related factor-2, glutathione-S-transferase-alpha, glutamate cysteine ligase catalytic subunit, Mn-superoxide
dismutase, and catalase), as well as MT genes in gills and livers by
Q-RT-PCR. Tissue Cd concentrations were measured by ICP-MS.
Our results show that: (1) tissue Cd levels of undepurated Superfund
fish were significantly higher than reference site fish, but there was no
difference between the two populations in depurated fish; (2) mRNA
levels of genes involved in the oxidative stress response were similar in all
treatment groups; (3) there was a dose-dependent increase in MT gene
expression in Superfund and reference fish; (4) in undepurated fish MT
mRNA in the gill was higher in Superfund fish compared to reference
fish, and (5) there was no difference between the two populations of
fish in MT expression when fish were depurated. Our results indicate
that although oxidative stress gene expression in fish collected from the
Superfund site is similar to gene expression in fish collected from a reference site, Superfund fish respond more robustly than reference fish to
acute exposure to high concentrations of Cd. However, once metal stress
is eliminated (i.e., depuration), the effect of acute Cd exposure on MT
mRNA levels is similar in Superfund and reference fish. Our results suggest that oxidative stress response genes examined in our study may not
be a good marker for oxidative stress induced by chronic Cd exposure.
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RP140 Tricyclic PAH-mediated cardiotoxicity in Atlantic killifish
(Fundulus heteroclitus) inhabiting a highly PAH contaminated
environment
J.S. Kozal, Duke Univ Nicholas School of the Environment / Integrated
Toxicology and Environmental Health; N. Jayasundara, J.S. Osterberg, R.T.
Di Giulio, Duke Univ / Nicholas School of the Environment
Atlantic Killifish (Fundulus heteroclitus) inhabiting the Atlantic Wood
site on the Elizabeth River (ER), VA, are resistant to the developmental (cardiac teratogenesis) and acute toxicity caused by high levels of
complex polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) mixtures. These fish
show changes to the classical PAH response pathway with a general
down-regulation of the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AHR) pathway. Low
molecular weight tricyclic PAHs (tPAHs) (e.g. phenanthrene) are often
considered to be less toxic than their high molecular weight counterparts
due to relatively weak AHR agonism. However, tPAHs show acute
cardiotoxic effects in fish embryos although the mechanisms are not well
understood. It has been proposed that tPAHs impair cardiac conduction by high affinity block of the inward rectifying potassium channel
(KCNH2). This persistent inhibition of cardiac function and circulation
is thought to disrupt cardiac morphogenesis. Morpholino knockdown of
AHR2 only partially protects reference killifish embryos from cardiac
teratogenesis due to ER Sediment Extract (ERSE) exposure, suggesting
an AHR-independent cadiotoxicity of complex mixtures of PAHs. In
the current study, embryos were exposed to 7.2 μM phenanthrene as well
as 1% and 2% ERSE at 24 hpf to investigate the mechanisms mediating
cardiotoxicity of tPAHs and their potential to act as a selection pressure underlying the PAH resistance in adapted killifish. Heart rate and
severity of cardiac deformity and cardiac arrhythmia were quantified at
144 hpf. Both adapted and reference embryos exposed to phenanthrene
exhibited significant bradycardia and cardiac arrhythmias resembling
AV conduction block. Neither adapted nor reference embryos exposed to
phenanthrene developed cardiac deformities. Reference embryos exposed
2% ERSE exhibited significant decreases in heart rate and also developed cardiac deformities in a dose dependent manner. ERSE-exposed
adapted embryos did not exhibit significant decreases in heart rate or
develop cardiac deformities. These results support the paradigm that the
toxicities of different classes of PAHs act via distinct mechanisms during
development and represent distinct selection pressures that need to be
understood for accurate risk assessment and management. We are currently sequencing ion channel genes in reference and adapted killifish as
well as measuring their expressions. This work was supported by NIEHS
T32-ES021432 and P42-ES010356.
RP141 Reproductive and subsequent larval fitness of Fundulus grandis chronically exposed to a water-accommodated fraction of MC-252
crude oil
C.M. Bonner, C.C. Green, Louisiana State Univ Agricultural Center /
Aquaculture Research Station
A novel upwelling system was designed for large-volume water accommodated fraction (WAF) generation to investigate the potential
reproductive effects of the Deepwater Horizon oil spill on a resident
estuarine baitfish species. The larger goals of this work are to investigate
reproduction and trans-generational effects from chronic hydrocarbon
exposure under laboratory conditions. An upwelling system was used to
generate a WAF of Macondo 252 (MC-252) crude oil every 4 days for
a 40-d static-renewal exposure period. Adult Gulf killifish, Fundulus
grandis, from Louisiana were exposed to either WAF or control treatment water in mesocosms containing sediment. Total polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbon (TPAH) concentrations were characterized in treatment
water across the exposure period using gas chromatography-mass
spectroscopy analysis. During the exposure period, liver tissue, gonadal
tissue, and blood were sampled and analyzed for Ethoxyresorufin-0deethylase and Glutathione-S-transferase activity, gonadosomatic index
(GSI) and hepatosomatic index, and estradiol and testosterone levels,
respectively. Following exposure, a 40-d spawning period was initiated
in which egg number, embryo viability, embryo hatchability, spermatozoa quantity/motility, survival activity index (SAI) and salinity tolerance
of larvae, as well as larval morphometrics upon hatch were analyzed. GSI

was found to be significantly lower in WAF-exposed males during exposure and subsequently increased to near-baseline levels post-transfer into
WAF-free spawning tanks, while female GSI was not significantly different during either period. WAF-exposed males also showed lower total
and motile spermatozoa concentrations. Egg output was not significantly
different between the treatments; however, there were a significantly
greater number of unhatched embryos from WAF-exposed females. SAI
was significantly reduced in larvae from WAF-exposed adults. There was
no significant difference in salinity tolerance LC50 values between treatments. These findings show evidence for reproductive impairment for
certain aspects of reproduction following chronic exposure to hydrocarbons. In addition, the large-volume upwelling system allows for future
oil toxicity testing on adult organisms for sustained exposure regimes.
RP142 Reproduction impairment in zebrafish promoted by exposure
to abietic acid and vanillin
C.H. Soares, Univ Federal de Santa Catarina / Biochemistry Dept; I.E.
Baptista, E. Theis, A. Sousa, UFSC / Biochemistry; G. Van Der Kraak,
Univ of Guelph
Resin acid such as abietic acid and phenolic compounds such as vanillin are components of effluents from pulp and paper mill which are
generated during the pulp production process and they are produced
in variable amounts depending on the type of process. Vanillin is also
widely used as a flavoring in food. Effluents from pulp and paper mills
are internationally recognized as toxic agents with properties to change
the reproductive capacity of fish. The aim of this study was to evaluate
egg production and respective viability, as well as the embryonic development of zebrafish exposed to model chemical compounds which may be
found in effluents from the pulp and paper mill. The fish (10 males and
10 females) were exposed to abietic acid and vanillin, being that male
and females were maintained separated for 7 days, at 28 oC and dark/
light cycle of 12/ 12 h. Abietic acid and vanillin were both at concentrations from 10 to 120 μg/L, in 3.5 L tank. After the pre-exposure, males
and females were mated (1 couple for becker containing a network in the
bottom ) and monitored for 6 days with daily renewal of water /pollutant
and fed twice a day. Eggs were collected and put on plates containing
the test agent, kept protected from light. For both of the tested chemical
compounds, there was a significant reduction in egg production, 25 to
85% for Abietic acid and 20 to 65% for vanillin. A high percentage of the
eggs exhibited dark coloration, with clear relationship to the concentration of the test agent, which was characterized as non-viable eggs. The
observation of the egg development revealed several types of malformation in the larvae, especially spinal deformation effects. Therefore, both
abietic acid and vanillin significantly altered the reproductive capacity
of zebrafish under the conditions studied. Support: CNPq - FAPESC
- ANA
RP143 5-fluorouracil link to mutations and epigenetic changes in
folate pathway of Danio rerio
E. Ussery, Univ of North Texas / Biology; D. Huggett, D. Carty, Univ of
North Texas
Many pharmaceuticals used by humans are not extracted from water
purification processes, thus ending up in our surface waters. I will be
determining whether 5-fluorouracil found in the ground and surface
waters cause developmental defects in aquatic organisms. Danio rerio
will be used as a model organism because of the similarities between
fish and human’s folate pathway. By dosing fish with 5-fluorouracil at
concentrations found in the environment, I am observing levels of gene
expression in prominent genes in the folate pathway. The target genes are
dihydrofolate reductase, thymidylate synthetase and methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase. As well, the effects these pharmaceuticals have on
important amino acids associated with the pathway will also be observed
by quantifying the SAM/SAH ratio and level of homocysteine and
methionine. Both ratios are markers of how well the folate pathway is
working. Extreme pathway analysis will be performed on folate metabolism. By using computational biology, I will be able to use the data
collected from exposure studies to show important fluxes in the pathway
while it’s under stress from 5-fluorouracil.
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RP144 Regulation of innate immunity by miRNAs after
17α-ethinylestradiol exposure
S.R. Das, USGS / Western Fisheries Research Center; S.R. Das, Univ of
Washington / Dept of Epidemiology; J. Woodson, J.D. Hansen, USGS /
Western Fisheries Research Center; J.D. Hansen, Univ of Washington / Dept
of Global Health
There is increased concern worldwide about the impacts of endocrine disrupting chemicals in aquatic environments due to their potential to alter
physiological processes in wildlife and humans. One of the most frequently detected endocrine disrupting compounds, 17α-ethinylestradiol
(EE2), is found in a variety of water ecosystems at ng L-1 concentrations. Studies indicate that EE2 can alter physiological processes such as
development and reproduction for aquatic organisms at environmental
concentrations. One relatively unexplored area is the impact of EE2
on fish immune systems. Previously, we assessed the impact of EE2 on
the immune transcriptome in zebrafish by sub-chronically exposing
fish to EE2 followed by a 24-hour immune stimulation period using
peptidoglycan and poly(I:C) to mimic microbial infection. This microarray study led to the identification of multiple gene pathways that were
down-regulated by exposure to EE2 implying that EE2 likely suppresses
innate immunity. In addition, the analysis suggested the involvement of
miRNAs for regulating this response. This present study was undertaken to identify miRNAs that may perturb innate immune pathways
in fish. Isolated liver miRNAs from the previous experiment were used
for next generation sequencing. Individual miRNA libraries (n=36) were
sequenced using Illumina technology at a depth of more than 10M reads
per individual fish. Raw reads were then filtered, trimmed and aligned to
the current miRBase 20 database for zebrafish. Read counts of miRNAs
were normalized and differentially expressed miRNAs were calculated.
Results indicated that 24 and 66 miRNAs were significantly dysregulated upon exposure to 1 and 10 ng L-1 levels of EE2, respectively. Nine
miRNAs (e.g. dre-miR-725) were specific to the low dose exposure of
EE2, 42 miRNAs (e.g. dre-miR-375) restricted to high dose exposure
with 11 miRNAs (e.g. dre-miR-137) being shared between the low and
high dose exposures. This analysis serves as the baseline for assessing
miRNAs that were dysregulated upon peptidoglycan or poly(I:C) stimulation alone or in conjunction with EE2 exposure to address their role(s)
for immunity. Putative gene targets were identified from the miRBase
target database and correlated with the previous microarray results.
Overall, our analysis implies that miRNAs participate in regulating the
suppression of innate immunity conferred by exposure to EE2.
RP145 Investigation of Apoptosis Mechanisms Following Photoinduced Toxicity in Sheepshead Minnow (Cyprinodon variegatus)
C.L. Overturf, Univ of North Texas / Dept of Biological Sciences; A.P.
Roberts, Univ of North Texas
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) have been investigated for
their adverse effects when combined with ultraviolet radiation (UV).
This exposure combination results in a phenomenon called photoinduced toxicity, which is characterized by an increase in acute toxicity
due to the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS). There has been
a great deal of research that has investigated the potential molecular
mechanisms involved in photo-induced toxicity of PAH to mammals;
however, these mechanisms are largely uninvestigated in aquatic species.
Thus, the present study was aimed at examining mechanisms of apoptosis in sheepshead minnow (Cyprinodon variegatus) following various
phototoxic exposures with or without fluoranthene. Apoptosis was first
investigated by conducting caspase-3 assays, to establish up-regulation of
apoptosis in whole embryos. Secondly, quantitative reverse transcriptase
polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) was conducted to examine various
pro-apoptotic and anti-apoptotic genes, such as p21, p53, Bax and Bcl-2,
to determine apoptotic factors modulated during phototoxicity. Results
obtained will aid in understanding the sub-lethal and long-term effects
of photo-induced toxicity on sheepshead minnow. Additionally, these
apoptosis techniques may be utilitized across different stages of development to determine sensitive windows of exposure and/or development
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that may result in long-term population effects, as well as on various
marine species to identity sensitive species that may be more susceptible
to environmental contaminants, such as PAHs.

Interactive Platform: Using Waterbirds as Indicators
of Aquatic Ecosystem Health
RP146 Review of avian two-generation endocrine disruption toxicity
test method development and assessment
M.J. Quinn, US Army Public Health Command / Health Effects Research
Program; A.M. Jackovitz, A.M. Jackovitz, A.A. Shiflett, M.S. Johnson, US
Army Public Health Command; P. Browne, USEPA; L. Touart, USEPA
We investigated the effects of oral and embryonic exposure to endosulfan
(estrogenic), trenbolone (androgenic), and perchlorate (antithyroid) in
three successive generations of Japanese quail (Coturnix japonica) in three
separate tests to help assess developing methodologies for an avian twogeneration endocrine disruption toxicity test. The F0 generations of quail
received endosulfan and trenbolone in their feed only; perchlorate was
administered through drinking water. The F1 generations were exposed
to chemical treatments through maternal deposition as embryos and
through feed or water as described below from day of hatch throughout
adulthood. The F2 generations were only exposed to chemicals in ovo.
Onset to reproductive maturity was measured as age of first egg laid
in females and cloacal foam gland development in males. Copulatory
behavior, egg production, fertility, eggshell strength and thickness,
and sperm concentration and motility were assessed in adults from all
generations, and growth was measured in F1 and F2 chicks. The results
of these studies suggest that information learned from an F2 generation does not always improve understanding of a chemical’s potential as
an endocrine disrupting chemical beyond what would be gained from
the F1 generation only. A set threshold for anticipated effects in the F1
generation that would either trigger the necessity of an F2 generation
if reached or the termination of the study at the F1 generation if not
reached may benefit this study’s design in terms of economy of resources
that include time, effort, and animal use. Data from this study will help
to evaluate the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Endocrine
Disrupting Screening Program’s proposed Tier 2 avian two-generation
toxicity test.
RP147 Two Highly Brominated Flame Retardants Are Photolytically
Degraded to Biologically Active By-Products: Cytotoxic Effect and
mRNA Expression in CEH
G. Su, Ecotoxicology and Wildlife Health Division; R.J. Letcher,
Environment Canada / Ecotoxicology and Wildlife Health Division; D.
Crump, Environment Canada; R. Farmahin, Environment Canada /
National Wildlife Research Centre; J.P. Giesy, Univ of Saskatchewan /
Toxicology Center; S.W. Kennedy, Environment Canada
Tetradecabromo-1,4-diphenoxybenzene (TeDB-DiPhOBz) and
2,2’,3,3’,4,4’,5,5’,6,6’- decabromodiphenyl ether (BDE-209) are chemicals used as flame retarding (FR) substances, are photolytically unstable,
and are known to degrade to debrominated by-products. In the present
study, the formation of photo-activated by-products of TeDB-DiPhOBz
and BDE-209 (i.e. hexa-BDEs to octa-BDEs from BDE-209, and Br8to Br11-PB-DiPhOBz congeners from TeDB-DiPhOBz) was assessed
after 21 days of natural sunlight irradiation (SI). Simultaneously,
chicken embryonic hepatocytes (CEH) were administered to SI- and
non-irradiated-TeDB-DiPhOBz and -BDE-209 solution sub-samples
as well as a DMSO control for 36 hrs. CEH were then examined for
cytotoxic effects and mRNA expression levels of 27 genes associated
with phase I and II metabolism, the thyroid hormone pathway, lipid/
cholesterol metabolism, oxidative stress, immune response, the sex
steroid pathway, and cell death. Extensive cytotoxic effects were observed
when CEH were exposed to 50 µM of SI-BDE-209. Results from the
Avian ToxChip Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) array showed that
non-irradiated-TeDB-DiPhOBz and -BDE-209, up to maximum
concentrations of 1.9 µM and 9 µM, respectively, caused limited mRNA
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expression changes across the 27 genes, with the exception of a minimal induction of CYP1A4 by BDE-209. However, 12 and 14 of the 27
genes were altered after exposure to 10 µM SI-TeDB-DiPhOBz and 25
µM SI-BDE-209, respectively. Moreover, the AhR-related CYP1A4
gene showed an extremely large mRNA expression change of 556- and
5173-fold for 1 µM and 25 µM SI-TeDB-DiPhOBz, respectively, and
2484- and 2286-fold for 1 µM and 10 µM SI-BDE-209, respectively.
The same results were observed regardless of the solvents (tetrahydrofuran/hexane, hexane and methanol) in which the photolytic degradation
occurred and thus the alterations in mRNA expression levels were
not due to degradation of the solvent or interaction of the solvent with
photoproducts. The results of our research demonstrated that degradation of TeDB-DiPhOBz and BDE-209 by natural sunlight generates
by-products that can affect gene expression in vitro and especially those
that are AhR-mediated.
RP148 Potential impacts of the Deepwater Horizon oil spill on a
migrating bird, the northern gannet.
L. Champoux, Environment Canada / Science and Technology Branch; J.
Rail, Environment Canada; M. Houde, Environment Canada / Centre
Saint L’Aurent; M. Giraudo, Environment Canada; E. Lacaze, INRSInstitut Armand-Frappier; C. Soos, Environment Canada; G. Fairhurst,
Univ of Saskatchewan; P. Thomas, Environment Canada / Science and
Technology Branch; K. Hobson, Environment Canada; P. Brousseau,
INRS Institut Armand-Frappier; M. Guillemette, Université du Québec à
Rimouski; J. Verreault, Université du Québec à Montréal / Biological Sciences
It is estimated that around 25 % of the northern gannet (Morus bassanus) population that breeds on Bonaventure Island, eastern Canada,
overwinters in the Gulf of Mexico (GM). Since 2010, research has been
undertaken to investigate potential impacts of the Deepwater Horizon
oil spill on this northern gannet population. In 2013, blood and feather
samples were collected from 37 breeding birds for which overwintering sites were determined using light-based geolocators. Sex, thyroid
hormones, clinical parameters, immunotoxicity tests, stable isotopes of
carbon (C) and nitrogen (N), DNA damage, trace elements and PAHs
were measured in blood and stable isotopes of C, N, hydrogen (H) and
oxygen (O) and corticosterone (CORT) were measured in feathers.
Methods were developed in plasma to analyze the transcription of three
genes (using quantitative Real Time-PCR) chosen from the corresponding bird sequences available in databases: the aryl hydrocarbon receptor
(AhR), albumin (Alb) and metallothionein (MT). Only the albumin
coding gene showed a differential expression with a significant increase
in birds who visited the south-east Atlantic coast compared to South
America, but no difference with those who visited GM. No difference was found in DNA damage between wintering locations using
the COMET assay. Preliminary results indicated that among clinical
analysis, only glucose was significantly higher in birds from GM than
from birds from unknown destination. Average feather CORT levels
were significantly higher in gannets that wintered in the GM (n = 5)
compared to those that did not (n = 24). Other analyses are currently
underway. This study provides unique and comprehensive ecophysiological perspective on the health of a sentinel bird species potentially
exposed to contaminants.
RP149 Persistent organic pollutants in blood samples of Southern
Giant Petrels (Macronectes giganteus) from South Shetland Islands,
Antarctica
F.I. Colabuono, Univ of São Paulo / Inst of Oceanography; S.S. Vander Pol,
K.M. Huncik, National Inst of Standards and Technology; S. Taniguchi,
Univ of São Paulo / Physical Oceanography Dept; M.V. Petry, UNISINOS;
R.C. Montone, Inst Oceanografico Univ of São Paulo / Departamento e
Oceanografia Fisica Quimica e Geologica; J.R. Kucklick, National Inst of
Standards and Technology
Seabirds play an important role as top consumers in the food web and
can be used as biomonitors of exposure to pollutants, revealing potential
threats to the environment, other animals and humans. Contamination
studies on seabirds involving non-destructive sampling methods, such
as the analysis of pollutants in the blood, are of considerable importance

to monitoring studies, allowing better follow up of the concentrations of
pollutants and the evaluation of their toxic effects over time. In this study
we examined organohalogen contaminants concentrations in the blood
samples of adults and chicks of Southern Giant Petrels (Macronectes
giganteus) collected in the summer of 2011/2012 and 2012/2013, at
Elephant and Livingston Islands, South Shetland, Antarctica. PCBs,
HCB, PeCB, Mirex, DDTs and Chlordanes were detected in all birds,
whereas PBDEs were not detected in any blood samples. Bonferronicorrected Mann Whitney U tests were performed in order to compare
organochlorines (OCs) concentrations among years, sexes, ages and locations. No differences were found between years, and in general, adults
presented significantly higher concentrations than chicks (except for
PeCB). PCBs, HCB, Mirex and DDTs presented similar concentrations
in males and females from Elephant Island (with only small differences
in PeCB and Chlordanes levels). Livingston Island females showed
higher HCB values than males, but no sexual differences for the other
OCs was observed. The similarity in concentrations of most of the OCs
between sexes, in birds with a very marked sexual segregation in feeding
habits during the breeding season, may indicate that a significant amount
of the contaminants load is acquired during migration to lower latitudes
when diets of males and females are similar. Birds sampled at Livingston
Island showed slightly lower concentrations than those from Elephant
Island, and significant differences were detected for PCBs, HCB, DDTs
and Mirex, which could be a result of distinct foraging locations among
birds of the these two colonies. Blood samples of Southern Giant Petrels
adults and chicks were shown to be useful to compare contamination
levels and contribute to the scarce literature on organohalogen contaminants in Antarctic top predators. Additional support for these findings
may be provided by evaluating individual compounds as well as combining stable isotopes with the OCs data from these birds.
RP150 Organochlorine contaminants and polybrominated diphenyl
ethers in eggs and embryos of Antarctic birds
F.I. Colabuono, Univ of São Paulo / Inst of Oceanography; S. Taniguchi,
Univ of São Paulo / Physical Oceanography Dept; M.V. Petry, UNISINOS;
R.C. Montone, Inst Oceanografico Univ of São Paulo / Departamento e
Oceanografia Fisica Quimica e Geologica
Organochlorine contaminants (OCs) and polybrominated diphenyl
ethers (PBDEs) were analyzed in eggs of five birds species from South
Shetland Islands, Antarctica. Additionaly, OCs and PBDEs were also
analyzed in embryos of two of these species. In general, PCBs were
predominant in eggs of Stercorarius lonnbergi, Larus dominicanus and
Macronectes giganteus, whereas HCB was the major compounds found
in Pygoscelis antarcticus and Sterna vittata eggs. PBDEs congeners were
detected only in eggs of S. lonnbergi (PBDE 47 and 153) and S. vittata
(PBDE 47). Differences in OCs concentrations were up to two orders of
magnitude among M. giganteus embryos and were related to the development stage of embryos and the OCs concentrations presented in their
respective eggs. Trophic ecology and post-breeding dispersion showed
influence in contaminants patterns. Comparison with previous literature
data provided an indication of changes in OC concentrations, proving
the efficiency of eggs in providing qualitative and quantitative indication
of contamination in the Antarctic ecosystem.
RP151 Monitoring movements, foraging and mercury exposure of
breeding Leach’s storm-petrels in Atlantic Canada
N.M. Burgess, Environment Canada / Science Technology Branch; A. Hedd,
Memorial Univ of Newfoundland / Dept of Psychology; R.A. Mauck, Kenyon
College / Dept of Biology; I.L. Pollet, Dalhousie Univ / Dept of Biology
Leach’s storm-petrels are small seabirds that make long, multi-day
foraging trips during incubation. In 2013, we attached geolocator tags to
incubating storm-petrels at several breeding colonies in Atlantic Canada,
to monitor their foraging trips during incubation. When the birds were
recaptured 2-4 weeks later, the geolocator data were downloaded and
a small blood sample was collected for analysis of total mercury and
stable carbon and nitrogen isotope ratios (δ13C and δ15N). Leach’s
storm-petrels made offshore foraging trips that ranged 500 – 1200 km
from their breeding colonies; in many cases far beyond the edge of the
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continental shelf. Mean mercury concentrations (± SE) in storm-petrel
blood were significantly different among colonies in 2013 with Baccalieu
Island, NL (1.49 ± 0.09 μg/g) > Gull Island, NL (1.02 ± 0.09 μg/g) >
Kent Island, NB (0.69 ± 0.06 μg/g). We will discuss the value of data on
foraging movements from geolocators and on diet from δ13C and δ15N,
and how these data can provide insights for interpreting differences
in blood mercury concentrations among colonies and individual birds.
We will also assess the toxicological significance of the observed blood
mercury concentrations.

production. Allochthonous import and in situ production of Hg (e.g.,
through sulfate reducing bacteria in sediments) would explain high [Hg]
in birds. Higher [Hg] were found in birds overwintering in southernmost locations. Mercury concentrations in winter feathers were related to
predicted spatial pattern of [Hg] in fish using the National Descriptive
Model of Mercury in Fish (NDMMF) based on bird spatial assignment (using δ2H). This study indicates that overwintering area greatly
influences [Hg] and suggests that biologically-mediated transport of Hg
occurs between wintering and breeding habitats.

RP152 Circumpolar contamination in eggs of the high-Arctic ivory
gull Pagophila eburnea
M. Lucia, N. Verboven, H. Strom, Norwegian Polar Inst; C. Miljeteig,
Norwegian Univ of Science and Technology; M. Gavrilo, National Park
Russian Arctic; B.M. Braune, Environment Canada / Ecotoxicology and
Wildlife Health Division; D. Boertmann, Aarhus Univ / Dept of Bioscience;
G. Gabrielsen, Norwegian Polar Inst
The ivory gull is a high-Arctic species that spends the entire year in
the north, closely associated with sea ice. It is considered endangered
in most parts of its breeding range. Ivory gulls must indeed cope with
not only the reduction of sea ice cover triggered by climate change but
also increasing contaminant loads due to changes in global contaminant
pathways and the release of previously stored pollutants from melting
snow and ice. The ivory gull is one of the most remote and poorly known
breeding birds in the northern hemisphere. Therefore, the main objective
was to assess spatial variation of contaminant levels (organochlorines
(OCs), brominated flame retardants (BFRs), perfluorinated alkyl substances (PFASs), and mercury) in ivory gulls breeding in different areas
across the Arctic region. Contaminants were already determined in eggs
from Canada (Seymour Island – except PFASs), Svalbard (Svenskøya),
and three sites in Russia (Nagurskoe and Klyuv Cape on Franz Josef
Land and Domashny on Severnaya Zemlya). New data from Greenland
(Station Nord) allowed the investigation of a possible longitudinal
gradient of contamination. The most quantitatively abundant OCs found
in the ivory gull eggs were p,p′-DDE and ΣPCB. Most of the PCB
and PBDE (polybrominated diphenyl ether) congeners were positively inter-correlated. Mercury concentrations were higher in Canada
compared to the other five colonies. Multivariate analyses demonstrated
that eggs from Nagurskoe were often characterized by higher OC and
BFR concentrations, whereas eggs from Seymour Island and especially
Domashny displayed lower levels. These results tend to highlight a westeast gradient in OC and BFR concentrations between Seymour Island
and Nagurskoe. Nevertheless, concentrations had a tendency to gradually decrease in colonies situated east of Nagurskoe. In contrast, PFASs
concentrations, especially PFOA (perfluorooctanoate) and PFNA (perfluorononanoate), were higher in eastern colonies such as Station Nord.
Some of the contaminants, especially PCBs and p,p’-DDE, exceeded
threshold levels known to disrupt the reproductive success of avian species. Overall, the levels of OCs, BFRs and PFASs did not suggest direct
lethal exposure to these compounds but their potential synergetic or
additive sublethal effects warrant continued monitoring.

RP154 Quantifying the Ecological Benefits of Mercury Emission
Reductions in Wisconsin
M.W. Meyer, Wisconsin Dept of Natural Resources / Bureau of Science
Services; K.P. Kenow, USGS / Upper Midwest Environmental Sciences
Center; P.W. Rasmussen, Wisconsin Dept of Natural Resources; C.J. Watras,
Wisconsin Dept of Natural Resources / UWMadison Trout Lake Station
Wisconsin implemented mercury (Hg) emission reduction rules for
coal-burning electric utilities in 2010, recently modified to conform
to the federal Mercury and Air Toxics Standards (MATS) rule. Data
from the Wisconsin MTL/MAPP projects and from the Canada-U.S.
METALLICUS experiment indicate that emission reductions may
result in rapid declines in fish Hg concentrations. Laboratory and field
studies conducted in Wisconsin (as well as New England, Ontario, and
the Canadian Maritimes) demonstrate that Common Loon (Gavia
immer) reproduction is negatively impacted by exposure to ecologically
relevant methylmercury (MeHg) concentrations in fish. These results
have been used to establish fish and loon tissue benchmarks of MeHg
toxicity for Common Loons. Common Loon Hg exposure assessment in
Wisconsin show benchmarks can be exceeded when breeding territories
occur on low pH, low alkalinity lakes. Long-term monitoring of mercury
in Wisconsin lake waters and common loons (20+ years) demonstrated a
decline during the 1990s that may be associated with regionally declining atmospheric deposition. This decline was followed by an increase in
the early 2000s, most likely associated with a near-decadal water level
oscillation rather than changes in Hg deposition. Going forward, we
propose a cost effective, long-term monitoring plan for tracking the ecological response to implementation of the emission reduction rule while
isolating the effects of potentially confounding variables. The monitoring
plan would include common loons, prey fish, atmospheric deposition (via
NADP/MDN sites) and lake waters in the Northern Highlands Lake
District (NHLD) of Wisconsin. The results would have relevance to
ecological endpoints and human health concerns.

RP153 Tracking Migration of Fish-eating Birds to Identify Mercury
Exposure: Higher Concentrations in Southern Latitudes
R.A. Lavoie, Queen’s Univ / Biology; K.T. Kyser, Queen’s Univ / Geological
Sciences and Engineering; L.M. Campbell, Saint Mary’s Univ / School of
Environmental Studies
Migration is believed to greatly influence concentrations of contaminants in birds due to accumulation in spatially- and temporally-distinct
ecosystems. We characterized overwintering areas (using δ2H and band
recoveries) and overwintering habitats (by combining information from
stable isotopes δ34S, δ13C, δ15N and δ2H) in feathers grown during the
winter. Two species of fish-eating birds, the Double-crested Cormorant
(Phalacrocorax auritus) and the Caspian Tern (Hydroprogne caspia) breeding in Lake Ontario were chosen to measure the impact of long-distance
migration on mercury concentrations [Hg]. Overall, migration had
a significant effect on [Hg]. Both species showed high [Hg] in habitats characterized by a food web supported by benthic or C4 primary
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RP155 Silent Spring Revisited? Tissue DDT, Concentrations in
Birds Found Dead or Dying Proximal to Velsicol Corp. Superfund
Site, St. Louis, MI
M.J. Zwiernik, Michigan State Univ / Animal Science Vet Med; M.W.
Nadeau, Michigan State Univ Aquatic Toxicology Lab / Animal Science;
G.C. Kragenbring, Michigan State Univ Wildlife Toxicology Laboratory;
W.R. Folland, Dept of Animal Science; C.M. Martz, P.W. Bradley,
Michigan State Univ Wildlife Toxicology Laboratory / Animal Science
Between May and August of 2013 the Michigan State University
Wildlife Toxicology Laboratory in collaboration with local residents and
trained volunteers collected and analyzed 28 dead or dying birds from a
nine block residential area in St. Louis Michigan proximal to the Velsicol
Chemical Corp. superfund site (formerly the Michigan Chemical Corp.).
The study was initiated as the result of resident’s observations of unusually great numbers avian deaths over a period of greater than 20 years.
The Velsicol Corp. superfund site, the Pine River and the immediate
vicinity of the city of St. Louis, Michigan are known to be contaminated with dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT) and its breakdown
products dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDD) and dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDE), and a mixture of polybrominated biphenyls
(PBB). Additional chemical compounds and products have been identified at the 54-acre former main plant site which operated from the early
1900s until 1978 (2006 USEPA). The objectives of this study were to
quantify the concentrations of DDT, DDD, DDE, and PBBs in the
livers and brains of salvaged adult and nestling birds (American Robin,
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European Starling, Eastern Bluebird) that were found dead or dying in
residential yards in an effort to establish causation. Salvaged birds were
necropsied, examined for gross abnormalities and tissues were separated using strict QA/QC protocols. Tissue abnormalities were noted
in 4 individuals and included brain lesion and liver lesions. Mean bird
liver concentrations ranged from 8540 ng/g w/w (4,4-DDD) to 466808
ng/g w/w (4,4-DDE) with a mean PBB153 concentration of 11360 ng/g
w/w. Mean total DDT concentration was 4757645 ng/g w/w. Mean
bird brain concentrations ranged from 1722 ng/g w/w (4, 4-DDD) to
352612 ng/g w/w (4,4-DDE) with a mean PBB153 concentration of 1141
ng/g w/w. Soil to tissues relationships for select contaminants will be
presented. Mean total DDT concentration was 359154 ng/g w/w. These
concentrations are among the greatest reported in wild birds.
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RP156 New Dioxin/Furan Sediment Criteria in British Columbia
Compared to Other Screening Benchmarks
A. Fitzpatrick, S. Goetz, B. Gorham, M. Sanborn, AECOM
Environment Canada and British Columbia Ministry of Environment
(BC MOE) are facing legacy contamination in the marine sedimentary
environment, including polychlorinated dibenzo p dioxins and polychlorinated dibenzofurans (PCDD/F) from the operation of coastal
pulp mills. Sediment contamination, regional background concentrations, and risk-based screening level benchmarks are at the forefront of
discussions that assess redevelopment options in the region and balance
environmental protection, chemical persistence, and economic opportunities. PCDD/F is classified as a persistent bioaccumulative substance
potentially causing toxicity in the biologically active zone (BAZ), and
bioaccumulating in the food chain. In 2014, Environment Canada
released Draft Interim Guidance for the Assessment of Risks from Dioxins and
Furans in Sediments Proposed for Disposal at Sea in Pacific and Yukon Regions
to provide recommendations for sediment projects on the north coast of
BC where PCDD/Fs have been identified as a chemical of concern. The
guidance allows for open-water disposal of sediment below 9 ng TEQ/kg
dw provided the project volume-weighted average concentration is 0.85
ng TEQ /kg or less. This value is similar to the Puget Sound open-water
disposal screening value of 10 ng TEQ/kg (point-based) and a volumeweighted average concentration of 4 ng TEQ/kg dw. For comparison, the
Puget Sound natural background value for PCDD/F is 2 to 4 ngTEQ/kg
dw and the CCME threshold effects level (TEL) is 8.5 ngTEQ/kg which
was based on freshwater benthic invertebrate toxicity tests. A 10-fold
safety factor was applied to this value for the derivation of the Interim
Sediment Quality Guideline for the protection of aquatic life. This is of
interest since the TEL was based on invertebrates that lack the necessary
aH receptors to elicit dioxin toxicity. The application of the safety factor
will be discussed. Northwest regional sediment concentrations in nonurban to light urban environments typically range from about 4 to 8 ng/
kg dw, the upper end often corresponding to deposition of peak pulp mill
discharges during the late 1970s to early 1980s. Other screening levels
will be presented for comparison.
RP157 A Spatially-Explicit Approach for Estimating Biota-Sediment
Accumulation Factors in the Houston Ship Channel
S. Williams, C. Breed, S. Usenko, Baylor Univ; B.W. Brooks, Baylor Univ /
Dept of Environmental Science
Biota-sediment accumulation factors (BSAFs) are a commonly-used,
first-tier tool to set preliminary goals for remediation in contaminated
aquatic ecosystems. Previous studies have demonstrated that BSAFs are
highly variable from site-to-site. This variability may arise as a result
of sampling procedures which fail to adequately characterize the range
of habitats and associated concentrations encountered by the target
organisms. The San Jacinto River Waste Pits (SJRWP) Superfund site
represents the dominant source of polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins
and furans (PCDD/Fs) in the Houston Ship Channel complex, and
a significant source of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). In the present study, tiered approaches to the BSAF were examined. The first tier,

using basic BSAF calculations, resulted in metrics that were lower than
observed in other sites. The second tier was designed to assess the importance of overall range, and thus we created interpolated contaminant
maps for the San Jacinto River and nearby areas of the Houston Ship
Channel based on publicly-available data on concentrations of PCDD/Fs
and dl-PCBs in combination with data generated by our research group.
Using these interpolations, distributions of contaminant concentrations
were developed for relevant aquatic habitats, while similar distributions were developed for crabs, clams, and black drum from available
data. Probabilistic techniques, coupled with data on species behavior
and migration, enabled the production of BSAF distributions for these
26 analytes. In the third tier, the bioaccumulation paradigm included
a seasonal component, where the mobile species encountered different
distributions of contaminant concentrations during certain times of the
year. Published data on behavior of these species was used to characterize their movement patterns and seasonal behaviors; for example, the
seasonal model included salinity and temperature parameters to estimate
the likely movements of these species. Future efforts will examine
the coherence of probabilistic, spatially-explicit BSAFs between the
Houston Ship Channel and other sites for which data is available.
RP158 Evaluation of Environmental Fate and Human Food Chain
Bioaccumulation Models using US NHANES Biomonitoring Data
S.A. Wood, Univ of Toronto / Dept of Physical and Environmental Sciences;
J.M. Armitage, F. Wania, Univ of Toronto at Scarborough / Dept of Physical
and Environmental Sciences
A population’s exposure to persistent organic contaminants is typically assessed through national biomonitoring studies, such as the US
National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES).
Generally, these studies display a wide range of exposure levels within
the general population and therefore it is of substantial interest to
identify sources of variability in the measured human contaminant
body burdens. Mechanistic models can be used to identify which factors contribute to the variability between measured individual human
contaminant body burdens. These factors may include age, diet, reproductive behaviour, body weight, body mass index, or proximity to sources
of contaminant emission. Mechanistic modeling is a very useful tool
because it has the ability to describe the entire fate of a chemical: from
emissions, fate in the physical environment, fate in the food chain, and
finally uptake in humans. BETR global is a geographically-explicit
global-scale multimedia contaminant fate model and is used to calculate
time-variant concentrations of organic contaminants in 15° by 15° grids
throughout the globe, when supplied with physicochemical properties (partitioning coefficients, degradation half-lives) and time variant
emissions. These calculated concentrations (in soil, seawater, freshwater,
air) serve as inputs to the human food chain bioaccumulation model
ACC-HUMAN. This model estimates time-variant contaminant
concentrations in organisms making up the agricultural (grass, milk
cows, beef cattle) and aquatic (zooplankton, planktivorous, piscivorous
fish) food chains. Lastly, exposure in humans can be estimated based
on the contamination in the food chain. The human component of
ACC-HUMAN can be parameterized using questionnaire responses
that typically accompany biomonitoring data, such as: age at sampling,
date of sampling, gender, number of children and age at birth, length of
breastfeeding, and dietary composition. In this study we seek to evaluate
the ability of a mechanistic model to 1) identify sources of variability in
polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) concentrations measured in blood during the 2003-2004 cycle of the US NHANES program, and 2) recreate
these individual’s life history of PCB exposure using their measured
lipid-adjusted PCB concentration and questionnaire responses.
RP159 The usefulness of bioaccumulation as a pollutant monitoring
tool: the Kruger National Park, South Africa experience
V. Wepener, North-West Univ / Unit for Environmental Sciences and
Management; J.H. van Vuren, Univ of Johannesburg / Zoology; N.J. Smit,
North-West Univ / Unit for Environmental Sciences and Management
Measurement of metal and pesticide contaminants by direct chemical analysis in water and sediment are limited in reliability. Since the
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development of the Mussel Watch programme in the mid-1970s, bioaccumulation monitoring has become a routine environmental monitoring
tool. However very often the suitability of this tool is misunderstood
and therefore misused. By virtue of its position on the eastern boundary of South Africa, all the perrenial rivers that flow through the Kruger
National Park (KNP) originate in the industrial and mining heartland
of South Africa. The first application of bioaccumulation monitoring in
the KNP was undertaken in the early-1990s in the Olifants River. With
nearly 20 years’ bioaccumulation data, the question can rightly be asked
to what degree it contributes to water resources management in this
premier conservation area. In this presentation we deal with three aspects
related to the usefulness of this monitoring tool, i.e. indicating pollutant exposure, pollutant bioavailability and trophic transfer of pollutants.
There has been a general decrease in metal bioaccumulation between 1992
and 2012. The belief that the Olifants River is the most polluted river
flowing through the KNP is challenged since bioaccumulation data in the
top predator tigerfish indicate that other rivers such as the Luvuvhu River
is subjected to greater Mn exposure. Organic pollutants such as DDTs
and HCHs accumulate to a greater degree in tigerfish from the Luvuvhu
River when compared to the Olifants River, while HCBs and chlordanes
were highest in fish from the Olifants River. Acid-volitile sulfide analyses
also discounted a popular misconception that sediments are the main
source of metal exposure in the Olifants River. The main exposure route
of Cu and Zn in demersal fish is through water and sediments respectively. Little data are availably to link the exposure profiles to biological
effects. At an organismal (and sub-organism) level biomarkers verify the
chemical exposure and reactive oxygen species induced stress. However
histology and fish health assessment assessments do not reflect any harmful effects. The fish population and community structures are also not
related to any chemical exposure but rather to changes in hydrological
biotopes. These results indicate that bioaccumulation monitoring should
not be conducted in isolation but should form part of a suite of monitoring
techniques that would allow for an integrated assessment.
RP160 Bioaccumulation of PBDEs and PCBs to benthic fish through
sediment and diet
K. Mizukawa, Tokyo Univ of Agriculture and Technology; T. Sakurai,
National Inst for Environmental Studies / Center for Environmental Risk
Research; J. Kobayashi, Prefectural Univ of Kumamoto; N. Ito, N. Suzuki,
National Inst for Environmental Studies; H. Takada, Tokyo Univ of
Agriculture and Technology / Laboratory of Organic Geochemistry LOG
Polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs) and Polychlorinated biphenyl
(PCBs) had similar chemical structures. They are detected from marine
sediment and many kinds of marine biological tissues. In the case of
PBDEs, PBDEs in sediment is mainly accounted for BDE209. On the
other hands, tetra-hexa BDEs are dominanted.in biological tissues. PCBs
are not so different between sediment and biological tissues. However
bioaccumulative pathways from environmental to organisms have not
been estimated quantitatively. The object of the experiment was to compare with bioaccumulation of PBDEs and PCBs in different media, such
as sediment and diet. To investigate uptake of PBDEs and PCBs through
two pathways, exposure experiment using benthic fish was conducted.
One pathway was only bioconcentration through gastrointestinal tract
from ingestion of contaminated sediment by benthic fishes. The other
was biomagnification via the prey which was exposed to the contaminated sediment. The prey for the benthic fish was sand worms which had
lived in contaminated sediment. After 28 days feeding period and 84
days depuration period, PBDE and PCB concentrations were analyzed.
PBDEs and PCBs concentrations in both of exposure settings increased
during exposure period. In depuration period, decreasing speed was
different from each PBDE congeners. PCBs showed similar depuration
tendency. The characteristic point of the study is elimination rate constant
and assimilation efficiency which were determined by exposure experiment considered “debromination”. Debromination process is particular
phenomenon in PBDEs. When a PBDE congener is debrominated,
amount of the congener is decreased and other congener(s) is/are produced. In the study, debromination parameters were estimated by in vitro
experiments using hepatic microsome from the benthic fish. From the
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results, elimination rate constant and assimilation efficiency (AE) were
calculated. Regarding PBDEs, debromination was considered to determine elimination rate constant and AE. The AEs from food were higher
both for PBDEs and PCBs than those from sediment. It was suggested
that the transfer of contaminants from biota to biota are readily than that
from sediment to biota. As AEs of PCBs were higher than PBDEs, PCBs
in food were more transferable to predators than PBDEs.
RP161 Trophic transfer of cyclic volatile methylsiloxanes (cVMS)
across the pelagic food web of a temperate, deep water lake
R.M. Seston, D.E. Powell, J.A. Durham, K.B. Woodburn, Dow Corning
Corporation / Health and Environmental Sciences
Bioaccumulation behaviours and trophic transfer of cyclic volatile
methylsiloxanes (cVMS) and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB) were evaluated for the pelagic food web of Lake Champlain, which is a deep water
lake located in the USA on the border between the States of Vermont
and New York, and extending north into Quebec, Canada. Quantified
cVMS included octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane (D4; CAS 556-67-2),
decamethylcyclopentasiloxane (D5; CAS 541-02-6) and dodecamethylcyclohexasiloxane (D6; CAS 540-97-6). Evaluated PCBs included
2,2’,3,4,4’,5,5’-heptachlorobiphenyl (PCB-180) and 2,2’,4,4’,5,5’-hexachlorobiphenyl (PCB-153), which are “legacy” chemicals known to
bioaccumulate in aquatic organisms and biomagnify in aquatic food webs.
The PCB congeners were used as a benchmark chemical (PCB-180) to
calibrate the food web and as a reference chemical (PCB-153) to validate the results. Surface sediments were collected from 60 locations by
systematic sampling over a defined study area of 800 km2 across the main
lake basin. Samples of the food web were collected by methods that preferentially sample the dominate populations of pelagic species. A rigorous
quality control program that included reference samples, control samples,
and blanks was followed in the field to verify that samples were not
contaminated by sample collection, storage, and processing procedures.
BSAF and TMF will be generated for the sampled food web using d15N
as a continuous variable for assigning trophic level position. The d15N
trophic enrichment factor (Δ15N) used to estimate trophic level position
will be derived for the food web using PCB-180 as a benchmark having an
assumed TMF of 4.0. Standard TMF will be calculated using univariate
methods based on linear, least-squares regression analysis. Multivariate
probabilistic methods will also be used to calculate TMFs that incorporate
natural variability and minimize biases associated with the experimental
design, Δ15N, omnivorous feeding, and migration. The interrelationship
between BSAF and TMF will be used to minimize bias and uncertainty
associated with TMF and to correct for variable exposure across concentration gradients. Results for Lake Champlain will be compared to results
from other studies and quantitative weight of evidence methods will be
applied to evaluate the impact of experimental design, environment, food
web structure, species composition, and exposure on TMF.
RP162 Assessing the fate and bioaccumulation of cyclic volatile
methyl siloxanes (cVMS) in Arctic lakes experiencing seasonal environmental changes
I.S. Krogseth, N.A. Warner, NILU Norwegian Inst for Air Research /
Environmental Chemistry; G.N. Christensen, Akvaplan-niva; M. Whelan,
Univ of Leicester / Geography; K. Breivik, Norwegian Inst for Air Research;
A. Evenset; I. Wasbotten, Unilab AS
Cyclic volatile methyl siloxanes (cVMS) are used in personal care
products and are frequently found in the environment. The aim of this
study was to investigate the environmental behavior of cVMS in Arctic
lakes, with a specific focus on gaining further insight into the influence
of changing environmental parameters (i.e., temperature, ice cover) on
their persistence and bioaccumulation potential. We describe a holistic investigation of cVMS in Lake Storvannet (70 °N, 23 °E), a lake
in northern Norway that receives variable wastewater emissions and is
ice-covered during winter. Environmental samples were collected from
Storvannet in winter (March/April) 2014, and will also be collected in
summer 2014. Methods using static headspace gas chromatography were
applied to analyze the occurrence of cVMS in sewage, lake water, and
river water, while solid-liquid extraction techniques were used to analyze
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cVMS in sediments and biota from the lake. The measurements were used
in combination with dynamic environmental fate (Dynamic QWASI)
and bioaccumulation (ACC-Human) models to facilitate a mechanistic
understanding of the environmental behavior of cVMS in the system.
Initial simulations indicated a pronounced seasonality of cVMS concentrations in water, with a peak at the end of the winter season followed by
a rapid decline when the ice breaks up, that was predicted to propagate to
the food-chain. Preliminary results from the measurement campaign in
winter indicate that octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane (D4) and decamethylcyclopentasiloxane (D5) are present in sewage that is emitted to the lake,
while cVMS concentrations were around detection limits in lake water.
D5 and dodecamethylcyclohexasiloxane (D6) were well above detection
limits in surface sediment. In addition, analysis of sediment core samples
showed decreasing concentrations of D5 with depth. This illustrates that
cVMS residence time in the water phase is relatively short, and that their
fate will be driven by the sediment compartment. Detailed results from
both winter and summer sampling campaigns will be presented, as well as
comparisons with model simulations that can provide further insight into
the behavior of cVMS in this system. Model design, assumptions, and
sensitivity will also be assessed to evaluate the influence of environmental
parameters on the persistence and bioaccumulation potential of cVMS.
RP163 The curious case of why cVMS such as D5 bioconcentrate but
do not cause toxicity
D. Mackay, Trent Univ; D.E. Powell, Dow Corning Corporation / Health
and Environmental Sciences
Volatile cyclic methylsiloxanes (cVMS), notably D4, D5 and D6, are
major ingredients in formulations of personal care products with an estimated annual production of several million tons. Because of their very
high octanol-water partition coefficients or super-hydrophobicity,and
widespread uses, they have become the subject of increasing scientific
studies and regulatory scrutiny with numerous recent reports addressing
properties, toxicity, bioaccumulation, environmental exposure, effects
and risk of potential effects. They have been identified as bioaccumulative because studies indicate BCFs in the range of 1,160 to 12,400 L/
kg ww, that are high but lower than expected. However, tests designed
to determine the toxicity of these substances to aquatic organisms have
been largely unsuccessful, showing little or no toxic effects up to the
solubility limit in water. Several explanations have been advanced for
this apparent high bioaccumulation potential but lack of toxicity. These
explanations are explored using a conventional first order, one compartment uptake model in which the LC50 is determined from an assumed
narcotic Critical Body Residue (CBR) and exposure times. The results
show that even at the solubility limit, test organisms cannot achieve
concentrations corresponding to the assumed CBR. Reducing the organism size increases the probability of achieving the CBR, but the effect
is small except for the less hydrophobic D4, which can, under certain
circumstances, display toxic effects. There is little prospect of D5 or D6
displaying toxicity. The reasons for the lack of toxicity are discussed. A
novel graphical ‘chemical exposure-toxicity space’ diagram is devised to
illustrate the aquatic test conditions under which highly hydrophobic
substances can be expected to demonstrate, or not demonstrate toxic
effects. The implications for designing and interpreting aquatic toxicity
tests are discussed with a view to avoiding unproductive bioassays. The
contribution of dietary exposure in real ecosystems is discussed from
which it is concluded that only when the prevailing BMFs or TMFs are
significantly greater than 1.0 can body residues approach toxic levels.
RP164 Partitioning of Polychlorinated Biphenyls into Human Cells
and Adipose Tissues: Evaluation of Octanol, Triolein and Liposomes
as Surrogate
C.L. Quinn, Golder Associates Ltd / Dept of Physical and Environmental
Sciences; S. van der Heijden, Utrecht Univ / Inst for Risk Assessment
Sciences IRAS; F. Wania, Univ of Toronto Scarborough / Dept of Physical
and Environmental Sciences; M.T. Jonker, Utrecht Univ / Inst for Risk
Assessment Sciences
Whereas octanol, triacylglycerides, and liposomes have all been proposed as surrogates for measuring the affinity of hydrophobic organic

contaminants to human lipids, no comparative evaluation of their suitability exists. Here we present the results of batch sorption experiments
to determine the partition coefficients of 18 polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs) into two types of human materials and two types of surrogate
materials from water. The human materials used were human abdominal
fat tissues (KAFT/water) from seven individuals and human MCF-7
cells cultured in vitro (Kcell/water). The two surrogate systems were
triolein (Ktriolein/water) and eight types of liposomes (Kliposome/water).
All experiments were conducted with polyoxymethylene passive samplers
at 37 °C. For PCBs, KAFT/water andKcells/water were under-predicted
by both Koctanol/water and Kliposome/water by a factor of 3 on average.
Partitioning of PCBs into triolein on the other hand closely mimicked
that into human lipids, for which triolein is thus a better surrogate than
either octanol or liposomes. Comparison of our measured KAFT/water
andKcells/water values with previously published ppLFERs indicate
that, for PCBs, it is possible to predict human lipid-water partitioning
with ppLFERs with a root mean square error of less than 0.15 log units.
The mechanistic human bioaccumulation model ACC-human was then
used to evaluate the potential impact of under-predicting partitioning
of PCBs into lipids by a factor of 3 on human body burdens for these
18 PCBs over the course of an individual’s lifetime. Overall, this study
contributes to a better assessment of hydrophobic organic contaminant
bioaccumulation in humans by guiding the selection of (i) a surrogate for
the experimental determination and (ii) a method for the prediction of
partitioning into human lipids.
RP165 Importance of internal partitioning in predicting biotransformation behavior of organic chemicals
D.T. Kuo, City Univ of Hong Kong / Civil and Architectural Engineering;
D.M. Di Toro, Univ of Delaware / Civil and Environmental Engineering
Biotransformation is one of the important processes that can influence both the bioaccumulation and the toxicodynamics of organic
contaminants in living organisms. Among all toxicokinetic processes,
biotransformation may be one of the least understood and the most
challenging pathway to model, considering the complex biochemistry
and variety of enzymes involved. A variety of approaches have been
taken to model biotransformation using various molecular descriptors
and structural similarities as model parameters. Here, it is proposed that
the internal partitioning of organic chemicals to body lipid and protein
is important when predicting the chemicals’ in vivo biotransformation
behavior. It is proposed that only chemicals freely dissolved in the body
fluid may interact with enzymes and undergo biotransformation reactions. To test this hypothesis, the Abraham solvation parameters were
conveniently used as reactivity descriptors. Using a small training set (n
= 64) that was randomly generated from an existing biotransformation
half-lives database (n > 400), a relatively simple biotransformation model
was developed: log (HLΦfish) = 2.2(±0.3)B – 2.1(±0.2)V – 0.6(±0.3),
where HL is the whole body in vivo biotransformation half-life in days,
Φfish is the freely dissolved fraction in body fluid, and B and V are the
chemical’s H-bond acceptance capacity and molecular volume, respectively. The derived biotransformation model predicted reasonably well
when tested against a large validation set (RMSE = 0.71, n = 424), and
its performance is comparable with other existing biotransformation
models. Furthermore, the biotransformation model can also be incorporated into a larger mechanistic model and predict bioconcentration factor
(BCF) with reasonable accuracy (RMSE = 0.72 – 0.77, for 3 different
BCF databases, n = 210 – 1855). In addition, the derived model does not
require a posteriori check or cutoff to ensure the predicted biotransformation rate stays within the body circulatory transport limit. The take-home
message is that internal partitioning of chemicals should be considered
regardless of the modeling approaches or strategies adopted when evaluating the chemical’s in vivo reactivity or biotransformation potency.
RP166 Measuring the Membrane Affinity of Organic Cations by
HPLC. Why not?
S. Droge, Y. Chen, J. Hermens, Utrecht Univ / IRAS Toxicology
The lipid-water partition coefficient and biotransformation rate constant
are for many compounds the main chemical parameters that determine
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a bioconcentration factor. Immobilized Artificial Membrane (IAM)
chromatography columns allow for high-throughput and consistent
determination of phospholipid affinities, with medium composition and
other system parameters easily controlled. The retention capacity factors
(k IAM) for most neutral compounds strongly correlate with liposome partition coefficients. However, the ability of the IAM “Drug-Discovery”
column to adequately deal with ionized compounds has been questioned.
The few available liposome sorption studies on ionizable compounds
have shown that the membrane affinity of the ionic species of a base
is often less than a factor of 10 lower than the neutral base species,
indicating that ionic species should not be neglected in predictions of
the bioconcentration potential. A substantial fraction of relevant organic
compounds are largely ionogenic in typical environmental conditions as
well as physiological conditions, so this strongly hampers the use of IAM
as a standard tool to aid environmental risk assessment and pharmaceutical research. The major drawback of IAM is that ionic compounds may
undesirably interact with the IAM column material electrostatically
due to charged surface moieties that are not related to the phospholipid
coating. These moieties comprise weakly acidic free silanol groups and
underivatised free propylamine groups. In this study, we explored which
medium conditions may be suitable to obtain adequate kIAM values
for ionized bases, and why. Our findings show that both salinity and
pH of the test medium are key parameters that control the additional
Coulombic attraction/repulsion of ions to the IAM column material
(IAM.PC.DD2). Using common physiological medium results in an
overestimation of membrane affinities of about an order of magnitude for
fully charged bases, whereas eluent containing pH7.4 buffers alone (e.g.
10 mM) would result in even higher overestimation. Under optimal conditions, however, IAM-based membrane affinities for fully ionized evt.
aabases correspond to liposome partitioning data of the ionized species.
Comparisons of these experimental data with bioaccumulation model
predictions will be made.

RP168 In vitro biotransformation of hydrophobic chemicals in trout
liver s9 homogenates: concentration dependence of biotransformation
rates
J.C. Lo, Simon Fraser Univ / Biological Sciences; G. Allard, Simon Fraser
Univ / Faculty of Environment; C.J. Kennedy, Simon Fraser Univ / Dept of
Biological Sciences; S.V. Otton, Simon Fraser Univ / School of Resource and
Environmental Management; D.A. Campbell, Simon Fraser Univ / Dept of
Statistics and Actuarial Science; F.A. Gobas, Simon Fraser Univ / School of
Resource and Environmental Management Faculty of Environment
Biotransfomation can be an important process in the depuration of very
hydrophobic and potentially bioaccumulative substances in fish. In recent
years, in vitro trout liver S9 biotransformation assays have been studied
as a method to estimate in vivo biotransformation rates of chemical substances in fish. One of the factors that affects the biotransformation rate
is the substrate concentration. This study investigates the relationship
between the in vitro biotransformation rate and substrate concentration
for pyrene and benzo[a]pyrene using both solvent-delivery and thin film
EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate) solid-phase sorbent delivery based dosing
techniques. The results illustrate that the relationship between biotransformation rate and substrate concentration is well described by the
Michaelis-Menten equation. Michaelis-Menten constants and maximum
biotransformation rates are reported for pyrene and benzo[a]pyrene. For
these test chemicals, it was found that the biotransformation rate determined in solvent delivery based dosing systems at very low (or “zero”)
concentration were not significantly different from biotransformation
rates determined in solid phase sorbent delivery based dosing systems.
The results indicate the importance of considering the concentration
dependence of biotransformation rates in in vitro to in vivo extrapolation
(IVIVE) and the potential of solid phase sorbent delivery based methods
to measure biotransformation rates at low substrate concentrations that
may represent environmental exposures.

RP167 A reference database for dietary bioaccumulation of organic
chemicals in fish
D.T. Kuo, City Univ of Hong Kong / Civil and Architectural Engineering
Chemical exposure through feeding can be an effective way to probe
the bioaccumulation potential of highly hydrophobic organic chemicals.
The recent incorporation of dietary uptake experiment as part of the
standard guideline for measuring bioaccumulation potential of organic
chemicals in fish has prompted for a set of relevant data as reference
for both regulatory as well as model development purposes. In order to
meet this urgent need, a database for dietary biomagnification factors
(dietary BMF) or dietary accumulation factors (DAF) is currently being
constructed. Bioaccumulation factors, kinetic rate constants, and assimilation efficiencies have been extracted from the primary experimental
literature. For each data entry, the following information has also been
compiled: experimental method and conditions, analytical method for
the test chemicals, growth dynamics, diet types and compositions, dataanalysis method and assumptions, and the background environmental
matrix and its characterization. Only primary experimental studies
published in peer-reviewed journals or special investigative reports with
careful documentation for both the experimental setup/protocol and
the results were included; reviews and existing databases were consulted
merely as references to the original work. Other documents, reports, or
databases that were without adequate details or show of data points were
rejected. As of today, a total of over 600 data entries have been gathered.
Although the compilation effort is on-going, some interesting observations can already be noticed from the existing data and will be discussed.
This database is expected to be of great value for understanding the
bioaccumulation of organic contaminants through dietary exposure.
Comments and suggestions regarding the construction of the database
and/or its accessibility will be greatly appreciated.

RP169 Method optimization for fathead minnow (Pimephales promelas) liver S9 isolation
K.A. Connors, USEPA / ORDNCCT; B. Du, Baylor Univ /
Environmental Science; P. Fitzsimmons, USEPA; C.K. Chambliss, Baylor
Univ; J.W. Nichols, USEPA / ORD NHEERL Mid Continent Ecology
Division; B.W. Brooks, Baylor Univ / Dept of Environmental Science
Standard protocols have been proposed to assess metabolic stability
in rainbow trout liver S9 fractions. Using in vitro substrate depletion
assays, in vitro intrinsic clearance rates can be calculated for a variety
of study compounds. Existing protocols suggest potential adaptations
to these experimental methods in order to allow the use of other fish
species by taking into account aspects of fish husbandry and incubation
mixture temperature. Small fish species, especially species with diffuse livers, represent a unique challenge in liver S9 isolation. Small fish
species require the pooling of dozens of individuals in order to create
liver S9 pools large enough to accommodate enzymatic characterization.
Dissections involving diffuse livers are even further time consuming, and
may therefore compromise enzymatic activity. Here, we examined three
dissection techniques, including dissection and immediate flash freezing
in liquid nitrogen. The percent recovery of the S9 fraction was described
using glucose-6-phosphatase (G6P) activity as a marker for microsomal
protein. Enzymatic activity was characterized for each liver S9 pool, and
in vitro substrate depletion assays were conducted using the pharmaceutical propranolol. We observed a higher percent recovery of S9 activity
in the liver samples that were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen prior to S9
isolation than for any other dissection techniques. However, this elevated
enzymatic recovery did not correspond to significantly higher intrinsic
clearance rates of propranolol. These observations are important, as fish
are commonly collected in the field and tissues are dissected and flash
frozen in order to characterize enzymatic activity (e.g. EROD activity) in
the laboratory.
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RP170 Comparison of in vitro liver S9 and cryo-preserved hepatocyte
methods to evaluate biotransformation potentials of organic substances in fish
J. Hu, The Dow Chemical Company / Dept of Environmental Sciences &
Engineering; J.W. Davis, The Dow Chemical Company / TERC
The prediction of bioaccumulation potential for organic substances in
aquatic organisms is made possible by a variety of quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) models. Such models incorporate
correlations of measured bioconcentration factors (BCF) with chemical
properties such as log Kow, and include corrections for properties such
as biotransformation. Of these model parameters, the rate and extent of
chemical biotransformation represents the single largest source of uncertainty in prediction of fish BCF values. In recent years, various in vitro
methods employing isolated hepatocytes and subcellular fractions (S9)
of fish liver have been developed to derive estimated whole-body rates of
chemical metabolism. The results from various historical methods and
analyses will be compared to evaluate and compare the repeatability,
reproducibility, and applicability of in vitro S9 and cryopreserved hepatocyte methods. Model predictions of BCF which are refined by input of
these measured in vitro biotransformation kinetics will also be compared
to measured BCF values to illustrate the improved performance of in
silico prediction methods by incorporation of in vitro metabolism in a
tiered approach of bioaccumulation assessment. Standardized procedures for in vitro determination of biotransformation kinetics will be
recommended.
RP171 Strategies for Bioaccumulation Studies in Tropical Areas with
Petroleum Industry Activities Using Feral and Transplanted Marine
Organisms
E.F. Lima, Petrobras / Dept of Quimica; F.F. de Oliveira, R.A. Lourenço,
PUC-Rio; J.M. Souza, Petrobras; M.G. de Araujo Jr, Petrobras SA / Dept of
Environmental Monitoring and Assessment; A. Menegário, Univ Estadual
Paulista UNESP; A.M. da Silva, I.R. Cruz, Petrobras; A.L. Wagener,
Pontificia Univ Catolica / Quimica; A.H. Nudi, PUC-Rio; L.P. de Araujo,
Petrobras SA; T. Furley, APLYSIA Environmental Research and Solutions;
R.C. Ferreira, D. Camerini, ATIVA Tecnologia e Desenvolvimento; M.d.
Guadalupe, Petrobras; R.C. Campos, PUC-Rio; J.L. Oliveira, UFRN
In 2007 Petrobras, the Brazilian oil company, proposed a project to
assess the bioaccumulation of trace elements and PAH in marine organisms due to oil and gas (O&G) production activities in the Brazilian
Continental Shelf. Two strategies were chosen: Active Monitoring,
with deploying bivalves and Passive Monitoring, catching feral fishes.
This project was designed for two scenarios. The first one performed in
Potiguar Basin, a coastal and shallow area where treated produced water
(PW) from both offshore and terrestrial O&G production activities is
discharged by submarine outfalls at 95.000 m3 day-1. The second scenario
was accomplished in Campos Basin, an offshore area with deep water
that accounts for 80% of the O&G production of Brazil, where treated
PW is locally discharged. Three platforms were studied: two with PW
discharges and one with no discharges as a reference platform. Integrated
devices for water quality evaluation such as SPMD and DGT were also
considered in this study. Active monitoring has shown the influence of
oil industry discharges based on PAH bioaccumulation (including alkyl
homologues) in bivalve tissues. Passive monitoring was effective to reveal
PAH bioaccumulation only in resident fishes nearby Campos Basin
platforms. Regarding trace elements, no influence of the oil industry in
the biota body burdens was observed for both monitoring strategies and
locations. The trace element levels were associated to natural background
in the marine studied environment. Chemical data were compared to
international studies, presenting similar levels to those observed in Gulf
of Mexico and North Sea. SPMD has shown a promising approach
for determining petrogenic PAH in tropical waters, comparable to the
effluent compounds distribution. However, the results were qualitative different from the PAH in bivalve samples. Phenanthrene and
its alkyl homologues were bioaccumulated in higher concentrations
in marine organisms compared to naphtalenes and other petrogenic
PAH. Therefore, it is important to consider the use of SPMD in active
monitoring for O&G industry, in order to obtain robust interpretations.

Through DGT it was possible to quantify trace elements in very low
levels in seawater and a better option has been revealed for water monitoring, rather than conventional sampling techniques. DGT results
allowed to certify the natural background levels for trace elements in the
studied environment, similar to those found in the deployed bivalves.
RP172 PAH assessment in Brazilian coastal area with influence of
oil and gas production activities by using SPMD and transplanted
bivalves
R.A. Lourenço, PUC-Rio; E.F. Lima, Petrobras / Dept of Quimica; F.F.
de Oliveira, PUC-Rio; J.M. Souza, Petrobras; L.P. de Araujo, Petrobras
SA; T. Furley, APLYSIA Environmental Research and Solutions; M.d.
Guadalupe, Petrobras
Produced water (PW) is the main effluent associated to the oil and
gas (O&G) production activities. PW discharges have received special attention in the environmental impact assessments, because of the
potential bioaccumulation processes of some PW chemical constituents
in marine organisms like the PAH. It is known that discharged PW is
readily diluted by the well-mixed marine waters, and the PAH concentrations in the ocean typically reach near background levels within a
short distance from the discharge point. The determination of PAH in
seawater samples therefore requires sensitive analytical techniques and
preconcentration processes are often required to allow for the detection
of these compounds. Techniques like SPMD and transplanted bivalves
can provide time-integrated information about the target compound
concentration in seawater. The present study aimed to evaluate the
potential PAH bioaccumulation from treated PW discharges in the
Potiguar Basin, a tropical shallow coastal area in Brazil. In this case, the
PW is treated in a shore-based treatment facility and is subsequently
discharged to the sea through outfalls at 95,000 m3 day-1. The study was
based on the use of field-deployed bivalves and SPMD to collect timeintegrated hydrocarbons in four stations at approximately 20, 100, 1,000
and 2,000 m distant from the outfalls and to estimate concentrations
of PAH in the seawater. The SPMD and bivalves deployed at studied
sites in Potiguar Basin showed an evident petrogenic contaminant
profile in the vicinity of the treated PW outfalls. For both methods, the
most abundant PAH were alkylated naphthalenes, phenanthrenes, and
dibenzothiophenes. Although the petrogenic source of PAH was clearly
observed, the individual PAH concentrations were low even within 20
m from the discharge point and lower than the limits established by the
Brazilian seawater regulation. Despite of the predominance of 2 and
3 ring compounds, PAH distribution in deployed SPMD is different
from transplanted oysters. The bivalves accumulated more phenanthrene
compounds than SPMD. A possible explanation is that bivalves capture
primarily the dissolved phase non-polar organic compounds, but also
some particle-bound contaminants, while SPMD capture almost exclusively dissolved phase non-polar organics. Consequently, bivalves tend
to represent the total available components of the PW, while SPMD
represent the dissolved contaminants that have the potential to accumulate in lipid.

Implementing the National Academy of Sciences
Recommendations for Protecting Threatened and
Endangered Species
RP173 Uncertainty in spray drift estimation for ESA Assessments
M.F. Leggett, CropLife America; S.H. Jackson, BASF Corporation /
Stewardship
An important consideration in risk assessment of pesticides is the
potential for exposure from spray drift. Spray drift is pesticide droplet
and particle movement that occurs during an application resulting in
deposition onto non-target sites. The crop protection industry, government and academic researchers have all invested heavily in identifying
factors most influential in the off-site movement of pesticides from drift.
That understanding has been applied to the development of models, best
practices and application technology for reducing drift potential. The
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USEPA and state pesticide policies have long acknowledged that small
levels of pesticide drift is unavoidable and USEPA’s risk assessment and
registration process includes assumptions regarding spray drift exposure
typically based on modeled estimates. Recently, the USEPA provided
draft guidance describing the Agencies intent to use AgDRIFT™ with
standard default inputs to estimate the potential exposure from drift for
ecological risk assessment. A proposed approach for conducting required
risk assessments under the Endangered Species Act (ESA) was also
made public that would extend the application of the model in defining an area where a particular species might be exposed due to normal
product use. This paper examines the limitations and uncertainties in
both the proposed use of the AgDRIFT™ model and the underlying
data supporting the modeled estimates with comparison to alternative
options for making more scientifically defensible estimates of exposure
using tools that are currently available.
RP174 A Refined Effects Determination for Delta Smelt Potentially
Exposed to Malathion
R.L. Breton, D.R. Moore, Y. Clemow, G. Manning, Intrinsik
Environmental Sciences Inc; P. Whatling, Cheminova Inc
The delta smelt (DS) (Hypomesus transpacificus) is an annual fish endemic
to the Sacramento-San Joaquin Estuary. The DSis a federally listed
species, meaning that they are considered imperiled, and thus subject
to protection under the Endangered Species Act (ESA). The species was
listed as threatened on March 5, 1993 by the US Fish and Wildlife
Service (FWS, 2012). A refined effects determination that built upon
USEPA’s screening-level effects determination was conducted for the DS
to assess potential direct and indirect effects associated with exposure to
malathion. Malathion is a non-systemic insecticide and acaricide used
to control a variety of insect pests on fruit, vegetable, grain, and field
crops. Malathion inhibits plasma and brain acetylcholinesterase activity
in a wide variety of organisms. A tiered approach was used to assess
effects of malathion to DS, their prey and their habitat. The results of
our refined screening-level effects determination indicated that malathion use patterns in California pose negligible risks of direct effects to
the habitat and algal prey upon which DS depend. However, for many
malathion use patterns, screening-level results suggested potential direct
effects to DS as well as indirect effects to DS via a reduction in aquatic
invertebrate prey. Therefore, a refined probabilistic effects determination
was carried out using a watershed model known as the Soil and Water
Assessment Tool (SWAT). SWAT was developed to simulate probability distributions of malathion concentrations in flowing water bodies
throughout the California Central Valley and the California Delta. The
exposure distributions for malathion were compared to concentrationresponse curves and species sensitivity distributions to estimate potential
risk of direct and indirect effects to DS.
RP175 Moving forward on NAS panel report recommendations using
a stepwise approach in fate and transport modeling for endangered
species risk assessments
N. Snyder, A. Ritter, Waterborne Environmental Inc
The estimation of exposure in the environment from the use of pesticides is a key element of any assessment of risk to non-target species.
The National Academy of Sciences (NAS) report released in 2013
suggested probabilistic approaches to refine deterministic single value
estimates based on high end exposure scenarios as part of a step-wise
process. The interim approach document from USEPA, USDA and the
Services provided practical exposure model details within these steps.
This structure allows for a “May Affect?” (Step 1), “Likely to adversely
affect?” (Step 2), and “Jeopardy?” (Step 3) determination. Each step
provides an opportunity for focused refinement and specificity to species.
Using current USEPA tools as the building block, the presentation will
present a case study of spatial and temporal variability in exposure using
probabilistic methods to represent input variability (and propagate errors
on exposure estimates) illustrating the step process. The case study will
highlight the feasible options at increasing steps so that the final focused
assessment for Step 3 assessments fully addresses the NAS guidance
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and allows probabilistic exposure (and understanding of variability) in
species-appropriate exposure environments to compliment refined effects
assessments based on population modeling.
RP176 Risk Assessment Considerations Concerning the Potential
Impacts of Pesticides on Threatened and Endangered Species; a Case
Study with an Herbicide
R. Brain, Syngenta Crop Protection Inc / Dept of Environmental Risk
Characterization; J. Bang, Syngenta Crop Protection / Environmental
Safety; J.W. Perine, Syngenta
Simple, deterministic screening-level assessments that are purposely
conservative facilitate rapid initial screening to determine whether a
pesticide active ingredient has the potential to adversely affect threatened
or endangered species. If a worst-case estimate of pesticide exposure
is below a very conservative effects metric (e.g., the no observed effects
concentration of the most sensitive tested surrogate species) then the
potential risks are considered de minimis and unlikely to jeopardize the
existence of a threatened or endangered species. Thus by design, such
compounded layers of conservatism are intended to minimize potential
type II errors (failure to reject a false null hypothesis of de minimus risk)
but correspondingly increase type I errors (falsely reject a null hypothesis
of de minimus risk). Because of the conservatism inherent in screeninglevel risk assessments, higher-tier scientific information and analyses that
provide additional environmental realism can be applied in cases where a
potential risk has been identified. This information includes communitylevel effects data, environmental fate and exposure data, monitoring data,
geospatial location and proximity data, species biology data, and probabilistic exposure and population models. Given that the definition of
‘risk’ includes likelihood and magnitude of effect, higher-tier risk assessments should employ probabilistic techniques that more accurately and
realistically characterize risk. Moreover, where possible and appropriate,
risk assessments should focus on effects at the population and community levels of organization rather than the more traditional focus on the
organism level. This presentation provides a case study for an herbicide
demonstrating some types of higher-tier data and assessment refinements
available to more accurately and realistically evaluate potential risks to
threatened and endangered species.

Occurrence, Fate and Effects of Contaminants
in National Parks, Wildlife Refuges and Other
Protected Habitats
RP177 Examining the Impact of Endocrine Disrupting Compounds
on Wild Populations of Blue Crab, Callinectes sapidus
A.D. Goff; L. Ryan, J. Covi, S. Brander, Univ of North Carolina
Wilmington
Over the past two decades a large body of work has established a clear
link between endocrine disrupting compounds (EDCs) and deleterious
physiological impacts on aquatic organisms. EDCs act at low concentrations, and originate from a variety of sources, including urban or
agricultural runoff (e.g., pesticides) and components of treated wastewater effluent. Endocrine disruption in crustaceans is of particular concern
to North Carolina considering the importance of the blue crab fishery.
The Division of Marine Fisheries issued a draft report in November
2011 that emphasizes the need for research on endocrine disruption in
blue crabs. Although the USGS has conducted preliminary analyses of
EDCs in NC watersheds that detected a wide array of pharmaceuticals and pesticides, to date the biological impacts of EDCs in NC blue
crab populations have yet to be assessed. Initial sampling surveys were
conducted from spring through fall in 2013 along approximately 200
miles of coastline from Southeastern North Carolina to Northeastern
South Carolina, to assess and compare potential impacts on populations
of blue crabs. Collections included the White Oak, New, Cape Fear, and
Santee Rivers. Selected sites represent several protected areas: Croatan
Nation Forest (White Oak), Francis Marion Nation Forest (Santee
River), and Santee Coastal Reserve (Santee River). Preliminary analysis
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of morphological endpoints from the estuaries of these four rivers, which
have varied land-use impacts, shows a size disparity of high significance
(ANOVA) between the control site (Santee River, SC) and the most
polluted site (Cape Fear River, NC). Furthermore, ecdysteroid (molting
hormone) concentrations in hemolymph differ among collection sites,
as do other morphological endpoints that indicate differing degrees of
masculinization or feminization. Collections are ongoing in 2014, and
molecular analysis of vitellogenin (egg yolk protein) and insulin-like
androgenic gland hormone (masculinizing hormone), is currently being
conducted. The data collected from this study will provide a framework
for assessing the impact of EDCs on crabs, as well as the effectiveness of
protected areas and reserves in reducing pollutant exposure. This investigation represents the first such study on endocrine disruption in wild
populations of Callinectes sapidus.
RP178 Methylmercury in Fish in Six National Parks of the
Northwestern Laurentian Great Lakes Region: Potential Risks to
Fish, Wildlife, and Humans
M.B. Sandheinrich, Univ of Wisconsin La Crosse / Biology; S. Bailey, Univ
of WI La Crosee; R. Haro, Univ of Wisconsin La Crosse / River Studies
Center; K. Rolfhus, Univ Wisconsin La Crosse; J.G. Wiener, Univ of
Wisconsin La Crosse / River Studies Center
We conducted a screening-level risk assessment of mercury to populations of game fish, humans that consume fish, and fish-eating birds in
six national parks of the northwestern Great Lakes region. Fish were
sampled in spring 2008 – 2012 from water bodies in Grand Portage
National Monument, Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore, Isle Royale
National Park, Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore, Sleeping Bear
Dunes National Lakeshore, and Voyageurs National Park. Mercury concentrations in standard-size fish exceeded threshold values for effects on
fish health and reproduction in many lakes, indicating that some portion
of each fish population was at risk due to methylmercury. Concentrations
of methylmercury in filets of many individual game fish in lakes
exceeded the USEPA tissue residue criterion of 300 ng/g (parts per billion) wet weight, a criterion established to protect the health of humans
who eat noncommercial, wild fish. Mercury in whole prey fish in these
parks frequently exceeded 180 ng/g--threshold effects levels associated
with reduced reproduction in fish-eating birds. Results indicate that fish
populations, humans who eat fish, and piscivorous birds are at risk from
methylmercury exposure at a substantive number of locations within
these parks and would benefit from reduction in mercury concentrations.
RP179 Feathers, faeces and skin biopsies as non-lethal samples for
mercury in marine predators from Cape Shirreff and Paradise Bay,
Antarctic Peninsula
G. Chiang, Canadian Rivers Inst Biology / Biology; K.A. Kidd, Univ
of New Brunswick; N.J. O’Driscoll, Acadia Univ / Dept of Earth and
Enviromental Science; S. Jara, Universidad de Concepción; M. DiazJaramillo, Universidad Nacional de Mar del Plata; K.R. Munkittrick, Univ
of New Brunswick Saint John / Biology
Marine top predators are useful a sentinel species of mercury (Hg)
pollution in non-industrialized coastal environments. They reflect the
energy flow through the ecosystem integrating in time and space the
characteristics of the zone where they are captured. Predator diet and
life history are key factors influencing the mercury exposure in predators
and biomagnification in a food web. Leopard seals and skuas alter their
diet according to available prey. In addition, skuas are migratory birds,
therefore their Hg burden may also reflect a range of mercury sources.
As such, Hg biomagnifcation study in these systems may be complex.
Lethal sampling of organisms in the Antarctic may be an impact in this
sensitive ecosystem. Due to the conservation status of the Antarctic
biota, non-lethal sample of biota, faeces, feathers and skin biopsies are an
important alternative to assess Hg concentrations. Theses samples reflect
the food source from chick(s) and mating penguins foraging in the vicinity of the breeding colonies at that time and from individual Leopard
seals. In addition, these samples reflect the difference in incorporated
and/or excreted Hg. In this study we examine the influence of diet on Hg
concentrations using stable isotopes (δ13C, δ15N) analysis. Preliminary

MeHg data from Cape Shirreff showed that Chinstrap and Gentoo
penguin faeces have similar concentrations (means of 0.0163 and 0.0185
mg/kg d.w. respectively). In comparison, Leopard seal faeces had 1 fold
higher MeHg (0.1415 mg/kg d.w.), while skua feathers had the highest
mean concentration (2.4603 mg/kg d.w.). In Paradise Bay the average
MeHg in Gentoo penguin faeces was 0.01018 mg/kg d.w. and 2.374 mg/
kg d.w. in skua feathers. Despite the fact that this is preliminary data,
regression models of (Log10)MeHg vs δ13C or δ15N were highly and
positively related to δ13C (r2=0.964, p< 0.001; Cape Shirreff; r2=0.605,
p< 0.001; Paradise Bay), but not related to δ15N (r2=0.106, p= 0.146;
Cape Shirreff; r2=0.0075, p=0.826; Paradise Bay). This preliminary
research indicates that non-lethal samples are a valuable method for
monitoring MeHg in Antarctic predators. We expect that the ongoing
work will help us explain whether the foraging habitat or the trophic
position influence the Hg bioaccumulation within marine trophic webs
in the coasts of Livingstone Island and Antarctic Peninsula, but so far
but so far is limited by the analyses done on only a few taxa.
RP180 Mercury in Fishes from Wrangell-St. Elias National Park and
Preserve
B. Kowalski, J. Willacker, C. Zimmerman, USGS; C. Eagles-Smith, USGS
/ FRESC
In this study, we examined Hg concentrations in fishes from Wrangell
– St. Elias National Park and Preserve in Alaska, the largest and one of
the most remote units in the National Park system. Our goals were 1)
examine the distribution of Hg in select lakes of Wrangell – St. Elias
National Park and Preserve, 2) evaluate the difference in fish Hg concentrations among fish species, and with fish age and size, and 3) assess
the potential ecological risks of Hg to park fishes, wildlife, and human
consumers by comparing Hg concentrations to a series of risk benchmarks. Total Hg concentrations (ng/g ww) ranged from 17.9 to 616.4
with a mean (± standard error) of 180.0 ± 17.9 across the 83 individuals
sampled. Without accounting for the effects of size, Hg concentrations
varied by a factor of 10.9 across sites and species. After controlling for
size, Hg concentrations were even more variable, differing by up-to a
factor of 13.2 within a single species sampled from two lakes. Such intersite variation suggests that site characteristics play an important role in
determining fish Hg concentrations and that more intensive sampling
may be necessary to adequately characterize Hg contamination in the
park. Size-normalized Hg concentrations also differed among three
species sampled from Tanada Lake, and Hg concentrations were strongly
correlated with age. Further, potential risks to park fish, wildlife, and
human users was variable across lakes and species. Although no fish
from two of the lakes studied (Grizzly Lake and Summit Lake) had Hg
concentrations exceeding any of the benchmarks used, concentrations in
Copper Lake and Tanada Lake exceeded conservative benchmarks for
bird (90 ng/g ww in whole-body) and human (150 ng/g ww in muscle)
consumption. In Tanada Lake, concentrations in the majority of fishes
also exceeded benchmarks for risk to moderate and low sensitivity avian
consumers (180 and 270 ng/g ww in whole-body, respectively), as well as
the concentration at which Alaska state guidelines suggest at-risk groups
limit fish consumption to 3 meals per week (320 ng/g). However, the
relationship between Hg concentrations and fish size in Tanada Lake
suggests that consumption of smaller sized fishes could reduce Hg exposure in human consumers.
RP181 Assessment of Persistent Organochlorine Pesticides in
Sediments and Oysters in the Laguna de Términos Preserve in
Southeastern Mexico
J.R. Herrera-Herrera, D.E. Russell, Miami Univ / Biology; J.T. Oris,
Miami Univ / Dept of Biology; J. Rendon, A. Tabares-Alavez, Universidad
Autonoma de Campeche / Inst EPOMEX
Sediments from tropical estuaries and coastal lagoons are important,
worldwide reservoirs for organochlorine pesticide (OCP) residues. We
investigated OCP contamination of sediments in three estuarine sites in
the Laguna of Términos (LT) preserve in southeastern Mexico during
summer 2011 and the winter of 2012. An additional upstream site and
an off-LT preserve site were sampled during the summer and winter
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only, respectively. OCP levels were also evaluated in oysters during the
winter season only. Levels of OCPs in sediments and oysters from the
estuarine sites were greater, by at least two orders of magnitude, than
previous reports in the LT region. Sediments had 13 and 18 different OCPs during the summer and winter, respectively. We found that
10 of the 14 OCPs have been banned or restricted by international
agreement on persistent organic pollutants [UNEP 2008, 2009] in the
sediments of the LT. Ranges for ∑OCP in sediments were below limits
of detection (< LD) to 148 µg/g dry weight (dw) and < LD to 270 µg/g
dw for the summer and winter, respectively. The most predominant
OCPs were ∑Endrin (< LD to 34.3 µg/g dw), ∑HCH (< LD to 56.9
µg/g dw), methoxychlor (< LD to 50.5 µg/g dw), and ∑Endosulfan (<
LD to 33.8 µg/g dw) in the summer and ∑Chlordane (3.2 to 227.2 µg/g
dw), ∑Endosulfan (< LD to 40.4 µg/g dw), methoxychlor (< LD to 48.1
µg/g dw), endrin (< LD to 34.3 µg/g dw) and ∑HCH (1.0 to 32.2 µg/g
dw) in the winter. OCP levels in sediments were one to two orders of
magnitude higher than other coastal regions of Mexico, Latin America
and Asia. In oysters, ∑OCP ranged from 83.2 to 189.6 µg/g dw and
the most prevalent OCP was ∑HCH (47.3-189.6 µg/g dw) followed
by heptachlor, endrin, and ∑Chlordane. OCP levels in oysters were at
least three orders of magnitude greater than records found in 2000 and
violate the Mexican law [NOM-242-SSA1-2009 2009] that requires
the absence of organochlorine pollutants from bivalve mollusks for
human consumption. These findings warrant further investigation and
demonstrate the need for a continuous monitoring strategy of levels,
movement, degradation, and fate of each OCP in the internationally
recognized LT preserve.
RP182 Occurrence and degradation of brominated flame retardants in
arctic Alaskan air and lake water
C.L. Davie-Martin, Dept of Chemistry; K.J. Hageman, Univ of Otago /
Chemistry; Y. Chin, The Ohio State Univ / Dept of Geological Sciences
Brominated flame retardants (BFRs) are synthetic chemicals used in
many consumer goods and building materials to inhibit the spread of
fires. BFRs are released into the environment through volatilization and
undergo long-range atmospheric transport to cold environments and
polar regions, where they can accumulate into a variety of environmental
matrices. Due to the toxic, persistent, and bioaccumulative nature of
many BRFs, such as polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs), the presence of these contaminants in sensitive polar regions may pose a threat
to indigenous populations and the higher trophic level organisms that
inhabit these areas. During the summer months, arctic environments
are characterized by longer and more intense sunlight hours, which may
enhance the photodegradation of PBDEs in aqueous environments to
the more toxic lower-brominated congeners and/or hydroxylated species. In this study, concentrations of a set of PBDEs and a structurally
related ‘newer generation’ BFR, 1,2-bis(2,4,6-tribromophenoxy)ethane
(BTBPE), were measured in arctic Alaskan air and lake water. Our study
site was in the vicinity of the Toolik Lake Research Natural Area (68°
38’ N, 149° 36’ W), a remote region located in the foothills of the Brooks
Range on the North Slope of Alaska. The landscape is classified as a
‘desert’ based on the low annual rainfall and is comprised of exposed arctic tundra broken up by lakes, rivers, streams, and water tracks. Sampling
was carried out over a 60-d period during the Northern Hemisphere
summer (between July 6th and September 4th 2013) using a high-volume
active air sampler, flow-through air samplers, and a submersible water
pump. The objectives of this work were to i) compare BFR concentrations measured in arctic Alaska to those reported for other arctic sites,
ii) determine whether Toolik Field Station acts as a source of BFRs, iii)
compare air concentrations of BFRs obtained using a high-volume active
air sampler versus a flow-through air sampler, and iv) evaluate the extent
to which the higher-brominated PBDE congeners degrade into the more
toxic and bioaccumulative lower-brominated PBDE congeners (a process
facilitated by the presence of activated species, such as dissolved organic
matter) through comparisons of PBDE congener patterns in air and lake
water. Ultimately, this study will provide a greater understanding of the
fate and environmental persistence of BFRs in the arctic.
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RP183 Chemical and bioanalytical evaluation of main drinking water
sources in Jiangsu Province of China
P. Shi, Nanjing Univ / Environmental Engineering; S. Jia, Nanjing Univ
/ Dept of Environmental Science; C. Shuang, Nanjing Univ; Q. Zhou,
Nanjing Univ / School of Environment; A. Li, Nanjing Univ / School of
Envrionment; X. Zhang, Nanjing Univ / Dept of Environmental Science;
H. Hollert, RWTH Aachen Univ / Inst for Environmental Research
Jiangsu Province is one of the most highly-developed areas which located
at the eastern coastline of China. As the rapid development of agriculture and industry, many drinking water sources such as the Yangtze
River and Taihu Lake within this area were severely contaminated by
anthropogenic activities which threatened the safety of about 60 million
residents. However, previous studies mainly focused on the chemical
parameters, but barely evaluated the toxic profiles of these water sources.
Consequently, a suite of in vitro bioassays combined with organics
analysis were applied to evaluate the safety of the drinking water sources.
In this study, five main drinking water sources were collected from the
Yangtze River, Taihu Lake, the Zhongshan River, the Tongyu River
and the Mangshe River. Twenty-seven kinds of organic pollutants
mainly affiliated to polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAHs), polychlorinated biphenyl (PCBs), nitrobenzene and phthalate (PAEs) were
simultaneously screened by GC-MS, and 10 of them including dimethyl
phthalate, diethyl phthalate, benzyl butyl phthalate, bis(2-Ethylhexyl)
adipate, 2,4-dinitrotoluene, 2,6-dinitrotoluene, benz(α)anthracene,
fluorine, anthracene and pyrene were detected at least once in these five
samples. The total concentration of the organics in all samples ranged
from 0.12 µg/L to 0.29 µg/L, and the Tongyu River sample had the
highest concentration, while the Mangshe River sample had the lowest
concentration among all samples. Generally, all the water extracts of
each sample induced genotoxicity, mutagenicity, dioxin-like toxicity and
estrogenic effect to corresponding cell lines. In detail, the Tongyu River
sample displayed the highest genotoxicity and estrogenic activity (0.13
± 0.03 ng 17ß-estradiol eq./mL water) among all the samples, which is
consistent with the higher levels of PAHs and PAEs. EROD activity
analysis revealed that all the water samples stimulated cytochrome P450associated EROD activity, with the range of 62.40 ± 2.86-115.46 ± 14.53
pg TCDD eq./mL water. The results indicated that all the drinking
water sources were contaminated by a certain degree of organic pollutants. However, the detected organics in this study could not account for
the EROD-inducing potencies, suggesting that most of the organics can
hardly be detected through chemical analysis. In conclusion, in vitro bioassays are promising tools to monitor the safety of drinking water sources
and should be widely popularized in future.

Endocrine Disrupting Chemicals and
Pharmaceuticals in the Environment
RP184 Effect of redox potential and pH status on the behavior of
antibiotic interaction with dairy lagoon sediments
J.J. Wang, Lousiana State Univ / School of Plant Environmental and Soil
Sciences
Tylosin and tetracycline are widely used antibiotics in intensive animal
production. Their presence in the environment through application of
manure and lagoon water as fertilizer in agricultural fields has caused
a growing concern in recent years due to their potential threat to
the ecosystem and the risk they pose to humans and animals health.
Understanding the mechanisms controlling the interactions of these
antibiotics with sediment/soils is important in managing their behaviors in the environment. In this study, a series of laboratory microcosm
incubation experiments under different redox potential and pH status
were carried out to elucidate tylosin and tetracycline interaction behaviors with dairy lagoon sediments/soils. Results showed that sorption
and degradation of tylosin in soils and dairy lagoon sediments were
strongly influenced by pH and redox conditions. Under acidic (pH 5.5)
and reduced (Eh -100mV) condition, tylosin persisted in dairy lagoon
sediment suspensions much longer with resident time over 70 days.
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On the other hand, under oxidized (Eh +350mV) condition, microbial
degradation was much greater with 68-75% of tylosin lost from sediment
suspensions at pH 5.5 and 32-75% at pH 7.0 after 20 day incubation.
Furthermore at pH 8.5, abiotic transformation of tylosin A was the
major mechanism responsible for tylosin loss in sediment suspensions
regardless of the redox potential status. On the other hand, tetracycline
sorption by lagoon sediment was generally very strong and was less
influenced by varying redox potential and pH status. Additional studies
showed that tylosin interaction with sediments/soils was greatly affected
by organic matter and ionic strength. Removing organic matter from
manure-affected soils enhanced tylosin adsorption and X-ray diffraction
analysis suggested that tylosin be intercalated into Montmorillonite upon
adsorption. Overall, tylosin and tetracycline in dairy logon sediment suspension behave differently in response to varying redox potential and pH
status indicating likely different control mechanisms of these antibiotics
in the environment.
RP185 Fate of Psychoactive Pharmaceuticals in Wastewater
Treatment Plants in New York State
B. Subedi, New York State Dept of Health / Organic Environmental
Laboraotry; K. Kannan, New York State Dept of Health / Wadsworth
Center Dept of Health
The fates of psychoactive pharmaceuticals, including two antischizophrenics, six sedative-hypnotic-anxiolytics, four antidepressants, four
antihypertensives, and their select metabolites, were determined in two
wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) in the Albany area of New
York. All target psychoactive pharmaceuticals and their metabolites
were found at a mean concentration that ranged from 0.98 (quetiapine)
to 1220 ng/L (atenolol) in wastewater and from 0.26 (lorazepam) to
1490 ng/g dry weight (sertraline) in sludge. The fraction of psychoactive
pharmaceuticals that was sorbed to suspended particulate matter (SPM)
was calculated, and found that over 50% of the total mass of aripiprazole, norquetiapine, norsertraline, citalopram, desmethyl citalopram,
propranolol, verapamil, and norverapamil was sorbed to SPM in the
influent. The mass loadings, i.e., influx, of target psychoactive pharmaceuticals in WWTPs ranged from 0.91 (diazepam) to 347 mg/d/1000
people (atenolol), whereas the environmental emissions ranged from 0.01
(dehydro-aripiprazole) to 316 mg/d/1000 people (atenolol). The highest
particulate-water partitioning coefficients (Kd) were found for an antihypertensive (verapamil: 12,000 L/kg) and its metabolite (norverapamil:
14,300 L/kg). The calculated removal efficiencies were found highest
for antischizophrenics (quetiapine = 88%; aripiprazole = 71%). However,
the removal of some psychoactive pharmaceuticals through adsorption
onto sludge was minimal, which suggests that bio-degradation and/or
chemical-transformation are the dominant mechanisms of removal of
these pharmaceuticals in WWTPs.
RP186 Occurrence and Phototransformation Fate of Illicit Drugs in
Aqueous Environments
W. Lee, Georgia Tech / Environmental Engineering; A.Y. Lin, National
Taiwan Univ / Graduate Inst of Environmental Engineering
Illicit drugs have been increasingly used both recreationally and
medicinally around the world, but the knowledge of their environmental occurrence and fate is limited. In this study, we investigated the
occurrence of ketamine, methamphetamine, morphine and codeine in
surface waters, hospital effluents and wastewater treatment plant. The
results revealed that all the target compounds can be found in those
water sources, and the maximum detected concentrations were at μgL-1
level in hospital effluents and ngL-1 in surface waters. For wastewater
treatment plant, ketamine was found at concentrations as high as 2.5
μgL-1, and the others were at ngL-1 level. The sunlight photolysis of
the target compounds were investigated, and the results indicated that
morphine and codeine can be significantly attenuated, with half-lives
of 0.27 and 2.5 h, respectively, in natural waters. Though ketamine and
methamphetamine did not undergo direct photolysis, they were able to
degrade in natural waters with half-lives of 12.6 and 18 h, respectively.
The toxicity and photobyproducts of ketamine were also investigated,
and resulted in byproducts that are similar to human metabolites. The

major metabolite and photobyproduct, norketamine, was found to be
rather persistent in natural water, and its photobyproduct mixtures have
been shown to exhibit toxicity greater than that of ketamine. Also, ketamine and norketamine were consistently found in similar concentrations
(ketamine/norketamine ratio: 0.3 to 4.6) in the collected water samples,
and this ratio similar to that found in urine samples. Although photolysis can lower the detected environmental concentrations and lower the
estimated environmental risks of the target drugs to human health, the
byproducts in the reaction mixture are likely to be the source of toxicity.
Consequently, the occurrence of these illicit drugs cannot be ignored and
warrant future investigations because significant amount of these agents
are being used and released into aqueous environments.
RP187 Efflux vs. oxidation: estrogen attenuation by wastewater
bacteria
X. Li, O. Conroy-Ben, Univ of Utah / Civil and Environmental
Engineering
Estrogenic endocrine disruptors are persistent environmental pollutants
that are not completely removed during wastewater treatment. Several
studies have shown that estrogens and estrogen mimics are somewhat
oxidized during biological treatment, with enzyme activity attributed
to general oxygenase/oxidase proteins. Other bacterial mechanisms may
play a role, including the possibility that the chemical is exported from
the cell via antibiotic pumps. We found that the synthetic hormone
17a-ethynylestradiol, the surfactant nonylphenol, and the plasticizer
bisphenol-A are substrates of multi-drug efflux pumps AcrAB-TolC in
E. coli and MexAB-OprM in Pseudomonas aeruginose, and this efflux
exports the chemical from the cell prior to oxidation. In other words,
efflux competes with oxidation. The objective of this research is to
determine which efflux and oxidizing genes are preferentially expressed
in response to environmentally relevant concentrations of EE2, NP, and
BPA. Wastewater bacteria were exposed to 17a-ethynylestradiol (EE2),
nonylphenol (NP), and bisphenol-A (BPA), mRNA was extracted, and
analyzed for oxidase/oxygenase and RND efflux pump gene expression
via q-PCR. Results showed that both oxidase and efflux genes in E.
coli were expressed in response to EE2, NP, and BPA, however, katE,
a hydroperoxidase, was expressed at higher levels than the RND efflux
pump acrB and yhiV. Pseudomonas aeruginosa expressed the efflux pumps
mexD and mexF at higher levels than the either mono- or di-oxygenases
in response to EE2. For nonylphenol and BPA response, efflux pumps
mexK and mexF were up-regulated greater than monooxygenase. TtgB,
the toluene efflux pump in Pseudomonas putida, was up-regulated in
response to EE2, but at lower levels than monooxygenase. P. putida only
expressed dioxygenase in response to NP and BPA. Stenotrophomonas
maltophilia, an estrogen degrading bacteria, expressed oxygenases greater
than efflux pumps. These results show that bacteria respond to EE2, NP,
and BPA by expressing both efflux and oxidizing proteins. It is likely that
the hormone mimics have limited contact with oxidizing proteins due
to extrusion from the cell by antibiotic resistant pumps. To completely
degrade these persistent chemicals, longer contact time is needed, which
has been demonstrated in wastewater experiments.
RP188 Assessing the Effectiveness of Aziridinomitosenes
K. Johnson, Lewis–Clark State College; D. Warner, C. Mallory, Boise State
Univ / Dept of Chemistry and Biochemistry
Mitomycin C (MMC), first used as an antibiotic in the 1950’s, is now
being used as an anticancer drug in many chemotherapeutic regimes.
It is no longer being used frequently as an antibiotic due to its limited
range of action and resistance. Despite its efficacy as an anticancer agent,
MMC’s severe host toxicity decreases its use as a clinical drug. Since this
drug is highly water soluble and a commonly used pharmaceutical, the
toxicity of MMC has been explored in aquatic species. MMC treatments
on Tilapia rendalli and Oreochromis niloticus show cytotoxicity by an
increase in nuclear deformities in fish kidneys. Due to MMC’s toxicity, alternative drugs are being investigated to find a drug that has the
same efficacy with less toxicity. Aziridinomitosenes (AZM)are a group
of compounds derived from MMC and show similar characteristics of
MMC, but AZMs have produced more interstrand cross-links than
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MMC, indicating AZMs may be more effective than MMC. AZMs
are currently potential anticancer drugs and the antibiotic potential of
AZMs is being assessed. Biofilms become extremely important for the
use of antibiotics because biofilms cause antibiotic resistance. Several
derivatives of AZMs were tested against several bacteria; these derivatives include an unsubstituted AZM, C-6 methyl AZM, and C-10
methoxy AZM. AZMs have shown to be most effective against gram
positive bacteria and have a biofilm production as little as 18% in a 1 pM
unsubstituted AZM compared to control’s biofilm production. AZM is
a potential candidate as an antibiotic and anticancer drug. IC50 values
are being assessed to determine effectiveness of AZM as an antibiotic.
The combination of biofilm production and IC50 values will help in
determining the likelihood of AZM resulting in antibiotic resistance.
Further studies are designed to investigate the relative toxicity of AZM
in comparison to MMC.
RP189 Analysis of EDCs, prescription pharmaceuticals, and
illicit drugs in wastewater using a targeted high resolution MS/MS
Q-Exactive approach
S. Vo Duy, Univ of Montreal / Chemistry; P.B. Fayad, T. Chappuis,
Universite de Montreal / Analytical Chemistry; A. Lajeunesse, Université
du Québec à Troisrivières / Analytical Chemistry; S. Sauvé, Universite de
Montreal / Analytical Chemistry
The environmental fate and ecotoxicology of contaminants of emerging
concern (CECs) need to be made a priority due to their bioaccumulation
potential as well as suspected detrimental effects on wildlife and humans.
CECs include a wide number of compounds, such as endocrine-disrupting chemicals (EDCs) that have been shown to cause developmental
and reproductive disorders in aquatic organisms. There is an urgent need
to better understand the fate of CECs in wastewater treatment plants
(WWTPs), since these facilities were not designed to efficiently remove
CECs. Therefore, they are eventually released into the environment
via WWTP effluents or bio solids. Given the complexity of wastewater
matrices, extensive sample clean-up and pre-concentration steps, as well
as a sensitive detection method, are necessary to detect and quantitate CECs found at trace levels. In this work, an innovative method
is reported for the quantification of 31 CECs from different chemical
classes in wastewater and suspended particulate matter, focusing on
wastewater influent and effluent. In order to concentrate the sample,
reduce interferences, improve signal/noise levels and ion suppression, a
comprehensive optimization of the solid-phase extraction (SPE) procedure was carried out prior to analysis. The optimized SPE procedure
used a mixed-mode sorbent cartridge for the wastewater samples. The
selected compounds on interest were analyzed in a single run, with two
ionization modes being acquired simultaneously via positive/negative
polarity switching. Of the two ionization sources investigated, atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI) was selected, having proven
to be a better compromise for a majority of compounds than heated
electro spray ionization (HESI) when considering signal intensities
and matrix effect. Analyte detection was performed by high resolution
mass spectrometry using a Q-Exactive. The various acquisition modes
tested were full scan MS; targeted selected ion monitoring (t-SIM) and
targeted MS/MS mode (t-MS2). The t-MS2 experiment gave better
results by improving detectability of the ions of interest in the complex
wastewater samples and allowing for a sensitive as well as unambiguous quantification method. Environmentally relevant method detection
limits were obtained, falling in the low ng L-1 range. The method
was successfully applied to two sewage treatment plants from Quebec
(Quebec, Canada), to assess the removal efficiency of CECs in WWTPs.
RP190 Sensitivity assessment of an aquatic environment microbial
community to the antibiotic oxytetracycline
H. Janke, Federal Univ of Sao Carlos / DEBE; Z. Dahroug, M.B. Da
Cunha Santino, M.R. Seleghim, Federal Univ of Sao Carlos UFSCar
The antibiotics are one of the most disturbing drug residues that are
often found in environmental matrices. These compounds presented
negative potential effects on the metabolism of microorganisms that
play a crucial role in the processes, dynamics and stability of ecosystems.
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The purpose of this exploratory study was to perform a preliminary
assessment of the impact of the antibiotic oxytetracycline (OTC) to an
aquatic aerobic heterotrophic microbial community in a not disturbed
water body, located at the Jatai Ecological Station, State of São Paulo
(Brazil). The microbial sensitivity to OTC, an antibiotic with broad
spectrum of action, was measured by the agar dilution method described
by the Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute with modifications.
As medium, it was tested nutrient agar (NA) and starch-casein-peptone
agar (CPS) with supplementation of seven different concentrations
of the antibiotic: 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0, 16.0 and 32.0 µg mL-1. Water
column aliquots (100 µl) from three sampling points at Beija-Flor dam
were inoculated by spread plate in triplicate and incubated at 27 ° C
during 48 h. The results were expressed as colony-forming unity (CFU
ml-1). Limnological variables such as water pH, dissolved oxygen (DO),
total phosphorus (Pt), total nitrogen (Nt), biochemical oxygen demand
(BOD) and total organic carbon (TOC) were also measured for all
sampling points. Data were statistically analyzed by Kruskal-Wallis (p<
0.05) to indicate significant differences between the sampling points and
between the antibiotic concentrations tested using the statistical packages PAST 2.17. The correlation between the culture media was tested
by the intraclass correlation coefficient using Bioestat 5.3. Considering
the limnological variables and growth in both culture media tested, there
was no significant difference between the sampled points. The average
value for Pt was 10.6 0 µg L-1, for Nt was 0.25 mg L-1 and for TOC was
5.61 mg L-1. The pH was between 4.39 and 4.75, DO between 3.67 and
4.78 mg L-1 and the BOD was low with an average of 1.10 mg L-1. The
growth in the culture media tested showed excellent correlation and both
can be used for this purpose. The CFU numbers showed a significant
decrease from 2 µg mL-1 of OTC exposure. According to the results the
heterotrophic community was considered to have intermediate susceptible to OTC.
RP191 A novel method for the assessment of androgenic and estrogenic compounds using the brook stickleback (Culaea inconstans)
B. Muldoon, N.S. Hogan, Univ of Saskatchewan Toxicology Centre
(Anti-)androgenic compounds have been detected in freshwaters from
inputs such as municipal wastewater effluents, industrial outflows and
agricultural runoff. Yet model fish species commonly used in exposure studies lack adequate biomarkers that can be used to assess such
compounds. Recent research has identified a family of fish called the
sticklebacks as possessing a glue-protein, named spiggin, whose production is controlled by androgens. So far the use of this endpoint, along
with vitellogenin in females, has been restricted to the coastal, estuarine
three-spined stickleback. However, the freshwater brook stickleback
(Culaea inconstans) is a locally relevant species that may have applications as a bioindicator of endocrine disrupting compounds (EDC) in
freshwater systems. This study involves the development of bioassays to
assess EDCs using biomarkers across multiple levels of biological organization. Vitellogenin and spiggin gene expression was determined using
in-house optimized real-time qPCR primers designed from previously
characterized sequences. Using this assay, baseline mRNA transcript levels of spiggin and vitellogenin were first assessed in mature wild-caught
males and females. To determine the responsiveness of these transcripts
to exogenous hormones, fish were exposed to two model compounds,
17α-ethinylestradiol (EE2) and 17α-methyltestosterone, at 1, 10 and
100 ng/L for 21 days via static-renewal. Whole body and organ weights
were measured and tissue samples collected at 7 and 21 days. Condition
factor and organosomatic indices were determined and histopathology
of kidneys and gonads was conducted. Preliminary findings showed a
dose-dependent increase in hepatosomatic index in male and female fish
with EE2 exposure and a dose-dependent reduction in gonadosomatic
index in female fish with EE2 exposure after 21 days. We anticipate that
expression biomarkers will provide a more sensitive indicator of exposure
than morphometrics. This multiple biomarker approach will provide
information on the sensitivity and suitability of the brook stickleback as a
test species in the assessment of androgenic and estrogenic EDCs.
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RP192 Adsorption and Disposition of Pharmaceuticals by Bluegill
Exposed at Constant Concentrations in a Flow-Through Aquatic
Exposure System
J. Zhao, Guangzhou Inst of Geochemistry Chinese Academy of Sciences; E.T.
Furlong, USGS / National Water Quality Laboratory; D.W. Kolpin, USGS;
E.A. Schwab, USGS / National Water Quality Laboratory; D.J. Feifarek,
K.L. Bird, St. Cloud State Univ / Aquatic Toxicology Laboratory; H.I.
Schoenfuss, St Cloud State Univ; G. Ying, Guangzhou Inst of Geochemistry
Chinese Academy of Sciences
Pharmaceuticals and other contaminants of emerging concern (CECs)
have been detected ubiquitously in aquatic environments and in organisms
inhabiting those environments worldwide. The uptake, internal distribution, metabolism and excretion of these compounds and their putative
metabolites have been less well studied. The purpose of this research was
to develop a more detailed understanding of how pharmaceuticals of
varying physicochemical properties are taken up by a model fish species,
distributed to different organs and tissues, metabolized, and excreted
under conditions of constant exposure. Bluegill (Lepomis macrochirus)
were exposed to single pharmaceuticals at a target constant exposure
concentration of 1,540 ng/L in flow-through aquaria for up to 30 days.
Five pharmaceuticals commonly detected in water were studied: diclofenac, methocarbamol, rosuvastatin, sulfamethoxazole, and temazepam.
Fish and water samples were collected at 1, 10, 20, and 30 days. Gonad,
gut, liver, muscle, brain, and spleen samples were taken for histological
and toxicological assessment, with subsamples collected and frozen for
subsequent chemical analysis. Pharmaceuticals were extracted and isolated from fish tissue samples using a modified QuEChERS (quick, easy,
cheap, effective, rugged, and safe) method commonly used in food safety
testing, with analysis of the concentrated extract by high-performance
liquid chromatography/tandem mass spectrometry (HPLC/MS/MS).
Water samples are analyzed by direct aqueous injection HPLC/MS/MS.
Quantitation was by isotope dilution using stable isotope analogues of the
five target pharmaceuticals, Initial results from three of the tissue types
suggest that differential pharmaceutical uptake into different fish tissues
occurred. Consistent uptake of temazepam, in bluegill muscle, brain, and
liver occurred over 20 days of exposure, at concentrations as high as 32
ng/g in liver. Sulfamethoxazole uptake occurred although less consistently
in all three tissue types. Methocarbamol did not accumulate in muscle,
although it consistently accumulated in brain and liver at less than 1 ng/g.
Diclofenac and rosuvastatin inconsistently accumulated in muscle, brain,
and liver. Aqueous exposure concentrations were typically 56 percent of
the calculated aqueous concentration, reflecting other losses within the
experimental system.
RP193 Identification of causative pollutants for intersex in redeye
mullet (Liza haematocheila) from Liaodong Bay
J. Sun; G. Song, J. Hu, Peking Univ
Intersex in wild fish has received increasing attention recently; however,
it is difficult to identify the causative endocrine disruptive chemicals
(EDCs). Redeye mullet (Liza haematocheila)is one of the most important
economic fish in Liaodong Bay, North China, and our field investigation
observed high incidence of intersex (20.7-54.5%) in male redeye mullet.
To identify the causative reagent, we focused on thesome bioaccumulativeEDCs, o,p’-DDTs, considering that previous study on the estrogenic
chemicals in environmental matrices may bias on polar estrogenic
chemicals.The concentrations ofo,p’-DDT, o,p’-DDD, and o,p’-DDE
in redeye mullet were determined to be 0.92, 1.16, and 0.02 ng/g ww,
respectively. The phenomenon of intersex in male medaka fish induced
by o,p’-DDT(0.05-6.25 μg/L) were investigated by laboratory in vivo
experimentsusing the pMOSP1-EGFP transgenic fish generated in our
lab which could directly and rapidly observe primary oocytes in intersex
testes of male medaka at great sample size by GFP fluorescence observation.Intersex were observed in male medaka fish at environmental
relevant levels with dose response relationship. To further investigate
potential inter-species sensitivity, we further assess the ER receptor
biding activity of o,p’-DDTs using in vitro yeasttwo-hybrid system transfected by estrogen receptorsof medaka(mER) and redeye mullet(rER).

rER were found to be more sensitive to o,p’-DDTs. Our results clarified
the contribution of bioaccumulativeo,p’-DDTsto the incidence of intersex
in wild fish in Liaodong Bay.
RP194 Calibration of a novel passive sampler for the measurement of
35 polar organic contaminants in aquatic systems
J.K. Challis, Univ of Manitoba / Chemistry; M.L. Hanson, Univ of
Manitoba / Dept of Environment and Geography; C.S. Wong, Univ of
Winnipeg / Richardson College for the Environment
Current passive sampling designs for polar organic contaminants in water
lack the ability to easily adjust uptake rates for differing environmental
conditions (e.g., flow rate), thus without an extensive laboratory or in
situ calibration for each study, qualitative concentration estimates often
result. This issue significantly reduces the overall applicability of current polar passive samplers. The diffusive gradients in thin films (DGT)
sampler, popular for metals sampling, is largely insensitive to effects of
flow on sampling rates due to the inclusion of a rate-limiting diffusive gel.
In this study, we calibrate for 35 polar organic contaminants (pharmaceuticals and pesticides) using the analogous organic-DGT or o-DGT.
Development and calibration of o-DGT was done in the laboratory for a
group of 35 analytes including synthetic estrogens, β-blockers, antidepressants, antibiotics, as well as a number of pesticides. Conventional
DGT samplers were converted to o-DGT by modifying the binding
gel. Oasis HLB, a common sorbent used in polar passive samplers (e.g.,
POCIS), was used as the binding phase. A poly-acrylamide diffusive gel
was chosen over agarose for its inertness towards binding of the analytes
and for the tunable nature of the diffusive pore size with addition of bisacrylamide crosslinker. To obtain sampling rates of the analytes, diffusion
coefficients through a 0.8 mm diffusive gel were determined using a
diffusion cell and ranged from 10-7-10-6 cm2/s. Validation of the o-DGT
samplers was done using 20L flow-through tanks under two different flow
regimes (low and high), and with three diffusive gel thicknesses (0.5, 0.8,
and 1.2 mm) to assess the effect of water flow on sampling rates. The diffusive boundary layer thickness at both flow rates was approximated and
uptake rates into the o-DGT sampler were deemed to be independent of
flow rate. These results illustrate the promise of the o-DGT to potentially
eliminate the need for in situ calibration, and provide a universal passive
sampler with increased ease of use, reliability, and reproducibility, for
polar organics in the aquatic environment.
RP195 Photodegradation of pharmaceuticals in aquatic environments: Defining our current understanding and identifying
knowledge gaps
J.K. Challis, Univ of Manitoba / Chemistry; M.L. Hanson, Univ of
Manitoba / Dept of Environment and Geography; K.J. Friesen, Univ of
Winnipeg / Chemistry; C.S. Wong, Univ of Winnipeg / Richardson College
for the Environment
This presentation summarizes a critical assessment of the state and
quality of knowledge around the aquatic photochemistry of human-, veterinary-, and agricultural-use pharmaceuticals in laboratory experiments
and field observations. We used a weight-of-evidence-style approach
to identify knowledge gaps in the literature regarding the photolytic
fate of pharmaceuticals in surface waters. A special sub-focus was on
characterizing the ability of laboratory studies to predict fate under field
conditions. A standardized scoring rubric was used to assess the quality
of the methodology and experimental design of relevant laboratory and
field studies. The rubric provides an objective and scientifically-defensible
set of metrics for assessing the quality of a study, and will provide a
benchmark for the design of future photolytic fate studies. In general,
those drugs that were most studied also had relatively good quality data.
The four pharmaceuticals studied experimentally at least ten times in the
literature (carbamazepine, diclofenac, sulfamethoxazole, propranolol)
had average total scores (lab and field combined) of ≥29; considered as
good quality. A major recommendation from this work is the development of a method guideline, based on this rubric, for conducting and
reporting on photochemical studies that would produce consistent and
reliable data for quantitative comparison across studies. Furthermore,
an emphasis should be placed on conducting more dual-fate studies
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involving controlled photolysis experiments in natural sunlight, and
whole system fate studies in either natural or artificial systems. This
approach would provide accurate data describing the actual contribution
of photolysis to the overall fate of pharmaceuticals in the environment.
RP196 In vivo and in silico studies to evaluate the estrogenic effects of
bisphenol analogues on medaka
K. Arizono, Prefectural Univ of Kumamoto / Faculty of Env Symbiotic
Science; H. Ishibashi, Shokei Univ Junior College / Dept of Food and
Nutrition; N. Tominaga, Ariake National College of Technology / Dept of
Chemical and Biological Engineering
Bisphenols (BPs) are a group of chemicals structurally similar to
bisphenol A (BPA). In addition to BPA, some commercially available
BP analogues, such as bisphenol B (BPB), bisphenol F (BPF), bisphenol
AF (BPAF), and bisphenol S (BPS), have been detected in the aquatic
environment. Although previous studies have demonstrated the estrogenic action of BPA in vitro and in vivo assay system, limited data are
currently available on the estrogenic potentials and risks of BP analogues
in aquatic organisms. The objective of this study is to clarify the potential
estrogenic effects of BP analogues on the estrogen receptor (ER) signaling pathway in medaka (Oryzias latipes). We initially assessed the mRNA
expression levels of estrogen-responsive genes such as vitellogenins(vtg1
and vtg2), choriogenins (chgH and chgL), and ERs (ERα and ERβ) in the
livers of male medaka following exposure to selected BPs for 8 hours.
Quantitative real-time PCR analyses revealed that expression levels of
hepatic vtg1, vtg2, chgH, chgL, ERα, and ERβ mRNA were responded
to various concentrations of BPs such as BPA, BPB, bisphenol C (BPC),
and BPAF in a dose-response manner, whereas no effects of bisphenol
P (BPP) and bisphenol S (BPS) were observed. The order of estrogenic
potencies of BPs in vivo assay was as follows: BPC > BPAF > BPB >
BPA >> BPP and BPS. To further investigate the binding potentials of
BPs to medaka ERα protein in silico, three-demensional model of the
ligand-binding domain (LBD) of ERα was build, and docking simulations of BPs were performed. Docking simulation analysis reveled that
the ERα LBD protein interacted with BPA, BPC, and BPAF, and
that interaction energy of BPs interacted with the ERα LBD protein
was as follows: BPC (-77 kcal/mol) < BPAF (-71 kcal/mol) < BPA (-48
kcal/mol). In addition, we identified the key amino acid residues in the
medaka ERα LBD interacted with BPC (Glu356, Arg397, and Cys533),
BPAF (Thr350 and Glu356), and BPA (Glu356 and Met424). These
amino acid residues may be potentially involved in the interaction differences with BPC, BPAF, and BPA. To our knowledge, this is the first
report of the estrogenic potential of certain BPs such as BPAF in vivo.
These findings support the results of in silico assays showing ligand–protein interactions of BPs and medaka ERα LBD.
RP197 Environmental risk assessment of selected human pharmaceuticals in an urban river water in the Tokyo Metropolitan area
T. Suzuki, Water Quality; Y. Kosugi, M. Hosaka, D. Nakae, Tokyo
Metropolitan Inst of Public Health; T. Nishimura, Teikyo Heisei Univ
In our previous study, the pharmaceuticals such as epinastin, rolazepam
and candesartan, were found to be underestimated in urban rivers receiving discharge from sewage treatment plants (STPs) inJapanaccording to
Phase I of the EMEA guideline. These pharmaceuticals have maximum
dosages lower than several dozen milligrams per day, high excretion ratios
in human, and low removal rates at STPs. The objective in this study was
to perform an environmental risk assessment according to the EMEA
guideline for 9 selected human pharmaceuticals; memantine, aripiprazole,
olmesartan, duloxetine, irbesartan, rosuvastatin, valsartan, atorvastatin
and simvastatin. These pharmaceuticals are used with relatively low dosages for sustainable periods, and distributed at subtantially high volumes
inJapan. This case study was conducted at the Tama River basins in the
Tokyo Metropolitan area inJapanfrom 2008 to 2012. The measured
concentrations (MECs) of the selected pharmaceuticals in water samples
from theTamaRiverreceiving discharge from STPs were measured by a
reverse-phase LC/MS/MS after a solid-phase extraction. The predicted
environmental concentrations (PECs) for the aquatic environment of
pharmaceuticals were calculated according to Phase I of the EMEA
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guideline. Memantine, aripiprazole, olmesartan, irbesartan, valsartan
and atorvastatin were detected at the maximum concentrations of 0.005,
0.005, 0.603, 0.044, 0.871 and 0.021 µg/L, respectively, which are
considered to be MECs of these pharmaceuticals. In contrast, duloxetine,
rosuvastatin and simvastatin were not detected (lower than their detection
limits of 0.005, 0.01 and 0.001 µg/L, respectively). MECs of olmesartan
and valsartan were higher than theirPECsof 0.160 and 0.800, respectively.
MECs of these pharmaceuticals were also higher than theirPECsin water
samples obtained from STPs. In phase I of EMEA guideline, the dilution
factor is set at 10. When dilution factor is adjusted to real field conditions
of the sampling sites in the river basins, the PECs of all pharmaceuticals
are lower than their MECs in all water samples. In the case of the Tama
River basins, therefore, it is necessary to set dilution factors at 10 for
upstream sites, 2 for downstream sites, and 1 for effluent of STPs.
RP198 Effects of phosphorous on pharmaceutical fate in model
wastewater treatment wetland mesocosms following harvesting of
macrophytes
P. Cardinal, Univ of Manitoba; J. Anderson, Stantec Consulting Ltd / Dept
of Chemistry; J.C. Carlson, Univ of Winnipeg / Richardson College for the
Environment; J.E. Low, Univ of Winnipeg; J.K. Challis, C.S. Wong, Univ
of Winnipeg / Richardson College for the Environment; M.L. Hanson, Univ
of Manitoba / Dept of Environment and Geography
Many rural communities discharge effluent from secondary treatment
lagoons in pulses once or twice a year. These wastewaters can contain
elevated nutrients (e.g., P), and contaminants (e.g., pharmaceuticals) that
might pose a hazard to organisms in receiving waters. Although pharmaceutical concentrations in surface waters receiving effluents typically
pose little known acute risk to most aquatic organisms, there is potential
for chronic toxicity in non-target organisms. Constructed wetlands may
provide a cost-effective means of polishing wastewater from rural lagoons
prior to release in order to reduce overall chronic exposure, both to pharmaceuticals and excess nutrients. We used mesocosms to mimic shallow
treatment wetlands and to characterize the fate of selected human-use
drugs following the harvest of emergent macrophyte vegetation (i.e.,
Typha spp.). This scenario was chosen as this is a common operative practice for constructed wetlands, but effects on the utility of these systems
for removal of contaminants is not well understood. Mesocosms, with
and without P amendment (1.6 mg/L), were monitored for 28 d after
the addition of carbamazepine, clofibric acid, fluoxetine, and naproxen
(7.6 mg/L each), as well as sulfamethoxazole and sulfapyridine (150
mg/L each). Carbamazepine, clofibric acid, fluoxetine, and naproxen had
half-lives of 8.7, 11, 1.5, and 2.5, and 8.6, 11.0, 1.4, and 2.5 d in treatments with and without P amendment, respectively. Sulfamethoxazole
and sulfapyridine had half-lives of 17 and 4.9 d in mesocosms with P
amendment and 17 and 4.7 d without amendment. We hypothesized
that pre-harvesting Typha spp. and adding P would stimulate primary
productivity and enhance removal of pharmaceuticals. However, the
data suggest no significant influence of the P pulse on the fate of these
pharmaceuticals, though this is likely influenced by season. Additionally,
the relative uptake of pharmaceuticals was found to be Typha spp. <
filamentous algae < Myriophyllum sibiricum. Harvesting of Typha spp.
prior to study initiation did not affect uptake of P or pharmaceuticals
relative to previous fate patterns with Typha spp., and that a concurrent
pulse of P with pharmaceuticals did not significantly enhance or impair
the removal of these compounds. We recommend the use of several species of macrophytes in treatment systems, as well as routine harvesting
of biomass to prevent release of accumulated contaminants back into the
system upon decomposition.
RP199 Enzyme mediated degradation of hormones and EDCs in
wastewater – A novel biotechnological approach
D. Becker, Aquatic Ecotoxicology; M. Llorca-Casamayor, S. RodriguezMozaz, Inst for Water Research ICRA; J. Oehlmann, M. Wagner, Johann
Wolfgang Goethe Universitat Frankfurt / Aquatic Ecotoxicology
Micropollutants (e.g., pharmaceuticals, hormones, and industrial
chemicals) are continuously released into the environment in low
concentrations. Concerns have been raised regarding their specific
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toxicity and their limited degradation during conventional wastewater
treatment. While most advanced wastewater treatment technologies
rely on resource-intense processes (ozonation, PAC), the EU-project
ENDETECH develops a new biotechnological approach to degrade
micropollutants. Specific enzyme libraries were screened to identify
promising candidates that remove these pollutants effectively. The
enzymes are optimized and immobilized for an application in bioreactors. Priority targets of enzyme selection are antibiotics, hormones, and
EDCs. Every step within the project is accompanied by in vitro bioassays
for endocrine effects and mutagenicity. This is to evaluate the degradation
of effects and assess potential new effects caused by generated transformation products. Several enzymes were discovered; and those ones
from fungi (i. e., laccases from T. versicolor, M. thermophila) seemed to be
the most promising, especially regarding EDC-degrading activity. The
degradation of antibiotics after lab-scale enzymatic treatment in buffered
water was already successful, such as tetracycline and erythromycin which
were degraded by 78% and 52% respectively after 18 h. Now the next
major aspect is a proof of concept, i. e. the feasibility of enzymatic treatment under “real world” conditions in real wastewater. First experiments
with endocrine active hospital wastewater showed a significant reduction
of androgenicity and estrogenicity. For example the latter was reduced by
80% after 24 h laccase treatment. This demonstrated the degradation of
unspecific endocrine activity and the applicability of enzymes in wastewater. In ongoing experiments, we investigate the degradation of mixtures of
known endocrine disrupting chemicals. As a final point, we will compare
our bioassay data with data from chemical analysis. Taken together, these
results prove that our biotechnological approach is expedient. This means
that the enzymatic treatment technology can be an efficient and ecofriendly alternative or a complement to existing technologies. Finally, our
studies demonstrate that accompanying the development of a new technology by parallel ecotoxicological analysis helps to decrease investment
efforts and increase the acceptance of the new technology.
RP200 Toxicity of photolysis products and of mixtures of triclosan
and triclocarban to Daphnia magna
K. Albanese, R.P. Lanno, Ohio State Univ / Dept of Evolution Ecology
and Organismal Biology; Y. Chin, The Ohio State Univ / Dept of Geological
Sciences; C. Hadad, The Ohio State Univ / Dept of Chemistry
Triclosan and triclocarban are two ubiquitous anti-microbial compounds
commonly found together in surface waters. Both compounds have been
shown to undergo photodegradation in surface waters, with triclosan
forming a variety of products including 2,8-dichlorodibenzodioxin,
while the degradation products of triclocarban are unknown. Numerous
studies have investigated the toxicity of the parent compounds, particularly triclosan, but little information exists regarding the toxicities of the
photolysis products for either compound or their mixtures. Using the cladoceran Daphnia magna, we determined 96-hour LC50s for both parent
compounds in EPA moderately hard water in the presence and absence
of dissolved organic matter (DOM) and their photolytic products. From
these LC50s we calculated toxic equivalent units (TU) for each compound and its photolysis products, and then conducted 96-hour mixture
toxicity tests using 0.5, 1, and 2 TUs to determine if mixtures of these
compounds/degradation products exhibit synergistic or antagonistic
effects on Daphnia magna. We observed different interactions among the
mixtures, including additive (parent compounds and photolysis products)
and synergistic toxicities (parent compounds), suggesting that these
compounds are still of concern after photodegradation.
RP201 Bioaccumulation Behavior of Pharmaceutically Active
Compounds (PhACs) and Endocrine Disrupting Chemicals (EDCs)
in Aquatic Plants
N. Pi, J. Ng, B.C. Kelly, National Univ of Singapore / Civil Environmental
Engineering
Phytoremediation can be an effective low-cost approach for removal
of water-borne contaminants, including heavy metals, nutrients and
organic compounds. However, studies of the bioaccumulation behavior of Pharmaceutically Active Compounds (PhACs) and Endocrine
Disrupting Chemicals (EDCs) in aquatic plants are still lacking. The

present study investigates the uptake and elimination kinetics, bioaccumulation potential and translocation of PhACs and EDCs in aquatic
plants, through controlled mesocosm experiments. Two types of aquatic
plants, including a floating species (Eichhornia crassipes)and a submerged
species (Echinodorus horemanii), were exposed to a suite of ten PhACs/
EDCs over a 16-day uptake period, at constant water concentration of
20 ppb, followed by a 12-day depuration phase in clean water. Plant
samples (leaves and roots) were collected every 4 days during both
uptake and depuration, to determine plant dry biomass and contaminant concentrations. Water and plant tissue samples were processed by
solid-phase-extraction (SPE) and analyzed using liquid chromatography
electrospray ionization-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-ESI-MS/MS).
Plant dry biomass was found to increase throughout the experiment for
E. crassipes but decrease post-exposure from day-12 onward for E. horemanii. The studied compounds were found to readily accumulate in these
aquatic plants. Bioconcentration factors (BCFs) and translocation factors
(TFs) varied widely among tested chemicals and plant species. For E.
horemanii, Triclosan exhibited the highest bioaccumulation potential,
followed by Diphenhydramine, Atenolol, Naproxen, and Warfarin, with
BCFs of 5646, 964, 948, 500 and 8.8 L/kg, respectively. For E. crassipes,
Diphenhydramine exhibited the highest uptake, followed by Atenolol,
Triclosan, Thiabendazole, and Estrone, with BCFs of 7226, 2490, 1158,
749 and 2.5 L/kg, respectively. As indicated by the TFs, Atenolol,
Naproxen, Ibuprofen, 17α-ethinylestradiol, Triclosan and Gemfibrozil
were found to more readily allocate in leaf of E. horemanii, but more
readily allocate in root of E. crassipes, due to the submerged of E. horemanii. These results suggest that aquatic plants have high potential to
accumulate PhACs and EDCs and may provide an effective approach to
remove these compounds in aquatic environments.
RP202 Transport of Three Veterinary Antimicrobials in Simulated
Rainfall Runoff from Windrows of Composting Cattle Manure
S. Sura, Agriculture and AgriFood Canada AAFC / Research; D.
Degenhardt, Alberta Innovates Technology Futures; A.J. Cessna, National
Water Research Inst / Environmental Health; J. Larney, A.F. Olson, D.A.
McAllister, Agriculture and AgriFood Canada
Veterinary antimicrobial contamination of soil and water is a growing concern because it may result in widespread bacterial resistance to
antimicrobials used in human medicine. Beef feedlot cattle manure is
often windrow composted or stockpiled before it is applied to crop or
pasture land. Antimicrobials contained in manure are introduced into
the environment either by application of manure as fertilizer to agricultural fields or through leaching or runoff from manure storage sites
(stockpiles, windrows, lagoons). Veterinary antimicrobials have been
detected in manure, manure-treated soils, and surface and ground water
resources near large-scale cattle feeding operations. Runoff and leaching
after major precipitation events appear to be major transport pathways
by which these veterinary antimicrobials eventually contaminate surface
and ground water. In the current study, conducted at Agriculture and
Agri-Food Canada Research Centre, Lethbridge, AB during August
and September 2011, three antimicrobials commonly used in beef cattle
(Bos taurus) production were monitored in simulated rainfall runoff from
manure windrows. Beef cattle were administered the following antimicrobial treatments in the research feedlot situated on the Research
Centre: (1) 44 mg of chlortetracycline kg-1 feed (dry-weight), (2) 44 mg
of chlortetracycline + 44 mg sulfamethazine kg-1 feed, (3) 11 mg of tylosin kg-1 feed and (4) no antimicrobials (control). After 145 d, cattle were
relocated and manure from each pen was used to construct two windrows (Day 0) (4 treatments x 2 replicates). Windrows were turned on Day
14 during the study period. On Day 2 and 21, a portable Guelph Rainfall
Simulator II was used to generate runoff from each windrow and the
concentration of the corresponding antimicrobial(s) was measured in the
runoff. Antimicrobial concentrations were also quantified in the manure
before rainfall simulation on Days 2 and 21. Manure and runoff sampleextracts were analyzed for chlortetracycline, sulfamethazine and tylosin
using LC/MS/MS analysis. The residue data will provide information on
the effect of partial composting on the amounts of the three antimicrobials transported in runoff.
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Interactive Platform: Endocrine Disrupting
Chemicals and Pharmaceuticals in the Environment
RP203 Sorption and desorption of nine emerging contaminants of
varying polarity in wastewater sludge
M. Morisette, S. Vo Duy, Univ of Montreal / Dept of Chemistry; H.P. Arp,
Norwegian Geotechnical Inst; S. Sauve, Universite de Montreal
Sorption/desorption studies were performed for nine emerging contaminants of varying compound classes and polarities with three different
sewage sludge samples. The compounds were caffeine, sulfamethoxazole,
carbamazepine, atrazine, desethylatrazine, estradiol, ethinylestradiol,
norethindrone and diclofenac. Mass balances indicated estradiol, norethindrone and sulfamethoxazole underwent substantial biodegradation,
decreasing to 7 – 25% after 48 hours. Two types of sorption behavior
were observed: compounds with a log octanol-water partition coefficient
(log Kow) below 3 showed little or no sorption over 48 hours of shaking,
while compounds with log Kow over 3 showed 30 to 90% sorption within
the first few minutes, followed by a slow sorption during the next hours.
Sorption of diclofenac was found to be pH-sensitive. The solid-water distribution coefficients (log Kd) were determined for each compound and
ranged from 0.2 to 2.9, with increasing log K D corresponding roughly
with higher log Kow of the compound and larger OC content of the
sewage sludge. Sewage sludge precipitated with alum tended to have the
lowest K D values. This is the first study to report K D values for desethylatrazine and norethindrone to wastewater sludge. Desorption was studied
by replacing the supernatant water with clean tap water, and observing
changes in the aqueous concentration. With each rinsing, log Kd values
tended to either remain similar or increase independent of log Kow,
indicating a linear sorption isotherm or in some cases, a Freundlich-type
isotherm. The amount of rinsing water needed to desorb 50 and 99 % of
the sorbed concentration was determined, which may be useful for water
purification technology or to simulate depletion in a flowing water system. After the first rinsing, contaminants rapidly restored equilibrium.
But after the second rinsing, desorption of contaminants was observed
to occur slowly over time, likely due to the depletion of contaminants
from deeper within the sludge matrix. A literature review of reported K D
values compared well with measured data. The literature review indicated
that high Kow compounds tended to have more consistent K D values
across the literature than low log Kow compounds, though sludge types
increase the variability of the correlation between Kow and K D.
RP204 Occurrence, Fate, and Effects of Antidepressants and
Transformation Products in Terrestrial Environments that Receive
Biosolids
M.M. Schultz, M.T. Dawaher, The College of Wooster / Dept of Chemistry;
M.J. Hall, L.M. Niemi, The College of Wooster
Antidepressants are one of the most highly dispensed medications in
the United States. A primary route for these pharmaceuticals into the
environment is from wastewater treatment plants, including terrestrial
environments that receive land-applied biosolids. To determine the
potential for antidepressants to enter the terrestrial food chain from the
land application of biosolids, a test plot was treated with local municipal
biosolids on three separate occasions during July 2013 to November
2013. Samples of the treated soil, worms residing in the soil, and controls
were collected at the time of application and at two and six weeks post
application. (The applied biosolids were only sampled and analyzed
at the time of application.) The samples were extracted using solvent
microextraction and analyzed by liquid chromatography tandem mass
spectrometry. Antidepressants were detected in all soil and worms,
except the controls. The most abundant antidepressants observed were
sertraline, desmethyl sertraline, citalopram, desmethyl citalopram, and
fluoxetine. In general, the concentrations at six weeks post application
were less abundant than the levels measured at two weeks. The soil and
worm concentrations were used to calculate the bioaccumulation factor (BAF) of the antidepressants in the worms. The determined BAF
for week 2 ranged from 0.3 to 300 and for week 6 ranged from 1 to
3. A complementary lab study was conducted to investigate acute and
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sublethal effects of contaminated soils on earthworms through an avoidance assay. Earthworms were tested for avoidance of the biosolids and
the suite of target antidepressants. The initial results revealed the worms’
preference for the contaminated soil.
RP205 Multi-Class LC-MS/MS Analysis of Pharmaceuticals in
Urine and Struvite
R. Petteys, Chemistry; D.S. Aga, State Univ of New York Buffalo / Dept of
Chemistry
The use of urine as a cost effective, efficient, and renewable resource and
the production of agricultural fertilizer have been explored due to its
naturally high nitrogen and phosphorus contents. Urine as a feedstock
raises concern due to its potential as a source of persistent organic pollutants, including pharmaceuticals and personal care products (PPCPs),
into the environment. This study utilizes a multiclass method for the
analysis of pharmaceuticals in urine using solid phase extraction (SPE)
for matrix reduction and analyte pre-concentration, and in struvite using
accelerated solvent extraction and SPE. Pharmaceuticals being analyzes
include: antibiotics, antiepileptics, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs, anti-depressants and stimulants. All analytes were separated and
analyzed by liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LCMS/MS) using electrospray ionization in positive mode. Despite the
complexities presented in the urine and struvite matrices, separation
and positive detection of a suite of 16 representative analytes has been
achieved in samples at endogenous concentrations with detection limits
on the lower ng/L scale. Residual pharmaceuticals resulting from the
production of struvite from urine has similarly been determined and the
potential for environmental release has been assessed.
RP206 Biodegradation of veterinary ionophore antibiotics in broiler
litter and soil
P. Sun, C. Huang, Georgia Inst of Technology / School of Civil and
Environmental Engineering; M. Cabrera, Univ of Georgia; S.G.
Pavlostathis, Georgia Inst of Technology / Civil and Environmental
Engineering
Ionophore antibiotics (IPAs) are polyether compounds used in broiler
feed to promote growth and control coccidiosis. IPAs contribute over
one-third of the total consumption of antimicrobials used in livestock
industry in the U.S. Most of the ingested IPAs are excreted into broiler
litter (BL), a mixture of broiler excreta and bedding material. BL is
considered a major source of IPAs released into the environment as BL is
commonly used to fertilize agricultural fields. However, few studies have
investigated the degradation of IPAs in BL and soil matrices. This study
investigated the degradation of the most widely used IPAs, monensin
(MON), salinomycin (SAL), and narasin (NAR), during BL stacking
and in agricultural soils for these two processes’ effect on the fate of IPAs
in the environment. Microcosms were set up to assess the effect of water
content and temperature on the degradation of IPAs in BL. Degradation
of IPAs was also assessed in soil microcosms set up with BL-fertilized
and non-fertilized soil samples, in which the effects of water content,
carbon source amendment, and initial IPA concentration were investigated. Results showed that MON was stable in BL microcosms at 24
– 72% water content (water/wet litter, w/w) and 35 – 60oC, whereas SAL
and NAR degraded under certain conditions. Factor analysis was conducted as a tool to make suggestions on the BL management to achieve
fast IPA degradation. Abiotic reactions were primarily responsible for
the degradation of MON and SAL in non-fertilized soil microcosms,
whereas biodegradation contributed significantly in BL-fertilized soil
microcosms. A field study showed that MON and SAL were stable
during common BL management, whereas MON degraded after BL
was applied to grassland. The biotransformation products of IPAs were
detected using LC/MS/MS, whose molecular structures were tentatively identified. A major transformation product of SAL and NAR was
observed in both BL and soil microcosms. A new primary biotransformation product of MON was identified in soil microcosms, which was
also detected in the top soil layer where BL was applied. However, these
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products may be of less environmental concern, because they are either
readily biodegraded in the environment or have weaker to no antibiotic
properties compared to the parent IPAs.
RP207 Environmental Fate of Pharmaceuticals at a Municipal
Wastewater Land-Application Site in North Carolina, USA
A.D. McEachran, North Carolina State Univ / Forestry and Environmental
Resources; D. Shea, Dept of Biology; E.G. Nichols, Forestry and
Environmental Resources
The occurrence and fate of pharmaceutical and personal care products
(PPCPs) in the environment are of increasing public importance due to
their ubiquitous nature and documented effects on wildlife, ecosystems,
and potentially humans. One potential, yet undefined, source of entry
into the environment of PPCPs is via the land application of municipal wastewater onto permitted lands. The objective of this study is to
determine the extent to which PPCPs are mitigated by or exported from
managed tree plantations irrigated with municipal wastewater. A specific
focus of the study is PPCP presence or removal in groundwater before
surface water discharge. The study site is a municipality that land-applies
primary treated wastewater onto 3,000 acres of managed hardwood and
pine plantations. A suite of 37 PPCPs were targeted in the analysis,
which consisted of grab sampling of groundwater throughout the site followed by concentration and clean-up via SPE and separation, detection,
and quantification via LC-MS/MS. The results of this study provide
important documentation for PPCP fate and transport in groundwater
systems and potentially advance the use of sustainable technologies for
energy production and environmental protection in coupled natural
human systems.
RP208 Transport of Three Veterinary Antimicrobials from Feedlot
Pens via Simulated Rainfall Runoff
S. Sura, Agriculture and AgriFood Canada AAFC / Research; D.
Degenhardt, Alberta Innovates Technology Futures; A.J. Cessna, National
Water Research Inst / Environmental Health; D.J. Larney, Agriulture and
AgriFood Canada; A.F. Olson, D.A. McAllister, Agriculture and AgriFood
Canada
Veterinary antimicrobials are used in animal production, therapeutically to treat diseases and sub-therapeutically to prevent diseases and
promote growth. The majority of administered antimicrobials (up to 80%
or more) is excreted in the feces or urine either as parent compounds or
their metabolites. These veterinary antimicrobials are introduced into
the environment when manure is applied as fertilizer to agricultural
fields or through leaching or runoff from manure storage locations
(feedlots, stockpiles, windrows, lagoons). Detected in manure, manuretreated soils, and surface and ground water resources near large-scale
cattle feeding operations, there is a growing concern that environmental
contamination by these chemicals may result in widespread bacterial resistance to antimicrobials used in human medicine. Runoff and
leaching after major precipitation events appear to be major transport
pathways by which these veterinary antimicrobials eventually contaminate surface and ground water. A study was conducted at Agriculture
and Agri-Food Canada Research Centre, Lethbridge, AB in spring 2011
to investigate the transport in simulated rainfall runoff of three antimicrobials commonly used in beef cattle production from feedlot pens. Beef
cattle were administered the following antimicrobial treatments: (1) 44
mg of chlortetracycline kg-1 feed (dry-weight), (2) 44 mg of chlortetracycline + 44 mg sulfamethazine kg-1 feed, (3) 11 mg of tylosin kg-1 feed and
(4) no antimicrobials (control). After manure accumulation in the pens,
cattle were relocated and rainfall simulation experiments were conducted
in situ using a portable Guelph Rainfall Simulator II. Concentrations of
chlortetracycline, sulfamethazine, and tylosin were measured in simulated rainfall runoff from two locations (bedding and non-bedding areas)
randomly selected in each feedlot pen. Manure and runoff extracts were
analyzed for chlortetracycline, sulfamethazine and tylosin using LC/
MS/MS analysis. The residue data will be used to determine the amount
of each antimicrobial that would potentially be transported to the catch
basin adjacent to the feedlot.

RP209 Analysis of Native and Conjugated Estrogens in Poultry Litter
Runoff by Liquid Chromatography Tandem Mass Spectrometry
E.J. Mullin, Univ at Buffalo / Chemistry; L.T. Yonkos, Univ of Maryland
/ Environmental Science and Technology; D.S. Aga, State Univ of New
YorkBuffalo / Dept of Chemistry
Confined animal feeding operations (CAFOs) of poultry generate
significant amounts of litter which is used to fertilize croplands. Chicken
litter can be applied in the composted, pelletized, or raw form; however
all types of applications contain naturally excreted estrogens and their
metabolites which may contaminate surface waters through runoff. These
endocrine disrupting compounds cause feminization in male fish, among
other adverse effects, even at very low concentrations. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the concentration of estrogens present in runoff and
surface water. Conjugated estrogens are more water-soluble than their
native counterparts, and thus have increased transport within aquatic
environments. While the conjugated estrogens exhibit less estrogenicity, their presence is still a concern due to the ability of some bacteria
to de-conjugate them and return them to their native form, hence it is
necessary to monitor both native and conjugated estrogens in chicken
litter samples. In order to detect and quantify the native and conjugated
estrogens in environmental samples, a “one-shot” liquid chromatography
tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) method was developed and
validated using a coupled column and polarity switching electrospray
ionization technique to increase separation and improve sensitivity.
The validated method was used to detect and quantify the native and
conjugated estrogens present in chicken litter runoff samples. Since it
is known that native estrogens have inherently low ionization efficiencies in LC-MS/MS, samples were derivatized with dansyl chloride
after extraction and clean-up to ensure detection at environmentally
relevant concentrations (< 5 ng/L). Due to the highly complex nature of
the matrix, estrogen levels were quantified using single point standard
addition. Deuterated standards were used as surrogates to account for any
analyte losses during sample preparation. Project funded by the Harry
Hughes Center for Agro-Ecology, Inc., Queenstown, MD.
RP210 Mass Balance of Pharmaceuticals and Hormones below
Vadose Zone of Onsite Wastewater Treatment Systems (Poster only)
G.S. Toor, University of Florida / Soil Water Science Department; Y. Yang,
University of Florida / IFAS; P.C. Wilson, University of Florida / IFAS
Soil and Water Science
One out of four households in the US use onsite wastewater treatment systems (commonly called septic systems) to treat and dispose of
household wastewater. A variety of trace organic compounds (TOrC)
have been detected in various environmental matrices such as water, soil,
plants, and organisms around the world. Pharmaceuticals and hormones
are especially important as they can elicit biological response at trace
levels (i.e. ng/L). We focus on four pharmaceuticals (sulfamethoxazole,
carbamazepine, acetaminophen, and ibuprofen) and three hormones
(estrone, 17β-estradiol, and ethinyl estradiol) due to their environmental importance. Our objective was to determine the mass balance of
selected TOrC below vadose zone (i.e. drainfield of conventional septic
systems) using three 1.5 m long, 0.9 m wide, 0.9 m high lysimeters. Each
drainfield contained vertically stacked layers of sand and gravel mixture
(7.5 cm), soil (30 cm), and sand (30 cm) that received 3 L/ft2/day of
septic tank effluent (STE). A final 15 cm layer of sand was placed over
drip tube before planting St Augustine grass. Collected septic STE and
leachate samples (every day and weekly flow-weighted) were analyzed for
selected TOrC. Concentrations of TOrC remained similar in leachate, suggesting their environmental persistence. For example, Ibuprofen
concentrations were 5-20 ng/L in leachate. Our preliminary mass
balance calculations show that all of caffeine, carbamazepine, and ibuprofen were either accumulated and/or degraded/bio-transformed in the
drianfield. While 7-14% of acetaminophen, sulfamethoxale, and estrone
was leached and detected 60-cm below drainfield. This data suggest that
most of the compounds did not move beyond 60-cm below drainfield,
but some of these TOrC could be potentially accumulating and biotransformed to other compounds/metabolites, which might be more toxic
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than the original parent compounds. Our ongoing research is exploring
the risk of TOrC transport in the vadose zone and groundwater below
vadose zone of onsite wastewater treatment systems.
RP211 Occurrence of Indicator Micropollutants in Various Water
Sources
S. Nam, D. Choi, T. Kim, Seoul National Univ; K. Zoh, Seoul National
Univ / Dept of Environmental Health
In this study, CBM(carbamazepine), CFF(caffeine), MPT(metoprolol),
and SMZ (sulfamethoxazole), frequently detected micropollutants
in water environments, were selected as target indicator micropollutants, and monitored their presences in various water sources such as
river (Han river, Korea), spring water, and tap water. In Han River, all
selected micropollutants higher the detected levels in downstream than
in upstream, indicating the accumulation of these compounds in surface
water. Among the measured chemicals, CFF had the highest concentration (158.6 ng/L) and average level (43 ng/L) in the river samples. In
tap waters, MTP averagely showed the highest level (26.2 ng/L) among
the measured pollutants. The collected spring waters had no detections
for these micropollutants. Micropollutants in river water showed high
detection frequency (>80%). Most micropollutants significantly had
positive correlation each other in the co-occurrences (P< 0.05), and their
correlation coefficients ranged from 0.377 to 0.802, suggesting that
the selected pollutants were closely associated with their occurrences in
drinking water source, and their sources can be the point sources such
as WWTP effluents which can together come into the river. CFF had
the best correlation (0.377–0.799) in surface water, and detected in all
tap water samples, but CFF showed lower level in drinking waters than
in surface waters. The untreated compound from WWTPs can accumulated in surface water, and come into WTPs. The small fluctuations
of MTP concentration in the river samples (< 10.2 ng/L), and the high
concentration of MTP in tap water supports the strong recalcitrance of
MTP in WWTPs and WTPs. Our results implicate that CFF can be
an indicator derived from wastewaters, and MTP can be an persistent
indicator in the WTPs.

Relative Roles of Human Health and Ecological Risk
Assessment in Remedial Decision-Making
RP212 Prediction of contaminants leaching from iron and steel slags
reused as construction materials and potential ecological risk of the
leachates
H. Lee, S. Kim, E. Jho, K. Nam, Seoul National Univ / Dept of Civil and
Environmental Engineering
The reuses of iron and steel slags as construction materials such as
landfill materials, roadbed materials, and ground improvement materials
have potential of leaching contaminants to surrounding environments.
This study examined the ecological effect of contaminants leaching from
reused slags and predicted long-term (i.e., 100 yr) leaching of contaminants based on two scenarios of reusing slags. Lab-scale column tests
were carried out with columns filled with slags (0.4-2 mm) and soils (<
2 mm, silty loam) at 1:3 ratio and two types of slags, blast furnace iron
slag (BF) and basic oxygen furnace (BOF), were used to determine the
ecological effects on soils. Based on our preliminary studies, zinc (Zn),
nickel (Ni), and fluoride (F) ions and pH were chosen as the target
contaminants, as their total concentrations in slags were either over the
soil standard in Korea or high enough to consider although lower than
the standard, and they were monitored until no changes were observed
(i.e., 14 d). The changes in soil pH, cation exchange capacity (CEC),
concentrations of Zn, Ni, and F, and microbial activity and community
structure were determined to study the effect of leachates on soils in contact. The long-term leaching prediction based on the percolation scenario
(used as landfill materials) and mass transfer scenario (used as roadbed
materials) are to be made by conducting up-flow percolation test and
tank leaching test, respectively. For BF, the Zn, Ni, and F concentrations
in leachates were 0.0058, 0.0032, and 8.1 mg L-1, respectively, and they
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were 0.011, 0.0025, and 8.4 mg L-1 for BOF. Although these concentrations can be considered to be insignificant, the leached contaminants
could accumulate on the soils in contact and impose toxic effects. The
highly alkaline leachates (11.5 for BF and 11.8 for BOF) raised the soil
pH from 5.3 to 10.8 for BF and 10.9 for BOF after 14 d. The changes in
other soil chemical and ecotoxicological parameters are to be determined.
Based on the parameters derived from the up-flow percolation test and
tank leaching test, the long-term leaching concentrations of Zn, Ni, and
F are to be predicted and these concentrations are to be compared with
the HC5 values (i.e., hazardous concentration for 5% of the population)
to evaluate the ecological risk of reusing slags as construction materials
in these two scenarios. The results are significant for both conservation of
environments and iron and steel industries.
RP213 Integrating Ecological and Human Health Risk for the South
River, Virginia
M.J. Harris, W.G. Landis, Western Washington Univ / Inst of
Environmental Toxicology
Regional scale risk assessments can be used to determine the likelihood
of effects from multiple stressors on multiple ecological or human endpoints at multiple scales. The Relative Risk Model (RRM) is an effective
tool by which to calculate and assess risk to both ecological and human
endpoints in an integrated approach to risk assessment. We are applying
the RRM to an integrated assessment of ecological and human health
risk from mercury contamination and environmental stressors in the
South River, Virginia. Bayesian networks are used with the relative risk
model (BN-RRM) to calculate relative risk and uncertainty. Initial risk
assessments for the South River by the Landis group have calculated risk
and associated uncertainty to four water quality and four biotic endpoints. Human health and wellbeing endpoints have been incorporated
into the conceptual model, which will be used to update the Bayesian
networks and calculate risk. While integration of human and ecological
risk assessment is a salient goal in the field of risk assessment, it is nearly
absent from the published literature. Integrating the two aspects of risk
assessment will improve the decision-making process especially in looking at trade-offs and avoiding unintended consequences.
RP214 Modelled De Novo Ecological No-effect Soil Concentrations
for Cattle, Sheep and Deer Receptors: Safe for Humans?
S.M. Bard, J. Trowell, Keystone Environmental Ltd.
Remediated soils from mining wastes and biosolids processing can
be used to ameliorate deficient soils for the creation of new pasture or
grassland. However, there is concern about the concentrations of contaminants posing a risk (1) to grazing ungulates such as deer, cattle and
sheep, and (2) for human consumption of beef, lamb or venison that have
grazed on these ameliorated soils. Ungulates can be exposed to contaminants both directly, through incidental ingestion of soil, and indirectly
through ingestion of accumulated contaminants in grass and other
vegetation. In order to derive de novo guidelines for soil concentrations of
metals and hydrocarbons that present no risk to ungulates, the ecological
no effect concentration (EcoNECsoil) was calculated by taking the ratio
of the no-observed adverse effect level toxicity reference value (NOAEL
TRV) over the proportionate ingested dose from grass and vegetation
ingestion and incidental soil ingestion. Exposure scenarios assumed that
domestic ungulates (i.e. cattle, sheep, and domestic deer) were confined
to the pasture and ate grass as 100% of their diet. White-tailed deer
were used as a model for wildlife ungulates and two exposure scenarios
were examined where deer were exposed to soil contaminants through
(1) eating grass as 9% of their diet (e.g. where a discrete new grassland is
established from remediated soil and surrounding forest land is uncontaminated), and (2) eating all vegetation components of their diet (e.g.
pasture and forest land in a region of mineralized soils). The resulting
calculated guidelines (EcoNECsoil) determined the concentrations metals and hydrocarbons that would pose no-risk to grazing ungulates. In
order to determine if consumption of beef, lamb or venison that grazed
on the ameliorated soils posed human health risks, dietary consumption of accumulated concentrations of metals and hydrocarbons via meat
consumption were compared to toxicity reference values. A second set of
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soil guidelines (HHCsoil) were derived de novo that would be protective
of humans in the “soil – vegetation – grazing ungulate – consumption
of meat” pathway and then compared to EcoNECsoil. The selection of
which set guidelines to apply to the assessment of soils depends on the
management and protection goals of the site; the first set of guidelines is
protective of the health of the grazing ungulates only, while the second
set of guidelines is protective of human consumers of ungulate meat.
RP215 Effect of different soil washing reagents on changes in ecotoxicological and physicochemical properties of arsenic-contaminated
soils
J. Im, K. Yang, K. Nam, E. Jho, Seoul National Univ / Dept of Civil and
Environmental Engineering
Soil washing is a widely used remedial technique for heavy metal
contaminated soils and the remediation efficiency and the resulting soil
qualities are affected by soil washing reagents. This study compares the
effect of using different soil washing reagents on the arsenic (As) removal
efficiency and the physicochemical and ecotoxicological properties of
the treated soils. Four different soil washing reagents conventionally
used in Korea for washing As-contaminated soils were chosen - 0.5 M
ammonium phosphate (pH 6.0), 0.5 M H3PO4 (pH 1.0), 1 M HCl (pH
0.3), and 0.01 M HCl + 2% Na-dithionite (pH 5.6) – and soil samples
with an average As concentrations of 48 mg kg-1 were collected from an
As-contaminated site. The soil washing test were carried out with the
solid-to-liquid ratio of 1:5 (w/v) for 1 h at 200 rpm. H3PO4 removed
the largest amount of As (64%) followed by HCl (51%), Na-dithionite
(45%), and ammonium phosphate (36%). The changes in soil pH (6.7 for
untreated) was significant with HCl (3.7) and H3PO4 (4.6), moderate
with Na-dithionite (5.9) and negligible with ammonium phosphate (6.9).
The use of ammonium phosphate and H3PO4 significantly increased
the available phosphorus concentrations from 54 to 2,400 and 1,686 mg
kg-1, respectively, and these values are exceeding the normal phosphate
concentrations in soils (0-500 mg kg-1). The germination rate of Brassica
juncea L in the untreated soils was 91% and it decreased to 72, 52, 33,
and 29% for Na-dithionite, ammonium phosphate, H3PO4, and HCl,
respectively. Regardless of the type of soil washing reagents the germination was adversely affected. On the other hand, the acid-phosphatase
activities of the washed soils were similar regardless of the washing reagents - 35, 31, 30, and 28 for Na-dithionite, HCl, ammonium
phosphate, and H3PO4, respectively. These results together suggest that
the choice of soil washing reagent should consider both the As removal
efficiency and the physicochemical and ecotoxicological properties of
the washed soils depending on the ultimate goal of the remediation. For
example, when the washed soils are to be reused for agricultural land
uses, the physicochemical and ecotoxicological properties of soils rather
than the total As concentrations can be given more emphasis when
determining the remedial goal and the soil washing reagent. Overall,
this study shows the importance of considering both As removal and soil
qualities when soil washing is used for remediation.

Interactive Platform: Emerging Technologies for
Collecting, Managing, Integrating and Sharing Data
in Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry Projects
RP216 Leveraging open-source “big data” tools for management and
querying Deepwater Horizon Natural Resource Damage Assessment
data
B. Shorr, A.A. Merten, NOAA / Office of Response and Restoration; D.
Hudgens, IEc; J. Anderton, Solea Solutions
The Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010 and the
ongoing Natural Resource Damage Assessment have generated unprecedented amounts of environmental data and analysis. As a trustee for
Natural Resources, NOAA’s Office of Response and Restoration faced
the challenge of managing and integrating datasets from many separate
collection systems with varying levels of organization and documentation.

Our team addressed this challenge by leveraging “big data” techniques
and developing a data warehouse and information portal built with Open
Source tools for ingesting, integrating and organizing information. We
have organized data holdings into “common data models”, and directly
connect field collected information (field sheets, oceanographic data,
photographs etc.) with laboratory results and supporting information. We
further developed custom query tools for querying across all data holdings
or focusing on specific results. This novel data management and query
approach is called DIVER (Data Integration, Visualization, Exploration,
and Reporting), and forms the primary portal for data query and sharing
across Trustees and with Responsible Parties. The query tools allow users
to explore the environmental datasets based upon a common core set of
data fields plus specialized fields applicable to specific data types (e.g.,
Analysis Types.). Users can choose query templates or start from scratch
to obtain data, analysis, and results. As users query the data, DIVER
provides a progressively refined list of values matching the criteria defined
for previously selected fields. Once the search is performed, users are
presented with an interactive map displaying the results, interactive charting and table for data exploration, and data export. Data export packages
include detailed FGDC metadata, field definitions, and data caveats, and
the option to display map layers directly in a robust mapping environment. This system was built to address questions such as how to track
and measure data status – where are samples in the processing flow? How
many samples or observations are in what phase of analysis or review or
sharing, and where are the results? Further areas for development include
the ability to better search across data holdings, better integration with
visualization tools, and increased interoperability with other data management tools and environmental datasets.
RP217 Use of a Web-Based Interactive Database for Improving the
Efficiency and Confidence in Ecological Risk Assessments
B.S. Yates, Department of Environmental Science; W.J. Rogers, West Texas
A&M University / Department of Life Earth and Environmental Sciences;
G. Barbee, West Texas A&M University / Life Earth and Environmental
Sciences; W.H. Mimbs, Oklahoma State University / Zoology; B. Heim,
West Texas A&M University / Life Earth and Environmental Sciences; L.F.
Champagne, TX Commission on Environ Quality
This research is the result of a ten year collaborative effort between
West Texas A&M University (WTAMU) and the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality (TCEQ ) to develop a novel interactive
web-based toxicological database capable of generating protective concentration levels (PCLs) for ecological receptors in diverse habitats of the
southern United States. The database currently has the potential to generate protective concentration levels (PCLs) for over 80 wildlife species
and 145 potential contaminants of concern (PCOCs) ranging from heavy
metals and PAHs to dioxins, furans and contaminants of emerging concern. For each PCOC an exhaustive fate, transport and toxicity report
was developed which includes acute and chronic toxicity reference values
from the USEPA and Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Bioaccumulation
factors and models for invertebrates, plants, small mammals and fish
were developed using empirical and mechanistic datasets from the
USEPA Ecological Soil Screening Levels, USACE Biota-Sediment
Accumulation Factor Database and other literature sources, as appropriate. The TRVs, along with the other data gathered were used to develop
NOAEL/LOAEL-bounded PCLs for each PCOC/receptor pair.
This interactive database can generate over 10,000 PCLs for growth,
reproduction, and mortality for seven habitats, resulting in a total of over
31,000 PCLs. The tool allows the user to replace default bioaccumulation
factors and models with site-specific data to produce site-specific PCLs.
The ability to generate species-specific PCLs for entire ecosystems allows
the user to generate site-specific terrestrial species sensitivity distributions, which can be an important tool in the weight-of-evidence analysis.
WTAMU will be adding mapping capabilities to delineate PCOC
plumes to the acute and chronic PCLs to prioritize areas for remediation. The application of a centralized interactive model with pre-defined
inputs significantly improves the efficiency of risk assessment preparation
and review, allowing more resources to be devoted to risk management,
remediation and restoration.
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RP218 The Mobile Exposure Device: A Personal Sampling Nexus for
Exposure Monitoring
K.A. Hobbie, R. Scott, Oregon State University / Environmental Molecular
and Toxicology; D. Rohlman, L. Kincl, Oregon State University /
Environmental Health Sciences Center; C. Scaffidi, Oregon State University;
E. Peterson, K. Waters, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory; K.A.
Anderson, Oregon State University / Environmental Molecular Toxicology
Epidemiological studies linking environmental exposures to health
outcomes have been criticized for the lack of personal exposure data.
The mobile exposure device (MED) is integrated personal environmental exposure tools coupled with software which links health data
to location and chemical exposure. The MED combines a wristband
passive sampling device with a smart phone application and biometric
equipment providing a holistic tool to capture uniquely linked environmental-health information. Silicone passive sampling wristbands
sequester organic compounds while a cell phone application captures
geographic location of study participants. Users were prompted to test
lung function with a spirometer three times daily to identify variation in
lung function throughout a typical daily routine. Wristbands were worn
daily then mailed to the laboratory, extracted, and analyzed for over
1,200 organic compounds including PAHs, OPAHs, PCBs, pesticides,
flame retardants and industrial chemicals. Data is transmitted securely
from a laboratory information management system and the smart phone
app to a secure server through web services and integrated in order to
discover statistical relationships among air pollutants, locations, and
lung function. The MED was developed and tested in two different
exposure scenarios, one community in Oregon with proximity to intense
industrial activity, and another community in Ohio near unconventional
natural gas drilling operations. Focus group meetings were employed
in both communities to further enhance and optimize the MED. Early
beta testing resulted in a daily accumulation of over 600,000 data points
including geographic location, lung function, and chemical observations for each participant. The MED coupled with data integration and
visualization techniques will enable researchers to gain new insights and
investigate new connections, while allowing communities to see their
data in more intuitive ways.
RP219 Building Software Systems Based on Large Sensor-Generated
Datasets
H. Helgen, CSC / Science and engineering; P. Yurista, EPA; P. Carter, CSC
This presentation will address the challenges and solutions to building
software systems based on a large amount of sensor-generated data and
sample data. Design considerations include: data imports containing
unexpected data, parsing inconsistent identfiers from strings, measured
datapoints differ by year, data model design approach for flexibility, table
indexing, detail versus aggregate design decisions, physical tables versus
logical views, and when to write programs versus Structured Query
Language (SQL). The goal of the Nearshore project is to utilize data-rich
in situ sensor technologies to document patterns in water quality variables, relate these to landscape characteristics, such as tributaries, and be
able to discern shifts in these patterns indicative of significant environmental change. The first several years of this project will focus in part on
the implementation and optimization of the in situ sensor technologies
to best meet the intended use of the data. Several special studies will be
conducted specifically aimed at generating and analyzing data to evaluate
performance and inform optimization of the instrumentation, appropriate sampling designs, data processing, and interpretation of generated
data for the intended use. Ultimately, this project will develop and maintain a long-term monitoring record of the nearshore region of the Great
Lakes which will help inform other state and federal monitoring programs aimed at the nearshore. The architecture of Nearshore consists of
an application and web server running ColdFusion 9. A database server
runs Oracle 11g and PLSQL. The data imports are done with SQL
Loader from Excel-generated .csv files. A major design consideration is
how does one view a million rows of data and get something useful? We
accomplished this through a home page with filters that leads the user to
view pages with custom filters. Once the scientist sees the data he or she
needs, the data is exported to Excel for analysis.
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RP220 Developing approaches to manage and integrate data-rich in
situ sensor technologies into long term monitoring projects
J.A. Schofield, CSC; L. Blume, USEPA GLNPO
GLNPO has primary responsibility within the US for conducting
surveillance monitoring of the offshore waters of the Great Lakes. The
Water Quality Surveys generally consist of two surveys per year: a
Spring Survey and a Summer Survey. The monitoring effort is focused on
whole lake responses to changes in loadings of anthropogenic substances.
The goal of this project is to utilize data-rich in situ sensor technologies
to document patterns in water quality variables, relate these to landscape
characteristics, such as tributaries, and be able to discern shifts in these
patterns indicative of significant environmental change. Ultimately,
this project will develop and maintain a long-term monitoring record of
the nearshore region of the Great Lakes which will help inform other
state and federal monitoring programs aimed at the nearshore. Storing
these data and making them available for analysis is a current focus for
the project. In addition, integrating them with other data generated
during the water quality surveys, also is of interest. We will discuss the
approaches being considered to capture, store, integrate, analyze and
visualize these data.
RP221 Building Software Systems Based on Multiple Large Datasets
H. Helgen, CSC / Science and Engineering; C.A. LaLone, USEPA; D.
Lane, S. Walata, CSC
This presentation will address the challenges and solutions to building software systems based on a large datasets from multiple sources in
multiple formats. Design considerations include: XML Schemas defined
by others, data imports containing unexpected data, parsing inconsistent
identfiers from strings, relational tables without consistent joins, related
data tables from different download dates, building a subset of protein
data, table indexing, detail versus aggregate design decisions, physical
tables versus logical views, and when to write programs versus Structured
Query Language (SQL). The Sequence Alignment to Predict Across
Species Susceptibility (SeqAPASS) system contains data imported from
several large datasets in multiple source formats. The Drugbank data
http://www.drugbank.ca/ is in Extensible Markup Language (XML) format. The WHO Collaboration Centre for Drug Statistics Methodology
(WHOCC) provides the Anatomic Therapeutical Chemical (ATC) data
http://www.drugbank.ca/ in .pdf format. Other formats include imported
Excel worksheets and generated text formats. The National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) provides the BLAST suite of tools
and outputs data in custom formats including text and XML. The architecture of SeqAPASS consists of a Linux server running the BLAST
programs, Ruby and BASH scripting. A database server runs Oracle 11g,
PLSQL, and Oracle Application Express (APEX). A design principle
of the system requires that the front end APEX user interface code only
reads and updates the database and the backend Linux BLAST code only
reads and updates the database. The backend code and front end code do
not interact directly. This allows flexibility in the architecture to replace
the front end user interface language if needed.
RP222 Use of Big Data Tools to Capture and Correlate Volumes of
Data for Medical Trials
E. Satterly, Infochimps; J.A. Schofield, CSC
Scientists regularly encounter limitations due to large data sets in many
areas, including meteorology, genomics, complex physics simulations,
and biological and environmental research. As recently as 2009 there
were only a handful of big data projects, however, by the end of 2012
more than 90 percent of the Fortune 500 will likely have at least some
big data initiatives under way. Biotechnology research is at the forefront
of applying Big Data tools to scientific questions. In this example, big
data technologies were used to capture and correlate results from medical
trials. During the trials, full RNA and DNA scans are done at every step
of the trial program. These data were collected and stored at unprecedented volumes. The analytics employed for the project advanced current
models, refined techniques for future trials of this type, and facilitated
step by step assessment of trial success.
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RP223 Management of environmental data in the Great Lakes
– Developing the Enterprise Architecture of the Great Lakes
Observing System
T. Dekker, T. Slawecki, J.V. DePinto, LimnoTech
A team led by LimnoTech and including technical input from a broad
range of federal agencies and academic institutions recently developed a
comprehensive design of the enterprise architecture of the Great Lakes
Observing System. The enterprise architecture plan describes how the
Great Lakes observing community will employ land-, water-, air-, and
space-based observation technologies to provide information to facilitate
effective decision-making by a range of Great Lakes stakeholders. The
system coordinates Great Lakes observations, information technology, data delivery products, and related services by developing a broad
network of members and providing a forum for collaboration and
communication. Jointly developing the enterprise plan helped to meet
the goals of a bi-national team and stakeholder group whose input was
critical to success of this project. Stakeholder groups consisted of members from NOAA, Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory,
USEPA’s Great Lakes National Program Office, Environment Canada
and SOLEC (State of the Great Lakes Ecosystem Conference).
Implementation of the plan is ongoing, with development of a data management and communications system at its core, and regional build-outs
of environmental data management systems for critical areas and communities. This talk will describe the data system development process
and examples of communities developing coordinated data management
systems, including the St Louis River AOC.
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Wicked Problems Debate Series #3: Energy Supply
and Societal Demand
D001 Consumer Expertise as a Pathway to Addressing Sustainable
Consumption
A. Berardy, Arizona State University / School of Sustainability
Creating a sustainable food system is a recognized wicked problem for
which numerous advocacy groups propose competing and mutually
exclusive solutions. Two categories capture the majority of proposed
solutions. First, technological optimists call for novel feedstocks and
food production systems to overcome the growing hunger problem
as populations increase. Second, environmental purists present the
restoration of traditional and natural foods free from the harms and
externalities associated with industrial agriculture and manufactured
food as a way to preserve ecological integrity. Advocates from both
sides point out the flaws of the opposing view. The first vision requires
extensive industrial processing, increasing environmental impacts and
risks. It is tempting to believe efficient production will solve the problem,
but Jevon’s Paradox demonstrates this may not be the case. While the
second rejects modern agriculture which decreases production efficiency. The danger here is a return to a Malthusian dilemma. These two
sides are polarized to the extent that they can’t reach compromise, and
potential for working together towards a better vision of sustainable
food is minimized. Frustrated and skeptical, consumers either give up
trying or become zealots with simplified rules. Dogmas like local food
only or no genetic modification may be detrimental to their own vision.
Instead, consumers need knowledge regarding the systemic consequences
of their decisions and intuitive understanding of tradeoffs made when
producing food. Moving past this dichotomy requires the development of
consumer expertise, which consists of both explicit knowledge and tacit
understanding of the tradeoffs made in the food system. The difficulty is
that expertise is hard to acquire due to time and resource commitments.
Rather than expertise, consumers need competence in fields relevant to
sustainable food consumption, such as life cycle assessment, toxicology,
and behavioral psychology. Competence can be acquired with minimal
time and resource investment. This allows consumers to move beyond
a one-sided viewpoint and engage in practices that suit their vision of
sustainability. Empowering actors within the system to understand
their role and consequences of their decisions should move from an
irresolvable dichotomy towards a consensus on a reasonable vision of a
sustainable food system.
D002 Pacific Northwest Wild Salmon, Hydropower, and the Future.
Choose Only One.
H. Michael
The preservation and restoration of wild, naturally spawning and evolving Pacific salmon is a major public goal, currently supported in the
United States by the Endangered Species Act. At the same time, projections for the next century is that the human population in the region
will expand. In the 21st Century the population of Idaho, Oregon,
Washington, and British Columbia is expected to grow from 15 million
to 50-100 million. The ecological footprint of the current human population, as it currently impacts wild salmon, is excessive; any increase in
the footprint simply exacerbates the damage as far as the future of wild
salmon are concerned. As the human population expands, more land,
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water, and electricity will be required to support people and this will
come at the expense of wild salmon. Preservation of strong populations
of fish, and their ecosystems, will require the very difficult choice(s) that
are led by (a) strongly controlling human population or (b) explicitly setting aside entire ecosystems. In the absence of such choices, the decision
of ultimate extinction has been made.
D003 Energy Supply and Societal Demand
R. Nigro, Applied Energy Group
In our search for sustainable energy solutions, we should resist the urge
to focus on top-down, “big” solutions, whether they are specific resources
and technologies, or specific policies. They are appealing because they
appear to be simple, and they tend to reinforce the existing centralized
systems we already have. But, in order to be implemented, they must
overcome opposition through very high (and therefore unlikely) levels
of consensus across society, or through forceful politics. Even if they are
implemented, these types of solutions often create large-scale unintended
technical, environmental, or social consequences, increased risk, and
decreased resilience. We must recognize that the goal of sustainability
requires a transition in both supply and demand. Societal demand is
really an aggregation of individual choices, behaviors, and needs that are
defined by climate, culture, economics and many other factors. Supply
is really a response to aggregated local demands from both centralized
and decentralized systems, resources, and technologies. But these are
not simple supply-demand relationships; both are affected by policy, law
and regulation. It is important to remember and to focus on the fact that
individuals demand the services that energy enables – light, heat, health
care, information, etc. – not the energy commodity. If sustainability
means moving towards lower risk and higher resilience, we need to ask
ourselves how to encourage the individual choices that move societies in
this direction.
D004 Energy, Materials, and Narrative
J. Roberts, Chemical Heritage Foundation / Inst for Research
The construction of new energy technologies is a material endeavor.
Whether developing new fuel cells, new transmission stations, new
energy storage devices, or simply the molecules being transformed into
energy, we are in every case discussing the need for new materials. From
this vantage, we should always already be in tune with the eco-toxicological ramifications of our choices as these materials are intimately
connected with (even when extracted from) our physical world. But
the development of new energy technologies (and the systems within
which they exist) is also deeply social. They are constructed, used, and
made manifest by political and cultural orders that give these systems
meaning (even as these systems themselves give meaning and identity
to the societies that built them). From this perspective, then, we should
always already be seeking to build energy technologies and technological
systems that promote and expand upon our collective, social, aspirations
– justice, democracy, sustainability. The goal of this discussion will be to
find a way to bring together these two seemingly divergent perspectives
– materials and society – in order to better understand how sustainability
requires both new material and social possibilities. In particular, the presentation will focus on the role of narrative in connecting the history and
heritage of the contingencies embedded in our current energy infrastructure to the possible (alternative) futures that could still be built.
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Chicago Zoological Society 610
Chief ScientistBioeffects Projects TP097, TP099, TP100
China National Center For Food Safety Risk
Assessment WP016
Chinese Academy of Sciences 661, TP237, WP116
Chinese Academy of Sciences, Institute of Applied
Ecology 569
Chonbuk National University WP022, RP136
Chonbuk National University South Korea RP136
Chonnam National University MP091
Chungbuk National University WP022, RP136, RP225
CIEMAT TP002
CINVESTAV-IPN Unidad Merida MP096, TP098
City of Los Angeles TP212
City of San Diego WP050, WP178
City University of Hong Kong 679, RP117, RP165, RP167
Clariant Corp 38
Clariant GmbH 38, 154, MP083
Clarkson University 231
Clean Production Action 40, 215, MP157
Clemson University 15, 21, 107, 163, 295, 298, 319, 620,
740, MP173, MP209, MP220, TP058, TP200, TP204,
TP226, WP046, RP079
Clemson University Institute of Environmental Toxicology
(ENTOX) 21, 295, 620, MP173, TP200
CMA MP169
CNR ISE 370
CNRIIA 376
CNRL 456
CNRS 370, 431, 432, RP066
Coastal Conservation MP039
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ColgatePalmolive Company 86, MP138, MP141, MP251,
TP247
College of Charleston 19, MP120
College of William and Mary 250
College of Wooster 28, TP059, RP204
Colorado Parks and Wildlife 525, 618
Colorado School of Mines 58, 535, WP097, WP140
Colorado State University 11, 182, 410, 422, 715, 717, 718,
739, MP168, MP243
Columbia Environmental Research Center USGS TP153,
TP274
Columbus State University MP191
Compliance Services International 655, 721, 727, MP293,
TP069, TP077, RP108, RP109
ConestogaRovers Associates TP195
Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian
Reservation TP217
Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station 199, TP260
Conservation Ontario TP284
Consorci per la Recuperació de la Fauna de les Illes Balears
(COFIB) 5
Copenhagen University WP154
Copper Development Association Inc 334, 335, 336, 429,
526
Copperbelt University TP196, RP114
COSIA 204, MP171, MP227, RP078
County Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County 722,
MP196, TP296
Cramer Fish Sciences TP089
Cranfield University 714
CropLife America 64, RP173
CSC 265, RP031, RP219, RP220, RP221, RP222
CSIC 642
CSIC Institute of Organic Chemi 433, 642
CSIR 191
CSIRO 105, 182, 713, 718
CSIRO Land and Water 190, 243, 269, 271, 650, TP101,
RP028
CSIRO/University of Adelaide 105
CT Agricultural Experiment Station 199, TP260
Curtin University 598
CVUA 234

EAUGEO RP122
Eawag: Swiss Federal Institute of Aquatic Science and
Technology 407, 500, 504, 549, MP095, WP028,
WP159, WP191
ECM MP132, MP133
École Nationale Supérieure des Mines - Saint-Étienne
École Nationale Supérieure de Chimie de Rennes WP151
Ecological Risk Inc 88, 92
Ecology and Environment Inc WP227
EcoRisk Solutions Ltd 257
Ecotox Services Australasia 243
Ecotoxicology Analysis Research 741, TP140, TP199,
RP010
ECT Oekotoxikologie GmbH 83, RP119, RP123
Edgewood Chemical Biological Center RP118, RP119
Ehime University 27, MP247, TP039, TP254, WP165,
WP230
Electric Power Research Institute 373
Elevance Renewable Sciences TP094
Eli Lilly and Company WP035
ELISOL Environnement RP122
Elk River Alliance 643
Embrapa Meio Ambiente TP234
Emory University 13, WP283
Energy & Environmental Research Center 472, TP117
Enloe Magnet High School 137
Enterprise Geosciences Ltd 582
Entox WP202
ENVIRON International Corporation 59, 86, 89, 374, 379,
390, 439, 477, 480, 526, 666, MP025, MP138, MP251,
TP247, WP045, WP047, WP144
ENVIRON UK Ltd 153, MP287, TP057
Environment and Natural Resources RP075
Environment Canada 47, 65, 118, 123, 166, 167, 169, 170,
190, 193, 197, 204, 247, 250, 279, 308, 311, 321, 323, 337,
338, 339, 341, 372, 387, 430, 451, 452, 453, 455, 456, 461,
467, 498, 503, 504, 595, 605, 609, 611, 612, 616, 638, 649,
650, 651, 674, 698, MP038, MP040, MP047, MP079,
MP130, MP139, MP148, MP149, MP150, MP171,
MP179, MP186, MP223, MP249, MP270, TP008,
TP009, TP010, TP015, TP030, TP032, TP048, TP062,
TP064, TP066, TP085, TP087, TP121, TP146, TP236,
WP006, WP014, WP065, WP077, WP087, WP091,
WP101, WP102, WP103, WP104, WP208, WP212,
Dakota State University 459
WP213, WP215, WP226, WP234, WP240, RP032,
RP042, RP043, RP044, RP085, RP086, RP147, RP148,
Dalhousie University 310, 541, TP161, WP001,
RP151, RP152
RP151
Environmental Turf Services Inc 134
Dalian University of Technology 699, MP144
Environmental and Public Health Consulting 35
Danish Technical University TP164
Environmental Assessment Services (EAS) MP169
Dartmouth College TP017, WP253, RP139
Environmental Consulting and Technology TP268
DC Water 513, 530
Environmental Defense Fund 214
De Beers Canada
Environmental Working Group 464
de maximis inc 361, 669, MP257, MP269, TP276, TP278,
TP279, TP293, WP235
EnviroPlanning TP291, TP292
Delaware River Basin Commission 737
EPMF MP263
Delta Farmland and Wildlife Trust WP234
Equilibrium Environmental Inc TP238
DELTARES 268, 289, MP104, MP145, TP132
ER2 MP003, TP170
Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs
Environmental Resources Management (ERM) MP236,
(Defra) 546
MP239, TP177, WP242
Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) 531
ERM Rescan TP083
Deseret Ranches of Florida 471, TP019
Escuela Nacional de Ciencias Biológicas IPN WP166
Desh Bhagat University 164
Escuela Superior Politecnica del Litoral TP007
District of Sparwood 643
ETH Zürich 201, 314, 440, 457, WP114, WP115
Dolphin Quest 610
Eurofins Agroscience Services GmbH 544
DOT Consulting LLC MP108
European Centre for Ecotoxicology and Toxicology of
Chemicals (ECETOC) 153, MP287
Dow Corning Corporation MP018, MP067, TP239,
RP161, RP163
European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) 502
DTU Environment TP193
European Commission Directorate-General Joint Research
Centre (DG JRC) 168, 498, 499, 500, 501, 503, 504, 608,
Duck and Otter Creek Industrial Partners MP025
WP039
Ducks Unlimited Canada 639
Duke University 57, 103, 230, 261, 293, 463, 464, 682, 688, Evonik Industries AG MP018
Experimental Pathology Laboratories Inc WP265
MP004, MP090, WP276, RP009, RP140
Exponent, Inc. 50, 58, 226, 275, 362, 380, 476, 545, 552,
Duke University Marine Lab 682
666, 689, 728, MP032, MP127, MP156, MP256, MP271,
Duke University Nicholas School of the
MP279, TP170, TP287, WP042, WP189, WP220,
Environment RP140
WP237, WP238
DuPont Haskell Global Centers for Health and
ExxonMobil 153, MP153, MP287
Environmental Sciences 502
ExxonMobil Biomedical Sciences, Inc. 507, 600, 715,
MP061, MP073, TP297, WP255
E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company
ExxonMobil Research Qatar MP073
(DuPont) 127, 182, 211, 320, 439, 468, 508, 551,
667, 671, 672, 713, 718, 724, 727 , MP167, MP222, ExxonMobil Upstream Research Company MP176
TP023, TP170, TP285 , TP295, WP053, WP115,
WP220, RP006, RP107
Faculdade de Ciências da Universidade de
EA Engineering, Science and, Technology, Inc. RP226
Lisboa TP018
East Syracuse Minoa HS TP110
Faculdade de Tecnologia de Sorocaba TP139

D

E

F

Falcão Bauer PrestServ BRAPetro MP175
Faroese Environment Agency MP010
Faroese Museum of Natural History MP010
Federal University of Agriculture Abeokuta 664
Federal University of Bahia TP253
Federal University of Goiás (UFG) TP265
Federal University of Paraná MP175, TP046, TP048,
TP062, RP012
Federal University of Rio de Janeiro WP180, RP012
Federal University of Santa Catarina MP009
Federal University of São Carlos (UFSCar) 30, MP181,
MP225, WP011, WP133, WP169, WP269, RP190
Federal University of Technology Owerri 46 , 662, MP140,
MP158, MP140, WP071
Federal University Wukari 46, TP154, WP141
Felda Global Services MP042
Fisheries and Oceans Canada 17, 26, 52, 258, 484, 607, 611,
MP093, TP180, TP182
Florida International University (FIU) 41, 73, 236, MP015,
MP048
Five Rivers Services MP008
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission 471,
TP019
Florida Gulf Coast University 75, TP020
Florida State University MP055
FMC Agricultural Products 724, 727, RP104, RP107
Formation Environmental LLC TP268
Forsvarsbygg 632
Fort Environmental Laboratories Inc WP201
Foster Pepper PLLC 578
Fraunhofer IME 673, 690, TP106
Fukuoka Institute of Health and Environmental
Sciences MP030
Fundacao Herminio Ometto MP219

G

GE RP003
GEI Consultants Inc 129, 334, 335, 336, 358,
510, 526, 528, 719, MP135, MP277, TP081,
TP271, RP092
General Electric RP003
GenWest 188
GeoEngineers WP129
GeoEnviroLogic 582
Geological Survey of Denmark and Greenland 418
George Washington University 122, MP108, MP113
Georgia Aquarium WP087
Georgia Institute of Technology 417, TP229, RP186,
RP206
German Cosmetic Toiletry Perfumery and Detergent
Association 83
German Federal Environment Agency (UBA) 111, 673,
WP110
German Federal Institute of Hydrology 678, MP260,
TP128
German Federal Ministry for the Environment 625
Germano Associates Inc 477
Ghent University UGent 572, 575, 576
Givaudan International SA 153, MP287
Golder Associates Inc WP124
Golder Associates Ltd 355, 356, 357, 359, 607, 677, MP024,
MP253, TP084, TP086, TP122, TP172, WP038,
RP040, RP164, RP227
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company MP274
Government of Alberta 167
Government of Queensland WP224, WP241
Gradient 93, 574, MP063, MP141, MP266, MP268,
TP267, WP194
Grand River Dam Authority RP072
Great Ecology 716
Great Lakes Environmental Center 121, 266, 330, 691
Great Lakes Institute for Environmental Research MP077
Great Lakes Institute for Environmental Research,
University of Windsor RP037
Green House Science 118, MP079
GreenPioneer WP280
Griffith University MP245
GSI Water Solutions Inc TP266
Guangxi Center for Disease Prevention and Control MP092
Guangzhou Institute of Geochemistry, Chinese Academy of
Sciences 184, 371, 458, 556, 557, 703, MP013, WP082,
WP091, RP110, RP192
Gwangju Institute of Science and Technology TP243
Gyeongsang National University WP067, RP025, RP030
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H

Halliburton Energy Services MP266
Halliburton Inc MP266
Hanyang University MP237, RP137
Harvard School of Public Health 10, 411, 634, MP010,
TP001
Harvard University 281, TP001, RP027, RP090
Hatfield Consultants 170, WP215
HAW Hamburg TP128
Hawkesbury-Nepean Catchment Management
Authority 269
HDR, Inc. 240, 331, 332, TP079, TP110
Health Canada 49, 308, 311, 338, 445, 498, 504, 706,
TP033, RP040
Helmholtz Centre for Environmental Research – UFZ 159,
308, 309, 502, 598, 639, 640, MP195, MP245, TP034,
TP106, TP144, WP154
Hemmera Envirochem Inc WP248
Henkel Consumer Goods Inc MP294
Heriot Watt University MP126, TP260
Hewlett Packard 37
High Desert Museum 388
Hiyoshi Corporation MP030
Hokkaido University 564, MP161, WP171, WP230
Holiday Towers North 515, 611, RP046
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology TP114
Horizon Technology Inc TP227
Hydroqual TP079

Intrinsik Environmental Sciences Inc. 259, 550, 712, 717,
718, 729, 732, WP065, WP131, WP220, WP251, RP129,
RP174
Iowa State University 151, 637
IPB RP041
IRSA-CNR Brugherio 370
IRSN 522, 621
Irstea UR EPBX WP113
Island Conservation MP039
ISPRA Institute for Environmental Protection and
Research WP134
Isuzu Advanced Engineering Center TP255
ITM Stockhom University 218, 219, 328, WP010, WP111,
WP202, RP022
IVL Swedish Environmental Research Institute 218, TP131
iWatchChems Consulting MP157

Local Environmental Action Demanded Agency 411
Lorax Environmental Services Ltd TP150
Los Alamos National Laboratory WP098
Los Angeles City Sanitation District MP196
Louisiana State University MP060, WP176, RP141, RP184
Loyola Marymount University (LMU) TP129, TP212
Loyola University Chicago 31, 527, TP123, WP095,
WP252, RP048
LPTC-EPOC CNRS MP011, WP112, WP113
LS McCarty Scientific Research Consulting WP037,
WP184
Lunam University MP089
LWB Environmental Services Inc 320

M

MacDonald Environmental Sciences Ltd 654
MacMaster University MP139
Macquarie University 273
Japan Ministry of the Environment MP241
Manhattan College RP051
Jeffares & Green MP190
Marist College
Jianghan University 438
Marquette University MP143
JKI 6
Marshall University TP088
Johann Wolfgang Göthe-Universität Frankfurt am
Masaryk University 609
Main 112, RP199
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 318, TP001
Johns Hopkins University Center for Alternatives to Animal Maxxam Analytics International Corporation 43, 326, 654,
Testing 502
TP227
Johnson & Johnson 308, TP034
McDaniel College MP282
Jozef Stefan Institute TP001
McGill University 98, 175, 176, 180, 201, 302, 303,
JRC 502
338, 339, 403, 517, 520, 573, MP130, TP065, WP112,
JSC International Ltd WP001
IBICT 631, RP101, RP102
WP203, WP205, RP118
ICF International RP035
McMaster University 237, 242, 343, 523, MP139, RP084
ICPS International Centre for Pesticides Health
MDDEFP 197
K+S Potash Canada GP 260
Risk 216, MP111
Medical University of South Carolina 471, 610, TP019
Kagoshima University 9, MP033
Idaho Department of Environmental Quality 416
Meiji University MP262
Kao Corporation TP299
IDEA Consultants MP030
Memorial University of Newfoundland 465, 467, TP015,
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven RP120
IEc RP216
TP016, WP083, WP105, RP151
Kent State University 149, WP042, RP091
IFRA MP088
Metabolon Inc 10
Kenyon College RP151
IFREMER 160
Metropolitan Council Environmental Services TP005
Key Laboratory of Urban Environment and Health 291,
IIQAB-CSIC 32, WP180
MGK RP109
TP118
IKW Industrieverband Körperpflege 83
MI Drilling Fluids WP031
Keyano College MP148
Illinois Natural History Survey 649, 650, RP085, RP086
Keystone Environmental Ltd 584, TP060, WP243, RP133, MI SWACO WP031
ILSI Health Environmental Sciences Institute 308, WP039
Miami University RP181
RP214
IMAR-CMA Marine and Environmental Research Centre Khon Kaen University 527
Michigan State University 98, 175, 176, 302, 303, 390, 403,
500, RP155
RP120
Kilgour Associates Ltd WP128
IMARES 22
Middle Tennessee State University 209, 599, MP216,
King County Department of Natural Resources 580,
MP224, WP036, WP040
Imperial College 542, TP106
TP211, RP033, RP132
Ministry of Environment 360, MP231
Incheon National University MP183, MP244, TP290,
King County Wastewater Treatment Division 580, 668,
WP280, RP020, RP026
Ministry of Northern Development and Mines TP284
RP132
Indiana Department of Environmental Management 715,
Minnesota Department of Health RP099
Kings College London WP019
TP153
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 277
Kingston General Hospital 297
Indiana University 300, 462, 575, 576, 665, 686, WP080
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency 61, TP005
Kongju National University WP139
INERIS MP011
Minnow Environmental Inc 260, 354, 359, MP170, WP163
Konkuk University 711, RP124, RP125, RP126, RP130
Infochimps RP222
Mississippi State University 80, 287, 499, 503, 504, 591,
Korea Basic Science Institute RP130
INRA Institut National de la Recherche
MP078, MP197, MP215, TP146, WP130, WP190,
Korea Institute of Ocean Science and Technology 51,
Agronomiquee 570, 575, 576, MP044
WP193, WP265
MP028, MP031, MP238, MP240, MP242, MP244,
Institut Català de Recerca de l'Aigua 601
Missouri State University RP065
TP143, TP221, TP257, WP067, WP081, RP030
Institut des Sciences de la mer de Rimouski TP273
Momentive MP018
Korea Institute of Toxicology (KIT) MP098, TP158,
Institut National de la Recherche Scientifique WP125,
Monash University RP076
WP264
RP062
Monsanto Company 540, WP220
Korea University TP147, WP067, WP116, WP236,
Institut Teknologi Bandung (ITB) WP219, RP041
WP264, WP270, WP281, RP030, RP112
Morningside College 398
Institute for Energy Technology 143
Kristianstad University 418
Moss Landing Marine Laboratories TP028
Institute for Water Research (ICRA) 32, RP199
Ktunaxa Nation Council 643
Mote Marine Laboratory 610, MP184
Institute of Chemical Technology Prague TP224
Kumamoto University 553, MP030, RP018
Mount Desert Island Biological Laboratory 686, RP139
Institute of Environmental Assessment and Water Research Kunsan National University 711
Murray State University RP039
Spanish Council for Scientific Research (IDAEA
Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and
Mutch Associates LLC TP207, TP208, TP209
CSIC) 433, 601, 642, WP079, WP180
Technology MP161
Institute of Marine Research 74
KWR Watercycle Research Institute 228
NAAS RDA TP185
Instituto Politecnico Nacional WP166
Kyung Hee University MP237, TP134, TP135
Nakatsu Veterinary Surgery WP230
Instituto Português do Mar e da Atmosfera (IPMA) IP 276, Kyushu University WP096, WP199
Nanjing University MP087, MP092, WP192,
TP018
RP111, RP183
Instituto Superior Técnico 276, 283, 466, TP009, TP018
Laboratory of Public Health of Valencia 14
Nankai University MP097, TP244, TP251, WP136
Integral Consulting Inc. 58, 226, 254, 259, 363, 670,
Lancaster University MP041, WP213, RP034
NanoSafe Inc TP140, TP189, TP192, TP199
MP273, TP104, WP196, WP197
Landcare Research MP039
Nanyang Technological University 269, 271
Interdisciplinary Centre of Marine and Environmental
Landmark University 658
National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine RP023
Research MP093
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 101
National Agricultural Products Quality Management
International Agency for Research on Cancer WP287
Service RP225
LCABIE IPREM UMR 5254 CNRS RP062
National Caucus & Center on Black Aging, Inc 529,
Leibniz-Institute of Freshwater Ecology and Inland
International Association of Waterworks in the Rhine basin
WP152
Fisheries TP111
(IAWR) MP255
National Centre for Energy and Environment MP204
Leuphana University Lüneburg MP248, TP283, TP258
International Flavors & Fragrances Inc. (IFF) 85, 157
National Council for Air and Stream Improvement
Lewis–Clark State College TP233, TP235, RP188
International Institute for Sustainable Development 26,
(NCASI) 491, 495, 496, MP213
LIEC 432, RP066
104, 258, MP093
National Institute for Amazonian Research RP084
LimnoTech 87, RP223
International Zinc Association RP120
National Institute for Basic Biology MP188, WP193
Liverpool John Moores University 502, WP193
Intregral Consulting Inc 363
LK Consultancy 713
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National Institute for Environmental Studies 498, MP188,
MP235, MP247, TP039, TP040, TP281, WP165,
WP206, WP285, RP160
National Institute for Minamata Disease WP246
National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science TP105
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences
(NIEHS) 96, 182, 592
National Institute of Health Sciences TP040
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 16,
159, 229, 234, 471, 610, MP057, TP019, TP192, TP260,
RP149
National institute of Technology and Evaluation MP286
National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research
(NIWA) 601
National Marine Fisheries Service 348
National Ocean Service 159, WP177
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) 16, 62, 72, 77, 78, 79, 100, 159, 175, 176, 182,
188, 232, 345, 346, 350, 365, 366, 401, 403, 555, 568,
579, 610, 717, MP050, MP176, MP187, MP200, TP097,
TP099, TP100, TP113, TP210, WP087, WP137, WP157,
WP177, WP266, RP216
National Park Russian Arctic RP152
National Park Service 278, 566, MP064, WP089
National Research Centre for Environmental
Toxicology WP224, WP241
National Research Council WP130
National Research Council Canada RP118
National Taiwan University 142, MP101, TP120, TP203,
RP186
National University of Civil Engineering 553
National University of Science and Technology TP242
National University of Singapore TP218 , RP201
National Water Research Institute 65, RP202, RP208
National Zoological Garden of South Africa TP026
Natural Environment Research Council (NERC) Centre for
Ecology and Hydrology TP237
Natural Resource Technology WP027
Natural Resources Canada 49, 143, 223, 468, TP084
Naturhistoriska Riksmuseet 605
Nautilus Environmental 274, 355, 356, 429, MP201,
TP082, TP084, TP086, TP102, TP289, WP038,
WP050, WP052, WP178, WP267, WP272, RP092
NCCOSCCI WP137
NCOA co USEPA WP073
NEK Associates LTD 400
Neptune and Company, Inc. RP131
New Jersey Division of Fish and Wildlife 250
New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation TP152
New York State Department of Health 519, 559, MP142,
WP087, WP199, RP185
Newcastle University TP093
NewFields Environmental 54
NGI TP131
NICEATMILS 96
Nicholas School of the Environment MP090
NIH/NCATS 96
Nippon Steel & Sumitomo Metal Corporation MP221
Nnamdi Azikiwe University WP258
Noble Energy Inc MP271
Normandie University 180
North Carolina State University 96, 137, 286, 402, 529, 532,
593, TP127, WP185, WP265, RP207
North-West University 191, 564, MP022, MP190, TP280,
WP029, WP171, RP113, RP159
Northcott Research Consultants 561
Northern Arizona University 590, WP064
NorthSouth Consultants TP011
Northwest Fisheries Science Center NMFS
Northwest ZooPath WP124
Northwestern University MP139, WP095
Norwegian Geotechnical Institute 632, WP142, RP203
Norwegian Institute for Air Research (NILU) 24, 438, 533,
615 , 632, MP114, WP107, WP119, WP200, RP021,
RP034, RP036, RP162
Norwegian Institute for Nature Research (NINA) 24,
WP200
Norwegian Institute for Water Research (NIVA) 182 , 502,
504, TP076, WP060, WP193
Norwegian Polar Institute 116, 611, RP152
Norwegian University of Life Sciences (NMBU) 24, 522,
632, WP193
Norwegian University of Science and Technology
(NTNU) 245, MP056, RP152
NSW Office of Environment and Heritage 269, 271, TP101

O

Oak Ridge Institute for Science and
Education MP282
Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education
(ORISE) 233, 603, WP130, WP286
Oakland University WP042
Obafemi Awolowo University RP047, RP123
Ocean Associates, Inc. 366
Ocean University of China TP201, RP024
Ohio Environmental Protection Agency 210
Oklahoma Biological Survey WP275
Oklahoma State University 67, 162, 483, 684, MP006,
MP062, MP202, TP183, WP085, WP218, WP221,
RP072, RP217
Old Dominion University 185
Olympic National Park TP205
Omni International Inc MP187
Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food and Ministry of
Rural Affairs 446
Ontario Ministry of the Environment 70, 71, 321, 323, 378,
651, MP024, MP036, TP284, RP087
Orange County Public Works 358
Orebro University WP107
Oregon Department of Agriculture WP173
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 645,
WP173
Oregon Health Science University 404, 500
Oregon State University 80, 96, 139, 288, 342, 532, 537,
566, MP053, MP059, MP078, MP094, MP099, MP155,
MP218, MP246, TP137, TP166, TP216, TP217, TP230,
TP287, WP062, WP089, WP090, WP117, WP156,
WP259, WP265, RP218
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) 123, 499, 502
Osaka City Institute of Public Health and Environmental
Sciences RP018

P

Pacific EcoRisk 724, RP107
Pacific Groundwater Group (PGG) TP240
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 100, RP218
Pacific Pollination LLC 544
Paraná Evangelic Faculty TP046
Pegasus Technical Services 516
Peking University 423, 661, MP029, TP188, WP081,
RP193
Pennsylvania Game Commission 250
PerkinElmer Inc RP228, RP229
Personal Care Products Council (PCPC ) 84
Pesticide Research Institute 635
Petrobras MP230, RP171, RP172
Pfizer Inc 155
Phasera Ltd 655, 721, 726, 727, RP105, RP106, RP108
Physis Environmental Laboratories RP092
Pierre Mineau Consulting 635, 639
Plymouth University 455, 503, 596, WP024
Pontifícia Universidade Católica RP171
Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro (PUCRio) MP230, TP234, RP171, RP172
Port Gamble S’Klallam Tribe 413
Port of Long Beach 322
Port of Los Angeles 322
Practical Stats 490
Prairie Northern Regional Chapter TP041, TP042, TP043,
TP124
Pratt School of Engineering 109, 230
Prefectural University of Kumamoto 27, WP206, RP160,
RP196
Prof. D-r. Assen Zlatarov University 123
Projeto Biopesca WP180
Projeto BotoCinza WP180
Projeto Coral Vivo 239
Promega UK Ltd TP093
Province of British Columbia 643
Public Works and Government Services Canada
(PWGSC) 583, RP134
Punjab Agricultural University 164
Purdue University 12, 536, MP176, MP212, TP045,
TP055, TP197, WP020, WP204, RP138

Q

Queen Mary University of London TP111,
TP237
Queen’s University 167, 249, 297, 343, 450,
MP150, WP104, RP032, RP153
Queen’s University Belfast (QUB) MP046

R

Radboud University Nijmegen 524
Raincoast Conservation Society 389
RCEES WP119
RCEES CAS WP200
Red Beehive Company 544
Rescan Environmental Services TP083
research and development
Research Center for Eco-Environmental Sciences, Chinese
Academy of Sciences 120, WP119, WP233, RP045
Research Centre for Toxic Compounds in the Environment
(RECETOX) MP012
Research Institute for Fragrance Materials Inc (RIFM) 85,
156, 157, MP088
RETIA USA Legacy Site Services LLC WP196, WP197
Rio de Janeiro State University WP180
Rio Tinto 334, 429, 743, TP084
Risklogic Scientific Services Inc 223, 225
RIVM – National Institute for Public Health and the
Environment 18, 549, 644, MP132, MP133, TP037,
WP039, RP004
RIWA MP255
RMIT University 23, RP017
Roosevelt University 707
Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Sciences,
(RSMAS) University of Miami 686, MP054
Roskilde University 307, 395
Royal Holloway University of London 542
Royal Military College of Canada 249, 450 , 484, MP130,
RP057
Royal Roads University 223, TP149, TP176
Rudjer Boskovic Institute 306
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey 177, MP060,
WP198
RWTH Aachen University 83, 307, 395, 678, MP195,
MP260, TP106, TP014, TP144, RP183

S

S. C. Johnson & Son, Inc. WP201
Saga University MP030
Sage Environmental Consulting TP220
Saint Mary’s University 249, 279, 343, WP277, RP032,
RP153
Saitama Sewage Systems Agency WP005
Salem College 603
San Diego State University 179, 232, 555, WP266, WP288
San Diego State University Foundation RP029
San Francisco Estuary Institute MP229, MP267, TP028,
WP084
Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County 722, MP196,
MP206, TP141, TP296
Sanofi US Inc WP039
SASA Scottish Government MP046
Sasol North America Inc MP294
Savannah River Ecology Laboratory 146, WP221
Savannah State University RP039
School of Earth and Environmental Sciences/Research
Institute of Oceanography WP081
Science Museum of Minnesota TP005
Science Strategies LLC 97, TP171
SCK•CEN Belgian Nuclear Research Centre 305, 522
SCS Global Services 628
SEA Environmental Decisions Ltd
Seabridge Gold TP083
Sediment Management Work Group 384
SENES Consultants 128, 148, 329
Seoul National School RP139
Seoul National University 708, MP137, MP233, TP021,
TP022, TP256, WP067, WP081, WP116, RP030,
RP211, RP212, RP215
SePRO Corporation WP238
SER Science and Policy Committee Chair 715
SETAC 362, 476
Seton Hall University 56, MP021, MP060
Shell 153, MP287
Shell Canada Energy Ltd 449
Shell Health – Americas 449, TP084
Shell Heavy Oil 449
Shell International 153, MP287
Shell Oil Company 449, MP153
Shokei University Junior College RP196
Shukutoku University MP262
Sickkids Hospital MP139
Simon Fraser University 30, 161, 247, 355, 430, 584 , 676,
MP139, MP234, MP274, MP283, TP007, TP066,
TP142, TP169, TP270, WP240, RP096, RP168
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SIN Soluzioni Informatiche Srl 216, MP112
SINTEF 74
SINTEF Materials and Chemistry MP052, MP056,
MP058
SLR Consulting Canada Ltd 654
SMART Research Institute MP042
Smithers Viscient LLC 442, 443, 539, 653, WP238,
WP251, RP088, RP094
Smithsonian Environmental Research Center 380
Soil Quaility Laboratory 708
Solea Solutions RP216
Soon Chun Hyang University MP137
Soongsil University MP237
South Carolina Department of Natural Resources TP204
South Florida Water Mgmt District TP268
Southeast Sea Fisheries Research Institute WP206
Southern California Coastal Water Research Project
(SCCWRP) 179, 232, 368, 405, 412, 555, 656, MP072,
MP254, MP258, MP272, TP126, TP133, TP141, TP146,
TP212, WP152, WP187, WP266
Southern Cross University 190, 271, TP101
Southern Illinois University 185, 725, TP151
Southern Illinois University Carbondale 69, 250, 444, 460,
606, 685, 725, MP210, TP151, WP084, RP042, RP045
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville RP001
Southwest University MP092
SPAWAR Systems Center 477, MP006, TP102, WP144,
RP019, RP029
SPAWAR Systems Center Pacific MP006, TP102, TP181,
WP052, RP019, RP029
SPAWAR Systems Center San Diego 379, 477, TP102,
TP181, WP144, RP019
SRC, Inc. 39, 122, 124, MP107, MP108, MP109, MP160,
MP280, TP095, TP156
St. Cloud State University 28, 697, 702, TP059, RP192
St. Croix Watershed Research Station 277
St. Francis Xavier University 465, TP009, TP016
Stanford University MP050
Stantec 45, 161, 225, 262, 339, 389, TP078, WP093,
WP131, WP249, RP054, RP120, RP129, RP198
State Key Laboratory of Environmental Chemistry and
Ecotoxicology 438, 533
State Key Laboratory of Organic Geochemistry 556,
MP013, WP091
State of Delaware Department of Natural Resources 479,
WP126
State University of New York (SUNY) at Albany
Albany WP012
State University of New York (SUNY) at Buffalo 421, 422,
514, TP130, TP246, RP060, RP205, RP209
State University of New York (SUNY) College of
Environmental Science and Forestry RP037
State Water Resources Control Board 723, WP158
Stockholm Environment Institute 219
Stockholm University 218, 219, 328, 419, 437, 438, 482,
549, TP128, WP010, WP107, WP109, WP111, WP114,
WP115, WP202, RP022
Stone Environmental Inc 721, 729, TP070, RP104, RP105
Stony Brook University MP051, WP126
Stratus Consulting Inc 72, 75, 244, 525
Stroud Water Research Center 737
STUK 522
Sumitomo Chemical Agro Europe SAS WP001
Sun Yatsen University MP092
Suncor Energy Inc 172
Sungkyunkwan University RP137
Sustainability AZ 122
Swanson Environmental Strategies Ltd 643
Swedish Geotechnical Institute TP131
Swedish Museum of Natural History 482
Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (SLU) 328,
TP131, WP154, RP007
Swerea IVF AB 218, 437
Swiss Federal institute of Technology WP114, WP115
Sydney University 269
Syncrude Canada Ltd 456
Syngenta 153, 257, 397, 544, MP287, TP069, TP104,
WP001, WP164, RP176
Syngenta Canada WP164
Syngenta Crop Protection 726, TP070, RP106, RP176
Syngenta Crop Protection Inc 692, RP176
Syngenta Crop Protection LLC 308, 655, 724, 727, TP034,
WP001, WP164, WP220, RP107, RP108
SynTech Research WP032, WP220
Syracuse University 185

T

Tanta University 633
TDC Environmental, LLC 33, WP181
Technical University of Denmark (DTU) 224,
328, TP128, TP157, TP164, TP193, WP154, WP184,
WP186
Technische Universität München MP118
Teck Coal Ltd 354, 643, MP170
Teikyo Heisei University RP197
Tennessee Technological University WP021
TESORA RP122
Tetra Tech, Inc. 265, 493, WP146, RP031, RP128
Tetra Tech EBA WP131
Texas A&M University 481, WP229
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
(TCEQ ) TP277, RP217
Texas Christian University TP025
Texas Tech University 90, 147, 325, 474, 475, MP167,
TP003, TP160, WP026, WP118, WP120, WP121,
WP161, WP175, WP221, WP232
Texas Tech University – The Institute of Environmental and
Human Health (TIEHH) 399, MP176, MP207, WP049,
WP118, WP120, WP121
The Citadel 19, MP120, MP124, MP125
The City of Calgary 141
The College of Wooster RP204
The Dow Chemical Company 97, 380, 476, 505, 709,
MP003, TP170, TP171, TP263, WP034, WP039,
WP063, WP078, RP170
The Faroese Hospital System MP010
The Humane Society of the United States 497, 501
The LandWell Company RP005
The Loper Group Inc 480, 666
The McConnell Group 652
The Nature Conservancy 714
The Ohio State University 220, 705, 736, WP151, WP188,
RP182, RP200
The Procter & Gamble Company (P&G) 85, 156, 157,
599, MP081, MP084, MP086, MP087, TP119, WP036,
WP039, WP040, RP002
The University of Queensland 598
The University of Sydney 639
The University of Texas at Austin 325, 475, MP167, TP003
The University of Tokushima TP281
The University of Tokyo MP235
Thermo Fisher Scientific 42, TP214, TP215
Three Rivers Regional Wastewater Authority WP268
Tohoku University MP030
Tokai University TP262
Tokyo Metropolitan Institute of Public Health RP197
Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology WP165,
RP160
Tongji University MP013
Tottori University TP254
Towson University 90, 200, TP208, TP209, WP118,
WP120, WP121, WP161, WP175, WP221
Toxicology Excellence for Risk Assessment
(TERA) MP259, MP261, MP263, MP289
ToxServices 98, MP116
ToxSolve LLC TP094
Toyama Prefectural University MP221, WP096
Transport Canada 581, 583, RP134
Trent University 49, 104, 240, 282, 311, 370, 507, 520,
TP018, TP029, TP030, WP007, WP037, WP184,
WP186, RP064, RP163
Tshwane University of Technology TP026, WP009
Tsuruoka National College of Technology WP271
TU Delft MP145
Tufts University 13, WP283

U

UK Environment Agency 743, WP094
Umea University 632, TP131
Umweltbundesamt 83, WP110
UNDP-GEF MP022
Unilab AS RP162
Unilever 153, 308, 311, 501, MP085, MP287, TP032,
WP039, WP184, WP186
Universidad Autonoma de Campeche RP181
Universidad Autonoma de Guadalajara TP067
Universidad Autónoma del Estado de México
(UAEMex) WP172, RP077
Universidad Autonoma Metropolitana (UAM) WP066,
WP068, WP172
Universidad Autonoma Metropolitana (UAM)
Iztapalapa 82, WP066, WP068

Universidad de Castilla-La Mancha (UCLM) 5, 248,
TP068
Universidad de Concepción RP179
Universidad Juarez del Estado de Durango TP067
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM)
MP080, RP077
Universidad Nacional de La Plata CONICET TP052,
WP170
Unversidad Nacional de La Plata, Faculty of Exacts
Sciences TP052, WP170
Universidad Nacional de Mar del Plata RP179
Universidad Tecnologica de Izucar de Matamoros MP228
Universidade de Aveiro 367, TP138, WP140
Universidade do Estado de Mato Grosso
(UNEMAT) WP278
Universidade do Vale do Rio dos Sinos
(UNISINOS) RP149, RP150
Universidade Estadual de Campinas (UNICAMP) TP139
Universidade Estadual do Norte Fluminense
(UENF) MP180
Universidade Estadual Paulista (UNESP) Julio de Mesquita
Filho MP181, MP219, MP230, RP171
Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina MP009, RP142
Universidade Federal de Santa Maria 242
Universidade Federal do Paraná (UFPR) MP174, TP046,
TP048, TP062, RP012
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 239
Universidade Federal do Rio Grande (FURG) 166, 183,
239, 242, TP112, TP253
Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Norte
(UFRN) RP171
Universidade Vila Velha (UVV) MP180, TP139
Università di Firenze TP006
Universitat de Girona 32
Université de Caen Basse Normandie 180
Université de Lorraine 431, MP089
Université de Montréal WP112, WP205, RP189, RP203
Université du Québec 144 , TP202
Université du Québec à Montréal 344, WP101, RP148
Université du Québec à Rimouski (UQAR) 197, TP159,
TP165, TP167, TP202, RP148
Université du Québec à Troisrivières RP189
Université du Québec en Abitibi Témiscamingue 344
Université du Québec INRS 143, 144, 197, WP125, RP062
Université du Québec INRS-IAF Institut Armand-Frappier
MP102, TP061, WP212, RP148
Université du Québec INRS-ETE Eau Terre
Environnement 144, TP025, WP125, RP062
Université Laval 258, 517
Université Laval modelEAU 258, 517
Universiti sains Malaysia MP042
University College Cork MP046
University College London 167
University of Alaska Anchorage 280, WP012
University of Alaska Fairbanks 280, MP176
University of Alberta 168, 173, 282, 313, 387, 392, 436,
MP106, MP139, MP146, MP151, TP008, TP244,
WP016, WP207, WP209, WP210, WP211, WP260,
RP011
University of Alexandria 696
University of Antwerp 501, 503, WP171
University of Arizona 233, 534, MP035, MP072, WP013,
WP289
University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences MP069
University of Bayreuth MP118, MP121, MP123
University of Benin MP204, WP069, WP070, WP072
University of Bergen 74
University of Bern 498, TP014, WP265
University of Birmingham 110, 289, 500, 686
University of Bordeaux MP011, WP112, WP113
University of Brest 75
University of British Columbia 241, 242, 332, 523, 582,
623, MP139, MP283, TP060, TP081, TP084, TP142,
TP191, WP226, RP057, RP097
University of Cagliari TP006
University of Calgary 487, 488, WP123
University of California 96, 509, 571, 685, 725
University of California Berkeley 101, 291, 418, 588,
MP074, TP118, TP141, TP146, WP048, WP222,
WP287
University of California Davis 179, 217, 235, 301, 398,
686, 717, 723, MP034, MP037, MP131, MP176, TP245,
TP249, WP055, WP158, WP159, WP167, WP168,
WP174, WP179, WP266, RP058
University of California Los Angeles 34, 35, 212
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University of California Merced 203
University of California Riverside 272, 377, 538, MP072,
MP185, MP199, MP206, TP126, WP123, WP152,
WP183
University of California San Diego 232, 555
University of California San Diego Medical Center WP288
University of California Santa Barbara 299, 304, 306,
MP105, TP198
University of California Santa Cruz 614, RP156
University of Canberra WP154, RP007, RP063, RP068,
RP083
University of Cantabria 530
University of Canterbury 237, 561, RP059
University of Castilla La Mancha TP002
University of China WP149
University of Chinese Academy of Sciences RP115
University of Cincinnati 87, MP155, MP261
University of Colorado Boulder 233
University of Colorado Denver 11, 459
University of Connecticut 281, TP005, TP017, TP061,
WP265
University of Copenhagen 305, 418, WP154
University of Delaware 126, 704, RP116, RP117, RP118,
RP165
University of Dschang MP208
University of Eastern Finland TP128
University of Exeter 114
University of Florida 58, 109, 189, 192, 226, 324, 356, 405,
500, 659, MP038, MP072, MP103, MP130, MP177,
TP058, TP146, TP148, WP001, WP058, WP059,
WP187, WP250, RP057, RP210
University of Florida IFAS 659, 694, WP088, RP210
University of FrancheComte RP122
University of Geneva MP105
University of Georgia 108, 146, 424, TP051, TP275,
WP250, WP265, WP273, RP206
University of Glasgow 55
University of Gothenburg 116, TP292
University of Guelph 70, 71, 297, 446, 461, 541, 542, 585,
692, 693, MP203, WP001, RP142
University of Guelph Ridgetown Campus 446
University of Houston 503
University of Houston Clear Lake 629, TP108, RP056
University of Ibadan Nigeria TP115, TP234, WP075
University of Idaho 99, 401, TP027
University of Illinois MP023
University of Illinois at Chicago 558, 716, RP045
University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign 106
University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign 106, MP023
University of Ilorin 657, 658
University of Insubria 216, 370, 432, MP111, MP112,
TP090, TP091, TP155
University of Johannesburg 29, MP190, TP280, WP171,
RP113, RP159
University of Kentucky 198, 292, 707, TP136, WP001
University of Koblenz–Landau 248, WP154, RP007
University of Leicester RP021, RP162
University of Lethbridge 267, 360, TP124, WP213
University of Liverpool 289, 290, 501, 588, WP193
University of Lorraine 432, MP089, RP066
University of Louisiana at Lafayette 115, 569, WP257,
WP262
University of Louisville MP048
University of Maine 566, TP031, WP154
University of Malaga MP174
University of Malta WP134
University of Manitoba 49, 70, 484, 515, 560, 611, 692,
701, MP139, TP124, WP092, WP163, RP046, RP194,
RP195, RP198
University of Maryland 251, 441, 530, MP193, WP033,
WP126, WP189, RP043, RP209
University of Maryland Baltimore County 31, 58, 380, 476,
478, 479, WP175
University of Maryland College Park 244, 441, MP193
University of Massachusetts 369, 587, 683
University of Massachusetts Boston 571, 685, 725, MP002,
TP050, TP146, WP025, WP030
University of Massachusetts Lowell 34
University of Melbourne RP017
University of Messina WP134
University of Miami 76, 78, MP049, MP050, MP054
University of Miami RSMAS 76, 78, MP049, MP054
University of Michigan 87, 125, 149, 175, 210, 473, 524,
MP122, MP162, TP005, TP173, TP174, WP042, RP091
University of Michigan Ann Arbor 125

University of Minnesota 277, MP192, WP130
University of Minnesota Crookston MP017
University of Minnesota Duluth 208, 277
University of Mississippi 502, MP078
University of Missouri 150, 220
University of Missouri Columbia MP125, MP189
University of Montreal 521, WP112, WP205, RP189,
RP203
University of Morelos 713
University of Mostaganem TP269
University of Nebraska 420
University of Nebraska Omaha MP284, WP043, WP044
University of Nebraska Lincoln 252, 420, TP104
University of Nebraska Medical Center WP044
University of Nevada 391, 485, WP217, WP245
University of Nevada Reno 391, 485, WP217, WP245,
RP028
University of New Brunswick (UNB) 26, 166, 189, 192,
258, 469, 675, MP130, MP177, MP227, TP014, WP059,
WP103, RP057, RP078, RP179
University of New Brunswick Saint John 189, 469, WP103,
WP120, WP161, RP179
University of New Hampshire WP143
University of New South Wales 190, 269, 271, TP101
University of Nigeria 46, 662, TP154, WP071, WP074,
WP141, WP258
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 529
University of North Carolina at Charlotte RP080
University of North Carolina at Greensboro 117
University of North Carolina at Wilmington MP129,
WP160, WP167, WP168, WP179, RP177
University of North Dakota 472
University of North Florida MP055
University of North Texas 78, 174, 295, 687, MP209,
TP024, TP025, RP079, RP143, RP145
University of Northern British Columbia TP029
University of Oklahoma 685, 725, WP275
University of Ontario Institute of Technology 81, TP054
University of Oslo 74
University of Osnabrueck TP111
University of Otago WP151, RP182
University of Ottawa 49, 181, 452, 454, 498, MP034,
TP063, TP182, WP246, RP040, RP058
University of Oviedo TP002
University of Plymouth 455, 456, MP126
University of Plymouth Enterprise Ltd MP126
University of Portsmouth 180, TP057
University of Potsdam 256
University of Pretoria 245, TP026, TP186, WP009,
WP122
University of Prince Edward Island 425, 426, MP182,
TP041, TP042, TP043, WP126, WP265, RP055
University of Puerto Rico Medical Sciences
Campus MP076
University of Queensland 716, WP224, WP241
University of Reading 6, 7, 140, 257
University of Regina TP013, WP182, WP216
University of Rhode Island 321, 609, 614, 696, MP012,
RP028
University of Saint Thomas 28, MP198, TP044, WP187
University of Santa Cruz do Sul MP248, TP283
University of São Paulo (USP) 20, MP174, MP175, MP219,
MP225, TP222, TP250, WP011, WP269, RP021,
RP127, RP149, RP150
University of Saskatchewan 26, 65, 171, 173, 191, 224, 260,
262, 263, 264, 331, 333, 341, 387, 423, 494, 503, 518, 564,
633, 638, 639, 675, MP092, MP148, MP152, MP179,
MP182, MP214, MP265, TP041, TP042, TP043,
TP125, TP144, TP179, TP219, TP282, WP116, WP192,
WP207, WP210, WP211, WP214, WP215, RP015,
RP030, RP045, RP067, RP069, RP075, RP119, RP129,
RP147, RP148, RP224
University of Saskatchewan Global Institute for Water
Security 494, 518
University of Saskatchewan Toxicology Centre 260, 333,
518, MP092, MP214, TP043, WP207, WP214, WP228,
RP067, RP069, RP191, RP224
University of South Africa WP148
University of South Alabama RP013
University of South Carolina 79, 102, 110, 178, 188, 196,
MP005, MP117, TP055, TP210
University of South Dakota 398
University of South Florida 398, 715, MP072, MP184
University of Southern California TP129, TP212
University of Southern Denmark MP010

University of St Andrews 55
University of Technology Sydney 269
University of Tennessee MP216
university of Texas at Austin 474
University of Texas Marine Science Institute 78
University of Texas School of Public Health D005
University of the Fraser Valley 355, 356, 584, MP205
University of the Sunshine Coast MP050
University of Toronto 47, 48, 221, 323, 434, 435, 457,
MP007, MP024, MP139, WP108, RP158
University of Toronto Scarborough (UTSC) 47, 277, 308,
310, 311, 615, 632, 715, MP114, TP010, TP033, TP036,
TP182, WP184, WP186, RP034, RP036, RP040,
RP158, RP164
University of Tromsø (UiT) The Arctic University of
Norway 615, WP060, WP193, WP200
University of Ulsan WP139
University of Utah RP187
University of Victoria 17, 45, 484, 590, WP057, WP064,
WP249
University of Vienna 201, 203
University of Washington 58, 100, 253, 401, 429, MP113,
MP200, RP144
University of Waterloo 170, 468, 586, 595, 692, MP038,
TP064, TP085, WP208
University of Western Ontario 605
University of Westminster WP061
University of Windsor 247, 470, 484, 611, MP077, RP037
University of Winnipeg 515, 560, 611, 701, WP077,
WP092, WP163, RP011, RP046, RP194, RP195, RP198
University of Wisconsin La Crosse MP016, WP279,
RP070, RP178
University of Wisconsin Madison 106, MP065, MP066,
TP038, TP056, RP016
University of Wisconsin Milwaukee 106, 175, 176, 292,
302, 303, 403, TP189, TP199, WP058, WP137, RP230
University of Wisconsin River Falls 277
University of York 257
University Putra Malaysia (UPM) MP042
URS Corporation 551, 672, 717, TP023, WP053
US Army Corps of Engineers 222, 498 , WP013, TP065,
TP146, TP181
US Army Edgewood Chemical Biological Center
(ECBC) RP117, RP118, RP120, RP121
US Army Engineer Research and Development Center
(ERDC) 35, 80, 130, 211, 270, 287, 404, 499, 501, 504,
591, 653, MP006, MP197, TP146, TP189, TP192,
WP130, WP190, WP193, RP088
US Army Installation Management Command
(IMCOM) RP121
US Army Institute for Public Health 94, RP121
US Army Public Health Command RP146
US Department of Agriculture (USDA) 4, 68, 151, 441,
420, 530, 695, MP215, MP217, WP239, RP028
US Department of Energy MP165, MP166
US Department of the Interior 713, 714, 716, 718
US Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) 11, 25, 39,
40, 80, 95, 96, 119, 121, 124, 132, 150, 194, 195, 204, 207,
209, 210, 213, 227, 233, 254, 255, 265, 266, 284, 285, 287,
308, 315, 330, 346, 347, 348, 349, 350, 381, 383, 393, 394,
404, 408, 473, 498, 499, 501, 502, 503, 504, 512, 516, 529,
548, 554, 566, 589, 592, 597, 603, 641, 647, 649, 650, 652,
681, 682, 686, 691, 714, 720, 731, 735, 738, 741, MP001,
MP014, MP038, MP075, MP107, MP108, MP109,
MP110, MP117, MP128, MP160, MP178, MP192,
MP197, MP226, MP252, MP275, MP278, MP280,
MP282, MP285, MP290, MP291, MP292, TP008,
TP033, TP034, TP073, TP074, TP075, TP076, TP095,
TP140, TP145, TP156, TP163, TP187, TP189, TP194,
TP199, TP225, TP264, TP288, TP294, WP039, WP054,
WP060, WP062, WP073, WP120, WP121, WP130,
WP132, WP138, WP145, WP152, WP185, WP187,
WP239, WP253, WP254, WP256, WP261, WP265,
WP286, RP008, RP010, RP023, RP028, RP031, RP035,
RP065, RP085, RP086, RP146, RP169, RP219, RP220,
RP221
US Food and Drug Administration (USFDA) 152, 547
US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) 62, 95, 150, 182,
185, 206, 285, 345, 346, 347, 348, 366, 350, 352, 366,
388, 481, 562, 567, 568, 648, 697, 702, 717, 742, TP045,
TP055, TP153, WP130, WP132, WP263, WP274,
RP008, RP043, RP065
US Food and Drug Administration 113, 152, MP069,
MP288
US Geological Society 624, TP213, RP052
US Geological Survey (USGS) 28, 45, 63, 66, 92, 95, 182,
185, 205, 207, 209, 220, 246, 278, 280, 285, 339, 340, 342,
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352, 382, 383, 385, 388, 428, 543, 562, 563, 565, 566, 568,
602, 622, 624, 637, 648, 649, 650, 675, 697, 712, 713, 714,
715, 716, 718, MP008, MP043, MP047, MP064, MP189,
TP031, TP089, TP152, TP153, TP184, TP205, TP213,
TP225, TP274, TP286, WP018, WP130, WP150,
WP152, WP153, WP154, WP155, WP162, WP265,
RP052, RP061, RP065, RP071, WP073, RP073, RP085,
RP086, RP144, RP154, RP156, RP180, RP192
US Navy 477, RP128
Utah Department of Environmental Quality 135
Utah State University 135, 680
Utrecht University 406, TP035, RP164, RP166

V

Valdosta State University MP100, TP206
Valent USA Corp 727
Vancouver Aquarium 17, 45, 52, 161, 389
Vancouver Aquarium Marine Science Center 484
Vanderbilt Medical Center WP002
VetAgro-Sup 6, MP044
Vietnam National University Hochiminh City 527
Villanova University 168
Virginia Institute of Marine Science 75, 458, 459, MP128,
MP211
Virginia Institute of Marine Science College of William and
Mary 459
Virginia Tech 422, 444, TP096, WP002, WP263, WP265
Vrije University 305, 500
VU University 14, 218, 228, MP104, WP076

W

Wadsworth Center, New York State
Department of Health 559, MP142, WP199
Wageningen Agricultural University 289
Wageningen IMARES 289
Wageningen University 22, MP045, MP047, WP142
Wageningen UR 18, WP001
Washington State Department of Fish and Wildlife 579
Washington State Department of Ecology 36, 274, 415,
604, 577, TP261
Washington State University 45, 62, 253, TP006, TP027
Washington State University Puyallup WP157
Washington University 686
Water Climate Impacts Research Centre 169
Water Resources Division 171, 494
Water Technology Center Karlsruhe MP195
Waterborne Environmental Inc 158, 724, 726, 730,
MP082, MP085, MP086, TP071, TP072, TP077, TP107,
WP220, RP093, RP106, RP107, RP175
Waternet 228, 289
WCA Environment Ltd 317, 743, TP103, TP175, WP094
Wellington Laboratories RP045
Wesley University of Science and Technology RP123
West Texas A&M University MP062, RP217
West Virginia University WP018
Western Lake Superior Sanitary District MP226
Western Resource Solutions WP216
Western Washington University 182, 187, 364, 489, 670,
MP273, TP162, WP244, RP213, RP230
Wildlife Conservation Society 481
Wildlife International Ltd WP035, WP078

Wildlife International Network 481
Wilfrid Laurier University 110, 237, 238, 240, 585, MP186,
TP109, TP110, WP094, RP049, RP050
Windward Environmental LLC 332, 334, 335, 361, 429,
528, 668, 669, 743, MP257, MP269, TP081, TP084,
TP178, TP276, TP278, TP279, TP293, WP098, WP129,
WP235, WP268
Wisconsin Department of Health Services RP016
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources 486, RP016,
RP154
Wisconsin State TP038, TP056
Wisconsin State Laboratory of Hygiene MP065, MP066
Woodard Curran 716
Woodrow Wilson Center 318
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution 683, 686, MP057,
TP005, RP095
Worcester County Beekeepers Association 634
Wright State University 149, RP091
WSC Scientific GmbH 396, WP003, WP004

Y

Yale University 122, 201, MP113
Yeungnam University RP074
Yokohama National University TP255
Yongin University MP137

Z

Zajdlik Associates RP129
Zemo Associates MP256
Zhejiang University RP056
Zhejiang University of Technology WP135, WP231
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SESSION INDEX
Adaptation to Stressors: Evolutionary and
Molecular Toxicology and Their Potential
for Informing Ecological Risk Assessment
681, 682, 683, 684, 685, 686, 687, 688,
RP136, RP137, RP138, RP139, RP140,
RP141, RP142, RP143, RP144, RP145
Advanced Analytical Methods for
Contaminant Discovery 228, 229, 230,
231, 232, 233, 234, 235, TP183, TP184,
TP185, TP186, TP187, TP188
Advanced Environmental Forensics for
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons 49,
50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, MP028, MP029,
MP030, MP031, MP032

Assessing Chemical Hazards in the Absence
of Experimental Data 119, 120, 121, 122,
123, 124, 125, 126, MP107, MP108,
MP109, MP110, MP111, MP112,
MP113, MP114, MP115, MP116, MP117

Assessing Contaminant Effects in MultiStress Ecosystems TP096, TP097, TP098, Current-Use Pesticides – Our Evolving
Understanding of Occurrence, Toxicity
TP099, TP100, TP101, TP102, TP103
and Ecological Effects: Part 1 64, 65, 66,
Assessing Contaminant Effects in Multi67, 68, 69, 70, 71
stress Ecosystems: Part 1 268, 269, 270,
271, 272, 273, 274, 275

Assessing Contaminant Effects in Multistress Ecosystems: Part 2 361, 362, 363,
364, 365, 366, 367, 368

Advances in Environmental Metabolomics 9, Assessing Ecological Risks of Resource
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, MP033, MP034,
Extraction on Inland Environments: Oil
MP035, MP036, MP037, MP038
and Gas Extraction and Coal Mining 736,
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RP079, RP080, RP084, RP090, RP091,
RP113, RP119, RP120, RP124, RP138,
RP139, RP151, RP154, RP159, RP179,
RP215, RP224, RP229

TP218, TP239, WP114, WP115, WP184,
WP186, WP286, RP036, RP162

Mutagenicity MP248, TP060, WP070,
WP074, WP075, WP209

Nanomaterials 18, 22, 101, 103, 104, 105,
106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 196, 197, 198,
199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 292, 293, 294,
295, 296, 297, 298, 299, 306, 536, 537,
657, MP089, MP090, MP091, MP093,
MP095, MP096, MP097, MP098,
MP099, MP101, MP102, MP103,
MP104, MP105, MP106, TP134, TP135,
TP136, TP137, TP138, TP139, TP140,
TP157, TP158, TP159, TP160, TP161,
TP162, TP163, TP164, TP165, TP166,
TP167, TP168, TP189, TP190, TP191,
TP192, TP193, TP194, TP195, TP196,
TP197, TP198, TP199, TP200, TP201,
TP202, TP251, TP259, TP260, TP273,
WP264, RP020, RP026, RP028, RP126,
RP228, RP229

Natural resource damage 33, 72, 77, 252,
320, 362, 391, 561, 567, 579, 648, 670,
712, 713, 716, 717, 718, D002, MP050,
MP057, MP157, MP169, MP170, TP104,
TP204, WP081, WP258, RP006, RP102,
RP180, RP216
Nutrients 185, 269, 271, 299, 307, 489,
493, 647, 659, 662, 695, MP075, MP198,
MP213, MP215, MP217, MP224,
MP227, TP101, TP117, TP172, TP269,
WP141, WP175, WP287, RP011, RP015,
RP112, RP198, RP224

Partitioning 22, 44, 73, 126, 139, 145, 148,
309, 310, 313, 642, 703, 721, MP011,
MP091, MP261, TP057, TP128, TP130,
TP219, TP244, WP099, WP112, WP113,
WP120, WP151, WP162, RP019, RP029,
Microcosm 146, 149, 434, 532, 739, MP099,
RP033, RP116, RP121, RP164
MP203, TP273, WP164, WP259, RP007
Passive sampling 47, 48, 135, 137, 138,
Mixture toxicity 67, 109, 163, 173, 268, 274,
139, 146, 208, 288, 321, 323, 324, 325,
284, 285, 288, 289, 337, 360, 449, 451,
328, 475, 476, 479, 560, 632, 665, 696,
453, 455, 456, 487, 488, 499, 503, 554,
701, MP006, MP008, MP014, MP042,
598, 617, 618, 619, 620, 621, 623, 624,
MP064, MP070, MP071, MP073,
644, 647, 688, 740, 741, MP004, MP066,
MP155, MP246, TP010, TP126, TP127,
MP139, MP179, MP226, MP234,
TP128, TP129, TP131, TP132, TP133,
MP246, MP256, MP262, TP040, TP061,
TP212, TP213, TP218, TP220, TP221,
TP097, TP124, TP141, TP144, TP169,
WP007, WP021, WP090, WP121,
TP298, WP052, WP097, WP125,
WP156, RP013, RP072, RP164, RP194,
WP207, WP213, WP222, WP255,
RP218
WP285, RP010, RP030, RP048, RP050,
Persistent 23, 48, 61, 63, 206, 216, 219, 231,
RP051, RP052, RP055, RP064, RP069,
246, 323, 390, 433, 437, 438, 439, 457,
RP074, RP090, RP109, RP111, RP129,
462, 516, 529, 530, 531, 533, 535, 553, 555,
RP140, RP183, RP200
566, 603, 606, 609, 612, 614, 642, 665,
Monitoring 6, 25, 29, 41, 42, 45, 46, 47,
698, MP007, MP012, MP015, MP030,
48, 61, 63, 85, 135, 138, 142, 171, 173,
MP042, MP045, MP053, MP068,
190, 193, 202, 203, 204, 218, 229, 233,
MP123, MP127, MP146, MP150,
265, 317, 323, 327, 379, 381, 382, 418,
MP151, MP174, TP090, TP091, TP093,
466, 477, 479, 494, 516, 532, 554, 555,
TP099, TP100, TP213, TP214, TP229,
561, 562, 563, 566, 598, 604, 605, 612,
TP253, TP255, TP265, TP284, WP009,
633, 645, 649, 672, 716, 717, 723, 724,
WP010, WP079, WP085, WP091,
737, MP012, MP014, MP018, MP027,
WP099, WP102, WP103, WP104,
MP028, MP029, MP030, MP031,
WP105, WP110, WP111, WP113,
MP035, MP064, MP069, MP070,
WP115, WP119, WP198, WP200,
MP071, MP072, MP118, MP134,
WP201, WP202, WP203, WP204,
MP149, MP151, MP168, MP171, MP187,
WP206, WP229, RP018, RP027, RP034,
MP224, MP247, MP255, MP267,
RP037, RP040, RP042, RP045, RP149,
MP272, MP284, TP008, TP011, TP012,
RP150, RP152, RP160, RP162, RP181
TP021, TP078, TP080, TP099, TP119,
Personal care product 18, 20, 21, 22, 27,
TP132, TP146, TP161, TP168, TP187,
80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 117, 118,
TP188, TP196, TP207, TP218, TP220,
124, 125, 138, 141, 142, 156, 158, 230,
TP221, TP224, TP227, TP236, TP248,
312, 422, 518, 561, 604, 693, 701, MP016,
TP255, TP261, TP284, TP291, TP292,
MP018, MP019, MP067, MP081,
WP003, WP004, WP005, WP007,
MP085, MP086, MP088, MP111,
WP009, WP031, WP033, WP050,
MP113, MP132, MP133, MP135,
WP080, WP084, WP089, WP105,
MP136, MP139, MP141, MP228,
WP106, WP116, WP120, WP128,
MP280, TP038, TP041, TP042, TP045,
WP134, WP137, WP144, WP155,
TP053, TP055, TP056, TP059, TP090,
WP158, WP161, WP180, WP196,
TP095, TP173, TP174, TP200, TP225,
WP204, WP206, WP283, WP286,
TP239, TP254, TP299, WP005, WP007,
WP288, WP289, RP016, RP018, RP020,
RP002, RP021, RP022, RP023, RP162,
RP026, RP029, RP031, RP042, RP043,
RP200, RP211
RP095, RP096, RP098, RP114, RP122,
RP159, RP179, RP181, RP182, RP220,
Pesticide 1, 2, 5, 7, 10, 13, 14, 43, 64, 65,
RP223, RP229
66, 67, 71, 102, 119, 134, 140, 160, 161,
177, 179, 230, 252, 253, 254, 255, 259, 316,
Multimedia 217, 311, 458, 566, 644,
345, 346, 347, 348, 349, 351, 393, 394,
MP114, MP211, MP233, MP284,
396, 398, 441, 445, 446, 447, 448, 537,
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539, 542, 543, 544, 571, 593, 606, 607,
Risk assessment 3, 11, 16, 35, 38, 51, 69,
635, 637, 639, 665, 685, 687, 690, 694, 701,
70, 84, 85, 92, 94, 98, 99, 125, 126, 132,
720, 721, 722, 723, 724, 726, 728, 729,
133, 134, 140, 151, 153, 154, 155, 156,
730, 731, 732, 733, 734, MP008, MP039,
157, 159, 166, 182, 187, 216, 217, 218, 220,
MP047, MP082, MP094, MP113,
222, 224, 225, 226, 245, 281, 300, 316,
MP203, MP204, MP206, MP208,
319, 328, 329, 331, 345, 352, 363, 369, 399,
MP233, MP275, MP293, TP034, TP069,
406, 407, 409, 410, 411, 437, 470, 480, 497,
TP071, TP074, TP075, TP104, TP106,
498, 499, 502, 503, 505, 506, 507, 509,
TP107, TP126, TP132, TP147, TP182,
510, 511, 512, 540, 546, 548, 550, 551,
TP183, TP185, TP213, TP214, TP227,
559, 573, 576, 581, 589, 591, 599, 603, 633,
TP248, TP249, TP262, TP280, WP004,
635, 639, 641, 648, 656, 666, 669, 677,
WP022, WP048, WP089, WP150,
680, 689, 694, 731, 742, MP019, MP020,
WP151, WP152, WP153, WP154,
MP031, MP045, MP047, MP052,
WP155, WP156, WP157, WP158,
MP074, MP081, MP083, MP084,
WP159, WP162, WP164, WP165,
MP087, MP088, MP112, MP113,
WP168, WP169, WP170, WP171,
MP114, MP122, MP123, MP128,
WP172, WP174, WP175, WP176,
MP134, MP135, MP136, MP138,
WP177, WP178, WP179, WP180,
MP139, MP141, MP147, MP153, MP161,
WP182, WP183, WP193, WP219,
MP164, MP195, MP234, MP236,
WP220, WP221, WP226, WP229,
MP238, MP239, MP240, MP242,
WP234, WP254, WP272, RP041, RP047,
MP251, MP253, MP256, MP264,
RP105, RP106, RP107, RP123, RP136,
MP269, MP271, MP273, MP274,
RP159, RP169, RP173, RP175, RP176,
MP277, MP287, MP288, MP292, TP036,
RP181, RP194, RP225
TP037, TP039, TP057, TP089, TP093,
TP111, TP112, TP117, TP118, TP119,
Pharmaceuticals 15, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 31,
TP120, TP128, TP134, TP135, TP150,
32, 42, 87, 100, 107, 108, 111, 113, 116,
TP155, TP157, TP161, TP170, TP172,
117, 118, 141, 152, 155, 158, 159, 230,
TP178, TP180, TP189, TP193, TP196,
312, 315, 417, 419, 420, 421, 422, 424,
TP198, TP221, TP247, TP257, TP260,
514, 517, 518, 519, 520, 554, 601, 602,
TP270, TP293, TP295, TP298, WP001,
604, 697, 706, MP002, MP076, MP079,
WP003, WP004, WP013, WP028,
MP113, MP134, MP135, MP136,
WP038, WP039, WP045, WP053,
MP137, MP143, MP144, MP173, MP181,
WP071, WP091, WP110, WP114,
MP194, MP197, MP219, MP243, MP247,
WP115, WP116, WP131, WP146,
MP288, TP034, TP035, TP037, TP038,
WP147, WP150, WP154, WP184,
TP039, TP040, TP041, TP044, TP045,
WP185, WP191, WP194, WP195,
TP046, TP047, TP048, TP049, TP050,
WP196, WP197, WP217, WP238, RP017,
TP051, TP052, TP053, TP054, TP056,
RP023, RP025, RP035, RP036, RP098,
TP057, TP058, TP059, TP061, TP062,
RP099, RP104, RP113, RP121, RP157,
TP063, TP068, TP092, TP145, TP147,
RP165, RP175, RP178, RP196, RP197
TP148, TP173, TP174, TP225, TP243,
TP258, TP277, WP011, WP019, WP021,
WP022, WP035, WP061, WP092,
WP187, RP023, RP166, RP185, RP186,
RP188, RP190, RP192, RP194, RP195,
RP197, RP198, RP199, RP201, RP202,
RP203, RP204, RP205, RP206, RP207,
RP208, RP210, RP211, RP230

Policy analysis 129, 134, 210, 222, 316, 318,
319, 369, 400, 415, 437, 547, 552, 577, 578,
626, 628, D003, D004, D005, MP001,
MP020, MP032, MP157, MP252,
MP281, MP289, TP191, TP240, RP003,
RP101

Risk management 3, 6, 7, 39, 53, 56, 124,
127, 128, 129, 133, 172, 182, 187, 211,
213, 219, 225, 252, 318, 320, 351, 371, 397,
414, 416, 445, 446, 492, 509, 552, 567,
581, 583, 601, 613, 643, 648, 667, 668,
670, 712, 713, 718, 719, 733, 734, D003,
D005, MP021, MP039, MP147, MP166,
MP235, MP237, MP253, MP266,
MP267, MP269, MP271, MP277,
MP278, MP280, TP095, TP104, TP105,
TP176, TP268, TP298, WP110, WP143,
WP146, WP147, WP197, RP005, RP024,
RP167, RP214, RP217

Roadway 54, 366, TP161, RP035
Regulation 1, 2, 8, 35, 38, 111, 129, 134,
152, 212, 214, 220, 275, 308, 317, 319, 335, Sediment 49, 50, 52, 54, 59, 60, 61, 63, 66,
336, 348, 351, 358, 360, 369, 371, 391,
70, 75, 116, 142, 147, 148, 149, 167, 169,
397, 413, 415, 416, 492, 493, 495, 496,
184, 191, 207, 209, 277, 290, 291, 324, 325,
501, 502, 506, 508, 510, 528, 545, 546,
328, 331, 333, 361, 363, 370, 377, 378, 379,
549, 551, 572, 574, 577, 578, 596, 605, 608,
384, 409, 410, 419, 453, 454, 458, 468,
673, 674, 675, 677, 706, 728, 743, MP039,
473, 474, 477, 478, 480, 535, 563, 568, 577,
MP157, MP220, MP268, MP272,
581, 583, 584, 601, 603, 604, 613, 647,
MP276, MP286, MP288, MP289,
649, 650, 651, 652, 653, 654, 655, 656,
MP291, MP292, MP293, MP294, TP077,
669, 671, 679, 721, 723, MP014, MP018,
TP093, TP103, TP121, TP175, TP178,
MP022, MP023, MP024, MP025,
TP191, TP193, TP261, TP266, WP040,
MP027, MP030, MP032, MP053,
WP053, WP055, WP098, WP110,
MP075, MP091, MP143, MP145,
WP237, WP238, WP268, WP275,
MP150, MP162, MP164, MP166,
RP027, RP156
MP167, MP223, MP257, MP258, MP259,
MP260, TP001, TP005, TP096, TP097,
Remediation 16, 53, 108, 128, 150, 210,
TP100, TP108, TP118, TP128, TP153,
270, 377, 378, 379, 380, 381, 382, 383,
TP177, TP230, TP267, TP276, TP282,
384, 472, 473, 474, 476, 477, 478, 479, 534,
TP284, TP296, TP297, WP031, WP054,
536, 580, 582, 583, 629, 657, 669, 671, 672,
WP067, WP076, WP078, WP081,
713, 714, 715, 716, 717, MP062, MP215,
WP082, WP087, WP112, WP128,
MP277, TP023, TP149, TP152, TP241,
WP129, WP134, WP138, WP140,
TP263, TP264, TP266, TP267, TP270,
WP142, WP143, WP144, WP145,
WP073, WP133, WP138, WP139,
WP152, WP155, WP196, WP197,
WP142, WP143, WP144, WP147,
WP215, WP275, RP011, RP015, RP021,
WP174, WP208, RP060, RP110, RP115,
RP022, RP024, RP030, RP039, RP042,
RP120, RP132, RP133, RP135, RP215
RP045, RP068, RP085, RP086, RP087,
Reproduction 15, 29, 80, 81, 82, 89, 170,
RP088, RP090, RP091, RP092, RP093,
205, 206, 245, 262, 266, 293, 374, 390,
RP094, RP105, RP108, RP113, RP133,
393, 403, 404, 593, 650, 740, MP092,
RP134, RP156, RP160, RP161, RP167,
MP103, MP140, MP176, MP194,
RP181, RP223, RP224, RP226
MP198, MP200, MP226, TP026, TP054,
Soil
46, 49, 58, 68, 88, 105, 126, 137, 199,
TP064, TP065, TP106, TP184, TP287,
200, 220, 223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 257,
WP056, WP058, WP187, WP192,
299, 417, 459, 529, 556, 557, 629, 659,
WP201, WP219, WP222, WP240,
662, 663, 664, 679, 680, 704, 705, 706,
WP245, RP069, RP073, RP086, RP087,
707, 709, 711, MP062, MP262, MP265,
RP141, RP146
TP136, TP160, TP179, TP181, TP219,

TP237, TP238, TP297, WP013, WP071,
WP099, WP131, WP148, WP149,
WP205, WP239, WP243, WP252,
WP258, RP114, RP115, RP117, RP118,
RP119, RP120, RP122, RP124, RP125,
RP126, RP127, RP128, RP129, RP130,
RP131, RP204, RP210, RP214, RP215

Sorption 21, 23, 155, 310, 333, 474, 478,
517, 535, 658, 663, 704, MP023, TP131,
TP167, TP216, WP013, WP083, WP117,
WP142, WP281, RP022, RP056, RP110,
RP117, RP203
Spatial 158, 256, 279, 312, 344, 348, 399,
696, 726, 729, 730, MP011, MP019,
MP070, MP077, MP086, MP120,
MP236, MP239, TP006, TP070, TP071,
WP119, WP145, WP235, WP256,
RP027, RP106, RP131, RP151, RP152,
RP153, RP216, RP218, RP223
Speciation 143, 144, 145, 150, 203, 234,
240, 243, 260, 282, 309, 466, MP065,
MP069, MP149, TP012, TP017, TP021,
TP022, TP024, TP025, TP110, TP231,
TP232, TP237, WP094, WP095, RP015

Statistics 55, 60, 253, 275, 349, 480, 490,
506, 508, 599, 617, MP011, MP112,
MP236, MP239, MP279, TP284, TP295,
WP040, WP055, WP128, WP129,
WP131, RP006, RP131

WP062, WP067, WP070, WP074,
WP093, WP114, WP125, WP129,
WP131, WP139, WP148, WP177,
WP186, WP191, WP192, WP198,
WP217, WP230, WP243, WP245,
WP247, WP248, WP251, WP260,
WP264, WP270, WP283, WP289,
RP017, RP030, RP047, RP060, RP062,
RP068, RP076, RP087, RP092, RP093,
RP103, RP114, RP121, RP123, RP131,
RP134, RP136, RP147, RP163, RP186,
RP214, RP217

Toxicokinetics 10, 159, 244, 305, 309, 310,
314, 343, 401, 438, 440, 524, 623, 678,
679, MP202, TP079, TP203, WP035,
WP037, WP107, WP188, RP163, RP165

Uncertainty 51, 79, 119, 125, 211, 270, 400,
490, 492, 495, 509, 617, 630, 732, 733,
MP086, MP114, MP124, MP269, TP072,
TP240, TP260, WP129, WP146, WP197,
WP254, RP173

Urban 17, 31, 63, 223, 366, 392, 560, 578,
601, 668, 724, MP007, MP023, MP040,
MP066, MP143, MP254, MP282, TP053,
TP195, TP242, TP276, TP278, WP090,
WP115, WP126, WP181, WP200,
WP204, RP107, RP132

Waste water 17, 30, 44, 112, 114, 115, 117,
141, 157, 172, 228, 230, 235, 287, 368,
392, 420, 422, 436, 449, 455, 456, 458,
Stormwater 62, 269, 274, 366, 368, 578,
514, 516, 517, 518, 519, 520, 529, 530,
580, 720, MP224, MP229, MP254,
534, 553, 554, 561, 603, 658, 659, 660,
TP021, TP101, TP102, TP208, TP209,
702, 709, 722, MP007, MP015, MP018,
TP210, TP211, TP266, WP050, WP052,
MP036, MP081, MP084, MP147,
WP084, WP178, WP181, WP263,
MP191, MP196, MP211, MP226, TP027,
WP272, WP273, RP033, RP107
TP041, TP042, TP043, TP049, TP060,
Surface water 18, 32, 65, 66, 73, 96, 115,
TP061, TP064, TP119, TP144, TP145,
117, 121, 138, 142, 143, 157, 166, 194,
TP149, TP154, TP168, TP242, TP270,
228, 233, 240, 286, 289, 323, 324, 411,
TP277, WP005, WP007, WP021,
414, 419, 420, 433, 437, 489, 529, 553, 562,
WP047, WP051, WP069, WP070,
582, 594, 609, 641, 645, 647, 660, 690,
WP079, WP084, WP085, WP088,
703, 720, 721, 729, 737, MP006, MP008,
WP092, WP112, WP130, WP136,
MP011, MP012, MP015, MP027,
WP181, WP207, RP001, RP142, RP185,
MP054, MP071, MP095, MP118,
RP187, RP198, RP199, RP203, RP204,
MP169, MP170, MP228, MP233,
RP207, RP210, RP230
MP250, TP012, TP028, TP051, TP084,
Water
quality 17, 31, 42, 43, 78, 84, 121,
TP096, TP106, TP126, TP154, TP198,
148, 243, 251, 266, 268, 272, 273, 275,
TP204, TP207, TP222, TP244, TP252,
282, 283, 290, 326, 327, 330, 335, 353,
WP011, WP018, WP044, WP051,
358, 360, 362, 409, 414, 415, 416, 417, 449,
WP108, WP113, WP119, WP153,
455, 489, 491, 492, 493, 496, 526, 528,
WP154, WP155, WP173, WP174,
534, 562, 568, 598, 602, 639, 645, 650,
WP206, RP007, RP011, RP016, RP022,
659, 691, 696, 729, 738, 739, 743, MP009,
RP023, RP033, RP105, RP112, RP132,
MP014, MP015, MP019, MP036,
RP183, RP186, RP190, RP211, RP220
MP072, MP075, MP085, MP087,
Sustainability 20, 33, 35, 38, 39, 40,
MP117, MP123, MP147, MP165, MP211,
124, 187, 212, 214, 218, 326, 396, 494,
MP213, MP215, MP216, MP217,
658, 711, 714, 717, D001, D003, D005,
MP229, MP245, MP250, MP252,
MP107, MP108, MP141, MP160, MP255,
MP254, MP255, MP272, MP276, TP028,
MP271, MP280, MP282, TP094, TP095,
TP037, TP081, TP099, TP102, TP103,
TP156, RP001, RP002, RP003, RP004,
TP109, TP132, TP142, TP150, TP175,
RP121
TP204, TP209, TP213, TP220, TP225,
TP227, TP239, TP265, TP266, TP271,
Systems analysis 119, 212, 219, 285, 371,
TP281, TP282, WP011, WP018, WP029,
401, 625, 640, D003, MP239, MP279,
WP043, WP048, WP077, WP084,
MP282, TP148, TP185, TP191, WP059,
WP098, WP106, WP145, WP152,
WP062, WP191, RP002, RP027
WP159, WP167, WP172, WP173,
Toxicity 4, 5, 7, 13, 36, 37, 40, 46, 48, 54,
WP183, WP208, WP209, WP210,
57, 59, 69, 72, 73, 75, 78, 94, 96, 104, 112,
WP214, WP216, WP268, WP274,
125, 132, 151, 172, 176, 213, 215, 216, 217,
RP007, RP008, RP012, RP015, RP016,
228, 240, 242, 291, 293, 294, 295, 296,
RP017, RP019, RP085, RP086, RP105,
297, 307, 327, 337, 356, 363, 366, 391, 426,
RP111, RP130, RP132, RP183, RP220,
443, 444, 463, 472, 480, 485, 498, 499,
RP223, RP224
508, 511, 512, 534, 537, 538, 539, 560, 568,
Weight of evidence 55, 123, 152, 182, 207,
591, 594, 598, 634, 656, 670, 678, 693,
285, 345, 350, 363, 473, 497, 499, 503,
707, 708, 742, MP001, MP005, MP020,
511, 545, 547, 728, 743, MP062, MP110,
MP025, MP031, MP035, MP042,
MP127, MP257, TP069, TP072, TP091,
MP047, MP049, MP051, MP052,
TP094, TP103, TP156, TP169, TP170,
MP054, MP058, MP065, MP066,
TP171, TP172, TP173, TP240, TP276,
MP074, MP090, MP092, MP101,
WP033, WP185, WP254, RP002,
MP103, MP104, MP116, MP117, MP129,
RP054, RP195, RP217
MP162, MP183, MP184, MP195,
MP214, MP258, MP265, MP268,
Wetlands 65, 103, 162, 168, 277, 278,
MP274, TP018, TP034, TP046, TP048,
340, 359, 380, 385, 471, 515, 637, 638,
TP055, TP062, TP086, TP090, TP091,
719, MP148, MP190, MP228, MP249,
TP117, TP122, TP137, TP140, TP153,
MP258, TP009, TP013, TP018, TP111,
TP154, TP162, TP172, TP189, TP199,
TP264, TP268, TP270, TP271, WP161,
TP201, TP216, TP238, TP240, TP259,
WP163, WP171, WP209, WP250,
TP260, TP262, TP269, TP274, TP279,
WP273, RP112
TP281, TP286, TP296, WP003, WP006,
WP008, WP026, WP028, WP059,
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